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An ongoing cooperative airfoil research program has been established between
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Deutsche
II
Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt e. V. (DFVLR). The two-
dimensional test section of the Langley 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel (0.3-m
TCT), with its unique test envelope and high Reynolds number capability, is beinq
utilized for this program. This collaborative effort between NASA and the DFVLR
will produce flight equivalent Reynolds number data on advanced supercritical type
airfoils designed in the Federal Republic of Germany.
This report presents the experimental aerodynamic data obtained from tests of
the CAST 10-2jDOA 2 airfoil in the 0.3-m TCT. Test temperature was varied from
280 K to 100 K at pressures from slightly above 1 to 5.8 atmospheres. Mach number
was varied from 0.60 to 0.80, and the Reynolds number (based on airfoil chord) was
varied from 4 x 106 to 45 X 10 6 • Descriptions of the airfoil model, the 0.3-m TCT,
the test instrumentation, and the testing procedures are also included.
INTRODUCTION
The cryogenic wind tunnel concept (refs. 1 and 2) was developed as a result of
the urgent need for wind tunnels capable of testing models at or near full-scale
Reynolds number. The need is especially acute at transonic speeds where, because
of the large power requirements of conventional transonic pressure tunnels,
economic considerations have dictated the use of relatively small tunnels. As a I
result, there has been, for a number of years, a large gap between test and flight
Reynolds numbers at high subsonic and transonic Mach numbers.
NASALangley Research Center personnel have been studying the application of
the cryogenic wind tunnel concept to various types of high Reynolds number
transonic tunnels since 1971. Following a theoretical investigation and an
experimental program which included the successful operation of an atmospheric
low-speed cryogenic tunnel (refs. 1 and 2), a pilot transonic cryogenic tunnel was
built, successfully operated (ref. 3), and designated by NASAin late 1974 as a
research facility, the Langley O.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel (O.3-m TCT).
To take full advantage of the unique Reynolds number capabilities of the O.3-m TCT,
it was designed to accommodate test sections other than its original, octagonal,
three-dimensional test section. A 20 cm x 60 cm two-dimensional test section was
installed in the summer of 1976 because of renewed interest in airfoil research and
the suspected sensitivity of many of the advanced airfoils to Reynolds number.
In an effort to pursuethis two-dimensionalairfoilresearch,a collaborative
NASA/DFVLRprogramhas been undertakento test advancedtechnologyairfoils
designed in the FederalRepublicof Germany. The objectivesof the programare the
following: (1) to providean aerodynamicassessmentof DFVLR and other German
advancedtechnologyairfoildesignsat flightequivalentReynoldsnumbers; (2) to
provide a systematicindicationof Reynoldsnumber sensitivityfor this class of
advancedairfoils; (3) to enablean evaluation(from low to high Reynoldsnumbers) °
of currentDFVLR and NASA analyticaltechniques;and (4) to providean opportunity
to correlatethe O.3-m TCT resultswith resultsfrom other major transonic
facilitiesas describedin reference4.
According to the program agreement, the DFVLRis responsible for designing and
fabricating the models to be tested while NASAprovides the testing of the models
in the O.3-m TCT, includingengineeringassistanceand data reduction. The DFVLR
will also performstatic pre-testcheck out of the models by suitablethermal
cycling in order to determineany possibledeformationof the models under
cryogenicconditions.
This report presents the experimental aerodynamic data obtained from tests in
the O.3-m TCT of the CAST IO-2/DOA 2 airfoil, the first airfoil tested in the
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cooperative NASA/DFVLR series of tests. These data are presented in tabular form
in Appendices A and B and in graphic form in figs. 12-27 with a minimum of
discussion to expedite the publication of these advanced results.
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SYMBOLS
The measurementsof this investigationare presentedin the International
Systemof Units (SI). The symbolsin parenthesesare those used on computer
generatedplots. The symbolsand units in bracketsare those used on computer °
generatedtables in the appendices.
b,[B] airfoilmodel span, cm J
c,(C),[C] airfoilmodel chord, cm
[CC] sectionchord-forcecoefficientfrom airfoil pressures
(Cd) sectiondrag-forcecoefficientfrom wake measurements
[CD1-CD5] sectiondrag-forcecoefficientfrom wake measurementsfor each of
the five pitot tubes on the traversingrake
(Cm),[CM] section pitching-moment coefficient about quarter-chord point
Cn,(Cn),[CN] section normal-force coefficient from airfoil pressures
Cn_ slope of normal-forcecoefficientversus angle-of-attackcurve
(Cp),[CP] pressurecoefficient
M,[MACH] free-stream Mach number
[MLOC] local Mach number
[P,L] local static pressure,kPa
o
pt,[PT] tunnel stagnation pressure, atm [kPa] (1 atm = 101.3 kPa)
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Rc,[RC] Reynoldsnumber based on airfoilchord
Tt,[TT] tunnel stagnationtemperature,K
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The present investigation was conducted in the 20 cm x 60 cm two-dimensional
test-section insert of the O.3-m TCT. The O.3-m TCT is a continuous flow, single-
return, fan-driven wind tunnel which used nitrogen as a test gas. A photograph and
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schematic drawing of the tunnel are shown in figures l(a) and l(b), respectively.
The operating temperature range of the O.3-m TCT is from about 78 K to 327 K with
stagnation pressures ranging from slightly greater than I atmosphere to 6
atmospheres. With the two-dimensional test section installed, the test-section
Mach number can be varied from 0.05 to about 0.9. The ability to operate at
cryogenic temperatures and 6 atmospheres pressure provides an extremely high
Reynolds number capability at relatively low model loadings. In addition, the
unique ability to vary pressure and temperature independently of Mach number
provides independent control and assessment of aeroelastic, viscous, and compres-
siblity effects on the aerodynamic parameters being measured. The Reynolds number
and Mach number capabilities of the tunnel are shown in figure 2.
A photograph and sketch of the 20 cm x 60 cm two-dimensional test section are
shown in figures 3(a) and 3(b). Figure 3(a) is a top-view of the test section with
the plenum lid and test section ceiling removed. This test section, which features
a slotted floor and ceiling, incorporates computer-driven angle-of-attack and
momentumrake systems. The angle-of-attack mechanism has a traversing range of +-20
degrees which can be offset from zero degrees in either direction at model instal-
lation. The momentumrake, located just downstream of the airfoil, provided up to
five total pressure measurements across slightly more than half the width of the
tunnel. This test section also features removable model modules, one of which is
shown in figure 4 in the raised position following the removal of the plenum lid
and test section ceiling. There is also provision for test section side wall
boundary layer removal just upstream of the model; however, this system was not
used during these tests. Additional design features and characteristics of the
O.3-m TCT are presented in references 5 and 6.
Model
Model design and fabrication.-The DornierGmbH designedCAST IO-2/DOA2 is a
12.1-percent-thickadvancedtechnologyairfoil (ref. 7). The airfoilmodel used
during the presentinvestigationhas a chord of 15.24 cm. Table 1 lists the
sectiondesign and measuredcoordinatesfor the model which was designedby the
DFVLR's Institutefor ExperimentalFluid Mechanicsand TechnicalServicesDivision
in Gottingen,FederalRepublicof Germany.
The model was fabricatedout of V2A 14301 stainlesssteel (similarto AISI 304
stainlesssteel) by the DFVLR'sTechnicalServicesDivision. The fabrication
procedurefor the model consistedof the followingsteps. Initially,the upper and
lower model halves were pre-milledto rectangularblocks,followedby the stepwise
milling of these blocks to approximatethe airfoilcontours. These model halves
were subsequentlyheat treatedat the brazingtemperature(1120°C)to avoid warpage
during later manufacturingprocesses.
The next step consistedof millingand electricallydischargingchannels into
the insidesurfaceof both halves for the pressuretubing. In addition,elongated
slots called solder depositswere milled out of the insidesurfaceof the lower
half. Socketswere then drilledin the channelsto near the intendedairfoil
surface to accommodate1.2 mm outer diameterstainlesssteel (same materialas the
model) pressuretubing. The tubes were positionedand silver solderedin place,
and the solder depositswere filled for the surfacebrazing in a protective
atmosphere. Followingthat, the model dimensionswere checked,the surfaceswere
cleaned,and the model halveswere fitted and clampedtogether. The model was then
brazed in a protectiveatmosphere. Duringthis brazingprocess,the silver solder
ran from the solder depositsby capillaryaction and thus distributedsolderto the
inside surfacesfor the braze joint. A final check for possiblemodel deformation
• was performedfollowingthis brazingprocess.
The next stage of model constructionconsistedof coolingthe model to liquid
• nitrogen (LN2)temperaturesand then re-warmingit to ambienttemperatures.
Subsequently,the model was contouredby numericalmilling,the surfaceshand
finished,and the static pressureorificesdrillednormalto the model surfacesto
meet the tubes. Finally,anothercheck of the model contourwas performed.
Figure 5 shows the model installedin the O.3-m TCT two-dimensionaltest
section. In this view, the plenum lid and test sectionceilinghave been removed
and the upper surfaceof the model is being viewed.
The model is equippedwith 86 static pressureorificeseach having a nominal
diameterof 0.3 mm. Figure 6 is a schematicdrawingshowingthe generallocation
of the orificeson the upper and lower surfacesof the model. Table 2 lists the
o
(x/c) and y/(b/2) locationfor each orifice.
Model accuracyand integrity.-Past experiencehas shown that many metals
undergo drasticand irreversiblechangesin shape when exposedto a cryogenic
environment. This has been vividlyseen in currentairfoilprogramsin the O.3-m
TCT. For some of the airfoilmodels,the post-testmodel shapeshave been found to
be drasticallydifferentfrom the pre-testshapes. Certainprocedureshave been
establishedin order to try to alleviatethis problem. It is now standardpractice
that all airfoilmodels intendedfor testing in the O.3-m TCT must be thermally
cycled to cryogenictemperaturesduring the fabricationprocess in order that they
might stabilizebeforethe final model validationcheck.
The DFVLR cycledthe CAST IO-2/DOA2 model betweenroom and LN2 temperature
severaltimes during the fabricationprocessand each time the model surface
contourcheckedout successfully. When the model was receivedby NASA, additional
validationof the model contourwas done in order to verifythat the model did, in
fact, representthe DFVLR'sproposedairfoilshape. A Brown & SharpeValidator50,
which under ideal conditionshas an accuracyof ±0.00127cm, was used for the vali-
dation. The pre-testmeasurementswere accomplishedand it was found that the
model was somewhatthinnerthan intendedfrom the leadingedge to the 15-percent
chord line and somewhatthickerthan intendedbeyondthe 45-percentchord line.
The model contourwas not within the requireddimensionaltolerance. However,
after examiningthe deviationof the contour from the desiredordinates,it was •
mutually agreed between NASA and the DFVLR that the model was in keepingwith the
CAST IO-2/DOA2 requirements,and the tests were thereforeundertaken. It should
be noted at this point that when validatingan airfoil,it is extremelydifficult o
to determineaccuratelythe shape of the leadingedge becauseof the high
curvature. In addition,the highly curved leadingedge makes it difficultto
establisha zero point about which all the measurementsare referenced.
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The results reportedherein were obtainedduring fifty-sixruns over a
pressure range from slightlyabove 1 to 5.8 atmospheres. The model was, subse-
quently, used for other tests in the O.3-m TCT includingcondensationstudiesat
extremelylow temperatures. On two occasions,post-testvalidationswere
• conducted. In each case, the resultsagreedwith those obtainedin pre-test
validations. A summaryof these resultsis shown in figure 7. These results
indicatethat, in general,there were no shifts or drasticchangesand the model
J basicallyremainedintact. The airfoil remainedthin from the leadingedge to the
15-percentchord line, and the rearwardportionof the airfoilfrom the 45-percent
chord line to the trailingedge remainedthick. These post-testvalidationsshowed
no structuraldamage,cracking,or erosion. The model in all respectswas
consideredto be of good design and constructionand acceptablefor testingin a
cryogenicwind tunnel.
INSTRUMENTATION
A detaileddiscussionof the instrumentationand proceduresselectedfor the
calibrationand controlof the O.3-m TCT can be found in reference8. However,
brief discussionsof instrumentationrelatedto the derivationof the primary
airfoildata are containedherein.
Pressure Instrumentation.-For two-dimensionalairfoiltests, the O.3-m TCT is
equippedto obtain static-pressuremeasurementson the airfoilsurface,total head
measurementsin the airfoilwake, and static pressureon the test sectionside-
walls, floor,and ceiling. To measurethe pressures,a scanningvalve system
capable of operatingten 48-portscanningvalves is used. Because of the large
changes in dynamicpressureof the tunnel over its operationalrange (a factorof
about 75), commerciallyavailablehigh-precisionvariablecapacitivepressure
• transducersare used insteadof conventionalstrain-gagepressuretransducers.
Pressuretransducerswith a maximum range of 6.8 atmospheresare used for
, model and tunnelwall pressures. More sensitivetransducers,having a maximum
range of 1.36 atmospheres,are used for pressuremeasurementsin the airfoilwake.
The transducershave an accuracyof ±0.25 percentof readingfrom -25 percentto
100 percentof full scale. A total of 26 pressurechannelswere used for this
test.
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TraversingWake-SurveyProbe.-A verticaltraversingprobe system is located
on the left sidewallof the two-dimensionaltest sectiondownstreamof the turn-
table (fig. 3b). The mechanismhas a traversingrange of 25.4 cm. The probe
supportcan be locatedwith the probe measurementplane at either tunnel station
Q
21.0 cm or 26.0 cm. For this test, the measurementswere made at the 26.0 cm
stationwhich placed the measurementplane about 1.2 chord lengthsdownstreamof
the airfoiltrailing-edge. The primarypurposeof this system is to survey the |
total pressuresin the airfoilwake by using a pitot-tubesurvey rake. Detailsof
the multitubepitot rake are shown in figure 8. Three disc type static probes as
well as six pitot probes were mountedon the assembly. The three static probes and
the pitot probe closestto the wall were not used during the presentinvestiga-
tion. Tunnelsidewallstatic-pressuretaps are also providedin the plane of the
pitot probes for use in the determinationof the airfoildrag coefficient.
Individualtransducersare used for each tube on the probe assemblyin order to
keep pressureresponsetime low. The verticalpositionof the probe is recordedon
the data acquisitionsystem using the output from a digitalshaft encoder gearedto
the probe drive mechanism. The wake survey probe is synchronizedwith the scanning
valvesso that the probe is moved to a differentverticallocationeach time the
scanning valvesare advancedto a new port.
O.3-m TCT DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
For the present study,data from the O.3-m TCT was recordedon magnetictape
on the Langleycentraldata recordingsystem. A total of 99 analog channelsof
recordingcapabilitywere availableat the tunnel with a maximum range of 100 mV
and a resolutionof 1 part in 10,000. All analog data was filteredwith a 4 Hz low
pass filter.
A small computerwas used to sequencethe data acquisitionsystem,provide
timing input signals for the scanning-valvedrive system,provide real-timevisual
displaysand plots, and controlthe angle of attack and wake-survey-probedrive
system. An X-Y plotterwas used to produce real-timehard-copyplots of pressure
distributionover the airfoiland total head loss throughthe airfoilwake. Other
real-timedisplaysincludedigitalreadoutsof Mach number and Reynoldsnumber.
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Angle-of-attackand wake-survey-probedrive commandsare enteredthrougha teletype
and transmitedthrough the computerto the respectivedrive system.
• TEST PROGRAM
An effort was made by DFVLR and NASA engineersto establisha test program
o that overlappedsome of the DFVLR'sexistingexperimentalwork with the CAST
IO-2/DOA2 airfoil. The overallaim was to establishthe effectsof transition
(fixedand free), Reynoldsnumber,and Mach numberon the flow development. Figure
9 shows the Reynoldsnumber and Mach number ranges for this test. Test temperature
was variedfrom 280 K to 100 K at pressuresfrom slightlyabove 1 to 5.8
atmospheres. The maximumangle of attack range was from -I to +9 degrees.
TEST PROCEDURES
Pressuredata.- For the tests reportedherein,three scans or samplesof data
were taken for each orificeon the model followinga pre-determineddelay time per
orifice. The three sampleswere averagedto obtain a single pressurevalue for
each orifice. The wake survey probe was stepped75 times throughthe wake for each
data point. The limitson the wake survey probe drive systemwere changedfor each
data point to encompassthe entirewake.
Transition.-Transitionstrips,locatedon both the upper and lower surfaces
at the 7-percentchord line, were used during a portionof the testingto evaluate
their effect on the aerodynamiccharacteristicsof the model. Figure 9 shows the
test conditionsfor fixed transition. The stripsconsistedof 0.0584mm diameter
glass beads that were appliedusing a clear acrylicspray. The spray may have
• added some thicknessto the resultingtransitionstripswhich were approximately
0.2032 cm wide. The upper surfacetransitionstrip is visiblein figure 10.
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DATAREDUCTION
The test data were reduced according to a process described in an unpublished
in-house data reduction program. The normal force and pitching moment (at the
quarter-chord) coefficients are calculated from a pressure integration around the
airfoil. The total drag force coefficient is obtained from an integration of the
total pressure decrement across the airfoil wake corrected for a threshold
i
decrement, which accounts for any nonzero pressure decrement outside the wake. The
threshold decrement used for this test is 0.0002. In order to compute the total
drag, the threshold decrement is compared to the incremental drag for each rake
tube at each rake position. If the incremental drag is greater than or equal to
the threshold decrement, a weighting factor (incremental area) is applied and the
incremental drag is included in the running sum of the total drag. If the incre-
mental drag is less than the threshold decrement, the weighting factor is set to
zero and the incremental drag is not included in the running sum of the total
drag. The CD1-CD5values in the appendices correspond to these total drag
coefficients for the five rake pitot tubes.
PRESENTATIONOF RESULTS
The experimental data is presented without corrections for wind tunnel wall
interference effects. Discussions of various wall interference correction methods
for determining angle of attack and Mach number corrections are contained in
references 9, I0, and ii.
Some of the data of the present investigation was taken after the onset of
boundary-layer separation from the tunnel sidewall; therefore, some caution should
be exercised when using the data in this region. To aid the user in this respect,
figure 11 is presented to show a conservative region of "acceptable" (i.e. absence °
of any indication of wall separation) airfoil data in terms of normal force
coefficient and Mach number. This figure was derived by assessing the Cn_
slope trends and the drag characteristics across the tunnel which were obtained
from the multitube rake (fig. 8). For instance, if the data reflected a premature
"break" or reduction in the variation of cn with _ and a noticeable
inconsistency in the drag values across the tunnel, these trends were considered to
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be an indicationof significantmodel inducedsidewallboundary-layerseparation.
The regionof "acceptable"data, as shown in figure 11, reflectsthe conditionsat
which there were no indicationsof abnormalnormalforce or spanwisedrag trends.
This regionis consideredto be conservativebecausethe drag rake measurements
were taken 1.2 chord lengthsdownstreamof the airfoiltrailing-edgeat a position
where the "growth"of spanwiseflow would be more extensivethan at the model
station.
J
In presentingthe data, only a few chordwisepressuredistributionshave been
plotted;however,all of the pressuredata as well as the remainderof the
tabulatedresultsare presentedin the appendices. An outlineof the plotteddata
presentedherein follows:
Figure
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A wind tunnel investigation of the CAST IO-2/DOA 2 airfoil has been conducted
in'the two-dimensional test section of the O.3-m TCT. This investigation will
provide an opportunity to aerodynamically evaluate the CASTIO-2/DOA 2 airfoil from
low to high Reynolds numbers. In addition, various DFVLRand NASAanalytical
techniques can now be applied to the data in order to verify the validity of the
techniques, over a large Reynolds number range.
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TABLE 1.- SECTION COORDINATESOF CAST I O-2/DOA 2 AIRFOIL
c = 15.24 cm
Upper Su_oce Lower Surface
z/c z/c
x/c Design Meosured_ x/c Design Meosured
0.0 .0034 • .0011 -.0016 .0008
.0009 .0080 .0067 .0026 -.0038 -.0032
.0026 .0114 .0104 .0076 -.0073 -.0073
.0076 .0170 .0160 .0126 -.0091 -.0092
.0126 .0208 .0198 .0176 -.0105 -.0105
.0176 .0239 .0230 .0251 -.0122 -.0123
.0251 .0281 .0272 .0351 -.0144 -.0145
.0351 .0329 .0321 .0476 -.0170 -.0170
.0476 .0378 .0371 .0651 -.0201 -.0202
.0651 .0431 .0426 .0876 -.0238 -.0239
.0876 .0484 .0479 .1151 -.0277 -.0278
.1151 .0532 .0528 .1551 -.0327 -.0329
.1551 .0583 .0580 .2151 -.0392 -.0394
.2151 .0634 .0631 .2751 -.0447 -.0449
.2751 .0665 .0662 .3351 -.0491 -.0493
.3351 .0682 .0680 .3950 -.0521 -.0523
.3950 .0689 .0688 .4550 -.0532 -.0536
.4550 .0686 .0685 .5150 -.0520 -.0525
.5150 .0672 .0671 .5750 -.0486 -.0490
.5750 .0645 .0645 .6350 -.0435 -.0440 ,
.6350 .0603 .0602 .6950 -.0375 -.0381
.6950 .0539 .0539 .7550 --.0313 -.0319
.7550 .0451 .0451 .8150 -.0255 -.0261
.8150 .0338 .0338 .8750 -.0206 -.0211
.8750 .0206 .0206 .9200 -.0176 -.0181
.9200 .0099 .0100 .9500 -.0161 --.0165
.9500 .0027 .0028 .9763 -.0150 •
.9775 -.0040 -.0038 1.0000 -.0145 •
1.0000 -.0095 -.0096
Post-test measuremen_ mode at NASA _ngl_.
Not de_Tned.
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TABLE 2.- MODEL ORIFICE LOCATIONS
o Upper surf, Ice Upper surface
OHflce x/e y/(b/2) Additional sponwise oHflce_
1 0.000 --.059 Odflce x/c y/(b/2)
2 .OO& .020 1 .500 .7404 3 .008 .039 2 .6A1
4 .015 -.039 3 .5€35 .025 0.000 4 .4_€6 .0€0 .059
5 .5€57 .O60 -.020 6 .2678 .O80 .020 7 .14B9 .100 -.059
8 .04910 .1€0 -.020 9 --.0€911 .180 .059 10 --.14_12 .220 .020 11 -.247
13 .260 -.020 12 -.34514 .300 --.059 13 -.€€415 .340 .059 1A -°54316 .380 .020 15 -o64117 .420 -.o20 16 -.74018 .460 --.059 \!
19 .500 0.000
20 .540 .059
21 .550 -.059 Lower surface
22 .620 -.020
23 .660 .020 Odflce x/c y/(b/2)
24 .700 .059
25 .750 -.059 1 .00€ -.118
26 .800 -.020 2 .008 .099
27 .850 .020 3 .023 --°020
2B .900 .059 € .050 .020
29 .950 --.059 5 .100 .039
30 .975 --.039 6 .150 .020
31 1.000 .039 7 .200 --.039
8 .250 --.059
Additional chordwI_e oflflce_ 9 .550 --.020
10 .450 -.059
1 .060 .€50 11 .550 .059
2 .140 12 .650 .020
3 .220 13 .750 --.020
4 .300 1€ .800 -.059
5 .380 15 .B50 .059
6 .460 16 .900 0.000
7 .540 17 .950 .020
8 .620
* 9 .700 AddRlonol cho_wIse oHflces
10 .800 : 1 .101 .355



















(b) Schematic drawing. ,
Figure 1.- Elevation view of 0.3-m TCT with two-dimensional
test section installed.
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(b) Schematic drawing showing major components.
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Figure 6.- Schematic drawing of model showing orifice locations.
(Dimensions are in centimeters. Arrows indicate positive
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Figure 7.- Comparison of actual with design coordinates for the CAST I O-2/DOA 2 airfoil.
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Figure 12.- Chordwise pressure distributions for CAST I O-2/DOA 2 airfoil.
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Figure 13.- Chordwise pressure distributions for CAST I O-2/DOA 2 airfoil.
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Figure 14.- Chordwise pressure distributions for CAST 10-2/DOA 2 airfoil.
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Figure 16.- Continued.
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Figure 25.- Effect of fixing transition on force and moment characteristics of CAST I O-2/DOA 2 airfoil. R c = 10.0 x 10 6 .
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Figure 27.- Effects of Reynolds number on force and moment characteristics of CAST I O-2/DOA 2 airfoil. Transition free.
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Figure 27.- Concluded.
APPENDIXA
The tabulateddata presentedin this appendixis transitionfree
data from tests of the CAST IO-2/DOA2 airfoilin the O.3-m TCT.
97
PT 176,4936 KPA CN ,2277 CO1 .00865
TT 260.5035 K CM -,0636 C02 ,00898
RC 6,0346 MILLION CC -,0017 CO3 ,00827
M&_H .6000 C06 *00808
ALPHA -I,_UBI DEG C05 ,00798
UPPbR 5uRPAC_ LQWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PpLI_T MLJC XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC X/C Y/(8/Z) CP P,LIPT MLOC
d.GOb3 .1605 ,81_8 o5_8_ 0.0000 .lb05 .8148 .5685 ,5000 .7601 -,6386 ,6966 ,7372
.OJ40 ,6891 ,9198 .3475 ,_060 -.1F98 .7465 ,6595 .SGO0 .6616 -.6689 ,6_50 ,7396
,uu0u .4_55 ,6715 ,_673 .00_0 -,6723 .6902 ,7671 ,5000 ,5427 -.4589 ,69Z7 ,7632
,01_0 .Z231 ,_276 .5267 .u230 -,1513 ,7930 ,6693 *9000 ,6660 -.6695 .6920 ,7663
,0250 .0093 ,7849 .59_2 0500 -,OBZ5 ,7667 ,6275 ,5000 ,3654 -,6620 .6921 ,7_42 e
,04U_ -,2662 ,73_4 ,678_ 1000 -,1367 ,7574 ,6623 ,5000 ,2657 -.6661 .6920 ,7664
• O_Ga -,4319 ,6930 .7350 1500 -.1_17 ,7511 ,6523 .5000 ,1680 -,6663 ,6917 ,7668
• O_U -.69e0 ,5_5_ ,7551 2000 -,1848 ,7671 ,6587 ,5000 ,0693 -,6718 ,6907 ,7663
,1_00 -,_160 ,_19 ,7_gB 2500 -,zzcq ,7396 ,6704 .5000 -,0693 -.6671 ,6910 ,7658
,14_3 -,51_U ,6822 ,7_94 3500 -,Z919 ,7251 ,6931 ,5000 -.1680 -,6693 ,6916 ,7669
• 18_0 -,5_37 ._38 .7569 6500 -,3438 ,6905 ,7467 .5000 -,2667 -.6671 .6911 .7656
,ZZO_ -,6158 .5_93 ,74_4 5500 -.280Z .7156 ,70_1 ,5000 -,3654 -,4673 ,6910 ,7658
• 2600 1.4571 .69_0 ,7412 6500 -.1268 .7282 ,6883 ,5000 -.6660 -,4651 .6916 ,7450
,3000 -,_55_ .0933 ,142_ 7500 ,0140 ,7589 ,6400 o5000 -,5627 -.6595 ,6926 ,7436
• 3_UO -,_4T4 ,6953 ,7392 8000 ,06qZ .7863 ,5958 ,5000 -,6614 -,4551 .6962 ,7610
• 3o03 -.4678 .6949 .7398 8500 ,1126 .7973 .5779 .5000 -,7601 -,6575 ,6962 .7609
• _2_;0 -.45§7 .69_0 .7413 9000 ,1563 ,8058 ,5636 CHORDWISE
,4660 -,46_7 o_9Z7 ,7432 9500 .1795 .8167 ,5687 ,0600 ,6500 -,4211 .6996 ,7326
• 5000 -,47_2 ,66_4 ,749_ ,O000 .1927 .8223 ,5357 ,1400 ,4500 -,5029 ,6839 ,7566
,_400 -.k_SZ .6_9 ,7552 ,2200 .6500 -,6776 ,6875 .7512
•}800 -,5006 .686Z .7533 .3bOO ,4500 -,44_0 .6945 .7606
.b2{0 -.49_9 ,t_?Z ,7517 ,3800 ,4500 -.6687 ,6951 ,7395
• _O0 -,48_o ,_9Z0 .7_42 .4600 ,6500 -,4536 ,6932 ,7625
,70_0 -,4o7_ ,7056 .7233 ,5600 ,6500 -.4776 ,6893 ,7684
,75_J -,3S_1 .72T1 ,6_99 ,6200 ,6500 -,6915 ,6865 .7527
• _v_ -,2847 .75_Z .65_5 ,7000 ,4500 -,4537 .6961 ,7610
._00 -.1_5 .7772 ,0LOb .8000 .65_0 -,2862 ,7280 ,6886
.gL.LJ -,(_20 ,HOL5 .STO_ .9000 .4500 -,0368 ,7771 ,6t07
.9_3 ,_t_? ,_;_u .5532 .1016 .3552 -.1389 .7561 .6666
.g7_J .139_ ,_I)1 .5412 .2000 .3552 -.1880 ,7672 ,65_5
1,OOvO ,1927 ._2_3 ,)357 ,3500 .3552 -.2950 ,7246 .6938
,4500 .3552 -.3395 .7163 .7068
• 5500 .3552 -.2770 ,7276 ,6895
,6500 .3552 -,1232 ,7589 .6400
.7500 .3552 ,0123 ,7863 .5959
•8000 .3552 ,0670 .7966 .5792
.8500 ,3552 .1103 .8056 .5661
.9_C0 .3552 .1520 ,8138 .5502
.9500 ,3552 .1805 .8192 .5611
_T 176.4!9_ KP_ CN .3331 CD1 .00871
TT 24L.3515 K CM -.0610 COZ .00926
_C _,0371 _ILLI_ OC -.0068 C03 .00837
_ACH ,60ul C04 .00707
ALPHA .CO_ OEG C05 .00716
GFwEF SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_L/#r _LOC X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC x/C T1(812) CP P_L/PT MLOC
U.UGO_ .It58 ,_166 ,5455 O,On_O ,16_8 ._166 ,5655 .5000 ,7601 -,6897 ,6_70 .7520
• b_ .4e92 ._760 ._3!4 ._40 .2115 .8253 ,5307 ,5000 ,66L4 -,6967 .6868 ,7556
,O_oJ ._:35 ._223 ._300 ,0(._0 -,0820 ,7677 ,6259 ,5000 ,5427 -,5038 ,6_60 ,7536
•OLDJ -,C_ug .7828 ,6015 .0230 .0874 ,8011 ,5715 .5000 ,6640 -,5060 ,6825 ,7589
,02_ -.2066 ,741_ .o677 .uSCO ,0618 .79_! ,5_63 .5000 .3454 -.5051 ,6838 ,7569
.34u3 -,4_L .e9_3 .7497 .leo0 -,0352 .7766 .611q .5000 .2667 -.5122 .6808 .7615
• Ooo_ -,635_ ,t6dl .7933 .15Cu -,u779 ,7700 .6222 ,5000 ,1680 -,5097 .6861 .7569
• UO_J -.t739 .b_@ ._113 ,_COQ -.116_ ,760_ .6369 ,5000 .0693 -,5126 .6812 .7609
.iGO_ -,_725 .o526 .8_4_ .25u_ -.1527 .7527 ,6497 .5000 -.0693 1.5131 .6833 .7577
,1400 -,t399 .65_d .dol5 .35_0 -.2377 ,7351 .6774 ,5000 -.ZSBO -.5155 .6615 .7606
• L_v,| -.6(137 ,6638 .7U77 ,4500 -,3028 .6840 ,7566 .5000 -.2667 -,5150 .6867 .7555
,22u3 -.5704 ,6707 ._771 ,5_00 -.25_3 ,7255 ,6924 ,5000 -,3656 -.5133 ,6805 .7619
,26u0 -,537o .676_ .7od3 .eS_O -,I063 ,7326 .6_16 ,5000 -,6460 -.50_3 .6836 .7572
.3UU,) 1._192 ,6_L2 ./609 ,75_6 ,0249 .7641 .6317 ,5000 -,5427 -,5079 .6827 .7587
.34U0 -,_077 ,6626 .758_ .8000 .0771 .7_71 ,5945 .5000 -,6616 -.5020 ,6863 .7562
.38u0 -._5_ .6_7 .7540 .eS_C .1194 ,7087 ,5755 ,5000 -,7601 -.6996 ,6_59 .7537
• _2_ -,)._35 ,_876 .7587 ,gCCO .1557 ,P072 .5613 CHORDWISE
,6_00 -._62 ,6t30 .7573 .bOO ,1793 .U139 ,5500 .0600 .4500 -.6256 ,6582 .7962
,_uOO -.:1_ ,_759 ,_64_ l,_C;_O ,1798 ,8213 .5374 .1600 .6500 -.6297 .6606 ,7925
• 54_3 -.521_ ,6PJO .7627 .2200 ,4500 -,5618 ,671e ,7767
,5800 -._301 ._,_oL .76Z6 .3000 ,4500 -,5127 ,6826 .7591
._ZOb -._1_4 ,o_39 .75o7 .3800 ,4500 -.50F1 ,6828 .7585
• 60_0 -._u99 .68_4 .749_ ._600 .6500 -.5036 ,6_25 ,7590
,70bJ -°4_v7 .7o_ ,7215 ,540U ,6500 -.5102 .6829 .1583
• 75CO -,4&26 .72_t .o_15 .6200 ,4500 -.5157 ,b796 ,7633
•_000 -.2_40 .7_4L .6_76 .7000 ,6500 -,6662 ,6912 ,7655
.,SuO -,15_5 .7783 .50_8 .8000 ,45_0 -.2820 .7277 ,6891
•9000 -._252 .DVI_ .5714 eO(JO ,4500 -,0289 ,7779 *b096
.9_ .u_6 ._121 .553i .1016 .3552 -.0452 .7766 .6192
.97_o .Z_O0 ._1_9 ,_41_ .2000 .3552 -.1216 .7623 ,6365
l._O_J .L7_ ._2L3 ._374 .3500 .355Z -.2660 .7361 .6791
,6500 .3552 -,2998 ,7256 ,6922
•5500 ,3552 -,2697 .7330 ,bSOB
.6500 .3552 -.1032 .7636 ,6328
• 7500 .3552 .0230 .7880 ._g31
• B000 .3552 ,0768 ,7978 ,57bg
98 .8500 ,3552 ,1212 .8C77 ,5604
.9000 .3552 .15_0 .6133 .5510
.9500 .3552 .18_7 .8187 .5419
PT 174.3902 KPA CN .4392 C01 .00930
TT 239.8891 K CM -.0591 CDZ .00962
RO 4.0437 MILLION CC -.0098 CD3 .00887
HACH .5995 CD4 .C0765
ALPHA ,9979 DEG CD5 .00773
UFPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWISE
X/C CP P, LIPT MLOC XIC CP PPLIPT MLDC XIC YI(BI2) CP P,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 ,1675 ,_157 °5470 O. OGO0 ,1675 .81§7 ,5470 .5000 ,7401 -,5283 .6784 .7653
,0040 ,Z065 ,8255 .5303 ,0040 ,5228 ,8868 .4174 15000 .6414 -,5361 .6799 .7630
• 0080 -,0640 ,77J6 ,6212 .0G80 .2401 ,8323 .5184 .5000 ,5427 -,5421 ,6751 ,7704
.0150 -.Z484 .7339 .6793 .C230 .2651 .8351 ,5535 .5000 .4440 -,5478 ,6770 .7673
at .0Z50 -.4389 .6971 .7365 ,0500 ,1708 .8185 .54Z3 .5000 .3454 -.5495 ,6727 .7739
.0400 -.694_ .6462 .8147 ,1C00 .0624 .7955 ,5807 .5000 ,2467 -,5514 .6785 ,7651
.0600 -,8511 .6136 .86_9 .1500 ,0066 ,7846 .5986 ,5000 ,1480 -=5512 .6603 =7622
.0800 -.8579 .6176 .858d ,2000 -.0463 ,7760 ,6125 ,5000 ,0_93 -.5508 .6793 .7638
,1000 -.8430 .6153 .8623 .2500 -,0952 .7643 ,6314 .5000 -.0493 -.5539 .6743 ,7715
.1400 -.7771 .6282 ,8424 .3500 -.1e45 .7474 .6582 .5000 -.1480 -.5549 .6736 .7726
• 1800 -,7151 ,6446 .8171 .4500 -,2577 .6739 ,7722 .5000 -.2467 -.5510 ,6735 .7728
• 2200 -.6528 .6534 .8036 ,5500 -,1171 .7315 .6831 .5000 -,3454 -.5540 .6727 .7739
,2600 -.60_@ .66_0 .7_73 ,6500 -.0868 ,7432 ,6667 ,5000 -,4440 -.550Z .6734 ,7729
• 3000 -.5898 ._662 .78_0 .7500 .0345 .7655 .6294 .5000 -.5427 -,5448 .6748 .7707
.3400 -.5730 .6726 ,7742 ._CO ,0843 .7895 ,5906 .5000 -.64L4 -.5393 .6757 .7694
,3_00 -,5612 ,6713 .7762 ,85G0 .12_3 ,8019 ,5702 .5000 -,7401 -.5415 .6775 ,7666
,4100 -,5T_q ,6748 ,7707 ,9000 ,1570 ,8080 ,5599 CHOROWISE
.46u0 -,5559 ,6715 .77>g ,9500 ,1738 ,8152 ,5478 ,0600 ,4500 -,8308 ,6191 .8565
.5000 -,5549 ,0774 ,7668 1,OCO0 ,1702 ,8198 ,5400 ,1400 .4500 -.7611 .6310 ,8381
,5400 -.5570 ,67_1 .7657 ,2200 ,4500 -,6467 ,6550 .8011
.5800 -,5_26 ,6_07 .7616 .3000 ,4500 -.5823 ,6668 .7830
• 6200 -.5436 ,6789 ,7645 .3800 .4500 -,5664 .6705 °7774
._6_0 -.530a ,685_ ,7545 .4600 ,4500 -.5513 .6732 ,7732
.7000 -,4953 .7u13 .7g55 .5400 ,4500 -.5546 .6766 ,7680
,7_G0 -,4003 ,7257 ,6911 ,6200 ,4500 -,5414 ,6749 ,7706
•8000 -.2_12 .7519 ,6495 ,7000 ,4500 -,4900 ,6907 ,7463
• _500 -._531 .77_6 ,6083 .8000 ,4500 -,2888 ,7259 ,6919
,9000 -,0218 ,_OJ3 .5729 ,9000 ,4500 -.0267 ,7781 ,6092
,95UJ ,_8_ .80_8 ,5570 " .1014 .3552 ,0550 ,7971 .5782
.9750 ,1_89 .62J3 ,5392 ,2000 .3552 -.0448 ,7778 ,6097
1.0000 .1702 .8198 .5400 .3500 ,3552 -.1910 ,7457 ,6608
• 6500 ,3552 -.2606 ,7305 .6846
.5500 ,355Z -,2233 .7389 ,6715
.6500 ,3552 -.0760 .7675 .6263
.7500 ,3551 ,0381 ,7905 ,5890
.8000 .3552 .0865 .7999 ,5735
.8500 ,3552 .1235 .8098 ,5570
.9000 .3552 ,1598 ,8143 ,5493
,9500 ,3552 ,1762 ,8205 .5389
PT 174,4_69 KPA CN .5476 CD1 ,01000
TT 139,5193 K CM -,0574 CO2 ,00996
RC 4,0558 HILLIOh CC -,0172 CO3 .OOglC
eACH ,59q8 CD4 .00625
ALPHA 1,9857 OEG C05 ,008_8
UPPE_ _URFACE LOWER SURFACE SRANWISE
X/C CP P,L/PT MLJC (/C CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC Y/(B/Z) CP PJLIPT MLOC
U.O¢ou ,1_; ._XL_ .5_5 0,_6_0 .1451 ._119 .5535 .5000 ,7401 -,5645 ,6721 ,7749
,OU_J -,1007 .763T .0323 ,_40 ,74P4 ,9318 .3191 .5000 .6414 -,5747 ,6700 .7781
• OG_O -.370_ .70_5 .7173 .0C80 .5059 .8832 .4247 .50_0 ,5417 -,5810 ,6697 ,7785
,u150 -.5271 .6797 ,7632 .P230 ,42_8 ,8_55 .4567 ,5000 .4440 -.5865 ,b683 .7808
• 0259 -.e_L ,6_56 .8156 .0560 .2q31 ,8416 ,5021 .5000 .3454 -.5896 .6673 ,7822
.0403 -.956_ ,6941 ._952 .10C0 ,1584 .8150 .5481 ,5000 ,Z467 -.5898 .6672 .7825
.0600 -1.1005 .5676 ._3o7 .15_0 ,0881 .9006 ,5724 ,SOU0 ,1480 -,5932 ,6673 ,7822
,08_0 -1,_733 ,5608 ,_3]Z ,ZOO0 .OZb7 .7880 .5931 .5000 ,0493 -,5911 ,6672 ,7824
.L003 -1.0284 .5797 .9178 ,2560 -.0341 .7772 ,6[06 .5000 -,0493 -,5897 .6666 .7833
.14U0 -,91d8 ,60LZ ._41 .35cn -.1295 ,7577 .5%19 .5000 -.1480 -,5912 .6672 .7824
• lbOO -,61_6 ,_218 .8523 ,45G0 -,g115 ,6652 .7855 ,5000 -,2467 -,5887 ,6681 ,7810
• ZZ_O -.746_ ,6356 ,83L0 ,5500 -.1856 ,7429 .6652 .5000 -.3_54 -.5899 ,6672 ,7824
,ZbuO -,691d ,6453 ._lbC .6500 -,0634 .7460 .6603 ,5000 -.4440 -,5872 ,6673 .7822
•3000 -._97 .65_2 ._U39 .7_U .052_ .7708 .6209 ,5000 -.5427 -.5857 ,6676 .7818
.3400 -,1364 .6578 ,70_8 ,@(00 .lOOq .7937 ,5837 .5000 -,6414 -,5766 .6687 .7801
•38u_ -._.170 ,6626 .7895 ,8500 .1296 ,8030 ,56_3 ,5000 -,7431 -,5725 ,6698 ,7784
,4209 -,6682 ,6640 ,7874 ,gLCV .1599 ,8090 ,5583 CH3ROWISE
• 4_00 -,tCib .6&_l .7R57 ,9_C0 ,1709 ,8145 .54q0 ,0600 ,4500 -1,0767 ,5704 .9323
,SuvJ -,59Z4 .6071 ,7826 1.0000 .1515 ,8137 .5503 .1400 .4500 -.9008 .6C45 ,879C
• ,_400 -,5901 ,667C ,7827 ,ZZO0 ,4500 -,7384 ,6375 .8281
.suoo -,5948 ,6718 .7754 ,3000 ,4500 -.6544 ,6534 ,8036
o62U3 -._51 ._79z o77Ol .3800 ._500 -,617_ ,6_13 .791_
.6650 -,5_0_ ,66_Z ,7_63 ,4600 ,4500 -.5924 ,6671 ,78Z6
•TOO0 -.5453 .7U30 .7273 .5400 .4500 -,5810 ,6689 .7798
.7500 -.4119 ,7272 .5897 ,6ZO0 ,4500 -,5011 ,6723 .7745
._UbO -.2_63 .75_6 .6%6_ .7000 ,4500 -.4929 .6869 .7521
q ,85UU -.I_o% ,77_4 ,6071 ,8000 ,45_0 -.Z855 ,7168 ,6905
,9_UU -._ZI£ ,799@ ,5737 19000 1453U -,0285 ,7793 .6073
.9500 ,LU4L ,8013 .5611 ,1014 ,3552 ,1485 ,8130 ,5516
,9750 .1Z12 ._174 ,_441 .2000 .3552 °0239 .7885 ,5972
1.00o0 ,1515 .8137 ,5503 .3500 ,3552 -.1393 ,7560 ,6446
,_500 ,3552 -.Z158 ,7404 ,6692
• 5500 ,3551 -,1919 ,7454 ,6612
,6500 ,3552 -,0538 .7715 .6182
,7500 ,3552 ,0547 ,7944 ,5826
.8000 ,3551 ,ogBo ,8035 .5676
gg .85o0 .355z .1321 ,8100 .5567
•9000 .3551 ,1631 ,8158 ,5468
,9500 ,3552 ,1707 ,8181 .5419
PT 176.4854 KPA CN ,6542 CO1 ,01036
TT 239.5518 K C_ -.0550 CO2 ,01012
RC 4,0552 MILLIO_ CC -,0275 CO3 .00949
MACH 05998 CD4 .00883
ALPHA Z,9836 DEG CO5 .00884
UPPE_ SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLQC XIC CP PmLI_T MLOC XIC Y1(812) CP PPLIPT NLQC
0.0000 .iZ;3 ,B07o ,5606 0.0000 .1Z43 .8076 .5606 ,5000 ,7_01 -06010 .6648 ,786Z
• 0040 -.4596 ,6939 .T413 .0C40 .9181 ,9655 .2243 ,5000 .641_ -.6101 .66Z3 .7900
.0080 -.7253 ,6407 .8231 .0C80 .6987 ,9221 .3421 ,5000 .54Z7 -.6199 ,6606 .79Z6
,0150 -,8271 ,6187 .8571 .0230 ,5526 089_6 .4057 .5000 ,4440 -,6219 .6802 ,7932
• 0250 -,9766 ,5891 ,9030 .0500 .4018 .8638 ,4618 .5000 .3454 -,626Z .6598 07938 "_
.U6bU -X.Z49Z .5375 ,9868 .1000 .2458 ,8328 ,5176 ,5000 ,2487 -.6262 .6603 .7930
,0600 -1,4083 ,5028 1.0416 .1500 .1581 .8153 ,5477 .5000 01480 -.6268 .6586 ,7959
• 6800 -1.3612 .5181 1.0162 .2000 .0910 .8020 .5700 .5000 .0493 -.6322 .6612 .7917
• lOOO -1.26o6 .5378 ,9063 .Z_O0 .02_0 .7880 .5930 .5000 -.0493 -.6291 .6600 .7935
• 1400 -1._327 ._826 .9131 .3500 -,0895 .7652 .6_00 .5000 -.1_80 -.6301 .6595 .7943
• 160_ -.9261 ._994 .8870 ,6500 -.1792 .6588 .7953 .5000 -,2467 -,62E6 .6583 .7961
,2200 -.0451 ,t167 .8601 .5_G_ -,1547 ,7670 .6588 ,5000 -.3656 -,6266 .6590 .7950
• 2bOO -,7Y67 .62_ ,8421 .6500 -,0606 .7530 .6494 ,5000 -,4440 -.6227 ,6603 .7930
.3000 -,7310 ,6390 ,8257 .75_C ,0679 .7760 .6125 .5000 -,56Z7 -,6262 06599 .7937
,3603 -.69?0 ,6450 ,81h4 ,8000 .1123 .7988 .5753 .5000 -,6414 -,6175 ,6621 ,7903
.3600 -.t74_ ._4_8 .8092 ,_500 .1366 ,B056 .5644 .5000 -.7401 -.6143 .6632 ,7885
• 620u -.6553 ,6536 .8_34 .9_00 ,1628 .8105 .5558 CHORDWISE
.4o00 -.6441 ._563 .79_Z .9500 .1684 .8150 .5681 .0600 .4500 -1.3571 ,5136 1.0237
• _000 -,6347 .6611 ,791_ 1,GOCO .1326 .8098 .5569 ,1400 ,4500 -1.0135 ,5820 .9160
,_4(0 -.t222 .t60J .7936 .2200 .4500 -.8354 .6178 .8585
• _8_u -.62ob .6_8_ .7804 ,3000 .4500 -.7256 .6601 ,8240
,626J -,5647 .6728 .7738 .3800 .4500 -,6760 .6511 ,8072
,_6vJ -,56_0 .td18 .7_b0 .6600 .6530 -.6365 .6580 .7965
• 70_0 -,5172 .70C_ .7311 .5600 .4500 -.6155 .6632 .7886
• 750_ -,41_5 .7273 .6896 ,6g00 .4500 -.5887 ,6673 .782_
°O00J -.281_ °76_9 ,64_7 °7000 .6500 -,50BZ .6865 ,7559
._5_0 -.139_ .7797 ._06_ .8000 .4500 -,2885 .7276 ,8892
• 9003 -._206 .7984 .5760 .9000 ,65J0 -,0235 .7797 .6065
.95_0 ._727 .eo_3 1_64b " .1014 .3552 .2377 ,8301 .5222
.97_0 .1057 ._164 ,5458 ,2000 .3552 .0929 .8020 .5700
1,0_00 ,1326 ,_C_ ._569 .3503 ,3552 -.0833 .7666 .6280
,4500 .3552 -.1753 ,7683 ,6567
,5500 .3552 -.1583 .7520 06510
• 6500 .3_52 -,0350 .7768 .6113
.7500 .3552 .0655 ,7973 ,5777
.8000 .3552 .1051 .8046 .5656
.8500 .3552 ,1379 .8117 .5537
• UO0 ,3552 .1616 ,8157 ,5670
,9500 .3552 ,1682 .8172 .5665
_T 176.k933 KRA Cq .7576 CO1 .01166
rT 239.3612 K C_ -,0493 CC2 .0116_
kC 4.0)6F _ILLIOt,' CC -.0400 CO3 .01118
_CH ,5q92 CD6 .01026
ALPHA 3.9917 DEG C05 .01037
L;PPE_ 5URFAC_ LQw_g SURFACE 5PANWISE
XIC C_ _eL/@r IL']C X/C CP PmL/PT HLOC XlC YI(BI2) CP PeLIPT MLOC
O.Ou_3 .uo35 ._UL# .57_2 G.C{C_ .0835 .6019 .5702 .5000 .7631 -.6306 .6597 .793g
•0_ --.F230 ._?il .853_ .OOkO 1.0ZA4 .9865 .1392 .5000 .6414 -,6370 ,6576 .7971
.oOtO -1.1737 .5716 ._3u5 .O_P¢ .6656 .9509 ._689 .5000 .5627 -.6680 .6553 .8007
.DLSJ -1.13_5 *_5 .9_11 .0_30 .6714 ,9173 .3529 .5000 .46_0 -.6522 ,6536 .8033
• 0250 -1.2301 ,5388 ,0027 .05_0 .6970 ._822 .6_67 .5000 ,3454 -.6545 ,6525 .8069
•O_OJ -I,_117 ,45_7 1.0701 ,I['00 .3300 ,_497 .6877 ,SCO0 ._467 -,8563 .6526 ,8048
•060_ -1,7397 .4421 1.1458 .1500 ,2302 .8296 .5236 .5000 .1480 --.6599 °6540 °8027
,08_) -1,79o0 .6269 1.1731 ,2£(.L ,1498 .8131 .5516 .5000 .0493 -.6615 .6529 .8044
•ICL3 -I._370 .6615 1.LI17 .2503 .080_ .7992 .5746 .5000 -.0493 -.6631 .6524 .8051
,1633 -1.0977 ,3640 ._426 .3500 -.0379 .7760 ,6123 .5000 -.1480 -.6544 .6555 .8006
• l_bO -1.C27_ .5B11 ,9154 .4500 -.1343 .6536 .8037 .5000 -.2457 -.6613 ,6528 ,8065
• Z2UO -.9233 .6036 .d_51 .5510 -.1258 ,7583 .8609 .5000 -.3654 -.6573 .6561 .8026
• 2600 -._4tl .6177 ._586 .6500 -.0277 .7583 .6609 .5000 -.4440 -.6551 .6559 .7998
.30_0 -.79Z0 .t278 .8429 .75(c ,0830 .7790 .6077 .5000 -.5427 -.6522 .6551 .8011
._60J -.74o5 .6350 .030_ .80C0 .I176 .79P9 .5751 .5000 -.6416 -.6667 .6572 .7978
• 3003 -.7190 .6412 ._223 .8500 .14£3 .8073 .5611 .5C00 -.7601 -.6633 .6582 ,7962
.620J -._o71 .6447 .BLTO .9060 .1636 .8112 .5566 CHORDWISE
.46C0 -.6778 .6679 .8121 .9_00 .1631 .8167 .5452 .0600 .4500 -1.6601 .4588 1.1163
.5000 -.6627 .654o ,8018 1.O{;_C .lC77 .80F4 .562@ .1600 .6500 -1.0578 .5746 ,9260
._4_0 -,6665 .6577 .7973 ,2203 .4500 -.9217 .6034 .8807
• 5_00 -,661U .66_5 .r_l °3000 .6530 -.7912 ,6300 .8396
•62UJ -.6u8_ .biG, .7783 .3800 ,4500 -.7180 .6420 .8211
,6000 -.1761 .6_3_ .756_ ,4600 .6500 -,6712 .6520 .8057
• 70UO -.5108 .7029 .7275 .56C0 .4500 -.6452 .6575 .7973
°750_ -.4(:_Z .7330 .b,_Z .6200 .4530 -.6022 .6646 .7866
,80U3 -.2090 .7591 ,639T ,7000 .4500 -.51_5 .683U ,7581
• 8503 -._311 .7813 .60_0 .8000 .4500 -.2765 .7307 .6843 •
.90OJ -.0136 .7970 ._762 .9£00 .4500 -,0235 .7799 .6062
.95_J ,uO_1 .8U_3 .5700 .1014 .3552 ,3184 .8476 .4914
.97_0 ,0_68 .8L?J .5667 .2000 .3552 .1550 .8157 ,5470
Z.UUCO .I077 .8054 ._62_ .3503 .3552 -.0338 .7786 .6086
• 6500 .3552 -.1265 .7587 ,6603
• 5500 ,3552 -.1276 ,7598 .6385
• 6500 .3552 -.0199 .7815 .6036
.7500 .3552 .0800 .7998 .5737
.80GO ,3552 .1157 .8073 .5612
.8500 .3552 .1375 .8117 .55371co .9UO0 .3552 .1617 ,8157 .5670
.9500 ,3552 .1598 .8168 .5451
PT 174,4712 KPA CN ,8703 CD1 ,01339
TT 239.3140 K CM -,0448 CD2 ,01439
RC 4.0667 MILLION CC -,0533 CD3 ,01378
MACH .6012 004 .01283
ALPHA 4,q89_ DEG CD5 ,01270
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SP&NWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLQC XIC CP PJLIPT MLOC XIC Y1(812} CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,0k53 ,7919 ,5066 0,0000 ,0453 .7919 .5866 ,5000 ,7k01 -,6603 o6521 .8056
• 0040 -1,1757 .5502 .9645 ,0040 1.0777 .9967 .0684 ,5000 ,6414 -,6711 ,6496 .8095
.0080 -1,4152 ,50Z9 1.0413 ,C080 ,9603 ,9734 .1963 ,5000 .5427 -,6810 ,6459 .8152
o015_ -1,4436 .4972 1.0509 ,0230 .7648 ,9347 ,3117 ,5000 *4440 -06767 ,6476 .8124
_ ,0250 -1.k730 ,490_ 1.0629 .0500 .5829 .8988 ,3931 ,5000 ,3454 -,6863 ,6448 .8168
• 0400 -1,6971 ,4473 1.1365 ,1000 .4021 ,8621 ,4650 ,5000 ,2467 -,6886 .6449 .8166
,0600 -1.9517 ,3944 1.2338 .1500 ,2912 .8410 ,5031 .5000 .1480 -.6822 .6442 .8178
,0_00 -2.0591 .3713 2,2789 ,2C00 .2181 .8258 ,5297 .5000 .0493 -,6873 ,6460 .8150
• 10_3 -2,_948 .3640 1.2923 ,2500 ,1394 ,8109 ,5551 ,5000 -.0493 -,6859 ,6450 .8164
• 1400 -1,8074 .4223 1.1815 ,3500 .0103 ,7847 ,5984 .5000 -.1480 -,6932 .6456 ,8155
• 1800 -.9623 .58_9 ,9u33 ,4500 I.O90B ,6467 .8139 ,5000 --,2467 --,6884 .6464 ,8144
a *2203 --,9339 ,59}2 .8935 .5500 -,0936 ,7644 ,6312 .5000 -,3454 -,6846 ,6476 ,8126
• 2600 -,8814 .6052 .8780 .6500 -.0014 ,7632 ,6331 ,5000 -,4440 -,6861 ,6471 .8133
• 3000 -,8365 .6171 ,8594 .7500 ,0_90 ,7817 .b033 ,5000 -,5427 -,6808 ,6481 ,8118
• 3400 -.7940 ,6252 .8471 .8000 .1304 ,7999 ,5735 ,5000 -.6414 -.6761 .6487 .8108
• 3800 -,7628 .6295 .8403 ,8500 ,1510 ,8073 ,5611 .5000 -.7401 -.6711 ,6508 ,8076
,4200 -,7282 .6374 .8282 ,9000 ,1656 o8117 ,5537 CHQRDWISE
• 4600 -.7131 ,6395 ,8250 ,9500 .1604 ,8144 .5492 ,0600 .4500 -1.8293 ,4187 1.1881
• 5000 -.6904 ,6478 .8123 1.CCCO ,0912 ,8009 ,5719 .1400 ,4500 -1.9218 .3996 1.2237
• 5400 -,6743 ,6501 .8087 .2200 ,4500 -,9437 ,5953 ,8933
• 5800 -,6527 .6596 *7942 ,3000 ,4500 -*8358 .6190 *8566
• 6200 -,6189 ,6668 .7831 ,3800 .4800 -.7601 16335 ,8341
• 6600 -,5769 ,6794 ,7636 ,4600 ,4500 -,7019 .6430 ,8196
,7000 -,5228 .7028 ,7276 ,5400 ,4500 -.6674 ,6508 ,8077
• 7500 -,4040 .7310 ,6838 .6200 .4500 -,6185 ,6598 ,7938
• 8000 -,2634 l .7571 .6429 ,7000 ,4500 -,5152 ,6811 .7611
• 8_00 -,1316 .7796 .6067 ,8000 ,4500 -.2729 ,7305 ,6847
• 9000 -,0176 ,7931 ,5847 .9000 ,4500 -,0199 .7787 ,6081
• 950& ,0512 ,7993 ,5744 .1014 .3552 .3919 .8612 ,4666
,9750 .0794 ,8154 .5475 ,2000 ,3552 .2070 .8239 .5331
X,OGO0 .ogLz .8009 ,5719 .3500 o3552 .0114 .7847 ,5984
,4500 ,3552 -,0896 ,7644 ,6312
,5500 ,3552 -°0963 .7636 ,6324
,6500 ,3552 -,0013 ,7838 ,5999
• 7500 .3552 ,0930 ,8022 .5696
• 8000 ,3552 ,1269 ,8078 ,5603
,8500 .3552 .1456 ,8120 .5533
.9000 ,3552 .1617 ,8148 .5_85 l
,9500 ,3552 ,1639 ,8152 .5479
;T 174,47o3 KPA C_ 1,0043 CD1 ,02026
TT 239,2613 K CM -,0428 CD2 .02136
PC 4.0569 MILLIOR CC -,0693 CD3 ,02026
_CH .5989 CD4 .01914
ALPH_ 6.0078 OEG C05 ,01845
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsL/PT MLOC X/C CP PsLIPT MLOC X/C Y/(B/2) CP PsLIPT MLQC
O,_OGJ -,0677 ,7_37 ,5001 G,LCCO -,0077 .7837 ,6001 ,5000 ,7401 -,6841 ,6492 ,8100
,0040 -±.5160 ,4870 1.0o79 ,C(_40 1.0930 1,0000 ,0084 .8000 ,6414 -,6918 ,6474 ,8128
• OGSO -1,74_0 .4406 Z,1484 .CC80 1.0261 ,9869 ,1372 ,5000 .5427 -,7044 ,6451 ,8163
,0150 -_.B_14 ,4102 1,203_ ,0230 .8421 .9508 ,2693 ,5000 ,4440 -,7121 ,6433 ,8191
•0250 -_.8914 ,;134 1.1978 0500 .6689 ,9167 ,3544 ,5000 ,3454 -.7083 ,6454 .8159
,0400 -i,_764 ,4136 1,1975 IC00 ,4697 ,8767 ,4374 ,5000 ,2467 -,7144 .6430 ,8196
•0600 -2.1427 ,3655 1.2906 1500 .3660 .8566 .4751 ,5000 ,1480 -,7066 .6443 .8176
.08_0 -2,25_9 .3420 !,3391 2000 .2688 .8379 ,5087 ,5000 ,0493 -,7160 ,6441 ,8179
.lO00 -2.334_ ,32_2 1.3732 2500 .2018 .8232 ,5_42 .5000 -,0493 -,7116 ,6428 ,8199
,1400 -2,3193 .3262 _.3734 3500 .0635 .7977 ,5771 .5000 -.14_0 -,7086 *6422 .8209
• 1800 -1,7539 ,4381 1,1518 4500 -.0521 ,6440 ,8181 ,5000 -.2467 -,7061 ,6429 .81qP
•2200 -,9639 .5952 .8034 5500 -,0550 ,7756 ,6133 .5000 -.3454 -.7208 .6446 .8171
•2000 -,8658 .613_ .2647 65(_0 ,0156 .7743 ,6153 ,5000 -.4440 -,7112 .6442 ,8178
• 3000 -,_354 ._1_4 .8500 7500 ,1103 .7883 ,5926 .5000 -.5427 -,7075 .6454 .8159
• 34_0 -,_0_6 .6243 .8_8_ _00 ,1435 .8059 ,5634 ,5000 -,6414 -,7036 ,6447 ,8169
• 3800 -,7800 ,62_0 ,8411 _500 ,1694 .8128 ,5519 .5000 -,7401 -,6988 .6463 ,8145
,420J -,7661 .6326 ,8355 9tO0 ,IP22 ,8183 ,5426 CHOROWISE
• 4bOO -.7373 .6397 .8296 9500 .1738 ,8204 ,5390 ,0600 ,4500 -1,9817 .3918 1,2387
,500_ -.7_9_ ,6_62 ,8147 1.0000 .1146 ,8066 .5524 ,1400 ,4500 -2.2565 .3367 1.3505
.5400 -.6982 .6513 .8069 .2200 .4500 -,9313 ,5996 ,8867
• 5800 -.6730 ,6595 ,7943 ,3000 ,4500 -,8433 ,6195 ,8558
.62C0 --._378 .6662 ,7039 .3800 .4500 -.7957 .6281 ,8426
,66_0 -,5932 ,6777 .760_ ,4600 .4500 -,7295 ,6394 ,8251
,70OO -.5298 .7007 .7309 ,5400 .4500 -,6879 ,6470 ,8134
• 7500 1.4149 ,7292 .68_8 .6200 ,4500 -.6332 .6601 ,7934
•8000 -,2895 ,7552 ,6457 .7000 ,4500 -,52_2 .6817 ,7602
,dSGO -,14_I ,77_3 ,6088 ,8000 ,4500 -,28P0 ,7279 ,6887
,90tU -,0325 ,7945 ,56_5 ,9000 ,4500 -,0369 ,7771 ,6108
• 9500 .0536 .800B ,5719 ,1014 ,3552 .4669 ,8769 ,4369
,9750 ,(_840 ,_193 ,5409 ,2000 ,3552 ,2775 ,8388 .5071
1,0000 ,1146 ._66 ,5624 ,3500 .3552 ,0672 .7971 ,5782
,4500 ,3552 -,0441 .7748 ,6146
• 5500 .3552 -.0540 ,7731 .6172
.6500 .3552 ,0258 ,7903 ,5893
.7500 .3552 .1068 ,8058 ,5636
• 8000 ,3552 ,1447 ,8124 ,5526
.8500 .3552 .1627 ,8156 .5472
1 01 .ooo ,3552 ,2773 ,8197 ,5402
.9500 ,3552 .1719 .8190 ,5414
PT 174.4625 KPA CN 1,1106 C01 ,03164
TT 239,3352 K CM -.0378 COZ .03123
RC %.0696 MILLION CC -.0810 C03 ,03C98
MAtH .6Olg C0% ,03_03
ALPHA 6.9753 OEG C05 .02835
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC XlC Y/(EIZ) CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -.0453 ,7739 .5160 0.0000 -.0%53 .7739 .6160 .5000 ,7401 -,6936 .6458 .8153
.O04J -1.7570 .4341 1.1601 ._040 1.0937 ,9998 ,0169 .5000 .6414 -.6990 .6449 ,8167
.0080 -1.9167 .4031 1.222_ .0080 1.0787 ,9971 .06%3 .5000 .5%Z7 -.70Z% .6%31 ,8195
o0150 -2.0732 .3656 1.2903 .0230 ,8963 .9608 .2394 .5000 ,4440 -.7078 .6436 ,8186 )
.OZSO -2.1747 ,3481 1,3263 .0500 ,7173 .9253 .33%6 °5000 ,3454 -°7056 ,6417 .8215
•04u0 -2,2269 ,3425 1.3381 .1000 .5252 .8860 .%Iq0 .5000 .2467 -.7075 .6413 .82Z2
.0600 -Z.3232 .3200 1.3869 .1500 ,41_9 .863q .4617 ,5000 .1480 -.7170 .6419 ,8_13
•0_00 -2.%008 .3029 1.4260 ,ZOCO .3289 .8487 .%_95 .5000 .0493 -.7110 .639_ .8248
•IUO0 -2,;800 ,ZgL8 1.4522 .Z5GO ,Z%11 .8291 .5Z41 ,5000 -.0493 -,7151 ,6417 ,8216
•1400 -2,4703 .2937 1o4477 ,3500 .0965 ,8010 ,5716 ,5000 -.14_0 -,7151 ,6412 ,822%
,18uO -Z.3535 ,31%2 1,3292 .45C0 -.0136 .6%13 ,8222 .5000 -.2%67 -.7167 .6%18 .821%
•2200 -1.5134 .4817 1.076q .5500 -.0334 .7796 .6067 °5000 -,3454 -,7159 ,6393 .8252
.26u0 -.9742 ,5877 .9052 ,6500 .0323 .7755 .6134 .5000 -.%4%0 -.7029 .6425 .8203
.3003 -.8284 ,6191 ,856% .75C0 .1221 ,7897 ,5903 ,5000 -,5%27 -.7101 ,6%16 ,8101
•3400 -,7845 ,6279 ,8428 .8000 ,1486 .8075 ,5609 ,5C00 -,6414 -,70Z% .6420 ,8211
,3800 -,7701 ,6296 .dSOZ .8500 .1674 ,8120 ,5533 ,5000 -.7401 -,7041 ,6420 ,8212
•%Z00 -,7570 ,6339 .8336 .gO00 ,1810 .8158 .5468 CHOPDWISE
,4600 -.7344 .b3bO ,8304 .9500 .1765 .8180 .5432 .0600 .4500 -Z.l_Sg .35_ 1.31Z5
• 5000 -.7178 .0%%6 ,8171 1.0000 ,1038 .8019 .5701 ,1400 ,%500 -2,4500 ,2979 1,4376
,5400 -,6907 .6_gZ ,8101 ,ZZO0 °4500 -I.4648 ,4890 1,0646
,5800 -,6801 ,0557 ,8001 .3000 ,4500 -.8487 ,61_8 ,8630
• 6200 -,6305 obb6_ ,7837 .3800 .%500 1.7701 .6283 .8422
.6600 -,5904 .6780 .7658 .4600 ,4500 -,7389 .6380 ,8273
,7000 -.5293 ,7010 ,730% .5%00 .%500 -.6847 ,647% ,8129
•7500 -,4178 ,7234 ,5957 ,6200 ,4500 -,6259 ,6590 ,7950
.8000 -.2939 ,7516 .6515 .7000 .4500 -*5171 .6798 .7631
,8500 -.1545 .7741 ,6156 .8000 ,%500 -,2968 ,7242 .6945
•9000 -,0466 .7911 ,5880 ,9000 .4500 -.05Z2 .7728 .6177
.9500 .0457 .79UI ,5765 .I014 ,355Z .5Z13 ,8864 ,%182
,97)0 .0798 ,8180 ,5431 .2000 ,3552 ,3152 .8442 .4975
1.0000 .1038 .8019 ,5701 ,3500 ,355Z .0979 ,8015 ,5707
.4500 ,3552 -,0133 ,7807 ,6049
.5500 .355Z -.0309 .7753 .6137
,6500 ,3552 o0415 .791_ ,5876
.7500 .3552 ,1248 .8067 .56Z1
.8000 ,3552 .1%77 .8132 .5513
.8500 ,3552 ,1735 ,8176 .5438
,9000 ,3552 .1837 .81q6 .5%04
.9500 ,3552 ,1702 .8160 ,5465
PT 17%.%51G KPA CN 1.1884 CD1 ,0%614
TT 239.Z737 K CM -.GZgE COZ .0458C
RC %.0592 MILLIOP: CC -.0937 CD3 .04564
MACH .5995 CD% ,0%57¢
ALPHA 8,024! DEG CD5 ,04240
UPPER SURFACE LO_cR SLPFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_L/PT _LJC X/C CP P*LIPT MLOC XIC Y1(8/2) CP PsLIPT MLOC
0,_000 -.C_64 ,76_3 ,6249 0._600 -,0864 .7683 ,8Z_g ,5000 .7401 -.6490 .6548 .8015
•UO_U -2,0678 ,3802 1.2613 .O_40 I,O795 ,9975 ,0599 ,5000 .6414 -.6507 .6535 .803%
•U_8_ -Z.1906 ,3564 i.3091 .0050 1.0864 .998Q ,0_13 ,5000 ,54Z7 -,6696 *651g ,8059
.OlSO -2,293a .3232 1,36_9 .u230 ,9441 .970q ,205_ ,5000 .44_0 -.6813 ,6489 .8106
,0250 --Z.%zgb ,3074 I,%156 .0500 ,76_6 .9359 .3087 ,5000 *3454 --,6885 *6475 *8127
,0_0012.6292 ,3097 1.4310 .i¢00 ,5722 .8978 .3951 ,5000 ,2487 -,6862 .6471 .8134
,ObO0 -Z.5_09 .2830 1.4810 ,1500 .%559 .8753 ,4401 .5000 .1480 -.6897 .6484 .8113
.0800 -2.6361 ,26_3 1,5209 ,2000 ,3589 ,8558 ,4766 ,5000 ,0493 -,6989 ,6473 ,8129
.ILCJ -Z.6587 .2592 1.53_i .25U0 ,2795 .8385 ,5075 ,5000 -,0493 -,70C9 ,6478 ,8122
,i%GU -2._ZI% ,2650 1,519J ,3500 ,1212 ,8090 ,5583 ,5000 -.1480 -,6880 ,6474 .8128
,180J -2,5233 .2845 1.4700 ,45C0 ,01_7 .6475 .8127 ,5000 -,2467 -,6931 .6486 ,8110
,ZZOO -I,7296 ,4423 I._453 ,5500 -,0243 .7855 .5_71 ,5000 -,3454 -,6890 ,6473 ,81Zg
,ibuO -I,2594 .6341 ,9902 ,6500 ,0425 .7796 ,6068 ,5000 -.4440 -,6870 .6483 ,8115
,30u0 -,q_TZ ,5878 ,9051 ,75_0 ,1203 ,792_ ,5856 ,5000 -,5427 -.6799 ,6506 ,8078
.3%U3 -._5%2 ,6131 .d656 .b000 ,1_75 ,8075 ,5_08 ,5000 --,6414 --,6814 ,6504 ,8082
,3850 -,7875 ,bE@b .8417 .8_00 ,1544 .812q ,5518 .5000 -.7&01 -,6891 ,6498 ,80gz
,_200 -.7511 .6351 .8318 .qtbO ,17r5 .8165 .5490 CHOROWISE
.4_04 -.7241 ,_%0_ .8235 ,9500 ,1526 .8173 .5444 ,0600 ._500 -_.3201 .3270 1,3714
.5000 -.6124 16515 .8065 1,8bCO .0671 ,7968 ,5787 ,1400 .4590 -2.5547 ,2771 1,4882
• b_C) -.6038 ,6572 .797_ ,22C0 ,%500 --1,6651 ,4527 1,1270
•5_10 -.6453 .666_ .7842 .3000 .4500 -1,12%6 .5603 .9682
,6200 -,603_ .6755 .7007 ,3800 ,4500 -.8260 .6185 .8574
,6600 -.55_9 .6_04 ,7529 *%600 ,4500 -.7145 ,6425 ,8204
.7000 -,%g10 ,7077 ,7201 ,5400 ,4500 -,8489 .6541 .8025
.7500 -,392_ .7287 .687% .6200 ,4500 -,5751 ,6692 ,7793
,oOCu -.2775 ,7537 ,6_30 .70_0 ,%500 -,%669 ,6918 ,7445
,8bOU -,I_8/ ,7709 .6207 .8000 .4500 -.2668 .7315 ,6831
.9C60 -.0696 ,7859 .59o5 ,9_00 ,%500 -.083% ,7673 ,6266
•9500 ._060 o7941 .5867 .1014 ,3552 .5637 ,8954 .4001
•9?50 .0%00 .8141 .5%96 ,2000 .3552 .3587 .85%5 ,%789
I._uUO .G671 .79b_ .57d7 .3500 ,355Z ,1335 ,8108 .555Z
.%500 .3552 .0178 ,7869 .5949
,5500 ,3552 -.0170 .7726 .6067
.6500 .3552 ,0%72 .7926 ,5855
,7500 .3552 ,1193 ,8063 ,5628
,8000 ,3552 ,144_ ,8124 ,5528
• 8500 .3552 ,1559 .8139 .5501
102 .9_oo .355z ._624 .8154 .5_7_
.95oo .3552 .13_ .8114 .5_%2
PT 144,7256 KPA CN ,Z510 CD1 ,00862
TT 225,3768 K CM -,0701 CD2 ,00990
RC 4.0381 MILLION C¢ .0084 CO3 ,008Z5
HACH ,6969 CD4 ,009Z8
ALPHA '-1,0163 OEG CO5 ,00857
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsL/PT MLOC X/C CP PpLIPT MLDC t/C Y/(B/2) CP PeL/PT MLDC
0,0000 1,1012 ,9934 ,0973 0,0000 1,1012 .9936 ,0973 ,5000 ,740] -.5200 ,5934 ,8963
• 0040 .7461 .9060 .3779 .0040 -.1818 .6776 .7666 .5000 .6414 -.5297 .5931 .8968
.0080 .509_ .6475 .4916 .0080 -.5265 .5942 .8951 .5000 .5427 -.5400 .5904 .9011
.0150 .2901 .7955 .5809 .0230 -.0919 .6990 ,7336 .5000 .4440 -o5301 .5925 .8978
,0250 ,0672 ,7407 .6689 .0500 -,0988 ,6978 ,7354 .5000 .3654 -.5476 ,5876 ,9057
.0400 -.2045 .6722 .1748 .1000 -.1504 .6853 .7567 .5000 .2467 -.5449 .5876 ,9056
.0600 -.4228 .6192 .8563 .1500 -.1823 °6770 .7675 .5C00 .1480 -.5501 .5861 .9078
.U800 -.5L95 .5964 .8917 .2000 -.2097 .67Z0 .7752 .5000 .0493 -.5397 .5697 .9021
.1000 -°5539 .5_73 .9059 .25C0 -.2477 °6639 .7_76 .5000 -.0493 -.5387 .5884 .q042
.1400 -.5678 .5843 .9106 .3500 -.3350 .6422 .8210 .5000 -.1480 -.5500 ,5058 .908Z
.1000 -.5682 .5827 .9131 .45_0 -.3925 .5900 .9016 .5000 -.2467 -.5524 .5846 .9101
• 2200 -.5410 .5879 .9049 .5500 -.3134 .6267 .8448 .5000 -.3454 -.5368 .5902 .q013
.2600 -.5213 .5937 .8959 .6500 -.1359 .6469 .8136 .5000 -.4440 -.5353 .5917 .8990
• 3000 -.5084 .5963 .8919 .7500 .0158 .6899 .7476 .5000 -.5427 -.5334 .5939 ,8955
• 3400 -.5102 .5979 .8893 .8000 .0764 .7275 .6895 .5000 -.6414 -.5443 .5910 .9002
• 3800 -.5086 .5981 .8891 .8500 .1242 .7413 .6678 .5000 -.7401 -.5376 .5899 .9019
.4200 -.5173 .5956 ,8929 ,9000 ,1620 ,7522 .6507 CHORD#ISE
.4600 -.5280 .5922 .8983 .9500 .1880 .7621 .6350 .0600 .4500 -.4128 .6236 .8698
15000 115386 15658 .9083 1.0000 .1949 .7713 .6202 .1400 .6500 --e5590 .5861 .9078
.5600 --.5524 .5776 o9211 ,2200 .4500 -.5613 .5887 .9037
.5800 -.5645 .5814 .9152 .3000 .6500 -.5087 .5985 .8884
.6200 -.5737 .5823 .9138 .3800 .4500 -o5104 .5977 °8897
• 6600 -.5635 .5919 .8987 .4600 .4500 -.5177 .5939 .8955
• 7000 -.5256 .6148 .8632 .5400 .4500 -.5440 .5902 .9013
• 7500 -.4303 .6489 .8105 .6200 .4500 -.5672 .5831 .9125
.8000 -.2983 .68_4 .7561 .7000 .4500 -.5137 .5980 .8891
• 8500 -.1580 .7194 .7020 .8000 .4500 -,3052 .6459 .815Z
.9000 -.0205 .7490 .6557 .9000 ,4500 -.0307 .7156 ,7079
.9500 .1013 .7598 .6387 .1014 .3552 -.1544 .6832 .7580
.9750 .1521 .7677 .6259 .ZOO0 .3552 -.2064 .6728 .7739
1.0000 .1949 .7713 .6202 .3500 .3552 -.3301 .6437 .8186
.4500 .3552 -.3898 .6276 .8434
• 5500 ,3552 -,3107 .6455 ,8158
• 6500 .3552 -.1333 ,6907 .7464
•7500 .3552 ,0149 .7267 ,6906
,8000 .3552 .0727 .7396 .6705
,8500 ,3552 ,1212 .7533 .6488
,9000 ,3552 ,1613 ,7623 ,6346
°9500 .3552 ,1927 ,7694 .6232
_T 144.67€3 KPA C_ .3510 CD1 .00945
TT 225.597A K CM -,0644 CD2 .01020
RC 4.036t MILLION CC .0L52 C93 ,00899
MACH ,_978 CO4 ,00849
ALPHA ,0102 DEG C05 .00820
UPPER SU_FAC_ LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XtC CP P_L/PT MLQC X/C CP PtLIPT MLOC X/C YI(BI2) CP PpLIPT _LOC
b.O000 1.1253 ._92 .3332 0.0000 1.1253 .9992 .0332 .5000 .7401 -.5303 .5918 .8988
• uo_O .57_u ._632 ._629 .0C40 .1704 .7642 .6315 .5000 .64L4 -.5586 .5837 .9116
,OObO .3152 .7996 ,5741 .O_BC -,1370 ,6871 .7519 .5000 ,5427 -,5649 ,5821 ,9139
• 01_3 .1_57 .7471 .5587 .0230 .0_76 .7375 .6737 .5000 .4440 -,5685 .5818 .q145
• _2_0 -.1_93 .6_40 .7414 .O_CO .0298 .7289 .6873 .5000 .3454 -.5717 .5816 .9148
.0400 -.4C00 .6260 ._459 .1000 1.0527 .70Q3 .7177 .5000 .2967 -.5774 .5798 .9176
,0600 -,6256 .5670 ,_364 ,15u0 -,0913 ,6993 ,7331 ,5000 ,1480 -.5747 ,5801 ,9172
.O_O0 -.7155 .54_6 ._734 .2000 -.13_4 .6875 .7513 .5CC0 .0_93 -.5809 .5787 .9193
• 1000 -.1453 .5378 .9843 .2500 -.181_ .6760 .7690 .5000 -.0493 -.5786 .5788 .9193
.1400 -.7236 .544_ .9738 ,3500 -.27_5 ,6526 ,8049 .5000 -,1480 -,5771 ,5791 ,9188
.L_O_ -.6930 .5504 .9642 .4500 -.3528 .5820 .9142 .5000 -,2467 -.5780 .5785 .9197
,2200 -.6443 ,5617 ,946L ,5500 -,2_P5 .6351 ,_318 ,5000 -,3454 -.5778 ,5797 ,9178
,_bOu -.0118 ,57vi ,9329 ,6500 -.1241 ,6501 ,80_8 ,5000 -.4440 -.5744 ,5793 ,9184
.3000 -.5_22 .57_0 ._ld8 .7500 .0235 .6911 .7458 .5000 -.5427 -.5703 .5821 .9140
,3400 -,5679 ,5814 .9152 .8000 .0803 ,7283 ,6882 ,5000 1.6414 -,5655 .5825 .9134
• 3800 -.5617 .5_29 ._127 .85_C .1228 .7413 .6679 .5000 -.7401 -.5638 .5829 .9128
,4200 1,5641 ,58_q ,9128 ,qO00 ,15o0 ,751_ ,6519 CHO_DWISE
,4600 -.5703 ,5_2U ,9142 ,9500 ,1773 ,7606 ,6374 ,0600 145_0 115924 15802 .9171
._000 -.5796 ,67o0 ,9230 I,GC_O .1767 ,7660 .6288 ,1400 .4530 -,7116 .5469 .9697
• ,_bO -,5026 ,_717 .9304 ,2200 ,4500 -,6507 .5616 ,9463
15000 --'_068 "5751 eZS{l ,3000 .4500 --,5809 .5791 ,9187
• 6200 -,59_ ,5798 ,9176 ,3800 .4500 -.5653 .5823 .9137
• ObO0 -,57_3 .)917 ._99u .4600 ._500 115602 .5837 .9115
.7000 -.5258 .6173 ._592 .5400 ,4500 -.5822 .5777 .9210
.7500 -.4206 .6525 ._051 .6200 .4500 -.5855 .5774 .9215
• BUOO 1,2823 ,6873 .7516 ,7000 ,4500 --,5159 ,5966 ,8945
,8_LO -,L3/3 ,7214 ,b9_g .8000 .4500 -,2893 ,6504 ,8084
•gO00 -.0043 .7473 ,65_4 ,9000 .4500 -.0120 ,7186 .7032
,_900 ,lO3u ,7571 ,6_29 ,I014 ,3552 -,0615 ,7070 .7213
,975_ ,1426 ,7_98 ,62_0 ,2_00 .3552 -,1358 ,6890 .7690
l,uOvO ,1707 ,76_0 ,62_ ,3500 ,3552 -,2762 ,6574 .7975
,%500 .355Z --.3479 .6365 ,8297
• 5500 .3552 -,2918 .6501 .808_
• 65C0 .3552 -,1177 ,6932 .7425
.7500 .3552 .0164 .7263 .6913
,90_0 .3552 .0814 .741q .6668
.8500 .355Z .1225 .7517 .6515
10_ .9000 ,3552 .1609 ,7615 ,6359
.9500 .3552 .1836 .7673 .6266
o,
PT 144.6486 KPA CN ,4551 CD1 .00964
TT 225,7164 K CM -,0603 CDZ .01005
KC 4.0400 MILLION CC .0006 CO3 .00928
_ACH ,7004
ALPHA .9674 DEG CD4 ,00821
C05 .00801
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANW]SE
XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC CP P, LIPT flLOC XIC Y/(81Z) CP PeLIPT BLOC
0.0000 1.1225 .9985 .3463 0.0000 1.1225 .9985 .0463 .5000 ,7401 -.5764 ,5777 .9209
.0040 .3850 .8156 .5473 .0040 .4605 .8348 .5142 .5000 .6414 -.5995 .5711 .9313
• 0080 .1149 .7492 .6554 ,0_80 ,1623 .7598 .6386 ,5000 .5%27 -.6082 .5697 .9335
,0150 -.0807 .6992 ,7334 .0230 .2363 .7792 .6076 .5000 ,4440 -,6085 .5703 ,93Z6
,0Z50 -.2874 .6490 .8104 .0500 ,1565 .7589 ,6400 .5000 .3454 -.6133 ,5669 ,9379
• 0400 -,5810 ,5772 .9218 ,1000 .0472 ,7326 ,6815 .5000 ,2467 -.6173 .5659 ,9395
.o6uo -.82z7 .5170 1.0182 .1500 -.0121 .7178 .7046 .5000 .1480 -,6189 .5665 .9386
.0800 -.9365 .4863 1.0693 ,2000 -.0652 .7033 ,7270 .5000 ,0493 -,6193 .5668 .9381
.1000 -,9860 .4754 1.0877 .2500 -.1212 .6891 .7489 ,5000 -.0493 -.6Z10 ,5657 .9398
.1400 -.9Z61 ,4896 1.0637 .3500 -.2244 .664h .7865 ,5000 -.1480 -.6175 ,5673 ,9373
.1800 -.8347 ,5L24 1.0257 .4500 -,3109 ,5675 ,9370 ,5000 -,2467 -,6197 ,5673 ,9373
.2200 -.7453 .534% ,9899 ,5500 -.2611 ,6437 ,8187 .5000 -.3454 -,6195 *5678 ,9366
,Z600 -.6783 .5523 ,9611 .6500 -.1046 ,6542 ,8024 .5000 -,4440 -,6144 ,5681 .9360
.3000 -,6407 .5612 .9469 .7500 .0331 .6940 .7413 .5000 -.54Z7 -.6123 .5686 ,9353
.3400 -.6286 .5639 .9427 ,8C00 .0858 .7278 .6890 ,5000 -,6414 -.6051 ,5692 *9344
,3800 -.6234 .5659 .9395 .8500 .1252 .7409 .6684 .5000 -.7401 -,6029 ,5731 ,9282
• %200 -.6169 ,5682 .q359 ,9000 .1581 ,7506 .6532 CHOROWISE
.4600 ..6196 .5654 .9403 ,9500 .1686 .7595 ,6390 *0600 ,4500 -,7655 ,5297 ,9975
.5000 -.6232 ,5636 ,9431 1.OCCO ,1567 .7580 .6414 ,1400 .%500 -.8919 .5002 1.0459
,5400 -,6264 .5617 ,9462 .Z200 ,4500 -,751Z ,5350 .9888
.5800 -,6383 .5683 .9357 .3000 .4500 -.6386 .5626 ,9448
.6200 1.6132 ,5763 .9263 .3800 .4500 -.6255 .5656 .9400
.6600 -.5865 .5896 .9022 ._600 ,4500 -.6110 .5690 .9347
• 7000 -,5272 ,6184 ,8576 ,5400 ,4500 1-.6177 .5680 ,9362
• 7500 -.4134 *6541 .8026 .6200 .4500 -.6083 ,5687 ,9351
• 8000 -.2702 .6899 .7476 .7000 ,4500 -,5210 ,5918 ,8969
• 8500 111228 "7212 '5993 "8000 "4500 "'2750 .6529 ,8044
,9000 ,0034 .7430 ,6652 ,9000 .4500 -,0019 .7198 ,7014
,9500 .6947 .7531 .6493 .1014 .3552 .0300 ,7284 .6880
.9750 .1268 .7627 .6340 ,2000 .355Z -.0619 .7036 ,7264
1.0000 .1567 .7580 ,6414 .3500 .3552 -.2275 .6632 .7686
• 4500 .3552 -.3088 .6444 .8175
• 5500 .3552 -,2664 ,6550 ,8013
• 6500 .3552 -.0971 .6966 .7373
• 7500 ,3552 ,0351 ,7292 ,6868
• 8000 .3552 .0860 .7417 ,6673
• 8500 .3552 .1262 *7520 .6509
• 90C0 .3552 .1576 .7588 ,6401
• 9500 ,3552 ,1748 ,7636 ,6326
PT 144.7347 KPA CN .57%4 COl .01051
TT 225.43ql K Cq -,0555 CD2 ,01086
RC 4.0379 MILLIO_ CC -.0073 CO3 .01041HACH .6972
ALPHA 1.99_8 OEG CD4 .0091_CO5 ,00897
_PPEk SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
x/C LP PpLIPT MLOC X/C CP P_LIPT MLO( XIC Y118/2) CP P*L/PT MLOC
O.o06u 1.0785 .9878 .1323 0._000 1.0785 ,9878 .1323 ,5C00 ,7401 -,6175 ,5695 .9338
.0040 .1431 ,7576 ,6_21 .c&40 ,6942 .8936 ,403_ .5000 .6414 -,6283 .5686 .9352
• OOBC -,1241 .60L3 .7455 ,0080 .4243 .8268 ,5282 ,5000 ,5427 -,6388 .5660 .9393
,b150 -.3015 ,_487 ._110 ,0230 ,3938 ,8190 .5415 .5000 .4440 -.6436 .5652 ,9406
•02_0 -._61 ._640 ,B?B ,0_00 .27_4 ,7909 .58_3 .5000 e3454 1.5658 e5639 ,9426
.0400 -.7640 .533_ .9908 .i_00 .1446 .7586 .6406 .5000 ,2467 -.6427 .5628 .9444
• 0600 -1.0141 ,4736 1.0_07 .1500 .07C7 .7393 .6710 .5000 ,1480 -.6458 .5617 .9461
• 0810 -1.1427 ._397 1.1500 .2000 .0074 ,7241 .694_ .5000 .0493 -.6493 .5635 .9433
•I000 -1.2188 .4213 1.1834 .250_ -.05e9 .7103 .7162 .5000 -.0493 -.6500 .5656 .9400
.14_0 -I,2_45 ,4137 1.1976 .3500 -.1618 .68_h .7573 .5000 -.1480 -.6523 ,5639 .9426
• 1800 -1.2194 .4240 1.17U4 ,4500 -.2595 .5621 .9_55 .5000 -.2467 -,6504 .5616 ,9464
•22_0 -l._u61 .4723 1.0930 .5_00 -.2222 .6591 .7949 .5000 -,3454 -,6500 .5602 ,9485
"2600 116325 .5636 .9431 ,6500 --*08C% .6668 .7831 .5000 --.4440 --.6444 .5629 .9443
.3000 -.6478 .5620 .9456 .7500 .0445 .7020 .7289 .5000 1.54_7 -.6422 .5641 .9424
.34_3 -.6665 .5592 .95C1 .8000 .0q2% ,7334 .6802 .5000 -.6414 -,6364 .5664 .9387
• 3800 -.6651 .5596 ._495 .8500 .130_ .74_0 ,6604 .5000 -.7401 -.6374 ,5663 .9388
._ZuO -.6599 .5612 .9470 .gO00 .1598 .7533 ,6489 CHORDWISE
,4600 -.6545 ._6ib ,9460 .9500 .1650 .7599 .6384 .0600 ,4500 -,9690 ,484_ 1,0721
• 50G3 -.6_91 .5618 .9460 1,0000 .1376 .7565 .6438 .1400 .4500 -1.2562 .4159 1.1934 -_
• 5400 -,6466 .6597 ,9%93 .2200 .4500 -.9312 .4929 1.0580
•5_00 -,6539 .56_7 .9334 ,3000 .4500 -.6849 .5568 .9540
.6200 -.6239 ,5_08 .916L .3800 .4500 -.6713 .5576 ,9527• 06_ -.5860 . 943 .89_9
4600 .4500 -,6476 .5637 ,9429
•70_G -.5253 .62_1 .B519 :5400
•7500 -,4050 .6565 .7990 .4500 -.6368 .5663 .9388
.8000 -.26_8 .6933 .7423 .6200 .4500 -.6152 .5700 .9331
• 7000 .4500 -.5145 .5982 .8889
•8500 -.1154 .7231 .6963 ._000 .4500 -.2673 .6590 .7951
• 90_0 .0033 .7438 .6639 ,90C0 .4500 -.0016 ,7231 .6963
• 9500 .0_52 .7502 .6538 ,1014 .3552 .1348 .7561 .6446
.9750 .11u9 ,7635 .o327 .2000 .3552 .0128 .7258 .6920
1.00_0 .1376 .7565 .6438 .3500 .3552 -.1645 .6824 .7592
•4500 ,355Z -.2547 ,6614 ,7915
•55C0 .3552 -.2269 .6664 .7837
• 5500 .3552 -.0765 .7057 .7233
• 7500 .3552 ,0490 .7348 .6781
.8000 .3552 .0949 ,7462 .6601
• 8500 .3552 .1324 .7554 .6455
I O_ .9000 .3552 .1610 ,7615 .6360
• 9500 .3_52 .1701 ,7634 .6329
PT 145.7450 KPA Cq .7358 CO1 .01505
TT Z16.8561 K ¢_ -.05B3 C02 .01531
RC 4.081q MILLrON CC -.0166 CD3 .01463
MACH .5q75 C04 .01225
ALPHA 2.2931 DEG CD5 .0113B
UPPE_ SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWXSE
X/C CP PeLI=T _LOC XIC CP P. LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0003 .9883 .q6bZ .2219 O.CO00 .9883 .9662 .2219 .5000 .7401 -.6Z91 .§689 .9368
.0060 -.1139 .6960 .7383 .0C40 .8515 .9295 .3Z65 .5000 .6616 -.6456 ,5668 .9381
.0060 -.3557 .6284 .B621 .0_80 .5339 .8753 .440t .5000 .5627 -.6636 .565§ .9402
.0150 -.4957 .5952 .8920 .0230 .P301 .8561 .67q7 .5000 .4440 -.6672 .564§ .9617
• 0250 -,5525 .999B .9491 .6_00 .3qC2 .8195 .5406 .5000 .3496 -.6473 .9663 .9421
• O_UO -.9263 .,935 1.0570 .1000 .2352 .7766 .516q ._000 .2667 -.6619 .5656 .9600
.0600 -1.1794 ._3Z1 1.1636 .1500 .192_ .7557 .665_ o5000 .16B0 -.6664 .5659 .9395
.0800 -1,3066 ,6032 1.2170 .2C00 .0871 .7381 .6728 ,_000 .0493 -.6392 ,5645 .9418
• 1QCO -1.3qc§ .38L3 1._5q2 .2900 .02C0 .7263 .6q43 .§000 -.04_3 -o6424 .56§0 .q60g
• 1600 -1.4535 .36q9 1o2837 °3500 -.0916 .6989 .7344 .9000 -.1480 -.6349 .564q .q411
.1000 -1.4576 .3555 L.2905 .4500 -.1997 .5557 .q3qq .9000 -.2467 -.6435 .5627 .9446
• 2200 -1.4594 .3528 1.2961 .5500 -.1739 .6733 .7731 .5000 -.3454 -.6523 .5519 .9459
• 2600 -1._169 .3838 1.2602 .6500 -.0439 .6810 .7612 .5000 -.4440 -.6465 .5514 .9466
.3000 -1.1975 ._293 1.1587 .7_00 .0680 .7122 .7132 .5000 -.5627 -.6529 .5513 .9468
.3400 -.6343 .5695 .9332 .8000 .11_4 .7411 .6682 .5000 -.6414 -.6512 .5514 .q467
.3800 -.57_9 .582B .ql2q .8_00 .1499 .7517 .6515 .5000 -.7601 -.6535 .5626 o9651
._200 -.5q45 .577_ .9213 ,9000 ,1743 ,7_92 .6396 CHOROWZSE
.4500 -.52B7 .5589 .934B .9560 .1862 .7581 .6253 .ObO0 .6500 -1.1063 .4504 1.1310
.5000 -.6337 .5619 .945q 1.0000 .1620 .7625 .5362 .1600 .6500 -1.6558 ,3648 1.2911
.5400 -._5_q .5_03 .q684 .2200 .4500 -1.4861 .3576 1.3067
• 5800 -.5674 .9637 .9429 .3000 .4500 -1.1155 .4457 1.1396
• 6200 -°6422 ._738 .9271 .3800 .6500 -.§701 .5819 .9143
.b600 -.6057 .5875 .90_5 .4500 .6500 -o5259 .5677 .9367
• 7000 -.5433 ,6156 ,8619 .5600 ,6500 '-,6688 °5625 °9449
.7500 -.4292 .6516 .8064 ._200 .4500 -.6345 .5666 .938§
• 8000 -.2877 .6858 .753q .7000 .4500 -.§343 .5912 .8997
• 8500 -.1_32 .7193 .7022 .8000 .6500 -.2872 ,6_17 .8063
.90_0 -.0118 .7_49 .6622 .9000 .4500 -.017q .7175 ,7050
.9500 ._30 .7552 .545_ .1016 .3552 .2330 .7812 .6034
.9750 .1311 .7702 .6219 .ZOO0 .3552 .0854 .7437 .5640
_.G_O0 .Lb20 .7525 ._342 ._500 .355Z -,1043 o6_70 .7357
.4500 .3552 -.2024 .6730 .723_
.5500 .3552 -.1795 .678B .7647
.6500 .3552 -.0406 .7114 .7164
.7500 .3552 °0755 .7409 ._684
.8000 .3552 .1182 .7511 .6526
.8500 .3552 .1524 .7598 .6385
• 9000 .3552 .1788 .7667 .5277
.9500 .3552 .1888 .7692 .6236
PT 164._5_2 KPA C_ .8918 C01 .02384
TT 224,8538 K CM -.0613 C02 .0236_
RC 6.0510 MILLION CC -,0255 CO3 ,0_254
HACH .6976 C04 .01858
ALPHA 4.¢3P_ DEG CO5 .01656
UPPER SURFACE LOW_O SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _L_C X/C CP P_L/_T _LOC XIC YI{BI2) CP PtLIPT MLOC
U.u_O0 ._51 .9397 .2991 C.u6_u .8851 .qsq7 ._991 .5600 .7401 -.5646 .5852 .9076
•G_4O -,3330 ._3_9 .8200 .0040 .9864 .9652 .2_54 .5000 .6414 -.5611 ,5889 ,9034
•GbbO -.5094 ,5?&L ,9Z66 ._0_0 .7822 ,9163 .3598 .5000 ,5427 --.5242 .5921 ,8986
,0150 -.603_ ,)_34 .90_i .0230 ,53_9 ,P778 ,4359 .5000 ,4440 -,5329 ,5926 °8977
,OZbb -,_177 .5210 I.Li15 .05Lu ,%135 .8407 ,5039 .5000 .3454 -,5031 ,5979 ,8822
,04U0 -1,0_53 ,_bL4 l,lllq ,i_00 ,3240 ,£01q .5702 .5_00 .2667 -.5155 .5972 .@904
•UT&_ -1.31J0 ,3992 1.2245 .1500 .2277 .7780 .50g6 .5000 ,1680 -.50_3 ,9972 ,B905
•0800 -I,4383 .3675 1.2857 .20_0 ,1568 .7581 ,6413 .5000 .C493 -.5273 ,5933 .8946
•1L00 -1.5177 .3_26 1.3270 ,2_00 ,0800 .7_13 ,5679 ._000 -,0493 -._13_ .5940 .8q54
•1403 -1.5792 .3334 1,3575 .3_00 -.0_55 .7112 ,7148 .5000 -,1480 -.5096 ,5972 .8904
•1800 -1.5_65 .3275 1,3705 ,4_0J -.1_I ,5925 ,8977 ,5000 -,2657 -,5225 .5948 .8942
.2200 -I,6103 ._2_i 1.3779 .5560 -.1433 ,5831 ,2581 ,5000 -.3456 -,5310 ,5914 ,8995
.2600 -1.6116 .3234 1.3795 .6_00 -,0226 .6867 .2526 15000 -.6640 -.55Z9 ,5875 ,9055
.30_J -1.5q['7 ,3Z25 1.37o5 .7500 .Oq_g ,7162 ,?06q ,5000 -.5427 -,5652 .5831 .q125
•3_00 -1.5791 .3341 1.35_I .6_00 .12q3 ,7447 .6625 .5600 -.5414 -,5818 .5793 .9184
•3_bJ -1.5195 ,3957 1,2313 .8500 .15_I ,7525 ,6502 .5000 -.7401 -.5071 .57_4 .9277
,4200 -.7749 ._332 .991q .9(;C0 ,18q8 .?606 ,5373 CHORDWILE
.6500 -,54Z1 .5_79 °9060 .9_00 ,_977 .7683 .6151 ,0500 .6500 -1,212_ .4254 1,1756
.5000 -.5237 .9885 .9041 1.0100 .1817 ,7570 .6_71 ,1600 ,4500 -1,5q01 .3316 1.3614
.5*00 -.5513 .5729 ,9200 ,2200 ,6500 -1.6371 .3173 1,3q31
• 5800 -._66 ,579_ .916_ .3000 .4500 -1.60_3 .326q 1.3719
,62o_ -.5831 .9810 ,9143 ,3800 ,6530 --1,25_5 .6131 1.1986
•OOUO -.bZ* ,_q3_ .8964 ,4603 .4500 -.5598 .5B51 .9078
.7000 -._253 .01_8 ._569 .5400 .6500 -.5697 .5864 .q073
.7_0 -._246 .0545 .00_1 .6200 .4500 -.5993 .5780 .9205
•80_3 -,2g10 ,t8_ .754_ ,7000 .6500 -,5238 .5950 .8q3B
•BSOO -,1553 .7151 .7072 ._000 .6500 -.2981 .5494 ,8098
.90J_ -,6_0 ,74_0 .603_ .gO00 ,4500 -.0287 ,7133 .7115
.9500 .0674 .7552 .545_ .1016 .3552 .3134 ._006 ,5725
.9750 .13Z2 .7722 .01_7 .2000 .3552 .1553 .7605 .6376
_.0000 .1_17 .7670 .6271 o_500 .3552 -.0448 ,7122 ,7132
.4500 .3552 -.14q6 .6859 ,7537
.5500 ,3552 -,1430 .6862 ,7533
.6500 .3552 -.0186 .7177 .7066
.7500 .3552 .0903 .7446 .6629
.8000 .3552 .1315 .7557 .6651
.9500 .3552 .1688 .7635 .6326
1 05 .q000 .3552 .LOEB .7707 .6211
.9500 ,3552 .lqgO ,770B .6210
PT 144,943G KPA Cq ,9657 C01 .03871
TT 224.6146 K CM -.C588 COZ .03859
_C 4.058_ MILLION CC -.0314 C03 ,03609
HACH ,6q57 CO% .02918
ALPHA 5.0_02 DEG C95 *02431
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP P*L/PT HLUC X/C CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC Y/lfllZl CP PJLIPT MLOC
O,OOO0 .7779 ,9137 .3612 0,0000 ,7779 ,9137 ,3612 ,5000 .7401 -.5197 ,5976 .8899
,0040 -.5327 ,5926 ,8976 ,0C40 1,0371 .9779 ,1788 ,5000 ,6416 -.5016 .6010 .8845
.0080 -.7901 .5288 .9989 ,0080 .8725 .9372 .3057 .5000 .54Z7 -,5272 ,5921 ,8984
,0150 -.8659 .5112 1,0277 .023_ ,7032 .8952 .4005 .5000 ,4440 -,5291 ,5972 .8905
oUZ_O -,9517 ,493Z 1,0626 ,0500 ,5450 o8571 ,67%2 ,5C00 .3454 -,5307 ,594% ,89%9
.0400 -1.1550 .4371 1.154o ,1000 .3711 ,8143 .5495 ,5000 ,2467 -.5Z90 °596% ,8917
,0600 -1.%044 ,3760 1.Z695 ,1500 ,2692 ,7891 ,5913 ,5000 .1480 -,5597 .5855 ,9088
.OBO0 -1.566Z ,3_69 1.3331 ,ZOO0 ,1914 .7694 ,6_33 ,5000 ,0493 -,6Z18 ,5705 ,93Z3
,1000 -1,6195 ,3257 1.3744 ,2500 ,1171 ,7523 ,6505 .5000 -.0693 -.5597 .5866 .9070
,I%uU -I,6811 ,31U9 1,4076 ,3500 -,0158 .7198 .7015 ,5000 -,1430 -,5251 .5943 ,895_
.1800-1._572 *3CbZ 1,4163 .4500 -.1345 ,5693 .9_42 ,5000 -,2667 -.6996 .60Z7 o8819
•Z2OO -1,7226 .3036 1.424_ .5500 -,1353 ,6890 .7491 ,5000 -.3656 -,5092 ,5977 ,8896
,Z600 -1,7195 ,3C_Z 1.6298 .6500 -,0276 ,6907 ,7464 .5000 -,6440 -,5096 ,5980 ,8892
• 3000 -1,7095 ,3066 1,4173 ,7500 .0830 ,7165 ,7065 ,5000 -,5427 -,5276 ,5958 ,8927
.34U0 -1,6903 ,3097 1.4103 ,MOCO ,1236 .7438 ,663q ,5000 -,6614 -,5233 .5925 ,8978
.3800 -1,4698 ,35_7 1,3023 .8500 ,15B8 .7525 ,6501 ,5000 -,7601 -.5460 ,5890 .9032
.%gO0 -.9691 ,kq_O 1,0629 .qGO0 .176q .7635 .63Z7 CHOROWISE
,%600 -,6980 ,5536 ,9593 ,9500 .1825 .7668 ,6_75 ,0600 ,4530 -1,2920 ,%0%2 1.2151
,50_0 -,6192 ,6015 ,8837 1.C000 ,1548 .7618 .6355 .1400 ,4500 -1,6874 ,3103 1.4089
,5600 -,5078 .5939 .8956 ,ZZO0 ,4500 -1,7567 ,2943 1,4462
.5800 -,5255 ,5961 ,8953 .3000 ,4500 -1,7213 ,3000 1,4327
.6200 -,5255 .5948 .8942 ,3800 ,4500 -1.5057 .3527 1,3167
,6600 -,526Z ,6033 ,8809 ,6600 .4500 -.7970 °5273 1.0013
• 7000 -.6881 ,62_4 ,848_ .5400 .4500 -,4958 ,6020 .8830
,7500 -.4110 .6511 ,8072 ,6200 ,4500 -,5199 ,5927 ,8974
.8000 -.2921 .6831 .7580 ,7000 ,4500 -,4866 ,6038 ,8802
,8900 -.1629 .7135 .7112 .8000 .4500 -,2919 ,6518 ,8061
,90_0 -.C459 .7366 .6752 .9000 °4500 -.0_34 .7127 ,7124
.9500 .0607 ,7496 .6548 ,1014 ,_552 .3642 ,8118 .5537
.9750 .1075 ,7670 ,6Z71 ,ZOO0 ._552 ,1921 .7709 ,6Z09
1,0000 ,1548 ,7618 ,6355 .3500 ,3552 -,0186 ,7178 ,7045
,4500 ,_552 -,1240 ,6935 ,7421
• 5500 ,3552 -.1283 ,692q ,7630
• _500 ,_552 -,0206 ,7179 ,7043
• 7500 .355Z .0906 .7452 ,6618
,8000 .3592 ,1288 ,7548 ,6466
• 8500 .355Z .1581 ,7624 .63%4
,90"00 ,3552 .181Z .7660 ,6287
• 9500 .3552 .1873 .7694 .6233
PT 144,4271 KPA Cfl 1,0348 CD1 .05471
TT 224,69C8 K C_ -.0592 CD2 ,05471
RC 4.0500 MILLION CC -.0366 CD3 .0%969
_ACH ,6077 CO4 ,03772
ALPHA 6,0687 DEG C05 .03317
UPPEk SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC xI£ CP PeLIPT 4LOC _IC YI(EIZ) CP PJLIPT MLOC
0,0000 .661Z ._8_4 ._204 0.0000 .6612 .8894 ,420_ ,5000 ,7401 -.5217 ,5916 .8992
.0040 -,8859 ,5516 ,96_Z ,0_40 1,0830 .9889 ,I265 °5000 .6614 -,5547 .5861 ,9077
,0080 -.9289 ,4912 1.0609 .00£0 ,9493 ,956_ ,2537 .5000 ,5627 --.6901 ,5518 ,9619
,U150 -I,U293 ,%67u 1,1021 ,0230 ,7731 ,qlZq ,_30 ,9000 ,4%40 -.7316 .5410 .9792
,0250-1.0703 .%575 1,1189 ,0_0 .5990 ,86q2 ,6517 .5000 ,3456 1.7121 .5683 ,9676
,0400 -1,2424 .%157 1,1918 ,i000 .%I63 .8250 .5313 .5000 .2467 -.7781 .5290 .9985
,OoOO-1.47_3 .3573 1,3074 .15_G ,3139 ,7986 ,5757 ,5000 ,1480 -.7362 .5420 .9775
•0_00 -_.60Z2 .3266 1,37_9 .ZOOO ,2302 ,7702 ,6075 ,9000 .0693 -,8123 .5218 1.0106
,10OO -1.6929 .3059 1.61_9 ,25G0 .1451 .7572 .6_28 .9000 -,0493 -,71CI ,5452 .97Z%
,14UO -1.7693 ,2922 1,4514 ,35U0 .0051 .7_2q ,6966 ,5000 -,1480 -,6857 ,5905 ,9660
.1800 -1.7825 ,2860 1,4662 ,%50_ -,121_ .5369 .q866 ,5000 -,2467 -.6258 .56%8 .9412
,2200 -I,7976 ,2815 1,6774 ,5500 1,1271 ,6914 ,7453 ,5000 1,3656 -,5689 ,5801 ,9171
.Z6t:O -1,7727 .Z797 1,6917 .6500 -,0360 ,6903 ,7469 .9000 -,6660 -.5315 ,5929 ,8971
•3000 -1,7663 ,2836 1,4721 ,7500 .0757 ,7142 ,7101 °9000 -.5%27 -.5225 ,5932 ,8967
,3_OU -I,7772 .2853 L,&b79 .8C00 .II23 ,7412 ,6_80 ,5000 -,6414 -.5195 .5958 .8927
.3eOU-1.6532 .3163 1,399_ ,65G0 ,1381 ,7510 ,6525 ,5_00 --,7601-,5390 °5896 ,9039
,6200 -1,1340 ,4417 1,1465 ,9000 .158_ ,7561 .6%45 CHORDW15E
,6600 -,8795 ,5072 1.0342 ,95_0 .1572 ,7590 ,6390 ,0600 ,%500 -I,3524 ,3865 1,2489
,SOO0 -,7557 ,5057 ,9398 1.0000 ,i042 .7481 ,6_72 .1600 ,4500 -1,7516 ,2903 1,4557
•5400 -,629_ ,5933 ._966 .2200 .4500--1,8264 .2735 1.4973
,5800 -.5278 .6039 ,_848 .3000 .6500 -1.8116 ,2779 1.6863
.b20O -._916 ,6026 .9823 ,3800 .4500 -1,6450 .3167 1.3945
.66G0 -._789 ,6106 ,8700 .%600 .6900 -.9907 .%758 1,087C
,7_J -.4640 .62_9 .8907 .5400 ,4500 -.5450 .5891 ,9031
.75U0 -.3916 .64_5 .8113 .6200 .4500 -.6724 .6048 .8787
•_uOJ -.29Z6 ,6_06 .7622 .7000 ,%530 -.4416 .6116 ,8681
,6503 -,1751 .70_8 .7266 ,8C00 ,6500 -,2818 ,655% .8007
,9000 -.0695 .7289 ,6873 .900_ .4500 -.0653 ,708_ ,7191
,95UJ ._227 ,7359 ,6763 ,1014 .3552 ,4158 ,92%4 ,5323
.9750 ,05?8 ,7_06 ,6373 .2000 ,3552 ,2312 .779% ,60?2
_,0000 ,I062 ,74SI ,6972 ,3500 ,3552 .0125 .7241 .6948
•%500 ,3552 -,1136 ,6941 ,T%12
• 5500 ,3552 -,1196 ,6933 .7%2%
.6500 ,3552 -.0237 ,7172 ,705%
.7500 ,3552 .0805 ,7419 .6669
•8000 ,3552 ,1090 ,7%78 ,6576
• 8500 ,3552 ._453 .7567 ,6403
06 .90oo .35_z .1618 ,761% .6361
•9500 ,3552 ,1622 .7627 ,6339
PT lk4.6143 KPA C_ 1,076q ¢01 ,07640
TT 224.4977 K C_ 1.0568 C02 ,07470
RC 4,0606 HILLION CC -,0371 CD3 ,06935
MACH ,6981 CO4 ,04972
ALPHA 7.0997 DEG C05 .04810
UPPER SUkFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWI5E
XIC CP P,L/PT _L_C XIC CP PsLIPT MLOC XlC YI(BI2) CP PsL/PT MLOC
0,00C0 .5443 .8574 ,4737 O,OCO0 .5443 ,8574 ,%737 ,5000 .7401 -,5643 ,5832 ,9123
.0040 -,8567 .5118 1,3267 ,0040 1.I08t ,9953 ,082] ,5000 ,6414 -,6218 ,5689 ,9348
,OLoO -1,_940 ,4549 1.1232 ,0080 1.0027 .9691 ,2120 ,5000 ,5427 -,7589 ,5342 ,9902
,0150 -1,2150 ,4210 1.1338 ,0230 .83C7 ,9276 .3293 ,5000 ,%4%0 -,8323 ,5168 1,0185
10250 -1,2758 ,4082 1.2076 .0500 .6516 .882g ,4253 ,5000 ,3454 -,8881 .50Z9 1,0413
.0400-1.3639 .3858 1.2503 .IC00 ,4633 ,8368 .5107 .8000 ,2467 -.8978 .1972 1.0508
•0600 -I,5691 ,3370 I*3%99 ,1500 ,3535 ,8101 ,5564 .5000 .1480 --.8614 ,5078 1,0334
,0800 -1,6491 ,3083 h4136 ,2000 ,2643 ,786q ,5949 ,5000 ,0493 -,8840 .1996 1.0469
,1000 -1.7271 .2892 1,45_4 ,2500 .1796 ,7656 ,6293 ,5000 -.0493 -,8122 ,5219 1,0101
,1400 -1.80_3 ,2736 /,1971 .3500 .0301 ,7298 .6859 ,5000 -.1480 -,8171 ,5190 1,0148
.1800 -1.8269 ,2676 1,51_2 ,4500 -,1017 ,5151 1.0213 ,5000 -.2467 -.7692 ,5319 ,9938
.2200 -1.8318 ,264C 1.5215 ,55C0 -,1280 ,6978 ,7354 ,5000 -.3454 -,6966 ,5496 ,9655
• 2600 -1,8163 ,2616 1,5278 ,6500 -,0399 ,6870 ,7521 ,5000 -,4110 -,6108 ,5689 ,9348
• 3000 -1,8286 ,2718 1,501_ ,7500 ,0576 ,7090 ,7181 ,5000 -,5427 -,5514 ,5863 ,9071
,3400 11,8069 ,2768 1,4890 ,80C0 ,0960 ,7348 ,6780 ,5000 -,6411 -,5270 ,5909 ,9002
• 3800 -1,1150 ,3722 1,2772 ,8500 ,1200 ,7443 ,6631 ,5000 -,7401 -,5550 ,5847 ,9100
,4200 -1,1321 ,4412 1.1475 .9CC0 ,1270 ,7491 ,6555 CHORDWISF
• 4600 -,9723 ,4822 1,0762 ,9500 ,1022 ,7513 ,6520 ,0600 *1500 -1,4371 ,3671 1,2874
,5000 -,8396 ,5395 ,9816 1,0000 ,0178 ,7271 ,6901 ,1400 ,4500 -1,8250 ,2748 1,4910
,5400 -,7275 ,5744 ,9261 ,2200 ,4500 -1,8753 ,2561 1,5425
• 5800 1,5947 ,5876 ,9053 ,3000 ,4500 --1,8528 ,2648 1,5196
,6200 --,5297 .6050 .8783 ,3800 ,4500 -1,4913 ,3506 1,3211
,6600 -,4751 ,6162 ,8610 ,4600 ,4500 -1,0160 ,4718 1,0939
,7000 -,4241 ,6307 -,8386 ,5400 ,1500 -,6814 ,5537 ,9588
• 7500 -,3690 ,6516 ,8064 ,6200 ,4500 -,4972 ,6002 ,8857
,_000 -,2833 ,6732 ,7733 ,7000 ,4500 -,4174 ,6191 ,8565
,8500 -.1900 ,6950 ,7397 ,8000 ,4500 -.2744 ,6554 ,8006
;9000 -,1101 ,7108 ,7154 ,9000 ,4500 -,1111 ,6956 ,7388
• 9500 -,0420 ,7184 ,7037 ,1011 ,3552 ,4468 ,8292 ,5239
,9750 -,0133 ,7432 .6649 .2000 ,3552 ,2654 ,7880 .5932
1,O00O ,0178 ,7271 ,6901 ,3500 ,3552 ,0319 ,7296 ,6862
• 1500 .3552 -.0933 .7002 ,7318
.5500 ,3552 -,1161 ,6917 .7448
,6500 ,3552 -,0311 ,7141 ,7102
,7500 ,3552 ,0618 ,7356 .6768
,8000 *3552 ,0978 ,7162 ,6601
• 8500 ,3552 ,1173 ,7507 ,6530
,90C0 .3552 ,1306 ,7517 .6467
• 9500 ,3552 ,1155 ,7520 .6509
OT 120.2771 KPA CH .2579 C01 ,00905
TT 199.9167 K CH -.0719 CD2 ,01061
RC 4,0623 _ILLICN CC .0094 CD3 .00828
_CH ,727e CO4 ,00983
ALPHA -1,0_81 DqG CD5 ,00880
_yPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC YI(B/2) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1123 ,992_ ,1018 0,0000 1.1123 .992B ,I018 ,5000 ,7401 -,5595 .5585 ,9514
,OO4O ,7758 ,gUSZ ,3798 ,_40 -.1876 .6535 ,8037 ,5000 ,6414 -,5732 ,5543 ,9581
,ObdO ,6444 ,84_5 ,49T1 ,0C80 -,5376 .5620 ,945q ,500_ ,5427 -,5805 ,5521 ,9616
10150 .3269 °78?9 .593_ .0230 1.07_0 .6822 ,7596 ,5000 .4440 -,5642 .5575 ,9530
• 0250 .I060 ,7299 .6858 ,0500 -,IC33 ,6759 ,76Q3 ,5000 ,3454 -,5867 ,5507 ,9637
,0400 -,1766 ,656U ,7998 ,1000 -,1584 ,6611 ,7920 ,5000 ,2467 -,5881 ,5510 ,9632
• 0600 -,4079 ,59_6 ,8931 .1500 -,1922 ,6522 ,8057 ,5000 ,1480 -,5857 ,5509 ,9634
,0800 1.5136 ,5678 ,93_6 .2000 -,2203 °64%8 ,_170 ,5C00 ,0493 -,5810 ,5506 ,9638
• LEO0 -,5633 ,5546 ,9575 ,2500 -,2640 ,6337 ,8340 ,5000 -,0493 1,5818 ,5505 ,9640
,1400 -,5942 .5470 .9697 .3500 -.36(8 ,6_8_ ,8738 ,5000 -,1480 -,5947 .5181 ,9680
,1800 -,_046 ,5%54 ,9723 ,4500 -,4305 ,5507 .9637 ,5000 -,2467 -,5939 ,5490 ,9665
• 2200 -,57_8 ,5529 .9002 ,5500 -,3334 ,5897 .9023 ,5000 -,3451 -,5751 ,5530 ,9601
• 2600 -,5513 ,5591 ,9503 ,6500 -,1413 ,6149 ,8631 ,5000 -,4410 -,5726 ,5536 ,9591
,3000 -,5450 ,5622 ,9454 .75C0 ,0125 ,6649 ,7861 ,5000 -,5427 -,5682 ,5559 .9556
• 3400 -,5381 ,5634 ,9436 ,8000 .0711 .7055 ,7_37 ,5C00 -,6414 -,5791 ,5525 ,9609
,3_b0 -,54_6 ,5625 ,945(. ._500 ,1226 ,7215 .6988 ,5000 -,7401 -,5755 ,5571 ,9536
• 4ZOO -,5485 ,5616 .q465 ,9000 .1621 ,7348 ,6781 CH3RDWISE
.46UO -,5617 .5572 .9533 .950U ,lq07 .7452 ,6618 ,0600 ,4500 -.3799 ,6018 ,6834
,50UO -,5795 ,5499 ,9650 1,0000 ,lq31 ,7527 ,6499 ,1400 1_500 1"5820 ,5496 ,9655
• 54_0 -,5924 ,5411 ,9791 .2200 .4500 -,58C8 ,5501 ,9647
,5800 -.6234 ,5391 ,9823 ,3000 ,4500 -.5429 ,5605 ,9481
• 6200 -.62_1 ,5436 .9752 ,3800 .4500 -.5457 °5593 .9501
• 6600 -,6085 ,558_ ,9514 .4600 ,4500 -,5586 ,5559 ,9555
• 7000 -,5549 ,5889 ,9035 ,5400 ,_500 -,5922 ,5465 ,9704
,7500 -.4_04 .6259 .8_61 ,6200 ,4500 -.6208 ,5398 ,9812
,8000 -,2957 .6644 .7869 ,7000 .1500 -.5445 ,5627 .9116
,8500 -.1477 ,7010 .73U6 ,8000 ,4500 -,3061 ,6216 ,8527
.90bO -.0103 ,7316 ,6831 ,9000 ,4500 -,0Z48 .6956 ,7390
,95U0 ,1085 .7451 ,6619 ,1011 ,3552 -,1634 ,6596 ,7942
,9750 ,1518 .7511 ,6509 ,2000 ,3551 -,2193 ,6450 ,8167
1,0000 ,1931 ,7527 ,6499 ,3500 .3552 -,3555 ,6082 ,8735
,%500 ,3552 -,4Z37 ,5910 ,9002
•5500 .3552 -.3361 ,6141 ,8644
,6500 ,3552 -,1408 ,6655 ,7852
,7500 ,3552 ,0155 ,7060 ,7229
,BOO0 ,3552 ,0745 ,7214 ,6990
,6500 .3552 ,1227 .7336 ,6?99
1 07 ,9C00 ,3552 ,1648 ,7451 ,6619
.9500 .3552 ,1976 ,7537 ,6483
PT lie.Z943 KPA CN .3562 CD1 ,009€9
TT 199.8108 K CM -.0653 CDZ .01036
RC 4.0656 MILLION CC .0062 CD3 .00879
RACH ,7276 CD4 *00865
ALPHA .0102 DEG CD5 .00772
UPPER SURFACE LDWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC YI(B/2) CP P,LIPT MLOC
O.OGO0 1.1412 1,000_ 0,0000 0,0000 1.1412 1,0004 0.0000 ,5000 " .7401 -,5655 ,5565 ,9545
.U040 .6126 .8647 .4602 .0040 .1505 .7412 .6681 .5000 .6414 -.5920 .5486 .9671
• 0080 .3701 .7997 .5739 .0080 -.1712 .6576 7974 .5000 .54Z7 -.5966 .5497 .9653
• 0150 .15!5 .7431 .6651 .0230 .0550 .7171 7057 .5000 .4660 -.6008 .5672 .9695
.0150 -.C618 .6867 .7526 .0500 .0230 .7079 .7199 .5000 ,3_56 -.6025 .5668 .9699
•0600 -,3682 .6130 ,8660 .I000 -,0595 ,6863 7533 .5000 ,Z667 -,6059 ,5661 .9711
•06&0 -.5866 .5488 .9668 ,1500 -.0993 .6775 7668 .5000 .1680 -,6106 ,5628 ,9767
• OBGO -.7050 .5173 1.0177 .2000 -.1442 .6646 .7866 .5000 .0493 -.6259 .5626 .9767
• 1¢00 -.7578 .5058 1.0366 .Z500 -.1938 .6529 8066 .5000 -.0693 -.6128 .5435 .9753
.1400 -.7658 .50Z7 1.0418 .3500 -.2997 .6247 8479 .5000 -.1480 -.6111 .5431 .9759
• 1800 -.74B6 .5077 1.0335 ,6500 -.3835 .5461 • 9744 .5000 -,2667 -.6141 .5635 .9753
• 2200 -.t939 .5226 1.0094 .5500 -,3106 .6018 8836 .5000 -.3456 -,6137 ,5628 ,9764
• 2600 -.6487 .5330 °9922 .6500 -.1313 .6206 8563 .5C00 -.6440 -°6075 .5440 .9766 &
• 3000 -.6207 .5621 .7775 ,7500 ,0181 ,6690 7798 .5000 -,56Z7 -,6088 .5435 .9752
• 3600 -.5903 .5470 .9697 .8000 .0767 .7073 7zOq .5000 -.6416 -.6031 .5633 .9756
• 3800 -,5920 ,5509 ,9636 .85G0 .LZ15 ,7229 ,6967 ,5000 -,7401 -,6016 .5459 .9715
• 4200 -.5931 .5491 .9663 .9000 .1591 .7369 .6780 CH_ROWISE
• 6600 -.6005 .5676 .9691 .9500 .1792 .7639 .6638 .0600 .6500 -.5431 .5601 ,9487
• 5000 -.6132 ,5608 .9796 1,0000 ,1713 ,7676 ,6580 ,1400 ,4500 -,7694 .5066 1.0353
• 5600 -,6Z66 .5310 °9956 .2200 ,6500 -,7063 .5178 1.0169
• 5800 -.6550 ,5370 .9857 .3000 .6500 -,6182 ,5630 .9760
• 6200 -,6373 .5659 ,9714 ,3800 ,6500 -,5961 ,5681 .9678
• 6600 -.6034 ,5612 .9671 .6600 ,4500 -,5963 .5678 ,9686
,7000 -,5618 ,5936 ,8961 ,5600 ,6500 -,6224 .5385 .9833
,7500 -,4215 ,6316 ,8373 ,6200 .4500 -,6266 ,5414 ,9787
.8000 -,2731 ,6697 ,7787 .7000 ,6500 -,5362 ,5662 ,9423
• 8500 -.1258 .7042 .7257 .8000 .4500 -.Z855 .6289 .8415
• 9000 ,0067 .7297 .6861 09000 .6500 -.0066 ,7020 .7291
',9500 o1084 .7394 .6709 .1014 .3552 -.0756 .6829 .7585
• 9750 ,1405 ,7696 .6552 ' ,2000 ,3552 -,1666 ,6668 .7863
1.00&0 ,1713 .7676 .6580 .3500 .3552 -.2934 .6254 .8669
.6500 .3552 -.3795 .6032 ,8812
• 5500 .3552 1.3125 .6203 .8567
• 6500 ,3552 -,1261 ,6710 .7767
• 7500 ,3552 ,0220 .7088 ,7186
• 8000 .3551 .0804 .7138 .6953
.8500 .3552 .1236 .7338 .6796
.9000 .3552 .1616 .7661 °6605
.9500 ,3552 .1818 .7502 ,6560
PT 120.2946 KPA CN .46_5 CD1 .01019
TT 199.5058 K CM -.0605 CD2 .01062
RC 4.0739 MILLION CC ,0012 C03 .00981
dACH .727_ CD6 ,00873
ALPHA .9979 DEG CD5 .00837
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_L/PT _LOC XlC CP P.LIPT HLOC XlC YI(BI2} CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1376 .99_7 .JZL7 O,OCCO 1.1376 ,9q97 ,0217 .5000 ,7601 -o6114 ,5412 .9790
,OU40 ,4406 o81_1 .5431 ,0C60 ,6271 ,8150 .5486 ,50C0 ,6616 -,6308 .5380 o9861
• _060 .1794 .7505 .653_ .CCeO .134_ .7401 .669B .5000 .5627 -,6409 .5350 ,9889
.0150 -.0263 °6978 .7356 .0230 ,2277 .7631 .6335 .5000 .4640 -.6392 .5359 .9876
• 0250 -.2226 .6452 ._164 ,0500 .1490 .7622 .6665 .5000 .3656 1*6691 .5308 .9957
•0603 -,5115 ,5702 ,9326 .1000 ,0377 .7137 ,7109 ,5000 ,2467 =,6504 .5331 ,9920
,06bU -.7_08 ,5_61 1,0361 .1500 -.0187 .6991 ,7335 ,9000 ,16_0 -.6520 ,5339 ,9907
.OoO0 -.6900 .4096 i.0977 .2GCO -.0773 .6853 .754P .5000 .0493 -.6534 .5305 .9963
• luOO -.9657 .4522 1.12_0 .2500 -.1317 .6706 .7776 .5000 -.0493 -.6537 .5344 .9899
• 1400 -1.L090 .441Z 1.1674 .3500 -.2386 .6410 .8228 .5000 -.1680 -.8503 .5361 ,9905
.1800 -1.0071 .6407 1.1483 .4500 -.3341 .5331 .9921 .5000 -.2667 -.6569 .5363 .9900
.2200 -.g578 ,4533 1.1261 .5500 -.27qz .6150 ,8630 .5000 -,3656 -.6493 ,5336 .9912
•2600 1.8303 .6_53 1.0709 .6500 --.1147 .6292 .8610 .5000 -,6640 -.6537 .5312 ,9951
• 3000 -,58_7 .5693 ,9661 .7506 ,0298 ,6737 .7727 .5000 -.5427 -.6499 .5332 ,9919
• 3400 -.6093 .5436 .9751 .8C00 .0849 .7115 .7164 .5000 -,6616 -.6635 ,5352 .9886
.3800 -.6366 .5362 .9870 .8500 .1268 .7253 .6930 .5000 -.7601 -.6609 .5356 .9880
•6200 -.6_02 .5356 .98_0 ,qo00 ,15_2 .7355 ,5770 CH_ROWISE
• _6_0 -.6531 .5298 .9974 ,9500 ,1666 .7430 .6652 .0600 .4500 -.6066 .5256 1.0062
.5000 -.6542 .5297 .9976 1.0000 .1690 .7620 .6569 .1400 .4500 -1.0118 .4390 1.1513
• 5400 -.o036 .5269 1.0020 ,2200 .6500 -,9310 .4602 1,1141
• SEO0 -.6788 .5315 .9946 .3000 .6500 -.6167 .5427 .9766
• 6200 1,6493 .5412 .9693 .3800 .6500 -.6507 .5356 .9881
.6600 -.6042 .5646 .9416 .6600 ,6500 -,6669 .5365 ,9898
,7000 -.5329 .5g79 ,_894 .5400 .6500 -.6517 .5314 .9948
• 7500 -.4118 .6364 .8299 .6200 .4500 -.6352 .5363 .9868
.8C00 -.2_52 .6721 .7750 .7COO .4500 -.5269 .5630 ,9661
• 8500 -.1165 ,70S3 .7115 ._000 ,4500 -.2642 .6360 ,833?
• qo00 .0136 ,7277 ,6893 .9000 .4500 .0050 .7061 ,7259 •
• 95_0 .0948 .7346 .67u4 .1014 .3552 .0230 .7_94 .7176
• 9750 .1Z23 .7668 ,6592 ,ZOO0 .3552 -.0724 .6843 ,7566
l.O000 ,1490 .7410 .6669 ,3500 .3552 -.1399 .6617 .8119
• 4500 .3552 -.3325 .6162 .8611
• 5500 .3552 -,2850 ,6286 ,8420
• 6500 .3_52 -,1068 .6756 .7697
• 7500 ,3552 .0301 .7123 .7131
• 8000 .355Z .0799 .7239 .6951
•B5bO .3551 .1260 .7348 .b781
10_ .9000 .3552 ,1575 .7436 .6646
• 9500 ,3552 .2721 .7478 .6576
PT 120.2940 KPA CH .6443 CD1 .01314
TT 199.8401 K CH -°0655 CD2 .01373
RC 4.0695 NILLIDN CC -.0053 C03 .01191
dACH .7991 C04 .01055
ALPHA 1,9995 OEG C05 ,00866
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC CP PeL/PT MLnC XlC Y1(812) CP P,L/PT MLOC
0,0000 1.1131 ,9027 ,IU72 0.0000 1.1131 .9927 .1022 ,5000 ,7401 -.5861 .5482 .9677
.0040 .7360 ,7636 .O377 .0040 ,6720 .8774 ,4361 ,5000 .6414 -,5776 .5496 ,9658
• 0080 -.0253 .6945 .7407 .0080 ._026 .8069 .5620 .5_00 .56Z7 -.5792 .5501 .9667
.0150 -.1980 .6693 .8101 ,0230 .3690 .8027 ,5690 ,5000 .6640 -,5760 .5521 .9615
• 0250 -.3836 .bOLO .8846 °0500 *2757 .7760 .6160 .5000 .3454 -.5339 .5602 ,9687
@ .0400 -,_712 .5283 °9999 ,1000 .1447 .7396 ,6709 .5000 =Z467 -=5596 ,5566 .9564
.0600 -.9160 .4661 1.1038 .15C0 .0681 .7189 .7028 .5000 .1480 -.550? .5581 .9520
• 0800 -1.0402 .4288 1,1697 .ZC00 .0087 .7039 .7261 .5000 .0493 -.5965 .5688 .9668
.1000 -1.1363 .405_ 1.2119 .2500 -.0531 .6872 .7518 .5000 -.0493 -.5625 .5565 .9577
.16uO -1.1792 .3921 1.2382 .3500 -.lb6Z .6579 .7968 .5000 -.1480 -.5556 .5567 .9543
.1800 -1.2061 .3652 1.2515 .4500 -.2699 .5537 .9590 .5000 -.2667 -.5794 .5510 .9633
.2200 -1.Z186 .3792 1.2633 .5500 -.2317 *6360 .8337 .5000 -.3456 -.5776 .5688 .9668
.2600 -1.2161 .3600 i.2619 .6500 -.0812 .6406 .8234 .5000 -°4640 -.6100 .5423 .9771
• 3000 -1.2144 .3838 1.2543 .7500 .0569 .6813 .7609 .5000 -.5427 -.6183 .5412 .9789
• 3460 -1.1898 .3888 1.2666 .8000 .1076 .7161 .7073 .5000 -.6614 -,6302 .5364 .9867
• 3800 -.9700 .4479 1.1356 .8500 .1453 ,7294 .6865 °5000 -.7401 -.6462 .5342 ,9903
.6200 -.6105 .5631 .9759 .9000 .1785 .7380 .6731 CHORDWISE
.6600 -.5076 .5671 .9377 .9_00 .1933 .7480 .6574 .0600 .4500 -.8571 .4751 1.0883
• 5000 -.5736 .5604 .980Z 1.0000 .1742 .7681 .6572 .1400 .4500 -1.1914 .3901 1.24Z1
.5400 -.6214 .5777 1.0009 .2200 ,4500 -1.2536 .3726 1.2764
,_800 -.6671 .5321 .9937 .3000 .4500 -1.1891 .3914 1.2397
.6200 -*6587 .5400 .9810 .3800 .4500 -.9877 .4413 1.1472
• 6600 -.6180 .5570 .9537 .4600 .4500 -.5334 .5628 .9465
.7000 -.5543 .5895 .9025 .5400 .4500 -.6117 .5410 .9793
.7500 -.4317 .6255 .8667 .6200 .4500 -.6427 .5320 .9938
•8000 -.2853 ,6666 .7836 *7000 *4500 -.5399 ,5587 ,9509
.8500 -.1350 ,7026 .7281 ,8000 ,4500 -,2880 ,6273 .8639
• 9000 .0002 .7286 .6879 .9000 .4500 -.0081 .7004 .7315
o9500 .1037 .7406 .8690 .1014 .3552 .1356 .7375 .6739
.9750 .1451 .7526 .6502 .2000 .3552 .0087 .7050 .7245
1.0000 .1762 .7681 .6572 .3500 .3552 -.1688 .6559 ,8000
.4500 .3552 -.2688 .6315 .8375
.5500 .3552 -.2345 .6397 .8249
.8500 .3552 -.0695 .6840 .7569
• 7500 .3552 .0600 .7163 .7070
.8000 .3552 ,1112 .7312 .6837
.8500 .3552 .1518 .7410 ,6684
,90_0 .3552 .1849 ,7492 .6555
.9500 .3552 .1977 ,7536 .6489
P r 120.2919 KPA CN ,7891 C01 .02183
TT 199.6506 K CN -.0706 C02 .02174
RC 6.0714 MILLION CC -.0112 CD3 ,01929
_ACH .72R1 CD6 .01697
ALPHA 3,0191 DEG CD5 .01094
UPPER SUkFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
x/C CP PPL/PT MLOC XlC CP PoLIPT _LO¢ XlC YI(B/Z) CP P_L/PT MLOC
O,OGOO1.0506 .9766 .1840 0.0000 1.0506 ,9766 ,I960 ,5000 ,7401 -.5133 .5695 .9339
• 00_0 .035Z .7116 .7163 .CO40 ,8234 .9169 .3560 .5C00 .6616 -.550_ .5586 .9512
• 0080 -.2221 .6461 .o150 .00_0 .5975 .8588 .4711 .5000 .5627 -.5937 .5476 .9687
•0150 -.3689 ,60rL ._751 ,0230 .50_8 .8350 .5139 .5000 .46_0 -.6076 ,5440 .9745
•0250 -,5269 .5641 ,9425 .0500 13757 ,PO05 ,5727 ,5000 ,3454 -,5733 e5563 ,9579
•0400 -,7907 ._g47 1,0551 ,1CCO ._268 .7606 .6374 ,5000 ,Z467 -,6010 .5487 .9702
,0600 -1.(237 ,43@2 1.1599 .15G0 .1634 .7612 .6681 .5000 .1680 -.5971 ,5479 ,9682
.0860 -1.1_67 .3991 1.2250 .2000 .0770 ,7232 .6062 ,5000 .0493 -.6735 ,5252 1.0068
•I100 -I,2405 ,3767 i,Z723 .25_0 ,0e88 ,7055 .7236 .5000 -.0493 -.5546 ,5603 .9685
,1400 -1,3212 ,3589 1.3062 ,3500 -,1146 .6715 ,7761 ,5000 -.1480 -,5554 .5593 .9501
.1800 -1.2612 .3518 1.318_ .4500 -.2265 .5361 .9904 ,5000 -,2667 -.5507 ,5629 ,9464
•22_0 -1,3671 ,3470 1.3287 ,5500 -e1975 e_432 ,819_ *5000 -.3456 -.5597 .5532 e9598
• 2600 -1.3733 .3469 1.3332 .6500 -.0636 .6515 .8066 .5000 -.6640 -.5568 .5593 .9500
• 3000 -1.3755 .34_9 1.3331 .7500 .0655 .6850 .7553 .5000 -.5427 -.6906 .5747 .9257
,3400 -i,3629 ,3463 1.3307 .8_10 .1143 .7202 ,7009 .5000 -.6414 -.5099 .5712 ,9312
.3803 -1,3601 .3475 1,3276 .8500 ,1555 .7321 .6824 ,5000 -.7401 -.5742 ,555q .9555
.4200 -1.3752 .3567 1,3087 .gO00 .18F4 .7437 .6642 CHQROWISE
• _600 -1.0790 .42Z7 1.1808 .9_00 .1998 ,7520 .6510 ,0800 .6500 -.9756 ,4504 1,1312
.50_0 -.6401 .5671 .9377 1.0000 .1887 .7543 .6475 .1400 .4500 -1.3202 .3580 1.3058
.5600 -.5225 ,5713 .9311 .2200 .6500 -1.3898 .3391 1.3455
• .5800 -.5C72 .5657 .9400 .3000 .4500 -1.3700 .3455 1.3319
• 6100 -.5191 .5_12 .9671 .3_00 .6500 -1.3115 .3612 1.2993
.6600 -,5510 .5694 .9341 .4600 .4500 -.9905 .4455 1.1399
•7000 -,5165 ,6952 ,_936 ,5600 ,6500 -.5173 .5655 .9402
• 7500 -.6257 .8281 .8458 .6200 .4500 -.5228 .5643 ,9421
.80tO -.2908 .6639 .78?7 .7000 .4500 -.6993 .5713 .9311
• 8500 -.1529 .698_ .7340 .8000 .6500 -.2860 .6256 .8466
.9000 -.0149 .7294 .6885 .9000 .6500 -.0205 .6963 .7378
.9500 .b_3 .7634 .6646 .1_14 .3552 .2197 .7622 .6368
.9750 .1468 .7570 ,8_31 ._000 .3552 .0776 .7255 .6927
1.0000 .1887 .7543 .6475 .3500 .3552 -.1152 .6740 .7721
,_500 .355Z -.2222 ,6666 .8174
• 5500 .3552 -.Z016 ,6495 .8097
• 6500 .3552 -.0516 .6894 .7486
.7500 .3552 .0758 .7228 .6968
.8000 .3552 ,1214 .7350 .6779
.8500 .3552 .1580 .7425 .6660
10_ .9000 .3552 .1912 .7513 .8521
.9500 .3552 .2097 .7572 .6427
PT 120.2865 KPA CN .8311 CD1 .02768
TT 199.5999 K CM -.0703 COZ =0Z753
RC 6,0702 MILLION CC -,0135 CD3 ,02610
_ACH .7274 CO6 ,018Z7
ALPHA 3.519_ DEG CD5 .01304
UPPER SURFAC_ LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC CP PsLIPT MLOC XIC Y/(BI2) CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0_00 1.0185 .96_7 ,2136 0,0000 1,0185 ,9687 ,2136 ,5000 ,7401 -.7232 ,5118 1.0267
.00_0 -,0550 ,b8ql .768q ,0040 .87q5 .9322 .3181 ,5000 ,6416 -,7836 .6975 1.0506
.OOBO -.3089 ,bZg3 .8517 .00_0 .66_4 .BT4B .4411 .5000 .54Z7 -,7827 .4058 1,0533
.0150 -.4390 ,5882 .906b ,0230 .5577 .8488 ,4895 ,5000 ,4660 -,7358 ,5116 1,0276
,0250 -,5779 ,5699 ,9b50 ,0500 ,4106 ,8103 °5563 ,5000 ,3656 -.81Z7 o491Z 1,0610
,O4OO -,8462 ,6820 1,0766 ,1000 ,2594 ,7705 .6216 ,5000 ,2467 -,8747 .6766 1.0857
,0600 -1,0_65 ,4g05 l,L868 ,1500 4168Z _7467 .65q4 ,5000 .1480 -.8816 ,4?45 1,0894
,0600 -1,2176 .3873 1.2475 .1000 .0982 ,7280 .6887 ,5000 ,0493 -,7455 .5098 1.0300
.1000 -1.2906 ,36_6 1.ZZ5 .2500 .0315 .7109 .7152 .5000 -.0693 -.7891 .4q55 1,0538
.16u0 -1,3619 .3670 1.3287 ,3500 -,0940 ,6766 .7681 ,5000 -,1480 -,7979 ,_g3Z 1,0577
.1800 -1,3_ol .33_2 1,3653 .4500 -.gOq7 .5098 1,0301 ,5000 -.2667 -.7612 ,5045 1.0388
.220J -1.6183 .3350 1.3562 .5500 -.1905 ,6485 .8116 ,5000 -.3654 -,6000 .5473 .9692
• Z603 -1.6195 ,3307 1,3636 ,6500 -,0576 ,6564 ,8023 ,5000 -,6640 -,5969 ,5457 .9717
.3000 -1,6093 ,3321 1.3606 .75C0 ,0649 ,686q ,7523 ,5000 -,5617 -,4912 ,5735 ,9277
,3400 -1.4106 .3335 1.3574 ,8000 ,1134 .71q5 .7020 .5000 -.6414 -,4979 ,_7Z3 ,9296
,3800 -1,6046 .3328 1.3589 .8500 .1525 ,7314 ,6834 ,5000 -.7401 -,5521 ,5576 ,q527
,4200 -1.3969 ,3391 1,3656 ,9000 .1796 ,7_35 ,66%5 CHORDWISE
,6600 -i,2616 ,376Z 1,1731 .gSCO ,Iq63 ,7488 °6560 .0600 ,6500 -1,0067 ,6407 1,1483
,5000 -.7396 .5510 .9632 1,0000 ,1875 ,7523 .6506 ,1600 ,6500 -1.3571 ,3459 1,3311
,5400 -,5886 ,5788 .9193 ,2200 ,6500 -1.6311 ,3259 1.3760
.5800 -,4802 ,5772 ,9217 .3000 ,4500 -1,4299 ,3307 1.3635
,6ZOO -,4863 .5743 ,9166 ,3800 ,4_00 -1,3604 .3634 1,3363
,6600 -.4879 ,5768 .9Z25 ,6600 .6500 -1,1227 .3841 1.2536
,7000 -.6783 ,5965 ,8917 .5400 .4500 -,5459 .5619 ,9460
,7500 -.4084 .b288 o8416 .6200 ,6500 -,4860 ,5764 ,g263
.8000 -.2867 .66Z3 .7001 ,7000 ,4500 -,4711 .5784 .919q
.8500 -.1510 .6955 ,7391 ,8000 ,4500 -,2899 .6277 .B633
.9000 -.0145 ,7237 ,6956 .9000 .6500 -,OZb2 .6975 ,7360
,9500 .0819 ,7379 .6732 - ,1014 ,355Z ,Z_B5 ,T_TZ ,626g
,9750 .1376 .7536 .6686 .ZOO0 .3552 ,1003 ,7296 ,6863
1.OOGO .1675 .75Z3 .6506 °3500 ,3551 -.0973 °6777 .7664
.6500 .3552 -.Z071 .6471 .8135
• 5500 .3552 -.1978 .64q2 .8103
• 6500 .3552 -,05Cb .6901 ,7675
.7500 .3_52 .0696 .7188 .7031
,8000 ,3552 ,1159 ,7331 ,6807
,8500 ,3552 .1535 .7438 ,6660
,9000 ,3552 ,1839 .7497 .6547
,9500 .3552 .2041 .75B1 .6415
PT 120,3119 KPA CN ,8694 C01 ,03685
TT 19_.506Z K C_ -,0706 CD2 .03484
RC 6,0_16 MILLION CC -.0151 CD3 ,02970
MACH .7302 CD6 ,02C9_
ALPHA 4,C06_ DEG CO5 ,01695
UPPE_ 5uRFAC_ LO#ER SURFACE SPANWI$E
X/C C_ P,L/PT _LOC X/C CP PJLIPT MLOC X/C YI(BI2) CP PpL/PT HLOC
0,U000 .q817 ,q5_7 .2_62 O,O_OC .9817 .g5_7 .Z66Z ,50_0 ,76_1 -.7_gq ,506B 1.0350
,0G4_ -,133Z .b_2 .7795 .0040 ,_215 ,9_28 ,Z91_ .5C00 .6616 -.8336 ,6871 1.0679
._060 -.3733 .b0_1 .67gB ,0G80 ,7098 .8877 .415q .5000 ,§617 -.835Z .6835 1,0740
• 0150 -._907 ,57_8 ,_187 .0230 ,5q10 .8565 ,475_ ,5000 ._440 -.8906 .6662 1.1036
,0150 -,633_ .53_3 ,#869 .u500 .6475 ,8202 ,5395 ,5000 .3454 -1.0220 ,4361 1,1602
• u6uJ -,_qll .4T38 1.0957 .10_0 ,Z_8O .7772 .6108 ,5C00 ,Z667 -,983P ,4470 1.1372
.Ohio -l.llq_ ,_90 1.2052 ,1500 ,lqSq ,7530 ,6495 ,5000 ,1480 -.9700 ,4525 1,1276
°0800 -1,2577 .3746 1.Z728 ,2LO0 .11_1 .7326 ,68l@ .5000 .0493 -.8660 ,4810 1.0783
,1000 -1.3434 ,35_ 1.3166 .Z500 .0676 .7138 ,7109 .riO00 -,0693 -,8991 .4677 1,1010
,1400 -1,6101 ,3359 1,35Z3 .3500 -,0811 ,6807 .761q .5_00 -,1680 -.9531 .4532 1.1262
• l_uu -1.429Z .3186 /.3681 ,4_00 -.2022 ,4870 1,0687 .5000 -,Z4_7 -.8536 ,6788 1.0820
• 2ZO0 -1,4522 ,3234 1,3796 .5500 -.lflSZ .b_Bg .8107 .5000 -.3454 -.6826 ,SZZB 1,0088
• Z600 -1.4662 .3216 1.3835 .6500 -.0549 .6543 .8024 .5000 -,_440 -.6371 ,5365 .9897
• 3000 -1.4646 .3203 1.3_65 ,7500 .0596 .6887 ,7695 ,5000 -,54_7 -,5053 ,57Z2 ,9196
• 3600 -1,4677 ,32_Z 1.3821 ,8000 ,_083 ,7188 ,7031 ,5000 -.6614 -,5025 .5688 .9350
• 3800 -1,_503 .3g11 1,38_6 °8500 .1466 .7304 ,6850 .5000 -.7601 -.5491 ,5565 .9577
.6200 -1.4351 .3230 1.3d05 ,9000 .1807 .7_07 ,6688 CH_RDWISE
• 6bOO -1,3015 .345_ t,3326 ,9500 .1868 ,7506 ,6535 .0600 ,6500 -1,0236 ,631g 1,1623
,5000 -.62g0 ,5298 ,9973 1,C¢00 .1721 .7641 ,6636 .1400 ,4500 -1.3891 ,3365 1,3509
• 5400 -,6656 ,5771 ,9220 .1200 .4500 -1,4546 ,3152 1.3979
• 5600 -,6902 .5833 ,9170 .3000 .6500 -1,4641 ,3168 1.3963
.bZuu -.6660 .5816 .9137 ,3800 .6500 -1,4027 ,3Z89 1,3676
,o6bO -.6597 .5856 ._086 .6600 .6500 -1.3683 ,3439 1.3353
,7000 -.44o6 .5985 .88_6 .5400 ,6500 -.6715 ,5217 1,0106
,7500 -.3959 .6276 .8636 .6ZO0 .4500 -.6773 ,5752 ,g26g
.8000 -.2821 .65_7 .7961 .7000 ,4500 -,6332 ,5829 .q128
•85_ -.Ibgl ._9_i o7_L3 ,8000 ,4500 -._828 .6179 ,8430 •
,qObO -,0370 .7188 ,7030 ,9000 ,4500 -,0652 ,6881 ,7506
.95_0 ,0691 ,7319 .68Zb .101% ,3552 ,Z734 ,77ZZ ,6188
,9750 ,1243 ,7495 ,6550 .1000 ,3552 ,1163 .7zq6 ,6866
1.0000 ,17Z1 .76_1 ,bb36 .3500 .355Z --,0853 ,6788 ,76%8
• 4500 ,3552 -.1981 ,6%8q ,8107
• 5500 ,3551 -,1979 ,6466 ,8142
,6500 ,3552 -,0559 ,6835 .7576
.7500 ,3552 .0648 ,715q .7075
• 8000 ,3552 ,1104 ,7307 ,686_
.8500 .3552 ,1476 .7377 .6735
1 10 .qO00 ,355Z .163g ,7436 ,6664
,9500 ,3552 ,185q ,7672 ,6_87
P7 120.2726 KPA C_ .905q CD1 °06153
TT 199,5509 K CM -.0710 COZ .04137
RC 6,0736 BILLION CC -.0163 CO3 .03509
_ACH .7281 CD4 .02513
ALPHA 4.5110 DEG CO5 ,01815
UPPEe SURFACE LOWER 5U_FACE 5PEHMISE
X/C CP PtL/PT HLQC X/C CP PsL/PT MLOC XIC YI(B/Z) CP PsLIPT BLOC
0,0000 ,9606 ,9481 ,2766 O,OCCO ,9606 .9482 .2766 ,5000 .7601 -,7191 ,5119 1.0216
.0040 -,2130 .6486 .8112 ,0640 ,9693 .9558 .2568 .5000 ,6614 -,8418 .4835 1,0739
.0080 -.4589 ,5824 .9137 .0080 ,7647 .9016 ,3872 ,5000 ,54Z7 -,8047 ,6963 1.0524
.0163 -,5611 ,5555 ,9561 ,_230 .6336 ,8681 ,4539 ,5000 .4460 -.8855 ,_742 1,0898
• 0250 -,6795 ,5239 1,0069 ,0500 o6817 .8292 .5261 .5000 ,3454 -1.1059 .4106 1,2033
,0400 -,9188 ,4605 1.1135 .1000 ,3151 ,7855 °5972 ,5000 ,2667 -1o0552 .4274 1o1723
,0600 -1.1765 .3975 1.2279 .1500 .11_1 ,7587 ,6405 ,5000 ,1680 -1,1152 ,6066 1,Z107
• 0600 -1.2821 ,364Z 1,Z933 ,1000 .1408 ,7383 ,67_6 ,5000 ,0693 -,8938 ,4675 1,1013
• 1000 -1.3776 ,3433 1.3366 ,2500 ,0655 .7192 ,7024 .5000 -,0493 -.9219 ,1645 1.1065
,14U0 -1,4364 ,3157 1.3746 ,3500 -.06_4 ,6869 .7555 ,5000 -,1490 -1.0089 .4373 1,1564
,1800 -1.4541 ,3191 1.3891 ,4500 -.19G9 ,6679 1.1007 ,5C00 -,1467 -.9097 ,4635 1,1031
,Z2C_ -1.4920 ,3126 1.4037 .5500 -.1857 ,6540 .8029 ,5000 -,3454 -.7210 ,515Z 1.0211
.1600 -1,5220 .3111 1.6073 .6500 -,0543 ,6519 .8061 .5000 -,6660 -.6836 .5231 1,0083
• 30_0 -1,5093 ,3087 2.4126 ,7500 ,0553 .6885 .7_99 ,5000 -,5627 -.5270 ,5656 ,9602
,3600 -1,5091 ,3099 1.4098 ,PO00 .1056 ,7161 ,7073 ,5000 -.6414 -,5032 .5718 ,9303
•3800 -I,5156 ,3120 1.6050 ,8500 ,1360 ,7286 ,6882 ,5000 -.7601 -.5658 ,5581 .9519
,%Z00 -I,6986 ,3150 1,3983 ,9000 ,1738 ,7378 *6734 CHOROWISE
,4600 -1.6030 .3316 1.3596 .9500 ,1766 .7503 ,6538 .0600 ,4500 -1.0783 ,6227 I,1809
,5000 -,8905 .5_87 1,0319 1,0000 11651 ,7173 ,6585 ,1400 ,4500 -1,1587 ,32_% 1,3772
,5400 -.7636 ,5551 ,9568 ,1200 ,4500 -1,5Z01 ,3040 1,4235
,5800 -,5507 ,5775 ,9113 ,3000 ,6500 -1,5185 .3058 1.4191
,6200 -.6735 ,5890 ,9033 ,3800 ,4500 -1,4822 .3181 1,3916
• 6600 -,6429 ,5919 ,8987 .4600 ,4500 -1.3656 .3668 1.3353
.7000 -.6183 .6009 ,8848 .5400 ,4500 -,6887 ,5224 1,0094
• 7500 -,3847 ,6306 .8392 ,6200 ,6500 -,6549 .5815 ,91_1
• SOGO -,1791 .6594 .7q66 ,7000 ,%500 -,6366 .5893 ,90Z9
,8500 -,1625 ,6919 ,7446 ,8000 .6500 -.2810 ,6281 .8627
,gGo0 -,06Z3 ,7186 ,1037 ,9000 .4500 -,0514 .6878 ,7510
,9500 .0591 .7301 .6855 ,1016 ,355g .3030 .7808 ,6050
.9750 ,1104 ,7477 .6579 ,2000 .3552 .1478 *7427 ,6657
i10000 .1654 17473 .6585 ,3500 ,3552 -°0820 .6873 .7517
.4500 ,3552 -,1811 ,6567 ,7988
.5500 .3552 -,1865 ,6529 .8046
,6)00 ,355Z -.0521 ,6888 ,7494
• 7500 .3552 ,0693 *7117 ,6985
,8000 .3552 ,1076 ,7300 ,6857
,8500 ,3552 ,1408 ,7391 ,6714
,9000 .3552 .1699 ,7454 ,6616
.9500 .3552 ,18ZZ ,7492 ,6555
PT 120.3061 KPA CN ,9294 CO1 ,05098
TT 199.5872 K CM -,0703 CDZ .05051
RC 6,0798 MILLION CC -,0166 CO3 .06217
HA_H .7Zgq C04 ,02918
ALPH& 5.0185 DEG CO5 ,02216
UPPER SURFACE L_WE_ SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtLI@T tLJC XlC CP PsLIP7 qLOC XIC YI(B/Z) CP P_LIPT BLOC
0.0000 ._033 .93_Z ,3031 0.0000 .9033 .938_ .3031 .5¢C0 .7601 -.71Z6 ,5139 1,0236
• _O_O -,2_53 .6273 .o6_0 .OL_O 1.0050 .9&51 ,2_57 .5C00 .6416 -,9311 ,4587 1,1167
•0060 -.5188 ,56_u .9_Z7 .00_0 .P073 ,q130 ,3628 ,5000 ,5427 -.9107 ,4615 1.1117
•0150 -,6119 .6395 ,9818 ,0230 .6630 .8754 .4309 ,5000 .4440 -.9056 ,6664 1,1067
.OtSO -,7163 ,51JZ 1,01€4 ,&fO0 ,5060 ,8337 ,5_62 .5000 .3454 -I,1Z77 ,4070 1,2099
,_6bG -.q561 ,653_ L.1301 .LO00 .3&06 .7qZl .5866 .5C00 .2_7 -1.1404 .60Z8 I,_180
,0600 -i.1970 .3868 i,Z486 .15G0 ,237_ .76_7 ,6341 .5000 ,1480 -1.1110 .4105 1,2034
• u_00 -1,320L .3539 1,3163 ,2_00 ,1570 ,7630 .6653 ,5000 ,0493 -.9_74 ,6591 1,1159
• 1000 -I,315b ,3315, 1,3596 ,2500 ,0827 ,7Z21 ,6979 ,5000 -,0493 -1.0Z84 .6328 1,1616
•1100 -I.4620 .3147 1.3989 .3500 -,0613 ,6843 ,7563 .5000 -,1480 -1,0772 ,4157 1.1938
.18_0 -i,6677 ,3u90 1,4110 ,6500 -,I£q7 ,4559 I.lZ14 .5000 -.2167 --1.038Z ,4Z85 1,1706
,_Z00 -1.5186 .3036 1.6264 .5500 -.1£70 .6511 ,8076 ,5000 -,3456 -,7930 ,6916 1.0603
•ZbUU -I,9338 ._990 1.4353 .6560 -.0666 ,6514 .8069 .5000 -.4440 -,7427 °5050 1,0380
,3UU3 -i.5357 ,2979 1.4377 .7500 .0652 ,&822 .7595 ,5000 -.54_7 -,5975 ,5635 .9753
•34_0 -1._383 .29_9 1._3Z9 .8¢00 .Oq7Z .7114 .7145 .5000 -,6414 -.5116 ,5700 .9331
• 3_03 -1.5323 .29_k 1,63_b ,65_b ,1336 .7267 ,6907 ,50GO -,7401 -,5480 ,5560 .9553
• 4150 -1.5152 ,302Z 1.4277 .gO00 .1569 .7363 .6758 CHOROWISE
.46_0 -1.6167 ,3315 ].8619 ,q5£0 .1624 .7421 .6666 .ObO0 ,4500 -1.1078 .4108 1.2028
• SUO0 -,9338 .6851 i.J?LZ 1.0000 ./298 .7368 ,678] .1400 ,6500 -1,4686 ,3150 1,3982
.5600 -.8258 ._3_ ._751 .1200 .4500 -1.5576 .2965 1,4657
,_0 -,b030 ,Sb_ ._335 ,3_00 ,_530 -1,547Z ,Z964 1.4_61
• bZO0 -.5045 .5811 ,906Z .3800 .4500 -1.5103 .3028 1,4262
.b6OO --,4381 .5911 ,8963 .1600 ._500 -1,_123 .3317 1,3613
•70_0 -,3996 ,6039 ,8801 ,5400 .6500 -,7610 ,5067 1,0352
,7500 -,3_93 .6281 ,8426 ,6200 .1500 -,6794 ,5747 ,9158
.8U_0 -,Z73& .6567 .TqS8 .7000 ,%500 -,4Z07 ,5910 .9001
,8500 -,1654 ,1842 ,7566 ,8G00 ,6500 -,2878 ,6274 ,8438
,90dO -*O_ib .7156 .7083 ,GO0 ,4530 -,0771 ,6807 ,7619
.9_U0 ,0664 .7230 .6965 .1016 .3552 ,3186 .7871 ,5945
,9750 .0873 .7637 ,6661 ,2000 ,3551 ,1575 ,7621 .6667
L.O000 .1Z98 .7368 ,b761 .3500 ,3551 -,0595 .6855 ,T545
,6500 .3551 -.1762 ,6563 ,8016
.5500 .355Z -.1811 ,6545 ,80Z1
• 6500 ,3551 -,0581 ,6853 ,7566
,7500 ,3552 .0550 .7164 ,7099
,BbO0 ,355Z *ogg_ ,TZT5 ,68q5
•8500 ,3552 .1311 ,7354 ,6772
111 .9coo ,355Z ,1511 ,7602 ,6697
• 9500 .355Z ,1616 ,7468 ,6592
PT 120.3337 KPA CH .9938 C01 .06883
TT 199.7126 K CM -.0707 CDZ .06809
RC 4.0755 MILLION CC -.0185 CO3 .05896
MACH .7294 C06 .03795
ALPHA b.0174 DEG CO5 .03368
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P.LI?; HL_C XIC CP P,LI_T MLOC XI¢ YI(81Z| CP PJLIPT HLOC
U.O000 ._1Z0 .9147 .3590 _.0000 .8120 .9147 .3PqO .5000 .7401 -.6156 .5425 o9769
.0040 -.4423 .5881 .9048 .0040 1.0558 .9781 .1779 .5000 .6414 -.8505 .4790 1.0816
.UObO -.6799 .5234 Z.0079 .0C80 .8865 .9337 .3144 .5000 .5427 -.9358 .4546 1.1237
.0150 -.7549 .5030 1.0414 .0230 .73C9 .8936 .4040 .§000 .4440 -.9Z65 .4598 1.1147
• 0250 -.8509 .4794 1.0809 .0500 .5667 .8509 .4856 .5000 .3454 -1.0668 .4246 1.1773
.0400 -1.0326 .4305 1.1666 .1000 .3905 .804_ .5659 .5000 .2467 -1.0797 .4205 1.1849
• 0600 -1.2847 .3669 1.2878 .1500 .282_ .7754 .6136 .5000 .1480 -1.0685 .4201 1.1856
.0800 -1._098 .33_5 1.3552 .2000 .1965 .7533 .6490 .5000 .0493 -.9615 .4497 1.1324
• IOuO -1.4752 .31Z7 1.4035 .2500 .1143 .7309 .6842 .5000 -.0493 -.9880 .4454 1.1399
.1400 -1.5462 .Z956 1.4_33 .3500 -.0364 .6924 07439 .5000 -.1480 -1.0500 .4269 1.1733
.1800 -1.5866 .2869 1.4642 .4500 -.17Z8 .&452 1.1403 .5000 -.Z467 -1.0156 .4354 1.1579
.Z200 -1.5909 .2820 1.4761 .5500 -.1749 .6573 .7979 .5000 -.3454 -.8929 .4662 1.1036 3
.2600 -1.6087 .2796 1.4820 .6500 -.0746 .6569 .7985 .5000 -.4440 -.7450 .5082 1.0327
.3000 -1.6274 .2788 1.4841 .7500 .0_04 .6806 .7620 .5000 -.5_27 -.6151 .5_25 .9769
.3400 -1.6151 .2?90 1.4836 .8000 .0794 .7116 .7143 .5000 -.6416 -.5Z72 .5629 .9443
.3800 -1.6_89 .2779 1._863 .8500 .1079 .7226 .6972 .5000 -.7401 -.5609 .5537 .9589
.4200 -1.5839 .2879 1.4616 .9000 .1281 .7Z85 .6880 CHORDWI$E
.4600 -1.3876 .3410 1.3414 .9500 .1252 .7347 .6783 .0600 .4500 -1.1804 .3921 1.2383
.5000 -.9765 .4678 1.1008 1,0000 .0605 .7166 .7065 .1400 .4500 -1.5_52 .2962 1._418
• 5400 -.8985 .5196 1.0140 .2200 .4500 -1.6246 .Z748 1.4940
.5800 -.6894 .5536 .959Z .3000 .4500 -1.6410 .2743 1.4952
• 6200 -.5648 .58Z8 .9131 .3800 .4500 -1.603Z .2841 1.4708
.6600 -.4612 .5926 .8977 .6600 .4500 -1.3557 .3459 1.3310
.7000 -.4166 .6058 .877Z .5400 .4500 -.8059 .4891 1.0645
.7500 -.3648 .6294 .8407 .6200 .4500 -.5081 .5697 .9337
.8000 -.2710 .6550 .8013 .7000 .4500 -.4248 .5878 .9051
.8500 ".1823 .6806 .7620 .8000 .6500 -.2992 .6Z30 .8506
.90_0 -.085Z .6996 .7328 .9000 .4500 -.1058 .6738 .7725
.9500 -.0056 .7086 .7188 .1014 .3552 .3767 .7993 .5746
.9750 .0298 .7333 .680§ .ZOO0 .3552 .1951 .?519 .6513
l.JO00 .0605 .7166 .7065 .3500 .3552 -.0308 .6932 .7426
.4500 .3552 -.1610 .6589 .7953
.5500 .3552 -.1766 .6545 .8021
• 6500 .3552 -.063Z .6861 .7536
.7500 .3552 .0520 .7161 .707Z
.8000 .3552 .0805 .72Z2 .6977
.8500 .3552 .1075 .7288 .6875
.9000 .3552 .1Z83 .7359 .6765
.9500 .3552 .lZ82 .7356 .6768
PT 120.3309 KPA CN .2746 C01 .00936
Tr _01.3_79 K C_ -.0773 COZ .01059
RC 4.0998 M]LLTC_ CC .0100 CD3 .00762
MACH .7517 CD4 .01037
ALPHA -1.C081 DEG CO5 .00895
bPPER SURFACE LOw_A SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C C_ P,L/PT ML3C XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C YI(81Z) CP PmLIPT HLOC
0,0000 L.1_14 .9V26 .I031 O.C_CO 1.1214 .9926 .1031 .5000 .7401 -.6045 .5231 1.0082
.O04U .70_4 .g0_3 .381t .0040 -.t800 .6393 .8254 .5000 .641_ -.6217 .5191 1.0147
.bOeu ._eTO ._421 .5014 .O_SU -.5671 .5348 .9893 .5000 .5427 -.6255 .5192 1.0146
.01_u .3_7 .78_1 .59_ .0230 -.1196 .6557 .8002 .5000 .4440 -.6098 .5216 1.0108
.02_0 .i_o8 .72_5 .6942 .0500 -.1071 .6597 .7941 .5000 .3454 -.6376 .5115 1.0278
.b4bO -._525 ._71 .8135 .1_0 -.1_40 .6437 .8187 .5000 .2467 -.6387 .5118 1.0267
• 0003 -.385_ .5_29 .9128 .1500 -.1974 .6346 .8326 .5000 .1480 -.6370 .5131 1.0246
.0_00 -.5G_3 .55L5 .96_4 ._00 -.2316 .6Z58 ._463 .5000 .0493 -.6299 .5139 1.0234
.1000 -.5649 .5352 .)O_b .2500 -.27_3 .6157 .8619 .5G00 -.0493 -.6289 .5136 1.0237
.1%00 -.6100 .5_38 1.007% .35_0 -.3742 .5885 .9041 .5000 -.1480 -.6424 .5112 1.0278
.1800 -.6355 .5155 1.0208 .4500 -.4569 .5205 1.0124 .5000 1.2467 -.6374 .5112 1.0278
.2200 -.6c83 .5238 1.0071 .5500 -.3483 .5635 .9434 .5000 -.3454 -.6272 .5157 1.0203
.2600 -.5_44 .52)% .g_8L .tSO0 -.1_4_ .594% .8950 .5000 -.4%%0 -.6241 .5_55 1.0207
.3U_ -.5773 .5305 .9_02 .7500 .U153 .6493 .8100 .5000 -.54Z7 -.6244 .5161 1.0197
.34_0 -.572_ ._32_ ._932 .8000 .0763 .6931 .7427 .5000 -.6414 -.6353 .5129 1.0249
• 38u0 -.5706 .5317 ._4 .8500 .1280 .7087 .7186 .5000 -.7401 -.6296 .5136 1.0239
,4203 -.5849 .5284 .9997 .g_O .1686 .7234 .6959 CH_RDWISE
• 4603 -._136 .5180 1.0165 .9500 .1973 .733P .6796 .0600 .4500 -.3689 .5828 ,9130
.5000 -._191 .5U72 _._343 1.0_00 .1977 .7402 .6696 .1400 .4500 -.6017 .5208 1.0121
.5460 -.65_5 .4957 1.3536 .2ZOO .45_0 -.6200 .5158 I.OZOI
.58_3 -.7011 .48_5 1.06_0 .3000 .4500 -.5798 .5266 1.0026
.6200 -.7192 .4977 1.0502 .3800 .4500 -.5870 .5252 1.0049
.66o0 -._874 .5257 1.0023 .%b00 .4500 -.6027 .5204 1.01Z6
• 7000 -.5854 .505_ ._39_ .5400 .4500 -.6436 .5114 1.0276
.75_0 -,_377 .6U80 .8738 ,6200 .4500 -.6948 .4989 1.0482
.8000 -.2_88 .6481 .812_ .7000 .4530 -.5705 .5334 .9915
._5_0 -.138b ._867 .7526 .8000 .%500 -.3065 .60%1 .8798 W
.9O_O .0413 .7172 .7056 .9000 .4500 -.0194 .6823 .7594
.9500 .1L34 .7301 .5854 .1014 .3552 -.17Z6 °6375 .8283
.9750 .1_29 .7387 .6720 ,2000 .3552 -,2318 .6231 .8504
1.00O_ .1977 .7432 .0696 .3500 .3552 -.3766 .5813 .9154
.4500 .3552 -.6593 .5597 .9494
.5500 .3552 -.3527 .5889 .9034
• 6500 .3552 -.1437 .6459 .8153
• 7500 .3552 .0148 .6896 .7481
• 8000 .3552 .0786 .7068 .7217
• 8500 .355Z .1Z68 .7213 .6991112 .9ooo. .3552 .1730 .7347 .6782
• 9500 .3552 .Z043 .7428 .6655
PT 120,3796 KPA CN .3653 CO1 ,01043
TT 203.1515 K CM -°0670 C02 .01074
RC 4.0632 MILLION CC ,0067 C03 ,00924
_ACH ,7487 CO4 ,00q49
ALPHA ,0217 DEG C05 *00851
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsLIPT _LOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP P,LIPT HLQC
0,0000 1,1664 ,9999 .0128 O,OOCO 1,1666 ,9999 ,0126 .5000 .7601 -.6098 ,5229 1.0086
• 0040 .6512 ,_658 .6582 ,CG60 ,1314 .7241 .6968 ,5000 ,6414 -.6307 .5217 1,0106
• U080 .6676 .7q_4 .5746 .0060 -,1938 .6403 .8239 .5000 ,54Z7 -.6371 .5205 1,0125
• 01_0 .1930 .7427 ,6657 ,0230 ,0427 .7027 ,7Z79 ,5000 .6660 -,6637 ,5116 1,0274
• 0250 -*0180 ,68_0 .7569 .0500 .0114 .6929 ,7431 .5000 ,345% -,6558 .5094 1,0307
,04G0 -.36e8 ,6061 ,8766 ,1000 -,0655 ,6707 ,7772 ,5000 ,2467 -,6454 .5160 1.0199
• 0600 -.5461 ,5426 ,9767 .1500 -.1069 ,6601 ,7935 .5000 ,1480 -.6495 ,5128 1.0251
• O_O0 -,6806 ,5077 1,0335 ,2000 -,1506 .6520 .8060 .5000 ,0493 -,6579 ,5101 1,0296
• 1000 -,7523 .4869 1,06_3 2500 -.2024 .6361 ,8304 ,5000 -,0493 -,6509 .5131 1,0267
• I_UO -,7879 .4767 1,0856 3500 -.3185 ._025 ,8823 .5000 -,1680 -,6475 .5155 1.0207
,1800 -.8(48 ,4717 1,0942 4500 -.4051 ,5154 1,0209 ,5000 -.24_7 -.6500 .5129 1.0269
• 2200 -.7812 .4786 1,_824 5500 -.3258 .5807 .9163 ,5000 -.3454 -.65e4 .5107 1.0286
• 2600 -.7112 ,_991 1,0_78 6500 -,1359 ,6033 ,8810 ,5000 -,4440 -,6526 .5128 1,0252
• 3000 -.6591 ,5095 i._306 7500 ,01_9 ,6534 ,8038 .5000 -,54Z7 -.6653 .5142 I*OZZ8
.3600 -.6105 ,5271 1.0017 .8000 ,0757 .6937 .7419 ,5000 -,6414 -.6544 .5084 1.0324
• 3800 -,6160 .5267 1.0024 .8500 ,1237 .7099 ,7169 .5000 -,7401 -.6440 ,5149 1,0217
• 4200 -.6170 ,5187 1.0155 .9000 ,1575 ,7232 ,6963 CHOROgISE
• 4600 -,6465 ,5119 1,0266 ,9500 .1761 ,7333 ,6905 ,0600 .4500 -.5617 ,5431 ,9759
• 5000 -,6644 ,5098 1,0301 1,0G00 .16e4 ,7343 ,6789 ,1400 ,_500 -.7801 ,4756 1,08754 -. 83 ,6971 511
• 5800 -,7075 .4982 1.0496 .2200 ,4500 -.7825 ,4779 1.0836
,620_ -.7018 .5169 1.0185 ,3000 .4500 -.6578 ,5105 1.0289
• 6600 -.6369 ,5631 .9760 ,3800 ,4500 -.6072 ,5244 1,0061
• 7000 -.5453 ,5772 ,9218 ,4600 .6500 -.6300 ,5166 1.0222
,5400 ,4500 - 6603 ,5102 1.0294• 7500 -.6127 ,6191 ,8566 *
• 8000 -,2581 .6592 ,7949 ,6200 ,6500 '-.6801 ,5059 1.0365
,7000 .4500 -,5357 .5461 ,9763
• 8500 -.1116 .6929 .7431 ,8000 ,4500 -,2694 .6162 .8641• 90 *0 45 .7163 , 070
,9000 ,4500 .0061 ,6907 ,7465
• 9500 ,1086 .7266 ,6909 ,1014 ,3552 -,0778 ,6683 ,7809
• 9750 .1381 ,7370 ,67%7 ,2000 ,3552 -.1526 ,6%73 ,8132
1,0000 .16_4 ,7363 .6789 .3500 ,3552 -,3148 ,6045 ,8792
• 4500 ,3552 -,_065 ,5771 ,9219
• 5500 ,3552 -,3326 ,5996 .8869
• 6500 ,3552 -,1326 ,6528 ,8047
• 7500 ,3552 ,0184 ,6q39 ,7415
• 8000 ,3552 .0755 .7070 .7213
• 8500 ,3552 ,1229 ,7223 ,6976
• 9000 ,3552 ,1613 ,7333 ,6804
• 9500 ,3552 .1819 ,7383 ,6726
PT 120,0582 _PA CN .5125 CD1 .01062
TT 203,2643 K C_ -,0682 CD2 ,01121
_C 4.0312 MILL[O_ CC ,0026 CD3 ,00q63HACH *7_92
ALPHA 1,010_ DEG C06 ,00910C05 ,0C758
UPPE_ SURFAC_ LO_ER SUFFACE SPANWISE
X/C LP P,LIPT _LOC x/C CP PtLIPT MLDC XIC Y1(812) CP PwLIPT HLOC
O,OOuO 1,1675 ,9995 ,027Z 0.0_0 1,1475 ,9995 ,0272 ,5000 ,7401 -.5917 ,5296 ,9976
,u060 .4o13 *_1_6 *5422 *bC_O .4111 ,799_ .5761 ,5000 ,6414 -,5702 ,5312 ,9950
• b_bO ,2225 ,7504 .6)36 ,OOBO ,1229 ,7239 .6952 .5_00 ,5627 -,6060 ,5278 1,C006
•OlSJ ,0251 ,6959 .7385 ,0230 .2245 .7_2 .657_ ,5000 .6660 -.5563 .5367 .989%
• 02_0 -.1723 ._626 .8203 *05C0 .l%tO ,7275 ,6895 .5000 ,3454 -,6026 .5271 1.0018
•0400 -._672 ,5066 ,9_19 *1bOO ,0612 ,6991 .7335 ,5000 ,2%67 -.5886 ,5322 ,993%
• _600 -*6937 ,69_9 l,O6di *15G0 -,01g7 ,6_50 ,7552 .5000 *1480 -*5875 *5297 ,9976
.GS_O -,83_I ,_60_ 1,1143 ,2000 -,0758 .6703 ,7770 ,5000 ,0493 -,6662 ,5185 1,0157
• 1000 -.0213 .%397 1.1_32 .25_'0 -.1316 ,653% ,8038 .5000 -,0493 -,5877 ,5293 .9981
•166,) -,9750 .%229 1,1806 .3500 -,26h_ ,6225 ,8513 ,5000 -.1480 -,6192 .5220 1,0101
• 1800 -1,01_5 ,%151 1,1_94 ,6500 -,3_o3 .5333 ,9916 ,SHOO -,2667 -,6084 ,5258 1.0039
• 22_0 -1,0265 ,6096 ±,2051 ,5500 -,2681 ,5926 ,8977 ,5000 -,3656 -,6080 .5221 1,0099
• 2600 -1,0350 .%076 1.2U92 ,6500 -,1098 .6005 ._715 ,5_00 -.%660 -,6605 .51%3 1,0227
•3000 -1.0178 ,6166 1.19bl .7900 ,0371 .6596 .7946 .5C00 -,5627 -,6250 ,5162 1.0195
,3400 -,9693 ,4170 1,1913 ._OOO .Oql_ ,6979 ,735% .5000 -.641% -,6667 .5108 1,0284
• _8uO -*7_%3 ,_906 ±.0o21 ,8500 ,1366 ,7163 ,7069 .5000 -.7401 -.6681 ,5088 1,0317
•%2u0 -,6558 ,5_76 1.0337 .9000 .1713 .7250 ,6934 CH3RDWISE
• %buO -,bbdl ,5391 ,9823 ,9500 ,1896 ,73_8 ,6780 ,0600 ,4500 -.6518 ,5088 1,0317
• 5000 -,5718 ,bllZ 1,0277 1.0000 ,1678 ,7372 ,67_4 ,1400 ,6500 -,9933 ,4221 1.182C6_ *6665 6935 _5 2
• 580J -.7210 ,499_ 1,0671 ,2200 ,4500 11,0393 ,4068 1,2103
•6200 -,7168 ,5015 1,0338 ,3000 .6500 -,9741 ,4221 1,1819
•00_ --.6b_I .5392 .9821 *3800 ,6500 -.8221 .%683 1.1000
• 7000 -.5_56 .5771 *9219 *6600 ,6500 -.5683 .5373 ,9853
• 7500 -,6136 .0140 ,86_ ,5400 ,4500 -,6636 .5105 1,0289
• _bO0 -.2702 .6591 ,795L .6200 ,4500 --,7158 ,6965 1,0521
•8500 1.1216 .o899 .T477 ,7000 .6500 -,5%58 ,5406 ,9800
•9000 ._122 ,7182 ,?0_0 .8000 .4500 -,28_3 ,6155 ,8621
• 9_bO ,1026 .7207 .6077 ,9000 ,4500 ,0016 ,6885 ,7499
1C14 .3552 ,0330 ,6971 .7366
• 9750 *1_7 ,7396 *0707 _20001.0000 ,1678 ,737_ .674% .3552 -,07_3 ,6719 .7754
•3500 .3552 -*2677 ,6189 .8568
• 6500 .3552 -*3459 ,5969 ,8911
.5500 ,3552 -.2929 ,6092 .8719
•6500 ,3552 -,0970 ,6608 ,7924
• 7500 ,3552 .0367 .7007 .7311
• 8000 ,3552 ,1020 .7165 ,7097
I I_ ,8500 ,3552 .1357 ,7265 .6911
•9000 ,3552 .1735 .7368 ,6769
• 9500 ,3552 .1904 .7621 ,6666
o.
PT 120.2695 KPA C_ .6750 C01 .01%%4
TT 2U3.3213 K CH -.0762 CD2 .01%75
RC %.03%q NILLION CC -.002% CO3 .01300
HACH .7488 CD% .01111
ALPH_ 1.9857 DEG CD5 ,00813
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP P.LIPT _LOC XlC CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC YI(BI2) CP PaLIPT NLOC
O.OOOO 1.1308 .9951 .0839 O. OOO0 1.1308 .9951 .0839 .5000 .7%01 -.9845 .%20% 1.1852
• 0040 .3046 .77Z2 .6188 .CC40 .6323 .8623 .%647 .5000 .641% -1.0181 .6155 1.19%1
.0080 .0547 .7038 .7262 .¢080 .3639 .7873 .59%3 .5000 .5%27 -1.0159 .4156 1.19%3
.0150 -.12G0 .6560 .7997 .0230 .36_3 .7880 .5933 .5000 .%%%0 -1.0065 .4187 1.1882
• 0250 -.306% .6064 .8762 .C500 .2630 .7610 .6368 .5000 .3%5% -1.0252 .%114 1.2018 $
• OSuO -.5868 .530d .9970 .1000 .1368 .7263 .6914 .5000 .2467 -1.0575 .%028 1.2178
• 0600 -.d176 .46_3 1.1000 .1500 .0644 .7065 .7221 .5000 .1480 -1.0918 .3921 1.2382
• 0800 -.9581 .429, 1.168o .2000 .0009 .6890 .7%92 .5000 .0493 -1.0025 .4176 1.1902
.1050 -1._408 .4053 1.2132 .2500 -.0606 .6722 .7750 .5000 -.0%93 -1.0596 .403% 1.2167
• 1'00 -1.1172 .3886 L.2*50 .3500 -.1804 .6%05 .8236 .5000 -.1%80 -1.0,87 .4060 1.2118
• le_O -1.1492 .3803 1.2612 .4500 -.2860 .4187 1.1882 .5000 -.2%67 -1.0587 .%050 1.2138
• 2100 -1.1_91 .3725 1.2766 .5500 -.2432 .6121 .867% .5000 -.3%5k -.qlZO .%%36 1.1431
• 2600 -1.1702 .3697 1.2823 .6500 -.0825 .6231 .850% .5000 -.%4%0 -.95Zb .4301 1.1674
• 30GO -1.1800 .3673 1.2871 .7500 .0561 ,6655 .7_52 .5000 -.5%27 -.9849 .%22Z 1.1818
• 3400 -1.1868 .3700 1.2817 .8000 .1117 .7054 .7238 .5000 -.641% -.96%6 .42§3 1.1761
• 3800 -L.1886 .3688 1.28%1 .8500 .1498 .7206 .7003 .5000 -.7%01 -.7587 .%855 1.0707
• *200 -1.1851 .3705 1.2805 .9000 .1909 .7296 .6862 CHORDWISE
• 4600 -1.13*b .3818 1.Z583 .9500 .21C8 .7396 .6706 .0600 .4500 -.7822 .4771 1.08%9
.5000 -.9978 .5062 1.0361 1.0000 .1957 .7423 .6663 .1%00 °%500 -1.1131 .3861 1.2499
• 5%00 -.6759 .5482 .9677 .2200 .4500 -1.19%7 .3650 1.2916
• 5800 -.5165 .5517 .2621 .3000 .4500 -1.1663 .3710 1.2795
• 6200 -.5073 .5461 .9712 .3800 .4500 -1.1338 .3831 1.2558
• bbO0 -.5317 ,5515 .9625 .%600 .4500 -1.1182 .3864 1.2493
• 7000 -.5107 .5783 .9200 .5400 .%500 -.7410 .%877 1.0668
• 75C0 -.%159 .61%1 .8643 .6200 .%500 -.%908 .5574 .9531
• 8000 -.2810 .652% .8053 .7000 .4500 -.5073 .5542 .9581
• 8500 -.1330 .6886 .7498 .8000 .%500 -.2865 .6122 .8673
• 9000 -.0014 .7188 .7031 .9000 .4500 -.0158 .68%% .7561
• 9500 .1147 .7336 .6806 .101% .3552 .1279 .7228 .6968
.9750 .160, .7453 .6616 .2000 .3552 .0013 .6897 .7480
1.0000 .1957 .7423 .6663 .3500 .3552 -.1873 .6396 .8250
• ,500 .3552 -*2862 .6105 .8698
• 5500 .3552 -.2515 .5207 .85%2
.6500 .3552 -.0703 .6688 .7801
• 7500 .3552 .0657 .7G74 .7207
.8000 .3552 .1132 .7198 .7015
• 8500 .3552 .1554 .7308 .6844
.9¢00 .3552 .193Z .7%22 ,6665
• 9500 .3552 .ZZCO .7%81 .6572
PT 120.2565 KPA C_ .7287 CD1 .01900
TT 203.*167 K Cq -.G768 CD2 .01938
RC *.02e, _ILLION CC -.00,6 C03 .01791
MACH .7477 CO% ,01296
ALPH_ 2.5217 DEG C05 .00909
UPPE_ SURFACE LOWE_ SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PtL/P[ MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC YI(8/Z) CP PeLIPT NLOC
O.OOUO l.lliu .993. .117* 0.0050 i.iii0 .990, .1174 .5000 .7,01 -1.0729 .3971 1.2287
• 00_0 .2197 .7499 .6543 .U646 .7171 .8831 .%_50 .5000 .641% -1.1%26 .3792 1.2633
.OCO0 -._2,3 .o_15 .7b_b .OOeO .46?9 .8151 .5,65 .5000 .5%27 -1.1664 .3718 1.2779
• OlbO -.2071 ._359 .8306 .0230 .4292 .e06q .5620 .5000 .,4,0 -1.16%9 .376* 1.2689
.u25_ -.37_2 .5897 ._22 .0500 .3102 .7743 .615_ .5000 .3%5% -1.1732 .37%Z 1.2733
.0*50 -.6%75 .5163 1.0185 .l_O_ .174, .7360 .6762 .5000 .2467 -1.1786 .3711 1.279%
• 0600 -._927 .4514 1.1294 .1500 .09,i .7136 .?1l_ .5000 .1480 -1.1900 .3667 1.2882
• _00 -l.G?o_ .*15o 1.1939 .2(C0 .030% .6907 .7326 .5000 .0%93 -1.1689 .374% 1.2728
• iO00 -1.1007 .3918 1.2388 .7500 -.0353 .6821 .7596 .5000 -.0,93 -1.1769 .3720 1.2776
• l*u_ -1,1713 .3733 1.27_0 .35_b -.1571 .6485 .8113 ,5000 -.1%80 -1.1533 .3743 1.2731
.lbO_ -1.2_U6 .3668 1.26_b .4500 -.2_62 .3840 1.2539 .5000 -.2467 -1.15Z0 .3773 1.2672
• 2200 -1.22_9 .3591 1.3037 .5500 -.2313 .6199 .8553 .5000 -.3,5, -1.06%6 .%023 1.2188
• 2600 -1.Z_58 .3556 1.3109 .6_00 -.0798 .6295 .8406 .5000 -.%%40 -1.0136 .%121 1.200%
• 3bOO -1.2328 .3537 L.31_8 .7500 .0536 ,6679 .7915 .5000 -.5427 -1.0386 .4088 1.2066
• 3'00 -1.2399 .3531 1.3160 .eCO0 .1145 .70%3 .7255 .5000 -.6414 -.8375 .%660 1.10%0
• 3SOu -1.23_1 .352% 1.317_ ._SGO .1539 .7215 .6989 .5000 -.7401 -.7926 .%728 1.0922
• ,2_0 -_.2_28 .3527 1.3169 .9CCC .1851 ,7316 .6832 CHOROWISE
.,600 -1.2277 .3595 1.3029 .95C0 .2039 .7410 .6685 .0600 .,500 -.8264 .4669 1.1059
• 5000 -1.1,07 .4637 1.1079 1.0CCO .1937 .7411 .6_83 .1_00 ._500 -1.1750 .3720 1.2777
• 5,03 -.8361 ._17 ._781 .2200 .4500 -1.2582 .3499 1.3226
•SebO -.5439 .5596 .9*96 .3000 .%500 -h2338 .3545 1.3131
.6200 -.*c32 .56Z1 .9,56 .3800 ..500 -1.2101 .3655 1.2906
•6650 -.4732 .6662 .)392 ..600 .450G -1.2007 .3659 1.2899
• 7UO0 -.45_5 .5P38 .911_ .5,00 .4500 -.8670 .%573 1.1190
• 7500 -.36q0 .b1_7 .8635 .6200 .%500 -.%663 .5627 .9446
• cO00 -.27_6 .6504 ._064 .7000 .4500 -.4544 .5665 ,9386
.SHOO -.1372 ,6571 .752C .8000 .4500 -.2789 .6147 .8635
.90_0 -.G_9_ .71_8 .7030 .9000 .%500 -.0205 .6841 .7566
.9500 .1021 .7300 .6856 ,1(:1% ,3552 ,1645 ,73%3 ,6790
.975_ .15_T .7,_9 .6622 .2000 .3552 .0306 .6968 .7371
1.0000 .1937 .7,11 .66_3 .3500 .3552 -.1610 .6%52 .8164
.4500 .3552 -.Z693 .6169 .8600
• 5500 .3552 -.2%23 .62*% .8%83
• 6500 .3552 -.0671 .6707 .7773
• 7500 .3552 .0600 .7074 .7206
• 8000 .3552 .1117 .7203 .7007
• 8500 .3552 .1500 ,731% .6835
14- .9000 .3552 .1890 .7%02 ,6696
.9500 .3552 ,2119 .7%70 .6590
o.
PT 120.2971 KPA CN .7737 CD1 .02409
TT 203.5104 K C_ -.0777 CDZ .02455
RC 4.0272 MILLION CC -.0060 C03 .02196
HACH .7677 CD¢ ,01662
ALPHA Z.9983 DEG CO5 ,00919
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PsLIPT HL3C XIC CP P,L/PT HLOC X/C Y/(812) CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1,0898 .9843 .1502 0.0000 1.0898 .9843 .1502 .5000 .7401 -1.1096 .3923 1.2378
.0040 ,1447 ,7297 .6860 ,0040 .7809 .9016 .3874 °5000 ,6414 -1,1840 ,3751 1,2715
,0080 -,1147 .6605 .7929 ,0080 ,5400 ,8373 ,5099 ,5000 ,5427 -1,2015 ,3683 1,2850
,0150 -,2780 ,6167 ,8602 .0230 ,4741 ,8179 .5434 ,5000 .4440 -1,2197 ,3592 1,3036
.0250 -,440e ,5734 ,927e ,0500 ,3471 ,7843 ,5993 .5000 ,3454 -1,2349 ,3586 1,3046
.0400 -.7100 .5013 1.04%2 .1000 .2065 .7470 .6589 .5000 .2467 -1.2263 .3590 1.3039
.0600 -.9402 .4389 1.1515 .1500 .1238 .7247 ,6939 .5000 ,1480 -1,Z593 ,3465 1.3297
• OBO0 -1,0611 ,4044 1.Z148 .2000 .0557 ,7073 ,7209 ,5000 ,0493 -1,2577 ,3522 1,3179
.1000 -1,1485 ,3792 1.2633 .2500 -.0136 .6879 .7508 .5000 -.0493 -1,2315 ,3562 1,3097
.1400 -1,2277 ,3628 1,2961 ,3500 -,13_0 ,6553 ,8009 ,5000 -.1480 --1,2014 ,3670 1,2877
• ld_O -1,2593 ,353% 1.3155 .4500 --,2580 ,3841 1,2537 ,5000 -,2467 -1,1933 .3692 1.2832
•ZZO0 -i,2797 .3459 1.3310 .5500 -,2277 .6229 ,8507 ,5000 -,3654-1.0955 ,3953 1.2320
,Z6OO -1.2944 *3424 1.3305 .6500 -.0796 .6292 .8410 .5000 -.4440 -,9765 ,4280 1,1712
•3000 -I,2953 .3424 1.3385 ,7500 ,0593 .6682 ,7811 .5000 -,5427-I,0622 ,4005 1.2221
,3400 -1.3065 ,3422 1,3389 ,8000 .1092 ,7083 ,7193 .5000 -,6414 -.8200 .4677 1,1009
•3800 -I,303% .3409 1,3%15 *85_0 .146% ,7212 ,6993 .5000 --,7401 -*7200 .4939 1.0565
• 4ZOO -1,2982 ,3379 1.3480 .9000 .1810 .7303 .6852 CHOROWISE
,4600-I,2852 ,3451 1.3327 ,9500 ,1949 .73_8 ,6703 ,0600 .4500 -,8657 .4539 1,1249
.5000 -1.1461 .4571 1.1194 1.0000 .1915 .7406 .6691 .1400 .4500 -1.2205 .3602 1.3014
• 5400 -,8_31 .5099 1.0299 .2200 .4500 -1.2980 ,3387 1,3463
• 5800 -,6572 ,5597 ,9494 ,3000 ,4500 -1,2873 ,3416 1,3401
,6200 -,%875 ,5663 .9390 ,3800 ,4500 -1,2_6_ ,3510 1,3205
,6600 -.4549 ,5731 ,9282 ,4600 ,4500 -1,2_46 .3_04 1.3217
.7000 -.4367 .5070 ._064 ,5400 ._500 -1,0043 ,4170 1,t913
,7500 -,3852 ,6164 ,BOO8 ,6200 ,4500-,4831 ,5579 ,9523
,8000 -,2758 ,6505 ,B082 ,7000 °4500 -,4303 °5739 ,9271
.8500 -,1505 ,6824 ,7593 .8000 ,4500 -,2714 .6151 ,8628
,9000 -.0229 .7150 .7090 .9000 .4500 -.0305 .6797 .7634
• ,9500 .0940 ,7285 .6879 .1014 .3552 .1903 .7404 .6693
.9750 _1461 .7417 .6673 oZO00 .3552 .0551 .7036 .7267
1,0000 ,1915 ,7406 ,6691 ,3500 .3552 -,1464 ,6490 ,8106
• %500 .3552 -,2614 ,6193 .8562
.5500 ,3552 -,2363 ,5257 ,8463
.6500 .3552 -.0881 .6712 ,7764
• 7500 .3552 ,0575 ,7043 ,7254
,8000 ,3552 ,1081 ,7175 ,7050
• 8500 ,3552 .1469 ,7288 ,6875
• 9000 .3552 ,1831 .7384 ,672%
.9500 .3552 ,2044 ,7448 .6624
PT 12_.2559 KPA CN .8097 C01 .03173
TT 203.5772 K C_ -.G776 CC2 .03222
RC 4.C22( MILLION CC -,UOb6 CD3 .02792
_ACH .7470 CC4 .01738
ALPHA 3.5313 DEG C05 .01079
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PsL/PT _LUC X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC Y/{B/2) CP P_LIPT MLOC
O.OOOO 1.0607 .9708 ,1831 O.OCO0 1,0607 .q7_8 .1831 .SbO0 .7401-1.1307 .3857 1.2505
.0040 .tuB1 .709u .7170 .0040 .8338 .q148 .358P .5000 ,6414 -1,2215 .3605 1.3008
.00_0 -.1978 .638% .o268 ,OCPO ,60_6 .85%6 ,4790 ,5000 ,5%27 -1,2573 .3492 1,3241
.Ul5O -.317_ .6033 .8811 .0233 ,521_ ,8318 .5195 ,5000 ,4440 -1,2811 ,3422 1,3389
.u250 -.4874 .5595 .9498 .OSC_ ,38_1 .7954 .5811 ,5000 .3454 -1.2736 .3455 1.3319
.0400 -.72_% .4908 1.0017 .1000 .2386 .7534 .6488 .5000 ,2467 -1.2695 ,3436 1,3359
.06_0 -.9697 .4276 1.1719 .15CO .l&_O .7314 .683% .5000 .1480-1.3083 .3363 1,3514
.0800 -1.1043 .3920 1.2372 .2000 ,0774 .7121 .7135 .5000 ,0493 -1,2983 ,3410 1,3413
,1600-I,1_69 .3693 1.2631 .25_0 ,0096 ,6941 ,7%12 ,5000 -,0493-1.2891 .3410 1.3415
.1400 -1.2691 ,3499 1,J_26 .3500 -.1214 .6581 .7965 ,5000 -.1480 -1.2594 ,3502 1,3220
.1800 -1.28_8 .3411 1.3411 .4500 -.2459 .3376 1.3486 .5000 -.2467 -1.2325 .3568 1,3089
.2200 -L.3198 .3340 1.3563 .5500 -.Z22% ,6233 ,8502 .5000 -,3454 -/.1582 .3767 1.2683
.2600-_,3397 ,3292 1,3668 .6500 -,0798 .6305 ,83_0 ,5000 -,4440-1.0251 .4130 1.1987
,3000 -1.3429 .3Z85 1.3684 .7500 .0469 ,6684 .7R08 .5000 -.5427 -1.0064 ,4189 1,1879
.3400 -1.3391 ,3287 1.3078 .8000 ,0998 ,7041 ,7259 ,5000 -,6414 -,7176 ,4978 1,0500
.3800 -1.3368 .3277 1,3701 ,8500 .1371 .7158 .7077 ,5000 -.7401 -,6921 .5027 1,0418
,%200 -1.3386 ,3266 1,3724 ,gco0 .1689 .7273 .8898 CH3RDWISE
.4600 -1.3_79 .3308 1.3633 .9500 .1880 .7361 .6760 .0600 ,4500 -,9026 .4449 1.1409
,500_ -1.2930 ._367 1.1556 1.0000 ,1831 ,7391 ,6714 .1400 ,_500 -1.2505 ,3479 1,3269
._4UU -.92_7 .510% 1.0291 .2200 .%500 -1.3492 .3265 1.3728
._00 -.tb_ .5529 ,_603 ,3000 .4500 -1,3415 ,3279 1,36q6
• ,62o0 -,51_2 .5614 .)373 .3800 .4500 -1.3060 .3373 1,3493
,6600 -._5_0 ,5790 ,)L89 .%600 .%500 -1.2969 .3397 1.3441
.7000 -.%118 .5915 .8995 ,5%00 .4500 -.8862 .%512 1.1298
,750J -.3636 .6178 .u5_6 .6200 .4500 -.4987 .5564 ,9546
,8UUO -.2662 .6490 ,_105 ,7000 .4500 -,4139 ,5791 ,9187
,USO0 -.1516 .6_20 ,7598 ,8000 .4500 -.2751 .6141 ,86_3
.9000 -.0312 .7121 ,7134 .9000 ,4530 -,0393 ,6786 ,7652
.95_0 .07_0 .725_ .6931 .1014 .3552 .2270 .7518 ,6514
.9750 .1311 .7412 .6680 ,2000 ,3552 ,0823 .7119 ,7138
1,OOOO ,1831 .7391 .6714 .3500 ,3552 -.1264 .6550 ,8013
,_500 ,3552 -,2433 .6233 ,8501
.5500 .3552 -.2298 .6285 ,8421
.6500 ,3552 -,0722 ,6707 ,7773
.7500 ,3552 ,0514 ,7039 ,7261
.8000 ,3552 .1064 ,7188 ,7031
,8500 ,3552 ,1413 ,7285 .688C
_ 5 .9000 ,35_Z ,16ez .7362 ,6760
,9500 .3552 .1841 ,7385 ,6723
PT 120.2638 KPA CN .8464 CD1 ,04057
TT 203.6845 K CM -.0793 C02 ,G4108
RC 4,0166 MILLION CC -,0067 CD3 ,03495
MACH ,7494 CD4 ,02050
ALPHA 4.0380 OEG C05 ,01308
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SP&NWISE
XIC CP P,L/PT HLOC XlC CP PjLIPT HLOC _IC Y/(81Z) CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,_370 ,9698 ,1096 0,0000 1.0370 °9698 ,2096 .5000 ,7401 -1,1292 ,3831 1.2558
,0040 ,0050 ,6915 .7452 .0040 .8811 ,9279 ,3285 ,5000 .6414 -1,2550 ,3499 1.3227
.0080 -.2565 ,6Zo% .8545 .0080 .6644 .8692 ,4517 .5000 .5%27 -1.2813 .3423 1.3387
.0150 -.3762 .5873 .9060 .0230 .5581 .8400 .5051 .5000 ,1140 -1.3217 .3327 1.3592
,0150 -.5259 .5475 .9689 .0500 ,1211 ,8039 .5670 .5000 .3454-1.3089 .3368 1,3546 $
,0400 -.7746 .%799 1.0801 ,1000 ,2647 ,7613 ,6363 .5000 ,2467 -1,3155 .3301 1.3649
.0600 -1.0008 ,4159 1.1933 ,1500 .1715 ,7361 .6761 ,5000 ,1480 -1,3469 ,3238 1,3785
,OeO0 -1.1343 .3S01 1.2616 ,2000 ,0993 ,7164 .7068 .5000 ,0493 -1.3672 ,3165 1.3950
.1000 -1.2385 .3574 1,3071 ,2500 ,0266 .6963 ,7378 .5000 -.0493 -1,3397 ,3751 1,3756
.1100 -1,3011 ,3396 1,3444 ,3500 -,1064 .6609 ,7922 .5000 -,1480 -1.3015 .3348 1.3546
,1800 -1,3182 .3303 1.3644 ,4500 -,2401 ,3288 1,3677 ,5000 -,2467-1,Z852 ,3430 1.3371
.2200 -1.3387 ,323b 1,3790 .5500 -,2263 ,6226 ,8512 .5000 -,3%54 -1.2044 ,3593 1.3032
,2600 -1.3645 .3181 1.3913 ,6500 -,0830 .6267 .8449 .5000 -.4410 -1,1040 ,3881 1,2460
.3060 -1.3721 .3173 1.3932 ,7500 .0391 ,5687 ,7803 .5_00 -,5127 -1,0982 ,3884 1.2454
,3400 -1.3734 ,3179 1,3918 ,8000 ,0955 .7011 ,7305 ,5000 -,6414 -.7643 ,4798 1.0803
,3800 -1.3811 ,3153 1.3977 .8500 .1309 ,7154 .7084 .5000 -,7401 -,6805 ,5064 1,0390
.4260 -1.3951 .31Z9 1,4031 .9000 .1510 ,7232 ,6963 CHOROWISE
,4600 -1,3668 ,3191 1.3890 .9500 ,1757 ,7320 ,6815 .0600 .4500 -,9425 ,4347 1.1591
.5000 -1.3333 .4176 1.1903 1.0000 .1613 ,7323 .6821 .1400 .4500 -1.2912 ,3381 1.3476
.5400 -.9936 .4913 1,0608 ,2100 ,4500-1.3686 .3148 1.3988
,5800 -,7289 .5210 1,0116 .3000 .4500 -1.383Z ,3141 1,4001
,6100 -,6141 .5543 .9580 .3800 .6500 -1.3_51 .3247 1.3766
,6600 -,4949 ,5779 .9107 ,4600 .4500-1,3406 .3262 1.3734
,7000 -,4061 ,5957 ,8929 ,5400 ,4500 -,9911 .4194 1,1869
.7500 -.3496 .6213 .8532 ,6100 ,4500 -,5326 .5454 .9722
,8000 -,2420 ,6475 ,8129 ,7000 ,1500 -,k077 .578_ ,9199
.8500 -.1491 .6753 ,7702 .8000 .4500 -.2764 .6137 ,8650
,9000 -.0440 ,7039 .7261 ,9000 ,4500 -,0651 .6713 .7763
,9500 ,ObOZ ,7208 .bg99 ,101_ ,3551 ,2560 .7576 .6413
,9750 .1180 ,7357 ,6766 .2000 ,3552 ,1032 ,7165 .7066
1,0000 ,1613 ,7323 .6821 ,3500 ,3551 -.1138 ,6588 .7955
.4500 .3552 -,234Z .6149 .8477
.5500 .3552 -.2272 .6254 ,B469
,6500 .3552 -,0783 .6677 .7818
,7500 .3552 .0495 .7024 ,7Z84
.8000 .3552 ,0946 ,7147 ,7093
.8500 .3552 ,1227 ,7216 ,6986
,9000 .355Z .1587 ,7324 .6818
,9500 ,355 Z ,1761 .7371 .6744
PT 120,2581 KPA CN ,8762 CD1 ,04913
TT 103.7_08 K C_ -.07_5 CD2 ,04976
RC %,021_ MILLIOH CC -.0072 CD3 ,04138
_ACH ,7%83 CD4 ,02352
ALPHA 4.511G DEG CD5 .01654
UPPFk 5UeFACE LDWER SURFACE SPAflWISE
X/C CP PJL/PT MLOC x/c CP P_L/PT MLDC X/C YI(810) CP PJLIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,9998 ,9598 ,212_ 0,0000 ,9998 ,9598 ,2428 ,5000 ,7401 -1.0885 ,3958 1.2311
•00%0 -,0451 .1741 ,7720 ,0040 ,9213 ,9386 ,3021 ,5000 .6114 -I,2753 ,3432 1,3368
.UU8_ -,3199 ,OOZ5 .8823 ,00_0 ,7230 .8853 ,4206 ,5000 .5417 -1.3005 ,3357 1.3527
• 0150 -,4411 .5706 ,9322 ,0230 ,5013 .8%99 .4874 ,5000 ,4440 -1.3415 ,3241 1,3781
• 0750 -._838 ,5336 ,9912 ,0500 ,4158 .8079 .5102 ,5000 .3454 -$,3157 .3255 1.3748
.04_0 -,8135 .4694 1,0981 .i000 ,2930 ,7685 ,6218 ,5000 ,1167 -1.3558 .3216 1.3835
• 0600 -1,01_7 ,4094 1,2131 ,1500 ,1920 .7411 ,6682 ,5000 .1480 -1.3786 .3150 1,3982
•0800 -I,1754 ,3696 1,2825 ,2GLO *12_8 .7237 .6954 ,5000 .0493 -I,3856 *353% 1,4020
• 1000 -1,2617 .3%81 1.3265 .2500 .0455 ,7027 .7280 .5000 -.0493 -1.3630 .3224 1.3818
• 1400 -1,3323 .3291 1,3671 .3500 -,0917 .6654 ,7853 .5_00 -.1480 -1.3221 .3327 1.3591
.1800 -1.3604 ,3115 1,3837 ,4500 -,2270 .32_2 1,3734 .5000 -,2457 -1.3098 ,3311 1,3562
• ZZO0 -1,3843 ,3110 1,4006 .5500 -.2199 ,6272 .8140 .5000 -,3454 -1,2346 ,3555 1,3111
• 1600 -1.3975 .3089 i,41Z1 ,6500 -,0851 ,6288 ,8417 ,5000 -,4140 -1.0516 .4053 1.2131
•3000 -1.4177 .3069 I.%ibb .7500 ,03E5 .6664 ,7838 .5C00 -,5_Z7 -1.0313 ._125 1.1997
,3400 -1.4096 .3068 1._171 .8COU .0886 .6q99 ,7323 .5000 -,6414 -,7015 .5010 1.0446
,3_00 -1.4010 ,3085 i,%132 .8500 .IZ29 ,7135 ,7113 .5000 -,7401 -.6819 .5032 1.0%09
•42b0 -I,4158 ,3039 1,1237 ,9C00 ,1521 ,7123 ,6977 CHQROWISE
• 1600 -1.3994 .3110 1.4073 ,9500 ,1592 ,7295 ,6n63 ,0600 ,4500 -,9757 .4238 1,1788
• _OUO -1,3430 ,4415 1.1452 1,OOCO .1337 .7250 ,6935 ,1100 ,4500 -1,3311 .3170 1.3717
.5490 -,9097 ,4775 1._81Z ,2200 ,4500 -1.1269 .3038 1.4240 3
.5800 -,7792 ,5031 1,0411 ,3000 .4500 -1,4313 ,3035 1,4247
,6100 -.6853 .5475 ,9669 ,3e00 ,4500 -1.3898 .3130 1,4019
.6600 -,5Z90 .5773 ,9Z16 .4600 _4500 -1,3846 ,3159 1.396Z
• 7000 -,4168 .5q98 ,8865 ,5400 ,4500 -,9191 ,4399 1,1497
,7500 -.3290 ._225 ,8513 ,6100 ,4500 -,5710 ,5351 .9887
.8090 -,1474 ,6_80 .BIZI .7000 ,4500 -.4103 .5787 .9194
• 8500 -,1511 ,6763 ,7686 ,8000 ,4500 -,2795 ,6116 .8667
,90bO -,0531 .7024 ,72_4 .9000 .4500 -,0778 ,6697 ,7788
.9500 ,0447 .7129 ,712Z .1014 .3552 ,Z809 .7651 .6303
.9750 ,09_8 .7321 ,6824 ,2C00 ,3552 ,1204 ,7114 ,6991
1,0000 .1337 ,7250 ,6935 .3500 ,3552 -,0942 ,6619 ,7891
.%500 ,3551 -.Z161 ,6169 ,8446
• 5500 .3551 -.2213 .6298 .8101
• 6500 ,3552 -,0804 ,6683 ,7809
.7500 ,3552 ,0476 .7011 .7289
,8000 .3552 ,0870 ,7135 ,7113
.8500 ,3552 ,1191 ,7213 ,6992
1 1 6 .9ooo .3552 .2438 .7285 .6880
,9500 ,3551 ,1567 .7317 .6830
i....
/
°T 120.2844 KPA CN .9103 CO1 .05878
TT 203.8313 K CH -,0800 CD2 ,05867
_C 4.0182 HILLION CC -.0077 CD3 .04937
dACH .7478 C04 .O2724
ALPHA 5.0145 DEG CO5 ,02149
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpLIRT HLOC XIC CP P*LIPT MLOC XlC Y1(812) CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0000 .9671 .9512 .2681 0.0000 .9671 .9512 .2682 .5000 .7401 -1.0293 .4121 1,2004
• 0040 -.1500 .6505 .8082 .OG4u .9599 .9486 .2754 .5000 .6414 -1.2923 .3388 1,3461
• OObO -.392Z ,5824 .9136 .0080 .7633 .8966 .3977 .5000 ,5427 -1,3306 .3284 1.3685
o0150 -.5050 ,5550 ,9569 .0230 ,6320 .8606 .4679 .5000 .6440 -1,3481 .3260 1.3737
) .0250 -.6263 ,5196 1.0140 .0500 .4830 .8211 .5380 .5000 .3654 -1.3806 o3130 1.4029
.0400 -.8583 ,4579 1.1179 .1000 .3191 .7745 .6152 .5000 .2467 -1.3708 .3176 1.3925
• 0600 -1.0910 .39Zk 1.2377 .1500 .2208 .7486 .6564 ,5000 .1480 -1.3959 .3111 1.4072
• O_OO -1.2279 .3585 1.3049 .2000 .1368 .7278 .6890 .5000 .0493 -1.2325 .3562 1.3096
,1000 -1.3058 ,3370 1.3500 .2_00 ,0670 .7091 .7181 .5000 -,0493 -1,3338 .3298 1.3656
• 1400 -1.3671 .3184 1.3907 .3500 -.0782 .6680 .7814 .5000 -.1480 -1.3457 .324k 1.3773
• 1800 -1,4145 .3101 1.4094 .4500 -.2185 .3457 1.3316 .5000 -,2467 -1,3394 .3264 1,3730
• ZZO0 -1.4260 .30_9 1.4160 .5500 -,2157 16293 .8409 ,5000 -.3454 -1.2789 ,3436 1.3358
• 2600 -1.4453 .2973 1.4392 ,6500 -.0850 .6319 ,8369 .5000 -,4440 -1.1318 ,3821 1.2576
• 3000 -1.4566 .2967 1._408 .7500 .0328 .6669 .7831 ,5000 -.5427 -1.0012 .4198 1.1861
• 3400 -1,4445 .2975 1.4386 .8000 .0794 .6977 .7357 .5000 -.6414 -.6936 .5036 1.0402
• 3800 -1.4525 .2954 1.4437 .8500 .1102 .7125 .7128 .5000 -.7401 -,6619 .5126 1,0255
• 4200 -1.4618 .2953 1,4438 .9000 .1375 .7189 ,7029 CHORDWISE
.4600 -1.4273 ,3003 1.4321 ,9500 ,1468 .7262 .6916 .0600 ,4500 -1.0174 .4142 1.1965
• 5000 -1.2738 .4503 1.1314 1.0000 .0976 .7156 ,7080 .1400 .4500 -1.3813 .3177 1.3922
• 5400 -.8811 .467Z 1.1018 .2200 .4500 -1.4694 .2934 1.4484
,5800 -.8194 .4959 1.0531 .3000 .4500 -1.4662 .2913 1.4535
• 6100 -.7158 .5316 .9928 .3800 .4500 -1.4326 .2995 1.4340
• 6600 -.5828 .56Z6 .9449 .4600 .4500 -1.4201 .3054 1.4202
• 7000 -.4666 .5969 ,8910 .5400 .4500 -.8807 .4529 1,1267
.7500 -,3405 ,6237 ,8495 .6200 ,4500 -.5949 .5265 1.0028
°8000 -.2433 .6462 .8148 .7000 .4500 -.4219 ,5759 .9239
• 8500 -.1573 .6732 ,7734 .8000 .4500 -.2899 ,6100 .8706
,90_0 -,0627 .69?O .7368 .9000 .4500 -.0938 ,_649 .7861
• 9500 .0233 .7087 .7187 .1014 .3552 .3132 .7751 .6141
.9750 .0659 .7303 .6852 .2000 .3552 .1386 ,7267 .6908
1.0000 ._976 .7156 .7080 ,3500 ,3552 -.0799 .6679 ,7816
.4500 .3552 -.2090 .6340 .8336
• 55OO .3552 -.2169 .6316 .8373
• 6500 .3552 -.0877 ,665Z .7857
• 7500 .3552 .0372 .6984 ,7347
.8000 ,3582 .0770 ,7103 ,7162
• 8500 ,3551 .1106 .7204 ,7006
.9000 ,3552 .1346 .7246 .6941
• 9500 .3552 .1374 ,7261 .6917
PT 124.0486 KPA CN .2878 CD1 .00980
TT 20_.7297 K CN -.0812 CD2 .01052
RC 4.0587 MILLIOh CC .0108 CD3 ,00742
_ACH ,7638 CO4 .01096
ALPHA -.gTg4 DEG CD5 .00910
UPPE_ _URFAC_ LO_ER SURFACE SPANVISE
XIC CP PtL/PT _L_C XIC CP PpLIPT MLQC XlC YI(flZ) CP PtLIPT HLOC
b,O000 1.1227 .9914 .1111 O.OUGO 1.1227 .9914 ,1111 .5000 ,7401 -,6341 .5029 1,0414
,U040 .8042 ,9031 .3841 .CC40 -.1838 .6288 .8415 .5000 .6414 -,7379 ,5042 1,0393
.OL, bO .5630 .B_12 ,5030 .0080 -.5693 .5211 1.0114 .5000 ,5417 -.6467 ,4973 1,0507
• u150 .3633 .7807 .605t .0230 -.1311 .6442 .8180 .5000 .4440 -.6471 .4995 1.0471
• 0250 .14_6 .7111 ,6995 ,0500 -.1(:97 .6499 .8091 .5000 .3454 -o6641 ,4933 1,0575
• U4_O -.1356 .6428 .82U1 ,lb00 -.170_ .6326 .8358 .5000 .2467 -.6631 .4954 1,0539
.0600 -.3720 .57_5 .9245 ,1500 -.2039 ,6231 .8504 .5000 .1480 -.6655 .4928 1.0584
,USUU -.49_2 .5_18 .9779 .200U -.2340 .6143 .8640 .5000 .0493 -,6540 ,4997 1.0467
.1000 -.5_25 .513_ 1.0072 .2500 -,2850 .6010 .8846 .5000 -.0493 -.6600 .4951 1.0544
• 14_v -.6189 ._0_3 1.0325 350C -,3895 .5717 .9304 .5000 -.1480 -.6695 .4937 1.O569
,18_3 -.6576 ,_9_4 1.0557 4500 -.4_97 .5002 1.0460 .5000 -.2467 -.6702 .4935 1.0572
• 2200 -.65_4 .4947 1,0552 5500 -,3610 .542R .9764 .5000 -.3454 -.6546 ,4980 1.0496
• Z600 -,1_99 ,5103 1.0203 6560 -.1472 .5788 .9192 .5000 -,4440 -,6537 .4980 1,0497
• 3000 -.597_ ,5131 1.0Z45 7500 ,0117 .6390 .8159 .5000 -.5427 -.6601 .4949 1.0547
• 3400 -.6735 .5212 1.0113 8COO .0749 ,8832 .7580 .5000 -.6414 -.6785 .4925 1.0588
.3800 -.6006 .5101 1.0294 85C0 .1299 .6087 .7342 .5000 -.7401 -.6874 .4850 1.0715
.42UO -,6147 .5095 1.0322 ,qco0 .1713 .7143 .7100 CHOROWISE
• 4603 -.6404 .4999 1.0;65 .9:G0 ,]095 .7271 ,6901 .0600 .4500 -.3665 .5768 .9223
• 5uuO -.65u2 .490_ 1,OOZ3 1.OCO0 .2042 .7352 .6774 .1400 .4500 -.6141 .5079 1.0332
• 54u0 -.bS1L ._726 1._925 .2200 .4500 -.6555 .4957 1.0535
• 5_00 -.7379 .4700 1.0971 .3000 .4500 -.5955 .5123 1.0259
•6200 --.7_16 *4612 l.LlZ2 .3_00 ._500 -.b035 ,5114 1.0275
.6600 -.7_19 .50_7 1.u36_ .4600 ,4500 -.6228 ,5056 1,0371
.7000 -.tZ61 .5604 ._4_2 .5400 ,4500 -.6718 ,4930 1,0579
,1500 -,_Z_9 .6004 .t856 .6200 .4500 -.7540 ,4724 1.0930
• 8000 -.Z857 .64U8 .8131 .7000 .4500 -.5961 .5128 1.0251
• _500 -.1393 .67_4 ,7653 .8000 .4500 -,2926 .5964 .8917
o90U9 -.0006 .7115 ,_1_3 ,9000 ,4riO0 -.0095 .6759 .7692
.9500 ,1123 .7127 .6909 .1014 .3552 -,1756 .6300 .8397
.9750 .1635 .73_3 .67_8 .2000 .3552 -.2350 .6129 .8661l.OOOO .2042 .7351 .6774
• 3500 .3552 -.3903 .5702 .9327
.4500 ,3552 -.4837 .5442 .9741
• 5500 .3552 -.3631 .5771 .9219
• 6500 .3552 -.1476 .6371 .8289
• 7500 .3552 ,0149 ,6832 ,7579
• 8C00 .3551 °0768 ,7001 ,7319
• 8500 .3552 .1263 .7146 .7096117 .9000 .3552 ,1708 .7282 ,6884
.9500 .3552 .2059 .7363 .6758
• . , . •.o
PT 124.1191 KRA CN .3762 C01 ,01061
TT 208.4214 K CM -,0698 CO2 °01109
RC 4.0646 MILLICN CC .0078 C03 .00967
MACH .7622 CD6 ,0097Z
ALPHA 10434 0_G C05 ,00846
UPPER ;URFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PsLIPT MLDC XIC CP PJLIPT MLDC XlC YI(BIZ) CP PJLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1511 ,99_4 ,0294 O.OOO0 1,1511 ,9994 ,0294 ,5000 ,7401 -,6143 ,5104 1,0291
• U043 .6779 .8685 .4531 .0040 .1086 .7107 ,7157 ,5000 ,6414 -,64Z0 ,5018 1,0433
• 0080 .4378 ,8017 ,5706 o_080 -.Z246 ,6180 ,8583 ,5000 o54Z7 -,6501 ,4991 $.04?7
• 0150 ,Z260 ,74Z5 .6660 .0230 .027Z .6887 .7696 .5000 ,6440 -,6bZ8 .4980 1,0496 q
• OZbO .0143 .6838 .7571 .0_00 .0063 .6828 .7587 .5000 ,3454 -.6667 ,4969 1,0514
• 0400 -.Z736 ,6041 ,8797 .1000 -.0747 .6599 ,7938 ,5000 ,2667 -,6645 ,496Z 1,05Z6
• 0600 -,5191 ,5358 ,9_76 .1500 -.1120 .6495 .8098 .5000 .1480 -,6591 ,4961 1,05Z8
,0800 -.6_79 ,5000 1,0453 ,2000 -,1588 ,636Z ,8301 ,5000 ,0493 -,6710 ,4946 1,0553
• 1000 -,7274 ,4796 1,0809 ,25_0 -.2124 .6209 .8538 .5000 -.0493 -.6676 .6960 1.0530
.1400 -.7835 .4629 1.1093 .3_0 -.3281 .5888 °9036 .5000 -,1480 -,6653 ,6955 1,0537
• 1600 -,_96 .4555 1.12ZZ .4500 -.4386 .4969 1,0515 ,5000 -,2467 -,6737 ,4935 1,0572
• 2200 -,83_8 .44_4 1,1329 ,5500 -,3428 ,5582 .9519 ,5000 -,3654 -,6667 ,4967 1,0519 4
.2600 -.8Z43 ,4520 1.1283 .6500 -,1628 .5852 .9093 ,5000 -.4460 -,6731 .4942 1.0560
• 3000 -.7793 .46_7 1.1G6Z .7500 o0139 .6412 ,8225 ,5CO0 -,5627 -,6766 .4933 1.0575
• 3600 -.6695 ,6942 1.0560 .8000 .0727 ,6839 ,7569 .5000 -.6414 -,6864 ,4924 1.0590
°3800 -.6038 .51Z0 1.0Z65 .8500 .1210 .7001 .7319 .5000 -.7401 -.69ZZ .4895 1,0638
• 6Z00 -.5950 .5168 1.0186 ,9000 ,1598 ,7142 ,7102 CHgRDWISE
• 6600 -,6320 *5065 1.0355 .9500 o1768 ,7266 .6940 .0600 ,4500 -,5095 ,5397 ,9813
,5000 -,6603 ,4848 1.0719 1,0000 *1713 .7288 ,6874 *1400 ,4500 -,7886 .6609 1,1128
•5400 -.7058 .46b3 1.1034 .Z200 .4500 -.8194 .6547 1.1235
,5800 -,7665 ,4663 1,1033 ,3000 ,4500 -,7589 ,6718 1,0939
• 6ZOO -.7730 ,_798 1.0803 ,3800 ,4500 -,6175 ,5091 1,0311
• 6600 -.7262 .5259 1.3037 .6600 ,4500 -,5928 ,5143 1,0226
,7000 -.5558 ,5686 • .9353 .5400 ,6500 -,6957 ,488Z 1,0660
• 7500 -,4025 ,6131 ,8658 ,6200 ,6500 -,758Z ,6697 1,0975
• 8U00 -,2456' .6506 .8081 .7000 .4500 -.5468 ,5319 ,9940
,8500 -.1083 ,685Z ,7549 ,8000 °6500 -,Z640 ,6077 ,8742
.9000 .0167 ,7116 ,7165 ,9000 ,4500 ,0102 ,68Z6 ,7592
.9503 .1071 .7196 .7018 " ,1016 ,355Z -,0886 ,6556 ,8004
,9753 ,1396 ,729Z .6_69 ,2000 ,3552 -,160Z ,6373 ,8286
1,0000 .1713 ,7288 ,6874 .3500 ,3552 -.3325 ,5887 ,9038
,6500 ,3552 -,4326 .5597 .9495
• 5500 ,355Z -,3499 ,5865 ,9103
,6500 .355Z -,1392 ,6630 .8197
• 7500 ,3552 ,O20Z .6858 ,7539
,8000 ,355Z ,0807 ,7015 ,7298
• 8500 .355Z .1236 .7150 .7090
• 9000 ,355Z ,1663 .7261 ,6917
• qso0 ,3552 .1879 .7310 .6840
aT 124.0904 KPA CN ,5443 CDI ,01073
rT 208.5041 K C_ -*0765 C02 .01059
R_ 4,_599 MILLION CC .0035 CD3 ,00776
_ACH .7610 CD4 °00963
ALPHA i.C403 D_G C05 .00710
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeL/PT HLOC XlC CP PJLIPT MLOC XlC Y/(BIZ) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1545 1.0002 _.00_ O.O_CO 1.1545 1.0002 0.0000 ,5000 .7401 -,7881 ,6629 1,1093
,Ob4d ,51b5 .8237 .5336 ,U040 *3954 ,7900 ,5899 ,5000 .6416 -,8845 *4359 1,1570
,OudO ,7709 .7568 ._466 .O&80 .10F_ ,7103 .716? .5000 .5627 -.8372 .6515 1,1291
.0150 .0677 ,6989 .7339 .OZ30 .2165 .7403 .6695 .5000 .4640 -,8920 ,4338 1.1608
,UZSU -,131Z .6443 *_L78 .0500 ,1435 .7205 *7003 .5000 .3454 -,9318 ,6214 1,1833
• 0400 -.4!67 ,5_58 .9398 .1UCO .03_3 .6903 ,7671 .5000 ,2467 -.9Z08 .4255 1.1758
.06L0 -*6556 .4992 1.J476 .1560 -*0199 .6761 .7720 ,5000 .1680 -.8346 .4513 1,1295
• 0000 -.796o .45_r l,ilb_ ,2CC0 -,0725 ,6801 ,7035 .9000 ,0493 -,8438 ,4469 1.1373
o1003 -.6766 .4376 1.1536 .2500 -.1376 ,6420 ,8_13 .5000 -.0493 -.8Z95 .6515 1,1292
.14_0 -.9428 .4198 1.186Z .3500 -.2526 .6107 .8696 ,5000 -.1680 -,8763 .4391 1,1512
• LbbJ -.977Z .4110 1.ZO24 .4500 -.3606 ,6468 1.1375 .5000 -,2667 -,8251 .4549 1.1232
• 2ZO0 -l,OGOB .40Z3 1.2188 .5500 -.Z943 ,5809 .9161 .5000 -,3656 -,7963 ,6609 1,1127
.ZbO0 -1,U?32 ,3980 1.2_69 .6500 -.lOe5 ,5981 ,8991 .5000 -.4640 -,7675 .6689 1,0990
• 30GO -1._256 ,397Z 1.ZZ85 .7500 ,0446 .6504 .8084 ,5000 -,54Z7 -.7965 .6629 1.1092
.?_00 -1.0194 .39_5 L.226C ,8CC0 ,1ol1 .6930 .7429 .5000 -.6416 -,8136 .6561 1,1211
,3800 -1._096 .6040 1._iSb .8_00 .1436 .7091 .7180 ,5000 -,7401 -.8347 ,650Z 1.1314
• _Z00 -,9016 .4090 /.20_2 .9000 .1818 .7197 .7016 CH3RDWISE
.4600 -.9649 .41_ i.?OO3 ,9500 ,2044 ,7313 ,6836 .0600 ,4500 -,6265 ,5_78 1,0333
• 500J -.846_ ,6905 _.J6Z1 1.0000 .lgbB .7355 ,6771 ,1600 ,4500 -.9556 ,4167 1.1920
•5400 -.6_59 .5187 1,0154 ,2200 ,6500 -1,0363 ,3969 1,2290
.581.0 -.5904 .5178 1.O169 .3000 .4500 -.9883 ._067 1,2105
• 6Z_O -._878 .5051 1.0361 .3800 ,4500 -.9770 .4083 1.2076
,66U0 -.6319 .5Z40 i.ObO_ .6800 .6500 -,9674 ,4125 1,1997
,7duo -._676 ._656 .94u0 .5400 ,6500 -.7568 ,6723 1.0931
• 750d -.4Z35 .6452 ._7_1 .6200 .4500 -.5598 .5269 1.00Z1
,bOO0 -.2731 .6471 .8114 ,7000 ,6500 -.5296 .53Z1 ,9937
• bSvO -,1Z29 ,0851 .7550 ,8000 .6500 -.2841 ,6017 .8836 #
•9000 .0111 .7L41 .7L03 ,9000 ,4930 -.0044 .6790 ,7644
,9SUb ,1195 ,7263 .6913 .1014 ,3552 .0Z86 ,6881 .7505
,9760 .1637 ,73o8 ,6749 ,ZOO0 ,3552 -,073Z ,6608 .79Z4
1.0000 .1968 .7355 .6771 .3500 .355Z -,Z566 .6096 .8712
• 6500 ,355Z -,3588 .5817 .9167
• 5500 ,355Z -.3101 .5966 ,8916
• 6500 ,355Z -,0960 ,6538 ,8031
• 7500 ,355Z ,066Z ,69Z3 *7660
•8000 ,355Z ,1056 ,7097 ,717Z
• 8500 .3952 .1672 .7221 ,6979
1 1_ ,9000 .3552 .1877 .7334 ,6803
• 9500 ,3552 ,21Z2 ,7402 ,6696
o.
PT 123.2715 KPA CN ,6e62 COl ,01805
TT Z05,7167 K Cq -,0876 CD2 ,01765
RC 4,1149 HILLION CC ,OOZO CD3 .01461
_ACH ,7637 CD4 ,01387
ALPHA Z.0488 DEG C05 ,00927
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsLIPT MLUC XIC CP PeLIPT qLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PtLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.14Z6 ,9967 ,0687 O,O000 1,1426 .9967 °0687 ,5000 ,7401 -1,0513 .3882 1,2458
.0040 .3671 .7817 .6035 .0040 .60el .8484 .4902 .5000 .6414 -1.1114 .3719 1.Z778
• 0080 .1121 .7119 .7137 .0080 .3251 .7688 ,6243 .5000 °5427 -1.130Z .369Z 1.Ze3Z
• 0150 -.0688 .6610 .7921 .0230 .3504 .7766 .6117 .5000 .4440 -1.1376 .3647 1.2q22
p *OZ50 -.2505 .6115 .8b83 ,0500 .2478 ,7465 ,6565 ,5000 *3454 -1.1453 ,3631 1,2954
,0400 -.52g8 ,5344 ,qGo .1000 ,1266 ,7147 .7094 .5000 .2467 -1,1435 ,3600 1,3019
• 0660 -,7658 ,4691 1.0986 ,1500 .0523 ,6954 ,7393 *5000 ,1480 -1,1427 ,3599 1.3021
• .U800 -.g037 ,4288 1.16q7 .ZOO0 -.0128 ,6746 .7712 .5000 ,0493 -1,1536 ,3585 1.3049
.1000 -.q940 .4063 1.2112 .2_00 -.0740 .6596 .7943 ,5000 -.04q3 -1.1509 ,35gZ 1,3036
.1400 -1.0572 .3884 1.2454 .3500 -.1954 .6268 .8447 .5000 -.1480 -1.1387 .3613 1.2991
.1800 -1.0u30 .3710 1.2676 .4500 -.311q .3651 1.2914 .5000 -.2467 -1.1303 .3627 1.2964
.2200 -2.1063 .3702 1.2812 .5500 -.2702 ,5q46 ,8945 .5000 -,3454 -1.0885 ,3772 1.2674
.Z6U3 -1.1205 .3658 1.2901 .6500 -.0960 .6046 .8790 .5000 -.4440 -1.0691 .3845 1.2530
• 3000 -1.1377 .364Z 1.2932 .7500 .0513 .6546 .801q .5000 -.5427 -1.0600 .3839 1.2541
.3400 -1.1446 .3627 1.2964 .8000 .1023 .6943 .7409 .5000 -.6414 -1.0506 .3881 1.2459
• 3800 -1.1549 .3624 1.2960 .8500 .1493 .7070 .7214 .5000 -.7401 -1.0315 .3930 1.2365
• 6200 -1.1580 .35_1 1.3037 .gO00 .1856 .7199 .7014 CHORDWZSE
• 4600 -1,1578 .3_97 1.3025 .9500 .2065 .7306 .6847 .0600 .4500 -.7367 .4756 1.0875
• 5000 -1.1324 .36Z2 1.2974 1.0000 .1995 .7347 .6783 .1400 .4500 -1.0665 .3865 1.2491
.5400 -1.1357 ,3717 1.2782 .2200 .4500 -1.1549 ,3617 1,2984
• 5800 -1.1003 .474Z 1,0898 .3000 ,4500 -1,1399 .3650 1,2916
• 6200 -.7373 .5377 .9845 .3800 .4500 -1.1003 .3726 1.2765
• 6600 -,5084 °5594 ,9499 ,4600 ,4500 -1,1203 .3670 1.2876
.7000 -.4273 .5836 .q118 .5400 .4500 -1.1320 .3662 1.2893
• 7500 -.3381 .6116 .8682 .6200 .4500 -.8067 .4557 1.1218
.8000 -.244Z .6458 .8155 .7000 .4500 ..3916 .5703 .9326
• 8500 -.1255 .6789 .7647 .8000 .4500 -.2568 .6085 .8729
• 90uO .0004 .7102 .716_ .9000 .4500 -.0124 .6771 .7674
.9500 .1100 .7238 .6953 .1014 .3552 .1071 .7075 .7206
• 9780 .1598 .7352 .6775 .2000 .3552 -.0115 .6761 .7689
1.0000 .1995 .7347 .6783 .3500 .3552 -.1994 .6246 .8481
• 4500 .3552 -.3125 .5949 .8941
• 5500 .3552 -.Z716 ,605q .8769
• 6500 .3552 -.0824 ,6578 .7970
• 7500 .355g .0557 ,6942 .7411
,8000 .3552 .1049 °7079 ,7200
• 8500 .355Z ,1510 .7219 .698Z
,9000 .3552 ,1060 .7312 ,6837
• 9500 .355Z .2136 .7383 °6726
OT 1L5.4_17 KPA C_ .7280 C01 .02242
TT 199o8659 K C_ -.0876 CD2 .02271
RC 4.¢_45 HILLION CC ,0010 CD3 ,01fl45
MACH .7616 CD4 ,01542
ALPHA 2.5338 OEG C05 ,00e75
_PPER SU_FACE LOg_R SUPFACE SPAN_[$E
X/C CP P_LIPT dL_C XIC CP PeLIPT _L_C XIC YI(EI2) CP PeLIPT BLOC
0.0000 1.1208 .9927 .1024 0.0000 1.1Z6d .9927 .10_4 .5000 .7401 -h0887 .3796 1.2626
• 0_40 .Zg4_ .76gZ .6349 .0040 ,0846 .B707 .448q .5000 .6414 -1.1542 .360Z 1.3015
.OOuO .0_0 .6918 .7447 .0_80 .4102 .7941 .5833 ,5000 ,54Z7 -1.1746 .3534 1.3154
• 0150 -.1300 .6445 .8174 .0230 .4028 .7q25 .5858 .5000 .4440 -1.1881 .3535 1.3153
• 0250 -.305_ .59r4 ._902 .0500 .2qlq .7615 .6360 .5000 .3454 -1.1886 .3508 1.3209
• 04ud -.5711 .5214 1.0111 .leO0 .1638 .7264 .6913 .5000 ,2467 -1.1964 .3486 1.3254
.bOO0 -.7909 .4583 1.117_ .1500 .0792 .7016 .7297 .5000 .1480 -1.2090 .3454 1.3320
•0800 -.9448 .4191 1.187_ .2000 .0124 .6839 .756q ,5000 .0493 -l,ZZ46 ,3420 1,3393
• luuO -1.1365 .3941 1.23_5 .2500 -.0518 .6662 .7841 .5000 -,0493 -1.Z083 .3453 1.3323
• 1400 -1.1046 .3747 1._723 .3500 -.1777 .6327 .8_57 .5000 -.1480 -1.1872 .3546 1.3128
• 1800 -1.137q .3655 1.2907 .4500 -.3037 .3481 1.3264 .5000 -.2467 -1.1805 .3539 1.3143
• 22uO -1.1738 .3572 1.3076 .550U -.gSe7 .5952 .8937 .5000 -.3454 -1.1666 .3560 1.3100
• 26_0 -1.leb7 .3535 1.3151 .05G0 -,0953 .6091 .8721 .5000 -.4440 -1.1229 .370q 1.2798
• 3000 -1.1932 .3507 1.3211 .7500 ,0424 .6545 .8021 .5000 -.5427 -1.1152 .3731 1.2755
• 3400 -1.1925 .3495 1.3235 .8000 .1021 .6923 .7441 .5000 -.6414 -I.0791 .3830 1.2560
• 3800 -1.1_63 .3474 1.]27q .8500 .1436 .7087 .7186 .5000 -.7401 -1.0024 .4014 1.2206
• 4ZOO -i.g141 .3463 1,3363 ,q000 .la23 ,7211 .6095 CHORDgISE
.4000 -1.2131 .34_0 1.3351 .9500 .ZC04 .731_ ,682q ,0600 .4500 -,7797 .4642 1.1070
• _000 -1.1957 .3_81 1.3305 1.00£0 .1966 .7370 .6748 .1_00 .4500 -1.1027 .3743 1.2731
a ,54_0 -1,2053 .3778 l. ZbbO .2200 .4500 -1,1967 .3489 1.3247
• 5800 -1._921 .4898 1.0634 .3000 .4500 -1.1938 .3500 1.3225
• 6200 -.6q04 .5303 ._bq .3800 .4500 -1.1708 .3574 1.3071
,ObO0 -,519Z ,5663 .9390 ,4600 .4500 -1.1727 ,353q 1,3143
• 70_0 -.4198 .5879 ,9050 .5400 ,4500 -1,1788 .3539 1,3144
• 7500 -.3352 .01Z9 .866Z ,6200 .4500 -.6783 .4928 1.0583
•8000 -.24u9 .04_5 ,8174 .7000 .4500 -.3872 ,5754 ,9247
• 8500 -.1330 .o778 .7063 .8000 .4500 -.2585 .6081 °8736
• qOO0 -.0125 .7097 .7172 .9000 .4500 -.0294 .6711 .7766
.95u0 .1030 .72Z0 .6_8Z .1014 .3552 .1455 .7220 .6981
• 9750 .1526 .7371 .6745 ._000 .3552 .0218 .6888 .7494
1.0000 .1966 .7370 .074d .3500 .3552 -.1859 .6288 ,8417
,4500 .3552 -.2957 ,5980 .88q3
• 5500 .3552 -.266g .6065 .8761
• 6500 .3552 -.0816 .6580 ,7968
.7500 .3552 .0485 .6945 ,7406
.SOCO .3552 .1007 ,7074 .7207
.8500 .3552 .1404 .7193 °7023
] _9 .O000 .3552 .1821 .7310 .6840
• 9500 .355Z .2088 .7399 ,6701
°T 115,8660 KPA CN .7645 C01 ,02872
TT 199.9505 K Cq -.0878 CD2 ,02965
RC 4,0189 HILLION CC ,0004 C03 .02637
MACH .7623 C04 .01680
ALPHA 3.035G DEG CD5 .00846
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
xIC CP PsLI_T _LOC XlC CP PtLIPT RLOC xIC YI(81Z) CP P,LIPT NLOC
O.OUOO 1,1156 .9893 ,1Z4C 0.0000 1.1156 ,9893 ,1240 ,5000 ,7401 -1,1155 ,3721 1,2773
.0040 o2201 .7426 .bbSq .0040 .7427 .8863 .4186 .5000 .6414 -1.1835 .3533 1.3156
.0080 -.0166 .6748 .7710 ,0080 .4861 .8153 .5479 .5000 .5627 -1,2153 ,3434 1.3362
,0150 -.1793 .6302 .8395 .0230 .4454 .8034 .5679 .5000 .4440 -1.2279 .3421 1.3390
.0253 -.3476 .5836 .9117 .0500 .3322 .7735 .6168 .5000 ,3454 -1.2380 .3416 1.3402 %
.04_0 -.6228 .50_0 1,0330 .ICO0 .1890 .7331 ,6808 .5000 ,2467 -1,2311 ,340§ 1.3424
.0600 -.e471 .4446 1.1413 ,1500 .1048 ,7085 ,7191 .5000 ,1480 -1.2590 .3332 1.3582
.0800 -.9_61 .4066 1.2107 .2000 .0377 .6912 .7457 ,5000 .0493 -1,2606 ,3259 1.3740
.1000 -1.0692 .3839 1.2541 .2500 -.0305 ,6715 .7760 .§000 -.0493 -1.2563 .3312 1.3625
• 1400 -1.1501 .3642 1.2933 .3500 -.1599 .6357 .8311 ,5000 -,1480 -1.2190 .3417 1,3400
.18UO -1.1792 .3533 1.3156 .4500 -.2_96 .3341 1,3563 .5000 -.2467 -1,2177 ,3445 1.3341
,2200 -1,2110 .3466 1,3295 ,5_00 -.2523 .5993 .8872 ,5000 -.3454 -1,2225 .3436 1.3358
.26_0 -1,2_11 ,3419 1,3394 ,6500 -.0959 .6101 ,8705 .5000 -,4_40 -1.1602 .3587 1.3065
.3000 -1.2325 ,3398 1.3440 .7500 .0424 .6536 .8034 .5000 -.5427 -1.1471 .3620 1,2978
.3400 -1.2341 ,3393 1,3450 ._000 ,0921 ,6934 .7423 .5000 -,6414 -1.0776 ,3809 1.2600
,3800 -1.2384 ,3370 1.3499 .8500 .1384 ,7057 ,7234 .5000 -.7401 -,9321 .4223 1,1815
• 4200 -1,2540 .3349 1.3544 .9000 .1736 .7196 ,7018 CHOROMISE
.4600 -1,2712 ,3324 1.3598 .9500 .1919 .7284 .6881 ,0600 .4500 -.8079 .4548 1.1234
,5000 -1.2509 .3349 1.3544 1.0000 .1847 ,7322 .6822 .1400 .4500 -1.1526 .3604 1.3009
,5400 -1.2514 .3852 1.2516 .2200 .4500 -1.2380 .3372 1,3494
• 5800 -1.0708 .4846 1.0721 .3000 ,4500 -1.2362 ,3381 1.3476
• 6200 -,6916 .5293 .9981 ,3800 ,4500 -1.1950 ,3446 1,3338
,6600 -,5421 .5598 .9493 .4600 ,4500 -1.2166 ,3430 1,3371
• 7000 -.4326 ,5905 • ,9011 .5400 .4500 -1.2262 .3395 1.3445
.7500 -.3280 .6152 .8626 .6200 .4500 -.6279 .5075 1.0338
,8000 -,2395 . ,6444 ,8176 ,7000 ,4500 -,4002 =5688 ,9350
• 8500 -.1292 ,6753 .7701 ,8000 .4500 -.2636 ,6073 .8749
• 9000 -,0169 .7042 .7258 ,9000 .4500 -.0453 .6667 ,7833
.9500 .0877 .7200 .7012 ,1014 .3552 .1766 .7284 .6881
,9750 .1426 .7327 .6815 .2000 ,3552 ,0412 .6925 .7437
1.0U00 .1_47 .7322 .6822 .3500 .3552 -.1676 .6327 ,8357
• 4500 .3552 -.2869 .6005 .8855
• 5500 .3552 -.2616 .6078 ,8741
.6500 ,3552 -,0869 .6564 .7992
• 7500 .3552 .0482 ,6912 .7457
• 8000 ,3552 ,0943 .7064 .7224
• 8500 .3552 ,1322 .7164 .7068
• 9000 .3552 .1701 .7281 ,6885
.9500 .3552 .1934 .7343 ,6789
PT 115.6_50 KPA CN .7954 C01 .03668
TT 200.0601 K C_ -,0876 CD2 .03766
RC 4.0177 _ILLION CC ,0003 CD3 .03342
_ACH .7027 C04 .01801
ALPHA 3.5407 DEG CD5 .01006
UPPER SURFACE LO_£P SURPACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpL/PT _LOC X/C CP PJLIPT ML_C XlC YI(BI2) CP RpLIPT MLOC
O,UO00 1.U952 ,9839 .1526 C.GCC_ 1.095_ .0839 .1526 .5000 .7401 -1.1361 .3635 1.2948
• 0040 ,1776 ,7251 .08eb .0040 .7899 .8980 .3949 .5000 ,6414 -1,2114 .3432 1,3367
• G08_ -.1,7"9 .6568 .79_5 .0080 .5530 .8333 .51h9 .5000 .5427 -1.2540 .3334 1.3576
• 01_3 -.2411 .6130 .86oi .0230 .4916 .8168 ,5453 .5000 .4440 -1.2676 .3289 1,3675
• 0250 -.4o16 .568_ ,9350 .05C0 .3615 .7793 .8074 .5000 .3454 -1.2560 .3304 1.3642
,0403 -,_71_ .4962 1.0526 .IC00 ,2159 .7379 .6733 .5000 .2467 -1.2622 .3315 1.3618
,0600 -.8961 ._324 1.1632 ,1500 ,1293 .7147 .7094 .5000 .1480 -1.2896 ,3236 1.3791
.Oe00 -1.0258 .3962 1.23_5 .2_(0 .o_ql .6963 .7379 .5000 .0493 -1.3245 .3153 1.3976
.IGCO -_.1074 .3723 ±.2770 .2500 -.0155 ,6755 .7698 .5000 -.0493 -1.3011 .3198 1.3875
,1400 -1.1767 .3520 1,3184 .3500 -,147P .6392 .8257 .5000 -.1480 -1.2600 ,3324 1.3599
• 18_0 -1.2069 .3434 1.3364 ,4500 -.2798 ,3231 1.3802 ,5000 -.2467 -1.2513 .3322 1.3602
,2ZOO -1.2_02 .3350 1.3542 ,5500 -.2567 .6031 ,8814 .5000 -.3454 -1.2667 .3302 1.3647
• 2603 -1,2555 °3306 1.3638 .6500 -.1005 ,6092 .8719 .5000 -,4440 -1.2131 ,3439 1.3352
.3t;_O -1.26_3 ,3279 1.3697 ,750u .0348 .6518 ,8063 .5000 -.5427 -1o1836 .3525 1,3172
• 34_0 -1,2695 .3271 1.3715 .8000 .0862 .6887 .7495 .5000 -.6414 -1,0362 .3931 1.2363
• 38_0 -_.2_17 .3258 1.3743 .8500 .1249 .7034 .7269 .5000 -.7401 -.8688 .4410 1,1477
• 4200 -1.2937 .3217 1.3d34 .qCCO .1613 .7154 .7083 CHORDWZSE
• 46U0 -1,2961 ,3193 1,3887 ,9500 ,1786 ,7241 .6_48 .3600 ,4500 -,8608 .4441 1,1423
.5000 -I.29e5 .3237 1.3788 1,OOCO .1621 .7247 .6938 .1400 .4500 -1,1943 .3500 1.3225
.54_0 -1,2903 .3877 1.2469 .2200 .4500 -1,2778 ,3266 1,3725
.5800 -1.05F1 .4922 _.059_ .3000 ,4500 -1.2818 .3259 1.3741
.62u0 -.68_4 .5182 1.o163 .3800 ,4500 -1.2435 ,3336 1,3572
.b6_O -.5_52 .5525 .9610 .4600 .4500 -1.2471 .3327 1.3591
.7000 -.4_4_ ,5860 .90_7 ,5400 .4500 -1.2564 .3294 1.3663
.75_0 -.3340 .616Z ._61(_ .6200 ,4530 -.6257 .5081 1,0329
• 8003 -.2331 .6433 .8193 .7000 .4500 -,4192 .5644 .9421
,8500 -.1328 .6730 .7738 ._000 ,4500 -,2648 ,6066 ,8760 *
,9000 -,0269 .7017 ,72_6 .9000 .4500 -.0610 ,6619 ,7908
,95_0 .0772 .7161 .?072 .1014 .3552 ,2074 .7380 ,6731
,9750 .1Z64 ,7300 ,6856 ,ZOO0 .3552 ,0609 ,6967 .7373
1.0000 .1621 .7247 ,6938 .3500 .3552 -.1474 .6410 ,8228
.4500 .3552 -,2724 .6052 ,8781
,5500 .3552 -.2608 .6083 .8734
,6500 .3552 -,0906 ,6556 .8005
• 7500 .3552 .0359 .6891 .7489
• 8000 .3552 .0850 .7028 .7278
• 8500 ,3552 ,1215 ,7126 .7126
120 .9ooo .355z .1549 .7240 .6951
.9500 ,3552 ,1746 ,7292 ,6869
o,
PT 114.9131 KPA CN .8298 CD1 .04668
TT 197,8862 K CM -,0081 CD2 ,04751
RC 4,0447 MILLION CC .0005 CD3 .041§5
MACH ,76Z6 CO6 ,02138
ALPHA 4°0653 DEG CD5 ,01343
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SP&NWISE
X/C CP P, LIPT HLOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC ¥11BI2} CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.G644 .9756 ,1879 O.OGO0 1.0644 .9756 ,1879 ,5000 .7601-1.1667 ,3628 1o2961
.0040 .0887 .70;9 .71_6 .0C40 .8660 .9161 .3603 .5000 ,6616 -1.2435 .336§ 1.3509
.0080 -.1693 .6340 ,8337 .0080 .6223 .8534 .4811 °5000 ,5427 -1,2855 ,3230 1.3803
,0150 -.3154 .5962 ,8920 .0230 .5348 .8295 .5234 .§000 ,4440 -1,2964 ,3184 1,3907
p ,0Z50 -.4575 .5545 .9578 .0_00 ,3980 .7906 ,5890 ,5000 ,34§4 -1o2806 ,3226 1.3512
,0400 -,7103 ,4_28 1,0751 ,1000 .1453 ,7481 ,6572 .5000 ,2467 -1.2872 .3111 1,3825
• 0600 -.9383 .4193 1.1871 .1500 .1532 .7232 ,6962 .5000 .1480 -1,3128 ,3170 1,3938
• 0800 -1.0735 .3837 1,2545 ,2000 .0818 .7061 .7258 .5000 ,0693 -1,3487 .3071 1,4166
•1000 -1,1559 .3638 1.3002 ,2500 .0092 .6856 ,7544 .5000 -,0493 -1,3060 .3162 1.3955
.14_0 -1,2153 ,3408 1.3418 .3500 -.1307 .6449 ,8169 ,5000 -,1480 -1,2896 ,3212 1,3864
• 18u0 -1,1575 .3511 1,3628 ,4500 -,2697 ,3129 1,4031 ,5000 -,2467 -1,2869 ,3225 1,3815
• 2200 -1.2875 .3231 1.3802 .5500 -,2492 ,6049 .8787 .5000 -,3654 11,2950 ,3193 1.3887
• 2600 -1.3078 .3190 1.3893 .65C0 -.1038 .6118 .8678 .5000 -,4440 -1.2685 .3272 1.3713
• 3000 -1.3089 .3173 1.3931 .7500 .0271 .6520 .8060 .5000 -.5427 -1.2194 ,3619 1.3395
• 3400 -1.317Z ,3161 1.3o57 .8C00 .0748 .6863 ,7532 ,5000 -,641% -1.0250 .3952 1.2323
.3800 -1,3172 .3163 1._000 .8500 ,1134 ,7006 .731Z ,5000 -,7601 -,8459 ,4445 1,1616
• 4200 -1,3Z09 .3116 1,40_1 ,9000 ,1490 ,7115 ,7144 CHORDWISE
• 4600 -1,3338 ,3079 1.4146 .9500 ,1551 .7221 ,6980 .0600 ,4500 -.8824 ,4366 1,1593
• 5000 -1.3231 ,3513 1,3198 1.0000 ,1350 .7180 .7046 .1600 ,6500 -1,2243 .3382 1,3474
• 5_00 -1.1819 .4262 1.1744 .2200 ,4500 -1.3131 ,3154 1.3974
• 5800 -,9183 ._740 1.0901 ,3000 .4500 -1.3186 ,3132 1,4024
,6200 -.7457 ,4943 1,0558 .3800 ,4500 -1.Z904 ,3214 1,3860
• 6600 -,6651 ,5153 1,3047 ,4600 .4500 -1,2977 .3211 1.3825
• 7000 -.5547 .5802 .9171 .5400 .4500 -1.2815 .3276 1.3704
,7500 -,3583 o6126 .8666 o6200 ,4500 -,6529 ,4996 1,0474
,8000 -,2393 .6404 .8238 .7000 ,4500 -.4414 .5575 .9529
,8500 -.1406 .6690 .7799 ,8000 .4500 -.2775 .6038 *0804
,9000 -.0398 .6925 ,7438 ,9000 .4500 -.0817 .6564 ,7991
• 9500 ,C46L ,7037 .7264 .1014 .353Z ,2362 ,7460 ,6606
• 9750 ,0_76 ,7235 .6957 ,ZOO0 ,3552 .0870 ,7047 .7249
1.000J .1350 .7180 ,7044 .3500 .3552 -,1349 ,6421 .8212
,4500 ,355Z -,2674 ,6044 ,8794
• 5500 ,355Z -,2536 °6094 ,8716
.6500 .355Z -.1018 .6511 .8073
.7500 ,3552 ,0201 .6074 ,7516
,BOO0 .355£ ,0777 ,7025 ,7283
,8500 ,35S2 ,1086 ,7114 ,7145
,9000 .3552 .1393 ,7189 .7030
,9500 ,355Z ,1532 ,7234 ,6960
PT 112.3376 KPA CN ,8518 C01 ,05705
IT 195.9589 K C_ -.0883 CDZ ,05805
RC 4.C046 MILLION CC .0013 CD3 ,04989
MACH .7613 CD4 ,01502
ALPH_ 4.5303 DFG CD5 e01786
UPPER 5OwFACE LOW£R SURFACE SPANWISE
XI¢ CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC CP PpLIPT ML_C XlC YIIBIZ} CP PpLIPT MLQC
0.0000 1.0421 .96_8 .2132 0.0000 1.0421 .0688 .2132 ,5000 .7401 -1.1547 .3609 1.3001
.U040 .(_tZ ,_40 .75_9 .0_40 .8946 .9284 .3273 .5000 ,6414 -1,2671 ,3189 1,3676
.0080 -.233o ._1o0 .8014 .0080 ,6790 ,8687 .4527 ,5000 ,5427 -1,3071 ,3184 1,3906
• 015u -.3574 .56Z2 ._140 ,0230 .56_1 .8371 ,5102 ,5000 .4460 -1,3663 ,3127 1,4036
.0250 -.bO_ ._412 ,_791 ,0500 ,4268 ,7976 ,5774 ,5000 ,3454 -L,3108 ,3179 1,3918
,04_0 -.1_76 .4744 1.0895 ,1000 .2770 .7576 .6423 .5000 .2467 -1.3099 .3176 1.3924
• 0660 -.97_7 .4086 _.207U .1500 .1821 .7311 .6839 .5000 ,1480 -1.2923 .3235 1.3793
• 0600 -1.1135 .3738 1._740 .2000 .1033 .7095 ,7175 ,5000 ,0493 -1,1863 ,3522 1.3178
• 1000 -1,1_58 .3499 1,3_g7 .25_0 .0293 .6891 .7489 ,5000 -.0493 -1,2417 ,3360 1,3511
• 1400 -1.1575 .331? 1,3624 .3500 -,1176 .6_83 ,8117 ,5000 -.1480 -1,290T ,3216 1,3834
.16GO -1.3053 .3ZLZ 1.3844 .4500 -.2613 .3460 1.3308 .5000 -.2467 -1.2910 .3222 1.3822
.2200 -1,3235 ,3141 1.4003 ,5500 -.1477 ,6067 ,8759 ,5COO -,3454 -1,3084 ,3160 1,3961
.g660 -1.3522 .3075 1.4154 .6500 -.10_5 .6130 .8680 .5000 -.4460 -1,2861 .3233 1.3797
• 30UO -1.3500 .3068 1.4170 ,7500 *018Z .6492 ,8103 .5000 -.5427 -1o2319 .33§8 1.3524
• 340U -1.34_9 ,306Z 1.4185 ._C00 ,0713 ,6850 ,7553 ,5000 -,6414 -,9588 ,4168 1*1918
,3dUO-1.3455 ,30_8 1.4147 .85_0 .1028 ,7013 ,7301 ,8000 -,7401 -,8156 ,4533 1,1262
• 41_ -1,37_3 ,3047 1.4219 .9000 .1248 .7090 ,7182 CHORDWISE
•46&0 -1.36u7 .5041 ±.4Z34 .9500 .1178 ,7L57 .707_ .0600 ,4500 -.9291 .4243 1,1780
•SOOJ -1.2120 .4249 1.1758 1.0000 .0024 ,7066 ,7220 ,1400 ,4500 -1,2636 ,3297 1,3658
•5400 -,9214 .4511 1,1299 ,2200 .4500 -1,3596 ,3061 1.4185
.5800 -._310 ,4644 i,I067 ,3000 ,4500 -I.3717 ,3029 1,4261
• 62_0 -.7610 .4846 1.J725 .3800 .4500 -1.3302 .3100 1.4096
.06OO -.706_ .50_5 1 030€ ,_600 ,4500 -1,3141 ,31Z1 1,4049
.7000 -._i3b .57G0 9331 .5400 ,4500 -1.1831 ,3535 1,3152
• 75u0 -.3972 .6036 8806 ,6200 .4500 -,6508 .4997 1.0468
,80UO -,1727 ._27_ 8431 ,7000 ,4500 -*4418 ,5597 .9494
,05bO -.1878 ._46_ 5142 .8000 ,4500 --,_895 ,6006 .88_3
•9UO0 -.I149 .6881 750_ ,9000 ,4500 -.0987 .6536 ,8035
.95_0 ._235 ,_690 7491 ,1014 .355Z .2599 .7519 ,6513
.9760 ._337 .7114 ._130 .2000 ,3552 .1084 .7110 ,7152
1,0000 .0_4 .Tvb6 ,712t ,3500 ,3552 -,1188 .6483 .8116
• 4500 .3552 -,2560 ,6091 ,872Z
,5500 .3552 -,2587 ,6101 .8705
• 6500 ,3552 -,1021 .6534 ,8038
• 7500 ,3552 ,0215 ,6854 ,7547
,8000 .3552 .0693 ,6989 ,7339
,8500 .3551 .1006 ,7087 ,7188
1 21 ,9000 .355Z ,llE8 ,7130 ,71Z0
.9500 .3552 .138Z .7204 ,7007
PT 110.67Z3 KPA CN .3162 C01 .01080
TT lqZ.6873 K CM -.0937 CD2 .01255
kC 4.0961 BZLLIOH ¢0 ,0044 C03 .OOgq3
MACH .7809 C04 .00874
ALPH& -1,_136 OEG C05 °00793
UPPER SUFFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PJLIPT MLOC X/C CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC YI(BI0) CP PeLIPT MLOC
O.OOGO .1872 .7209 .6999 0,0000 .1BTZ .7Z09 ,6999 ,5000 17901 -.6561 ,4817 1.0770
• uO¢O .BZ¢7 .q045 .3813 .0040 -.1607 .6235 .8499 ,5000 .6414 -.6789 ,4767 1,0855
.0080 .6000 .0400 o5051 .CC80 -.5523 .5104 1.0291 .5000 ,54Z7 -.6826 ,4753 1,0880
• 0150 .3908 .7801 ,6061 .0730 -.1946 .6116 .8682 .5000 .4440 -.6758 .4777 1.0838 %
.OZSu .1743 .7188 .7031 .05&O -o0999 .6416 .82Z0 .5000 °3454 -.6928 ,4733 1.0914
.0400 -.1031 .6397 ,8Z49 .1000 -.1585 ,6241 .8489 .5000 .2467 -,6847 .4698 1,0974
• 0_00 -.3453 ,57Z1 .9Z99 .1500 -.1959 .6132 o885B °5000 .1480 -,6890 ,4701 1,0968
,0800 -.47Z7 .5350 .9889 .ZOO0 -.ZZ57 .6037 .8805 .5000 .0493 -.6788 .4736 1.0909
.1000 -.5448 .5165 1.0191 .2500 -,2736 ,5906 .9009 .5000 -.0493 -,6801 .4725 1.0928
.1400 -,6005 .49_4 1.0490 .3510 -.388g ,5584 .9516 .5000 -.1480 -,6876 .4699 1.0973
.1bOO -.6512 .4852 1.0711 ,4500 -,4816 .4764 1,0862 .5000 -.2467 -.6893 ,4704 1.0963 4
.?SO0 -.6774 .4763 1.0863 .5500 -,3479 ,5333 ,9917 ,5000 -.3454 -.6891 .4709 1,0955
,g6OO -.6696 °4784 1.0877 .6_00 -,1283 .5706 .9323 ,5000 -,4460 -,6890 ,4715 1,0944
• 3000 -,t,18Z .4926 1.0588 ,75C0 .0346 .6346 .8327 .5000 -,5427 -.6901 ,4698 1.0974
• 3400 --.5871 .5029 1.0%16 .8000 .0999 ,6792 ,7643 .5000 --.6414 -.690? '.4695 1,0980
,38_0 -.5964 .%g98 1.0€67 .85G0 ,1696 .6986 .7343 .5000 -.7401 -.6872 ,4771 1.0935
• 4700 -.6171 .4964 1.0557 .9000 ,18_6 ,7118 ,7139 CHORDWZSE
.4600 -.6539 .4844 1.0726 .9500 ,Z148 .7229 ,6967 .0600 04500 -,3323 ,5731 09282
,5000 -.6764 ,4632 1.10e8 1.0000 ,Z085 .7268 ,6907 .1400 .4500 -.5847 .5003 1.0459
.5400 -,7077 .4465 1.1381 .Z000 .4500 -.6719 .4755 1.0876
._800 -,7718 .4343 1.1598 .3000 .4500 -.6185 .4894 1.0640
• 6700 -.8161 .4134 1,1980 .3800 .4500 -,5982 .4947 1,0552
,6600 -,8865 ,4046 1,2146 ,4600 .4500 -.6436 .4834 1,074Z
,TOO0 -.9155 .5387 .9830 ,5400 .4500 -,7045 .4655 1.1048
.7500 -,4505 .5956 .8930 ,6ZO0 ,4500 -.8066 .4365 1,1_59
• 6000 -.ZSZT .6361 ,8304 .7000 °4500 -.84Z1 ,4261 1.1747
,8500 -.1126 .6708 07771 .8000 ,4500 -.2655 ,592B .8974
.9000 .9121 .7009 .7306 .9000 .4500 -.O0?Z .6673 .7825
,9500 .1179 ,7161 .7074 .1014 .355Z -.1703 .6171 .8598
.9750 .1674 ,7276 .689_ .2000 .355Z -.?269 .6021 .8830
1.0000 .2085 .7268 .6907 ,3500 .3552 -.3895 .5568 .9541
• 4500 .355Z -,46B8 ,5Z77 1.0008
• 5500 o355Z -.3506 ,5674 .9373
.6500 .355Z -,1327 ,62BT .B418
,7500 ,355Z ,0314 .6753 .770?
.8000 .3557 .0956 .6948 .7402
.8500 .355Z .1416 ,7077 .7203
.9000 .3552 .1868 .7208 .7000
.9500 .3552 .Z263 ,7347 .6783
PT 111.24_Z KPA CN .4604 CD1 .01046
TT 193.8043 K CH -.0927 CO2 .01226
RC %.0814 MILLION CC .0013 CO3 ,00899
_ACH .7804 CD4 ,00733
ALPHA .0102 DEG CD5 .00671
UPPEk SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P, LIPT _LOC XIC CP P,L/PT MLOC XlC Y/(BI2) CP P;LIPT MLOC
O,OuU_ .1P99 ,7Z15 .0088 C.OObO .1899 .7215 .6088 .5000 .7401 -.8110 .4389 1.1516
.u_o ._e_5 .86_0 ._o0_ ,00_0 .1508 .7119 .713B ,5000 ,6414 -.8299 .43Z4 1.1633
,UO_ .45Z0 .7962 .5766 ._080 -.17q7 .6156 .86Z1 .5000 .5427 -.8322 .4341 1.1603
.01_0 .2_5_ ,7383 .6726 .G230 .0599 .6843 .7563 .5000 .4440 --,8310 .4328 1.16Z5
.0?5_ .{407 .67db .7651 .0500 .0346 .6789 .7647 ,5000 ,3454 -.82g2 .4339 1,1606
• O_OO -.2_95 .5990 ._7_ .1000 -.0490 ._549 .8015 .5000 .?€67 -.8109 .4400 1.1496
.0600 -._qU .5_04 .q965 .15e0 -.0956 ,64Z3 .8?08 .5000 .1480 -,_076 .4384 1.1524
,08_0 -.61_ .492_ 1,J503 .Z_O0 -.1397 .6770 .8444 .5000 ,0493 -,8107 .4371 1,1548
.10_0 -._967 .€6_ L.OgTT .2500 -.$905 ._t_7 .B_50 .5000 -,0493 -,8194 ,4346 1,1593
.1400 -.7694 .4503 1.1313 .3500 -.3133 .577_ .9217 .5000 -.1480 -,8126 .4362 1.1564
.IBOO -.81U3 .4604 1.1€89 .6500 -,4215 .4487 1.1350 .5000 -.2467 -.8226 °4345 1,1596
.2200 -.@33B .%Z99 1.1679 .5500 -.3157 .5496 .9656 ,5000 --,3454 -,8179 .4356 1,1576
.2600 -.€%69 .%Zb_ 1.1735 ,_TCO -.1104 ,57_7 .9195 .5000 --.4440 -.8238 .4354 1.1579
.30UC -.P56B ._259 1.1751 ,7500 .04e4 .6370 .B_91 .5000 -.54Z7 -.8303 .4330 1.1627
.3_00 -._474 ._274 1.1723 .B{'O0 .1n91 .6826 .7540 ,5000 -.6414 -.B314 .434Z 1.1601
.3800 -._32_ .43_1 1.160_ .8500 .1601 .7015 ,7299 .5000 -.7401 -.8179 .4356 1.1576
._209 -._210 .4357 1.1574 .q000 .1999 .713F .7109 CHOROW_SE
.46u0 -.eZBZ .4370 1.1550 .9500 .Z235 .7255 ,6927 .0600 .4500 -.4805 .5332 .991B
.5003 -.77_7 .€€B6 1.1349 1.0_U .2112 .7291 .6870 .1400 .4500 -,7796 .4464 1.1382 W
.5400 -.7_08 ,4349 1.1580 .Z200 .4500 -,8286 ,4330 1.16Z3
.58_0 -,_Z_O .4193 I.IBTZ ,3000 .4500 -.8251 .4348 1.1589
.b_00 -.B731 .4073 1.2094 .3800 .4500 -.819Z .4363 1.1563
.6600 -.9151 .4613 1.11Z2 .4600 ,4500 -.8298 .4334 1.1615
.700J -.7250 .5574 .9531 .5400 .4500 -,8161 ,4378 1.1536
.75_0 -.3913 ,6GZ3 ._B_6 .6200 .4500 -.8400 ,4306 1.1665
.8000 -.2331 .1399 .dZ46 .7000 .4500 -,6345 .4883 1.0659
.8500 -.IC50 .6700 .7691 .8000 .4500 -,Z608 .5945 ,8948
.9030 ._233 .7053 .7Z39 ,9000 .4500 .0017 .6693 .7795
.95vO .1232 .7173 .7055 .1014 .3552 -.0678 ,651Z .6073
.9750 .17_0 .7333 .6844 ,2000 .3552 -.1429 .6282 .84Z6
1.0000 .2117 .7291 .b870 .3500 .3552 -.3183 .5793 ,9185
,4500 ,355Z -.4193 .5492 .9663
.5500 .3552 -,3383 .57Z7 .9?89
.6500 .3552 -.1017 .6408 ,8232
• 7500 .355Z .0538 .6848 .755&
• 8000 .3552 .1103 .7009 .7308
1 22 .8500 .355Z .1613 .7157 .7078
• qo00 .355? .?046 .7?78 .6890
• 950U .355Z .2368 .7363 .6758
o,
PT 111.588B KPA CH ,58L3 COl .01676
TT 194.€2q5 K cq -.0985 CDZ .01503
RC 4.0762 HZLLION CC ,0000 C03 ,01313
MACH .7801 CO4 .01175
ALPHA ,9989 DEG CD5 .01©69
UPPER SURFACE LQWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtL/PT MLOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLO_ XIC YI|EIZ| CP PeLIPT RLOC
0.0000 .1650 .7U82 .7196 O.OOOO .1650 .7082 .7196 .5000 .7601 -,9320 .6016 1,Z206
• U040 ._968 ,_366 .5112 ._060 ,3664 ,77Z5 .6184 ,5000 ,6414 -,9750 .3889 1.2445
• 0080 .3271 .7610 .6369 .0080 .0759 .6901 .7674 .5000 ,56Z7 -,9874 .3875 1,2672
.0150 .1230 .7050 .7245 .0230 .1478 ,7Z33 .6961 .5000 .4660 -.9866 .3863 1,2495
• O?b3 -,0716 .6682 .8119 ,0500 ,1343 .7043 ,7255 .5000 ,3454 -,9918 ,3865 1,2490
.0660 -.3624 .5730 .9332 .1000 .0318 .6776 .7667 .5000 ,Z667 -,9913 .3850 1,2520
• ObO0 -.592b .SGL9 1.0432 ,15_0 -.0255 .bb01 ,7936 .5000 ,1680 -,989% ,3874 1.2474
• 0800 -.7208 .kbO% 1.1136 .2C00 -,0799 .6657 .8157 .5000 .0493 -.9812 .3900 1.2423
.1_b0 -.8080 ._389 1.1515 ,2500 -,1314 ,63_6 °8357 .5000 -°0493 -,9853 ,3884 1,2454
.1400 -.8836 .4179 1.1897 .3500 -.2563 .5960 .8925 .5000 -.1480 -.9794 ,3870 1,2481
.1600 -.9183 .60?9 1.2082 ,6500 -.3755 .3921 1.2382 ,5000 -,2667 -.9761 ,3880 1,2462
.2200 -.9676 .39_3 1.2964 .5500 -.3069 ,5636 ,4433 ,5000 -,3654 -.9733 .3919 1.2386
.2600 -.4683 .3917 1,2391 ,6500 -.0999 .5796 .9181 .5000 -.4460 -°9743 .3913 1,2398
.3000 -.9764 .3893 1.2438 ,7500 .0699 .6%07 .8236 ,5000 -,5627 -,9787 ,3921 1,2383
.3603 -.9782 .3_79 1.2463 .8000 .1153 .6837 .7573 .5000 -.6414 -.9705 .3922 1.2382
.3800 -.9416 .3862 1.9496 ,8500 ,1558 ,70ZZ ,7287 °5000 -.7601 -,9685 ,39Z7 1_2371
,4260 -.9863 ,3870 1.26_2 .9000 ,1945 .7130 .7120 CHORDgISE
,4600 -,9842 ,3887 1.Z468 .9500 .2245 ,7237 .6954 .0600 ._500 -,5797 .5043 1,0391
• 5000 -.9647 ,3860 1.2501 1,0000 .2187 .7317 .6830 .1400 .6500 -.8926 .4152 1.1946
.5600 -.9878 .3797 1.2624 .2200 ,4500 -.9712 ,3917 1,2390
.5800 -1,0163 .375_ 1.2708 ,3000 ,_500 -,9497 .3977 1,2277
,6200 -1,0324 ,39_7 1,2333 ,3800 .6500 -.9506 .3993 1.2246
.6600 -.9631 .5043 1.039Z ,4600 ,4§00 -,4715 ,3436 1.2354
,7000 -.5697 .5652 .9608 .5400 ,_500 -1,0122 .3802 1.2615
• 7500 -.3568 .6060 .8768 ,6200 .4500 -1.0077 .3820 1,2578
.8000 -.2217 .&431 ,8243 .7000 .4500 -,5623 ,5098 1,0300
• 8503 -.1014 .b763 .7718 ,8000 ,4530 -.2263 ,6063 .8764
,9060 .0143 .7069 .7246 ,9000 ,%500 ,0043 ,b699 ,7786
,9503 .1265 .71_6 .7036 .,1014 ,3552 ,0206 ,6752 ,7703
• 9750 ,1739 .7333 .6805 .ZOO0 _3552 -.0737 ,6484 ,8115
1.0000 .2187 .7317 .6830 ,3500 .3552 -.2670 .5934 .8965
,4500 ,3552 -,3711 ,5637 ,9431
.5500 .3552 -.3168 ,5784 ,9200
.6500 ,3552 -,0912 .6426 ,8205
.7500 .3552 .0568 ,6859 .7539
,8000 .3552 .1159 ,7028 ,7278
.8500 .3552 .1565 .T13_ .7114
,9000 ,3552 .2024 ,7268 ,6906
.9500 ,3552 ,2339 ,7372 .6744
PT 111.607_ KPA CN .6366 C01 ,01982
TT iq_._065 K CR -,1003 C02 ,01947
RC 4.0752 MILLICN CC ,OCO0 C03 .01783
_ACH .7792 C04 ,01522
ALPHA 1.5C71 DEG C05 .01248
UPPER SURFACE LOWFP SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CF _,LIPT _LDC XlC CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC YI(BI2) CP PtLIPT MLOC
O.ob_ .1_5 .71Lb .71_5 O. OCbO .15C5 .7115 .7145 .5000 .7431 -.9872 .3876 1*2464
• OO_ .5677 ._129 .5519 .OO_O .6809 .8063 .5630 .5000 .6414 -1.0349 .3733 1,2750
.00_0 .7675 .7395 ,b7_7 ,_U_O ,1_24 .7Z34 .69hC .5000 .5427 -1.0429 .3727 1.2763
.U153 .0662 .0_73 .7_iU .0230 ._704 .7657 .6611 .5000 ,6660 -1,0441 ,3727 1.2763
.O2b_ -.1308 .63_2 .8366 ,0500 .1905 .7223 .6977 .5000 .3654 -1.0539 .3696 1*2828
.O_O0 -._09 ._532 .9598 .1000 .0816 .6926 .7637 ,5000 ,2467 -1.0469 ,3672 1,2872
.UOU_ -,03_0 .6e_ 1,J656 .15G0 .0120 .6726 .77%6 .5000 .1680 -1.0586 .3683 1.2850
.0800 -.7_50 ,6_02 1.13_6 ,2000 -.0672 .6550 ,8014 .5000 .0493 -1.0499 .3696 1.2828
._000 -.85_4 .6232 1.1799 ._5C0 -.1073 .6378 .8279 .5000 -.0693 -1.0580 .3674 1,2868
.1_00 -.9333 .4037 1.2163 .3500 -,23@6 .6039 .880Z .§000 -.1480 -1,0565 .3661 1.2894
.1800 -.964U .39Z7 _.?372 .4500 -.3540 .3706 1.2807 .5000 -.2667 -1.0577 ,3695 1.2826
.2ZOO -1.0034 .3_33 1.2553 .5500 -,2882 .5683 .9359 ,5000 -,3654 -1.0372 .3733 1.2751
•2600 -1.GZlb .37_7 1.2643 .6500 -,0468 ,5876 ,9056 .5000 -.4460 -L.OZ90 .3755 1.2707
.3000 -1.03_1 .3760 1.2737 .75O0 .0474 .6425 .8205 .5000 -.5427 -1.0243 .3776 1.2665
.3%_0 -L,U%09 ,_716 1.278_ .8000 .1090 .6829 .7586 .5000 -.641% -1.027T ,3793 1.2631
,3800 -1.0530 .3o98 1.2820 .8500 ,1532 .6992 .7335 .5000 -.7401 -1.0163 ,3827 1.2566
._2_u -1.0966 ,369_ 1.2_33 ,qo_o ,1946 .7128 .7123 CHORO_ISE
,6bUO -1.C5_L .36_2 1,2852 .95G0 ,21C9 .7269 ,6936 ,0600 .4500 -.6242 ,4907 1,0619
.riO00 -1.0402 .3677 1.28_2 1.0000 .2059 .7270 .6906 ,1400 .4500 -.9518 .4010 1,2214
a .56_0 -1.G653 .35_3 1.2931 .2200 .4500 -1.0167 .3754 1.2706
.bd_O -L.C7Z8 .3636 1.3U07 ,3000 ,6500 -1.0203 ,3793 1.2631
.62U0 -1._9 .4127 1.1093 .3800 .4fl_O -1.0070 .3_20 %.ZflTg
,6bOO -.8991 .506_ 1.0350 ,4600 .4500 -1,0265 ,3773 1.2671
,7C03 -,SO_L ._681 ,9362 .5400 ,6500 -1.0681 .3644 1.2928
.7500 -.3591 .6039 .8848 ,6200 .4500 -1,0677 .3654 1.2909
._0C3 -.23_6 .6358 .8309 ,7000 .4500 -,5579 ,510Q 1.0283
.8503 -.1159 .6726 .7763 .8000 .6500 -.2168 .6084 .8731
.9000 .OlJo .7_55 .7237 ,9000 .4500 ,0030 ,6704 .7777
._SOO .1_21 .7183 .7038 .1014 .3552 .0579 ,6856 .75_4
.9750 .1671 .7292 .6870 .ZOO0 .3552 -.0433 .6558 ,8001
1.u_ .2059 .12?0 ,6904 .3500 °3552 -°2394 .6005 .8855
.4500 .3552 -.3669 ,5725 .9292
.5500 .3552 -.3052 ,5797 ,9178
,6500 °3552 -.0878 .6447 .8172
.7500 .3552 .0516 ,6837 .7573
.8000 .3552 .I130 ,7017 ,7246
.8500 ,3552 ,1525 .7124 ,7130
1 2_ .qco0 ,3552 .1933 ,7244 .6943
.9500 ,3552 ,2206 .7320 ,6825
PT 111.6115 KPA C_ .6700 CO1 .0Z610
TT 19€.2770 K Cq -,0982 CDZ .02599
RC ;,0796 HILLION CC .0002 CD3 ,02243
MACH .7794 C04 .01777
ALPH4 2._060 OEG C05 ,01194
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC Y1(812) CP PtLIPT MLOC
O.OOOO p1672 .717J ,7058 0,0000 ,1672 .7170 ,7058 ,5000 .7601 -1,0281 ,3766 1*Z688
.0040 ,4336 .7932 .5848 ,0040 ,5518 .8250 ,9312 .9000 .6414 -1.0907 .3604 1.3011
.U080 .19_g ,723b .b95b .0080 ,2895 .7510 .692b .5000 .5427 -1,0925 ,3580 1.3060
.0150 ,0100 ,6710 ,7767 .0230 .3288 .7631 .6335 .5000 ,4440 -1.0884 ,3570 1.3080
,0250 -.1813 .6185 .857b ,05C0 ,2360 .7370 .6747 ,5000 .3654 -1,1022 ,3558 1,3104
,U40U -.4520 ,54_5 ,9_01 ,1000 ,1109 .6988 ,7340 .9000 ,2467 -1,1090 ,3531 1*3160
.0600 -.bTOl ,47_3 1,0896 ,1500 .0423 .6803 .7626 .9000 ,1480 -1.1102 .3916 1,3191
,ObOO -.8167 ,4349 1.1587 ,2000 -,020b .6625 .7898 .5000 .0493 -1.1095 .350b 1.3212
.LUUO -.9_55 ,41J8 1.2029 .2500 -,0894 .6438 .8186 ,9000 -.0493 -1,1109 ,3510 1,3209
,1400 -,9726 ,3930 1.2624 ,3500 -.2145 ,6OqO °8722 ,9000 -,1480 -1,1143 ,3536 1.3191
,18_3 -1,0210 .3797 1.2623 ._500 -,3490 .354b 1.3130 ,5000 -,2467 -1,0977 ,3997 1.3107
,2200 -1.0449 .3708 1.g500 ,5500 -,2914 .5684 ,9357 ,5000 -,3454 -1,0858 ,3595 1.3029 4
,Zb03 -1,G681 ,3641 1.2935 .6500 -,1043 ,5850 ,9097 °5000 -.4440 -1.0712 ,363Z 1,2993
,3000 -1.0792 ,3619 1.Z980 ,75_0 .0374 ,6392 ,8297 ,9000 -.54Z7 -1.0769 ,3644 1,29Z9
.3400 -1.0965 ,3587 1.3065 ,8000 .1018 .6786 ,7651 ,9000 -.6414 -1,058Z .3684 1.2868
.3800 -1.1023 .3552 1.3118 .8500 ,1434 .698q .7338 .5000 -.7401 -1.0414 ,3701 1.2814
.4ZOO -1,1015 .3533 1.3157 .9G00 .1719 .7097 .7172 CHORDWI$E
,460_ -1.1147 ,35Z3 1.3178 .9500 .2024 .7176 .7049 .0600 ,4500 -.6267 .4783 1.0829
.5000 -1.1049 .3514 1.3197 1.0000 ,1908 ,7244 ,6943 .1400 .4900 -.9846 ,3870 1.2481
,5400 -1.1153 .3509 1.3206 .2200 °6900 -1,0731 ,3616 1.2989
.5800 -1.1127 .3658 1.2900 ,3000 .4500 -1,076Z ,3644 1,2930
,b200 -1,0523 ,4639 1.1076 ,3800 ,4500 -1.0617 ,3689 1.2847
,6bOO -.7154 ,5177 1.0172 ,4600 ,4500 -1,0769 .3605 1.3008
.70G3 -.5369 .55_0 .9522 .5400 .4500 -1.12ZZ ,3524 1.3179
.7500 -,3884 ,5938 ,8958 .b200 ,4500 -1,081b ,3638 1.2941
.8000 -,2637 ,b298 ,8401 .7000 .4500 -,9769 ,9065 1.0389
,8500 -.1364 ,6693 .7704 .8000 ,4500 -,2133 .6089 .8730
,9003 -,C037 .7003 ,7318 ,9000 ,4500 -.0045 ,6691 ,7798
,9500 .1G78 .708_ .719g .1014 .3552 ,0990 ,6973 ,7363
.9750 .1420 .7268 ,6907 .2000 .3552 -,0134 ,6664 ,7839
1.0o00 ,1908 .7244 .6963 ,3500 ,3552 -.2169 ,6089 .8725
.4500 ,3552 -.3439 ,5700 .9332
.5500 ,3992 -.2980 ,5830 ,9127
.6500 .3552 -,0860 .6458 .8156
.7500 ,3952 ,0491 .6841 .7966
.8000 .3552 .0991 .6960 .7383
.8500 .3552 ,1447 ,7119 ,7138
,9000 ,3552 .1867 .7237 .6994
.9500 ,3552 ,2051 ,7282 ,b885
_T 111.6251 KPA cq .6990 CD1 ,03703
TT 194,3942 K C_ -.0988 COZ ,03626
_C 4,G812 HILLIO_ CC .0026 CD3 .03036
_AC_ .781_ C04 .02164
ALPHA 2.5050 DEG C05 ,01270
UPPEW SUfFiCE LOwEe SL;RPAC_ SPANWISE
X/C CP P_L/PT _LJC X/C CP PjL/PT qLOC XlC Y1(812) CP P_LIPT MLOC
b,Ob_O ,1058 ,7174 ,70_Z O,_GO0 .1_8 ,7174 ,7052 ,5000 .7401 -1,0622 ,3690 1.2912
.0040 .3722 ,7757 ,6133 ,6040 ,_496 ,8547 ,4787 ,5000 ,b414 -1,1187 *3479 1,3269
,_0_0 ,1199 ,7034 .7259 ,0C80 ,3725 .7753 ,b138 ,5000 ,5427 -1,1178 ,34bb 1,329_
.0153 -,03bb ,b558 ,7981 ,0230 .3820 .7788 ,6082 ,5000 .44_0 -1*1261 .3454 1.3321
,OZSu -,21_1 ,buS7 ,_774 .0500 ,2775 ,7487 ,65_3 ,5000 .3454 -1.1313 ,3426 1,3380
.0400 -,4900 ,52_3 ,9998 ,1C00 ,1526 .7135 .7114 ,50C0 .2467 -1.1381 ,3425 1.3383
,ObO0 -.7088 ,_b3b 1,10B1 .1500 .0709 ,6894 .7484 .5000 ,1480 -1.1493 .3394 1.3449
.O_O0 -,b549 ,42_2 1.1782 ,2000 .0043 .6705 ,777b .5000 .0493 -1.1576 ,3377 1.3484
• LGUO -,9325 ,3996 1.2260 °2500 -.0656 .6690 ,8105 .5000 -.0493 -1,1573 .3363 1.3914
,14OO -i.015_ ,3792 I,Zb34 ,35_U -,202U ,6097 ,8711 ,5000 -,1480 -1.I_16 o3410 1,3415
.l_uO -1._922 .3bb8 1,2_1 .4500 -,3371 .3416 1.3401 .5000 -,2467 -1.1306 .3459 1,3310
• Z2OO -1._833 ,3582 1.3055 ,5500 -,28_4 ,5701 .q330 ,5000 -.3454 -1.1253 .3473 1.3281
.Z6OJ -1.1111 .3951 1,3119 ,_5C0 -.1121 .5859 .9082 .5000 -,4440 -1.1012 ,3921 1.3182
• _O_J -1.11o_ ,3511 1.3202 ,75C0 ,0322 ,b347 ,832_ ,5000 -,5427 -1.1051 .3542 1.3139
,3403 -1.1171 ,3482 1.3263 .8000 .0889 .6780 ,7660 ,5000 -.b414 -1,0912 .3566 1,3089
._800 -1.12_7 ,34_b 1,3338 ,8500 ,1307 .6931 ,7429 ,5000 -,7401 -1.0720 .3612 1.2993
• _2UO -i.1439 .3_U3 1.3_29 .9_GO .1642 .7052 .7241 CH_ROW152
,4ouO -1.151_ .3367 1,3505 .9500 .17_2 .7172 ,7056 ,0600 .4500 -.7042 .4674 1.1016
.SOLO -1,1439 .3476 1.3275 1.0000 .1443 .7104 .7161 ,1400 .4500 -1.0182 .3261 1.2694
• _40J -1.1200 ,3b04 1.3010 ,Z200 .4500 -1.1124 .3492 1,32_2
,58_0 -I,U757 ,4184 1.1888 ,3000 ,4500 -1,1095 ,3513 1,3198
,b200 -,8751 ,488b 1.0654 ,3800 .4500 -1,0933 ,3574 1.3072
.bOO0 -,b251 ._087 1.0318 .4bOO .4500 -1.1109 .3499 1,3228
.70o0 -,555_ ,5_2 .9742 ,5400 .4500 -1.1366 .3409 1.3415
.7500 -.4357 ,5781 .9204 ,6200 ,4900 -1.0929 .3546 1.3133
,_000 -,3_6_ ,6121 .8675 ,7000 .4500 -.9604 .5086 1.0320
,8503 --.1927 ,t541 ._OZ_ ,8C00 .4500 -.Z371 .6¢09 .8849
.9000 -._6 ._24 .7592 ,9000 .6500 -.0249 .6618 ,7909
._00 ,0499 ,69_Z .7411 ,1014 ,3592 ,1303 .7048 .7247
• 975U ,(92b ,71_3 .7044 ,2000 .3552 .0110 *6729 ,7746
l.OOuO .1443 ,7106 .7161 ,3500 ,3552 -,2027 ,6105 .8599
,4500 ,3952 -.3267 .5741 ,9268
• 5500 11355Z -,2949 .9831 ,9126
.6500 .3952 -.0904 .b417 .8219
,7900 .3592 .0451 .6818 .7601
.8000 .3552 .0930 ,6942 .7412
• 8500 ,3552 .1309 .7042 ,7297
1 2_ .9000 .3552 .1_48 ,7144 .2100
• 9500 ,3552 .1859 ,7209 .6999
PT 109.0937 KPA CN ,7094 C01 ,05123
TT 191.9860 K CM -.0q55 CD2 .05061
RC 4.05;9 MILLION CC .0057 C03 .0%038
_ACH ,7796 C0% .OZSgO
ALPHA 3o0141 DEG CD5 .01667
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPENWISE
XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC CP PtL/PT BLOC X/C YI(B/2) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,1720 .7188 .7031 0,0000 ,1720 .7188 ,7031 ,5000 .7401 -1.0969 .35%5 1.3131
,0060 ,3057 ,7515 ,6624 ,0060 ,7051 ,8705 ,4696 .5000 .6616 -1,1603 .3378 1.3483
,0080 ,0637 ,6873 ,7518 ,0080 .4361 ,7q2q .5852 .5000 .5627 -1.1661 ,3359 1.3523
.0150 -,OgSZ ,6410 .822q ,0230 ,4236 .7q04 .58q6 .5000 .4440 -1,1636 ,3357 1,3527
,0250 -,Z830 ,SBq6 ,gOZ% ,05C0 .3097 ,7587 .6606 .5000 ,3454 -1,1632 .3385 1.3666
.0600 -.5421 .5169 1.0217 ,1000 .1767 .7202 .7009 .5000 ,2467 -1.1487 .3413 1.3407
.0600 -.7609 .4518 1.128_ ,1500 .0933 ,6957 .7388 .5000 .1480 -1.1298 .3%39 1.3353
,0800 -.8970 .4117 1.g011 ,2000 .0227 .6749 ,7708 .5000 ,0%93 -1.0073 .3806 1.2607
,1000 -.9885 .3887 1,2648 ,2500 -,0438 .6566 .79q0 .5000 -,0693 -1,0795 ,3606 1.3007
,16o_ -1,0_25 ,3671 1.2875 ,3500 -.185g .6174 .8592 .5000 -.1480 -1,1600 .3418 1,3397
,1800 -1.0851 .3555 1.3111 .6500 -.3230 .3714 1.2788 .5000 -.2%67 -1.1669 .3621 1.3390
.2200 -1,1233 ,3467 1.3293 ,5500 -,2897 ,5767 .qZZ7 ,5000 -.3%5% -1,15%% .3%32 1.3368
,Zb00 -1.1523 .3411 1.3611 ,6500 -,1179 ,5852 .9092 .5000 -.4440 -1.1409 .3672 1.3Z82
.30u0 -1.1532 .3386 1,3489 ,7500 ,0215 ,6363 ,8301 .5000 -.5%27 -1,1308 ,3%69 1,3289
,3%00 -i.1827 .3371 1._698 .8_00 .0163 ,6756 ,7627 ,5000 -,6414 -I,1185 ,3486 1,3254
.3800 -1.1723 .3335 1,3573 ,8500 .1055 .6856 ,7564 .5000 -.7601 -1,1123 ,3537 1,3169
.%Z00 -1.1805 .3309 1.3832 ,q000 .1311 .6q80 .7354 CHOROWISE
.%600 -1,1830 ,3329 1,3588 ,9500 ,1392 ,7067 ,7219 ,0600 .4500 -,7669 ,4546 1.1237
.5000 -1.0459 ,4255 1.1758 1,0000 .0313 ,6773 ,7672 ,1400 ,6500 -1,0761 ,3635 1.2966
,5400 -,8535 ,4426 1.1453 .2200 ,6500 -1.1572 .3389 1.3659
,5803 -.7855 .4842 1,0728 ,3000 ,%500 -1.1645 .3374 1,3490
.6200 -.6463 .4961 1.0528 .3800 .%500 -1.1395 .3438 1.3354
.6b00 -.6043 .5059 1.0385 .4600 ,6500 -1.1574 .3405 1,3426
.7000 -.5680 .5301 .2969 ,5600 .6500 -1,1795 ,3342 1.3561
,7500 -.6859 .5660 .9627 ,6200 .6500 -.9182 .%06% 1.2112
,8000 -.3766 .5892 ,9030 ,7000 ,4500 -,4955 .5291 .9985
,8500 -.2879 .6236 .8696 ,8000 .4500 -,2677 ,5938 .8959
,go00 -.1596 ,6653 ,8166 ,9000 .4500 -.0648 ,6523 .8055
,9500 -.0799 °6889 ,7832 .1014 .3552 ,1552 ,7162 .7102
,9750 -,0108 ,70q7 .7172 ,2000 .3552 ,0276 .6762 .7688
1,0000 ,0313 ,6773 ,7672 ,3500 ,3552 -.1861 .6148 .8532
.4500 .3552 -,3159 ,57q4 .9184
,5500 .3552 -.3018 .5828 .9131
,6500 .3552 -.098B .6610 .8229
.7500 .3552 .0297 .6772 .7672
.8000 .3552 ,0803 ,6926 .7636
,.8500 ,3552 ,1128 ,7018 ,729%
,gO00 .3552 ,1367 .7074 ,7207
.9500 .3552 ,1559 ,7142 ,7102
PT 109,6_66 KPA CN .7325 C01 .06321
TT 19C.6553 K CH -.0270 COZ ,06373
RC 4,1022 MILLION CC .009% C03 .05133
M4CH ,7782 C04 .03203
ALPH_ 3,5131 DEG CO5 ,02204
UPPEk SUkFAC: LOWER SURFACF SPANWISE
X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C CP PsLIPT MLOC X/C YI(BIZ) CP PpL/PT MLOC
o,oouo ,1631 .715_ .7078 0,00_0 .1631 ,7158 ,7078 .5000 .7401-1.1350 ,3681 1.3264
.0060 .Z4_8 ,7600 ,6700 .00_0 .7681 ,8R88 .4536 .5000 ,6614 -L,Iqq7 .3293 1,3667
,OOeO -,0033 ,6879 ,1816 ,0080 ,5105 ,8164 ,5694 ,5000 ,5427 -1,2071 .3276 1.3704
,0150 -,I_36 ,b237 ,0_05 ,0230 ,6563 ,8015 .5710 ,5000 .4660-1.1974 .3330 1,3586
,025_ -,31_5 .5782 ,9203 .0500 .34P0 .7698 ,6227 .5000 .3654 -1.1617 ,3381 1,3676
,0_00 -,5138 .5033 l,(_40a ,1{_0 ,2071 ,7297 .6261 .5000 ,2467 -1,1657 ,3434 1,3363
,0600 -.8161 ,4373 1./544 .1500 ,11_1 ,7019 .7292 ,5000 ,1480 -1,0507 .3768 1,2720
,0800 -,9413 ,3995 1,ZZ41 ,2000 ,0469 ,6e22 ,7596 ,5000 ,0693 -.832% ,6342 1.1600
,luUO -1.029_ ,3701 1,26_5 ,2500 -,0274 ,6824 .7900 ,5000 -,0693 -,8781 ,4215 1.1832
.L_O0 -1,1227 ,35_C 1.3162 35_G -,1707 .6182 ,8580 .5000 -.1480 -1,101b .3538 1.3147
.1800 -1,1400 .3451 1,33g7 4500 -,3167 ,4386 1,1521 ,5000 -,2467 -1,1476 .3427 1.3377
.Zg_O -1.1786 .3351 1.3539 5500 -,2q08 ,5798 .9181 .5000 -,3654 -1,1473 ,3395 1,3647
,2b0_ -1.2007 ,3309 1,3631 65_0 -.1236 ,5852 ,qOg2 .5000 -,6640 -1.1615 ,3410 1,3415
.30uO -1.2065 ,3296 1,36d_ 7500 ,0103 ,6342 .8334 .5000 -.5627 -1,1518 .3619 1,3395
,34u0 -1,20e9 ,3267 1,3724 _000 ,05PZ .6767 ,7711 .5000 -,6416 -1.1501 ,3666 1.3338
,3003 -I,ZCb8 .3277 1.3702 8500 ,0866 .6861 .7536 .5000 -.7401 -1.1012 .3575 1.3069
.62u0 -1.166_ .3416 1,3601 9000 .1137 ,6967 .7604 CHOROWISE
.66_0 -1,09_0 ,3568 1.3086 9500 .0917 .7035 .726q ,0600 ,4500 -,7977 .4461 1.1624
,9003 -,8111 .46_4 1.1101 1.0000 -.0687 .6548 .8017 .1400 ,4500 -1,1204 ,3516 1.3192
.560_ -,7275 .6750 1,09_6 .2Z00 ,4500 -1,2052 ,3273 1,3709
,58v0 -,6267 ,68_7 1,_653 ,3000 .4500 -1,2109 .3266 1.3725
.b20O --.b_06 o4_3 Z.0561 .3800 ._500 -I,1776 .3342 1,3560
,6bOJ -,6_77 ,5016 1.0639 ,6800 ,4500 -1,1905 ,3325 1.3596
.7000 -,5863 .5190 1.0135 ,5400 .4500 -1.1735 ,3400 1,3436
.75_0 -,5_53 .5363 ,9_70 .6200 ,4500 -,6934 .4715 1,0964
._000 -,6593 ,5663 .962_ ,7000 ,6500 -,%892 ,5314 .99%9
.6500 -,37_8 .5911 .9001 .8000 ,4500 -.2999 .5837 ,9116
,9000 -,2761 .6301 .8396 .9000 ,4500 -.1121 ,63q5 .8252
,9500 -,1637 .fi4LZ ,BZZb ,1014 ,3552 .1872 ,7228 ,6q62
,9750 -.1_27 ,6956 ,73q0 ,2000 ,3552 .0686 ,6826 ,75ql
1.0000 -,0687 ,656_ ._017 ,3500 .3552 -.1709 .6220 .8521
.4500 .3552 -.3037 ,5837 .9116
,5500 ,3552 -.2949 ,5881 ,9078
,6500 .3552 -.1045 ,6408 ,8232
• 7500 .3552 ,0183 ,6747 .7712
,8000 ,3552 .0679 ,6898 ,7479
.8500 .3552 .1027 .7010 .7306
1 25 ,9000 .355Z .1213 .7037 .7265
• 9500 ,3552 ,1109 ,7012 .7303
• • ....
PT 109.8661 KPA CN ,7491 CD1 .07433
TT 188.8951 K CH -,0969 C02 ,07568
RC %,1703 N]LLTON CC .0116 CD3 .06279
MACH ,7775 CD% ,03864
ALPHA %,0178 DEG CD5 ,02739
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PsLIPT HLOC X/C CP P, LIPT HLOC XIC YI{81Z) CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 .1526 ,7136 ,7115 0,0000 ,1526 .7134 .7115 .5000 .7401 -1,1625 .3397 1,3462
• 0040 .1700 .7191 .7026 .0040 .8175 .9026 .3856 .5000 .6414 -1.2208 .3239 1,3785
• 0080 -,069d ,6695 ,8099 ,0C80 ,5786 ,8346 ,5167 ,5000 ,5627 -1,2186 ,3236 1,3791
• 0150 -.2236 ,6088 °8726 .0230 .5082 ,8145 .5693 .5000 .%%60 -1.1805 .3339 1.3567
o0250 -.3771 ._623 .9453 ,0500 .3826 ,7794 .6073 .5000 ,3656 -1.1715 ,3380 1.3478
• 0600 -.6306 .6915 1.0605 .1000 .2336 .7364 .6757 .5000 ,2667 -1.0961 .3601 1.3015
• 0600 -.8527 .4269 1.1733 .1500 .1478 .7114 .7145 .5000 .1480 -.8424 .4308 1.1662
.uSO0 -.9878 .3890 1.Z631 .2000 .0681 .8895 .7484 .5000 .0493 -,7222 .4638 1.1078
• 1000 -1,_776 ,3670 1,2877 ,2500 -,0C03 ,6719 ,7755 ,5000 -,0493 -,7688 ,6518 1,1287
• 1_00 -1.1516 .3651 1.3327 .35_0 -.1565 ,6251 .8673 .5000 -.1480 -1.0272 ,3757 1.2703
• 1800 -_o1_59 ,3337 1,3571 ,6500 -,2969 ,4657 1,1065 ,5000 -,2667 -1,1413 ,3681 1,3265
• 2100 -1.2130 .3268 1.3722 .5500 -,2_90 .5851 ,9095 .5000 -,3654 -1.1832 .3374 1.3490 •
• 2600 -1.2296 .3208 1.3856 ,6500 -.1286 .5882 .9067 .5000 -.44%0 -1,1657 .3374 1.3491
• 3000 -1,2391 ,3179 1,3918 ,7500 -.0013 .6356 .8313 .5000 -,5627 -1.1687 .335% 1.353_
• 3600 -1.2333 ,3203 1.3866 .8000 .0623 .6710 ,7768 .5000 -.6414 -1.1694 .3391 1,3456
• 3800 -1,1637 ,3392 1,3_52 ,85C0 ,0799 ,6825 ,7592 .5000 -,7401 -1.0610 ,3696 1,2824
• 6200 -1.0224 .3788 1,2662 ,9000 ,0917 ,6935 .7%22 CHORDWISE
• 6600 -,9817 ,3919 1.2387 ,9500 .0684 .6962 .7380 .0600 .6500 -.8350 ,4328 1.1626
• 5000 -.721_ ,4777 1.0840 1.0000 -,1093 ,6371 ,8289 ,1400 ,4500 -1.1531 .3625 1.3382
• 5600 -,6800 ,4820 1,0767 ,2200 ,4500 -1,2311 ,3178 1,3920
.5600 -.6626 .4873 1.0676 .3000 .6500 -2.2%82 .3159 1,3966
.6200 -o639? ,4899 1,0633 ,3800 ,%500 -1,2252 .3224 1.3818
• 6600 -.6349 .4951 1.0546 .6600 .4500 -1.2133 .3257 1.3766
,7000 -,6087 ,5156 1,0206 : ,5600 ,6500 -1,1094 ,3542 1,3138
• 7500 -,5501 .5366 ,9900 .6200 .4500 -.6494 ,6868 1.0684
• 8000 ".4870 .5_61 .9712 .7000 ,4500 -.5043 .5290 .9987
• 8500 -,4329 .5721 .9299 ,8000 ,6500 -.3360 ,5762 ,9234
• 9000 -.3386 ,6117 ,8680 .9000 .4500 -.1704 ,6227 .8511
.9500 -o2085 o6201 .8552 .1016 ,3552 .2205 .7339 ,6796
• 9750 -,1786 ,6908 ,7666 ,2000 .3552 *0729 ,6891 ,7690
1.COCO -.I_93 .6371 ,8289 ,3500 .355Z -.1567 .6256 ,8666
• 4500 .3552 -,2948 ,5864 ,9074
• 5500 .3552 -.2910 .5858 .9083
,6500 ,3552 -,1156 .6376 ,8281
• 7500 .3552 .0080 ,6727 .7742
• 8000 *3552 .0579 .6868 ,7526
• 8500 .3552 ,08C6 .6927 .7634
• 9000 .3552 ,099% ,6992 .7334
.9500 ,3552 .0896 .6958 .7386
PT 106.1;43 KPA CN ,3122 C01 ,01410
TT 188,1289 K CH -,1009 CD2 ,01618
RC 6,C330 MILLIO_ CC ,0078 CD3 ,01337
HACH ,7981 CD4 ,01311
ALPHA -1,C081 DEG C05 .01126
UPPFK SUaF_CE Ln_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpL/PT ;4L3C X/C CP PJLIPT HLOC XIC YIIBI2) CP PJLIPT HLOC
O.OOCJ ,22_7 .7210 ._99_ O.UOC_ ,2217 .7210 .6997 .5000 .7601 -,6737 .6617 1.1114
• OO_G ._5P9 .90e_ .3729 .0040 -.1838 °6063 ,8796 ,5000 .6414 -.6961 .6562 1.1210
.00_0 .6_ .P_I ._078 .0_80 -,5925 .6859 1.0700 .5000 ,5627 -.6861 .4566 1.1203
• _150 ,4257 .7830 ,o016 .0230 -,25_3 ,5810 ,9159 ,5000 ,6460 -,6768 ,4603 1,1139
• 0250 .2166 .7202 ,7u09 .0500 -.1071 ,52%3 .8_87 .5000 .345% -.6746 .6_95 1.1152
,O_O3 -,0597 ,6390 ._2_1 ,1CCO -,1726 ,6076 ,8744 ,50C0 ,2467 -,6782 ,4592 1,1157
• 06_0 -.3006 .509_ .933_ .1500 -.2159 .591_ .9000 .5000 ,1480 -.6738 .4612 1,1126
• 0800 -._226 ._3LL .9953 °2C.tO -._362 ,5899 ,9019 ,5000 ,0693 -,6739 .%601 1,1162
• 1000 -.5013 .509o 1.3309 .2500 -.2870 .57_8 .9257 .5000 -.0693 -,6707 .6600 1.1164
• 1_u0 -,5697 ,6903 1,0626 ,3_00 -,_222 ,5327 ,9927 ,5000 -,1480 -,6771 ,6593 1,1157
• IBU_ -.6273 ,6750 l,_Sdb .%_00 -.5562 .4615 1,1118 .5000 -,2467 -.6732 ,6611 1.1124
• 2ZUO -.6613 ._6_1 1.1073 .5500 -,3589 ,6951 1,0546 .5000 -.3454 -.6780 ,6607 1,1132
.2600 -,_785 ._588 1.1166 .6500 -,130_ .5499 ,9651 .5000 -.6640 -.6851 .%592 1.1158
• 300J -.6769 .4608 1.1130 .7500 .0332 .6184 .8577 .5000 -,5627 -,6965 .6536 1,1256
.3600 -.6731 .6629 _.1093 ._000 .09_? .6670 .7829 ,5000 -,6616 -.7001 .4526 1,1273
• 3800 -.045_ ,_686 1.0995 ,8500 .1496 .6863 ,7533 .5000 -.7601 -.7046 ,4562 1.1266
,6200 -,_?u8 ,67o7 1,0857 ,9GCO ,1842 ,7015 ,7299 CHORDWISE
• _600 -,O_O_ ,_69_ 1,0982 ,9500 ,2226 .7115 ,7165 ,0600 ,4500 -,2969 ,5702 ,9329
• 50_0 -.6670 ._486 1.13_8 1°0_C0 ,2220 ,7219 ,6983 .1400 ._500 -.5658 ,6936 1,0571
•5€00 -,7154 ,_331 1.1619 ,2200 ,4500 -,6626 ,%629 1,1096
• 5800 -.7696 ,61_5 1.196u .3000 .6500 -,6592 .6616 1.1116
,62UJ -.8295 .3953 1.2322 .3800 .6500 -.6612 .6696 1.0982
• 6ovO -.8_13 .3894 _,Z_3_ .6600 .6500 -,6606 ,4651 1.1056
• ?000 -.9155 .67_7 1°0926 ,5600 .6500 -,7190 .%498 1.1323
• 75uO -.t335 °_731 .92_3 .6200 .%500 -.8273 .4159 1,1935
.800_ -.2930 .62_5 .85_ .7000 .6500 -.8168 .4168 1.1918
.85o0 -.1326 ,65_% .?9gZ *8000 .4500 -.3378 .5583 .9517
.qOOu -.0039 .0915 .?_6 .9000 .6500 .0169 ,6613 .7917
.950J ,1155 ,7093 ,717_ ,1014 .3552 -,1794 .6062 .8766
°9750 .1706 °7236 .6957 .2000 .3552 -.2351 .5878 .9052
1.0000 ._ZO .7219 .6983 .3500 .3552 -.4163 .5351 .9888
•6500 ,3552 -,5366 .5021 1,0426
•5500 .3552 -.3616 ,5510 .9633
• 6500 .3552 -,1398 .6166 .8638
,7500 .3552 .0301 .6661 ,78%%
• 8000 .3552 .0930 ,6856 .7547
• 8500 .3552 .1428 ,7011 ,7306126 ,9ooo .355z .188o .7129 ,7122
• 9500 .3552 .2236 .7225 .6973
• r_
PT 105.3_52 KPA CN .4362 CD1 .02015
TT 189.1769 K CM -.1037 COZ .02104
RC 4,0545 MILLION CC .OOgO CD3 .01705
MACH .BOOb CD_ .01700
&LPHA ,0102 OEG CD5 ,01440
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PsL/PT HLOC X/C CP PpLIPT WLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,193_ .7113 ,7167 0.0000 .1936 .7113 .7t47 ,5000 .7601 -.8063 ,4187 1,1882
.O_6O .75_0 .8781 ,6368 .C_60 .0833 ,6798 ,7633 .5000 .6414 -,8337 .4086 1.2070
.OOBO .5203 .8094 ._594 .0080 -.2677 .5767 .9227 °5000 .5627 -.8355 .4066 1o2107
_ .0150 .3185 .7489 ,6560 .0230 -.0291 .6656 .8158 .5000 .4460 -.6361 .4072 1,Z096
.0250 .1135 .6882 .7503 .0500 .0195 .6603 .7932 .5000 .3454 -.8359 .4083 1,2076
,0400 -.1726 .6055 .8776 .1C00 -.0617 .6371 .8289 .5000 .2467 -.8308 .4093 1.2057
.0600 -,6026 .5353 .9886 .15C0 -.1137 .6217 .8526 .5000 ,1480 -.8261 .4075 1,20g0
,0800 -.5606 ,6962 1.0526 .2000 -,1615 ,6079 .8739 ,5000 ,0493 -,8294 ,4101 1,2042
.I000 -._254 .6723 1,0931 .2500 -,2181 ,5908 ,9005 ,5000 -.0493 -,8279 ,6104 1.2036
.1600 -.69_3 .6522 1.1281 .3500 -.3552 .5501 ,9648 ,5000 -.1480 -.8249 .4119 1.2008
.1800 -,7371 .4390 1.1515 .6500 -.5C08 .4120 1.2006 ,5000 -.2667 -.8264 .4116 1.2013
.2200 -,7762 .4272 1.1727 .5500 -.3463 ,5063 1.0359 .5000 -.3454 -.8306 .4121 1.Z006
,ZbbO -.7972 .4213 1.1835 ,6_00 -.1278 .5534 .9595 .5000 -.4640 -.8297 .4102 1.2040
• 3000 -,8066 .61_7 1.188Z .7500 .0373 .6186 .8575 .5000 -.5427 -.8352 .4104 1.2037
.3400 -.8062 .6167 1.1919 .8000 ,0956 .6671 .7827 .5000 -,6614 -.8380 .4092 1,Z059
,3800 -,8003 o4170 1,1916 ,8500 ,1609 ,6839 ,7570 ,5000 -,7401 -,8349 ,40qi 1,2060
,4200 -,799Z ,6181 1,1896 .gO00 o1811 .6967 .7373 CHOROWISE
.4600 -.8119 .4153 1.1965 .95C0 .2112 ,7090 .7183 .0600 .4500 -,4075 ,5348 .9893
.5000 -.8313 .6051 1.2135 1.0000 .1931 .7133 .7116 .1400 .4500 -.7131 .4666 1,1380
.5600 -.8452 .3923 1,2379 .2200 .4500 -.7763 .4284 1.1706
.5800 -.8774 .3836 1.2548 .3000 .4500 -.7819 ,4257 1.1754
.6Z00 -.9193 .3859 1.2503 ,3800 .4500 -.7956 .4241 1.1783
.6600 -.9110 .6171 1.1912 .4600 .4500 -.8191 .4136 1.1976
.7000 -.8074 .5012 1.0443 .5400 ,4500 -.8612 .4023 1.2189
.7500 -.5223 .5717 .9305 .6200 .4500 -.9229 .3866 1.2528
.8UO0 -.2873 .6048 .8787 .7OO0 .4500 -.8620 .4052 1.2134
.8500 -.1695 .6464 ,8176 .8000 .4500 -.2697 .5762 .9236
,9000 -.0391 .6802 .7627 .9000 .6500 ,olog .6583 .7963
.9500 .0833 .69_3 .7409 .1014 .3552 -.0762 .6336 .8343
.9750 ,1333 .7181 .7063 .ZOO0 .3552 -.1545 .6114 .8686
1,0000 .1931 .7133 .711_ .3500 .3552 -,3435 .5537 .9590
.4500 .3552 -.4794 .5153 1.0212
.5500 .3552 -,3526 .5523 .9612
.6500 .3552 -.1263 .6186 .8575
.7500 .3552 .0425 .6697 .7788
.8000 .3552 .0932 .6824 .7593
.85.00 .3552 .1457 .6985 .7345
.9000 .3552 .1834 .7098 .7170
,9500 ,3551 ,2173 ,7196 .7019
PT 10_,2076 KPA CN ,4880 C01 .02295
TT 189.0700 K CM -.1067 CD2 .02413
RC 4,0967 MILLION CC .0094 CD3 .01959
MACH .8020 CD4 .01897
ALPHA ,6ggc DEG C05 .01600
U_P_ SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C C_ P,L/PT _LOC XIC CP PPL/PT MLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PeLIPT MLOC
O.OGq;o ,1965 ,7111 ,7135 G,O¢._o ,1945 ,7121 .7135 ,5000 ,7401 -,8658 ,4039 1,2159
,00%0 .7005 ,8602 ._686 .00_0 .1773 ,7060 .7261 .5000 .6616 -,8880 ,3935 1.2356
.0080 .6653 .791_ .b_77 .0080 -.1297 .6153 .8625 .5000 .5627 -.8876 .3926 1.2373
.0150 .261U .73?3 .6822 ,0230 ,0925 .6820 .7599 .5000 .4660 -.8906 .3917 1.2390
.OZSO ._505 .o7L1 .7767 .CSC_ .0573 .6697 .7788 ,5000 .345_ -.9006 .3911 1.2402
.0_00 -,2197 ,58_5 ._026 .l_CC -.0330 .6415 .8221 .50C0 .2467 -.8947 .3918 1.2389
.UbUO -,_613 .519_ 1.3130 ,15C0 -.0795 .6305 .8391 .5000 .1480 -.8969 .3930 1.2365
,080J -,5862 .6832 1.0797 .2000 -.1289 .615_ .8622 .5000 .0693 -,8838 .3958 1.2313
.iO_O -.6693 .4576 l,L185 .2560 -.1859 .6007 .8851 .5000 -.0693 -.8813 .3957 1,2313
,1_uo -,7_30 ,_362 1,16_G ,3500 -,3219 ,5617 .9663 .50GO -,1680 -,8843 ,3952 1,2324
.1800 -.7869 ,4228 1.1607 .65C0 -.6669 .3955 1.2318 .5000 -.2667 -.8830 .3942 1.2342
.Z2_O -,_276 ._113 _.Z020 .55G0 -.3457 .5188 1.0154 .5000 -.3454 -,8762 .3965 1.2338
.2600 -.8503 ,6059 /,Z12O .6500 -.1270 .5508 .9637 .5000 -.6460 -.88Z8 .3936 1.2355
,3000 -._577 ._003 1.2226 .75(0 .0329 .6174 .8592 .5000 -.5427 -.8857 .3949 1.2330
,3600 -._710 .3985 I.ZZ60 .COCO .0970 .8635 .7884 .5C00 -,6614 -.8839 .3952 1.2324
,3800 -.87Z5 .3971 _.2258 .8500 .1619 .6836 .7578 .5000 -.7401 -.8787 .3949 1.2329
.620U -,8688 .39_2 1,2267 ,9000 .1831 .6969 .7370 CHORDWISE
.610_ -.87_6 .3975 1,g279 .9500 .1971 .7098 .7171 .0600 .4500 -.4553 .5216 1.0107
• .5000 -,_770 .38_9 1.2645 1.0000 .167g ,7061 .7_59 .1600 .4500 -.7527 .4314 1.1651
.5_bO -.9U_5 .3793 1.2632 .2200 .4500 -.8376 .4C91 1.2062
.5800 -.9_35 .37_0 1.2737 .3000 .6500 -.8267 .6106 1.2037
.6200 -.g_7_ .3_1 I,Z539 .3800 .4500 -.8455 .4058 1.2122
,6603 -.92C9 ._523 1.1278 .6600 .4500 -.8743 .3978 1.2274
.7U03 -._9OO .5165 I,J224 .56G0 .4500 -.9263 .3826 1.2571
.7500 -._752 .55_8 .9509 .6200 .6500 -.9214 .3829 1.2561
.eO00 -.3202 ._9_8 ,_9_ .7000 .4500 -,8715 .3986 1.2258
.85U0 -.ZOIZ .6_05 .8237 ,8000 .6500 -.2787 .5727 .9290
.9000 -.0510 ,6770 .757b ,q000 .4500 .0009 .6536 .8035
.9500 .G735 .6890 .?_92 .1014 .3552 -.0460 .6413 .8224
.9750 ,1l?0 .7130 .7122 ,2000 .3552 -.132b .6155 ,8622
l.O_uu .1_79 .70_I ,7259 .3500 ,3552 -.3261 .5596 .9496
,4500 .3552 -,4768 .5135 1.0241
.5500 .3552 -.3980 .5386 .9835
.6500 .3552 -.1141 .6207 .8562
• 7500 .3552 ,03?9 .6661 .7843
• 8000 ,3552 .0991 ,6844 .7562
.8500 .3552 ,1419 .6967 .7374
127 .gooo .3_z .1811 .708o .7198
.9500 .3552 .2106 ,7167 .7064
PT 108.6604 KPA CN .5416 C01 .02646
TT 194.6731 K CM -,1046 CDZ .01701
RC 4.0152 mILLION CC ,0090 CD3 ,OZZSZ
HACH .7996 C04 .02190
ALPHA .9979 DEG C05 .01852
bPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P.LIRT MLOC XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC YI(81Z) CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,1977 ,7140 ,7105 0.0000 .1977 ,7140 .7105 ,5000 ,7401 -.8990 .39ZZ 1,Z380
.0043 ,63r3 .8435 .4939 .0640 .3152 .7471 .6589 .5000 .6414 -.9381 .3797 1.2623
.0080 .3817 .7704 .621_ .0080 .0112 .6606 .7929 .5000 .5427 -.9418 .3775 1.2667
•0150 ,193_ ,7138 .7Z08 .0230 .1658 .7046 .7250 .5000 ,4440 -,9498 .3764 1,2689
.0250 -.0080" ,65_4 .8024 ,0500 ,1143 .6899 ,7477 ,§000 ,3454 -.9557 ,3763 1.269C W
.0400 -.2887 .5741 .9267 ,1000 .0147 .6602 .7934 ,5000 ,1467 -.9578 .3758 1.2700
.0600 -.5195 .5050 1.036; .1500 -.0440 .6461 .8150 .5000 .1480 -.9480 .3765 1,2688
,USOU -,6667 .4638 1,1078 ,2000 -,0977 ,6286 ,8419 ,5000 ,0493 -,9465 ,3792 1,2635
.1000 -.7271 .4417 1.1465 .2500 -.1587 .6106 .8698 .5000 -.0493 -.9436 .3783 1.1651
• 1400 -.7985 .4111 1.1839 .3500 -.2884 .5721 .9299 .5000 -.1480 -.9509 .3780 1.2658
,1600 -,8398 ,4074 1,2093 ,4500 -,42_% ,3826 1,2567 ,5000 -,2467 -,9434 ,377% 1,2670
.ZZO0 -.8744 .396b 1.Z296 .5500 -.3317 .5333 ,9918 .5000 -.3454 -.9384 *3805 1.2608
,Z600 -,9037 ,3908 1,9407 ,6500 -,1Z61 ,5617 .9463 °5000 --,4440 -,9390 ,3823 1,2574
,30_0 -,9211 ,3657 1,2506 ,7500 ,0333 ,6185 ,8575 ,5000 -,5417 -,9373 ,3819 1,Z581
.3400 -.9247 .3837 1.2546 .8000 .0870 .6657 .7850 .5000 -.6414 -,9298 .3819 1.2582
.3800 -.9316 .3805 1.2608 .8500 .1317 .6805 .7622 .5000 -.7401 -.9358 .3817 1.2584
• 4200 -.9407 .3791 1.2636 .9000 .1704 .6934 .7424 C_RDMISE
• 4600 -.9459 .3792 1.2633 .9500 ,1889 ,7063 ,7224 .0600 .4500 -.5211 ,5051 1,0379
,5000 -,9440 ,3750 1,2717 1,GGGO ,1578 ,7026 ,7282 ,1400 ,4500 -,8224 ,4170 1,1914
,5400 -.9608 ,3651 1,2915 ,2200 ,4500 -.8906 ,3903 1,2417
,5800 -,9867 .3628 1,2962 .3000 .4500 -.8825 ,3950 1.2327
,6200 -1,0023 ,3896 1,2432 ,3800 ,4500 -,8910 ,3925 1,1375
• 6600 -,9054 ,4736 1,0909 ,4600 ,4500 -,9251 ,3829 1,Z561
• 7000 -,6250 ,5151 1,0213 ,5400 ,4500 -,9684 ,3678 1,2860
.75U0 -,4755 ,559Z ,9503 .6200 .4500 -,9650 .3724 1.2768
,8000 -,3304 ,5977 ,389d ,7000 ,4500 -.7922 .4208 1.1844
,8500 -,2038 ,6400 ,8245 ,8000 ,4500 -,2726 ,5750 ,9254
• 9000 -,0576 ,6759 ,7693 ,9000 ,4500 -,0118 ,6526 ,8051
.9500 .0693 .6918 .7449 .1014 .3552 -.0033 .6558 .8002
• 9750 .1201 ,7121 .7134 ,2000 .3552 -.0976 ,6276 ,8435
1,0000 ,1_78 ,7016 ,7182 ,3500 ,3552 -,3013 ,5695 .9340
.4500 .3552 -.4390 °5292 .9983
,5500 ,3552 -,4077 ,5331 .9921
• 6500 ,3552 -.1077 .6233 ,8501
,7500 ,355Z ,0354 .6654 ,7853
• 8000 .3552 .0898 .6817 ,T603
• 8500 .3552 .1349 .6937 .7419
,9000 ,3552 ,1767 ,7080 ,7198
,9500 ,3552 ,1970 ,7138 ,7108
PT 108,9086 KPA CN ,6059 C01 ,04441
TT 189,4371 K CM -,1007 COL ,04436
RC 4.1760 mILLION CC .0117 C03 .03418
MACH .1979 C04 ,02781
ALPHA 2.0060 DEG CD5 .02271
UPPER _URFAC_ LOW_R SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PsLIPT dL_C XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C Y1(812) CP PpLIPT MLQC
0,0000 .1477 .09_8 ,7324 O.CCCO .1477 ,6908 .7324 ,5000 ,7401 -,9803 ,3714 1,2789
,0043 .5071 ,_071 ,5617 .Lt40 .4973 ._047 .5657 ,5000 .6414 -1,0312 ,357Z 1,3076
,_080 ,2650 ,73_6 ,6766 ,0_60 ,2214 ,7232 ,6962 ,5000 ,5427 -h0354 ,3550 1,3120
• _1_3 .0784 .6815 .76C7 ._230 .2866 .7406 ,6690 .5000 .4440 -1.0376 .3535 1.3153
•OZ_u -,lOgO .6272 .8441 .0_00 .2100 .7204 ,7007 ,§000 ,3454 -1.0447 ,3517 1.3189
,O4t;O-.3747 ,5467 .97U1 .1000 .0892 .6858 ,7540 ,5000 ,2467-1,0446 ,3507 1,3211
._ouJ -.5993 .4_38 1.0766 .1500 .01_2 .6636 .7881 .5000 .1480 -1.0484 .3492 1.3242
•O_O_ -,7422 .4349 2.149U .2000 -.0418 ,6463 .8147 ,§000 .0493 -1,0539 ,3485 1,3156
•IbO0 -,OZ_8 ,4145 1.19bO ,2500 -,1007 ,6265 ,8452 ,5000 -,0493 -1.0591 ,3497 1.3230
,14_0 -.8995 ,3945 L,2337 ,3500 -.2464 .5858 ,9084 .5000 -,1480 -1,0380 ,3502 1.3220
• 1860 -,9_01 ,3_20 1,2579 ,4500 -,4040 ,3515 1,3194 ,5000 -,2457 -1,0447 ,3520 1,3184
.ZZuO -.9714 .3715 1.2787 .5500 -.3293 .5381 .983_ ._000 -.3454 -1.0270 .3555 1.3110
,2600-1.0014 .3658 1.29vl .6500 -*1332 .560q ,9476 ,5000 -,4440-1,0199 ,3591 1,3037
,3000 -1._13> .3617 1,2985 ,7500 ,0174 ,6163 ,8578 ,5000 -,5427 -1,0126 ,3600 1,3019
• 34v0 -i,0235 ,3594 1,3030 ,8000 ,073Z ,6629 ,7893 ,5000 -,6414 -1,0095 ,3593 1,3034
• 380J -1.03_6 .3550 1,3122 ,85_0 ,1(,65 ,6789 ,7647 ,5000 -,7401 -1,0079 ,3611 1,2996
.41(0 -i.1469 ,3507 1.3Z10 ,9000 .1391 ,6879 .7§09 CHOROWISE
• 4600 -1,0534 ,3492 1,3242 ,9500 .1307 ,6991 ,7335 ,0600 ,4500 -,5994 ,4797 1,0805
• 500J -1,0400 ,3636 1.2945 1,0000 ,0216. ,6624 ,7901 ,1400 ,4500 -,8994 ,3919 1,2387
,540J -1,00v5 ,3_10 1,1598 .2200 .4500 -,9998 .3640 1.2938 •
• 5800 --.9309 °4453 1.1401 ,3000 .4500 --.9972 .3651 1.291_
.6260 --.7237 .4965 1.0523 .3800 .4500 --.9802 .3682 1.2852
,6600 -.5506 ,5104 1.3291 ,4600 ,4500 -1,0043 .3617 1,2984
• 7_0 -,4934 ,5188 1,0153 ,5_00 ,4500 -1,0497 ,3485 1,3256
.7500 -.474_ .5406 .qBO0 ,6200 .4500 -i,0891 .3371 1,3498
.80U0 -.3961 .5660 .9396 .7000 ,4500 -.6015 .4803 1,0794
.8500 -.3134 .6028 .8819 .8000 .4500 -.2748 .5789 .9192
,9_U0 -.1_46 ,63L6 ,8373 ,9000 .4500 -.0628 ,6390 .8259
•9500 -.0829 ,b467 ,8141 ,1014 ,3551 .0670 ,6766 ,768Z
,97_U -.0345 .6953 .7395 ,Z000 ,3551 -.0465 ,6413 ,8108
1.0_00 .OZlb .b6_4 .7901 .3500 .3551 -.2536 .5814 .9153
• 4500 ,3551 -,4099 ,5357 ,9879
,5500 .3552 -.3622 ,5509 .9635
,6500 ,3552 -,1168 ,6131 ,8505
• 7500 ,3551 ,0169 .6612 ,7919
• 8000 .3552 ,0779 ,6794 ,7639
.8500 .35_Z .1181 .6913 .7456
1 2_ ,9000 ,3552 ,1463 ,6996 ,7328
•9500 ,3552 ,1570 ,7031 ,7275
.PT 176.8073 KPA C_ .2271 C01 .00884
TT 180,9777 K CM -,0634 COZ .00907
RC 0.0259 MILLION CC .0074 CD3 ,00866
MACH ,5990 C04 .00815
ALPHA -1,0001 DEG CD5 ,00804
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT _LOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC YI(BI2) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.0773 ,9970 .0660 0,0000 1.0773 .9970 ,0660 ,5000 ,7401 -,4435 ,6966 ,7374
,0040 ,6875 .9208 ,3450 ,0040 -.1868 ,7495 ,6549 ,5000 .6414 -,4551 .6948 .740Z
.0080 ,4514 ,8734 ,_438 .OOeO -.4848 .6892 .7488 ,5000 .5427 -,4551 ,6940 .7413
.OlbJ ,2Z97 ,8296 ,5Z32 ,0230 -.0448 .7759 .6128 ,5000 ,4440 -,4643 ,6941 .7412
• OZbO ,016Z ,7871 ,5947 0500 -.0850 ,7697 ,6229 ,flO00 .3454 -,4650 ,6924 ,7438
.04C0 -.Z458 .7360 .6762 1000 -.1317 .7603 ,6378 .5000 ,2467 -.4631 .6920 .744§
• 0600 -,4241 ,7009 .7307 1500 -,1568 .7533 ,6489 .8000 .1480 -.4669 .6934 .7423
• ,0800 -,4745 .6914 ,7454 ZOO0 -,1852 ,7482 ,6571 .5000 ,0493 -,4684 .6917 ,7450
• lOOO -.5060 ,6850 .7553 2500 -,Z186 ,7412 ,6681 ,5000 -.0693 -,4669 ,6935 .7422
.14&O -,4973 ,6863 .7533 3500 -,2889 .7268 ,6906 ,5000 -,1480 -,4667 ,6935 .7621
,1800 -,4685 .6888 .7495 4500 -.3388 .6926 .7435 ,flO00 -,2467 -,4642 ,6940 .7414
• 2200 -.4671 ,6993 ,7441 5500 -,2777 .7177 ,7047 ,5000 -,3454 -.4671 .6444 °7408
• 2600 -.4507 ,6952 ,7395 6500 -.1246 ,7302 ,6854 ,5000 -,6440 -.4632 ,6943 .7410
• 30UO -,4466 ,6960 ,7383 7500 ,0119 .7601 .6382 .5000 -.54Z7 -,4601 .6939 .7415
,3400 -,4470 ,6964 ,7378 8GO0 .0676 ,7867 ,5953 .riO00 -.6414 -,4555 .6953 .7394
,3800 -.4439 ,6962 ,7380 8500 ,113Z .7982 .5764 ,5000 -,7401 -.4491 ,6971 ,7366
.4200 -,4555 .6959 .7385 9000 ,1541 .8067 ,5622 CH_RDWISE
.4600 -.4615 .6931 .74Z7 9500 ,2163 ,8146 ,5489 ,0600 ,4500 -.4322 ,7011 ,7304
,50UO -.4658 ,6888 ,7494 1.0000 ,1927 ,8238 ,5332 ,1400 .4500 -,4825 .6894 .7485
• 5400 -,4790 .6877 ,7511 .2200 .4500 -,4649 .6941 ,7413
.5800 -,4960 ,6877 .7510 ,3000 .4500 -.4433 .6986 ,7373
.6200 -,4883 ,6904 °7470 .3800 ,4500 -°4479 ,6956 °7390
,6600 -,48Z6 ,6956 ,7389 ,4600 .4500 -,4485 .6956 .7389
• 7000 -,4559 ,7093 ,7177 ,5400 .4500 -_4694 ,6917 .7469
• 7500 -.3863 ,7310 ,6840 ,6200 ,4500 -.4863 .6895 .7484
• 8000 -,2803 .7556 ,6453 .7000 ,4500 -.4475 ,6961 ,7382
.8500 -.1511 .7789 .608(: ,8000 .4500 -,2778 ,7290 ,6872
• 9000 -,0288 ,80Z2 ,5698 ,9000 ,4500 -,0326 ,7788 .6082
• 9500 ,0875 .8135 ,5509 ,1014 .3552 -,1352 .7573 .6426
.9760 .1432 ,8267 ,5282 ,2000 .3552 -o1842 *7500 .6542
1.0000 .1927 .8238 ,5332 .3500 ,3552 -,2900 .7290 o6871
.4500 ,3552 -,3342 .7187 .7033
• 5500 ,3552 -.Z768 ,7310 ,6840
,6500 .3552 -,1242 .7597 .6389
,7500 .3552 ,0102 ,7861 .5964
.8000 .3552 .0696 .7979 ,fl769
• 8500 .3552 ,1154 ,8071 ,5616
.9000 ,3552 ,1523 .8151 ,5482
,9500 ,3552 ,1810 .8200 .5398
OT 176.784( KPA CH ,3368 COl ,00876
TT 180.9651 K CM -,0627 CD2 .00e98
PC b,0167 _ILLIOW C0 .00_2 CO3 .00856
HA_H .5977 CD4 10082_
ALPHA .C0_0 DEG CD5 ,00799
bPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PsLIPT _L_C X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC XIC Y/(B/2) CP PpLIPT MLOC
O,OObD 1.0976 1,0009 _.0000 0,0000 1,0976 l.OOOq 0.0000 .5000 ,7402 -,4907 ,6878 ,7510
•OU_3 .47Zb ,8774 ,4361 .0040 ,21_2 ,8278 ,5_64 .5000 ,6414 -,4957 .6868 ,75Z4
,0003 ,2060 ,_256 ,5302 ,0180 -,0793 .7688 ,6243 .5000 ,5427 -.5013 ,6851 .7551
,GISO ,_ug3 ,7850 .5981 ,OZ30 .0889 ,8018 .5705 ,5000 .4440 -,5052 ,6848 ,7555
,025_ -,Z_78 ,7433 .bb4_ ,05(0 ,0447 ,7929 ,5852 ,5000 ,3454 -,5057 .6837 ,7573
.0400 -,_634 ,6927 .7433 ,1000 -,0226 ,7809 ,604_ ,5000 .2467 -,5078 .6835 ,7575
.0600 -,6320 .6632 .7933 .1500 -.0677 .7718 ,6195 ,5000 ,1480 -.5114 .6832 ,7581
• U_UO -,65_9 ,6563 ,7994 .2GO0 -,10_3 ,7629 ,6337 .5000 ,0493 -.5159 ,6832 ,7581
,100J -,6691 ,6527 .80_ ,2500 -.1476 ,7554 .6456 .5000 -,0493 -.5115 ,6831 .7582
.1_00 -.6229 ,6607 .7926 .3500 -,2345 .7380 .6731 .5000 -,1480 -,5112 ,6839 ,7570
,1800 -,5973 .6668 ,7832 ,4500 -.2967 .6832 ,7581 ,5000 -.2467 -,5095 .6844 .7562
• 2200 -,5628 ,6742 ,7719 .5500 -.2438 ,7262 .6925 ,5000 -,3454 -,5087 ,6854 .7546
• 26_0 -,5345 .6795 ,7637 .6500 -.1030 ,7365 .6754 ,5000 -,4660 -,5046 ,6860 .7537
,3000 -.5235 ,6813 ,7609 ,75C0 ,0255 ,7643 .6315 ,5000 -,5427 -,5008 .6863 ,7533
.3600 -,5081 .68_4 ,7562 ,8000 .0808 .7889 .5917 ,5000 --,6414 --,4954 .6883 ,7502
,380U -.5_51 ,6664 ,7562 ,8500 ,1206 ,8005 ,5726 ,5000 -,7401 -,4992 ,6876 .751Z
.4ZOO -.5uol ,6846 .7558 .90C0 ,1548 ,8087 ,5590 CHOROWISE
,4000 -,5067 .6835 ,7576 ,950U ,Z188 .8153 ,5479 ,0600 ,4500 -,6Z60 .6638 .7877
.5000 -.b119 .6815 .7606 1._000 ,1843 ,8Z16 .5370 .1400 .4500 -.6240 .6633 ,7886
• .b4C_ -,5179 ,6793 ,76_ .2200 .4500 -,5526 ,6767 ,7680
,SBOO -,5309 .6BZO ,7599 ,30CO ,4500 -,5120 .6854 .7546
,6200 -.5_19 .6838 .7570 .3800 .4500 -,5025 .6858 ,7560
,6600 -,5U75 .6910 ,7460 .4600 ,4500 -,4983 ,6868 .7525
• TbOO -._750 ,7061 ,7226 ,5400 .4500 -,5104 ,6836 .7574
• 750J -,3_90 .729a ,6859 ,6200 ._fiO0 -.5164 ,6830 .7583
,8000 -,2827 ,7556 ,6454 .7000 ,4500 -,4670 .6931 ,7628
,85u0 -.1510 .7801 ,6061 .8000 ,4500 -.2842 ,7277 ,6891
.9000 -,0242 ,8037 .5672 ,9000 ,4500 -,0285 ,7786 ,6085
,95UO ,u927 ,8125 ,5526 .1014 .3552 -.0411 .7770 .6110
,9750 ,1369 ,62_2 ,525_ ,ZGO0 ,3552 -.1105 .7638 .6323
1,0000 .18_3 .8216 ,537G ,3500 ,3552 -,2322 ,7409 .6685
,4500 ,3552 -,2923 ,7283 ,6882
.5500 ,3552 -,2436 ,7374 ,6740
• 6500 .3552 -,0998 ,7662 106284
.7500 .3552 .0277 .7902 .5895
,8000 ,3552 ,0797 ,8006 ,5725
.8500 .3552 .1198 ,8080 .5602
2_ .9000 ,3552 .1564 .8155 .5674
,9500 ,3552 .1810 ,8196 .5402
o,
PT 176,7664 KPA CN .4469 CO1 ,00896
TT 179,7506 K CM -,06ZZ ¢02 ,00914
RC 6.07Z5 MILLION CC -.0008 C03 .00846
MACH ,5977 CO4 ,00858
ALPHA ,9979 DEG CD5 ,00796
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWI$E
XIC CP PsL/PT MLOC X/C CP PtL/PT MLOC X/C Y/(8/2) CP PPL/PT MLOC
0,0000 1,0835 ,998Z ,0500 O*OOCO 1,0835 ,998E ,0500 ,5000 ,7401 -*5Z4Z ,6841 *7567
• bO60 ,Z095 ,8206 .5184 ,0_60 ,526Z ,8889 .4135 ,5000 ,6416 -,5362 *6820 *7598
• OOBO -,0658 ,7719 ,0192 ,0080 ,26C8 ,8326 ,5186 ,5000 ,56Z7 -,5403 ,6813 ,7610
,0150 -,2550 ,7356 ,6769 ,0130 ,1718 ,8388 ,5073 ,§000 .4640 -,5439 ,6790 ,7646
• 0150 -.6679 .6981 ,7350 ,0500 ,1761 ,8Z01 .5397 ,5000 .3456 -.5486 ,6792 .764Z
• 0600 -.6956 .6498 ,8096 .1000 .0761 ,8005 .5726 .5C00 .1667 -.5497 .6796 .7636
,0600 -,8539 ,6192 .8566 ,1500 ,01_5 ,7881 ,5930 ,5000 ,1680 -.5496 ,6780 .7659
,0800 -,_395 .62ZZ ,8519 ,2000 -.031Z .7789 ,6080 ,5000 ,0493 -*5545 ,6772 ,7673
• 1000 -.8368 ,6213 .8516 ,2500 -,0831 ,7693 .6235 .§000 -.0%93 -.5561 ,6761 .7690
• 1600 -,7699 ,6606 ,8235 ,3500 -,1790 ,7508 ,6529 ,5000 -,1480 -,5543 ,6768 .7678
• 1800 -.7067 ,6485 ,8113 ,_500 -,2506 ,6785 .7653 ,5000 -,2467 -,5509 .6764 ,7685
• 1200 -,0534 ,659u ,7951 ,5500 -.20e8 ,7373 ,67A2 .5000 -,3454 -.5537 ,6763 =7686
• 2600 -,6111 ,6667 .7833 ,6_00 -,OBCZ ,7_55 ,6512 ,5000 -,66_0 -,5%76 ,6767 ,7681
• 3000 -.5878 ,6716 ,7758 ,7500 .0609 .7705 ,6216 .5000 -,56Z7 -.5462 ,6751 ,7705
,3600 -.5716 .6752 .7704 ,SCO0 ,08P6 ,7949 ,5818 ,5000 -,6k16 -,5611 ,6766 ,7686
.3800 -,5601 °6776 ,7609 ,8500 ,1253 .8039 ,5669 ,5000 -,7601 -,5351 ,6786 ,7651
,6200 -.5552 ,6768 ,7678 ,qco0 ,1627 ,8112 ,5548 CHORDWISE
.6600 -,5566 ,6781 ,7659 ,9500 ,2217 ,8183 ,5427 ,0600 ,6500 -,8369 ,6183 ,8579
• 5000 1.5_88 ,6785 ,7653 1.0COO ,1755 ,8187 ,5621 ,1600 ,6500 -,7595 ,6348 ,8324
• 5600 -.5553 .6759 ,7692 .ZZO0 ,6500 -,6450 ,6588 ,7956
,5800 -,5605 .6787 ,7650 ,3000 ,4500 -,5868 ,6689 ,7799
• 6ZOO -.5470 ,6804 ,7623 .3800 .6500 -,5604 ,6739 ,7723
,6600 -,5319 ,6885 .7698 ,6600 ,4500 -,5467 ,6771 .7672
,7000 -,4947 ,7039 .7261 ,5400 ,4500 -,5505 ,6774 ,7669
• 7500 -,4110 ,7179 ,6889 ,6200 ,4500 -,5428 .6780 ,7661
• 8000 -,2915 ,7545 ,6670 ,7000 ,6500 -,6858 ,6894 ,7484
.8500 -,1516 ,7783 ,6090 .8000 ,4500 -,291Z ,7Z84 ,6581
• 9000 -.0_54 ,8011 ,5716 .9000 ,4500 -.0282 ,7797 .6067
,95G0 .0888 .8108 .5554 ,101% .355Z ,0586 .7954 .5811
• 9750 ,1347 ,8276 ,5267 .ZOO0 ,3551 -,0387 ,7763 ,6121
1.0000 ,1755 ,8187 ,5621 .3500 .3552 -.17%9 .7492 .6555
• 4500 ,355Z -,Z474 .7357 ,6766
• §500 ,355Z -,211Z ,7460 ,6637
• 6500 ,355Z -,0791 °7690 ,6239
,7500 ,3552 ,0626 ,7929 ,5852
,8000 .3552 ,0900 ,8026 ,5692
,8500 ,3582 .1245 ,8100 .5568
• 9000 .3552 ,161Z ,8166 .5456
,9500 ,3552 ,1800 ,8Z07 .5386
PT 175.9696 KPA CN ,5568 CD1 ,00945
TT 179,96Z1 K CM -,0606 CDZ ,00966
RC 6,U683 MILLIOF CC -,0092 CO3 ,00876
MACH ,5995 CD4 ,OOe06
ALPHA 1,9958 OEG CO5 ,00784
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PpL/PT MLOC
U,UO03 .9977 ,98L2 ,1668 O, OCO0 .9977 .9812 ,1648 ,}000 ,7401 -,5653 ,6739 ,7723
• 0060 -,107_ ,76Z_ oO3_2 ,GO60 ,7516 ,9326 ,3176 ,5000 ,6614 -,5767 ,6711 ,7766
•0080 -,377_ ,70_2 ,7179 .0080 ,5100 ,8865 ,6221 ,5000 ,5427 -,5827 ,6699 ,7785
,u150 -,5186 ,6786 ,7651 ,0230 ,62_1 ,8682 ,6536 ,5000 ,4460 -,587Z ,6675 .7821
•OZSO -,70bb ,6669 ,8169 ,0500 ,2990 ,8430 ,4998 ,5000 .3454 -,5881 .6679 ,7815
• 0600 -.qOlO .5965 ,8968 ,10_0 ,1616 .8157 ,5671 .5000 .Z667 -,5958 *6685 ,7805
• 0600 -1,10_5 .5092 ,9607 ,1500 ,0953 ,BOZ7 ,5690 ,SOO0 ,1480 -,5945 ,6669 ,7830
• GBGO -1,661_ ,5735 ,9276 ,2000 ,0367 ,7908 ,5886 .5000 ,0493 -,5938 ,6672 ,7826
.LO00 -1.0_96 ,5802 .9171 ,2500 -,OZ]6 ,7791 ,6078 ,5000 -,0493 -,5917 ,6667 .7834
•160U -.8929 ,6068 ,_757 ,3500 -,1256 .7596 .6390 ,9000 -,1680 -,5936 °6686 .7804
• 1800 -,6263 ,6217 ,8526 .6500 -,2069 ,6668 ,7832 .5000 -,1467 -,5910 ,6676 .7819
• 220U -,7506 ,6356 .8315 .5_00 -,1796 ,7629 ,6654 ,5000 -,3456 -,5933 .6687 ,7804
•Z6UO -,_980 ,6679 ,_122 ,6500 -,0616 ,7681 ,6573 .5000 -,6660 -,587Z ,6696 ,7789
• 3000 -,6616 .6550 .8016 ,7500 ,0536 ,7716 ,6197 .5000 -,56Z7 -,5839 ,6699 ,7785
,3600 -,6336 ,6595 ,7944 ,BOO0 .1006 .7941 ,5831 ,5000 -,6414 -,5795 ,6697 ,7787
• 38U0 -,6190 ,66_7 ,1895 ,ESOO ,1367 ,8042 ,56_5 ,5000 -,7601 -,5749 ,6715 ,7759
.6Zbo -,0091 ,6032 ,7887 ,9C00 ,1662 .8106 ,5560 CHOROWISE
,6600 -,_989 ,0658 ,7865 ,9500 ,ZZ43 ,8175 ,5661 ,0600 ,6500 -1.0741 ,5718 ,9303
•_0_0 -,5964 ,6686 ,7808 1,0000 ,1610 .8163 ,5462 .1400 ,4500 -.88Z0 .6094 .8716
.56G0 -,5905 ,6667 ,7e36 .ZZO0 ,4500 -.7422 ,6382 ,8271 )
• 5_OO -,5958 ,6716 ,7759 ,3000 ,4500 -,6602 ,6540 ,8029
,6Z00 -,5716 ,6750 ,7706 ,3800 ,4500 -,6199 ,6614 ,7915
• 6600 -,5696 ,6RSZ ,7569 ,6600 ,4500 -,5968 ,6676 ,7823
,7000 -,509Z ,7016 ,7Z97 ,5600 ,6500 -,5825 ,6692 ,7796
,7500 -,6189 ,7276 ,6896 .6200 .6500 -.5683 .6721 ,7751
,bOO0 -,2961 ,7553 ,6459 ,7000 ,4500 -,4990 ,6850 ,7553
• 8503 -,1517 ,7805 .6055 ,8000 ,6500 -,2905 ,7266 ,6908
,90uO -,OZZ2 ,8_09 ,5719 ,9000 ,6500 -,0286 ,7786 ,60_7
,9500 ,0_69 ,8098 ,5571 ,1016 ,3552 .1539 ,8165 ,5491
,97ha ,IZTU ,8Z_4 ,5253 .ZOO0 ,3552 ,0274 ,7899 ,5901
1.0000 ,1610 .8163 ,5402 ,3500 ,3551 -,1231 ,7597 ,6388
,4500 ,355Z -,ZOZ4 .7438 ,6640
,5500 ,3552 -,1785 ,7493 ,6552
• 6500 ,3552 -,0569 ,7730 ,6175
• 7500 ,3552 ,0562 ,7947 ,5823
• 8000 ,3552 ,0987 ,8041 ,5666
• 8500 .3551 ,1352 .8109 .5553
130 .9ooo .355z .1636 .8166 .5657
,9500 .355Z ,1753 .8190 ,5415
PT 176,7937 KPA CN ,6693 COl ,00969
TT 179.9€38 K CM -,0589 COg ,00996
RC 6,0713 MILLION CC -,0209 CD3 ,00916
MACH .5986 CO4 .00862
ALPHA 3.0141 DEG CD5 .00816
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P, LIPT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC YIIBI2) CP P_LIPT MLOC
O,UU_O ,8459 ,9509 ,2b_9 0,0000 ,8659 ,9509 ,Z689 ,5000 ,7601 -.601Z ,6656 e7856
.0060 -.6686 .69Z1 .7663 .0060 .927Z .9672 .2188 .5000 .6416 -.6169 .6623 .7902
.0080 -.7397 .6377 ,8279 .0C80 .7073 .9235 .3388 ,§000 .56Z7 -.6198 .6635 ,7882
• 0£50 -,8506 ,6157 ,8618 .0Z30 .5635 ,8950 ,6011 ,5000 ,6460 -,6300 ,6609 ,79Z3
• 0250 -,9954 ,5886 ,9043 .0500 ,6133 ,8660 ,6578 .5000 ,3656 -,6269 ,6614 ,7916
,O40U -L,2586 ,5381 ,9839 ,1000 ,2538 ,8340 ,5156 ,5000 ,2667 -,6319 ,6596 ,796Z
,0600 -1,6161 ,5061 1,0396 .15C0 .1717 .8179 ,5635 ,5000 ,1680 -*6320 .6597 ,7962
• 0800 -1,3198 ,5238 1,0072 ,ZOO0 ,0989 ,8031 ,5683 .5000 ,0493 -,6357 ,6591 ,7950
.tUb0 -1.2636 .5610 .9793 .25_0 .0370 .7912 .5880 .5000 -.0493 -.635b .6601 .7935
• 1600 -1.0190 .5810 .9159 .3500 -.0708 .7706 .6113 .5000 -.1680 -o6319 .6589 .7953
,1800 -.9416 ,6001 ,8861 ,4500 -,1581 ,6618 ,7910 .5000 -,1667 -,6317 ,6600 *7937
) ,ZZO0 -.8_29 o6191 ,8566 .5500 -.1431 .7527 ,6699 ,5000 -°3656 -,6311 ,6604 ,7930
• 1600 -,7795 ,6311 ,8381 ,6500 -.0360 ,7560 .664? ,5000 -,4660 -,6138 .6615 ,7913
• 3000 -.7318 .6396 ,8150 .7500 .0716 .7783 .6090 ,5000 -,5627 -,6269 ,6596 ,7963
• 3600 -.7000 .6459 ,8156 .8000 .1123 .7983 .5763 ,§000 -,6616 -,6138 .6636 ,7884
• 3800 -.6723 ,6532 ,8061 ,8500 ,1649 ,8073 ,5613 ,5000 -.7601 -,6138 ,6632 ,7887
• 6100 -.6626 .6565 ,8011 ,9000 ,1681 ,8135 ,5508 CHOROWISE
,6600 -,6609 ,65_Z ,7966 ,9500 ,ZZG3 ,8179 ,5633 ,0600 ,6500 -1.6015 ,5105 1,0190
• 5000 -.6293 .6605 .7929 1.0000 .1532 .8166 .5692 .1600 .6500 -1.0017 ._896 .9024
• 5600 -.6276 ,6616 ,7916 .Z200 ,4500 -,8336 ,6201 *8550
• 5800 -,6233 ,6664 *7839 ,3000 ,6500 -,7361 ,6393 ,8155
• 6ZbO -,5990 ,6726 ,7746 ,3800 .6500 -.6736 .6698 ,8093
,6600 -,5730 °6808 .7618 ,6600 ,6500 -,6618 ,6577 ,7972
• 7000 -.5116 .7035 . .7314 .5600 .4500 -.6173 .6631 .7887
• 7500 -.4261 .7272 .6899 .6200 .4500 -.5920 .6685 .7806
• 8000 -.2919 . ,7557 ,6653 ,7000 ,4500 -,5132 ,6836 ,7576
• 8500 -,1665 ,7790 ,6078 ,8000 ,6500 -,2932 ,7174 ,6897
• 90_0 -,0_19 .8015 ,5709 .9000 ,4500 -,0171 ,7810 ,6066
,9500 ,0a65 ,8073 ,5616 .,1016 ,3552 ,2603 ,8319 ,5194
,9750 ,1161 .8279 ,5261 ,ZOO0 ,3552 ,1027 ,8045 ,5660
1,0_00 .1532 ,8144 ,5692 ,3500 ,3551 -.0678 .7726 .6186
,4500 ,3552 -,1560 ,7556 .6657
• 5500 ,3551 -,1403 ,7568 ,6636
• 5500 ,3552 -,0350 ,7775 ,6102
.7500 °3552 °0725 °7977 .5773
.8000 .3552 .1081 .8057 .5660
,8500 ,3552 .1630 ,8130 ,5518
,9000 ,3552 ,1681 ,8181 ,5630
.9500 .3552 ,1801 ,8205 .5389
PT 176.7_36 KPA CN ,7836 CO1 ,01081
TT 180,0150 K CM -,0561 CO2 ,01102
RC 6.0881 MILLIQK C¢ -.0362 CD3 .01020
MACH o6016 C06 ,00936
ALPHA 6.C111 DEG CO5 .00927
bPPEk $UkFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PnLIPr HLDC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC YI(81Z) CP P_LIPT MLOC
O.OO_O .6429 .9112 .3666 OoOCCO .6429 .0112 °3666 .5000 .7601 -.6637 .6562 .8026
.O_6u -.8_16 .61_1 .8581 .CO60 1.0Z57 .9866 .1391 .5000 ,6416 -,6532 ,6541 ,80Z8
.0080 -1.1_31 .5619 .9659 ,0_80 .8570 .9516 .2660 .5000 .5617 -.5564 .6531 .8061
.Olb_ -1.167Z ._SZZ .9613 .0230 .6740 .9176 .3530 °5000 ,6660 -,6579 ,6510 ,8076
,O/bu -1,26o7 .5328 .9916 ,05CO .5032 .8835 .4240 .5000 ,3656 -,6615 ,6516 ,8066
.0_00 -1._2_3 .6790 1.0817 .1_00 .3334 .8493 .4_85 .5000 .2667 -.6635 .6513 .8070
.66_0 -1.7567 .63_3 1.1599 .1500 .2651 .8315 .5199 .5000 .1680 -.6671 .6490 .8106
.0800 -1._271 .4195 1.1809 .ZCOC .1666 .8168 ,5686 .5000 .0693 -,6672 ,6503 .8085
.10_0 -1.7339 ,63_6 1.1529 .2500 .0937 .80Z0 .5702 ,SOO0 -,0693 -,6656 ,6690 ,8105
.1400 -_._265 ._590 .9_06 .3500 -.0219 .7786 .6085 .5000 -.1680 -.6620 .6507 .8079
.ldOu -L._GO .5776 .9111 .6500 -.116_ .6697 ,8096 ,5000 -,2467 -,6658 ,6521 ,8058
,2200 -,9299 .9971 ,.3907 ,5500 -,110_ ,7600 ,6383 .5000 -.3656 -,6621 .6518 .8062
.2600 -.8513 .61Z4 .8670 .6500 -.0139 .7605 ,6375 ,5000 -,4660 -,6645 ,6491 ,8106
,3_&O -.EC18 ,62Z7 ,8510 ,75C0 .0815 .7801 ,6061 ,5000 -,5617 -,6576 ,6518 ,8062
.3600 -.759_ .b33u °U351 .8000 .1739 .7987 .5755 .5GO0 -.6616 -,6699 .6541 .8025
.3800 -.7167 .6392 oBZ56 .85C0 .1506 ,8080 ,5600 ,5000 -,7601 -,6673 ,6550 ,8016
.620_ -.7G16 .6616 .dZOt ,9C00 ,1717 .8111 ,5532 CHORDWISE
,4600 -.6840 ,6671 ,813_ .9500 .2189 .8163 .5661 .0600 .6500 -1,6876 ,4467 1,1378
.5600 -,6695 .6530 .80_6 I,OCO0 ,1279 ,8073 ,5613 .1600 ,6500 -1,0636 .5685 ,9356
J .5600 -.6568 .65Z4 .8056 .ZZO0 .4500 -o9210 .5970 ,8909
,5800 -.6500 .0606 .7931 .3000 .6500 -,7933 ,62_3 ,8671
,6ZU_ -,_165 ,bb58 ,7_48 ,3800 ,6500 --*7326 °6376 .8284
,6600 -,5_14 .6783 ,7655 ._600 .6500 -.6718 ,6687 .8110
.7000 -.5233 .7003 .7317 .5600 ,4500 -,6644 .6531 ,8062
.750_ -.6ZZL .7274 .6896 .6100 .4500 -.6163 ,6624 ,7900
,BOO3 -,2810 ,7530 ,6696 ,7000 .6500 -.5_61 ,6799 .7631
,_5U0 -,1435 .7190 ,6079 ,8000 ,6500 -,2891 ,7250 ,6936
,900) -,hZ_Z ,7978 ,5770 ,9000 ,4500 -,OZC5 ,7786 ,6085
,95_0 ,_7_1 ,8034 .5678 .1014 .355Z .3238 ,8475 ,4916
.9750 .1Clb .E268 ,518Z .2000 ,355Z .1636 .8164 .5493
1,0000 ,1_79 .8073 .5613 ,3500 ,3552 -,0216 ,7781 ,6093
.6500 ,3552 -,1125 ,7586 ,6405
,55C0 .355Z -,1100 ,7591 ,6397
.6500 .3552 -.0073 .7813 ,6060
,7500 ,3552 .0801 ,7987 ,5755
,8000 .3552 °1255 °8073 ,5613
,8500 ,3551 ,1697 ,8115 ,5561
1 _1 °9000 ,355Z ,1707 ,8176 .5439
,_500 ,355Z ,1698 ,8181 ,5630
PT 176.8027 KPA CN ,8921 COl ,01359
TT 179,9672 K C_ 1"0504 COZ .01390
RC 6.0721 MILLION CC -,0508 CD3 .01301
MACH .5989 CD4 .01222
ALPHA 5,0148 DEG CD5 ,01167
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPkN_XSE
XIC CP P#LIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC YI(81Z) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .4170 ,8678 .4544 O. OCO0 .4170 ,8678 ,4544 ,5000 ,7401 -,67C5 .6§19 .8062
.0040 -1.2042 ,5450 .9730 .0440 1,0824 .q979 ,0543 .5000 .6414 -,6813 ,6501 ,8089
.0080 -1,4894 ,4890 1,0648 ,0080 ,9660 ,9747 ,1915 ,5000 .5427 -,6831 .6502 ,8086
• 0150 -1,4959 ,4q06 1,0620 ,0230 ,7770 ,9383 .3018 ,5000 ,4440 -,6913 ,6494 ,8099
• 0250 -1,_039 ,4663 1,0693 .0500 .5921 ,g007 ,3892 ,5000 .3654 -.6953 ,6507 .8079
• 04_0 -1.7176 ,4441 1.14Z2 ,lOGO .4100 .8654 ,4589 .5000 .2467 -.6963 ,6469 .8138
.0600 -1.9905 .3907 1.2411 ,1500 ,3C81 ,844_ .4969 ,5000 .1460 -,6990 .6484 ,8115
.0600 -2._899 .3689 1.2839 .2000 .2259 .8Z80 .5261 ,5000 .0493 -,6972 ,6479 .81Z2
.1000 -2.1523 ,35_3 1,3055 .2500 ,1526 ,8150 .5483 ,5000 -.0493 -,6917 ,6486 .8112
,14UU -1.6453 ,4567 1.1202 .3500 ,025g ,7869 .5918 ,5000 -,1480 -,6951 .6463 .8147
,1800 -1,0281 ,5_33 ,gIz3 .4500 -,0785 ,6468 .8140 .5000 -.2467 -,6999 .6463 .8147
,ZZO0 -.g6L1 .5953 .8935 ,550_ -.07q5 .7685 ,6248 .5000 -.34§4 -.6866 ,64qq .60qZ •
• 26u0 -.Pq67 .b072 .8750 .6500 .0080 ,7674 ,6265 .5000 -,4440 -,6819 ,6505 .8083
.3000 -.8433 ,6176 .8587 ,7500 ,094g ,7854 ._974 °5000 -,5427 -.6837 .6526 .8051
.3400 -._014 ,6264 .8453 ,_000 ,1373 .801q °5703 .5000 -,6414 -,6884 ,6507 ,8079
,3_00 -.7645 ,63_Z ,_333 .8500 .1570 ,8123 ,5529 ,SCO0 -,7401 -.6687 ,6545 .8021
,4200 -.7415 ,6395 .8151 .9000 .1741 ,8156 ,5472 CHORDWZSE
.4600 -.7107 ,6458 ,8155 ,9500 .2228 .8186 ,5421 .0600 .4530 -1.9003 .4105 1.2036
.5000 -.6932 .6496 .8097 1.0C00 .1151 .8087 ,5589 ,1400 ,4500 -1.6550 .4591 1,1159
,5400 -.6827 ,6538 .8031 ,2200 ,4500 -.9513 .5958 ,8qz8
.5800 -,6712 ,6609 ,7922 ,3000 ,4500 -.8382 ,6172 .8596
.6200 -.6311 .6688 .7801 .3800 .4500 -.7703 ,6337 ,6341
,bb00 -,5890 .6781 ,7b58 ,_600 ,6500 -,7072 .6472 .8134
.7000 -.5343 .6995 .7330 ,5400 .4500 -.6741 .6517 ,8064
,7500 -,4305 .7301 .6852 .6200 .4500 -.6255 .6_19 .7907
.8000 -,2782 ,7577 .6420 .7000 .4500 -,5126 .6797 ,7635
,8500 -,1377 ,781_ ,6016 ,8000 ,4500 ",Z869 .7278 .6890
,9000 -,C179 ,7972 .5781 .9000 .4500 -,0260 ,7791 .6077
.qSO0 .0582 .8050 .5652 .1014 .3552 .3987 ,8632 .4630
.9750 ,C982 .8286 .5251 ,2000 ,3552 .2210 .8295 ,5235
1.0000 ,1151 ,8C87 ,5589 ,3500 .3552 ,0200 ,7887 .5921
.4500 ,3552 -.0768 .7698 ,6127
• 5500 ,3552 -.0807 ,7679 .6257
.6500 .3552 ,0127 ,7858 ,5g66
• 7500 ,3552 .0963 ,8041 ,5666
• 8000 .355Z ,1339 ,8121 °5532
,8500 .3552 ,1545 .8150 ,5483
,9000 .3552 ,1747 .6194 .5409
.9500 .3552 .1743 .8185 .5423
PT 17_,5687 KPA CN 1,0158 CDI .02032
TT 179,8122 K C_ -.0486 CO2 .02037
RC 6.0831 MILLION C_ -.0676 CD3 ,01907
HACH ,6005 CO4 ,01842
ALPHA 6,0079 DEG CD5 .01631
UPPE_ SURFACE LOWER SLIRFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PmL/PT HLOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC X/C YI{BI2) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .2038 ,8226 ,5354 O.OGO0 .2038 .8226 .535_ ,5000 .7401 -,7041 .64Z9 ,8200
,UC40 -1.5438 ,4dOE 1.0798 ,€._4O 1.0q72 1.0007 0.0000 ,5000 .6_14 -,7021 ,6424 .8207
,0080 -1.8101 ,_268 1.1736 .00_0 1.02_q .q871 .1367 .5000 .5427 -,7108 .6442 ,8180
• O_b_ -1,9381 .3Q99 1,223_ ,0230 .84Pq .q511 ,2684 ,5000 ,4440 -,7167 ,6420 ,8213
,0250 -1,90fil ,403_ 1.1162 ,0_00 ,6669 ,q160 .356C ,5000 ,3454 -,7126 .6430 ,8198
,0400 -_,8989 ,4082 1.2079 ,1000 ,47q0 .8780 .4349 .5000 ,2467 -,7131 ,6444 .8177
• Oh00 -Z.1154 .36Z0 1.2979 ,1500 .3648 .8562 ,4760 ,5000 ,1480 -,7196 ,6423 ,8208
• 0800 -2,2650 ,3386 1.3466 .2000 .2798 .8382 ,5082 ,5000 ,0493 -.7199 ,6429 ,819g
• 1000 -2,3075 ,3241 1,3782 .2500 ,1974 .8226 ,5353 ,5000 -,0493 -.7165 ,6404 ,8237
• 1_ -2.3205 ,322g 1.380_ ,3500 .0784 .7983 .5762 ,5000 -,14_0 -,7193 .64_8 .8116
•1800 -1,5425 .47_5 1.0859 ,4500 -,0337 ,6411 ,8227 .5000 -.24_7 -.7134 ,642g .8199
,ZZO0 -I,0gZ_ ,56_9 .q380 .5500 -.0539 .7758 .6t30 ,5000 -.3454 -.7159 .6424 ,8207
• 2600 -,_b77 .blZ5 .86_8 .b500 ,0366 .7741 ,6157 ,5000 -.4440 -.7158 ,6427 .8203
.30uO -.8399 ,6159 ,_615 .750_ .1154 .789q .59Ol ,5000 -.5417 -,7057 ,6418 .8216
,34UJ -,8_11 ,62?5 .8514 .80_0 ,1441 ,8060 ,5635 ,5000 -.6414 -,7034 .6434 ,8192
,3800 -,7873 ,6291 .84_2 ,85C0 .1723 .8114 .5543 .5000 -.7401 -.6960 .6461 ,8150
• 4200 -,7_68 ,0321 .8366 .g_00 .1872 ,8175 ,5441 CHORDWISE
• 46u0 -,7379 ,6380 ,_275 .q500 .2360 .8110 .5382 ,0600 .4500 -2.0470 ,3814 1,2592
• 5000 -.7213 .b_76 ,8127 1,0000 .1330 ,8097 .5573 .1400 ,4500 -2,3262 .3206 1.3860
• 5400 -,6968 .64_8 .8109 ,2200 ,4500 -.9335 .5984 .8887
,5800 -._Bbg .6577 ,7972 .3000 ,_500 -,648_ .6170 .6599
• 6200 -.6451 ,6628 .7R93 °3800 .4500 -,7944 .6251 ,8474
• 6600 -.6016 ._75g .7692 .4600 .4500 -,7ZqZ ,6381 ,8273
,70_0 -,5468 .69d3 ,7348 .5400 .k500 -.6868 .6477 .8125
.7500 -,4333 ,72_8 ,Oq3_ .5200 .4500 -,6418 ,6569 .7985
,80_0 -,2992 ,7521 ,651_ ,7000 .4500 -,5319 .6767 ,7680
.8500 -.1621 .775P ,6135 ,8000 ,4500 -,3019 ,7265 .6942
• 9000 -.0340 .7951 .5816 .qo00 ,4500 -.0371 ,7754 ,6137
.9560 ._610 ,b_39 .5669 .1014 ,3552 ,4699 ,8765 ,4378
• 97_0 .1019 ,8302 ,5Z23 ,2000 .3552 ,2615 .8391 ,5066
1.0000 ,1330 ,8097 ,5573 .3500 ,3552 ,0767 ,7998 .5738
• 4500 ,3552 -,0248 ,7778 ,6098
.5500 ,3552 -.0442 ,7746 .6149
• 6500 .3552 ,034_ .7912 ,5880
°7500 ,3552 ,1131 .8053 ,5647
,8000 ,3552 .1530 ,8133 .5513
.8500 .3552 .1730 ,8181 ,5431
132 ,_ooo ,3552 .1863 .8206 .5387
.9500 .3552 ,1817 ,8208 .5385
PT 176.55_5 KPA C_ 1.1232 CD1 .03136
TT 180.0520 K C_ -.042_ ¢D2 .03089
RC 6.0746 MILLION CC -.0837 CD3 .02969
HACH ,6009 CD4 .02890
ALPHA 7.0226 DEG CD5 .02598
UPP[R SURFACE LOWER S_RFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsL/PT HLOC XIC CP PILIPT MLOC XIC YI(BI2} CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 -.C069 .7823 .6024 0.0000 -.0069 .7823 .60Z4 .5000 .7601 -.7030 .6430 .8198
,0040 -1.8320 ,4187 1.1883 .0060 1.0917 ,9996 .0251 .5000 .6414 -,7134 .6434 .8192
• 00_0 -1.9878 .3859 1.2506 .0080 1.0713 .9956 .0792 .5000 .5%27 -.7091 .6436 .8188
.0150 -2.16a5 .3532 1.3160 .0230 .9115 .9640 .ZZqZ .5000 .4440 -.7088 .6435 .8189
& .0250 -2.2559 .3406 1.3624 .0500 .7244 .9266 .3316 .5000 .3454 -,7115 .6605 .8236
• 0400 -Z.2901 .3345 1.3555 .1COO .5317 .888Z .4149 .5000 .Z467 -.7178 .6427 .8203
• ObOO -2.3571 .3141 1.6006 .1500 .4196 .8656 .4586 .5000 .1480 -.7158 .6407 .8233
• 0800 -2.6391 .3006 1._316 .2000 .3253 .8478 .4911 .5000 .0493 -.7160 .6427 .8203
• 10u0 -g.5134 .2892 1.6586 .2500 .2480 .8335 .5166 .5000 -.0493 -.7191 .6409 .8230
.1400 -2.5042 .2661 1.6662 .3500 .1151 .8075 .5610 .5000 -.1480 -.7137 .6412 .8225
• 1800 -1.9363 .3979 1.2273 .4500 .0012 .6434 .8191 .5000 -.2467 -.7141 .6412 .8225
• 2200 -1.554T .4766 1.0859 .5500 -.0226 .7828 .6017 .5000 -.3454 -.7128 .6429 .8199
• 2600 -1.1576 .5533 .9596 .6500 .0471 .7790 .6078 .5000 -.4440 -.7117 .6424 .8207
• 3000 -.8568 .6124 .8669 .7500 .1219 .7939 .5836 .5000 -.5_27 -.7117 .6448 .8170
.3600 -.7663 .6329 .6353 .8000 .1607 .8072 .5615 .5000 -.6616 -.7018 .6439 .8184
• 3800 -.7626 .6370 .8290 .8500 .1787 .8146 .5490 .5000 -.7401 -.7032 .6445 .8174
.4200 -.7432 .6367 .8294 .9000 .1930 .8192 .5411 CHOROWISE
• 4600 -.7319 .6364 .8299 .9500 .2319 .8213 .5376 .0600 .4500 -2.1927 .3414 1.3607
• 5000 -.7198 .6467 .8140 1.0000 .1183 .8066 .5625 .1400 .4500 -2.5006 .2881 1.6613
.5_00 -.6971 .6474 ,8131 .2200 .4500 -1.5120 .4829 1,0751
• 5800 -.6823 .6575 .7976 .3000 .6500 -.8054 .6239 .8491
• 6200 -.6408 .6651 .7859 .3800 .4500 -.7774 .6299 .8400
.6600 -.5973 .6775 .7668 .4600 .4500 -.7374 .6382 .8272
• 7000 -.5309 .6979 .7354 .5400 .4500 -.6924 .6473 .8132
.7500 -.4287 .7258 .6922 ,6200 .6500 -.6392 .6575 .7975
.8000 -.2937 ,7507 ,6531 ,7000 .4500 -,5218 .6776 .7666
.85_0 -.1652 .7757 .6132 .8000 .4500 -.3026 .7232 .6962
• 9000 -.0668 .7935 .5862 .9000 .4500 -.0545 .7726 .6185
.9500 .0524 .8003 .5730 .101_ .3552 .5224 .8868 .4176
• 9750 .0838 .8292 .52_0 .2000 .3552 .3267 .8479 .4910
1.0000 .1183 .8066 .5625 .3500 .3552 .1113 .8030 .5685
.4500 .3552 .0107 .7855 .5972
.5500 .3552 -.0172 .7795 .6070
.8500 .3552 .0508 .7935 .5842
.7500 .3552 .1292 .8092 .5580
• gO00 .3552 .1553 .8146 .5690
.8500 .3552 .1764 ,8189 .5417
.9000 .3552 .1863 .8207 .5386
• 9500 .35_2 .1892 .8211 .5378
PT 176.5206 KPA CN 1.1886 CD1 .04438
TT 18C.0217 K CH -.0353 CDZ .04561
RC 6.0619 MILLION CC -.0947 C03 .04388
_ACH .5991 C04 .04182
ALPH_ 8.0126 DEG CD5 .03982
bPPFR SUkFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLDC XlC YI(BIZ} CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 -.1_34 .7482 .6571 0.00G0 -.1834 .7482 .6571 .5000 .7401 -.6702 .6505 .8082
.0040 -2.1153 .3706 1.2805 .0_40 1.0707 .9973 .06g5 .5000 .6414 -.6694 .6509 .8076
.u080 -Z.2191 .3449 1.3332 .0080 1.0885 .9992 .0339 .5000 .5_27 -.6796 .6693 .8101
.0150 -Z.3699 .3196 1.3801 .0230 .944_ .9708 .2062 .5000 .4440 -.6869 .6459 .8153
• 0250 -2.6160 .3051 1.6210 .0500 .7749 .9377 .3042 .5000 .345_ -.6887 .6491 .8104
.0400 -_.4602 .2976 1.43_5 .1000 .578_ .8980 .3948 .5000 .2467 -.6852 .6500 .8090
•0600 -Z.b639 .2768 1.6892 .l_O0 .4667 .8761 .4386 .5000 .1480 -.6787 .6494 .8100
.O8&O-Z,5992 .2659 1.5169 .2{_0 .3651 .8569 .4746 .5000 .0493 -.6567 .6513 .8070
.1000 -2.6586 .2570 1.5_02 .2500 .2907 .8425 .5007 .5000 -.0493 -.6757 .6475 .8128
• I%Gu -2.6606 .2606 1.5307 .3500 .1491 .8130 .5517 .50C0 -.1480 -.6793 .6474 .8130
.1800 -1.8557 ._180 1.1896 .4500 .0269 .6518 .8063 .5000 -.2467 -.6920 .6_64 .8145
• 2ZOO -1.7659 .4400 1.1698 .59_0 -.0002 .7891 .5913 .5000 -.3454 -.6991 .6441 .8180
•2600-1.6909 .4881 1.0662 .6500 .0607 .7_25 .6022 .5000 -.4440 -.6922 .6474 .8131
• 3000 -1.0369 .5779 .9207 .7500 .1273 .795_ .5809 .5000 -.5427 -.6805 .6483 .8116
• 3_00 -.8e52 .6082 .8735 .8000 .1636 .8101 .5565 .5000 -.6414 -.6894 .6484 .8115
.3800 -.7546 .63_5 .8329 .85_0 .1712 .8166 .5457 .5000 -.7401 -.6840 .6495 .8098
.4200 -.7t84 .6397 ._Z49 .90_0 .17_8 .8182 .5430 CHORDWISE
• _600 -.7122 .64_5 .8175 .9500 ._1_7 .8193 .5410 .0600 .4500 -Z.3925 .3124 1.6062
• 50gO -,6684 .6562 .7995 1.0000 .0782 .7994 .5745 .1400 .4500 -2.5800 .2681 1.5111
• .5400 -.6_35 .6559 .7999 .2200 .4500 -1.7536 .4373 1.1565
.5800 -.64_7 .66_1 .7858 .3000 .4500 -1.0657 .5758 .9240
.62_0 -.5B13 ._738 .7725 .3800 .4500 -.7621 .6330 .8351
.6600 -.5439 .6867 .7526 .4600 .4500 -.7038 .6467 .8141
.7000 -.4814 .70_3 .7240 .5400 .6500 -.6659 .6552 .8010
.75u0 -.39_7 .7_67 .6907 .6200 .4500 -.6006 .6657 .7849
•8OOO -.2832 .7515 .6518 .7000 ._500 -.4783 .6862 .7534
.85u0 -.1648 .7708 .6211 .8000 .4500 -.2741 .7304 .6881
.9000 -.0628 .7870 .5948 .9000 .4500 -.0587 .7737 .6164
.9500 .0132 .7940 .5833 .1014 .3552 .5707 .8972 .3966
.9750 .0488 .8218 .5264 .2000 .3552 .367_ .8565 .4754
1.0000 .0782 .7994 .5745 .3500 .3552 .1463 .8133 .5512
.4500 .3552 .0323 .7885 .5924
.5500 .3552 .0005 .7840 .5997
.6500 .3552 .0641 .7979 .5769
• 7S00 .3552 .1328 ,8100 .5567
.8000 .3552 .1606 .8167 .5454
,_ _ .8500 .355Z .1694 .e19o .5415
.9000 .355Z .1731 .8184 .5425
.9500 .3552 .1686 .8180 .5632
.PT 176.5472 KPA CN 1.2115 CD1 .05868
TT 180,0530 K C_ -,0240 C02 ,05896
RC 6.0686 MILLIO_ CC -.1010 CD3 .05800
HACH .5974 C04 .05422
ALPHA 9.0118 DEG CD5 .05144
UPPER _UkFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC CP P, LIPT MLOC XlC Y1(812) CP PtLIPT HLOC
0.0000 -.3183 .TZZZ .6977 0.0000 -.3183 .7ZZZ .6977 .5000 .7401 -.6435 .6577 .7973
.OuTO -2.2392 .3619 1.3375 .0060 1.0622 .9942 .0913 .5000 .6414 -.6440 .6552 ,8010
.OObO -2.4143 .3158 1.3966 .0C80 1.0980 1.0011 0.0000 .5000 .5417 -.6536 .6530 .8065
.0150 -2.5254 .2933 1.6689 .0230 .9694 .9757 .1875 .5000 .6440 -.6658 .6547 .8018 4
• 0250 -2.5819 .2769 1.6888 .0500 .806E .9435 .2894 .5000 .3454 -.6746 .6523 .8055
• 0600 -Z.5831 .Z796 1.5001 .1000 .6061 .9069 ,3802 .5000 .1667 -.6645 .6526 .8051
•0600 -2.6757 .2520 1.5537 .1500 .4914 .88Zq ,4Z54 ,5000 .1480 -.6676 ,6572 .7979
• 0800 -2.8007 .2616 1.5824 .2000 .3979 .8637 ,4620 .5000 .0493 -.6596 .6554 .8007
• 1000 -Z,8136 .Z353 1.6000 .Z500 .3057 .8464 ,4937 .5000 -,0493 -.6834 .65Z4 .8053
,1400 -Z,7551 ,Z4_7 1.5794 ,35_0 ,1565 .8158 .5470 .5000 -.1430 -,6708 .6549 ,B014
,1800 -1.q_21 ,6057 1,Z1Zb ,4500 ,0247 .65_1 .8017 ,5000 -.1467 -.6699 ,6536 .8035
,EGO0 -1.7954 .4311 1,1656 .5500 -.0055 ,787Q .5934 ,5000 -.3456 -.6710 ,6506 .808Z 6
• Z600 -1.4351 .5051 1.0379 .6500 .0683 .7862 ,5961 .5000 -,4440 -.6558 .6577 ,797Z
.3000 -1.07_Z .5719 .9301 .7500 .1074 ,7957 .5806 .5000 -.5627 -.6616 .6588 .7956
.3400 -.9572 ,5931 .8970 .8000 ,1315 ,8061 .§633 .5000 -.6414 -,6Z96 .6593 .7967
.3800 -.7970 .6266 .8484 .8500 .1472 .8119 .5536 .5000 -.7401 -.6337 .6605 .7929
.4Z00 -.7410 .6399 .8145 .9000 .1454 .8138 .5506 CH_ROgISE
.4600 -.71Z0 .6649 .8168 .9500 .1486 .8146 .5490 .0600 .4500 -2.47Z3 .Z943 1.4663
.5000 -.6565 ,6610 .7911 1.0000 .0055 .7853 .5977 .1400 .4500 -Z.5358 .1889 1.6595
.5400 -.6Z17 .6679 .7816 .ZZO0 .4500 -1.6567 .4594 1.1154
.5800 -.61Z9 .6745 .7714 .3000 ._500 -1.1892 .5536 .9591
.6200 -.5625 .6848 .7556 .3800 .4500 -.9032 .6067 .8759
• 6600 -.5181 .6997 .7326 .4600 .4500 -.7267 .6606 .8238
• 7000 -.4620 .7169 .7091 .5600 ,4500 -.6219 .6653 .7855
.7500 -.35d0 .7315 .6831 .6200 .6500 -.5345 .6837 .7572
.8000 -.26g9 • ,7515 .6501 .7000 .4500 -.4Z10 ,7029 .TZT7
• 8500 -.1717 .7656 .6295 .8000 .6500 -.Z607 .7366 .67_2
.9000 -.0991 .7765 .6119 .9000 .4500 -.1347 .7593 .6395
• 9500 -.0368 .78Z8 .6017 .10_4 .355_ .5967 .90ZZ .3861
• 9750 -.0118 .8132 .5516 .ZOO0 .355Z .3879 .8608 .4676
1.OOCO .0055 .7853 .5977 .3500 .3551 .1625 .8158 .5_70
• 4500 .3552 ,0276 .7913 .5878
.5500 ,3551 -.0100 .7830 .6013
• 6500 .3551 .0535 .7968 .5787
•7500 .355Z .1115 .8066 .56Z4
.8000 .3551 .1Z75 ,8092 ,5581
.8500 .3552 .1422 .8146 .5490
.9000 .3552 .1%05 .8151 .5482
• 9500 .3552 .1062 .8061 .5632
PT 159.7703 KPA C_ .Z351 CO1 .00895
TT 180.2642 K CM -,0668 CD2 .00947
RC b,0758 HELLION CC .0085 CO3 .00909
MACH .6983 CD4 .008Z4
AL_H_ -.9979 DEG CD5 .00795
UPPER SURFACE LOWEP SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeL/PT HLOC XIC YI(81Z) CP PtLIPT HLOC
O.OoO0 1.1013 .9_35 .0965 O, COtO 1.1o13 .9935 .0965 ,5000 .7401 -.506Z .5958 .89ZB
.0060 ,7581 .9085 .3715 .0_60 -.Z127 .6697 .7787 .5000 .6614 -.5186 .59Z5 .8978
.OOBO .52o6 .8517 ,6862 ,0_80 -,5696 .5E01 ,9174 .5000 ,5627 -,5223 .5915 ,8994
.0150 .3051 .7969 .5786 .OZ30 -.0597 ,7074 .7Z_7 .5000 ,4460 -.5Z80 .5900 .901B
.0250 ,0829 ,7623 ,56_6 .0500 1,I096 .6962 ,7612 .5000 .3654 -,5336 ,5887 ,9038
• 0600 -.1938 .6731 .7735 .1000 -,1570 .6835 .7577 ,5000 ,2467 -.5317 .5909 ,9004
• Ohio -,6129 .61_1 .8581 .1500 -.1900 .6749 .7707 .5000 .1680 -.5352 .5894 .9027
.0800 -.6976 .5972 .8905 .ECCO -.2169 ,6672 .7826 .5000 .0493 -.5373 .5883 .9065
• 10_0 -,5466 .5860 .9080 .2500 -,Z565 .6583 .7963 .5000 -.0493 -.5382 .5900 .9017
• L600 -.5578 .5_16 .9150 ,3500 -*3428 .6373 .8185 .5000 -.1680 -.5336 .5912 .9000
• 1800 -.5524 ,581Z .9161 ,4500 -.4069 .5884 .9063 .5000 -.2667 -.5360 .5899 .9020
• Z200 -.5293 .59JO .9018 ,55U0 -,3Z66 .6196 ,855_ .5000 -.3456 -.5356 .5898 .9020
.1600 -.5098 .5935 .89o3 .6500 -.1646 .6401 .8_6Z .5000 -.4660 -.5325 .5896 .9025
• 3000 -.5C38 .5966 .8919 .7500 .0071 .6850 .7553 .5000 -.5617 -.5Z77 .5918 .8990
.3600 -.5006 .5970 ,8909 .8000 .0696 .7217 .6986 .5000 -.6414 -.5Z61 .5917 .8991
,3800 -.5018 .5963 ,8919 .8500 ,1153 .7367 .6751 .5000 -.7601 -,5206 .5932 .8968
• _200 -.5119 .59_0 ,895_ .;COO .1570 .7494 .6551 CHORO_ISE
• 4600 -.5g61 .5906 .9009 .9500 .1964 .7589 .6601 .0600 .6500 -.4199 .6195 .8561
• 5000 -.5306 .5_57 .9085 1,0000 ,1887 .7678 .6160 .1600 ,6500 -,5349 .5906 .9012
.5600 -,5529 .57_0 ,9190 .ZZO0 .6500 -.5233 .5946 .8966
• 5800 -.5773 .5_07 .9164 .3000 .6500 -.5006 .5972 .8906
•6200 -,5083 .5855 ,9088 ,3800 .65UG -.5056 .5973 ,8904
.6600 -.5566 .5965 .8916 .4600 .45_0 -.5158 .5975 .8901
,7000 -.5119 .61d5 .e575 ,5400 .6500 -.5444 .5887 .9038
• 7500 -.6198 .6511 .8074 .6200 .4500 -.5607 ,5828 .9131
.8000 -.2873 .6856 .7563 .7000 .4500 -.5037 .5976 .8900
• 85U0 -.1639 .7196 .70ZZ .8000 .6530 -.2q13 .6694 .810_
• 9UOU -.0103 .7465 .6598 .9000 .6500 -.0161 .7187 .7033
.95U0 .1010 .75a5 .6608 .1014 .3552 -.1647 .6805 .7612
• 9750 .1491 .7693 .6g36 .ZOO0 .3552 -.Z156 ,6679 .7815
1.0000 .18_7 .7678 .6260 .3500 .355Z -.3404 .6390 .8259
._500 .3552 -.6020 .6131 ,8506
• 5500 .3551 -.3251 .6633 ,8196
• 6500 .3551 -.1463 .6852 .7569
.7500 .3551 .0060 .7236 .6958
,8000 .3551 .0649 .7398 ,6703
,8500 .3552 ,1124 .7503 ,6538
_ .9000 ,3552 .156Z ,7599 .6386
• 9500 .3557 .1864 .7692 .6236
PT 161.4447 KPA CN ,3566 C01 =00932
TT 180,Z750 K C_ -.0651 COg .00958
RC 6,1437 NILLION CC ,0056 C03 ,00917
HACH ,699Z C06 ,00883
ALPHA .0206 DEG CD5 ,0085q
UPPER SURFACE LOVER SURFACE SPANVISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC ;P P_LIPT RtOC XlC YI(_IZ_ CP PjLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1,1163 .9996 .02_8 0.0000 1,1263 ,q996 ,0Z48 .5000 ,7401 -.5533 ,5843 .9107
00040 ,5760 ,8638 ,46Z0 ,OOkO ,1706 ,7636 ,63Z9 ,5000 ,6414 -,5692 ,5809 ,9161
,0080 03130 .7992 .5768 .0080 -.1303 ,6892 .7489 .5000 .56Z7 -.57Z7 ,5798 ,9178
• _150 ,1046 ,7467 .659_ .0Z30 =0727 =7395 ,6708 ,5000 .4440 -.5810 ,5786 09197
• 0250 -.1154 ,6931 ,7428 .0500 .0341 .7300 .6856 ,5000 ,3656 -°§803 ,5768 ,9Z25
00600 -.4064 ,6126 .85i2 .lO00 -°0367 07123 .7132 .5000 ,2467 -,5833 ,5766 ,9218
o0600 -.6497 .5569 10507 .1500 -.O_?Z °7006 ,7513 ,5000 ,1480 -,5845 ,5779 ,9Z07
.0BOO -,7031 ,5502 .96_6 .EGO0 -.1275 .6899 .7478 .5000 °0493 -.5878 .5754 .9247
,1000 -°7662 ,P371 .9856. ,2500 -,1786 ,6767 ,7680 ,5000 -,0493 -,5866 ,5757 ,9242
• 14U0 -,7193 ,5427 ,9767 ,3500 -,2760 ,6535 ,8037 ,5000 -,1680 -,5876 ,5748 ,9257
.1800 -._902 .5518 .96Z0 .6500 -.3500 ,5777 .9211 .5_00 -.2467 -.5871 .5752 .9250
,2ZUO -.6_06 .56_1 .9615 .5500 -.1872 ,6333 ,8368 ,5000 -,3654 -,5859 ,5763 ,9133
,ZbO0 -,6088 ,_700 ,9331 ,6500 -,1232 .6524 ,8053 .5000 -.64_0 -.5811 ,5767 .9226
03000 -,585b ,5763 .9232 ,7500 ,0198 ,6910 ,7461 ,5000 -,54Z7 -,5808 ,5787 ,9196
• 3400 -,5766 .5790 ,9190 ,8C00 ,0745 ,7Z56 ,6925 ,5000 -,6414 -,5732 ,5792 .9187
• 3800 -.5727 .57_8 .9177 .8500 ,1207 .7403 ,6695 ,5000 -,7601 -.5701 ,5819 .9164
• 4200 -,5792 ,5790 .9189 ,9000 .1564 .7517 ,6514 CHORDWZSE
.4600 -,580Z ,5768 .9224 .9500 .1924 ,7589 .6401 ,0600 .4530 -,6075 .5715 .9307
,5000 -,5868 ,5730 ,9285 1.0000 .1734 .7649 .6305 .1400 .4500 -.7119 ,5665 .9706
,5400 -.5979 .5710 09317 ,EGO0 .4500 -.6418 ,5634 ,9437
• 5800 -,6126 .57Z7 ,9290 ,5000 04500 -,5795 ,5780 ,9206
,6200 -,5989 ,5778 ,9109 .3800 .4500 -05731 .5607 .9164
.6600 -,5760 .5891 °9032 ,4600 .6500 -,5756 .5801 .9173
,7000 -.5298 ,6157 .8619 ,5600 .4500 -.5907 ,5763 ,9232
• 7500 -,423b ,6510 ,8075 ,bZO0 ,4500 _,5948 ,5744 ,9262
,8000 -,2835 ,6869 ,7523 .7000 .6500 -.5175 ,5936 08962
.8500 -.1359 .7199 o7013 08000 ,4500 -,2889 ,6504 ,8084
,9000 -.0079 .7462 .66U2 .9000 .4500 -,0108 ,7172 .7056
,9500 ,10Z1 ,7569 ,6434 .,1014 ,3551 -,0581 ,7080 ,7199
• 9750 ,140Z .7696 ,62Z9 .2000 ,3551 -o1329 ,6895 ,7483
1,0000 ,1734 ,7649 ,6305 ,3500 ,3552 -,Z738 ,6539 ,8030
,6500 ,3552 -,3503 ,6356 ,8312
.5500 .355Z -.zgzo .6499 ,8093
• 6500 .3552 -.1208 ,6913 .7455
.7500 .3551 .0216 ,7273 .6898
,8000 °3552 ,0735 ,7400 ,6699
.8500 .3551 .1183 .7511 .65Z5
.9000 ,355Z ,1531 ,7592 .6397
• 9500 ,3552 .1778 ,7647 06309
PT 159,7222 KPA CN ,4706 CD1 ,00967
TT 179,9916 K CM -,063Z C02 ,009_9
RC 6,0926 HILLI_N CC .0008 CD3 .00952
_ACH .6993 C04 .00916
ALPHA 1,0073 DEG CO5 ,00857
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAHWZSE
X/C CP PeL/PT _L_C XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC Y/(81E) CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.000_ 1.1138 ,99_8 .0415 O. bC_O 1,1138 .9988 .0415 .5000 .7401 -,5945 ,5729 .9287
• 00_0 ,372Z ,8123 ,5529 ,00_0 ,4736 .8372 .5100 .5000 ,6_14 -,6131 ,5666 ,9386
.00_0 .1011 .7651 ,6619 .00_0 .179Z .7638 ,6314 .5000 .54Z7 -.6213 ,5661 .9394
,0150 -.0886 .697Z .7366 .0230 °2467 ,7816 .6037 ,5000 .6640 -°6221 .5655 09603
• 0Z50 -.3017 ._458 ,8155 .0500 .1610 .7599 .63_5 ,5000 .3454 -,6137 ,5655 ,9403
.OS_U -,5973 ,5730 .9284 .1000 ,0639 ,7355 .6771 ,5000 ,2467 -,624Z .5660 .9395
.OtO0 -.c417 .51_9 1.025_ .15C0 -.C023 ,7195 .7020 .5000 ,1480 -.6305 .5621 .9456
,0_00 -.9_5 ,_866 1,0689 .ZOO0 -.0596 .7044 .725_ ,5000 ,0493 -.6Z81 .5637 ,9%3Z
,1G00 -1._¢P5 .4731 1.0917 .2500 -.1047 ,6932 .7426 .5000 -.0693 -,6347 .5647 ,9416
,1600 -,9191 .4932 1.0577 .3500 -,21q0 ,6663 o7n40 ,5000 -01680 -.6305 °5667 ,9416
.18uU -.PZeZ .SlgU z.OZSZ .6500 -,3059 .5652 .9_07 .5000 -,2467 -,6283 .5629 .9464
,ZZOO -,7461 ,53_1 ,9904 ,5000 -.2576 .6454 ,8161 .5000 -,3654 -*6291 .5656 .9602
• Z6CO -,6929 ,5_85 ,9673 ,6500 -.1060 .6567 ,7988 ,5000 -,6640 -.6263 ,5673 ,9375
.3000 -.66ZZ .5561 ,9552 ,7500 .0385 .6962 ,7380 ,5000 -.5427 -.6136 ,5682 .9360
.3460 -,6454 .5585 .9513 .8_00 ,0873 .7302 .6_53 .5000 -,6414 -,4ZOO ,5670 .9379
• 3_00 -,_6_6 ,5613 ,9_69 ,8500 ,127_ ,7605 ,6691 ,5000 -.7401 -.6157 ,5691 ,9346
°_UU -,_318 ,563_ ,9_41 ,9000 .1605 .7508 .6529 CHORO_ISE
.4600 -._304 .5638 ,9_29 .95C0 ,1911 ,760C ,6386 .0600 ,4500 -.8106 ,5206 1,0126
.5000 -.6288 .5638 ,9630 1.0000 .1586 ,7597 ,6389 .1400 .4500 -,869Z ,5069 1,0349
,56b_ -.6331 ,55_I .95_0 .2200 .4500 -*7363 .5368 ,9862
.5_00 -.6_67 ,5658 ,9399 .3000 ,4500 -.6607 ,5577 ,95_7
,62_U -,6197 ,5761 ,9267 .3800 ,_500 -.6398 .5630 .9443
.bouO -.59_5 ._7_ .9053 ,6600 ,4530 -,6239 ,5669 .9381
• 7000 -.5371 ,61_8 ,8633 .5600 ,4500 -,6267 ,5643 ,9422
.75U0 -.4198 ,6516 ,_050 .6200 ,4500 -.6144 .5698 .9335
,80GO -,Z708 ,6891 ,7489 ,7000 .4500 -,5227 ,5915 .8995
,85U0 -.1323 .7205 .7U05 .8000 ,4500 -.2817 .6514 ,8069
• 9000 -.O05d ,7438 .5640 ,9000 ,4500 -,0051 ,7190 ,7028
,9500 ,09_0 ,7529 .6_96 ,1014 ,355Z .0432 .7318 .68Z8
.9750 .1283 ,7684 .6250 ,ZOO0 .3551 -.059Z ,7058 07131
1,0000 ,1584 ,7597 .63_9 .3500 ,3551 -,Z161 ,6676 ,7820
,_500 ,355Z -,3011 ,6672 ,8134
.5500 ,3552 -.2553 ,6562 ,7995
,6500 ,3551 -,0978 ,6968 .7370
.7500 .3552 .0310 ,7290 ,6871
,_OCO .355Z .0835 .7418 .667Z
•8500 .355Z ,1132 .7506 ,6536
1 _ .9000 ,355Z ,1573 ,7603 .6379
,9500 ,3551 ,1744 ,7664 *6Z81
o.
PT 159.711€ KPA C_ .662€ C01 ,01095
TT 179.9696 K CH -,0600 CD2 ,01121
RC 6,1129 MILLION CC -.0070 CD3 .01065
HACH .7028 C04 .00996
ALPHA 1.9958 DEG _ CD5 .00880
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PtLIPT HLOC XIC CP PpL/PT HLnC XIC Y/(BIZ) CP P,LIPT HLOC
O.O00O 1,0678 ,9897 .IZ18 0.0000 1.0878 ,9897 ,1218 ,5C00 .7601 -,6316 ,5597 ,9495
,UC_O ,1467 ,7566 .6669 ,0060 ,6967 .8916 ,4080 .5000 .6616 -,6526 .5581 .9520
.0080 -.1166 .68_8 .7679 .GO80 .6300 .8255 .5305 .5000 ,5627 -.6516 .5595 .9499
,0150 -,Zg3b ,6455 ,8160 .0230 .6003 ,8188 .5418 ,5000 *4460 -,6566 ,5561 ,9552
• 0250 -,6656 ,5993 ,8873 ,0500 ,2809 ,7881 ,5930 ,5000 ,3456 -*6627 ,5548 ,9572
• 0600 -,7600 ,5196 ,9978 ,1000 *1487 *7567 ,6668 ,5000 ,2667 -,6583 ,5550 *9569
,0600 -,9991 ,4699 1,0973 ,1500 *0797 ,7382 ,6728 ,5000 ,1480 -,6604 ,5556 ,9561
,0800 -1,1389 ,6381 1,1530 .ZOO0 .0212 ,7235 ,6957 °5000 ,0693 -,6638 ,5551 ,9569
• 1000 -1,2178 ,4169 1,1954 ,2500 -,0663 ,7076 ,7205 ,5000 -,0693 -,6635 ,5562 ,9582
,1400 -1,2535 ,6088 1,2067 ,3500 -,1585 ,6766 ,7686 ,5000 -,1680 -,6662 ,5517 ,9623
• 1800 -1,25oZ ,6101 1,2062 ,65_0 -,2566 ,5532 ,9598 ,5000 -,2467 -,6658 ,55Zl ,9615
,2200 -1,2212 ,6138 1,1973 ,5500 -,2216 ,6553 ,8009 ,5000 -,3656 -,6699 ,5513 ,96Z8
• 2600 -,8080 ,5160 1,0199 ,6500 -,0766 ,6654 ,7853 ,5000 -,6440 -,6593 ,5569 ,957Z q
,3000 -,6186 ,5629 ,9463 ,7500 ,0505 ,6993 ,7332 ,5000 -,5627 -,6566 ,5575 ,9529
,3600 -,6510 ,5585 ,9516 ,8000 ,0938 .7326 ,6819 ,5000 -,8416 -,6520 ,5603 ,9486
,3800 -,6680 ,5556 ,95b3 ,8500 ,1377 ,7441 ,6636 ,5000 -,7401 -,6682 ,5600 ,9491
,6ZUO -,6680 ,5533 ,9597 ,9000 ,1666 ,7526 ,6501 CHOROWISE
• 6600 -,6731 ,5523 ,9613 ,9500 ,1929 ,7593 ,6395 ,0600 ,6500 -,9583 ,6825 1,0757
,5000 -.6669 .5535 .9596 1,0000 ,1517 ,7582 ,6_12 ,1400 ,6500 -1,2Z88 ,4127 1,1995
,5600 -,6647 ,5536 ,9595 ,ZZO0 ,6500 -1,1351 ,4385 1,1523
,5800 -,6692 ,5612 ,9672 ,3000 ,6500 -,6630 ,5573 ,9533
• 6200 -,6392 ,5690 ,9348 ,3800 ,4500 -,6763 ,5515 ,9626
,6600 -.604Z ,582Z o9160 ,6600 ,6_00 -.6637 '.5526 .9607
.7000 -.5438 .6121 .8676 .5400 .4500 -.6583 .5559 ,9555
• 7500 -,4251 ,6487 ,8110 ,6200 ,6500 -,6337 ,5603 ,9685
,8000 -,2792 ,6875 ,7516 ,7000 ,4500 -,5291 ,5855 ,9088
• 8500 -,1262 ,7196 ,7022 ,8000 ,6500 -,2731 ,6690 ,8106
• 9000 -,0035 ,7436 ,6643 ,9000 ,6500 -,0068 ,7176 ,7053
• 9500 ,0902 ,7513 ,6522 ,1016 .3552 ,1390 ,7562 ,6476
,9750 ,1266 ,7676 ,6263 ,2000 ,3552 ,0160 ,7247 ,6940
1,0000 ,1517 ,7582 ,6619 ,3500 ,3552 -,1537 ,6820 ,759_
• 6500 ,3552 -,2693 ,6566 ,7989
• 5500 ,3552 -,2187 ,6658 ,7848
• 6500 ,3552 -,0736 ,6996 .7331
• 7500 ,3552 ,0494 ,7316 ,6834
• 8000 ,3552 ,0967 ,7618 ,6672
,8500 ,3552 ,1295 ,7516 ,6517
• 9000 ,3552 ,1666 ,7593 ,6396
,9500 ,3552 ,1786 ,7612 ,6364
PT 157,9456 KPA CN ,7660 C01 ,01658
TT 1_0,0098 K CM -o0615 CD2 ,01687
RC 6,0319 MILLIB_ CC -,0168 CD3 ,01556
HACH .700_ C04 ,01318
ALPHA 3.0141 OEG CD5 .01136
UPPER SUkFACE LQ_ER SUPFACE • SPANWISE
XIC CP P, LIPT MLOC X/C CP PpLIDT MLOC XIC YI(81Z) CP PBLIPT HLOC
U,O000 ,9921 ,96_5 .ZZ_g 0._0_0 ,9921 .9665 .z20q .5000 .7601 -.6289 .5661 ,9394
.0060 -.i111 .6965 .7607 .0(,40 .8713 .9366 .3072 .5000 .6616 -.6290 .5822 .9658
,0060 -,3827 ,6286 .8423 ,COPO .6427 ,8792 ,6326 ,5000 ,5427 -,6119 ,5659 ,9397
• Oleo --,5036 ,_961 ,8g56 ,0230 ,5372 ,8566 ,4793 ,5000 ,6460 --,6175 ,5663 ,9390
• dZ_O -.65Z0 .5506 .)5;7 ,0_00 .3969 .8197 ,5603 ,5000 ,3656 -,6075 ,5664 ,9389
.0600 -.q2dZ .6_79 1.0667 .1C00 .2438 .7818 ,6037 .5000 .2457 -.6266 .5663 .9391
• 0o00 -1.1680 ._296 1.1687 ,1500 .1630 .7627 .6361 .5000 .1480 -.6092 .5677 .9369
,08U0 -1.2939 .3996 1.2246 .2_0 .0958 .7636 ,664B .5000 .0693 -.6149 ,5682 ,9380
• 10U0 -1,3892 .3757 1.2706 ,2500 .0226 .7269 ,6937 ,5000 -,0693 -,6123 ,5679 .9365
• 16_0 -1,6629 ,3b66 1,2qzg ,3510 -,0986 ,6942 ,7412 ,5000 -,1480 -,6177 ,5665 ,9387
,1800 -1,6656 ,3610 1,3000 ,6500 -,1908 ,5666 ,9389 ,5000 -,2667 -,8238 ,5650 ,9410
• 2200 -1.6593 ,3582 1,3056 ,5500 -.1723 ,6721 .7750 ,5000 -,3654 -,6301 ,5627 ,9647
• 2600 -1.4470 .3618 1.2988 ._500 -.0625 .6776 .7669 .5000 -.6660 -.6431 .5626 .9449
• 3000 -1.3872 ,3788 1,2663 ,7500 .07_3 .7081 .7197 °5000 -.5427 -.6495 .5591 .9506
,3600 -,9974 ,6705 1,0963 ,8000 ,1177 ,7397 ,6706 ,5000 -,6614 -,6444 ,5600 ,9490
• 3800 -.6703 ,5_13 ,9628 ,8_00 ,1563 ,7690 ,6559 ,5000 -,7401 -,6547 ,5601 ,9689
,42_0 -,5739 ,5772 ,9219 ,qOCO ,1811 ,7583 ,6410 CHQROW[SE
.4600 -._713 .5756 .9247 ,9500 .2096 ,7651 ,6302 ,0600 ,_500 -1,1135 ,6626 1,1654
,5000 -,8126 ,5608 ,9677 1,OCO0 ,1739 ,7629 ,6337 ,1400 ,6500 -1,4421 ,3630 1,2959
.5600 -,b_86 ,555_ ,9557 .2ZOO ,6500 -1,4961 ,3529 1,3166
.5800 -.6569 .5622 .9656 ,3000 ,6500 --1,2950 .4029 1,2177
,6200 -,63_3 ,5695 ,9360 ,3800 ,_500 -,5916 ,5755 ,9266
,6600 -,bcsg ,5860 ,9112 .4600 ,6500 -,6161 ,5699 ,9333
• 7UCO -.5671 .bLlO .8691 .5400 .6500 -.6621 .5602 .9686
• 7500 -,6376 .0465 ,8165 ,8200 ,6500 -,6370 ,5626 ,9651
• 8000 -.2931 ,6868 ,7555 ,7000 ,6500 -,5357 ,5862 ,9077
.8500 -.1681 .7151 .70d8 .3000 ._530 -.3021 .6666 .81_3 ._
,9000 -,0206 ,7638 ,8639 ,9000 ,4500 -,0165 ,7177 ,7067
• 9500 ,0966 ,75_9 ,6664 ,1016 ,3552 ,2332 ,7778 ,6098
,9750 .1369 ,7719 ,6193 ,2000 ,3552 ,0899 ,7621 ,6667
1,bOuO ,1739 ,7629 ,6337 .3500 ,3552 -,0910 ,6966 ,737_
• 6500 ,3552 -,1943 ,6721 ,7750
,5500 ,3552 -,1765 .6780 .7660
,6500 ,3552 -.0415 ,7118 .7139
• 7500 .3552 ,0728 ,7395 ,6707
,8000 ,3552 ,1148 ,7699 ,656_
.8500 ,3552 .1541 .7579 ,6617136 .9ooo ,3552 ,1832 .7657 ,6293
.9500 .355z .z941 .769z .8z37
o,
PT 158,6892 KPA C_ ,8935 CD1 ,0Z769
TT 18C,0668 K CM -.0630 C02 ,02781
RC 6,0676 MILLION CC -,02_1 C03 .01513
_ACH .7026 C06 .02100
ALPHA 6,0120 DEG CO5 .01717
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LI_T MLQC X/C CP PsLIPT _LOC X/C Y/fB/2) CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 .8982 .9423 .2915 O.OOCO .898Z .9623 .2925 .5000 .7401 -.548Z .5868 .9099
.0040 -.2898 .6456 .8158 .0040 .9725 .9605 .240_ .5000 .6416 -.531Z .5881 e9048
• 0080 -.5751 .5772 .9218 .OttO .7793 .9133 .3610 .§000 .54Z7 -,5227 .5891 .g033
• UlSO -.6656 .5511 .9631 .0230 .6287 .8751 .6405 .5000 .6440 -.5,23 .5846 .9102
• 0250 -.798Z .5212 1.0116 .USCO .4769 .8369 .5105 .5000 .34§6 -.5260 .5917 ,8992
.04UO -1.0358 .4600 1.1144 .1000 .3129 .7957 .5806 .5000 .2467 -.5058 .59_1 .8g53
.0600 -1.2907 .3997 1.1239 .1500 .ZZ69 .776Z .6124 .5000 .1480 -.5563 .5808 .916Z
.08_0 -1.4106 .3694 1.2829 .2000 .1505 .7575 .6426 .5000 .0693 -.6086 .5663 .9391
•10_0 -i,4994 .3475 1.3178 ,25C0 .0720 .7355 .6771 .5000 -.0493 -.5746 .5761 .9236
,14OJ -1,5_07 ,3325 1.3597 .3500 -,04_7 ,70_6 .7192 ,5000 -.1480 -.5607 ,5795 ,9182
• ldO0 -1.5683 ,3296 1.3660 ,4500 -,15P7 ,5688 ,9351 .5000 -,2467 -.5507 ,5803 ,9170
•Z200 -i,5767 ,3269 1.3719 ,5500 -,1443 ,6805 .76Z2 ,5000 -.3454 -.5682 ,5811 .9158
• ,2600 -1,5BSZ ,3265 1,37Z8 ,6500 -,0306 ,6838 ,7571 ,5000 -,4660 -,5403 ,5846 .9102
,3000 -1.5814 ,3290 1,3674 ,7500 ,0775 ,7122 .7134 ,5000 -,54Z7 -,5336 ,5837 ,9116
.3400 -1.5691 .3306 1.3639 .8C00 .1235 .7391 .6715 .5000 -.6416 -.5659 .5776 .9212
.3800 -1,61Z6 .3677 1,2863 ,8500 .1618 ,7500 ,6542 .5000 -,7401 -,5827 ,5710 ,9316
•4ZOO -.8960 ,6967 1.0518 .9000 ,1861 .7593 ,6395 CHORDWISE
,4600 -,6639 ,5571 .9536 .9500 ,Z078 .7660 ,6287 ,0600 ,6500 -1,2Z55 ,6167 1,1957
• 5000 -.5996 ,5856 .9087 1.0000 ,1736 .7620 .6353 ,1400 .%500 -1.5773 ,3Z97 1.3659
• 5400 -,5603 ,58Z0 ,9143 ,2200 ,4500 -1,5945 ,3163 1,3955
• 5800 -.5493 .SBZ5 .9136 .3000 .4500 -1.5849 .3265 3.3728
• 6Z00 -,5434 ,58Zg ,9140 .3800 ,4500 -1,3990 ,3715 1,2787
•6600 -.5496 ,5915 ,8995 ,6600 ,6500 -,6520 ,5568 ,9541
• 7000 -,5125 ,6110 ,8692 ,5600 ,6500 -,5417 ,5860 ,9080
• 7500 -.6g78 .6451 .8166 .6200 .4500 -.5666 .5776 .9213
,800U -,2918 ,6813 ,7610 .7000 ,4500 -,5066 ,5917 ,8991
,8500 -,1518 ,7102 ,7163 ,8000 ,6500 -,2966 ,6667 ,8142
• 9000 -.G_78 .7394 .6709 .9000 .4530 -.0263 .7124 .7131
.9500 ,0836 .7_91 .6557 ,1016 ,355Z o300Z ,7929 ,5853
.9750 .lZ86 .7698 .bZZ7 .2000 .3552 .14_4 .7557 ,6452
1,0000 .1734 .76Z0 ,6353 .3500 .355Z -,0508 ,7067 .7219
,6500 .355Z -,1550 .6820 ,7599
,5500 ,3552 -.1420 ,6806 ,7620
,6500 ,3552 -,0Z48 ,7137 ,7110
.7500 ,355Z ,0864 .7402 ,6696
.8000 .3552 .1Z94 .751Z ,6524
,8500 ,355Z ,1628 ,7606 ,6376
,9000 ,3552 ,1886 ,7656 ,6295
.9500 .3552 .2018 .7689 .6261
PT 158,_Z99 KPA C_ ,9734 COl ,0_C83
TT 180._62 K CM -.0613 C02 ,03955
RC 6.0444 MILLION CC -,0307 C03 .03563
HACH .697_ CD6 .02876
aLPH& 5.0202 DEG CD5 ,02381
UPPEK SUFFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_LI;T _LOC X/C CP P*LIPT MLOC XIC Y1(8/2) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,7775 ,9136 .3615 0.0C60 ,7775 ,9136 .3615 ,5000 .7401 -,5439 ,5875 ,9056
,OuAO -,5_9b .5930 .8971 .oOSO 1.0_00 ,97@5 ,17t3 ,5000 .6414 -,5157 ,5967 .8945
,0080 -._026 .5249 1.3054 .00_0 .8669 .0354 ,3103 ,5000 ,5427 -.5661 ,5841 ,9110
•ulSu -._571 ,5102 1,0205 ,0230 .7_5 ,8980 ,3089 ,5000 ._440 -,6592 ,559Z ,9502
• OZSO -,0_99 .4676 1,0671 ,05{0 ,5457 ,8572 ,4742 ,5000 ,3454 -.6612 ,5643 ,9422
.0400 -1.1602 .4377 1.1539 .1000 .3708 .8139 .5503 .5000 .2467 -.5853 .5776 .9212
• 0600 -1.4176 .37_0 1.2737 .15_0 .277L .7907 .5889 .5000 .1480 -.7458 .5385 .9834
,0800 -i,53_7 .3_43 1,3345 ,2000 ,1860 .7673 ,6268 ,5000 ,0493 -,7835 ,5285 ,9995
• 1000 -1.6168 .32_9 1,3_08 ,2500 ,1142 ,7_99 ,65_4 ,5000 -,0493 -,6719 ,5576 ,9531
•14bO --l.bbb7 .3092 I.%117 ,3_00 -,0185 ,7173 ,7054 .5000 -*1480 -,6407 ,5616 .9465
•180_ -i.6756 .3070 1.%161 ._5_0 -.137@ .542% .9772 .5000 -.2467 -.5368 .5908 .9006
•2200 -i.6915 .3039 I.%_39 .5500 -.13_8 .6888 .7494 .5000 -.3454 -.5381 .5907 .9008
•Z4UO -I.7(1Z8 .30_0 I.%Z35 ._500 -.0191 .6886 .7497 .5000 -.4440 -.5154 .5950 .8941
•3000 -1.69_2 .30a8 1.4265 .7500 .0778 .7145 .7007 .5000 -.5427 -.5271 .5926 .8977
,3460 -I,_P58 ,3061 i,_187 ,8000 ,1181 ,7403 ,6694 ,5000 -,6416 -,5660 ,5889 ,9035
.%dO0 -I.4Z30 .3736 1.2746 .bSO0 .1541 .7503 .6537 .5000 -.7401 -.5540 .5871 .9063
•4200 -I.0258 .W688 1.0992 .9000 .1775 .7595 .6391 CH_ROWISE
.4600 -,_569 ,51l_ I,OZT_ ,9500 ,1964 ,766_ ,6_82 ,0600 ,4500 -1,3301 ,3951 1,23Z6
•5000 -.7343 .5733 .9279 1.OttO .1329 .7566 .6469 .1600 .6500 -I.6899 .3066 1.4176
, .5_00 -.1626 .5936 .8961 .2200 .4500 -1,7314 .2939 1,4673
.5800 -.5Z19 ,5970 .8gub .3000 .4500 -1,7168 .2993 1.6365
.62u0 -.5057 .5098 .8865 .38o0 ._5oo -1.5976 .3291 1.3672
• ObO0 -.499_ ,bOOZ ,876_ ,4600 *4500 -,8236 ,5208 1.01Z3
• 7000 -,4605 .621G ,_536 ,5400 ,4500 -,5374 .5876 ,9056
• 7500 -._141 ,6510 ._075 ,6200 ,4500 -,5237 ,5940 ,8955
,SbO_ -,2926 ,6826 ,1590 ,7000 ,4500 -,68_3 ,6043 ,8795
W .85U0 -.1599 ,7096 ,7174 .8000 .4500 -.29Z9 .6490 .8106
,90V0 -,0520 ,736Z ,6760 ,9000 ,4500 -,0425 ,7116 ,7162
• 9500 .65_7 .7487 .6563 .1016 .3552 .36_3 .8130 .5517
• 9750 .lv38 .7718 .6195 .2000 ,3552 .1885 .7683 .6250
1,0000 ,1329 .7546 ,646_ .3500 .3552 -.O1G8 .7198 .7015
.6500 .3552 -.1238 ,6921 ,7664
,5500 ,3552 -,1268 .8901 ,7674
,6500 .355Z -.0190 ,7175 ,7050
.7500 .3552 *0833 .74zq .6654
,8000 ,3552 ,1301 .7550 ,6663
,8500 .3551 ,1543 ,7588 ,6603137 .9ooo.3552,1780,7666,6Z79
.9500 .3552 .1885 .7680 .6256
o.
P7 159,0285 KPA CN 1,0397 CO1 ,056§4
TT 180,1412 K CM -,0614 COZ .05386
RC 6,0520 MILLION CC -,0343 103 ,05082
MACH .6980 C06 .037Z3
ALPHA 6,0130 DEG CO5 ,03387
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CR PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeL/PT MLDC X/C Y/(BIZ) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 .6722 .8874 .4164 0.0000 .6722 .8874 .4164 .5000 .7401 -,6358 .5640 .94Z7
.0040 -.7047 ,5506 ,9640 ,0040 1,0848 .9893 .1241 ,5000 ,6414 -.5997 ,5751 *9252
• OOBO -.9663 ,4862 1,0696 ,0080 ,9448 ,9549 ,2574 ,5000 ,5427 -,8239 ,5173 1,0171
,0150 -1,0Z30 ,4691 1,0987 ,0730 ,76P7 ,9113 ,3666 ,5000 ,4440 -,8359 ,5180 1,0166
,0250 -1,0858 ,4592 1,1159 ,0900 ,6029 ,8714 ,4476 ,5000 ,3454 -,7562 ,5379 ,9843 •
• 0400 -1,2275 ,4167 1,1919 ,1000 .4209 ,8253 ,5308 ,5000 ,2467 -,8238 ,5186 1,0157
,0600 -1,4807 ,3561 1,3099 ,1500 ,3188 ,8005 ,5726 ,5000 ,1480 -,9613 ,4809 1.0785
,0800 -1,6002 ,3218 1,3700 ,2000 ,2269 ,7780 ,6094 ,5000 ,04Q3 -,9428 ,4894 1,0641
,1000 -1,6832 ,3048 1,4217 ,2500 ,1503 ,7587 ,6405 ,5000 -,0493 -,8068 ,5210 1,0117
,14_J -1,7334 ,2919 1,4522 ,3500 ,0174 ,7299 ,6973 ,5000 -,1490 -,7364 ,5410 ,9794
,1800 -1.7411 ,2880 1,4616 ,4500 -,1229 ,4985 1,0489 .5000 -.2467 -,7150 ,5449 ,9731
• 2200 -1,7668 ,2830 1.4737 ,5500 -,1224 ,691Z ,7457 ,5000 -,3454 -,6710 ,5542 ,9583
,2600 -1,7793 .2833 1,4730 .6500 -,0264 .6919 ,7446 ,5000 -,4440 -.5366 ,5894 ,Q028
• 3000 -1,779Z ,2814 1,4778 ,7500 ,0732 ,7145 ,7098 ,5000 -,5427 -,5276 ,5890 ,9034
,34U0 -1,7689 ,2874 1,4630 ,8000 ,1100 ,7389 ,6717 ,5000 -,6414 -,5331 ,5898 ,9021
,3800 -1,4668 ,3534 1,3053 ,8500 ,1357 ,7472 ,6587 ,5000 -,7401 -,5585 ,5856 ,9087
• 4200 -1,1382 °4438 1,1429 ,9000 .1559 .7541 ,6477 CHOROWISE
,4600 -,9438 ,4919 1,0599 ,9500 ,1779 ,7604 ,6378 ,0600 ,4500 -1,4101 ,3766 1,2685
• 5000 -,8973 ,5307 .9960 1,0000 ,0904 ,7434 ,6646 ,1400 ,4500 -1,7579 ,2890 1,4592
• 5400 -,7747 ,5773 ,9218 ,2200 ,4500 -1,83q2 ,2735 1,4974
,5800 -,5733 ,5974 ,8903 ,3000 ,4500 -1,8024 ,2777 1,4868
• 6200 -,5050 ,6093 ,8718 ,3800 ,4500 -1,5063 ,3546 1,3131
,6600 -,4502 ,6214 ,8530 ,4600 ,4500 -1,0237 ,4722 1,0933
,7000 -,4097 ,6267 ,84%9 .5400 ,4500 -,6039 ,5760 ,9237
• 7500 -,3836 ,6532 ,8041 ,6200 ,4500 -,4764 ,6031 ,8815
,8000 -,2712 ,6799 ,7631 ,7000 ,4500 -,4356 ,6128 ,8664
,8500 -,1696 ,7013 ,7302 ,8000 ,4500 -,2778 ,6530 ,8045
.q000 -,0749 ,7292 .6869 .9000 ,4500 -,0591 ,7075 .7206
• 9500 ,0314 ,7388 ,6719 ,1014 ,3552 ,4153 ,8244 ,5324
,9750 ,0647 .7658 .6291 .2000 ,3552 ,2269 ,7772 ,6109
1,0000 ,0904 ,7434 ,6646 ,3500 ,3552 ,0100 ,7255 ,6926
,4500 ,3552 -,1055 ,6961 ,7381
• 5500 ,3552 -,1205 .6945 ,7406
.6500 ,3552 -,0179 ,7176 ,7049
,7500 ,3552 ,0793 .7432 .664q
• 8000 ,3552 .1160 ,7519 ,6512
,8500 ,3552 o1437 .7592 ,6396
,9000 ,3552 ,1573 ,7598 ,6387
.9500 .3552 .1697 ,7644 .6313
PT 159.0310 KPA C_ 1,0189 ¢01 .oqz30
rT 1B0.1817 K C_ -.0763 ¢D2 .08814
RC 6.0610 MILLIDK CC -.0222 CD3 .08126
HACH ,7000 C_4 .06172
ALPHA 7.0409 DEG C05 .05356
UPPER SURFACE L_WER SLRFACE SPANWISE
x/c cP P_LIPT ML_C x/c CP PJL/PT MLOC XIC Yl(BIZ) CP PtLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .5679 ,8615 .4662 0,0000 .5679 .8615 .4662 .5000 .7401 -.6139 .5679 .9364
•00_0 -.760b .521b 1.0075 .00%0 i,I066 .9949 .0854 ,5000 ,6414 --,614Z ,5658 .9398
• 00_0 -1,0606 .4550 1.1231 ,0080 ,9912 .9659 .2230 .5000 .5427 -,6913 ,5526 .9607
.o150 -1.19o8 .42_5 1.1740 ,0230 ,8116 .9217 .3430 ,5000 .4440 -,7_8b ,5436 .9751
• 0Z50 -1,2237 ,_168 1,1919 ,05C3 ,6412 ,8781 .4347 ,5000 ,3454 -,7725 .5275 1,0012
.0400 -1,3150 .3955 1,Z319 ,1_0 ,_563 ,8350 ,5139 ,50C0 ,2467 -,9370 ,4928 1,0585
.06_0 -1,5520 .3398 1,34_1 ,1500 .3444 ,8046 ,5658 .5000 ,1480 -,9650 ,4774 1,0844
• OeO0 -i,_61 .3089 1.4122 .2000 .2533 .7831 .60_2 .5000 .0493 -,9807 ,4788 1.0821
,lOuu -1,7259 .2914 1,4934 .2500 ,1697 ,7629 ,6337 ,5000 -,0493 -,9799 ,4792 1,0814
,1400 -1.7e49 ,27_2 1.4857 ,3500 .0235 ,7260 ,6_19 ,5000 -,1480 -.8496 ,5122 1.0262
,180J -1,6788 .3087 1.412_ ,4500 -,1060 ,4809 1,07R4 ,5000 -,2467 -,7358 ,5389 ,9827
,2200 -1,4512 ,3637 1,_944 .5500 -,1320 ,6960 .7383 .5000 -,3454 -,6457 ,5579 ,9524
• 26U0 -1,3506 ,3812 1._479 ,6500 -,0405 ,6883 ,7502 ,5000 -,4440 -,5806 *5762 ,9234
,3000 -1,2336 ,4143 1.1964 ,75_0 .0386 ,7097 ,7172 .5000 -,5427 -,5448 ,5838 ,9116
.3400-1,0942 .4463 1,13_5 ,PO00 ,OeOZ ,7299 ,6857 *5000 -,6414 -.5496 ,5856 ,9087
,3800 -1.1086 ,4500 1,131q ,8500 .0855 .7420 ,6668 .5000 -,7401 -.5679 .5829 ,9130
.4200 -I,0535 ,4580 1.118¢ .9(:00 .egTg ,7428 .6656 CHQRDWISE
,4600 -1,_316 ,4631 I.I090 ,9500 ,0774 .7453 .6517 .0600 .4500 -1,4435 ,3571 1,3078
•5000 -,9696 .4995 1.0472 1,0C00 -,0863 .6997 ,7326 .1400 ,4500 -1,8348 .2741 1,4959
,5%00 -.9097 .5165 1.0191 ,_200 ,4500 -1.8334 ,2632 1,5240
,5800 -.8082 ,5477 ,9686 ,3000 ,4500 -1,7744 ,2821 1,4760
,6200 -.7017 .56Z6 .94%9 ,3800 .4500 -1,2320 ,4155 1,1943
,6600 -,642% ,5687 .9036 .4600 ,4530 -,8406 ,5130 1,0248
.7000 -,5393 ,6173 .8594 ,5400 ,4500 -.6431 ,5591 ,9504
• 7500 -.4188 ,6281 .8428 ,6200 ,4500 -.5712 ,5770 ,9221
,_00J -,363_ ,6493 ,8102 ,7000 ,4500 -,4803 ,6003 ,8857
• 8500 -,2659 .6599 .7939 .8000 .4500 -.3273 ,6395 .8252
•9000 -,2386 .6848 .7556 .9000 .4500 -.2080 ,6665 .7837
,9500 -,1480 ,69Z4 .7439 o1014 ,3552 ,4423 ,8290 ,5243
,9750 -,1227 ,7382 ,6727 ,ZOO0 ,3552 ,2587 ,7850 ,5981
I.UO_O -,0863 .6997 .7326 .3500 ,3552 ,0263 ,7242 ,6946
,4500 ,3552 -.0963 .7002 ,7318
,5500 ,3552 -,1296 ,6869 ,7524
• 6500 ,3552 -,0384 ,7114 ,7145
• 7500 ,3552 ,0468 .7326 .8816
.8000 ,3552 .0789 .7404 .6693
,9500 ,3552 .0934 ,7423 .6664
158 .coo .3552 .0939 .7424 .6662
.9500 ,3552 .0769 ,7410 .6683
• o
PT 155.6683 KPA CN .2398 CD1 .00909
TT 180,5629 K C_ -.06B6 C02 .009B7
RC 6.0565 MILLlON CC .0093 CD3 .00945
HACH .7294 CD4 ,00847
ALPHA -.9979 DEG ¢05 .00791
UPPER SURFACE LQWER SURFACE SP&NWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLQC X/C CP PjLIPT MLOC XIC ¥1(BI2) CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1077 ,9914 .111Z 0,0000 1,1077 .qgt¢ .1112 .5000 .7%01 -.5360 ,56Z3 ,9656
• 0040 .7039 .%067 .3766 .0040 -.2146 .6442 .8180 .5000 .6414 -.5556 .5579 .9523
• U080 ,5553 ,8467 ,4932 ,0080 -,5981 .54%5 ,9737 .5000 .5%27 -,55%0 .5561 ,9553
• 0150 .3409 .7908 ,5887 ,0230 -,035Z ,6917 ,7449 .5000 °4%40 -,5591 ,5545 ,9577
• 02_0 ,1142 .7315 ,6832 ,0500 -.1172 ,6707 .7773 .5000 ,3454 -,5652 ,5532 ,9598
• 0400 -.1672 .6574 .7976 .lO00 -.1665 .6568 .7986 .5000 .2467 -.5672 .5526 ,9608
• 0600 -.3958 .5976 .8899 .1500 -.1991 ,6491 .8104 .5000 o1480 -.5627 °5530 .9601
• 08UO -.4939 .5725 .9Z93 .2000 -.Z2BO .6415 .B_21 .5000 .0493 -.5712 .5523 .9513
• 1000 -.5507 ,5572 .9534 .2500 -,2729 .6301 .8397 .5000 -,0493 -.57Z4 ,5517 .9623
.1400 -.5795 .5499 .9651 .3500 -.3674 .6055 .8776 .5000 -.1480 -.STOZ .55Z5 .9609
• 1800 -,5794 ,5504 ,9643 .4500 -,4409 .5518 ,9_21 .5000 -.2467 -.5715 .5530 ,9601
• ZZO0 -.5573 .5557 .955_ .55Q0 -.3430 °5858 .9083 .5000 -.3454 -.5658 .5533 .9597
) .Z800 -.5388 .5603 .9485 .6500 -.1493 .6119 .8677 .5000 -.4440 -.5642 .5532 .9599
• 3000 -.5259 .5649 .941Z .7500 .0063 .6623 .7901 .5000 -.5427 -.5599 .5558 .9557
• 3400 -,5247 ,5660 ,9395 ,80C0 ,0690 ,7032 ,7272 ,5000 -.6414 -,5548 .5569 .9539
.3800 -.5323 .5617 .9462 .85C0 .1171 .7199 .7013 .5000 -.7401 -.5537 .5572 .9534
.SZO0 -.5409 .5593 .9501 .9000 .15_1 .7322 .6822 CHORDWISE
.4600 -.5586 .5549 .9571 .9500 .1906 .7420 .6668 .0600 .4500 -.3903 .5993 .8874
.5000 -.5706 .5462 .9710 1.0000 .1845 .7501 .6540 .1400 .4500 -.5609 .5545 .9577
• 5400 -.5917 .5388 .98Z9 .Z200 .4500 -.5528 .5561 .9552
• 5800 -.6170 .5414 ,gTBB .3000 .4500 -.5301 .5629 ,9443
.6200 -.6128 .5459 .9714 .3800 .4500 -.53%3 .5614 .9468
• _600 -.5943 .5605 .948Z .4600 .%500 -.5465 ,5593 ,9501
• 7000 -.5398 .5902 .9014 .5400 ,%500 -.5829 .5501 .9647
• 7500 -,4290 .6281 ,8428 ,6200 ,4500 -,6007 ,5458 ,9717
• 8000 -.2800 .6654 .7853 .7000 .4500 -.5261 .5652 .9408
• 8500 -.1359 ,7019 .7ZZ .8000 .4500 -.Z878 .6267 .8449
,9000 -,0007 ,730Z ,6853 .9000 ,4500 -,010Z ,7000 ,7322
.9500 .1082 .7412 .6681 .1014 .355Z -.1767 .6562 .7994
• 9750 ,1499 .75Z2 ,6508 ,2000 ,3552 -.2289 ,64Z0 .8Z13
1,0000 .1645 .7501 .6540 .3500 .3552 -.3628 .6065 .8762
,4500 ,3552 -,4362 .587_ ,9052
.5500 ,355Z -,3427 .611Z .8689
• 6500 .3552 -.14_1 ,6629 .7892
.7500 ,355Z ,0089 .7036 ,7265
.8000 .355Z ,0671 .7197 ,7017
• 8500 ,3552 ,1143 ,7322 ,6822
• 9000 .3552 ,1571 .7436 .6644
• 9500 .3552 ,1841 .7508 .6530
PT 155.638o KPA C_ .3622 CD1 .00945
TT 180.%126 K CM -.0663 CD2 ,00996
R_ 6,077_ MIttlD_' CC ,U_b% C03 ,00967
MACH .73U4 CO% .00914
_LPHA ,019_ OEG CO5 .00873
bPPE_ SUKFACE LQwEP SURFACE
X/C CP PpLIPr MLUC X/C CP P_L/PT _LOC XlC YI1812) P_NWISECP PpL/PT MLOC
S
0,0000 1.1320 ,9977 .0574 O,OCO0 1,1320 ,9977 ,0574 .5000 .7401 -,5932 ,5445 ,9738
• 00_0 .6196 .6O29 .4635 ._CSG .1526 .7_00 .6700 .50C0 .6414 -.5989 .5440 .9746
,OObO ,3655 .7_59 .5BU3 .CC_U -.1638 .6500 .795? .50C0 .54Z7 -.6103 .5427 ,9766
,0150 ,1_61 ,7_26 .6659 .0230 .0577 ,7158 ,7078 ,5000 ,4440 -,620Z ,5388 ,9828
.OZ_O -,0664 .6842 ,7565 ._CO ,0295 .7079 .7200 .5000 .3454 -.618Z .5380 .9842
,0%00 -.3555 ,60_2 ,8735 ,10GO -,04_0 .6878 ,7510 .5000 *2%67 -.6209 ,5405 ,9800
•0600 -,5980 ,_460 ,971_ ,1500 -.0979 ,6740 ,772_ ,5000 ,1480 -,6236 ,5354 ,9884
.U800 -._9b0 .5196 1.0141 .2COO -.lhll ,6649 .7861 .5_0 .0493 -.5Z25 .5389 .98Z7
,l_u3 -,76_7 ,5624 1,0424 ,2500 -,1915 ,6550 ,801_ ,5000 -,0493 -.6ZTZ ,5372 ,9855
.1400 -,7733 ,4997 1.0_68 .35C0 -,Z965 .62_C .8491 .5000 -,1%80 -°6263 .5353 .9885
.1800 -.74_5 ._065 1.0395 .4500 -.3817 .5385 .9834 .5000 -.2467 -.6278 .5377 .9047
.2_00 -,6866 .5232 L*OUSI ,5_00 -.3086 .6025 ._8Z4 .5000 -.3454 -.6269 .5360 .9873
.260_ -,6415 ,_339 ,9907 .6500 -,1315 ,6214 ,8531 ,5000 -,4440 -,62Z0 .5393 ,98Z1
• 3000 -.613Z .5392 .90_Z .75_0 ,01_7 ._85 .7806 .5000 -.5427 -.6140 ,5416 .9785
•3400 -,_943 ,5452 ,9726 ,BOO0 ,0752 ,7063 ,7225 ,5000 -*6414 -,615k ,5411 ,979Z
,3_b0 -,#056 .5439 .9746 ,8_OO ,118S .7Z12 .6904 ,5000 -,7%01 -,6127 ,5431 ,9759
,4Z03 -,6144 ,5404 ,980_ ,9C00 ,157_ ,7335 ,_802 CHOROWISE
,_600 -,6191 ,5377 .9846 ,9500 ,1820 ,7_q ,6655 ,0600 ,4500 -,5666 ,5486 ,9672
.5000 -,6217 .5355 .9881 1.0000 .1674 ,7459 .6507 .1400 .4500 -,7273 ,5112 1,0278
.5400 -.6403 .5250 1.0053 .2200 .4500 -.6930 .5170 1.0183
,5_00 -.663Z ,53_b ,9896 ,30_0 .4500 -,6148 ,5397 ,9815
,6ZOO -.6390 ,5_4 ,9772 .3800 .4500 -.6110 .5421 ._776
._bO3 --._073 .5673 ,_534 .4600 .4500 -.6116 .5395 ,9817
,TuO0 -.54Z9 ,5913 ,8998 ,5400 ,_500 -,63G6 ,5379 ,9843
.7_J -.4227 .6295 .8405 .6ZOO .4500 -.6325 .5329 ,99Z%
,8000 -,2707 ,5679 .7816 ,70_0 ,%500 -,5326 ,5621 ,9%56
,85b0 -.13OZ .7025 ,728_ ,8000 .4500 -,2802 .6288 .8417
,9000 ,OOZO ,7Z83 ,688Z ,9000 ,4500 -,0002 ,6989 ,7338
,9_00 ,1008 ,7385 ,6723 ,1014 .3552 -,0709 ,6832 ,7581
• 9750 .1366 .7494 .o5_3 .2000 .3552 -,1397 .6657 .7850
1,00_0 ,167% ,7459 ,6607 ,3500 ,3552 -,2958 .6201 ,8550
• %500 ,355Z -,3761 ,6031 .8814
• 5500 .3552 -,3127 .6171 .8597
.6500 .3552 -.1326 .6661 .78%3
• 7500 .3552 .0161 ,7061 .7228
• 8000 ,355Z *07Z5 ,7192 *7024
.8500 .3552 .1189 .7336 .6801
1 _ .9CC0 .3552 .1564 .7406 ,6690
• 9500 .3552 .1762 .7481 .6573
PT 155.6258 KPA CN .4858 CDI ,01069
TT 180,1591 K CM -,0630 CO2 .01067
RC 6.0R15 MILLION CC ,0011 CD3 ,01019
MACH .7289 C04 .00960
ALPHA 1,0223 DEG CD5 .00873
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PJL/PT MLOC X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC Y1(812) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1332 ,9983 .0494 O.OCGO 1,1332 .gq93 ,0696 ,5000 ,7601 -,6362 .5346 .9897
• 0040 ,6324 ,_153 ,5478 ,0040 ,6389 ,8153 ,5678 ,5000 ,6414 -,6480 .5317 .9944
,OOsO .1612 .7453 ,6616 ,OC_O ,1575 ,7616 ,6674 ,5000 ,5627 -,66el .5337 ,9910
• 0150 -,U237 .6959 ,7385 .0230 ,2369 .7643 ,6315 ,5000 ,6640 -,6589 .5273 1,0016
• 0250 -,2320 .6610 ,8228 ,05_0 .1557 ,7631 ,6651 ,5000 ,3654-.6563 ,5299 .9973
• 0400 -,5256 ,5654 ,9405 ,1000 ,0631 ,7112 ,7168 .5000 .2667 -,6573 .5292 .9985
•0600 -,7739 .50L5 1,0439 .1500 -.0090 ,7010 ,7307 .5000 .1680 -.6640 .5256 1,0039
• 0800 -.6967 .6676 1,1013 ,2000 -,06CQ ,6863 .7564 ,5000 .0693 -.6654 .5252 1.0069
• lObO -,9696 ,6463 1,13S4 .2500 -,1183 ,6712 .7765 ,5000 -,0493 -,6678 .5272 1,0016
,1400-1.0203 .6340 1.1606 ,3_00 -.2313 ,6612 ,8225 ,5000 -,1480 -.6600 ,5312 ,9951
,1800 -1,1199 ,6393 1.1510 .4500 -,3318 ,5301 ,9969 ,5000 -,2667 -,6591 .5321 .9937
• 2203 -1.0036 ,4399 1,149U .5500 -,2767 .6167 .8603 .50U0 -,3654 -.6654 ,5272 1,0017 _
,2600 -,8415 ,6795 1,0809 ,6500 -,1107 ,6296 ,8406 .5000 -.6460 -.6589 .5291 .9986
,3000 -.614Z .5399 ,gBIZ .7500 ,0322 ,6717 .7757 ,5000 -.5627 -.6593 ,5316 .9945
,3400 -,6133 ,5408 ,9797 .8000 .0872 .7097 .717_ ,5000 -,6416 -,6531 .5336 .9912
•3803 -,6527 ,5325 ,9930 ,8500 .1256 .7269 .6905 .5000 -.7601 -,6532 .5296 ,9278
• 6200 -,6579 .5276 1.0010 .qo00 ,163Z .7369 ,6729 CHOROWISE
,6600 -.6636 ,5280 1.0003 ,9500 ,18q4 .7433 ,6669 .0600 ,6500 -,7598 .5052 1.0378
,5000 -,6607 ,5255 1,0046 1,0000 .15_7 .7616 ,6676 ,1400 ,4500 -1,0017 ,6383 1,15Z7
.5400 -,6712 ,5191 1,0168 .ZZO0 .6500 -,9718 .6668 1,1611
• 5800 -,6895 ,5266 1.0027 ,3000 ,6500 -,6301 ,5339 ,9908
,6200 -,6601 ,5416 ,9784 ,3800 .6500 -,6616 ,5303 ,9967
• 6600 -.6128 ,5627 ,9447 .6600 ,4500 -,6550 ,5335 o9916
• 7000 -,5392 .5961 ,8923 .5600 ,4500 -.6630 .5309 ,9956
,7500 -,4132 ,6326 ,8361 ,6200 .4500 -,6380 .5369 ,9892
,8000 -,2634 .6719 ,/754 .7000 ,6500 -.5308 .5639 ,9628
• 8500 -.1131 ,7068 .7247 ,8000 .6500 -.2685 .6314 .8377
• q000 .0058 ,7278 .6891 ,9000 ,4500 .0037 ,7024 .7284
.9500 .0930 ,7366 ,6788 ,1016 ,3552 .0379 .7103 .7162
.9753 .1279 .7501 .6541 .2000 .3552 -.0663 .6842 .7565
1,0000 ,1547 .7416 .6674 ,3500 .3552 -,2279 ,6638 ,8186
• 4500 .3551 -,3200 ,6170 ,8598
• 5500 ,3552 -,2725 .6285 .8421
• 6500 ,3552 -,1060 ,6718 ,7756
.7500 .3552 ,0321 .7112 .7149
• 8000 ,3552 .0868 ,7259 .69Z0
• 8500 .3552 .1227 .7354 .6771
• 9000 .3552 ,1632 ,7465 .6630
,9500 .3552 ,1723 ,7476 ,6581
PT 155.67_6 KPA CN ,6524 CO1 .01422
TT 180.1925 K CH -,0656 CD2 .01393
RC 6,0896 MILLION CC -.0057 C03 ,01269
_CH .7306 C04 ,01134
ALPH_ 2.U162 DEG CO5 ,00901
UPPER SURFACE Ln4ER SURFAC_ SPANWISE
X/C CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC Y1(8121 CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,10_1 ,9_03 ,1177 0,0000 1,1061 .0903 ,1177 ,5000 ,7401 -,6036 ,_436 ,9751
.ob4o .2z57 .76:)8 .6371 .0060 ,_51 ,e807 ,4298 .5000 ,6414 -,5950 .5455 ,9721
• 0083 -,0Z43 ,6937 ,7418 .COCO .4157 .8093 ,5579 ,5000 ,5427 -,5838 ,5689 ,9667
,0150 -.2103 ,6_53 ,bib2 ,0230 ,3891 .8027 ,5691 .5000 .64_0 -,5675 ,5511 ,9631
,uZS3 -,396L ,_92o .8900 ,0500 ,2770 .7742 ,6156 ,5000 ,3456 -,5588 ,5536 ,9592
.04u0 -,67_7 ,52_5 1.0060 .I000 .1522 .7610 ,6684 ,5000 ,2667 -,5399 ,5590 ,9505
.uo_d -.g168 .463d 1.1077 .1500 ,08_9 ,7230 ,6366 ,5000 ,1680 -,5641 ,5526 ,9608
,OouO -i.0451 ,6291 1,1694 .2000 ,0266 .7065 ,7221 ,5000 .0693 -.5763 ,5502 .9667
•I000 -1,1328 ,4039 1,2158 ,2500 -,0459 ,6885 .7499 ,5P00 -.0693 -.5898 ,5489 ,9667
• 1460 -1,1916 ,3895 1.2434 ,3500 -.1654 .6_80 ,7968 ,5000 -,1480 -,5724 ,5526 ,9611
• 18U0 -1,2078 .3860 1,2502 .45C0 -,2635 ,5529 ,0603 ,5000 -.2667 -.5775 ,5493 ,9660
• ZZ00 -1.2223 .3797 1,26Z4 ,5500 -,2267 .633P .8339 ,5000 -.3454 -,5877 .5663 =9709
.260J -1,2146 ,3€18 1,25_ ,6500 -,07_8 .6434 .8191 ,5000 -,46_0 -,5965 ,5449 ,9730
• 3060 -1.2214 ,3819 1,2582 ,75G0 ,0503 ,6811 ,7613 ,5000 -,5427 -,6115 ,5602 ,9806
• 3400 -1,2061 .3854 1,2513 ,8600 ,1069 ,7146 ,7096 .5000 -.6616 -,6111 ,5393 ,9820
,3800 -,9995 ,4401 1,1695 ,8500 ,1637 ,729P .6860 ,5000 -,7401 -,6386 ,5337 ,9912
.%200 -.6730 .5232 1.0082 ,gO00 ,1784 ,7383 ,6727 CHOROWISE
•66U0 -,5481 ,5564 ,_548 ,9500 ,2096 ,7674 ,6586 .ObO0 ,6500 -,8866 ,6683 1,1001
._000 -.5_63 ,5440 ,9745 leC_OO ,1720 ,7652 ,6618 ,1600 .4500 -1.1662 ,3949 1,2330
• 5600 -,5971 .5295 ,9979 ._200 .6500 -1,2690 ,3759 1.2700
.5800 -._bZZ ,5296 ,9981 ,3000 ,6500 -1.1911 ,3909 1,2407
,6200 -.6534 ,5_21 ,9775 ,3800 ,6500 -.9514 .4510 1,1302
,66vu -,6156 ,5590 ,9507 .4600 ,4500 -.5599 .5556 ,9561
,7OO0 -._676 ,5890 ,9033 ,5400 ,6500 -,6099 .5601 ,9808
.7500 -._260 ,6286 .8422 I ,6200 .4500 -,6452 .5322 ,9936
,80uO -.2746 ,6675 .7822 ,7000 .6_00 -,5372 ,5592 ,9503
• 85_0 -,1287 ,7008 ,7310 ,_000 ,6500 -.2795 .6281 ,8428
,9000 ,0006 ,7281 .6e86 ,9000 ,650C -,00_7 ,7002 .7319
,950_ ,iUb9 ,7389 ,6717 .1016 .3552 ,1626 ,7377 ,6735
,9750 ,1646 ,7553 ,645q ,2000 ,3552 .0127 ,7033 .7270
1.0000 ,1720 .7652 .6618 .3500 ,3552 -.1570 ,6596 ,7963
,6500 ,3552 -,2595 ,6327 ,8357
• 5500 .3552 -,2260 .6431 .8196
• 6500 ,3552 -,0769 ,6826 ,7590
.7500 ,3552 .0516 ,7161 ,7103
•8000 .3552 .1028 ,7288 .6875
• 8500 ,3552 ,1661 ,7382 .6729
1 40 .9000 ,3552 ,1736 .7467 ,6594
• 9500 ,3552 .1922 ,7523 ,6506
o,
PT 155.6640 KPA CN .7823 CD1 .02240
TT 180.1513 K ¢_ -.0689 CD2 ,02241
RC 6.0823 MILLION CC -.0113 C03 .01925
MACH .7287 CD4 .01593
ALPHA 3.0141 DEG C05 .01115
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PpL/PT MLOC X/C CP PJLIPT HLOC XIC Y/{8/Z) CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.0536 .9772 .1816 O, OOoO 1.0536 ,9772 .1816 .5000 ,7401 -.5744 .5511 .9632
,0040 .0331 .7116 .7142 .0040 .8277 ,9188 ,3497 .5000 .6414 -.§573 ,5557 .9558
.00_0 -,2157 .6452 ,8164 .0080 ,5864 .8553 .4776 .5000 .5427 -.5869 .5493 ,9660
.0150 -.3590 .6071 .8752 .0230 .51t6 .8350 .5139 .5000 .4440 -.6812 .5203 1.0128
.0250 -,5262 ,5624 .9452 .0500 ,3753 .8008 .5721 .5000 °3454 -.6076 .5439 .9746
• ,0400 -.7886 .4935 1.0572 .1000 .2259 ,7620 ,6352 .5000 .2467 -.5908 .5488 ,9669
.0600 -1.0403 .4309 1.1661 .1500 .1522 ,7415 .6677 .5000 .1480 -.6300 .5379 .9844
.0800 -1.1737 .3978 1.2274 .2000 .0787 .7227 .6971 .5000 .0493 -.6518 .5317 .q943
.1000 -1.2511 ,3737 1,2742 .2500 .0086 .7034 .7Z69 .5000 -.0493 -.6645 .5293 .2983
.1600 -1.3120 ,3582 1,3055 .3500 -.1202 .6690 .7799 .5000 -.1480 -.6526 .5287 .9992
.1800 -1.3612 .3540 1.3143 .4500 -,2237 ,5126 1.0255 ,5000 -.Z467 -.6153 .5414 ,9786
.Z200 -1.343Z .3478 L.3271 .5500 -,1981 ,6440 .81B2 ,5000 -.3454 -.6077 ,5401 .9808
.2600 -1,3643 .3677 1.3275 .6500 -.0606 .6518 ,8062 .5000 -.4440 -.5539 .5607 ,9480
.3000 -1.3538 .3470 1.3288 ,7500 .0611 .6855 .7545 .5000 -.5427 -.5207 ,5693 ,9343
,3400 -1.3521 ,3477 1,3273 .8600 .1150 ,7176 .7050 .5000 -.6414 -.5205 .5651 .9410
.3800 -1.3582 .3480 1.3268 ,8500 .1496 ,7333 ,6806 .5000 -.7401 -,5798 .5541 .9584
.6200 -1.3316 ,3692 1.3242 ,9000 .1621 ,7397 .6704 CHQRDWISE
,4600 -.9347 .4585 1.1170 ,9500 .2075 ,7506 .6533 .0600 .4500 -1.0054 ,4419 1.1463
.5000 -.7157 .5591 .9504 1.0000 .1776 .7504 .6536 .1400 .4500 -1.3042 .3587 1.3046
,5400 -.551Z ,5648 ,9415 .2200 .4500 -1.3797 .3414 1.3406
.5800 -,5271 ,5623 °9453 .3000 ,4500 -l.3541 ,3469 1.3290
.6200 -,5347 ,5641 .9425 .3800 ,4500 -1.3125 .3603 1.3014
.TbO0 -.5311 .5714 .9310 .4600 .4500 -I.0308 .6321 1,1639
,7000 -.6901 ,5949 .8941 .5400 .4500 -.5676 .5494 .9658
°7500 -.6106 .6282 .8426 .6200 ,4500 -.5355 .5638 ,9429
.8000 -.2726 .6673 .7825 .7000 ,4500 -.5052 o5714 .9310
,8500 -.1431 .7014 .7300 .8000 ,6500 -.2778 ,6273 .8440
.,9000 -.0118 ,7249 ,6936 ,9000 ,6500 -,0174 ,6291 ,7336
,9500 ,0_99 .7399 .0701 • .1014 ,3552 .2164 ,7562 ,6444
,9750 .1362 .7544 .6473 ,2000 .3552 .0778 .7245 .6942
1.0000 .1776 .7504 .6536 ,3500 .3552 -.1123 .6744 ,7716
.4500 .3552 -,2173 .6438 .8186
.5500 .3552 -.1958 .6509 ,8077
,6500 ,3552 -.0578 .6863 ,7533
.7500 ,3552 .0649 .7196 .7018
,gO00 .3552 .1146 .7317 ,6830
.8500 .3552 ,1498 .7385 ,6723
,9000 .3552 ,1869 .7520 .6511
.9500 .3552 ,2042 .7557 .6452
PT 155,60_1 KPA CN .8296 CO1 ,02932
TT 180.1902 K C_ -.0710 CD2 ,02862
RC 6.0875 HILLICN CC -.0127 CD3 .02406
HACH .7305 CO4 ,01824
ALPflA 3,5131 OEG CO5 .01256
UPPER SUPFAC£ LOWER SUVFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP P*LI_T _LJC XIC CP PeLIRT MLO_ XIC YI(BI2) CP PtLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0105 .q673 .21B5 0.0060 1.0165 .9673 .2185 .5000 .7401 -.7703 .6993 1.0475
• 0_40 -,_469 .6213 ,7450 ,0_40 .8810 .q328 ,3167 .5000 .6414 -.9504 .4488 1.1341
,00_0 -.2981 ,6224 ._515 ,0t80 ,6501 ,8705 .4492 .5000 ,5427 -.7741 .4996 1.0471
.0150 -.46_0 .5813 .9060 .02_0 ,5454 .8435 ,4989 .5000 .4440 -.8165 .4853 1,0710
•0250 -.5670 .5483 .9676 .0500 .4172 .8121 .5533 .5000 .3454 -.7269 ,4947 1.0552
•04uO -,84L7 .479_ l.u_10 .1000 .2571 .7703 .6_19 .5000 .2667 -.8179 ,4895 1.0639
• 06u3 -i.67u7 .4179 1.1_98 .1506 ,I733 .7461 ,6604 .5000 ,1680 -.B551 .4761 1.0866
• 0800 -1.20_7 ,3855 1,2511 .2000 .1030 .7265 ,6911 .5000 .0493 -.B310 .4801 1.0798
.lt;UO -1,3u35 ,3619 1.2980 ,2510 .0263 .70q5 .7175 .5000 -.0493 -.8333 ,4769 1.0853
• 16_0 -1.3570 .3654 1.3322 .3500 -.0949 ,_770 .7675 .5000 -.14B0 -.7552 .5023 1.0425
•1800 -1.3613 .3403 1.3430 .45_0 -.2153 .4806 1.0638 .5000 -.2467 -,7024 *5169 1.0185
.2200 -1.3875 .3333 1.3581 .5500 -.1906 .6430 .819" .5000 -,3654 -.6366 *5363 .9869
• 26_0 --1.4663 .33_8 1.35_2 .6500 --.0_07 .6515 .8067 .5000 --.6440 -.6255 .5377 .9847
• 3000 -1.4025 ,3316 1.3573 ,71fO ,0613 .6865 .7530 .5000 -.5427 -.5501 .5560 .9554
• 3400 -1.3_72 .3337 1.3571 .BOO0 ,L05q ,7171 ,7057 .5000 -.6614 -.5190 ,5640 .9427
• 3803 -1.4082 .3338 1.3569 .8500 .162S ,7270 .6204 .5000 -.7401 -.5569 .5522 .9614
• SZ_o -i._48 .3307 1.3637 .qCO0 .1742 .7366 .6753 CH_RDWISE
.660j -1.21_7 .3_57 1.2_07 .9510 .2071 .7468 .6592 ,0600 .6500 -1.0389 .4315 1.1650
• 5000 -.b030 ,5352 .9H_7 L,O000 .1604 .7456 .6612 .1400 ,4500 -1.3523 .3433 1.3367
.5_3 -,642_ .5oOZ .9487 ,Z200 .4500 -1.4205 .3245 1.3772
.5800 -._3_8 .5673 .9375 .3000 .4500 -1.4119 .3311 1.3628
,6200 -,5u03 ,5716 .9307 .3800 .6500 -1.3732 .3432 1.3369
.bb03 -._7_7 ._7_4 ,9184 .4600 .4500 -1.2817 .3695 1.2828
• 7000 -._615 .5953 .d935 .5400 .4500 -.6407 .5322 .9935
•7500 -.4031 .62_9 .8415 ,6200 .4500 -.4918 .5704 .9326
._OOO -.2_Z0 ,661£ .79_9 .7000 .4500 -.4630 .5807 ,9164
• .850_ -.151_ .6937 ._419 ._OoO .4500 -.2773 .6288 .8416
•9000 -,_256 .7203 .700_ .9000 ,6_0 -,0262 .6905 .7468
.950U .0761 .7322 ,6_3 .1016 .3552 ,2519 .7688 .6244
•9750 .I_5_ .75Ti .6430 .2000 .3552 .09E2 .7270 .6904
l.OOO0 .1694 .745b ,6612 .3500 .3552 -.0975 .6771 .7674
• 4500 .3552 -.2076 .&447 ,8172
.5500 ,3552 -.1931 ,6481 ,8120
,6500 .3552 -.0556 .6865 .7529
,7500 .3552 .0638 .7187 .7032
.8000 .3552 .1150 .7333 .6806
.BSO0 .3552 ,1673 .7391 .6714
1 _1 ,9000 .3552 ,1792 .7469 .6591
.9500 .3552 ,1952 .7514 .6521
1PT 155.5787 KPA CN .8719 CD1 .03665
TT 180.1958 K CM -.0716 CO2 .03554
RC 0,0839 MILLION CC -,0143 CD3 .02914
MACH .7301 CD4 .02151
ALPHA 4.0197 DEG C05 .01526
UPPER SURPAC_ LOWEP SUPFACE 5PANWZSE
X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC Y1(8/2) CP P_L/PT MLOC
O.O00O ,9752 ,9565 .2527 0,0C00 ,975Z ,9565 ,2527 .5000 .7401 -,7779 ,4987 1,0485
• 0040 -.1155 .6706 ,7774 ,0C40 ,9173 ,9406 .2968 ,5000 ,6414 -,9907 ,4409 1.1481
,0080 -,3700 ,6032 .8813 .0080 ,7092 .8870 ,6173 ,5000 .5427 -,9395 .4560 1,1216
,0150 -,5006 ,5713 ,9311 ,0230 ,5900 .8554 ,4774 ,5000 .4440 -,8447 .4856 1,0708
• 0250 -.6200 ,5350 .9896 .0500 ,%406 .8164 ,5459 °5000 .3454 -.9001 ,4695 1.0980
• 0400 -._898 ,4681 1.1003 .1CO0 ,2848 ,7737 .6165 ,5000 ,2467 -,9664 ,4463 1.1385
• 0600 -1,1319 ,4043 1,ZISZ ,15_0 ,2048 ,7541 .6477 ,5000 .1480 -.8872 ,4674 1.1017
• 0000 -1,2_71 .3746 1.2726 .2000 .1189 .7323 ,6821 ,5000 .0493 -.8796 .4672 1,1019
• 1000 -1.3370 .3509 1.3208 ,2500 .0528 .7159 .7075 .5000 -.0493 -,8220 .4900 1.0631
• 1400 -1.4110 .33_0 1.3565 ,3500 -,0796 ,6776 .7666 .5000 -.1480 -,8181 ,4886 1.0654
• leO0 -1,4182 .3285 1.3684 .4500 -.ZOl8 .4765 1.0960 ,5000 -,2467 -,8354 ,4805 1.0791
• 2200 -1,4353 .3233 1.3798 .55_0 -,1834 .6481 ,8120 .5000 -.3454 -.7046 ,5151 1.0215
• 2600 -1,4459 .3219 1.3830 .6500 -.0633 .6547 ,8017 .5000 --,4440 -.6904 ,5153 1.0211
•3000 -1.4560 .3215 1.3839 .7500 ,0566 .6846 .7559 ,5000 -.5427 -.5390 .5569 ,9539
• 3400 -1.4484 .3208 1,38_4 ,8000 .0999 .7172 .7356 .5000 --.6414 -.5172 .5652 ,9407
• 3800 -1.4538 .3215 1.3838 .8500 .1370 ,7268 .6905 .5000 -.7401 -.55O7 .5594 .9500
• 4200 -1.4779 .3211 1.3847 ,9000 ,1703 .7363 *6758 CHOROWISE
,4600 -1,2649 .3746 1.2726 .9500 ,1997 .7456 .6612 .ObO0 .4500 -1.0651 .4196 1.1867
• 5000 -.8579 .5042 1.0394 1.0000 .1511 .7413 .6679 .1400 .4500 -1.4113 .3316 1.3618
.5400 -,7459 .5452 .9725 °2200 ,4500 -1.6795 .3139 1.4009
• 5800 -,5906 ,5607 .9479 .3000 .4500 -1,4686 .3175 1,3928
• 6Z00 -.5Z50 .5790 ,9190 ,3800 .4500 -I,4051 ,3281 1.3693
• 6600 -,4797 ,5876 .9056 .4600 ,4500 -1.3737 ,3343 1,3558
• 7000 -,4393 *6033 1 ,8857 ,5400 .4500 -,6974 .5172 1.0180
• 7500 -,3795 .6302 .8394 .6200 .4500 -.4895 .5740 ,9269
.8000 -.2662 .6591 .7951 .7000 .4500 -.6439 .5867 .9070
• 8500 -,1466 ,6911 .7458 .8000 .4500 -.2764 ,6288 .8417
,9000 -.0299 .7176 .7050 .9000 ,4500 -,0370 .6923 ,7440
.9500 .6637 .7324 .6818 .1014 .3552 .2806 .7754 .6137
• 9750 .1130 .7543 .6475 ,ZOO0 ,3852 ,1ZOZ .7332 ,6806
1,0000 .1511 .7413 ,6679 ,3500 .3552 -.0874 .6768 ,7679
.4500 ,3552 -,1995 ,6490 .8106
,5500 ,3552 -,1850 ,6529 ,8046
,6500 ,3552 -,0584 ,6864 ,7531
.7500 .3552 .0592 .7144 ,7100
.8000 .3552 .1050 ,7255 .69_6
• 8500 .3552 .1374 ,7364 ,6756
• 9000 ,3552 ,1740 ,7474 ,6583
.9500 ,3552 .1860 .7478 ,6577
OT 155,6_22 KPA CN °8985 C01 .04645
TT 180.337_ K CM -.0713 COZ ,04407
_C 6,0870 MILLION CC -,01%3 CD3 .03605
_ACH .7317 CO4 .02589
aLPhA 4.511C OEG C05 ,01q10
UPPER SURFACE LOwEP SURFACE 5PANWISE
XIC CP PtLI_T MLOC XIC CP PJL/PT MLOC XIC Y1(812} CP P_LIPT _LOC
O,OOuO ,94_1 .9490 ,2743 O. CCO0 ,9461 ,9490 ,2743 ,5030 .7401 -,8199 ,4849 1,0717
• 0040 -,1013 .6517 ,8049 ,_C40 ,9659 ,9541 .2596 .5000 ,6414 -1.0889 .4221 1.1821
,0060 -.4492 .5813 .91_4 .Go_O .7637 ,9006 ,3894 ,5000 .56Z7 -,9934 .4384 1.1525
,OiSO -,5578 ._530 .9602 .0730 .6249 .8648 ,4601 .5000 ,44%0 -.9292 .4580 1,1179
•0250 -.t754 ,5206 1.3121 ,0500 .4752 .8253 .5308 .5000 .3454 -.9373 .4579 1,1181
,04GO -.9V29 .46U6 1,1133 .1000 .3127 ,7828 ,6017 ,5000 .2467 -.9528 ,4508 1,1306
•0600 -1,1591 .3949 1.2329 ,1500 .Z195 .7573 .6426 .5000 .1480 -.8999 .4644 1.1067
• 0800 -1.2836 .3637 1,2944 .2000 .1437 ,7378 ,6735 .5000 .0493 -.8838 ,4705 1,0962
,1_00 -1.3_21 .3406 1,3413 .2500 ,0635 ,7164 .7068 ,5000 -,0493 -.9071 .4591 1,1160
• 1403 -1.4193 .3246 1.3771 ,3500 -,0729 ,6796 .763_ .5000 -.1480 -.9090 .4568 1.1200
•1860 -I,4477 ,3196 1.3881 ,4500 -,Iq82 ,4625 1.Iiq0 ,5000 -,2467 -,8721 ,4698 1,0975
.22U3 -I,4603 ,3143 1.4001 ,5500 -,1857 ,6477 .8126 ,8000 -.3454 -,7774 ,4935 1,0572
•Z6UO -1.47_5 .3113 1.40_6 .6500 -,0673 .6519 .8062 ,5000 -.4440 -,7344 .5089 1.0316
.3000 -1.484_ .3104 1.4089 .7500 ,0477 ,6816 ,7605 .5000 -.5427 -.5731 .5486 .9672
• 3400 -1,4_84 ,3093 1.4114 ,8000 .0941 ,7127 ,7126 .5000 1.6414 -,5227 ,5619 .9489
,3800 -1,4652 ,3091 1,4119 ,8500 .1311 ,724_ .6937 ,8000 -,7401 -.5582 .5535 ,9593
•420_ -l,bOZ2 ,3080 1,4145 .9000 ,1574 .7337 .6798 CHORDWISE
• 46_J -1.303_ .362_ 1,2973 ,95_0 .1810 ,7414 .6677 .0600 .4500 -1.1025 .4111 1.2025
• _000 -.8957 ,4922 1.0595 1.0000 ,11¢5 ,728C .6888 .1400 .4500 -1.4479 .3212 1,3845
•54u0 -,7950 ,5258 1,u039 ,2200 ,4500 -1,5065 ,3025 1,4270
• _800 -.6660 .5552 ,9567 .3000 .4500 -1,4974 ,3082 1.4138
.620_ -,5603 ,5682 ,9361 ,3_00 ,4500 -1.4538 .3168 1.3943
,6600 -,4939 ,5861 ,9078 .4600 .4500 -1.4132 ,3303 1.3645
• 7_00 -,41_5 ,6056 ._776 ,5400 ,4500 -,7436 .5022 1.0427
• 7500 -.3564 ,63_1 ._365 .5200 ,4500 -,5077 ,5684 .9358
,8000 -*Z_Z2 .6618 .7910 .7000 .4500 -,4222 .5902 .q014
• 6500 -*1_08 ,t677 ,7511 ,8000 .4500 -,2712 ,6303 ,8394
•90UJ -,044b .7118 .7140 ,9000 ,4500 -,0441 ,6898 .7479
• q_uO .04_5 .7131 .oq64 .1014 .3552 .3041 .7805 .6054
,9750 ,G_72 ,74_Z ,6570 ,2000 ,3552 ,1368 .7349 ,677q
1.00u0 .1105 .7280 .68_ .3500 .3552 -.0659 ,683Z ,7581
• 4500 ,3552 -.1836 .b527 ,8048
•5500 ,3552 -.1905 ,6491 ,8104
• 6500 .3552 -.0511 ,6875 ,7515
• 7500 .355Z .0600 .7153 .7085
,8000 ,3552 ,1004 *7272 ,6900
I _ .8500 ,3552 .1330 .7336 .6800
•9000 ,3552 ,159B .7431 ,6650
.9500 .3852 .1733 .7472 .6587
• • .....
PT 155.6126 KPA CN ,9267 CD1 ,05811
TT 180.8324 K CM -,0714 CD2 .05394
RC 6.0603 MILLION CC -.0141 CD3 .04501
MACH ,7311 C04 .03145
ALPHA 5,01ql DEG C05 ,02647
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SP&NWISE
X/C CP P)LIPT ML_C XIC CP P, LIPT MLOC X/C Y/(81Z} CP P_LIPT NLOC
O.GOuO .9063 ,9383 ,3029 O,O000 ,9063 ,9383 ,3020 ,5000 ,7401 -,7772 ,6979 1.0698
,0060 -,2569 ,6315 ,8375 ,0040 °9973 ,96_0 ,2357 ,5000 ,6614 -.9496 ,4498 1.1323
.U080 -.5313 .5bll .9473 .0080 ,8025 .9111 ,3660 ,5000 ,5427 -,93Z1 ,4554 1,1225
.01_0 -.6228 ,5365 ,9866 ,0230 .6559 ,8725 ,4458 ,5000 ,4640 -.9022 ,4649 1.1059
e ,0253 -,7616 ,5066 1.0353 .0500 .5025 ,8316 ,5199 .5000 ,3454 -,9068 ,4611 1.1125
,0400 -,9504 .4493 1,1332 .1000 .3375 ,7883 .5928 ,5000 ,2467 -.9040 .6620 1.1109
• ObO0 -1.2087 .38%9 1,2523 ,1500 .2634 ,7644 ,63t3 .5000 ,1480 -.8884 .4675 1.1014
• " ,0800 -1.3130 .3537 1.3156 .2060 .1567 .7415 ,6675 .5000 ,0493 -,8877 .4682 1.1002
• 1000 -1,4086 ,3315 1.3bZO ,2500 .0791 ,7210 ,6997 ,5000 -,0493 -,9091 .4608 1.1131
,1400 -1.6005 ,3139 1,6008 .3560 -,0551 ,6866 ,7529 ,5000 -,1480 -,8761 ,4708 1,0958
,1800 -1,6_3d ,3093 1,6113 ,4500 -,1873 .6645 1,1064 ,5000 -,2467 -,8381 ,4790 1,0816
• 2200 -1.5183 .3C_2 1.4232 ,5500 -,1223 ,6524 .8054 .5000 -,3454 -.7569 .5010 1,0447
• 2600 -1,5224 ,3003 1,6321 ,OSCO -,0650 ,6488 .8109 ,8000 -.4440 -,7284 .5110 1.0281
• 3000 -1.5353 ,29_6 1,4343 ,7500 ,0384 ,6838 .7571 ,5000 -.5427 -,5630 .5511 .9632
,3400 -1,5214 .2903 1.6365 ,8060 ,u831 ,7001 ,7181 ,5000 -.6414 -.5134 .5652 ,9408
,3800 -I,5210 ,3005 1.6317 ,8_00 .1105 ,7216 ,6988 ,5000 -.7401 -,5506 ,5581 ,9520
,420_ -1,6823 ,3110 1,4031 .qcco ,1321 ,7328 ,6812 CHORDWISE
.4600 -1,1697 .3919 1,2387 ,0500 ,1427 .7350 ,6779 .0600 ,4500 -1.1321 .4013 1,2208
.5000 -.692L .4_06 1,0794 1.6000 .056_ .7159 ,7076 .1400 ,4500 -1,4822 ,3117 1.4060
• b_OO -._341 .5123 1.0260 .2200 .4500 -1.5343 .2965 1.4411
,58_0 -.7177 ,5376 .0868 .3000 ,4500 -1,5502 ,2960 1,4625
• 0203 -,_229 ,5572 ,0534 ,3800 ,6500 -1.5076 ,3041 1,4233
• 66_0 -,_423 ,5868 °9067 ,6600 ,45J0 -1,2066 .3623 1,2973
• 7_00 -,4338 ,_7_ ,_753 ,5600 ,4500 --,7874 ,4942 1.0560
•750J -,3517 ._312 .834_ .6700 ,4500 -,5588 ,5512 .q630
• 0000 -,2_Z ,o_Ob ,7928 ,7000 .4500 -.6184 ,5910 ,9002
• 850J -,1_70 .6760 ,7696 ,8000 ,4500 -.2611 ,6291 ,8413
• 90o0 -,0895 ,6091 ,1335 .9000 ,4500 -,0736 .6799 .7631
,9560 -,C037 .71_7 .1063 ,1014 ,3552 ,3228 ,7839 .5999
,9750 ,_563 ,7366 ,0756 ,2000 ,3552 ,1587 ,7426 .6659
1.0000 ,0568 .7150 .7076 .3500 .3552 -°0566 .6845 .7561
,4500 .3552 -,1821 ,6528 ,8047
• 5500 .3552 -,1827 .6519 .8061
• 5500 .3552 -,0569 ,6867 ,7526
• 7500 .3552 .0421 .7113 .7148
,BOOO ,3552 ,0881 ,7246 ,6940
.8500 ,3552 .1190 ,7320 ,6825
• 0000 ,3552 .1301 ,7330 ,6810
,9500 .3552 .1429 .7389 .6717
PT 155,6%08 KPA CN .9111 CD1 ,08422
TT 180,9153 K CH -,0730 CC2 ,08286
RC 6,0619 MILLIOk CC -,0066 CD3 .07314
MACH ,7270 CD4 ,05190
&LPH_ 6.0179 DEG CO5 ,04257
bPPER SUkFAC_ LOWER SUPFACE SPANRISE
(IC CP P_LIPT MLDC X/C CP P_LIPT wtOC X/C Y/{BI2) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .6164 .9151 .3581 0,0¢00 ,8166 ,q151 .3581 ,5000 ,7401 -,6728 ,524q 1,0054
,0060 -,4102 ,5907 .9008 ,0C40 1,0463 ,9760 ,1864 .5000 ,6414 -,7211 .5115 1.0273
.0080 -._7 ,5716 _.0110 .66_0 .8770 ,9311 ,3207 ,5000 .56Z7 -.8695 ,4770 1,0852
,ulSO -,7665 °5062 1,039_ .0730 .7178 .8899 .4115 ,5000 ,4440 -,8438 .4809 1,0784
• U250 -._360 ,6606 L,u790 ,0500 .5551 ,8662 .4941 ,5000 ,3454 -.8240 .4874 1,0674
• 0600 -1.0397 ,6294 1,1087 .1CO0 ,3786 .8000 ,5720 ,5000 ,2467 -.8979 ,4675 1,1015
•0660 -I,7731 ,3664 L,2889 ,I_CO ,2826 °7756 ,6134 ,5000 ,1480 -.9064 ,4656 1,1046
• u803 -1,6098 .3350 1,3564 ,2000 ,1880 ,7500 ,6529 ,5000 .0403 -.8975 ,4671 1,1021
,lob0 -1.6733 ,3150 1.3085 ,25_0 ,1160 ,7202 ,6069 ,5000 -,0403 -,9102 ,4670 1,1023
,1603 -1.5_70 ,2066 1,4_08 ,3500 -,0357 .6005 .7668 .5000 -.14_0 -,9062 .4680 1,1006
.1800 -1.5477 .2938 1.4476 .4_00 -.1748 .4852 1.0713 .5000 -.2467 -.8321 .4866 1.0688
• 2200 -1,558_ ,2948 1,4452 ,55_0 -,1859 ,6567 .8010 .5000 -,3454 -.6883 .5230 1.0086
• ZOO3 -1.4550 ,3184 1,3907 ,6500 -,0877 ,6562 .8025 .5003 -,4440 -,6837 ,5253 1,0048
,3boO -1,2569 ,3724 1,27_9 ,7500 ,0084 ,6777 ,7665 ,5000 -.5427 -,5240 ,5677 ,9369
,34_0 -1.1331 ,4034 1.2168 .8000 .0514 ,7030 .7262 ,5000 -.6414 -,4952 ,5731 ,9282
•3_00 -I._34q ,6339 i._006 ,_5C0 ,0_81 .713P .7108 .5000 -,7401 -,5418 ,5616 .9465
•6200 -.0691 ,4536 1,1260 .9000 ,0650 ,7198 .7014 CHORDWISE
•4600 -.0613 ,6568 1,1200 .9500 ,0P63 ,7175 .7051 ,0600 .4500-1,2399 ,3821 1.2577
• 5000 -,8267 .4753 1.0800 1.0000 -.0950 .6782 .7657 .1400 ,4500 11,5700 .2932 1,4490
) .5600 -,8070 ,6965 L,0556 ,2200 .4530 -1,6319 ,2762 1,4906
.58_ -,79_1 ,_1_2 1.0261 ,3000 ._500 -1,6_20 ,2758 1._915
• 6200 --,7248 ,5386 ._32 .3800 .4500 --1.5650 ,2038 1,6477
• 66_0 -,6551 ,5653 ,9467 .4600 .4500 -,9722 .4518 1,1288
,7000 -.5322 ,5237 ,g006 ,5400 .4500 -,7514 ,5081 1,0380
•7_00 -,_326 ,0u92 .0719 .6200 .4500 -,5376 .5636 ,9432
• 8000 -,3_78 ,_250 ,_675 ,7000 ,4500 -,4462 ,5866 ,9071
•85_0 --.3U06 ,6520 .8060 .8000 ,4500 -,3143 ,6196 .8558
•9000 -,1996 ,8632 .To34 ,gO00 ,4500 -,1601 ,6612 ,7918
.0_0 --,1620 ,6689 ,7800 ,1014 ,3552 ,3769 .8018 ,5706
,9750 -,1303 .7261 ,69L6 ,2000 ,3552 ,1955 ,7539 ,6480
1.OuO0 -,0050 ,67dZ ,7657 ,3500 ,3552 -,0266 ,6973 ,7363
.4500 .3552 -,1593 .6612 .7919
.5500 .3552 -.1748 ,6567 ,798?
• 5500 ,3552 -.0683 .6856 ,7544
• 7500 ,3552 ,0256 .7091 ,7181
,8000 ,3552 ,0762 .7241 ,6949
,9500 .3552 .0889 .7267 ,6907
1_ .ooo .3552 .o999 .7295 .6863
.0500 .3552 .08Cl .7238 .6953
• ,
PT 151,5305 KPA CN .2467 CD1 °00933
TT 179.2308 K CM -.0706 CDZ ,01032
RC 6.0627 MILLION CC .0097 CD3 ,00990
MACH .7492 CD% ,00864
ALPHA -1.C081 DEG C05 ,00766
UPPER 5URFAC_ LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC CP PJL/PT MLOC X/C YI(B/2| CP PeL#PT MLOC
O,OOoO 1.1131 ,9900 .1176 0.6C00 1.1131 .9904 .1176 .5000 ,7k01 -.§811 ,5313 ,9950
• 0040 .8052 .9071 .3755 .OOkO -,2169 .6298 .8A02 .5000 .6414 -.6046 .5Z54 1.0066
• 0080 .5770 .8452 .4959 .0080 -.6113 .5237 1.0074 ,5000 .5427 -,5933 ,5291 .9985
.0150 ,3441 .7879 .5933 .0230 -.0469 ,6751 ,7705 .5000 .4440 -.5952 .5272 1.0017
• 0250 .1401 .7274 .6897 .0500 -.1230 .6558 .8001 .5000 .3454 -.5975 .5283 .9998
• 0400 -.1430 .6515 .8067 .1_00 -.1751 .6411 .8228 .5000 .2k67 -,604Z .5263 1.0031
• 0600 -,3808 .5867 .9069 .1500 -.2087 .6323 .8362 .5000 .1480 -,5957 .5286 .9993
• 0B03 -.4855 ,5582 .9519 ,2000 -.2358 .6253 ,8470 ,5000 ,0493 -,6057 ,5266 1,0026
• 1000 -.5519 .5605 .@802 .2900 -,2820 ,6131 ,8659 ,5000 -,0493 -,6021 .5261 1o0035
• 1400 -.5951 .5283 .9998 .3500 -.3845 .5855 ,9088 .5000 -,1480 -.6044 .5252 1.0049
• 1800 -.6063 .5258 1.0060 .6500 -.4661 .5271 1.0018 ,5000 -.ZA67 -,602Z .5253 1.0048
• 2200 -.5843 .5313 .9990 .5500 -.3572 .5631 .9440 .5000 -.3454 -.6016 .5257 1.0040 W
• 2600 -.5607 ,5370 .9858 .6500 -.1521 .5928 .8974 .5000 -._440 -,5977 .5261 1.0035
• 3040 -.55_9 .5389 .9827 .7500 .0061 .6486 .8113 .5000 -.5427 -.5995 .5266 1.0027
• 3400 -.5541 .5390 .9825 ._CO0 .0715 .6910 ,7460 .5000 -.6414 -,5967 .5263 1.0031
.3800 -,5625 ,5375 ,9851 .8500 .1187 .7087 .7188 .5000 -,7401 -.5978 ,5255 1.0044
._200 -.5712 .5337 o9911 ,96C0 .15Q5 .7215 ,6989 CHOROWISE
• 4600 -.5892 ,5306 .9962 .9500 .1890 .7321 ,6823 ,0600 .4500 -,3705 .5881 .9068
• 5000 -,6o39 .5199 1,0135 1,0LCO .1808 ,7380 .6731 .1400 .4500 -,5666 ,5357 .9880
.5600 -.62_0 ,5092 1.0312 .2200 ,6500 -,5832 ,5295 .9980
• 58G0 -.6078 ,5095 1.0306 .3000 ,4500 -.5541 .5390 ,9825
.6200 -.6690 .51_8 1.0154 .3800 .4500 -.5655 .5355 .9882
• b_O0 -.62u9 .5391 .9825 ,6600 ,4500 -.5836 .5310 ,9955
• 7000 -.5533 .5733 .92_0 ,5400 .4500 -.6219 .5211 1.0116
.7500 -.4251 .6147 .8635 ,6200 .4500 -,6584 .5104 1.0292
.dOOO -.2735 .6_6 .802C .7000 .4500 --.5440 .5414 .9787
• 8500 -.1242 .6913 ,7456 .8000 ,4500 -,2883 ,6107 .8696
,90_0 ,0085 .7186 .7037 ,9000 .4500 -.0023 .6876 .7513
• 9500 .1110 .72_2 ._88_ .1014 .3552 -.1825 .6400 ,8244
.9750 .1484 .7605 .6692 .2000 .3552 -,2386 .6265 .8483
1,0000 ,18v8 .73_0 .6731 .3500 .3552 -,3829 ,5847 .9101
.4500 .3552 -.4613 ,5637 ,9432
,5500 ,3552 -.3596 .5902 ,9015
.6500 .3552 -,1526 .6477 .8125
.7500 ,3552 ,0075 .6908 ,7464
.9000 .3552 ,0681 ,7075 ,7205
.85C0 .3552 .1182 .7214 .6991
.9000 .3552 .1621 .7327 .6814
.9500 ,3552 .1897 ,7601 ,6698
PT 151.51_5 KPA C_ .3672 CD1 ,01COE
TT 179.5761 K C4 -.0669 C02 .01065
_C 6.0665 MILLION CC .0071 C03 .010_0
_ACH .7494 C04 ,00941
AL°HA .OOGC OEG CD5 ,00889
UPPLR SURFAC_ Ln_ER SUPFACF SPANWISE
x/c CF P,L/PT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLqC XIC Y/(BI2) CP PJL/PT ML_C
O.OuCO 1.14_6 1.(000 .00_5 0.C000 1.14_6 1.0000 ,00Z5 .5000 ,7401 -.6259 .5Z12 1.0114
• 0040 .6503 ,8651 ._596 .0C%0 .1368 °7366 .6q10 ,5000 ,6614 -,6672 .5130 1,0Z48
• OUSu ,4_14 .79_0 .5769 ,tO80 -.1887 .6385 .8268 ,5000 ,5427 -,6519 .5114 1.0275
•0150 .1924 .7613 .668G .0230 .0474 .7013 .7302 .5000 .4460 -,6547 .5116 1,0272
.0250 -.624g ,6823 .7595 ,0500 .0312 .6973 .7363 ,5000 ,3454 -.6600 .5131 1,0247
•O4OO -.311b .6_5L .87e3 .I0_0 -.0526 .6747 .7711 .5000 .2467 -.6581 .5104 1.0292
.0600 -.%_82 ,5381 .q841 .1500 -.1073 .6603 .7932 .5000 .1480 -.6580 .5094 1.0308
•0800 -,6667 ,5075 1.0339 °2040 -.1407 .6490 .8105 ,5000 ,0693 -,6607 ,5113 1,0276
• luoo -.7577 .4843 1,0727 ,2_00 -,1998 .6351 ,8320 *5000 -.0493 -.6622 ,5090 1.0314
• 1400 -.78_3 .4744 1.0895 .35_0 -.3150 .6035 .8808 .5000 -.1480 -.6605 .5100 1,0298
•1800 -.7974 ,€724 1.0931 .4900 -.4100 .5105 1.0289 .5000 -,Z467 -,6667 .5063 1.0359
,Z2CO -,7934 ,4737 1.0_07 .5500 -.3280 .5782 .9203 .5000 -.3454 -,6680 .5072 1.0363
,_600 -,7035 ,4984 1.0690 ,6500 -.1357 .59g9 .8866 .5000 -*6460 -,6622 .5097 1,0303
•3000 -.6084 ,5259 1.0038 ,7500 ,0148 .6526 ,8050 ,5000 -,5627 -,6614 .5083 1.0326
.3400 -._Gi3 .5255 1,0045 ,BOO0 .0741 .6925 ,7437 .5000 -.6414 -.6530 .5130 1.0249
.3803 -,t289 .5176 1.0173 .8_00 .1187 .7087 ,7188 .5000 -.7401 -.6544 .5109 1.0283
,4200 -,6425 .5169 1,0218 .9400 ,1563 .7209 ,6998 CHORDWISE
.4600 -._587 .5135 1.0261 .95G0 .1833 .7313 .6836 .0600 .4500 -.5514 ,5386 ,9835
•5000 -,6612 ,5048 1,0384 1,0000 ,1651 ,732q ,6811 .1400 ,4500 -,7500 .4845 1,0723
,5_U0 -,6787 ,4952 i,0544 ,2200 ,4500 -,7922 ,6738 1.0907
,58&0 -.71_4 .5026 1.04z0 .3000 .4500 -.6257 .5206 1.0124
,bZGO -.6931 ,5155 1.0191 .3800 .4500 -.6320 .5165 1,0191
.6600 m.6346 ,5427 .9766 .4600 ,4500 --.6417 ,5150 1.0215
.7000 -,5398 ,5762 .9236 .5600 ,4500 -,6686 .5069 1.0369
.750d -.4_97 .61_7 .8572 .6200 ,4500 -.6801 ,5048 1,0385
•8000 -.2570 .b589 .7955 ,7000 ,4500 -,5304 .5435 .9754
,8560 -.1116 ,6915 .7452 .8000 .4500 -.2685 .6156 .86_I
,9000 ,¢132 ,7179 ,7044 ,9000 .4500 ,0086 ,6909 ,7462
,9500 ,I049 ,7255 .6926 .1014 .3552 -*0593 .6726 ,7743
•9750 " .1368 .7384 .6725 .2000 ,3552 -*1465 *6683 .8116
I.OOuJ .1651 .7329 o6811 ,3500 .3552 -.3121 .6034 .8810
• 4500 .3552 -.4020 .5790 ,9190
•5500 .3552 -.3275 ,5998 .8866
• 6500 .3552 -.1356 ,6531 ,8043
• 7500 .3552 ,0143 .6920 .7446
•8000 .3552 .0742 .7090 .7183
1 4_ ,8500 .355_ .1172 ,720Z .7010
• 9000 ,3552 .1571 .7315 .6832
.9500 .3552 ,1740 ,7353 .6773
PT 151,5326 KPA CH .5137 CD1 ,01063
TT 179.6395 K C_ -,0665 CDZ .01164
RC 6.0379 MILLION CC .0022 CD3 .01073
MACH .7481 C04 ,00992
ALPHA 1,0195 DEG CD5 .00842
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SP&NWISE
XIC CP P_L/PT _LOC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC Y1(812) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,1479 ,9997 .0215 0,0000 1.1479 ,9997 .0215 .5000 ,7401 -.6066 ,5250 1*0052
• OU;O .4750 ,8179 ,5k35 ,0040 .;305 ,8064 ,5628 ,5000 .6414 -.6252 ,5212 1.0114
• 0080 .2197 .7486 .6585 .OOBO .14C1 ,7272 .8900 .5000 .5627 -.6183 .5223 1.0096
• 0150 .0235 .8951 ,7397 ,0230 .2341 ,7513 .6522 .5000 ,4440 -.6257 .5215 1.0109
• 0250 -.1834 .6403 .8239 .0500 .1534 .7308 .6843 ,5000 ,3454 -,6121 .5246 1.0058
,0403 -.4670 ,5626 .94_8 .1CCO .0481 .7032 ,7272 .5000 ,2467 -.5758 ,5320 ,9938
• 0600 -,7076 ,4971 1.3511 .1500 -.0089 ,6867 .7527 ,5000 .1480 -.6151 ,5238 1.0072
• 0800 -.8338 .4616 1.1116 .2000 -.0670 .6712 .7766 .5000 .0493 -.6073 .5257 1.0042
.1000 -.9233 .4391 1.1531 .2500 -,1172 ,6570 ,7983 ,5000 -,0493 -.5999 .5259 1.0037
• 140_ -,9906 ,4231 1.1803 .3500 -.2398 .6251 .8474 .5000 -.1480 -.6178 .5224 1.0094
• 1800 -1.GC22 ,4182 1.1092 .4500 -.3431 .5254 1.0046 .5000 -.2457 -.6181 .5222 1.0098
# .ZZO0 -1,0g59 .4132 1.1985 ,5500 -.2810 .5959 .8926 .5000 -.3454 -,6408 ,5170 1,0184
• 2600 -1.0297 ,4101 1.2043 .6500 -.1103 ,6117 ,8680 ,5000 -.4440 -.6395 ,5166 1.0190
• 3003 -1.0243 .4120 1.2008 ,7500 ,0334 .6586 .7959 ,5000 -.5427 -.6516 .5136 1.0239
• 3400 -.qq27 .4220 1.1823 .80C0 ,0910 ,6994 ,7331 .5000 -.6414 -,6578 .5116 1.0271
• 3800 -.7650 .4827 1.0755 .8500 .1349 .7140 .7105 .5000 -.7401 -.6628 .5110 1.0281
._200 -.5639 .53e2 .9639 ,qO00 .16q0 .7266 .6909 CHORDW[SE
,4600 -.5196 .5361 .9873 .9500 .lq37 .7347 ,6782 ,0600 ,4500 -.6907 .5006 1.0454
• 5000 -.6_45 .5112 1.0278 1.0000 .1682 ,7354 .6773 ,1400 ,4500 -.9735 .4280 1,1712
.b_00 -._526 ,4958 1,0534 .2200 .4500 -1.0330 .4126 1,1996
• 5803 -.7188 .4965 1.0522 ,3000 .4500 -,9622 ,4304 1.1669
.b2&O -.7151 .5126 1.¢25_ .3800 .4500 -,7082 ,5000 1,0464
.6600 -.8492 .5_24 .9770 .4600 .4500 -,5764 ,5334 ,9917
• 7000 -.5438 .57_9 .2192 .5400 ,4500 -.6691 ,5111 1.0280
• 7503 -.4086 .6201 .8550 .6200 .4500 -.6924 .5010 1.0446
• 8000 -.2588 ,65R5 .7959 .7000 .4500 -.5388 ,5455 ,9722
,8500 -.1145 .6926 .7436 .8000 .4500 -.2642 .6187 ,8572
,90_0 .0107 .7183 .7039 .9000 .4530 ,0054 .6912 ,7458
.9500 ,1064 ,72_I .6B_b .1014 .3552 ,0410 ,7014 ,7301
• 9750 .1_09 .7428 ,8659 .2000 ,3552 -.0630 .5729 .7739
1,0000 .16o2 .7354 .6773 ,3500 .3552 -.2310 .6254 .8469
• 4500 ,3552 -,3342 ,6004 ,8855
,5500 .3552 -.2821 ,6149 ,8631
• 6500 .3552 -.1073 ,6612 .7918
• 7500 .3552 .0384 .7012 ,7303
• 5000 .3552 .0905 .7138 .7108
• 8500 .3552 .1324 .7269 ,690_
• 9000 .3552 .1740 .7359 .5764
• 9500 ,3552 .1845 ,7406 .6691
PT 151.;818 KPA CN .6769 CO1 ,01497
TT 179.6446 K C5 -.0755 CD2 .01614
RC 6,0_99 MILLION CC -.0018 CO3 .01481
_ACH .7511 CO4 ,01242
_LPHA 2.0162 DEG CD5 ,00987
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P#L/PT MLOC X/C CP PpL/PT MLDC XlC Y/(812) CP PpLIPT MLDC
0.0000 1.1285 .9946 .3819 O,OCO0 1.!2_5 .q948 .O_7q .5000 .7401 -,q785 .4225 1.1813
• 0040 .3191 .7742 .6157 ,0C40 .6365 .8607 ,4676 ,5000 ,6414 -1,1123 ,3823 1.2576
• OObO ._4_9 .7015 .1299 .G_O .3709 .TqZC .5867 ,5000 .5427 -1.0903 .3948 1.2331
• 0150 -.1157 .65_4 ,8008 .0230 .37F2 .7912 .SSeO .5000 .4440 -1,0730 ,3936 1.2354
.0250 -.3029 .6U48 .8788 .0500 .27_3 .7609 ,6369 .5000 ,3454 -1.1317 ,3818 1,2584
• O_UO -.5967 .5284 .9996 .1000 .1350 .7236 .6957 .5000 .2467 -1.1213 .3816 1.2588
• 0600 -.elZ9 ,4654 1,1051 ,1500 .0740 .7083 ,7193 ,5000 .1480 -1,1291 .3800 1,2618
.U800 -.94_8 ,4290 1.109_ ,ZCO0 .0124 .6925 .7438 ,5000 ,04q3 -1.0962 ,3917 1.2391
• 10_0 -_,U_71 ,4038 1.2160 .2500 -.05_9 .6730 .7737 .5000 -.0493 -1.1135 ,3860 1.2502
.1400 -1,1049 .38T3 1.2_77 .35_0 -,1753 .6395 .8252 ,5000 -o1480 -1,0930 .3939 1.2349
• 1_00 -i.1148 .3_1 1,_617 .45C0 -.2937 .4061 1.2117 .5000 -.Z467 -1.1226 .3790 1.2638
,2200 -1.1621 .3732 1.2753 .5500 -.2601 .6068 ,8756 .5000 -,3454 -1,0335 ,4079 1,2083
.26_0 -1.14g5 .3706 1.2806 ,6500 -,0884 .6213 .8532 ,5000 -,4440 -1.0352 .4025 1.2185
.3000 -1.17q6 .3693 1.2832 ,7500 .0506 .6641 .7874 ,50C0 -.5427 -,9781 .4232 1.1800
• 3400 -1.1872 .3673 1.2871 .8000 .1036 .7014 .7300 ,5000 -,6414 -.9699 ,4226 1.1812
,3_00 -1o1915 ,3675 1.2868 .8500 .1478 .7135 .7113 .5000 -,7401 -.9394 .4318 1.1644
.4200 -L,1745 ,3659 1,289q ,qCCO ,1825 ,728S ,6_79 CHOROWISE
.4600 -1,1075 ,3721 1,2776 .9500 ,20_6 °7350 °6778 .0600 .4500 -,8151 ,4684 1,0998
• 5000 -1.U493 .4723 1.0931 1.0000 .1837 .7381 .672q .1400 .4500 -1.0866 .3923 1.2380
• 54&0 -.7880 ,5250 1,0053 .2200 .4500 -1.1842 .3672 1,2874
.5800 -.5965 ._81 ,9679 .3000 .4500 -1.15q7 ,3728 1.2761
.628o -._190 .5511 .963_ ,3000 .4500 -1.1315 .382Z 1.2575
• 600_ -.5052 ,_589 .9507 .4600 ,4500 -1.1276 *3776 1,2666
.TbuO -.4829 .5836 .9118 .5400 ,4500 -.9202 .4357 1.1573
• 7_uO -.37d7 .0179 ._5_5 .6200 ,4500 --.5113 .5498 .9653
.8000 -.2596 .b52_ .8054 .7000 .4530 -.4474 .5630 ,9442
.05_O -.1211 .6931 .7474 .8000 .4500 -.2587 .6167 .8604
• 9003 .0060 .715Z .7087 .9000 ,4500 -.0004 .6874 .7516
.950J .1G42 .7277 .6893 .1014 .3552 ,1329 .7235 .6958
.9750 .14oZ .7441 .6636 .2000 .3552 .0060 .6899 .7477
1._0_0 .1637 .7381 .6729 .3500 3552 -.1752 .6417 ,8218
.4500 3552 -,2824 .6109 .8693
• 5500 3552 --,2473 .6213 .R532
• 6500 3552 -.0814 .6658 ,7848
• 7500 3952 ,0541 .7035 .7268
• _C00 3552 .1032 .7139 .7107
.8500 3552 .1510 .7277 .6892
_5 .9000 .355Z .1828 .7380 .6731
• q500 .3552 ,2004 .7414 .6678
PT 152,1Z26 KPA CN .7228 C01 ,01973
TT 179,809e K CM -,0746 CD2 °01981
RC 6.0547 MILLION CC -,0041 CD3 .01802
MACH ,7484 CO4 .01300
ALPHA 2.5152 DEG CD5 ,00974
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP PPL/PT MLDC XlC YI(BI2) CP P,L/PT MLOC
0,0000 1,1084 o9891 ,1Z53 0,0000 1,1084 o9891 ,1253 °5000 .7401 -1,0180 .4157 1.1938
.0040 .2Z49 ,7505 ,6535 .0040 ,7215 ,8849 ,4215 ,5000 ,6414 -1,1470 .3810 1.2599
o0080 -,0325 ,68L3 ,7609 .0080 ,4573 o8139 °5503 °8000 ,5427 -1,1617 ,3693 1.2830
• 0150 -.1995 .6346 .8327 .0230 ,4278 ,8044 .5661 .5000 .4440 -1.1959 .3634 1.2950
,0Z50 -,3797 .5869 ,9067 .0500 ,3069 .7726 ,6181 .8000 .3454 -1,1969 .3666 1.2885
• 0400 -,6386 ,5130 1,0248 .1000 ,1734 ,7368 ,6750 .5000 .2467 -1.1665 .3751 1.2716
,0603 -,8826 ,4521 1.1283 .1500 ,1035 ,7181 .7042 .5000 .1480 -1.1491 .3792 1.2635
,0800 -1,G166 ,417_ 1,1900 ,ZOCO .0348 ,6gqq .7324 .8000 .0493 -1.2115 .3599 1.3020
• 1000 -1.1011 .3899 1,2426 .2500 -.0348 ,6793 .7641 ,5000 -.0493 -1,1955 .3649 1.2920
• 1400 -1,1670 .37_3 I,Z771 ,3500 -,1603 o6462 ,8148 ,5000 -,1480 -1,1819 ,3676 1.2855
,1800 -1,2010 ,3664 1.2889 ,4500 -,Z711 ,3620 1.2979 ,5000 -,2467 -1.1555 .3744 1.Z730
• ZZO0 -1,2061 ,3580 1.3061 .5500 -,2348 .6171 ,8597 ,5000 -.3454 -1,0792 .3922 1,2381
,2600 -1,2314 ,3580 1,3060 ,6500 -,0B24 ,6282 ,8426 .5000 -.4440 -,8914 .4540 1,1248
,30C0 -1,236Z .3568 1,3084 ,7500 .0457 ,6662 .7842 ,5000 -,5427 -.8547 ,4595 1.1153
.3400 -1,2413 .3556 1,3110 ,80_0 .1005 ,7010 .7306 ,5000 -,6414 -.7753 ,4803 1,0796
,3800 -1.2236 ,3524 L.3175 ,8500 .1406 ,7176 ,7050 ,5000 -.7401 -,7229 .4943 1.0559
• 4200 -1,24Z8 ,3507 1,321Z ,9000 .1738 ,7250 ,6935 CHOROWISE
.4603 -1,2454 ,3535 1.315Z ,9500 ,1972 ,7373 .6743 .0600 .4500 -,8664 ,4560 1.1213
• 5000 -1,1931 ,4865 1.0690 .0000 ,1834 ,7406 .6690 ,1400 ,4500 -$.1519 .3787 1,2645
.5400 -,7538 .5334 .9916 ,ZZO0 ,4500 -1.Z423 ,3541 1.3141
.5800 -.57_4 ,5483 ,9676 ,3000 ,4500 -1,Z274 ,3581 1,3059
,6Z00 -.5169 .5579 ,95Z3 ,3800 ,4500 -1.1826 .3667 1,Z884
,66u0 -.4_31 .5675 .9372 .4600 .4500 -1.1975 .3634 1.2949
• 7000 -°4453 ,5852 ,9093 ,5400 .4500 -1,0233 .4088 1,2068
,75C0 -,3789 .61bg *8600 *6200 *4500 -e5056 .5541 ,9584
.8000 -,2551 .6577 °7972 ,7000 °4500 -,4439 ,5686 ,9355
._500 -.1313 ,6881 .7505 ,8000 .4500 -.2509 ,6185 ,8576
• qO00 -.0078 ,7158 ,7077 ,9000 .4500 -,0122 ,6878 ,7510
.9500 .U963 .7272 .bguO .1014 ,3582 .1600 .7308 ,6844
• 9750 .1387 ,7439 ,6686 .2000 ,355Z ,0403 .7021 ,7289
1,0000 .1834 .7406 .6690 .3500 .355Z -,1552 .6481 .8119
• 4500 ,3552 -,2648 .6184 .85?8
,8500 ,355Z -,Z332 .6268 .8447
• 6500 ,355Z -,0752 .6695 ,7791
• 7500 .3552 .0515 .7019 .7293
.8000 ,3552 .1001 ,7155 .7082
.8500 .3552 ,1430 ,7261 ,6917
.9000 .3552 ,1809 .7393 ,6711
,9500 .3882 ,1961 ,7420 .6669
PT 152.1722 KPA CN ,7688 C01 .02620
TT 179.8927 K CM -,0768 C02 ,02Ell
RC 6.0555 MILLION CC -,0048 CD3 ,OZZ97
dACH .7490 CD4 .01489
ALPHA 3.0140 DEG C05 ,01018
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.o003 I._838 .9827 .1581 0.0000 1,083R .9827 .1581 .5000 ,7401 -1,1070 ,3916 1.2393
• 00_3 .1644 .7324 ,b_2C ,0040 .7756 ,8985 .3939 ,8000 ,6416 -1,2395 ,3861 1,3099
,0C80 -,0812 .6_52 .7857 .0080 .5292 ,8319 .5193 .5000 ,54Z7 -1.2534 ,3494 1.3237
,0150 -.Z585 .8192 .8564 .0230 ._77_ .8188 .541Q .5000 ,4440 -1.2494 .3493 1.3240
• 0253 -,4134 .575Z .9150 ,0500 ,34_5 ,7_1o ,6033 .5000 ,3454 -1,ZSCZ ,3499 1,3ZZ7
• O_uO -._925 .50Z5 1.o423 .1000 ,2019 .7425 ,6660 .5000 ,2467 -1.2587 .3481 1.3265
,ObuO -,9210 ,4379 1,i534 ,1500 ,1305 ,7228 ,6968 .5000 ,1480 -1.2657 .3460 1.3309
,0803 -1.0514 o_037 1,Z162 ,2C00 .0605 ,7047 .7_49 ,5000 ,0493 -1,2769 ,3450 1.3331
,1003 -1.1_05 .37a5 1,Z649 .2510 -,0097 ,6866 ,7528 ,5000 -,0493 -1,2713 .3424 1.3384
• 1400 -1.2217 .3610 1.2999 .35G0 -.1394 .6497 .8095 ,5000 -,1480 -1.2273 ,3544 1.3135
,1_00 -1,2394 .3550 1,3123 .4500 -,2_0_ ,3441 1.3350 ,5000 -,2467 -1,2303 ,3533 1.3157
• 2203 -1.2662 ,3470 1.3289 ._500 -.Z331 ,6173 .8594 .5000 -,3454 -1,1592 .3747 1.ZTZ4
,2buO -1,2763 .3461 1.3307 .65C0 -,0838 .6255 ,8467 ,5000 --,4440 -1.0751 .3941 1.2345
,3000-1.2796 .3450 1.3330 .7500 .0471 .8654 ,7854 ,5000 -,5427 -,96e7 ,4258 1,1752
.34u_ -_,Z_44 .3440 1.3351 .8000 ,100Z ,703Z ,7Z72 .5000 -,6414 -,7275 .4934 1.0574
• 3_00 -1,Z641 .3411 1.3412 .8500 .13o5 ,7170 .7060 .5000 -.7401 -,6471 .5140 1,0233
.4200 -_.2927 .3376 1.34h8 .90C0 ,!76U ,7272 ,6900 CH3ROWISE
,4600 -1,2_87 ,3308 1.3505 ,9500 ,1974 ,7379 .6732 .0600 .4500 -.8949 .4472 1,1370
•5_Od -1.2783 .4449 1,1410 1.0000 .1698 ,7357 ,6768 .1400 ,4500 -1.2007 .3636 1.2945
.5400 -.9U14 .5175 i.0175 .Z200 ,4500 -I,Z863 ,3617 1.3400
,5800 -,6328 .5470 .9697 .3000 ,4500 -1,2786 .3448 1.3334
• 6200 -,5290 .5577 ,9527 ,3800 .4500 -1,Z404 .3517 1.3190
,6600 -._790 .57Z4 .9294 .4600 ,4500 -1,Z457 .3496 1.3233
,70_ -.SZN_ ,_895 ,9026 ,5400 ,4500 -,9777 ,4276 1.1721
•7503 -.3611 ,6196 .8559 .6200 .4500 -,5515 .5360 .9874
,AOOu -,Z554 .6521 .605_ ,7000 .4500 -o4166 ,5727 .9290
• 8500 -.i277 .6849 .7555 ,8000 .4500 -.2535 ,6Z05 .8545
,_000 -.0136 ,7140 ,7105 ,9003 .4500 -.0116 ,6852 .7950
,9503 .b0_1 ,7261 ,6917 .L014 ,3552 ,2006 ,7438 .6640
,9750 .1365 ,7_30 ,5653 .ZOO0 °3552 ,0571 ,7052 .7241
1.0000 .1698 ,7357 .6768 ,3500 .3552 -.1330 ,6533 .8039
.4500 ,3552 -.Z428 .6232 ,8504
,5500 .3552 -.2229 .6293 ,8409
.6500 .3552 -.0704 .6711 .7766
.7500 .3552 .050Z .7019 .729Z
,8000 .355Z ,1013 .7155 ,7082
• 8500 ,385Z .1408 .7289 ,6873
1 4_ .9000 ,3952 ,1742 ,7339 .6?95
,9500 ,3552 ,$899 .7415 ,6676
o.
PT 152.1020 KPA CN .8115 CD1 .03387
TT 179.8971 K CM -.0797 CD2 .03447
RC 6.0551 MILLION CC -.0051 CD3 .02920
MACH .7502 CD4 .01807
ALPHA 3.5140 DEG C05 .01228
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SP&NWI5E
XlC CP P_LIPT HLO¢ X/C CP P, LIPT MLOC XlC Y/(BI2) CP P_LIPT MLOC
O.OOUJ 1,C679 .q7Sl o1780 O. OOO0 1,0679 o9781 .1780 .5000 .7401 -1.1345 .3776 1.2667
• O04u ,_744 ,7136 ,7158 ,0C40 .8273 .9124 ,3640 .5000 ,6414 -1,2907 .3411 1.3413
• 0080 -.1819 .6403 .8239 .OOFO .5959 .8512 .4851 .5000 .5427 -1.2992 .3341 1.3564
• 0150 -.3090 ,6039 ,8802 ,0230 ,5171 .8287 .5249 ,5000 ,4440 -1.3159 ,3351 1,3542
.0250 -.6780 .5604 .9454 .0500 .3916 .7962 .5798 .5000 .3454 -1.2988 .3338 1.3570
.0400 -.7366 .4892 1.0644 .1000 .2303 .7500 .6542 .5000 .2467 -1.3044 .3339 1.3§67
.0600 -.9649 .%256 1.1756 .15C0 .1519 .7306 .6847 .5000 .1480 -1.3301 .3302 1.3646
,0800 -1.0948 .3916 1.2303 .2000 .0843 .7118 .7140 .5000 ,0493 -1,3465 .3217 1.3834
• 1000 -1.1752 .3675 1.2858 .2_C0 .0060 .6894 .7484 .5000 -.0493 -1.3367 .3310 1.3630
• 1400 -1.2562 .3490 1.3247 .3500 -.1269 .6553 .8009 .5000 -.1480 -1.2901 .3391 1.3456
• 1_00 -1.2753 ,3451 1,3328 ,4500 -.2531 ,3305 1.3661 ,5000 -.2667 -1,2921 ,3375 1.3691
.2200 -1.29_0 .3339 1.3557 .5500 -.2291 .6190 .8567 .5000 -.3454 -1.2203 .3574 1.3072
# ,2600 -1,33_1 .3333 1.3580 ,6500 -,0837 .6264 ,8454 ,5000 -.4440 -1.0632 .4022 1,2190
,3000 -1.3041 ,3314 1.3622 .75C0 ,0416 ,6645 ,7869 .5000 -,5427 -,8789 .4469 1.1374
.3400 -1,3326 ,3298 1,3657 .8C00 .1031 ,7004 ,7316 ,5000 -,6414 -.8133 .4662 1.1036
.3800 -1.3239 .3213 1.3710 .8500 .1281 .7177 .7048 .5000 -.7401 -.6834 .5036 1.0404
.420_ -1.3514 .3255 1.3751 .qo00 .1660 .7215 .6989 CHORDWISE
,4600 -1,3414 ,3222 1,3824 ,95C0 .1841 ,7360 ,6762 ,0600 ,4500 -.9156 .4370 1.1550
• 5003 -1,3223 .4206 1.1849 1.0000 .1519 .7296 .6B62 ,lkCO .4500 11.2551 .3478 1,3272
• 5410 -.9_52 ,_39 1,0398 ,2200 .4500 -1.3203 .3268 1.3721
•58_0 -.6875 ,5190 1,0151 .3000 .4500-1.3140 .3295 1.3664
.6200 -.6208 .5553 .9565 .3800 ,4500 -1,2962 .3377 1.3485
.6600 -.5040 .5735 .9276 .4600 .4500 -1.2937 .3360 1.3521
.7_0 -,%250 ,5911 .9001 .5400 .4500 -1,1033 ,3855 1.2511
.7500 -.3576 .6212 .8534 .6200 ,4500 -.5914 .5259 1.0038
,8000 -.2_79 .6521 .8049 ,7000 .4500 -.4211 .5744 ,9262
.5500 -.1367 .6_00 .7629 .8000 .4500 -.2468 .6210 .8537
,9ObO -,0238 .7056 .7236 .9000 ,%500 -.0340 ,6788 .7648
,95GU .0067 .7191 .7027 .1014 .3552 .2238 .7483 .6569
.9750 .1117 .7375 .6739 ,2000 .3552 .0787 ,7C98 ,7170
I,_OGO ,1519 .7296 ,6862 ,3500 .3552 -,1309 ,6509 °8076
,4500 .3552 -.2413 ,6229 .8508
.5500 .3552 -.2297 ,6241 .8490
.5500 .3552 -.0780 .6659 ,7846
.7500 ,3552 ,0448 ,7010 .7306
.8000 .3552 .0931 .7130 .7121
• 8500 .3552 ,1272 ,7211 .6995
.9000 .3552 .1656 ,7320 ,6825
.9500 .3552 .1732 ,7354 ,6773
PT 152.1U6C KPA Cq ,8413 CDI .04187
rT 179.8444 K CH -,0780 C02 .04237
RC 6.05C3 MILLIDN CC -.0C59 CD3 .03483
_ACH ,7479 CD4 .02138
ALPHA 4.C324 DEG CD5 .01483
UPPFR SURFAC_ LOWER SUPFACE SP&NWISE
XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC Y1(812) CP PsLIPT MLOC
O.OOuJ 1._3_3 .0694 .2110 0.0000 1.0353 .9694 .2110 .5000 .7401 -1.0633 .4&O0 1.2232
• 0040 ,_119 ,6919 ,7447 ,00_0 .8_54 928R .32_3 ,5000 ,6414 -1,3044 .3384 1.3470
• O0_O -,2533 .6235 ,8545 ,0C8_ .6_61 8700 ,4503 .5000 ,54Z7 -1,3074 ,3365 1,3511
,C150 -,3_31 ,_85_ ,9000 .0230 ,5553 8394 ,5062 ,5000 ,4440 -1.330% .3238 1,3787
•0Z50 --,53_5 .5450 ._729 *0500 .4186 8022 ,5699 .5000 .3454--1.3302 .3261 1,3738
.04_3 -.7761 ._781 1.0832 .1000 .2671 7614 .6362 .5000 .2457 -1.3425 .3267 1.3723
.06o0 -.99_8 .4144 1.1962 .1500 .1785 7374 .6740 .5000 .1480 -1.3487 .3227 1.3812
• 0800 -1.1_62 .3_01 1.2616 .20C0 .1065 .7158 .7030 .5000 .0493 -1.3138 .3365 1.3510
,IULO -1,2299 .3552 1.3ugb ,2500 .0250 ,6959 ,7385 ,5000 -,0493 -1,3420 ,3216 1.3835
• 14C0 11.2910 .3372 1.3495 .3500 -.1004 .660P .7924 .5000 -11480 11.3022 .3413 1.3409
,1_0 -I,3256 .3311 1,3628 .4500 -,2453 .3367 1,3508 .5000 -,2467 -1,3153 ,3353 1,3537
,2200 -1°33_7 ,32_5 1,3773 ,55C0 -,2237 ,6198 °8556 °5000 -,3454 -1.2272 ,3560 1.3101
.26G0 -1.3615 .32Z3 1.3820 ._500 -.0871 ._294 .8407 .5000 --.4440 1.9842 .4240 1.1786
•3000 -1.3012 .3192 1.3_89 .75_0 .0321 ,6656 ,7851 ,5000 -,5427 -,9332 .4349 1,1589
• 3400 -1.3787 .3184 1.3009 .8_00 .0838 ,6966 ,7374 ,5000 -,6414 -,7227 .4943 1.0560
.3_00 --1.3801 .3168 1.3943 .FSOO .Ilql .7122 .7132 .50GO --.7401 --.638G *5176 1.0173
•_2_0 -1,3673 ,3138 1,4012 .9CC0 ,1539 ,7204 .7007 CHORDWIS_
.4603 -1.3_37 .3127 1.4037 .qsOC .174_ .7316 .6831 .0600 .4500 -.9773 ,%256 1.1757
•5000 -1.2970 ,4576 1.1185 I.OCO0 .1337 .7271 ,69¢1 ,1400 ,4530-1.3181 .3344 1.3556
•54U0 -,8583 ,4P65 I,0690 .2200 .4500 -1,3788 .3162 1.3958
.5800 -.7446 .5197 1.013g .3000 .4500 -1.39C7 .3171 1.3936
• 620J -,6345 ,5336 .q912 ,3800 .4500 -1,3477 ,3247 1,3767
.0600 -.5634 .5752 .9250 .4600 .4500 --1.3414 .3263 1.3733
•7uUJ -,4325 .5054 .8933 .5400 .4500 -.9213 .4404 1,1%90
• 7500 1,3515 .6232 .8503 .6200 .4500 -.6005 .5256 1.0043
• 5000 -.2415 ,6524 ,8054 ,7000 ,4500 -.4211 .5791 .9189
.5503 -.1390 .6775 ,7668 .8000 .4500 -.25%1 .6211 .8536
b .gooJ -.U393 .7_37 .7265 .9000 .4500 -.0549 ,6749 .7708
.9500 ,0518 ,7163 ,7070 .1014 .3552 ,2580 ,7600 .6384
.9750 .0973 .7375 .6739 ,2000 .3552 .1036 .7190 .7027
1,C_OO .1337 ,7271 ,6901 ,3500 ,3552 -,1040 ,6616 ,7912
.4500 .3552 -.2211 ,6306 .8390
,5500 .3552 -.2141 .6314 ,8377
.5500 .3552 -.0779 ,6704 .7777
,7500 ,3552 ,0416 ,7006 .7312
.8000 .3552 .0902 .7137 .7110
,8500 .3552 ,1221 .7226 .6972147 .9000 .3552 .1517 .7296 .6863
.9500 ,3552 .1658 .7333 ,6804
" PT 151.1405 ZPk CN °8682 C01 .05361
TT 179,8891 K CM -,0810 COZ ,05424
RC 6.0525 MILLION CC -,0042 CD3 ,04382
_ACH .7_8b CD4 .OZTO0
ALPHA 4.5132 DEG C05 .01878
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE. SPANWISE
XlC CP PpLIPT flLOC XlC CP FeLIPT _LOC XlC Y/(BI2) CP PeL/PT MLOC
0,0000 ,99_9 .9592 ,Z_6 O,CO[O .9969 .9592 ,2446 .5000 ,7_01 -.9609 ,4293 1,1690
,00€0 -,0722 .6703 ,7779 ,0040 .9318 .9416 .2942 .5000 ,6414 -1.2777 .3439 1,3353
,0080 -,3123 ,6031 o8814 ,0080 ,7161 .8827 .4258 ,§000 .5427 -1,2654 ,3450 1,3350
,0150 -,4436 .5684 ,9357 .0230 .6033 .8538 .4804 .5000 ,4660 -1*2553 .3519 1.3186
*0Z50 -.5808 ,53Z4 .9932 .0500 .6526 .8121 .5532 ,§000 ,3656 -1.2972 *3369 1.3502
,0400 -,8G79 ,4_85 1.0997 ,1000 .2953 ,7696 .6231 ,5000 .2667 -1.3659 .3263 1.3733
.ObO0 -L.C_31 .6033 1.2170 .1500 ,2025 .7629 .6656 .5000 .1680 -1.2218 .3581 1.3059
.OBO0 -1.1771 .3699 1.282O .2000 .1131 .7218 .6986 ,5000 .0693 -.9570 .6270 1.1731
,1000 -1,2691 .3_76 1.3176 ,2500 ,0672 ,7014 ,7299 .5000 -.0693 -,9959 .6184 1,1888
,1400 -1,3308 .3279 1,3697 .3500 -.0978 .6631 .7890 ,5000 -.1680 -1.0981 ,3906 1,2612
,1800 -1.3577 ,3219 1,3830 ,4500 -.2321 ,4325 1,1631 ,5000 -.2667 -1.Z398 ,3595 1,3030
.ZZO0 -1,3ea8 ,3146 1.3993 .5500 -.217Z ,6Z40 ,84q0 ,5000 -,3456 -1.1035 .3894 1.2437
.1600 -1,3922 ,3117 1,4060 ,6500 -.0828 ,6300 .8390 .5000 -.6660 -.9267 .6326 1.1629
.3000 -1.4038 .3096 1.6111 .7500 .0268 .6679 .7816 .5000 -.5427 -.8045 .6752 1.0882
,3400 -1,_017 .3101 1.4095 ._000 .0752 .6960 .7_86 .5000 -.6416 -.7011 .4980 1.0698
.38U0 -1,3784 .31_4 1,3999 .8500 ,1161 ,7009 .7168 .5000 -,7601 -.6400 ,5137 1,0237
,_200 -1,_173 .3C_2 1.4139 ,9_00 .1377 .7212 .5993 CHORDWISE
,4600 -1.3677 ,3178 1,3922 ,9500 .1575 .7262 .6916 ,0600 .6500 -.9958 ,4169 1,191_
,5000 -._03 ._6_5 1,10_6 1.CC00 .0608 ,7105 .7160 ,1600 ,6500 -1.3649 *3Z69 1.3763
,5400 -.e342 ._708 1.080_ .2200 .4500 -1,6006 .3078 1.6168
.5800 -.7726 .4_3 1.055_ .3000 .6500 -1.6016 .3046 1.6221
,62_0 -,7097 .5211 1.0116 ,3800 ,4500 -1.3760 o3167 1,3990
,b6uo -._173 ,55_6 ,9579 ,4600 .4500 -1.3741 .3171 1.3936
,7000 -,4944 .b006 ,88_3 .5600 .4500 -.8193 .6635 1.1086
,7500 -,3_16 ,_171 ,8597 .6200 ,4500 -.6260 .5193 1.0165
,800J -.2635 ,_270 ,8444 .7000 ._500 -.6313 .5731 .9283
,85u_ -.2151 .b7b_ .7682 ,8000 .6_00 -,2587 ,6200 .8552
,9000 -,0558 ,8881 .7505 .9000 ,6500 -.0638 .6735 ,7730
,9560 -,0010 .6847 ,7557 .1016 .3552 .2884 .7693 ,6235
,975_ -,0107 ,73_1 ,b792 ,2000 ,3551 ,1205 .7213 ,6992
1.0006 ,GSG8 .7105 ,7160 ,3500 .3552 -.0967 ,6619 ,790_
.6500 .3552 -.2226 ,6288 ,8616
,5500 ,3552 -.2Z30 ,6275 .8636
,5500 .3552 -.0929 ,6613 ,7917
.7500 ,3552 .0361 .6975 .7361
.8000 .3552 ,0753 .7096 .7176
.8500 .3552 .0949 ,7126 ,7127
.9000 ,3552 .1312 .7263 .6946
.9500 ,3552 ,1276 .7239 .6951
PT 152.1205 KPA ON ,8497 CDI ,07466
T$ 179,8_44 K C_ -,0819 CD2 .07504
RC 6,0550 _ILLIDb CC ,0035 CD3 ,06380
HACH ,7492 CO6 .0416C
_LPH_ 5,0350 OEG C05 ,02998
UP_EK SURFACE LO_ER SbRFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP PtLl_[ _LOC X/C CP P_LIPT qLOC _lC YI(B/2) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .9771 ,9_33 ,2620 O._GO0 ,9771 ,9533 .2620 .5000 .7601 -,8728 .4536 1.1256
,o0_0 -,1107 .6577 .7973 ,0_4_ .9571 ,9_83 ,2754 .5000 .5414 -1,0369 .6050 1.2139
,OObO -,3_30 ,5_9 .9098 ,0080 ,7_03 ,8951 .6008 ,5000 ,5627 -.9673 ,4326 1.1633
.0153 -.40_2 ,5548 ,_573 .0230 .6226 .8571 ,4744 .5000 .4440 -.g180 .4605 1,1488
,0290 11_285 .5199 l,OL3b ,0500 .4767 ,8173 ,5445 .5000 ,3454 --*9509 .4318 1,1664
.0400 -._52_ .4566 1.1203 .lOGO ,3_94 .7729 .6178 .5000 .2_67 -.9275 .4365 1.1560
,OoO0 -1,0923 ,3936 1,23_4 ,1500 ,2194 .7482 ,6571 ,5000 .1480 -.8107 .6683 1.1001
,0800 -1,2115 ,36_)2 1,301_ ,ZOO() ,1365 .7263 ,6914 ,5000 ,0693 -,8195 ,4683 1.1000
.1003-I,3C05 .3370 1,348_ .2500 .0517 ,7065 .7252 .5000 -,0693 -.8180 .4677 1.1010
•1400 -1.3_7 .31_5 1.3906 ,35t0 -,0854 ,6667 .7_34 .5000 -.1680 -,8175 .6638 1.1079
.1_0 -1.3_LZ ,3118 1.4056 .4_00 -.ZZ58 .4716 1.0948 .5000 -.Z467 -.8_55 ,4556 1,1Z25
.22_0 -1,4286 ,3G5_ !,_20k ,5500 -,2262 ,6282 ,8427 ,5000 -.3456 -.7723 .4785 1.0825
,2600 -1,4085 ,303_ 1,42_6 ,65_0 -,0965 °6273 ,8440 ,5000 -,4440 -,7804 ,4787 1,0823
,3000 -1,411_ ,3079 1,4145 ,7500 ,_080 ,6634 ,7884 ,5000 -,5427 -,7171 ,6966 1.0554
,3400 -1,3228 .3272 1.371_ ,8000 ,0493 ,6902 ,7473 ,5000 -,6414 -,5878 ,5301 ,9969
•3800 -I,105_ ,3808 1.14_8 ,8500 ,0793 ,700_ .7313 .5000 -,7401 -,5846 ,5303 .9966
,_200 -.9742 ,6253 1,1762 .9CC0 .0894 ,7120 ,7135 CHORDWISE
.4600 -,_97_ .4463 1.1385 ,9500 ,06_I .7114 .T_46 .0600 .6500 -1.0566 ,6031 1.2176
,_OuO -.7982 ,4784 1.38_8 I,OGCO -.0645 ,6772 ,7673 ,1600 ,6500 -1.3738 ,3171 1.3938
,5_03 -,7732 ,4795 1.0839 .2200 .4500 -1.4504 ,2982 1,4372
• 5800 -,7694 ,_921 1.0596 .3000 ,6500 -1.4510 ,2950 1,6668
.6203 -,7317 ,5103 1.0293 .3800 ,4500 -1.6189 ,3020 1,6282
,65_0 -,66_7 ,5251 1,J051 ,6600 ,4500 -1.3270 .3324 1.3601
,7003 -,5926 ,5709 ,9317 .5600 .4500 -.7606 .6810 1.0767
,7500 -._38Z .5798 .0178 .6200 .6500 -.5917 .5288 .9991
,_003 -,3994 .6054 .8779 ,7000 .4500 -,4520 ,5668 .9382
,85u3 -,3118 ,6287 ,8419 .8000 ,4500 -,2796 ,6159 .8616
.90uO -,2122 ,65_3 .8G25 .9000 .4530 -.1387 .6507 .8080
,9500 -,1291 .6594 ,79_6 .1016 ,3552 .29E5 ,7685 ,6248
• 9750 -,1983 ,7058 ,7232 ,2000 ,3552 ,1361 ,7261 .6918
1,0000 -,_4_5 ,6772 .7673 ,3500 ,3552 -*0869 ,6656 ,7850
•6500 .3552 -.Z176 .6302 .8396
• 5500 ,355E -.2178 ,6311 ,8380
,6500 .3552 -,0987 .6617 .7910
.7500 ,3552 .0126 .6911 ,7659
• 8000 ,3552 ,0610 ,7069 ,7216
• 8500 ,3552 .0825 ,?107 ,7157
€_ .9000 .3552 .0969 .7153 .7086
• 9500 .3552 .0807 .7100 .7168
o.
PT 148.4025 KPA CN .Z486 CO1 .00991
TT 177,7563 K CN -,0726 CO2 .01090
RC 6.0786 MILLION CC .0105 CO3 .01047
MACH .7648 CO4 .00896
ALPHA -1.0081 DEG CD5 .00753
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLDC XlC CP P_LIPT MLDC XlC YI(BI2) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1206 .9906 .1161 0.0000 1.1206 .9906 .1161 .5000 .7401 -.5955 ,5164 1.0193
.COCO .6254 .9064 .3729 .0040 -.2193 .6173 ,8594 .5000 .6414 -.6Z25 .5066 1.0354
.0080 .5986 .8462 .49kl .OOeO -.6500 .4978 1.0501 .5000 .5427 -.6225 .5057 1.0369
• OlfiO .3863 .7866 .5955 .0230 -.0397 .6685 .7806 .5000 .4440 -.6278 .5046 1.0388
.0250 .1663 .72_5 .6927 .OfiO0 -.1267 .6436 .8189 .5000 .3454 -.6280 .5065 1.03§6
.0400 -.1151 .6470 .8137 .1000 -.1823 .6276 ,8_35 .5000 .2667 -.6374 .5003 1.0458
• 0600 -.3532 .580? .91_4 .1500 -.2134 .6213 .8532 .5000 .1480 -.6307 .5036 1.0404
,0800 -,%689 .5491 .9663 ,2000 -.2461 .6102 .8705 .5000 .0493 --.6356 .50Z6 1.0420
,1000 -.5378 .5286 ,9994 .2500 -.2934 .5979 .8896 .5000 -.0493 -.6342 .5030 1.0416
.1400 -.5912 .5131 1.0248 .3500 -.4048 .5667 .9384 .5000 -.14d0 -.6309 .5028 1.0417
.1800 -.6216 .fi081 1.0330 .45C0 -.4973 .5032 1.0411 .5000 -.2467 -.6302 .fl046 1.0387
• 2200 -.6064 .5121 1.0264 .5500 -.3695 .5406 .9800 .5000 -.3454 -.6350 .50Z4 1.0426
.2600 -.5695 .5199 1.0135 .65C0 -.1fi39 .5767 .9226 .5000 -.4440 -.6311 .5026 1.0420
• 300J -._683 .5239 1._071 .7500 .0084 .6355 .8314 .5000 -.5427 -.6387 .5027 1.0419
.3400 -.5643 .5228 1.v089 .80C0 .0701 .6802 .7626 .5000 -.6416 -.6376 .5017 1.0436
.3800 -.5795 ._117 1.0172 .8500 .1195 .6998 .7326 .5000 -.7401 -.6367 .5026 1.0420
,42C0 -.5947 .5138 1.0236 .go00 .1608 .7133 .7116 CH3RDWISE
.%600 -.6160 .5098 1.0301 .95G0 .lEE4 .7232 .6962 ,0600 .4500 -.3593 .5797 .9180
•5000 -.6323 ,4929 1.0582 1.0000 .1789 ,7286 ,6878 .1400 .4500 -.5623 .5215 1.0109
• 5400 -._640 .4803 1.0795 .2200 .4500 -.5986 .5133 1.0243
.5800 -.7145 .4728 1.0923 .3000 .4500 -.5628 .5224 1.0095
.6200 -.74_8 .4_41 1.0732 .3800 .4500 -.5824 .5173 1.0178
.6600 -.7024 .5247 1.00_8 .4600 .4500 -.6042 .5108 1.0285
.70UO -.5525 .5662 .9392 .5400 .4500 -.6502 .4969 1.0515
• 7500 -._084 .6080 .8739 .6200 .4500 -.7297 .4749 1.0887
.8060 -.2553 .6485 .8113 .7000 .4500 -'5395 .5287 .9992
.8500 -.1071 .68_9 .7570 .8000 .4500 -.2655 .6048 .8788
.9003 ._146 .7098 .7171 .9000 ,4500 .0078 .6804 .7623
• 9500 .11u8 .720U .7u12 .1014 .3552 -.1877 .6280 .8428
• 9750 .1463 .73_3 .6821 02000 .3552 -.2456 .6106 .8698
1.0000 .17_9 .72d6 .O87E .3500 .3552 -.3995 .5685 .9355
• 4500 .3552 -.4919 .5411 .9792
• 5500 .35_2 -.3718 .5763 .9233
.6500 ,3552 -.1567 .6353 .8316
• 7500 .3552 .0045 .6E04 .7623
.8000 .3552 .0674 .6976 .7360
._500 .3552 .1177 .7109 .7154
,9000 .3552 .1602 .7228 .6968
.9500 .3552 .1862 .7302 .6853
PT 14_.3771 KPA Cq .3761 ¢01 .01113
TT 177.7630 K CM -.0690 CD2 .01132
kC 6.0751 MILLIO_ CC ,0081 CD3 .01080
MACH .7644 CD4 .00Q73
_tPH_ .0155 DEG CD5 .00898
UPPER SUkFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P,LIPT HLUC XIC CP PJLIPT MtnC XlC Y/(BI2) CP P_L/PT MLOC
O.OO(IO 1.1526 .gqg5 .3270 0.06C0 1,1526 ,9995 ,0_70 .5000 ,7401 -.6448 .4971 1.0512
•3043 .6790 ,eb80 ._541 .0040 .12_2 .7136 .7112 .5000 .6414 -.6782 .4896 1.0638
• OUSU .4356 .7995 .5744 ,O08G -,2096 .6193 .8563 .5000 15427 116832 14885 1.0657
.01_3 .2292 .7%21 .5860 .0230 .0370 .6896 .74E2 .5000 ,44_0 -,6870 .4868 1.0685
• 0250 .0152 .6823 .7595 .0500 .0273 .6871 .7521 .5000 .3454 -.6822 .4879 1.0667
.0400 -.2o53 .6030 ,881_ .i(_0 -.0581 .6626 .7897 .5000 .2457 -,6930 .4861 1.0696
,0600 -,_180 ,5349 ,9891 .1500 -.1122 .6468 ,8139 ,5000 .1480 -.6918 .4870 1.0682
.0800 -.6294 .5035 1.0405 .2000 -.1528 .6351 .831g .5000 .0493 -.6920 .4870 1.0682
.lOUJ -.7240 .4763 1.3803 .2500 -.2079 .6204 .8546 .5000 -.0493 -.7007 .4853 1.0711
.1403 -.7604 .4631 1.1_90 .3500 -.3259 ,5872 ,9062 ,5000 -.1480 -.6988 .4864 1.0691
• 1800 -.7964 .4589 1.1164 .4500 1.4334 .4888 1.0652 .5000 -.2467 -.6967 .4854 1.0708
.22G0 -.6296 .4482 1.1351 .5500 -.3387 .5585 .9514 .5000 -.3454 -.6837 .%866 1.0688
.2600 -.8231 ._494 1.1330 .6500 -.1386 .5_44 .9105 .5000 -.4440 -.6964 ,4875 1.0673
.30uO -.7970 .4546 1.1239 .7500 .0168 .6394 .8253 .5000 -.5427 -.6960 ,4868 1.0684
.3400 -,69_7 .4_61 1.06_7 .5000 .0748 .6843 .7563 .5000 -.6414 -.6908 .4875 1.0673
,38u0 -.5733 .5191 1.0149 .8500 .1185 .7006 .7313 .5000 -.7401 -.6911 .4865 1,0691
,42u0 -.5961 .5122 1.0263 .gc_c .1586 .7119 ,7139 CHDRDWI5E
• 4800 -.6405 .4995 1.0€72 .9500 .1830 .7227 .6971 .0600 .4500 -.5115 .5358 .9877
• 5000 -.6743 ._760 1.0869 1.0000 .1593 .7241 .6949 .1400 .4500 -.7638 .4669 1.1024
,5400 -,7297 .4038 1.1078 ,2200 .4500 -,7998 ,4576 1.1185
• 5800 -,7751 .4590 L.llbl .3000 .4500 -.7695 .4668 1.1026
.6200 -.7925 .48_8 1.0634 .3800 .4500 -.5945 .5138 1.0236
,6600 -.6844 .5328 .gOSh .4600 .4500 -.6505 .4983 1,0492
• 7000 -.5316 ,5712 .q313 .5400 .4500 -.7190 .4796 1.0807
.75u0 -.3881 .6115 ,_6_4 .6200 .4500 -.7568 .4705 1.0963
,SuuO -.2362 ,6533 .80_ .7000 .4500 -.5236 .5361 .9873
,8500 -.09_I .6853 .7549 .8000 .4500 -.2521 .6099 .8709
•gboo .L19b .7G85 .7191 ,9000 .4500 .0117 ,6838 .7571
• 9500 .1047 .7164 .7068 .1014 .3552 -.0635 .6617 .7911
.9750 .1356 .7302 .6854 .2000 .3552 -.1542 .6371 .8289
1.0000 .1593 .7241 .094_ .3500 .3552 -.3236 .5882 .9047
.4500 .3552 -.4237 .5614 .9467
•5500 .3552 -.3389 .5856 .q088
• 6500 .35S2 -.1369 .6422 .8211
.7500 .3552 .0143 .8830 .7584
.3000 .3552 .0706 .6987 .7341
.8500 .3552 .1178 .7120 .7136
1 _9 .9000 .355Z .1579 .7240 ,6950
• 9500 .3552 .1747 .7274 .6897
PT -'148,3676 KPA CN ,5378 CDI ,01210
TT 177.8441 K CM -,0721 CD2 ,01202
RC 6.0690 MILLION ¢C ,0035 CO3 ,01005
MACH o764C C04 ,01057
ALPHA 1,CZ3b DEG CD5 ,00876
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PeLIPT HL3C XIC CP PPLIPT MLOC XIC Yli81Z) CP PtLIPT MLQC
0,0000 1.1568 1.0006 0,0000 0,0000 1,156e 1.0006 0,0000 ,5000 ,7401 -,8833 °4325 1,1632
• 0040 ,5188 ,8237 ,5335 ,0040 ,4061 ,7917 ,5871 ,5000 ,6414 -*q101 ,4Z83 1,1708
• 008_ .2684 ,7537 .6484 ,0080 ,1137 ,7104 ,7161 ,5000 ,54Z7 -,9525 ,4127 1,1994
,0153 ,0677 ,6077 ,7357 ,OZ80 ,ZZ16 ,740e ,6688 .5000 .4440 -,9238 ,4Z31 1,1802
.0250 -,1275 .6424 ,8Z07 .0500 .1473 .7Z06 ,7002 .5000 ,3454 -.9296 .4218 1.1827
,04_0 -,4140 ,5639 ,9428 ,1000 ,0448 ,6013 ,7456 ,5000 ,2467 -,9355 ,4201 1,1858
.O6uO -.6655 .4_92 1.0478 .15C0 --.0134 *6754 .7701 ,5000 .1480 -.9260 .4Z14 1.1633
,0800 -,7950 ,4618 _,1114 ,20C0 -,0726 ,6586 ,7959 ,5000 ,0493 -,9390 ,6178 1,1899
• lOgO -,B7BZ .4358 1,1_7Z .2500 -,1286 ,6432 .8196 .5000 -,0493 -,gZq2 *4168 1.19Z2
• 1400 -,0341 ,4194 1.1870 ,3500 -.Z520 ,6077 ,874Z ,5000 -,1480 -,9033 ,427Z 1,17Z8
• 1800 -,0e03 ,4119 1,2000 ,4500 -,3620 ,4241 1,1783 ,5000 -,2457 -,8686 ,4384 1,15Z6
,2200 -.qE80 ,4046 1,2146 ,5500 -,2044 ,5828 ,0132 ,5000 -,3454 -,9216 ,4210 1,1841
• 1bOO -1,0069 ,4015 1,2204 ,6500 -,1145 ,6001 ,8861 ,5000 -,4440 -,9164 ,4241 1,1784
,3000 -1,GIO0 ,3972 1,2286 ,7_00 ,0378 ,6478 ,8124 ,5000 -,54Z7 -,_049 ,4260 1,1749
• 3400 -1,0162 ,3q_g 1.Z254 ,8000 .0923 .6806 ,7_83 ,5000 -.6414 -.9018 ,4253 1.1763
,3800 -,0097 ,3995 1,2241 ,85_0 ,13_3 ,7C46 ,7251 ,5000 -,7401 -,8780 ,4344 1,1506
,4ZOO -,q_Z3 ,4069 1.2103 ,9000 ,1699 .7170 .7059 CHDROWISE
,4600 -,9656 .4118 1.2012 ,9500 .1910 ,7Z75 ,6896 ,0600 ,4500 -,6480 ,4g99 1,0466
,5000 -,9168 ,4594 i,L155 1,0000 ,1643 ,7263 ,6915 ,1400 ,4500 -,9250 ,4211 1,1839
,5400 -,7938 ,4076 1,0504 ,Z100 ,4500 -,0975 ,4011 1,2211
• _BO0 -.6520 ,51_8 1.0137 ,3000 .4500 -.9628 .4109 1,2029
.62o0 -.5722 ,5271 1,_019 ,3800 ,4500 -.0574 ,4096 1,2052
,b600 -,5343 °5390 ,9827 .4600 .4500 --,9524 .4188 1,1882
• 70_0 -,5015 .5703 ,9327 ,5400 ,4500 -,8461 ,4648 1.1412
,7500 -,3934 .6120 .8676 .6200 .4500 -.5665 ,52Z5 1,0093
• 8_QO -*2362 ,6513 ,8070 ,7000 ,4500 --,4849 ,5435 ,9754
.8500 -.090Z ,683_ ,7576 *8000 ,4500 -,2469 ,6111 ,8690
• 90_0 *0193 ,70_7 ,7233 ,9000 ,4500 ;01Z9 ,68Z9 ,7585
.9500 .1024 .7170 .7008 .1014 ,355Z .0293 .6870 .7508
.9750 .1377 ,7330 .68_9 .2000 ,3552 -,0738 .6604 ,7931
1,0000 ,1643 ,7263 ,6915 ,3500 ,3552 -,2455 ,6115 ,8683
• 4500 .3552 -.3563 ,5794 .q184
.5500
• 355Z -.2933 *5071 .8908
• 6500 ,355Z -,1065 ,6401 ,8105
,7500 ,3552 ,0351 ,6869 ,7524
,8C00 .3552 ,0_26 ,7073 ,7210
.8500 ,3552 .1347 .7170 ,7059
• go00 ,3552 ,1688 ,7Z66 ,6910
•9500 ,3552 ,1869 .7308 .6845
#T 14_,3671 KPA Cq ,6582 CD1 ,01952
TT 177,8273 K CM -,0809 CD2 ,0191Z
RC _.0743 MILLIO_ CC .0030 CD3 ,01648
_ACH .7650 CD4 ,01472
ALPH_ Z.0162 DEG CD5 .01072
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPBNWISE
X/C CP P,LIPT HLDC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YI(BI1) CP P,LIPT MLOC
O.OOOO 1.1441 .9077 .0579 0.0_(0 1,1447 .9077 .0570 .5000 .7401 -1.0042 .4009 1.2216
,U04J ,3847 ,7854 ,_974 ,0040 ,5952 ,8436 ,4087 ,5000 .6414 -1,1048 ,3711 1,Z706
._ObO .132_ .7153 .7085 .OCeO .3225 .7683 .6252 .5000 ,5_27 -1,1070 .3676 1.Z865
,01bO -.0533 ,6626 .7806 .0230 .35_8 ,7782 .6091 .5000 .4440 -1.11cq ,3676 1.2866
,0250 -,2433 ,6106 ,_609 ,0500 ,_448 ,7465 ,6598 .5000 ,3454 -1,1252 ,3_69 1,2880
.0400 -.SLZ4 ,5337 ,0912 ,1_00 ,I191 ,710_ ,7155 ,5000 ,2_67 -1,1104 ,3667 1,Z884
.u_UO -.7433 ,4712 1,09_1 ,150_ ,0543 .6936 ,7421 ,5000 ,14_0 -1,1Z40 ,3653 1,2012
.0_00 -,_707 .4337 1.1610 *SG_G -.0115 .6753 .7702 .5000 .0493 -1,1334 .3536 1.2947
.16_0 -.0614 ,%070 1,2083 .25_0 -.0781 .6563 .7904 .5000 -.0403 -1.1311 ,3638 1.2943
,14t.0 -1,_304 .3_02 1.?_40 .350C -.2057 ,6210 .8537 .5000 -,1480 -1,1365 .3640 1,2938
,LBGO -1,07_3 .3813 1,_504 .4500 -,3735 ,3637 1,Z044 ,5000 -,24_7 -1,1248 ,3671 1,2875
,2_00-1.0904 .3724 I,_760 .5_0_ -.2736 .5881 ,q048 ,5000 -,3494-1.0942 ,3740 1,2738
,_bO) -I,111_ .370_ 1._d01 .6500 -.I057 .600_ ,8854 ,5000 -.4440-L,0696 ,3833 1,2554
.30_0-I,1214 ,3684 I._85C .7500 .0348 ,647_ ,8134 .5000 -,54Z7-1.0526 .3866 I.Z490
,3403 -1.1315 .3637 1._945 .8t_0 .0929 ._867 .7526 .5000 -.6414 -1.0Z23 ,3925 1.2377
.3_C0 -1.1205 .3516 1.zq_? .8500 .1330 .7050 .7Z45 ,5000 -.7401 -1.0076 .3068 1.2205
,4Z03 -1,1356 .3607 1.3006 .0000 ,lbqZ ,7142 ,7102 CHORDWISE
,%OvU -_,1372 ,3636 1,Z047 ,0500 ,1023 ,7264 ,6912 ,ObO0 ,4500 -,7494 ,4736 1,0909
,5000 -1,1205 ,3684 1,2849 1,CCOO ,1663 ,7230 ,6951 ,1400 ,4500 -1,0269 ,39Z6 1,Z374
,9400 -1,1130 ,399_ 1,2236 ,2200 ,4500 -1,10q7 ,3671 1,2876
.5800 -1,_10 .50_2 1,0320 ,3000 .4500 -1,1134 ,3704 1,Z80q
,6200 -.6135 ,5385 ,0834 ,3800 ,4500 -1,0800 ,3753 1,Z712
,o600 -,5037 ,50_0 ._475 ,4600 .4500 -1,1059 ,3706 1,Z805
,7000 -,4271 .5836 ,qllB ,5400 ,4500 -1,1333 ,3605 1,3009
,75_0 -,3%52 .6147 .8634 .6200 .4500 -.6201 .5080 1.0331
.BOO0 -,2291 ,6405 .BOq8 .7000 .4§00 -,4181 .5601 .9489
.8500 -.1Cgb .5788 .7_%B .8000 ,4500 -,2286 .6167 ,8603
,0000 -,C_10 ,7037 .72o4 ,qo00 ,4500 -,0053 ,6786 ,7651
.95_ .0036 ,7_53 .70_5 .1014 ,355Z ,1080 ,7088 ,7187
,0750 ,1343 ,73ZZ .682Z ,ZOO0 ,3552 -,0008 .6748 ,7710
1.0000 .16o3 .7239 .0951 .3500 .3552 -,1929 .6276 .8436
,4500 ,3552 -,3171 ,5902 ,9016
,5500 ,3552 -,2719 ,6011 ,8845
,6500 ,355Z -.0984 *65ZZ ,80§7
,7500 ,355Z ,0351 ,6868 ,7_25
.8000 .3552 .0897 .7034 ,7269
.8500 ,3552 ,1280 .7128 .7124
_0 .0000 ,3552 .1713 .7275 ,6896
.0500 ,3552 ,1855 ,7Z94 ,6866
PT 168.3595 KPA CN .7047 C01 ,02363
TT 177.8656 K CM -.0819 CDZ .02416
RC 6.0638 MILLION CC .0016 C03 .O1116
MACH .7631 CO% *0154Z
ALPHA 2.5233 DEG CD5 ,00969
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsLIPT MLaC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC YI(BIZ) CP PwLIPT HLOC
o.oooo 1.133_ .9938 ,0943 0,0000 1.133_ .9938 ,0_43 ,5000 ,7401 -1,0534 ,387Z 1,2479
• 00_0 .3108 ,7650 .6304 .c040 ,6739 .8668 .4563 .5000 ,6414 -1,1570 ,3566 1.3090
.0080 .0513 .6932 .7426 .0080 .4051 .7912 .5880 .5000 .5427 -1.1788 .3547 1.3129
• 0150 -,1070 .6469 .8138 .0230 .3939 .7875 .5940 .5000 .4640 -1.1766 .3539 1.3145
• OZSO -.3005 ,5956 .8931 .0500 ,2853 ,7579 .6%17 .5000 .3454 -1.1717 *35Z3 1,3178
.0400 -,5757 .5190 1,0151 .1000 .1530 ,7224 ,6976 ,5000 ,2467 -1,1955 ,3499 1,3228
,OoO0 -.7974 ,4561 1.1ZlZ .1500 ,0827 .7019 ,7292 .5000 .1480 -1,2023 ,3488 1,3250
€ .0800 -,93Z8 .4196 1.1867 ,2000 .0146 .6815 ,7592 .5000 .0493 -1.2168 .3455 1.3320
• 1000 -1.0281 .3923 1.2379 ,2500 -.0562 ,6611 .7920 .5000 -,0493 -1,1953 .3470 1.3288
.1400 -1.1039 .3759 1.2700 .3500 -,1823 .6285 .8422 ,5000 -,1480 -1,1857 ,3488 1.3252
.i800 -1.1196 .3671 1.2875 ,4500 -.3093 ,3462 1.3306 .5000 -.2467 -1.1785 .3517 1,3191
,Z200 -1.1547 .3596 1.3027 ,5100 -.2673 .5921 ,8985 .5000 -,3454 -1.1627 .3564 1,3094
.Z600 -1.1138 .3561 1.3100 .6500 -,1056 ,6046 ,8791 ,5000 -,4440 -1.1142 .3678 1.2861
• 3000 -1.1707 ,3546 1.3130 .7500 .0403 .6491 .8104 .5000 -,5427 -1,0962 .3716 1.2785
w .3400 -1.1756 ,3514 1.3197 ,8000 .0903 .6922 .7442 .5000 -,6416 -1.0527 ,3863 1,2496
• 3800 -1.1970 ,3497 1.3233 .8500 ,135Z .7038 °7264 ,5000 -,7401 -,9421 ,4168 1.1919
• _2_0 -1.2035 .3464 1.3300 ,9C00 .1596 .7174 ,7053 CHORDWISE
,_600 -1.1951 ,3_5_ 1.3314 .9500 ,1920 .7223 ,6977 ,0600 ,4500 -.7907 .4604 1.1137
• 5000 -1.197_ .35_8 1.3209 1.0000 .1601 .7232 .6963 .1400 .4500 -1.0835 .3802 1.2615
.5400 -1.1911 ._311 1.1656 .Z200 .4500 -1.1812 .3537 1,3148
• 5800 -.9046 .5136 1.0238 .3000 .4500 -1.1813 .3549 1.31Z5
.6200 -.6080 ,5351 .9888 .3800 ,4500 -1,1499 .3621 1,Z976
.06UO -,5183 .5581 .9520 .4600 ,4500 -1.1616 .3578 1.3065
• 7000 -,_332 .5834 .9121 .5400 ,4500 -1.1943 .3482 1.3262
,7500 -.3445 .6139 .8646 ,6200 .4500 -,6430 .5032 1.0411
,SHOO -.235_ .6447 .8172 .7000 .4500 -.4238 .5631 .94%2
• 8500 -,1203 .6738 .7725 .8000 .4500 -.23Z1 .6155 .8623
• 9000 -.0131 .7033 .7271 .9000 ._500 -;0166 .6751 ,7705
• 9500 .0875 .7137 .7110 .1014 ,355Z ,1469 .7217 .6985
,975_ ,1_55 .73_2 ,6791 .2000 .3552 .0164 .683Z ,7580
1.0000 .1601 ,7232 .6963 .3500 .355Z -.1761 ,6309 ,8384
• 4500 .355Z -,2987 ,5976 ,8900
,5500 .355Z -,2678 .6066 .8761
,6500 ,355Z -,0947 .6551 .8012
,7500 .3552 .0411 .6919 .7446
.8000 .355Z .0946 .7062 .7ZZ7
.8500 .3552 .1298 ,7157 ,7079
.9000 .3552 .1637 07Z63 ,6915
.9500 ,3552 .1833 .7309 ,6842
PT 141.3429 KPA CN ,7406 CO1 ,03252
IT 177.8256 K CM -,0834 CD2 ,03346
RC _.C723 MILLION CC .0027 CO3 .02879
_ACH .7647 CD4 ,01806
ALPH& 3.012_ OEG C05 ,01012
UPPER SUEFACE LOWER SURFACE SPkNWISE
X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC XIC CP PJLIPT MLOC XIC YIIBIE) CP PtLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1159 ._890 .125d 0,0000 1.1159 .9890 .1258 .5000 ,7401 -1,0813 .3735 1.2747
• 0140 ,2537 ,7484 .6568 0_40 .7353 .8829 .4254 .5000 .6_14 -1.2Z71 ,3446 1.3339
.00_0 -.O00Z .6783 .7657 0{80 .4844 .8140 ,5501 .5000 .5427 -1,2017 ,3393 1,3452
• 01_0 -,1671 .63Z1 .8366 0230 .4436 ,8016 .5708 ,5000 ,4440 -1,2071 .3400 1,3436
.OZS_ -.3534 ._6 ._165 0100 .t215 ,7673 .6Z67 ,5000 .3454 -1.2227 .342Z 1.3390
• 0400 -.5981 .5Z05 1,029G 10GO .1855 ,7297 ,6562 .5000 ,2467 -1,2261 .3346 1,3552
• u600 -._486 ._435 1.1434 15C0 .1074 .7082 .7195 .5000 .1480 -1.2185 .3378 1.3484
• 0800 -.9454 ,4098 1,2048 2COO ,0440 .6917 ,7650 ,5000 ,0693 -1,ZTZO ,3Z98 1.3656
• 1000 -1.0637 .3829 1.25_Z 25_0 -.032q ,6696 .7790 .5000 -.0493 -1.Z407 .3321 1,3606
• 1400 -1.1291 .36_7 1.2925 3100 -.1649 .6330 ,8352 .5000 -,1480 -1.2281 .3358 1,3527
,1800 -1,1511 ,3565 1.3092 _500 -,2906 .3396 1.3_45 .5000 -,Z467 -1.2365 ,3411 1,3413
.2203 -1.2069 .3416 1.3275 5500 -.Z760 ,5985 ,8B85 .5000 -,3454 -1,2034 .3418 1,3397
.g6_ -1.2_08 .345Z 1.3327 .6500 -.0057 .5977 .8898 .5000 -.4440 -1.1630 .3574 1.3073
.300a -1.1933 .342Z 1.339_ .7560 .0353 .6522 .8058 .5000 -,5417 -1,1237 ,3697 1,2823
.3400 -1.2440 ,3399 1.3438 .8000 .0781 .6886 .7498 ,5000 -,6414 -1,0761 .3785 1,2649
,3800 -1.2133 .3360 1.35Z2 .85C0 .IZ59 ,6995 .73Zq ,5000 -,7401 -.9176 .4214 1,1834
.4_00 -1.2Z88 ,3339 1,3566 .9000 ,1567 .7160 .7074 CHOROWISE
.4600 -1.Z541 ,3335 1.3576 ,9500 .1641 ,7226 .697Z ,0600 .4500 -,8285 .4513 1.1297
• 5000 -1.2105 .3401 1.3435 1.0000 .130l .7150 .7089 .1400 ,4500 -1,1501 .3607 1,3006
.5400 -1.2065 ,43_4 1.15C9 .EZO0 ,4500 -1.2085 .3391 1.3455
•5_oJ -.8_43 ,506Z 1,0361 .3000 ,4500-1.2189 .34Z9 1,3375
•6ZOJ --.633_ ,5Z15 l.ollO ,3800 ,4500 -1,1873 ,3497 1,3231
.tbOO -,5613 ,546% ,9706 .4600 ,4500 -1.1922 .3633 1,3366
.70_0 -.47_1 .5861 .9079 .5400 .4500 -1.2389 .3389 1.3460
.7500 -.3480 .blOi .8706 .62n0 .4500 --.6582 .4949 1.0549
,_OGO -,Z419 ,_441 ,_181 ,7000 .4500 -.4621 .5482 .9678
• 8903 -.1290 ,6748 ,7709 ,8000 ,4500 -,2367 ,6164 ,8608
,9uuO -,_21Z .69o9 .7463 ,9000 .4500 -,0381 ,6646 ,7866
.9500 ,0_54 .700_ .7310 ,1014 ,3552 .1697 .7241 ,6948
w ,9750 ,0616 .72Zb ,6973 ,2000 .3552 ,0358 .6888 ,7495
1,0000 ,1301 .7150 .70_9 .3500 ,3552 -,1595 ,6365 ,8299
•4500 ,355Z -.Z748 .6035 ,8807
,5500 ,355Z -*Zb6Z ,60Z5 ,8824
• 6500 .355Z -,0923 .6549 .8015
• 7500 .3552 .0346 ,68q0 .7491
.8000 .355Z .0786 .6987 ,7342
.8500 ,3552 .1311 ,7175 .7051
I 51 .gO00 .355Z ,1557 .7216 .6987
,9500 ,355Z ,1728 .7295 .6864
o.
PT 148.4581 KPk CN .77Z8 CD1 .04341
TT 177,8821 K CM -,0838 CD2 ,04318
RC 6,0672 MILLION CC ,0028 CD3 .03656
MACH .7631 C04 .02111
ALPHA 3.5131 DEG C05 .01264
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 5PANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC Y1(812) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1005 .9867 .1486 O.GCCO 1.10Off .98%7 ,16P6 .5000 .7601 -1.1205 .3667 1.2884
.0060 .1665 .72fi9 .6920 .0060 .7906 .8984 ,3940 .5000 ,6414 -I,2420 ,3310 1.3630
.0080 -.0936 .6540 .B029 .0080 .5462 .8309 .5212 .5000 .5627 -L,2785 ,3306 1.3663
• 0153 -.2389 .6138 .8669 ,0230 ._859 .8134 ,5511 .5000 .4440 -1.2537 ,3282 1.3691
,0250 -,4030 ,5692 ,9364 ,0500 ,3622 ,7803 ,6059 ,5000 ,3454 -1,2221 ,3352 1,3539
,06UJ -,6688 ,6955 1,0539 ,1000 ,2132 ,7377 ,6736 ,5000 ,Z4b7 -1,2831 ,3259 1,3741
• 0600 -,8825 ,6319 1,1663 ,1500 ,1636 ,7198 .7016 .5000 ,1480 -1,2695 ,3291 1,3672
,0800 -1,0261 ,3980 1,2272 ,ZGCO ,0624 ,6964 ,7378 ,5000 ,0493 -1,1576 ,3578 1,3064
• 1000 -1,1011 ,3722 1.2773 .2500 -.0099 .6773 ,7672 ,5000 -,0493 -1,2948 ,3245 1,3772
,1600 -1,1631 ,3520 1,3184 ,3500 -,1476 ,6600 ,8Z45 ,5000 -,1480 -1,2666 ,3293 1,3666
,18U0 -1,Z010 ,3656 1,3318 ,4500 -,2837 ,3421 1,3391 ,5000 -,2467 -1,2560 ,3297 1,3658
,2200 -1,2228 ,3382 1,3676 ,5500 -,2536 ,5988 ,8R81 ,5000 -,3456 -1,2456 ,3329 1,3589
• 2600 -1,2569 ,3363 1,3559 ,6500 -,0998 ,6114 ,8686 ,5000 -,4440 -1,2161 ,3440 1,3352
• 3060 -1,2531 ,3298 1,3656 ,7500 ,0245 ,6509 ,8077 ,5000 -,5427 -1,1490 ,3604 1,3011
• 3600 -1.2952 ,3276 1,3710 ,8000 ,0720 ,6868 ,7525 ,5000 -,6414 -1,0109 ,3993 1,2247
• 3800 -1,2918 ,3267 1.3723 .8500 ,1050 .6992 ,7334 ,5000 -,7401 -,8186 ,4518 1,1288
,4ZOu -1,2760 ,3225 1,3816 ,9000 ,1690 ,7077 ,7202 CHORDWISE
• 6600 -1,Z086 ,3391 1,3657 ,9500 ,1560 ,7224 ,6975 ,0600 ,4500 -,8623 ,4400 1,1496
• 5000 -1.2328 .3u76 1,2_71 1,0CCO ,0989 ,7085 ,7190 ,1600 ,4500 -1,1838 ,3499 1,3228
,5_00 -1,060Z ,6699 1,097_ ,3200 ,4500 -1,Z594 ,3Z88 1,3678
• SBO0 -,7611 .4925 1.0505 ,3000 .6500 -1.2620 ,3284 1.3686
• 620_ -,65_6 .5202 1,0130 ,3800 ,4500 -1,2412 ,3367 1,3508
• 6600 -.5855 .5609 .9795 ,4600 .6500 -1.2699 ,3361 1.3564
• 7000 -,5029 .57_9 .9256 ,5400 ,4500 -1,2345 ,3369 1,3503
.7500 -,3766 .0G55 .0777 ,6200 .4500 -.6514 ,4987 1,0485
• 8000 -,2667 .6366 .8300 ,7000 ,4500 -,4508 ,5566 ,9565
• 8500 -.1600 ,6633 ,78_6 ,8000 ,4500 -,2696 ,6127 ,8665
• 9000 -,0581 ,6a_7 ,75_9 ,9000 ,4500 -,0464 ,6682 ,7811
.9500 ._1o5 .6872 .7520 .101_ .3552 .2091 .7389 .6717
.9750 .02_6 ,7262 .69_ ,2000 ,3552 ,0662 ,6989 ,7338
_,_00 ,09_9 .7085 .7190 ,3500 ,355Z -,1601 ,6405 ,8236
• ,4500 ,3552 -,2706 ,6038 ,8806
• 5500 ,3552 -,2604 ,6066 ,8761
• 6500 .3552 -.0978 ,6519 .8061
.7500 ,3552 ,0329 ,6895 ,7483
,8000 ,3552 ,0817 .7030 ,7276
• 8500 ,3552 ,1162 ,7118 ,7139
• 9000 ,3552 ,1378 ,7178 ,7046
,9500 ,3552 ,1679 ,7210 .6q96
PT 168,6809 KPA CN ,7721 CD1 ,06229
TT 177,8636 K CH -,0800 CD2 ,06045
RC 6.0679 MILLIOF CC ,0079 C03 .okq05
_ACH .7626 C06 ,02853
ALPHA 6.0190 DEG CO5 .01879
bPPER SU_FAC_ LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC CP PtL/PT MLgC XIC ¥1(812} CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.00_0 1.0716 .97o0 .1829 C.UCCO 1.0716 .9769 .1829 .5000 .7401 -1.1372 .3663 1.2933
,004_ .1166 .7115 .71_4 .0060 .8398 ._124 ,3641 .5000 .6414 -1.2703 .3284 1.3687
.oo_o -.1_Z .o_0o .82_ .OOeO ,6173 .8516 .6868 .5000 ,5627 -1.2596 .3305 1.3642
• 01_0 -.3018 .596_ .0911 .0230 .52_ .8259 .5297 .5000 .64_0 -1.2551 ,3333 1.3581
• 02_0 -.4503 ,5554 .956_ .0500 .3944 .7887 .5921 .5000 ,3456 -1,1762 ,3538 1.3147
.0600 -.7079 .6661 1.0730 .1CCO .2411 ,7659 .6607 .5000 .2_67 -1.0102 .3999 1,2234
• 0600 -.9368 ._208 1.186_ .1500 ,1593 .7261 ,6968 ,5000 ,1480 -,7931 ,6606 1,1134
,0800 -1.L_95 .3_74 1.2676 .2000 .0895 .7052 .7242 .5000 .0693 -.7524 .4711 1.0953
• 1000 -1,1662 .3636 1,3006 ,2500 ,0097 ,6832 ,7581 ,5000 -,0693 -,7723 ,4638 1,1079
,160_-1.21_2 .3_29 1.3375 .3500 -.1366 .6624 .8208 .5000 -.1480 -,9691 ,4156 1.1940
.l_JO -1.25%6 .3366 1.3557 .65_0 -.2761 .4568 1.1235 .5000 -.2667 -.g817 .4085 1.2072
• 2ZOO -1,2882 ,3285 1,30_6 ,5500 -,2611 ,6064 ,8796 ,5000 -,3656 -1,0473 ,3901 1,2422
.2600 -1.3000 .3235 1.3795 ,6500 -.1209 .6065 .8761 .5000 -.4640 -1.0615 .3863 1.2495
•3000 -1.2956 .3203 1.3865 .7500 .0036 .6656 .8150 ,5000 -.5627 -.9969 .6041 1.2156
• 3600 -1,3002 ,3231 1,3870 ,8000 ,0568 ,6804 ,7624 ,5000 -,6416 -,8567 ,4448 1,1611
• 38u0 -1,28o5 ,3229 1,3807 ,8500 ,1007 ,6969 ,7370 ,5000 -,7401 -,7655 ,4700 1,0971
• 4200 -1.2527 .3339 1.3566 .9000 .1215 .7107 .7157 CHORDWISE
.6600 -1,0820 .37_9 1.2620 .9_00 .1020 .7156 .7081 .0600 ,4500 -.9115 ,4279 1.1714
,5000 -,8137 ,4873 1,0677 1,0000 -,1003 ,6697 ,80qb ,1400 ,6500 -1,2256 ,3392 1,3452
.5_00 -.695Z ,_91e L,O_OL ,2200 ,6500 -1,2994 ,3202 1,3867
• 5800 -.6_06 ,5020 1.0_31 ,3000 ,4500 -1,2973 ,3183 1,3910
• 626_ -.6411 .5153 1.0210 .3800 ,6500 -1.2856 ,3254 1.3752
• 66u0 -,5869 ,5372 ._856 .4600 .4530 -1,2930 ,3253 1,3755
,70o0 -.5276 ,5662 ,9626 ,5600 ,6500 -,8436 ,4425 1,1452
.7500 -._197 ,_38 .91L5 .6200 .4500 -,5907 ,5179 1.0169
,_000 -,36_0 ,6065 ,8792 ,7000 ,6500 -,4411 ,5620 ,9459
• 6500 -.2738 .62_9 ._676 .8000 .4500 -,2965 .5967 .8914
,9000 -,ZG_O .6629 ,7893 .9000 ,4500 -.1100 ,6503 ,8086
.9500 -,0672 .6595 ,7966 .1014 ,3552 ,2352 ,7452 ,6619
.9750 -,_658 .7082 ,7195 .ZOO0 .3552 .0732 .6981 .7352
1.0000 -,1003 ,6_97 .8096 ,3500 ,3552 -,1379 ,6422 ,8210
• 6500 .3552 -.2633 ,6064 .8763
• 5500 ,3552 -,2585 o6_86 ,8728
,6500 .3552 -,1149 ,6470 ,8137
• 7500 ,3552 .01Z6 .6844 .7562
,8000 ,3552 ,0706 .7015 .7299
1 _2 ,8500 ,3552 ,0865 .7019 .7293
.9000 .3552 ,1128 ,7123 ,7131
• 9500 .3592 .1267 ,7168 .7062
PT 148.4769 KPA CN .7700 CD1 .08273
TT 177.9106 K C_ -.0836 CO2 .08013
RC 6.0703 HXLLIOH CC .0142 CD3 .06752
HACH .7640 CD% .04188
ALPHA 4.5300 OEG CD5 ,0Z994
UPPEK SUKFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWISE
X/C CP P,L/PT HLOC XIC CP PJLIPT MLOC XlC YI(BI2) CP PJLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.0510 .9712 .Z046 0.0000 1.0510 .9712 .2046 .5000 .7401 -1.1186 .3686 1,2846
• 0040 .0431 .6914 .7455 .C040 .8819 .9241 .3373 .5000 .6416 -1.1974 .3455 1.3320
• 0080 -.2154 .6189 .8569 .00_0 .6610 .8622 .4650 .5000 .5427 -1.0931 .3760 1.2697
• 015_ -.3503 .5816 .9149 .0230 .5724 .8382 .5083 .§000 .4%40 -1.0186 .3969 1.2292
• 0250 -.4878 .5410 .9776 .0_00 .4293 .7986 °5758 .5000 *3%54 -.9192 .4221 1.1820
• 0400 -.7413 .4743 1.0898 .1000 .2643 .7525 .6503 .5000 .2467 -.7509 ,4700 1,0971
• 0600 -.9740 .4C90 1.Z061 .1500 .1807 .7Z91 .6871 .5000 .1480 -.7133 .4800 1,0800
• 0800 -1.09_7 .3765 1oZ688 .2000 .0998 .?057 .723_ .5000 .0493 -°7080 .4818 1,0769
• 1000 -1.18%3 .3505 1.3114 .2500 .01eb .6842 .7566 .5000 -.0%93 -.7082 .4818 1.0771
.1403 -1.2559 .3307 1.3635 .3500 -.1308 .6%15 .8222 .5000 -.1480 -*7429 .%730 1.09Zl
.1600 -1.Z656 .32%8 1.3766 .4500 -.Z674 .4838 1.0737 .5000 -.2467 -.7690 .4673 1.1017
• 2200 -1.30%7 .3157 1.3968 .5500 -.2649 .6052 .8781 .5000 -.3%54 -.80§5 .%543 1.1244
• 26_U -1.3105 .3115 1.40%0 .6500 -.1233 .6068 .8757 .5000 -.4440 -.7860 .4624 1.1103
• 3000 -1.3186 .3130 1.4029 .75C0 -.0110 .6451 .8165 .5000 -.5417 -.7991 .455Z 1.1Z28
) .3400 -1.2743 .32_1 1.3781 .6C0_ .035% .6764 .7685 .5000 -.6414 -.7268 .6776 1.0841
.3800 -1.1117 .3709 1.2000 .8500 .0545 .6876 .7513 .5000 -.7401 -.6786 .4891 1.0645
.4200 -.89_8 ._310 1.1659 .9000 .0651 .6939 .7_16 CHORDWISE
.4600 -.7630 .4656 1.10%6 .9500 .0%64 .6960 .7383 .0600 .4500 -.9382 .4176 1.1908
• 5000 -.7071 .%89% 1.0641 1.0000 -.1539 .63_9 .8308 .1400 .4500 -1.2554 .3284 1.3687
.5400 -.6e11 .%907 1.0619 .ZZO0 .4500 -1.3224 .3094 1.4111
.5803 -,67%9 .4969 1.0516 .3000 .4500 -1.3428 .3070 1.4166
• bZ03 -._538 .5091 1.0313 .3800 .4500 -1.3191 .3134 1.4021
.6600 -.6098 .5119 1.0L03 .4600 .4500 -1.1939 .3457 1.3316
• 7COO -.5666 .545_ .9720 .5%00 .4500 -.7220 .4760 1.0868
• 7503 -.4866 .5542 .9582 .6200 .4500 -.5518 .5258 1.0039
.8900 -.4%b4 .5772 .9219 .7000 .4500 -.4516 .5559 .9556
._0_ -.3719 .5877 .9054 .8000 .4500 o.3%57 .5833 .9123
.9Co0 -.3237 .6132 .8657 .qO00 .4500 -.2205 .6188 .8572
.9500 -.2383 .6181 .8581 .1014 .3552 .2584 .7517 .6§15
• 97_0 -.2155 .69_9 .7431 .ZOO0 .3552 .0966 .7056 .7236
1,0000 -.1539 .6359 .8318 .3500 ,3552 -.1247 ,6438 .8186
• .%500 .3551 -.2609 .6055 .8778
• 5500 .3551 -.1655 .6040 .8800
.6500 .3552 -.1ZZO .6458 .8155
• 7500 .3551 -.0067 .6777 *7665
.8000 .3552 .0327 .6874 .7517
.8500 .3552 .0617 .6947 ,7404
• 9000 .3552 .07C0 ,6986 .7343
.9500 .3552 .0580 .6954 .7393
PT 147.5406 KPA C_ .2531 CDI .01121
TT 177.7791 K CH -.0757 C02 .OIZZ3
RC 6.1_47 MILLION CC .0118 CD3 .01136
_ACH .7791 CD6 ,00997
ALPHA -1.C081 OEG CD5 ,00985
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SLRFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PaLleT _LOC X/C CP PpLIPT _LOC X/C YI(BI2) CP PpL/PT _LOC
0.0000 1.1212 .9885 .1286 0._C00 1.1212 .9885 .1786 .5000 .7401 -.6155 .4947 1.0552
._40 ._%19 .9091 .3712 .C_40 -.2189 .6074 .87%8 .5000 .6414 -.5623 .4812 1.0764
.0080 .t203 ,_6 .4951 .0080 -.68_3 .4746 1.0892 .5000 .5417 -.6670 ,4802 1.0796
• 0150 .4055 .7856 .5972 .0_30 -.0113 .6655 .7852 .5000 .4440 -.6555 ,4834 1.0742
• 0250 .1920 .7233 .6981 ,C50C -.1317 .631Z .8380 .5000 .3454 -.6586 .4815 1.0775
• 0400 -.0905 .6435 .8191 .1_00 -.18_% .6160 .8634 ._000 .2467 -.6584 .4835 1.07%1
• 0600 -°3306 .5752 .9250 .15C0 -.22C5 .6058 .8772 .5000 .1480 -.6597 .6821 1.0764
• 0600 -._509 .54_6 .9768 .ZCO0 -.2573 .5_64 .8918 .5000 .0493 -.6649 .%811 1.0781
• 1_00 -.5271 .5203 l. Ol3U .25C0 -.3C50 .5835 .9119 .5000 -.0493 -.6619 .4829 1.0752
.1403 -.5914 .5033 1.0_U9 .3_00 -.4217 .5482 .967P .SCbO -.1480 -.6600 .4824 1.0759
.180J -.6_Z3 .493% 1._573 .4500 -.53_5 .%819 1.0768 .5000 -.2467 -.6590 .4835 1.0740
.Z200 -.6517 .4846 1.07_2 .5500 -.38_.1 .5160 1.0_00 .5000 -.3%54 -.6613 .4838 1.0736
• 2600 -.6116 .4930 _.0_81 .6_C0 -.1561 .5627 .9_%7 .5000 -.4440 -.6525 .4837 1.0738
• 3000 -.5573 .5113 1.0177 .75C0 .0053 .6257 .8%64 .5000 -.5417 -.6596 .6817 1.0772
• 34U_ -.5618 *_1_7 1.0237 .8000 .0721 .6725 .7745 .5CC0 -.6414 -°6649 .4810 1.0784
• 3_0U -.58_1 ._031 1.041_ .8500 .11P3 .6_89 .7%9_ .§000 -.7401 -.6732 .4773 1.0846
.4200 -.6123 .4957 1.0536 .9000 ,1598 .7038 .7264 CHOROWI5E
.StO0 -.6376 .4875 1.06_3 .9500 .188% .7153 .7086 .0600 .4500 -.3239 .5766 .9228
• 5000 -.t518 .47%3 1.0897 1.0¢00 .1748 .71q4 .7022 .1%00 .4500 -.5724 .5071 1.03%6
• 5%00 -.6907 .%57_ 1,1190 .2200 .4500 -.6526 .4836 1.0740
.5800 -,7468 .44%4 1.141_ .3_00 .4500 -,5737 .5058 1.0368
• 6200 -.79_0 .4345 1.1595 .3800 .4500 -.5784 .5C61 1.0397
• 6600 -._3ZZ .4883 1.066_ .4600 ,4500 -.6316 .4889 1.0650
.7000 -.6393 .5633 .9_38 .5400 .4500 -.6899 .4729 1.0921
.7500 --*31_O *_0%_ *8794 ._ZO0 .4500 --.7723 .4498 1.1323
.8000 -.2358 .6_23 .8210 .7000 .4530 -.6156 .4937 1.0569
•85C0 110955 .675C .1706 .8000 .4500 -.2504 .5984 .8887
.9000 .0197 .7011 .7305 .9000 .4500 .0125 ,6761 ,7720
.OSUO .1C_% .709% .7177 ,1014 ,3552 -.1939 .615%' .8624
• 9750 .1613 .7239 .6951 .2000 .3552 -.2495 .5987 .8883
1.0000 .1748 .719% .1022 .3500 .3552 -.4208 .5490 .9666
• 45C0 ,3552 -,5272 .5200 1.0134
• 5500 .3552 -.3819 ,5607 .9480
.6500 .35§2 -.1581 .6241 .8489
• 7500 .3552 .0043 .6702 .7781
.8000 .3552 .0657 .6877 .7512
• 8500 .3552 .1156 .7023 .7286
1 5_ .9000 .3552 .1592 .7149 .7092
.9500 .355Z .1875 .7211 .6996
PT *' 147.5485 KPA CN .3958 C01 .01094
TT 177.7380 K C_ -,0744 COZ .01289
RC 6.1042 MILLION CC .0093 CD3 ,01184
HACH ,7784 CD4 .01015
ALPHA .0000 DEG CO5 *00967
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpL/PT MLQC X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PtLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1575 .9991 ,0361 0,0000 1.157§ .9991 .0361 ,5000 ,7401 -,7167 ,4661 1.1039
,0040 ,7046 ,8707 ,4489 ,0040 .1183 .7030 .7Z76 .5000 .6414 -.7636 .4581 1.1177
.OUbO ,4561 .8UIZ ,5714 ,0080 -.ZZ85 .6055 ,8778 .5000 .54Z7 -,7494 .4558 1,1Z18
,0150 .254Z .742Z .6665 ,0230 .0285 ,6781 ,7658 .5000 ,4440 -,7524 ,4552 1.1229
.OZSO .6391 .bBZ4 ,7593 .0500 .0306 .6795 .763B .5000 .3454 -.7188 ,4654 1.1051
,0400 -,Z363 ,60Z5 ,8823 ,IOCO -,0580 .6528 ,8048 .5000 ,Z467 -.7631 .4515 1.1293
,0600 -,4854 ,53Z3 ,9934 ,1500 -,1136 .6402 .8242 ,5000 ,1480 -.5860 ,4762 1,0864
,0800 -,b008 .500Z 1.0461 ,2000 -.1558 ,6Z61 .8458 °5000 .0493 -,6886 .4737 1,0908
,1000 -,6955 .4734 1.0913 .ZSO0 -.2141 ,6091 ,87Z2 .5000 -,0493 -,7043 ,469Z 1.0986
,1400 -,7539 ,4549 1,1233 ,3500 -,]380 .5755 .9245 .5000 -.1480 -.7079 ,4686 1o0996
,1800 -.7781 .44_4 1.1330 .4500 -.4551 ,4713 1.0949 .5000 -.2467 -.7248 ,4644 1.1068
.ZZO0 -,8209 .4383 1,1_63 ,5500 -.3464 ,5409 ,9795 ,5000 -,3454 -,7270 ,4637 1.1080
.26U0 -.8284 ,4350 L.1587 .6500 -,1389 ,5724 ,9_94 .5000 -.4440 -,7447 ,4590 1.1162
,30UO -,6Z36 ._357 1.1574 ,7500 .0185 .6314 .8377 .5000 -.54Z? -.7528 ,4550 1,1Z31
,3400 -,6119 ,43_7 1.1520 ,8000 .07qZ ,6748 ,7710 .5000 -,6414 -.77Z9 ,4690 1,1337
,38_0 -.79_0 ,4431 1,1442 ,8500 ,1240 .69_9 .7431 .5000 -,7401 -.7654 ,45Z5 1,1Z75
,4200 -,78Z1 °4467 1,1378 .9600 ,1617 .7051 ,7Z44 CHORDWISE
,4600 -,7305 ,46Z1 1,1108 .9500 ,1E84 .7162 ,7071 ,0600 ,4500 -.4751 ,5345 ,9899
,5000 -._975 ,46_o 1.1075 1.0600 ,1624 .7148 ,7093 .1400 .4500 -,7695 .45Z3 1.1Z79
,5400 -.719Z .4554 1.1224 ,ZZO0 ,4500 -,8050 ,4409 1,1481
,5800 -,7594 ,4452 1,1404 .3000 ,4500 -,7996 ,4445 1,1417
,6ZOO -,7887 ,44_8 1.1412 .3800 .4500 -.7813 .4475 1.1363
,6600 -,7900 .5068 1.0351 ,4600 .4500 -,7643 ,4518 1.1Z88
,7000 -,5736 ,5676 .9370 ,5400 .4500 -,7149 .4651 1,1055
,7500 -.3615 .6078 o8741 .6200 .4500 -.7396 ,4600 1.1144
,8000 -.2197 ,6482 ,8149 ,7000 .4500 -,5470 .5130 1,0249
,0500 -,0854 ,6755 .7699 .6000 ,45_0 -.Z375 ,_015 .8839
,9000 ,C213 ,tg?b .7359 .9000 .4500 ,0180 ,6756 ,7698
,9500 ,6996 ,7076 .7204 ,1014 .3552 -,068Z ,6501 .808_
,9750 ,13Z1 ,7232 ,6963 .ZOO0 ,3552 -,154] ,6245 .8483
1,0000 ,1624 ,7148 ,7093 ,3500 ,3552 -.3332 ,5748 .9256
,4500 ,3552 -.4453 .5443 ,9740
,5500 .3552 -,3484 ,5708 ,93Z0
.6500 ,3552 -,1375 ,632Z ,8364
.7500 ,3552 ,0181 ,6750 ,7707
.8000 .355Z .0753 ,6908 .7463
,8500 ,355Z ,12ZZ ,7038 .7Z64
.9000 ,355Z .1613 .7160 .7074
,9500 .3552 ,1861 .7234 ,6959
PT 147.5373 KPA CN ,5445 CD1 ,01448
rT 177.7074 K CM -,0842 CDZ ,01708
_C 6,1076 MILLID_ CC ,0086 CD3 ,01554
MA:H ,7790 CD4 ,01416
ALPH_ 1.0L83 OEG C05 ,01Z56
UPPER _URFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_LI_T _L3C X/C CP P*L/PT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0_00 1.1587 ,9987 ,043g 0.0_C0 1,1567 ,9987 ,0_32 ,5000 ,7401 -,8866 .4167 1.1920
•0040 ,575Z ,8329 ,5176 .0_40 .3679 .7740 .6159 .500o .6414 -.966_ .3937 I.Z353
.0_8_ .3183 ,70_4 .6377 ,0080 ,0714 ,6898 ,7482 ,5000 .54Z7 -,9810 ,391Z 1,2401
• 0150 ,1187 .70_4 ,7254 .0230 ,ZC14 ,7_65 ,6911 .5000 ,4440 -,9813 .3888 1,2448
• 0250 -,07_4 ,1466 ,e1_4 .0500 ,1336 ,7071 .7Z13 ,5000 ,3454 -,9831 .3908 1,Z410
•04_0 -,36_6 ,5654 ,94(._ ,IOCO ,0298 ,6777 ,7665 ,5000 ,Z467 -,990Z ,3890 1.2444
,3_0 -,5923 ,4fl96 1,0471 ,1500 -.0205 .6641 ,7875 .5000 .1480 -.9721 ,3923 1.2381
• 0800 -,7ZgZ .4631 1,10_i ,2000 -.0846 .6451 .816_ ,5000 ,0493 -,9543 ,3945 1,Z338
• 1000 -._060 .4395 1,1506 ,2560 -,1349 ,63_4 ,8362 .5000 -,0493 -,9678 ,3931 1,Z365
• 1403 -._787 ,4174 1,1907 ,3500 -,Z707 ,5904 ,9_11 ,5000 -o1480 -,9768 o3911 1,Z403
,1860 -.9067 ,4100 1,Z0_5 ,4500 -,3992 .3938 1._351 ,5000 -,24_7 -,966Z ,3941 1,2345
•2203 -,9_49 .40J6 1,ZZZZ ,5500 -,3103 .5547 .9575 .5000 -,3454 -.9440 .4016 1.ZZOZ
,2600 -,969Z ,3962 1,Z304 ,6500 -,lZZZ ,5804 .9169 ,5000 -,4440 -,9434 ,3989 1,2253
,3000 -,97_3 .3920 1,2385 .7500 .0271 ,6343 ,8332 ,5000 -,5427 -,9563 ,4007 1,2220
• 34_0 -,9777 ,3905 1,2_5 ,8CuO ,0903 ,6760 .7691 ,5000 -.6414 -,9463 ,3980 1.2270
• 3800 -.9836 .3905 1,Z415 ,8500 ,1330 ,6944 ,7408 ,5000 -,7401 -,9392 .4046 1,2146
• 4ZuO -.9765 ,393Z 1,Z421 ,9000 .166Z ,7074 ,7Z08 CHORDWISE
.4603 -.97Z8 .3937 1.Z3_3 ,9500 .1882 ,718Z .7340 .0600 ,4500 -.5990 .5005 1,0456
• 5000 -.9646 .3898 1.2428 1,0000 ,1529 .7134 .7114 .1400 ,4500 -.9038 ,4152 1,1948
• 5400 -,9873 ,3818 1._5_5 ,Z200 .4500 -,9671 .3948 1,2332
• 5800 -1.0090 .3907 L,Z411 .3000 .4500 -.9300 .4024 1.2187
• 6Z00 -,9776 ,4874 1,0675 .3800 .4500 -,9447 .4007 1,Z219 m
• b_O3 -,_368 ,5_Z5 ,9769 .4600 .4500 -.q70q ,3961 1.2307
,70UO -,4451 ,5769 ,gz13 ,5400 ,4500 -1.006Z .3647 1,2526
.7500 -.3242 .6136 ,6598 .6200 ,4500 -1.0073 .3814 1,2592
• 8Ou_ -,24q_ ,6433 .8Z_O ,7000 ,4500 -,4460 ,5401 ,9809
,_500 -.0981 ,6736 .77Z8 ,8000 ,4500 -,2196 ,6067 ,8758
,9000 ,0073 ,687_ .7914 ,9000 .4500 ,0015 .6700 ,7783
,9503 ,0676 ,7051 .7244 ,1014 ,3552 ,0146 ,6739 ,7723
,97_0 ,1ZOZ ,7233 ,6961 ,2000 ,3552 -.0829 ,6464 ,8146
1.0000 .1529 .7134 .7114 .3500 .355Z -,2597 ,5968 ,891Z
• 4500 .355Z -.3755 .5649 .9412
,5500 .3552 -,3132 ,5808 ,9163
.6500 .3552 -.1200 .6338 .8340
,7500 ,3552 .0284 ,6777 ,7666
• 8_00 ,355Z ,0879 ,6962 .7381
• 8500 .3552 ,1354 .7089 ,7184
_ .9000 .355Z .1709 ,7174 ,705Z
• 9500 .3552 ,1907 .7_49 .6937
PT 146.8645 KPA CH .5989 C01 .01698
TT 177.7445 K C_ -,0867 CD2 .02034
RC 6.0722 HILLION CC ,008Z CO3 .01803
MACH .7776 ¢04 .01687
ALPHA 1.5Z72 DEG CD5 .01415
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER S_RFACE SPAHM[$E
XIC CP PJLIPT HLOC XIC CP P,L/PT HLOC X/C Y/(BI2| CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1o1594 .9991 .0356 O.OCO0 1.1594 .9991 .0356 ,5000 .7601 -,9396 .40%1 1,Z155
• 0040 .5039 .5128 .55Z0 .0040 .4672 .8033 .5681 .5000 .6414 -1.0259 .3789 1,2641
• O_uO o2463 .7400 ,6700 .0080 ,1805 ,7203 .700_ .5000 .5427 -1,0363 .3765 1.2687
• 0250 .0601 .688Z .7504 .0230 02592 ,7415 .6677 .5000 .4440 -1.0359 ,3751 1.2716
,0250 -.1390 .5320 .8357 .0500 .1838 .7217 .5986 .5000 .3454 -1.04_1 .37_5 1,Z727
°0400 -.4116 ,5538 .9589 .1000 .06_3 .6903 .7472 .5000 ,Z467 -1.0590 .3712 1=279Z
.ObO0 -.6413 .486_ 1.0691 .1500 .0108 .6730 .7737 ,5000 .1480 -1,0339 .3746 1,2726
• OdO0 -.7691 ,4495 1,1319 .2000 -.0538 .6536 .8038 .5000 .0493 -1.0396 .3747 1.27Z3
• _00 -.8693 .4118 1.181_ .Z500 -.1075 .6407 .8Z34 .5000 -.0493 -1.035Z .3730 1.Z7_8
• 1400 -.9351 .4043 1.1151 .35_0 -.ZkZO .6028 .8819 .5000 -.1480 -1.039Z .3720 1.2777
• 1800 -.9694 .3951 1.2326 .4500 -.3750 .3768 1.2681 .5000 -.1467 -1.0354 .3757 1.1704
,ZZO0 -.9990 .3865 1.1491 .5500 -.307_ ,5626 .9450 .5000 -.3454 -1,0083 .3864 1.2494
.2600 -1.0047 .3_26 1.2569 .6500 -.1181 .5812 .9155 .5000 -.4440 -.9952 .3869 1.1484
• 3000 -1.0330 .3776 L,1667 .7500 ,0330 .6357 .8310 .5000 -.5417 -1,0000 .3660 1,250Z
.3400 -1.040Z .3748 1.27Z1 .80_0 .0847 .6794 .7639 ,5000 -.6414 -.9942 .3686 1.2452
.3800 -1.0467 .3736 1.2745 .8500 .1313 .6945 .7407 .5000 -.7401 -.9801 .3931 1.2365
• 4200 -1.0445 .3716 1.2765 .q000 .1640 .7076 ,7206 CH3ROWESE
,4600 -1.b_86 .37_6 1.1715 .9500 .1866 ,7157 ,7079 ,0600 .4500 -.6536 ,4860 1,0699
.5000 -L.03bZ .3741 1.2733 1.0_G0 .1545 .7146 .7096 .1400 .4500 -.9397 .4019 1.1197
.5400 -1.0_86 .3634 1.2951 .ZZ00 .4500 -1.0294 .3786 1.Z647
.5860 -1.0731 .3905 1.1412 .3000 .4500 -1.0084 .3847 1.2527
.6100 -.9836 ,50_9 !.0381 .3800 .4500 -1.0035 .3873 1.2477
• 6600 -.6729 .5398 .9813 ,4600 .4500 -1.0210 .3813 1.2593
.7000 -.4513 .5761 .9137 .5400 .4530 -1.0691 .3703 1,2812
• 7500 -_3305 .b0_6 .8713 .6Z00 ._500 -1.0Z19 .3773 1.267Z
• 8000 -.2196 ,6391 .8256 .7000 .4500 -.4605 .5466 .9703
.8500 -.1079 .6671 .7817 .8000 .4500 -.2274 .6051 .8781
.9000 -.0106 .&Lq .7448 .9000 .4500 -.0076 .6698 .7787
• 9_0 .0744 .7_13 .7_86 .1014 .355Z .0586 .6871 .75Z1
.9750 .1103 .7134 .5959 .1000 .3551 -.0477 .6572 .7980
•1.0000 .15_5 .7146 .7096 .3500 .3552 -.2382 .6037 .8805
• 4500 .355Z -.3617 .5665 .9388
.5500 .3552 -.3039 .5845 .9104
• 6500 .355Z -.1130 .6388 .8163
• 7500 .355Z .0313 .6804 .7614
• 8000 .3552 .0894 .6963 .7379
• 8_00 .355Z .1374 .7113 .7148
• 9000 .3552 .1642 .7156 ,7081
.9500 .3552 .1847 .7222 .6979
PT 14_.74_3 KPA CN ,b115 C01 ,0_610
TT 177.7534 K C_ -.6828 CD2 .02753
RC 6.07_4 MILLION CC .0104 C03 .02370
_ACH .7803 ¢04 .01934
ALPHA 1.9958 DEG COP .0140_
bPPEK SURFACE LO_EP SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP P,L/PT HLOC XIC CP PeLIPT HLqC XIC YIfBIZ) CP "eLIPT HLQC
U.O_bO 1.1597 .q993 .0319 0.0_00 1.L_97 .9993 .0319 .5000 .7401 -.9596 .3933 I.Z361
.0040 ._5o9 .7997 .57_U .GO40 .5419 .8247 .5319 .5000 .6414 -1.0584 .3663 1.1891
.0080 .2039 .71_7 .6909 .COCO .15_ .7414 .6678 .5000 .5417 -1.0611 .3636 1.2947
._15d .bZ70 ._7_0 .7691 .6230 .3041 .7547 .6468 .5000 .4440 -L.0699 .3614 1.1991
.0250 1.1700 .6196 ._559 .0500 .2197 .7322 .6822 .5000 .3454 -1.0699 .3598 1.3024
.04GO -.4_5 .5_Zb .97_3 .lb00 .0996 .6q88 .7341 .5000 .1467 -1.0959 .3579 1.3062
.Oh03 -.1733 .47_1 i.O_bh .15_0 .0301 .6771 .7675 .5000 .1480 -1.0841 .3604 1.3012
._800 -.797Z .4335 1.1525 .2C00 -.0344 .6587 .7958 .5000 .0493 -1.090_ .3583 1.3055
.10U0 -.8900 ,41_7 1.193q .15_0 -.D942 .6414 .8ZZZ .5000 -.0493 -1.081Z .3580 1.3061
.1400 -.gbZ3 .3933 L,Z3OI .35_0 -.235Z .6009 .8848 .5000 -.1480 -1.0894 .3581 1.3058
.l_uO -.9925 .3854 1.1513 .45_0 -.3719 .3593 1.3033 °5000 -.1467 -1.0780 ,3629 1.Z960
.Z2_O -t. OZL1 .3758 1.2702 .5500 -.3207 .5622 .q4_6 .5000 -.3454 -1.0597 .366Z 1.2894
.16_0 -1.C31Z .3717 1.1784 .bSOO -.1174 .5750 .9254 .5000 -,4440 -1.0221 .3755 1.1708
,3000 -L.0474 .36_Z 1.1854 .7500 .0149 .631q .8353 .5000 -.54Z7 -1.0313 .3754 1.1709
.3400 -1.£b65 .3640 1._93q ._000 .073b .67_4 .7747 .5000 -,6414 -1.0153 .3773 1.2673
.3800 -1.0o99 .3610 1.2998 ._500 .1128 ._ng6 .7483 .5000 -.7401 -1.0021 .3855 1.2512
.4Z0_ -1.Oh44 .357Z 1.3076 .9C00 .135g .7000 .7322 CHOAOWI$E
.4600 -1.075l .35_3 1.3054 .9500 .1528 .7059 .7_30 .0600 .4500 -.6763 .4752 1.0882
.Su_O -1.0833 .3599 1.3012 1.0000 .0865 .69_1 .7443 .1400 .4500 -.9749 .3925 1.2376
.5400 -1.0890 .3661 1.Z895 .2200 .4500 -1.0730 .3550 1.2918
.5_00 -1.0639 .4555 I.LZZZ .3000 .4500 -1.0462 .3721 1.2775
.6_03 -,7490 ._I#5 1.0142 .3800 .4500 -1.0328 .3758 1.Z?02
.bbU3 -.5166 .5411 .9792 .4600 .4500 -1.0551 .3677 1.2883
.70GO -.4478 .5754 ._247 °5400 ,4500 -1.0999 .3561 1.g0g9
,7500 -o3312 ._q_q ._86_ .6100 .4500 -.8901 .4144 1.1963
.bbbO -.24Ub .6Z_t. ._49_ .7000 .4500 -.4551 .5402 .9806
.8_U0 -.1528 .6548 .8017 .8000 .4500 -.2311 ,6034 .8809
.gOvJ -.ObU7 .669U .780U .9000 .4500 -.0203 .6643 .7871
.9_00 ._047 ._q_6 .7467 .1014 .3551 .0800 .6905 .7461
.9750 .0717 .7L13 .7147 .1000 .3552 -.0360 ,6571 .7981
1.0000 .0_65 .bggl .74_3 .3500 .355Z -.2314 .60ZZ .88Z8
.4500 .3552 -.3590 ,5677 .9368
.5500 .355Z -.3105 .5817 .9147
.6500 .3552 -.1121 .6379 .8Z77
.7500 .3552 .0264 .6772 .7673
• 8000 .355Z .0807 .6917 .7_50
• 8500 .3552 .1Z3b .7046 .7252
5_ .9000 .3551 .1464 .7101 .7164
.9500 .3552 .I691 .7165 .?067
PT 146.7553 KPA Cq .6537 ¢D1 .03515
TT 177.8323 K CH -.0839 C02 .036%9
RC 6.0661 HILLION CC .0108 C03 .03052
_ACH .7782 C06 .02116
ALPHA 2.5050 OEG C05 .01337
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XI_ CP PsLIPT RLOC XlC CP P_LIPT HLOC XlC YI|BI2) CP PPLIPT HLOC
0.0003 1.1527 .9976 ,0587 0.0000 1.1527 .9976 .0587 .5000 ,7401 -1.01Z9 ,3826 1,2569
,0040 .3794 17774 ,6104 ,0040 .6700 .845% .4955 .5000 .6414 -1.1117 .3523 1.3177
.0080 .1353 .7082 .7195 ._080 .3478 .7684 .6250 .§000 ,54Z7 -1,1168 .3504 1.3Z17
• 0150 -.0461 .6568 .7986 .0230 .3678 ,7761 .615q .5000 ,66%0 -1.12q9 .3693 1.3239
,0250 -.2295 ,6052 .8781 .0500 .2527 ,7442 .6636 ,5000 ,3456 -1.!209 .3499 1,3228
,0400 -.5015 ,5269 1.00Z1 .1000 .1330 ,7066 .7223 ,5000 ,2467 -1.1396 ,3451 1,3329
,ObO0 -.7278 .6632 1.1099 .1500 .ObC1 .6868 ,7525 .5000 .1480 -1,1478 .3662 1,3306
.0800 -.8671 .4252 1.17_3 .2000 -.0104 .6663 .7860 .5000 ,0493 -1.1358 ,3457 1,3315
.1UUO -.q453 .6013 1.ZZ09 .2500 -.0722 .6488 .810q .5000 -.0693 -1.1631 .3669 1.3291
.L400 -1.0150 .3798 1.5653 .3500 -,Z064 .6112 .8688 ,5000 -.1680 -1.1349 .3655 1.3321
.1800 -1.0475 .3706 1.2805 .4500 -.3518 .3471 1.3286 .5000 -.2467 -1.1423 .3666 1.3296
.2200 -1.0966 .3610 1.2999 .5_00 -.3061 .5701 .9331 .5000 -.3456 -1.1266 .3513 1.3199
.26_0 -1.09_8 .359_ 1.3051 .bSCO -,1293 .5863 ,9108 .5000 -.4%%0 -1,0773 .3637 1.2945
.3000 -1.1082 .3555 1.3112 .75C0 .0034 .6332 .8348 .5000 -.5627 -1,0720 .3638 1.2941
.3600 -1.1176 .3506 1.3212 .8000 .0614 .6695 .77ql .5000 -.6416 -1.06Z6 ,3722 1,2776
.3600 -1.1731 .36_6 1.3256 .8500 .1165 .6866 .7528 ,5000 -.7%01 -1.0208 .3782 1.2655
.6200 -1.1_80 .34_2 1.33_8 .9000 ,1260 .70%5 ,7253 CHORD_]SE
.4600 -1.1369 .345_ 1.3323 .9500 .1675 .7058 .7232 .0600 .4500 -.7168 ,4660 1.1075
.5000 -1.1336 .36_1 1.2854 1.OOCO .0619 .6878 .7510 .1600 .6500 -1.0261 .3776 1.2667
.5400 -1.0584 .6154 1.1965 .2200 .4500 -1.1234 .3562 1.3138
.5800 -.q037 .5027 1.0_1q .3000 ,6500 -1,1017 ,3566 1.3088
.6200 -.5847 .5215 1.u109 .3800 ,4500 -1.0737 .3605 1.3010
.6o00 -.5273 ,_376 ,9949 .4600 ,4500 -1,1175 .3562 1.313e
.TUG3 -.4609 .5650 .q395 .5400 .6500 -1.1518 .3437 1,3359
,7500 -.3691 .5940 .8956 ,6200 .6500 -.7057 .6702 1.0967
.90_0 -.26_5 .6213 .8533 .7000 .4500 -.4557 .5611 .9793
.8500 -.171Z .6355 ,8316 .8000 ._500 -.2619 ,6010 .8868
.OUO -,1184 ,6609 ,79g3 ,9000 ,%500 -,0341 ,6619 ,7907
.9500 -.0290 .6C47 .7864 .1016 .355E .1264 .7065 .7222
,975_ -.C151 .7125 .7129 .2000 .3552 -.0046 .6689 ,7801
1._0_0 .061q .6878 .751(J .3500 ,3552 -.2087 ,6090 .8723
.4500 .3552 -.3419 .5719 ,9303
.5500 .3552 -.2955 ,5885 .9042
• 6500 .3552 -.1239 ,6367 .8326
.7500 .3552 .0145 .6717 .7757
.8000 .3552 .0699 .6909 .7462
.8500 .3552 .1157 .7035 .7268
.9000 .3552 ,1379 .7097 ,7171
.9500 .3552 .1643 ,7191 .7027
PT 146.736q KPA CN .6660 CD1 .05077
TT 177.8541 K CH -.0786 CD2 .05091
Re b.05_2 _ILL[O_ CC .01Z2 C03 .06129
_ACH .7768 CD4 .02%43
ALPha 3._161 DEG C05 .01611
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANgISE
KIC CP P*L/PT HLOC X/C CP PeL/PT _LOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT NLOC
O,UO00 1.13_6 .9q39 ,09_ 0.0000 1,13_4 .9939 .0931 .5000 .7601 -1.0459 .3717 1.2783
.0060 .3251 .7521 .6351 .0040 .bq_q .8681 .653q .5000 .6616 -1.15q0 .3412 1.361_
,0080 .6057 .68_ .7501 .U080 ,4333 .7q33 .5846 ,5000 .54Z7 -1.1665 .33q0 1,3457
•0150 -.i060 .6626 ,8208 .0230 ,%17q .799P .5902 .5000 ,66%0-I.1614 .3369 1,3503
.0250 -,2789 ,5913 ,8998 ,0500 .sqq2 ,7547 ,6468 ,5000 .3454 -1,1673 .3605 1,34Z6
._600 -.5_10 ,51%_ 1.0218 .1000 .1639 ,7175 .7052 .5000 .2467 -1.1500 .3438 1,3355
.06_ -.7825 ,4692 1.1333 .1500 .0F97 .6952 ,739_ .5000 .1480 -1.0690 .3700 1,2818
,0800 -.9040 .%136 1.1978 .2600 .021_ .6762 .7688 ,5000 .0493 -.9679 ,3958 1.2313
,1000 -.gqq6 .38_3 1.Z4qb .2500 -.04qO .6585 .7q61 .5000 -.0%93 -1.016% .3826 1.2568
.1600 -1.0663 .3_76 1.2966 .3500 -.1P_q .616q .8601 .5000 -.1480 -1.0659 .3706 1.2805
.1800 -1.0923 ,3596 1.3040 ._500 -.3277 .4038 1,2151 .5000 -.2_67 -1,1196 .3499 1.3228
.ZZO0 -1.1363 .3506 1.3216 .5500 -.3C00 .5792 .9204 .5000 -.3454 -1.1566 .343q 1.3354
• 2600 -1.1_05 .3662 1.3306 .6500 -.1374 .5853 .9_92 .5000 -.6660 -1.1317 .3532 1.3158
,_00 -1.1615 .3_65 1.3341 .7500 -.00_5 .6312 .8379 ,5000 -.5427 -1,1058 .3558 1.3105
.3400 -1,1630 .3400 1,3436 .8000 .0457 ._4qq .7qO1 .5000 -.6416 -1,0718 ,3678 1,2861
.38u0 -1.1716 .3376 1.3468 .8500 .oqq_ .6_25 .7591 .5000 -,7401 -.9866 ,3900 1.2424
• 4500 -1.174U ,3333 1._581 .9000 .1118 .7001 .7320 CHORO_ISE
,6600 -1.1491 .3456 1,3317 .9500 .0995 .7035 .7269 .0600 .6500 -.7675 .6535 1,1259
.50_0 -.9427 .4bdO 1,1007 1.0000 -.0023 .6703 ,7779 .1400 .6500 -1.0738 .3652 1.2914
.5400 -.7129 .4818 1.0769 .2200 .4500 -1.1596 .3_15 1.3604
.5_00 -.6733 .5057 1.0369 ,3000 .4500 -1.1508 ,3436 1.3360
• 6200 -._808 .5174 1.0176 .3800 .4500 -1,1332 ,3480 1,3267
• 6600 -.5612 .532_ .Oq3Z .4600 ._500 -1.1556 .3432 1.3368
.7000 -.6915 .5523 .9612 ,5400 .6500 -1,17q0 .3373 1.3493
.7500 -.4093 .5827 .9132 .6200 .6500 -.6031 ,4960 1.0497
.8000 -.3134 .6146 ._637 ,7000 .4500 -.6309 .5676 .9686
.9500 -.2065 ,617% ,8593 ,8000 ,4500 -,2601 .5967 ,8914
.9000 -.1856 .8668 ,814_ ,9000 .4500 -.0669 .6517 ,8065
,95C0 -.0871 .6504 .9085 .1014 ,3552 .1581 .7144 .7100
.9750 -.0701 ,6977 .7357 .2000 .3552 .0243 .6778 ,7663
1.0000 -.CCZ3 .6703 .7779 .3500 ,3552 -.1903 .6171 .8597
.4500 .3552 -.3231 .5785 ,919q
• 5500 .3552 -.3009 .5853 ,9092
.6500 .3552 -.1261 ,6346 .8327
• 7500 .3552 .0041 .6713 .7764
.8000 .3552 .0573 .6672 .7519
.8500 .3555 .oq30 ,6977 .7357
1 5_ .9000 .3552 .1137 .7020 .7292
.9500 .3552 .1241 .7070 .7213
PT 146.7462 KPA CN ,6608 CD1 ,07053
TT 177,8417 K C_ -.0780 CDZ .06988
RC 6.0680 MILLION CC ,0189 CO3 .05892
MAtH .7789 C04 .03217
ALPHA 3.5313 DEG CO5 .02421
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PjLIPT _LDC X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC Y/(B/Z) CP PpL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1214 .9889 .1262 0.0000 1.1214 .9889 .1262 ,5000 .7401 -1,0811 .3606 1.3007
,0640 .2567 .7431 .6652 .0040 .7543 ,8845 .4222 .5000 ,6414 -1,1934 .3301 1,3650
.0080 .0106 .6725 .7745 ,0080 .4945 .8102 .5565 .5000 .5427 -1.1919 .3299 1.3653
• 0150 -.1463 .6275 .8437 .0230 .4597 .8009 .5719 .5000 .4440 -1.1610 .3404 1.3428
.3250 -.3180 .5780 .9206 .0500 ,3375 ,7660 ,6287 .5000 .3454 -1.0661 .3659 1.Zq01
• 0400 -.5754 .5033 1,0409 .1000 .1961 .7258 .6922 .5000 .2467 -,9555 .3980 1,2272
.0600 -.8153 .4389 1.1517 .1500 .1128 .7016 .7297 .5000 ,1480 -.6451 .4856 1.0706
.0800 -,9342 .4636 1.2165 ,Z000 .0414 .6811 .7612 .5000 .0493 -.6Z35 .6930 1.0582
,1000 -1.0607 ,3766 1.1685 .2500 -.0371 .6586 .7959 .5000 -.0493 -.6276 .4903 1.0622
,1600 -1.1036 ,3556 1,3109 .3500 -,1820 .6168 .8603 .5000 -.1480 -.6929 .4710 1.0938
.1800 -1.1366 .34_Z 1,3163 ,4500 -,3306 .4933 1.0576 ,5000 -.2467 -.7796 .4464 1.1383
• 2200 -1.1617 .3384 1.3472 .5500 -.3094 .5765 .9_29 ,5000 -.3454 -.9779 .3898 1.2629
,Z6CO -1,1750 ,3358 1.3517 ,bSCO -,1473 ,5814 ,9152 .5000 -.4440 -1,0559 ,3620 1.2978
• 3000 -1.1817 .3319 1.3610 .7500 -.0194 .6297 .8403 ,5000 -.5417 -1.1021 .3595 1,3028
.3400 -1,1946 .3297 1.3657 .8000 .0325 .6661 .7876 .5000 -,6616 -1.0865 .3608 1.3006
,3800 -1.1708 .3362 1.3517 .8500 .0582 .6800 .7631 .5000 -,7401 -.9798 .3890 1.1443
.4Z00 -,9954 .3875 1.2473 .9000 .0670 .6860 ,7538 CHORDWISE
,4600 -.7790 ,6676 1,1362 .9500 .0528 ,6890 .7492 ,0600 ,4500 -.8045 .4401 1.1695
• 5000 -.6104 ,5045 1.0390 1.0000 -,141_ .627q ,8630 .1600 .6500 -1.1155 ,3562 1,3138
.5400 -.5811 .5058 1.0367 .Z200 .4500 -1.1878 .3302 1.3648
• 5803 -.5741 ._103 1,0293 .3000 .4530 -1.1851 .3311 1.3625
• 6100 -.5o25 .5171 1.0182 .3800 .4500 -1.1676 .3367 1.3506
.6600 -.5335 .5Z53 1.0048 .4600 .4500 -1.1812 .33Z1 1.3505
• 7060 -o56_7 .53?3 .9853 .§400 ,6500 -1.0055 .3821 1,Z§78
.7503 -.4608 ._493 .9661 .6200 ,4500 -.5459 .5121 1.0263
.8_00 -,4187 .5582 .9519 .7000 .4500 -.4303 .5463 .9709
,SPO0 -.3806 .5a_1 .9032 ,8000 .4500 -.1979 .5849 ,9098
.9_00 -.2915 .bOZ7 .8821 .9000 .4500 -,1482 .6286 .8420
,9500 -,2360 .hOBO .8719 .1014 ,3552 .1821 .7216 .6990
.9750 -_2125 ,68_6 .7559 .2000 .3552 .0337 .6780 .7661
1.0000 -.1415 .6179 .8430 .3500 .3551 -.1801 .6180 .8584
.4500 .3551 -.3200 .5800 .9175
.5500 .3552 -.3120 .5799 .9176
.6500 .355Z -.1445 .6278 .8432
.7500 .3551 -.0097 .6665 .7837
,8000 .3551 .0317 .6781 .7660
.8500 .3551 .0711 .6891 ,7491
.9000 .3552 .0818 .6914 .7454
• 9500 .3_52 .0727 ,6894 .7485
PT 146.1139 KPA CN .2038 CD1 ,02153
TT 17_.8684 K C4 -.0727 CD2 .02357
RC 5.0973 MILLIOk CC .0191 CD3 .01961
MACH .8J43 CO4 .01437
_LPH_ -1,0659 DEG CD_ ,01301
bPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFACF SPANWISE
XIC CP PpL/PT MLOC _/C CP PjLIPT qL_C X/C .Y1(8121 CP PeLIPT NLOC
u.b_J 1.1188 .98_Z .1511 O.OUCO 1.1188 .9842 .1511 .5000 .7401 -.6377 .4640 1.1076
• 00_0 .6d_ .91_9 .35_ .0040 -.1314 .5840 ,9112 .5000 .6414 -,6605 .4552 1.1228
.0010 .6708 .65L1 ,4_53 .0_0 -.7205 .4394 1.1507 ,5000 .54Z7 -.6463 .4641 1,1072
.0150 .45_Z .78_3 .59Z_ .023C -.0445 .6398 .8_47 .5000 .4440 -.6338 .4659 1.1041
• 0250 .?478 .7Z54 .6928 .0500 -.1513 .6084 ,8732 .5000 .3454 -.6333 .4667 1.1029
• O_GO -.0268 .6441 .81_1 .1_00 -.2133 .5893 .9029 .5000 .2467 -.6421 .4632 1.1089
• ObOe} -._665 ._736 .9177 .1_06 -.24_5 .5794 .9184 .5000 .1480 -.6365 ,4651 1.1056
.0800 -.3859 .5400 .9_9 ,2000 -.2791 .5702 .9330 .5000 .0493 -,6540 .4652 1.1053
• 1000 -.47_8 .5131 I.uZ_7 .2500 -.3327 .5540 .9586 .5000 -.0493 -.6487 .4617 1.1115
.140J -._321 ._955 1,0540 .3500 -.4654 ,5139 1.0235 .5000 -.1480 -.6481 .4618 1.1112
.1000 -.5766 ._0_6 1.0755 .4500 -.6588 .4614 1.1121 .5000 -.Z467 -.6455 ,4634 1.1085
• Z20b -,b1_7 ._692 1.0_85 ._bO0 -,62_4 .4574 1.1190 ._000 -.3454 -.6460 .4630 1.1092
• ZbO0 -.6_7 .4659 1.1061 .6500 -.1711 .4693 1.0984 .5000 -.44_0 -,6486 .4607 1.1132
.3000 -.6316 ._659 1.1043 ,7500 -.0078 .6031 ,8814 .5000 -.5427 -.6611 .4563 1.1208
.34_0 -.6219 .4667 1.1026 ._00 ,0528 .6507 .8081 .5000 -.6414 -.6838 .4518 1.1288
• 3800 -.5755 .4851 1.0214 .FSO0 .1020 ._688 .7801 .5000 --.7401 -.6871 ,4479 1.1356
.4200 -,5768 .4_g8 1.0753 .9000 .1378 .6820 .7600 CHOROWZSE
.4bOO -.6071 .4744 1.0895 .9500 .1595 .6939 .7416 .0600 .4500 --.2741 .5710 .9316
• 5U00 -.6419 .4507 1.1308 1.0000 .0998 .6832 .7580 .1400 .4500 -,5307 .4974 1.0507
._400 -,6_44 ._315 1.1650 .?ZOO .4500 -.631Z ,4646 1.1065
• _600 -.75UZ ,418_ 1.1880 .3000 .4500 -.6256 .4648 1.1061
• 6200 -._130 .3935 1,1356 .3800 .4500 -.6078 .4711 1.0950
• b6uO -.8191 .4196 1.1u66 .4600 .4§00 -.6086 .4716 1.0943
• 70UO -.7909 .5566 .9541 .5400 .4500 -.6816 .4541 1.1146
• 7500 -.3Z92 .5_ .8965 .62C0 .4500 -.7991 ,4177 1.1901
._o_0 -.2C45 ._152 .8627 .7000 .4500 -,q210 .3825 1.2570
.8_00 -.1268 .0331 .8350 .8000 .4500 -.2365 .5644 .9105
.9000 -.0_48 .b603 .7933 .9000 .4500 -.0024 .6_11 .80§8
.9_0_ ._1_ .6659 .1831 ,lC14 .3552 -.2207 .5884 .9043
,9750 ,U507 ,7008 ,7309 .ZOO0 ,3552 -.2814 .5706 ,9323
1.0000 .U998 .b038 .7_8C .3500 ,3_5Z -,4656 • ,5142 1,02Z9
• 4500 .3552 -.6423 .4644 1.1067
.5500 .3552 -.5499 .4887 1.0652
.6500 .3552 -.1658 .6016 .8838
.7500 .355Z -.0048 ,6502 .8087
.8000 .3552 .0574 .6692 .7796
,8_00 ,3551 ,1167 .6896 .7486157 .9ooo .355Z .1583 .7006 .7313
.9500 .3552 ,1869 ,7088 ,7186
o.
PT 146.1302 KPA CN ,3655 CD1 .02345
TT 179,0491 K CM -.0802 C02 ,02537
RC 6,0760 MILLION CC ,0166 CD3 ,02107
MACH ,8010 CO4 .01581
ALPHA -,0260 DEG C05 ,01404
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,L/PT ML_C X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P,LIPT MLOC
O,OOOO 1,1588 ,9966 ,0698 0,0000 1,1588 ,9966 ,0698 ,5000 ,7401 -,7624 ,4347 1,1592
• UC40 .7504 ,8773 ,_364 .0060 .0596 .6738 .7725 .5000 ,6414 -.8116 .4176 1,1903
• 0080 ,5244 ,8105 .5559 .0080 -.3006 ,5665 ,9387 ,5000 ,5627 -,8158 ,4157 1,1938
• 0150 ,3206 ,7502 ,6540 ,0Z30 ,0388 ,6672 ,78Z6 ,5000 ,4440 -,8108 ,4167 1,1920
• 0250 ,1103 ,6883 ,7503 ,0500 ,0023 ,6581 ,7967 ,5000 ,3454 -,80Z7 ,4196 1,1867
,04uJ -,1601 ,6066 ,8760 ,1¢G0 -,0833 ,6318 ,8370 ,5000 ,Z467 -,8156 ,4186 1,1886
• 0600 -,4169 ,5370 ,9858 ,1500 -,1350 ,616Q ,8600 ,5000 ,1680 -,7982 ,4214 1,1836
,0800 -,51Z5 ,50Z6 1,0420 ,2000 -,1820 ,6015 ,8840 ,5000 ,0493 -,7994 ,4211 1,1839
• 1000 -,bZlZ ,6726 1,09Z7 ,2500 -,Z471 ,5833 ,91Z3 ,5000 -,0493 -,7919 ,6203 1,1853
• 1400 -.6901 ,4546 1,1238 ,3500 -,3866 ,5622 ,9774 ,5000 -,1480 -,7743 ,6262 1,1766
• 1800 -,7299 ,4454 1,1400 ,4500 -,5650 ,4200 1,1859 ,5000 -,2667 -°7743 ,4266 1,1738
,2200 -,7bbZ ,4320 1,1640 ,5500 -,3863 ,4990 1,0481 ,5000 --,3656 --,7835 ,4263 1,1781
• Z6_0 -,7788 ,6281 1,1711 ,6500 -,1590 ,5309 ,9811 ,5000 -,6640 -,7920 ,4233 1,1799
• 3000 -,7908 ,6264 1.1763 ,7_00 ,0019 ,6087 ,8728 ,5000 -,5427 -,7986 .4199 1,1862
,3400 -,7870 ,6248 1,1771 ,8000 ,0629 ,6576 ,7974 ,5000 -,6414 -,8151 ,4143 1,1964
• 3800 -.7773 .4271 1.1730 .8500 .1038 .6770 .7675 .5000 -.7401 -.8132 ,4120 1.2007
• 4200 -,7771 ,4Z66 1,1738 ,9000 ,1398 ,6873 ,7518 CHORDWISE
• 4bOO -,7827 ,42_5 1,1759 ,9500 ,1530 ,6977 ,7357 ,0600 ,4500 -,6065 ,5355 ,9881
• 5000 -,7917 .4207 1.1867 1.0000 ,0723 ,6770 ,7676 ,1400 ,6500 -,6919 ,6509 1,1306
,54_0 -,6_86 ,4CbZ 1,2115 ,2200 ,4500 -,7541 ,43Z6 1,16Z9
• 5800 -,8497 ,3937 1,2353 ,3000 ,4500 -,7677 ,4300 1,1676
• bEOU -._927 .4211 1,1839 ,3800 ,4500 -,7717 .4292 1.1691
.6600 -,7d93 ._217 1.0107 .6600 ,6500 -.7923 .6213 1.1835
.7000 -,45d5 ,5676 ,9370 ,5600 ,4500 -.8194 .4097 1.Z050
,75u0 -,2959 ,5918 ,8990 ,6200 ,4500 -,9068 ,3891 1.2441
,8_60 -,2149 ,61g5 ,8668 ,7000 ,4500 -,7187 ,4465 1,1381
• 8500 -,1481 ,bZ_O ,8430 ,8000 ,4500 -.2242 ,5888 ,9037
,9000 -,0921 ,6471 ,8135 ,9000 .4500 -,0118 ,6521 ,8058
,9_00 -,0255 ,o512 ,_072 ,1014 ,3552 -,0917 ,6289 ,8415
,9750 -,0053 ,7009 ,7308 ,2000 ,3552 -,1838 ,6017 ,8836
1,_uuO ,0723 .6770 ,7676 .3500 .3552 -.3854 .5417 .9782
• 6500 ,3552 -,5453 ,4941 1,0562
• 5500 ,3552 -,3959 ,5382 ,9838
• 6500 .355Z -,1583 .6093 ,8718
• 7500 ,3552 ,0056 ,6577 ,7973
,8000 ,3552 ,0612 ,6729 ,7739
• 8500 ,3552 ,1072 ,6843 ,7564
• 9000 .3552 .1496 .6995 .7330
.9500 .3552 ,1846 .7098 .7171
_T I46,1330 KPA Cq ,6187 CDI .02809
TT 179.0399 K CM -.0799 CD2 .03006
RC 6.0721 MILLION CC ,0172 CD3 ,02441
MACH ,7999 CO4 ,01852
ALPHA .5473 OEG C05 .01699
UPPEK SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_L/_T HL_C XIC CP P_LIPT MLDC XlC YI(BIE) CP PoL/PT MLOC
0,0003 l.l_u7 ,9072 .0633 O.OCO0 1,1607 .9972 .0633 .5000 .7401 -.7945 .4194 1.1870
• _u_O ,6971 .6o09 ._673 .0040 .179Z ,7090 ,7183 .5_00 ,6414 -,8737 ,4012 1,2Z10
• O_eO ,4_1 ,7908 ,5887 ,CCeO -,1553 ,6086 ,8728 ,5000 ,5627 -,88Z3 ,3977 1,2276
• 0150 .2576 .73_b .5816 .0230 .0778 ,678o ,7667 ,5000 .4440 -,8919 ,3975 1,2280
• 02_0 ,6579 ,671_ ,7761 ,0500 ,0476 ,6700 ,7784 ,5000 ,3456 -,8785 ,3955 1,2318
•0400 -,2155 ,_909 ,gO04 .i000 -,0377 ,6453 ,8163 ,5000 .2467 -.8909 ,3960 1.23_8
• OObO -,6738 .5176 1,0_73 .1500 -.0877 ,6304 ,8392 .5000 ,1480 -,8663 .3999 1.2235
,3o00 -,5879 .4838 1,0736 ,20_0 -,16_4 ,6119 ,8678 ,5000 ,0693 -,8791 ,4003 1,2227
• 100U -*b754 ,4569 1,1199 .2500 -,2019 ,5979 ,8895 ,5000 -,0693 -,8630 ,3997 1.2239
• 1400 -,7498 ,6302 1,1564 ,3500 -,3439 ,5530 ,9602 ,5000 -,1480 -,8662 ,4008 1,2218
• 1800 -,78_7 ,42d3 ],17_8 ,4500 -,5077 ,6008 1,2217 ,5000 -,2467 -,8505 ,4059 1,2122
• ZZuO -,_15v ,41_3 1,1946 ,5500 -,3798 ,5077 1,0337 ,5000 -,3456 -,8512 ,6057 1,2126
,2600 -,8252 ,4108 1.2029 .6500 -,1636 ,5469 ,9731 ,5000 -,4460 -,8485 ,4039 1,2159
,3000 -.6407 ,4058 1,2126 ,7_00 -,0047 ,6074 ,8747 ,5000 -,5627 -,8506 ,4026 1,2184
• 3_00 -.86_2 ,4037 1,2163 ,8000 ,0603 ,6551 ,8013 ,5000 -,6414 -,8653 ,3978 1,2274
• 3860 -,0608 ,40_0 1,2157 ,8500 .OqqO ,6763 .7_87 .5000 -,7401 -,8688 .6008 1.ZZ18
,4200 -.8620 .6062 1,2115 ,9C00 ,12q7 ,6864 .7562 CHORDWISE
• 6600 -,8_96 ,40_ 1,_157 ,9500 .1331 .6926 ,7636 .0600 .6500 -,4744 .5174 1,0176
• 5000 -,_598 ,3930 1,2367 1,0C00 ,0381 ,6671 ,7829 .1600 ,4500 -,7685 ,4315 1,1650
• 5400 -,_943 .38_Z 1,_47_ ,2200 ,4500 -,8404 ,4108 1,2030
,5800 -,q0_5 ,3611 1,2508 .3000 ,4500 -,8155 ,4153 1,1946
.b2OO -,9447 ,5044 1,J391 ,3800 ,4500 -,8330 ,4113 1,Z020
,6_OC -,SU_L ,5639 ,9746 ,6600 ,4500 -,8748 ,4027 1,2182
• 7000 -.3796 ,5656 ,9402 ,5400 ,4500 -,9078 ,3892 1.2440
,75_0 -,3072 ,_85_ ,9094 ,6200 .6500 -.9746 ,3686 1.2849
• 80uO -,2406 ,5984 ,88_8 ,7000 ,4500 -.6949 ,5116 1,0Z71
• 85u0 -,1894 ,6145 ,8638 ,8000 .4500 -,2236 ,5891 ,9032
,9000 -,1334 ,63_ ,_308 ,9000 ,4530 -,0199 ,6511 ,8073
• 9500 -,0600 ,6562 ,7995 ,1016 ,3552 -,0573 ,6386 ,8265
.9750 ,0005 .0947 .74_4 .2000 .3552 -.1435 .6137 ,8651
1,OOuO ,0381 ,6671 .7829 ,3500 ,3552 -,3375 ,5576 ,9528
• 6500 ,3552 -,6943 ,5119 1,0266
• 5500 ,3552 -,3779 ,5463 ,9708
• 6500 ,3552 -,1579 ,6089 ,8725
,7500 ,3552 ,0081 .6585 .7960
• 8000 ,3552 .0665 .6779 ,7663
• 8500 ,3552 ,1064 ,6873 ,7518
I _ .9000 ,3552 .1411 .6969 .7370
.9500 ,3552 ,1584 ,7021 ,7290
PT 166.1Z18 KPA CN ,4661 CO1 .03315
TT 179,0652 K C_ -,0788 CDZ .03414
RC 6.0586 MILLION CC ,0167 C03 .01716
_ACH .7969 CD4 .02006
ALPHA 1.0516 OEG CD5 .01900
UPPER SURFACE LSWER SURFACE SPL½WISE
XIC CP P, LIPT MLOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC YI(BIZI CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1614 .9978 .0557 _.0000 1.1654 .9978 .0557 ,5000 ,7401 -,8501 .4100 1.Z045
,00%0 .6376 ,8444 .4g74 ,0040 .3058 .7479 .6575 .50C0 .6414 -.9348 .38Z8 1.2564
,0080 o3941 .77Z4 .6186 .0080 -,0155 .65_1 ,8058 ,5000 ,5427 -.9476 .3829 1,2562
.0150 .19_0 ,7167 ,7095 .0230 ,1603 .7050 .7Z46 ,5000 .4440 -,9376 ,3814 1.Z591
.OZSO -,0131 ,6550 ,8013 ,0500 .1067 ,6889 .7493 ,5000 ,3454 -,9350 .3813 1.2593
.0400 -,2884 ,5742 .9Z66 ,1000 .0045 ,bsqq ,7939 .5000 .2467 -.9537 .3784 1.2651
,0600 -,5172 .5051 1.03e0 .1500 -.0511 ,6417 .8Z18 ,5000 .1480 -,9354 ,3838 1.2544
.08_0 -.6458 .468Z 1.1002 .2000 -.1119 ,6Z38 .8493 .5000 .0493 -,9160 ,3846 1.2528
• 1000 -,748_ o4416 1.1668 °2500 -,16q7 ,6078 ,8741 °5000 -.0493 -,9288 .3846 1,2530
,140_ -,810_ .4ZlO 1,1841 .3500 -,3140 .5672 ,9377 ,5000 -,1480 -,q31Z ,3839 I.Z541
,1800 -,_329 ,4115 1.2016 ,4_C0 -.4722 .3878 1,2467 ,5000 -,Z467 -,9342 ,3855 1.2512
,Z200 -.8718 .4018 1.2199 .5500 -.3648 .5183 1.0162 ,5000 -,3454 -,qZ14 _3941 1.Z346
.2600 -,8854 .3953 1,2323 ,6500 -,1513 ,5506 .9641 .5000 -.4440 -.9185 .3924 1,2378
.3000 -.91Z6 ,3917 I.ZB91 .7500 ,0013 .6156 .8621 .5000 -.5427 -,9113 .3913 1.2399
• 3400 -o9169 ,3881 1.2462 .8000 ,0537 °6584 ,7961 ,5000 -.6414 -.9191 ,3876 1,Z471
.38_0 -.q368 .3861 1,2500 ,8500 .0937 .6720 .7753 .5000 -.7401 -,9085 ,3894 1.2435
.4200 -.9218 ,3861 1.2500 .gCGO ,1146 ,6847 .7557 CHOROWISE
,4600 -,9169 ,3867 1,2489 ,9500 .1374 .6894 .7485 ,0600 .4500 -,5248 .5041 1.0395
.5000 -,9Z62 .3796 1.2626 1.CC00 .0310 ,6684 ,7809 ,1400 .4500 -,8205 ,4176 1.1903
.5400 -,9494 .3709 1,Z799 .Z200 .4500 -,9058 ,39Z7 1,Z37Z
.5800 -.9795 .4836 1.0740 ,3000 .4500 -,8805 ,4016 1.2205
,6200 -,5804 .5333 .9918 .3800 ,4500 -.8887 ,397Z 1,Z286
,66_ -,4Z18 ,5_89 ,9666 ,4600 .4500 --,9139 .3890 1.Z443
.7000 -.3685 .56Z9 .9443 .5400 ,_500 -,9648 °3745 1,ZTZ7
,7500 -°3270 ,5863 .9107 ,6ZO0 ,4500-1.0414 .3556 1.3109
,8000 -,Z659 .59_7 ,8883 .7000 .4500 -,4558 ,5257 1,0042
,850_ -.Z104 ,61_0 ,5661 ,8000 ,4500 -.Z32Z ,5915 .8995
,9000 -,1538 .63Z6 .8359 ,9000 ,4500 -,0407 .8453 .8163
.9500 -,0_7 .6408 ,8232 .1014 ,3552 ",0066 ,658Z ,7965
.9750 -,05Z8 ,7001 ,73_1 ,ZOO0 °3552 -,1094 ,6274 .8438
1,0000 .0310 ,6684 ,7809 .3500 ,355Z -.3055 ,5683 ,9359
• 4500 ,355Z -,4617 ,5227 1,0091
,5500 ,355Z -,3718 .5490 .9666
.6500 .3552 -,1448 ,6164 ,8609
.7500 ,3552 .0019 ,6580 .7967
.8000 ,355l ,0603 ,6747 .7711
.8500 .3552 .1036 ,6876 .7512
.9000 .355Z ,1413 ,7006 ,7313
.q500 ,355Z ,1465 .7003 .7317
PT 146,I076 KPA CN .5196 C01 ,05167
TT 179.1075 K CH -.0746 COZ .05078
_C 6,060_ MILLION CC ,OZlZ CD3 .04275
MACH .7979 CO4 .02639
ALPHA 2,0395 DEG CD5 ,02465
UPPER SURFACE L_ER S|JRF_CE SPANWISE
X/C CP PjL/_T MLOC X/C CP P,LIPT _LDC XlC YI(B/2) CP P_LIPT MLOC
O,OU_O 1,1651 ,9g_b ,0460 C,C_QO 1,165_ ,9986 ,0440 .5000 ..7_01 -.qZ30 .3884 I,_454
• O_4b ,5_15 ._IOZ ,9564 .0040 ,4715 ,7953 .5813 .5000 .6414 -1,0114 ,3615 1.2990
• _080 .Z166 .73_1 ,67Zq .C0_0 .191Z ,7134 ,7115 .5000 .54Z7 -1,0156 ,3570 1,3080
,0150 ,_9_4 ,6_6_ .7559 .0230 ,2747 ,7374 ,6741 .5000 .4440 -h0256 ,3563 1.3096
•OZbO -,iii0 ,O_}L ,_475 ,0500 ,1946 ,7166 ,7oq0 .5000 .3454 -1,0285 .3561 1,3099
,0400 -.3604 .56_ .qb69 .1CO0 .0721 .6782 .7658 .5000 ,2467 -1,0356 ,3549 1,3124
• 06_0 -,tOlO ,4809 1,0785 ,15f0 °0093 .6598 ,7041 ,5000 ,1480 -1,0Z61 ,3557 1.3108
,0800 -.7Z3Z .4437 1,1430 ,2000 -,0567 .6408 ,823_ ,5000 .0493 -1.0248 ,3574 1,3073
.IU00 -,_180 .6165 1,1924 ,2560 -,1257 ,6201 ,8552 ,5000 -,0493 -hOZT7 ,3565 1,3090
.1400 -,0930 ,395b 1.Z317 ,35b0 -,273_ ,5775 .9214 ,5000 -,1480 -1.0350 .3541 1,3140
• 1800 -,qz_2 ,3856 1,2513 ,6500 -.4364 °3607 1,3005 .5000 -,_467 -1,0228 .3574 1,3072
•2200 -,9747 ,3747 1.1723 ,5500 -,3715 °529? ,9984 .5000 -._454 -1.0140 ,3609 1.3001
•Z6UO -,9749 .3772 1,77_2 .bSO0 -,169_ .5471 ,9696 .5000 -,4440 -.9857 ,3705 1.2807
•3000 -,q963 ,3_70 I,Z877 .7500 -.0231 .6069 ,8755 *5000 -,54Z7 -,9903 ,3681 1,2856
,340J -1,0079 ,3625 1.2969 .8000 .02eZ .6505 .8083 .5000 -.6414 -1,0011 ,365Z 1.2914
• _00 -1._139 ,3575 1.3070 ,8500 .06_8 .6657 ,7850 .5000 -.7401 -.9847 ,3696 1,Z826
,4ZOO -1.0293 ,355Z 1.3118 ,qOOO .0832 .6787 ,7650 CHOROWISE
,_600 -1,_300 .3557 1.310_ .9_00 .0693 ,6821 ,7598 ,0600 .4500 -,6202 .4761 1,0867
• 5003 -1,0067 .44_1 1,1460 1,0000 -,1015 .6269 ,8446 .1400 .4500 -,9137 ,3916 1.2392
• 5600 -,7377 .5066 1._354 .2200 ,4500 -1,0056 .365Z 1,2913
.5800 -.5101 ,5_7 .9993 .3000 .4500 -,9830 .3597 1._823
• 6ZOO -,6_00 ,5363 .9869 .3800 .4500 -,9809 ,3730 1,2758
# ,66u0 -,4138 ,5402 o98_? °4600 ,4500 -1,0065 .3628 I,Z962
,7000 -o4UO0 ,5446 ,9735 .5400 ,4500 -1,0512 .3488 1.3251
• 7_uu -.3_Z .5_7_ ,953B o6ZO0 .4500 -,7684 ,4340 1.1604
.8000 -.3441 .5676 ,9371 ,7000 ,4500 -*4297 ,5296 ,9981
.8fioO -.3116 °5860 .911Z ,8000 ,4500 -.Z567 ,58Z8 ,9131
,9000 -,2525 .6028 .8819 .9000 .4500 -.1112 .6227 .8511
• 9500 -.1888 ,6099 ,_709 .1014 ,3552 .0617 .6749 .7709
• 9750 -.1_37 .67_1 .7674 .2000 .3552 -,0583 .6395 .8251
1.UOuu -.lUl5 .0169 .8446 .3500 .355Z -.2623 .5809 .9161
• 4500 .3552 -.4Ill .5356 .9881
.5500 .355Z -.3691 .5511 .9632
,6500 .3552 -,1615 .6103 .8703
.7500 .3551 -.0127 .6555 .8007
,8000 ,355Z .0341 ,66T6 .78Z0
,8500 .355Z .0712 .6779 .7662
159 .9ooo .3551 .o978 .6871 .751c
.9500 .3552 .0948 .6858 .7541
PT 146.0803 KPA CN .5532 CD1 .07308
TT 179,5563 K CN -.0730 CD2 .07121
RC 6.0448 MILLION CC ,0268 CD3 .06529
MACH .7997 CO6 ,03333
ALPHA 3.0342 OEG CO5 .02947
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC CP PoLIPT MLOC X/C YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1605 ,9911 .0046 0.0000 1.1605 ,9971 .0646 ,5000 .7401 -,9767 ,3669 1,Z880
°0040 .4251 .7806 .5054 .OG;O ,6214 ,8382 ,5083 ,5000 ,6414 -1,0823 .3383 1.3473
.OObO .1777 .7u82 .7195 .0080 ,3533 .7601 .6383 .5000 ,54Z7 -1.0953 .3353 1,3537
,0150 -.G018 ,6555 ,8006 .0230 .3726 .7653 .6299 ,5000 ,4440 -1.0904 .3357 1.3527
• 0250 -.1834 ,6021 ,8829 .0500 ,2696 .7348 .6782 ,5000 .3454 -1,0579 .3469 1.3291
• O;GO -.4470 .5244 1.0069 .1000 .1360 .6952 .7396 .5000 .Z;b7 -.9878 ,3650 1,2919
,ObUO -.6735 ,4580 1.1180 ,1500 .0648 .6750 .7707 .5000 .1480 -.5844 .4841 1.0731
• OEOO -.7980 .4216 1,1830 .2000 -.0108 ,6531 .8043 .5000 ,0493 -,5300 .4991 1,0479
• 1000 -.8997 .3938 1.2352 _2500 -,0808 .6323 .8363 ,5000 -,0493 -.5471 ,4951 1.0545
• ,14_0 -.9588 ,3727 1.2764 .3300 -°2360 .5867 .9070 ,5000 -,1480 -.6406 ,4685 1,0997
• 1800 -.9994 .3634 1,2950 .;_CO -.4149 .4976 1,0503 .5000 -.2467 1.7825 ,4257 1.1754
.2200 -1.0312 .35Z5 1.3173 .5500 -.3750 .5340 .9907 .5000 -.3454 -1,0257 ,3551 1.3120
,2600 -1.0375 .3495 1.3235 .6500 -.1800 ,5459 .9715 .5000 -.4440 -1.0454 .3468 1,3292
• 30_0 -1,0532 .3443 1.3345 ,7500 -.04_0 ,6044 ,8794 ,5000 -,5427 -1,0498 ,3485 1,3257
• 3400 -1.0756 .3403 1.3430 .8000 .0068 ,6418 .8216 .5000 -.6414 -1.0548 ,3472 1,3284
.3803 -1.0892 .3371 1.3498 .8500 .0331 ,6587 ,7957 .5000 -.7401 -1.0234 .3555 1.3111
.4200 -1.0529 ,3468 1.3293 ,9000 .047Z ,0655 .7852 CHORDWISE
• 4600 -.8098 .4196 1,1_66 ,9500 .0205 .6690 .7798 .0600 .4500 -.6762 .4569 1.1199
.5000 -.5380 .5109 1.o284 1,0000 -.1932 ,5988 ,8882 .1400 .4500 -,9793 ,3689 1,Z839
• 5400 -.4919 ,5151 1,0214 .2200 ,4500 -1.0652 .3436 1.3360
• _800 -.;789 .5181 1.0165 .3000 .4500 -1,0637 ,3447 1,3336
• 0200 -,4655 .5214 1.0112 .3800 ,4500 -1.0481 .3471 1.3286
.0600 -.4578 .5235 1.0077 ,4600 .4500 -1.0673 .3413 1.3409
• 7000 -.4533 .5228 1.00_9 .5400 ,4500 -1.0737 ,3405 1.3426
• 750_ -,4526 .5304 ,9965 .6200 ,4500 -*5646 ,4898 1.0634
.80_U -.4289 .5357 ,9879 .7000 ,4500 -.4159 °5330 ,9922
.8500 -.40;5 .5499 .9658 ,8000 .4500 -.3195 .5636 ,9433
,90G0 -,3651 ,5665 °9387 .9000 ,4500 -,2077 .5947 ,8944
• 9500 -.3074 .5755 .9245 .1014 ,3552 .1273 .6931 ,7428
.975u -.2746 .6617 .7911 .2000 ,3552 -.0045 .6543 .8025
1.0003 -.1932 .59_8 .8882 ".3500 .3552 -,2337 ,5870 ,9085
.4500 .3552 -.4056 ,5374 .9852
• 5500 ,3552 -.3774 .5456 .9720
• 6500 ,3552 -,1740 ,6058 .8773
• 7500 .3552 -.0383 ,6443 .8179
.8_00 ,3552 .0139 ,6595 .7944
.8500 .3552 .0453 .6694 ,7793
.9000 .3552 .0617 .6740 .7722
.9500 .3552 .0378 .6672 .7826
PT 134,8543 KPA CN ,6332 CO1 .oq021
TT 107,9585 K CM -.0801 CD2 o08742
_C 6.1254 MILLICN CC .0294 C03 ,08217
_ACH .7973 C04 .05033
ALPHA 4.0_2b DEG C05 .04112
LPPE_ _UkFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpL/PT HLOC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC Y1(812) CP PtLIPT MLOC
O.OOoO 1.13_7 .9eqe ,1210 0._0_0 1.1347 *9898 ,lZlO .5000 .7_01 --1.0563 .3490 1.3247
.OU_U .2782 .?397 ,0706 .0040 .7635 *_610 .4291 .5000 .6414 -1,1619 .3179 1.3919
• 0_ .0352 o66_0 .78i5 .OLBO .5114 .8C76 .5608 .5000 .5427 -L.1718 .3167 1.3946
.01_0 -.1209 .6_18 .8525 .0230 .4726 .795_ .5806 .5000 .4440 -1.1390 ,3242 1.3780
• 0250 -.2902 .5736 .9276 .0500 .3516 .7611 .6367 .5000 ,3454 -.9903 ,3673 1,2872
• 0400 -._3d9 .;990 1.0472 1000 .2078 .7170 ,7059 .5000 .2467 -.7813 .4280 1.1714
.o4_O -.7101 .43_5 1.15o6 15_0 ,1235 .6938 .7418 ,5000 ,1480 -.617& .4762 1,0866
• 0_00 -.d807 .3919 _,2273 2000 ,0506 .6729 ,7740 ,5000 .0493 -,5844 .4863 1.0694
• ILuu -,o776 .3733 1,2701 2500 -.0322 .6478 .8125 .5000 -.0493 -.5832 .4873 1,0678
.14_3 -1.1533 .34_ L.3231 35C0 -.1928 .60_1 ,8831 .5000 1,1480 -,6093 .4795 1.0810
• 1800 -1.CEZO ,3421 1.3393 4500 -.3758 ,4870 1,0682 ,5000 -,2407 -.6395 .4706 1,0962
,2200 -1.1155 .3300 1.3639 5500 -.3643 ,5471 .9696 .5000 -.3454 -,8736 .4015 1,2205
• 2800 -1,1334 .3270 1.3704 6500 -.1789 .5495 .9658 ,5000 -.4440 -1.0709 ,3444 1.3343
• 300J -1.1438 .3234 1.3797 7500 -.0311 .6066 .8761 .5000 -.5427 -1.1090 ,3326 1.3596
.3400 -1.1501 ,3190 _.3881 8COO -.0_17 .6430 .8199 .5000 -.6414 11.L170 .3305 1,3640
.38_0 -1.1308 .32_7 1.3681 85C0 .01q4 .6579 .7970 .5000 -,7401 -1.0932 .3401 1.3435
.4200 -.q08Z .3917 1.2392 9000 .0272 .6631 .7890 CHROWISE
._oO0 -.0873 .4501 1.1213 9300 -.0023 ,6666 .7836 .0600 .4500 -.7533 .4371 1,1549
• 5000 -.5018 .4932 1.05?8 1.0000 -.2462 .5865 .9074 ,1400 .4500 -1.0591 .3475 1.3278
• 0400 -.5589 .4963 1.0926 .2200 ,4500 -L,1423 ,3221 1.3826
.58_0 -.5491 .4998 1.0468 .3000 .4500 -1.1451 .3217 1.3835
• 0200 -.5384 .5031 1.0413 .3800 .4500 -1,1346 ,3259 1.3741
.66u0 -.5_91 .5035 1.0407 ,4600 .4500 -1,1430 ,3229 1,3809
,7'J00 -.5273 ,_0_9 1.03L_ ,5400 ,4500 -.9967 ,3682 1,2853
• 7bL_ 1,508_ .5132 1.0247 .6200 .4500 -.6103 .4801 1,0799
.8000 -._923 .5200 1.0125 .7000 .4500 -.5014 ,5106 1.0288
.65b0 -,4691 .5337 °9912 .8000 ,4500 -.6015 ,5389 .9827
.900J -.4225 *5530 .9602 ,9000 ,4500 -.2963 .5703 ,9328 #
.9503 1.3572 .5665 .9388 o1014 e3552 ,1929 ,7148 ,7093
.97_0 -.3173 .6578 °7972 .2000 .3552 .0429 .6710 .7769
1.0000 -.2462 .b865 .9074 .3500 .3552 -.1916 .6C16 ,8839
•4500 .3552 -.3642 .5510 .9634
•5500 .3552 -.3609 .5512 .9631
.6500 ,3552 -,1757 ,6058 .8774
.7500 .3552 -,0405 .6461 .8151
.8000 .3552 .0043 .6589 .7955
._500 ,3552 .0331 ,6688 .7803
60 .9000 .3552 .0456 .6718 .7756
.9500 .3552 .0121 .6606 ,7928
o.
"PT 249.8101 KPA CN .2257 CD1 ,00851
TT 161.1145 K Cq -,0641 C02 ,00851
RC 10,0459 HILLION CC ,0075 Ca3 ,00820
MACH .6010 CO4 .00811
ALPHA -1,0081 DEG ' C05 ,00768
UPPER SURFACE LagER SUPFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP PtL/PT MLOC XlC CP PeLIPT NLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT HLOC
O,OOO0 1,0746 ,9961 .0767 0,0000 1,0744 ,9961 ,0747 ,5000 ,7401 -,4492 ,693Z ,7428
• 0060 ,6916 ,9206 .3_57 ,0040 -,1941 ,7465 ,6598 ,5000 ,6616 -,6563 ,6929 ,7632
• 0080 ,46o0 ,8722 .6461 .0080 -,6792 ,6914 .7654 .5000 ,5627 -,4612 ,69Z0 ,7645
• 0150 .2321 ,0287 ,5249 .0230 -.08E4 ,7648 ,6307 ,5000 .4460 -.4673 ,6907 ,7465
• 0250 .0266 ,7863 ,5961 ,0500 -,0872 ,7666 ,6278 ,5000 *3454 -*4636 ,6909 *7462
• 0400 -.2380 ,7366 .6756 o1000 -,1303 .7591 ,6399 ,5000 ,2467 -,4696 ,6914 ,7655
• ,0600 -,4093 o7017 .7296 ,1500 -,1613 ,7519 ,6512 .5000 ,1680 -,6716 ,6903 e7471
• 0600 -,4090 ,6931 ,7676 ,2000 -,1827 .7497 ,6548 ,5000 ,0493 -.6731 .6907 *7466
• 1000 -.6813 .6908 .7666 .2500 -,2200 .7388 .6719 ,5000 -,0493 -.6725 .6911 ,7659
" ,1400 -,4976 ,6871 .7521 .3500 -.2914 ,7252 ,6932 ,5000 -,1480 -,6682 ,6906 ,7467
• 1800 -,4905 ,_655 .7566 ,4500 -,3458 ,6895 *7684 ,5000 -,2467 -.4728 *6690 *7493
• Z200 -*6708 ,6890 .7692 ,5500 -,2799 o7143 ,7101 *5000 -,3654 -,4725 ,6899 ,7678
• 2600 -,4586 ,6926 ,7436 ,650U -.1239 ,7276 ,6896 ,5000 -,4640 -,6660 ,6907 .7466
._ ,3000 -,4506 °6929 ,7632 ,7500 .0116 .7611 ,6367 ,5000 -,5427 -,4672 ,6912 ,7457
• 3400 -,6456 .6950 ,7400 .8000 .0694 ,7876 .5963 .5000 -,6416 -.4603 ,6921 ,7445
• 3603 -.4485 .6965 .7607 *8500 o1155 ,7967 ,5790 ,5000 -,7401 -*6585 ,6912 ,7658
,4200 -*4576 ,6926 ,7436 ,9000 ,1533 .8055 ,5643 CHORDWISE
• 4600 -,4594 ,6918 ,7649 ,9500 ,1995 ,8136 ,5504 *0600 ,6500 -,4398 ,6962 ,7381
• 50_0 -.4757 .0888 .74_6 1.0000 .?010 .8218 .5368 .1400 ._500 -.4837 .6872 .7520
,5600 -.4630 .6868 .7556 ,2200 ,6500 -,6706 ,6698 ,7480
• 5800 -.6993 .6869 .7524 *3000 ,6500 -.4678 *6935 ,7622
• 6200 -.4920 ,6883 .7503 .3800 .6500 -,6517 ,6936 ,7424
• 66U0 -.6870 .6930 .7630 ,6600 *4500 -,4551 ,6932 ,7627
°7000 -.4561 .7045 .7253 .5400 .4500 -.6776 .6874 .7516
• 7500 -.3965 .7275 .6896 .6200 °6500 -,6876 ,6853 ,7569
• 8CCU -,2826 ,7527 ,6506 ,7000 ,4500 -,6512 ,6930 ,7430
• 8500 -.1533 .7769 .6113 .8000 .4500 -o2816 .7265 .6912
• 9UO0 -,0342 .8007 .5794 ,9000 ,4500 -,0337 ,7761 ,6125
• 95_0 ,0877 ,_110 .5552 .1016 ,3552 -.1370 ,7551 .6462
• 9750 .1435 .8221 .5363 .2000 .3552 -.1833 ,7651 ,662_
1,0000 .2010 .8218 .5368 ,3500 *3552 -,2936 ,7252 ,6932
,4500 ,3552 -.3613 ,7154 ,7086
,5500 ,3552 -,2826 ,7270 ,6903
,6500 ,3552 -,1241 ,7579 ,6618
,7500 ,3552 ,0122 .7854 .5975
,8000 .3552 ,0682 .7969 .5786
,8500 ,3552 ,1122 ,8067 .5656
• 9000 .3552 .1565 ,8131 ,5516
.9500 .3552 ,1805 ,6192 ,5411
PT 251.7621 KPA C_ ,3614 CD1 .00659
_T 161,3104 K C_ -.0636 CD2 ,00861
RC 1C.C980 MILLION CC .0049 CD3 .00837
MACH .6006 C06 .00827
AL_HA ,0145 DEG CC5 .00791
UPPEk SUkFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsLIP[ HLOC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC Y1(812) CP PeLIPT NLOC
O.UOuO i.b902 .9995 .UZ75 O. OOOO "1.0902 .9995 ,0275 ,5000 ,7601 -.696Z ,6863 ,7566
•0040 ,6718 .B777 ,6355 ,0C40 ,2165 .8290 .5243 .5000 ,6616 -,5026 .6642 .7565
• OOBO .2029 .8256 .5306 .0080 -,0717 .7716 .6199 .5000 ,5427 -.5052 ,6640 ,7568
• 0150 ,COOL .7856 ,5975 .0230 .0_98 .8023 ,5697 .5000 ,6640 -,5113 ,6637 ,7576
• 0250 -.2101 ,7433 ,6648 .05C0 ,0654 .797_ ,5774 .5000 ,3654 -,5160 ,6616 ,7605
• 0400 -.4684 .6937 .7419 .lO00 -,0191 ,7830 .6014 ,5000 ,2667 -,5137 ,6823 ,7595
,0600 -,b121 ,6611 ,7920 .1500 -,068_ .7721 .6191 ,SCOO ,1680 -,5136 .6620 ,7600
• 0800 -.6594 .6531 .8043 .2000 -.1034 .7654 .6298 .5000 ,0693 -,5186 ,6619 .7602
• lOOO -.0686 ,6643 ,8025 .2500 -.1497 .7559 ,6449 .5000 -,0693 -,5181 ,6606 ,7621
• 1600 -.630_ .6585 .7960 ,3500 -.2293 .7395 .6707 .5000 -,1680 -,5166 ,6801 .7626
• 1800 -,6026 .6635 .7884 .4500 -.2943 .6801 .7629 ,5000 -,24b7 -,5157 .6807 ,7620
• 2200 -.5679 .6714 ,7762 ,_00 -,2488 ,7262 .6946 ,5000 -.3656 -,5164 ,6798 .7633
• 2600 -.5646 .6746 .7713 .6500 -.1049 .7344 .6788 .5000 -,6660 -.5162 ,6795 ,7639
• 30UO -.5266 .6779 .7662 .7560 .0258 .7622 .6349 ,5000 -,5427 -.5093 .6806 ,7621
.36U0 -.5165 .6818 ,1602 .8000 ,0_17 .7886 .5923 ,5000 -,6614 -.5067 ,6826 .7590
• 3800 -.5083 ._834 ,7578 .8500 ,1Z31 .7993 ,5747 ,5000 -,7601 -,5052 ,6846 ,7562
• 426_ -.5117 ,6836 .7575 .9000 ,1563 ,8081 ,5600 CHOROWISE
.4600 -.5169 .6815 .7608 .9500 .2010 ,8142 .5697 ,0600 .4500 -.6464 ,6567 .7988
• 5000 -.5170 .6_05 .r623 1.OOO0 .1920 .8218 .5369 ,1600 ,6500 -,6155 ,6609 ,7926
• 5600 -.5227 .6782 .7659 .2200 .6500 -.5657 .6707 .7773
• 5800 -.5331 ,6807 .7620 ,3000 ,4500 -,5237 ,6613 ,7610
• 6260 -.5266 .6813 ,761u ,3600 ,6500 -,5110 .6826 ,7591
.6600 -,516_ ,66T3 ,7518 .4600 ,4500 -.5093 ,6615 ,7607
• 7000 --.4805 .7026 .728_ .5400 .4500 -.5163 .6811 .7613
.7500 -.4052 .7248 .6938 ,6200 ,4500 -.5204 ,6806 .7622
• 8000 -,290Z .7503 .6538 ,7COO ,4500 -,4727 .689q .7676
.8500 -.15u9 ,7761 .6126 ,8000 ,4500 -,2917 ,7267 .6908
• 90uO -,03UO .8003 .5729 .9000 ,4500 -,0347 .7767 ,6117
• .95U0 .0870 .e119 ,5536 .1014 .3552 -,0242 .7791 .6077
• 9750 .1603 ,8236 .5337 ,2000 ,3552 -.1069 ,7630 .6336
l.O_bO .lq20 .8218 .5369 .3500 ,3552 -.2328 .7383 .6726
,4500 .3552 -,2916 ,7252 ,6932
• 5500 ,3552 -,2651 .7363 ,6789
,6500 .3552 -.0996 ,7669 .6306
• 7500 .3552 .0287 .7894 .5910
• 8000 ,3552 .0775 ,7981 .5767
• 8500 .3552 ,1231 ,8076 .5605161 ._ooo .3582 .z59o .615o .5483
. . ,9500 ,3552 .1832 ,8197 ,5403
1
PT 251.7373 KPA CN .4537 CD1 .00876
TT 161.3868 K CM -.0638 CDZ .00879
RC 10.0947 MILLION CC -.O00Z CO3 ,00852
MACH .6007 CD4 .00843
ALPHA .9979 DEG CD5 .00816
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CF PtL/PT MLOC XlC CP PtL/PT MLOC XlC YI(BI2) CP PjLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.0791 .9972 .Ob3Z O.OCO0 1.0791 .9972 ,0632 .5000 ,7401 -.5342 .6763 ,7687
.0C40 .2064 ,8241 .5328 ,0040 .5256 .8874 ,4164 ,5000 ,6414 -,5469 .6741 ,77ZI
• 0080 -._599 ,7700 ,6224 .0080 .2417 .8308 .5213 ,5000 .5427 -,5497 ,6750 ,7707
• 0150 -,2453 ,7348 .6782 ,0230 ,2721 °8376 .5093 .§000 .4440 -,5524 ,b724 ,7747
• 0Z50 -.4410 .6950 .7400 .0500 .1805 .8190 .5415 .5000 .3454 -.5570 ,6720 .7753
• 0400 -,6811 .6466 .8144 ,1000 .0800 ,7991 ,5750 .5000 .2467 -.5593 ,6717 .7758
• ObGO -,8315 .6175 .859Z .1500 ,0191 .7858 ,5969 .5000 .1480 -.5581 .67Zl ,7791
• 0800 -.8505 .6138 .8649 ,2000 -*0322 .7764 ,612Z ,5000 .0493 -.5609 .6715 .7761
,1000 -,BZOZ ,6193 .8564 .2900 -,0813 .7673 .6268 .5000 -,0493 -.9627 .6707 .7773
• " .1400 -,7675 .6291 .8414 .3500 -,1759 .7477 ,6980 .5000 -,1480 -.5607 .6707 .7773
• 18G0 -.7193 .6400 ,8245 .4500 -,24E7 .6704 .7778 ,5000 -.2467 -.5579 .6727 .7743
• 2200 -,6633 ,6528 .8048 .5500 -.2124 .7333 .6809 ,5000 -,3454 -.5604 ,6722 ,7790
• 2600 -.6245 ,6599 .7940 .6500 -.0824 .7409 .6692 ,5000 -.4440 -.5563 .6718 .7756
• 3000 -,5968 .6638 .7879 .7500 .0428 .7660 ,6288 ,5000 -.94Z7 -.5507 ,6734 .7732
.3400 -.5810 .6613 ,7826 .8000 ,0939 .7909 o9891 °5000 -,6414 -.5512 °6734 .7732
,38u0 -,5685 ,6713 .7703 .8500 *1323 .8015 ,9710 ,5000 -.7401 -.9495 .6741 .7721
,4200 -.SbZb .6704 .777a .9000 .1656 ,8101 .5567 CHORDWISE
,4600 -,5628 .6709 .7771 .9500 .2008 .8163 .5461 .0600 ,4500 -.855Z o6140 .8647
.5000 -.5614 .6707 .7773 1.0000 .1855 .8202 .5395 ,1400 .4900 -,7469 .6345 .8330
• 5400 -.5642 .6099 .7785 .2200 .4500 -.6571 ,6528 .8049
• 5BbO -,5692 .6729 .7740 .3000 .4500 -.5953 .6649 °7869
• 6200 -.5540 .6750 .7707 .3800 ,4500 --.5693 *6705 ,7776
• 6600 -.5410 .08Z5 .759Z .4600 .4500 -.5546 .6730 .7738
• 7000 -,5015 .7004 ,7316 ,5400 .4500 -,5542 ,6733 .7733
,7500 -,4179 ,7240 .6950 .6200 .4500 -.5478 ,6743 .7718
• 8000 -,Z990 .7503 ,653_ .7000 .4500 -,4876 ,6883 .7903
• 850u -,1616 ,7767 .6116 .8000 .4500 -.2988 ,7262 .6916
o90_3 -.0305 .7995 .5743 °9000 .4500 -.0328 ,7783 16091
• 9500 ,_839 .8101 ,5506 .1014 .3552 ,0749 ,7976 .9775
• 97_0 .1363 .8226 .5354 .ZOO0 ,355Z -.0303 .7775 .6104
1.0000 .1_55 ,SZOZ .5395 .3500 ,3552 -,1755 .7486 ,6565
• 4500 ,3552 -.2446 .7342 .6791
.5500 .355Z -.Z09Z .7416 .6675
• 6500 .3552 -.0762 .7676 .6263
.7500 .3592 .0434 .7919 .5868
.8000 .3552 .0915 .8012 .5715
• 8500 .3552 .1312 ,8092 .5581
.9000 ,3592 ,1643 .8156 .9473
• 9500 .3552 .1814 .8211 .5379
PT 251.7470 KPA C_ ,5656 CO1 .00918
TT 161.4645 K CH -.0628 CDE .00919
RC 10.0572 MILLIO_ CC -.0087 C03 .00893
MACH .5981 CD4 .00875
ALPHA 1.9958 DEG CD5 .00834
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC Y1(8121 CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 .9916 .9801 ,169_ 0,0000 ,9916 .9801 .1696 .5000 ,7401 --,5748 ,6719 ,7754
• UO40 -.1165 .76_2 .6349 .C040 .7582 .9346 .31Z1 .5000 ,6414 -,58Z5 .6703 .7779
.0080 -.3749 .7117 .7141 .G080 .5136 ,8R64 .4184 .5000 .5487 -.5885 ,6691 .7798
•0150 -.5245 .6BU2 ,7627 .0230 .4297 ,8696 ,4510 .5000 ,4440 -.9920 .6690 .7800
• OZSo -.t9)7 .6408 .81_1 ,0500 .3047 .8450 .4962 .50C0 ,3454 -.5954 .6675 .7822
• 0400 -.9452 .59_5 ._887 .1000 .1634 .8181 .5431 .5000 .2467 -.5970 .6664 .7839
• 0600 -1.0918 ,5738 .9321 .1500 .1027 .8055 .5643 .5G00 .1480 -,5981 .6671 .7828
• 0803 -1.0671 .5740 .9Z71 .ZOO0 .0432 .7940 .5833 .5000 ,0493 -.6037 .6663 .7841
• 1000 -1.00_0 .5856 ,9089 .ZS_O -.0121 .7815 .6038 ,5000 -.0493 -,6006 .6664 .7839
• 14uO -.9055 .bOb3 .8766 .3_00 -.1188 .7613 .6364 .5000 -,1480 -.9992 .6681 .7813
• 1_00 -.8Z_6 .6213 .8533 .45u0 -.2041 ,6661 ,7844 .5000 -.2467 -.9964 .6674 ,7824
• Z200 -.7583 .6351 ._3ZC .5500 -.1734 .7492 ".6618 .5000 -.3454 -.9977 .6665 .7838
• 2600 -.7106 .645Z .8166 .6500 -.0573 .7502 .6539 .5000 -.4440 -.9914 .6679 .7817
• 3000 -,6701 .6532 .8042 .750U .0597 .7728 .6180 .5000 -.5427 -.5922 .6679 .7816
.3400 -.6404 ,6589 .7954 .80_0 .1072 .7964 .5794 .5000 -.6414 -.5854 .6686 .7805
• 3800 -.6Z37 .bbZZ .7904 .8500 .1398 ,8057 .5630 .5000 -.7401 -.5849 ,6697 .7789
,4Z00 -.6127 .6649 .7863 ,9000 .1682 ,8122 .9531 CHOROWISE
,46_0 -.6061 .6654 .78_4 .9500 .2025 .8181 .5431 .0600 .4500 -1.1060 .5664 .9390
• 5000 -.6019 .6603 .7840 1,0000 .17el .8194 .5400 .1400 ,4500 -,8908 .6096 .8714
• 5_00 -.5973 .6668 .7833 ,2200 .4500 -.7517 .6363 .8302'
• 5800 -,599d .6705 .7777 ,3000 ,4500 -.6683 .6532 .8042
• 6200 -.5825 .6745 .7715 .3800 .4500 -.6307 .6608 .7925
.6600 -.5597 .6843 .7564 ,4600 ,4500 -,5969 .6683 ,7810
• 70_0 -.5166 .7006 .7313 .5400 .4500 -.5908 .6689 .7808
• 7500 -.4278 ,7250 .6935 .6200 ,4500 -.5767 ,6725 ,7746
• 8000 -,301Z .7530 .649_ .7000 .4_00 -.5081 .6855 .7946
• 8500 -.1599 .7783 .6090 .8000 .4500 -.3046 .7261 .6917
.9000 -.0321 ._015 .5710 .9000 ,4500 -.0342 ,7776 .6101
• 956_ .0_76 ,8109 .5552 .1014 .3552 .1692 .8183 .5427
,9750 .1325 .8249 .5315 .2000 .3552 .0434 .7928 .5854
1,0000 .1781 .8194 .5409 .3500 .3552 -.1216 .7605 ,6376
,4500 .3552 -,2010 .7454 .6615
.5500 .3552 -.1731 .7504 ,6536
.6500 .3552 -.0936 .7742 .6156
• 7500 .3552 .0556 .7959 .9803
.8000 .3552 ,I045 .8060 ,5634
•8500 .3952 .1378 .8119 .5535
162 .9000 .355z .1688 .8188 .541_
.9500 .3552 .1834 ,8210 .5382
o,
PT 251,7718 KPA CH ,6783 C01 .00962
TT 161.4509 K Cq -.0607 CD2 ,00961
RC 10.C696 MILLION CC -.0202 CO3 ,00933
HACH ,5990 C04 ,00913
ALPHA 2*9938 OEG CO5 ,00869
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
Xl_ CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP P_L/PT NLOC XIC YI{BI2) CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 ,8476 ,9513 .2678 0,0000 .8476 ,9513 .2678 .5000 ,7601 -,6188 ,6643 ,7871
,0060 -,6558 .6923 .7442 ,0060 .9194 19658 ,2234 ,5000 ,6616 -,6Z36 ,6610 .7922
,0080 -,7324 ,6396 ,8252 .0080 .7099 ,9239 ,3380 .5000 ,5627 -,6367 ,6589 o7955
,0150 -.8358 ,6189 ,8571 ,0230 ,5650 ,8956 .6002 ,5000 ,6460 -.6366 ,6602 ,7935
• 0250 -,9925 .5895 .9027 .0500 ,4155 ,8653 .6591 .5000 ,345_ -.6373 ,6606 .7928
,0600 -1,2630 ,5409 ,9796 ,1000 ,2692 ,8336 ,5163 ,5000 ,2667 -,6386 ,6585 .7960
,0600 -1,6071 ,5090 1,0316 ,1500 .1810 ,8199 ,5400 ,5000 ,1480 -,6368 .6593 ,7968
,0800 -1o3216 ,5Z32 1,0083 ,2000 ,1161 ,8057 ,5661 ,5000 ,0693 -,6631 ,6579 .7969
• 10UO -1.2107 ,5652 ,9727 ,2500 ,0463 ,7932 ,9868 .5000 -.0693 -,6337 ,6585 .7961
,1600 -1,C561 ,5778 ,9Z10 ,3500 -,0670 ,7717 ,6197 ,5000 -,1680 -,6396 ,6571 ,7982
• 1800 -.9537 °5983 .8891 ,4500 -,1602 ,6595 ,7965 ,5000 -.Z667 -°6356 .6585 ,7960
,2200 -,_562 ,616_ .e610 ,5500 -.1387 ,7560 .6480 ,5000 -,3656 -06326 ,6600 07938
) ,Z60J -,7962 .6276 °8636 °6500 -.0340 ,7568 ,6635 ,5000 -,4660 -,6310 ,6591 ,7951
,3000 -,7_61 ,6393 .8255 ,7500 ,0727 ,7775 .6103 ,5000 -,5627 -.6285 .6598 ,7960
.3600 -,7050 ,6449 o8169 ,8000 o1136 .7996 ,5766 °5000 -,6616 -,6201 .6627 °7897
• 3800 -°6867 ,6486 .8113 .8500 .1476 ,8078 .5605 ,5000 -,7601 -,6231 ,6633 ,7887
,62_0 -,6681 ,6539 ,8031 ,9_00 ,1719 ,8160 ,5501 CHOROWI$E
• 4600 -,6536 ,6575 ,7976 ,4500 .206_ ,8182 ,5629 ,0600 .6500 -1.3590 ,51_9 1.0219
• 5000 -,6398 ,6594 ,7967 1.0000 .1650 ,8167 ,5456 ,1400 ,6500 -1,0355 .5769 ,9226
,5600 -,63_3 ,6638 ,7926 ,Z200 ,6500 -,8676 ,6155 ,8623
.5860 -,6293 .66_8 ,7864 .3000 ,6500 -,7319 ,6386 ,8267
,6200 -,6082 ,6703 .7780 ,3800 ,6500 -,6786 ,6507 ,8080
.6600 -,5740 ,6786 .7655 ,4600 .6500 -,6602 ,6589 ,7956
• 7000 -,5318 °6979 °7855 ,5600 °6500 -,6187 ,6627 ,7896
,7500 -,6363 .7254' .6929 ,6200 .4500 '-,6053 ,6636 .7882
,8000 -,3005 ,7523 ,6506 ,7000 ,4500 -,5193 .6813 ,7610
• 85u0 -,1595 ,7785 .6087 ,8000 .6500 -,3099 ,7250 ,6936
.90_0 -.0280 .8017 .5707 .9000 ,6500 -,0316 ,7788 .6082
.9500 ,0858 ,8104 ,_561 ,1016 ,3552 ,2546 ,8368 ,5163
,9750 ,1262 ,82_9 ,5315 ,ZOO0 ,3552 ,1099 .8058 .5638
1,0000 ,1050 ,61o7 ,5656 ,3500 ,3552 -,0664 ,7706 .6216
• 4500 ,3552 -,1562 ,7520 ,6510
• 5500 ,3552 -.1379 ,7561 ,6466
,6500 ,3552 -,0265 °7787 ,6084
• 7500 ,3552 ,0798 ,8003 ,5730
,8000 ,3552 ,1206 ,8087 ,5590
,8500 ,3552 ,1533 ,8169 ,5686
.9000 .3552 .1696 .8170 .5649
• 9500 ,3552 ,1805 ,8210 ,9382
PT 251.7467 KPA CN ,7930 C01 ,01059
TT 161,6120 K CM -.0567 C02 .01062
RC 10.0688 MILLION CC -,0350 CD3 ,01017
MACH ,5987 C04 ,00982
ALPHA 4,0019 DEG CO5 ,00931
UPPFR SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWIS[
X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,630Z ,9089 ,3718 0,0000 ,6302 ,9089 ,371P ,5000 ,7401 -,6660 ,6561 e8028
• 00_0 -,_416 .6188 ,857q ,0040 1.0259 .9866 .1387 .5_00 .6616 -,6640 ,6556 .8008
• 0060 -1,1336 ,5564 ,4549 ,0080 ,8623 .9542 ,2596 ,5000 ,5627 -,6668 ,6506 .8082
,0153 -1,1529 .5550 ,957v ,0230 ,6826 ,9192 ,3489 ,5000 ,4440 -,6716 ,6509 ,8077
• 0250 -1,2664 .5330 .9916 ,0500 ,5211 ,8872 ,4168 ,5000 .3656 -,6677 ,6536 ,8036
,U6GJ -1,_974 ,4652 1o0715 .1000 ,3359 ,8499 ,6874 ,5000 ,2667 -,6766 ,6516 ,8067
,0600 -1,744_ ,6387 1,1523 ,1500 ,2511 ,8321 .5189 .5000 ,1680 -,6721 ,6512 ,8073
.0800 -1.8651 ,6198 1.1866 ,2C00 .1772 .8184 .5626 ,5000 ,0493 -,6795 .6490 ,8106
• 1000 -1,0131 ,4_70 1.1011 ,2500 ,1097 ,8051 ,5649 ,5000 -,0693 -,6733 ,6512 ,8073
• 1400 -i,1623 ,5538 ,9590 .3_00 -.0171 ,7805 .6054 ,5000 -,1480 -,6717 ,6505 .8083
• 1800 -1.0530 .5752 .9251 .6_00 -,1121 .6498 .8096 .5000 -,24b7 -,6717 ,6502 .808e
• ZZOO -,9603 ,5902 ,8923 .5500 -,1089 ,7616 ,6359 ,5000 -,3454 -,6696 ,6529 .8047
• 2600 -,8622 ,6126 ,866d ,6500 -,0C88 ,7627 ,6342 ,5000 -,64_0 -,6721 ,6536 ,8036
• 3000 -.8019 .b231 .8506 ,7_00 .0803 ,7836 .6008 .5000 -,56Z7 -.667Z .6560 .8030
,36&0 -,7681 ,0350 ,8322 ,8CGO ,1271 ,7996 .5741 ,5000 -.6616 -.6585 ,6565 ,8023
,3800 -,7352 ,6370 .8291 .85_0 .1505 ,8088 .5584 ,5000 -,7601 -,6509 ,6570 ,7985
,6ZOO -,7134 ,6626 ,8Z05 ,9000 ,1811 ,8133 .5512 CHORDWISE
,6600 -,6u90 ,6_94 ,8101 .9500 ,2006 ,8193 ,5411 ,0600 ,6500 -1.6256 ,6612 1,1125
,5000 -,6686 ,6534 ,8040 1,0000 ,1676 ,8139 ,5503 ,1400 ,6500 -1.1389 ,5602 ,9688
• ,56b0 -,6653 ,65_5 ._022 ,ZZO0 ,6500 -.9396 ,5986 .8885
.5800 -.655_ ,6588 ,7957 ,3000 ,4500 -,8066 ,6266 ,8686
,6200 -.6306 ,6671 .7829 ,3800 ,6500 -°7369 ,6416 ,8226
• 6000 -,59Z9 °6708 °7b_U 04600 ,%500 -,6900 ,6491 e8104
,7000 -.5393 ._905 ,7377 .5600 ,6530 -,6616 ,6563 ,7995
.7500 --,%3d3 ,7260 ,6919 ,6200 .4500 -,6282 °6605 °7930
,8000 -,2963 ,7540 ,6680 ,7000 ,6500 -.5339 °6799 ,7632
.8500 -,1609 ,7801 ,o061 .8000 ,6500 -,3093 ,7263 ,6945
.9000 -,_258 .8030 .5734 ,9000 .6500 -,0308 ,7783 ,6090
.9500 ,0793 .8093 ,5580 .1016 ,3552 ,3303 .8506 ,6865
.9750 ,1_32 .8249 ,5315 ,2000 ,3552 .1759 ,8195 ,5607
1,000J ,1676 ,8139 ,_503 ,3500 ,3552 -.0160 .7802 .6060
• 4500 .3552 -.1079 .7636 ,6330
• 5500 ,3552 -,1083 ,7628 ,6360
• 6500 ,3552 -,0039 ,7828 ,6017
•7500 ,3552 ,0915 ,8036 ,5075
,8000 ,3552 .1260 ,8096 ,5579
.8500 ,3552 .1516 ,8156 ,5_73
1 _ .9000 .3552 .1725 .8186 .5425
,9500 ,3552 ,1752 .8210 ,5381
o.
' PT Z51.7455 KPA CH .8961 CO1 ,01396
i TT 161.2192 K CH -.0534 CD2 ,01367
RC 10,0965 MZLLZON CC -,0696 CD3 .01330
MACH ,5996 C06 ,01267
ALPHA 4,9970 OEG CD§ ,01216
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 ,4109 ,8657 ,4584 0,0000 ,4109 ,8657 ,4584 ,5000 ,7401 -,6772 ,6505 ,8084
,0640 -1.1864 .5471 .9697 .0060 1.0819 .9977 ,0576 ,5000 ,6414 -,6892 ,6446 ,8174
,0080 -1,5068 ,4836 1,0746 ,0080 ,9691 ,9756 ,1889 ,5000 ,56Z7 -,6965 ,6481 .8120
,0150 -1.4540 .4972 1.0512 .0230 .7701 ,9366 .3075 .5000 ,6660 -.6978 .6666 ,8177
.0250 -1.4894 .6917 1.0606 .0500 ,5996 .9017 ,3871 .5000 .3656 -.7005 ,6656 .8160
,0400 -1.6783 ,4517 1.1291 .1000 .6130 .8651 ,6596 .5000 ,2667 -.7038 ,6465 .8145
.0600 -1.9637 .3967 1.2337 .1500 .3168 .8651 .6960 .5000 .1680 -.6977 .6463 .8178
.0800 -2.1050 .3679 1.2862 .ZOO0 .2390 .8308 .5213 .5000 .0693 -.7002 .6441 .8181
,1000 -2.1274 ,3641 1,2938 .2500 o1632 ,8164 ,5459 .5000 -.0693 -.7081 ,6655 .8160
.1400 -1.5453 .6806 1.0792 .3500 .0337 .7915 ,5875 .5000 -.1480 -.6998 .6661 .815Z
.1800 -1.0661 ,5760 .9270 .4500 -.0778 .6455 .8161 .5000 -.2457 -.6977 .6445 .8176
.2200 -,9595 ,5949 ,8963 .5500 -,0796 ,7697 .6229 .5000 -,3454 -.6961 .6455 ,8159
,ZbUO -.8913 ,6078 ,8763 ,6500 ,0158 ,7682 ,6253 ,5000 -,4440 -,6871 ,6660 ,8153
,3000 -,8663 ,6175 .8592 ,7500 .1006 ,7873 .5964 ,5000 -,5627 -,6890 ,6662 ,8149
,3600 -.8010 .6223 .8518 .8000 .1389 .8047 ,5657 ,5000 -,6614 -,6895 ,6486 ,8213
,38_0 -.7711 ,6331 ,8352 ,8500 ,1669 .8118 .5538 .5000 -.7601 -.6866 .6511 ,8075
.6203 -.7447 .6351 .8321 ,90GO .1901 ,8172 .5646 CH3RD_ISE
.6600 -,7Z37 ,6610 .8230 .9500 ,2059 ,8215 ,5373 ,0600 ,6500 -I,8086 ,4Z87 1,1703
,SOUO -,69d9 ,6695 ,8100 1,0000 .1625 ,8129 ,5519 .1400 ,4500 -1,5315 ,4804 1,0796
.54_3 -o6886 .6k97 ,8096 .2200 ,6500 -.9565 °5954 .B935
,5800 -.6706 ,6564 .7992 ,3000 ,6500 -,8486 ,6153 ,86Z6
,b2&O -,6383 ,6653 .7857 ,3800 ,6500 -,7762 ,6308 ,8387
,6600 -.6077 ,6773 ,7672 ,4600 ,6500 -.7121 .6668 ,8172
,7U_O -,561b ,6963 ,7379 ,5400 ,6500 -,6820 ,6480 ,8122
,7500 -°4367 ,7254 ,6929 ,6200 ,4500 -.6600 .6590 ,7953
.8000 -.2931 .7531 .6_96 .7000 .4500 -,5606 ,&789 ,7647
,85_0 -.1683 ,7780 .6095 .8000 ,4500 -.3061 ,7228 ,6969
.9000 -.OZ_O .7985 .5759 ,9000 ,4500 -,OZSZ ,7789 ,6080
,9500 .u711 .8088 .56Z1 ,1016 ,3552 ,4064 ,8636 ,66Z3
,9750 ,10d6 o8238 ,_334 ,2000 ,355Z ,2393 ,8319 ,5192
1,00_b ,1_25 .8129 ,5519 ,3500 .3552 ,0352 .7917 .5871
.6500 .3552 -.0637 °7709 .6209
,5500 ,3552 -,0712 ,7699 ,6225
,&500 ,3552 .0140 .7862 .5962
.7500 ,3552 ,1015 ,8042 ,5666
,8000 ,3552 ,1626 ,8130 ,5518
.8500 .3552 .1585 .8146 ,5490
.9000 .3552 ,1781 °8200 ,5398
.9500 ,3552 ,1808 ,8198 ,5602
PT 251.7279 KPA Cq 1,0250 CO1 ,02146
TT 161.1751 K CH -.0688 CO2 .02110
RC 1U,1321 _ILLION CC -,0686 CO3 .02013
_ACH .6022 C04 .01931
ALPHA 6.0154 DEG CD5 ,01761
UPPEk SU_FACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PsLIPT HLOC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC Y/IB/2) CP PpLIPT HLOC
OoOOUO o19_0 .8215 ,_37Z O,O&UO .1980 .8215 ,5372 .§000 .7401 -.6966 ,6451 .8167
.UU40 -1.5272 .4802 1,0800 ,0060 1,0904 ,9991 ,0366 ,5000 ,6416 -,709Z ,6391 ,8259
oUO_O -1.79_0 .4214 1,1836 ,0080 1.0367 ,9887 .$271 .5000 .5627 -.7126 ,6408 .8233
,0150 -1.8871 ,60ZZ 1.2193 .0230 ,8578 ,95Z9 ,2631 .5000 ,4660 -,7175 ,6385 ,8268
,0Z50 -1.9r.69 ,4(.05 1,2226 .0500 .6701 .9160 .3561 .5000 .3656 -,7187 ,6390 ,8260
.0603 -1.84_2 ,4137 1.1977 .1000 .4795 ,8766 .6377 .5000 ,2467 -,7205 .6386 ,8267
,0600 -2.07_9 ,3684 1.2853 .1500 .3756 ,8559 ,6765 ,5000 ,1430 -,7223 ,6387 ,8266
°0800 -2.2102 ,3402 1.3434 .2CCC .2932 .8414 ,5026 ,5000 ,0693 -,7212 .6605 .8237
,1000 -2.2847 ,3271 L.3718 .2500 .2127 .8230 .5346 .5000 -,0693 -,7185 ,6395 ,8253
.14c0 -2.31_9 ,3238 1.3791 ,3500 .07_3 .7970 .5786 .5000 -.1680 -,7167 ,6604 ,8239
• 1_u0 -1.6286 ,6592 1.1160 .4500 -.0232 ,6387 .82_5 .5000 -,2467 -,7103 ,6390 ,8260
,2200 -1,Z106 ,5418 ,9703 .5500 -.0399 .7773 ,6107 ,5000 -,3656 -.7156 ,6415 ,8222
,Z60O -.91_8 ,_OOb .d856 .6500 .0331 .7735 ,6167 .5000 -.4460 -,7165 ,6613 ,8226
,30_0 -.8211 ,bZ06 ,8547 ,7500 ,1110 ,7887 .5921 .5000 -,5427 -.7086 ,6419 .8216
.3400 -.7976 ,6216 .8531 .8_00 .1491 ,8053 .5646 .5000 -,6614 -,7046 .6444 .8178
,38_:0 -.7799 ,6Z76 .8460 .8500 .1698 .8123 .5528 .5000 -,7601 -,6985 ,6627 ,8203
.6200 -.76_5 ,6297 .8603 .9000 .1_65 .8162 ,5663 CHORD_ISE
.46v0 -.7422 .634_ ,833Z .9500 .2164 ,8199 .5399 ,0600 .4500 -1.9477 ,3966 1.2300
,5000 -.7170 ,6618 .8217 1.COO0 ,1405 ,8117 .5539 ,1600 .4500 -2.3137 ,3252 1.3759
,5600 -.7066 .6650 .8169 ,2200 .4500 -1,1357 .5574 .9534
,5800 -.6905 ,6550 ,8015 ,3000 .6500 -,8212 ,6182 ,8581
,bZUO -.6481 .6615 .7916 ,3800 .6500 -,7890 ,6247 ,8680
.bb_O -.6078 ,6741 ,7720 .4600 ,4500 -,7359 ,6353 ,8317
,7000 -,59_7 ,_937 .7420 ,5400 ,6500 -,6985 ,6432 ,8196
,75G0 -.6372 .7233 .6961 ,6200 .6500 -.6663 .6528 .8068
.8000 -.3027 .7501 .6541 .7000 .6500 -.5416 .6732 .7735
..85_3 -.Ib58 ,7756 .b137 .8000 .kSO0 -.3111 .7224 .6976
,9000 -,0365 ,7974 .5778 .9000 ,4500 -,0368 ,7763 ,6123
,950o ,_689 ,8037 .5673 ,1016 ,3552 ,6809 ,8782 ,4366
.9750 ,1_93 ,8258 ,5302 .2000 .3552 ,2912 ,8615 ,5025
1,0000 .1405 .8117 .5539 .3500 ,3552 .0836 ,7996 ,5761
• 6500 .3552 -.0213 .7792 .6075
,5500 ,3552 -,0358 ,7757 ,6132
• 6500 .3552 ,0420 ,7903 ,5896
,7500 ,3552 ,1206 ,8059 .5636
• 8000 .3552 ,1530 .8126 ,5527
,8500 .3552 ,1741 .8169 .5652
1 _ .9000 .3552 .1904 .8197 ,5404
• 9500 .3552 .1876 .8186 .5623
.... • . _ • .
PT 251.7373 KPA CN 1,1292 CD1 .03197
TT 161.2110 K Cq -.0414 CD2 .03094
RC 10,0949 NILLION CC -,0827 C03 ,03056
MACH .5994 CD4 ,02927
ALPHA 7.0260 OEG C05 .02601
UPPEP SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 5PANW[$E
XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC CP PeLIPT NLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PeLIPT NLQC
O.OOOU -.0048 .7827 .6019 0.0000 -,0048 .7827 .6019 .5000 ,7401 -.7054 .6427 ,8204
,0040 -1,8616 .4175 1.1907 ,0040 1.0895 ,9992 ,0348 ,5000 ,6416 -,7092 .6439 ,8186
.G_80 -2,0375 ,3828 1.2567 .0080 1.0674 .9949 .0851 .§000 .5427 -.7075 .6442 .8181
• 0150 -2.1428 .3602 1.3016 .0230 .9080 ,9633 ,2315 ,5000 ,4440 -.7139 .6436 ,8189
._ .0250 -2.2204 .3463 1,3305 .0500 ,7196 ,9266 ,3320 °5000 .3456 -,7081 ,6413 ,8225
• 0400 -Z.2203 .3417 1.3603 ,1000 .5308 ,8882 ,4147 .5000 .2467 -,7112 .6458 ,8155
.0600 -2.3296 ,3220 1,3830 .1500 .4300 .8093 ,4516 .5000 .1480 -,7181 .6449 .8169
• 0800 -2.6189 .3030 1.4262 ,2000 .3341 .8502 .4869 .5000 .0493 -.7069 ,6428 .8203
.1000 -2.6727 .2941 1.6671 .2500 .2580 .8369 .5142 .5000 -.0493 -.7112 .6416 .SZZO
.1400 -2.4779 ,2916 1.4532 .3500 .1274 .8098 ,5§76 ,5000 -.1480 -,7098 ,6437 ,8188
o1800 -1.9878 .3892 1,2443 .6500 ,0020 ,6617 ,8219 .5000 -,2467 -.6979 .6389 .8262
j .2203 -1,5131 .4875 1.0675 .5500 -,0203 .7838 .6001 .5000 -,3454 -,6904 ,6383 ,8271
.2600 -1,2762 .5314 .9951 ,6500 .0635 ,7790 .6080 ,5000 -,4440 -.7148 ,6411 ,8228
• 3000 -.9799 .5882 .9048 .7500 .1155 ,7922 .5863 .5000 -.5427 -.7108 ,6445 ,8175
,3400 -._107 ,6239 .8493 ,8000 .1538 .8060 °5635 .5000 -o6414 -.7088 .6660 .8186
• 3800 -.7637 .6331 .8352 .8500 .1729 ,8137 .5506 .5000 -,7401 -.7056 .6655 ,8161
,4200 -.7613 .6363 ,8303 .q000 .1823 .8191 ,5614 CHORDWISE
._600 -,7283 .6373 .8287 .9500 .1966 ,8198 .5402 .0600 .4500 -2.2069 .3480 1.3269
.5000 -,7101 .6493 ,8102 1.0000 .1172 ,8071 .5616 .1400 .4500 -2.5079 .2940 1,4474
• 5_00 -.6935 .6520 .8060 .2200 .4500 -1.6803 .4951 1.0548
• 5_83 -.6819 ,6580 .7968 .3000 .6500 -.8726 .6166 ,8606
.6203 -.6299 .6651 .7859 .3800 .6500 -,7746 .6317 .8373
.6603 --.5927 .6795 .7638 *6600 .4500 --°7278 ,6401 .8263
.7000 -,52_ ,6949 .74Cl .5600 .4500 -,6898 .6486 .8112
.7500 -,4198 .7206 ,7003 .6200 ,4500 -.6296 .6618 .7910
.8000 -,2638 ,7487 ,5_63 .7000 .4500 -.5310 ,6808 ,7619
• 8500 -,1728 .77_4 ,6153 .8000 .6500 -.2978 ,7256 .6926
,UOO -,0518 .7918 ,5870 .9000 ,4500 -,0497 ,7750 ,6146
.9500 ,_395 ,8006 ,5724 .1014 ,3552 .5257 .8881 .4151
.9750 .0816 ,8231 .53_5 .2000 .3552 ,3389 .8510 ,6855
1,0000 .1172 ,8071 .5616 ,3500 .3552 .1196 ,8076 .5608
.4500 .3552 ,0052 .7868 .5952
.5500 .3552 -.0157 .7825 ,6022
,6500 .3552 .0543 .7975 ,5776
• 7500 .3552 .1300 .8101 .5566
.8000 .3552 .1572 .8150 .5483
• 8590 .3552 .1765 .8194 ,5609
,9000 .3552 ,1942 .8236 .5337
• 9500 .3552 .1729 .8187 .5420
PT 251.7131 KPA CN 1.1626 CD1 .04961
TT 161.1982 K C_ -.0322 C02 .05015
RC 10.1022 HILLION CC -,0900 C03 ,04779
_ACH ,5996 C04 .04359
ALPH_ 8,0238 DEG CD5 ,03766
UPPE_ SURFACE LO_EP SUPFACE SPANMISE
XI_ CP PtLIPT _L_C XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC ¥1(812) CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 -.1767 ,7492 .0555 O. OC_O -,1767 .7692 .0555 ,5000 ,7431 -,0783 .6517 .8066
*0060 -2.09_9 ,3708 1.2803 .004C 1.0816 .9977 ,0579 .5000 .6414 -.6866 .6490 .8106
,0080 -2.2160 .34_0 1.335_ .0080 1,0777 .9969 .06_7 .5000 .5427 -.6798 .6503 .8087
.0150 -2.2906 ,32T3 1.371_ .0230 .9379 .9693 .2112 .5000 .4440 -.6648 .6498 .8094
.0250 -2,3846 ,311£ 1.407_ .0500 .7682 ,9359 .3089 .5000 .3656 -.6601 .6522 .8058
,0_u0 -Z.3928 .3057 1._199 .1000 .5704 .8964 .3982 ,5000 .2407 -.6656 ,6516 .8067
.0o03 -2.532T .2840 1.6701 .1500 .6551 .8735 .6636 .5000 .1490 -,6599 ,6529 .8047
,0800 -2.6052 ,2690 1,5092 ,2C00 .3590 .8547 .4787 .5000 ,0693 -,6693 .6526 ,8052
o1000 -2,6_40 .2670 1.51k_ .2_C0 ,2831 .8388 .5072 .5000 -,0493 -.6584 .6532 ,8042
.1400 -2.2037 .3400 1.3313 ,3500 .1388 .8109 .5552 ,5000 -.1480 -.6580 .6521 .8059
.1800 -1.7659 ,43_0 1.1687 .45_ .0169 .6524 .8054 .5000 -.2467 -.6732 ,6520 .8061
.2200 -1,6583 ,_0kl 1.1250 ,5500 -,0170 .7877 .5938 ,5000 -.3454 -.6766 .6512 ,8073
.260J -i.5345 ,4821 1,0766 ,6500 .0547 .7806 .6053 .5000 -,4440 -.6775 .6494 .8101
.3000 -1.2559 .5321 .9938 .75[0 .1136 .7941 ,5_33 .5000 -.5427 -,6779 .6523 .8056
.3400 -1.0835 .5708 .9321 .8_00 .1609 .8056 .5641 .5000 -.6414 -.6848 .6491 .8105
,3800 -.9018 ,6065 ,8762 .8500 .145_ .8115 .5543 .5000 -.7401 -,6863 .6473 ,8133
.4200 -.7921 .6265 .8484 ,9000 .1512 .8119 .5536 CHORDWISE
,_6UO -,7_95 ,6424 ,8209 .95C0 .1579 .8144 ,5494 ,0600 ,4500 -2,3757 .3154 1,3978
.5000 -.6515 .6599 .7940 1,OOO0 -.0024 .7814 .6039 .1400 .4500 -2,6075 .2709 1.5042
.5400 -.6237 .6071 ,7829 .2200 .4500 -1.6817 .4497 1.1328
.5800 -.5879 .6747 .7712 .3000 .4500 -1.1680 ,5527 .9608
.6200 --.5571 .6846 °7559 ,3800 °4500 --.8067 ,6229 ,8524
.6600 -.4995 .6965 .7376 .4600 ,4500 -.7050 ,6437 .8189
.7000 -,43_4 .7155 .7082 ,5600 .4500 -.6444 .6568 .7986
.7500 -.35_9 ,7357 .6768 .6200 ,6500 -.5881 .6700 .7784
.80b0 -.24_0 .7513 .6522 ,7000 .4500 -,4563 ,6922 ,7442
,_500 -.1626 ,768_ ,62_ ,8000 ,4500 -,2662 ,7323 .6821
.9000 -.0850 .7769 .6113 .9000 .4500 -.0717 .7701 .6223
._560 -.0375 .7784 .00_9 .1014 .3552 .5711 .8973 ,3964
.9750 -.0248 .8159 .fi468 ,2000 .3552 .3628 ,8542 ,4796
1,0000 -.C¢24 ,7814 .6039 .3500 .3552 .1436 ,8126 .5524
.4500 .3552 .0282 ,7903 .5896
,5500 .3552 -,0171 .7797 .6067
.6500 ,3552 .0395 .7915 .5875
.7500 ,3552 .I189 .8060 .5635
.8000 .3552 ,1344 .8100 ,5568
,8500 ,3552 .1547 .8147 ,5489
_5 .9000 .3552 .1529 .8155 .5475
.9500 .3552 ,1385 .8130 .5517
PT 251.7269 KPA ¢_ 1o1607 C01 .07250
TT 161.1807 K CH -.0329 CD2 .07315
RC 10.C464 MILLIO_ CC -.0868 C03 .06999
HACH .5994 C06 ,06366
ALPHA 9.0118 DEG C05 .05314
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC X/C CP P_LIPT MLDC XIC YI|BIZ) CP P_L/PT MLDC
O.UOUO -.2826 .72_1 .68_7 0.0000 -.ze26 .7z81 .6R87 .5000 .7401 -.6455 .6588 .7956
oOU;o -Zo2;67 .3416 1.3_0_ .0060 1.0657 .9966 o0_75 .5000 .6_1_ -.6686 .6566 .7990
.0080 -2.3_01 .3135 1.60ZZ .C08b 1.0978 1.0010 0.0000 .5000 .5627 -.6593 .6533 .8061
,0150 -2.4299 .3034 1.6253 °0230 .9670 .9751 .1901 .5000 .6640 -.6675 .65Z7 .8049
,0250 -2,5Z73 ,1840 1,4717 ,0500 ,7975 ,9418 .2938 .5000 ,3656 -.6666 .6565 .8022
,0600 -2.5193 .28_8 1.6771 °1000 °6022 .9033 .3837 .5000 .2667 -.6665 *6522 .8058
• 0600 -Z.6U61 .1667 1,5151 .1900 ,6715 ,8773 .6362 ,5000 ,1680 -,6671 .6501 .8090
.0800 -2.6233 .3017 1.629Z .ZOCO .3920 .8619 ,6655 .5000 .0693 -,6676 .65Z0 .8060
• I000 -2.0799 .3711 1.177q .2500 .3064 ,8446 .6973 ,5000 -,0693 -.6731 .6501 .8089
,1_00 -1,8601 ._174 1,1909 .3500 .1538 ,8162 .5697 ,5000 -,1480 -,6650 ,65Z8 ,80_8
• 1800 -1,7887 .4319 1,1644 .6500 ,0189 .6501 ,8090 .5000 -.Z667 -.6763 .6521 .8059
• ZZuO -1.6852 .6510 1.1286 .5500 -.0198 .7870 .5949 .5000 -.3656 -.6693 .6540 .8029
.2600 -1.5700 .6766 1.0_61 .6500 .0282 .7?89 ,6080 ,5000 -.6660 -.6602 ,6530 ,80_5
• 3000 -1,405_ ,5095 1,0308 ,7500 ,0919 .7889 ,5917 .5000 -.56Z7 -.63e5 .6577 .7973
• 3600 -1.2_1_ .5_56 ,9722 .8000 ,$1Bb ,8025 ,5693 .5000 -.6416 -,6619 ,6517 ,BOBS
• 38_ -1.0621 .5736 .9277 .8_C0 ,1190 .0079 ,5603 .5000 -.7601 -,6636 .6538 .8032
,4100 -.90_q .6015 ._840 ,9000 .1161 .8079 .5603 CH_ROWISE
.4600 -.7678 .6341 .8334 .9500 .1021 .8080 .5601 .0600 .6500 -2,6726 .Z9ZZ 1.6518
.5000 -.6663 .6651 .7857 1.0C00 -.0843 ,7672 ,6_69 .1600 .6500 -Z,6912 .1906 1.6597
• 5400 -.5985 .6763 ,76_8 .2200 ,4500 -1.6999 ._560 1.1152
• 5800 -.5353 ,6893 °7687 .3000 ,6500 -1,1233 ,5661 ,94Z6
,6100 -,6790 ,6990 ,T337 ,3800 .6500 -.8698 .6197 ,8557
.6600 -,4163 ,7_92 ,7180 ,6600 .6500 -.7000 .6672 ,8136
• 7000 -.3796 °7223 .6977 ,5_00 ,6500 -.6021 .6675 .7813
,7500 -.3212 ,7349 .67_0 .6200 • 45001 -.5037 ,6821 ,7599
• 8000 -.2573 .7425 ,6661 ,7000 .6500 -,3922 ,7054 .?239
• 85_J -°2081 °7510 .6527 .8000 °6500 -.2372 .7366 .6793
,9000 -,1665 ,7_78 .64Z0 ,9000 .6500 -,1667 .7561 .6678
,9500 -,1275 .7631 .6333 .1014 ,3551 .5919 .9009 ,3888
.9750 -.1088 .8C40 .566_ ,ZOO0 ,3551 ,3886 .8607 ._677
1,0003 -.G_43 ,7672 ,6169 ,3500 .355Z .1662 ,8120 .5535
,4500 °3552 .0343 ,7904 .5893
• 5500 .355Z -.0087 17814 .6061
.6500 ,3552 ,0384 .7926 ,5856
.7500 .3551 ,0964 .8050 ,9651
• 8000 .3551 ,1268 .8099 .5569
.8500 .3551 .1367 ,8121 ,5533
.9000 .3551 ,1ZZO ,8066 .5625
._500 ,3551 *0815 .7993 .57_7
PT 147.3294 KPA CN ,2286 CD1 .00873
TT 141.9122 K C_ -.0660 CDZ .00869
RC 10.0516 _ILLION CC ,0078 CD3 .00860
HACH .6685 CD4 ,00828
ALPHA -1.0081 OEG CD5 ,00807
UPPE_ SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_SE
XIC CP PtLIPT HLQC XIC CP PeLIPT HLQC XIC YIIBI2) CP PeLIPT NLOC
O.O_bO ..Gsg8 .9953 .0818 O. OGO0 1.0e98 ,9953 ,0818 °5000 ,7601 -.6712 .6689 ,8111
,0060 .7226 ,4144 ,3599 .0L60 -,ZOqO ,7063 .7Z19 .5000 ,6616 -.687_ .6629 .820_
• 0080 .4817 ,8620 ,4655 .0080 -.522_ .635_ °8313 .5000 .56Z7 -,6897 ,6662 ,8186
• 01_0 ,Z_36 ._IZ7 ,_515 .0230 -,0984 ,72q8 °6863 .5000 ,6640 -.6879 .6669 .8161
• 0290 .04Zb .7618 *5341 .0500 -.0_81 ,7327 °6818 .5000 ,3454 -e4946 °6438 ,8190
• 0600 -.2167 ,7066 ,7213 .lOGO -,1459 *7203 ,7011 .5000 .2%67 -,6998 .6_28 .8205
,0600 -.405_ ,_6_1 ,7_92 .1500 -°1693 .7186 .7037 ,5000 .1680 -,5032 .6619 ,8225
,uBGO -.4777 .6_50 .8171 .ZOO0 -,1955 .7087 .71ql .5000 .0693 -.6961 .6436 .8195
• 1000 -.4957 .6441 ,81_6 .25t0 -.2361 .7019 ,729_ °5000 -.0693 -°6996 .6639 °8187
,1400 -.5157 .640Z .8265 .3_00 -.3132 ,6837 .7576 .5000 --.1480 --,6990 ,6416 .8223
• 18_0 -*_1_1 ,_3_6 .8254 .6_00 -°3718 *6460 ,81R7 ,5000 -,2667 -,4977 ,64_6 ,8209
• 2200 -,494? .b_26 .8207 *5500 -,2977 .6707 ,7776 .5000 -,3654 -.6982 .6432 ,8199
,Z6_O -°_7_0 .6510 ,8079 .65£0 -.1297 ,685Z .7553 .5000 -.6660 -.6893 .6458 .6159
• 3000 -.4687 .6695 .8102 .7500 .0120 .7252 .6934 .5000 -,5427 -°6936 ,6660 ,8186
.3660 -,4716 .6663 ,8152 ,8_00 o0717 .7571 .6633 .5000 -.6416 -._866 .6463 ,8191
• 3800 -.6728 .6419 .8126 .P500 .1183 ,7696 ,6Z33 .5000 -,7401 -,4850 ,6464 ,8150
.41_0 -.4753 ,6497 ,8099 ,9000 .1579 .7791 ,6079 CHORDW_SE
.4600 -,_U .6_51 ,8170 ,9500 ,2000 ,7909 ,5887 ,06GO .4500 -,6366 ,6566 ,7996
• SUUO -.4975 .6395 ,8255 1.0000 .2027 .7992 ,5751 .1400 ,6500 -.5063 .6625 ,8209
• 5400 -.5145 .6347 .833_ .ZZO0 .6500 -,6909 .6659 ,8158
• 5800 -.5340 .b387 .8168 ,3000 ,6500 -,6696 .6699 ,8096
.6200 -,5175 ,6607 °8237 ,3800 ,4500 -,47_4 .6696 ,8100
.6bO0 -.51_2 ,6453 .816b ,6600 .6500 -,4798 .6478 ,8128
• TUbO -._826 ,663_ .78d8 ,5600 .6500 -.5016 .64Z3 .8212
• 7500 -.4039 .6903 .7475 .6200 ,6500 -,5167 .6406 .8239
,SCGO -°Z_Sq °7216 °699t °7000 °6500 -°6677 °6518 .8067
• 8500 -.147Z .7679 .6579 .8000 .6500 -,2851 .6906 .7670
• quoo -.6258 .7751 .6L45 .9000 ,4500 -.0235 ,7685 ,6569
.9_63 .0944 .7d72 .59_9 ,1016 .3552 --*1692 .7208 .7003
,97_0 .1497 .7981 .5767 .ZOO0 .3552 -.1956 .7110 .7155
1.0000 .2027 .799Z .5751 .3500 .3552 -.3136 .6837 ,7576
.6500 ,3552 -.3669 ,6730 .7761
,5500 ,3552 -.2986 .6886 .7503
.6500 ,3552 -,1313 ,7269 .6960
,7500 ,3552 *0121 ,7573 .6630
.8000 .3552 ,0705 ,7698 ,6231
.85oo .355z ,116z ,7795 .6076
1 _ ,9000 .3552 ,15el ,7695 ,5911
• 9500 ,3552 ,1865 .7963 .5832
o.
PT 197.2816 KPA CN .3490 CD1 .00889
TT 141.4597 K CH -.0655 CDZ .00886
RC 10,1147 HILLION CC .0056 C03 ,00855
HACH *6503 C04 ,00844
ALPHA *0000 OEG CD5 .00815
UPPER SURFACE LOVER SURFACE SPANWI$E
XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC XlC CP P,LIPT NLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PwLIPT HLOC
U,O0_O 1,1087 1,0000 ,0083 O, OCO0 1,1087 1,0000 ,0083 ,5000 ,7401 -,5265 ,6364 ,8303
• 0040 .5239 .8700 .45_5 °0040 .1913 .7963 .5708 .5000 .6414 -.5340 .6347 .8330
• 0080 ,2584 .8120 .5537 .0080 -.1020 ,7320 .6829 .5000 ,54Z7 -,5348 ,6340 ,8340
• 0150 .{491 .7668 .6278 .0230 .0878 .7744 .6157 .5000 .4440 -.5431 .6318 ,8374
• 0250 -,1710 ,7156 .7084 ,0500 ,0569 ,7664 ,6285 ,5000 ,3454 -,5441 ,6328 ,8359
• 04b0 -,4266 ,6576 ,7977 .1000 -,0296 ,7473 ,6588 ,5000 ,2467 -,5467 ,6326 ,836Z
t .0600 -,6105 ,6141 ,8647 ,1500 -,0753 ,7383 ,6731 ,5000 ,1480 -,5471 ,6331 ,8354
• 0800 -.6731 .bOZ5 .8827 .2000 -.1158 .7289 .6877 .5000 .0493 -.5454 .6327 .8360
• IOOu -.6747 .6024 .8829 .2500 -.1595 .7ZOg .7002 .5000 -.0493 -.5497 .6300 .8402
• 1400 -.6621 .6043 .8799 .3500 -.2519 .6976 .7362 .5000 -.1480 -.5467 .6300 .8388
• 1800 -.6401 ,6096 .8717 .4500 -.3214 .6310 ,8387 ,5000 -.2467 -,5474 ,6321 ,8369
,2Z00 -.6007 ,6201 .8555 .5500 -,2635 ,6804 ,7627 ,5000 -,3454 -,5460 ,6307 ,8391
• 2600 -,5744 ,6254 ,8473 ,6500 -,1107 ,6938 ,7421 ,5000 -.4440 -.5414 ,6321 ,8370
3 .3000 -,5561 .6Z99 .8404 ,7550 ,0255 ,7280 .6890 .5000 -,5427 -,5421 ,6325 ,8363
.3_00 -,5428 ,6327 ,8360 ,8000 ,0789 ,7578 .6422 .5000 -.6414 -*5366 .6334 .8350
,3803 -,5347 ,6341 ,8339 ,8500 ,1236 ,7700 ,6228 ,5000 -,7401 -,5331 .6346 ,8332
• 4200 -,5403 .6325 .8364 .9000 ,1600 ,7810 ,6050 CHORDWISE
,4600 -,_429 ,6330 ,8355 ,9500 ,2027 ,7887 ,5923 ,0600 ,4500 -,6503 ,6068 ,8761
,5000 -.5463 .6304 .8396 1.0000 .1902 .7945 ,5829 .1400 ,4500 -,6501 .6079 ,8743
,54U0 -,5566 ,6283 ,8429 ,2200 .4500 -,5931 .6194 .8566
• 580J -,5690 .6309 .8388 ,3000 ,4500 -,5534 ,6291 ,8416
• 6ZOu -.5534 ,6313 ,8383 ,3800 ,4500 -,5415 ,6303 ,8398
,6600 -,54_2 ,6_04 ,8241 ,4600 ,4500 -,5387 ,6311 ,8385
• 7U_0 -.5039 .6603 .7936 .5400 .4500 -.5536 .6291 .8416
• 7560 -.4ZGb .6873 .75Z1 ,6200 .4500 -,5548 .6289 ,8419
.8000 -.2922 .7184 " .7041 ,7000 .4500 -,4966 ,6419 ,8220
• 8500 -.1540 ,7474 .6587 ,8000 ,4500 -,2946 ,6877 ,7515
• 9000 -.0256 .7736 .6168 ,9000 ,4500 -,0222 ,7472 ,6591
,9500 ,0933 ,7859 ,5969 .1014 ,3552 -,0334 ,7444 ,6633
,_750 .147_ .7972 .578_ .2000 ,3552 -.1162 .7260 ,6921
1,00_0 .1902 .79_5 .5829 ",3500 .3552 -,2509 .6960 .7387
,4500 ,3552 -,3182 ,6819 ,7605
• 5500 ,3552 -.2621 ,6933 .7428
• 6500 ,3552 -,1096 ,7280 .6891
.7500 .3552 .0265 .7574 .6429
• 8000 ,3552 .0791 .7693 ,6239
,8500 ,3552 .1199 .7792 *6078
.9000 ,3552 ,1588 ,7879 ,5936
• 9500 ,3552 ,1832 ,7935 ,5844
PT 197.2831 KPA CN ,4639 CD1 ,00907
TT 140,9819 K CM -,0644 CDZ ,00908
_C lC,16_4 NTLLION CC ,0C02 C03 ,00880
_ACH .6499 C04 ,00864
ALPHA .9979 OEG CD5 ,00817
_PPER SUkFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPiNWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC CP P_L/PT _LDC XlC Y11812) CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.000) 1.09_8 *9976 ,0581 O, OC.O0 1,0_98 ,9976 ,0581 ,5000 ,7401 -.5671 ,6264 ,8457
*00_3 *2766 ,8_41 ,5501 *0{_0 ,5102 .8659 ,4583 .5000 ,6414 -.5767 .6243 ,8491
.0083 .0013 .7537 .6486 .0_80 .2267 .8040 .5871 .5000 ,5427 -.5825 .6260 .8464
.01_0 -.1909 .7107 .7160 .0230 .2646 .8113 .5548 .5000 ,4440 -,5821 ,6231 ,8508
,0_50 -,3902 .66T0 .7833 ,C500 .17_4 ,7015 ,5877 ,5000 .3454 -,5855 .6224 ,8519
*04bO -,6568 ,6076 .9748 *10_0 ,0763 .7689 ,6244 .5000 ,2467 -,5870 ,6242 ,8491
,0600 -,_555 ,5632 ,9444 .1500 ,0124 ,7562 ,6447 ,5000 ,1480 -,5861 ,6251 ,8478
,0800 -.5_77 .55_3 .g585 .2eGO -.0354 .7458 ,6617 .5000 ,0493 -,5854 .6261 ,8452
.LC_O -.8690 .5614 .9472 .2500 -,0915 .7328 .6816 .5000 -.0493 -.5916 .6240 ,8494
.1_00 -.81_9 .5727 .9294 .3500 -.1909 ,7113 .7151 ,5000 -,1480 -,5902 .6240 ,8495
,1_0 -,7636 ,5856 ,9090 .450U -.2718 .6226 .8517 ,5000 -,24_7 -.5858 ,626b ,8455
,2200 -.6984 ,5991 .d681 ,5_00 -,2296 .6929 ,7435 ,5000 -,3454 -,5865 ,6252 ,8477
.ZoOJ -,6577 ,6079 .8745 .6500 -.0887 .7026 .7285 .5000 -.4440 -.5801 .6291 ,8417
.3000 -,6309 .6122 .8677 .7500 ,0389 .7344 ,679! ,5000 -,5427 -,5787 .6274 ,8443
.3400 -.6108 .6167 .8608 .8000 .0907 .7623 ,635] ,5000 -,6414 -,5761 ,6282 ,8431
.3800 -,6002 .6221 .8525 .850u .13_2 ,7747 .6152 .5000 -.7401 -.5741 .6292 ,8415
.42_j -.5914 ,6211 ,8540 ,9000 .1680 .7839 .6002 CHORO_ZSE
.46_0 -.59_4 ,6Z11 .8539 .9500 .2017 .7911 .5805 .0600 .4500 -,8860 .5567 ,9546
.5000 -.5894 .6229 .8512 1.00C0 .1841 ,7958 ,5807 ,1400 ,4500 -.7966 ,5748 ,9261
.540J -.5929 ,bZ_4 .8520 ,2200 .4500 -,6982 ,5994 ,8876
.5800 -,5984 .6276 ,8660 ,3000 .4500 -.6326 .6110 .8695
• .6203 -.5788 .6298 .8405 .3800 ,4500 -,6046 ,6188 ,8575
,6600 -°5654 .6392 .8261 .4800 .4500 -.5862 ,6254 .8473
.7000 -.5216 .66_5 .7917 .54_0 .4500 --.5640 *6222 *8522
.75Cg -.4271 .6895 .7487 .6200 .4500 -.5817 .6246 *8685
.80UO -.2955 ,7229 .6971 .7000 .4500 -.5088 .6387 .8268
.8500 -,1530 .7505 .6537 .8000 ,4500 -,2964 ,6855 ,7549
,9000 -,0210 ,7758 ,8134 ,9000 ,4500 -,0254 ,7467 ,6598
.95V3 .0928 ,7867 .5957 .1014 ,3552 .0715 .7703 ,6222
.9750 .1407 .7991 .5752 ,2000 ,3552 -,0350 ,7475 ,6586
1.00_0 .1_41 .7958 .5807 ,3500 .3552 -,1899 ,7113 ,7150
.4500 ,3552 -.2663 .6930 .7433
,5500 ,3552 -,2279 ,7036 ,7269
.6500 ,3552 -,0875 ,7327 ,6818
.7500 ,3552 ,0411 ,7623 .6350
.8000 ,3552 ,0909 ,7750 .6146
,8500 .3552 .1330 .7821 ,6032
1_7 .9ooo .3552 .1656 .79o5 .5895
,9500 ,3552 ,1844 ,7930 ,5853
PT 197.0064 KPA CN .5829 C01 .00955
TT 140.9049 K CH -.0634 CD2 .00956
RC 10.1719 MZLLION CC -.0080 C03 .00935
MACH .6515 CD4 .00903
ALPHA 1,9958 DEG CD5 .00854
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsLIPT HLOC XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PpLIPT RLOC
0.0003 1.0337 .9831 .1560 0.00_0 1.0337 .9831 .1560 .5000 .7401 -.6085 .6150 .8635
.Ou40 -.0030 .7539 .6531 .0040 .7397 .9166 .3550 .5000 .6414 -.6ZZ8 .6134 .8659
.0080 -.2730 .6899 .7481 .0080 .4862 .8598 .4695 .5000 .5427 -.6261 .6106 .8702
• 0150 -.4316 .6539 .8034 .0230 .4256 .8481 .4909 .5000 .4440 -.6244 .6110 .8696
• 0250 -.6205 .6125 .8672 .0500 .2978 .8182 .5432 .5000 .3454 -.6308 .6105 .8704
.0400 -.8939 .5500 .9654 .1000 .1666 .7879 .5937 .5000 .2467 -.6294 .6081 .8741
.0600 -1.1253 .5015 1.0443 .1500 .0950 .7724 .6189 .5000 .1480 -.6317 .6086 .8733
• .0800 -1.2169 .4772 1.0853 .2000 .0395 .7596 .6393 .5000 .0493 -.6304 .6089 .8728
• 1000 -1.1284 .4961 1.0533 .2500 -.0179 .7467 .6597 .5000 -.0493 -.6367 .6079 .8744
• 1400 -.9739 .5313 .9954 .3500 -.1355 .7211 .6999 .5000 -.1480 -.6306 .6098 .8715
.1800 -.8884 .5511 .9637 .4500 -.2234 .6084 .8735 .5000 -.2467 -.6333 .6094 .8721
• ZZO0 -.8024 .5727 .9293 .5500 -.1902 .7026 .7285 .5000 -.3654 -.6324 .6115 .8688
• 2600 -.7431 .5847 .9105 .6500 -.0614 .7077 .7206 .5000 -.4440 -.6232 .6123 .8675
• 3000 -.7042 .5935 .8967 .7540 .0533 .7361 .6764 .5000 -.5427 -.6244 .6115 .8688
• 3400 -.6793 .6008 .8854 .8000 .1062 .7622 .6352 .5000 -.6414 -.6206 .6122 .8677
• 3800 -.6590 .6028 .8824 °8500 .1430 .7744 .6157 .5000 -o7401 -.6196 .6137 .8654
.4200 -.6435 .6067 .8762 .9000 .1725 .7839 ,6003 CHORDWZSE
• 4600 -.6410 .6082 .8739 .9500 .2061 .7898 .5906 .0600 .4500 -1.1411 .5004 1.0461
• 5000 -.6335 .6079 .8744 1.0000 .1710 .7904 .5896 .1400 .4500 -.9505 .5416 .9789
• 5400 -.6303 .60_0 .U742 .2200 .4500 -.8011 .5755 .9250
• 5803 -.6345 .6140 .8650 .3000 .4500 -.7064 .5968 .8917
• 6200 -.6079 .6187 .8576 .3800 .4500 -.6627 .6048 ,8791
.6600 -.5883 .6316 .8377 .4600 ,4500 -,6349 .6096 .8718
• 7C_0 -.5331 .6535 .8040 .5400 .4500 -.6249 .6138 .8653
• 7500 -.4362 .6660 .1541 .6200 .4500 -.6030 .6192 .8569
• 8000 -.2980 .7186 .7037 .7000 .4500 -.5252 .6378 .8282
.8500 -.1478 .7672 .6590 .8000 .4500 --.2977 .6849 .7558
• .9000 -.0184 .7719 ,6197 .9000 ,4500 -.0214 .7485 ,6569
.9600 ,0923 .7811 ,6048 .1014 .3552 ,1702 .7891 .5917
.97_0 .1299 .7972 .5784 .2000 .3552 .0377 .7606 .6377
1.0000 .1710 .7934 .589b .3500 .3552 -.1327 .7242 .6950
• 4500 .3552 -.2183 .7045 .7256
.5500 .3552 -.1909 .7111 .7154
• 6500 .3552 -.0630 ,7396 .6709
.7500 .3552 .0550 .7648 o6310
• 8000 ,3552 .1020 .7744 .6156
.8500 .3552 .1397 .7840 .6001
.9000 .3552 .1722 .7915 .5877
.9500 .3552 .1842 .7943 .5832
PT 196.6844 KPA CN .7005 CD1 .01068
TT 1_G.9173 K C_ -.0585 CDZ .01071
RC 10.1555 _ILLIO_ CC -.0195 CD3 .01043
HACH .6517 CD4 .01000
ALPHA 3.0125 OEG CD5 °00939
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANMZSE
XI_ CP PtLIPT ML_C XIC CP P,L/PT MLOC XIC 71(BIZ) CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 .9141 .9559 .2547 O.OCCO .9141 .9559 .2547 .5000 .7401 -.6416 .6084 .8737
.0040 -.2947 .6865 .7533 .0040 .9040 .9535 .2616 .5000 .6414 -.6570 .6045 .8797
.0_80 -.5773 .6248 .8483 .0080 .682_ .9050 .3803 .5000 .5_27 -.6580 .6041 .8803
• 0150 -.7u76 .5960 .8929 .0230 .5565 .875_ .4394 .5000 .4440 -.6638 .6034 .8814
.0250 -.8499 .5637 .9436 .0500 .4098 .8637 .4988 .5000 .3454 -,6655 .6038 ._808
.0400 -1.1160 .5027 1._423 .1C00 .2509 .8071 .5619 .5000 .2467 -.6655 .6035 .8812
• ObO0 -1.3449 .4511 1.1304 .1500 .1734 .7917 .5874 .5000 .1480 -.6604 .6054 .8783
• OEO0 -1.4848 .420_ 1.1864 ,2C00 ,1028 .7760 .6130 .5000 .0493 -.6697 .6012 .8849
• 1000 -1,5296 .4062 1.2121 .2500 ,0430 .7628 .6342 .5000 -.0493 -.6675 ,6010 .8851
• 1400 -1._119 .4114 1.2022 .3500 -.0800 .7351 .6781 .5000 -.1480 -.6612 .6027 .8825
.1803 -.9208 .5456 ._725 .4500 -.1742 .6036 .8810 .5000 -.2467 -,6684 .6010 .8851
• 22u0 -.gS_Z .5615 .9471 .5500 -.1607 .7128 .7128 .5000 -.3454 -,6663 .6035 .8813
• 2600 -.8056 .5684 .9362 .6500 -.0436 .7159 .7080 °5000 -.4440 -.6626 .6023 .8831
.30_0 -o75d9 .5822 .9145 .7500 .0691 .7403 .6699 .5000 -.5427 -.6554 .6021 .8834
.3400 -.7325 .5876 .9060 .8000 .1130 .7662 .6288 .5000 -.6414 -.6569 .6034 .8814
.3800 -.7_70 .5931 .8974 .8500 .1488 .7768 .6117 .5000 -.7401 -.6462 .6059 .8775
• 4203 -.o935 .5967 .89_7 .9000 .16R1 .7849 .5986 CHQRDWISE
• 4600 -.6816 .6002 .8864 .9500 .2050 .7876 .5942 .0600 .4500 -1.2756 .4662 1.1041
.5000 -.66_2" .6_44 .8798 1.0000 .1576 ,7869 .5954 ,1400 .4500 -1.4734 .4211 1.1844
• 5_03 -.6614 .6071 .8756 .2200 .4500 -.8563 _5616 .9470 •
• 58u0 -.6526 .6093 .8721 .3000 .4500 -.7554 .5800 .9179
• 6203 -.6339 .6164 .8612 .3800 .4500 -.7087 .5919 .8992
• 0600 -.5986 .6303 .8397 .4600 .4500 -.6781 .6003 .8862
• 7000 -.5378 .65Z5 .8056 .5400 .4500 -.6564 ,6053 .8784
• 75_0 -.43_9 .6864 .7534 .6200 .4500 -.6279 .6120 .8680
.8003 -.2945 .7180 .7047 .7000 .6500 -.5283 .6368 .8298
• 8500 -.1466 .7466 .6600 .8000 .4500 -.2974 .6864 .7535
• 9000 -o0138 .77_0 .6227 ,9000 .4500 -,0189 ,7480 .6577
• 9500 .0858 .7799 .6006 .1014 .3552 .2545 .8081 .5602
,9750 .1300 .797C .5787 .2000 .3552 .1078 .7757 .6135
1.0000 .1576 .7869 .5954 .3500 .3552 -.0778 .7341 .6795
• 4500 .3552 -.1651 .7141 .7107
• 5500 .3552 -.1550 .7179 .70¢8
• 6500 .3552 -.0314 .7428 .6659
.7500 .3552 .0743 .7675 .6267
• 8000 .3552 .1128 .7770 .6114
.8500 .3552 .1428 .7838 .6004
1 6_ .9000 .355Z .1718 .7905 ,5894
• 9500 .3552 .1836 ,7930 .5854
o.
PT 196,7016 KPA Cq ,8307 CO1 ,01659
• TT 141,0098 K C_ -,0561 CO2 ,08469
RC 10.1096 MILLION CC -.0322 CD3 o01420
MACH ,6682 CD6 .01353
ALPHA q.0019 DEG CO5 ,01238
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT MlOC X/C CP PsL/PT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT MLOC
O,O000 ,7515 .9201 .3669 O.OCO0 .7515 ,9201 .3469 .5000 ,7601 -,6715 .6060 ,8774
.0_40 -,5950 .6201 ,8555 .0C60 1.013Z .9785 .1765 .5000 .661% -.6775 ,6008 ,8853
.0080 -.8896 .5566 ,9583 ,0080 .8331 ,9382 ,3033 ,5000 ,5627 -,6806 .6016 ,8865
,0150 -*9767 ,5396 .98Z1 .0230 °6646 ,9008 .3892 ,5000 .6460 -.6830 .6016 .8861
• U250 -1.06_7 ,_177 1,0176 .0500 ,5079 ,6698 ,6586 ,5000 ,365% -,6887 ,6003 ,8862
,0600 -1.2738 ._665 1,1036 ,1000 .3352 .8278 .5267 .5000 .2667 -.6853 .5995 ,8676
D .0600 -1.5517 .4095 1,2058 .1500 .2446 ,8071 ,5619 ,5000 ,1480 -,6969 ,6015 ,8866
,OBO0 -1.6862 .3716 1,2671 .2000 ,1763 ,791? .5874 ,5000 ,0493 -,6903 ,6022 ,8832
.1000 -1,747% ,3661 1,2900 .2500 .1093 ,7791 .6080 .5000 -.0493 -,6893 .6029 ,8821
.1600 -1.7756 .3983 1,3000 .3500 -,0285 ,7676 ,6584 ,5000 -,1480 -,6825 ,6017 ,8840
,1800 -1.7573 ,3633 1,2950 ,6500 -,1280 ,9997 .8871 ,5000 -,2667 -.6884 ,6022 .8832
.2200 -1.1023 .5073 1.0367 .5500 -.1199 ,7254 ,6931 .5000 -.3454 -.6929 ,6021 ,8834
.2600 -,8_01 ,5788 ,9197 ,6500 -,0159 ,7262 .6918 ,5000 -,6%40 -,6821 ,6019 ,8837
,3000 -.7462 .5896 ,9031 ,7500 ,0858 ,7903 ,6561 ,5000 -,56Z7 -.6828 ,6062 ,8801
.3600 -.7215 ,5910 ,90_0 .8OGO ,1297 ,7722 ,6192 .5000 -,6414 -,6753 ,6059 ,8776
,3800 -.7176 ,5932 ,_973 ,8500 ,1660 ,78Z4 ,6027 ,5000 -,7601 -,6826 ,6061 ,8771
,6200 -,7099 .5956 ,8936 .go00 .1780 ,7897 .5907 CHQRDWISE
.4_00 -.7048 o5968 .89Z7 .9500 .Z071 ,7947 .58Z6 ,0600 ,6500 -1.§Z31 .6176 1o1909
.5000 -.678% .b006 .8858 1.0000 ,1608 ,7903 ,5_97 ,1400 ,6900 -1,7882 ,3662 1,2939
,5400 -.6605 ,6062 ,8801 .2200 ,%500 -,9502 ,5459 ,9720
.5800 -,6825 .blZb ,8671 ,3000 ,4500 -,7560 .5883 ,9069
,6/00 -.6633 ,6209 ,8543 .3800 ,6500 -,7310 ,5926 ,8986
,6600 -.6061 ,6325 .8306 .6600 .6500 -.7001 .6013 .8847
.7UO0 -.5_60 .6570 .7986 .5600 .6500 -,6812 .6031 ,8818
,7500 -,6608 .6876. ,7516 .6200 ,6500 -,6610 °61ZZ ,8677
.8000 -.3055 .7189 ,7033 ,7000 .4500 -,5639 ,6344 ,8339
,85U0 -.1556 .7696 .6553 ,8000 ,6500 -.3016 ,b_69 ,7526
.9COO -,0257 .7738 .0166 ,9000 ,6500 -,0266 ,7687 ,6566
• .9500 .0850 ,78Z2 ,6030 .1016 ,35_2 .3265 .8262 .5294
.9750 .i181 .7997 .5762 .ZOO0 ,355Z ,1752 ,7935 ,5865
1.0000 .1608 .7903 ,5897 ,3500 ,3552 -,0262 ,7692 ,6558
,6500 ,3552 -.11§5 ,7314 ,6837
,5500 ,35PZ -.1165 ,7298 .6863
.6500 ,3552 -.0136 ,7520 ,65L5
• 7500 ,3552 ,090L ,7763 ,6158
,8000 ,3552 .1295 .7842 ,5998
.8_00 ,35PZ ,1541 ,7883 ,5931
,9000 ,3552 .1795 ,7960 .5837
• 9500 .3552 .1911 ,7969 ,5790
P7 196,6767 KPA Cq .9622 C01 ,023_3
rr 161,2276 K CM -,0535 ¢02 ,02355
kC 1_,0767 MILLION CC -.0452 CO3 .02259
_C_ .6_72 C04 ,02175
ALPH_ 6,9997 DEG C05 ,01921
UPPLR SUkFAC_ LOWER SURFAC_ SPANWISE
X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YIfBIZ) CP P_LIPT MLOC
O,OOuO ,5786 ,8_23 .6267 0,0040 .57_6 ,88_3 ,4_67 ,5000 .7601 -.6729 .6070 .8758
,0060 -.8911 .55)3 .9553 .0060 1,0738 .9918 .1083 .5000 ,6616 -.6779 ,6061 ,8803
,0060 -1,1935 ._896 1.0o63 .b_80 .9618 .9628 .2336 ,5000 .5427 -,6727 ,b050 ,8788
,0150 -_.2364 ,6815 1.079u ,0230 ,7583 ,9221 ,3622 ,5000 ,6460 -,6770 ,6051 ,8788
,0253 -1.2623 ,6809 1.0790 .0500 .5855 .8838 ,4238 .5000 .3654 -.6725 .b037 .8809
.0_00 -1.6604 .63_5 _.15Z9 .1GCO .6C45 .8426 ,5008 .5000 .2667 -.6730 .6068 ,8761
,ObOD -1.6690 .3792 1.2640 .1_00 .3119 .8233 ,5365 .5000 .1480 -.6785 ,6066 .8794
,O_Ou -L._567 °3656 1.3323 .ZOO0 .2313 .6051 ,5653 .5000 ,0493 -.6734 ,6056 .878Z
,luuO -1.8966 .3338 1.3575 ,2500 ,1598 ,7899 ,§903 .5000 -,0493 -,6688 .6039 ,8807
,1600 -l,qb_9 .3233 1.38_3 ,350D .0278 .7613 ,6366 .5000 -.1480 -.6711 .b065 .8796
.1800 -1.9558 .32_ 1.3780 ._500 -.0778 .6057 .8778 .5000 -.2667 -,6772 ,6081 ,8787
,ZZO0 -1.9157 .3277 1.3700 .5500 -.08_1 .7366 ,6757 .5000 -.3654 -,6761 ,6045 ,8797
,_600 -1.Z_32 .6769 1,0_92 .6_00 ,0168 ,7357 ,6771 .5000 -.6660 -.6800 .6061 .8772
,300U -.9_8 .5_8 .9737 .7500 .1026 ,7572 ,6631 ,5000 -,5627 -,6819 ,6051 ,8786
,3600 -.7_72 .586_ .9076 .8CC0 .L626 " ,7785 .6089 .5C00 -.6616 -.6798 .6039 ,8806
.3800 -,bb73 .6062 ,8770 ,8500 ,1677 ,7870 ,5952 ,5C00 -,7401 -,6701 .6027 ,8825
,6200 -.6726 ,606U ,8773 ,9C00 ,1949 ,7907 ,58_2 CHOROWISE
,6600 -,t726 .6037 .8809 .9500 ,2150 .7976 ,5777 .0600 ,6500 -1.6664 ,3909 1.Z612
,50OO -.6_16 ,6076 .8769 1,0000 .1640 .7906 ,5893 ,1600 ,4500 -1,9301 ,3258 1,3768
,56U0 -.6692 ,6058 ,_776 .2200 ,6500 -1,9105 .3275 1,3712
,5800 -.6733 .6139 .8050 ,3000 ,6500 -,9368 ,5686 .9679
.0200 -.6369 .61_ .8565 ,3800 .6500 -,6765 .6051 .8787
,66(:0 -.5_89 .6333 .8352 ._600 .6500 -,6820 ,6049 ,8790
.7000 -*_17 .6581 ,7971 .5_00 ,4500 -,6707 .6051 ,8787
,7500 -,6377 ,6_76 ,752U .6200 ,6500 -,6337 ,6168 .8637
,8000 -.3019 ,719_ .701_ ,7000 ,6500 -,5387 ,6356 ,8315
,8500 -.1635 ,7480 .6577 ,8000 .4500 -.3053 .6871 ,7524
.90_0 -.G360 ,7705 .6219 ,9000 ,4500 -.0613 ,7659 ,6610
.9500 .0727 .7_30 .6065 ,1016 ,355Z .3976 ,8431 .699q
.9750 *1266 ._029 ,509U ,2000 .3552 ,2360 ,8062 ,5636
I.OUuO ,I660 .7906 ,5_93 ,3_00 ,3552 ,0269 .7606 .6381
.6500 .3552 -.0688 .7386 .6724
.5500 ,3552 -,0767 ,7362 .6763
,6500 .3552 ,0136 ,7582 .6616
.7500 ,3552 ,1041 ,7777 .6102
.BOO0 ,3552 .1661 ,787Z .5968
.8500 .3552 ,1689 ,7916 .588G
1 _Q .gooo .3552 .1_5o .798o ._771
.9500 ,3552 ,1938 ,7972 ,5785
PT 196.6795 KPA CN 1.0787 CD1 ,03700
TT 141.3751 K Cq -,¢498 C02 ,03662
RC 10,0775 H[LLION CC -,0563 CD3 ,03610
_ACH ,6488 CD4 .03132
ALPHA 6.0165 DEG CD5 ,02863
UPPER SURFACE LOgFR SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT _L_C XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XlC YIIBI2) CP PPLIPT HLOC
O.OOUO .3967 .8631 .6996 0o0000 .3967 ,8632 ,4996 .5000 .7401 -.6619 .6097 .8716
,0040 -1,101Z ,5057 1.0374 .0040 1,1104 1.0002 0,0000 .5000 ,6414 -,6182 ,61Z0 ,8680
,0080 -1,4199 ,4379 1.1539 ,0050 1,0054 ,9770 ,18Z6 ,5000 ,54Z7 -,6121 ,6159 ,8619
.0150 -1,5456 .4108 1.1034 .0230 .8291 .9385 .3025 .5000 .4440 -.B098 .6178 o8591
.0250 -1.515Z .4166 1,1916 .0500 .6493 .8969 .3973 ,5000 ,3454 -,6140 ,6150 ,8634
,0400 -1,5411 ,4098 1,205Z ,1000 ,4712 ,8583 ,4724 ,5000 ,2467 -,6114 ,6161 ,8616 4
.ObO0 -1.7833 .3566 1.3093 .1500 .3581 .8330 ,5177 .5000 ,1480 -,6176 ,6173 ,8599
.0800 -1.9169 ,3157 1,3751 .ZCO0 .2741 ,8151 ,5485 ,5000 ,0493 -,6175 ,6157 ,8623
,I0_3 -1,9896 ,3111 1,4076 ,1500 ,2036 ,7989 ,5755 ,5000 -,0493 -,6071 ,6162 ,8615
.1400 -Z,0o84 ,1973 1.4397 .3500 .07Z7 .7695 .6235 .5000 -.1480 -,6169 ,6175 .8595
o1800 -2.0551 .2944 1,4467 ,4500 -,0443 o6161 ,8617 ,5000 -°2467 -,6096 ,6175 ,8595
,2200 -Z.0599 .2931 1,4496 .5500 -.0607 ,7433 ,6651 .5000 -,3;54 -,6177 ,6186 ,8578
.2600 -1.9573 .315; 1.3979 ,6500 ,0185 ,7401 .6702 ,5000 -,4440 -,6289 ,6143 ,8645
,3UUu -1.2940 .4644 1,1073 °7500 ,1002 ,7597 ,6392 ,5000 -,5417 -,6368 ,6126 ,8671
,34_3 -1,1771 ,4867 1,069Z ,8000 ,1486 ,7769 ,6116 .5000 -,6414 -,6513 .6095 ,8720
.3800 -.9974 .5300 .9975 .eSgO .1669 .7856 .5974 ,5000 -o7401 -,6510 ,6090 .87Z6
,4Z03 -.746Z .58?4 ,9062 .9000 ,1866 ,7897 .5908 CHORDW[SE
.4600 -,6581 ,6051 ,8787 ,9500 .1033 ,7938 ,5839 .0600 ,4500 -1.7466 ,3685 1,2851
,5000 -.6147 ,6172 ,8600 1,0C00 ,1358 ,7837 ,6006 ,1400 ,4500 -2,0384 ,2988 1,4363
._400 -,6067 ,6180 ,8588 .2200 ,4500 -2,0918 .1884 1.4609
.5800 -,6143 ,6217 .8531 ,3000 .4500 -1.186Z .4681 1.1009
,6Z00 -.5907 .6295 ,8409 .3800 ,4500 -,8995 .5561 ,9557
,6603 -.5475 .6410 .8118 ,4600 ,6500 -,6345 ,6182 .8584
,7003 -,5066 .6630 .7895 ,5400 ,4500 -,6070 ,6188 ,8575
,7503 -,4052 ,6927 ,7438 ,6100 ,4500 -,5896 ,6237 ,8499
.8000 -.ZBZZ ,7183 ".7042 .7000 .4500 -.5032 .6418 ,8220
,8500 -.1600 .7451 .6613 .8000 .4500 -.2772 .6910 ,7463
,9000 -.0396 .7649 .6309 ,9000 .4500 -,0430 ,7437 .6645
,9500 ,0493 ,7731 ,6175 ,1014 ,3552 .4574 ,8557 ,4771
.975u ._8_4 .7995 .5746 ,ZOO0 ,3551 ,2872 ,8173 ,5447
1,0063 ,1358 ,7837 ,6006 ,3500 ,3551 .0676 ,7697 ,6231
.4500 ,3552 -.0402 ,7438 ,6643
.5500 .3552 --,0559 .7409 .6689
.6500 ,3552 ,0277 .7600 ,6387
.7500 ,3552 .1117 ,7798 ,6069
,8000 ,3552 ,1521 ,7906 ,5893
.8500 .3552 .1715 .7917 ,5875
.9000 .355Z .1860 .7955 .5812
.9500 ,3552 ,1812 .7926 ,5860
PT 196.6889 KPA CN 1.1018 C01 .05258
TT 141o3090 K CH -,0387 CD2 .05240
RC 10,0652 AILLIOh CC -,06Z9 CD3 ,05216
eACH .€470 C04 .04217
ALPHA 7,0057 OEG CD5 ,03711
bPPER SURFACE L_WER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtLIPT HLOC XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC YI[BIZ) CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 .1769 .0170 ._53 0,0000 .Z789 .8170 .54P3 ._000 .7401 -.6381 .6151 ,8631
,0040 -1,3019 .4639 1._081 .004_ 1.1086 .9999 ,011E .5000 .6414 -.6177 .6196 ,8562
.00_0 -_.5638 .4066 1.2114 .0050 1,0521 .9874 .1346 .5000 .5427 -.6489 .6111 ,8694
,0150 -1,7111 ,3727 1.2767 .0230 .8782 .9492 .2740 .5000 .4440 -,6552 ,6111 .8693
.0Z50 -1.7570 .3684 1.2854 .USCO .6899 .9069 .3761 .5000 .3454 -.6763 .6067 ,8762 .
.0403 -1.7900 .3599 1.3017 .1000 .5037 ,8862 ,4577 ,5000 ,1487 -,6810 ,6014 ,8846
,0600 -1,9071 .3Z97 1,3663 .1500 ,3971 ,8418 ,5011 ,5000 ,1480 -,6736 ,6069 ,8759
.08UO -2.0109 ,30bU 1.4195 .ZCO0 .3122 .8239 ,5335 .5000 =0493 -.6821 .6029 ,8822
,1060 -2._9_7 .1891 1.4593 .1500 .2334 ,8052 .5651 .5000 -.0493 -.6773 .6048 .8792
.1400 -1.1272 .2803 1,4810 ,3500 .0917 ,?759 ,6132 ,5000 -.1480 -,6816 ,6031 .8819
,1860 -2.1766 .1781 1.4860 .4500 -.0353 .8072 .8755 .5000 -,2467 -,6817 ,6023 .8831
,ZZ03 -_,1057 ,2988 1.4362 ,5500 -,0_49 ,7456 ,6615 ,5000 -,3454 -,6380 ,6111 ,8693
,16u3 -1.4663 ,_367 1.1561 ,6_00 ,0124 ,7419 .6674 ,5000 -,4440 -,6010 ,619Z ,8568
,3000 -1,3534 ,4515 1,1191 ,7500 ,0950 ,7567 ,6440 ,5000 -,54Z7 -.6155 ,6159 ,8619
.3400 -1.2627 ._775 1.0848 .8000 .1284 .7743 .61_7 .5000 -,6414 -.6257 .6135 .86_7
,38UU -I,124G .5060 1.0369 .8500 .1479 ,7847 .5989 ,5000 -,7401 -.6248 ,6157 .8623
,4Z00 -.9193 .5530 .9606 .9000 ,1521 .7907 .5892 CHORDMZSE
,4600 -,7828 .583Z ,9118 .95G0 .1508 ,7909 ,5887 ,3600 ,4500 -1,8441 ,3468 1,3297
,SOUO -16701 ,6193 ,8568 1,0GO0 ,0156 ,7570 ,6434 ,1600 ,4530 -2,1317 ,2816 1,4776
.5600 -,6C09 ,6317 .8361 .ZZO0 ,4500 -2,0405 .3028 1.4268
.5800 -.5568 .6408 .8136 ,3000 .4500 -1.3660 .4542 1,1250
.6ZOO -.5110 .6497 .8099 .3800 ,4500 -1.1149 ,5076 1.0343
06603 -,4743 ,6640 .7079 .4600 0;500 -,7801 ,5851 ,9098
./Oh3 -.4065 .6804 .7617 °5400 ,4500 -,b028 ,6197 ,8560
,7503 -,3296 ,7017 .7263 ,6200 ,4500 -,5094 .6423 ,8213
.8UO0 -,2264 .7111 ,6996 .7000 .4530 -.4205 .6629 .7897
.8500 -.1435 .7361 .6763 .8000 .4500 -,1368 .7003 ,7320
.9000 -.0751 .7457 .6613 .9000 ,4500 -,0802 ,7374 .6766
,9500 -,G318 ,7540 .648Z .1014 ,3552 ,4953 ,8635 ,4626
.9750 -.0007 ,7870 .5951 .ZOO0 .3552 ,3110 ,8226 ,5356
1.03G0 ._156 ,7573 ,643_ .3500 .3551 .0911 ,7749 ,6149
.4500 ,3552 -.0270 .7481 .6575
.5500 ,3552 -.0551 ,7423 .6667
.6500 .3552 .0233 .7606 ,6377
,7500 ,3551 ,0936 ,7751 ,6144
,8C00 ,3551 .1247 .7839 ,6001
.8500 .3552 .1373 .7841 ,5999
70 .9000 ,355Z ,1530 ,7887 ,5914
.9500 ,3552 .1339 ,7830 .6017
....... . .o . ..........
PT 196,8250 KPA _N 1,0593 C01 ,09127
TT 141.3449 K CM -.0521 COZ .09070
RC 10,1347 BILLION CC -,0491 CO3 ,08379
MACH .6532 CO4 .06752
ALPHA 8.034_ OEG CO5 °05734
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P,LIPT BLOC XIC CP P_LIPT BLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PpLIPT BLOC
0,0000 ,2346 .8035 ,5679 O,OCCO ,2346 ,8035 .5679 ,5000 .7401 -,6428 ,6085 ,8734
• 0060 -1,4056 ,4372 1,1_52 ,0040 1,1104 ,9999 ,0113 ,5000 .6414 -,6561 .6029 ,88Z2
• OOBO -1.6115 ,3887 1,2456 ,0080 1.0608 .9908 ,1168 .5000 .5427 -.6760 .6011 ,8869
"_ .0150 -1.7637 ,3546 1.3135 .0230 .0001 ,9527 ,2640 ,5000 .4440 -,6954 ,5954 ,8937
• 0250 -1,8307 .3629 1.3379 ,0500 ,719q .9126 ,3639 .5000 ,3654 -,7222 ,5897 ,9027
• 0400 -1,86Q0 ,3333 1,3586 ,1000 .5292 .8700 ,4505 ,5000 ,2467 -,7433 ,5834 ,9125
• 0600 -1,9931 .3074 1.4161 ,1500 ,4156 .8437 ,4987 ,§000 ,1480 -.7542 ,5808 ,9166
,0800 -Z,0279 .2918 1,4529 ,2000 ,3275 ,8248 ,5319 ,5000 ,0493 -,7605 .5792 .9192
• 1000 -2.0460 .2918 1.6529 .2500 ,2676 ,8061 .5636 .5000 -.0493 -,7712 .5791 .9193
,1460 -1.7884 .3472 1.3290 .3500 .0949 .7731 .6178 .5000 -.1480 -.7589 .5802 .9175
A ,1800 11,5764 .3989 1.Z258 ,4500 -.0360 .5789 ,9196 .5000 -.2667 1,7605 .5829 .9136
• 2ZOO -1,40_2 ,6364 1,1601 .5500 -,07C7 ,7462 .6638 ,5000 -,3454 -,6992 =5964 ,8923
• 2600 -1,3405 ,6533 1,1266 .6500 -,0013 .7332 ,6810 .5000 -,4660 -,6782 ,5986 ,88q2
• 3000 -1.26_7 ,6697 1.0981 ,7500 ,0594 ,7506 ,6539 .5000 -,5627 -,6361 .6073 ,8753
.3600 -1.1710 ,6872 1.0683 .80_0 ,0861 .7631 ,6338 ,5000 -,6416 -.6421 .6053 ,8784
• 3800 -1,0640 ,5100 1.0302 .8500 ,0962 ,7710 ,6211 ,5000 -,7401 -,6352 ,6063 ,8769
,4200 -.9760 .5326 .9934 .qco0 ,0858 .7713 ,6206 CHOROWISE
• 6600 -.8747 .5556 .9565 .9500 ,0823 .7714 ,6204 ,0600 .6500 -1.8996 ,3226 1.3820
,5000 -.7710 .59_0 ,8898 1.0_00 -.1323 .7_07 ,7004 ,1400 ,4500 -2.1326 ,2714 1.5030
.5400 -.6786 ,6151 .8632 .ZZO0 .6500 -1.5173 ,4101 1.Z047
• 5800 -._18 .6296 .8408 .3000 ,4500 -1.2869 .4620 1.1113
• 6203 -,5362 ,6455 .8163 .3800 .6500 -1,0403 .5180 1,0170
• 6600 -.67_4 .6560 ,SUOZ ,6600 .4500 -,7962 ,5747 ,9262
,7u03 -,6Z14 ,6671 .7832 .5600 .4530 -,6299 ,6099 .8713
• 7500 -,3666 ,6865 .7533 ,6200 .4500 -.5004 .6405 .8241
• 8000 -,2951 .6898 ,7482 ,7000 ,4500 -,4076 .6573 ,7982
• 8500 -.2706 .0994 .7335 ,8000 ,4500 -,2981 ,6836 ,7579
,9000 -,2247 .7052 ,7244 .9000 .6500 -.2058 .7037 .7269
• 95u0 -.1981 ,71_ ,7134 ,1014 ,3552 ,5288 ,8690 ,6523
,97_0 -.i645 ,76_7 .6248 .2000 .3552 .3318 .8249 ,5317
1.0000 -.1323 .72o7 .709_ ,3500 ,3552 ,0971 .7718 .6199
• 4500 .3552 -,0322 .7631 ,6656
,5500 ,3552 -.0694 .7350 ,6781
• 6500 ,3552 -.0030 .7500 .6565
• 7500 ,3552 ,0646 ,7656 ,6298
• 8000 ,3552 ,0855 .7711 ,6209
.8500 .3552 .0961 .7726 .6186
,9000 .3552 ,0981 .7761 .6162
,9500 ,3552 .0502 ,7607 ,6375
PT 161,568_ KPA CN ,2325 CD1 ,OOqO0
TT 160.0054 K CH -,0675 C02 .00903
RC 9.9206 MILLION CC ,0086 CD3 ,00867
_ACH ,7007 CO6 ,00855
ALPHA -1.0081 DEG CD5 ,00821
bPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtL/_T BLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT BLOC
O,OOGO 1,OgdO ,9922 .1U56 O, OCUO 1,09_0 ,9922 ,1056 ,5000 ,7601 -,5111 .5963 .8956
• OO4O .7596 ,908_ .3730 ,0046 -.2106 ,6675 .7826 .5000 .6416 -,5234 .5909 .9008
• 0080 .5318 ._51_ .6e43 ,0080 -,5736 .5792 ,9191 .5000 ,5427 -,5250 ,5913 .9002
•0150 .31t0 .79_7 .5760 ,0230 -,1081 ,6929 .7435 ,5000 ,6440 -.5330 ,5885 ,9066
• 0250 ,0691 ,74%% ,6634 .0500 -,1106 ,6926 .7439 .5000 ,3454 -,5335 ,5886 .9044
,O4OO -,1734 ,6761 ,7693 ,1000 -.1539 .6916 .7609 .5000 ,2667 -,5329 ,5873 .9064
•UOVO -,4009 ,61_6 ,8562 .1500 -.1872 ,6733 ,7736 ,5000 ,1480 -,5325 ,5877 .9058
•0600 -.4811 .6011 .B8_q ,2000 -,2113 .6688 ,7806 .5000 ,0493 -,5616 ,5868 ,9073
• lOGO -,5126 .59_I ,8975 .2_GO -,2539 .6576 ,7978 ,5000 -,0693 -,5375 .5872 .906_
,_600 -.5_58 ,5853 ,9096 ,3500 -,3373 ,6395 .8256 .5000 -.1480 -.5353 .5871 .9067
• 1_00 -.5443 .be6_ ,90_5 4500 -,4072 ,5874 .9063 .5000 -,2467 -,5342 ,5902 .9020
• 2203 -.5_81 .5901 .9021 5500 -,3242 ,6106 ,8563 ,5000 -,3656 -,5267 ,5910 ,9007
,260_ -,5085 ,59_8 ,8967 6500 -.1615 .6400 .8249 ,5000 -,6440 -.5302 ,5902 ,9019
• 3000 -.5032 ,5962 ,892_ 7500 ,0112 ,6850 ,7556 ,5000 -,56Z7 -,5265 .5909 .9008
• 3600 -,50_2 ,5959 .8930 P000 ,0753 .7232 ,6q65 ,5000 -,6416 -,5225 .5909 ,9008
• 3800 -,5045 .9954 ,8923 8500 ,1178 ,7393 ,6714 ,5000 -.7401 -.5214 ,5921 ,8990
•6ZuO -,5175 .5923 .898_ .90u0 ,1622 ,7499 ,6547 CH_RDWISE
• 4tCO -,5265 .Sqd3 ,qOl7 95C0 ,2023 ,7608 ,6376 .0600 ,_500 -,6166 ,6177 .8592
•5000 -*5303 ,5_31 .9130 1.0000 ,ZG_8 *7698 ,6_3_ ,1400 ,6500 --*5280 *5905 ,9015
•56tO -,5500 ,5782 ,9207 ,1200 °6500 -.5233 ,5918 .8996
•5a00 -*5707 .5796 *_i_5 *3000 ,4500 -,5009 .5961 *8926
• 6200 -,5704 ,5832 .)128 ,3800 1_500 115056 *5959 ,8930
•6600 -,5_34 ,5934 ,0969 ,_600 .6500 -,5168 ,5931 .8976
• 7003 -,5_9 .61_ ._565 .5400 .4500 -,5667 ,5865 ,9077
.75_0 -.615k ,65_6 .8055 .6200 .6500 -,5590 ,5820 .9167
,8u03 -,2715 ,6865 ,7538 .7000 ,4500 -.4969 ,5982 ,8894
.8500 -,1405 .719u .7030 ,8000 ,6500 -.2809 ,6513 ,8075
• 9000 -.OOd2 .7_67 .6598 ,9C00 ,4500 1,0120 ,7174 ,7056
• qSO0 .i¢64 ,7599 .63_9 ,I014 .355Z -,1623 ,6806 .7625
• 9750 .1576 .7708 .6215 .2000 ,3552 -.Z131 .6672 ,7830
1.00_0 ,2_U8 .769_ ._230 .3500 .355Z -.3601 .6366 ,8300
•_500 ,3552 -,4015 ,6217 .8530
• 5500 ,3552 -,3268 ,6404 ,8243
• 6500 ,3552 -,1411 .6853 .7552
,7500 ,3552 .0113 ,723? ,6958
,8000 ,3552 .0700 .7382 ,6731
• 8500 .3552 .1157 .7500 ,6545
71 ,9000 .3552 .1608 ,7603 ,6383
• 9500 ,3552 .1905 ,7685 ,6250
• •
• ..
PT 181,5707 KP_ CH .3591 C01 ,00909
TT 140,1229 K CM -.0671 CDZ ,00910
RC 9.9062 MZLLION C¢ .006% CD3 ,00883
MACH .6992 C06 *00870
ALPHA .0066 OEG C05 ,00828
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpL/PT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XlC Y1{8121 CP PpLIPT HLQC
O.OOGO 1.1282 1.b030 .0061 0,0000 1,1282 1.0000 .0061 .5000 .7601 -.5558 ,5862 ,9163
.0063 ,5872 ,8662 ,4576 ,0060 .1729 .7660 ,6323 .5000 ,6616 -.5713 ,5792 ,9191
.0080 ,3293 .8023 .5700 .0080 -.1298 ,6885 .7502 ,5000 .5627 -.5761 ,5787 ,9200
• 0150 .1138 .7695 .6556 ,0230 ,0983 ,745% ,6823 ,5000 ,6640 -,5818 ,5779 ,9213
• OZSO -,1009 .6952 ,7399 .0500 ,0686 ,7331 .6811 .5000 ,3654 -,5827 ,5775 .9218
,0400 -.3763 .6278 .8436 .1000 -.0389 .7126 .7133 .5000 .2467 -.5855 .5753 .9253
.0600 -.6206 .5670 .9383 .1500 -.0821 .7005 .7318 .5000 .1680 -.5875 .5756 .9267
• 0800 -.6942 .5505 .9646 .2000 -.1238 .6900 ,7679 .5000 .0693 -.5861 .5760 .9262
• 1000 -.7135 .5673 .9697 .2500 -.1723 ,6788 .7651 .5000 -.0693 -,5875 .5765 .9233
,14U0 -.7061 .5475 .9693 .3500 -.2706 .6531 ,8046 ,5000 -,1680 -,5808 .5787 .9199 %
.18_0 -.6_56 ,5531 ,9605 ,4500 -,3671 ,5769 ,9228 ,5000 -.2467 -.5866 ,5759 .9266
• ZZO0 -,64_6 ,5646 ,g4ZL ,5500 -.2850 .6367 .8329 .5000 -.3656 -.5830 ,5788 ,9197
,2600 -.6089 .5712 .9316 .65_0 -.1193 .6516 ,8073 ,5000 -.6440 -.5804 .5770 ,9226
• 3000 -.5873 ,5706 .9235 ,7500 .0265 .6956 .7427 .5000 -,5627 -.5792 ,5771 ,9225
,3400 -.57o6 .5779 .9212 ,8000 ,U842 ,7282 ,6887 .5000 -,6414 -,5759 ,5783 .920_
• 38_0 -.5756 .5798 .9198 .8_00 .1279 .7628 .6659 ,5000 -.7601 -.5725 ,5793 ,9190
.6269 -.5793 .5785 ._203 ,9C00 .1657 ,7538 .6485 CHORDWISE
.6600 -.5629 .5775 ,9218 .9500 .2063 .7626 .6368 .0600 ,6500 -.6345 .5665 .9624
.50_0 -,5623 ,57_1 ,9303 1.0C00 .18q3 .7681 ,6258 ,1600 ,_500 -,6867 .5553 ,9570
.5400 -,5982 .5691 ,9351 ,2200 .4500 -.6347 .5648 ,9418
• 5800 -.6140 .5735 .92_2 .3000 ._500 -.58%5 ,5772 ,9Z23
,6200 -.5_66 .5791 ,9193 ,3800 ,6500 -,5731 .5813 ,9159
.6600 -.5771 ,5930 .8975 .6600 ,6500 -,5671 .5832 .9129
• 700U -,5227 .6156 ,_626 .5600 ,6500 -.5882 .5768 ,9229
• 75U0 -.4255 ,6525 .8056 ,6200 ,6500 -,5892 ,5766 ,9236
,8000 -.2837 .6865 ,7533 °7000 .4500 -,5125 .5950 ,8966
• 8_0_ -.1380 ,71a9 .7033 ,8000 ,6500 -,2842 .6519 .8065
,9_ -.U063 .7466 .6599 .9000 .6500 -.0101 .7192 ,7028
• 9500 .1046 .7501 .6617 .1016 .3552 -.0383 .7115 ,7168
• 9750 .1504 .7719 .6196 .2000 .3552 -.1251 ,6904 ,7473
1.00U_ .1_93 .76_1 ,6258 .3500 .3552 -.2713 ,6542 .8030
.6500 .3552 -,3393 .6405 ,8241
,5500 ,3552 -.2829 ,6517 ,8069
.6500 .3552 -.1140 .6936 .7428
.7500 °3552 .0262 ,7288 .6878
,8000 .3552 ,0852 .7636 .6666
.8500 ,3552 .1266 ,7526 ,6505
,9000 ,3552 ,1650 ,7626 .6369
.9500 .3552 ,1876 .7672 ,6272
PT 1_3.0682 KPA cq .4771 C01 .00964
TT 139.69_b K C_ -.0656 CD2 ,00966
RC 10.0387 MILLION ¢_ .0013 C03 .00916
HACH .7001 006 .00899
LLP_A 1,000t OEG C05 .00866
UPPER SUkFACE LOWER SURFACE SP_NWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLqC X/C CP PpLIPT MLQC X/C Y11812) CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1257 o99_2 ,0335 0,0000 1o1257 .9992 .0335 .5000 ,7601 -.6088 .5760 ,9276
*0040 .3689 ,8L21 .5536 .t,C40 .4_25 .8398 .5057 .5000 .6616 -.6107 .5695 .9366
,00_3 ,lObZ ,7473 °6588 .0080 ,1964 ,7686 ,6250 ,5000 ,5627 -.6220 ,5680 ,9367
,0150 -.bq20 .6991 ,7339 ,0230 .255_ ,7837 .6005 .5000 ,6460 -,6206 ,5669 .9585
,0253 -.2901 ,6475 ,8133 .0500 ,1679 ,7623 .6350 .5000 ,3656 -,6219 ,5690 ,9352
.64_0 -.5798 .5794 ,_189 .1000 .0760 ,7386 .6725 .5000 .2467 -.6276 ,5679 .9369
.0603 -.8203 .5188 1.0158 .1500 .0062 .7_26 .6975 .5000 .1680 -.6265 .5666 .9391
,O_U3 -.9327 ,49/6 1,0610 .ZOO0 -.0462 ,7099 .7173 .5000 ,0493 -.6322 ,5634 ,9641
.1000 -._766 .4790 1,0822 .2500 -.1G_I ,6971 ,7370 .5000 -,0693 -,6255 ,5681 ,9367
._60J -,8093 .5011 1,3450 ,3_00 -.2117 .6684 .7812 ,5000 -,1680 -.6301 ,5664 .9396
.1800 -.2322 .5189 1,0156 .6500 -,2945 ,5684 ,9361 .5000 -,2967 -.628Z ,5676 .937_
,2200 -.7696 .5363 .9873 ,5500 -.2658 .6494 .8403 .5000 -,3654 -,6332 .5646 ,9622
.Z6_U -.6_94 ,5491 ,9666 .6500 -.0927 ,6610 .792_ .5000 -.4460 -.6237 ,5_68 .9387
,300_ -.6745 ,5579 ,9529 ,7500 ,0392 ,6977 ,7360 .5000 -,5627 -,6254 .5652 ,9612
.3400 -.6627 .5_16 .9469 .8000 .0958 ,7306 ,6850 ,5000 -.6414 -,6177 ,5659 .9400
.3800 -.6401 .5635 .9438 .8500 .1377 .7668 ,6597 .5000 -.7401 -.618_ .5670 .9383
,62_0 -,6297 .5647 .9621 ,9000 .1697 .7554 .6460 CHORDWISE
.4600 -.6282 ,5676 ,9377 .9500 ,2045 ,7635 .6331 ,0600 ,4500 -.8247 o516L %,0235
.50uO -.o243 .5662 .9397 1.0_00 .1777 .7640 ,6323 .1400 .6500 -.8562 ,5073 1.0348
.5400 -,6347 .5628 .9650 ,2200 .4500 1,754_ .5520 ,9946
.5800 -.6395 .5651 .9413 ,3000 .4530 -.6695 .5529 .9607
.6200 -.6250 .577G .9227 .3800 .6500 -.6607 .5638 .9636
.6600 -.5894 .5889 .9040 .6600 .6500 -.6237 .5665 .9423
.7_00 -.5389 .6173 .8599 .5400 .4500 -.6271 .5651 ,9413
.75U0 -.6266 .6506 .BOB5 ,6200 .4500 -.6162 .5671 .9582 4
.80UO -.2852 ,6878 .7514 ,7000 .6500 -,5245 .5916 .9000
.85U0 -.1342 .7195 .7023 .8000 .6500 -.2796 .6_95 ,8102
.90UO -.0_28 .7457 .6616 .9000 ,6500 -.0025 .7194 .7025
.9500 ,1058 .7566 ,6441 .1014 .3552 .0676 .7365 .6758
.9750 .1467 ,7705 .oZ19 .2000 .3552 -.0636 .7091 .7184
1.O000 ,1777 .76_0 .6323 .3500 .3552 -.2066 .6683 .7813
,6500 .3552 -.2948 .6662 .8153
.5500 .3552 -.2502 .6572 .7983
.6500 ,3552 -.0919 .6965 .7380
.7500 ,3552 .0625 .7323 .6826
.8000 .3552 .0952 .7631 .6655
.8500 .3552 ,1356 .7540 .6k82
I _2 .9000 .3552 .1694 .7619 .6356
.9500 .3552 .%855 .7665 .6283
i PT 183.0570 KPA CN .6107 CD1 .01095
TT 139.5448 K CH -.0630 C02 .01092
RC 10.0823 MILLION CC -,0064 CD3 .01072
MACH ,7031 CD4 *01009
ALPHA 2.0003 DEG CD5 .009Z0
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PaL/PT HLOC XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC X/C Y/(B/2) CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.0860 .9891 .1150 O,OCCO 1,0860 .9891 .1250 .5000 ,7401 -,6433 .558Z .9523
• 0040 .1487 .7555 .6458 .0040 ,7078 .8946 ,4020 ,5000 .6416 -.6489 *5550 .9575
.0080 -.1036 °6904 ,7474 ,0080 ,4384 .8280 =5Z64 ,5000 .54Z7 -.6567 ,5523 ,9618
.0150 -.2775 .6479 .8117 ,0230 ,4093 .8209 .5387 ,5000 .6440 -.5582 *5537 .9595
_ .0250 -.4603 ,6029 ,6821 .0500 ,2870 .7900 .5903 .5000 .3454 -.6§82 ,5545 .9581
• 0400 -.7391 ,5326 .9936 .1000 .1631 .7588 .6607 .5000 .2467 -,6648 .5540 .9589
,0600 -.9670 .4762 1,0869 .1500 ,0897 .7388 ,6721 .5000 ,1480 -.6626 ,5514 ,9632
• .0800 -1.1254 .6380 1,1537 .2000 ,0276 .7257 .6927 .5000 .0493 -.6681 .5513 ,9633
•I000 -1.1792 .4190 1,1883 .2500 -,0315 ,7094 .7180 .5000 -,0493 -.6632 .55Z3 .9617
.1400 -1.2264 ,4099 1.2051 ,3500 -,1467 .6811 ,7616 ,5000 -,1480 -.6647 .5507 .9663
.1800 -1.2487 .4075 1.2095 ,4500 -,2397 .5513 ._633 .5000 -.2467 -.6620 .5515 .9630
• ZZO0 -1,Z128 ,4136 1.1983 .5500 -,2088 .6579 ,7974 .5000 -.3454 -.5596 ,5517 .9527
• 2600 -.8567 ,5061 1,0368 .6500 -.0677 .6664 .7843 .5000 -.4640 -.6634 .5526 .9613
•3000 -.6676 ,5571 .9560 .7500 ,0576 ,6984 ,7350 ,5000 -.5627 -,6607 .5532 .9603
•3400 -,6406 .5570 .9542 .8000 ,1049 .7310 .6844 ,5000 -,6616 -.6656 ,5526 .9611
.3800 -,6525 .5533 ,9601 .8500 ,1459 ,7447 .6630 .5000 -.7601 1.6560 .5540 .9590
• 6200 -.6648 .5520 .9622 ,9000 .1790 .7547 .6672 CHORDWISE
.4600 -,6665 .5525 .9616 ,9500 .2064 .7636 .6329 .0600 .4500 -.9746 .4754 1.0883
• 5000 -.6637 .5533 ,9601 1,0000 ,1716 .7604 .6381 ,1400 .4500 -1.2257 .41Z5 1.2002
,5400 -,6679 .5692 .9667 ,2200 .4500 -1.2218 ,4146 1,1963
,5800 -,6713 .5566 ,9548 .3000 ,4500 -,6592 ,5530 .9606
• 6200 -,6461 ,8667 .9388 ,3800 .4500 -,6728 .5508 ,9641
•6600 -.6056 .5_I0 ,9163 .4600 ,4500 -.6625 .5507 ,9642
•70U0 -.5435 ,6ILO .8696 ,5400 .4500 -,6631 .5525 .9613
•7500 -.4241 .6484 ,8119 ,6200 ,4500 -.6355 .5591 ,9509
• 8000 -,2733 .6_54 .7550 .7000 ,4500 -,5304 ,5856 ,9092
• 85_0 -,1308 ,7174 ,7056 .8000 .4500 -,2810 .6690 .8109
,9000 -.0023 ,7421 ,6671 ,9000 ,4500 -,0039 ,7180 ,7046
.9500 .L_47 .7513 .6509 .1014 .3552 ,1628 .7587 .6409
• 9750 .1383 ,7695 .6235 .2000 ,3552 .0306 ,7251 .6936
1.0060 .1716 .7604 ,6381 .3500 .3552 -,1463 .6819 .7605
• 4500 .3552 -,2409 .6581 ,7970
• 5500 .3551 -.1104 ,6664 .7843
• 6500 *3552 -,0678 .7007 .7315
• 7500 ,3552 ,0616 .7338 .6801
• 8000 ,3551 ,1061 .7433 .6652
• 8500 .355Z .1424 .7535 .6490
• 9000 .3552 .1742 .7613 ,6367
• 9500 .3552 .1886 .7659 .6294
_T 183,0473 KPA CN ,7610 CD1 ,01668
TT 139,6617 K CH -,0622 CD2 ,01652
RC 10,0465 MILLION CC -,0158 CO3 ,01589
MACH ,7005 CD4 .01382
ALPHA 3,0141 OEG C05 ,01252
UPPER SuFFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PsLIPT ML_C XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC YI(8/Z} CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0022 .9684 ,1145 0,0000 1.0022 ,9686 ,2145 ,5000 .7401 -.6342 .5641 .9429
• 0040 -,G867 .6980 ,7342 ,¢040 ,8760 ,q377 ,3044 ,5000 ,6414 -,6388 ,5628 .9450
• hoBO -,3670 .6303 .8398 .00_0 ,65&0 ,8831 .4253 .5000 ,5427 -.6154 ,5636 .9438
.0150 -.69dl ,5970 ._913 ,0230 ,5473 ,8556 ,6776 .5000 .4440 -.6363 ,5651 .9414
• 0250 -,6510 ,55_9 .9512 .0500 ,3994 .8193 ,5413 .5000 ,3454 -,6324 .5667 ,9388
,0600 -.91L6 .4951 1,055o ,IOC.O .2698 ,7832 .6014 ,5000 .2467 -,6243 ,5656 ,q406
•0600 -I,1411 ._302 1,1570 .15_0 .1720 ,7635 ,6331 .5_00 .1680 -.6269 .5662 .9396
•0BOO -i,29_7 ,4020 1,2199 ,2CGO ,1080 .7484 ,5572 .5000 .0493 -.6118 .5666 .9390
•1000 -I,3710 .3846 1.2533 ,2500 .0413 .7306 .6850 ,5000 -,0693 -,6259 .5655 ,9407
•1600 -1.4274 .3697 1,2828 .3500 -,0902 .6979 ,7359 ,5000 -.148U -.6310 ,5665 .9422
•1800 -L,4234 .3632 1,2959 ,456U -.19_6 ,5657 .9404 .5000 -,2467 -,5390 ,5630 .9447
•2200 -1.4596 .3621 1.2982 °5500 -o1680 .6722 .7753 ,5000 --,3454 --.6406 ,5615 ,9470
•2600 -1.4236 ,3640 1,2943 .6500 -,0417 .6798 ,7636 .5000 -.4440 -.6401 .5613 .9474
•3000 -1.3741 .3811 1.2601 ,7500 .0757 ,7120 ,7160 .5000 -.54Z7 -,6517 .5592 .9508
•340o -.8451 ,5117 1.027_ ,8000 ,1245 .7604 .6696 .5000 -.6414 -.6593 .5588 .9514
•3800 -,6685 ,5503 .9649 ,850U ,1574 ,7492 .6558 .5000 -,7401 -.6541 .5584 ,9520
,4200 -,5936 ,5756 ,9248 ,9600 .1896 ,7607 ,6376 CHORDWISE
,_600 -.6130 .5715 ,9313 .9_00 ,21_q .7658 ,6295 ,0600 ,4500 -1,1338 ,4393 1.1514
•SOOo -,6262 .5610 ,9479 1,0000 ,1786 ,7654 .6301 ,1400 ,4500 -1,4120 ,3703 1.2815
• .5400 -.6430 ,5586 .9516 ,2200 ,4500-1.4710 ,3560 1,3107
• 58v0 -.6577 .5620 .9462 .3000 .6500 -1.2702 .4075 1,2097
obZO0 -.6303 .5709 .9323 .3800 ,4500 -.6185 ,5691 ,9351
•6600 -,&043 .5850 .9101 .4600 .6500 -.6106 .5694 ,9346
•7000 -.54_4 ,6_35 ,9658 .5400 ,4500 -,6474 .5608 .9482
,7500 -,43_0 ,6699 .@I12 ,5200 .4530 -,6297 ,5664 .9394
•BOO0 -.Z_&l .68_6 ,7563 .7000 ,4500 -.5308 .5879 ,9055
,8500 -.1498 .7169 .7064 ,8000 ,4500 -,2917 ,6476 ,8134
•9000 -.0_47 .7448 .65Z8 .9000 .4500 -,0141 .7167 ,7067
.9500 ,U949 .7570 .6435 ,Ibi% ,3552 .2698 ,7831 ,6015
,975_ ,1478 ,7750 ,6147 ,2000 .3552 ,I012 ,7663 .6804
1,0000 ,17_4 ,1654 ,63G1 ,3500 ,3552 -.0870 .6987 ,7346
• 4500 .3552 -,1837 ,6747 .7715
• 5500 ,3552 -,1728 .6775 ,7671
• 6500 .3552 -.0359 .7124 ,7134
• 7500 ,3552 .0767 ,7406 ,6694
• 8000 .3552 .1236 ,7512 .6527
,8500 .3552 ,1560 ,7595 ,6395173 .9ooo ,3551 .1902 ,7686 ,6249
.... 9500 .3552 .lq58 .7694 ,6237
PT 183.0534 KPA CN .8959 C01 .02704
TT 139.4854 K CM -.0664 CO2 .02667
RC " 10.0586 RILLION CC -.0238 CD3 .0253Z
HACH ,7000 CD6 .02130
ALPHA 3.9918 DEG C05 =0189A
UPPEA SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANMZ$E
XIC CP P, LIPT MLOC X/C CP P_LIPT HLOC X/C ¥1|8/2) CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0003 .8_58 .9430 .2908 0.0000 +8958 .9430 .2908 .5000 .7401 -.5836 .5766 .9233
• 00_0 -.Z958 .6480 .81Z5 .0060 .g798 .9632 .2321 .5000 .641_ -.5768 .5773 .9Z21
• 00_0 -.5891 .5759 .9Z43 .0080 .7877 .9157 .3570 .5000 .54Z7 -.5693 .5800 .9180
• 0150 -.685g .5505 .9646 .0230 .6607 .8802 .4308 .5000 .6640 -.5681 .5808 .9167
• 0250 -.7985 .5_4Z 1.0070 .0500 .6901 .8622 .5014 .5000 .3456 -.5660 .5796 .9188
• 0600 -1.0195 .6665 1.1036 .1000 .3205 .8001 .5736 .5000 .2467 -.5824 .5774 .9219
• ObO0 -1.2633 .4057 1.2130 .1500 .2356 .7796 .6073 .5000 .1680 -.5663 ,585Z ,9097
• 0800 -1.6219 .3706 1.2811 .2000 .1656 .7618 .6358 .5000 .0493 -.5712 .5862 .9113
• 1000 -1._788 .3568 1.3131 .2500 .0994 .7449 .6626 .5000 -.0693 -.5758 .5827 .9137 4
• 1400 -1,53_7 ,3389 1.3466 ,3500 -.0378 .7120 .7139 .5000 -.1680 -.5676 .5857 .9089
• 1800 -1.5710 .3345 1.3558 .6500 -.1652 .5761 .9260 .5000 -.2667 -.5752 .5778 .9213
• ZZO0 -1.5808 .3302 1.3651 .5500 -.1387 .6834 .7581 .5000 -.3456 -.5733 .5809 .9165
• 26_0 -1.5793 .3313 1,36Z8 .6500 -,OZ50 .6873 .7511 .5000 -._660 -.5693 .5805 .9171
.3000 -1.5717 .3319 1.3615 .7500 .0868 .7145 .7101 .5000 -.5627 -.5813 .5786 .9203
•3400 -1.5603 .3344 1.3561 ,8000 .1354 ,7417 ,6676 ,5000 -.6616 -.5860 .5749 .9260
• 3800 -1,Z581 .6096 1._057 .8500 .1681 .7553 .6661 .5000 -,7601 -o6061 .5677 .9372
• AZO0 -,8478 .5117 1.0275 .9000 .1950 .7626 .6_46 CHORDWISE
• 6600 -.b639 .5551 .9571 .9500 .220_ .7695 .&235 .ObO0 .6500 -1.2350 .6180 1.1900
• _UUO -.5_60 .5836 .9123 1.0000 .1834 .7655 .6299 .1400 .6500 -1.5646 .3409 1.3422
.5400 -,5575 .5801 .917b .Z_O0 .6500 -1.6080 .3234 1.3802
• 5800 -.5808 .5816 .9156 .3000 .4500 -1.58_0 .3305 1.3665
• bZO0 -.5820 .5e4Z .9111 .3800 .4500 -1.Z513 .6095 1.Z059
• 6600 -.5093 .5977 .8901 .4_00 .4500 -.6648 .5640 o9631
.7000 -,5187 .6163 +8616 ,5400 °4500 -.5635 .5829 .9134
.7503 -,4199 .6538 ,8082 ,6ZOO .6500 -.571_ .5812 .9159
•80gO -.2895 .6855 .7549 .7000 .4500 -.5071 .5966 .8920
.85_0 -.14_3 .7167 .7067 .8000 .6500 -.2810 .6506 .8082
,9060 -,0207 ,7437 ,0646 .9000 .6500 -.0171 .7155 .7085
•9500 .6950 .7530 .b49b .1014 .3552 .3179 .7974 .5781
• 9750 .1382 .7731 .6178 .2000 .355Z .1661 .7613 .6367
1.0000 .1834 .7655 .6_99 .3500 .3552 -.0395 .7125 .7132
• 6500 .355Z -.1613 ,6869 .75Z7
.5500 .3552 -.1387 .6867 .7531
.6500 .3552 -.0199 .7166 .7068
.7500 .3551 .0910 .74Z6 +6685
• 8000 .3551 .1317 .7550 .6466
,8500 .355Z ,1677 .7632 ,6336
• 9000 .3552 ,1980 .7709 ,6213
• 9500 .3552 .2042 .7721 .6193
PT 183.0463 KPA CN .9739 C01 .Ot03Z
TT 139.4146 K CH -.0611 CD2 .03950
_C 10.0_08 MILLIDH CC -.0289 C03 .03703
MACH ,6995 C04 .02903
ALPHA 5.0202 D_G CD5 ,02589
bPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpL/PT MLGC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC ¥/(812) CP PPLIPT HLDC
0.0000 ,7777 .91_4 .3599 0.00C0 .7777 .9144 .3599 .5000 .7401 -.6347 .5651 ,9616
,U_40 -,4787 ob_lb ,8841 .CC40 1,041Z .9782 .1778 .5000 .6414 -,6835 .5517 .9626
.0050 -.7952 .5269 1.0026 .GCbO .87C0 .9363 .3081 .5000 .5427 -.7031 .5456 .9725
•0150 -,8540 ,5111 1.0265 ,0230 .7147 ,8q89 ,3932 ,5000 .4440 -.7195 .5439 .9751
• 0250 -.9231 ._951 1.0551 ,(,500 .5470 ,8558 .6770 ,5000 .3656 -,7190 .5457 .97Z3
,bAUO --1.1117 ._Z6 1.1456 .1000 ,37_7 .8129 .5521 .5000 .Z467 -.7706 .5282 1.0006
• 0600 -1.3711 .3838 1.2550 .1500 .2862 .7930 .5854 .5000 .1480 -.7357 .5416 .9789
,08u3 -1,5189 .3_3 1.3307 .2000 ,20_0 .7709 ,6213 ,5000 ,0693 -,7212 .5661 ,9716
• 10_0 -L.5744 .3330 _.3655 o_500 .1349 .7550 +6666 °5000 -.0493 -.7237 .5627 .9770
,1400 -1,_546 ,3152 1.3983 .35(:0 -.00_8 ,72n7 ,7005 ,5000 -,1480 -.6938 .5510 .9638
,1803 -1,bso_ .809_ 1,_107 ,4500 -,1274 ,5292 ,9988 ,5000 -.2467 -.6824 .5569 .9576
• 2ZOO -1._576 .3052 1.4212 ,5500 -.1169 ,6904 .7473 ,5000 -.3656 -.6186 .5712 .9317
• ZbUO -1.6570 .3055 1.4207 .6_00 -.0796 .6901 .7479 .5000 -.6440 -.5876 .5775 .9218
•3000 -1,t_13 .80fib 1,4_U ,7500 ,07fib .71Z9 .71_6 .500_ --.5_17 -.55_9 .5873 ,9065
•3600 -1,6_47 ,3090 1.41_5 .8000 ,1191 ,7613 ,6683 ,5000 -.6414 -.5560 .5840 ,9116
•3800 -1.5470 ,3363 1,35Zi ,850e .16_6 ,7491 ,6559 ,5000 -,7401 -.5703 ,5826 .9139
• 4ZOO -1._140 .47LR LoOq55 .9G00 ,L717 .7554 .6461 CHOROWISE
.6600 -.8533 .5116 1.0259 ,9500 .1937 .7612 .6369 .0600 .4500 -1.3236 .3963 1.2307
• 5003 -.7634 .5027 .9451 1.0000 ,1452 .7564 .6644 11600 .6500 -1.6359 .3173 1.3935
• 54G0 -.0315 .5908 .9010 .2100 .4500 -1.7070 .2997 1.4361
.5800 -.5355 .5957 .8936 .3000 .6500 -1.7094 .3029 1.6266
.bZ_O -.5196 .5983 .8893 .3800 .4500 -1.6808 .3588 1.3068
.6600 -.498Z .6096 .8720 .4600 .4500 -.8528 .5097 1.0307
• 700_ -.4569 .0Z55 .8471 .5400 .6500 -.5985 .57Z0 .9305
• 7500 -.3951 .6548 .eOZZ .AZO0 ._500 -.5056 .5965 .89Z0
• 8000 -.2786 .6843 .7568 .7000 .6500 -.6562 .6085 .8735
.8500 -.1540 .7135 .7117 .8000 .4500 -.2670 .653_ .8040
• qOOU -,0407 ,7355 ._774 .9000 .4500 -.0330 .7131 .7122
°9500 .6571 .7671 .6591 .1014 .3552 .3628 .8077 .5609
.9750 ,0990 .7654 .6301 ._000 .3552 .Z093 .7723 .6191
1.0000 .1451 .7584 .6446 .3500 .3552 -.0053 .7Z10 .7000
.6500 .3551 -.1199 .6917 .7653
• 5500 .355Z -.1228 .6910 .7%65
.6500 .3552 -.0145 .7196 .7025
• 7500 .3552 .0916 .7653 .6620
• 8000 .3552 .1261 .7519 .6515
• 8500 o3552 .1578 .7596 ,639717_ .90oo ,3552 ,1820 .7663 .6287
• 9500 .3552 .1873 .7678 ,6262
o.
• PT 183.0358 "KPA CN ,9743 C01 ,06Z92
TT 139.4116 K CH -.0557 CO2 .05865
RC 10.0561 MILLION CC -.0276 CO3 ,05287
MACH ,6990 CO% ,0%076
ALPHA 6.0137 OEG C05 .03730
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC YI{BIZ) CP PeLIPT MLOC
U.OCU3 .6977 .8937 .6039 O.OGCO ,6977 .8937 ,6039 ,5000 .7601 -.6964 .5697 .9658
.0060 -.6502 .5604 .9488 .0040 1,0788 ,9876 ,1336 ,§000 .6616 -,7526 ,5364 ,9872
,OOBO -.9490 ,4888 1,0656 ,0080 .9334 ,9514 ,2677 ,5000 .5427 -,8054 .5243 1,0069
• 0150 -1.0500 .6657 1.1050 .0230 .7626 .9097 .3701 .5000 ,4440 -,8Z32 ,5174 1,0181
,0250 -.9894 ,472_ 1.0934 ,05¢0 ,5976 ,8688 ,4528 ,5000 ,3454 -,8567 ,5131 1,0251
,0400 -1.2027 .4270 1.1737 .1000 ,4113 ,8223 ,5362 ,5000 ,2467 -,8405 ,5134 1,0247
,0600 -1.4104 .3669 1.2885 .15G0 .3136 .7996 .5745 .5000 ,1480 -.8459 ,5153 1,0215
.0BOO -i.5773 ,3322 1,3609 ,2000 .2305 ,7771 ,6113 ,5000 ,0493 -,8Z78 ,5150 1,02Zl
• 1000 -1,6616 .3133 1.4028 ,2500 .1574 ,7620 .6355 .5000 -.0493 -.8227 .5168 1.0190
.14u0 -1.7000 .3002 1.4329 .3500 ,0113 ,7216 .6992 .5000 -,1480 -,7988 ,§213 1.0117
.1_00 -1.7104 .2913 1._539 .4500 -.1256 .5158 1.0207 .5000 -,2467 -,7678 ,5335 ,9919
• 2200 -1,7426 ,2907 1.4555 .5500 -,1297 ,6871 ,7525 ,5000 -,3454 -.7026 ,5494 .9664
• 2600 -1.7016 .299% 1.6348 .6500 -.0445 ,6895 ,7%87 .5000 -,44%0 -.6201 ,5675 .9375
,3000 -1,5568 ,3374 1,3_95 ,7500 ,05P1 ,7114 ,7149 ,5000 -,5427 -,5609 .5820 .9148
.3600 -1,3187 .3968 1.2298 .BOO0 .0888 .7351 .6780 .5000 -.6414 -,5414 .5906 .9013
• 3800 -1,1_20 .4513 1,1302 ,8500 ,1046 .7402 .6700 ,5000 -,7401 -.5580 .5805 ,9170
• %Z00 -,9915 ,4758 i,0877 ,9000 ,1193 .7471 .6592 CHOROWISE
• 4600 -,9342 ,4961 1,0567 .95G0 ,1302 .7501 ,65%6 .0600 ,6500 -L,3863 ,3763 1,2697
,5000 -,8_13 ,53_7 .9818 1.0000 -,0419 ,7100 ,7171 .1400 ,4500 -1.7141 ,2994 1,4349
,54_0 -.7338 ,5720 ,9305 .2200 .4500 -1.7759 .2852 1.4689
.5800 -.615Z .5857 .9090 .3000 ,4500 -1,5917 ,3298 1,3661
.b_GO -.542_ .6018 ,8839 ,3800 ,4500 -1,1025 ,4470 1,1377
,6600 -,%796 ,6184 ,858L ,_600 ,4500 -,9139 ,4923 1,0598
.70UO -.4077 .6408 .8235 ,5400 ,4500 -,7187 ,5435 ,9758
,7500 -.3316 ,6593 .7952 ,6200 .4500 -.5272 .5920 .8991
,80UO -,2562 .6762 .7693 ,7000 ,4500 -.4049 ,6199 ,8557
• 8500 -.1_09 .6876 .751o .8000 .4500-.2603 .6553 .8013
• 9000 -.1339 .7119 ,7141 ,9000 ,4500 -,1112 .6951 ,7400
,9503 -,0_68 ,7037 .1269 .1014 ,3552 ,4101 ,8234 ,5343
• 9750 -.0_26 .7545 .6675 .2GO0 .3582 .2262 .7766 .6124
1,000_ -.0419 .7_0C ,7171 ,3500 .3552 .0065 ,7216 .6990
,4500 ,3552 -,1112 .6945 ,7410
• 5500 ,3552 -,1283 ,6908 .7468
,6500 ,3552 -,0318 ,7142 ,7105
,7500 ,3552 ,0560 ,7341 ,6796
• 8000 .3552 ,0829 ,7399 ,6704
•8500 .3552 .1171 .7501 .6545
• 9000 ,3552 ,1284 .7536 ,6489
• 9500 ,3552 ,0983 ,7444 ,6635
PT 183.021C KPA C_ .9417 CD1 .09393
TT 139.3903 K CM -,0675 CD2 ,09013
RC 10,0525 MILLION CC -,0163 C03 ,08083
dACH ,698% CD4 .06326
ALPHA 7,0251 OEG CD5 .05677
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpL/PT MLUC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PpL/PT MLOC
O,OObO .bZZ5 .8739 .4432 O,OOCO ,6225 .8739 .4432 ,5000 .7401 -.6869 ,5520 .9621
,Ou60 -,7781 .5190 .9992 .0C40 I,i035 .9938 .09%_ ,5000 ,6414 -.7401 .5389 .9832
• OL_G -1.0676 ._582 1,1180 °0080 ,9795 .9629 .2331 °5000 .5627 -.7564 .5339 ,9913
• 0150 -1.1917 .4263 1.1768 .0230 .7995 .9179 .3520 .5000 .4440 -.7774 .5306 .9967
.02_0-1.1677 ,4335 1.1_i_ .0500 .6385 ,87q0 ,4333 ,5000 .3454 -.7875 .5302 .9973
• 0600 -1,2697 ._0_3 1.2081 .1000 .4518 .8324 ,5187 .5_00 .2667 -,7811 .5291 .9991
,06uU -1.49%% ,3504 1.3222 ,IbO0 ,3428 ,8062 .5634 ,5000 ,1%80 -.7921 ,5285 1,0000
,U3UO -1._264 ,3174 i.3935 ,2tO0 ,2534 ,7828 .602C ,50GO .0493 -,7979 ,5250 1.0057
• I_CO -1,696b ,3027 1,6271 ,2_00 .1757 ,7fl66 ,6317 ,5000 -,0493 -,7992 ,5236 1,0080
• 14U0 -1.65_1 .3171 1.3941 .350G .0270 .7283 .6_87 .5000 -.1480 -.7824 .5262 1.0038
• 1800 -1.5000 .3549 1.3130 ,45C0 -.1103 .5252 1.0054 ,5000 -.2467 -.7860 .5275 1.0016
• 2200 -1,3332 .3_Z1 1.2388 .55GO -,1414 .6931 ,7431 .5000 -.3454 -,7696 ,5299 ,9978
• ZOO0 -1.2_22 .6129 1,1995 .65_0 -,0632 ,6853 ,7553 ,5000 -.4440 -,7319 ,5411 ,9796
• 30C0 -1.1300 .4427 1,1454 ,7500 .0216 ,7059 ,7235 ,5000 -.5427 -,6713 .5560 ,955B
.3600 -1.0486 .4628 _.1101 ,80_0 .0594 ,7283 ,6887 .5000 -,6414 -,6242 .5676 ,9375
• 3_0 -.9790 .6788 1.JBZ5 .8500 .0667 .7378 .6738 ,5000 -,7401 -.6113 .5706 ,9328
• %Z0_ -,9319 ,4925 1,0594 .9000 ,0697 ,7373 ,6745 CHOROWISE
.6buu -.8725 .5093 1.0314 .9500 .0596 ,7378 ,673_ ,0600 ,4500 -1,4347 ,3594 1,3035
• 5000 -.7961 .5638 ._753 1._000 -.1718 .6803 .7629 .1400 .6500 -1.7290 .2957 1,4435
.5600 -.7213 .5600 .949_ ,ZZO0 .4500 -1,3884 ,3795 1.2633
.5800 -.6637 .5714 .9316 ,3000 ,4500-I.1628 ,4372 1.1553
•O20O -.6098 ,5861 .9083 ,3800 .%500 -.9906 ,4783 1.0835
.6600 -,5460 ,6007 ,8856 ,4600 .4500 -.8412 .5149 1.0222
,7000 -,6_18 .61_2 ,_615 ,5400 .6500 -.7062 .5475 .9694
• 75u_ -.4268 .6255 .8672 .6200 .6500 -.5776 .5795 .9187
• uOUO -.3835 .6606 ,8239 .7000 ,4500 -,4774 .6042 ,8801
.8500 -.3_P5 .6510 .8080 ,8000 .4500 -.3531 ,6356 .8316
•9000 -._865 .6615 .7918 .9000 ,4500 -,2595 ,6579 .7972
.9500 -.2636 .6692 .7800 .1014 .3552 .4%80 .8339 ,5160
,9750 -,2117 .7389 .6721 .2000 ,3552 ,2580 ,7861 .5967
1.0000 -.1718 .6803 ,7629 ,3500 .3552 .0198 .7226 ,6975
• 4500 .3552 1.1034 .6964 ,7380
,5500 .3552 -.1393 .6875 ,7518
,6500 ,3552 -,0535 ,7098 ,7174
,7500 .3552 .0223 ,7277 .6895
• 8000 .3552 .0617 .7374 .6745
.8500 .3552 .0760 ,7402 .6701
1 _ ,9000 .3552 ,0695 .7391 .6718
• 9500 .3552 .0418 .7315 ,6836
o.
PT 180,5531 KPk CH ,2314 CO% ,00893
TT lk0,1209 K CM -,0679 CD2 ,00887
RC 10,1219 MILLION CC ,0086 CO3 ,0086©
MACH ,7305 ¢04 .0085E
ALPHA -1,0061 DEG CO5 100817
UPPER SU_F_C£ LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P*LIPT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC ¥1(812) CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1100 ,9918 .1064 0,0000 1,1100 ,9918 ,1084 ,5000 ,7401 -,5%45 ,5685 ,9360
,0G40 ,7884 ,9082 ,3735 ,0040 -,2089 ,6482 ,8123 ,5000 ,6414 -,5295 ,5643 ,9426
• 0080 ,5633 ,8493 ,4888 .OOBO -,587q ,5493 ,9665 ,5000 ,54Z7 -,§263 ,5639 ,9432
• 0150 ,3462 ,7929 ,5855 ,0230 -,0933 o6759 o7696 ,5000 ,4440 -,5352 ,5615 ,9470
• 0250 ,1235 ,7350 ,6781 ,0500 -,1036 ,6752 ,7707 ,5000 ,3454 -,5386 ,5613 ,9473 4
,0400 -,1448 ,66%8 ,7866 ,1000 -,1505 ,6634 ,7889 ,5000 ,2467 -.5405 .5590 ,9511
,0600 -.3788 .60Z8 ,8824 .1500 -.1786 ,6554 .8011 ,5000 .1480 -.540% .5601 ,q693
,0800 -,4652 ,5795 .9186 ,2000 -.Z089 ,6482 ,8122 ,5000 ,0493 -,5467 ,5575 ,9534
• 1000 -,4999 ,5720 ,9305 ,2500 -,2509 ,6371 ,82_3 ,5000 -,0493 -,5443 ,5582 ,95Z3
,1400 -,5392 ,5621 ,9461 ,3500 -,3425 ,6135 ,8657 ,5000 -,1480 -,5422 ,5600 ,9494
,1800 -,5462 ,5593 ,9505 ,4900 -,4165 ,5607 ,9483 ,5000 -,2467 -,5420 ,5597 ,9500
• 2200 -,5260 ,5666 .9390 ,5500 -,3265 ,5924 ,8985 ,5000 -,3656 -,5620 ,5614 ,2477
,2600 -,5115 ,5690 ,9352 ,6500 -,1330 ,6158 ,8621 ,5000 -,4440 -,5376 ,5620 ,9462
• 3000 -.5028 .5715 .9312 .7500 .0231 .6677 ,7822 .5000 -,5k27 -,5406 .5596 ,9501
• 3_00 -,503Z ,5712 ,2318 ,8000 ,0855 ,7088 ,7_q0 ,5000 -,6444 °,53%7 ,5630 ,94_6
,3800 -,5051 ,5700 ,9337 ,8500 ,131k ,7248 ,6942 ,5000 -,7401 -,5283 .5649 ,9417
• 4200 -.5169 .5663 .9394 .9000 ,1719 .7377 .6740 CHORDW]5E
• 4600 -,5315 ,5632 ,9444 ,9500 ,2147 ,7473 ,6588 ,0600 ,4500 -,3873 ,5973 ,8909
• 5000 -,5438 ,5536 ,9596 1,0000 ,2084 ,7553 .6462 ,1400 ,4500 -,5275 ,5624 ,9457
• 5400 -,5610 ,5487 ,9674 ,2200 ,4500 -,5245 ,5626 ,9453
.5800 -.5636 ,5484 .96_0 .3000 ,4500 -.5048 °5680 ,9367
• 6200 -,5815 ,5543 ,9585 .3800 ,4500 -,5133 .5659 .9401
.6600 -,5593 .5689 .9353 ,%_00 ,4500 -.5277 .5633 .9442
• 7GGO -,5C83 .5961 ,8927 ,5400 ,4500 -,5554 ,5548 ,9578
• 7500 -.4028 .6315 .8349 .6200 ,4500 -.5694 .5517 °9626
.80_0 -.2647 .67L0 .7771 .7000 ,4500 -.4977 .5698 oq340
• 8500 -,1201 ,7C39 ,7265 .8000 ,4500 -*2664 ,6305 .8395
•90_0 ._102 ,73_4 ,6791 .9000 .4500 .0076 ,7033 .7275
o95U0 °1240 ,7471 ,o592 ,1014 .3552 -,1517 ,6616 ,7916
,9750 .170Z ,75r6 ,_426 ,2000 ,3552 -,2094 ,6457 ,8161
_,0000 .2084 ,7553 .6462 .3500 *3552 -,3434 .6088 ,8729
,4500 ,3552 -,4140 ,5921 ,8969
,5500 ,3552 -,3256 ,6148 ,8637
,6500 ,3552 -,t336 ,6654 ,7857
,7500 ,3552 ,0219 ,7063 .7227
,8000 ,3552 ,0814 .7228 ,b973
,8500 ,3552 ,1301 ,7347 ,6787
• 9C00 ,355Z .1714 ,7459 ,6610
.'9500 .3552 .1974 .7522 .6512
PT leG,4315 KPA CN .3615 CD1 .00938
TT 140.1737 K Cq -,0672 CO2 ,00936
_C iC.1175 HILL[ON CC ,00_9 C03 ,00906
_ACH .7314 CD4 .00888
&LPHA ,0000 DEG CD5 ,00846
UPPER 5URFAC_ LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP #*LIPT _L_C X/C CP PtLIPT ML_C _IC YI(B¢Z) CP PtL/PT MLOC
O.O&oO 1.1387 .9994 .0304 0.0060 1.1387 .9994 .0304 .5000 .7401 -.5725 .5517 .9626
•0040 o6231 ,8645 ,4608 ,0040 .1606 ,7446 ,6631 ,5000 ,6414 -,5826 .5497 ,9656
.UObO .3762 .?qq5 .5746 ,0080 -.136Z .6645 ,7871 ,5009 ,5427 -,5904 .5469 .9735
• 0150 ,1655 ,7442 ,563u ,0230 ,112Z ,7290 ,6862 ,5000 04440 -,5944 ,5450 ,9734
,0250 -._51Z ,6890 ,7495 .0_00 ,0555 .7159 ,7080 ,5000 .3454 -,5911 ,5465 ,9710
,0400 -.3276 .0162 ,8616 .1000 -,0271 ,6929 ,7434 ,5000 ,2467 -,5963 ,5460 ,9717
,0600 -.5706 ,55_4 ,9631 .1500 -,07P4 .6804 ,762_ ,5000 ,1480 -,5963 ,5451 ,9732
,OtO0 -,6708 ,5240 1.0073 ,2000 -,I193 ._669 .7_03 .5000 ,0493 -.5984 ,5457 ,9722
.IGO0 -.7u88 ,5131 1.0251 .2500 -.1705 .6560 ,8001 .5000 -,0493 -,6022 ,5431 .9764
.1400 -,72/9 .5_74 1,03_6 .3500 -.2723 .fl313 ,8382 ,5000 -,1480 -,5991 .5441 ,9748
,1800 -.7165 .5137 1,0242 .45C0 -.3556 .5459 .9718 .5000 -.2467 -,6032 .5624 .9775
,ZauO -.6579 .5292 .9968 .55C0 -,2866 .6078 ,8745 .5000 -,3454 -.6007 ,5439 ,9751
.1600 -.6161 ,5393 ,9824 ,6500 -,1101 .6249 ,8480 ,5000 -,4440 -,5913 ,5460 *9717
,360U -o5989 ,5448 ,9736 ,7500 ,0360 ,6707 ,7777 ,5000 -,5427 -,5940 ,5454 ,9726
,3400 -,5844 ,5492 .9666 .SLO0 ,0953 ,7066 ,7192 ,5000 -.6414 -,5918 ,5458 .9720
• 3800 -._877 .5455 .9726 .8500 .1385 .7263 ,6918 .5000 -,7401 -,5931 .5456 .9723
,4200 -,5896 ,5462 ._714 .q_o0 .1773 .7377 .6739 CHORDWZSE
,4600 1.5915 ,5464 ,971Z ,9500 ,2112 ,7474 ,6587 ,0600 ,4500 -,5715 ,5517 ,9626
,50_0 -,5961 ,5_20 ,_7_2 1.0000 ,1951 ,7515 ,6521 .1400 ,4500 -,7080 ,5166 1,0227
.54u0 -.6118 ,_366 .9869 ,2200 .4500 -,6536 ,5302 ,9972
,5800 -.6288 ,5423 .9778 ,3000 ,4500 -,5979 ,5447 ,9739
,6200 -,0115 .5478 ,9689 ,3800 ,4500 -,5907 .5454 ,9728
,6600 -,5843 ,5645 ,9423 ,4600 .6500 -.5867 ,5459 ,9720
,7000 -,5213 ,5932 .8972 ,5400 ,4500 -,6407 ,5383 ,9842
• 75_0 -,4696 .6323 ,8367 .6200 ,4500 -,6032 ,5425 ,9773
,SOU0 -,2633 ,6715 ,7764 ,7000 ,4500 -.5117 .5681 ,9366
•86_ -.1126 .7048 .7252 ,8_00 ,6500 -.2666 .6314 ,8381 4
.9UO0 ,_142 ,7323 .6823 ,9000 ,4500 ,0097 ,7033 .7274
.9_00 .1197 .7431 .60b4 .1014 ,3552 -.0354 .6909 .7466
,9750 ,1_05 ,7556 ,6456 ,ZOO0 ,3552 -,1485 ,6692 ,7800
1,00o0 ,1951 ,7515 ,6521 ,3500 ,3552 -,2716 ,6303 ,8398
,4500 .3552 -.3534 ,b076 ,8748
• 5500 ,3552 -,2878 ,6260 ,8464
• 6500 ,3552 -,1101 ,6724 ,7750
,7500 ,3552 ,0362 ,7099 ,7172
,8000 ,3552 ,0946 ,724q ,6939
,8500 ,3552 ,1351 ,7348 ,6786
1 7_ .qo00 .3552 .1753 ,7467 ,6598
,9500 ,3552 ,1960 .7517 .6516
PT 180.4125 KPA CH .6868 CO1 ,01005
TT 160.1432 K CM -.0644 CD2 .01003
RC 10.1131 MILLION CC .0017 CD3 ,00967
_ACH .7306 C06 ,00936
ALPHA ,9979 DEG CD5 ,00878
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C YI(BI2) CP P_LIPT MLOC
O.bO00 1.1384 .9989 .0395 O.OCO0 1.1364 .9989 .0395 .5000 .7401 -.6180 .5374 .9856
.0040 .4333 .8136 .5507 .0040 .4653 .8233 .5344 .5000 .6414 -.6Z85 .5366 .9869
• 0080 .1805 .7471 .6592 .0080 .1832 .7510 .6530 .5000 .5427 -.63Z1 .5331 .99Z5
.0150 -.0/28 .6956 .7393 .0230 .2524 .76%8 .6310 .5000 .4440 -.6353 .5351 .9893
• 0250 -,2174 ,642% ,8212 ,0500 ,1767 ,746Z ,6605 ,5000 ,3454 -,6%01 ,5313 ,9955
.._p
.0400 -.5055 .5694 .9345 .1000 .0806 .7226 .6975 .5000 ,2%57 -.6366 .5376 ,9853
• 0600 -.7479 .5043 1.0397 .1500 .0120 .7027 .7283 .5000 .1480 -.6370 .5360 .9878
• 06bu -.8845 .4721 1.0940 .2000 -.0369 .6937 .7422 .5000 .0493 -.6486 .5286 .9997
.1000 -.2256 .152Z 1.1180 .2500 -.097Z .6736 .7735 .5000 -.0493 -.65C9 .5295 .9983
.1600 -.9834 .%395 1.1510 °3500 -.2092 .6445 .8179 .5000 -.1480 -.6410 .5348 .9898
.1800 -.9843 .4393 1.1514 .4500 -.3012 .5323 .9937 .5000 -.Z467 -.6462 .5306 .9965
• 2200 -.9310 .4605 1.1141 .5500 -.2472 .6215 .8533 .5000 -.3454 -.6458 .5316 .99%9
4 .2600 -.7520 .5017 1.0439 .6500 -.0877 .6383 .827% .5000 -.4440 -.6377 .5362 .9875
• 3003 -.6147 .5382 .9842 .7500 .0461 .6779 .7666 .5000 -.5427 -.634Z .5391 .98Z9
• 3400 -.6354 .5348 .9898 .8CC0 .1060 .7110 .7155 °5000 -.6414 -.6353 .5311 .9958
.3800 -.6396 .5311 .9957 ._500 .1476 .7268 .6910 .5000 -.7601 -.6385 .5319 .9944
.%ZUO -.6403 .5338 ,9914 .9000 .1751 ,760Z .6700 CHOROWISE
.%600 -.6461 .5297 .9981 .9500 .2082 .7457 .6616 .0600 .6500 -.7828 .5021 1.0432
,50UO -.647Z ,5352 ,9891 1.0000 .1849 .749Z .6559 .1400 .4500 -.9793 .4429 1.1449
.fi%00 -._456 .5307 .2965 .2200 .6500 -.8483 .6809 1.0789
• 5800 -.6574 .5306 .9966 .3000 .6500 -.6520 .5300 .9976
.6ZGG -.6413 .5429 .9768 .3800 .4500 -.6509 .5320 .9943
.6600 -°6003 .5647 °9419 .%600 .6500 -.6386 .5316 .9953
,7000 -,5266 ,5937 .8964 ,5600 ,6500 -,662% ,5Z94 ,9985
• 7500 -.4058 .6367 .833G .6200 ,4500 -,6226 .5366 ,9869
• 8000 1*2527 *6738 .7729 *7000 .4500 --.5136 .5663 .9394
• 8500 --.1106 .7087 ,7191 .8000 .%500 -.2630 .6352 .8322
.9000 .Cl85 .7302 .6856 .9000 .4500 .0165 .7056 .7239
• 9500 .1197 .7602 .6699 .1014 .3552 .0708 .7200 .7016
.9750 $153? .7559 .665Z .2000 .3552 -.0351 .6915 .7457
1,OOOO .1549 .7692 .6559 ,3500 .3552 -.2096 ,6507 .8083
.6500 .3552 -.2973 .6221 .8524
.5500 .3552 -.2508 .6369 ,8296
.6500 .3552 -.0867 .6782 .7661
.7500 .3552 .0506 .7153 .7088
.8000 .3552 .1026 .7265 .6915
.8500 .3552 .1633 .7366 .6757
• 9000 .3552 .1788 .7471 .6591
,9500 .3552 .1951 .7527 .6503
_T 184.6191 KPA CN .6294 CD1 .01297
TT 14G.1706 K CM -.063_ CD2 .01313
RC 10.102_ MILLION CC -.0C53 CD3 .01234
_ACH ,7297 CO4 ,011Z4
ALPHA 1.9958 DEG CD5 .01013
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PpL/PT HLOC X/C CP PpLIPT MLDC X/C YI(BI2) CP PPL/PT MLOC
O.UO00 1.1033 .9Q05 .1170 0.0C00 1.1033 .9q05 .1170 .5000 .7601 -.6145 .5415 ,9790
.UO60 .2268 .7614 .6365 .0C60 .6952 .8837 .6261 .5000 .6616 -.6292 .5393 .9826
•0080 -,03ZL ,6929 .7635 .OOBC .%288 ,8125 ,5529 ,5000 .5627 -,6099 .5616 .9791
•UlbG -,2162 ,6658 .8143 ,0230 .4080 ,8091 .5586 .5000 .6660 -.6097 ,5626 ,9773
•OZbu -.3799 .6005 .5858 .0500 ,30(6 .7811 .6068 .5000 ,3656 -.6136 .5427 .9771
.0400 -.6617 .5295 .9984 .1000 .1631 .7466 .6631 .5000 .2467 -.5985 .5650 .9733
• 0600 -.8931 .6678 1.1013 .1500 .0986 .7271 .8905 .5000 .1480 -.5964 .5648 .9738
._803 -1.067_ .4304 1.1o74 .2GO0 .0308 .7102 .7168 .5000 ,0693 -,5939 .5452 .9730
•luO0 -_.I120 ,6125 1.2002 .ZSO_ -,0237 ,6070 ,7372 .5000 -.0493 -.5915 .5453 ,9728
.1600 -i,1504 .3979 1,2276 ,35C0 -.16t3 .6619 .7912 .5000 -.1480 -.6062 .5628 .9770
•i_00 -1.i_69 .3915 1.260_ ,4500 -.2610 .5461 .9768 .5000 -.2467 -,6101 .5413 .9792
,Z2UO -I,2086 ,38_7 1.2693 .5500 -.2069 ,6385 .8271 .5000 -.3654 -,6258 ,5378 ,98%9
._bOO -1.1900 .3698 i,2433 ,6500 -,0626 ,669_ ,8105 ,5000 -.6660 -,6202 .5376 ,9852
,3000 -I,1743 .3952 1,1329 ,7500 ,0690 ,6866 ,7535 .5000 -,5427 -.6328 .5376 ,9855
•3400 -.Pob5 .%775 1.0847 .8000 .1208 ,7191 .7030 ,5000 -,6614 -,6383 ,5356 ,9885
.3_00 -.6865 .5208 1,0125 ,8500 .1531 .7336 .6807 .5000 -.7401 -.6420 .5325 ,9936
•4200 -,5576 ,fi5b2 ,9fifi5 .q000 .191b .7423 ,6667 CHORDWISE
• 6600 -.5801 .5516 .9631 .9500 .2188 .7515 .6521 .0800 .4500 -.8884 .4655 1.1053
,bOO0 -.6058 .5373 ,0858 1.0C00 .1865 .7508 .6533 .1600 .6500 -1.1650 .4005 1.2228
• 5600 -.6283 .5296 .9978 .2200 .4500 -1.2218 .3833 1.2558
.5600 -.6516 .5338 .991_ .3000 .6500 -1.1490 .3989 1.2259
.6200 -.6377 .5646 .9740 .3800 .6500 -.5952 .5695 .9662
•6bUO --,5941 .5626 .9453 ,4600 .4500 --.5876 05480 *9686
,TuuO -,5305 .5938 .8966 ,5600 ,6500 --,6363 ,5360 ,9878
,7500 -.6101 .6326 ,83b3 ,6200 ,6500 -,6214 ,5377 ,9851
.8000 -.2639 .6098 .1791 .7000 .4500 -.5226 .5646 .9421
• _bO0 -.116b .70_3 .722B .8000 .4500 -.2666 ,6342 ,8338
.9000 ,0143 .73Z3 ._824 .9000 ,6500 ,0066 .7033 .7275
•9500 ,i150 ,7414 .66_I ,1016 ,3552 ,1698 ,7668 .6596
.9753 ,1548 ,7596 .6393 °2000 ,3552 .0351 ,7112 ,7152
l,O00O .1865 .7508 .6533 .3500 ,3552 -.1413 .6622 .7907
.6500 ,3552 -.2329 .6430 .8202
•5500 .3552 -,2054 ,6687 ,8114
• 6500 .3552 -,0586 .6851 .7556
• 7500 .3552 ,0712 ,7226 .6975
• 8000 .3552 .1225 .7337 .6801
.8500 .3552 .1601 .7437 .66%4
177 .9ooo .3552 .1910 .7508 .6533
• 9500 .3552 .2018 .7539 ,6%8%
PT _ 180,4049 .KPA CN ,7756 CO1 ,02046
TT 140,0780 K CH -,0674 CDZ ,02062
RC 10.1058 MILLION CC -.0119 003 .01846
_ACH ,7290 CD4 .01627
_LPH4 3.C039 DEG CD5 .01307
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLQC XIC CP PPLIPT NLOC XlC Y1(8121 CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,0665 ,9749 .1909 O.UGO0 1.0665 .9749 ,190q ,5000 o7401 -o5596 .5561 .9556
.OU40 ,C317 ,7103 .7167 .C040 .8403 .9215 .3%38 .5000 .6414 -.5534 .559Z .950S
• 0080 -.2186 .6634 .8196 .0080 .6159 .8630 .4636 ,5000 .5427 -.5527 .5592 .9508
,0150 -,3861 ,6027 ,8825 .0230 ,5277 ,8397 ,5060 ,5000 ,4440 -,5816 ,5497 ,9658
• 0Z50 -,5335 ,5632 ,9443 ,0500 .3952 .8053 ,5650 ,5000 .3454 -,5613 .5572 ,9539
• 0400 -,7871 ,4959 1,0537 .1000 .2419 .7649 ,6309 ,5000 ,2467 -,5650 .5560 .9557
•06_0 -1.01ZZ .4374 1.1548 .1500 .1651 ,7440 .6641 .5000 11480 -.57Z4 .5534 .9600
,0800 -1,1604 .3936 1,2264 .2000 .1033 ,7291 .6874 ,5000 .0493 -.5611 °5569 .9544
• IGOO -1.2139 .3816 1.2591 .2500 ,0383 .713Z .7121 .5000 -.0493 -.5870 .5%78 .9689
.1400 -1.2920 .3635 1.2952 .3500 -.0949 .6777 .7669 .5000 -.1480 -.582Z .5514 .9631
• 1800 -1.3294 .3561 1.3105 .4500 -.1963 .5509 .9639 .5000 -.2467 -.5512 .5604 .9488
.2200 -1.3649 .3516 1.319b .5500 -.1744 .6506 .8084 .5000 -,3454 -.5482 .5594 .9504
.2600 -1.3383 .3516 1.3196 .6500 -.0415 .6563 .7997 .5000 -.4440 -.5507 .5579 .9527
.30CO -1,3433 .3522 1.3184 .7500 .0759 .6895 .7488 .5000 -.5427 -.5556 .5568 .9545
.3400 -1.3639 .3533 1.3162 .8600 .1286 .7215 .6993 .5000 -,6414 -.5708 ,5540 .9590
• 3800 -1.3367 .35_9 1.3129 .8500 .1698 .7363 .6761 .5000 -.7401 -.5933 .5467 .9706
• 4200 -1.24b6 .3762 1.2698 .9COO .1_93 .7469 .6595 CHDRDWISE
.4600 -.7095 .51_6 1.0161 .9500 .2274 .7538 .64_5 .0600 .4500 -1.0184 .4386 1.1527
.5000 -.5768 .5665 .9391 1.0000 .1969 .7533 ,6494 .1400 .4500 -1.2870 .3655 1.2912
.5400 -.5249 .5621 .9_61 .ZZO0 .4500 -1.3541 .3465 1.3303
.5800 -.5389 .5603 .969G ,3000 .4500 -1.3384 .3525 1.3179
• bgOO -.5481 .5630 .9_47 .3800 .4500 -1.2848 .3679 1.2864
,66U0 -,5289 .5740 .9274 .4600 .4500 -.7715 .5001 1.0467
,7000 -.4957 .6000 .S866 .5400 .4500 -.5Z99 .5631 .9445
,7500 -,3987 ,6336 ,83_6 ,6200 ,4500 -,5385 ,5607 ,9484
,8000 -.2637 .6700 .7787 .7000 .4500 -.4858 .5747 .9262
• 8500 -.1230 .7024 .7288 .8000 .4500-.2608 .6338 .8343
.9000 .0016 .7317 .6833 .9000 .4500 ,0060 .7024 .7288
.950_ .1107 .7421 .6670 ,1014 .3552 .2487 .7681 .6258
.9750 ,1539 .76Z5 .6347 °2000 .3552 .1031 .7288 .6879
1.0000 .1969 .7533 .6494 .3500 .3552 -.0874 .6808 .7620
.4500 .3552 -,1893 .6525 .8056
.55U0 .3552 -.1678 .6573 .7983
,6500 .3552 -.0368 .6925 .7441
.75G0 .355Z ,0831 .7246 .6q45
.8000 .3552 ,1280 .7353 .6777
.8500 .3552 .1678 .7456 .6614
.9000 .355Z .1970 .7531 .6496
.9500 .3552 .2082 .7561 .6449
PT 180.3085 KPA CN .8390 CD1 .03053
TT 139.781t K CH -o0716 CO2 ,03014
_C 10.131_ MILLIC_ CC -.0126 C03 .02652
_ACH .7200 C04 .02135
ALPHA 3.6319 DEG CO5 .01577
bPPEk SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PJLIPT _LOC XIC CP PJLIPT MLOC XIC YI{8/Z) CP P,LIPT MLOC
O.OOO3 1.0073 .965_ .2268 0.0000 1.0073 .9654 .2248 .5000 .7401 -.8837 .4673 1.1022
.OO40 -.O2_J .6931 .7632 .Or60 .8020 .q353 .3107 .5000 .6444 -.9847 .4408 1.14_7
.uO80 -.31_4 .6199 .e556 .UCeO ,67Z0 .8774 .6363 .5000 .5427 -.9527 .4505 1.1315
• 0150 -.6601 .5864 .9079 .0230 ,5666 .8504 .4869 .5000 .4440 -,9530 .6513 1.1301
,0Z50 -,57t_ .5_99 .9655 .05_0 .4223 .8113 .5549 .5000 .3454 -.8715 .4748 1.0894
.0400 -._Z69 .4839 1.0738 .1600 .2642 .7713 .6206 .SCOO .Z467 -.8815 .4729 1,0927
•ObOO -I.£599 .4Z61 1.1789 .15_0 .1834 ,7502 .6563 .5000 .1480 -.8857 .4697 1.0981
•0800 -1,?067 .3_75 Z.Z676 .2000 .1157 .7318 .6831 .5000 .0493 -,8601 .4786 1.08Z9
• LOGO -Z.2769 .3660 1.29_Z .2500 .0418 .7125 .7132 .5000 -.0493 -.8369 .4844 1.0730
•1630 -1.3616 .3_6 1.3259 °3500 -,0917 .6761 .7694 .5003 -.1480 -.7911 ,_969 1.0519
.iBOO -i.3776 .3407 1.34Z5 .4500 -,2038 .4660 1.1065 ,5000 -.2467 -.7973 .4915 1.0611
•2203 -1.3959 ,3356 1.3536 .5500 -.1_85 .6682 .8123 .5000 -.3454 -.7306 ,5108 1.0Z89
.26U0-1.4165 ,33Z8 i.35q6 .6500 -,0608 .6530 .8049 .5000 -.4440 -,6926 .5187 1,0159
.3UO0 -1.3963 .33Z5 1.3601 .75C0 .0613 .684q .7558 .5000 -.5427 -.6239 .5390 .9831
• 3600 -1.3969 .33Z6 1.3605 °8000 .1078 ,7167 .7066 .5000 -.6414 -.6147 ,5400 .9813
•38_U -1.3998 .3331 1.3588 .8500 ,1498 .7296 .6866 .5000 -.7401 -.6198 .5405 .9805
• 4203 -1.%157 .3301 1.3655 .9000 .1738 ,7408 .6691 CHORDWISE
• 4600 -1.2524 .3753 1.2710 .95_0 .2101 .7476 .6583 .0600 .4500 -1.059_ .4256 1.1762
._OOO -.8933 .5275 1.0016 1.0000 .1756 .7486 .6568 .1400 .4500 -1.3418 .3503 1.3223
.54_G -.67L0 .5532 .9603 .ZZ00 .4500 -1.4303 .3296 1.3665
,5800 -.5667 .5b89 ,93_3 .3000 .4500 -1.4189 .3310 1.3634
,b2CO -.5136 .6768 ,92_9 .3_00 ._500 -1.3890 .343% 1.3369
.6600 -.4827 .5851 .9099 .4600 .4500-I,3091 .3613 1.2997
•70_0 -,4528 .6e18 .8839 ,5400 ,4500 -.6344 o5371 ,9861
• 7500 -,3768 .633Z .8353 .6200 .4500 -.5014 .5719 .9306
•8000 -*Z6_6 *b656 .7856 .7000 .4500 -,4494 .5867 .9073
• 850U -.1329 ,6969 .7373 .8000 .4500 -.2564 .6351 .83Z3
,9000 -,0195 .7Z34 ._963 .9000 ,4500 -,0150 .6995 .7334
• 9500 ,eeu .7363 ,6762 ,1014 .3552 .2722 .7736 .6168
.9753 .129_ ,7576 .6698 ,ZG00 .3552 .1215 ,7365 .6790
l.OOOO .1756 .7486 .6568 .3500 .3552 -.0863 .6797 .7638
,4500 .3552 -,1974 .6498 .8097
• 5500 .3552 -.1862 .6541 ,8031
• 6500 .3552 -.0530 .6881 .7509
• 7500 ,3551 .0668 o7216 .6992
• 8000 .3552 .1122 .7320 .6829
• 8500 .3552 .1508 .7420 .6672
1 78 ,9000 ,3552 ,1826 ,7503 ,6541
.9500 .3552 .1904 .7539 .6484
PT 180.3145 KPA CN .8724 CD1 .03724
TT 139,7723 K CM -.0721 CD2 .03607
RC 10.1448 MILLION CC -.0131 C03 .03136
MACH .7304 CD4 .01390
ALPHA 4.0623 DEG CD5 .01790
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC Y1(812) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .9831 .9589 .2657 O.OGO0 .9832 .9589 .Z457 .5000 .7401 -,9683 .6522 1.1Z85
.uU40 -.1059 .6730 .7742 .0040 .9298 .gksz ,2849 .5000 ,6414 -.9712 .4467 1.1383
,0080 -.3729 .b03§ .8812 .0080 .7236 ,8910 ,4093 .5000 .5617 -1,0276 ,6304 1.1674
.0150 -.4893 .5730 .9289 .0230 .5998 .8585 .47Z0 .5000 .4440 -.9889 .4417 1.1470
,0250 -.6238 .5359 .9879 .0500 .4507 .8190 .5419 .5000 .3454 -1.0606 ,4251 1.1768
.0600 -,8o31 .4761 1.0870 .1000 .2896 .7781 .6097 ,5000 .2467 -.9577 .4488 1.1346
.0600 -1.0931 .4140 1.1974 .1500 .2075 .7556 .6458 ,5000 .1480 -,9661 .4472 1.1373
.0800 -1.2313 .3762 1.2698 .2000 .1388 .7381 ,6733 .5000 .0493 -.8839 .4709 1.0960
.1000 -1.3u_2 .3509 1.30_7 .2500 .0623 .7175 .7054 .5000 -.0493 -.8810 .47Z1 1.0939
.1440 -1.3746 .3403 1.3635 .3500 -.0775 ,6796 .7640 .5000 -.1680 -.8784 .4708 1.0962
.18£0 -1.4016 .3331 1.3590 .4500 -,196Z .4681 1.1008 .5000 -.2467 -.8173 .487Z 1.0603
.ZZO0 -1.4472 .3273 1.3716 .5500 -.1908 .6493 .8105 .5000 -.3456 -.7636 .5010 1.0435
.2600 -1.4338 .3250 1.3766 .6500 -.0585 .6498 ,8098 .5000 -.4460 -.7103 .5162 1,0201
4 .3040 -1,4438 .3223 1.3826 .7540 .0568 .6854 .7551 .5000 -.5427 -.6578 .5279 1.0010
.34&0 -1.6611 .3235 1.3798 .8400 ,1070 .7157 .7083 .5000 -.6414 -.6159 .5407 .9803
.3800 -1,_354 .3233 1.3803 .8500 .1450 .7288 ,6879 .5000 -,7401 -.6118 .5422 .9779
.4240 -I.4bZb .3202 1.387Z .gO00 .1718 .7414 .6681 CHORDWISE
.4o40 -1.3789 ,3361 1.3523 .9500 .1945 .7459 .6610 .0600 .4500 -1.0820 .4177 1.1907
.5000 -.8940 .5481 1.0366 1.0000 .1438 .7380 ,6735 .1400 .4500 -1.3697 .3400 1.3442
.5400 -.7395 .538C ,9878 .2200 .6500 -1.4576 .3211 1.3850
,5800 -.6_78 .56_9 ._401 .3000 .4500 -1.4471 .3183 1.3915
.620_ -._ZO_ .5789 .9197 .3800 .4500 -1.4136 .3314 1.3625
.fl600 -.4724 ,5891 .9037 .6600 .4500 -1.3807 .3417 1.3405
.7UO0 -.4273 .6042 .8801 .5400 .4500 -.7518 .5019 1.0_37
.75_0 -.3705 .6352 .8322 ,6200 .4500 -.5220 .5652 .9412
.84£0 -.2543 ,6657 ,7853 .7000 .6500 -.4180 .5902 .9019
.8540 -,1383 .6941 .7416 .8000 .4500 -.2497 .6351 .8323
,9000 -.4243 .72u8 .1003 .9000 .4500 -.0265 .6_58 .7391
.9500 .0727 .7319 .6830 .1014 .3552 .2888 .7749 .6148
.9750 .114Z .7500 .6545 .2000 .3551 .1317 .7348 .6785
1.O£_O .1438 .7380 .6735 ' .3500 .35§2 -.0728 .6821 .7602
.4500 .3552 -.1907 .6498 .8097
.5500 .3551 -.1851 .6537 .8038
.6500 .3552 -.0598 ,6836 .7578
.7500 .355Z .0659 .7187 .7036
.8400 .3552 .1070 .7302 .6857
.8500 .3552 .1440 .7375 .6762
.gco0 .3552 .1677 .7456 .6615
.9500 .3552 .1791 .7471 .6592
Pr 16C,3027 KPA CH .9003 CD1 ,045Z1
TT 144.3562 K C_ -.0702 CD2 .06331
PC 10.4735 MILLIO_ CC -.0144 CD3 .03770
MACH .7293 CD4 ,02783
ALPHA %,5487 DEG C05 .02167
UPPER SURFACE LQWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C Y1(812) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 ._430 .9482 .2767 0.0400 .9430 .9482 .2767 .5000 .7401 -.8690 .4743 1.0902
•0060 -.I_82 .6521 .8062 ,0_40 .9696 .9553 .2565 .5000 .6414 -.9196 .4615 1,1122
• UO_O -,4457 .5B37 .9121 .C080 .7688 .q028 ,3850 .5000 .5427 -.9277 .4589 1.1167
• 0150 -.5_Z1 .5504 .g648 .0230 .6336 .8671 .4559 .5000 .4440 -.9311 .4579 1.1185
,4150 -.67_ .5235 1.0081 ,0500 .4807 .8272 ,5277 .5000 .3454 -.9200 .4617 1.11Z0
,0400 -,_934 .4654 1.1055 .I040 .3182 .7849 .59_6 .5000 .2467 -.9006 .4662 1.1040
.u6bo -1,i_70 .40Z8 1.2202 .1500 .2237 .7593 .6397 .5000 .1480 -.8861 .6715 1.0969
• 0_0_ -1.2_2/ .3o48 1.2926 .ZC40 ,1536 .7419 .6673 .5000 .0493 -.8887 .4662 1.1061
•100_ -1.3510 .3483 1.3265 .2500 .0816 .7237 .6959 .5000 -.0493 -.8736 .4767 1.0861
•1400 -1.4t8Z .3282 1.3696 .3_C0 -,0635 .6846 .7562 .5000 --.1480 -.8565 .4778 1.0862
,1800 -i,4345 .3_05 1.3865 .4500 -.1780 .46_4 1.1056 .5000 -.2467 -.8338 .4857 1.0709
•2200 -1.4834 .3146 1.3997 ,5500 -.1837 .6553 .801_ .5000 -.3454 -.8007 .4913 1.0614
•264J -I,4u46 .3117 1.6466 ,6500 -.0569 .65Z8 .8052 .5000 -.4440 -.7369 .5120 1.0270
•3000 -i,49_0 .3113 1.6073 .750_ .04£5 .6868 .7528 .5000 -.5427 -.6709 .5259 1.0042
.3440 -I._908 .3122 1,4U52 ,6(CO .0963 .7119 .7141 .5000 -.6414 -.6190 .5408 .9801
.3800 -1.4831 .3136 1.40_0 .8500 .1320 .72Z6 .6975 .5000 -.7401 -.5988 .5467 ,9707
.4_00 -1,4897 .3118 1.406_ .9400 .15C4 .7366 .6756 CHORDWISE
.4600 -i.2906 .3648 1._920 .9500 .1764 .7403 .6608 .0600 .4500 -I.1251 .4066 1.2113
•5000 -.5936 .4956 1.0691 I.OCO0 .ii15 .7310 .6844 .1400 .4500 -1.6300 .3280 1.3699
.5400 -.7768 .5325 ,9935 .EaO0 .4500 -1.5042 .3084 1.4139
•5800 -.6524 .549_ .967(: .3000 .4500 --1.5132 .3091 1.4122
• 6200 -,5738 .5789 .9196 .3800 .4500 -1.4837 .3181 1.3918
.660U -.4_U5 .59Z8 .8978 .4_00 ,4500 -1.3816 .3416 1,3407
.70o0 -.4168 .61o9 .8697 .5400 .4500 -.7548 .5031 1,0616
• 7500 -.3532 .6384 .8272 ,6200 .4500 -.5259 .5653 .9410
.8000 -.2302 .6669 .7836 .7000 ,4500 -.4109 .5951 .8942
• 8500 -,1415 .6910 .7464 .8000 ,4500 -.2438 .6411 .8231
•9000 -.0402 .7151 .7091 ,9000 .6500 -.0345 .6933 .7429
• 9500 .0487 .7163 .6918 .1016 ,3552 .3160 .7863 .5996
•9750 ,£8_q .7677 .6582 .2000 .3552 .1564 .7427 .6660
1,0000 .1115 .7310 .6844 .3500 .3552 -.0603 .6855 .7549
,4500 .3552 -,1776 ,6555 .8010
• 5500 .3552 -.1793 .6569 .8019
• 6500 .3551 -.0450 .6915 .7456
.7500 .3552 *059_ .7194 .7024
.8000 .3552 .1013 .7288 .6879
.B500 .3552 .1326 .7357 ,677079 9ooo .3552 .1663 .7659 .6610
• .9500 .3552 .1668 .7450 .6624
o.
PT 180,3085 KPA CN ,8940 C01 ,05920
TT 140,1686 K CH -,U641 C02 ,05501
RC 10,0911 MILLION CC -,0133 C03 ,04784
MACH ,7290 CO6 ,03668
ALPHA 5.0230 DEG C05 .02850
UPPER SURFACE LDWEP SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT ML_C XIC YI(81Z) CP P,LIPT MLQC
O,UUUU ,9048 ,9382 ,3032 0,0000 ,9048 ,9382 ,3032 ,5000 e7401 -,7820 *k966 1.0525
,0040 -,2508 ,6359 ,8311 ,0060 ,9884 ,9599 ,2426 ,5000 o6414 -,8267 ,4859 1,0705
.008_ -.5311 .5842 .9627 .0080 .8062 .9126 .3638 ,5000 .56Z7 -.8Z50 .4854 1.0712
,0150 -,6329 ,5360 =9879 ,0Z30 °6660 ,8751 ,6407 ,5000 ,6460 -,8473 ,6811 1,0785
.0250 -.7289 .5108 1.0289 .0500 .508% .8366 ,5148 .5000 ,3654 -.8487 .6800 1,0805
,0600 -,9323 ,657Z 1.1198 ,1000 ,3307 o7871 ,5950 ,5000 =2667 -,8374 ,4830 1=0754
,0600 -1,1678 .3d99 1.Z631 .1500 11508 .7682 .6256 ,5000 ,1480 -.8Z75 .4845 1.0728
• 08_0 -1o33_5 ,3566 1,3138 ,2000 ,1660 ,7451 .6622 .5000 ,0493 -,8276 o4861 1,0701
,1000 -1,3762 ,3388 1,3487 ,25_0 ,0936 ,7261 ,6921 ,5000 -,0493 -,8483 ,4807 1,0792
,1600 -1,6582 ,3202 1,3872 .3500 -,0563 .6865 .7533 ,5000 -,1480 -,8Z66 ,4e56 1,0710
,1800 -1,5048 ,3130 1,6033 ,6500 -,1883 ,4857 1,0707 ,5000 -,2667 -,803A ,4913 1,0614
,22U0 -1,5261 .306_ 1,4230 ,5_00 -,1831 ,6517 ,8068 ,5000 -,3654 -,7762 o5_35 1,0_11
,2600 -1,_160 ,3053 _,_211 ,65_0 -,0765 ,6565 ,8025 ,5000 -,4440 -,7269 ,5130 1,0293
,3000 -1,5091 ,3062 1,6189 ,7500 ,0337 ,6801 ,7631 ,5000 -,5427 -,6273 ,5377 ,98_1
,3400 -_,4815 ,3140 1,_010 ,8000 ,0876 .7102 ,7167 ,5000 -,6414 -,5872 ,8507 ,9643
• 3800 -1,3991 ,3351 1,356_ ,8500 ,1066 ,7268 ,6910 ,5000 -,7401 -,5714 ,5519 ,9623
.6200 -1,3133 ,3595 1,3035 ,9_00 ,1260 .7304 ,6856 CHORDWISE
,6600 -,9722 ,6477 1,1365 ,9500 ,1669 ,7347 ,6786 ,0600 ,6500 -1,1585 ,3998 1,2261
,50_0 -,8231 .5C10 1,0651 1,0000 -,0053 ,6997 ,7330 ,1600 ,6500 -1,6366 ,3220 1,3831
,5600 -,7083 ,5238 1,0076 ,2200 ,4500 -1,5340 ,2993 1,4350
,SeO0 -,6775 ,5495 ,9662 ,3000 ,4500 -1,5457 ,2991 1,4354
,8200 -,5869 ,8735 ,9328 ,3800 e4500 -1,4167 ,3290 1,3677
,b6uO -,5_68 ,5901 ,9021 ,4600 ,4500 -1,0113 ,4389 1,15Z1
,7000 -,62_2 ,8135 ,885_ ,5600 ,6500 -,7505 ,5071 1,0351
,7500 -,3363 ,6616. ,822_ ,6200 ,4500 -,5500 ,5593 .9505
,80UG -.2436 ,6006 ,7935 ,7000 ,4500 -,6087 ,5952 ,8961
._SbU -.1621 ,6788 .7855 .8000 .4800 -.2672 .6376 .8286
,guuu -,_B_5 ,7064 ,7257 ,9000 ,4500 -,096_ ,6758 ,7698
,_500 ,_035 ,6932 ,7630 .1014 ,3552 ,3666 ,7932 ,5850
• 97_0 -.0316 .7600 ,0693 .2000 ,3552 .1728 .7466 .6603
1,0000 -.0053 ,6997 ,7330 ,3500 ,3552 -,0567 ,6875 ,7518
,6500 ,3552 -,1766 .6539 ,8034
,5500 ,3552 -,1883 ,6518 ,8056
,6500 ,3552 -,0549 ,6882 ,7507
,7500 ,3552 ,0601 .7112 ,7192
,8000 ,3552 ,0845 ,7267 .6942
,8500 .3552 .1121 ,7320 ,6828
.9000 ,3552 ,1381 ,7388 ,6723
,9500 ,3552 ,1108 ,7293 ,6871
PT 180,2903 KPA CN ,83%5 C01 ,09080
TT 14C,1293 K C_ -,0655 CDZ ,08686
RE 10.1077 MILLION CC ,0001 C03 ,07755
_ACH .730b C04 .05867
ALPHA 6.0210 DEG CD5 ,05090
UPPE_ SURFACE LQ_ER SURFACE SPAHWISE
XIC CP P*L/_T MLOC XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC X/C Y/(B/2} CP P_L/PT MLOC
U,UOOv ,8503 ,923_ .3381 O. OOCO .9_03 ,9239 ,3381 ,5000 ,7601 -,70Z1 ,5168 1,0191
,0C60 -,3879 ,6013 ,8866 .0_63 1.0399 ,9735 ,19_6 .5000 .6414 -,7327 ,5120 1.0270
.0080 -,6590 ,5288 .9995 ,U&SC ,8729 ,9Z95 ,3269 ,5000 .5427 -,7376 ,5084 1,0329
,0160 -.717G .5_95 1.0310 .0Z30 ,7098 .B871 .4173 .5000 .6660 -.7378 .5079 1.0337
• 0250 -,_008 ,4911 1.0817 ,0500 ,5550 ,8_74 ,6922 ,5000 ,3454 -,7361 ,5092 1,0317
.U6bO -.q981 ._4J_ 1.1693 .iCO0 .3722 .7981 ._767 .5000 ,Z487 -.7252 .5094 1.0313
,O6uO -1,2299 ,3771 1,2681 ,1500 ,2830 ,7755 ,6130 ,5000 ,1480 -,7312 ,5082 1,0332
.0803 -1,3788 .3600 1.366Z .2_00 .Iq_I .7517 .6519 .5000 .0493 -.7297 .5071 1.0350
,ICbO -1,4382 ,32_5 1,3846 ,2_t0 ,1151 ,7ZqO ,6875 ,5000 -,0493 -,7428 ,5066 1,0391
,1600 -1,5_90 .305Z 1,621_ ,3500 -,03_8 .6908 ,7667 ,5000 -,1480 -,7388 ,5049 1,0388
.1_00-1.49eb .3062 1.6190 .4500 -.1788 .5094 1.0313 .5000 -.2667 -.7581 .5029 1.0421
.22U0 -1.417_ .3301 1.365% .5500 -.2019 .6532 ._045 .5000 --.3656 -.7353 .5071 1.0351
,26U0 -1,2296 ,37_1 1,Z_61 ,6500 -,1030 ,6683 ,8121 ,5000 -,4_%0 -,729_ ,5112 1,0283
,3000 -1,0830 .4109 1,192_ .7500 -,0037 ,6724 ,7751 ,8000 -,54Z7 -,6982 ,5194 1,0148
,3400 -,97£6 ,6695 1,133_ ,BOO0 ,0269 ,701Z ,7308 ,5000 -,6614 -,6354 ,5347 ,9900
,3800 -,6_43 ,_700 1,0976 ,8500 ,0421 ,7071 ,7116 ,5000 -,7401 -,6146 ,5393 ,9825
.6ZOO -.8396 .6813 1.0782 .9000 .0630 .7123 .7135 CHORDWISE
,4600 -,7935 ,6936 1,0575 ,9500 ,0296 ,711_ ,7141 ,0600 ,6500 -1,2214 ,3809 1,2607
,5000 -,7366 ,5216 1.0112 1.0000 -.2035 ,6681 ,8124 ,1400 ,4500 -1,5006 ,3073 1,4163
,5_ou -.6787 ,5314 ,995Z ,2200 ,4500 -1.6§17 .3200 1,3875
,5800 -,6627 ,5651 ,9732 ,3000 ,6500 -1,0999 ,6103 1,2063
,6200 -,5856 ,5586 ,9517 ,3800 ,6500 -,9139 ,6619 1,1115
,6600 -,5377 ,8708 ,9326 ,6600 ,6500 -,7982 .6929 1,0586
,7000 -,688_ ,5857 ,9089 ,5400 ,4500 -,6780 ,5240 1.0073
.7503 -.6391 .5987 .8880 .6200 .6500 -.5752 .5490 .9670
,8000 -,3_63 ,6111 .8696 ,7000 ,6500 -.4780 ,5761 ,9271
• 8500 -.3_76 .6236 ._50_ .8000 .450_ -.3834 .5995 .8875
.gtUU -,3006 .6311 .8386 .9000 ,6500 -,3061 ,6115 ,8534
,9500 -,267_ ,6350 ,3325 ,10!6 ,3552 ,3667 ,7982 ,5800
.9750 -,2500 ,707o .7209 .2000 ,3552 ,1903 ,7512 ,6_17
1,00_0 -,203_ ,6481 ,8124 ,3500 ,35_Z -,0631 ,6897 ,7485
• 4500 ,35_2 -,1812 ,6533 ,8063
• 5500 ,3552 -,2022 .6479 ,8127
•6500 ,3551 -.0960 .6744 .7Y19
• 7500 ,3552 ,0015 ,7017 .7300
,8000 ,3552 ,0347 ,7108 .7158
• 8500 ,3852 ,0684 ,7142 ,7106180 .gooo .3552 .0510 .7135 .7117
._500 .3552 .0184 .7080 .7233
PT 177.4308 KPA CN .2315 C01 .00932
TT 140.1033 K CH -.06_6 CD2 .00921
RC 10.1040 MILtlON CC .0090 CD3 .00889
MACH .7495 C04 .00881
ALPHA -1.0081 DEG CO§ .00845
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
X/¢ CP PJLIPT HLOC X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1134 .9904 .1174 O.OOCO 1.1134 .9904 .1174 .5000 .7401 -.5428 .5427 .9770
.0040 ._103 .90B1 .373b .0040 -.2090 .6314 .8380 .5000 .b414 -.5557 .5384 .9840
• 0080 .5854 .8476 .4918 .0080 -.6254 .5179 1.0172 .5000 .5417 -.5599 .5375 .9854
.0150 ,3697 °7896 .5909 .0230 -,0971 .6812 .7907 ,5000 ,4440 -.5631 .537Z .9850
• 0g50 ,1544 .7302 .6857 .0500 -.1063 .6594 .7950 .5000 .3454 -.5670 .5368 .986b
,UkuO -,11B4 .6571 ,7985 .1000 -.15_5 ,6459 ,8157 ,5000 ,2467 -,5662 ,5361 .9877
• 0600 -.3599 .5915 .8998 .1500 -.1888 .6381 .8278 .5000 .1480 -.5684 .5365 .9871
_ .0800 -.4550 .5651 .9414 .2000 -.2200 .6281 .8432 .5C00 .0493 -.5720 .5344 .9904
• 1000 -.5022 .5539 .9591 .2500 -.2645 .b182 .8585 .5000 -.0493 -.5701 .5357 ,9882
o1400 -o_517 .5406 .9904 .3500 -.3645 .5894 .9032 °5000 -.1480 -.5690 .5351 .9891
.180U -.5_90 .5367 .9B67 ._500 -.4458 .5350 .9894 .5000 -.24_7 -.5705 .5353 ,9890
• 1200 -.548_ ,5412 .9795 .5500 -,3400 .5683 .9363 ,5000 -.3454 -°5702 ,5344 .9903
• 2bO0 -.D291 .5469 °9703 .6500 -.1398 ,5961 ,8928 ,5000 -,4440 -,5658 ,5374 ,9855
.3000 -.5121 .5483 .96B1 .7500 .0214 .6519 .8065 .5000 -.5427 -.5667 .5340 .9910
4 .3400 -.5105 .5479 .9687 .8000 .0849 .6955 .7395 .5000 -.b414 -.5b18 .5355 .9887
.3BUO -.5304 .5455 .9726 .B500 .1320 .7131 .7121 .5000 -.7401 -.5595 .5371 .9860
.4200 -.5_05 .5433 .9761 .9C00 .1729 .7252 .6935 CHOROWISE
.4bOO -.5580 ,5391 ,9817 °9500 .2115 .7366 .6757 .0600 .4500 -.3710 .5B90 .903B
.5000 -.5694 .5295 .9_83 1.C000 .Z077 .7453 .6619 .1400 .4500 -.5364 .5441 .9748
• 5400 -.5005 .5219 1.0107 .2200 .4500 -.5419 .5416 ,9789
.5800 -._221 .5217 1.0094 ,3000 .4500 -.5Z15 .5481 ,9684
.bZO0 -.1151 .53Z4 .9937 .3800 .4500 -.5313 .5447 .9738
.bbOO -,5_25 .548_ .9572 .4bOO .4500 -.5498 .5396 .9811
• 7000 -.51B6 .5803 .9174 .5400 .4500 -.5849 .5313 .9954
• 7500 -.4039 ,6197 .8560 .6100 .4500 -.6057 .5150 1.005_
.8000 -._554 .b632 .7938 .7000 .4500-.5057 .5511 ,9636
.,SO0 -.1113 .6936 .7424 .8000 .4500 -.2588 .6184 .8581
• 9000 .0208 .72Z7 .6973 .9000 .4500 .0163 .6914 .7442
• 9500 .1279 .73_3 .6776 .1014 .3552 -.1637 .6450 .8171
.97_0 .1720 .7466 .AbO0 ,2000 .3552 -.2167 .6304 .8396
1.0000 ;2077 .7453 .6619 .3500 .3552 -,3612 ,5919 .8993
.4500 .3552 -.4365 .5712 .931B
• 5500 .3552 -,3389 ,5966 ,8919
• 6500 .3552 -.1377 ,6520 .8064
.7500 .3552 .0222 .b948 .7406
• 8000 .355Z .0809 .710b .71bZ
.8500 .3552 .1296 ,724b .6945
• 9000 .3552 .1717 .7355 .b773
,9500 .3552 ,1996 ,7427 ,6661
PT 177,4266 KPA CN ,3641 C01 ,00992
TT 140.1086 K CM -,0677 CD2 .00975
RC 10.1087 MILLION CC .0074 CD3 .00940
_ACH .7502 CD4 .00924
ALPH_ -.02U4 OEG CD5 .00878
UPPER SUkFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P;L/PT _LOC X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC X/C Y1(812) CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.U000 1.1447 .9998 .0419 O.OO00 1,1447 .9988 .0419 .5000 .7401 -.6068 ,5231 1.0087
,U040 .657e .e659 .4504 ,C_40 .14P1 .7274 ,6901 .5000 .6414 -.6194 ,5207 1.0128
,uO_O .41_0 ._D09 ._723 .00_0 -.169_ ,6414 .R226 .5000 .5427 -.6196 .5218 1.0108
.0150 ,2U09 .7;40 .Ob4O .0230 =lGb5 ,7167 =7067 ,5000 ,4440 -16196 ,5222 1,0103
.JgSO -.0110 .b851 .7555 .OSCO .0458 .7009 .7311 .5000 .3454 -_624e .5220 1.0105
,O_OG -.2891 ._099 ._712 .1000 -.0371 .6770 .7680 .5000 .2467 -.6258 .5204 1.0132
• 0600 -.54_5 .D_O_ .9812 ,I_00 -.0_5 .6652 .7860 .5000 .1480 -.6340 ,5164 1.0198
.0800 -.64_4 .5133 1.0Z49 .20_0 -.1281 .6528 .8051 .5000 ,0493 -.6280 .5180 1.0171
.lOUO -.7076 .49_8 1.0538 .2_00 -.1798 .6412 .8230 .5_00 -.0493 -.6332 .5180 1.0171
._4Uu -.73_8 .4_70 1.0_86 ,3500 -,Zq23 ,bOB7 .B7_1 .5000 -.14B0 -._323 ,5167 1.0192
.1_00 -°7596 .4b18 1.0757 ,4500 -,3_45 .5167 1.0192 .5000 -.2457 -.6351 .5166 1.0194
.2200 -.7527 .4022 1.0767 ,5500 -.301b ,5891 .9115 .5000 -.3454 -.6344 .5155 I.OZLZ
.26_0 -._336 .5160 _.U204 .6500 -.1178 ,6065 .8765 .5000 -.44%0 -.6262 .5182 1.0168
.3000 -.b063 .5_33 1.0085 .7500 .0338 .6560 .8002 .5000 -.5427 -,6276 .5182 1.0168
• 3400 -.60_2 .5248 l. OObl .8_00 .0916 .6969 .7372 .5000 -.b414 -.6266 .5179 1.0173
• 3800 -.bllO .5241 1._071 .8500 .1375 .7135 .7116 .5000 -.7401 -*625b .5181 1.0169
•4ZOO -.b107 .52_6 1.3063 ,9000 .17bb .7245 .b945 CH3RDWISE
•4600 -.b_43 .52Z2 1.0103 .9500 .2130 .7360 .6766 .0600 .6500 --.5547 .5383 .984_
.5000 -.6327 .5155 1.0211 1.00_0 .1911 .7403 .66q8 .1400 .4500 -.6660 .5031 1.0416
• 9400 -.b437 .50_2 1.039B .2200 .4500 -.7316 .4920 1.0601
.SBUo -.6787 .5112 1.02_3 .3000 .4500 -.6153 .5232 1.0087
• 6200 -.6530 .5159 1.004Z .3BOO .4500 -.6152 .5210 1.0122
• 6bOO -.6039 .5466 .9708 ._600 ,_500 -,6171 ,5203 1.0133
.7000 -.5221 .5800 .9179 ._400 .4_00 -._60z ._137 1.0241
.7500 -.40L4 .619b .B563 .6200 .4500 -.6433 .513b 1.0144
._OOO -.2511 .6bJ3 ,7936 .7000 .4500 -.5141 .5473 .9697
.8500 -.1027 .69_9 .1403 .8000 .4500 -.2540 .6187 .B577
• 9000 ,0241 .7214 .6993 .9000 .4500 .0185 .6937 .7423
.9500 .1231 .7320 .6828 .1014 .3552 -.0401 ,b767 .7684
.9750 .16_3 .7455 .b617 .2000 .3552 -.1291 ,6535 .8040
_eO0_O .1911 .74_3 .bbg_ *3500 .3552 -.2901 .6100 .BTll
• 4500 .3552 -,3772 .5868 .9072
•5500 .3551 -.3019 .fi079 .B799
• 6500 .3552 -,1140 ,6587 ,7960
,7500 ,355Z .0338 .6972 ,7369
• 8000 .3552 .0917 .7128 .7127
.8500 .355Z .1359 .7246 .6944
181 .9c00 .3552 ,1705 ,7345 ,b790
• 9500 .3551 .1948 ,7408 .6690
..
PT 177.4187 KPA CN .49q7 ¢01 .01071
77 140.I091 K CM -.06§6 CD2 .01074
RC 10,0851 MILLION CC ,0015 C03 ,01026
MACH ,7473 C04 ,00973
ALPHA .99q4 DEG CD5 .00899
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWISE
X/¢ CP P,L/PT MLOC X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC X/C Y1{8121 CP PeLIPT MLOC
O,OO_O 1o1440 ,qg_8 ,0412 0,0¢00 1,1460 ,9988 ,0412 ,5000 ,7401 -,6301 ,5191 1,0153
• 0040 .4715 .8177 .5440 ,0060 .4484 .8119 .5§30 .5000 .6414 -.6661 .5163 1.0199
,0080 ,2185 ,7498 ,6548 ,0080 ,1618 ,7342 .6795 ,5000 ,5427 -.6453 ,5155 1,0212
,0150 ,0238 ,6965 ,7379 ,0230 ,2487 ,7563 ,6445 ,5000 ,4440 -,6507 ,5138 1,0240
• 0250 -,173Z ,0431 ,8201 ,0500 ,1725 ,7367 ,6755 ,5000 ,3454 -,6551 ,5145 1,0229
,0400 -.4478 ,5676 ,9375 .1CCO ,0744 ,7112 ,7152 ,5000 ,2467 -,6559 ,5147 1,0225 -_,
• 0600 -,7159 ,4994 1,0479 ,1500 ,0127 ,6944 ,7412 ,5000 ,1480 -,6509 ,5139 1,0238
• 0800 -,8339 ,4652 1,1058 ,Z000 -,0420 ,6792 ,7646 ,5000 ,0493 -,6583 ,5122 1,0267
,10U0 -.8826 .4486 1.1349 ,2500 -,0990 ,6633 ,7890 ,5000 -,0493 -,6573 ,5151 1,0219
,1400 -,9591 ,4311 1,1661 ,3500 -,2203 ,6303 ,8397 ,5000 -,1480 -,6581 ,5138 1,0139
• 1800 -,9770 ,4272 1.1731 ,4500 -.3155 ,5136 1,0263 ,5000 -,1467 -,6576 ,5127 1,0259
,1200 -,9975 ,4218 1,1831 ,5500 -,2590 ,6048 ,8792 ,5000 -,3454 -,6618 .5118 1,0172
._bO0 -.996% .4496 1.1871 .6500 -.0928 .6204 ,8551 .5000 --,4440 --*6573 .5113 1.0281
• 3000 -,9515 ,4322 1,1661 ,7500 ,0492 ,6629 ,7896 ,5000 -,5427 -,6622 ,5130 1,0293
,3400 -,6717 ,5094 1,0312 ,8000 ,1066 ,7034 ,7273 ,5000 -,6414 -,6595 ,5145 1,0228
,38_0 -,5607 ,5384 ,9840 ,8500 ,1448 ,7194 ,7025 ,5000 -,7401 -,6609 ,5149 1,0222
• 4100 -.E794 .5331 .9926 .gO_O .1785 .7297 .6864 CHOROWISE
• 4&UG -,6400 ,5185 1,0161 ,9500 ,2153 ,7376 ,6741 ,0600 ,4500 -,7092 ,4978 1,0506
,_000 -.6470 ,5100 1,0303 1,0000 ,1849 ,7399 ,6705 ,1400 ,4500 -,9547 ,4331 1,1625
,54_0 -,6734 ,5008 1,0_55 ,2200 ,_500 -,9879 ,4249 1,1774
• 5800 -,_995 ,5G88 1,0323 ,3000 ,4500 -,8269 ,4689 1,0994
• 6200 -,6709 .5297 ,9980 ,3800 ,4500 -.6101 .5290 .9991
.6600 -,6028 ,5502 ,9651 ,4600 ,4500 -,6405 ,5196 1,0144
,7000 -.5233 ,5830 ,g131 ,5400 ,4500 -,6681 ,5112 1,0282
• 7500 -.3069 ,6233 ,8506 ,6200 ,4500 -,6495 ,5154 1,0113
.80uO --*2487 *bbZO ,7911 ,7000 ,4500 -,5140 ,5517 .9626
.BSUO -,1006 .6973 .7367 .8000 .4500 -.2531 .6224 .8519
.9000 .0215 .7251 .6936 .9000 .4500 .0109 .6957 .7392
.9500 .123_ .73_7 .6787 o1014 .3552 ,0725 .7109 o7156
.97_ ,1579 ,7494 .6556 ,2000 ,3552 -,0458 .6776 ,7671
I,UOGO .1e_9 ,73_0 .6705 ,3500 ,3552 -,2137 ,6318 ,8374
,4500 ,3552 -,3087 .6073 ,8752
,5500 ,3552 -,2579 ,6215 ,8533
• 6500 ,3552 -,0843 ,6687 ,7807
• 7500 ,3552 ,0514 .7064 ,7126
.8000 ,3552 .1041 .7198 .7019
.8500 ,3552 .1412 .7294 .6869
.9000 .3552 .1794 .7390 .6719
.9500 ,3552 .1939 ,7423 ,6667
PT 177.4078 KPA CN .6589 C01 .01351
TT 14C,0745 K CN -,0704 CD2 ,01361
RC 10.1054 HILLIDN CC -.0018 C03 ,01340
_ACH .7495 CD4 .01139
ALPH_ 1.9998 DEG CD5 °01021
LJPPER SURFAC_ LOWFP SURFAC_ SPANWISE
Xl_ CV P_L/aT _LOC XIC CP P.L/PT HLQC XIC YI{BIZ) CP PJtlPT MLOC
0.0000 1.12_3 .903F .Oq40 O.GCO0 1.1273 .99_0 .0940 .5000 .7401 -.6249 ,5208 1.0115
,O0_O .2_68 ,7688 .624_ ,0C40 ,6705 ,8703 ,44_9 ,5000 ,6414 -,7031 ,4976 1,0909
• 0_80 .bZeZ .6q91 .7340 .0080 .4010 .7q75 .5779 .5000 .5427 -.6569 .5121 1.0268
,0150 -.1Z30 .65_5 ,8026 ,0230 ,3919 ,7935 ,5846 ,5000 ,4440 -,7384 ,4893 1,0647
• 0260 -,3069 ._0_4 .8797 ,0500 ,1840 ,7653 ,6302 ,5_00 .3454 -,6594 ,5090 1.0319
,u4Oo -.5874 ,530_ .9976 ,1_00 ,1582 ,7314 ,683_ ,5000 ,2457 -,7614 ,48Z7 1,0758
•06UO -.SLg3 ._q8 l.OOTg .15GO .0q41 .716_ .7066 °5000 .1480 -.7433 .4855 1.0711
• USbu -,9_82 ,42_ 1,1693 ,zero ,0349 ,6984 ,7350 ,5000 ,0693 -.9976 .5299 .9977
,lOJO -1,02_6 ,4100 1.1049 ,2500 -,0321 ,6791 ,76_7 ,5_00 -,0493 -,6108 ,5164 1,0034
• L_O0 -1.0840 .3932 1.Z366 .3500 -,1574 .6448 .8174 .5000 -.1480 -.5961 .5300 .9976
,1800 -1,1315 .38_L L,1513 .450_ -,Z558 ,5109 1,0288 ,5000 -,2457 -,6551 ,5127 1,0257
•2200 -i.1653 .3774 1._674 .5500 -,2260 .6217 .8530 .5000 -.3_54 -.6370 .5155 1.0212
• 2600 -1,1984 ,3782 1,165_ .6500 -,0713 ,6277 ,8438 ,StO0 -,4440 -,5831 ,5325 ,9935
• 30UO -1.1625 .3765 1._712 .7500 .0_71 .6694 .7796 .5000 -_5427 -.6121 .5243 1.0067
• 34_0 -1.15_3 .3749 1.2724 .8C00 .1216 .7060 .7232 .5000 -.6414 -.6176 .5237 1.0077
.3800 -1.1612 .37_8 1./707 .85_0 .1599 .7233 .6q64 .5C00 -.7401 -.6558 .5112 1.0282
.4200 -1.1476 .3786 1.2651 .9000 ,1923 .7316 ,6834 CHOROWISE
• 4600 -.9739 .4267 1.1741 .9500 .2247 .7425 .6664 .0600 .4500 -.8188 .4658 1.1049
,50DO -,658U ,5406 ,9804 1,0000 ,1962 ,742_ ,6657 ,1400 ,4500 -1,0797 .3946 1,2340
,5400 -,5_6 ._433 ,9761 .2200 ,4500 -1.1665 .3727 1,2768
• 5800 -.530q .53_0 .9_47 .3000 .4900 -1.1398 o3801 1,2621
• 6200 -.5674 .5397 .9818 ,3800 .4500 -1.0995 ,3926 1,2379
,6600 -,5614 ,5558 .9562 ,4600 ,4500 -,9261 .4384 1,15Z9
,70uO -,4987 ,5833 ._i27 ,5400 ,4500 -,5535 ,5395 .9821
• 7_00 -.3940 .6223 .8522 .6200 .4500 -.5417 .5420 .9782
.BOUO -.2435 .6607 .7930 .7000 .4500 -.4829 .5573 .9537
.8500 -.1084 .6942 .7415 .8000 .4500 -.2470 .6214 .8535
• OuO .0162 .7Z13 .6979 .9000 ,4500 °0163 .6937 .7412
• 9500 .1184 ,7331 ,_812 ,1014 ,3551 ,1663 ,7344 ,6790
• 975U ,1631 ,7507 ,6534 ,2000 ,3552 ,0305 ,6982 ,7353
1,0000 ,1962 ,7419 ,6657 ,3900 ,3551 -,1542 .6662 ,8153
.4900 .3551 -,2549 ,6186 .8577
• 5500 .3551 -.2181 .6297 .B407
• 6900 ,3552 -,0666 ,6708 .7774
,7500 .3551 .0673 .T080 .?202
• 8_00 ,3551 ,1166 ,7207 ,7009
_2 .8500 ,3552 .1590 .7323 ,6824
.9_00 .3551 .1910 .7408 .6690
• 9500 .3552 .2036 .7467 .66Z9
o.
" PT 177.3915 'KPA CN .7141 C01 ,01860
TT 160.1309 K C_ -.0729 COZ .01872
RC 10.1183 MILLION CC -.0039 CD3 .01813
MACH °7520 C04 .01378
ALPHA Z.4948 DEG CD5 .01Z22
UPPER SUPFACE LOWER SURFACE SPkNWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLQC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC YI(BIZ) CP PtLIPT MLOC
O.OOOO 1.1045 .9877 .1332 0.0000 1.1045 .9877 ,1332 .5000 .7401 -1.0319 .4070 1.Z105
.OU_O .2Z73 .7504 .6539 .0040 .7330 ,8866 .4183 .5000 .6414 -l.0839 .3903 1.Z423
.0080 -.0235 .6808 .7621 .0080 ,4826 .8187 ,5_24 .5000 .54Z7 -1.1086 .3842 1.2542
•0150 -.1835 .6361 ,8307 .0230 .4452 .8081 .5602 .5000 .4440 -1.1066 ,3853 1.25Z0
.0250 -.3414 .5909 .9008 .0500 .3297 ,7781 .6096 .5000 .3454-1.0767 .398Z 1.2271
.0400 -.6135 .5174 1.0180 .I000 .1883 .7383 .6730 .5000 .2467 -I.0586 .3988 1.Z259
• 0000 -._438 .4575 1.1192 .1500 .1211 .7202 ,7013 .5000 .1480 -1.0829 .3918 1.2396
,0800 -,9871 ,4175 1,1909 ,2000 ,0618 ,7042 ,7Z60 ,5000 ,0493 -1,0337 ,4086 1,2076
,1000 -1,0674 ,3966 1,2301 ,2500 -,0081 ,6840 ,7572 ,5000 -,0493 -1,0667 ,3983 1,2270
,1400 -1,13_Z ,3788 1.2646 ,3500 -,1370 .6469 ,8142 ,5000 -,1480 -1,0423 ,4032 1,2177
,1800 -1,1767 ,3699 1,2823 o4500 -,2517 ,3804 1,z615 ,5000 -,2467 -1,0274 ,4059 1.2126
• Z200 -1,1992 ,3617 1,2989 ,5_00 -,Z180 ,6187 ,8577 ,5000 -,3454 -,8815 ,4494 1,1334
,2600 -1,1957 ,3b06 1.3012 ,6500 -,0680 ,6271 ,8446 ,5000 -,44_0 -,9135 ,4385 1,1528
,3000 -1,2078 ,3592 1,3040 ,7500 ,0652 .6686 ,7808 ,5000 -,54Z7 -,8174 ,4653 1,1056
,3400 -1,2026 ,3579 1.3067 ,8000 ,118Z ,7057 ,7238 ,5000 -,6414 -,7709 ,4757 1,0877
,3800 -1,Z080 ,3571 1,3084 ,8500 ,1547 ,7205 ,7007 ,5000 -,7401 -,7061 ,4940 1,0568
• 4200 -1.2136 ,3561 1,3103 ,qo00 ,1873 ,7297 ,6865 CHORDW]SE
,4bU_ -1,2048 ,3630 1.2962 ,95_0 ,2203 ,7376 ,6741 ,0600 ,4500 -,8519 ,4537 1,1259
.SOU0 -1.1146 .5016 1,0_42 1.0000 .1906 .7391 .6717 ,1400 .6500 -1.1259 ,3805 1.2514
,5400 -,6814 ,5405 ,9806 ,2200 ,4500 -1,Z114 ,3570 1,3085
.5800 -.5370 .55_9 .qb07 .3000 .4500 -1.2061 ,3615 1.2990
,6200 -,5011 ,5587 ,9515 ,3800 ,4500 -1,1604 ,37Z7 1,Z767
,6600 -,47_4 ,5664 ,9394 ,4600 ,4500 -1,1672 ,3717 1,2787
• 7000 -,4430 .5883 ,9048 ,5400 ,4500 -,8048 ,4675 1,1019
.7500 -.3586 .6229 .8511 .6200 .4500 -.4916 .5509 .9639
,8000 -,2417 ,6579 ,7973 ,7000 ,4500 -,4348 ,5701 ,9385
._5_0 -.1_75 .6918 .7452 .8000 .4500 -.2419 .6243 .8490
,9000 ,0155 ,7168 ,7065 ,9000 ,4500 ,0115 ,68ql ,7493
,95U0 ,1125 .7289 ,6877 ,1014 ,3552 ,1940 ,7380 ,6734
,9750 ,1_55 ,7453 ,6521 ,2000 ,3552 ,0557 ,7025 ,7287
1.0_U .19_b .7391 .6717 .3500 .3552 --.1314 .6503 .8090
.4500 .3552 -.2343 .6232 .8507
,5500 ,3552 -,2113 ,6294 .8412
• 6500 ,3552 -.0623 ,6717 ,7761
,7500 ,3552 ,0718 .7074 ,7211
,8000 ,3552 ,1215 .7213 .5995
,8500 ,3552 ,1592 ,7301 ,6858
.9000 .3552 .1900 .7373 .6746
,9500 ,3552 ,2061 ,7435 ,6648
PT 177,3957 KPA CN ,7634 CD1 ,02643
TT 140,0432 K CH -,0744 CO2 ,02432
_ 10.1199 MILLIO_ CC -,0052 CD3 .02276
_ACH ,7510 CD4 .01616
ALPH_ 3,0039 OEG CD5 ,01355
5PPER SUWFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWISE
XIC CP P,LIP/ MLOC XlC CP PeL/PT MLOC XIC Y/(B/Z) CP PpL/PT MLOC
U._uuo 1.0934 .9846 .1488 0.0060 1,0934 .9846 .1688 .5000 .7401 -1.1097 .3866 1.2498
.00_0 .1504 .72_8 .6879 .0040 .8C34 .9065 .3771 ,5000 ,6414 -1.2099 .3590 1.3045
• 0080 -,0820 ,6033 ,7890 ,0080 ,5453 .8350 .5143 ,5000 ,5427 -1.2021 .3629 1,2964
,_150 -,25(,2 ,6195 ,e5b_ .0230 ,_972 ,8222 ,5363 ,5000 ,4440 -1,2207 ,3555 1,3116
• 0250 -,4169 ,5740 ,9273 ,0500 ,3714 ,7888 ,5923 .5000 ,3454 -1,2197 ,3587 1,3050
,O&O0 -,6689 ,5051 1,03_4 .1000 ,22_4 ,7502 ,6543 ,5000 ,2467 -1,2030 ,361_ 1,2984
,0600 -,9U07 ,4413 1,147_ ,1_00 ,1_32 ,7292 ,6873 ,5000 ,1480 -1,2187 ,3548 1,3131
.0800 -1.¢470 .40_3 1.2197 .2C00 .0787 .7077 .7207 .5000 .0493 -1.1975 .3621 1.2961
,1COO -1,1011 .3859 1.2507 ,2500 ,0160 ,691q .7451 ,5000 -,0493 -1,1458 ,3747 1,2727
•14_0 -1.1773 .3656 1.2910 .3500 -.1177 .6554 .8012 .5000 -.1480-1.1251 .3828 1.2569
.I200-1.2231 _3576 1.3073 .4500 -._414 .3603 1.3018 .5000 -.2467-1.1093 .3843 1.2539
.22U0 -1.2303 .3499 1.3233 .5500 -.2018 .6209 .8542 .5000 -.3454 -.9595 .%279 1.1720
,ZbO0 -1,2300 ,3477 1,3_79 ,6500 -,0680 ,6336 ,8847 ,5000 -,4440 -,8370 ,4599 1,1151
.3000 -1.2490 .3486 1.3260 .7500 .0627 .6677 .7822 .5000 -.5427 -,7712 .4815 1.0778
.34_0 -1,2579 .3459 1.3315 ,86(0 ,1144 ,7036 ,7269 .5000 -,6414 -,6760 ,5068 1,0356
.38U0-1.2681 .3456 1.3323 .8500 .1560 ,7199 .7017 .5000 -.7401 -,6600 ,5082 1.0332
.4200 -1.2602 .3423 1.3391 .gco0 ,1872 .7284 .6884 CHOROWISE
.4bOu -1.2817 .34L_ 1.3400 .9500 .2190 .7367 ,675_ .0600 .4500 -.8886 .4443 1.1425
•5UU9 -1.2010 .4750 1.0890 1.0000 .1902 .7394 .6712 .1400 .4500 -1.1801 .3660 1.2901
.5400 -.78_4 .5299 .9993 ,2200 .4500 -I,2672 .3448 1.3339
.5800 -.57_5 .55L1 .9636 ,3000 .4500 -1.2700 .3482 1.3268
._2D_ -._022 .5637 .9435 .3800 .4500-I,2304 .3575 1.3076
,6bCO -,4_16 ,5752 ,9254 .%600 ,4500 -1,2238 ,3545 1,3136
.TOO0 -.4LbO ,5922 .6988 .5400 .4500 -.8360 .4617 1.111_
.7500 --.3463 .6241 ,8493 .6200 .4500 --.4983 .5557 .956_
.SOGC -.2363 .6579 .797_ .7000 .4500 --.4139 ,5768 .q2z_
.8500 -.1088 .6012 .7460 .8000 .4500 -.2272 .6260 .8464
.qU_O ._050 ,71_i .7045 ,9000 ,4500 *0096 .6910 .746_
.9500 .lu55 .7273 .6903 ,1014 .3552 .2318 ,7516 ,6521
,9750 .1458 .7_81 ,6575 ,2000 .3552 .0882 .7117 .7144
1.0000 .1902 .7394 .6712 .3500 .3552 -,1136 .6556 .8008
,4500 ,3552 -.2300 ,6246 ,8485
.5500 ,3552 -.2070 ,6323 .8366
• 6500 ,3552 -,0565 ,6759 .7696
• 7500 ,3552 ,0741 ,7099 ,7172
,8000 ,3552 ,1196 ,7199 ,7017
.8500 .3552 .1569 .7310 .6844
1 _ ,9000 .3552 .1893 .7413 .6682
• 9500 ,3552 ,2018 .7424 .6665
o.
PT 177,3956 KPA CH ,8052 CD1 ,03187
TT 140,1088 K cq -,0750 CD2 ,03131
RC 10,1071 MILLION CC -,0065 CD3 ,02825
_ACH ,7503 CD4 ,01926
ALPHA 3,5131 DEG CD5 ,01516
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANW[SE
X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC YI(81Z) CP PeLIPT MLOC
O,OuO3 1.Obob ,9758 .1875 O,0OCO 1,0606 ,9758 ,1875 ,5000 ,7601 -1,1735 ,3716 1,Z793
• 0040 ,0716 ,7030 ,7202 ,0060 ,8582 ,9219 ,3628 ,5000 ,6414 -1,2537 .3488 1,3256
• 0080 -,1796 ,6396 ,8256 .0080 .6290 ,8586 .4718 ,5000 ,5627 -1,2567 ,3503 1,3225
• 0150 -,3066 ,6016 ,8845 ,0230 ,5376 ,8334 ,5170 ,5000 ,6640 -1,2888 ,3387 1,3668
• 0250 -,6788 ,5587 ,9515 ,0500 ,4074 ,7290 ,5756 ,5000 ,3454 -1,2697 ,3459 1,3316
• 0600 -,7426 ,6907 1,0626 ,10C0 ,2557 ,7522 ,6399 ,5000 ,2667 -1,2757 ,3630 1,3377
,0600 -,9500 ,6301 1,1679 ,1500 ,1823 ,7378 ,6738 ,5000 ,1680 -1,2939 ,3385 1,3673
• 0800 -1,C764 .3929 1.2373 ,2000 ,1121 .7181 .7065 .5000 .0693 -1.2366 .3503 1.3226
• 1000 -1.1653 ,3738 1,2765 ,2500 .0367 ,6967 ,7607 ,5C00 -,0693 -1,2672 ,3621 1,3395
•1400 -1.2386 ,3527 1,3176 ,3500 -,0927 ,6615 ,7918 .5000 -.1680-1,2377 ,3510 1,3208
• 1800 -1,2708 ,36%9 1,3336 ,4500 -,2173 ,3761 1,2700 ,5000 --,2467 -1,1118 ,3866 1,2695
• 2200 -1,3010 ,3375 1,3693 ,5500 -,2061 ,6291 ,8416 °5000 -,3656 -1,0300 °6098 1,2053
• 2600 -1,2960 *3360 1.3527 .6500 -*0571 °6302 .8322 *5000 --*_640 -o8881 °6472 1.1372
• 3000 -1.3107 .3343 1,3563 ,7500 ,0591 ,6738 ,7729 ,5000 -,5627 -,7447 ,4868 1,0689
.3400 -1.3085 .3339 1.3571 .80C0 .1118 .7046 .7255 .5000 -.6616 -.7286 .6859 1,0705
,3800 -1.3Z08 ,3329 1,3592 ,8500 ,1503 ,7193 ,7026 ,5000 -,7401 -,6283 ,5187 1,0159
• 6200 -1.3262 ,3285 1.3688 .9000 .1790 .7301 .6852 CHORDWISE
• 4600 -1.3369 ,3277 1,3706 ,qso0 ,2042 ,7365 ,6757 ,ObO0 ,6500 -,94Z0 ,6328 1,163G
• 50GO -1,1675 ,4623 1,1106 1,0000 ,1580 ,7308 ,6847 ,1600 ,4500 -1,2661 ,3556 1,3114
,5600 -,8354 ,5155 1,0212 ,2200 ,6500 -1,3090 ,3324 1,3603
• 5_00 -.6405 .5395 .9822 ,3000 ,4500 -1,2966 ,3312 1,3530
.6200 -,_416 .5601 .9692 .3800 .4500 -1.2799 .3419 1.3601
• 6600 -,4663 ,5761 ,9260 ,6600 ,4500 -1,2739 ,3417 1,3406
.7000 -,4099 .5267 ,8918 .5600 ,6500 -.9267 .6356 1.1586
• 7500 -,3376 ,6265 ,8455 ,6200 ,4500 -,5337 ,5443 ,9745
• 8_00 -°2299 .6587 ,7961 .7000 ,4500 -,3969 ,5800 ,9179
• 8500 -.1080 .6883 ,7505 .8000 .6500 -.2278 .6287 ,8623
,9C00 -,0o13 .7C72 ,7216 .9000 ,4500 -.0067 ,6845 ,7566
,9500 ,0806 ,7250 .o938 ,1016 ,3552 ,2579 ,7567 ,6439
• 9750 .1332 ,7423 .6667 .ZOO0 ,3552 ,1028 .7158 .7081
1.0000 ,1580 ,7308 ,6867 ,3500 ,3552 -,0983 ,6617 ,7916
•6500 .3552 -.2079 .6352 .8322
,5500 ,3552 -,1957 ,6368 ,8328
• 6500 ,3552 -.0609 ,6689 ,7806
.7500 ,3552 ,0661 .7067 .7222
• 8000 ,3552 .I164 .7196 ,7025
• 8500 ,3552 .1512 ,7282 ,6887
• 9C00 ,3552 ,1816 ,7381 .6736
,9500 ,3552 ,1934 ,7618 ,6676
PT 177.4257 KPA CN ,8206 COl ,06362
TT 140,G745 K CH -,0717 COZ ,06201
RC /0.1279 MILLION CC -.0058 C03 ,0360G
_ACH ,7522 CD4 .02612
ALPHA 4._167 DEG C05 .01795
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_L/PT _LQC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PpLIPT MLOC
O.OOO3 1.031_ .g673 .21_3 O. OOCO 1.0314 .g673 .2183 ,5C00 .7401 -1.1891 .3659 1.Z905
,CCA_ ,_371 ,6945 ,7411 .0_0 ,8934 ,9301 ,3Z33 .5000 ,6414 -1.2166 .3482 1.3267
.0080 -.2613 .6187 ._576 ,0080 .6819 .8733 ,4462 .5000 .5427 -1.2782 .3630 1.3376
• 0150 -,_48 .5_12 ,9160 ,0230 .5691 ,8409 ,5037 ,5000 .6440 -1,2388 .3472 1.3288
• _250 -,5161 ,5460 ,9717 ,0500 ,4286 ,8017 ,5702 ,SGO0 ,3454 -1,1522 .3656 1,2911
,0600 -,7557 ._813 1.0782 .1000 ,2768 ,7622 ,6352 ,5000 ,2467 -I,2247 ,3561 1,3146
.0600 -.9_75 ,41_6 1,18_9 .1500 .1974 ,7627 .6660 .5C00 .1480 -1.2012 .3640 1.2962
• 0800 -1.1027 ,3822 1,2580 .ZOO0 .1269 ,7227 .6973 ,5C00 .0693 -1.1570 .3705 1.2812
• l_oo -1.197_ .3596 1.3033 .2500 .0576 .7059 ,7233 .5000 -.0493 -1.1783 .3668 1.2887
• 1_00 -1,2806 ,3413 1.3_12 ,3500 -,0892 ,6624 ,7905 ,5000 -,1480 -1,1667 ,3731 1,2761
• 1_00 -1.2961 ,3333 1.35_5 ,6500 -,2087 ,3803 1,2617 ,5000 -,2467 -1,1318 ,3746 1,2729
• 2200 -1,3256 .3251 1,3764 ,_5C0 -,2169 ,6305 ,8394 ,5000 -,3456 -1,0285 ,6068 1,2166
,gbO0 -1,3509 ,3243 1,3781 ,6500 -,0755 ,6255 ,8471 ,5000 -.4440 -,8439 ,6638 1,1083
,300J -1,3462 ,3232 1.3804 ,7500 ,0470 .6657 ,7854 ,5000 -,5427 -,7956 ,6699 1,0977
• 3400 -1.3132 .3211 1.3852 .aCO0 ,0928 ,7013 .7305 ,5000 -,6416 -,6954 .6984 1,0695
•3_00 -1.3584 .3213 1.3847 ,8500 .1320 ,711P ,7162 .5000 -.7601 -.6356 ,5169 1.0189
• _200 -i,3379 ,3202 1.3873 ,9000 ,1631 .7224 .6978 CH3RDWISE
,4600 -i,26J9 ,3334 1,3581 ,95C0 ,1631 ,7337 ,6802 ,0600 ,4500 -.9773 .6212 1,1862
•50o0 -i,1267 .4707 1,0964 l.OCO0 .0982 .7162 .7106 .1400 .6500 -1.2614 .3661 1,3356
,54u0 -.7963 .5077 1.0360 .2200 .6500 -1.3672 .3205 1.3866
• SBCO -,6703 ,5259 1.0042 .3000 ,4500 -1,3560 ,3190 1,389g
,6200 -,5_75 ,5507 ,9642 ,3800 ,6500 -1,3020 ,3285 1,3688
.6600 -,5019 ,5751 ,9255 ,4600 ,6500 -1,3184 ,3290 1.3678
• 7C_0 -,4191 ,5959 ,8930 .5400 ,6500 -.8592 .6590 1,1166
• 7500 -.3240 .6259 .8466 .6200 .4500 -.5759 .5271 1.0023
,8000 -,_IOZ ,6595 ,7949 ,7000 ,4500 -,3983 .5806 ,9170
• _503 -.1172 ,0762 .7692 .8600 .4500 -.2263 .6263 .8659
,9UOO -,0385 .TOOl ,7326 .9000 ,6500 -.0376 .6767 ,7685
• 95u0 ,0404 .7169 ,7006 ,1016 .3552 .2786 .7607 .6375
• 9750 ,0955 .7291 .6876 ,2000 ,3552 ,1235 .7211 ,6999
l.OOOO ,0982 ,7162 ,7106 ,3500 ,3552 -,0821 ,6648 ,7867
• 4500 .3552 -.2153 ,6256 .8476
•5500 .3552 -,1923 .6348 .8327
• 6500 ,3552 -,0665 ,6701 ,7786
• 7500 ,3552 .0499 ,6986 ,7367
•8C00 ,3552 .0982 .7162 .7106
_ .8500 .3552 ,1392 .7282 .6888
• 9000 .3552 .1698 .7258 ,6925
,9500 ,3552 ,1688 .7361 ,6796
PT " 177.3963 KPA CN .8294 CD1 .05759
TT 140,0830 K CM -,0684 CD2 ,05392
RC 10,1024 MILLIOH CC -.0043 C03 .04545
MACH .7493 CD4 .03235
ALPHA 6,5107 DEG CD5 .02413
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP PsLIPT MLOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC X/C Y/[B/Z) CP PpL/PT MLOC
0.0000 ,9e37 .9559 .2547 0.0000 .9837 .9559 ,2547 .5000 .7401 -.8846 .4499 1,1325
• 0040 --.C93_ .bbb_ .7842 .0040 .9_71 .9_64 .2817 .5000 .6414 -.870Z .4501 1.13Z3 '
• 0080 -.3666 .5943 .8956 .0080 .7358 ,8885 .4144 .§000 .5417 -.9929 .4248 1,1775
• 0150 -.4741 .5630 .9447 .0230 .6136 .8561 .4764 .5000 .4440 -,9117 ,4444 1.1414
• 0250 -.5781 .53Z5 .9935 .0500 .4774 .8200 ,5402 ,5000 ,3454 -,8108 ,4645 1.1071
• 04U0 -.8176 .4695 1.0984 .1000 ,3109 .7753 .6142 .5000 .1467 -.8963 .4501 1,1311
.0600 -1.0603 .4055 1.1134 .1500 .2251 ,7530 .6499 .5000 .1480 -.7320 .4835 1.0745
• 0800 -1.1838 .3701 1.2819 .ZOO0 ,1476 .7194 .6868 .5000 .0493 -.7999 .4702 1.0973
.1000 -1.2358 .3509 1,3110 .1500 .0736 .7106 .7161 .5000 -.0493 -.8727 .4552 1.1232
.1400 -1.3176 .3325 1.3601 .3500 -,0720 .6696 .7794 ,5000 -.1480 -,8110 .4664 1.1038
.18U0 -1.3236 .3252 1.3761 .4500 -.1986 .4595 1.1158 ,5000 -.1467 -.7871 .4696 1.0983
,ZZO0 -1.3660 ,3159 1.3968 ,5500 -,1965 .6375 ,8Z86 ,5000 -,3454 -,8082 ,471§ 1.0950
• 1600 -1.3824 .3137 1.4018 .6500 -.0848 .6369 .8297 .5000 -.4440 -,7575 .484Z 1,0733
• 30UO -1.3896 .3131 !.4028 .7500 .0359 ,6641 .7878 .5000 -.54Z7 -.6775 .4998 1.0472
• 3400 -1.36_1 .3164 1.3956 °8000 .0719 .698q ,7343 ,5000 -.6414 -.6195 ,5184 1.0164
• 3800 -1.3910 .3175 1.3931 .8500 .0987 .7062 .7130 .5000 -.7401 -,5940 ,5306 ,9965
.4200 -1.1352 .3571 1.3084 ,9000 .1182 .7142 ,7105 CHORDWISE
.4600 -.9633 ,4119 1.1811 .9500 .1070 ,7233 ,6964 .0600 .4500 -.9999 .4127 1.1999
.5000 -.8549 .4674 1,068C 1.0000 .0452 .7021 .7193 .1400 .4500 -1.Z997 .3336 1.3577
.5400 -.7577 ._118 1.0272 .ZZO0 .4500 -1.4135 ,3103 1.4094
.5800 -._187 .5297 .9981 .3000 ,4500 -1.4000 .3106 1,4089
• b_O0 -.5810 ,5555 .9566 .3800 ,4500 -1.3151 ,3295 1,3666
• 6600 -.5008 .5741 .0272 .4600 .4500 -1,2321 .3608 1,3007
• 7000 -,4236 .5923 .8987 .5400 ,4500 -o7108 ,4927 1.0590
.75u0 -.33d9 .6249 .8481 .6200 .4500 -,5615 .5344 .9904
.8000 -.2403 .6_04 ,8241 .7000 .4500 -,4096 .5781 .9209
.8500 -.1805 .6363 .8305 .8000 ,4500-,2616 ,6134 ,8659
.9000 -.17_5 ,6817 .7608 ,9000 ,4500 -,0737 .6704 ,7781
.9500 -.t168 .6_97 .7_84 ,1014 .3551 .2967 .7663 .62B6
.9750 -.0040 .7145 .71_1 o2000 .3552 .1516 .7308 .6847
l,OOO0 ,0452 ,70Z1 .1293 .3500 ,3552 -.0850 .6626 .7901
._500 .3552 -.2028 .6321 .8370
• 5500 ,3552 -,1963 ,6382 ,8276
• 6500 .3552 -.0756 .6689 .7804
.7500 .3552 .0320 .6960 ,7387
,8000 .3551 .0920 .7166 .7068
.8500 .3551 ,1039 ,7148 .7096
.9000 .3552 .1236 ,7208 ,700Z
.9500 *3551 ,1359 ,7264 .6916
PT 177.4402 KPA CN .7912 CD1 .07323
TT 140.0699 K CM -.0641 CDZ .06873
RC 10.1085 MILLIO_ CC .OOZO C03 .05898
_ACH ,74q6 C04 .04306
ALPHA _,0100 DEG CD5 ,03535
tIPPER SURFACE L_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CR F_LIPT _LOC XIC CP PeL/PT MLOC XIC Y/(B/Z) CP PIL/PT MLOC
0,0000 .9665 .9508 .z6q4 O,COCO .96_5 .9508 ,2694 .5000 .7401 -.6816 .4977 1.0506
.0040 -.I155 .6569 ,7989 ._[40 .9746 .9534 .2618 .5000 ,6414 -,7310 .4899 1,0637
,0080 -,389B .5_Z7 ,913b ,0080 .7627 °8947 .4019 .5000 .5427 -,7192 .4911 1.0617
.0150 -.5177 ,55_4 ,9648 *0230 .6440 ,8635 .4627 ,5C00 ,4440 -.7176 .4921 1.0600
• 0250 -._235 .5Z20 1.0106 .0500 .4895 .8211 ,5383 .5000 ,3454 -.7198 .4936 1.0575
• U4OO -.8408 .4615 1,1113 ,1000 ,325g ,7786 ,6088 ,5000 .2467 -,7156 .4949 1.0553
• 0600 -1.0712 .3917 1.22_1 .1500 .2280 .7505 .6537 .5000 .1480 -.7101 .4951 1.0549
.0600-A.1967 .3635 i.]013 .2tO0 .1535 .7188 .6878 .5000 .0493 -.7242 .4950 1.0551
• 1000 -1,2791 ,34_5 1,3387 .25C0 .07_ .7109 .7157 ,5000 -.0493 -.7128 .4949 1.0554
• 14C0 -i,3301 .3257 1.3750 .3500 -.0658 .6725 .7749 .5000 -.1480 -.7017 .4941 1,0566
.1BOO -1.3520 .3162 1.3961 .4_00 -.2081 .4q61 1.0533 .5000 -.2467 -.7368 .4915 1,0610
• ZZGO -1.4198 .3073 1.4163 .5500 -.2197 .6318 .8374 .5000 -,3454 -.7109 .4956 1.0542
• Z6OO -1,4282 .3059 1._196 .65C0 -.0972 .6Z71 .8447 .5000 -,4440 -.6850 .5030 1.0418
• 3000 -1.3510 .3143 1.4005 .7500 .OOP8 .6626 .7900 .5000 -.5427 -.6409 .5159 1.0205
•3400 -1.2209 .3_10 1.3085 ._000 .0476 .6898 .7483 .5000 -.6414 -,5827 ,5287 ,9996
.38UU -.9394 .431Z 1.1660 ._00 .0744 .698_ .734_ .5000 --.7401 --.5510 ,5369 .9864
.4200 -._zgz ._618 1.1118 .;CO0 .0_50 .7105 .7163 CHOROWISE
.4600 -.7730 .4792 1.0819 .9500 .0789 .7137 .7113 .0600 .4500 -1.0594 .4008 1.2222
•5000 -.71Z8 .50_5 /.0326 1.0¢00 -.1385 .6497 .8099 .1400 .4500 -1.349Z .3Z45 1.3776
.5400 -,_654 .5202 1.0135 .2200 .4500--1.4191 .3029 1.4266
• 58_U -.6178 .5384 .9839 .3000 .4500 -1.3906 .3125 1.4045
• 6200 -.5634 .5525 .9613 .3800 .4500 -1.0603 .4086 1,2076
• 6600 -.5_03 .5651 .9413 .4600 .4500 -.7601 .4791 1.0820
.7000 -.4418 .5918 .8994 .5400 .4500 -,6758 .5072 1.0349
.7500 -.3652 .5994 .887£ .6200 .4500 -.5518 .5401 .9812
•8ObO -.3281 .6142 .86_5 .7000 .4500 -.4402 .5685 .9359
.85_0 -.2746 .6293 .8412 .8000 .4500 -.3006 .6098 ,8714
.9000 -.2118 ._341 .8339 .9000 .4500 -.2359 .6245 .8487
.9500 -.1955 .6408 .8236 .1014 .355Z .3271 .7807 .6055
.9750 -.1694 .71_2 .7106 .ZOO0 ,3552 .1519 .7287 .6880
l.OOOO -.1385 .6497 ._099 .3500 .3552 -,0718 .6688 .7806
.4500 .3552 -.2012 .6350 .8324
• 5500 .3551 -.1181 ,6189 .8419
.6500 .3551 -.0910 .6641 .7877
,7500 ,355Z .0110 .6984 ,7350
• .8000 .3551 .0473 .6993 .7336
• 8500 .3551 ,0791 .711Z .7153
185 .9ooo .355Z .0838 .7120 .7139
.9500 .355Z .0631 .7070 .7217
. _..1.
PT 175.9554 KPA CN .2342 CD1 .00966
TT 140.1938 K ¢_ -.0700 ¢0Z .0096Z
RC 10.1Z94 MILLION CC .0094 CD3 .00932
M_CH .7648 ¢04 .00910
ALPHA -,9979 DEG CD5 .00869
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PjLIPT HL_C XlC CP P,LIPT MLQC XIC YI(81Z) CP PpLIPT MLQC
0,0000 1.1156 .9893 .1243 0.0C00 1.1156 ,9893 .1243 ,5000 ,7401 -,5740 ,5185 1,0163
.0040 .BZ18 .qoTq .3741 .0040 -.21bZ .6198 .855q ,5000 .6414 -.5870 .5166 1.0193
.0080 ,6028 o8471 ,49Z7 .0080 -.6608 .4957 1,0540 ,5000 ,54Z7 -.5903 ,5137 1.0241
• u150 .3933 ,7894 ,5929 .0230 -,0942 .6537 .8038 ,5000 ,64%0 -,5924 ,5143 1,0232
.0250 .1693 .7259 ,6924 .0500 -.1125 .6490 ,8110 .5000 .3454 -.5938 .5153 1,0215 •
• 0%00 -.1001 .6530 .8049 .1000 -.1656 .6338 ,8343 .5000 .2467 -,5967 .5141 1.0235
,ObO0 -,3439 .58%5 .9108 ,1_00 -,1981 ,6251 ,8478 ,5000 .1480 -.5987 ,5127 1.0258
• 0800 -.4443 .5557 ,9563 .2000 -,2276 .6160 .8617 .5000 ,0493 -,6017 .5131 1.0252
• 1000 -,4944 .5412 .9795 ,2500 -,2731 ,6032 .8817 .5000 -,0493 -,5987 .5128 1.0257
,1400 -.5590 .52_1 1.0071 ,3500 -,3815 ,5727 ,9293 .5C00 -.1480 -,6009 .512Z 1,0266
o1800 -.588% ,5152 1.0216 .4500 -.4724 .5158 1.0206 .5000 -.2467 -.6011 .5112 1.0283
• 2200 -,5659 .5222 1.0102 .5500 -.3543 .5%89 .9671 ,5000 -o3454 -.5999 ,5126 1.0259 •
• 2600 -,5445 .5270 1.0024 ,6500 -.1426 ,5807 ,9168 .5000 -.4440 -,5935 ,5147 1.0225
.3000 -,5385 .5284 l*O00Z ,7500 .0189 ,6390 ,8Z63 ,5000 -,5427 -,6017 .5123 1.0264
,3400 -.5401 .5297 .9981 .eO00 ,0837 .6846 ,7563 ,5000 -.6414 -,5961 .5126 1.0260
.3800 -._530 .5241 1.0071 .8500 .1335 .7021 ,7293 ,5000 -.7401 -,5984 .5130 1.0253
.4200 -.5640 ,5222 1.0103 .9000 .1710 .7164 .7071 CHORDWISE
.4600 -.5835 ,5182 1,0168 .9_00 ,Z089 .7261 .6920 .0600 ,4500 -,3569 ,5790 .9195
,5000 -.5956 ,5064 1.0362 1,0000 .2006 ,73%4 .6791 .1400 .4500 -,5448 .5290 .9991
.5400 -.6246 .4932 1,0582 .2200 .4500 -.5635 .5219 1.0107
,5800 -.6691 .4926 1.0592 °3000 ,%500 -,5394 .5279 1.0010
.bZO0 -.6755 ,5061 1,0307 ,3800 .4500 -,5582 .5232 1.0086
,6600 -,6228 ,5339 ,9911 ,4600 ,4500 -.5761 ,5174 1.0180
,7000 -.5227 .56_5 .9344 .5400 ,4500 -.6164 .5065 1.0360
• 75U0 -.3917 ,6115 .8688 ,6200 .4500 -,6639 .4943 1.0563
.8000 -,2440 ,6516 ,8069 ,7000 ,4500 -,51C5 .5365 .9870
o_SUO -.1_02 ,6863 .7537 ,8000 .4500 -.2526 .6085 .8734
.9000 .0248 .7139 .7110 .9000 .4500 .0211 .6853 .7551
,9500 ,1273 ,72_7 .6927 ,_014 ,3552 -,1731 ,6309 o83B8
• 9750 .i686 .7371 ,67_9 .2000 ,3552 -.2ZB1 ,6151 ,8632
1,b000 .26_6 .73_4 ,6791 .3500 .3552 -,3832 .5717 .9309
.%500 ,3552 -.4668 ,5506 ,9643
.5500 .3552 -,3546 .5800 ,9178
,5500 .3552 -,1415 ,6387 .8267
.7500 .3552 .0190 ,6838 .7575
.8000 ,3552 .0812 .7006 .7316
.8500 .3552 .13C1 .7144 .7102
,9000 .3552 .1707 .7264 .6916
,9500 .3552 .1960 ,7327 .6817
PT 175,q439 KPA CN .3726 COl .01029
TT 140.C430 K CM -,0695 C02 .O1CZ3
RC 1&,1628 MILLION CC .0084 C03 ,00992
MACH .7672 CD% ,00953
ALPHA .COCO DEG CD5 .00895
UPPER SUPFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
xIC CP P,LI#T _L_C XIC CP PeL/PT MLOC X/C Y/(B/Z) CP PsL/PT MLOC
U,O_GO 1,1526 .99_ ._40_ O.OCO0 1.1526 ,9988 ,040_ ,5000 ,7401 -.6442 .4997 1,0473
• 0040 ,6875 ,86_1 ,4_23 ,0040 ,1346 ,7150 ,7003 ,5000 .6%14 -,6686 .4913 1.0614
• 0_60 .4452 .8oll ,5719 .OOeO -,1065 ,6207 ,8546 ,5000 ,5%27 -.6710 ,%885 1.0660
• Ui_ .2359 .7%28 .bbSO .0230 ,1084 ,7065 ,7224 .5000 .4440 -.6761 .4888 1.0655
•0250 .C209 ,6815 ,7980 ,0500 .0400 .6882 .7507 ,5000 .3454 -,6758 ,%891 1,0651
.040J -,2_31 .#064 .8766 .ICCO -,0443 .6651 ,7863 ,5000 .2467 -,6817 .4858 1,0707
.0600 -.5U_9 ,5355 ,9886 .1500 -.oq_o ,6501 ,8093 .5000 ,1480 -.6850 ,4854 1.0714
• 0800 -,_OPO ._Obl 1.0367 .2000 -.1368 .6374 .8288 .5000 ,0493 -.6855 .4837 1,0741
• 1000 -.6920 .4859 1.0705 .2500 -,1887 .6241 ,8_93 ,5000 -,0493 -,6851 .4866 1,0693
•1%G0 -,7390 ,4710 1,0959 ,3500 -,3071 ,5920 ,8992 ,5000 -,1%80 -,6830 ,4877 1,0675
,1800 -.7712 ,4627 1,1101 .4500 -.4078 ,4861 1.0702 .5000 -.2467 -.6761 .4893 1,0648
.2260 -.7951 ,45_ _.1243 .5500 -,3175 .5632 ,9444 .5000 -,3454 -,6814 .4875 1.0676
• Z600 -.7905 .4569 1.1203 .6500 -.1263 ,5_74 .9063 .5000 -.4440 -.6766 ,4878 1.0673
•30DO -,71U5 ,48_3 I,u7_3 .7500 .0308 ,6433 ,8197 .5000 -,5427 -,6789 ,4880 1.0669
• 3400 -,5794 ._lbZ 1.02Ul ._CO ,0908 ,6859 .7543 ,5000 -,6414 -.6804 .4889 1.0654
• 38_0 -.5718 .5163 1.0199 .6500 .135_ ,7031 ,727_ ,5000 -,7401 -,6876 .4854 1.0713
.SZO0 -.6308 .5_1_ 1.0444 ,q_o .1734 .7146 .7099 CHORDWISE
• 4_00 -.6665 .4917 1,0608 .9500 .2C63 .7259 .6q25 °0600 °4500 -.5263 .5323 ,9939
• 5000 -.68_1 .4808 1,0791 1.0000 .1860 .7305 .6852 ,1400 .4500 -.7279 .%736 1.0913
,_400 -,b_4 .4703 i,.J97_ ,2200 ,4500 -,7677 ,4638 1,1083
.5800 -,7369 ,4697 1.0981 ,3000 ,4500 -,6922 .4867 1,0691
• bZO0 -.7355 .4_69 1,0520 .3800 .4500 -.5840 ,5130 1.0252
,06_0 -.6482 ,5337 ,9915 .4600 .4500 -,6588 ,4950 1,0552
•7000 -,5179 ,5709 ,9322 ,5400 ,4500 -o69%8 ,%821 1,0769
• 7500 -,3B3% ,blZZ ,8078 ,6200 .4500 -,7083 .%802 1,0301
,8000 -,_344 ,6516 ,8070 ,70C0 ,%500 -,5084 ,5351 ,9892
•8500 -,b90_ ,6858 .7544 ,8000 ,%500 -.2399 .6095 ,8720
.90_0 ,G30U ,7116 .7145 ,9000 .4500 .0232 ,6852 ,7553
.9500 .1196 .7214 .6994 ,1014 ,3552 -.0493 .6654 .7858
• 9750 ,1578 .7365 ,o759 ,2000 .3552 -.1349 .6413 .8228
l.OOO0 .1860 .7305 .6852 .3500 ,3552 -.3024 ,5945 .8952
,%500 .3552 -,%000 .5653 .9411
,5500 .3552 -,3183 .5890 ,9037
• 6500 .3552 -.1215 .6%53 .8167
• 7500 .3552 ,0322 ,6854 .7550
• _000 .3552 ,0893 ,7033 ,7275
• 8500 .3552 .1338 .7139 .7111
1 86 .9000 .3552 .1722 ,7257 ,6928
• 9500 .3552 ,1902 .7310 ,68%4
PT 175.8771 KPA CN .8262 C01 .01116
TT 1%0.17C1 K CM -.0711 ¢D2 .01113
RC 10.1452 MILLION CC .00_1 CD3 .01063
MACH .7672 ¢D4 .01027
ALPHA ,9979 DEG C05 .00943
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWISE
X/C CP P,LIPT MLQC X/C CP P_LIP7 MLOC XIC YI|BI2) CP P,LIPT MLOC
o,O000 1.1529 .999Z ,0341 O.O_CO 1.1529 .9992 .0341 .5000 .7401 -.7789 .4599 1.1150
• 00%0 .52%1 .82Z4 .5359 .00%0 .%172 .7935 .5846 .5000 .6414 -.7692 .4611 1.1129
.OOB_ .2694 .7533 .649_ .0080 .1312 .7141 .7107 .5000 .5%27 -.7554 .%659 1.1046
• 0150 .0866 .700% .7319 .0230 .23%3 .7430 .6656 .5000 .4440 -.7197 .4778 1.0841
.0250 -.1148 .6450 .8171 .0500 .1577 .7197 .7021 .5000 .3454 -.8706 .4322 1.1640
.0400 -.3866 .5684 .9361 .1000 .0697 .6963 .7382 .5000 .2467 -.8035 .4525 1.1281
• ObO0 -.6508 .4990 1.34_5 .1500 .0036 .6793 .7645 .5000 .1480 -.6633 .4966 1.0525
• OBO0 -.7683 .4624 1.1107 .2000 -.0502 .6635 .7887 .5000 .0493 -.7535 .4661 1.1049
• 1000 -._331 .%453 1.1407 ,2500 -.1092 ,6456 .8162 .5000 -,0%93 -.6909 .4864 1.0696
• 1_C0 -.9005 .%255 1.1763 .3500 -.2302 .6128 .8668 .5C00 -.1480 -.7298 .4720 1.0941
• 1800 -.9Z89 .416% 1.1931 .%5C0 -.3400 .4594 1.1159 ,5000 -.Z467 -.6661 .4938 1.0572
.2200 -.9573 .%0_3 1.Z080 .5500 -.2746 .5853 .qog6 .5000 -.3%54 -.7813 .4590 1.1166
.2600 --.9877 .4073 1.2100 .6500 --.1035 .6003 .8862 .5000 --.4440 --.7006 .4847 1.0724
.3000 -.9_2% .%031 1.2178 .7500 .0%78 .6488 ._113 .5C00 -.5%27 -.8009 .4531 1,1269t
.3400 -.9748 .4036 1.9169 .8000 .1076 .6904 .7473 .5000 -.6414 -.7494 .4681 1,1008
.3800 -.9629 ._080 1.2087 .8500 .1489 .7064 .72Z6 .5000 -.7401 -.7818 .4590 1.1105
.420U -.9335 .%1_3 1.1895 .qCO0 .1790 .7179 .7048 CHORDWISE
• 4600 -.9162 .4189 1.1883 .9500 .2143 .7302 .6857 .0600 .4500 -.6488 .%964 1.0528
.5000 -.7762 .5051 1.0384 1.0C00 .1815 .7280 .68ql .1400 .4500 -.9060 .4250 1.1772
.§400 -.6152 .5071 1.0350 .2200 .4500 -.9747 .4051 1.2140
.5800 -.6253 ._087 1.0324 .3000 .4500 -.9325 .4203 1.1858
.62_0 -,6Cll .5106 1.0292 .3800 .4500 -.9266 .4177 1.1906
.6600 -.6038 .5359 ._880 .4600 .%500 -.8748 .4359 1.1574
.7000 -.5014 .5717 .9310 .5400 .4500 -.7103 .4781 1.0838
.7_00 -.38_9 .6130 .86_5 .6200 .4500 -.5721 .5175 1.0179
• 8000 -,2_99 .6535 .8040 .7COO .4500 -.4963 .5389 .9832
.8500 -.0928 .6856 .7547 .8000 .4500 -.2362 .6114 .8690
.90_0 .U311 .7113 .7150 .9000 .4500 .0256 .6847 .7562
.9500 ,1218 .7210 .7000 ,101% .3552 ,0461 ,6905 .7%73
.9750 .1505 .7374 .6744 .2000 .3992 -.0526 .6626 .7901
l.OOOO .1816 .72_0 .6891 .3500 .3552 -.2278 .6139 .8651
• 4500 ,3552 -.3328 .5849 .9103
.5500 .3552 -.2779 .5996 .8872
• 6_00 ._552 --.0959 .6527 .8053
• 7500 .3552 .0503 .6908 .7467
.8000 .3552 .1047 .7082 .7199
• 8500 .3552 .1466 .7176 .7052
• 9000 .3552 .1808 .7277 .6896
• 9500 .3552 .1962 .7324 .6822
PT 175.856_ _PA C_ .6568 CO1 .01598
IT 140.0680 K CM -.0774 CD2 .01580
RC 10.1374 MILLION CC ,0011 CO3 .01497
HACH .7649 CD% .01336
ALPHA 1.9080 DEG CD5 .01184
UPPER _URFACE LOWER SURFACE SPA_WISE
XlC CP PpLIPT HLGC x/C CP P_L/PT MLOC XlC Y1(812} CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.13_9 .9951 .0838 0.0000 1.1369 .9951 .0832 .50DO .7%01 -1.0208 .3948 1.2337
.0040 .3684 .7_09 .6059 .0040 .6223 .8518 .4842 .5000 .6414 11.0913 .3779 1.2665
.0063 .1_4 .70_2 .71_3 .0060 .361_ .7801 .606% ,5_00 .5427 -1.0992 .3762 1.2697
• 0150 -.Obb4 .6609 .7926 .0230 .3683 .7817 .6037 .5000 .4440 -1.1002 .3739 1.2743
.0250 -.25Z3 .bCB8 ._729 .GSGO .2631 .7511 .6529 .5000 .3454 -_.1023 .3723 1.2775
.0%00 -.5311 .5335 .9919 .1000 .1397 .7176 .7053 .5C00 .2467 -1.1104 .3718 1.2786
.0600 -.75_% .%69_ 1.0986 ._5C0 .07_9 .6987 .73%5 .5000 .1480 -1.09_1 .371_ 1.2794
.O_UU -._713 ._330 1,1628 .2C00 .0212 ,6858 .754_ .5000 .0493 -1.1036 ,3692 1.2837
.LGo0 -.9511 .%11% L.Z023 .2500 -.04_6 .6656 .7855 .5000 -.0423 -1.1027 .3699 1.2823
.1400 -L.0286 .393b 1,2360 .3500 -.1779 .6295 .841C .5C00 -.1480 -1.11_7 .3706 1.2810
.l_OO -1.0629 .3_2% 1.Z576 .45C0 -.2877 .3737 1.2748 .5000 -.2%_7 -1.0956 .3735 1.2752
.2200 -1.083_ .37_7 1.2707 .5500 -.2_91 .6000 .8867 .5000 -.3454 -1.0570 .3868 1.2491
.2600 -i._g50 ,3741 1._739 .6500 -.0880 ,6069 .8758 .5000 -._k_O -1.0252 .3923 1.2384
.3000 -1.1041 ,3716 1.2790 ,7500 .0526 .6524 .8057 .5000 -.5427 -1.0220 .3956 1.2322
.3_OO -1.1238 .3689 1.2843 .8QO0 .1060 ,6939 .7420 .5000 -,6414 -,9990 ,3999 1.2239
,3_0 -1,1326 .3670 1,Z882 ,B_CO .1_51 ,7078 .7204 ,5000 -.7401 -,9548 ,4161 1.1936
.4200 -1.1286 .3660 1.2901 o9000 ,1B47 .7_1l .6_9q CHOROWISE
.%600 -1.1113 .3698 1.2826 .9SOU .2163 .7301 .6859 .0600 .4500 -.7628 .4676 1.1017
._000 -1.1051 .3981 1.2274 1,0_00 .1870 .7308 ,6847 .1400 .%500 -1.0239 .3955 1.2322
.5_00 -1.0156 .%652 1._059 .2200 .4500 -1.1178 .3698 1.2826
.5800 -.7583 .5253 1.0053 .3000 .4500 -1.0950 .3756 1.2710
.6200 -.5%%7 .5%82 .9682 .3800 .4500 -1.0680 .3823 1.2579
.6600 -.%636 .5615 .9471 .4600 ._500 -1.088q .3771 1.2680
.TUuO -.6237 .58_3 ._112 .5400 .%500 --1.0808 .379_ 1.2636
.75_0 -.33_4 .0164 ._612 .6200 .6530 -.5399 .5276 1.0014
.8OuO -.2290 .6508 .8081 .7COo .4500 -.4135 .5641 .9%30
.85U0 -.C974 .0_36 .7578 .8000 .4500 -.2148 .6187 .8576
,9000 ,0152 ,7088 ,7189 .9000 .4500 .0159 .6822 ,7599
.9500 .1102 .7219 .6986 ,1014 .3552 .1314 .7136 .7115
.97_0 .1495 .7373 .67_5 .2000 .3552 .021C ,68%6 .7562
1.0000 .1870 .7308 ._8%7 .3500 .3552 -.1745 .6310 .8387
.4500 .3552 -.2813 .6016 .88%1
• 9500 .3552 -.2454 .6118 .8684
.8500 .3552 -.0?63 .6583 .7966
• 7500 .3552 .0586 .6954 .7397
• 8000 .3552 .1104 .7101 .7169
.8500 .3552 .1492 .7209 .700287 .9oo0 .3_52 .18%_ .72_ ._868
• q500 .3952 .2025 .7354 .6775
._.__.
o.
PT 175.8580 KPA CN .6956 CD1 .02056
TT 140.1168 K CH -,0786 CDZ ,02068
-' RC 10.1447 MILLION CC .0008 C03 .01986
_ACH .7665 C04 ,01515
ALPHA 2,505C DEG CD5 ,01230
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC YIIBIZ) CP PtLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1302 ,9926 ,1033 O,OCO0 1,1302 ,9926 ,1033 ,5000 ,7401 -1,0751 ,3788 1,2647
,Ou40 ,3009 ,7617 .6360 .0040 ,6891 ,8696 ,4513 ,5000 ,6414 -1,1368 ,3596 1,3032
• 0080 ,¢584 ,6937 ,74Z2 ,0080 ,4258 ,7956 ,5810 ,§000 ,54Z7 -1,1448 ,3568 1,3089
• 0150 -.1150 .6656 .8162 ,0230 .6190 ,7935 ,5846 ,5000 ,6640 -1,1432 .3570 1.3085
• 0250 -.2878 .5960 ,8928 ,0500 ,3081 ,7637 ,6328 ,5000 ,365% -1,1501 .3561 1.3104
.0400 -.5499 .5230 1,0089 .1C00 .1716 ,7250 .6937 ,5000 ,2667 -1,1547 ,3567 1.3090
.U6&O -,TqZZ .4595 1.1157 ,1500 ,1039 .7066 .7226 .5000 .1480 -1.1610 .3516 1.3201
.0800 -,9298 .4211 1.1866 ,2000 .0384 ,6873 ,7521 ,5000 ,0493 -1,1836 .3491 1.3249
• 1000 -,9819 ,4009 1.2219 ,2500 -,0309 ,6691 ,7802 ,5000 -,0493 -1,1698 ,3533 1,3161
,1400 -1,0579 ,3811 1,2602 ,3500 -,1629 ,6310 ,8387 ,5000 -,1480 -1,1660 ,3535 1,3157
,1800 -1,0960 ,3699 1,2823 ,4500 -,27e4 ,3501 1,3228 ,5000 -,2467 -1,1507 ,3565 1,3136
• ZZO0 -1,1255 ,3619 1,Z985 ,5500 -,2430 ,6022 ,8833 ,5000 -,3454 -1,1342 ,3576 1,3073
• 2600 -1,1612 ,3606 1,3015 ,6500 -,0855 ,6118 ,8683 ,5000 -,4440 -1,0782 ,3768 1,2687
• 3000 -1.1415 ,3586 1,3053 ,7500 ,0529 .6520 ,8063 .5000 -,5627 -1.0409 ,3863 1.2499 J
• 36U0 -1.1518 .3556 1.3118 .BCO0 ,1032 .6916 ,7456 .5000 -,6614 -1,0044 .3946 1,2363
,380J -1,1599 ,3526 1.3176 ,8500 ,1659 ,7053 ,7263 ,5000 -,7601 -,8966 ,4288 1,1704
• 6200 -1,1678 ,3501 1,3227 ,9000 ,1792 ,7176 ,7056 CH_ROWISE
,4600 -1,1683 ,3510 1,3209 ,9500 ,2124 ,7282 ,6889 ,0600 ,4500 -,7988 ,4569 1,1202
,SuuO -1,16o5 ,3673 1,2877 1,0000 ,1760 ,7Z67 ,6911 ,1400 ,4500 -1,0533 ,3824 1,2575
,5400 -1,1170 .4376 1.1546 ,Z200 ,6500 -1,1581 ,3575 1,3075
,5800 -.8530 ,5230 1,0090 ,3000 ,6500 -1,1607 ,3590 1,3066
,6200 -,5589 ,5500 ,9653 ,3800 ,6500 -1,1Z86 ,3673 1,2877
.66b0 -.4626 .5667 ,9619 .4600 .6500 -1,1660 ,3616 1,2995
,7000 -,408Z ,5863 .9080 .5400 ,6500 -1,1602 ,3538 1,3151
,7500 -,3222 ,6164 ,8612 ,6200 ,6500 -,5818 .5144 1,0230
,8000 -.211Z ,64_8 ,8097 ,7000 ,6500 -.3995 ,5670 ,9384
,8500 -.0996 ,6804 ,76Z7 ,8000 ,4500 -,2120 .61g0 ,8572
,9000 ,01L9 ,7035 ,7271 .9000 ,4500 ,0106 ,6817 ,7607
,9500 ,0989 ,7181 ,7045 ,1016 ,3552 ,1666 ,7259 ,6924
• 9750 ,1439 ,7396 ,6725 ,ZCO0 ,3552 .04Z7 .690Z .7677
1.0000 .1740 .7287 .5911 ,3500 ,3552 -,1537 ,6362 ,8306
• 4500 ,3552 -,Z729 ,6005 ,8858
• 5500 ,3552 -,2367 ,6135 ,8658
• 6500 ,3552 -,0725 ,6571 ,7985
• 7500 ,3552 ,0551 ,6954 .7397
,8000 ,355Z ,1058 ,7086 ,7192
,8500 ,3552 ,1442 ,7177 ,7051
,9000 ,3552 ,1839 ,7283 ,6886
,9500 ,3552 ,1895 ,7300 ,6860
PT 175.8976 KPA CN ,7388 CDI ,02790
TT 14C,120t K CM -,0794 CD2 ,02774
RC 10,1340 MILLION CC ,0004 CD3 ,02615
MACH ,7652 CD6 .01757
ALPHA 3.0039 DEG CD5 .01337
UPPER SURFACE LOWEe SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT MLDC XIC CP P2LIPT MLOC XlC Y/(81Z) CP PJLIPT MLOC
U.uUGO L.1057 .9865 .139_ O.OOGO 1.1057 .9865 .1394 .5000 ,7_01 -1*1260 ,3657 1.2909
.0040 ,2170 ,7398 ,0707 ,0040 ,75E2 ,8897 ,4119 ,5000 ,641& -1,1968 ,3659 1,3316
• 0080 -.023_ ,6710 ,7771 ,0080 .5122 .8211 .5382 .5000 .5427 -1.2003 .3444 1.3348
,01_0 -,1777 ,6288 ,84Z0 ,0230 ,4698 ,8102 ,5_68 ,5000 ,4460 -1,2058 ,3452 1,3331
• 0250 -.3517 .5801 .g177 .0500 ,3_56 ,7756 ,6139 ,5000 ,3456 -1,2095 ,3442 1,3351
• 0400 -,t012 ,SU_P 1,0306 ,lC00 ,2C36 ,7356 ,6772 ,5000 ,2667 -1,2080 ,3630 1,3378
.0600 -,8316 .6480 1,1359 ,1500 ,1296 ,7137 ,7113 ,5000 ,1480 -1,2233 ,3380 1,3484
.0800 -,9577 ,4077 1,2091 .2000 .0673 .6974 .7366 .5000 .0493 -1.2510 .3333 1.3583
.1000 -1.0343 ,3890 1.2468 .2500 .0051 .6797 .7637 .5000 -.0493 -1.2315 .3353 1,3541
,1400 -1.1113 ,3089 1,2843 ,3500 -,1371 °6399 ,8769 ,5000 -,16S0 -1,2116 ,3605 1,3629
,1800 -1,1464 .3596 1.3031 ,4500 -.265_ .333_ 1,3574 .5000 -.2467 -1,2091 .3416 1.3407
• 2200 -1.1722 ,350_ 1,3222 ,5500 -,2427 ,6053 ,8784 ,5000 -,3454 -1,1990 ,3465 1,3302
,2600 -1,1812 ,3_91 i,3250 ,65_0 -,0848 .6080 ,8762 ,5000 -,4660 -1.1187 .3691 1,2840
• 3000 -1,1988 ,3_54 1,3326 .7_00 .0508 .6539 ,8034 .5C00 -,5427 -1,0856 ,373Z 1,2758
.3600 -1.2C88 .3640 1.3357 .80CO .1011 .6925 .7441 .5000 -,6414 -.9392 .4158 1.1942
,3800 -1,2101 .3416 1.3606 ,8500 ,1410 ,706& .7226 ,5000 -,7601 -.8201 ,4494 1,1335
•%200 -1.2294 .3386 1,3471 .9000 ,1684 .7168 ,7065 CHORDWISE
.4600 -1.237_ .3363 1.3519 .9500 .2033 .7250 ,6937 .0600 ,4500 -.8369 .4468 1,1618
,5000 -1.2320 .3525 1,3179 1.0000 ,1698 .7197 .7021 .1400 .4500 -1.1321 .3700 1.2822
.5400 -1,1737 .4643 1.1075 .2200 .6500 -1,1929 ,3455 1,3325
• 5800 -,7695 ,5222 1,0102 ,3000 ,4500 -1,1940 ,3457 1,3319
• 6200 -.5696 .5435 .9757 .3800 .6500 -1.1701 .3517 1.3195
.6600 -,4686 ,5635 ,9439 ,4600 ,6500 -1,1864 ,3485 1.3260
.70U0 -.6112 .58_8 .9025 .5400 .4500 -1.2012 .3409 1.3422
.7500 -.3178 .6201 .8555 .6200 .6500 -.5917 .5136 1.0266
.8000 -,2136 ,6517 ,8068 ,7000 ,4500 -.4069 ,5667 ,9388
• 8600 -,1003 ,6726 ,7750 ,8000 ,4500 -,2006 ,6212 ,8538
,9000 -,0153 .7004 ,7320 .9000 ,4500 -,0160 ,6720 ,7757
• 9500 ,0813 ,7119 ,7142 ,1016 ,355Z ,2008 ,7369 ,6752
• 9750 .1218 ,7376 .6741 .2000 ,3552 ,0669 ,6966 ,7379
1,0000 ,1498 ,7197 ,7021 ,3500 ,3552 -,1365 ,6395 ,8256
,6500 ,3552 -,2463 ,6142 ,864_
,5500 ,3552 -,2336 ,6129 ,8666
,6500 ,3552 -,0748 ,6576 ,7981
• 7500 ,3552 ,0685 ,6914 ,7458
,8000 ,3552 ,1060 ,7078 ,7204
.8500 .3552 .1327 ,7138 .7112
188 .gooo ,3552 ,1731 ,7264 ,6915
• 9500 ,3552 ,1836 ,7318 .6832
i PT 175,8296 KPA CN ,7618 CD1 .03919
TT lk0,0964 K CM -,0760 CD2 .03772
RC 10,1281 MILLION CC ,0010 CD3 ,03368
MACH ,76%3 CD4 .02142
ALPHA 3,4927 OEG C05 ,01580
UPPER SURFACE LOWEP SURFACE SPkNWISE
XIC CP P, LIPT NLOC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YI(81Z) CP P, LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0801 .9796 .1718 0.0000 1.0801 .9796 .1718 o5000 .7601 -1.1528 .3572 1.3080
.0040 .1733 .7269 °6908 .0040 .8143 .9054 .3795 .SO00 .6414 -1.2506 .3351 1.3545
.0080 -.0719 ,6559 ,8004 .0080 ,5655 ,8347 ,5147 .5000 ,54Z7 -1,1944 ,3396 1,3450
.0150 -,2641 .6078 .8746 .0230 .5150 ,8232 ,5366 ,5000 .4440 -1,2353 .3381 1,3480
,0250 -.4116 .5670 ,9384 ,0500 .3805 ,7846 ,59ql ,5000 ,3454 -1.2168 ,3441 1.3355
,0400 -.6487 ,4989 1.0487 ,1000 ,2362 ,7447 .6628 .5000 .2467 -1.2498 ,3387 1.3469
,0600 -,8790 .4354 1.1564 .1500 ,1582 .7203 .7010 ,§000 .1480 -1.1174 ,3636 1.2950
.0800 -.q994 .3972 1.2291 .2000 .0854 .7004 .7319 .5000 .0493 -1.2Z17 .3387 1.3469
,1000 -1,0830 .3785 1,Z654 ,2500 ,0233 .6873 .7521 .5000 -.0493 -1.2663 .3311 1.3631
,1400 -1.1543 .3571 1.3083 .3500 -.1236 .6466 ,8146 .§000 -.1480 -1.2160 ,3421 1,3396
.1800 -1,Z048 ,3457 1.33Z1 ,4500 -,Z546 .3565 1.3096 .5000 -.2467 -1,1976 ,3426 1,3386
.2200 -1.2209 .3379 1.3486 .5500 -.2378 .6088 .8730 .5000 -.3454 -1,1629 .3524 1.3181
.2600 -1.2401 .3360 1.3527 .6500 -.0856 .6101 .8709 .5000 -.4440 -1.1326 .3653 1.2916
.3000 -1.2313 .3353 1.3560 .7500 ,0351 .6555 ,8010 ,5000 -.54Z7 -1.0360 .3936 1.2360
.3400 -1.2596 .33Z6 1.3599 ,8000 ,0902 .6882 .7507 .5000 -,6414 -.8961 .4316 1.1656
.3800 -1,2281 ,3301 1.3656 ,8500 .1ZO1 .7068 ,7251 .5000 -.7401 -.7667 .4660 1.1066
,4200 -1.2788 ,3261 1,3741 ,9000 .1558 .7115 ,7147 CHORDWISE
.4&O0 -1,2753 ,3273 1.3715 .9500 .1733 ,7231 ,6q67 .0600 .4500 -.8580 ._367 1,1560
,5000 -1.1610 .4062 1,2121 1.0000 .0683 ,6975 ,7364 ,1400 ,4500 -1.1441 ,3588 1.3047
.5400 -1.0047 .6905 1.0627 ,2200 .4500 -1.2380 .3333 1,3584
,5800 -.6641 ,5153 1,0216 .3000 ,4500 -1,2474 .3325 1,3601
.6200 -,5869 ,5415 ,9790 ,3800 ,6500 -1,2180 .3409 1,3620
.6600 -.5054 ,5623 ,9458 _4600 .4500 -1.2342 .3375 1.3494
.7000 -,4227 .5873 .9065 .5400 ,4500 -1.0151 ,3949 1,2335
.7500 -.3216 .6123 ,8675 .6200 .4500 -,5B70 .5158 1,0Z07
.8000 -.2321 ,6428 .8205 ,7000 ,4500 -,4096 .569Z .9369
,8500 -,1325 ,6696 .7797 ,8000 .4500 -,2153 ,6203 ,8552
,UUO -,0388 ,6890 .7495 .9000 .6500 -,0596 ,6617 ,7915
,9500 ,0328 ,6987 ,7345 .1014 ,3552 ,2284 .7438 ,6643
.9750 .0707 .7286 .6882 .2000 .3552 .0826 ,7015 ,7303
1.OCO0 .0683 ,6975 ,7364 ,3500 ,3552 -,1257 .6415 ,8225
,4500 ,3552 -,2455 .6094 .87Z1
.5500 .3552 -,2299 .6141 ,8647
.6500 .3552 -,0807 .6567 .7991
,7500 .3552 ,0429 .6912 ,7462
.8000 .3552 ,0901 ,7048 ,7251
.8500 .355Z .1236 .7123 .7135
.9000 .3552 .1660 .7196 .7022
,9500 ,3552 ,1433 ,7176 ,7053
PT 175.8602 KPA CN ,7614 CO1 .05627
TT 14_.0875 K C_ -.0709 COL °05325
RC 10,1226 MILLION CC .0033 CD3 .04470
_ACH .7632 CD4 .02963
ALPHA 4.CC31 DEG CD5 ,02167
UPPEk SURFACE LDWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLI°T HLOC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC Y/(B/2) CP PJLIPT MLDC
0,0000 1.0558 ,9734 .1965 0.0_00 $.0588 ,9734 .1965 .5000 ,7401 -1.0966 .3799 1.2625
,0040 .1727 .7014 .7304 .0_40 .8561 .9175 .3529 .5000 .6414 -1.0366 .3915 1.2399
,0080 -,1655 .6332 ,8353 ,COBO ,6351 ,8555 ,4774 ,5000 .5427 -1.0266 .3964 1.2305
.0150 -.3121 .5936 .8966 .0230 .5486 .8318 .51q7 .5000 .4440 -.9124 .4283 1.1713
,0250 -,4523 .55_3 .9585 .0500 .4250 .7987 .5759 .5000 .3454 -,9294 .4239 1.1792
.0400 -,b_Z4 .4879 1.0670 .lC00 .2544 .7508 .6533 ,5000 .2467 -.8875 .4364 1.1566
.ObO0 -,9349 .4Z36 1,1798 .1500 ,1827 .7299 ,6861 ,5000 ,1480 -,7933 .4605 1,1141
.OBO0 -1.1002 ,3_24 1.2576 .2000 .i102 ,7096 .7177 ,5000 .0493 -.7502 ,4708 1.0963
.I000 -I,1358 .3bb¢ 1,2901 .2500 ,0349 ,6898 .7483 .5000 -.0493 -.8434 ,4449 1.1613
.1400 -I.Z157 .3454 1.3327 ,3500 -,1123 .6486 .8116 .5000 -,1680 -.8829 .6358 1.1576
.1800 -1.2299 .3361 /.3525 .4500 -,23_9 .4723 1,0936 .5000 -,2467 -.8990 .6298 1,1685
,2200 -1.2528 ,3275 1.3710 ._500 -,2135 .6157 .8622 ,5C00 -.3454 -,9263 ,6250 1,1773
.2600 -1.2730 .3265 1.3733 ,6500 -.OqSZ .6256 .8670 .5000 -,4440 -,8566 ,6613 1.1479
,3000 -i,3040 ,3228 1.3815 ,7500 ,0240 ,6533 ,8044 .5000 -,5427 -.8151 .4555 1.1227
,3400 -I,ZBb2 ,3216 1.3860 ,8000 ,0636 ,6879 ,7511 .5000 -,6_14 -,7312 ,4738 1,0910
.3800 -1.2935 .3219 1.3835 .8500 .0265 ,6961 .7386 .5000 -,7401 -.6766 ,6933 1,0581
,4200 -1,2051 .3473 1.3287 .9000 ,1099 .7014 ,7304 CHORDWISE
,4bOO -1,0_27 ,3815 1.2594 ,9500 .12C3 ,7102 ,7168 .0600 ,4500 -,9078 .4256 1.1762
.5000 -.7386 .4837 1.0741 1.0000 -.0186 .6761 .7694 .1400 ,4500 -1.2068 .3468 1.3296
.540u -.7161 .5049 1.0_88 .1200 ,4500 -1.3126 ,3226 1.3818
.5800 -.6331 .5232 1.0086 .3000 .4500 -1.2849 .3197 1.3884
,6200 -.5615 ,53_5 .9822 ,3800 ,6500 -1,2513 ,3307 1,3642
,6600 -,5030 ,5607 .94_4 .%b00 .4500 -1.1759 .3563 1.310C
,7000 -.43_2 ,58_8 .9103 .5400 .4500 -,7301 .4770 1.0856
.7500 -.3_06 .610q .8697 .6200 .4500 -.5560 .5262 1.0037
,6000 -.2537 .6215 ,8533 ,7000 .4500 -,4189 .5613 .9474
.8500 -.2077 .6656 .8161 .8000 .4500 -.2495 .6125 .8672
.goo0 -.1276 .6424 .8211 .9000 .4500 -.1230 .6457 .8161
,9500 -,1265 ._6_5 .791_ .1014 ,3552 ,2542 ,7500 .6565
,9750 -,_676 ,7128 ,7127 .2000 ,3552 .1058 .7104 .7164
L,O00C -,('1d6 ,67o1 ,7694 .3500 ,3552 -.1077 ,6483 ,8120
• 4500 ,3552 1,2348 .6158 .8622
.5500 .3552 -.2280 .6207 ,8546
• 6500 .3552 -.1041 .6488 .8112
• 7500 .3552 .0213 .6846 .7562
• 8000 .3552 .0730 .7014 .7304
• 8500 .3552 .0969 .7060 .7233
18g .90oo .3552 .1126 .7z14 .7169
.9_00 ,3552 .1197 ,7157 .7083
PT 175.0471 KPA CN .7364 CD1 .07155
TT 140.1017 K CH -.0638 CDZ .06752
RC 10.1176 _ILLIOH CC .0076 CD3 .05726
HACH ,7628 CD4 ,04015
ALPHA 4,5110 OEG C05 .03131
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPA½_ISE
XlC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeL/PT MLOC XIC YliB!Z) CP PtL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.03Z2 ,q664 .2214 O. OCO0 1,0322 ,9664 .2Z14 .5000 ,7401 -.7452 ,4727 1.0928
o0060 .0Z90 ,6886 .7500 .0040 .9046 .9303 .3219 .5000 .6414 -.7082 .4790 1.08Z1
.0080 -.Z257 ,6177 .8591 .0C80 .6867 .8694 ,4516 .5000 .5427 -.7095 .4831 1,075Z
• 0150 -.3480 ,5823 ,9143 .0130 .5873 .8434 ,4994 ,5000 .4440 -.7222 .4833 1.0748
• 01§3 -.4915 .5439 .9751 .0500 .4440 .8035 .§679 .5000 .3454 -.6849 ,4899 1.0538
• 04UO -,7Z39 .4790 1.0811 ,1000 .2854 ,7580 .6418 ,5000 ,2467 -.6730 .4923 1.0597
•0600 -,9497 ,415! 1.1954 ,1500 oZC64 ,7374 ,6743 ,5000 ,1480 -.671§ ,495Z 1.0548
• 0800 -1,1086 .3759 1.2705 .2000 .1280 ,7138 .7111 .5000 .0493 -.6625 .4956 1.0541
• 1GO0 -1.1607 .3573 1.3080 .2500 .0428 .690q .7466 .5000 -.0493 -.67§6 .49Z8 1,0589
• 1400 -1.2265 .3384 1.3476 .3500 -.1076 .6503 .8090 .5000 -.1480 -.6810 .4904 1.0628
• 1800 -1.2651 .3278 1.3704 .4500 -.2419 .4973 1.0513 .5000 -,2467 -,7041 .4856 1,0710
• 2200 -1.2675 .3207 1.3861 .5500 -,2364 ,6118 ,8683 .5000 -.3454 -.6883 .4881 1.0668
• ZTOO -1.1948 .3165 1.3954 ,6500 -.1115 .6166 ,8609 .5000 -.4440 -,6808 .4902 1.0632 W
• 3000 -1,3158 .3144 1,4002 .7500 -.0072 ,6485 ,8117 .5000 -.54Z7 -.6580 .4999 1,0470
• 3400 -1,2698 .3221 1.3830 ,8000 .0405 .6771 .7677 .5000 -.6414 -.6011 ,5146 1.0226
• 3800 -1.1111 .3717 1.2788 .8500 .0657 .6905 .7472 .5000 -.7401 -.5799 .52ZZ 1,0102
• 4ZUO -.9098 .4317 1./651 .9000 .0852 .6970 .7371 CHORDMISE
,4bUO -.7470 .47Z6 1.0930 .9500 .0745 .6958 .7390 .0600 .4500 -.9506 .4159 1.1939
.5000 -.6580 .5054 1.0378 1.0000 -.1224 .6461 .8154 .1400 .4500 -1.2308 .3386 1.3471
• 5400 -.6257 .5156 1.0210 .2200 .4500 -1,3305 .3159 1.3969
• 5800 -,5978 .5299 .9977 .3000 .4500 -1.3145 .3127 1.4039
• 6200 -,5390 .5461 ,9715 .3800 .4500 -1.1578 .3591 1.3043
• 6600 -.4829 .5603 .9489 .4600 .4500 -.7736 .4634 1.1090
.7000 -.4293 .5778 .9113 .5400 .4500 -.6364 .5045 1,0393
•7500 -.3709 .5886 .9044 .6200 .4500 .-,5396 ,5315 ,9950
.8000 -.3264 .6005 .8859 .7000 .4500 -.4292 .5627 .9452
.8500 -.2E39 .6ZOZ .8553 .8000 .4500 -.3222 .5895 .9030
• 9000 -.2223 ,629U .8418 .9000 .4500 -0Z090 06253 .8474
.9500 -.1877 .6422 .8214 ,1014 .3551 .2863 .760Z ,6383
• 9750 -,1447 .7017 ,7300 .ZOO0 .355Z .1Z6Z ,7150 .7093
I,OUO0 -.1224 .6461 .8154 .3500 .3552 -,1040 .6508 ,8082
.4500 .3552 -.2436 .61Z4 .8675
.5500 .3552 -.2364 .6173 .8598
• 6500 .3552 -.1134 .6470 ,8141
.7500 .3552 .0084 .6824 ,7597
.8000 ,3552 .04bO .6914 .7457
.8500 ,355Z .0709 ,7003 ,7321
.9000 .3552 .0742 .7013 .7305
.9500 .3552 .0520 .6958 ,7390
PT 175.7353 KPA CN .2367 CD1 .01038
TT 161.5057 K C_ -.0731 COZ .01036
RC 10,1053 HILLION CC .0105 C03 .00996
_ACH .7818 C04 .00968
ALPHA -.9923 DEC C05 ,00923
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SP&NWISE
X/C CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC CP PpLIPT HLQC XlC ¥1(812| CP P.LIPT _LQC
O.OOOO 1.1202 .q878 .1325 O,ObO0 1,120Z ,9878 .13Z5 ,5000 .7401 -.6098 .4934 1,0578
• 0C40 ,8419 ,9085 ,3727 ,0C40 -,2120 .6063 .8769 .5000 =6414 -,6324 ,4885 1.0660
• 00_0 .6268 .8468 .4933 .C080 -.7095 .4636 1,1085 .5000 .54Z7 -,6395 ,48_7 1.0724
•0150 .4190 .7874 .59_6 .0230 -.1013 .6380 ,8_78 .5000 ,4440 -.6359 ,4870 1,0686
• CZSO ,1978 ,7236 ,6960 ,0500 -,1ZCZ .b337 .8344 ,5000 ,3454 -,6402 .4847 1.0725
• 0400 -.0700 .6476 ,8131 .1000 -,1719 .6178 .8591 .5000 .2487 -.6386 .4864 1.0697
• 0600 -°2978 o5816 .9153 .1500 -,2078 .6080 ,8742 °5000 .1480 -.6403 .4859 1.0704
• 0800 -.4213 .5467 ,9706 .2000 -.0998 .6383 .8274 e5000 ,0493 -,6388 ,4865 le0695
• 1000 -,4813 .5294 ,9985 .2500 -.2903 ,5845 .9107 .5000 -.0493 -,6423 .4842 1,0732
.1400 -.5537 ,5084 1.0329 .3500 -.4114 .5491 .9668 ,5000 -,1480 -.6429 ,4837 1,0741
,1800 -.5954 ,4968 1,05Z1 ,4500 -,5260 .4824 1,0763 .5000 -.2467 -,6413 .4847 1.0725
.2200 -,6223 ,4_98 1.0639 ,55C0 -.3685 .5162 1.0199 .5C00 -.3454 -,6400 .4851 1,0717
,2600 -,5655 .5063 1.0363 .6_00 -,1474 .5618 ,9466 .5000 -,4460 -,6363 .4868 1.0689
.3UO0 -.5453 .5119 1.0Z72 .7500 .0173 .6250 ,8479 .5000 -.5417 -.6408 .4845 1.0727
• 3400 -.5469 .5129 1.0254 .8000 .0799 .6719 .7757 .5C00 -.6414 -.6404 .4840 1.0735
• 3800 -,57Z0 ,5040 1.0401 .8500 ,1313 ,6901 ,7478 ,5000 -.7401 -.6519 .4804 1,0797
• %200 -.5984 ,4977 1.0506 ,9000 .1712 .7052 .7245 CHORDgISE
.4600 -.6230 .4898 1.0642 .9500 .2105 .716P .7065 .0800 .4500 -.3306 .5732 .9285
•5000 -,6478 .47_2 1,0835 1,0000 ,1965 ,7247 ,6943 ,1400 ,4500 -,5368 ,5146 1.0229
• 5400 -,6672 .4637 1.1085 .2200 ,4500 -.6138 .4923 1.0597
,5800 -.7183 .4528 1.1273 ,3000 .4500 -.5566 .5095 1.0311
• 6100 -.7567 .4474 1.1370 .3800 .4500 -.5718 .5041 1.0400
• 6600 -.7713 .5101 1.0300 .4600 .4500 -.6173 .4919 1.0604
.7000 -.5504 .5644 .9424 .5400 .4500 -.6612 .4791 1.0818
.7500 -.36ZZ .6041 ._SCZ .6200 .4500 -.7425 .4546 1.1242
• 8000 -.2236 .6435 .8195 .7000 .6500 1"5280 .5168 1.0191
.8500 -.0860 .6776 .7670 .8000 .4500 -.2335 .6012 .8848
,9000 .0345 .7040 ,7264 .9000 .4500 .0270 .6762 ,7691
• 9500 .1181 .7148 ,70q6 .1014 .3551 -.1795 .6165 .8611
.9750 ,1868 ,7279 ,6892 ,2000 ,3552 -.2389 .6005 .8859
1.0000 .1965 .7147 .6943 .3500 .355Z -.6053 ,5519 .96Z3
.6500 ,3551 -.5126 ,5214 1,0116
•5500 ,3551 -.3693 .5621 .9460
• 6500 .3552 -.1467 .6285 .8456
•7500 .3551 .0181 .6728 .7744
• 8000 ,355Z ,0789 ,6q07 .7469
• 8500 .3552 .1283 .7047 .7252
90 .9000 .3552 .1710 .7161 .7076
.9500 .3551 .1931 ,7227 .6974
PT 175.7204 KPA C_ .3814 CD1 .01131
TT 139.5975 K CM -.0736 CD2 .01135
RC 10.3281 MZLLION CC ,0104 CD3 .01092
MACH t7648 004 .01028
ALPHA ,O00O DEG CO5 .009§2
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtL/PT MLDC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC YI(Bt2) CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1583 .9987 ,0426 0.0000 1,1583 .g987 .0426 .5000 ,7401 -.7326 .4561 1.1216
.0040 .7203 .8732 .6444 ,0040 .1038 .6950 ,7403 .5000 ,6416 -.7233 .4610 1.1130
.0C80 ,4667 ,8055 ,56;6 .0080 -,2345 .5981 .8895 .5000 .5427 -.7383 ,4537 1.1259
.0150 o2812 .7463 .6606 .0230 .0890 .6927 .7438 ,5000 ,4640 -.74Z6 o4515 1.1298
p .0250 ,0740 ,6050 ,7541 .0500 ,0348 .6768 .7683 .5000 .3454 -.7176 .4605 1.1140
• 0;00 -.2001 .6078 ,8745 ,1000 -.0549 .6494 .8104 ,5000 ,2467 -,7159 ,4593 1.1160
• 0600 -,4334 .5392 .9827 ,1500 -.1012 .6366 .8301 ,5000 .1480 -,6872 .4698 1.0979
• .0800 -.5618 .5042 1.0399 .2000 -,0112 .6623 ,7906 .5000 .0493 -.6747 ,4719 1.0943
• 1000 -.6;2; .6805 1.0796 .2500 -,2052 ,6065 ,8765 .5000 -,0493 -.6696 .6749 1.0892
• 14U0 -.7096 ,4614 1.1125 .3500 -,3304 .5696 .9343 .5000 -.1480 -.7058 .4625 1.1105
• 1800 -.7415 .4534 1.1265 .4500 -,44B0 .4685 1.1001 .5000 -.2467 -.7049 .4649 1.1065
• 2200 -.7818 ,4410 1.1686 .5500 -.3379 .5350 .9895 .5000 -.3454 -.7228 .4603 1.1143
• 2600 -,7976 ,43d6 1.1526 .6500 -,1341 .5685 .9360 ,5000 -.4440 -.7293 .4570 1.1201
• 3000 -,7890 .;399 1.1502 ,7500 .0256 .6267 .8653 .5000 -,5427 -.7448 .4526 1.1279
.3;00 -.7813 .44_5 1.1422 .8600 .0889 .6727 .7745 .5000 -.6414 -.7574 .4471 1.1376
.3800 -.7608 .4;72 1.1372 .8500 .1363 .6917 .7;54 .5000 -.7401 -.7652 .4462 1.1391
.;200 -.7561 .6476 1.1367 .9000 .1695 .7048 .7252 CHORDWISE
,6600 -,7178 ,6606 1.1141 ,9500 .2093 .7155 .7085 .0600 .4500 -.4733 ,5308 ,9963
• 5000 -.6847 ,;616 1,1121 l. OOGO .1759 ,7166 ,7069 ,1;00 .4500 -,7112 ,4631 1.1099
• 5400 -,7081 ,;;89 1.1363 ,2200 ,4500 -.7653 .4474 1.1370
.5800 -.76ul .4371 1.1596 .3000 .4500 -.7705 .4464 1.1388
• 6200 -.7961 ,4635 1.1639 .3800 .4900 -.7518 ,4507 1.1311
,661U -.7791 .5179 1.0173 .;bOO ,4500 -.7489 ,4516 1.1295
,7000 -._133 ,5675 .9375 .5600 .4500 -.7261 .6963 1.1213
• 7500 -,3466 .6060 .8773 .6200 .4500 -;7645 .4519 1.1291
.8000 -.2138 .6454 .8165 .7000 .6500 -.5115 .5187 1.0160
.850_ -.0727 .67;5 ,7718 .8000 .4500 -,2178 ,6038 .8807
.9000 ,0288 .69_0 .7356 ,9000 .4500 .0296 ,6740 ,7726
.9_00 .11_7 .7094 .7180 .,1014 .3552 -.0556 .6513 ,8074
• 9750 .1516 .7272 .690; .2000 .3552 -.1_77 ,6237 ,8;99
1.0000 .1759 .7166 .7069 .3500 .3552 -.3272 .9727 .9294
.;500 .3552 -.4327 .5429 .9768
• 5500 .3552 -,3422 ,5686 ,9358
.6500 ,3552 -,127; ,6305 ,8394
.7500 ,3552 .0293 .6748 ,7714
• 8000 .3552 .0893 ,6920 .7448
• 8500 .3552 .1316 ,7030 ,7280
.9000 .3552 .1726 .7192 ,7090
• 9500 .3552 .1908 .7196 .7021
PT 175.7377 KPA CN .5290 C01 .01308
TT 1;0,9;03 K C_ -.0781 CD2 .01291
RC I£,i;16 HILLIUK CC ,0069 CD3 .01248
MACH .7787 CD4 .01218
ALPHA .9813 DEG C05 .01154
UPPEE SURFACE LOWER SURFAC_ SPANWISE
X/C CP PeLIPT HL_C X/C CP PwL/PT MLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PJLIPT MLOC
O,uO00 1.1571 .9985 ,0;66 0.0000 1,1571 .9985 ,0;66 ,5000 .7401 -,8981 ,4123 1,2007
,0060 .5650 .8305 .5221 ,CO;O ,3823 ,7786 .6088 .5000 ,6614 -.9384 ,;023 1.2193
• 0080 .3211 .7608 .6373 .0080 ,0818 ,6923 ,?443 ,5000 ,5427 -.9460 ,4026 1,2188
• 01_3 ,1283 .7052 .126; .0230 .2121 .7283 .6886 ,5000 .4440 -.9578 .3988 1,2299
.0250 -.0750 .648_ ,8112 ,0500 .1506 .7126 .7131 ,5000 ,3456 -.9583 .3995 1,2247
.04UO -.3384 .5718 .9307 ,1000 .05_2 .6859 .7542 .5000 ,2467 -,9469 .3998 1.2241
• ObOU -.5670 ._073 1.03_7 .1500 -.OOQ7 .6667 ,783P .5000 ,1680 -,9;03 .4025 1.2190
• 0800 -.7213 .6645 1.1070 .2000 -.0658 .6503 .8090 ,5000 .0693 -.9333 ,4036 1.2169
•1000 -.7821 .6669 1.137u .2_00 -,1278 .6322 .8368 .5000 -,0;93 -.9359 .;064 1.211t
• 1;00 -.8576 .;258 1.1758 .3500 -.2482 ,59g6 .8872 .5000 --.1480 -,9426 ,4033 1.2175
• 1600 -._962 .4162 1.1934 ,45_0 -.3726 .6032 1.2177 ,5000 -,2467 -.9259 .6062 1.2120
• 2200 -,9338 ,6066 1.2113 .5500 -,2976 ,5627 ,9451 ,5000 -,3454 -.9002 ,4141 1.1973
• _610 -.9393 .4025 1.2189 .6500 -.1096 .5850 .9100 ,5000 -,4440 -.9060 .6121 1.2010
.3000 -.9475 ,3982 1.2272 ,7500 ,0643 ,6383 ,8274 ,5000 -,5427 -.9149 ,4078 1,Z090
.3400 -.9549 .3976 1.2283 ,8000 .1017 ,6823 .7597 .5000 -,6414 -.9170 .4081 1.2084
• 38u0 -.9563 .3997 1.2263 ,8500 .1;20 .6991 .7339 .5000 -.7401 -.9054 ,4120 1.2011
,4200 -,9;79 .;016 1.2206 .9C00 .1777 ,7115 .71_8 CHORDWISE
• 4o00 -.93o7 .6056 1.2131 .9500 .2085 .7203 .7011 .0600 .;500 -,6068 ,;981 1.0500
• 5000 -.929; ,4000 1.2237 1.0000 .179; .7212 .6997 .1400 .4500 -.8511 ,4258 1.1787
j ,.5400 -.0662 .3995 1.2247 .2200 ,4500 -.9;30 .4045 1.2151
,5800 -.9508 ,;;04 1.1494 .3000 ,4500 -.9113 .4126 1.ZOO0
• 6200 -.60;2 ,52;3 1,0068 .3800 .6500 -.9199 .6101 1,2047
.060J-,5197 .5498 *9657 .4600 *;500 --.9614 .4024 1,2192
• 7000 -,;266 ,5781 .9209 ,5;00 ,4500 -.9611 ,3982 1,2271
.7500 -,3219 .6122 ,8677 .6200 .4500 -.7409 .4992 1,1163
• _O_O -.2036 ,6477 .8130 .7000 ,4500 -.4226 .5913 .9632
• 8500 -,0777 .6757 .1699 .8000 .4500 -.2109 .6112 ,8692
• 9ObO .0246 .7007 .7315 .9000 .4500 .025_ .6786 .7655
,9500 ,1103 ,7120 .7139 .1014 ,3552 ,0486 ,6834 .7582
.9750 .1690 .7248 ,6878 .2000 .3952 -,0573 ,6539 ,8034
l.Ou_O .1794 ,7212 .6997 .3500 ,3552 -.14;9 .6009 .8853
• 4500 .3952 -.3560 .9670 .9383
• 5500 ,3552 -,2926 ,5887 ,90_2
• 6500 ,3552 -,10Z2 .6620 ,8217
.7500 ,3952 .0418 .6828 .7590
.8000 .3992 ,0947 .6969 .73?3
• 8500 .3552 .1653 .7120 ,7139191 .90oo .3552 .1782 .72o5 .7oo7
,9500 ,3592 ,1952 .7291 .6936
PT 175.7356 KPA CH .5858 C01 .01847
TT 141.1494 K CH -.0825 COg .01740
Re 10.13P3 MILLION CC .0080 CO3 .01663
MACH .7808 C04 *01602
ALPHA 1.5071 DEG CO5 .01467
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANW]$E
XIC CP P, LIPT MLOC XIC CP PJLIPT HLOC X/C YI(BIE) CP PpL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1593 .9998 .0163 0,0000 1,1593 ,9998 ,0163 .5000 ,7401 -,9§15 .3969 1oZ295
.0040 .496Z .8099 .557Z .0040 .4789 .B053 .5850 .5000 .6_14 -1.0001 .3801 1.2621
.0080 .Z564 .7411 .6686 .0080 .Z030 .7270 .6905 .5000 .5427 -1.0102 .3791 1.2641
.0150 .0681 .688Z .7507 .OZ30 .Z83Z .7516 .6521 .5000 .4440 -1.01Z1 .3783 1.Z6§7
.0250 -.1190 .6331 .8354 .0500 .1977 .7246 ,6943 .5000 .3454 -1.0116 .3786 1.2650 X
.0600 -.3823 .5570 .9562 .1000 .0960 .6961 .7386 .5000 .2467 -1.0076 .3758 1.2707
,0000 -.6167 ,6927 1,0590 .1500 ,0250 ,6749 ,7712 .5000 .1680 -1.008Z ,3793 1,2537
.0800 -.7636 .6501 1.13ZZ .2000 -.0297 .6608 .7929 .5000 .0693 -1.0096 .3816 1.Z592
,1000 -,8337 .630Z 1,1b77 ,ZSCO -.0968 ,b912 ,8230 .5000 -,0993 -1,0056 ,3790 1,2663
.1400 -.8970 .6103 1.Z0_4 .3500 -,2270 ,6022 .8832 .5000 -.1680 -1.0ZZ8 .3767 1.2687
.1800 -,9415 .3987 Z.ZZbZ .4500 -.3687 .3795 1.2632 ,5000 -.Z667 -1.0217 .3788 1,2667
.ZZO0 -.9753 .3907 1.2616 .5500 -.ZB95 .5692 .9369 .5000 -.3656 -.9773 .3934 1.Z36Z 4
,Z600 -,9871 ,3872 1,2682 .6500 -,1052 .5854 .9096 .5000 -.4640 -.9749 .39Z9 1.2372
.3000 -1.00Z2 .3_Z5 1.2576 .7500 .0331 .638Z .8276 .5000 -._627 -.9807 .3920 1.Z390
,3_00 -1,006q ,378Z 1,Z659 ,8C00 ,0936 ,6766 .7686 ,5000 -,6616 -.9724 ,3930 1.2371
.3800 -1.0181 .3768 1.2686 .8500 .1620 .6965 .7611 .5000 -.7601 -.96Z7 .3936 1.Z3_9
.4200 -1.0150 .3776 1.2676 .9000 .1688 .7097 .7182 CHORDWI$E
.6600 -1.C062 .380Z 1.Z620 .9500 .Z031 .7169 .7066 .0600 .6500 -.6539 .6821 1.0770
.5000 -1.0013 .3766 1.Z690 1.0000 .1579 .7150 .7093 .1600 .6500 -.9082 .6096 1.Z0_6
.5600 -1._066 .36_Z 1,Z857 ,ZZO0 .4500 -.9976 .3842 1.Z561
.5800 -1,0669 .3951 1.2330 .3000 .4500 -.9779 ,3895 1,Z437
.bZO0 -.9621 .51Z9 1.0256 .3800 .6500 -.9825 .3927 1.2377
.6600 -.5379 .5506 .966_ .6600 .6500 -.9907 .3860 1.Z507
.7000 -.616Z .5818 .9151 .5400 .6500 -1.0460 .3739 1.2763
.7500 -.3085 .6169 .8635 ,6200 .4500 -.9668 .3921 1.2387
.6000 -.1968 .6658 .8158 .7000 .6500 -.4112 .5498 .9697
._560 -.0851 .6750 .7710 .8000 .6500 -.Z051 .6124 .8674
.gubO .0161 .&963 .738Z .9000 .4500 .0116 .6733 .7736
.95_0 .0937 .7036 .7Z69 .1016 .3552 .0785 .691Z .7661
.9750 61236 .7267 ,6911 .ZCO0 .3552 -.0Z70 ,6624 ,7903
1.0o00 .1579 .715C .7093 .3500 .3552 -.ZZ8Z .6035 .8812
.6500 .3552 -.3641 .5705 .9328
.5500 .3552 -.2900 .5859 .9085
.6500 .3552 -.1062 .6388 .8266
.7500 .3552 .0666 .6838 ,7574
.8_00 .3552 .0958 .6959 .7388
.8500 .3552 .1609 .7107 .7159
._000 .3552 .1655 .7151 .7091
.9500 .355Z .1790 ,71gz ,70Z7
PT 175.7416 KPa CN .6233 CD1 .02279
TT 161.0832 K Cq -.0798 CO2 .02183
RC _C.1340 MILLIOK CC .0073 CD3 .01895
MACH .7796 C04 .01730
ALPHA 1.9958 DEG CD5 .01663
UPPER SUPFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT _LqC XIC CP FeLIPT _LQC xlc YI'(B/Z) CP P/L/PT MLOC
U.O0_O 1.1517 ,997_ ,0606 O,GCCO 1.1517 .9976 *0606 *5000 .7601 -,9976 .3851 1,2_Z3
.0060 .6371 .7927 .Sd_B .0060 .5761 .8360 .5160 .5000 .6416 -1.0514 .3687 1.2847
.0080 .1_22 ,7218 ,6088 ,G¢BC .30C3 ,7553 .6651 .5000 .54Z7 -1.0637 ,3682 1,2858
.01_0 .C104 .6718 ,7759 .0730 .3618 .7673 .6270 .5000 .4660 -1.0660 .3657 1.Z908
.OZSO -.166Z .6157 ,8607 ,0500 ,Z3&O ,735Z ,6778 ,5000 ,3656 -1,0782 .3647 1,2928
.060_ -._507 .5615 .9790 .1000 .1358 .7089 .7188 .5000 .2667 -1.0637 .3633 1.2957
.0600 -.b&lZ .481G 1.0788 .1500 .0634 .6880 .7511 .5000 .1480 -1.0677 .3659 1.Z906
.OBO0 -.8153 .6355 1.1581 .Z_CO -.0027 .6_9Z .7800 .5C00 .0693 -1.0771 .36Z9 1.Z965
.1000 -.8873 .61bE 1.1933 .2500 -.0689 .6692 .8106 .5000 -.0693 -1.0727 .3666 1.2935
.1600 -.9676 .3982 1._271 .3500-.20_6 .6106 .8705 .5000 -.1680 -1.0758 .3626 1.2976
.1800 -.9975 .3863 1.2699 .&500 -.3320 .3661 1.2940 .5000 -.2667 -1.0622 ,3637 1.2968
.220J -1.0092 .3763 1.2696 .55C0 -.ZOSZ .5767 .9262 .5000 -.3656 -1.0629 .3678 1.2866
.Z600 -1.0157 .3735 1.2752 .6_00 -.1076 .5869 .9071 .5000 -.6660 --1.0160 .379B 1.Z6ZB
.3000 -i.0500 .3702 1.2818 ..7500 .0343 .6386 .8273 .5000 -.5627 -1.0095 .3807 1.2610
.3400 -1.U555 .367& 1.Z871 .8000 .0928 .67_3 .7659 .5000 -.6616 -.9997 .3831 1.2562
.3800 -£.0753 .3669 L,Zg26 .8500 .1198 .6963 .738Z ,5000 -.7601 -.9966 .38q8 1.Z633
.6263 -1.07_6 .3621 1.2961 .9000 .1673 .7004 .73Z0 CHOROWISE
.6600 -1,_799 .3662 1.2939 .9_00 ,1914 .7078 .7205 .0600 °6500 -,7036 .6714 1.0951
.5000 -1.0761 .3630 1.2963 1.0000 .1501 .7135 .7116 .1600 .6500 -.9576 .3989 1.2258
.5600 -£.0648 .3600 1.3026 .2200 .6500 -1.0472 .3718 1.2785
,5800 -I.0_86 .656Z 1.121_ .3000 .6500 -1.0680 ,3761 1.2739
.62_0 -.7691 .5Z_8 1.006_ .3800 .6500 -1.0106 .3788 1.Z666
.66_0 -.50_5 .55Z6 .961Z .6600 .6500 -1.0635 .3710 1.Z80Z
.7000 -.6086 .5800 ._179 .5600 .4500 -1.0966 .3586 1.3057
.7500 -.3060 ._098 .8714 .6Z00 .6500 -,7699 .6688 1.13_6
.8000 -.1983 .6606 .626Z .7000 .6500 -.4115 .5535 .9598
.8500 -.0998 .6676 .7827 .8000 .6500 -.2002 .611Z .8692
.9000 -,_0_6 ,6891 .7693 .9C00 ,6500 -.0035 .6687 ,7807
,9_0 ,G7Z6 .7068 ,7251 .1016 .355Z ,1105 ,6999 ,7327
.9750 .1177 .723_ .6969 ._000 .3552 .0012 .6713 .7767
1.0000 .1501 .7135 .7116 .3500 .3552 -.1977 .6168 .8636
.6500 .355Z -.3ZOO .5799 .9181
.5500 .355Z -.Z787 ,5904 .9015
,6500 ,3552 -,1002 ,6628 .8205
.7500 .355Z .0378 .6T85 ,7656
.8000 ,3552 .0915 .6967 .7607
.8500 ,3552 ,1287 ,7066 ,7223
1 _2 .9000 .3552 .1608 .7163 ,7106
.9500 .3552 .1733 .7189 *7032
PT 175.7337 KPA C_ ,6468 CD1 ,03028
TT 141.0765 K C_ -,O?BO ¢OZ .02809
RC 10,1465 MTLLION CC .0085 CD3 .02506
MACH .7813 C04 ,01963
ALPHA 2.5039 DEG CD5 .01689
UPP[R SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT ML_C X/C Y/(BI2) CP PtLIPT BLOC
0.0000 1,1686 ,9959 ,0769 O. OOO0 1.1484 ,9999 ,0762 .5000 ,7601 -1.0363 .3727 1.2768
.0043 ,3757 .7757 ,6136 ,0040 ,6306 ,8673 ,4926 .5000 ,6414 -1.1097 .3548 1.3130
,0080 ,1309 .7061 .7231 ,0080 .3705 ,7742 ,6159 .5000 ,5427 -1.1032 .3535 1,3157
,0150 -,0605 .6573 .7981 .0230 ,3766 ,7769 .6169 ,5000 .6460 -1.0968 ,3539 1.3149
,0250 -.2213 ,6067 ,8793 ,0500 ,2813 ,7688 ,6565 ,5000 ,3654 -1,1032 ,351B 1,3193
,u400 -.6916 .5294 .9985 .1000 .1580 .7118 .7143 .5000 .2667 -1.1021 ,3504 1,3222
,0600 -,6996 ,6672 _.L023 ,15C0 .0637 .6q27 ,7436 .5000 .1480 -1.1208 .3509 1.3211
.0800 -,8592 .4253 1.1766 ,2000 .0167 ,6727 .7765 ,5000 ,0493 -1,1374 ,3667 1.3342
• LOb0 -,9093 ,6063 1,2119 °2500 -,0503 .6565 .8026 .5000 -.0693 -1.1161 .3678 1,3276
• .1600 -,9783 .3862 1,2502 .3500 -,1943 .6124 ,8673 ,5000 -,1680 -1,1048 .3488 1.3254
.1800 -1.0356 .3738 1.2745 ,6500 -.3234 .3471 1.3291 .5000 -,2467 -1.1069 ,3517 1.3195
,ZZO0 -1,0510 ,3652 1,2917 .5500 -,2797 .5769 ,9259 ,5000 -,3654 -1,1085 ,3523 1,3182
,2600 -1.0766 ,363G 1.2963 .6500 -,1176 .SqOZ .9020 .5000 -.4460 -1.0545 .3693 1,2835
• 3000 -1.0872 .3581 1,3062 ,7500 ,0176 ,6331 ,8356 .5000 -.56Z7 -1.0366 .3702 1,2817
.3400 -1.1110 .3564 1.3138 ,8000 ,0822 .6717 .7761 .5000 -,6414 -1.0200 .3758 1.2706
,3800 -1.1085 ,3520 1.3189 .8500 ,1094 ,6924 ,7442 .5000 -,7401 -,9756 .3920 1.2369
.6200 -1.1137 ,3691 1.3269 .9000 ,1458 ,6979 ,7358 CHOROWISE
,6600 -1.1156 ,3682 1.3267 .95G0 .1756 .710q ,7156 .0600 .6500 -.7121 .461_ 1.1125
• _000 -1.1319 .3574 1.3076 1.0000 ,0609 ,6851 .7555 ,1600 ,4500 -.9765 ,3876 1.2475
• 5400 -1,6774 ,39_5 1.2343 .2Z00 ,4500 -1,0783 .3610 1.3006
,5800 -,q677 ,4927 1,0529 .3000 .4500 -1.0858 .3599 1.3026
.bZuO -,6179 .5314 .9953 .3800 ,4500 -1,0597 ,3666 1,2890
,6600 -,4747 .5524 ,9616 .6600 ,4500 -1.0864 ,3587 1,3050
,7000 -,3958 .5800 ,9179 .5400 .6500 -1.1165 .3511 1.3206
,7500 -,3078 ,6075 .8769 ,6200 .6500 -.6177 .4917 1.0606
,80U0 -,2138 .6365 .8333 ,7000 ,4500 -,4046 ,5511 ,9635
,85u0 -,1229 .6493 ,8105 .8000 .4500 -.2202 .6059 .6?74
,9000 -,0620 ,6736 ,7731 ,9000 ,4500 -,0355 ,6602 ,7938
.95b0 .0214 ,6879 ,7511 ,1016 ,3552 .1437 ,7109 ,7156
.9750 ,0644 .7200 .7015 ,2000 ,3552 ,0158 ,6722 ,7754
1.COCO ,06C9 .6851 .7555 ,3500 ,3552 -,1952 .6096 o8714
,4500 ,3552 -,3241 .5763 ,9268
• 5500 ,3552 -.2887 ,5868 ,9072
• 6500 ,3552 -,1033 ,6398 ,8252
• 7500 ,3552 .0303 ,6774 ,7673
• 8000 ,3552 ,0792 .6917 ,7453
• 8500 .3552 .1169 .7019 ,7296
• 9G00 .3552 .1604 ,7083 ,7198
• 9500 ,3552 .1312 ,7046 ,7254
PT 125.7280 KPA CN .6661 C01 .04071
TT 161.0724 K Cq -,0736 COZ .03799
RC 10,1332 MILLIO_ CC ,0093 CD3 ,03400
HACH .7795 CD4 ,02279
ALPHA 3,0_39 DEG C05 ,01712
UPPEk SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PsL/PT HLOC X/C CP PpLIPT _L_C XIC YI(BI2) CP P_L/PT BLOC
0,0000 1,13_8 ,9916 .1099 0.0000 1.1318 ,9916 ,1099 ,5000 ,7401 -1.0804 ,3610 1,3002
,O04_ ,3055 .7567 ,6460 ,0060 .7129 ,8728 .4651 ,5000 ,6414 -1,1505 .3432 1.3372
,0080 ,_631 ,b675 ,7518 .C_80 ,4387 ,7927 .5859 ,5000 ,5427-1.1499 ,3439 1.3357
,3153 -.11_2 ,6388 ,8266 .0230 ,4253 ,7904 ,5896 .5000 .4460 -1.1364 ,3451 1,3333
.0250 -.2715 ,59L7 ,8996 ,0500 .3177 .7602 .6386 *5000 .3656 -i,1622 .3464 1.3306
,U40O -,5293 ._175 1,0179 ,1UCO ,1950 ,7257 .6927 ,5000 ,2467 -1,0999 .3564 1,3139
• 0_0 -.7657 .657Z 1,L1_8 .1500 .1066 .6999 ,7_27 .5000 .1480 -1.1202 .3486 1,3260
.0800 -.8993 ,6138 1./977 20C0 ,0356 ,6772 ,7676 .5000 ,0493 -L,1299 .3669 1.3337
• 1_00 -,9696 .3939 1._353 2500 -,0295 ,6636 .7888 .5000 -,0493 -1,1126 .3500 1.3230
,1403 -1.0296 ,3725 1.2771 3500 -.1714 ,6202 .8553 ,SGO0 -*1480 -1,1526 ,3662 1.3352
.18_0 -1.094_ .3612 L.ZOq8 4500 -.3160 .3468 1,3297 .5000 -.2467 -1,146G ,3418 1,3403
,22U0 -1,1141 ,35_6 1,3176 5500 -.2e05 ,5795 ,9187 ,5000 -,3456 -1,1540 ,3427 1,3383
•2600 -1,1188 ,3506 1.3218 6500 -.1157 ,5899 ,9_26 .5000 -,4440-1,1001 ,3586 1,3052
,30GO -1,13L9 ,3464 1,3305 ,7500 ,0092 ,6368 .8297 ,5000 -,5427 -1,0862 .3605 1.3016
,3400 -1.1486 .3638 1,3361 ,8000 ,06_6 .6699 .7789 .5000 -,6416 -1,0621 ,3731 1,2760
.3BU_ -1,1575 ,3418 1.3403 .8500 ,0961 .6903 .7675 .5000 -,7_01 -.9128 .4085 1.2076
,6200 --1*1650 .3369 1.3506 .9000 .1254 ,6969 ,7372 CHOROWISE
,_bO0 1L,1795 .3358 1,3531 ,9500 ,1274 ,7069 .7269 .0600 .4500 -,777B ,4467 1,1347
,5000 11.1275 .4250 1,1761 1,OCbO ,0C95 ,6716 .7762 ,1600 .4500 -1.0287 .3735 1.2751
.5403 -.8506 .4750 1.0874 ,2200 .4500 -L,1354 ,3475 1.3283
,_800 -,6740 ,5126 1.0260 ,3000 ,4500 -1.1301 ,3475 1.3282
• .6200 -.5432 .5343 .9906 .3800 ,6500 -1.1139 .3530 1.3167
.6600 -,6677 .5536 ,9598 ,6600 ,6500 -1,1337 ,3471 1.3289
.7000 -.4144 .5757 .9247 .5400 .6500 -,9297 .4018 1.2203
,7500 -,3259 ,_01C .885_ .6200 ,6500 -,5496 .5139 1,0239
.8000 1,26_4 ._232 ,8506 .7000 .4500 -.4056 .5546 .9580
.BSUO 1,1675 ,6366 ,8309 ,8000 ,6500 -,2328 .6065 .8796
,9000 -.1166 .6539 .8036 .9000 .4500 -,1063 .6605 ,8261
R ,956_ -._551 .6655 .7256 ,1014 ,3552 ,1666 .7164 .7071
.9750 -,G11b .7053 .7243 .2000 .3552 .0397 ,6802 .7629
1.0000 .0095 .67L6 .7762 .3500 .3552 -.1717 .6210 .8540
• 6500 .3552 -,3136 .5780 ,9210
,5500 .3552 -,2758 ,5917 .8995
.6500 ,3552 -,1120 ,6374 .8288
.7500 ,3552 ,0152 .6741 ,7723
• 8000 .3551 ,0632 ,6877 ,7515
• 8500 ,355Z ,0955 .6949 .7403
1 9_ ,qO00 ,3552 ,1267 .7060 ,7232
• 9500 .3552 ,1086 ,7005 ,7317
PT 175.7295 RPA C_ .6604 CD1 .05726
TT 141.01_7 K C_ -,0669 CD2 .05428
RC 10.1350 RILLION CC .0117 CO3 .04659
HACH .7789 CD4 .02968
ALPHA 3,5131 OEG CD5 ,02253
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC CP PPLIPT HLOC XIC Y1(812) CP P_LIPT HLOC
O.O000 1.1095 .9857 .1437 0.0000 1.1095 ,9857 .1437 .5000 .7401 -1o1033 .3572 1.3080
• 0040 .2471 .7389 .6720 .0040 .7582 .8844 .4226 ,5000 .6414 -1.1660 .3395 1.3451
• 0080 -,CC37 .6684 .7811 .0080 .5119 .8144 .5497 .5000 .5427 -1.0487 .3676 1,2869
• 0150 -.1558 .6250 .8%79 .0230 .4832 .8081 ,5600 .5000 .4440 -,9739 .3924 1,2382
• 0Z50 -,3142 .5788 .9197 ,0500 ,3469 ,7674 .6269 .5000 ,3454 -.8610 .4245 1.1780
.0400 -.5749 .5063 1.0363 .1000 .2051 ,7263 .6918 .5000 ,2467 -.8071 ,4417 1,1471
.ObuO -.7950 .4431 1,1447 .1500 .L295 .7063 .7227 .8000 .1480 -.7017 .4689 1.0995
.0800 -,9416 .4u17 1.2204 .ZCO0 ,0598 .6853 .7552 .5000 .0493 -.6897 .4706 1,0965 q
• 1003 -1.0039 .38Z6 1.1571 .2500 -.0128 ,6658 .7852 .5000 -.0493 -.7379 .4591 1.1165
• 1400 -1.0826 .3610 1,3003 .3500 -.1635 .6218 ,8528 .5000 -.1480 -.8771 .4231 1,1805
• 18UO -1,I125 .3515 1.3198 ,4500 -.3123 ,4612 1.1128 .5000 -.2467 -,9481 .4005 1.2228
• 2200 -1,1523 ,3415 1.3387 .5500 -.2880 .5805 ,9171 .5000 -.3454 -1.0182 .3813 1.2599
.2600 -1.1676 .3378 1.3487 .6500 -.1287 .5877 .9058 .5000 -,4440 -1.0201 .3760 1.2702
• 3000 -1.1750 ,3369 1.3507 .7500 -.0088 .6330 .8355 .5000 -.5427 -1.0432 .3729 1.2764
• 3400 -1.1857 .3339 !.357L .PO00 .0453 .6668 .7836 .5000 -.6414 -.9850 .3895 1.2437
• 3800 -1.1761 .3312 1.3629 ,8500 .0719 .6817 .7607 ,5000 -,7401 -,8570 .4284 1.1710
,4Z00 -1,1838 .3317 1,3598 ,9000 .0831 .6905 .7472 CHQRDWISE
.46_0 -1.0446 ,3713 1.1775 .9500 .0900 .6935 .7425 .0600 .4500 -.8015 .4391 1.1517
,5000 -.7337 ,4939 1.0571 1.0CCO -.0668 ,6510 .8078 .1400 .4500 -1.0868 ,3635 1.2952
• 5400 -.6231 ._132 1.0150 .2200 .4500 -1.1838 .3367 1.3510
•5800 -,5461 ,51_1 1,0071 .3000 .4500-I,1662 .3350 1.3548
.6200 -.5025 .5361 .9876 *3800 .4500 -1.1632 *3402 1.3437
• 6600 -.4673 .5534 .9600 ,4600 ,4500 11,1339 .3453 1.3329
• 7000 -.4174 .5691 .9349 .5400 .4500 -,6713 .4772 1.0852
.7500 -.3546 .5e88 .9041 .6200 .4500 -.5232 .5235 1.0081
•8000 -.2874 .5990 .8881 ,7000 .4500 -,4090 .5555 .9565
.8500 -.2400 .6115 .8688 .8000 .4500 -.1905 .5872 .9065
.9000 -,2045 .6313 .8383 .9000 .4500 -.1681 .6220 *8526
.9500 -.1353 .6381 .8277 .1014 ,3552 .2022 .7270 ,6906
• 9750 -.1171 ,6951 .7401 .2000 .3552 .0666 ,6890 .7495
1.O00O -.0668 .6510 .8078 .3_00 .3551 -,1616 ,6219 ,8527
.4500 .35S2 -,2920 ,5887 .9043
.5500 ,3551 -.2841 .5914 .9001
,8500 .3552 -.1311 .6306 .8392
.7500 .3552 ,0045 .6717 .7760
• 8000 .3551 .0457 .6817 .7607
.8500 .3551 .0772 .6909 ,7466
.9000 .3552 .0981 .6994 .7335
• 9500 .3552 .0734 .6917 .7453
PT 175.7226 KPA Cq .6719 C01 ,06959
TT 141.0812 K C_ -*0644 CD2 ,06702
RC 10.1076 HILLIQN CC .0136 CD3 ,05709
MACH .7701 C04 .03830
ALPHA 4.0234 OEG CD5 .02873
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsL/PT HLOC X/C CP PtLIPT HLOC XIC Yl(BI2) CP P,LIPT RLQC
O.O_GO 1,0883 .9798 .1711 O.O000 1.0883 .9798 .1711 .5000 .7401 -,9757 .3960 1.2313
.0040 .1644 .7195 .7024 .0_40 .82_0 .0033 .3839 .5000 .6414 -.8824 .4202 1.1860
.0080 -.£082 .6514 .8072 ,OOPO ,5748 .8337 .5164 .5000 .5427 -.7628 .4538 1.1256
• 0150 -.1276 ,6_77 .8747 ._230 ,5158 .8177 .5441 .5000 ,4440 -.7053 .4718 1.0945
• OZ_O -.3783 .504Z .94Z7 .0500 .3845 .7816 .6040 .5000 .3454 -.6659 .4829 1.0756
•04GO -,6169 .4947 1.0550 .IO00 .2337 .7369 .6752 ,5000 .2467 -.6341 .4916 1.0609
•0600 -.8549 .4303 1.1675 .1500 .1534 ,7143 .7t04 .SCCO .1480 -.6046 ,4979 1.0503
•USO0 -.9644 .3919 I._392 .2000 .0778 .6926 .7439 .5000 .0493 -.6290 .4944 1.0562
.i003 -I.U468 .3717 1.2787 ,2500 ,0079 .6743 .7720 .5000 -.0493 -.6270 .4939 1.0559
•14GO -1.1239 .3496 1.3237 ,3500 -.14_5 ,6302 .8399 .5000 -,1480 --,6512 ,4867 1.0691
•I_00 -I.1803 ,3400 1.3441 ,4500 -.2873 .4970 1.0518 .5000 -.2467 -.6692 ,4806 1.0795
• 2200 -1.1833 .3331 1.3588 .5500 -.2874 .5908 .qoo9 .5000 -.3454 -.7071 .4702 1.0972
• 26u0 -1.2146 .3279 1.3701 .6500 -.1410 .5895 .9029 .5000 -.4440 -.7692 ,4547 1,1242
• 3000 -1.2279 .3247 1.3773 .7500 -.0215 .6295 .8410 .5000 -.5427 -.7968 .4467 1.1382
.34U0 -1.220Z .3243 1.3781 .800_ .0274 .6634 ,7888 .5000 -.6414 -.8002 .4409 1.1485
,3800 -1.1999 .3297 1.3661 .8500 .0519 .6807 .7622 .5000 -.7401 -.7715 .4509 1.1307
• 42_0 -1.0239 .3815 1.2593 .9000 .0612 .6846 .7563 CH_RDWISE
• 4bOO -,7504 .4590 1,1167 .9500 ,0528 .6890 .7494 .0600 .4500 -.8686 .4285 1.1708
• 5000 -.6088 .5069 1.0353 1.0000 -.13_8 .6345 .8332 .1400 .4500 -1.1171 .3533 1.3151
• 5400 -.5800 .5151 1.0218 .2200 .4500 -1.2371 .3260 1.3744
.5800 -.5441 .5243 1.3067 .3000 .4500 -L.2395 .3236 1.3796
• 6200 -.5231 .5383 .9841 .3EO0 .4500 -1.1982 .3306 1.3642
• 6600 -.4703 .5506 ,9644 .4600 ,4500 -,9098 .4111 1.2029 4
.7000 -.4258 .5606 ,9485 .5400 ,4500 -.6355 .4946 1.0558
• 7500 -.3873 .5765 .9234 .6200 .4500 -.5188 .5261 1.0039
• 80_0 -.3327 .5909 .9008 .7000 .4500 -.4203 ,5539 .9592
• 8500 -.2674 .6053 .3784 .8000 .4500 -.3200 .5805 .9171
• 90_v -.2360 .6040 .8804 .9000 .4500 -.2413 .6017 .8840
•9500 -.2279 .6132 .8661 .1014 .3552 .2262 .7357 .6771
• 97_0 -,2004 .6866 .7532 .2000 .3552 .0839 .6965 .7379
1.0003 -.1398 .6345 .8332 ,3500 .3552 -.1386 .6343 .8336
• 4500 .3552 -.2894 .5883 .9048
• 5500 .3552 -.2725 .5974 .8907
• 6500 .3552 -.1237 .6383 .8274
• 7500 .3552 -.0107 .6676 .7823
.8000 .3552 .0172 .6775 .7671
1 9_ .8500 .3552 .0686 .6930 .7434
• 9000 ,3551 .0706 .6925 .7440
.9500 .3552 .0%32 .6849 .7558
-- PT .. 26C.4171 KPA CN ,2311 CD1 ,01291
TT 186.2564' K C_ -,0775 C02 ,01310
RC 10.1528 MILLION CC .0040 CD3 .01275
MACH .7694 C04 .01177
ALPHA -1,0794 DEG C05 ,01117
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT HLflC XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT RLOC
0.0000 .1712 .7118 .7137 0.0C00 .1712 .7118 .7137 .riO00 .7401 116450 14749 1.0893
.0040 .8660 .9142 ,3599 .0040 -.2454 .P907 .qo06 .5000 .6416 -.6649 .4705 1.096Z
.0080 .6533 .8517 .4839 .COBO -.7624 .4412 [.1474 .5000 .§427 -.6711 .6686 1.099§
• 0150 .4928 .7915 .5873 .0230 -.1084 .6308 .8385 .5000 .4440 -.6698 .4700 1.0970
.0250 .2262 .7278 .0689 .0500 -.1434 .6231 .8503 .5000 .3454 -*6725 .4676 1.1012
.0_00 -.OqZ5 .6503 .6085 .1000 -.2014 .6034 =8808 .5000 .2467 -.6745 .4690 1.0988
.0600 -.2805 .5793 .9184 .1500 -.2329 .5952 .8935 .5000 .1480 -.6703 .9677 1,1010
.0800 -.4026 .5400 .9680 .2000 -.2626 .5861 .9078 .5COO .0493 -.6696 .4670 1.1022
• 1000 -.4567 .5304 .9963 .2500 -.3200 ,§712 .9311 .5000 -,0493 -.6723 ,4689 1,0989
.1400 -.5367 ,5076 1,0336 ,35C0 -,4427 .5341 .9904 .5000 -.1480 -.6705 .4696 1.0981
• 1800 -.5867 .49Z% 1.0589 .4500 -.6155 .4675 1.1013 .5000 -.2467 -.6713 .4690 1.0988
• 2200 -.6247 .4811 1.0781 .5500 -.3876 .4619 1.0766 .5000 -.3454 -.6695 .4692 1.0984
• 2600 -.6272 ._812 1.0778 .6500 -.1566 .5523 .9610 .5000 -.4440 -*6706 .4697 1.0976
• 30G0 -.biG9 .4844 1.0724 .7500 .0061 .6173 .8593 .5000 -.5427 -.6730 .4686 1.0995
.3400 -.5191 .5127 1.0253 .8000 .0737 .6647 .7864 .5000 -.6414 -.6663 .4689 1.0998
.3800 1.5524 .5029 1.0914 .8500 .1228 .6837 .7571 .5000 -.7401 -.6730 .4681 1,1002
.4200 -.6G40 .4800 1.0647 .9000 .1628 .6977 .7356 CHOROWZSE
.96U0 -.6373 .4718 1.0037 .9500 .1853 .7098 .7168 .0600 .4500 -.2959 .577Z .9217
• 5000 1.6738 .45_4 1.1154 1.0CCO .1780 .7139 .7105 .1400 .4500 -.5187 .5121 1.0262
.5400 -.7077 .4415 1.1469 .2200 .4500 -,6291 .4823 1.0760
._800 -.7607 .42_3 1.1702 .3000 .4500 -.5642 *4q73 1.0508
.6200 -._134 .4111 1.2024 .3800 14500 1.5662 .4995 1.0471
,66_0 -,_725 ,4452 1.1409 ,4600 ,4500 -,6343 ,4785 1,0824
.7000 -.7_43 ,5627 .0445 .5400 .4500 -,7081 ,457% 1.1180
.75GO -.3970 .6_25 ,8622 .6200 ,4500 -,8037 .4283 1.1707
.B000 -.2089 .6306 .8249 .7000 .4500 -.7382 .4471 1.1370
• 85G0 -.0826 .6706 .7772 .8000 .4500 -.2133 .5997 .886_
.90uO .0258 .6937 .7417 .9000 .4500 .0236 .6695 .7790
.9_uO .1103 .7060 .7226 .1014 .3552 -.2088 .6032 .8611
.97_3 .14_4 .7170 .7056 .2000 .3552 -.2653 .5855 .9087
1.0000 .1780 .7139 .7105 .3500 .3552 -.4377 .5362 .9670
.4500 .3552 -.5975 .4893 1.0692
.5500 .3552 -.3401 .5513 .9628
,6500 .3552 -.1590 .616Z .8610
.7500 .3552 .0080 .6655 .7851
.8000 ,3552 ,0668 .6816 ,7603
.8500 ,3552 .1191 ,6973 .7362
.9000 .3552 .1612 ,7083 .7191
.qSO0 .3552 .1874 .7173 .7053
PT 259.7388 KPA CN .3895 CO1 .01403
TT 185.4491 K Cq -.0764 C02 .01426
RC 10.1350 MILLION CC .0026 CD3 .01392
_ACH .7873 CD4 ,01272
ALPHA ,0375 OEG C05 ,01172
UPPE_ _URFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT _LfiC XIC CP PtLIPT eLOC XIC YI(BIZi CP PtLIPT MLOC
O,OObO ,2G30 ,7218 ,6982 O,O_O0 ,2030 ,7218 ,6982 ,5000 ,7401 -.8041 ,4322 1.1636
,0040 ,7290 ,87%7 .4412 ,CC40 .OO4q ,6925 ,7436 ,5000 ,6414 -,6121 ,4310 1.1658
.00_3 ,4845 ._059 .5635 .00_0 -,2_09 ,592_ ,8972 .5000 .54Z7 -,8230 .4271 1,17Z9
.0150 ,8917 ,7476 .6579 ,_230 ,08£0 ,6862 ,7532 ,5000 ,4440 -,8174 .4274 1,1724
.0253 .0778 .6859 .7537 .0500 .01_4 .6690 .7797 .5000 .3454 -.8103 .4307 1.1663
.0400 -,2009 ,6073 ,B747 .i000 -,0_38 ,6468 ,6138 .5000 ,2467 -,8020 .4346 1,1593
.0603 -,%_05 .5358 .9575 .1500 -.11_5 .6317 .6370 .5000 .1480 -.8071 .4322 1.1637
.O_OO -.5568 .5_43 1.0307 .2GCO -.16_7 .6177 .8587 .5000 ,0493 -,7954 .4395 1.1594
,_uO0 -,6269 .4612 1,0778 .2_00 -,2250 .5983 .8866 ,5000 -.0493 -.7999 ,4309 1.1660
.14OO -.7087 .4595 1.L152 .3500 1.3584 .5599 .9401 .5000 1.1460 -.7901 .4384 1.1525
.1800 -.7496 .4492 1.1333 .4500 -.4940 .4352 1.1583 .5000 -.2467 -.7929 ,4352 1.1583
.2200 -.7972 .4356 1.1575 .5_00 -.3588 .5234 1.0078 .5000 -.3454 -.8056 .4316 1.1648
.2600 -._009 ,4338 1.1607 .6500 -.1457 .5610 .9973 .5000 -.4490 -.8050 .4329 1.1624
•3000 -.8088 .4309 1.1660 .7500 .0139 .6205 .8543 ,5000 -,5427 -.8132 .4326 1.1630
.3900 1._037 .4039 1.1614 .8000 .0730 .6660 .7613 .5000 -.6414 -.8125 ,4274 1.1724
.3803 -.7923 .93o0 1.1569 .8500 .1207 ,6860 .7536 .5000 -.7401 -.8151 .4283 1.1707
,4200 -,7949 ,4339 1,1606 ,9000 ,16G2 ,6998 ,7323 CHOROWISE
.460_ -._039 .43_6 I,16_9 .9500 .1782 .7107 .7155 .0600 .4500 -,4605 .5311 .9952
• 5000 -.7992 ,4312 1.1546 1.0000 .1562 .7106 .7156 .1400 .4500 -.7069 ,4612 1.1123
.5400 1,7929 ,4212 1,1837 ,2200 ,4500 -.7739 .4409 1.1460
.58U0 1,8454 ,4114 1,2017 .3000 ,4500 -.7791 .4379 1.1534
.6200 -.87_4 .4039 1.2158 .3800 .4500 -,7830 ,4372 1.1547
.6600 -._931 ,5166 1.0189 ,4600 .4500 -,8045 ,4318 1.1644
) .7000 -,51_2 .5703 ,9317 ,5400 ,9500 -,8252 .4276 1.1720
,75U0 -,3227 ,6007 ,6726 .6200 .4500 -,9001 .40_3 1.2151
,_000 1.1917 .b_Z_ .eZn_ ,7000 ,4500 -,4835 .5255 1.0043
• 850J -,0770 ,6721 .77%9 .8000 .4500 -.2095 .6028 ,8817
.9000 ._213 ,6877 ,75_9 .9000 ,4500 .0172 ,b686 .7803
.qso_ .0868 ,7011 .73_3 .1014 .3552 -,0685 ,6452 ,8162
,9750 .I295 .7162 .7069 ,2000 ,3552 -.1581 ,6203 .8546
1,0000 .1562 .7106 .7156 ,3500 ,3552 -,3502 ,5629 .9443
• 4500 .3552 -.4747 .5281 1.0001
• 5500 .3552 -.3625 .5596 ,9496
• 6500 ,3552 -,1462 .6209 ,8537
• 7500 .3552 ,0161 ,66B1 .7811
• 8000 .3552 .0763 .6859 .753_
1 95 .6500 .3552 ,1229 .7004 ,7313
.9000 .3552 ,1575 ,709% .7179
• 9500 .3552 .1715 .71Z7 .7123
o.
PT 259,8090" KPA CH ,4545 CD1 .01709
TT 189.8738 K C_ -.0792 CD2 ,01767
RC 10.1540 MILLIDN CC .0031 C03 .01709
MACH .7888 C04 ,01580
ALPHA .5258 PEG C05 .01436
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SP&NWISE
XIC CP PsLIPT MLOC X/C CP P,LIPT NLOC XIC YI(B/Z) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,00U3 ,1926 ,7203 ,7006 0,0000 ,1926 ,7203 ,7006 ,5000 ,7401 -,8608 ,4144 1,1963
.0040 .6623 .E554 .4772 .0040 .2328 .7325 o6816 .5000 .6414 -.8897 .%069 I.Z103
.OOBO .4256 .7878 .5933 .0080 -,1014 ,6333 .8346 .5000 ,5_27 -,8985 ,4065 1,2111
,0150 .223Z ,7289 .6872 .0230 .lZ94 .7021 .7288 ,5000 .4440 -,9000 .%066 1.2107
,0290 ,0208 .670% ,7775 ,0500 .0793 ,687% .7913 ,5000 .3%5% -,8956 *%066 1.2108
*04U0 -*2458 ,5919 .8q87 .1000 -,0089 .6630 .7889 ,9000 .2%67 -,8897 84098 1.2047
,0600 -.4963 .5206 1.0123 .1500 -.0756 .6437 .8185 .5000 .1480 -,8897 .%096 1.2051 I
.0800 -,6205 .4860 1,0698 .2000 -,1220 ,6273 ,8638 .5000 ,0693 -,8977 ,%078 1,2085
,LO00 -.6950 ,4642 1.1070 .2500 -,1849 ,6113 ,8686 ,8000 -,0493 -,8815 ,4091 I,Z061
.1400 -.7851 ,44Z3 1,1456 .3500 -.3207 ,5720 ,9299 ,5000 -,1480 -.8737 .4091 1.2061
.1800 -.8035 .4326 1.1628 .4500 -.4529 .4074 1.2092 .5000 -.2457 -.8680 .4156 1.1941
,2200 -,8498 .4197 1.1869 .5500 -,3488 ,5332 ,9919 .5000 -,3454 -.8826 .4122 1.2004
,2600 -,86V3 ,4161 1,1930 ,6500 -,1405 ,5642 ,9422 .5000 -.4440 -,8911 ,4108 1,2029
.3000 -,8743 ,4105 l*Z03b ,7500 ,0167 ,6240 ,8489 ,5000 -,54Z7 -.8824 ,4099 1,2053
,34U0 -,8780 ,4102 1,2040 ,8000 ,0747 ,6719 ,7753 ,5000 -.6416 -,8818 .%096 1.2051
.3800 -,8802 .4117 1.2012 .8900 .1207 .6853 .7546 .5000 -.7401 -.8855 .4100 1.2049
.4200 -._716 .4148 1.1955 ,gO00 .1561 ,6_93 .7330 CHOROWISE
,4600 -,_687 ,%1_4 1,1963 ,95G0 ,1651 ,7092 ,7177 ,0600 ,4500 -,5034 -,5167 1,0187
,5000 -.8836 .%05_ 1,2131 1.0000 .1216 .6984 .7345 .1400 ,4500 -,7520 .%445 1.1416
.5400 -.90_3 .3982 1.2266 ,2200 .%900 -.8481 ,421§ 1.1832
,5803 1.9294 ,3877 1,2468 .3000 .%500 -,8172 .4232 1,1800
,62_0 -,9675 ,4294 1,1687 .3800 .%900 -.8501 ,4171 1,1912
,6600 -,6111 ,5323 ,9933 ,4600 ,4500 -,8641 ,4103 1.2039
,7000 -,4484 ,5769 ,9221 ,5400 ,4500 -,9138 .3964 1,2301
.7500 -.3070 .6097 .8711 ,6200 ,_500 -.98_6 ,3787 1,2645
,8000 -,1952 .6417 .8216 .7000 ,4500 -.%%39 ,5334 .9916
,8500 -*0661 .6660 ,7_43 .8000 ,4500 -,2031 .6062 .8764
,90UO ,C067 ,6853 ,75_6 ,9000 ,4500 -,0164 ,6557 ,8002
,9500 ,0737 ,6972 .7364 ,101_ ,3552 -,0212 ,6573 ,7977
.97_0 .1120 .Till .7148 .2000 .3552 -.1235 .6275 .8435
1,OOOO .1216 .698_ ,734_ ,3500 ,3552 -,3225 ,5691 ,9345
,4500 ,3552 -.4549 ,5306 ,9961
,5500 ,3552 -,3482 ,9652 .9406
,6500 ,3552 -,1407 .6199 ,8553
.7500 .3552 .0145 .6672 ,7825
,8000 ,3552 .071q ,6821 ,7996
,8500 .3552 ,1132 .69%_ ,7406
,9000 .3552 ,1528 .7080 ,7196
,9500 ,3552 ,1597 ,7088 ,718%
PT 259,7591 KPA CN .4873 CD1 ,02192
TT 185.7038 K C_ -,0779 CO2 ,02201
RC 10,1657 MILLION CC ,0044 C03 ,02126
_ACH .7889 CD% ,01852
ALPHA .991g OEG C05 .01705
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtL/PF MLOC XIC CP P_L/PT RLOC X/C YI(B/Z) CP PeLIPT ML_C
0.0000 .1948 .7182 .7039 O. OUO_ .1948 .7182 .7039 .5000 .7401 -.9033 .4021 1.2193
• O0_O .6197 .B_Ig .5016 .COCO .32_I .757_ .6_2_ .5000 ,641_ -,9279 .3910 1.2_05
,0080 ,3731 ,7713 ,6201 ,0C80 .00C_% .6626 ,7895 ,5000 ,5427 -,9466 ,3899 1,2427
• 0150 ,1700 .7133 .7115 .0230 .1738 .7121 .7133 ._000 ,4440 -,9497 .390% 1,2416
.0250 -.0238 ,6555 ,8003 .0500 ,1282 ,6995 ,7327 .5000 ,3454 -,9479 .3897 1.2430
,US_O -,28_6 ,5796 ,9180 ,1000 ,0242 ,6708 ,7769 ,5000 ,2467 -,9412 ,3892 1,2440
,UbCO -,523k .511_ 1,0268 ,1500 -,0368 .6529 .8044 .5000 .1480 -.9529 ,3898 1,2428
• 0800 -,66H7 ,4692 L.0985 ,2000 -.1050 ,6321 ,8364 ,9000 ,0493 -,9385 ,3925 1,2376
,10U0 -.7365 ,_508 1.1304 ,25G0 -.1587 .6185 .8574 ,5000 -,0493 -,9322 ,3918 1,2389
• 1400 -._211 .4g66 1,1739 ,3500 -.3042 .5744 ,9262 ,5000 -,1480 -,9490 ,39Z0 1,2385
• 1BOO -.8336 ,4175 1,1904 ,4500 -.4481 .3942 1,2343 .5000 -,2467 -,9313 ,3910 1,2404
•2200 -,B9_J ,%064 1,2112 .5500 -,3519 ,5335 .9913 .5000 -,3454 -,9243 ,3955 1.231P
•Z_00 -.9112 ,40_7 1,2220 .6500 -.1529 .5609 .q_75 .5000 -.4440 -.9314 .3953 I,Z3ZZ
• 3000 -,9224 .3966 1.2298 ,7500 ,0059 ,6194 ,8560 ,5000 -,5427 -,9429 ,3962 1,2343
• 34U0 -.9159 .394_ 1,2338 ,8000 ,0602 .6654 .7853 ,5000 -,6414 -.9231 ,3940 1,2347
.38U0 -.9333 ,3937 1.2353 ,8500 .1119 ,6777 .7663 .5000 -.7401 -.9267 ,3953 1,2323
• _20J -.9336 .3951 1.2326 .9000 ,1431 ,6965 ,7374 CH_RDWISE •
• _6_0 -,9516 ,39_% 1,1339 ,q5Go ,14_g ,7050 ,7242 ,0600 ,4500 -,5554 ,5027 1,0418
• 5000 -.9295 .3862 1,2498 1,0000 ,0740 ,684C ,7566 ,1400 ,4500 -,7976 ,4296 1,1684
,54U0 -,9515 ,3749 1.2720 ,2200 ,4500 -.9129 ,4019 1.2197
,5800 -1,0046 ,3759 1,2700 ,3000 ,4500 -,8845 ,%086 1,2070
,68uO -,q960 ,4936 1,0569 ,3800 ,4500 -,8982 ,4043 1.2152
.6bOO -,5809 ._447 ,9733 .4600 ,4500 -,9207 ,3946 1,2336
• 70uO -,4183 ,5776 ,9210 ,5400 ,4500 -,9758 ,3817 1,2586
• 7500 -,2885 ,o056 ,8758 ,6200 ,4500 -1,0253 ,3658 1,2901
• 80U0 -,1945 .63L7 ,8370 ,7000 ,4500 -,4243 ,5%02 ,9805
,8500 -.1118 .655_ ,8006 .8000 ,4500 -,2090 ,6017 ,8834
,900_ -,0347 ,o641 ,7871 ,9000 ,4900 -,040% ,6500 ,8089
,95u0 ._8_ .6783 .7654 .1014 ,3552 .0198 .6695 .7789
,97_0 ,052% ,7068 ,7215 ,2000 ,3552 -,09%% ,6352 .8316
1,0U00 .0740 ,6840 .7966 .3500 ,3552 -,3024 ,5758 ,9239
• %900 ,3552 -,43%5 ,9350 ,9888
,5500 ,3592 -.3%28 .5_60 .9393
,6500 ,3992 -,1393 ,b237 ,8494
• 7500 ,3552 ,0165 ,6684 ,7806
,8000 ,3552 ,0636 ,6801 ,7626
• 8500 ,3552 ,%058 .6941 .7411
9_ .9000 ,3552 .1365 ,7021 .7287
• 9500 .3552 .1412 ,?023 ,7284
PT 259.7591 KPA C_ .5200 CO1 ,02880
TT 185,569_ K CM -.0753 C02 .02740
RC 10.1701 HIttlOH CC .0060 C03 .02470
MACH .7689 C04 .0Z158
ALPHA 1,5167 DEG C05 .01965
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT _LOC X/C CP P_LIPT _tOC XIC YIIBIZI CP PJLIPT HLOC
0.0_00 .1936 .71_8 ,70ZE O.GCO0 ,1936 ,7188 .7028 .5000 ,7401 -.9422 .3895 I.Z434
.0040 .5601 .8247 .5316 ,OG;O ,6268 ,7874 .5939 ,5000 ,6414 -,9905 ,3791 i,Z636
• 00_0 ,3Z58 .7559 .6448 ,0080 .1131 ,69Zq ,7429 ,5000 .5417 -,9849 .3755 1.Z708
.0150 .1229 .6987 .7340 .0130 ,Z339 .7305 ,6847 .5000 ,4440 -,9935 ,3747 1.Z7Z4
.OZSO -.0095 .6_07 ,8231 .0500 .1_66 .7108 ,7154 ,5000 .3454 -1.0022 .3717 1.2783
.0400 -.3418 .5635 .0433 .1000 .0660 .6840 .7566 .5000 .Z_6T -1.0100 .37Z2 1.1774
U .0600 -,5578 .5011 1.0_4_ .1500 -,0037 .660Z .7932 .5000 .1480 -.9944 .3738 1.Z741
.0800 -.7089 ,4569 1,1197 ,2C00 -,0714 ,6392 ,8256 .5000 ,0493 -,9961 .3749 1.2721
,1000 -.7798 ,436Z 1,1564 .2500 -.1320 .6250 .8473 .5000 -.0493 -.9997 .3725 1.1768
,1400 -,8460 ,4143 1.1964 ,35C0 -,2874 ,5776 ,9114 ,5000 -.1480 -1,0075 .3747 1.17Z3
.1800 -,9049 ,4035 1.2166 .4500 -.4296 ,3748 1.2721 .5000 -.Z467 -.9854 .3757 1,Z705
.ZZO0 -.9370 .3910 1,Z406 .5500 -,3615 .5381 ,9837 .5000 -,3454 -,9853 .3789 1.1641
.1600 -.949_ .3867 1.Z489 .6500 -.1543 ,5575 .95Z8 .5000 -,4440 -,9776 .380Z 1.Z615
• 3000 -.9661 .38Z5 1.0569 ,7500 -,0041 ,6175 .8590 .5000 -,5427 -.9717 ,3807 1,2604
,3400 -.9877 ,3799 1.2620 .8000 .0601 .6593 .7947 .5000 -,6414 -.9716 ,3798 1.2613
,3800 -.qeOL .3769 1,Z660 .8500 .0930 .6817 .7602 .5000 -.7401 -.9812 .3819 1.258Z
.4200 -,9935 ,37_7 1,2724 .9000 .1153 .6893 .7485 CHORDWISE
,4600 -.9958 .3736 1.Z746 ,0500 ,1108 .695A .7392 ,0600 ,4500 -._15Z .4872 _.0678
.5000 -.9935 .3710 1,1796 1.0000 ,0194 ,6692 .7794 ,1400 ,4500 -,8700 .4162 1.1918
.5400 -1._139 .3659 1.2900 .ZZO0 .4500 -,9538 .3859 1,Z504
,_8_0 -1.0218 .44_8 1.1483 .3000 ,4500 -,9346 .3909 1.2407
,6200 -.76_3 .5253 1,0030 .3800 .4500 -.9510 ,3884 1,Z456
,bbUO -.4688 ,5536 ,9590 .%b00 .4500 -,9682 .3830 1.2559
,7000 -.3_63 .5773 .9216 .5400 .4500 -1.0305 .3669 1,Z879
,7500 -.Zg05 ,60LZ ,884Z .6200 .4500 -.7777 ,4383 1.1526
.8000 -,7156 .6177 .8586 .7000 .4500-.3974 ,5474 .9690
,B5UO -,_563 ,6360 ,86_5 .8000 .4500 -,1279 ,5989 ,8878
.9_0 -._eeo .b_Tq .8122 .9000 ,4500 -.0966 .6343 ,8330
.9500 -.0_76 .6674 .7821 .1014 ,3552 ,0591 .6805 .76Z0
.9750 ._094 .6933 ,7346 ,2000 .355Z -,0639 .6452 .8163
1,00_J .0199 ,6692 .7794 .3500 ,3551 -,1733 .5857 ,q084
,4500 ,3552 -,3980 .5518 ,9620
• 5500 ,3552 -,3496 ,5609 .9474
.6500 .3552 -,1464 ,6194 .8560
• 7500 ,3552 ,0033 ,664Z .7871
.BOO0 .3552 .059Z .6801 .7626
.8500 ,3552 ,1009 .693Z ,7424
• 9000 .3552 .1159 .6967 .7371
.9500 .3552 .1234 .6983 .7346
PT 159,7573 KPA CN .5455 C01 .03700
TT 185.5025 K CR -.072Z CD2 .03299
_C 10,1847 MILLION CC .OC7Z CD3 .02831
HACH .7804 CD4 .02496
ALPHA 2,020_ DE_ CD5 ,02219
UPPER SURFACE L_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC Y1(812) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .1913 .7172 .7054 O.COOO .1913 .7172 .7054 .5000 ,7401 -.9744 .3784 1.2651
,064J .4984 .dOTd .5602 ._640 .5037 .8087 ,5587 .5000 .641_ -1o0211 .3642 1.2933
,0083 .2679 ,7386 ,_720 .0080 .226t .7279 .6887 ,SGCO .5427 -1.0243 .3627 1.29b4
.0150 ._19 ,_15 .7605 .0130 .zeg_ ,7_56 .6_10 ,5000 ._440 -1.0379 .3635 1.1948
.0250 -,1178 ,6272 ._440 ,05G0 ,2048 .7231 ,6961 ,5000 ,3454 -1.0443 .3607 1,3006
• 04UO -,3413 .5531 ,9547 .1000 .oqP5 .6916 .7450 .5000 ,2457 -1.0600 .3608 1.3003
.0600 -.6_27 ,48S4 1.0557 ,1500 .024Z ,6678 .7816 .5000 ,1480 -1.0499 .3591 1.3038
,0800 -.74_1 ._437 1.1431 .2000 -.0398 .6509 .8075 .5000 .0493 -1.0508 .3572 1.3078
•I000 -.8221 .4224 1.1815 .25_0 -.i125 .6311 ._379 .5000 -,0493 -1.0483 .3580 1.3062
.l_uO -.896Z ,4020 1,219_ ,35C0 -,Z61_ ,5855 .q087 .SGO0 -.14_0 -1.0610 ,3567 1.3087
• 18_0 -.9165 ,3913 1,1398 .4500 -.40_3 .3580 1.3060 .5000 -,2467 -1.OZ4Z ,3623 1.2973
.?ZO0 -.9598 .3801 1.2618 .55C0 -.3581 ,5447 ,9733 .5000 -.3454 -1,0356 .3631 1,2956
.1600 -.9_65 .3760 1.269_ .6500 -,1577 ,5561 ,9551 .5000 -.4440 -1.0097 ,3703 1.2810
• 3000 -.9072 ,3718 1.27_2 ,7_C0 -.0132 .6153 .8623 ,5000 -,5427 -1.0069 .3085 1,2847
• 34_0 -I,u139 .3663 1.2891 ,SGGO .0415 .6580 .7965 .5000 -.6414-1.0141 .3697 1.2823
,38U_ -1.0234 .3630 I.Z059 .3500 ,0751 ,671P .7739 .5000 -.7401 -1.0057 .3740 1,2737
,4Z00 -L,O_uL .3606 1,3007 ,q000 .0923 ,6817 ,7602 CHQROWISE
• 4bGO -i._433 .3610 I,Z999 ,qSO0 ,0948 ,6888 .7493 .0600 .4500 -,6523 .4761 1,0865
• 5000 -1,0556 ,3042 1.?934 1.0000 -,0360 ,6507 .8078 .1400 .4500 -.8889 .4044 1.2149
• 5400 -1.0481 .39_9 1.2235 .2200 .4500 -1.0079 .3731 1.2755
,5800 -.g088 .505_ 1.0374 .3000 .4500 -1.0025 ,3743 1.2732
• 6200 -.5397 ,5383 ,0836 .3600 ,_500 -.9983 ,3770 1.2678
,6600 -.4163 ,5532 ,9597 .4600 ,4500 -1.0110 ,3686 1.2845
.70_0 -.3809 .5720 .9298 .5400 .4500 -1.0566 .3595 1.3030
•75UO --,3034 .5918 ,8989 ,6100 .4500 -e5270 .5105 1.0289
•_00_ -._454 ,60_6 ,87_7 ,7000 .4500 -,3809 .5538 .9588
•oSOO -.1_66 .6156 .8619 .8000 .4500 -.2506 ,5894 .9027
.go00 -,1565 .6404 .8236 .9000 ,4500 -,1298 ,6266 °8449
,9500 -.0780 ,6533 .8038 .I014 .3552 .0924 .6910 .7459
.9750 -.0374 .6917 ,7448 .ZOO0 .3552 -.0407 .6493 .8099
1.0000 -.0360 .6537 .8078 .3500 .3551 -.2557 .5905 .9009
• 4500 .3552 -,3989 .5464 .9705
.5500 .355Z -.3474 ,5637 .0430
.6500 .3551 -,1536 .6144 ,8561
.7500 .3551 -,0055 .6630 .7889
.8000 .3552 ,045Z ,6744 .7706
.8500 .3552 .0847 ,6886 .7495
I97 .9ooo ,3552 .0954 ,6905 ,7466
.9500 .355Z .0914 .6904 .7468
PT 175.565_ KPA C_ .2343 C01 ,01343
i TT 142.658P K ¢_ -.0790 C02 ,0136Z
RC 10.0987 MILLION CC .0137 CO3 ,01296
_&CH .7991 C04 .01181
ALPHA -1.0129 OEG C05 ,01081
UPPER SURFACE LOMER SURFACE SP&HWZSE
XIC CP PsLIPT MLOC XIC CP P;LIPT MtOC XIC YIfBIZ) CP PJLIPT HLOC
U,O000 1,1201 .9850 ,1471 0,0000 1,$201 ,9850 o$471 ,5000 .7401 -.6385 .4697 1.0991
.0040 .E7Zb ,9122 .3647 ,OC;O -.Z17Z .5930 .8976 .5000 .6414 -.6582 .4637 1,1084
• 0080 .6607 ,8500 .4874 .0080 -,7399 .4369 1.1556 .5000 .5417 -.6498 .4660 1o1044
• 0150 .4576 ,7899 .5905 .0230 -.106Z .6238 .B497 .5000 .4440 -o8490 oA65q 1o1046
.0250 ,2388 .7Zb6 .691Z .0500 -,1293 .6173 .8596 .5000 .3%5% -.65Z3 .6659 1.1047
.0;00 -.0312 ,0480 .8125 .1000 -.1Bl% .6035 .S81Z .§000 .1467 -.6517 .4659 1,1046 a
,0600 -,2646 .5802 o9175 o1500 -.Z175 .5918 .8qg4 ,§000 ,1480 -,6537 °46§4 1,1055
.OBO0 -.3858 ,5;3; ,975B .2000 -.1116 .6217 .65E9 .§000 ,0493 -.6529 .4641 1.1077
.1000 -,4496 .5251 1,0055 .1500 -,3024 .tiff40 .q3qq .5000 -.0493 -o6_06 .4649 1,1063
,1400 -.5136 .5032 1,0;14 .3500 -._292 ,5305 ,g966 °5000 -,1480 -.6491 ,4658 1.1068
• 1800 -.5708 .4894 1,0666 .4500 -.5935 .4656 1.1051 .5000 -,1467 -,6449 ,4649 1,1063
• 2200 -.b103 .47b5 1,0863 ,5500 -.3745 .4839 1.0738 ,5000 -,3454 -.6§02 .466% 1,1071
.2600 -,6119 .;756 1.0863 .6500 -.1479 ,5468 .9705 .5000 -,%4%0 -.6491 ,4647 1.1067 4
.3000 -._017 .4805 1,0796 .7500 .0180 ,6136 .8655 .5000 -.5417 -.6541 .%644 1.1071
.3400 -._054 .5085 1.0327 ,8000 .0_08 .66Z1 ,7908 °§000 -.6414 -.6498 o4641 1.107_
.3800 -,5228 ,_0_3 1,0413 .8500 .1285 .6805 .76Z5 °5000 -,7401 -.6646 .4610 1.1131
,4160 -.5748 ,%877 L.0674 ,9000 .1703 .6937 .742Z CHOROWISE
.SHOO -,b184 ._TPB 1,0876 ,9500 .Z063 ,7063 .7ZZ8 .0600 .;§00 -,gq18 o§716 .9310
,5000 -.6534 .4546 1.1242 1,0C00 ,1810 .7098 .7173 .1400 .4500 -.5046 .5095 1.0310
,5400 -,_912 ,4377 1.1562 .ZZO0 ,4500 -,6071 .4777 1.0843
• 5800 -.74eZ .4112 1.1860 .3000 .4500 -,5647 .%q18 1.0605
,6200 -,7q86 ,4014 1.Z192 .3800 .4500 -.5376 .%98§ 1.049Z
,6600 -,U635 ,4097 1.2055 ,4600 .4500 -.6064 .4781 1.0836
.7000 -,BSOZ ,5555 .9565 .5400 .4500 -.6910 .4539 1.11§5
,7500 -.3374 ,b_JC .8867 ,6200 .6500 -.7896 .4146 1o177Q
.8000 -.189_ .6352 .8312 .7000 .4500 -,7694 ,4315 1.1653
.8500 -,0_95 ,6669 .7835 .8000 .4500 -,ZO19 ,5978 .8900
.900_ ,0354 .b_l .7492 .9000 .4500 ,0316 ,6671 .7831
.9500 .1147 .70_5 ,7317 .1014 .3552 -.1902 .6007 .81§5
•9750 .1507 ,?171 .7060 .ZOO0 .3SSZ -.2506 .583Z .91Z8
1,0000 .1810 ,70_8 ,7173 .3500 .355Z -,6256 ,5_14 .9936
.4500 .355Z -.§865 .4861 1.0700
• 5500 .355Z -,3787 .5448 .9736
,6500 .355Z -.1465 ,6144 °86%3
.7500 .355Z .0160 ,6611 .79Z3
• BOO0 .3552 .0783 ,679Z .7645
.8500 .3552 .1187 ,694% .7411
.9000 .355Z .1695 ,7062 ,7229
.9500 .35§Z .1909 ,7122 .7137
PT 175.365_ KPA CN .3797 C01 .01453
T? 141,3897 K C_ -.0784 COZ .01471
_C 10.2007 MILLION CC .0118 C03 .01410
MACH .7965 C04 .013Z0
ALPH_ .0102 DEG CO5 .01173
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANMISE
XIC CP P*LIDT HLOC XlC CP PsLIPT HLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT RLOC
U,OUO0 I,I_31 .9_56 ._791 O.OOOO 1.1532 .9956 .0791 .5000 .7;01 --.7805 .;188 1.1702
.uL_u .7380 ._745 .%;19 .0_;0 .08P4 ,684% ,7565 .5000 .6414 -.7418 .4Z84 1,1710
,OObO .5C66 .bOb8 .56_; ,CCEO -._830 .5715 ,9312 .5000 .5427 -.7899 .4Z67 1.17;0
,0150 .3054 .7486 .657_ .0230 ,067fi ,6769 .7650 .5000 _4440 -.7935 .4151 1,1770
,0250 ,0959 .bPbb .7532 .0500 .0218 ,6655 ,7856 .5000 .3454 -.7859 .;zq; 1.1692
,0_00 -.17;2 .b075 ,_750 .1000 -,0602 .6410 ,8Z32 .5000 .1467 -.77q7 .4303 1,1675
,06GO -.3_91 .5391 .9819 .1500 -.1122 ,6262 .S460 ,5000 .1480 -.7752 .4332 1,16Z3
.0800 -,5302 °50;; 1°0394 ,2GCO -,02(6 °6488 ,8112 .5000 .0493 -.7699 .4335 1.1618
.1000 -.6150 ,;795 1,0813 .1500 -.Zl;6 ,5961 ,BgZ7 ,5000 -.0493 -.7636 .4353 1.1585
,1400 -,6881 ,4591 1.1164 °3500 -.3;54 ,5577 .q531 ,5000 -.1480 -.7516 .4340 1.1514
.1800 -,7158 ,%;98 1,1327 ,4500 -,4981 ,4349 1.1593 ,5000 -.1467 -.7631 ,4340 1.1609
,ZZO0 -.7573 .4360 1.157_ .5500 -.3511 .5100 1.0803 .5000 -.3654 -.7709 .4355 1.158Z
,ZOO0 -.7P15 .4326 I.I635 .6500 -*1394 ,5567 ,9547 ,5000 -.4%40 -.7775 .4340 1.1608
,3000 -.7779 .4196 1,I68_ .7500 .0229 ,61_3 ,85_Z ,5000 -.54Z7 -.7910 .4250 1,1771
.3;00 -,7850 ,4304 1.1674 o_000 .0E35 °6663 ,7843 .5000 -.6414 -°79;3 o4Z64 1.1747
,3800 -,7633 .;3_5 1.1599 ,BSO0 .1277 .6831 ,75_% .5000 -.7401 -.7978 .%135 1.1800
,;ZOO -,7637 .4338 l,iblZ ,gO00 .1628 ,6951 .7401 CHOROMISE
.4600 -,7701 .43_G 1.1609 .9500 .1959 ,7075 ,7_09 .0600 ,4500 -.4420 o5296 o9981
,5000 -,7549 ,;3;b 1,1509 1,CCO0 .1519 .7035 .7272 .1400 .4500 -.6833 .4606 1.1139
,5;00 -,7672 ,SZLO 1.18;5 ,1200 .4500 -o7410 °4%09 1.1485
,5U00 -,_170 .4060 1.2124 .3000 .4500 -.7593 .4381 _.15S5 d
,bZGO -,8639 .3919 1.2391 .3800 .4500 -.7591 .4375 1.1546
,6600 -,9120 .49_I 1,0499 .4600 ,4500 -.7799 .4288 1.1702
•7000 -,5501 .5679 °9869 ,5600 .%500 --,8047 ,%Z_Z 1.181_
,7500 -.3059 ,b094 ,878_ °6200 .%500 -.8663 .4078 1.Z040
,800U -,1873 *0392 .8161 ,7000 ,4500 -.5068 .5100 1,0303
°8500 -.U7Zb .6606 ,7431 _8000 .4500 -.1991 .601% °8845
,9000 ,0124 ,b_43 ,7567 .go00 ,4500 .0225 .6651 .?863
,9_00 .0B83 .bgj3 ,747_ ,1014 o3551 -,0671 .6403 .8Z%%
.97_0 ,llZ7 .7169 ,706; .Z000 .3551 -.1550 .6139 .8650
1,0000 ,1519 ,7035 ,7271 ,3500 ,3551 -.3476 .5571 .9539
• 4500 ,355Z -.4685 ,5232 1.0086
• 5500 ,3551 -.35ZB .5545 ,9581
.6500 ,3551 -,1361 .6198 .8560
.7500 ,3551 .0132 .6658 ,7851
• 6000 ,3551 ,0B33 .6818 .?606
9_ .s_oo .355z .lZSe ._943 .7413,gO00 ,35 1 .1665 .7085 . 194
.9500 .3551 .1810 .7114 ,7133
..
PT 175.5614 KPA CN .4242 CD1 °01763
TT 142.2920 K CH -.0778 COZ .01854
RC 10.1309 MILLION CC .0142 CO3 .01803
MACH .7993 C04 .01650
ALPHA .4888 OEG C05 .01468
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PjLIPT HLQC XIC CP PjL/PT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PjLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1663 .9993 .0319 0.0000 1.1663 .9993 .0319 .5000 .7401 -.8Z06 .4146 1.1962
.0040 .6950 .8608 ,4677 .0040 .L933 ,7113 .7_50 .5000 .6414 -.8445 .4066 1.2111
.0080 .4642 .79Z2 .5866 .0080 -.1266 .6210 .8540 .5000 .5427 -.8489 .4048 1.2147
• 0150 .2657 .7339 .6799 *0230 .1431 .7003 .7321 .5000 .4440 -.8598 .4047 1.2148
• 0250 .0527 .6727 .7746 .0500 .0812 .6808 .7620 .5000 .3454 -.8555 .4040 1.2161
.0400 -.2097 .5935 .8968 .1000 -.0180 .6489 .8110 .5000 .Z467 -.8535 .4060 1.2123
• 0600 -.4477 .5258 1.0044 .1500 -.0747 .6337 .8345 .5000 .1480 -.8481 .4061 1.2122
• 0800 -.5622 .4877 1.0674 .2000 .0160 .6627 .7899 .5000 .0493 -.8489 .4072 1.2102
.1000 -.6530 .4656 1.1051 .2500 -.1827 .6020 .8835 .5000 -.0493 -.8369 .4083 1.2081
• 1400 -.7198 .4427 1.1453 .3500 -.3188 .5638 .9434 .5000 -.1480 -.8364 .4123 1.Z006
.1800 -.76_2 .4320 1.1644 .4500 -.4625 .4077 1.2092 .5000 -.2467 -.8125 .4181 1.1899
• 2200 -.8012 .4216 1.1829 .5500 -.3_91 .5214 1.0114 .5000 -.3454 -.8308 .4137 1.1980
• Z6CO -.8144 .4161 1.1935 .6500 -.1379 .5477 .9690 .5000 -.4440 -.8389 .4125 1.2002
• 3000 -.8311 .4116 1.2019 .7500 .0158 .6166 .8608 .5000 -.5427 -.8400 .4088 1.2071
• 3400 -.8321 .4103 1.2043 .8000 .0810 .6595 .7948 .5000 -.6414 -.8485 .4084 1.Z079
• 3800 -.8263 .4114 1.2021 .8_00 .12_0 .6809 .7619 .5000 -.7401 -.8477 .4088 1.2070
.42&0 -,8252 ,4148 1,1958 ,9000 .1542 .693P ,7420 CHQROWISE
.4600 -.8215 ._140 1.197_ .9500 .1848 .7010 .7309 .0600 .4500 -.4826 .5164 1.0196
• 5000 -.8405 .4016 1.Z207 1.0000 .1102 .6881 .7509 .1400 .4500 -.7299 .4449 1.1413
• 5400 -.8686 .3972 1.2290 .2200 .4500 -.8138 .4216 1.1834
• 5800 -.8783 .3857 1.2511 .3000 .4500 -.8007 .4239 1.1791
• bZ&O -.9219 .4150 1,L956 .3800 .4500 -.8174 .4187 1.1888
• 6600 -.8142 .5274 1.0017 .4600 .4500 -.8345 .4103 1.2042
.7000 -.4436 .5732 .9285 .5400 .4500 -.885Z .3987 1.2262
• 7500 -.2838 .6059 .8774 .6200 .4500 -.9691 .3822 1.2579
.8000 -.1748 .6347 .8330 .7000 .4500 -.4434 .5246 1.0062
.8500 -.079b .6520 ._064 .8000 .4500 -.1877 .6032 .8816
.90_0 -._130 .6723 .7752 .9000 .4500 -.0006 .6561 .8000
.9500 .0517 .68_5 .7595 .1014 .3552 -.0192 .6526 .8053
• 9760 .0861 .7123 .7135 .2000 .3552 -.1211 .6200 .8556
1.0000 .110Z ._81 .7509 .3500 .3552 -.3115 .5665 .9391
.4500 .3552 -.4485 .5272 1.0021
.5500 .3552 -.3426 .5591 .9508
.6500 .3552 -.1321 .6195 .8564
.7500 .3552 .0237 .6648 .7867
• 8000 .3552 .0788 .6789 .7650
.8500 .3552 .1257 .6946 .7409
.9000 .3552 .1668 .7078 .7204
.9500 .3552 .1659 .?048 .7251
_T 17_._302 KPA C_ .4758 C01 .02048
TT 1_2.3586 K C_ -.0773 CD2 .02076
RC 10.1157 MILLION CC .0139 CO3 .02013
MACH .7975 C04 .01862
_L_H_ .9677 OEG CD5 .01744
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsLIPT _LOC XIC CP P.LIPT MLOC XlC YI(BI2) CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1656 ,qggO ,3376 O,OCOO 1.1656 .999_ ,0376 .5C00 .7401 -.8629 .4040 1.2160
,0040 .6406 .84_2 ._979 .0040 .3187 .7517 .6518 .5000 .6414 -.9052 .3885 1.2458
.OObO .3741 .7693 .6238 .0080 .01_0 .6629 .7896 .5000 .5427 -.9195 .3881 1.2466
.0150 .1953 .71_4 .7101 .0230 .18_5 .7123 .7134 .5000 .4440 -.9158 .3865 1.2495
.02_0 .0G78 .6573 .79_1 .G5CO .1279 .603_ .74_6 .5000 .3454 -.9366 .3872 1.2482
.0_00 -.2672 ,5780 ._209 .1000 .0289 .6670 .7832 .5C00 .2467 -,9247 ,3877 1.2473
.06(:0 -.8014 .5111 1.02_ .1500 -.0336 .6507 .8083 .5000 .1480 -.9118 .3900 1.2427
.08U0 -.6360 .4bOb 1.0982 .2000 .0513 .6732 .7738 .5000 .0493 -.909% .3916 1.2397
.1000 -.7G97 ._492 1.1338 2500 -.1517 .6127 .8668 .8000 -.0493 -.9100 .3922 1.2387
.1400 -,7785 ,4279 1.1719 3500 -,2951 .5681 .9366 ,5000 -.1480 -,9067 .3900 1.2429
.180_ -.8319 .41o0 1,1936 4500 -._298 .3916 1.2396 .5000 -.2467 -.9253 .3925 1.2380
.2200 -.8_07 .4677 1.2091 5500 -.3441 .5321 .9941 .5000 -.3454 -.8764 .3985 1.2264
,_600 -.8744 .40a4 1.2229 6500 -.1452 .5553 ,9569 .5000 -.4440 -.8895 .3979 1,2276
.3000 -._881 .3967 1.2300 7500 .0121 .6146 .8639 .5000 -.5427 -.9002 .3956 1.2321
.3400 -.8905 .3928 1.2374 8C00 .0736 .6600 .7940 .5000 -.6414 -.8970 .3949 1.2334
.3800 -.9017 .3915 1.2399 8500 .1234 .6804 .7627 .5000 -.7401 -.9019 .3950 1.2333
.4200 -.8975 ,3919 1,2391 9600 .1383 .6950 .7403 CHORDWISE
.4600 -.9133 .39_0 1.2351 9500 .1671 .6975 .7364 .0600 .4500 -.5552 .4999 1.0469
.riO00 -,q021 ,3_57 1.2512 1,0000 ,I042 .6907 ,746P .1400 .4500 -.7918 .4169 1.1738
.5400 -,9315 .3762 1.2699 ,2200 .4500 -.8859 .4025 1.2189
.5800 -.9592 .37_8 1.2705 .3000 .4500 -,86q6 .4071 1.2102
.6200 -.9633 .4820 1.0770 .3800 .4500 -.8897 .4¢35 1.2170
) ,6800 -.6028 .5445 .9741 .4600 .4500 -.9135 .3946 1.2339
.7000 -.3bOb ,5764 .9235 ,5400 .4500 -,9_55 .3807 I,Z609
.7500 -.2920 .6018 .8838 .6200 .4500 -.9944 .3650 1.2923
._0G0 -.1647 .6276 .8438 .7000 .4500 -.4L12 .5367 .g866
.8500 -.1C42 .6402 .8107 .8000 .4500 -.1964 .5989 .8884
.9000 -.0321 .6630 .7_q4 .go00 ,4500 -.0283 .6498 .8097
.9500 .0/87 .6778 .7667 .1014 .3552 .0228 .6660 .7848
.9750 .0_60 .7081 .7200 .2000 .3552 -.0845 .6358 .8312
1.0000 .10_2 .6907 .7_6E .3500 .3552 -.Z707 .5825 .9138
.4500 .3552 -.4228 .5347 .989g
.5500 .3552 -.3281 .5668 ,9417
.6500 .3552 -.1308 .6222 ,8523
.7500 .3552 .0245 .6687 .7806
.8000 .3552 .0808 .6839 .7573
.8500 .3552 .1151 .6913 .7459
19_ .9000 .3552 .1411 .6985 .7349
.9500 .3552 .1356 .6958 .7390
o.
PT 175,6933 KPA CH .5507 ¢D1 .03983
TT 162.4653 K CH -.0696 CD2 .03583
RC 1C.1386 MILLION CC .0187 CD3 ,03022
MACH .8026 CD6 ,02683
ALPHA 1.99P8 DEG CD5 ,0Z521
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC CP PtLIPT MLOC X/C YI(BIZ) CP PeL/PT MLOC
O.oO00 1.1685 .9q91 ,0358 0.0000 1,1685 .q991 °0358 .5000 .7401 -.9262 ,3792 1,2638
.0060 .5302 ,8112 .5550 .0060 .6833 ,7980 ,5770 .5000 ,6616 -.9767 .3636 1.Z954
.OOBO .2959 ,7615 .6679 .0080 .1886 .7093 .7181 ,5000 ,5417 -,9869 .3623 1.Z976
• 0150 ,1156 ,68_8 ,7697 .0230 .2756 .73§7 .6771 ,5000 ,6660 -,9858 ,3595 1.3036
• 0250 -,_774 ,6317 .8376 .0500 .2007 ,7162 .7106 ,5000 .3654 -1,0052 .3577 1,3070
.04C0 -.3619 .5562 ,9586 ,1C00 ,0977 ,6867 ,7561 ,5000 ,2667 -,9970 .3589 1,3067
,ObO0 -.5610 .6896 1,0662 .1500 ,0168 ,6586 ,7962 ,5000 ,1680 -,9975 ,3593 1,3038
• 0800 -,7152 .6635 1,1438 .2000 .0958 .b819 ,7603 .5000 ,0693 -1,0150 ,3587 1,_019
,1000 -,7880 ,6232 1,1806 ,?500 -,1129 ,6215 ,8533 ,5000 -,0693 -1,0080 ,3587 1,3069
• 160_ -,8558 o6031 1,Z177 .3500 -,2532 .5798 ,9181 ,5000 -,1680 -1,0106 ,3578 1,3068
,1800 -.8867 .3893 1,2662 .6500 -,6266 ,3590 1.3046 .5000 -,2667 -,9813 ,3585 1,3053
• 2200 -.9225 ,3_09 1,Z60b .5500 -.3606 .5292 ,9988 .5000 -,3656 -,9888 ,3622 1,2979
• 2600 -.9368 ,3757 1,2688 .6500 -.1555 .5681 ,9683 .5000 -,6660 -,9633 .3760 1,Z762
• 3000 -.9566 .3709 1.280_ ,7500 -.0160 .6096 ,8719 ,5000 -,5627 -,9566 ,3710 1,2801
,3600 -.96L8 ,367Z 1,2877 ,8000 .0363 .6510 .8078 ,5000 -,6616 -,9595 .3711 1.2799
• 3800 -.9865 .3630 1,ZqbZ .8500 .06e7 .6626 .7904 °5000 -,7601 -,9642 .3711 loZSOC
• 6200 -.9887 ,3586 1,305Z .9_C0 .0910 .6738 .7728 CHORDWESE
• 4600 -1.0_36 .3582 1,3060 .9500 .1015 .6805 .7626 .ObO0 ,6500 -,6076 .6755 1.0881
• 5000 -1.00_6 .3669 1,292_ 1.OCO0 -,0688 .6361 ,8338 .1400 ,6500 -,8513 ,6035 1,Z171
._400 -,9765 ,4230 1,1807 .2200 ,6500 -,9406 ,3768 1.2725
• 58GG -.7816 .5133 1,0297 .3000 ,6500 -,9667 .3758 1.2707
• 6200 -.6985 .5404 ,9807 .3800 ,6500 -,9606 .3767 1.2688
.6600 -.3908 .5562 ,9585 .4600 ,6500 -,9728 ,3676 1,2859
• 7000 -,3433 ,5635 ,9638 .5400 ,6500 -1,0216 .3552 1.312Z
.75U0 -.29Z5 .57_8 ,91_2 ,6200 ,4500 -,67Z6 ,5163 1,0198
,8000 -,Z517 .5912 ,qc03 ,7C00 ,4500 -*3526 .5503 .9649
• 85_0 -.2092 .6079 ,8821 .8000 ,6500 -,2505 .5811 .9160
.gGo0 -.1705 .6200 .8556 ,9000 ,6500 -.1697 .b031 .8819
• 9500 -.1161 .6293 ,8613 .1016 ,3552 ,0792 .6796 .7639
,9750 -.0_76 .6861 ,7538 .ZOO0 ,3552 -,0617 ,6421 ,8215
1.0000 -.06_8 .6361 ,6336 ,3500 ,355Z -,2580 ,5786 ,9201
,6500 ,3552 -,61bE ,5318 ,9965
.5500 ,3552 -,3568 ,5676 .9692
.6500 ,355Z -,1561 .6096 ,8721
.7500 ,3552 -,0168 .6692 ,8106
.8000 ,3552 ,0387 .6659 .7869
• 8500 ,3552 ,0716 ,6767 ,7686
.9000 .3552 ,09C2 .6819 .7604
.9500 .3552 ,0629 .6710 .7771
PT 175.5088 KPA CN ,5417 CD1 ,06067
TT 162.3992 K CM -,0597 CD2 .05700
RC 10.1378 MILLZO_ C0 .0209 CD3 .06924
MACH .8015 C06 .03252
ALPHA 3.0039 DEG CO5 ,02813
UPPER SU_FAC_ LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT ML_C XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC X/C YI(8/Z) CP PJLIPT MLOC
O.OObO 1.1593 .9q66 .0700 O,OOOO 1.15_3 .qq6_ .0700 .5000 .7401 -_.0_63 .3584 1.3055
.O040 ._137 .7772 .6110 ,0060 .6316 .8611 ,5036 .5COU .6616 -1.0654 .3403 1,3635
• O_SU .1766 .7075 .7210 .OOBO .3599 .7601 .638_ .5000 .5427 -1.0683 .3433 1,3371
• 0150 ,CGLO .65o5 .7994 .0230 .3e46 .7685 .6Z51 .5000 .6640 -1.0129 .3573 1.3079
,0250 -.1761 .6037 .8809 .0500 .28_6 .7380 .6734 .5000 .3654 -.8793 .3943 1.23_6
.U6bO -,6323 .52_5 .9999 .1_00 ,1192 .69g0 .7311 .5000 .2667 -.8013 ,61_6 1.1870
• 0600 -._683 .6637 1.10_3 .1500 .0767 .6787 .7653 .5000 .1480 -.7610 .4393 1.1511
.USO0 -,7852 ,6225 1.1818 ,2000 .16_9 .7019 ,729_ .5000 .0493 -,7160 .6437 1,1635
.1UOO -._681 ._001 1.2Z35 ,2500 -,0666 .6367 ,8299 ,5C00 -,0493 -.7960 ,6226 1.1818
• 16GO -.93_6 .3792 1.2639 .3500 -.22C8 .5899 .9023 .50C0 -.1480 -.9125 .3889 1.265C
.1800 -.9791 .3657 I.Z937 ._5C0 -.3944 .6690 1.1360 .5000 -,2667 -.9863 .3639 1.2966
• 2200 -1.G131 .3558 1.3110 .5500 -.3648 .5385 ,9837 .5000 -.3656 -1.0686 ,3460 1,3313
,2600 -1.0Z27 ,3532 1.3166 ,6500 -.171_ .5465 .9709 ,5000 -.6440 -1,0Z58 ,3523 1,3183
.3000 -1.0493 .3688 1.3255 .7500 -.0396 .6049 .8789 .5000 -.5627 -1.0290 ,3566 1.3136
,3400 -1.0530 .34_9 _.3357 ,8000 ,0103 .6630 .8201 .5000 -.6616 -1.0220 .3577 1.3071
.3800-1,0768 .3608 1.3_23 .BS_G .0617 ._575 .?_78 .5000 -,7601 -.9996 .3606 1.3011
.42C0 -I,0656 ,3359 1.3529 .9000 .054_ .6668 .7_35 CHORDWISE
.4600 -1,0551 ,3624 1,3390 ,9500 ,0633 ,6707 .7776 .0600 .6500 -.6816 ,6518 1,1292
,50OU -.7_25 ,Suv9 1.0652 1.0000 -,1624 ,6063 .8768 ,1400 ,6500 -.9392 ,3796 1,2631
.5600 -.5250 .517Z 1.01_6 ,2Z00 .6500 -1.0335 .3506 1.3217
,58_ -.6756 .5256 1.00_7 .3000 .4500 -1.0395 .3489 1.3253 4
.bZbO -.4381 .5360 .9878 .3800 .6500 -1.0286 .3522 1.3186
,6600 -.6096 .545_ .9725 .4600 ,6500 -1,0545 ,3460 1.3313
• 7003 -.37_6 .5508 .966U .5400 .4500 -,6313 ,6695 1,0984
.75U3 -.3522 ,5625 ,9655 .6200 .6500 -,6561 .5232 1,0085
• 8_C0 -,3_3_ .5737 .9Z77 .7000 .4500 -.3616 .5656 .9723
.8500 -,27_5 .589U .9038 .8000 .4500 -.3196 .5598 .9498
.9060 -.2304 .5966 .8921 .9000 ,4500 -.2468 .5831 .9130
• 950_ -.2073 ,5950 .892_ ,1014 .3552 .1371 .6q67 .7406
.975u -.Zv06 .6671 .7832 ,2000 ,3552 ,0057 .6559 .8003
I.OOOD -.1626 ,6_63 .876_ .3500 .3552 -.zzgo .5856 ,9091
.4500 .3552 -.3915 .5607 .9803
.5500 .3552 -.3672 .5469 ,9703
,6500 .355Z -,167C .6059 .8775
.7500 .3552 -,0339 .6451 ,8169
• 8000 .355Z .0199 .661e .7912
.8500 .3552 .0651 ,6686 .7808
200 .9000 .3552 .0610 .6764 .7719
• 9500 .3552 .0265 .6630 ,7894
o.
PT 270.3851 KPA CN ,2260 CDI ,00834
TT 128.4864 K CH -,0641 CD2 °00832
RC 15.0871 MILLION CC ,0076 C03 ,00801
MACH ,6021 CO4 ,00802
ALPHA -,9877 OEG CD_ ,00797
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWISE
XlC CP P,L/PI MLQC XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC YI(BI2) CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0719 ,9956 .0791 0,0000 1,0719 ,9956 ,0791 ,5000 ,7401 -,4493 ,6947 ,7411
• U060 ,6903 ,9200 ,3474 ,0040 -,2032 .7425 ,6668 ,5000 ,6414 -,4559 .6936 ,7628
,0080 ,45€2 ,8734 ,4€42 ,0C80 -,6832 ,6875 ,7523 ,5000 ,5427 -,4610 ,6919 ,7456
• 0150 *2366 ,8303 ,5226 ,0230 -,0873 ,7657 ,6299 ,5000 ,4440 -,4683 ,6897 .7488
• 0250 ,0149 ,7282 ,5969 ,0500 -,0873 ,7658 ,6298 .5000 ,3656 -,6668 ,6907 ,7673
• 0600 -*Z253 ,7392 ,6720 ,1000 -.1338 ,7563 .6450 ,5000 ,2467 -,4684 ,6903 ,_479
,0600 -.6057 .7056 .7242 .1500 -,1546 .7529 .6504 °5000 .1680 -,6680 ,6910 ,7668
•0800 -,4691 ,6926 ,7466 ,ZOO0 -,1808 ,7474 ,6590 ,5000 ,0493 -,4765 ,6887 ,7503
• 1000 -,6849 .6890 .7699 .2500 -.2193 .7601 .6706 .5000 -.0493 -.4720 .6887 .7503
,1600 -.4973 ,6852 ,7558 ,3500 -,2902 ,7257 ,6931 ,5000 -,1680 -,6695 ,6893 .7696
• 1800 -,4906 ,6864 .7539 ,6500 -,3602 ,6903 .7479 ,5000 -,2467 -,4699 ,6902 ,7680
,2200 -,6709 ,6916 ,7463 ,5500 -,2806 ,7185 .7043 ,5000 -.3454 -,4710 ,6887 ,7503
,2600 -.4570 ._946 ,7613 .6500 -,1239 ,7296 ,6870 ,9000 -,4440 -.6660 ,6913 ,7466
,30UO -.6487 ,6968 .7410 ,7500 ,0146 ,7602 ,6388 ,§000 -,5427 -,6645 ,6908 ,7471
,3400 -.4444 ,6959 ,7393 ,8000 ,0721 ,7865 .5963 ,5000 -,6614 -,4602 ,6918 ,7456
,3800 -.6469 ,6967 ,7_11 ,8_00 ,1165 ,7978 .5777 .5000 -.7601 -,6571 .6933 ,7432
• 4200 -.4577 .691B .7456 ,9000 ,1555 ,8073 ,5619 CHORDWISE
• 46U0 -,6619 .6916 ,7459 .9500 ,18_2 .8153 .5685 ,ObO0 ,4500 -,6168 ,7008 ,7318
,5000 -.4725 ,6877 ,7519 1,0000 ,2058 ,8247 *5323 ,1600 ,4500 -,4886 .6865 ,7538
• 54U0 -.4816 .6856 .7551 .2200 .6500 -.6649 ,6911 ,7667
• 5800 -.4952 ,605_ .7555 .3000 ,6500 -,6471 ,6950 ,7607
• 6200 -,4933 .6859 ,7546 ,3800 ,4500 -,4509 ,6941 ,7620
,6600 -,4861 ,6919 ,7455 ,6600 ,4500 -,6561 ,6935 ,7430
• 7000 -,4568 ,7056 ,7243 ,5600 ,4500 -,4763 ,6885 ,7506
• 75_0 -,3925 ,7261 .6925 ,6200 .6500 -,6839 .6886 .7508
.8000 -.2831 .7_29 .6503 ,7000 ,4500 -,6482 ,6969 ,7608
°65_0 -.1546 ,7763 .6129 .8000 ,4500 -.2815 ,7280 ,6895
• 90UO -.0338 ,8U01 ,5738 ,9000 ,4500 -,0329 ,7769 ,6120
• 9500 .0862 ,8122 .5536 ,1016 ,3552 -,1307 ,7578 ,6626
,9750 .,1640 ,8211 ,5386 ,2000 ,3552 -,1828 ,7480 ,6581
1,0UO0 ,2058 .8Z_7 .5323 .3500 ,3552 -,2924 ,7254 ,6935
• 4500 ,3552 -,3377 .7163 ,7076
,5500 ,3552 -,2766 ,7286 .6888
,6500 ,3552 -,1217 ,7594 ,6600
,7_00 .3552 .0151 ,7864 ,5965
• 8000 ,355Z ,0698 ,7972 ,5787
,8500 .3552 ,1149 .8058 ,5644
,9000 ,355Z ,1568 .8150 ,5690
,'9500 ,3552 ,1039 ,8186 ,5420
PT 270,7749 KPA CN .3416 C01 ,OOB60
TT 128,4100 K CM -,0638 ¢_2 ,00857
RC 15.1175 MILLION CC ,0052 CD3 .00823
_ACH ,6018 CD6 ,00823
ALPH_ ,UOGO DEG CD5 .00817
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XI[ CP PtL/PT HLOC XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC X/C .Ylffi/2| CP PtLIPT RLOC
0,0000 1.0891 ,9990 .0378 0.C000 1,0891 ,qq90 *0378 ,5000 ,7401 -*6976 ,6863 ,7572
.uO40 .4754 .8772 .4369 ,0040 ,2125 ,8246 ,5325 ,5000 ,6416 -,5030 .6833 ,7587
• 0080 .2132 .8255 ,5310 ,C080 -,0840 ,7660 ,6295 .5000 .5427 -.5101 .6818 ,7610
• 01_0 .0170 .7859 .5973 .0230 ,1179 ,8060 ,5_41 ,5000 ,4440 -,5132 ,6815 ,7616
,0Z5_ -.2068 .7_18 .6679 .ObO0 ,0611 .7950 .5826 .5000 ,3654 -,5139 ,6801 ,7637
• 0400 -,6396 ,6966 ,7381 .1000 -,0216 ,7780 ,6101 .5000 ,2_67 -,5146 ,6797 ,7643
• O600 -.6115 .6609 .7931 ,1500 -,0699 ,7696 ,6260 ,5000 ,1450 -,5177 ,6792 ,7650
,OOOO -,6499 ,6535 ,_046 .2000 -,1072 ,7616 ,6369 ,5000 .0693 -.5199 .6796 .7644
• 10_0 -.6500 .6530 ._052 .2500 -,1670 *7533 ,6497 .5000 -,0693 -,5177 ,6806 ,76Z8
,1600 -,6335 ,6_60 ,_OO6 ,35_0 -,2337 .7365 ,6762 ,5000 -,1480 -,5152 ,6810 ,7622
• 1800 -.6054 ,6638 .7887 ._500 -,2932 ,6807 ,7626 ,5000 -,2667 -,5140 ,6811 ,7621
,2200 -,5654 ,6712 ,7773 ,5500 -,2446 ,7242 ,6955 ,5000 -,3454 -,5152 ,6816 ,7613
,2600 -,5423 ,67_6 ,7721 ,6500 "-,10_4 ,7340 ,6301 ,5000 -,6440 -,5107 ,6816 ,7613
• 3000 -.5264 ,_786 .7660 ,7500 ,0271 .7616 .6365 ,5000 -.5627 -.5099 .6817 ,7611
• 3_00 -.5132 .6813 .1618 ,8000 .0807 .7875 .5966 .5000 -.6616 -.5064 .6820 *7607
,3800 -,5&14 .6815 ,7616 .8500 ,1258 ,7996 ,5748 ,9000 -,7401 -.5024 ,6830 .7591
,4200 -*5129 ,6816 ,7613 .9000 ,1612 ,8082 ,5604 CH3ROWISE
,4600 -.5143 ,6800 .7638 ,9_00 ,1856 ,8165 ,5498 ,0600 ,4500 -,6151 ,6616 ,7924
,5000 -,5199 ,6778 ,7672 1,0_00 ,1989 ,8221 ,5368 ,1400 ,6500 -,6205 ,6588 ,7963
• 5400 -.5239 .675_ .7709 ,2200 ,6500 -,5622 ,6706 ,7782
• 5800 -.5369 .6787 .7658 .3000 ,6500 -.5232 .6781 .7667
• b2UO -.52_6 .6812 .7619 ,3800 ,4500 -,5107 ,6850 ,7561
,6600 -,5166 ,68_0 ,7P15 .4600 ,6500 -.5063 .6876 .7523
,7000 --.4803 .7024 .72_2 .5400 ,6_00 -,5160 ,6834 ,7586
• 75G0 -.4065 ,7Z57 ,6930 ,6200 .6500 -,5169 ,6820 ,7607
• BOO0 -,2923 .7513 .6529 ,7000 .6500 -,6709 ,6926 ,7466
• 8500 -.1597 .7758 .6137 ,8000 ,6500 -,2968 ,7268 ,6913
• 9000 -.0360 .7996 .5767 ,9000 ,6500 -,0380 ,7778 ,6105
• 95U0 .0870 ._113 ,5552 ,1016 ,3552 -,0269 ,7779 ,6103
,9750 ,1_35 ,8197 ,5439 .2000 ,3552 -.1051 .7617 ,6363
1,0000 ,1989 ,8221 ,5368 ,3500 .3552 -,2331 ,7371 ,6753
• 6500 .3552 -.2906 ,7269 .6950
,5500 .3552 -.2437 .7339 ,6802
,6500 ,3552 -,1002 .7623 ,6354
• 7500 ,3552 ,0305 ,7913 ,5884
• 8000 .3552 .0788 .8016 .5714
• 8500 ,3552 ,1217 ,8089 ,5593
_0_ .9ooo .3552 .2612 .8159 .5676
• 9500 ,3552 ,1841 .8203 ,5399
i PT Z70.7677 "KPA CN .4535 ¢D1 ,00885
i TT 1Z8.4035 K CM -.0636 COZ ,00876
i RC 15,1261 MILLION CC -,0001 CD3 ,00849
_ACH ,6023 C04 .00B42
ALPHA .9877 DEG CO§ ,0083_
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsLIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC Y/|BI2) CP PpLIPT RLOC
0.0000 1.0748 ,9963 ,0729 0.0000 1,0748 ,9963 ,0729 .5000 .7401 -,5375 ,6769 ,7686
,0040 ,2063 .82_7 ,5323 ,0040 .5281 ,8881 ,4154 .$000 .6414 -,5447 .6754 .7700
.0080 -.0609 .7712 .6Zll .0080 .2461 .8320 .5196 .5000 ,5627 -,5496 ,6766 .77Zl
.0150 -.2393 .7361 .6769 .0230 .2790 .8309 .5077 ,5000 .4440 -.5547 .6729 ,7747
.0250 -.4436 .6959 .7393 ,0500 ,1945 .8224 ,5363 ,5000 .3454 -,5543 ,67Z9 ,7766
.0400 -.6737 ,6508 .8087 .1000 .0796 .7994 .5751 ,5000 .2467 -,$576 .67Z7 87750
.0600 -,B3_B .6_81 .8591 ,1500 ,0179 ,7868 ,5958 ,5000 ,1480 -.5555 .673Z ,7763 n
.0800 -,8439 ,6161 .8622 ,2000 -.0311 .7771 .6116 .5000 .0493 -.5652 .6718 .7765
.1000 -.8166 .6224 .8525 .2S00 -.0806 .7675 ,6271 ,5000 -.0493 -,$601 ,6734 ,7739
.1400 -.7686 .6316 .8382 .3500 -.1771 ,7406 .6571 .5000 -,1480 -,5593 .6713 ,7771
• . .1800 -.7158 .6420 .8221 .4500 -.2473 .6733 .7740 .5000 -.2467 -.5578 .6718 .7765
.ZZO0 -.6618 .b5Z6 .8059 .5500 -.Z078 ,7343 ,6797 .5000 -,3454 -,5580 ,6729 ,7767
,2600 -,6222 ,6602 .7942 .6500 -.0782 .7421 ,6674 ,5000 -.4440 -.5531 .67Z3 .7757
.3000 -.5972 .6650 .7868 .7500 .0408 .7604 .6257 ,5000 -,5627 -.5525 .6727 ,7750
,3400 -.5773 .6690 ,7807 .8000 ,0931 ,7917 .5877 ,5000 -,6416 -.5472 ,6738 .7733
.8800 -.5666 .6713 .7772 .8500 .132Z .8021 .5706 ,5000 -,7401 -,5445 .6744 ,7726
.4200 -°5642 .6710 .7776 .9C00 .1668 .8097 .5578 CHORDWI$E
°4600 -,5594 .6719 .7762 .9500 .1862 ,8164 ,5_65 ,0600 .6500 -,8611 .6166 .8644
,5000 -.5595 .6717 .7765 1.0000 .1931 .8210 .5386 ,1600 .4500 -,7552 .6318 .8880
.5400 -.5626 .6711 .7774 .2200 ._500 -.6501 ,6518 .8071
.5800 -.5657 ,6736 .7736 .3000 .6500 -e5951 ,6668 ,7872
.6200 -,5559 .6777 .7673 ,3800 .4500 -.5725 ,6682 ,7819
.bbdO -,5884 ,6829 .7592 ,_600 ,6500 -,5537 .6726 .7751
,7000 -.5008 .6991 .7344 .5400 .4500 -.5565 .6723 .7755
.7500 -.4204 .72_2 .6955 ,6200 ,4500 -,5475 ,6738 ,7733
,8060 -.2991 ,7502 .6546 ,7000 .4500 -.4917 .6854 .7555
.8500 -.1613 .7755 .6142 .8000 .4500 -.2985 .7233 ,6968
.9000 -.0352 .7999 .5742 o9000 .6500 -.0337 ,7754 ,6144
,9500 ,0_75 ,_104 .5567 .1014 .355Z ,0762 .7974 .5784
.9750 .1401 .8193 ,5416 .ZOO0 .3552 -,0304 ,7766 .6123
1.0000 .1231 ,82L0 .5386 ,3500 .3552 -.1760 .7469 .6598
,4500 .85_2 -,2461 .7335 ,6809
,5500 .3552 -.2021 ,74_1 .b690
,6500 ,3552 -,0753 .7679 .6264
,7500 .3552 .0638 .7909 .5891
,8000 .3552 ,0932 .8012 .5722
.8500 .355Z .1298 .8086 ,5597
.9000 .3552 .1674 ,8159 ,5475
.9500 .3552 .1871 .8196 .5411
PT 27_.7643 KPJ Cq .5690 C01 .00923
11 12_.3621 K Cq -,0627 CD2 .00912
RC 15.1762 MILLION CC -,008_ C03 .00890
MACH .6046 C04 .00874
ALPHA 1,9958 DEG COS .00862
UPPER SUkFACE L_WER SURFACE SPANWISE
X#C CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC Y1(812) CP PeLIPT HLOC
O.OOuO .98_1 .97_8 .1751 0.00_0 .9891 ,9788 .1751 ,5000 ,7401 -,5821 .6646 .7875
.0040 -.1052 .7596 ,6396 ,0040 .7532 .q31B .3194 ,5000 .6416 -,5929 .6636 .7890
,OObO -.3634 .70_1 .7189 .0(-80 .5132 o8841 .4234 .5000 °5427 -.5908 .6629 ,7901
.0150 -._129 .6778 .7671 0230 .43P2 ,8686 ,4533 ,5000 ,4440 -.5974 .6613 .7926
• 0250 -.b298 .6400 .8253 05bu .3099 .8428 ,5007 .5000 ,3454 -,6030 .6613 ,7925
.0_00 -.9361 .5935 .8973 1C00 .1753 .8164 .5465 .5000 ,2467 -.6009 ,6614 .7924
• 0600 -1.0984 .5609 ._486 15_0 .09_9 .8013 .5719 .5000 .1_80 -.6012 .6614 .7923
,0800 -1.0712 .5671 .9388 2C00 .0419 .7902 .5903 .5000 .0493 -,6088 .6597 .7950
o1600 -1.0169 .5778 .9219 2500 -o0162 .7774 .6112 ,5000 --.0493 -.6005 ,6618 ,7918
,1403 -.9175 .5979 .8904 3500 -.11P4 .7566 ,6445 ,5000 -.1480 -.6025 .6613 .7925
.1800 -.84_3 .6136 .8660 4500 -.2011 ,6603 ,7941 .5000 -.2467 -.5988 ,6622 .7911
,ZZO0 -.7620 ,6296 .B_13 55¢0 ".1749 ,7405 .662q .5C00 -.3454 -.6007 .&610 .7930
.2600 -.7106 .638Z .8281 6_00 -.0560 .7462 .6609 .5000 -.4440 -.5961 .6612 .7927
.3000 -.6748 ,6460 .816C .7500 .0580 ,7699 .6232 ,5000 -.5427 -o5240 .6630 .7899
.3_00 -.6496 .6523 .8064 .8000 .1045 .7928 .5859 ,5000 -.6414 -,5878 .6634 .7893
• 3000 -.b249 .6560 .8006 .8500 .1433 .8023 ,5703 .5000 -,7401 -.5050 .6645 °7876
.4200 -.6178 .05/2 .79_8 .9000 .172Z .8102 .5570 CHORDWISE
• 4600 -.6136 .6592 ,1957 .9500 .1861 .8151 .5488 .0600 .4500 -1.0929 .5630 .9452
.5000 -.6025 .6613 .7925 1.O_GO .1798 .8183 .5433 .1400 .4500 -.9031 .6010 .8856
.5_00 -.60L4 .6612 .7927 .2200 .4500 -.7599 .6312 .B389
.5800 -.60Z6 .6644 .7877 .3000 .4500 -.6701 .6486 .8120
,6ZuO -.5851 .6699 .7793 .3800 ,4500 -,6329 ,6557 ,8012
.6600 -._595 .67_0 .7669 .4600 .4500 -.6030 .6622 .7911
• 7000 -.5189 .6960 .7391 .5400 .4500 -,5941 ,6624 ,7909
,7500 -.4295 .7202 .7016 .6200 .4500 -.5787 .66§6 .7852
.8000 -.3045 .7479 .6582 .7000 ,4500 -.5112 .6803 ,7634
.8500 -.1633 .77_9 .6152 .8000 .4500 -.3047 .7216 .6995
.9000 -.0336 .7984 .5768 .9000 .4500 -.0356 ,7747 .6155
.9500 .0870 .80_6 .5597 .1014 .3552 .1736 .8166 .5462
.9750 .1365 .8191 .5420 .2000 .3552 .0386 .7902 .5902
1.0000 .1798 .8183 ._433 .3500 ,3552 -.1228 .7568 ,6441
• 4500 .3552 -.1985 .7417 ,6680
• 5500 ,3552 -,1762 ,7473 ,6592
.6500 .3552 -,0532 ,7715 ,6207
.7500 .3552 .0575 .7933 .5852
• 8000 ,3552 ,1022 .8026 .5698
• 8500 .3552 .1389 ,8089 .5592202 .9000 .3552 .1709 .8154 .5683
.9500 .3552 .1805 .8181 .5437
i PT- 271.47Z6 KPA CN .6780 C01 .00978
TT 128.2294 K CM -.0608 CD2 .00963
RC 15.1411 MILLION CC -.0199 CD3 .00933
MACH .5993 CD4 .00910
ALPHA 2.9938 DEG COP .00904
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWISE
XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC X/C CP PJL/PT MLOC XlC YI(BIZ) CP P, LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .8338 .9407 .27§4 O. CCO0 .8338 .9487 .2754 .5000 .7401 -.6170 .6629 .7900
• 0040 -.4635 o6927 o7442 .0_40 .9Z68 .9675 .2179 .5000 .6416 -.6292 .6610 .7929
• 0080 -.7197 .6389 .8270 .0C80 .7115 .924Z .3377 .5000 .5427 -.6307 .6593 .79§6
.0150 -.8251 .6199 .8563 .0230 .5680 .8962 .3990 .5000 .6460 -.6308 .6591 .7959
• 0250 -.9945 .5882 .9056 .C500 .4174 .8666 .4571 .5000 .3454 -°6359 .6582 .7973
• 0_00 -1.2268 ,5398 .9823 .1000 .2571 ,8361 .5125 ,5000 ,2667 -.6357 ,6572 .7989
• 0600 -1,4C_3 .5049 1,0394 ,1500 ,1790 ,8178 .5442 ,5000 .1680 -.6319 .6600 .7966
• 0800 -1.3181 .5272 1.0027 .2000 .1101 .8049 .5659 .5000 .0693 -.6667 .6592 .7958
,1CUO -1,2126 ,§461 ,9754 ,2500 ,0666 .7926 ,5863 .5000 -.0693 -.6349 .6605 ,7937
• 1400 -1.0917 .5765 .9238 .3500 -.0666 .7713 .6210 .5000 -.1680 -.6375 .6592 .7957
• IBuO -,9501 .5961 .8933 .4500 -,15_3 .6569 ,7993 ,5000 -.2467 -.6400 .6572 .7988
.2200 -.8958 ._164 .8648 .5500 -.1377 .7530 .6501 .5000 -.3454 -.6387 .6582 .7976
• 2600 -.7918 .6291 .8621 .6500 -.0336 .7587 .6_11 .5000 -.4_40 -.6281 .6594 .7954
.3000 -.7413 .6384 .8277 .7500 .0737 .7772 .6115 .5000 -.5427 -.6337 .6595 .7953
• 3600 -.7095 .6_52 ._172 .8000 .11_1 .7987 .5762 .5000 -.6414 -.6172 .6644 .7878
.3800 -.6812 .6494 .8109 .8500 .1498 .8068 .5627 .5000 -.7401 -.6133 .6_25 .7907
.4200 -.6617 .6530 .0053 .90G0 .1763 .8133 .5517 CHQROWISE
.4680 -.6516 .6551 .8021 .9900 .1866 .8192 .5418 .0600 .4900 -1.3706 .5150 1.0227
.5000 -.6362 .6580 .7977 1.0C00 .1703 .8211 ,538_ .1400 .4500 -1.0659 .5796 .9191
,5400 -.6317 ,6615 .7922 ,2200 .4500 -,8477 .6182 .8589
• 5800 -.6240 .6653 .7849 .3000 .4500 -.7353 .6411 .8236
• 6200 -.6_86 ,67ZZ .7758 .3800 .4500 -.6830 .6527 .8057
•O6OO -._756 .6_01 .7636 ,4600 .4500 -.6438 .6606 .7936
,7000 -.53i4 ,6965 .7383 ,5400 .4500 -.6226 .6649 .7869
• 7560 -.4413 .723u .6973 .6200 .4500 -.5966 .6701 .7790
• 8000 -.3104 .7523 .6513 .7000 .4500 -.5232 .6860 .7577
.8500 -.15_7 .7777 .6107 .8000 .4500 -.3107 .7258 .6930
.9000 -.0343 .BU26 .5698 .9C00 ._500 -.0366 .7781 .6100
•9500 .0_68 .8109 .5959 .I014 .3552 .2625 .8356 .5134
• 9750 .1369 .8206 .5394 .2000 .3552 .1079 .8090 .5590
1.0000 .1703 ._211 .5385 .3500 .3552 -.0657 .7719 .6200
.4500 .3552 -.1690 .7559 .6456
.5500 .3552 -.1384 .7578 .6426
• 6500 .3552 -.0260 .7804 °6063
.7500 .3552 .0751 .8010 .5724
.8000 .3552 .1148 .8089 .5591
.8500 .3552 .1506 .8160 .5472
,9000 °3992 .1789 .8216 .5376
.9500 .3592 .1845 .8220 .5371
PT 271.4647 KPA CN .7984 CD1 .01086
TT 128.1718 K CH -.0558 CD2 .01056
RC 15.Z008 MILLIO_ CC -.0356 C03 .01038
_ACH .6020 CD4 .00992
ALPHA 3.9917 OEG CO5 .00986
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtLIPT MLQC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YI1812) CP PpLIPT MtOC
O.O000 .04_I .9091 .3716 0.0000 .6401 .9091 .3716 .5000 .7401 -.6982 .6529 .8055
• 0C60 -.8154 .6196 .8568 .0040 1.0217 .9853 .1_56 .9C00 .6414 -.6600 ,6905 ,8091
.0080 -1.1063 .5621 .9467 .(.C80 .8581 .9530 .2634 .5000 .9427 -.6683 .6528 .8055
• 0190 -1.1287 .5572 .9944 .0230 .6819 .9175 .3531 .5000 .4440 -.6701 .6904 .8092
• 029U -1.2663 .9323 .9943 .0900 .5209 .8857 .4203 .5000 .3494 -.6767 .6514 .8078
.0400 -1.5053 .4837 1.0748 .1000 .3485 .8_06 .6867 .5000 .2467 -.6779 .6687 .8119
.0600-1.7434 .4316 1.1551 .1500 .2469 .8314 .5208 .9000 .1480"-.6717 .6910 .8084
.08UO -1._392 .4187 1.1896 .ZOCO .1726 .8165 .5464 .5000 .0693 -.6710 .6497 ,8103
.1DUO -1._00 .4217 _._63_ .2900 .1076 .8034 .5683 .5000 -,0493 -.6724 .6499 .8100
• 1600 -i.1734 .5542 .9591 .3500 -.0201 .7793 .6081 .5000 -.1680 -.6779 .6491 .8113
.1800 -1.0492 .9743 .9273 .4500 -.1138 .6473 .8140 .5000 -.2467 -.6691 .6495 .8107
.22v0 -.9409 .5953 .d966 .5500 -.1C82 .7606 .6381 .5C00 -.3_54 -.6736 .6485 .8122
.2600 -.6617 .6158 .8626 .6900 -.0144 .7618 .6362 .5000 -.4460 -.6644 .6528 .8056
.3000 -._107 .0227 .89Z0 .7500 .0759 .7792 .6081 .9000 -.5427 -.6705 .6503 .8095
.34_0 -.7621 .6302 .8404 .8000 ,1270 .8000 ,5741 .5000 -.6414 -.6661 .6515 .8076
• 3800 -.7393 .b396 .8259 .8900 .15_0 .8079 .9608 .5000 -.7401 -.6548 .6528 .8056
.6203 -.7109 .6426 .8216 ,9000 .1814 .8138 .5909 CHORDWISE
•66G0 -.6958 .641_ ,8142 .9900 ,1827 .8209 .5389 .0600 .4500 -1.6658 .4543 1.1255
,5000 -.6816 .6504 ,8093 1.0C00 ,1972 o8133 .5518 .1400 .45_0-1.1238 .5567 .9553
.5400 -.6b93 .6562 .8034 .2200 .4500 -.9396 .5959 .8936
.9800 -.6554 .6593 .7956 .3000 .4500 -.8052 .624% .8%93
.OZOU -.6226 .665b .7899 .3800 .6_00 -.7429 .6333 .8356
.b6OO -.5032 .6755 .1707 .4600 .4500 -.6914 .6658 .8164
.7000 -.5447 ,6994 .7600 .5400 .4500 -.6551 .6510 .8084b
.7500 -._380 .7218 .6992 .5200 .6500 -.6271 .6590 .7961
.8000 -,3050 .7530 .6502 ,7000 .4500 -.5357 .6757 .7703
• _uO --.1572 .7769 .b119 ,8000 .4500 -.3040 .7233 .b969
.90_0 -._315 .79_I ._772 .9000 ,4500 -.0288 .7771 .6117
.9500 .U765 .8067 .5029 .1016 .3552 .3433 .8505 .4869
.9790 .1202 .8185 .9429 °2000 .3552 .1760 .8170 .5455
a 1.00uO .1572 .8133 ._51_ .3500 .3552 -.0180 .7789 .6094
.4900 .3992 -.1061 .7600 .6390
.5900 .3552 -.1086 .7610 .6375
.6500 .3592 -.0032 .7831 .6019
.7900 .3552 .0850 .7985 .5765
.8000 .3552 .1228 .8073 .5619
.8500 .3592 .1598 .8135 .5914
20_ .9000 .3852 .1757 .8181 .5437
.9500 .3552 .1878 .8212 ,5384
o.
PT 271.4886 KPA CH .9009 C01 .01405
TT 128.1533 K CH -.0529 C02 .01360
RC 15.1774 MILLIOH CC -.0494 C03 .01359
HACH .600Z C04 .01270
ALPHA 6.9896 DEG C05 101253
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtL/PT MLOC X/C CP PwL/PT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P,LIPT MLaC
0.0_00 .4065 .8647 .4607 0.0000 ,4065 .8667 .6607 ,5000 ,7401 -,6820 ,6491 o8113
°0040 -1,2034 ,5474 .9701 .0040 1.0759 .9966 .0699 ,5000 .6414 --.691§ .6472 ,8142
.00_0 --1.5147 .4876 1.0682 .0080 .9652 .9749 .lqOq ,5000 ,5627 -,6926 ,6439 ,6192
,0150 -1,3998 ,5054 1,0385 ,0230 ,7777 ,9378 ,3043 ,5000 ,4440 -.6971 ,6470 ,8145
.0250 -1.46Z1 .4908 1.0629 .0500 ,5996 ,9027 ,3853 ,5000 .3454 *,7024 .6435 ,8199
,0400 -1,6717 ,4491 1.1346 .1000 .4105 ,8654 ,4595 ,5000 ,2467 -.6972 ,6455 ,8169
,0_00 -1.9556 .3941 1.2355 .1500 .3160 .8474 ,4925 .5000 .1480 -,7007 ,6445 ,8184
.0800 -Z,0832 ,3700 1,2829 ,2000 ,Z351 .8313 .5Z09 ,5000 .0493 -.6950 .6445 ,8183
.1000 -Z.1367 ,3638 1,2953 ,2500 ,1624 ,8153 ,5485 ,5000 -,0493 -,6967 ,6485 ,8122
,14U0 -1.6613 ._527 1.1282 ,3500 .0436 ,7907 ,5894 ,5000 -,1480 -,7024 ,6428 ,8209
,1800 -1,0733 ,5697 .9346 ,4_00 -,0692 ,6433 ,8202 ,5000 -,2467 -,6971 ,6450 ,8176
,Z2OO -,9559 .59_5 .8958 .5500 -,0692 ,7689 ,6248 ,5000 -,3_54 -,6916 ,6463 ,8[56
,2600 -.8980 ._058 ,8782 ,65G0 .0177 ,7694 .6241 ,5000 -.4440 -,6882 ,6475 .8138
,3000 -.8452 ,6168 ,8610 ,7500 *10_4 .7882 .5936 .5000 -e5427 -.6986 .646_ _8155
,3400 -.8047 .6248 ,8487 ,8000 .1366 .8028 ,5693 ,5000 -.6414 -,6886 ,6481 ,8129
.3800 -.7676 o02_0 ,8423 ,8500 ,1634 .8103 ,5568 ,5000 -,7401 -,6790 ,6475 ,8138
.4200 -,7453 .6375 .8291 ,9000 ,1816 ,8159 .5473 CHORD_ZSE
,4600 -.7270 .6386 .8274 ,9500 .1796 .8195 ,5413 .0600 .4500 -1,8572 .4206 1,1859
.5000 -.6967 .6481 .8128 1,CC00 .1370 .8110 ,5557 .1400 .4500 -1,4762 .4919 1,0609
.54U0 -._836 .6498 ,8103 .2200 ,4500 -,9592 ,5956 ,8960
,58_0 -._741 o6571 ,7990 .3000 ,4500 -,8625 ,6167 ,8612
.6200 -.6317 ,_6_1 ,7821 ,3800 ,4500 -.7806 ,6294 .8416
.b6C_ -.5953 .6739 .7731 .4600 ,4500 -.7181 .6647 .8181
.7000 -.5461 ,6965 .7383 ,5400 ,4_00 -.6778 ,6499 ,8100
,7500 -.4373 .7247 .0947 ,6200 ,4500 -,6385 ,6594 ,795_
.8000 -,2959 .7536 ,6493 .7000 .4500 -o5356 .6760 .7700
.85_0 -,1519 ,7771 ,6116 ,8000 ,4500 -*3025 ,7237 ,6962
,9000 -,0361 ,7983 ,5769 .9000 .4500 -.0268 ,7799 .6071
.9500 .0720 .e0_4 .5668 ,1014 ,3552 ,4028 ,8634 ,4632
,9750 ,1102 ,8192 ,5417 .2000 ,3552 ,2266 ,8287 ,5254
1,0000 .1370 ,8110 ,5557 ,3500 .3552 ,0333 ,7919 ,5874
• 4500 .3552 -.0579 ,7724 .6193
• 5500 ,3552 -,0743 ,7700 .6231
.6500 .3552 ,0061 ,7870 ,5954
• 7500 .3552 .1015 ,8039 .5677
• 8000 ,3552 ,1405 ,6132 ,5520
,8500 .3552 ,1661 ,8167 ,5460
.9000 ,3552 ,1790 ,8202 ,5400
• 9500 ,3552 ,1891 ,8Z16 .5378
PT €_Z.3_00 KP& C_ 1,0312 ¢01 ,02210
TT 169.3177 K CM -.0497 CDZ .02158
_C 15.C_6_ _ILLION ¢C -.0668 ¢03 .02113
MACH .6018 C04 .02040
ALPHA 6,0568 0E0 C05 ,01948
UPPER SURFACE LOWER _UPFACE SPANWZSE
XlC CP P,L/PT HLOC X/C CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC Y1(812) CP PeLIPT NLOC
U,O000 ,18_2 .8176 .5437 O.COCO .1842 .8176 ,5437 .5000 .7401 -.6986 .6424 .8207
.004_ --1.4_4 .4770 1.0843 .0C40 1.0916 .9996 *0Z38 *5000 .641_ --.701_ .6419 .8214
,0080 -1.8076 .4Z36 1.1790 ,0080 1.0351 .9881 .1308 ,5000 ,5427 -.7057 .6414 .8222
,0150 -1.8666 ,40_9 1,20_8 ,u230 ,8575 ,9525 ,2643 ,5000 .4440 -,7162 .6399 ,8244
,02_0 -1,921_ ,397Z 1.Z_8 .0_00 ,6702 ,9143 ,3595 .5000 ,3454 -,7222 ,6398 .8246
,_403 -1.8831 .44_3 1,Z078 .IOCO ,4831 .8789 .4330 .5000 .2467 -,7255 .6398 .8246
,0_00 -Z.090Z .3602 1o2897 ,1500 ,3823 .8587 .4712 .5000 ,1480 -,7187 ,6391 .8256
,0_00 -2.2333 .3388 1.3_65 .ZOO0 .gge_ .8406 ,5037 ,5000 ,0_93 -,7164 .6386 ,8264
,10J3 -_,3003 .3258 1.3747 .2500 .2243 .8263 .5287 .5000 -,0493 -,7110 ,6400 ,8243
,1400 -Z.3080 .32_6 1.3841 .3500 .09_4 .7993 .5743 .5000 -,1480 -,7210 ,6395 ,8251
,1_U0 -1,_754 ,4728 1.0924 ,4540 -,0248 ,6394 .8253 ,5000 -,2467 -.7163 .6405 .8236
.ZZO0 -1.Z_73 .52_1 1,_003 .5500 -.0436 .7773 .6103 ,5000 -,3454 -.7255 ,6398 ,8246
,26_0 -.9277 .5993 .8873 ,65C0 .0407 .7740 ,6157 ,5000 -.4440 -.7172 .6628 .8200
.3000 -.8177 .0186 ,8573 .7500 .1277 ,7908 .5883 .5000 -,5427 -,7190 ,6412 ,8225
,3400 -.7865 .62_ ._475 .8C00 .1590 .8073 .5611 ,5000 -,64i4 -,7069 ,6438 ,8184
,3800 -.7722 ,_Z_L ,_426 ,8_00 ,1771 ,8155 ,5473 .5000 -,7401 -.7086 ,6435 ,8188
.42o0 -.7608 *6311 ,8381 .90_0 .1893 .8167 .5452 CHOROWISE
,4600 -.7406 .6350 .8321 .9500 .1868 .8207 ,5383 ,0600 ,4500 -1,9218 .3989 1.2255
,5_0 -.7_07 ,6431 ,8196 1.0_00 .1504 .8126 ,5522 ,1400 ,4500 -2.3458 o3190 1,3899
.5400 -,7088 ,6455 .81_8 .2200 ,4500 ol.2651 .5291 .9986
.58_0 -.6866 .6535 ,8036 .3000 ,4500 -.6205 ,6173 .8593
,6200 -.6419 ,b6ZZ ,7902 ,3800 ,4500 -,7801 .6262 .8455
,6600 -,5997 .6737 ,7725 .4600 ,4500 -.7316 ,6365 ,8297
.7000 -._493 .6955 ,7389 ,5400 ,4500 -,7012 ,6442 ,8179
.7_00 -.4392 .7219 ,6981 ,6200 ,4500 -,6380 ,6526 ,8049
.8000 -,3110 ,7508 ,6528 .7000 ,4500 -.5379 .6753 ,7701
,0500 -,_700 .77_4 ,6150 .8000 ,4530 -.3165 ,7197 ,7015
.UO0 -._460 .79_9 ,5783 .9000 ,4500 -.0519 .7735 .6166
.9500 .C669 .80_9 .56_1 .1014 ,3552 .4764 .8777 .4352 J
,9750 .1070 ._Zu3 .5390 .ZOO0 ,3552 .2990 .8421 .501_
1.0000 ,1504 .8126 .5521 .3500 .3552 .0876 .79q4 .5742
,4500 ,3552 -,0237 ,7788 ,6079
.5500 ,3552 -.0340 ,7748 ,6144
.6500 ,3552 .0432 .7899 ,5899
.7500 ,3552 ,1254 ,B068 .5619
.8000 ,3552 ,1576 ,8135 ,5505
,8500 ,3552 .1733 ,8176 .5437
20_ .9000 ,3552 ,1961 ,8198 ,5399
.9500 ,355Z .1919 .8214 .5373
PT _ 405.0015 KPA CN 1.1222 CD1 .03038
TT 189.3759 K CM -.0405 CDZ ,03002
RC 15.0575 MILLIQN C¢ -.0835 CO_ .02973
HACH .5963 CD6 .0Z962
ALPHA 7.0058 OEG CD5 ,02758
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC Y1(812) "CP PjLIPT MLOC
0,0000 -.0268 .7802 .6057 0.0000 -.0268 .7802 .6057 ,5000 ,7401 -,6974 ,6486 ,8111
.0040 -1.8866 ,4188 1.1923 .0040 1.0909 .q997 ,0197 .5000 .6414 -,6971 .6483 .811€
.0000 -2.0689 .3838 1.2568 .0080 1.0745 .9966 .0699 .5000 .5427 -.6952 .6483 .8114
,0150 -2.1237 .3683 L.2856 ,0230 ,9111 ,9664 ,2278 .5000 ,4460 -.7207 ,6485 ,8112
.0250 -2.2636 ,3605 1.3303 ,0500 .7321 ,9295 ,3244 ,5000 ,3454 -,7130 ,6490 .8105
,0400 -Z,2455 .3445 1.3366 o1000 ,5439 ,8923 .6063 .5000 .2667 -,7156 .6474 ,8129
.0600 -2.3750 .3266 1.3773 ,1500 .4282 .8707 ,4487 ,5000 .1480 -,7107 .6466 ,8141
.0800 -2.4285 .3072 1.61b7 .2000 .3673 .8541 .4795 .5000 .0493 -.7135 .6450 .f1168
,1000 -2,6586 ,2975 1.4393 .2500 .2639 .8373 ,5096 ,5000 -,0693 -,7151 ,6457 .8154
,1400 -2,6991 .2q54 1,4k62 .3_00 .1227 .8101 ,5564 .5000 -,1k80 -,6ggB .6672 .8132
o1800 -1,7872 .4332 1,16Z0 .6500 ,0106 .6660 ,8151 ,5000 -.2687 -.7037 ,6675 o8127
.2200 -1.5078 ,6866 1,0689 .5500 -.0128 ,7894 ,5906 ,5000 -.3454 -,7038 .6477 ,8125
,ZbO0 -1.2579 .5339 .9907 ,8500 ,0551 .7825 .6019 ,5000 -,4460 -.7058 .6695 .8097
.3000 -.9058 ,6076 .8763 .7500 ,1240 ,7947 .5820 ,5000 -,5427 -,6955 ,6505 .8081
,3_UO -._006 .bz7q °8429 ,8000 ,1539 .8101 ,5564 ,5000 -,6414 -.6978 .6694 ,8098
.3800 -,7638 ,8368 ,_322 ,_500 .1759 o8153 ,5676 ,5000 -.7401 -.6965 .6510 ,8074
,4200 -,7686 °6392 ,825_ ,9000 ,1855 .8190 ,5613 CHOROWISE
,6600 -.7390 ,0439 ,8183 .9500 ,1e53 .8200 ,5395 .0600 .4500 -Z.1802 ,3630 1.2961
,5000 -,7_05 .b512 .8070 1.0000 .1281 ,8123 ,5527 .1400 ,6500 -Z=4914 ,Z969 1,4606
.5600 -,6961 .0563 ,8023 .2200 .4500 -1,5210 .4851 1.0714
.5800 -.8715 .8612 ,7917 ,3000 .4500 -,9525 .8000 ,8862
.02_0 -.6311 .6701 .7781 .3800 .4500 -.7706 ,6318 °8370
.bbO0 -.5911 .6836 .7573 .4600 .6500 -,7286 ,8612 .8224
.7000 -.5150 .7062 .7255 .5600 .4500 -.6789 .6523 .8054
,7500 -.4150 .7294 ,6863 ,6200 ,4500 -.6232 .6669 ,7860
,8000 -.2871 .7558 .6_49 .7000 .4500 -.5142 ,6853 .7567
,85_0 -.1609 ,7796 .b067 .8000 ,4500 -,2897 ,7284 ,6879
.9000 -,035_ .7964 .5792 .go00 .6500 -°064Z .7777 °6098
.9500 .0525 ,805_ .5663 .1016 .3552 .5357 .8908 .4094
.9750 ,0966 ,BZ_O .5362 ,2000 .3552 .3440 ,85_4 ,4791
1.0000 ,128_ .8123 ,5527 .3500 .3552 .1171 .8103 ,5559
,6500 .3552 .0078 ,7873 ,5962
,5500 .3552 -,0175 .7813 .6039
.6500 .3552 ,0577 ,7977 ,5771
,7500 .3552 .1237 .8085 .5591
.8000 ,3552 ,1479 .8139 .5500
.8500 .3552 ,1772 ,8204 .5389
.9000 .3552 .1906 ,8239 ,5329
.9500 ,3552 .1804 ,8206 ,5386
PT 606.9867 KPA CN 1.1351 CD1 ,04855
TT 169.6636 K C_ -,0286 CDZ .04876
RC 15.1062 MILLION CC -,0881 CD3 ,04868
MACH ,_996 CD4 ,06815
ALPHA 8.0205 OEG C05 ,06330
bPPER SURFAC_ LOWER SURFACE SPANWI$E
XIC CP P_L/PT _LOC XIC CP P_LIRT ML_C XIC Y1(8121 CP P_LIPT MLOC
O.UO00 -.139b .7566 .6438 0.0C00 -.1396 .7566 ,6638 .5000 .7601 -.6613 ,b543 .8022
.OG%u -_.O_6b ,3782 1.2b96 .00_0 1,0F13 ,9976 .0587 ,5000 .b_14 -,654fl ,6544 ,80ZI
• 00_0 -_,2051 .34_0 1,3270 .CCPO 1.0779 .9970 ,0655 ,5000 ,5627 -.6544 ,6576 ,7976
.0150 -2.2387 .3385 1.3672 .0230 ,9373 ,9892 .2115 .5C00 ,4660 -.6516 ,8569 .8013
.0250 -2.3%57 .3166 1,3952 .0500 ,7669 .9366 .311P .5000 .3656 -.6697 .6571 ,7980
,0600 -2,3532 .3135 1.%020 .lOOO .5887 .8q59 ,3988 .5000 ,2467 -,6553 .6553 ,8008
•Ohio -2,_927 .2904 _.65_3 ,1500 .6566 .8738 .6628 .5000 .1480 -.6572 ,6529 .8044
•OSUO -2.5622 .2768 1.4953 .2000 ,3603 ,8551 ,4778 ,5000 ,0693 -,6515 .6538 ,8031
.IOCO -2,6898 .2707 1,5051 .2500 ,2707 18386 1507_ .5000 --o0693 116576 16565 18019
.1400 -2,18_1 .3535 1.3158 .3500 .13_6 .8102 .5561 .5000 -,1480 -,6367 .6580 .7966
• 180_ -_.7595 ,4375 1.15_ .6500 .OL8b .6517 .8063 ,5000 -.Z467 -.6552 ,6539 .80Zq
• 22b0 -1._509 .6611 I.LLZ7 .55_0 -.0220 .7873 .5960 .5000 -,3656 -,6665 ,6557 ,8002
.Zb_O -L,_bB7 .69_5 1.0556 .b_O0 ,0461 .77_6 .fl082 .5000 -.44_0 -,8569 ,6562 .7gg_
.3uO0 -1.2355 .5_12 .9701 ,750U .0974 .7939 ,5836 .5000 -,5627 -.6431 *6550 .8012
,3600 -1.0112 ,5839 .9112 .8000 .1329 ,8035 .5676 ,5000 -.6616 -,6537 .6553 ,8007
.3800 -,8583 .0176 .8592 .8500 ,1357 ,8107 ,5554 .5000 --,7401 -.6591 ,6519 ,8059
• _200 -.7708 ,531_ .8375 .90_0 .1479 .8121 .5530 CHORDWISE
.4bOO -._996 .8672 ,8131 °9500 .1165 .8127 .5519 .0600 .6500 -2,2429 ,3413 1,3413
• 5000 -.8553 .6625 .7891 1,C_O0 ,000_ ,7825 .6019 ,1_00 ._500 -2.0267 ,3860 1,2546
• 5_bJ -.6188 .0680 .780_ .2200 .4500 -1.6305 .4605 1,1137
• 5_00 -.5783 .b7d8 ,76_6 ,3000 .4500 -1.2518 .5350 .9890
• 6200 -.52_0 ,68_8 .7693 .3800 ._500 -.9019 ,6067 °8757
,bOUO -,4931 ,7035 ,7265 .6600 ,6500 -.6985 ,6656 ,8157
.7000 1._085 .7185 ,7_33 ,5400 .4500 -,6Z43 .6623 ,7900
• 75_0 -,3289 .73_9 ,6715 .6200 .4500 -°5368 ,6775 °7667
.8003 -.22_5 .754_ .8483 ,7000 ,6500 -,4217 ,7017 ,72q3
• 8500 -.15_9 .7656 ,6292 .8000 ,6500 -.2602 .7366 .6751
,9000 -.0862 .7780 ,_125 .9000 .4500 -.0980 .7668 ,6305
.9500 -._4Z2 .7793 .6070 .1016 ,3552 ,5576 .8935 ,4038
.9750 -.0175 ,8060 .5632 .2000 .3552 ,3637 .8568 .4783
_,00_0 ,_006 ,7825 .6U19 ,3500 .3552 ,1426 .8123 .5526
• 6500 ,3552 .0155 .7872 ,5962
,5500 ,355Z -,020_ ,7795 ,6069
• 6500 ,3552 ,0607 ,7913 .5876
• 7500 .3552 ,1013 ,8045 .5657
,8000 ,3552 .1367 ,8108 .5552
.8500 ,3552 .1375 .8121 .5529
205 .9000 .3552 ,1617 .8115 .5560
,9500 ,3552 .1275 ,8096 .5573
o.
PT 404.q894 KPA CN 1.0886 CD1 ,07999
TT 169.4070 K CM -.0318 CD2 .08129
RC 15.1030 MILLION CC -°0776 CD3 .07956
MACH ,5990 CD4 .070%5
ALPHA 9.0197 DEG CD5 ,06027
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC X/C CP PtLIPT MLOC x/c YI(BI2) CP PeL/PT NLOC
0,0000 -.2460 .7361 .6758 0.0000 -.24_0 .7361 ,6758 .5000 .7601 -.6307 .6566 ,7988
,0040-2.1612 .3544 1,3138 .00€0 1.0710 ,9956 .0790 .5000 .6414 -,6383 ,6565 ,7990
,0080-Z.3120 ,3273 1,3714 .QOhO _.0831 ,9%81 Q0522 ,5000 .5427 -,6431 ,6574 .7976
,0150 -2,3661 ,3211 1,3851 ,0230 ,9532 ,9725 ,1997 ,5000 ,4460 -,6422 ,6596 ,79%6
,0250 -2.¢280 ,2906 1,6344 ,0500 ,7825 ,9383 ,3025 ,5000 ,3656 -,6587 ,6546 ,8018
,0600-2,6806 ,2949 1,4655 ,I000 ,5899 ,9005 ,3893 ,5000 ,2467 -,6650 ,6514 ,8067
,ObO0 -2.5606 ,ZE03 1,4809 ,1500 °%723 ,8774 ,%359 ,5000 ,1680 -.6616 ,5539 ,8029
,0800 -Z,2E4Z .3331 1.3589 ,2UOU ,3777 ,8590 .%706 °5000 ,0693 -,6571 ,6527 .8067
,1000 -1.9857 ,3930 1.2369 ,2500 .2899 ,8424 ,5006 ,5000 -.0_93 -,6631 ,6532 .8039
.1400 -1.7709 .4308 1.1664 .3500 .1417 .8106 .5554 .5000 -.1680 -.6610 .6530 .8063
.18Q0 -L.6_75 ._590 1.1166 .4500 .00_8 .6531 .8041 .5000 -.2467 -,6659 .6543 .8023
,Z20O-1.4033 .4921 1.0506 ,5500 -.0349 .7844 .5988 .5000 -.3454 -,6549 ,6564 ,7991
02600 -1,3457 ,52_3 1,0129 ,6500 ,0086 ,7773 ,6106 ,5000 -,6%60 -,6507 ,6539 ,8028
.3000 -1.1757 .54_1 .9680 .7500 .0625 .7862 .5959 .5_00 -.5627 -.6%73 .6562 .7996 *
,3400-1,0458 ,5756 ,92_3 ,BCCO ,0968 .7951 ,5813 ,5000 -,6414 -,6398 .6587 .7955
.3200 -.9228 .6022 .8827 .8500 .1017 .8018 .5702 .5000 -.7401 -,6475 .6531 .80%1
.4200 -._177 .6250 .8474 .9000 .OBbb .B054 .5642 CHOROWISE
.4600 -.7_06 ._385 .8266 .9500 .0395 .8021 .5697 .0600 .4500 -2.3315 .321q 1.3833
.SUO0 -.6650 .66_U .7874 1.0000 -.1_63 .7551 .6458 .1400 .%500 -1.7857 .4308 1.1665
,5400 -.bUlB ,6754 ,7683 .2200 ,4500 -1.5221 .4827 1.0755
• 5800 -.5476 .6869 .7522 ,3000 .4500 -1.2136 .5452 ,9726
.b2LO -.4_50 .6980 .735C .3800 .4500 -.9339 .6013 .8842
,6bOO -,4363 .7081 .7195 ,4600 ,4500 -.7297 .6399 °8244
.7000 -,3826 ,7207 ,6999 ,5400 .4500 -.5919 ,6677 ,7817
.7_00 -.3283 ,7323 .6818 .6200 .4500 -.4863 .6886 .7699
.81_0 -.2689 .7371 .6742 .7000 .4500 -.3851 .7088 .7188
.8500 -.231% .7417 ,6671 ,8000 .4500 -.2842 .7281 ,6886
.9000 -.2144 .7_92 ,65_3 .9000 .%500 -,2008 .7633 .6646
,9500 -.18u6 ,7472 .6584 ,1014 ,3552 ,5781 .8983 °3940
.9760 -.1750 .7919 .5867 .2000 .355Z .3772 .8586 .%713
1.0000 -.1_63 .7551 .6_bd .3500 .3P52 .1377 .8108 .5551
.4500 .3552 .0116 ,7861 _5960
.5500 .3552 -.0384 .7762 .6122
• 6500 ,3552 _QL96 ,768_ .5923
• 7500 .3_52 ,0718 .79q2 .5746
.8000 .3552 .0884 .8C15 .5707
.8500 .3552 .0976 .8037 .5671
.9000 .3552 .0879 .8C17 .5704
_9500 .3_5g .0452 ,7931 .5846
PT 242,8736 KPA C_ .2370 CD1 ,00861
TT 12B.900e K CM -.Oh8? CO2 ,00E64
RC 15.0341 MILLION CC .0086 CD3 .00834
_ACH .705C CO4 .C0826
ALPHA -.9877 OFG CD5 .00812
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 5PANWISE
X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC XlC CP PtLIPT MLD¢ X/C Y/(B/2) CP PeLIPT NlOC
U.0000 1,Ogg4 ,_23 *105U O. ObLO 1,0go4 .qq23 ,1050 ,5000 .7401 -._169 ,5879 19060
• _0_ .7_0_ .9091 ,3717 ,0640 -,214_ ,6639 ,7886 .5000 .6414 --.5280 .5861 .9087
.O08J .5371 .8521 .48_o .GOB0 -.572Z .575_ .0248 .5000 .5427 1.5287 .5868 ,9076
.U153 ,3246 ,7979 ,5776 ._230 1,1082 .6916 ,7459 ,5000 .4440 -,5342 .5843 ,9116
.O2bO .0931 .7411 .668_ .0500 -.1053 .6915 .7660 .5000 .345_ -.5372 .5843 .9115
.0_00 -.1706 .6763 .7694 .1_00 -.1548 .678_ .7655 .5000 .2467 -,5396 .5847 .9109
,O6_U -.3005 .62i8 .8533 .1500 -.1833 .672_ .7753 .5000 .1480 -.5379 .5861 .9119
,OebO -.4o11 .5979 ._9u4 .2C00 -,2099 .6661 ,7851 .5000 .0493 -.5436 .5822 ,9149
,1000 -.5202 ,5866 .9080 .2500 -.2495 .6560 ,8036 .5000 -.0693 -.5426 ,5826 .91%3
,14UO -.5535 .5794 ,9193 .3500 -,3416 .6326 .836_ ,5000 -,1480 -,5388 .5834 .9129
,1800 -,5522 .6801 .9182 .6500 -.4060 ,5839 .9121 ,5000 -,2467 -.5417 .5813 ,9163
.Z2CO -,5289 ,5P65 ,0082 ,5500 -,3233 ,6179 ,8593 ,5000 -,3454 -,5401 ,5821 ,9150
,2600 --._163 ,5837 ,9046 .6500 -,1407 .6372 ,8295 ,5000 --,4440 -.5368 .5832 .9133
.30_0 -.5070 ._904 .9021 .7500 .0146 .6816 .7613 .5000 -.5427 -.5345 .5829 .9137
,3400 -.5056 .5917 .8999 .8_00 .0768 .7213 ,6999 .50C0 -.6414 -,5290 .5861 .q087
.3B_O -,6071 .5922 .8992 ,8500 ,1265 .7370 .6753 .5000 -.7601 -,5266 .5864 .9083
,%ZOO -,5176 ,5885 ,9051 ,go00 ,1658 .74qR ,6552 CH_ROWISE
,4600 -,5300 ,5861 .9087 .9500 ,1950 .7591 .6_05 .0600 06500 113886 ,6196 ,8567
,bOOO -.5_18 .5800 .9183 1.0_0 .2097 .7692 .6242 ,1400 .6500 -.5392 .582_ .g146
,5400 -,5585 .fi746 ,9269 ,2200 ,4500 -,5284 ,5861 .9087
,SHOO -.5761 .5750 .9261 .3000 .%500 -.5070 .5gOB .9015
,6200 -.5723 ,5783 .9210 ,3800 .4500 -.5133 ,5898 ,9029
.66_u -.5598 .5898 .9030 .6600 ,6500 -.5228 .5875 .9065
.7000 -.5134 .6116 ._691 .5400 .k500 -,5494 ,5822 ,9149
,750_ -.4206 ,6458 .8162 ,6200 ._500 -,5666 .5772 .9227
.8000 -,2852 .OBLb .7b12 .7000 ,4500 -,5029 .5q16 ,9002
.BSOO -,1430 .71%3 .7107 .8000 .4500 -.2850 .6463 .8156
.9003 -.0C97 .7455 .6620 .gO00 .4500 -.0128 .7134 ,7122
,950J .1101 .7581 ,64ZU ,I01_ ,3552 -.1570 ,6782 ,7666
,9750 ,1613 ,7662 ,6291 ,2000 ,3552 -,2105 .6640 ,7883
1,0000 .2097 .7692 .6242 ,3500 .3552 -.3606 ,6316 ,8382
• %500 .3552 -,6016 ,6168 .8611
.5500 .3552 -.3249 .6369 .8300
.6500 .3552 -.1372 .6832 .7588
,7500 ,3552 .0155 .7218 ,69ql
,8000 .3552 o0740 .7366 ,6762
.8800 .3552 .1217 .7691 ,6562
20_ .9000 ,355Z .1629 .7590 ,6%06
.9500 .3552 .1936 .7662 ,6291
o.
PT 243,8223 KPA CN ,3598 CD! ,00894
7T 128,1010 K Cq -,0677 C02 .00893
RC 15,1161 HILLION CC .0066 C03 ,0086Z
MACH ,7006 C04 ,00849
ALPHA .0000 DEG C05 ,00833
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SP_N_ISE
X/C CP P,LIPT MtOC XlC CP P,tIPT MLOC xlc YItBIZ) CP PeLIPT flLOC
0,00_0 1,1252 ,9990 ,03?8 0,0C00 1,1252 ,9990 °0378 ,5000 ,7401 -,5632 ,5825 ,9145
.0040 .5831 ,8644 ,4612 ,0040 ,1678 ,7616 ,6364 ,5000 .6414 -.5722 .5806 .9173
,0080 .3289 .0019 .5710 .0080 -.1286 .6877 ,7518 ,5000 ,5427 -,5770 ,5790 ,9200
.0150 ,1227 ,7502 ,6545 ,C230 .0954 .7438 .6647 ,5000 ,4440 -,5804 ,5764 ,9240
.0250 -.0940 .6960 ,7391 ,0500 ,0492 ,7319 ,6833 ,5000 ,3454 -,5818 ,5760 ,9246
,0400 -,3675 ,6983 ,8432 ,1000 -.0363 ,7110 ,7158 ,§000 ,2467 -,§842 ,§776 ,92Z1
.0600 -,6000 ,_710 .9325 ,1500 -,0866 ,6994 ,7337 ,5000 ,1480 -,5836 ,5768 ,9233
.0800 -.6891 ,5490 ,9674 ,2000 -.1205 .6898 ,7487 ,5000 .0493 -,5897 ,5750 ,9262
,1000 -.7148 .5432 .9766 .2500 -,1718 ,6772 ,7680 ,5000 -,0493 -,5872 .5749 ,9263
,1400 -.7147 ,5432 .9767 .3500 -,2731 ,6515 ,8075 ,5000 -4480 -,5877 ,5760 ,9245
,1800 -.6_79 .55Z8 .9614 .4500 -,3471 ,5733 ,q289 .5000 -.Z467 -,5870 .576Z ,9243
.2200 -.6412 .5641 .9433 .5500 -,2851 ,6337 ,8319 ,5000 -,3454 -,5859 ,5773 ,9226
.2600 -,6089 .5720 .9309 ,65C0 -,1154 ,6492 ,8111 ,5000 -,4440 -,5795 ,5788 ,9202
,3000 -,5876 ,5764 .9239 .7500 ,0277 ,6917 ,7457 .5000 -.5427 -,5764 .0796 .9189
.3400 -.5760 ,5797 .91U5 ,_000 ,0853 .7271 .6908 .5000 --,6414 -.5723 .5799 ,g185
,3_00 -.5746 .5796 .9190 ,8500 ,1308 °7432 ,6656 ,5000 -,7401 -,5717 ,5808 ,9171
,4ZOO -.5759 .5775 ._223 .9G00 .1691 ,7543 .6180 CHOROWZ$E
,4600 -,5617 ,5761 .9245 ,9500 .1915 ,7637 ,6331 ,0600 .4500 -,6016 ,5729 ,9295
,5000 -,5892 ,5743 ,9273 1,0000 o1988 .7700 .6_30 ,1400 .4500 -°6997 ,5479 ,9691
,5400 -.5976 .57_1 .9358 ,2200 ,4500 -,6360 ,5635 ,9444
,56_0 -,6107 .5?24 .9303 .3000 ,4500 -,5890 ,5747 ,9267
,6200 -,6002 ,5769 ,9231 ,3800 ,4500 -,_810 ,5769 ,9232
,660J -,_791 .59_1 .9025 ,4600 ,4500 -,5747 ,5778 ,9217
,70_0 -,5309 .6156 .8629 ,5400 ,4500 -,5916 ,5741 ,9276
,7_00 -,4277 ,6502 .8095 ,6200 ,4500 -,5925 ,5739 ,9279
,_0 -,2901 .6_66 .7535 ,7000 ,4500 -,5152 ,5925 ,8987
,8500 -,1423 .7197 ,7024 ,8000 ,4500 -.2907 .6481 ,8127
,90_0 -,0081 ,7_76 .6587 °9000 ,4500 -,0119 .7180 ,7051
,9§00 ,1005 ,7604 ,6384 ,1014 ,3552 -,0405 ,7114 ,7153
,9750 ,1566 ,7687 .6252 ,2000 .3552 -.1236 ,6903 ,7479
1.0000 .1968 .7700 .6230 ,3500 ,35§Z -,Z709 .6545 ,8028
.4500 ,3552 -,3435 ,6360 ,8313
.5500 ,3552 -°2838 .6510 ,8083
.6500 ,3552 -,1140 ,6923 ,7448
.7500 °3552 .0287 .7278 .6898
.8000 .3552 .0844 .7412 .6688
,8500 ,3552 ,1295 .7526 .6507
,9000 ,3552 ,1684 ,7623 ,6354
,9500 ,3552 ,1900 ,7675 ,6270
PT 243,8477 KPA C_ ,4818 C01 ,00944
TT 128.3151 K CM -,0662 C02 ,00944
Re 15,1_4_ NILLI_N CC ,0016 C03 ,00907
_ACH .7014 CD4 ,00886
ALPHA ,9979 OEG C05 .00869
UPPER SURFACE LO_EP SURFACE SPAN_ZSE
XIC CP PsLIPT _L_C XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC Y!|BI2) CP P_LIPT RLOC
0.000_ 1,1260 .999_ ,0295 0.0000 1.1260 ,9994 ,0295 ,5C00 ,7401 -,6141 ,5675 ,938C
,0010 ,3734 .81_4 ,5532 ,_040 ,42_1 .8419 ,5022 .5000 ,6414 -.6166 .5667 .9392
• 0080 .1196 .7492 .6562 .0080 .1955 ,7691 .6_15 .5000 ,5427 -,6202 .5666 ,9394
.0150 -.0745 .7017 ./302 ,0230 ,2669 .7873 .5949 .5000 .4440 -,6Z76 .5634 .9445
.O2_O -.2936 ,6%76 ,8135 ,0500 .1_69 ,7662 ,6291 ,5000 ,3454 -.6278 ,5636 ,9443
•O_bO -.5639 ,5794 .9192 ,1000 ,07%2 .7397 .6711 ,5000 ,2467 -,6Z90 ,5618 ,9470
,0_00 -,_96 ,5190 L,0159 ,15_0 .0071 ,7212 ,7000 ,5000 ,1480 -,6283 ,5643 ,9431
• 0800 -.9301 .%905 1,0632 .2000 -.0401 ,7108 .7162 ,5000 ,0493 -,6344 ,5637 ,9440
.1U00 -,9772 ,1765 1,087G .2500 -.0978 ,6959 ,7392 .5000 -,0493 -,6298 ,5632 ,9448
• 14u0 -.9_10 ,49_6 1,0563 .3500 -.2073 ,6690 ,7807 ,5000 -,1480 -,6329 ,5612 ,9481
,1_00 -,_%01 .5125 1,_267 ,15_0 -,292_ ,5626 ,9458 ,5000 -,2467 -,6317 ,5658 ,9406
,22U0 -.7516 .53_7 ,9905 .55C0 -,2%Z_ ,6472 .81_2 .5000 -,3454 -,6274 ,5664 ,9397
•2603 -.7005 ,547_ ,9694 ,6500 -,0882 ,6607 .7934 ,5000 -,4440 -,6229 ,5665 ,9396
.3000 -.6718 ,5533 ,96_6 ,7500 ,0654 .6974 ,7369 ,5000 -,54Z7 -,6207 .5664 ,9397
•3400 -,6457 ,5595 ,9507 ,8000 ,0973 .7315 ,6839 .5000 -,6414 -.6215 .5649 ,9422
,3800 -,6361 .5627 ,9457 ,8500 ,1413 .74%6 ,6634 .5000 -,7401 -,6156 ,5672 ,9385
,4100 -,6343 ,5617 ,9472 ,9000 ,1749 ,7556 .6460 CH_ROMISE
•6t_0 -.6339 ,56_0 .9467 .9500 ,1925 ,7642 ,6323 ,0600 ,4500 -,7899 .5237 1,0082
.5000 -._319 .5599 ,9500 1,0000 .1860 ,7661 ,6_93 ,1400 ,4500 -,B664 ,5063 1.0369
,54G0 -,6365 ,5605 ,9491 .2200 ,4500 -,7439 ,5373 .9862
.5_00 -*6435 *5659 .9%05 *3000 *4500 --.6679 ,5552 *9576
,62_0 -.6255 .57g0 .9308 ,3800 ,4500 -,6630 ,5600 ,9499
..66_0 -.5942 ,58_1 ,9119 ,4600 ,4500 -,6302 .5634 .9445
• TLOO -,5407 .6155 .8631 .5400 .4500 -,6277 .5667 .9393
.7500 -.4306 .6514 .8077 ,6200 .4500 -.6177 ,5661 .9403
,8000 -,2_34 .6873 .75_ ,7000 ,4500 -,5274 ,5893 .9036
• 8500 -.1319 .7196 .7025 .8000 ,4500 -,2883 ,6479 ,8130
,9000 -,0024 ,7454 ,6522 .9000 ,4500 -*0054 .7197 ,7023
,9500 .1049 ,7581 ,6420 .1014 ,3552 ,0689 ,7387 .6727
.9750 .1541 ,7692 .6244 .2000 ,3552 -*0432 ,7093 ,7185
1.0000 .1_60 .7661 .6293 .3500 ,3552 -,2026 ,6695 ,7799
.4500 ,3552 -,2858 ,6499 .8099
• 5500 ,3552 -,2409 ,6616 ,7920
,6500 ,3552 -*0874 ,6989 ,7346
• 7500 .3552 ,0444 ,7306 ,6853
• 8C00 ,3552 *0943 ,7432 ,6657
• 8500 ,3552 ,136_ ,7552 ,6466
207 .9000 .3552 ,1721 ,7622 .6355
,9500 .3552 ,1086 ,7679 ,6Z64
PT Z43.836Z KPA CN .6111 C01 .01068
TT 128,2755 K CM -,0623 CD2 .01062
RC 15,1069 MILLION CC -,0067 CD3 ,01032
MACH o_982 CD6 .00988
ALPHA 1,995E DEG CD5 ,00937
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PwLIPT MLOC XIC CP PJLIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PJLIPT MLQC
0,0000 1,0862 ,9891 ,125Z 0,0000 1,0842 ,9891 ,1252 ,5000 ,7601 -,6646 ,5621 ,9465
•0040 .1318 ,7556 ,6460 ,0060 ,7132 ,8970 ,3972 ,5000 ,6616 -,6487 .5656 ,9613
• OOBO -.120Z ,6qZO .7652 .O&80 .A525 ,B330 .5179 .5000 ,5427 -.6519 .5613 ,9478
,0150 -,ZSb5 ,6489 .8115 ,0230 ,4Zll ,8254 ,5311 ,5000 ,4440 -,6603 ,5580 ,9530
• 02_0 -,6911 ,6006 o8862 .0500 .3007 .7971 .5789 ,5000 .3454 -,65B6 .5589 ,9516
,0400 -.757Z .5355 .9891 .1000 ,1745 .7637 ,6332 ,5000 ,2667 -,6623 .5586 ,9526
• 0{00 -,99ZZ .6778 1.0847 ,1500 ,0967 ,7455 ,6620 .5000 .1480 -.6642 ,5561 .9561
,0800 -1.1384 ,4412 1.1485 .2000 ,0357 ,7300 .6863 ,5000 ,0693 -,6671 ,5586 ,95Z1
.1000 -1.2128 ,423Z 1.1809 .ZSO0 -.0288 ,7128 .7131 ,5000 -.0493 -,6583 ,5617 .9472
• L400 -1,Z473 ,4134 1.1992 .3500 -,1482 ,6P52 .7558 ,5000 -,1480 -,6605 .5602 ,9495
.1800 -1,2399 .k158 1,1946 ,4500 -.235Z ,5589 ,9516 .5000 -,2667 -.6626 ,5616 ,9473
,2200 -1,1341 ,4409 1,1491 ,55C0 -.2010 ,b662 .7B79 .5000 -.3454 -,6622 ,5598 .9502
,26L0 -,7212 .5463 ,9750 ,6500 -,0698 .6723 .7755 ,5000 -.4440 -,6510 ,5596 .9506
•3000 -,_63Z .5575 .9538 .75C0 ,0577 .7069 ,7Z54 .5000 -,54Z7 -,6540 ,56Z5 ,9459
,34C0 -.680Z ,5577 ,9535 ,8000 .1110 ,7356 ,6775 .5000 -,6416 -.6469 ,5626 .9457
,3800 -.6711 .5566 .9553 ,eSO0 .1474 .7491 ,6564 .5000 -.7401 -,6476 .5637 ,9440
,6Z00 -,t703 .5555 ,9570 ,9000 ,1753 ,7575 ,6430 CHORDWISE
,4600 -.6680 .5566 ._553 .9500 .1925 ,7652 ,6307 .0600 .4500 -,9806 .4835 1.0750
• 5000 -,6623 ,5577 .9536 1,0000 ,1833 ,7666 .6_85 .1400 .4500 -1.Z469 .6155 1.1951
• 54GO -,6654 ,5545 ,9587 .Z200 ,4500 -,9066 .5014 1,0650
• 5800 -,6706 .5665 ,9427 ,3000 ,4500 -,6952 ,552Z ,9623
,6200 -,6430 .5759 ,9248 .3800 ,4500 -.6863 ,5573 ,9542
.6600 -,_005 .5892 ,9039 .4600 ,4500 -,6579 ,SbZ1 °9466
• 7000 -.5428 ,6185 ,_84 .5400 .4500 -.6522 ,5626 ,9450
,?SuO -,4306 ,65Z7 ,8057 ,6ZO0 .4500 -,6310 ,5685 .9364
• BOOJ -,2865 ,6884 ,7508 .7000 ,4500 -.5298 ,5936 ,8970
• 8500 -,1305 ,7219 ,59_9 .8000 .4500 -,2864 .6542 ,8034
,90_0 -,Uu50 ,74B1 .6578 ,9000 ._500 -.O04B ,7ZZZ .6985
,9500 ,1059 ,7585 ,6413 .I014 ,3552 ,1668 .7643 ,6321
.9750 .1450 ,7707 ,6220 ,2000 .3552 ,0372 .7305 .6855
I,00uO .1633 .7656 ,6265 ,3500 .355Z -,1441 ,6885 ,7507
,4500 ,3552 -,Z324 ,6652 ,7864
• 5500 .3552 -.2068 .6730 ,7745
,6500 .355Z -.0634 .7074 .7214
,7500 ,355Z ,0569 .7393 .6717
,8000 ,3552 .1100 ,7505 ,6542
• 8500 .3552 .1476 ,7591 ,6405
• 9000 .3552 .1786 ,7672 ,6275
,9500 .3552 ,1929 ,7690 ,624_
PT 243,8286 KPA CN ,7578 CD1 ,01602
TT 1Z8.3640 K C4 -,0611 COZ ,01587
_C 15,0947 MILLION CC -,0159 CD3 .01534
HACH .6985 CD4 ,01369
ALPHA 3.0039 DEG CD5 ,01278
UPPFR SURFACE LOWE_ SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LI_T MLDC X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC XlC YI(B/2) CP P_L/PT MLOC
O,OOU3 .9913 .9659 ,2233 0,0000 ,9913 ,9659 ,2233 ,5000 ,7401 -.6333 °5639 .9437
• 0_40 -,0883 .0988 .7347 .0040 .8793 .9385 .3027 .5000 .6414 -.6451 .5627 .9456
• OC80 -.3569 .6334 ,_354 .0080 ,6518 ,8814 ,4287 ,5000 ,5427 -.6405 .5657 ,9408
• 0150 -.5005 ,6000 ,_871 ,0230 ,5422 ,8547 ,4793 ,5000 ,4440 -,6282 .5655 o9412
• 0250 -._729 ,55_4 .0574 C500 ,4071 ,8214 .5380 .5000 .3654 -,6301 ,5665 ,9396
,U_O0 -,g040 ,4975 1.0515 1000 ,2589 ,7B53 .5982 ,5000 .ZAb7 -,6412 ,5667 .9393
• 0600 -I,1_7Z ,4367 1.1566 1500 .173B .7644 ,6320 .5000 ,1480 -,6344 .567Z ,9384
.0800 -1.2871 .4045 1,_L57 2_00 .1119 .7473 .6591 ,5000 .0493 -,6335 .5650 .94Z0
• 1000 -1,3696 ,3843 1,Z544 2500 ,0374 ,7322 ,6829 .5000 -.0493 -,6343 .5679 ,9374
.1400 -1,4Z49 ,36_6 1.285_ 3500 -.0_62 ,7024 .7297 .5000 -,1480 -,6435 .5663 ,9399
.1800 -1,4346 ,3668 1.Z891 4_00 -.1697 ,5663 ,9399 ,5000 -,Z467 -.63_8 ,5655 .9411
• ZZO0 -1,4667 ,3659 1,Z910 5500 -,1630 .6737 ,7734 ,5000 -.345_ -,6450 ,5644 ,9630
,2600 -I,4397 ,3704 l,ZBZO .6500 -,0428 .6817 ,7611 ,5000 -._440 -,6_14 ,5_42 ,9432
.30_0 -1,3367 ,3B99 1.2437 ,7500 .0742 .7114 ,7153 ,5000 -,5427 -,6476 ,5632 ,9469
.3400 -,8040 .5235 1,0080 .8000 ,1247 ,7392 ,6719 ,5000 -.6414 -°6508 .5626 .945B
,3dbO -,_114 ,5729 ,9296 ,8500 ,1587 ,75Z0 ,6517 .5000 -.7401 -,6554 .5622 ,9464
,4200 -,5910 ,5747 ,9267 .qco0 ,1879 .7633 ,6337 CHORDWISE
,4600 -,6L96 ,5715 .9317 ,9500 .1989 .7696 .6237 ,0600 .4500 -I,0823 ,4540 1.1258
,50C0 -.1256 ,5634 ,9444 l. OtOC ,1883 ,7691 .6Z45 ,1400 .4500 -1.4351 ,3724 i,Z780
,5400 -.h5%5 ,561£ .9480 ,2200 .6500 --L.4691 ,3615 I,2998
• _00 -,6_91 .5631 .945_ .3000 ,6590 -1.2732 .6061 1.2127
,6200 -,6411 .5756 ,9252 .3800 .4500 -.6_04 ,5692 °9356
• 6660 -,6_26 ,5901 ,9025 .4600 ,4530 -,6285 .5678 .9375
,7000 -.5462 ,6152 ._635 ,5400 ,6500 -,6506 ,5631 ,9450
,75C0 -,4333 ,65L9 ,B069 .6ZO0 ,4500 -._284 .5664 .9397
,8003 -.Z888 ,6Rb7 ,7533 ,7000 ,4500 -,5373 ,5912 ,9008
.B5_O -,1439 ,719B .7022 ,8000 ,4500 -.2971 ,6481 ,8127
• 9000 -,0110 .7470 ,5597 .9000 .4500 -,0151 .7178 .7053
,9500 ,C9_8 ,7585 ,6414 .I014 .355Z ,2371 ,7803 ,6064
,97_0 .1440 ,7?09 ,oZ16 ,2000 .3552 ,1083 ,7494 ,6558
1,0000 ,1883 ,76ql ,6245 ,3500 .3552 -,0779 ,7021 ,7Z97
,4500 ,3552 -,1803 ,6798 ,7641
• 5500 ,3552 -.1607 .6832 ,7587
•b500 ,3552 -,0366 ,7119 ,7165
• 7500 ,3552 .0795 ,7416 .66S1
• 8000 .355Z .1Z14 .75Z3 .651Z
,8500 ,3552 ,1589 ,7620 ,6358
20_ .9000 .3552 ,1915 ,7688 .6250
.0500 .3552 .2056 .7730 .6181
PT 263,8226' KPA CN 18890 ¢01 ,02762
TT 128.3724 K CH -.0626 C02 .02718
RC 15,1403 flILLION CC -,0234 CD3 ,02587
RACH ,7019 CO4 ,0Z177
ALPHA 4,0019 BEG CO5 .01951
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
• XIC CF PsLIPT _LOC XIC CP F,LIPT MLOC XlC YI(51Z| Cp P,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 .8847 .9398 .2992 0.0000 ,8847 .9398 ,2992 .5000 ,7401 -,5715 .5779 .9217
.0040 -,Z897 ,6491 .8113 ,GO40 ,9839 ,9644 oZ181 ,5000 ,6414 -,5674 ,5765 ,9238
,0080 -,5520 ,5810 ,9168 ,0080 ,7760 ,9117 .1659 ,5000 .5427 -,5792 .5755 .92S4
,01§0 -,643Z ,5592 .9511 °0230 .6408 .8796 .4323 ,5000 ,4440 -,5790 ,5734 ,9287
.0250 -.8094 ,52_3 1.0073 ,0500 ,4889 ,8417 ,50Z6 *5000 .,34§4 -,§669 ,5787 ,9204
.0400 -1.0Z14 .4691 1.0995 .1000 .3131 .8015 .5715 .5000 .2467 -.5819 .5733 .9289
.0600 -1.Z591 .4071 1.2109 .1500 .2336 .7767 .6122 .§000 .1480 -.§8ZZ *5739 ,9Z19
• '_ ,0800 -1.3985 ,37Z9 1,1769 .ZOO0 ,1588 .7579 ,6423 ,5000 .0493 -,5760 ,580Z ,9180
,1000 -1.4557 ,3557 1.3117 .2500 .0945 ,7426 ,6665 ,5000 -,0493 -.5819 .5758 ,9Z69
,1400 -1.5095 ,3410 1,3414 .3500 -,0355 ,7144 ,7106 ,5000 -,1480 -.5709 ,5767 ,9135
,18G0 -1,5750 ,3352 1,3549 ,4500 -,1501 ,5816 ,9155 ,5000 -,Z467 -,5664 ,5796 ,9190
,2200 -1,5499 ,3199 1.3663 .5500 -.1401 .6823 ,7601 ,5000 -.3454 -,§554 ,5810 ,9168
,Z600 -1,5653 ,3305 1.3651 ,6500 -,0256 ,6851 ,7559 ,5000 -,4440 -,5578 .5796 ,9190
• 3000 -1,5570 ,3333 1,3590 ,7500 .0879 ,71Z0 .7143 ,5000 -.5427 -,5639 .5789 ,9Z01
.3400 -1,5333 ,3356 1.3540 ,8C00 ,1311 ,7397 ,6710 ,5000 -,6414 -,5628 ,5790 ,9199
,3800 -1,3738 ,3781 1,Z667 ,8500 .1641 .7548 *6_7Z ,5000 -.7401 -,5835 .5721 ,9307
,4200 -,9319 ,4854 1,0719 .9000 .1891 ,7583 .6416 CHORDWZSE
.4600 -.6836 .5497 .9663 .9500 .1964 .7663 .6_89 .0600 .4500 -1.17ZZ .4289 1.1706
• 5000 -.566Z ,5851 ,9103 1.0000 .1825 ,7664 ,6319 ,1400 .4500 -1,52B1 .3400 /.3446
• 5400 -,_344 ,5831 .9134 ,2200 ,4500 -1,5998 ,3251 1,3767
.5860 -,5450 ,5817 ,9157 ,3000 .4500 -1,5796 ,33Z4 1,3609
,6Z00 -.5701 ,58_6 ,911Z ,3800 .4500 -1.3816 .3751 1.27Z5
.6600 -.5466 ,5947 .8954 ,4600 .4500 -,6513 ,5588 .9519
.7000 -.4967 ,6172 .8604 ,5400 ,4000 -,5434 ,5824 ,9145
,7509 -,_146 ,6496 ,8104 ,6100 .4500 -.5571 ,5817 .9157
• 8000 *.1791 ,6818 .7609 ,7000 ,4500/-,5048 .5961 ,8931
,8509 -,1471 ,7132 ,71Z5 ,8000 .4500 -,2832 ,6507 ,8087
• 9000 -,0237 ,7419 ,6661 ,9000 ,4500 -,0213 ,7170 ,7066
,9500 ,0961 ,7518 ,6520 ,1014 ,3552 .3070 .7958 .5810
• 9750 .1363 ,7683 .6257 .2000 .3552 ,1627 ,7595 ,6398
1.0000 .18Z5 ,7644 ,6319 ,3500 ,3552 -,0383 ,7102 ,7170
• 4500 ,3552 -.1423 ,6841 .7573
• 5500 .3552 -,1389 ,686§ ,7538
• 6500 ,3552 -,0212 ,7166 ,7072
• 7500 ,3552 .0823 ,7393 ,6717
,8000 ,3552 .lZ61 ,7514 ,6526
,8500 ,355Z ,1624 ,7585 ,6414
,9000 ,3552 ,1938 ,7680 ,6263
• 9500 ,35§Z .Z098 .7718 .6185
PT 143.8147 KPA CN ,9648 CO1 ,039Z6
TT 128,3113 K C_ -,0609 COZ .03872
RC 15.1054 MILLION CC -.0286 CD3 .03651
_ACH .6987 C04 .0296_
ALPHA 4,9896 DEG C05 ,02609
UPP£R SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_XSE
X/C CP PwL/PT ML_)C X/C CP P_LIPT MLQC XIC Y1(8121 CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .791Z ,9162 .3559 O,O_CO ,7912 ,9162 ,3559 .5000 17401 -,6236 ,5671 .9387
• 0_40 -.4805 ,601L .8853 .0040 1.0368 ,9777 ,1800 ,5000 ,6414 -,6635 ,5575 ,9538
• 0080 -,7536 ,5335 ,99Z3 ,0080 ,8685 ,9353 ,3107 ,5000 .5427 -,6570 .5612 ,9480
• 0150 -.7976 ,5Z17 1.0114 ,0Z30 .7083 ,8957 ,4000 ,5000 ,4440 -,6963 ,5488 ,9678
• 0Z_3 -,9130 ,4_64 1.3533 ,0500 ,5455 ,8554 ,4780 ,5000 .3454 -,7269 .5394 ,9828
• 0400 -1.1119 .4459 1.1401 .1000 .3676 .8131 .5521 .5000 .Z467 -.7377 .5388 .9837
• ObbO -L,36_9 .36_9 1,1533 .1_00 .2808 ,7898 .5909 .SGO0 .1480 -,7093 .5486 ,9680
• 0800 -1.5098 .3505 1.3226 ,2000 .2019 ,7700 ,6230 .5000 ,0493 -,6966 ,5523 ,9621
• 10U0 -1.5791 ,3332 1,3593 .25_0 .125_ ,7508 ,6536 ,5000 -,0493 -,7037 ,5480 ,9691
• 1400 -1,6336 ,3165 1.3960 .3500 -.0070 ,7199 ,7020 ,5000 -,1480 -,6639 ,5602 ,9496
• 1800 -1,_46 ,3116 1,4071 .4500 -.12Z6 ,5443 .9749 ,5000 -,2467 -,6533 ,5608 ,9487
.2200 -_,6957 .3082 1.4149 .5500 -.1265 ,6908 ,7470 .5000 -.3454 -,6087 .5734 ,9287
• ZbO0 -1.6798 .3085 1.41_2 .6_00 -.0134 ,6911 .7466 ,5000 -,4440 -,5824 ,5778 ,9217
• 30_U -1._86 .3089 1,_133 ,7500 .0753 ,7164 .7075 ,5000 -,54Z7 -,5476 ,5872 ,9070
,3400 -1.6710 .3088 1,4135 .8000 ,1194 ,7393 ,6717 ,5000 -,6414 -,5471 ,5867 ,9079
• 3800 -1.4335 ,3703 Z,ZSZZ ,8500 ,1538 ,7493 .6559 ,5000 -.7401 -,5467 .5856 ,9095
• _200 -1.00Z_ .4731 1.0918 .9000 ,1787 ,7615 ,636_ CHORO_ISE
• 46_0 -._]6 .5080 1.0341 .9500 .1743 .7662 .6291 .0600 .4500 -1.2773 .6096 1.2061
• 5000 -.7139 .5716 .9299 1.0000 ,1443 ,7583 ,6418 ,1400 ,4500 -1,6252 ,3173 1,3941
,5400 -.6009 .5914 ,8989 .2200 ,4500 -1.7059 .3013 1,4308
.58_0 -.5313 .5961 .8931 .3000 .4500 -1.6987 .3040 1.4246
• 6200 -.5181 .5999 .8873 ,3800 ,4500 -1,5501 ,3386 1.3475
.6_00 -,4932 .6075 ,8753 .4600 ,4500 -,8451 .5122 1,0271
• 7000 -,4711 .6140 ,8499 ,5400 .4500 -,5765 .5602 ,9180
.7500 -.39_9 .6535 .8045 .6200 ,4500 -*51Z6 ,5977 *8907
• 8000 -,28Z9 ,6_€1 ,7573 ,7000 ,4500 -,4681 ,6090 .8731
,85_ -,15_5 ,7141 .7111 .8000 .4500 -,2751 .6562 ,8003
• 9000 -.0326 .7355 .6776 ,9G00 ,4500 -,0268 .7155 .7089
• 9POO ,05_1 .7470 .6596 ,1014 ,3552 ,3616 ,8111 .5553
,9750 ,1059 ,7651 ,6309 .ZOO0 ,3551 ,2035 .7728 ,6185
1,0060 .1443 ,7583 ,6418 .3500 ,355Z -,0013 ,7Z19 .6974
/ ,4500 .3552 -.1246 ,6892 ,7495
,5500 .355Z -.1Z36 .6914 .7462
• 6500 ,3552 -,0172 ,7180 ,7050
• 7500 .3552 *0872 .7429 r ,6661
• 8000 ,3552 ,1252 ,7520 ,6517
209 ,8_oo ,3552 ,1531 ,7599 ,6391
• 9000 .3552 .1820 .7681 .6261
.9500 .3552 .1844 ,7682 .6258
o,
i
PT 263.8338 KPA Cq .9618 CO1 .06169
TT 128.2740 K CY -.0562 CDZ .05759
RC 15.1368 MILLION CC -.0265 ¢03 .05256
_ACH .7002 CO6 .06197
ALPHA 6.0079 DEG CD5 ,03754
_PPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsLIPT MLQC XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC YI(81Z) CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0_00 .7073 .8953 .6007 0.0000 .7073 °8953 .6007 .5000 .7601 -.7015 .5503 .9654
.0060 -.6079 .5686 .9365 .0040 1.0753 .9868 .1879 .5000 .6614 -.7626 18326 .9961
• 0080 -.9036 ,6968 1.0526 .0080 .9305 .9510 .2691 .5000 .56Z7 -.7875 .5233 1,0089
• 0150 -.9560 .6867 1.0696 *0230 .7563 .9075 .375Z .5000 .6440 -.8161 .51?3 1.0187
• 0250 -1.0082 .6696 1.0991 .0500 .5925 .8656 .4572 .5000 ,3656 -.8330 .5146 le0235
.0400 -1.1594 .6282 1.1718 .1000 .6099 .8226 .5363 .5000 .2667 -*8267 .5178 1.0180
• 0600 -1.6176 .3682 1.2863 .1500 .3132 .7980 .5773 .S000 .1480 -.8099 .5166 1.0198
• 0800 -1.5707 .3328 1.3600 .2000 .2283 .7773 .6112 .5000 .0693 -.7990 .5189 1.0162
.1000 -1.625Z .3161 1.3969 .2500 .1518 .7596 .6397 .5000 -*0493 -.8179 *5Z06 1.0134
.1600 -1.6891 .3006 1.6325 .3500 .0057 .7210 .7003 .5000 -.1480 -.7899 .5255 1.0053
.1800 -1.7179 .2954 1.4647 .4500 -.1238 .5173 1.0188 .5000 -.Z467 -.7648 .5352 .9896
• ZZO0 -1.7332 .2969 1.6458 .5500 -.1288 .6891 .7697 .5000 -.3656 -.7195 .9616 .9793
• Z600 -1.6230 .3140 1.6017 .6500 -.0365 .6892 .7695 .5000 -.6660 -.6367 .5619 .9669
.3000 -1.6125 .3263 1.3762 .7500 .0673 .7105 .7166 .5000 -.56Z7 -*5660 .5786 *9Z08
.3400 -1.2856 .4031 1.2183 .8000 .0903 .7315 .6860 .5000 -.6616 -.5389 .5873 .9068
.3800 -1.0916 .6477 1.1369 .8500 .1148 .76Z9 ,6660 .5000 -.7401 -.5613 .5891 .9060
.6200 -,9787 ,4769 1.0862 ,9000 .1106 .7503 ,6546 CHORD_ZSE
.6600 -.9045 .6967 1.0528 .9500 .1033 .7659 .6613 .0600 .6500 -1.3551 .3900 1.2634
• 5000 -.8029 .5456 .9729 1.0000 -.0232 .7161 ,7079 .1600 .4500 -1.6991 .3019 1.6Z95
.5600 -.7138 .5639 .9637 .2200 .4500 -1.7250 .2985 1.6376
• 5800 -.6202 .5819 .9156 .3000 .6500 -1.6576 .3566 1.3102
• 6200 -.5466 .608Z .8746 .3800 .4500 -1.1Z06 .647Z 1.1378
.6600 -.66g3 .6170 .8607 .6600 06500 -09323 .4929 1.059Z
.7000 -.6201 .6600 .8Z53 .5600 .6500 -.7180 .5656 .9728
.7500 -.3383 .6565 .8028 .6Z00 .6500 -.5179 .5965 .8957
.80u0 -.2660 .6753 .7709 .7000 .6500 -.6051 .6190 .8576
• 8500 -.179_ .6891 .7697 .8000 .6500 -.2699 .6607 .7934
• 9000 -.1210 .7046 .7257 .9000 .6500 -,1354 .6862 .7562
.9500 -.0649 .7115 .7057 .1016 .355Z .6069 .8216 .5376
.9750 -,0196 ,7466 .6602 ..2000 .355Z .2276 .7779 .6102
1.0000 -.0232 .7161 .7079 .3500 .3552 .0163 .7265 .6918
.6500 .355Z -.1153 .69Z9 .7439
.5500 .3552 -.1260 .6917 .7657
.6500 .3552 -.0362 ,7099 .7175
• 7500 .3552 .0562 .7360 .6769
.8000 .3552 ,0920 .7650 .6627
• 8500 .355Z .1176 .7513 .6529
,9000 .3552 .1298 .7561 .6486
• 9500 .3552 .110Z .7690 .6565
PT 263.8189 KPA CN ,9208 C01 ,09110
TT 128.1905 K CH -.0663 CD2 ,08605
RC 15.1653 MILLION CC -.0138 C03 .07688
_ACH .7014 C06 .06184
ALPHA 7,0058 DEG C05 .05816
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_L/PT _LOC XlC CP PJLIPT MLOC XlC YI(81Z) CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 .6154 .8729 ._51 0.0000 .6154 .872Q .64_1 ._000 .7601 -.71Z7 ._675 .9698
.0040 -.69P0 .56Z8 .9776 .C040 1.0989 .9qZ4 .1067 .5000 .6616 -.7665 .5355 .9891
.0u80 -1._377 .6621 1.1117 .0080 .9696 .9594 .2440 .5000 .5627 -.7666 .5293 ,9992
.01_3 -1.1100 .6442 1.1633 .0230 .8043 .9197 .3481 .5000 .6660 -.7695 .5260 1.0045
• 0250 -1.09Z4 .6468 1.1386 .0500 .6232 .8731 .6669 .5000 .3656 -.7816 .5250 1.0062
.06_0 -1.2245 .6138 1.1984 .1000 .6448 .8299 .5233 .5000 .2667 -.7811 .5287 1.0001
• 0600 -1.4496 .3552 1.3128 o1500 ,3461 ,8056 .566P .5000 .1680 -.7807 °5268 1.0065
• 0800 -1.5935 .3229 1.3818 .2000 .2512 .7796 .6076 .5000 .0693 -.7832 .5238 1.0081
.1000 -1.6460 .3070 1.6176 o2500 .1758 .7633 .6338 .5000 -.0693 -.7775 .5287 1.0002
• 16GO -1.5736 .3284 1.3697 .3500 .0187 .7236 .6967 .5000 -.1680 -.7760 .5Z73 1.0025
• 1800 -1.6390 .3629 I.ET1 .6500 -.1239 .5256 1.0055 .5000 -.2667 -.7828 .5276 1.00Z0
• 2200 -1.3603 .3827 1.2577 .5500 -.1613 ,6865 .7538 .5000 -.3656 -.7685 .5269 1.0031
• 2600 -1.2675 .6059 1.2L32 .6500 -.0662 .6839 .7576 .5000 -.6640 -.7389 .5375 .9858
.30_0 -1.1775 .633Z 1.1629 .7_00 .0111 .7013 .7309 .5000 -.5627 -.6883 ,5695 .9667
• 3400 -1.0571 .4586 1.1178 .8CC0 .0492 .7221 .6987 .5000 -.6616 -.6219 .5645 .9627
• 3800 -.9713 .4778 1.0867 .8_00 .0705 .7321 .6831 .5C00 -.7601 -.6051 .5696 .9367
.6200 -.8999 .6934 1.0583 .90GO .0618 .7374 .6767 CHORDWI$E
.6600 -.8698 .5080 1.0360 .9500 o0195 .7354 .6779 .0600 .6500 -1.3855 .3737 1.Z754
• 5060 -.7762 .5651 .9736 1.00_0 -.1910 .6706 .7785 .1600 .4500 -1.56Z8 .3338 1.3578
._400 -.7147 .5567 .9584 .2200 .6500 -1.3325 .3917 1.2601
• 58C0 -.6606 .5693 .9351 .3000 .6500 -1.1600 .4382 1.1538
• 62_0 -.6003 .5902 .9023 .3800 .6500 -.9789 .6732 1.0925
• 6600 -.5285 ._UIZ .8852 .6600 .4500 -.8517 .5097 1.0313
.7000 -.6780 .6170 .8606 .5400 .4500 -.7035 .5668 .9762
.7500 -.6208 .6246 .8693 .6200 .6500 -.5815 .5787 .9206
• 8000 -.3771 .6407 .824L .7000 .6500 -.6819 .6013 .8850
.8500 -.3_20 .6502 .8095 .8000 .6500 -.3510 .6351 .83Z7
• 9000 -.2819 .6612 .7927 .9000 .6500 -.2678 .6532 .8069 _.
.9500 -.2332 ,6685 .1816 .1014 .3552 ,6363 .8286 .5260
,9750 -.2066 .7251 .6939 .2000 .3552 .2518 .7808 .6055
1.0000 -.1910 .6706 .7785 .3500 .355Z .0193 .7236 .6966
• 4500 .3552 -.1129 ,6927 ,7642
,5500 .3552 -.1660 ,6869 ,7561
• 6500 .3552 -.0581 .7061 ,7235
.7500 .3552 .0282 .7247 .b966
• 8000 .3552 .0528 .7336 ,6807
.8500 .3552 ,0660 .7359 .6771
_0 .9000 .355Z .081Z .7420 ,6675
.9500 .3552 .0271 .7272 .690_
.PT -" 270.7689 KPA C_I .2410 C01 .00864
: TT 140.3525 k CM -.072§ CD2 .00863
RC 15.1300 HILLIOH CC .0090 CD3 .00832
HACH .7307 CD4 .00821
ALPHA -1.0125 DEG C0§ .00805
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PtLIPT HLOC XlC CP PtLIPT NLOC XlC YI(81Z) CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1069 .99i3 .1115 0.0000 1.1069 .9913 .1115 .5000 .7401 -.5543 .5539 .9593
.0040 .7928 .9100 ,3696 .0040 -,2280 .6%30 ,8203 .5000 .6%16 -.5666 .5506 .9646
.0080 .5648 .8508 .4860 .0080 -.6508 .§307 .9965 .5000 .54Z7 -.5681 .5517 ,96Z9
• 0150 .3565 .7939 .5839 .0230 -.1294 .6684 .7812 .5000 .4440 -.5705 .5506 .9646
• 0250 .1299 .7345 .6789 .0500 -.1220 .6719 .7758 .5000 .3454 -.5746 .5483 .968Z
,0400 -.1340 .6632 .7893 .1000 -.1663 .6591 .7956 ,5000 .2467 -.5797 .5441 .9750
• 0600 -.3671 .6019 .8838 .1500 -.1971 .6529 .8051 .5000 .1480 -.5796 .5456 .9726
• 0800 -.4744 .5737 .9278 .ZCO0 -.2275 .6416 .8224 .5000 .0493 -.5834 .5443 .9746
•e .1000 -.5191 .5608 .9483 .2500 -.2702 .6293 .8414 .5000 -.0493 -.5824 .5446 .9741
.1400 -.5689 .5485 .9678 °3500 -.3677 .6039 .8807 °5000 -.1480 -.5826 .5446 .9742
,1800 -.5826 ,5643 ,9746 ,4500 -,6490 ,8454 ,9729 ,5000 -,2467 -,5852 ,5427 .9772
• 2203 -.5606 .5513 .9634 .5500 -.3476 .5803 .9176 .5000 -.3454 -.5818 .5457 .9725
• 2600 -.5419 .8549 .9876 .6500 -.1457 .6072 .8756 .5000 -.6440 -.5721 .5517 .9629
• 3000 -.5343 .5591 .9809 .7500 .0152 .6595 .7949 .5000 -.5427 -.5687 .5525 .9615
• 3400 -.5332 .5594 .9505 ,8000 ,0778 ,7026 .7285 ,5000 -,6414 -,5659 .5544 ,9536
• 3800 -.5401 .5_90 .9512 .8500 .1276 .7187 .7036 .8000 -.7401 -.5660 .5531 .9605
• 4200 -.5488 .5563 .9555 ,9C00 ,1719 ,7327 .6819 CHOROWISE
• 4600 -.5663 .5505 .9647 .9500 .2123 .7435 .6648 .0600 .4500 -.3954 .5983 .8894
.5000 -.5806 .5378 .9881 1.0000 .2138 .7571 .6633 .1600 .4500 -.5499 .5617 .9469
• 5400 -,6033 .5320 .9965 ,2200 .4500 -.5506 .5585 .9519
.5800 -.6312 .5335 .9921 .3000 .4500 -.5283 .5655 .9409
,bZO0 -.6245 ,5432 ,9812 ,3800 .4500 -,5414 ,5604 ,9690
,660_ -.5992 .5552 .9573 .4600 .4500 -.5574 .5555 .9568
• 70_0 -.5422 .5838 .9121 .5400 .6500 -.5870 .5492 .9667
.7500 -.6301 .6240 .8496 ,6200 ,6500 -,6060 ,5626 .9773
• 8000 -.2845 .6655 .7857 .7000 .4500 -.5Z58 .5643 .9428
• 8500 -.1371 .7008 .7314 .8000 .4500 -.2878 ,6279 .8435
.900_ -.COg4 .73_5 .6821 .9000 .4500 "-.0076 .7003 .7321
,9500 .1159 .7450 .6626 .1014 .3552 -.1736 ,6554 .8012
.9750 .1666 .7566 .6441 .2000 .3552 -.2260 ,6418 .8221
1*0003 .2138 .7571 .6433 .3500 .3552 -.3651 .6062 .8771
• 4500 .3552 -.4312 ,5925 ,8984
• 5500 .3552 -.3441 .6124 .8674
.6500 .3552 -.1445 .6655 ,7857
• 7500 .3552 .0114 .7049 .7250
• 8000 .3552 .0731 .7205 .7008
• 8500 .3552 ,1252 ,7352 .6780
.9000 .3552 .1667 .7450 .6625
• 9500 .3552 .1957 .7528 .6502
PT 170,8826 KPA C_ ,3806 CD1 .00889
TT 14C.4089 K CM -,0729 CDZ ,00892
RC 15.1280 MILLIn_ CC .0071 C03 .00867
MACH ,7307 CD4 ,00849
ALPHA .0117 OEG CD5 .00823
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPAN_ZSE
X/C CP PeLIRT _LOC XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC YI(81Z) CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1393 .9997 ,0197 O,OOGO 1.1393 ,9q97 .0197 ,5000 .7401 -,6112 .5420 .9783
• 0040 .6234 .8647 ,4604 .0040 .1664 .7459 .6610 .5000 .6414 -.6213 .5409 .9801
• OOGO .3714 .7935 .5762 .0080 -.1508 .6622 .7907 .5000 .5427 -.6243 .5401 .9814
• 0150 .1607 .7437 .6646 .0230 .0896 .7251 .6937 .5000 .4440 -.6294 .5362 .9876
• OZ_O -.0539 ,6879 .7513 .0500 .0443 .7132 .7122 .5000 .3454 -.6275 .5384 .9841
.OkuO -.3313 .6142 .8647 .1000 -.0385 .6925 .7442 .5000 .2467 -.6338 .5360 .9881
• 0600 -.5732 .5498 .9659 .1500 -.0898 .6778 .7669 .5000 .1480 -.6375 .5339 .9914
.OuO0 -.6928 .5_04 1.0133 .2000 -.1312 .6674 .782_ .5000 ,0493 -.6388 .5325 .9937
• 1000 -.7455 .5068 1.0357 .25C0 -.1852 .6532 .8047 .5000 -.0493 -.6332 .5351 .9895
.14_J -.7657 .4998 1._47; .3500 -.2892 .6264 ,8459 °5000 -.1400 -.6370 .5342 .9909
.1800 -.7581 .5047 1.0393 .4500 -.3756 .5353 .9892 .5000 -.2467 -.6361 .5353 .9891
• 2200 -.7015 .5185 1.0164 .5500 -.3012 .6017 .8842 .5000 -.3454 -.6360 .5356 .9887
• ZTGO -.65£3 .5329 .9931 .6500 -.1225 .6229 .8513 .5000 -.4440 -.6327 .5365 .9872
• 3000 -.6297 ._372 .9_61 .7500 .0294 .6697 .7792 .5000 -.5427 -.6352 .5340 .9912
.34_0 -._179 .5418 .97_7 .8C00 .0893 .7084 .7196 .5000. -.6416 -.6292 .5365 .9872
.3800 -.6190 .5414 .9792 .8500 .1364 .7258 .6926 .5000 -.7401 -,6307 .5373 .9859
• 4200 -.6217 .5383 .9844 .9C00 .1723 .7376 ,6762 CH_RDgISE
.4b_O -,6275 .5384 .9841' ,9_0 ,24_U ,7675 ,6585 ,0600 .4500 -,5718 .5534 .9601
.5000 -.6325 .5316 .9951 1.0000 .1992 .7534 ,6491 .1400 .4500 -.7359 .5070 1.0353
• 5400 -,6504 .5236 1.0081 .2200 ,4500 -,6944 .5192 1.0152
• 5800 -,6766 .5216 1.0016 .3000 .4500 -.6310 .5351 ,9894
• 62_0 -.6575 .5400 .9818 °3800 .4500 -.6267 °5376 .9853
.6600 -.6144 .5561 .9558 .4600 .4500 -.6169 .5415 .9792
.7000 -.5535 .58_1 .9053 .5400 .4500 -.6451 ,5308 .9965
• 7500 -.4342 .6Z72 .8447 .6200 .4500 -.6447 .5314 ,9955
• 8OOO -.2857 .6667 .7839 .7000 .4500 -.5417 .5591 .9511
• o500 -.1349 .7008 .731_ .8000 .4500 -,2887 .6271 .8447
• 93£3 .C0_4 ,7316 .6836 .9000 .4500 -.0008 .6998 ,7329
• 9500 .1156 .7432 .6653 .1014 .3552 -.0640 ,6904 .7674
• 9750 .1573 .7667 .6280 .2000 .3552 -.1312 .6669 .7836
1.0000 ,1992 .7534 ,6491 .3500 .3552 -.2858 ,6280 .8434
• 4500 ,3552 -,3702 ,6031 ,8820
• 5500 ,3552 -.3013 .6222 .8523
,6500 .3552 -.1208 ,6690 .7803
• 7500 .3552 .0292 .7093 .7183
• 8000 .3552 .0890 ,7257 .6927
• 8500 ,3552 .1329 .7351 .6780
1 1 ,9000 .3552 .1703 ,7452 .66Z1
• 9500 .3552 ,1942 .7502 ,6546
o.
PT Z70,8805. KPA CN ,5084 CD1 .01004
TT 140.6123 K CR -.0702 CD2 ,01009
RC 15.0915 MILLIDN CC ,0019 CO3 .00969
MACH ,7303 C04 .00922
ALPHA 1,0164 DEG CD5 ,00886
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANgISE
XIC CP P*LIPT MLOC XlC CP P/LIPT HLOC XlC YI(B/2) CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0060 1,1372 ,9992 ,0329 0,0000 1,1372 ,9992 ,0329 ,5000 .7401 -,6610 .5292 ,9990
.0060 .43UZ .8145 .5695 .0060 .4509 .8196 ,5408 .5000 ,6616 -.6661 .5289 .9996
,OgBO ,1817 ,70_2 ,6570 .0080 ,1680 ,7448 .66ZB ,5000 ,54Z7 -,6660 ,5285 1,000Z
,0150 -,01Z3 ,6977 ,7361 ,0230 ,1484 ,7671 ,6275 ,5000 ,4640 -,6712 ,5261 1,0041
*0250 -0Z194 ,6411 ,8117 .0500 ,1711 ,7468 .6597 ,5000 .3454 -,6720 ,5274 1.00Z0
.0400 -.4934 .5700 .9337 ,1000 ,0634 ,718Z ,7044 .5000 .2467 -.6731 ,5180 1,0010
.0600 -.7464 ,5066 1.0350 ,1500 ,0033 ,7014 ,7304 ,5000 ,1480 -,6709 ,5277 1,0015
,0800 -,8914 ,4682 1,1008 .2000 -,0501 ,6876 .7517 ,5000 ,0493 -.6768 ,5246 1,0064 m
.1000 -.9432 .4519 1,1193 .2_00 -,1061 ,6731 ,7740 ,5000 -,0493 -,6724 ,5168 1,00Z9
,1_00 -1,0141 ,4348 1,1597 ,3500 -,1209 ,6443 ,8183 .5000 -,1480 -.6740 .5244 1.0068
.1800 -1.0152 .4340 1.1612 .4500 -,3159 ,5209 1,0125 .5000 -,2467 -,6824 .5222 1,0105
• .ZZO0 -1,022Z ,4334 1,16g3 .5500 -,1635 ,6192 ,8570 ,5000 -,3454 -,6789 ,5216 1,0114
.2600 -,86_5 ,4774 1,d852 ,6500 -,0985 ,6326 ,8363 ,5000 -,4440 -,6732 ,5258 1,0045
.30U0 -.6732 .5Z60 1.0042 ,7500 ,0402 ,6740 ,7726 ,5000 -,5427 -,6718 ,5256 1,0048
,3400 -,6Z39 ,5394 .98Z4 .8000 ,1006 ,7113 ,7151 ,5000 -,6414 -,6739 ,5Z6Z 1,0039 m
,38U0 -,6514 ,5320 .9944 .8500 ,1439 ,7269 ,6909 .5000 -,7401 -,6730 ,5151 1.0057
.4ZUO -,6659 ,5Z74 1.0019 ,q¢00 ,lg04 ,7380 ,671Z CHORO_ISE
.4600 -.6773 .5260 1.J04Z .9500 ,2442 ,7499 ,6548 ,0600 ,4500 -,730Z ,5099 1,0307
,5000 -,6801 ,5251 1,0057 1,0_0_ ,1909 ,7513 ,6525 ,1400 ,4500 -1,0194 ,4373 1,1551
.5403 -.6843 .5208 1,0127 ,2200 ,4500 -,9817 .4462 1,1392
,5800 -oO974 ,5249 1,006U .3000 .4500 -.6639 ,5278 1,001Z
,6200 -.6758 ,5400 ,9816 ,3800 ,4500 -,6650 .5177 1.0015
.6600 -.6219 ,5552 .9557 ,4600 ,4500 -.6727 .5261 1.0060
.70UO --.55Z_ .5666 .9077 .5400 .4500 --.6811 *SZZ3 1.0103
,7500 -,4366 .6Z73 ,8445 ,6100 ,4530 -.6679 ,5269 1,00Z8
.8000 -,2766 .6678 ,7811 .7000 ,4530 -,5422 ,5589 .9513
,8500 -.1301 ,70Z9 .7782 .8000 ,4500 -,2773 ,6Z91 ,8417
,90_0 .bC53 .7310 .6_45 ,9000 ,4500 .0000 .7004 .7319
,95_0 .1101 .74Z5 ,6665 .1014 ,355Z ,0593 .7173 .7059
,97_0 ,157Z .7656 .6Z97 ,2000 °3552 -.0486 ,6886 ,7501
L,O00_ ,1909 ,7513 ,bSZ_ ,3500 ,355Z -,2ZZ9 .642_ ,8Z07
.4500 .355Z -.3134 .6Z13 .8537
.5500 .3552 -,2581 ,6351 .8324
.6500 ,3552 -,0952 .6766 .7686
,7_00 ,355Z ,0460 ,7137 .7114
.8000 .3552 ,0984 ,7277 .6896
,8500 ,3552 ,1388 ,7373 ,6747
.9000 .3552 .1733 ,7470 ,6594
.9500 ,3552 .1946 ,7510 ,6515
PT 270.9062 KPA CN .6644 CD1 .01367
TT 140,5541 K C_ -,0703 CDZ ,01386
RC 15.0871 _ILLION CC -.0049 CD_ ,01280
HACH .7zqz CD4 ,01164
ALPHA 2.0107 OEG C05 .01035
bPPER SURFAC_ LOWER SURFACE SPAN_[SE
Xl¢ CP ReLIPT HLOC XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC Y1(812) CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0003 1.1080 .9916 .1097 0,0000 1.1080 .9916 ,1097 ,5000 ,7401 -.5991 ,5446 ,9742
• 00_0 ,2363 ,7630 ,6339 ,b_40 ,0825 ,8_05 .4302 .5000 .b414 -.6047 .5459 ._720
.0080 -.0227 .6964 .7381 .0080 ,4195 .8111 ,55_2 ,5000 ,54Z7 -,6018 ,5465 ,9711
• 01_u -,1940 ,6503 .8090 ,0230 ,4C80 ,8087 ,559Z ,5000 .4440 -,5837 .5501 .9654
.0250 -.3858 .6016 .88;2 .0500 ,2865 .7762 .6128 .5000 .3454 -.5809 .5511 .9637
• 04_0 -,_479 ,5314 ,9955 ,1000 .1651 .7454 ,6618 .5000 .Z457 -,5537 .5_36 .9598
• 0600 -.8899 ,470Z 1,0974 ,1500 .0885 .7255 .6931 ,5000 .1480 -,5754 .5521 ,9621
• O_bd -1.6459 ,_308 i.lbbg ,2000 ,0290 .7088 ,7190 ,5000 ,0493 -,5627 ,5540 ,9591
.I000 -I,11_7 .410Z I.Z048 .ZSCO -.0364 .6916 .7455 .5000 -.0_93 -,5743 .5529 .9609
• 14Gu -1.1740 ,3957 1,1322 ,3500 -.1499 .6632 .7892 .5000 -.1480 -,577Z ,5517 ,9628
• 1800 -1.1937 ,3891 1,2447 ,4_00 -,2558 .5_58 .9563 .5000 -,Z467 -.5645 ,5517 .9628
• ZZOO -I.ZZZ .3830 1.1567 ,5_00 -.21q0 .6357 .8315 .5000 -,3454 -,5931 ,5675 ,9695
• 2600 -1,2109 ,3830 1,2507 ,6500 -,0733 .6462 ,8154 .5000 -,4440 -,6061 ,5444 ,9745
.3000 -1.2119 ,3842 1.2543 ,7500 ,0611 .6827 .7592 ,5000 -,54Z7 -,6162 ,5397 ,98Z1
• 34_0 -1.Z078 ,3889 1.Z451 ,8000 ,1199 .7182 .7044 .5000 -,6414 -.6293 .5364 .9874
.3_00 -1.0499 .4298 1.16_8 ,8500 ,1517 .7329 .6814 ,5000 -.7401 -.6§53 .5317 ,9949
.4Z_0 -.7Z61 ,5119 1.0157 ,9000 .1858 .7427 .6661 CHQRDWISE
.4600 -,5621 ,5560 ,9559 ,9500 ,Z608 ,7494 ,6555 .0600 ,4500 -.8621 ,4761 1,0872
,SUuO -,5548 .5458 .97gZ 1,0000 ,1986 .7522 ,6511 .1400 ,4500 -1,1695 ,3982 1,2274
,5400 -._831 .5309 .9963 ,2200 ,4500 -1,Z244 .3764 1,2697
• 58_0 -,6_b7 .5325 .9936 .3000 ,4500 -1,185Z ,3901 1,Z430
,6100 -.6449 ,5415 ,9775 .3800 ,4500 -.9245 ,4641 1.1080
•6600 -,614Z .5575 .9535 .4600 .4500 -.5785 .5510 .9640
• 7000 -.5548 ,5877 ,90_9 ,5400 .4500 -.6099 .5422 ,9780
.750_ -.4275 .6281 .8433 ,6200 ,4500 -,6421 ,5353 ,9892
• 8000 -.Z846 ,0667 ,7838 .7000 .4500 -.5383 .5601 .9495
• 8500 -.1374 .7008 .7314 .8000 .4500 -.Z838 .6293 .8414
.9000 -.bU12 ,7197 ,6855 .9000 .4500 .0017 .7027 .7285
• q500 .1086 ,7428 .6660 ,1014 ,8551 ,1650 .7451 .6624
.9750 ,1536 .7701 ,6ZZb .2000 .3552 ,0299 .7079 .7204 a
1.0000 .1986 ,75ZZ .6511 .3500 ,3552 -,1538 .6615 .7919
.4500 .3552 -.Z485 .6382 .8276
.5500 .3552 -.2196 .6412 .8231
.6500 .355Z -.0644 ,6839 ,7573
,7500 .3552 .0614 .7202 .7013
• 8000 ,355Z ,1179 ,73Z9 ,6815
.8500 .3552 .1563 .7426 .6662
2_ 2 .9000 .3552 .1881 .7518 .6517
• 9500 o3552 oZ04Z oT557 .6455
PT 270.8786 KPA CH ,7871 CD1 ,OZZ3Z
TT 140,3548 K ¢_ -,0726 COZ ,02244
RC 15,1237 MILLION CC -,0104 CD3 ,02030
_CH .TZqB C04 ,01694
ALPHA 3,0141 DEG CD5 ,01329
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE $PANWISE
XIC CP PPLIPT. HL_C XIC CP PJLIPT _tOC XIC YI(81Z| CP PeLIPT flLOC
0.0000 1.0505 ,97b_ ,1848 0.0000 1,0505 ,976% .1848 ,§000 ,7401 -,7507 ,5045 1,0396
,0040 ,0514 ,7153 ,7089 ,0040 ,8Z33 ,9165 ,3551 ,§000 ,6_14 -,7%88 ,5063 1,0366
,0080 -,1896 ,6503 ,8090 ,0080 ,5930 ,8565 ,4756 ,5000 ,5427 -,7381 o5092 1,0318
,0150 -,3396 ,6109 ,8698 o0Z30 ,5115 ,8354 .5135 ,5000 ,4440 -,7189 ,5153 1,0217
• 0150 -,5177 ,5664 ,9395 ,0500 ,3794 .8011 ,5720 ,5000 ,3454 -,6678 ,5Z97 ,9982
,0400 -,7809 ,4995 1°0479 .1000 ,2412 ,7637 ,6329 ,5000 ,2467 -,7677 ,5009 1,0455
,0600 -1,0176 ,4389 1,1514 .1500 .1571 .7414 ,6681 .5000 .1480 -,7655 ,5010 1,04_6
,0800 -1,1532 ,4011 1,2219 ,2000 e0866 ,7239 e6955 ,5000 ,0493 -,7491 ,5059 1,0372
• 1060 -1,2111 ,3825 1,2577 ,2500 ,0218 ,7059 ,7235 .5000 -,0493 -,7072 .5169 1,0191
.1400 -1.2904 .3628 1.2970 .3500 -,1039 ,6746 ,1717 ,5000 -,1480 -,7167 ,5132 1,0Z52
,1800 -1,3157 ,3571 1.3084 .45_0 -,2168 ,5201 1,0138 ,5000 -,2467 -,6868 ,5133 1.0086
,2100 -1,3411 ,3511 1,3209 ,5500 -,1004 .6472 ,8138 .5000 -,3454 -,6633 ,5338 ,9916
,ZbUO -1,3402 ,3511 1,3210 ,6500 -,0576 ,6525 ,8056 ,5000 -,4440 -,6289 ,5365 ,9871
,30U0 -1,3359 ,3511 1,3209 ,7500 ,0629 ,6855 ,7550 ,5000 -,5427 -,6045 ,5419 ,9786
• 3600 -1,3449 ,3504 1,3224 .8000 .1183 ,7175 ,7055 ,5000 -,6414 -,5958 .5462 ,9715
,3800 -1,3460 ,3519 1,3194 .8500 ,1601 ,7325 ,68Z1 .5000 -,7401 -,6046 ,5457 .9724
,4100 -1,3406 .3532 1,3167 ,9000 ,1931 .743? ,6646 CHORDMISE
.4600 -1,00ZU .4417 1.1655 .9500 .2577 .7522 ,6511 ,0600 ,4500 -.9661 ,4523 1.1285
,bOU3 -,7018 ,_SZZ ,9610 1,0000 ,1974 ,7538 ,6486 ,1_00 ,4500 -1,2844 ,3671 1,2882
,5400 -,5715 ,56_8 ,94Z0 ,2100 .4500 -1.3690 ,3467 1.3302
.5800 -.5118 .5653 .9412 ,3000 ,4500 -1.3426 .3510 1,3212
.bZO0 -,5119 .56_9 .9419 .3800 .4500 -1.2974 ,3622 1.2982
,6600 -,5238 .5722 ,9302 ._bO0 ,6500 -1.2274 ,3775 1,2676
,7b00 -.4913 ._9_0 .8961 .5400 .4500 -,5658 .5550 .9576
,7500 -.4159 ,6298 .8406 ,6200 ._500 -.5169 .5663 .9396
,8000 -.1758 .6651 ,7863 ,7000 ,4500 -,4710 .5761 ,9241
.8500 -,1379 ,b975 ,7364 ,8000 ,4500 -,2705 ,6321 ,8370
,9000 -,0113 ,7263 ,6918 .9000 .4500 -.0110 .6997 .7330
,9500 ,0930 ,7429 ,6658 ,101% .3552 ,2377 ,7624 ,63%9
.9750 .1524 .7627 ,6Z65 .ZOO0 .3552 ,0908 .7259 .6924
1,0_60 ,1974 ,7538 ,6486 ,3500 .3552 -,1024 .6770 .7680
°6500 .3552 -,2089 .6679 ,8128
,5500 .3552 -.1904 ,6537 .8039
.6500 .3552 -,0451 .6902 .7478
.7500 .3552 ,0716 ,T204 ,7010
.8000 .3552 .1209 .7318 .6832
.8500 ,3552 ,1575 ,7437 .8846
,9000 ,3552 ,1918 .7518 ,6518
,9500 .355Z *2038 ,7567 ,6440
PT 270.8953 KPA CN ,8330 CD1 .02855
TT 140.351_ K Cq -,0726 CDZ .02832
eC 15.1353 qlLLIGN C¢ -,0122 C03 ,02513
_ACH .7305 CD% *020Z5
ALPH_ 3.5136 DEG COS .01542
UPPEk SURFACE LOWER SURFAC_ SPANUISE
XlC CP PpLIPT MLQC XIC CP PpLIPT NLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP P_LIPT flLOC
u.00_0 Z,CZ18 .9686 ,1139 0,0000 1.0218 ,9686 ,2139 .5000 .7401 -,8263 ,6873 1.0683
,0040 -.0076 ,_97_ ,7369 ,0£40 ,8761 ,9304 ,3226 ,5000 ,6414 -,9443 °4526 1,1280
.0080 -o1779 .6281 .8432 ,0_80 ,8611 ,8742 .4425 .5000 ,5427 -,8829 ,4724 1.0936
,0150 -.4045 .5940 .8961 ,0230 ,56(_0 ,8473 ,4924 .5000 .4440 -,8854 ,4724 1.0936
,0150 -.5673 ,5516 .9814 ,O_CO ,4218 ,8103 ,5565 ,5000 ,3454 -,9214 .4612 1,1131 .
,0400 -.8276 .4872 1.0885 .Z_Ob ,2733 .7722 ,6192 ,5000 ,2467 -,9250 .4609 1,1135
.060J -1.O_Z5 ,42_3 1,17_1 ,1500 ,1803 .7482 .6574 ,5000 .1480 -,9782 .4446 1,1421
,_8_0 -1,1861 .3888 1,2455 ,2000 .1121 .?303 .6856 .5000 .0493 -.8686 .6794 1.0817
.1000 -1.2773 .3700 1.Z814 .1800 .0415 .7111 .7153 ,5000 -.0493 -.9255 ,4554 1.1231
,1400 -1.3317 .351% 1.390_ .3500 -.0972 ,6757 .7700 ,5000 -,1680 -,8437 .4784 1,0833
.1800 -1,3657 .34_4 1.3353 ,4500 -.2052 .4873 1.0683 .5000 -.2467 -,8753 ,4678 1.1015
.ZZOU -1.3961 .3386 1.3516 .5500 -.I296 ,6463 .8153 ,5000 -.3454 -.7289 .5105 1,0296
.2600 -1.3069 ,3371 1.3505 .65C_ -.0536 .6805 .8088 .5000 -.4440 -.6808 .5218 1,0110
,3000 -1.6009 .3375 1.3697 .7500 .0606 .6890 ,7496 ,5000 -,5417 -,6310 ,5345 .9905
,3400 -1,3818 .3375 1,3497 ,8C00 .1153 .7166 ,7069 ,5000 -.6414 -,5915 .5447 .9740
• 3800 -1,3966 .3384 1.3€77 .8500 .1518 ,7318 ,6831 .5000 -,7401 -.5999 .5451 .9734
,4203 -1,4083 ,336Z 1.3_15 .9£00 ,1845 ,7415 .6680 CHORO_[SE
,4600 -1.17£7 .3686 1.2852 .9500 .2514 .7490 .6562 .0600 .4500 -.9892 .4413 1,1480
.5000 -,8213 ,5335 .9920 1,0000 .1864 .7499 ,6547 .1400 .4500 -1,3156 .3544 1.3143
• 5460 -.6_68 ,558_ ,9525 ,2100 ,4500 -1.4091 .3330 1,3593
• 5800 -.5450 .5711 .9320 .3000 ,4500 -1,3890 ,3345 1,3561
.6200 -.6982 .5751 .9256 .3800 .%500 -1.3606 .3_68 1,3299
,66_0 -.4710 ,5_10 .9164 .4600 ,4500 -1.3405 ,3468 1.3301
• 7_OJ -,_532 .5980 .8898 .5400 .4500 -.7000 .5163 1.0200
.7560 -.3_16 .6307 .8392 .6200 .4500 -,5003 ,5700 ,9338
,8000 -,2698 ,6655 ,7856 .7000 .4500 -,4408 ,5657 .9091
,8500 -,1333 .b956 ,7393 .8000 .4500 -,2568 ,6337 ,8346
• 9000 -.0175 ,7146 .6945 ,9000 .4500 -,0150 .6969 ,7374
,9500 .0g30 .7378 .6738 ,1014 ,3552 ,2682 ,7716 .6201
• 975_ .137% ,7672 .6171 .Z000 .3551 ,1150 ,7312 ,6841
1.0000 .1864 .7499 .6547 .3500 .3552 -.0921 ,6766 .7686
,4500 ,3552 -,1983 ,6480 ,8127
,5500 ,3552 -,1829 ,6538 ,8037
,6500 .3552 -,0509 .6864 .7535
.7500 .3552 ,0724 .7211 .6999
,8000 ,3552 .1133 ,7293 ,6871
.8500 .3552 .1556 .7411 .6687
2_ _ ,9000 .3552 ,1844 .7496 ,6556
.9503 .3552 ,1983 ,7531 ,6497
PT 270,8913 KPA CN ,8789 CD1 .03586
TT 140,3733 K CM -,0740 CD2 *03495
RC 15.1Z01 MILLIOH CC -,0133 CD3 .03039
MACH .7Z96 CD4 .0Z356
ALPHA 4.0070 DEG CD5 .01817
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPANVISE
XlC CP P_L/PT _LUC XlC CP P_LIPT HLOC XlC Y1(812) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 .9841 .9592 .244o o.ocoo ,9841 ,9592 ,2446 ,5000 ,7401 -1,0189 ,4374 1,1550
.0040 -.0954 .6754 .7705 .G060 .9277 .9443 .2873 .5000 .6414 -1.0982 .4150 1.1959
• 0080 -,3714 .6041 ,8804 ,0080 ,7271 ,8919 ,4076 ,5000 ,54Z7 -1,1411 ,4018 1,2206
.0150 -.4683 .5761 ,9241 .0230 .5974 .8581 ,4727 ,5000 ,4440 -1,1256 ,4056 1,2134
• 0250 -.6138 ,5397 ,9821 ,0500 ,4577 ,8206 ,5391 ,5000 ,3454 -1,0452 ,4283 1,1715
• 0400 -,8571 ,4750 1,0892 ,1000 ,3052 ,7813 ,6044 ,5000 ,2467 -1,0374 ,4317 1,1654 m
• 0600 -1,1032 ,4117 1.Z020 .1500 .2068 ,7555 ,6459 ,5000 ,1480 -1,0602 ,4227 1,1816
• 0800 -1.2402 .3760 1.2706 .2000 .1406 .7385 .6728 .5000 .0493 -.9531 .4530 1,1274
• 1000 -_.3171 .3575 1.3078 .2500 .0617 .7156 .7084 .5000 -,0493 -.9478 .4531 1.1272
,1400 -1,3862 ,3398 1,3448 ,3500 -,0756 ,6808 ,7621 ,5000 -,1480 -,9099 ,4651 1,1063
• 1_00 -1.4Z68 .3319 1,3617 ,4500 -.1970 .4552 1.1234 .5000 -.2467 -.8211 ,4856 1,0712
,2203 -1,4345 .3258 1,3750 ,5_00 -,1880 ,6493 ,8107 ,5000 -,3454 -,8178 ,4846 1,0728
• Z600 -1,4327 ,3234 1,3805 .6500 -.0567 .6517 .8069 ,5000 -.4440 -.7107 ,5155 1,0215
.3000 -1.4497 .3ZSZ 1.3755 .75C0 .0570 ,6870 ,7526 .5000 -,54Z7 -.6497 .5324 ,9938
• 3400 -1.4444 .3245 1.3780 ,8000 .1069 .7170 .7063 .5000 -.6414 -.6021 ,5438 .9754
• 3800 -1.4405 ,3233 1.3807 .8500 ,1473 ,7312 ,68€1 .5000 -,7401 -,5948 ,5471 ,9701
.4200 -1.4442 .3221 1.3_33 .9000 .1723 .7400 .6704 CHORDWISE
,46_ -1,3_80 ,3386 1,3473 ,9500 ,2451 ,7452 ,6621 ,0600 .4500 -1,0354 ,4328 1,1633
.5000 -.9323 ,5129 1.0256 1.0000 .1681 ,7451 .6623 ,1400 .4500 -1,3755 ,3421 1,3398
,5400 -.7260 ,5428 ,9771 ,Z200 ,4500 -1,4488 ,3205 1,3867
.5800 -.6024 .5671 ,9383 .3000 ,4500 -1,4493 ,3214 1,3848
• 6Z_O -,5163 ,5786 .9202 ,3800 .4500 -1,4061 .3323 1.3610
,66_0 -,46_5 ,5888 ,9043 ,4600 ,4500 -1,3815 ,3350 1,3550
• 70OC -.43_9 ,60Z5 .88Z9 .5400 ,4500 -,7736 .4985 1,0495
• 7500 -,3752 ,6321 ,8371 ,6200 ,4500 -.5104 ,5687 ,9358
.8000 -.2572 ,66_3 .7860 ,7000 ,4500 -,4286 ,5913 ,9003
• 8500 -.138Z ,69_5 .7395 ,8000 ,4500 -,2506 ,6363 ,8305
.900_ -,0255 ,7209 ,7002 ,9000 ,4500 -,0177 ,6966 ,7378
,9500 ,0744 ,73_5 ,6774 .1014 ,3552 .3015 .7808 .6053
.97_0 .1268 .7660 .6291 .ZOO0 .3552 .1417 .738Z .6732
1,00C0 .lc81 .7451 .66Z3 .3500 ,3552 -,0658 ,6857 ,7547
• 4500 ,3552 -,1784 ,6552 ,8016
.5500 ,3552 -,1774 ,6541 ,8032
• 6500 ,355Z -,047Z .6888 ,7499
• 7500 .355Z .0692 .7191 .7031
• ,8000 ,3552 ,1163 ,7297 .6865
• 8500 .3552 ,1484 .7400 .6703
89000 ,3552 ,1804 .7493 .6558
,9500 ,3552 ,1866 ,7520 ,6514
PT 270,908_ KPA CN .9130 CD1 ,04403
TT 140,18Z8 K CH -,0738 CDZ ,04239
RC 15.1524 MILLION CC -,0150 CD3 ,03655
MACH ,7Zq7 CD4 .02695
ALPHA 4,4985 DEG CD5 .0214_
UPPEk SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC CP P_LIPT qLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PeLIPT NLOC
O.OOUO .9432 ,99_5 ,Z758 O,O_uO .943Z ,9485 ,Z758 ,5000 ,7401 -1,040Z ,4316 1,1655
• _40 -,1953 .6513 .8075 .0C40 .9633 .9539 .Z605 ,5000 ,6414 -1,05Z8 ,4276 1,1728
• 0080 -.4646 .58Z7 .9138 .0080 .7741 .9049 ,3806 .5000 ,5427 -1.0308 .4341 1.1609
• 0160 -.5450 .5577 .9533 .0230 ,6385 ,8689 .4526 ,5000 .4440 -1,0849 ,4198 1,1870
• 0250 -.6774 ,5226 1.0098 .0500 ,4873 .8296 ,5236 .5000 ,3454 -1.0261 ,4341 1.1610
• O4UO -,9183 ,4661 1,1045 ,lC00 ,3261 ,7875 ,5943 ,5000 ,Z467 -,9678 ,4515 1,1299
• 0600 -1,157Z .4007 1,ZZZ7 ,1500 .Z281 .7629 .6340 .5000 .1480 -1.0076 .4393 1.1516
• 0800 -1.29_3 .36Z0 1.2987 .2000 ,1551 ,7437 ,6645 ,5000 ,0493 -.9353 ,4617 1.1121
• 1000 -1.3441 .3474 1.3g87 .2500 .08Z5 .7224 .6979 ,5000 -,0493 -,9386 ,4589 1,1170
,1400 -1.4239 .3291 1,367_ .3500 -.0617 .6842 ,7569 ,5000 -,1480 -.9259 ,4597 1,1155
• IOuO -1.4434 ,3240 1.3790 ,4_00 -,1751 ,4648 1,1068 ,5000 -,2467 -,8754 ,4704 1,097C
,ZZUO -1.4769 ,31_3 L.3986 .5_C0 -.1_04 .6569 ,7989 .5000 -,3454 -.8067 .4889 1.0656
• ZbO0 -1.48_0 .3143 1.4008 .6500 -.0570 .6540 ,8034 ,5000 -.4440 -,7509 ,5026 1,0428
,30b0 -1.4936 .3134 1.40Z_ .7500 ,0479 .6854 .7552 .5000 -.5427 -.6797 ,5236 1,0081
• 3400 -L.4862 .3144 1,4004 ,e000 .1041 .7142 ,7106 ,5000 -,6414 -,6366 ,5348 ,9899
• 38U0 -1.4869 ,3152 1,3986 .8500 ,1363 .7289 ,6878 ,5000 -,7401 -,6009 ,5424 ,9777
,4ZOO -1,5023 ,3110 1.4083 .9CC0 ,1625 ,7373 .6746 CHORDWZSE
,460J -1,4128 ,3330 1,3593 .9500 .Z308 .7441 .6639 .0600 .4500 -1.0748 ,4215 1,1839
• 5_0 -.9Z34 .5038 1,3408 1,C000 ,1341 ,7364 .67_0 ,1400 ,4500 -1.4049 ,3308 1.3641
• 5400 -.7671 .5307 .9966 ,2200 ,4500 -1,4832 ,3104 1,4097
,5_00 -,6574 ,56Z0 ,9465 ,3000 ,4500 -1,4894 ,3086 1,4138 --
• 6Z_O -.5491 .57_0 ,9Z02 ,3800 ,4500 -1,4578 ,3182 1,3920
,66_0 -,6787 .SQZ3 .8988 .4600 .4500 -1.4441 .3243 1.3784
• 70UO -.4189 .6067 .8764 .5400 .4500 -,7999 .4903 1.0632
• 75G0 -.3566 .6349 ._327 ,5ZO0 .4500 -.5296 .5635 e9440
• 8000 -.2_01 ,6639 .788Z ,7000 .4500 -.6104 .5916 ,8998
,8500 -.137Z .6930 ,7434 ,8000 ,4500 -.2391 ,6391 ,8264
.9000 -.0326 .7150 .7094 ,9000 ,4500 -,0284 .6937 .7423 •
,9563 ._516 ,7268 .6910 .1014 .355Z .3248 .7856 .5974
• 9750 .lulZ ,7609 ._37Z .ZOO0 ,3552 ,1610 ,7435 .6649
1.0000 .1341 .7364 .67_0 ,3500 .3552 -,0622 ,6860 ,7542
,4500 ,3552 -,1761 ,6538 .8038
• 5500 ,3552 -,1793 ,6530 ,8050
.6500 ,3552 -,0585 .6846 .7563
.,7500 .3552 ,0582 ,7159 ,7080
.8000 ,3552 ,1013 .7284 .6886
• 8500 .3552 .1346 .7357 .6771
_1 _ .9000 ,3552 ,1725 ,7470 ,6593
• 9500 ,3552 ,1713 ,7456 .6616
PT 270.8906 KPA CN .914B C01 .06011
TT 160.0703 K CH -.07ZO CD2 .05527
RC 15.1889 HILLIDN CC -.0108 CD3 .04B25
HACH .7313 CD6 .03483
ALPHA 5.036Z DEG CD5 .02866
UPPEk SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_LIPT NLOC XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC XlC YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 .9101 .9395 .Z999 0.0000 .9101 .9395 .2999 .5000 .7601 -.8749 .4757 1.0880
,0040 -.Z357 .6372 .829Z .CC40 .9901 .9596 .2633 .5000 .6414 -.9011 .465E 1.1060
.0080 -.5084 .5667 .9389 .0080 .8156 .9145 .3597 .5000 .54Z7 -.88Z6 .4577 1.1017
.0150 -.6330 .5379 .9650 .0230 .6672 .8758 .4393 .5000 .4440 -.9075 .4669 1.1065
.02_0 -.7358 .51ZO 1.OZ7Z .0500 .5130 .8344 .5153 .5000 .3454 -.8817 .4704 1.0972
.04_0 -.9368 .4573 1.1198 .1000 .368Z .7899 .5904 .5000 .2467 -.8294 .4791 1.0823
m .0600 -1.1688 .3939 1.Z357 .15_0 .2643 .7644 .6317 .5000 .1680 -.8686 .4728 1.0929
.0800 -1.2961 .3563 1.3103 .ZOO0 .1752 .7463 .6604 .5000 .0493 -.8387 .4774 1.0850
.1000 -1.3864 .3377 1.3492 .2500 .1035 .7Z99 .6862 .5000 -.0493 -.8426 .4760 1.0876
.1600 -1.4Z86 .3217 1.3867 .3500 -.0417 .6976 .7440 .5000 -.1480 -.8403 .47B1 1.0839
.1800 -_.6875 .31Z8 1._0_0 .4500 -.1774 .4750 1.0893 .5000 -.2467 -.8283 .4826 1.0763
.ZZO0 -1.49Z6 .3086 1._138 .5500 -.le68 .6540 .8033 .5000 -.3454 -.7703 .4980 1.0503
.ZbO0 -1.5153 .3063 1.6737 .6500 -.0659 .6491 .8109 .5000 -.4460 -.7366 .5079 1.0338
t .3000 -1.5301 .3028 1.4271 .7_00 .0376 .683B .7576 .5000 -.54Z7 -.6609 .5272 1.0023
.34u0 -1.49_5 .3109 1.6085 .80_0 .0888 .7085 .7194 .5000 -.6416 -.589Z .5421 .978Z
.3800 -1.3798 .3369 1.3509 .8500 .1091 .7250 .6938 .5000 -.7601 -.5769 .5474 .9697
.4200 -1.3937 .3379 1.3_89 .9000 .1225 .7791 .6875 CHOROWISE
.4600 -i.lZOg .4079 1.Z_91 .95_0 .1705 .7333 .6809 .0600 .4500 -1.0816 .4131 1.1995
.5000 -.EbgZ .4991 1.0686 1.0000 -.0155 .6962 .7416 .1400 .4500 -1.6261 .3Z38 1.3794
,5400 -.7538 .5Z08 1.0126 .ZZO0 .4500 -1.5136 .3008 1.4317
.5800 -.6856 .54Z7 .9772 .3000 .4500 -1.5026 .3006 1.437Z
.6ZOu -.5913 .5633 ,9444 .3800 .4500 -1.3734 .3397 1.3451
.6600 -.5116 .5852 ._099 .4600 .4500 -1.1561 .3953 1.7329
.7000 -._336 .6096 .8721 .5400 .4500 -.7746 *5019 1.0638
.7500 -,3_54 .6313 ,_386 .6Z00 ,4500 -.5797 ,5456 .97?6
.8u_ -.2630 .6556 .8009 .7000 .4500 -.4226 .5891 .9038
,8500 -.173Z .6731 .7760 .8000 .4500 -.7581 .631Z .8384
.qOOo -,10_7 ,6777 ,7670 .9000 ,4500 -,0772 ,6847 ,7562
.9500 -.0763 .6934 .7427 .1014 .3557 .3355 .7879 .5937
.9750 -.OZZ3 .7445 .663Z .?000 .3557 ,1667 ,7623 .6668
1.0000 -.0155 .69_2 .7616 .3500 .355Z -.0506 .685Z .7555
.6500 .355Z -.1750 .6533 .8045
.5500 .3557 -.1766 .6529 .8051
.6500 .355Z -.0691 .6796 ,7660
.7500 .3552 .043Z ,7117 .7146
.8000 .355Z .0875 .7726 .6_76
.8500 .3552 .1Z19 .7352 .6778
.9000 .355Z .1735 .7317 .6847
.'9500 ,3552 .1353 ,7374 .6766
PT 27_,8363 KPA CN ,8512 C01 .08613
TT 160.0685 K C_ -.0_67 CDZ .0_182
RC 15,1625 HILLIO_ CC -.OOZ3 C03 ,07305
_ACH ,TZq6 CD6 ,05713
ALPHA 6,0Z38 OEG C05 .05109
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SUPFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P_L/PT _LOC XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC YIfBI2) CP P)LIPT HLOC
0.0000 .u535 .9761 .3377 0.¢000 .8535 .9Z61 .3377 .5000 .7601 -.7793 .5103 1.0300
• 0060 -.3630 .tO_9 .8797 .0060 1.06_6 .9755 .1883 .5000 .6616 -.7645 .5073 1.0349
• 0080 -.6629 .SZ_l _.00_8 .GOHO .8760 .9304 .3225 .5000 .56Z7 -.7514 .5033 1.0616
• 015_ -.7333 ._0_7 1._310 .0230 .7064 .8853 .6208 .5000 .6440 -.7581 .5069 1.0389
•OgSO -,7836 ,6918 1.0607 .0500 .550_ .8649 ,4967 .5000 .3454 -.7567 .5047 1.0393
.0403 -1.0179 .4397 1.1510 .1C00 .3_83 .8064 ,5666 .5000 .7457 -.7457 .5080 1.0338
• 0600 -1.2531 .3761 /.ZTO? .1500 ._746 .7736 .6173 .5000 .1480 -.7499 .5061 1.0369
.0_00 -1.38_5 .33_5 1.3676 Z000 .1965 .7536 .66q3 .5000 .06q3 -.7379 .5065 1.0363
.1000 -1.6520 .3ZZC 1.3821 Z5_0 .12_Z .7330 .6_13 .5000 -.0693 -.7403 .5069 1.0356
.16_ -1.5_66 .3047 1.6ZZ7 35_0 -.0676 .6873 .7522 .5000 -.1680 -.7458 .5053 1.0382
•1800 -l.SZ7g ,30ZZ 1,4Z_6 6500 -,18_3 ,5075 ,0347 ,5000 -,Z467 -,7770 .5014 1,0467
.ZZbO -1.6627 .3176 1.3933 5500 -,1950 .6553 .8013 .5000 -.3454 -,7579 .5044 1.0397
• ZbOO -I.3250 .3564 1.3100 6_00 -.0929 .6501 .8094 .5000 -.4460 -,7303 .510B 1,0Z91
• 300_ -1.1568 .3989 1.Z261 7500 -.0076 .6778 .7668 .5000 -.5627 -.696Z .5221 1.0106
• 3_00 -1.CbZb .4399 1.1506 8000 .06CZ .6981 .7356 .5000 -.6614 -.627Z .5388 .9835
• 3800 -.q_84 .6621 1.1115 _5_0 .0532 ,7173 .7136 .5000 -.7601 -.b063 ,5454 ,9730
.4ZUO -.5697 .6759 1.0877 9L.OO .0606 .714q .7095 CHQRO_ISE
,6o00 -.6171 .4_8Z 1.0668 .9500 .0968 .7167 .70_4 .0600 .6500 -1.1810 .3977 1.Z379
• 5000 -.7570 .5Z16 1.0114 1.0100 -.1817 .6551 .8016 .1600 .4500 -1.5099 .3069 1.4177
.5600 -.6979 .5323 .9960 .Z?O0 .4500 -1.4387 .3750 1.3768
• 5800 -.6498 .5655 .9727 .3000 .4500 -1.1511 .4006 1.Z228
.bZO0 -.58_3 .56Z7 .9653 .3800 .4500 -.96ZZ .4S37 1.1261
,6600 -.5Z75 .5776 .9718 .4600 .4500 -.6061 .4888 1.0658
.7000 -.4701 .5q35 .8969 .5600 ,4500 -,6977 .5_17 1.0112
.7500 -.6188 .6oZ6 ,8828 .6200 .4500 -.5804 .5505 .9648
.80uO -.3780 .6190 ._573 .7000 ,4500 -,6793 .5777 ,9216
,8500 -,31_5 ,6Z96 ,8613 ,8000 ,4500 -.3733 .6047 ,8795
,9000 -.?_6Z ,6410 .8Z3_ .q000 .4500 -,Z785 ,6276 ,8440
.9500 -.Z358 .64_Z .8185 ,I016 .3552 .3717 .7986 .5761
.9750 -.ZZSZ .7Z66 .6913 .Z000 .355Z .Z017 .7557 .6664
1.0000 -.1_17 .6551 ._01_ .3500 .355Z -.0368 .6971 ,7448
• 6500 .3552 -.17Z3 .6567 .7992
• 5500 .355Z -.19_9 .6695 .8103
• 6500 .355? -.0888 .6?85 .7657
• 7500 .355Z .0063 .7055 .7261
.8000 ,355Z .03?1 ,7102 ,7169
• 8500 .355Z ,0569 .718Z .7046
_5 .9000 .355Z .ObCl .7178 .7050
• 9500 .355Z .0191 .7056 .7Z39
P_ 261.1241 KPA CN ,241& C01 .00923
TT 137.5693 K CH -,OTZO C02 o00922
RC 15.2834 HILLX_H ¢C ,0094 CO3 ,00893
HACH ,7517 C06 ,00871
ALPHA -1.0081 OEG C05 ,00842
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP PsLIPT HLOC XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC X/C YliBIE) CP PJLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1,1178 ,g912 .1125 0,0000 1,1178 ,g912 01125 05000 ,7401 -.5841 ,5293 .9989
,0640 ,816Z ,9097 ,3703 ,0040 -,2290 06258 08468 05000 ,6414 -,5970 ,5267 100031
,0080 ,5949 ,8503 ,4870 ,0080 -,6666 05085 1,0329 05000 .54Z7 -.6087 .5202 1.0137
• 0150 ,3766 ,7911 .5885 .0230 -.1243 ,6525 .8057 ,SO00 ,4440 -,6013 ,5239 100076
,0250 ,1532 ,7288 ,6880 .0500 -.1232 .6547 ,8024 ,5000 ,3454 -,6103 ,5Z16 1.0114
,0400 -.1134 ,6579 .7975 ,1000 -,1741 ,6407 .8239 .5000 ,2467 -.6163 ,5180 1.0173
• 0600 -,3574 .5933 ,8973 ,1500 -,Z061 ,6342 ,8339 .5000 .1480 -.6099 05208 1,0128
.0860 -,4672 .5636 .9439 .ZOO0 -,2324 ,6261 ,8464 ,5000 ,0493 -,6095 ,5226 1.0098
,1000 -,5179 ,5449 09738 .2500 -,2837 ,6124 .8876 ,5000 -,0493 -.bOTO ,5238 1,0079
.1400 -,5804 .5295 .9986 ,3500 -.3891 ,5812 ,9162 ,5000 -,1480 -,6Z05 ,5149 1.0ZZ5
,1800 -,6043 ,5267 1.0031 .4500 -.4768 ,5247 1,0065 .5000 -,Z467 -,6124 .5211 1.01Z3
,2200 -,5823 .5323 ,9940 ,5500 -,3612 ,5610 .9481 o_GO0 -.3454 -,6256 ,5143 1,0234
,2660 -,5616 ,5342 ,9909 ,6500 -.1506 ,§922 ,8989 .5000 -,4440 -,6123 ,5Z13 1,0120
• 3000 -.5519 ,5380 ,9548 ,7500 ,0080 ,6451 ,8171 .5000 -,5427 -,6145 ,5192 1.0154
,3400 -.5540 ,5384 ,9842 .0000 ,0762 ,6895 ,7488 ,5000 -,6414 -,6Z25 ,5171 1,0188
,3800 -,5675 ,5315 ,9954 ,8500 .1266 ,7105 ,7164 ,5000 -.7601 -,6431 ,5106 1,0296
°4200 -.5726 ,_317 ,99_0 .gO00 ,1683 07239 ,6955 CHORDWZSE
,4600 -.5998 ,5245 1.0067 ,9500 ,1977 ,7329 06816 *0600 ,4500 -,3651 ,5899 ,9026
,5000 -,6047 .5108 1,0292 1,0000 .2093 ,7453 06620 ,1400 ,4500 -05661 ,5329 ,9931
,ZZO0 .4500 -,5827 ,5267 1.0031
.5400 -,6429 ,5027 1.0425 .3000 .4500 -,555_ ,5343 ,9908
05830 -,6762 ,50&2 L.0367 .3800 .4500 -,5695 ,§363 .9877
,6ZOO -,6b98 ,5194 1.0151 ,4600 ,4500 -,5824 ,5311 09960
.6600 -,6232 .5355 .98_9 ,5400 ,4500 -,6275 ,5177 1,0178
,7UbO -,5452 .5733 .9286 ,6200 ,4500 -,6541 ,5099 1,0306
,TSUO -,4203 .61_1 .8712 .7000 .4500 -,5326 ,5430 ,9768
.80uO -,27_Z .6542 .8031 .8000 ,4500 -,2785 .6125 ,8675
°8500 -,1232 ,5895 ,7408 .9000 ,4500 ,0040 ,6888 .7499
,90UO ,0108 07200 ,7016 ,1014 ,3552 -,1791 ,6357 .8315
• 9500 .122_ ,7321 .6827 02000 ,3552 -,2356 06247 ,8485
• 9753 ,1688 .73_9 ,5721 ,3500 .3552 -,3871 .5839 .9119
1,0000 ,Z_93 ,7453 ,6620 ,4500 .3552 -,4694 ,559Z ,9509
,5500 ,3_5Z -,3640 05864 ,9080
,6500 0355Z -,1517 ,6445 ,8180
,7500 ,3552 ,0124 ,6934 .7429
,8000 ,3552 ,0748 ,70_1 ,7165
,8500 ,3552 ,1252 .7221 ,6985
,9000 .3552 ,1682 .7334 ,6808
.9500 .355Z ,1946 ,7412 ,6686
PT 263,4069 KPA Cq ,3689 C01 ,00931
TT 138,6563 K C_ -,0715 C02 ,00936
_C 15,2025 MILLION C0 ,0081 C03 ,00905
HACH .7486 COq ,00875
ALPHA ,0249 DEG C05 .00849
_pPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpL/PT _LOC X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC X/C YI(S/Z) CP PsLIPT MLOC
O,OOO0 1,1_61 ,99_ .0284 O,O000 1,1461 q994 ,0284 ,5000 ,7401 -.6380 ,5173 1,0185
.UO_O ._692 ,8706 ,4_94 ,OOkO ,1295 7254 ,6932 ,5000 • ,6614 -,6500 o5126 1.0262
,O0_Q .4239 ,8040 ,5671 ,C080 -.21_9 6315 ,83'0 ,5000 .5427 -,6489 05157 1.0211
,01_0 .2156 ,7474 .6588 .0230 .0769 7101 .7169 .5000 ,4440 -,6550 ,5101 100302
.0250 -,0065 ,6_75 .7519 .05C'0 ,0298 6978 ,73_0 .5000 ,395_ -,6556 05124 1.0_66
,04UO -,2749 ,6140 ,8651 ,1000 -,0_95 ,6772 ,7678 05000 ,2467 -,6538 ,5118 1.0275
,0600 -.5219 ,5483 ,96_2 ,1500 -.1050 ,6609 .7927 ,5000 ,1480 -,6562 ,5132 1,0253
,USUO -.&435 ,5173 1,018_ ,ZCO0 -01451 _6494 ,8106 05000 ,0493 -,6565 ,5154 1,0215
,10_0 -,71Z3 ,4q54 100530 ,ZSO0 -,1949 ,6362 ,8308 ,5000 -,0493 -,6643 ,5083 1.0333
,1_00 -.7516 ._850 1.072Z ,3500 -,3088 ,6057 .8779 ,5000 -,1480 -,6651 ,5095 1,0312
,180U -.7714 .4_05 1,0798 ,4500 -.4010 ,5098 1,0307 ,5000 -,2467 -.6644 ,5094 100315
.ZZO0 -,7672 ,4818 1.0776 ,5500 -,3156 ,5810 ,9164 ,5000 -,3454 -,6665 ,5101 1,0303
,2600 -,6053 ,5_U1 _.03U3 ,6500 -,1271 _6057 ,8779 .5000 -,4440 -,6708 ,50_l 1.0334
.3000 -,6157 ,5_33 1,00_b ,75_0 ,028_ 6548 ,8021 ,5000 -,5427 -06704 ,5056 1,0378
,3400 -,6205 ,5206 1.0131 ,8000 ,0916 6965 ,7380 .5000 -,6414 -06831 ,5037 1,0408
.3800 -,6313 ,5204 1.0133 ,8_¢0 ,1367 .7141 .7109 .5000 -,7401 -,6935 ,5011 100451
,4200 -,6404 ,5141 1,0237 .q000 .1748 ,7264 ,6918 CHORDgZSE
.4660 -,6540 .5128 1.0258 .9500 ,1965 ,7371 ,6750 .0_00 ,4500 -,5124 05500 09655
°5000 -,6_91 ,5069 1,0357 1,0000 ,2015 ,7441 ,6639 ,1400 04500 -07283 .4934 1.0581
,_400 -,67Z1 ,4999 1,0472 ,2200 .4500 -.7845 .4776 1,0849
.5800 -,7052 ,5071 1,0353 ,3000 ,4500 -,622_ ,5213 1,0119
,6ZO0 -,6876 ,5153 1,0218 03800 ,4500 -,6414 .5170 1,0190
,6600 -,6384 ,5416 ,9791 ,4600 ,4500 -,6412 .5157 1.0212
,TdO_ -,5468 ,5754 ,9253 05400 ,4500 -,6694 ,5081 1.0335
,6200 04500 -,6861 ,5019 1,0439
,7500 -,4204 ,6169 .6606 ,7000 ,4500 -,5305 ,_454 ,9729
,80_0 -,2709 ,6570 .7988 ,8000 ,4500 -,2741 ,6182 ,8585
,8500 -,1206 ,6921 ,7449 ,9000 ,4500 00076 ,6919 ,7451
.9000 ,0_59 ,7208 .7004 ,1014 ,3552 -,0536 ,6743 ,7722
,9500 ,1181 ,7338 ,680Z ,2000 .3552 -,1378 .6524 .8058
,9750 ,1654 ,7421 ,6672 ,3500 ,3552 -,2936 .6093 .8723
1,0000 ,Z_1_ 074_1 .6639 .4500 ,3552 -,3945 05835 ,9125
.5500 ,3552 -,3148 *6046 ,8797
,6500 ,3552 -,1227 ,6565 ,7996
,7_00 ,3552 ,0300 ,6982 ,7354
,8000 ,3552 ,0884 .7131 ,7123
,8500 ,3552 ,1367 ,7263 ,6919
216 .9o0o .3552 .1_55 .7357 .6771
,9500 ,3552 ,lg65 ,7428 ,6660
PT 262,6440 KPA C_ .5463 C01 ,01051
TT 138.3045 K CM -,0712 C02 ,01057
RC 15.2289 MItLIOrt CC ,0027 CD3 .01030
MACH ,7497 C04 ,00944
ALPHA 1,1658 DEG CD5 ,00887
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PtL/PT HLOC X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC X/C Y/(81Z) CP PeLIPT MLDC
0.0000 1.1424 .99_5 .0468 o. oco0 1.1424 .9985 .0468 .5000 .7401 -.6076 .fl243 1.0071
• OOkO ,4660 .8145 ,5496 ,0040 .4622 .8130 ,5520 .5000 ,6414 -o5964 ,5271 1.0025
• _080 ,2226 .7488 .6505 .GOeO .1772 ,7357 .6771 .5000 .fi427 -.5938 .5280 1.0010
• 0150 .0262 .b057 .7393 .0230 .2692 .7624 .6350 .5000 .4440 --.5917 .5244 1.0069
• 0Z50 -.1839 .6391 ,8263 .0500 .1828 .7375 .6743 .5000 ,3454 -.5941 .5299 .9979
• 0400 -.4546 .5655 ,9409 ,1000 ,0800 ,7091 e7186 ,5000 .2467 -.5899 .5310 ,9961
• 0600 -.7005 .5007 1.0458 .1500 .0166 ,6930 ,7435 ,5000 e1480 -.5916 .5305 *9969
• 0800 -.8321 .4598 1.1154 .2C00 -.0393 ,6769 .7682 ,5000 ,0493 -.5913 ,5299 .9979
•I000 -,9103 ,4440 1.1433 .2500 -.1035 °6599 ,7943 .5000 -,0493 -,5837 ,5309 ,9962
• 1400 -.9695 .4227 1,1816 ,3540 -.2222 ,6287 .8423 .5000 -,1480 -.5840 .5296 ,9984
•1800 -.9965 .41_5 1,1894 ,6500 -,3232 ,5307 ,9966 .5000 -.2467 -,6055 ,5258 1,0046
• 2200 -1.0178 ,41u6 1.2060 .5500 -,2717 ,6026 ,8827 .5000 -,3454 -,6171 ,5221 1,0106
• 2000 -1,0262 ,4C53 1.2083 ,6500 -.0933 .6126 " .8673 .5000 -.4440 -.6296 .5179 1,0174
• 3000 -1e0323 ,4092 1.ZObb ,7500 ,0460 ,6647 ,7869 ,5000 -,5427 -,6545 ,5128 1,0258
• 3400 -1.4180 .412B 1.1999 .BOO0 .1108 .6993 .7337 ,5000 -,6414 -.6674 .5093 1.0317
t ,3800 -.9640 *4277 A.1725 ,8500 .14e7 .7187 .7037 .flO00 -.7601 -.7008 e5036 1.0411
•4200 -,5364 ,4581 1,1185 ,9000 ,1_25 ,7278 ,6_94 CHOROWXSE
.4600 -.5780 .53_3 ,9908 .9500 .2040 ,7370 ,6751 ,0600 ,4500 -,6801 ,5034 1,0415
• 5000 -.5830 .5176 1,0180 1,OCO0 ,1946 ,7426 ,6664 ,1400 ,4500 -.9736 ,4244 1,1786
,5600 -,6398 .5006 1.0400 .2200 .4500 -1.0343 ,4069 1.2109
,5o40 -.7024 .4987 1.0491 ,3000 .4500 -.9778 ,4244 1,1785
• 6200 -,7006 .5154 1,0216 ,3800 ,4500 -,9377 ,4332 1,1625
• 6600 -.6412 .5607 .9805 ,4600 ,4500 -.6048 .5267 1.0031
• 7000 -,5438 ,57_1 ,9210 .5400 ,4500 -.6236 ,5198 1,0144
,7500 -,4122 ,0181 .8587 ,6200 .4500 -.6874 ,5060 1,0371
•8000 -.2626 .6571 .7987 .7000 .4500 -.5295 .5475 .9696
,8540 -.1165 .6969 .7405 .8000 ,4500 -.2658 ,6160 .8620
,9000 .0191 .7227 .6975 .9000 ._500 ,0094 ,6928 .743_
,_SuO ,122Z .7345 .6790 ,1014 ,3552 ,0789 .7101 ,7171
• 9750 .1587 .7439 .6642 .2000 .3552 -.0421 ,6786 .7656
1.0000 .1946 .7426 .6664 .3500 .3552 -.2162 ,6293 ,8415
,4500 ,3552 -,3126 ,6037 .8811
.5500 ,3552 -,2608 .6170 ,8604
.6500 ,3552 -.0902 ,6647 .7870
,7500 ,3552 ,0522 ,7021 ,7294
,8000 .3552 .1002 .7171 .7062
.8500 ,3552 ,1473 .7Z87 ,6882
,9000 .3552 .1826 .7403 ,6700
.9500 .3552 ,1982 ,7441 ,6640
PT 262.6391 KPA CN .6690 C01 .01361
TT 13P,2301 K C_ -.0740 002 .01383
RO 15.2460 MILLION CC -,0015 CD3 ,013_4
HACH .7502 CD4 *01125
ALPHA 2.0315 OEG CD5 *01039
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWXSE
XlC CP P_LIPT HLOC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC _IC Y1(812) CP PsLIPT _LOC
0,00_3 1,1273 ,9942 .0914 0.0000 1,1273 ,9942 .0914 .5000 ,7401 -.9958 ,6187 1,1891
• 0040 .3246 .7769 .6149 .0060 .6501 .8642 .4615 .5000 ,6414 -1.0739 .3981 1,2276
,OOBO ,0601 .70_8 .7237 .0080 .3_31 .79_3 ,5866 ,5000 ,5427 -1,0665 ,3975 1,2288
• 0153 -.uO59 .6595 .7950 °0230 .3866 .7933 .5850 .5000 .4640 -1.0898 ,3q21 1.2392
• 02_0 -,2979 .60bb .8766 ,0500 .2760 ,7611 .6371 ,5000 .3454 -1,1240 ,3835 1,2558
• 0400 -.5587 .5365 .9904 .1000 .1577 ,7303 ,6857 ,5000 .2467 -1.0014 ,4199 1.1868
• 0603 -.7918 .4709 1.0963 ,1500 .0749 ,7098 .7176 .5000 ,1680 -,9797 ,4246 1,1782
• 08C_ -.9501 ,4315 1.1656 .2_00 .0218 .6943 .7415 .5000 .0493 -1.1062 ,3851 1.25Z6
.1000 -1,0212 .409_ 1.1003 ,2500 -,04E1 .6725 ,7750 .5000 -,0493 -1,0828 ,3925 1,2383
,1400 -1.0930 .3930 1.2373 .3500 -.1721 .6407 .8238 .5000 -.1480 -.9803 ,4224 1,1822
• 1_o0 -1.1188 .383b 1.2556 ,4500 -.2817 ,3919 1,2394 .5000 -.2467 -1.0260 ,4114 1,2025
• 2200 -1.1407 .3759 1.2707 .5500 -.2383 ,6099 ,8715 .5000 -,3456 -,9643 .4288 1.1705
• 2000 -1,1406 .3760 1,2705 .6540 -.0781 ,6243 .8691 ,5000 -._440 -.9240 .4364 1.1569
• 3000 -1.1587 .3765 1.2735 .7500 .0562 ,6660 .7850 .5000 -.5_27 -.8702 ,6515 1.1301
• 3400 -1,1073 ,372_ 1.2769 ._000 .1111 .7062 ,7261 .5000 -.6414 -.8976 ,4447 1.1419
• 380_ -i.161b .3716 1.2792 .8500 .1509 .7179 .7050 ,5000 -.7401 -.8183 .4676 1.1020
• 420U -1.1603 .3729 1.2766 .9G00 ,1849 .7286 .6882 CHORDWISE
• 4600 -1,1458 ,3716 1.2674 ,9500 ,2060 ,7379 .6737 ,0600 ,4500 -,7826 .4762 1,0872
• 5CbO -1.0821 .5182 1.0169 1.0000 .2026 .7629 .6658 .1400 .4500 -1.0922 .3960 1.2316
• 56C0 -.6371 ,5427 .9773 .2200 .4500 -1.1678 .3717 1.2791
• SBOO -,5630 ,5660 .971q .3000 ,4500 -1,1429 .3781 1,2663
• 6200 -.5151 .5497 ,9601 .3800 .6500 -1.1015 .3857 1,2515
• 6600 -.5053 .55e3 .9523 .6600 .4500 -1.1278 ,3849 1.2530
•70_0 1e4795 e5819 .9150 *5400 .4500 -.7077 .4968 1.0523
• 7500 -.3901 .6203 .8554 ,6200 .4500 -,5271 .5481 ,9686
16000 -,25_3 ,0552 °8000 ,7000 *4500 -*4789 ,5604 *9490
• 8500 -.1153 ,6932 ,7478 ,8400 ,4500 -,2604 ,6195 °8566
.9_00 ,_085 .7198 .7019 .9000 ,4500 .0078 ,6919 ,7451
•9500 .11o3 .7322 ._27 ,1014 ,3552 .1569 ,7316 ,6836
• .9750 .1590 ,7_69 .6627 .2000 ,3552 ,0284 ,695b .7394
1.0000 .2e26 .7429 .6608 .3500 .3552 -.1708 .6421 .8217
.4500 ,3552 -.2672 ,6185 ,8581
,5500 *3552 -,2327 .6253 ,8476
.6500 ,3552 -.0720 ,6687 .78o8
,7500 .3552 ,0625 ,7032 ,7276
.8C00 ,3552 .1125 .7201 ,7014
.8500 .3552 .1561 .7310 .6845217 .9ooo .355z .1865 .74o7 .6693
• 9500 ,3552 ,2007 87435 ,0669
i PT 262,6615 KPA Cq .7363 CD1 ,01889
TT 138.1780 K CH -.0782 COL .01937
RC 15,2690 MILLION CC -,0029 C03 .01932
MACH .7696 C06 ,01366
ALPHA 2,5%83 OEG CO5 .01162
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PsLIPT HLOC XIC CP P*LIPT ML_: XIC ¥1(812) CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1041 ,98_Z ,1305 O,OGO0 1.1041 .9882 .1305 .5000 .7401 -1.1250 ,3816 1.2596
,OG40 ,2108 ,7478 ,6582 ,0060 .72q6 ,8867 .4181 .5000 ,6416 -1.1826 ,3648 1,29Z9
.0080 -.03g9 .6813 .761S ,0080 .6840 ,8196 ,5608 ,5000 ,5627 -1,20Z1 .3617 1.2992
,0150 -,1732 .6389 .8267 ,0230 .6511 .8117 .5542 .5000 .6640 -1.1978 ,3617 1.2993
.0250 -.3676 .5877 ,9060 ,0500 .3342 .7810 ,6050 ,5000 .3654 -1,Z032 ,3607 1*301Z
,_6uO -.0334 ,5179 1,0175 ,1000 ,1967 ,7419 .6674 ,5000 ,2667 -1,2016 ,3629 1,Z968
,06uO -,8600 .6524 1.1216 .1500 .1198 ,7225 .6978 .5000 .1_B0 -1.2016 .3626 1.2896
,0800 -.9908 ,6190 1.1886 .ZOO0 ,0582 .7061 .7263 .5000 ,0493 -1.2181 .3534 1,3163
.1000 -1,&738 .3955 1,2327 .Z500 -,0156 .6819 .76_5 ,5000 -,0693 -1,2139 ,3_02 1.3024
,1600 -1.1362 .3765 1.2696 ,3500 -.1391 .6498 .8099 .5000 -,1480 -1,2098 ,3594 1,3038
,1800 -1.1774 .3686 1.28_3 .6500 -.2581 ,3635 1,2956 .5000 -.2467 -1.1872 ,3660 1,2894
,ZZO0 -1,1993 ,3610 1,3006 ,5500 -,2262 ,61q3 ,8569 ,SO00 -,3654 -I.123_ .3876 1.2482
,2600 -_,2102 ,3&09 1,3008 ,6500 -.0733 .6266 ,8456 ,5000 -,6660 -_.0357 ._116 1,2022
.3000 -1.Z_70 .3593 1.3041 .7500 ,0567 ,6675 ,7827 ,5000 -,5427 -.9983 .klBZ 1.1899
,3_00 -L.2130 .356_ 1.3098 .8000 ,1100 ,7015 .7303 ,5000 -,6416 -,9869 .4236 1.1804
.3800 -L.2192 ,3571 1.30_7 .8500 .1539 .7180 ,7047 .5000 -.7401 -.9367 .6364 1.1604
.620u -1,2245 ,356_ 1.3141 .9000 .184l .7292 .6874 CHDRDWISE
,4600 -L,2ZZU .3556 1,3117 ,9500 ,2019 ,7387 ,6725 .0600 .4500 -,8635 .6646 1,1075
,5000 -1.20_1 .4079 1.2092 1.0000 .1921 ,7605 .6696 .1600 .6500 -1.1555 .3808 1.2610
,5400 -1._357 .5Z96 ,9208 .ZZO0 .6500 -1.2Z60 ,3555 1.3119
.5800 -.5973 .5393 ,9827 .3000 .6500 -1.2113 ,3605 1.3017
,6_0_ -.5370 .5603 ,9492 ,3800 ,4500 -1,1806 .3686 1,2856
,6600 -,6750 ,0717 ,9312 ,6600 ,6500 -1,1911 °3656 1,2917
,70_0 -,6280 ,5931 ,9023 .5600 .4500 -1,0039 .6199 1,1868
.7500 -,3630 .0237 .8501 .6200 .6500 -,5029 ,5563 .9555
.8UbO -,2676 ,05_5 ,7906 .7000 ,_500 -,6281 ,5735 ,9283
,8500 -,118b .09_3 ,7400 ,8000 ,%500 -,2396 ,6237 ,9502
.90uO .0092 ,71_9 .7034 ,9000 .4500 .002_ ,6902 ,7477
,95_0 ,1071 ,7Z_1 .6891 .1016 ,3552 .1955 ,7433 .6652
.9750 ,1471 ,7650 .6_25 .ZOO0 .3552 ,0565 .7038 .7268
1,0000 .1921 ,1605 .6695 .3500 ,3552 -,1382 ,6562 .8031
,4500 ,3552 -,2382 .6275 ,8442
,5500 ,3552 -,2241 ,6276 ,8664
.6500 ,3552 -.0663 ,6713 .7768
.7500 .3552 ,0638 .7058 .7236
.8000 ,3552 ,1159 .7199 ,7018
.8500 ,3552 ,1529 ,7319 ,6832
,9000 .3552 ,1907 .74Z8 ,6660
.9500 ,3552 ,2014 ,7424 ,6666
PT 262o66_8 KPA CA .7861 COl .0Z576
rT 138.1059 K C_ -°0808 CD2 .02602
RC 15,2729 MILLION CC -,0032 CO3 .02532
_ACH .7506 CO6 ,01652
ALPHA 8,0337 DEG CO5 ,01247
UPPEk SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XlC CP PPLIPT ML_C XIC CP P_LIPT wLOC X/C Y/{8/Z) CP P_L/PT NL_C
0,0000 1,0636 .9825 .1589 0.0000 1.0836 ,9825 ,1_09 .5000 .7_01 --1.1928 .3665 1.2896
• 00_0 .1558 .7296 ,6867 .{:O_O ,7927 .90Z9 .3867 ,5000 .6416 -1.2537 .3486 1.3266
• 0080 -.0866 ,o651 .7803 .b080 ,5508 ._376 ,5097 .5000 ,5_27 -1,2622 ,3479 1.3276
•01_ -.2283 .0230 ._511 ,0230 ._975 ,82_0 ,5334 .5000 .46_0 -I*2585 ,3655 11_328
• 025J -,_£_Z .5756 ,9256 ,0500 ,3658 ,7868 ,5956 ,5000 .3456 -1,2513 ,3682 1.3271
.04uo -.67_2 ,5056 1.0377 ,1GC_ .Z330 .7507 ,6535 ,5000 .2427 -1.2642 .3659 1.3319
•0_00 -,9030 .4439 L.i_34 .1500 .L_67 ,7286 ,6886 °5000 .1680 -1.2799 .3616 1,3616
• 06UO -1.C236 .4O?t 1,21_9 ,2000 ,0769 .7089 .7188 .5000 .0693 -1.2975 .3370 1.8508
• 1000 -1.1106 ,3858 1,2513 .2500 .0052 .6868 ,7529 .5000 -.0693 -1,2772 .3384 1.3678
,14_3 -1,1831 .36_4 1.2937 .350U -,1259 .6539 .8036 ,5000 -.1680 -1.Z665 ,3463 1,3352
,1800 -1,2178 ,3572 1,3085 ,6500 -,2451 ,3889 1.3668 ,5000 -,2667 -1,2637 ,3475 1.3286
,ZZOO -1.2455 .3496 1.32_2 .5500 -.2218 .6222 ,8524 .5000 -.3456 -1.2_92 ,3691 1.3253
.2600 -1.2600 .3_69 1.3298 ,6500 -,0717 .6257 ,8670 ._000 -.6660 -1.1329 .3811 1,2606
• 3000 -1.2675 ,3_62 1.33LZ ,7500 ,0673 ,6695 ,7795 .5000 -,5627 -_,0703 ,60_5 1,2212
,3400 -1.Z091 ,3443 1.3356 ,SCOU ,1084 ,6996 ,7332 .5000 -.6416 -,99C6 ,6186 1,_893
• 38U0 -1.2752 .3444 1.3350 .8500 ,1663 ,7174 ,7058 ,5000 -,7401 -.8661 ,6515 1,1300
,6200 -1.2762 .3607 1.3630 ,9CCO .1738 ,7276 .68g8 CHORDWISE
• 4600 -1,2803 .3603 1,3637 .9500 .1931 .7339 .6800 ,0600 .6500 -.8507 ,6566 1.1211
• 5000 -Z.2963 .37Z9 l.Z?b_ 1,O_OO ,1822 .7383 ,6731 .1600 ,6500 -1,172_ .3690 1,284_
• _400 -1.1648 .4666 1.3699 ,2200 .6500 -1.2688 .3_36 1.3371
.58_0 -.7_53 .5383 .90_ o3000 ,4500 -h2587 ,3676 1,3286
• 6200 -._54_ ,5558 .9_63 .3800 ,6500 -1,2323 ,3544 1.3162
• 6600 -.6792 .5743 .9Z70 .6600 .6500 -1.2500 ,3508 1.821_
• 700_ -.6193 .5960 .8931 .5600 .6500 -1.2617 .3526 1.3186
• 75_3 -,3453 ._250 .8471 .6200 ,6500 -.5769 ,5314 ,9955
._000 -.2303 .6577 .7977 .7000 .6500 -.4138 ,5766 .9237
•8000 -.1131 .bd92 .76V2 .8000 ,4500 -.Z194 ,6268 ,8652
• 90_0 -._O_O .?L3q .7111 ,9000 .4500 .0001 .6905 .7673
,9500 .0963 .72_0 ,6954 .1016 .3552 .2206 .7507 ,6535
• 9750 .1352 .7617 .6677 ,Z000 .3552 ,0829 ,7116 ,7150
1,OGO0 ,1_22 ,73_3 ,6731 .3500 .3552 -.1206 .6_50 .8019
,6_00 ,3552 -.2335 ,0262 ,8493
• 5500 ,3552 -,2223 .6276 .8_41
• 6500 ,3552 -,0618 ,b720 ,?758
• ?500 .3552 .0640 .Y059 ,Y236
,8000 ,3552 ,1075 .7182 .?066
• 8500 ,3552 ,1667 ,7286 ,0883
21 _ .9000 .355Z .1818 .7371 ,6750
.95oo .3552 ,1916 ,7412 ,6685
PT 162.6712 KPA C_ .8132 CO1 .03374
TT 138.1731 K CM -.0791 CDZ .03322
RC 15.2551 MILLIOH CC -.0061 C03 .03098
BACH .7500 CD4 .01937
kLPHA 3.5132 DEC CD5 .01393
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPkHWISE
XIC CP PsLIPT _LOC X/C CP P,LIPT BLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P_L/PT HLOC
0,0000 1.0540 ,9745 ,1926 0.0000 1.0540 ,9765 ,19Z6 ,5000 ,7401 -1.2Z94 .3540 1.3151
• 0C40 .07Z7 .7085 ,7195 ,0040 .8466 ,9188 .3500 .5000 .6414 -1,2919 .3376 1.3495
• 0080 -.16Z0 .6638 .819Z .0080 .5161 .8559 .4768 .5000 .5627 -1.3173 .3371 1.3506
,0150 -,3_59 .6044 .8799 ,OZ30 .5337 ,8336 .5167 .5000 ,4440 -1,2976 .3355 1,3540
• 0150 -.6593 .56Z8 .945Z .0500 .4051 .7986 .5762 .5000 .3454 -1.3043 .3372 1.3503
.0600 -.7016 °4958 1.0548 .1000 .258B .7601 .6386 .5000 .2467 -1.3131 .3335 1.3883
.0600 -.9485 .63Z9 1.1631 .1500 .1708 .734Z .6795 .SO00 .1480 -1.3396 .3313 1.3631
• ,ObO0 -1.0704 .3957 1.2323 .ZOO0 .0983 ,7157 .7084 .5000 ,0693 -1.3682 ,3286 1.3734
• 100_ -1o1589 °3735 1,Z756 ,Z500 o0279 .695Z 47401 °5000 -,0693 --10361Z .3Z91 1.3678
.1400 -1.2322 .3540 1.3151 .3500 -.1164 .6560 .B004 .5000 -.1480 -1.3129 .3337 1.357e
• 1800 -1.2508 .3453 1.3331 .4500 -.2329 .3293 1.3674 .5000 -.2_67 -1.2933 .3420 1.3602
• Z200 -1.2880 ,3378 1.3490 °5500 -,2198 ,6265 .8658 ,5000 -,3454 -1.2365 .3576 1.3077
• 2600 -1.Z966 .3370 1.3508 .6500 -.0746 .6ZTZ .8447 .5000 -.6440 -1.119_ .3860 1o2510
.3000 -1.3037 .3338 1.3577 .7500 *0507 .6678 .78Z2 .5000 -.5427 -1.025Z .411Z 1.Z030
.3400 -1.3045 .334Z 1.3568 .8000 .0949 .7021 .7Z95 .5000 -.6414 -.8684 .4550 1.1238
e .3_0_ -1.3273 .33_4 1.3566 .8500 .1390 .7123 .7137 .5000 -.7401 -.8144 .4687 1.1001
• %ZCO -1,3204 .3293 1,3674 ,9000 ,1693 °7255 ,6930 CHORO_ZSE
._bO0 -1.3388 .3Z19 1.3705 .9500 .1797 .7345 .6791 .0600 .4500 -.8910 .4460 1.1397
• 50_0 -1.3130 .3896 L,Z_40 1.C000 .1305 .7243 .6950 ,1400 .4500 -1,2ZOT .3561 1.3106
.5400 -I.1060 .5037 1.0409 .Z200 .4500 -1.3226 .3333 1.3587
.5800 -.6984 .53_5 .990_ .3000 .4500 -1.31eZ .3332 1.3590
• 6ZUO -.5776 .5601 .9495 .3800 .4500 -1.2904 .3413 1,3417
• 6600 -._846 .5758 .92_7 .4600 .4500 -1.Z860 .3401 1.3441
.7_00 -._188 .5981 .8897 .540_ .4500 -1.187_ .3677 1.2871
.7500 -.3433 .6282 °8432 .6200 .4500 -.5933 .5285 1.0001
.8000 -.2323 .6570 .79_8 .7000 .4500 -.6170 .5768 .9231
.8580 -.1185 .084_ .7561 .8000 .4500 -.ZZ08 .629Z .8416
.guvO -.0151 .7117 .7145 .9000 ._500 -.0074 .6886 .7502
.9500 .0813 .7Z_7 .7005 .1014 .355Z .Z546 .7580 .64Z_
,97_0 .1108 ,7377 .6740 .Z000 ,355_ .0988 .713Z ,71Z2
1.0000 _1395 .72_3 .6950 .3500 .355Z -.1047 .6595 .7949
• 4500 °3552 -.2264 ,6263 °8461
• 5500 .355Z -.Z064 .6346 ,8333
.6500 ,3§8Z -,0611 .6731 .7741
• /500 .3_5Z .0579 .7055 .7241
.8000 .355Z .1026 .7165 .7072
,8500 .3552 ,1403 .7271 ,6906
• 9000 .355Z .1694 ,7350 .6782
.9500 .355Z .1762 .7365 ,6759
PT 16Z.6763 KPa CN .8241 CD1 .04703
TT 136.0777 K C_ -.0753 CBZ .0_503
_C 15._17 MILLION _C -.0035 CD3 ,03943
BACH ,7510 CD4 .02533
ALPH_ 4.0317 DEG CD8 .01767
UPPER $URFACE LOWER S_RFACE SPAHWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _L_C XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC XlC YIIBI2) CP P_LIPT ML_C
O.O_OO 1.bZ55 .9_7 .ZZC5 O._OOO 1.0Z_5 .96_7 ._Z05 .5000 .7401 -1°Z169 .3571 1.3087
• 0040 .0Z85 ._047 .7408 .0040 .8829 .9281 .3283 .5000 .6414 -1.2185 .352Z 1.3168
• O0_U -.2298 ._2_6 ._67_ .OO_O .658_ .86_2 .4577 .5000 .54Z7 -1.2817 .3385 1.3676
.0150 -.3770 .5e73 ._067 .bZ30 .5786 .8456 .4954 .5000 .4660 -1,166_ .3689 1.2848
• OZ_O -.5_41 .5503 .9651 .0_00 .4346 .8052 .5651 .5000 .3454 -1.1730 .3683 1.2859
•O_UJ -,7044 ,4841 1,0738 ,1{.C0 ,27_0 ,7642 ,632_ ,5000 ,Z467 -1,198Z ,363_ 1,2955
/ .0600 -.9750 ,42_8 _.18_3 .1500 ,1884 ,7391 .6718 .5000 ,1480 -1,1946 .3647 1.2932
.060_ -I.1Z09 .3_37 1.Z5_ .2_00 .109Z .7166 .7069 .5000 .0493 -1.1301 .3778 1.2669
• 160_ -1.2118 .36Z4 1._979 .2500 ,0_77 .702_ .7293 .5000 -,0493 -1,2713 .3452 1,3334
.14LO -l.Z_O .34Z8 1.338_ .3500 -.1108 ,6572 .7984 .5000 -.1480 -1.1888 .3639 1.2948
• 1800 -1.2798 .33_ 1.3919 .4500 -.2233 .356P 1.3109 .5000 -.2467 -1.2502 .3534 1.3163
.Z200 -1.3268 .3287 1.3688 .5500 -.2128 .6257 .8671 .5000 -,3654 -1.1263 ,3794 1,2638
.2600 -1.3341 .32_3 1°3762 .6500 -.07_6 .6302 .8400 .5000 -._440 -1.0611 .6035 1.2175
,3bOo-I.335_ ,32_8 1.3772 ,7500 .0364 °6694 .77_8 .5000 -.5417 -,9305 ,4346 1,1600
.3600 -1.3Z08 .324Z 1.378_ .8000 .0729 .6991 .7341 .5000 -.6414 -°8077 .4666 1.1037
• 3_0 -1.3_17 .32Z_ 1.3831 .8500 .1215 .7058 .7237 .5000 -.7401 -.7663 .4815 1.0782
• 4200 -1.30_7 .3302 1.3655 ,9{,00 .1426 ,7214 .699_ CHORDWISE
• 4600 -1.2_2_ .3385 1.3475 .9500 .1429 .7265 .6915 °0_00 .6500 -.9247 ,4369 1,1896
.50UO -1.239Z .4563 1.121_ 1._0 .0755 .7088 .7190 .1400 .4500 -1.Z872 .34_0 1.3360
.5400 -.8560 .4999 1.0673 .2200 .4500 -1.3606 .3218 1.3841
•5_00 -.bgbO .5216 1.0115 ,3000 .4500-1.3553 ,3217 1.3642
.6_00 -.6033 .5504 .9690 .3800 .4500-1.3601 .3285 1.3693
• 6tOU -.5132 .5694 .9347 ,4600 .4500 -1,Z912 .3387 1.3671
.70_0 -.4332 ._0_0 .88_3 .5400 .4500 -.9472 .4313 1.1661
.75u0 -.33_2 .6196 o85_4 .6200 .4500 -.5797 .5273 1.0022
.eO_O -.2_P2 .bSZO .eOb_ .7000 .4500 -,6Z24 *5754 e9253
,85_0 -,14J6 ,6687 ,7808 ,8000 ,4500 -,2373 ,bEET ,8517
,90&O -.(4694 ,6918 ,7453 ,9000 ,4500 -,0469 ,676Z ,7694
.9_00 ,_I_B .7056 .7Z40 .1014 .3552 ,2778 ,7636 ,6330
• 97_0 ,0613 .7270 ,6907 .ZOO0 .3552 .119Z .7207 .7006
1.0000 .0755 .70_8 .7190 .3500 .355Z -.1036 .6586 .7964
.4500 .3552 -.2167 ,6324 ,8366
,5500 ,3§5Z -°2228 ,6262 .8463
• 6500 .3552 -.0723 ,6693 .7800
.7500 .3552 .0464 .7027 .7286
.8000 .3552 .0968 .7149 .7096
,8500 .3552 .1185 ,7206 ,7010
_ _ .9000 .3_5Z .1378 .7233 .696_
.9500 ,3552 .1472 ,7288 .6880
PT 262.6963 KPA CH .8099 CO1 .06182
TT 138.0472 K CH -.0706 COZ .05777
RO 15.2732 MILLION CC .0010 C03 .06834
MACH .7497 C06 ,03368
ALPHA 6.5083 DEG CD5 .02652
UPPER SURFACE LQWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PsL/PT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC Y/(8/Z} CP PeLIPT HLOC
O.OOuO .99_4 .9585 .2469 0.0000 .q946 .9585 .2669 .5000 .7401 -.9334 ,6365 1,1603
• 0040 -.0195 .b8ZO .7603 .0040 .9319 .9416 .2944 .5000 .6616 -.9169 .6606 1.1693
• 0080 -.2802 .6111 .8695 .0080 .7101 .8806 .6305 .5000 .54Z7 -.9168 .4409 1.1689
.0150 -.4168 .5756 .9253 .0230 .6056 .8533 .6816 .5000 .4640 -.8780 .6526 1.1285
.0250 -.5642 .5386 .9838 .0500 .6556 .8113 .5550 .5000 .3456 -.8767 .6§Z9 1.1276
.0400 -.7948 .6736 1.0_19 .1000 .3116 .7760 .6166 °5000 .2467 -°8923 .4690 1.1863
• 0600 -1.0183 .6115 1.2024 .1500 .Zlll .7668 .6629 .5000 .1480 -.8693 .6592 1.1165
.0800 -1.1551 .3755 1.2716 .2000 .1308 .7228 .6973 .5000 .06_3 -.7938 .6732 1.0926
• IU00 -1.2175 .3550 1.3130 .2500 .0502 .7020 .7295 .5000 -.0493 -.8236 .4637 1.1088
.1400 -1.3136 .3358 1.3536 .3500 -.0919 .6618 .7914 .5000 -.1480 -.7801 .6767 1.0898
.1600 -1.3312 .3255 1.3757 .6_00 -.2297 .6735 1.0919 .5000 -.2667 -.8162 .465Z 1.1061
• ZZOO -1.3520 .3220 1.3835 .5500 -.2227 .6258 .8671 .5000 -.3656 -.8637 .4581 1.1184
.2600 -1,3_8 .3176 1._933 .6500 -.lC06 .6282 .8431 ,5000 -.4660 -,8176 ,6701 1,0977
• 3000 -1.3719 .3154 1.3982 .7500 .0256 .6593 .7953 .5000 -.54Z7 -.7321 .6886 1.0661
.34_0 -1.3502 .3226 1.3821 .8000 .0536 .6972 .7370 .5000 -.6416 -.6769 .5055 1.0380
.3800 -1.3101 .3346 1.3566 .8500 .1001 .70_1 .7Z95 .5000 -.7601 -.6491 .5107 1.0293
.6ZGO -1.1514 .3786 1.2657 ,9000 .1095 .7157 .7083 CHOROWZSE
.66o_ -1.0100 .6163 1.1935 .9500 .0841 .7183 .7043 .0600 .6500 -.9738 .6253 1.177c
.50_o -.7947 .68_6 1.0664 1.0000 -.0646 .6763 .7692 .1400 .6500 -1.2907 .3377 1.3493
.54_0 -.74z0 .5101 1.0303 .zzoo .6500 -1.3694 .3142 1.6010
.5800 -.6613 .5300 .9978 .3000 .6500 -1.6007 .3126 1.4046
• 62_0 -.586_ .569Z .9_69 .3800 .6500 -1.2961 .3357 1.3535
.o_bu -.50ol .5o45 .9426 .4600 .4500 -.9890 .6182 1.1900
.70uO -.4502 .58_6 .9066 .5600 .4500 -.7621 .6893 1.0650
.7_0_ -.36_o ._117 .8687 .6200 .4500 -.5710 .5328 .9933
• 8_00 -,27_9 ,6333 .8353 .7000 .6500 -.6267 .5738 .9278
.8_00 -.2123 ,6376 ,8289 .8000 .4500 -.2839 .6112 .86q4
.qO_O -.18_6 .o615 .7919 .9000 .6500 -.1662 .6660 .8188
.9_OO -.1009 .o5_5 .7965 .I016 .3552 .2985 .7700 .6227
49750 -.1_58 .71_u .?161 .2000 .3552 .1369 .7250 .6939
_.0_00 -.0446 .6763 .7692 .35C0 .3552 -.0907 .6644 .7876
• 4500 .3552 -.2141 .6300 .8604
.5500 .3552 -.2326 .6237 .8501
,6500 .3552 -.0860 .6678 .7822
.7500 .3552 .0221 .6938 .7422
• 8000 .3552 .0561 .7025 .7288
• 8500 .3552 .0995 .7167 .7068
.9000 .3552 .1039 .7161 .7078
• 9500 .3552 .0983 .7166 .7069
PT 262.63ol KPA CN .7828 CO1 .07882
TT 138.0057 K CM -.0855 CO2 .07365
RC 15.2798 MILLION CC .0052 C03 .06271
_ACH .7500 CD6 .04564
ALPH_ 5.0157 O_G CD5 .03852
UPPER ;URFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
xIC CP PeLIPT dLOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLQC XlC Y1(812) OP PeL/PT MLOC
O.OLO_ .9695 .9513 .2679 O.OCO0 ,9695 .9513 ,2679 .5000 ,7401 -,7245 .6926 1,0596
• uLqu -.1026 .bbLO .7926 .0040 .9506 .9461 .2826 .5000 .6614 -.7249 .4906 1.0628
.uO_O -._46_ ._qZ6 ._983 .0080 .7699 .8909 .4097 .5000 .5427 -,7389 ,6887 1.0660
,ulSO -.4756 ,5618 ,94t8 .0230 ,6213 ,8569 .4750 .5000 .44_0 -.7099 .4955 1.0546
.0250 -._GU .5238 1.0079 ,050_ .4777 ,8182 ,543_ .5000 ,3_5_ -,7172 ,%952 1.0550
• 040_ -.8210 ._65_ 1.1U_2 1000 .3216 .7753 .6142 .5000 .2467 -.7016 .4979 1.0505
• O_CO -1,0704 .4013 1,2215 1500 ,2137 ,7452 .6622 .5000 .1680 -.6960 ,6993 1,068_
• 080_ -1.1999 .3037 1.2951 2000 .1456 .7261 .6921 .5000 .0493 -.7095 .4972 1.0517
• l_O0 -1.2692 .3460 1.3318 2500 .0652 .7078 .7207 .5000 -.0493 -.6956 .4980 1.0504
.1600 -1.3308 .3261 1.3744 35G0 -.oee4 .6668 .7868 .50oo -.1480 -.6895 ,4964 1.0531
• 1_00 -1.3696 .3196 1.3U_9 6500 -.2267 .4980 1.0504 .5000 -.2467 -.7184 .4926 1.0594
.2200 -1._063 .3116 L._068 5500 -.2339 .6296 .8610 .5000 -.3456 -.7064 .6960 1.0538
• ZouU -1._058 .3103 1.4099 6500 -.1125 .6255 .8474 .5000 -.4440 -.7085 .4996 1.0480
• 3000 -_.3720 .3171 1.3945 7500 -.0060 .658q .7959 .5000 -.5427 -.6616 .5115 1.0280
• 3400 -1.1679 .3_7 1.2931 8000 .0438 .6861 .7541 .5000 -.6416 -.6106 .5211 1.0123
.3800 -.9633 ._279 1.1722 .8500 .06_1 .7016 .7302 .5000 -.7401 -.6052 .5219 1.0110
• _20_ -.8162 ,;672 1.1027 ._000 .0734 .7085 .7194 CHOROWISE
.4600 -.7725 .4_03 1.0802 .9500 .0132 .7098 .7175 .0600 .4500 -1.00_0 .6128 1.2000
.5000 -.7000 ._098 1.030B I._000 -.1766 .6601 .8168 ,1400 .6500 -I,2991 ,3299 1,3661
.5410 -,6577 .5217 1,0113 ,2200 .6500 -1,3935 ,3063 1.6189
• 5800 -.6136 .5351 .9895 .3000 ,4500 -1.3532 .3178 1.3928
.6ZGO -.5696 .b_1 .9671 .3800 .4500 -1.0023 .6165 1.1931
• 66u_ -.5078 .5574 .9537 .4600 .4500 -.7549 .4826 1.0763
• 70u0 -._666 .5772 .9226 .5600 .6500 -.6655 .5097 1.0310
.7500 -.6_70 .5_70 .9070 .6200 .4500 -.5498 .5355 .9889
• 8000 -.3661 .6064 .87o9 .7000 .6500 -._578 .5599 .9499
• eSbO -.31?0 .6227 ._516 .8000 ,4500 -.36_6 .5877 .9060
.vuo0 -.2695 ._z50 .8481 .9000 .6500 -.2613 .6191 .8573
.9560 -.2287 .0296 ._410 .1014 ,3552 .3101 .7704 .6222
.97_0 -.20_7 .6_2 .7_2 .2000 .3552 .1368 .7247 .6963
1,0000 -.1746 ,6_01 .82_8 .3500 .3552 -.0923 .6617 .7917
.4500 ,3552 -.2293 .6225 .8519
• 5500 .3552 -.2620 ,6206 .8553
.6500 .3552 -.1187 .6563 .8030
• 7500 .3552 -.0021 .6878 ,7515
.8000 .3552 .0296 ,6958 .7391
• 8500 .3552 .0563 .7013 .7307220 .9ooo ,3552 .0560 ,7010 .7312
,9500 ,3552 .0359 .6990 ,7342
PT 223.0724 KPA CN .2480 CD1 ,00927
TT 124.9121 K CM -°0745 CDZ ,00918
RC 15,1998 MILLION CC .0100 CD3 ,00B94
MACH ,764B CD4 ,00874
ALPHA -1,0157 OEG C0_ ,008_1
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT MLaC
0.0000 1.1185 .9899 .1208 O.OCO0 1.1185 .9899 .1208 ,5000 ,7401 -.6098 ,5103 1,0303
.U043 ,82_4 .90_5 .3731 ,0040 -,2207 .6169 ,8609 ,5000 .6414 -.6231 .5072 1,0354
• 0083 ,6G72 °8479 .4917 ,C080 -.6910 ,4866 1.0698 ,5000 ,54Z7 -.6309 ,5043 1,040Z
.0150 ,3964 ,7890 .59Z2 .0230 -.1210 .6456 .8167 ,5000 .4440 -.6257 ,5076 1.0348
8 .0250 ,1738 .7271 .6909 ,0500 -.122Z .6453 .8171 .5000 ,3454 -,6305 .5058 1,0377
• 0400 -.0945 .6525 .8061 .1000 -,1727 ,6302 .8403 ,5000 ,2467 -,6328 ,504Z 1,0603
.0600 -.3324 .5864 .9083 .1500 -.2056 ,6221 .8529 .5000 ,1480 -.6325 ,5046 1.0397
• .0800 -.4510 ,5538 .;599 ,2000 -.2370 .6129 .8671 ,5000 ,0493 -.6352 .5040 1,0407
.1000 -,516g .5363 ,9879 ,2500 -.2871 .5990 ,8887 ,5000 -.0493 -,6367 .5061 1,0405
,14C0 -.5809 .5179 1.0179 .35C0 -.3987 .5679 .9374 .5000 -.1480 -,6362 .5041 1,0406
• 1800 -.6155 .5093 1.0336 .4500 -.4965 .5006 1.0663 .5000 -.2A67 -.6350 .5044 1.0600
.2200 -,6088 .5_81 1.0339 .5500 -.3667 .5408 .9806 .5000 -,3454 -,6412 ,5021 1.0438
.2600 -.56T4 .5214 1,0120 ,6500 -.1503 ,5772 .9228 .5000 -.4440 -.6313 ,5073 1,0352
• 3030 -,5637 ,52]1 1.0093 ,7500 ,0150 ,6378 .8Z86 .5000 -,5427 -.6399 .50Z8 1.04Z6
.3400 -.5642 .5235 1.0086 .8000 .0802 .6834 ,7586 ,5000 -.6414 -,6423 .5031 1.04ZZ
,38u0 -._09 .5181 1.0174 .8500 .1302 ,7015 .7306 .5000 -,7401 -.6475 ,5024 1,0433
.4200 -,5889 .5178 1.0180 ,9C00 ,1723 ,7141 .7111 CHORDWXSE
,460U -.6168 ,5_96 1,0315 .9500 .Z010 .7270 .6911 ,0600 ,4500 -.3441 .5846 .9111
._000 -._405 .4969 1.0526 1.0C00 ,71C0 .7383 .6733 .1600 .4500 -.5654 .5231 1.0093
• 54GO -.6593 .4834 1.0752 .2200 .4500 -.6023 .5113 1,0285
.5800 -.7090 ,6779 1.0846 .3000 .4500 -.5675 .SZZO 1.0111
• 6200 -.7294 ,4910 1.0624 .3800 .4500 -,5863 .5188 1.0164
.b6O_ -,_821 .52_3 1.0008 .4600 .4500 -.5969 .5179 1.0178
,70UO -.5_7 .5675 .93_0 .5400 .4500 -.6476 .50Z9 1.0426
.750_ -.4_73 ,6069 ,8765 .6200 .4500 -.7128 ,4836 1.0749
.8000 -.2635 ,6496 ,8105 ,7000 .4500 -.5Z99 .5329 ,9934
.85_0 -.1199 ,6844 .7571 .8000 .4500 -.2652 ,6055 ,8786
,9000 ,0152 ,7154 .7091 ,9000 ,4500 .0126 .6827 ,759_
,95U0 ,1ZSZ .7_84 ,688_ .1014 ,3552 -,1750 .63Z6 ,8367
.97_U .17_4 ,7366 .6762 ,2000 ,3552 -,2349 .6151 ,8637
1.0000 .2100 .7383 ,6733 .3500 .3552 -,3935 ,5709 .9327
.4500 .3552 -,4840 .5456 ,9729
.5500 .355Z -,3679 °5765 ,9238
,6500 ,3552 -,1489 ,638Z ,8281
• 7500 ,3552 ,0185 06860 ,7545
,8000 ,3552 ,0803 .7045 ,7260
• .8500 .3552 .1296 ,7174 .7060
.9000 .3552 .1726 .7285 ,6887
.9500 ,3552 .1970 .7335 ,6809
PT 223.0746 KPA CN ,3929 CD1 ,01016
TT 114,845C K C_ -,0744 CDZ .01020
RC 15.2462 MILLION CC ,0089 C03 ,0C989
_AC_ ,7678 C04 .00934
ALRHA ,0224 DEG CD5 ,00885
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtL/OT _LOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC YI(BtZ) CP PeLIPT MLOC
O.OOOO 1.15Z3 .99_8 .0416 O.OCOO 1,1523 ,9988 ,0418 ,5000 ,7401 -,660Z ,4928 1,0594
• 0_4U .6859 ._6_8 ,9536 ,OttO ,12PZ .7127 .7133 .5000 .6414 -.6714 .4906 1.0630
,O_O .4483 .b02Z .5704 .0080 -.2126 .6160 .8623 ,5000 .5427 -,6695 .4903 1,0637
•_ibO .2370 .1_50 .6628 ,C230 .0789 ,6987 .7350 .5000 .4440 -.688Z .4882 1,0672
,U_b3- ,C303 ._8_U ,_951 ,0500 .0338 ,88_9 ,753Z ,5000 ,3454 -,669_ ,4909 1,0626
• 04_,0 -,2447 .6087 .8736 ,lOOU -.0482 ,6635 .7_92 .5000 ,2467 -.6584 .6932 1.0587
• O_OU -,4947 ,_396 ,98_5 ,1_00 -,1018 .6486 ,8121 ,50GO .1480 -.6754 .4893 1,0653
.uE_o -.6169 .su70 1,03_8 .2c00 -.1444 .6351 .8328 .5000 .0493 -.6799 .4871 1.0689
• lOOO -._910 .4824 1.0769 ,2500 -.1935 ,6254 .8_77 .5000 -.0493 -,6777 .4881 1.0673
,14U0 -.7593 .4658 1.1053 .3500 -.3190 .5873 .9069 .5000 -.1680 -,6816 .4870 1,0691
• 1800 -,7842 .4579 1.1191 ._500 -.4232 .4900 1.0640 .5000 -.2467 -.6791 .4870 1.0692
• Z2U_ -.8163 ,4487 1.1352 ,5500 -.3316 ._596 ,9506 .5000 -.3454 -.6845 .4848 1,07Z9
• Z600 -._1_4 .4511 1.1311 .6500 -,13C5 .5869 ,q076 .5000 -.4440 -,6930 .4836 1.0749
.3000 -,7994 .4539 1.1260 ,7500 .0261 .6394 .8262 ,5000 -.5427 -,6986 ,4802 1.0807
.3400 -.7627 ,4652 1,1066 .8000 .0884 ,6849 .7563 ,5000 -,6414 -.7062 .4791 1,0826
•3800 -,6632 ,4920 _._607 .8500 ,1380 .7016 ,730A ,5000 -.7401 -.7314 .4736 1.0918
.4_uo -.6_Z0 .5111 1.0273 .qc_o ,1768 ,7154 .7091 CHORDWISE
• 4600 -,6279 ,50_4 1,0433 ,9500 .1981 ,7270 ,6898 .0600 ,4500 -.5039 ,5375 ,9859
•_3 -,6696 ,4753 1,0872 1.0000 ,1950 .7311 ,6847 .1400 ,4500 -,7551 ,4655 1,1059
• 5400 -.7188 .45_8 1.1175 ._ZO0 .4500 -,7958 .4553 1.1236
• 5803 -.7848 .44T7 1.1371 .3000 .4500 -,7974 .4568 1.1Z10
• 6_00 -._213 .4590 L.1172 .3800 ,4500 -.7314 ,4720 1.0946
,66_U -,761_ .5_55 1.0053 ._600 ._500 -,6254 ,5031 1.0421
.7_00 -,_437 ,_708 ,9328 .5400 ,4500 -,7073 ,4788 1.0830
• 7500 -.3790 ,_093 .8727 *6200 .4500 -.7880 .4562 1.1220
.8003 -,_394 ,6486 .81gh ,7000 ,4500 -,5Z27 ,5325 ,9941
•8500 -.I022 .6829 ,7599 .8000 ,4500.-.253Z ,6066 °8768
• 900_ .0239 .7115 .7151 ,9000 ,4500 .0197 .681Z .7619
• 9500 .125_ .7225 .698C .1014 .3552 -,0529 .6631 .7897
.9750 .1610 .7331 .6818 .2000 .3552 -.1423 .6367 ,8303
1.0000 .1950 .7311 .6_47 ,3500 .3552 -,3166 .5897 ,9031
•4500 ,3552 -.4168 ,5601 .9498
,5500 .3552 -,3Z86 .5857 ,9095
.6500 .355Z -,1265 .6434 .8200
• 7500 ,355Z ,0283 ,6844 .7570
.8000 .355Z ,088Z ,70ZZ ,7296
.8500 .3552 .1332 ,7138 .7115
_2_ .9ooo .355z ,175o .7255 ,693_
• 9500 ,3552 ,1964 ,7326 ,6827
PT 222.9823 KPA CN ,5427 C01 ,01110
TT 124,9491 K CH -,0741 C02 ,01082
RC 15.1780 HILLIDN CC .0045 C03 ,01037
dACH .7b41 CD4 .01016
ALPHA 1.0183 OEG C05 .00981
UPPEk SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWZSE
XIC CP PaLIPT ML3C XIC CP P_LfBX _LO¢ XI¢ XI(_IZI C@ PJLIPX RLOC
0.0000 1.1531 .9997 .0113 0.0000 1.1531 .9997 .0213 ,5000 .7401 -,8576 .4419 1.1472
oOC_O .5139 .82_8 .5356 .0040 .4134 .7949 .5826 .5000 .6414 -.9379 ,4181 1.1904
.OOeO .2773 .75o3 .6449 .CC80 .1289 .7159 ,7084 .5000 .5417 -.8981 .4311 1.1666
.0150 .0840 .7026 .?190 .0230 .246Z .7485 .6573 .5000 .44_0 -.8962 .4321 1.1649
• 0253 -.1216 .6459 .8161 .0500 .1694 .7275 .6903 .5000 .3454 -.9128 ,4290 1.1704
.0600 -.3925 .5724 .9303 .1000 .0618 .6975 .7368 .5000 .2467 -.9237 .4255 1.1769 4
.0600 -.6321 .5042 1.0404 .1500 -.0043 .6781 .7667 .5000 .1_80 -.923_ .4235 1.1806
.08_0 -.7805 .46_5 1.1076 .2000 -.0522 .6657 .7858 .5000 .0493 -.9338 .4205 1.1861
.1000 -.8508 .4448 1._411 .2500 -.1182 .6464 .8154 .5000 -.0493 -.8876 .4340 1.1614
.1400 -.9299 .4237 1.1801 .3500 -,2389 .6134 .8664 .5000 -.1480 -.8780 .4385 1.1534
.leO0 -.9530 .4171 1.1921 .4500 -.3675 .4281 1o1721 .5000 -.2_67 -.8894 ._325 1.1642
.2ZCJ -.9776 .4084 1.2084 .5500 -.2827 .5831 .9134 .5000 -.3454 -.8449 .4469 1.1385
• 26_0 -,9985 .4048 1.2152 .6500 -,1043 .6023 .8836 .5000 -.4440 -.q017 .4287 1.1711
.30uO -.gqz7 .4044 1._159 .75¢0 .0410 .6515 .B076 .5000 -.5427 -,8992 .4299 1.1689
.3603 --,2939 .4025 i.2125 .8000 .1001 .6912 .7450 .5000 -.6414 -.8529 .4653 1.1412
.3800 -.9837 .4074 1.2103 .8500 .1451 ,7084 .7199 .5000 -,7401 -.8954 .4329 1.1634
.41_0 -.9666 .4131 1.1996 ,9000 .1785 .7199 .7021 CHORDWISE
.4000 -.9455 .4200 _.1869 ,9500 .1941 .7300 .6864 .0600 ,4500 -.6321 .5062 1.0370
._000 -.9145 .4659 1.1051 1.0000 .1965 .7333 .6812 .1400 .4500 -.9173 .4257 1,1765
.5400 -.7773 ,4994 1._484 .2200 .4500 -.9937 .4052 1.2145
.58u_ -.6502 .5194 1.0153 ,3000 .4500 -.9556 .4160 1.19_3
.6203 -.5773 .522Z 1.0107 .3800 .4500 -.9636 .4144 1.1972
.660_ -,5_94 ._368 .9871 .4600 .4§00 -.9613 .6156 1,19_0
.7000 -.521_ .5718 .9313 .5400 .4500 -.8128 .4545 1.1251
.7500 -.3876 .81Z3 .8680 .6200 .4500 -.5822 .5156 1.0215
.bOCO -.Z_70 .6508 ._087 .7000 .4500 -.4784 .5446 .9745
.8_C0 -.1_12 .6_49 .7562 .8000 .4500 -,1585 .6097 .8721
,_OOJ ._196 _7L5_ ,7_ .9000 .45_0 .0150 .6836 .7582
,9500 .1126 .7244 .6951 .1014 .3552 .0499 .6920 .7453
_97_0 .1580 ,7322 °6830 .2000 .3552 -.0565 .6636 ,7890
1.0_0 .1965 .7333 .6812 .3500 .3552 -.2370 .6155 e8631
• 4500 .3552 -.3401 .5857 .9095
,5500 .3552 -.2796 .6029 .8825
.6500 ,3552 -,1004 ,6527 .8057
.7500 .3552 .0_47 .6933 .743_
.8C00 .3552 .1035 .7098 .7178
.8500 .3551 ,1452 .7201 .7018
.9000 .3552 .1808 .7283 .6890
.9500 .3551 .2010 .7351 .6784
_r 223.1919 KPA CN .6723 C01 ,01953
rT 124,9177 K C_ -.0833 CDZ .01879
kC 15.1884 _ILLION CC .0035 C03 .01644
HACH .7640 CD4 .01599
ALPHA 1.9958 DEG C05 .01417
UPPER SURFACE LO_E_ _URFACE SPANWISE
XI_ _P _'#L/PT _LOC X/C CP P,LIOT HLOC XlC YI(81Z| CP P_LIPT HLOC
O,UUUO l.l%_r .vgb8 ,OOb_ O°OGO0 1.1447 .996P ,0680 ,5000 .7401-1.0570 .3851 1.2528
.0063 .37_Z .7839 .6005 .GG40 .6094 .84_3 .4909 .5_00 .6414 -1.1045 .3743 1.2742
• uO_O .1461 .71d8 .7039 ._CBO .3639 .7759 .6136 .5000 .54_7 -1.1058 .3689 1.1848
.015J -.C473 .66ol .7851 .0230 .3557 .7766 .6125 .5000 .4440 -1.1060 .3702 1.2823
.0250 -.2416 .6129 ._67U .0500 .2733 .7548 .6474 .5000 .3454 -1.1193 .3673 1.2882
.04OO -._1_1 .53_7 .983_ .1000 .1436 .7187 .7039 ,5000 .2467 -1.1138 ,3687 1.2853
• 0603 -.7182 .4780 1.08_4 .1500 ,0704 .6977 .7365 .5000 .1480 11.1103 .3698 1.2832
,080_ -,8820 .6348 1,1601 ,2_0 .0126 .6841 .7576 ,5000 .0493 -1.1250 .3690 1.2847
• 1000 -.951_ .6122 1.2014 .2500 -.0546 .6641 .7883 .5000 -,0_93 -1,1235 .3687 1.2852
• 1403 -1.0207 .3953 1.Z331 .3500 -.1836 .6291 .8421 .5000 -.1480 -1.1302 .3666 1.2895
• 180_ -_.07_6 .383_ 1.1555 ._500 -.30_7 .3697 1.2834 .5000 -.2467 -1.1192 .3699 1.2829
• 22_0 -1._900 .3763 1.1701 .5500 -.2610 .59Z6 .8986 .5000 -.3454 -1.1040 .3718 1.2771
• 2600 -L.0925 .3759 1.2709 .6500 -.0927 .6071 .8761 .5000 -.4440 -1,0427 .3885 1.2463
.30_0 -1.1130 .3724 1.2780 .7500 .0467 .6518 .8072 .5000 -.5427 -1.0506 .3900 1,2433
•3400 11,1188 .3703 1.2821 ,8COO .0993 .6920 .7453 .5000 -.6414 -1.0511 ,3906 1,2423
.38_0 -1.1161 .3661 1.2906 .8500 .1414 .70PO °7206 .5000 -.7401 -1.0401 ,3875 1.2482
• 4200 -1.1197 .3666 1.2900 ,gcoo ,1802 .7184 .7044 CH3RD_ZSE
.6603 -1.1160 .3680 1.2867 .9500 .1911 .7293 .6874 .0600 .4500 -.7229 .4779 1.0845
• 5000 -1.12_1 ,3691 1.2864 1._00 .1790 .7299 .686_ .1400 .4500 -1.0268 .3964 1.2310
• 5400 -1.1121 .365Z z.2924 .2200 .4500 -1.1126 .3716 1.2794
• 5_uO -1.1208 .4931 1.0589 .3000 .6500 -1.0930 .3751 1.2725
.b2_O -.6708 .5_26 ._777 .3800 .4500 -1.0815 .3809 1.2611
• 6600 -.4959 .5632 .9649 .4600 .4500 -1.1031 .3728 1.2771
.7000 -.4211 .5885 .q051 .5400 .4500 -1.1355 .3637 1.2954
,75uv -.3305 .01_8 ._579 .6200 .4500 -.7345 .4768 1.0864
•8UbO -.Z180 ,6516 ._075 .7000 ,4500 -.4179 .5648 .9423
•6503 -,_970 ._853 ,7557 ,8000 .4500 11216_ ,6200 18561 }
.9000 .0164 .7094 .71_5 .9000 .4500 .0112 .6829 .7593
.9500 .1_22 .7159 .7_83 .1014 .3552 .1373 .7176 .7057
.9750 .1374 .7326 .6824 .2000 .3551 .0101 .6831 .7589
1.00_0 .1790 .7299 .6865 .3500 .3552 -.1910 .6257 .8473
.4500 .3552 -.2881 .6009 .8857
.5500 .355Z -.Z571 .6088 .8735
• 6500 .3552 -.0829 .6559 .8008
.7500 .3552 .0509 .6945 .7414
.8000 .3552 .1030 .7078 .7209
.8500 .3552 .1449 .7106 .7029222 .9ooo .3552 .1850 .7315 .6840
.9500 .3552 .1851 .7306 .6855
PT 223.1353 KPA C_ ,7051 CD1 ,0275_
TT 12_.97_ K C_ -.0629 ¢D2 ,0261_
RC 15.2193 MILLIOH C¢ ,00_8 CD3 °02380
_ACH ,7672 C0_ ,01972
ALPHA 2,4968 OEG CD5 ,01600
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP PtL/PT MLOC X/C CP PpL/PT MLOC X/C YI|BI2) CP PsLIPT MLOC
O,OOuO 1,1329 .9939 .0908 0,0000 1,1329 .9935 ,0968 ,PO00 ,7601 -1.0878 .37Z3 1,2781
• 0040 ,3194 .7673 ,bZ7_ ,00_0 ,6821 ,8680 ,45_5 ,5000 ,6414 -1,1441 ,3581 1,3069
• ObBO ,0868 .7GOb ,7320 ,0_80 ,;168 ,79;6 ,5_30 ,5000 ,5427 -1.1634 ,3529 1,3174
• 01_0 -,1103 .6494 ,8109 ,0230 ,;100 ,7917 ,5878 ,5000 ,4440 -1,1615 ,3962 1,3107
,0250 -,2762 ,b008 ,8858 ,0500 ,3070 ,7638 ,6330 ,5000 ,3494 -1.1947 ,3948 1.3136
• 0400 -.9271 .5283 1,U008 ,1000 ,1772 .7273 ,6906 .5000 ,2467 -1,1538 .3554 1,3124
• 0600 -.7b67 ,4638 1,1087 ,1500 .0963 ,7049 ,7253 ,5000 ,1480 -Io1740 ,3513 1,3209
• 0800 -,9218 ,4238 1.1799 ,ZOO0 ,0304 ,6872 .7527 ,5000 ,0493 -1,1782 ,3487 1.3263
,1000 -,9967 ,4010 1.2223 ,2900 -,0358 ,6700 ,7791 ,5000 -,0493 -1,1675 ,3509 1,3216
,1400 -1,0500 ,3842 1,2_46 ,3500 -,1758 ,6288 .8425 ,5000 -.1480 -1,1621 ,3518 1,3199
,1800 -1,09_1 ,3729 1.2769 ,4900 -,2962 ,3497 1.3241 .5000 -.2467 -1,1495 ,3926 1,3181
,2200 -1,1193 .36_6 1.2935 ,5500 -,2527 ,5951 .8948 ,5000 -.3454 -1,1553 ,3540 1.3153
• ,2buO -1,1317 ,3634 Z.2961 ,65C0 -,0970 ,6099 .8724 ,5000 -,4_40 -1,0771 ,3743 1,2742
• 3000 -1,1309 ,3bOZ 1.3029 ,7500 .0388 .6518 ,8072 ,5000 -.5427 -1.0919 .3761 1.2706
.34_0 -1,1489 .3567 L,3096 ,8000 .0973 .6881 .7513 .5000 -,6414 -IQ0735 .3799 1,2631
,3800 -1,16_b ,3520 1.3193 ,8500 ,1285 ,7056 ,7244 ,5000 -.7401 -1,0616 ,3827 1,2576
,4200 -1.1743 ,3527 1,3180 ,9000 .1586 ,7130 .7128 CHORDWISE
,4o00 -1,1669 .3514 1.3206 ,9500 ,1608 ,722_ .6981 .ObO0 .4500 -.7547 .k668 1.1036
• 5000 -1.1648 .3523 1.3187 1.0000 ,0860 .6989 ,7347 .1400 ,4500 -1.0568 ,384q 1,2533
• 5400 -1.1647 .3566 £.3099 .2200 ,4500 -1,1542 ,3591 1.3048
.58_0 -1,1549 .48Z0 1.3767 ,3000 ,4500 -1.1471 ,3606 1,3016
• 6200 -,698_ .5329 ,9933 .3800 .4500 -1,1094 .3655 1.2917
• bbO0 -,5158 ,5599 ,9508 ,4600 ,4500 -1,1307 ,3603 1,3022
• 7000 -,4191 ,586Z .9086 .5400 .4500 -1,1425 .3538 1.3157
• 7500 -,3170 .6119 ,_594 ,6200 .4500 -,7014 ,4796 1.0816
• 80_U -,2108 ,6449 .8177 ,7000 ,4500 -,4209 ,5613 ,9479
.8_00 -.11bb ,67_ .76o1 ,8000 ,4500 -,2092 ,6199 ,8562
,gC_b -.GC31 ,7010 .7315 .9000 .4500 -,0120 .6748 .7717
,950_ ,0806 .7063 ,7231 .1014 .3552 ,1632 ,7221 ,6987
• 9750 ,LCO9 ,7214 ,5998 ,2000 .3552 ,0210 .680_ .7628
1,0000 ,0860 .6989 ,7347 ,3500 ,3552 -,1733 ,6290 ,8422
,4500 ,3552 -,2775 .6016 ,8fl46
.5500 .3552 -.2580 ,6079 ,8749
.6500 ,3552 -,0883 .6547 ,8027
,7500 ,3552 .0372 ,6865 .7538
,8000 ,3552 ,0888 .7014 ,7308
,8500 ,3552 ,1246 .7097 ,7179
.9000 ,3552 .1505 ,7182 ,7048
.9500 .3552 ,1713 ,7257 ,6931
PT 223.120_ KPA CH ,7400 CD1 .03352
rT 124.9_45 K CM -.0838 C02 .03226
RC 15.1q5C _ILLION C_ ,0053 C03 ,03064
MACH ,7648 ¢04 ,02101
AL;H_ 3,0117 DEG CD_ ,01521
UPPE_ SUPFAC_ L04ER SURFACE SPAHWISE
XIC CP PwL/PT _L3C XIC CP P_LIPT MLGC XIC YI{81Z) CP P)L/PT ELQC
0,0000 1.1083 ,9873 ,1353 O,OOO0 1.1_83 ,9873 .1353 ,5000 ,7401 -1,1400 .3613 1,3003
,00_0 ,Z_IO .7478 ,6985 ,OC4O .7466 .8868 .4181 ,5000 ,6414 -I,1994 ,3456 1,3328
,00_0 ,_103 ,t_J2 .7635 ,0020 .4817 ,8119 ,5541 ,5000 ,5427 -1.2082 .3440 1,3361
• 015_ -,lb99 .6325 .8369 ,0230 .4650 ,8092 ,5588 ,5000 ,4440 -1,1980 ,3429 1,3384
,0250 -,3ZbZ ,0652 ._£_Z ,0500 ,3517 ,7758 .6137 ,5000 ,3454 -1,2139 ,3463 1,3313
• 0400 -,5918 ,5135 1,0250 .1000 ,2070 .7371 ,6753 ,5000 ,2467 -1,Z194 ,3440 1,3362
,0600 -,8Z05 .45,)4 1.1322 ,15C0 ,1176 .7101 .7173 .5000 ,1480 -1,1854 ,3440 1,3360
• OBO0 -,9065 ,_128 1,2002 ,2000 ,0_98 .6915 ,7461 ,5000 ,0493 -1,2446 .3345 1,3565
,IUO0 -1,0357 ,38)9 1,244_ ,2500 -.01_8 ,6749 ,7715 ,5000 -,0493 -1,2285 ,3379 1.3490
,1400 -1,1257 .3b_b 1.2_55 ,3500 -.1591 ,6320 ,8377 ,5000 -,1480 -1,2272 ,3412 1,3420
• lbu_ -1,1500 ,3b38 1,3014 .4500 -,2826 .3361 1.3530 .5000 -.2467 -1,2144 .3408 1,3429
,ZZO0 -1.1769 ,35J2 1.3231 ,55_0 -,2542 ,bOO0 .8871 ,5000 -,3454 -1,1995 ,3451 1.3337
• 2600 -1,1853 ,3_04 1.32Z7 ,bSCO -,0983 ,6100 ,8715 ,5000 -,4440 -1,1397 ,3641 1.2946
• 3000 -1,1887 ,3477 1,3283 ,7500 ,0362 .6506 ,8089 ,5000 -,5427 -1,1155 ,3659 1,2910
• 3_0 -1,2043 ,3_42 1,33_7 ,B_O0 ,0821 ,6904 ,7478 ,5000 -,_414 -1,0786 .3727 1,2774
,3600 -l,Zill ,3432 1,3378 *PSO0 ,1110 ,7025 ,7290 ,5000 -.7401 -,9973 ,3970 1,2300
,4200 -I,21_9 ,3382 1,3485 ,9000 .1539 ,7090 ,7191 CHORDWISE
,46_0 -1,2437 ,33_1 1,3467 ,9500 .1550 ,7222 ,6986 ,0600 ,4500 -,8105 ,4537 1.1264
• _000 -1,2290 ,3497 1,3242 1,0000 ,0596 ,6938 ,7425 ,1400 ,4500 -1.1057 ,3725 1.2778
.54uo -1,1988 .4457 1,1387 ,2200 ,4500 -1,2076 ,3464 1,3310
•6800 -,_188 ,_9 1,0391 .3000 ,4500 -h1966 ,3485 1.3267
• b20u -.b3dO ,5379 .9852 .3800 .4500 -1*178Z .3_30 1.3173
• 6600 -.508_ ,5629 .9653 ,4600 .4500 -1.1890 ,3475 1.3287
• 700_ -,4259 ,_882 .90_b ,5400 ,4500 -1,1950 ,3499 1.3238
• 7500 -,3_53 .6102 .8_Z0 ,6200 ,4500 -,6162 ,5049 1,0393
,8000 -.2248 ,6427 .dZi2 .7000 ,4500-.4309 .5018 ,9471
e ,8500 -,13_ .65_2 ,8003 ,8000 ,4500 -.2171 .6210 ,8946
.9000 -.0753 ,6674 ,7831 .9000 ,4500 -,0482 .6661 .7851
• 9500 -,_279 ,OE_1 ,?574 ,1014 ,3552 ,1997 ,7354 ,67B0
•976_ ,bZ_ ,7230 ,6973 .Z000 .3552 .0520 ,_917 .745B
1.00_3 ,0596 ,_938 ,7425 ,3500 ,3552 -,1531 .6364 ,8308
,4500 ,3952 -.2746 ,6032 ,8822
'5500 "3552 I*2504 .6113 ,8695
.6500 .3552 -.0910 .6549 .8024
,7500 ,3552 ,0421 .6914 ,7462
• BOO0 .3552 ,0797 .7006 .7320
223 .85oo ,3552 .1211 .7141 ,7111
.9000 .3552 ,1376 ,7154 .7091
.9500 ,355Z ,1655 ,7282 ,6892
PT 223,1269 KPA CN ,7250 CD1 ,04963
TT 124,9613 K CM -,0722 CO2 ,04607
RC 15,2092 MILLION CC ,0074 CO3 ,04077
MACH ,7661 CD% *02633
ALPHA 3,5131 OEG CD5 ,01923
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP F_LIPT _LQC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PeLIPT MLOC
O,OuUO 1,0876 ,98x9 ,1620 O,OOCO 1,0876 ,9819 ,1620 ,5000 ,7401 -1,1607 ,35§9 1,3112
• UUSO ,15_? ,7247 ,6967 ,0060 ,8151 ,g070 ,3763 ,5000 ,6414 -1,1876 ,3456 1,3328
,OuLO -,10_0 ,6561 ,9036 ,0080 ,5566 ,8334 ,5173 ,5000 ,54Z7 -1,1570 ,3549 1,3136
• 01_0 -,2016 ,6206 ,8552 ,0230 ,5213 ,8Z56 ,5308 ,5000 ,4440 -1,1526 ,3606 1,3016
• 0Z_3 -,3938 ,5705 ,9336 .0500 ,3821 .7874 ,59%8 ,5000 ,3454 -1,0626 ,3806 1,2616
,0600 -,6096 ._939 1,0609 ,1_C0 ,1431 ,7493 ,6560 ,5000 ,1467 -1,0396 ,3407 1,Z420
• 0600 -,8508 .4605 1,1698 ,1500 ,1576 ,7261 ,6925 ,5000 ,1480 -,9698 ,4130 1,1998
• 0809 -1,0036 ,3905 1,2253 ,2000 ,0776 .6992 ,73%2 ,5000 ,0493 -1,0084 ,3970 1,2299
• 1_0 -L.0712 ,38_1 1,2627 .2500 -,0041 .6757 .7704 ,5000 -10493 -.9779 ,%015 1.ZZ14
• l_OJ -1,1_37 ,3590 1,3050 ,3500 -,1495 ,6382 ,8280 ,5000 -,1680 -1.0388 ,3888 1,2657
• 1800 -1.1720 ,3503 1,3218 ,4500 -.2668 ,4255 1,1769 ,5000 -,2467 -1,0573 ,3788 1,2652
• 2ZuO -1,179Z ,34_8 1,3386 ,5500 -,2513 ,5483 ,8848 ,5000 -,3454 -1,1541 ,3567 1,3097
,ZbuO -1.2151 ,33_% 1,3479 ,6500 -,1199 ,6087 ,8736 ,5000 -,6660 -1,1659 ,3596 1,3037
,3000 -1,22_7 ,33_1 1.3_86 ,7500 ,0148 ,6444 ,8177 ,5000 -,56Z7 -1,1060 ,3701 1,2826
,3400 -_.2262 ,3368 1,3558 ,B000 ,0557 ,683% ,7585 ,5000 -,6414 -1.0393 .3902 1,2430
• 3_u -1,2319 ,3360 1,3574 ,8500 .0769 ,6929 ,7439 ,5000 -,7401 -,9193 ,%20% 1,1861
,SZ_O -1.2619 .3304 1,3653 ,OC_O ,1068 ,6960 ,7391 CHORDWISE
• 660_ -1,Z179 .3373 1,3504 ,9_00 ,0983 ,7072 ,7218 ,0600 ,4500 -,8392 ,44_8 1,1403
• 5090 -,e_89 ,_529 L,1Z79 1,0000 -,0Z33 ,6709 ,7778 ,1400 ,4500 -1,1156 ,3624 1,2981
• 56u3 -,El_8 ,5009 1,0658 ,2200 ,6500 -1,2186 ,3366 1.3518
• 58_0 -,o366 .5234 1,9136 ,3000 ,6500 -1,1194 ,3376 1,3697
,6200 -,56_4 ,5309 ,9821 ,3800 ,4500 -1,1901 ,3406 1,3633
.bbCO -o6_42 .551_ ,9561 ,4600 .4500 -1,2236 .3409 1,3417
• 700_ -,4336 ._7_6 ,9256 ,5400 ,;500 -,860Z ,4394 1,1517
• 7_0 -,3564 ,6U35 ._817 ,6200 ,6500 -,§417 ,5248 1,0065
,eOuO -,ZbBO ,623_ ,3512 ,7000 ,4500 -*%Z19 ,5582 ,9529
,85_0 -,1488 ,6378 ,8287 ,8000 ,4500 -,2610 ,6053 ,8789
,90_0 -.1448 .6569 .7993 ,9000 ,4500 -.1327 .6423 .8217
• 9500 -.0797 ._5_1 .7990 .1014 ,35§2 ,2Z54 .7398 ,6711
,.9750 -,0717 ,7062 ,7Z66 ,ZOO0 ,3552 ,0729 ,6977 ,7365
1,o000 -,0233 .0709 ,7778 ,3500 ,3552 -,1495 ,6375 ,8291
°6500 .3552 -.2814 ,5964 .8928
,5500 ,3552 -,26%9 ,6030 ,8825
• 6500 .3551 -,1112 ,6666 .8155
• 7500 ,3552 ,0116 ,6781 ,7667
• 8000 ,3552 ,0695 ,6993 *7341
• 8500 ,3552 .09_0 ,7056 ,72%7
,9000 ,3552 .1042 ,7055 ,7244
,9500 ,3552 ,0971 ,7047 ,7Z57
PT 223,1447 KPA CH ,7104 CD1 ,06539
TT 124.9677 K CM -,0661 CDZ ,06209
RC 15,2172 MILLION CC .0104 CD3 .05307
_ACH ,7o68 C04 .03616
ALPIA 4,_319 DEG CO5 ,01671
bPPLR 5UwFAC6 LOSEP SURFACP SPANWISE
X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C Y/(Bi2| CP P_L/PT MLOC
U,_O_O 1,07_ ._787 o1756 0.0000 1.07q8 ,9787 .1756 ,5000 .7601 -1.0144 .3924 1,2388
,0040 ,1196 ,_125 ,7138 ,0060 ,8367 ,9112 ,3671 ,5C00 ,6414 -.9632 .%153 1,1956
• U_bo -.125U ,6_37 ,8195 .0080 ,6163 ,8514 ,4852 ,5000 ,56Z7 -,8546 ,4394 1,1517
• U_SO -,15_1 ,6065 ,8770 ,0230 ,54_0 ,8281 ,5266 ,5000 ,6660 -,7693 ,4627 1,1108
• 02_0 -.40_2 .5624 .9_61 .0500 .4031 .7912 ,5886 ,5000 ,3456 -,7226 ,4753 1,0890
,0400 -,6764 ,4930 1.0590 ,1C00 ._539 ,7489 ,6566 ,5000 ,1467 -,7116 ,4_09 1,0795
,0803 -.68_ ,4311 1,1667 ,1500 ,1666 ,7244 ,696_ ,5000 ,1480 -,6369 ,4959 1,0§42
,O_J -1.03_1 .39J2 1.2630 ,2000 ,0_6 ,7057 ,7_41 ,5000 ,0693 -,6864 ,4850 1,072_
,100u -',__966 ,309U I,Z_31 •2500 ,0095 ,6810 ,78_2 ,5000 -,0493 -.6795 ,4877 1,0680
•lkC_ -1,1919 .3486 1,3266 ,3500 -,145b .8381 ,8313 ,5000 -.1680 -,7348 ,6734 1.09Z2
• 18_0 -L.1996 .34_6 1,3432 .450U -.2819 .4764 1.0872 .5000 -.2467 -.7870 .6618 1.1123
.ZZOO -1,2391 .33L2 1.3635 .5500 -.2609 ,5991 .888P .5000 -,3454 -.8182 *4488 1.1351
• _6_0 -1,2386 .31_3 1,3677 ,6500 -.1302 ,6032 .8822 .5000 -,4440 -,8531 .4368 1,1564
• 30UO -1,2459 ,327_ 1.3714 .7500 .O00Z .6404 ,8Z46 ,5000 -.5627 -.8912 .4317 1.1656
,340_ -i,2617 .3166 1,3735 ,SCOU ,0356 ,6795 ,7645 ,5000 -.6414 -,86Z5 ,%373 1.1555
• 3803 -1._628 ,3312 L.3639 ,85(0 .0624 ,6862 ,7542 ,5000 -,7401 --,7950 ,4583 1,1184
• 4Z00 -1.1111 .3o13 1.28e2 ,9000 .0635 .69_6 .7413 CHORDWISE
,6_OJ -,t_15 ,_393 1,1_L_ ,9500 ,0485 ,h938 ,7426 ,0600 ,4500 -,8699 ,4360 1,1578
,SubO -,7345 ,5064 1,0601 1,00UO -,1Z19 ,6442 ,8188 ,1600 ,4500 -1,1894 ,3506 1,3223
,540_ -,t272 ,5172 1.31_0 .Z200 ,6500 -1.2632 .3260 1.3749
• 5800 -.559_ ._280 1.0036 .3000 ,6500 -1,2749 ,3245 1,3781
• 02_3 -.5378 .54_6 ,977d .3800 .4500 -1.2618 .3341 1.3573
• bbUO -._889 .55_0 .9563 .4600 ,%500 -1.0525 .3874 1,2483
• 7000 -.6384 *6757 .923_ .5403 .4500 -,6513 ,4969 1.0559
• 7_00 -.37tb ,5_7 .9L10 ,8200 ,4530 -*5395 ,fi292 ,9996
,8&03 -.33L2 ,9975 ,8911 ,7000 ,4500 -.4380 ,5538 ,9598
,850_ -,2796 .hZL1 ,8545 ,8000 ,6500 -,3097 ,5930 ,8981
• 9060 -.Z_95 ,6243 ._695 .9000 .%500 -.2132 ,6192 ,8573 k
• 9509 -.1919 ,6399 ,82_6 ,1016 ,3552 ,2685 ,7465 ,6606
,9750 -,1611 .6907 .7473 ,2000 ,3552 .0854 .7020 .7299
1,0000 -.1_19 ,6_42 ,8188 ,3500 .3552 -,1384 ,6397 .8258
• 4500 .3552 -,2710 ,6051 ,8793
• 5500 ,3551 -,Z758 .6012 ,8853
• 6500 ,3_52 -,1173 .6463 ,8156
• 7500 ,3552 .0005 ,6791 .76%9
,8000 ,3551 ,0436 ,6916 ,7459
• 8500 .3552 .0636 .6946 .7613
2_ .9ooo ,3552 ,0817 ,7018 ,7302
.9500 .3552 .0582 .69%5 ,7416
PT 223.1532 KPA CN .7223 CD1 .07668
TT 124,9538 K CH -,0653 C02 ,07312
RC 15.1663 MILLION CC .0115 C03 .06195
MACH .7639 C04 .04372
ALPHA 4,5096 DEG C05 .03467
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPkNWISE
X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C YI(B/Z) CP PJLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0472 .q703 .2082 0.0000 1.0472 .9703 .2082 .5000 .7401 -.7634 ,4680 1,1016
.U040 .05Z4 .6965 .7415 .0040 ,8772 .9225 .3416 ,5000 ,6614 -.7212 .6782 1.0840
.OOdO -.1913 .6253 .8679 .0080 .6574 .0609 .6679 .5000 .5627 -.7229 .6816 1.0783
• 0150 -.3280 .5878 .9U61 .0230 .5741 .e391 .5072 .5000 .4460 -.6795 .4919 1.0610
.0250 -.4726 .5486 .96el .0500 .6330 .8000 .5762 .5000 .3654 -.6594 .6966 1.0533
,0600 -.7282 .4822 1.077Z .1000 .2768 .7553 .6665 .5000 .2467 -.6430 ,5001 1,0473
• 0600 -.9630 ,_181 1,1905 .1500 .1812 .7289 .6880 .5000 .1630 -.6609 .5006 1.0664
• .0800 -1.0_95 .3_14 1.2602 .2000 .1057 .7070 ,7221 ,5000 .0493 -,6615 .5020 1.0660
• 1000 -1.1623 .3590 1.3069 .2500 .035Z .6888 .7502 .5000 -.0493 -.6701 .4957 1.0546
.1400 -1,2283 .3408 1,3630 ,35_0 -.1245 .6452 .8173 .5000 -.1480 -.6669 .6966 1.0533
• 1800 -1.Z569 .3317 1.36Z_ .4500 -.273b .4990 1.0690 .5000 -.2467 -.6827 ,4906 1.0633
• .2200 -1.2913 ,32Z5 1.3825 .55C0 -.2657 .6038 .8812 .5000 -,3454 -.6721 .6893 1.0653
.2600 -1.2961 .3193 1.3898 .65_0 -.1345 .6069 .8796 .5000 -,4660 -.6968 .4858 1.0711
.3000 -1.30Z9 .3186 1.391R .7500 -,0148 .6634 .8200 .5000 -,5427 -.6927 .4867 1.0696
.3400 -1,2616 .3280 1.3705 .8000 .0274 .6766 ,7690 .5000 -.6614 -.6691 .4967 1.0561
• 3800 -1.1255 .3733 1,2820 .8500 .0696 .6876 .7520 .5000 -.7601 -.6714 .4960 1.0_74
.42U3 -.8_98 .46_6 1.1424 ,qCO0 .0598 ,6960 .74_2 CH3RDWISE
,66Uu -.71_9 ,6799 1.001_ .9_00 .0171 .6958 ,7394 .0600 .4500 -.9129 .4269 1.1779
.5000 -.6_70 ._107 1.3996 1.0GCO -.1718 .6311 .8389 .1600 .6500 -1.2206 .3404 1.3437
.5400 -.60_b .5176 1.0186 .ZZCO ,6500 -1.2982 .3189 1.3906
• 5_C0 -.5_03 ._308 .9968 .3000 ,6500 -1,3097 .3154 1.3984
.6200 -.5378 .5465 .9768 .3800 .4500 -1.1530 .3602 1.3025
.6600 -.4937 .5515 .9636 .6600 .6500 -,7567 .4688 1,1002
,7000 -.6_96 .5679 .937_ .5600 .6500 -,6166 .507Z 1.0355
• 7503 -.6_60 .5750 .9Z63 .6200 .4500 -.5317 .5304 .9974
.6000 -,3653 .5671 .9073 .7000 ,6500 -.6504 .5580 .9531
.8500 -,3306 .6017 ._865 .8000 .6500 -.3456 .5849 .9107
.90_) -,27_7 .6172 .8605 .9000 .6500 -.2600 .6097 .8721
,950_ -.2_73 ,b215 .d539 .1014 .3952 .2722 .7551 .6668
.97_ -.2116 ,68_4 .7511 .ZOO0 .3552 .1093 .7093 .7186
1.0000 -,1718 .6311 ,8389 .3500 ,3552 -.1203 °6453 .8171
.6500 .3552 -.2667 .6058 .8781
• 5500 .3552 -.2751 .6029 .8825
• 6500 .3552 -.1336 .6421 .8220
.7500 .3552 -.0096 e6772 °7680
• 8000 .3552 .0326 .6880 .7514
,8500 .3552 .0416 .6901 .7482
• 9000 .3552 ,0528 .6931 .7436
• 9500 .3552 .0235 ,6868 .7533
PT 220.6190 KPA CN .2555 CD1 .01042
TT 125.1667 K C4 -.0787 COZ ,01037
_C 15,1699 MILLIO_ CC ,0116 CD3 .01011
_ACH .762C C06 .00965
ALPHA -.9979 DEG CO5 .00892
UPPER _URFAOE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,L/Pr _LQ_ X/C CP PPLIPT MLQC XIC Y/(B/2) CP P_L/PT MtOC
O.OUUO 1,1232 .9899 .1261 O.OC_O 1,1232 ,9890 .1261 .5000 ,7401 -.6535 .6814 1.0786
.O06d ,e_3_ .gO_9 .3722 ,6_60 -._0ql .6081 .8745 .5000 .6614 -.6710 .4794 1,0820
._80 .62_q ._67 ,6937 .0080 -.7130 .6669 1.1068 .5000 .5427 -,6754 .4771 1.0860
.u150 ,61_0 .78T8 .59_3 .hZ30 -.1243 .6333 ,8356 .5000 .4660 -.6691 .4785 1.0836
• 0253 .Zb09 .72_9 .5944 .0500 -.1237 .6326 .8367 .5000 .3656 -.6698 ,4773 1.0855
.0600 -._6_5 ._6_ ,8117 .1000 -.1760 .6182 .8589 .5000 .2667 -.6723 .4762 1.0875
.0600 -.3069 ._07 ,v172 .15_0 -.21G3 .6087 .8736 .5000 .1680 -.6743 .6752 1.0892
.0_0 -.62o3 .5_63 .9718 .2000 -.2418 .5996 .8880 .5000 .0693 -,6748 .6766 1.0869
•1003 -.6971 .5272 1.J0_6 .2500 -.2931 .5846 .9111 .5000 -.0493 -.6726 .4759 1.0879
.161:0 1.5071 ._061 i.O3IZ .3500 -.4157 .5485 .9682 .5000 -,1480 -.6719 .6769 1.0862
.i_b0 -,_099 ,_937 1.0579 .4500 -,53e3 ,4744 1.0905 ,5000 -.2667 -,6660 .4785 1.0836
• ZEUO -.6616 .6867 1.3731 .5500 -.3740 .5160 1.0261 .5000 -.3454 -.6735 .6765 1.0869
•2600 -.62_6 .49J0 1.0b61 .6500 -.14_8 .5618 .9671 .5000 -.6660 -.6730 ,4765 1.0870
•3000 -.5352 .5152 1,0Z22 .7500 .0170 .6265 .8661 ,5000 -.5427 -.6786 .6748 1.0899
.34U0 -,5659 .5093 1.0319 .8G00 .0826 .67_q .7766 ,5000 -.6416 -.6853 .6722 1.0943
• 3800 -.5895 ,5029 1.0_24 .PSO0 .1344 .6915 .7660 .5000 -.7401 -.7026 .4683 1.1011
.62uO -.b163 ._961 1.0572 .q_O0 .1761 .7063 ,7231 CHORDWISE
.46u0 -.6635 .6_6d 1.072_ .9_00 .2009 .7187 .7060 .0600 .4500 -.3061 .5804 .9177
• SUQO -.o741 .4676 *.102Z 1.0000 .2051 .7264 .6gZO .1600 .6500 -.5666 .5119 1.0276
• .5600 -.7022 .45o6 1.132_ .2200 .6500 -,6458 .6837 1.0747
.5_00 -.7o10 .6396 1.1513 .3000 .4500 -.5560 .5098 1.0311
• bZO3 -.eO_ ._233 1.1_Oq .3BOO ,6500 -.5860 .5017 1.0645
.660J -._569 .68_6 1.0732 .4600 .6500 -.6402 .4850 1.0725
,7000 -,6651 ,Sb_b .941_ .5600 .6500 -.7058 .6666 1.1039
.7500 -.3_05 .6031 .8823 .62_0 .6500 -.7878 .6427 1.1458
.80C0 -,2297 ,6_24 ._16 .7000 .6500 -.6223 .6g09 1.0625
i .85U0 -._g14 .6765 .7692 .8000 .4500 -.2368 ,6007 .8859
.gubo ._285 .70_8 ,7955 .9000 .6500 .0236 .6790 .7715
.9500 .iZd9 .7172 .TO_3 .IC14 .3852 -,1808 .6163 .8619
.9750 ,170_ ,72_3 .6937 .ZOO0 .3552 -.2609 .5989 .8887
I.OGO0 ,2051 .7266 .092U .3500 .3552 -.6100 ,5507 .9667
.6500 .3552 -,5256 .5179 1.0178
.5500 .3552 -.3768 .5605 .9691
.6500 .3552 -.1476 ,6263 .8664
.7500 .3552 .0177 .6738 .7733
.8000 .3552 .0625 .6915 .7661
.8_00 .3552 ,1309 .7055 ,7266225 .9ooo .3_52 .17z6 .7z71 .7o66
.9500 .3552 .1991 ,7266 .6967
PT E20o_%00 KPA CN .4041 CO1 .01151
rT 1Z5.007g K %M -.0801 %DE ,0114q
RC 15,Z037 MILLION CC .0109 CD3 .01118
_ACH .7827 CO4 ,01068
ALPHA ,OCC_ DEG CD3 .00957
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWZ$E
XIC CP OpLIPT ML_C XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC YI(81Z) CP PeL/PT MLOC
O.OOu3 1.1778 .998_ ,05go O.OObO 1.1578 .9081 ,0510 .5000 .7401 -.7990 ,4395 1.1516
,0_%_ .71_7 .8710 .4470 .0040 .lOP8 ,6984 .7354 .5000 .6414 -.7832 .4429 1.1455
.00_3 ,4704 ,_031 .5689 .Ou80 -.2472 .5954 .8943 .5000 .5427 -.7955 ,4380 1.1542
.0150 °2695 ,745% ,8621 ,0230 .0644 .6837 .7580 ,5000 .4440 -.7684 .4510 1.1312
• 0250 .0656 ._65 ,7538 .0500 .0Z40 .6740 .7729 ,5000 .3454 -.7855 ,4426 1.1k_O
,04UO -.2093 .b087 ,8735 ,1CO0 -,0524 .6523 .8063 .5000 .2467 -.7687 .4471 1.1380
,0_00 -.4462 .5_99 ,9810 .1500 -.IC86 ,6382 .8Z80 .5000 .1480 -,7620 ,4498 1.1333
.08_0 -.56_8 .5057 1,0379 ,2000 -.1531 ,6224 .8524 ,5000 .0493 -,7171 .4614 1.11Z9
,1000 -.6504 .4793 1.0811 .Z5CO -,Z083 ,609Z .8729 ,5000 -.0493 -.7399 .4558 1,1217
.1400 -.7_82 ,%b10 1,1137 .3500 -.3325 .5727 .0299 .5000 -.1480 -.7533 .4516 1.1301
.1800 -,7562 ,4515 1.1303 .4500 -,4479 .4539 1,1280 .5000 -.2%67 -.7593 ,4518 1.1298
•22UJ -.7990 ,N386 1.153Z ,5500 -,3407 .5394 .9828 .5000 -,3454 -.7654 .6493 1.1341
eZ603 -,'lEg *4373 io15_4 .6500 -.1332 .5698 .9344 *5000 -.6440 -07732 ,4469 101383
.3000 -.8133 .43b2 1,1574 ,7500 ,0279 .6290 ,8421 ,5000 -.5427 -.7896 .4435 1.1445
.3400 -,7955 .439% 1.1518 .BO_O ,0898 ._76_ .7690 .5000 -.6414 -.7966 .4%01 1,1505
.3_OO -,7803 .44Z% 1.1464 .8500 .1352 .6933 .7432 .5000 -.7401 -.8187 .4353 1.1590
,%_uO -.7788 .4480 1.1364 .9000 .1738 .7059 .7Z38 CHQRDWZ_E
.%bCO -.7741 ._458 1.1403 .9500 .1933 .7184 ,7045 .0600 .4500 -.4569 .5369 .9868
.5000 -,7_00 ._552 1.1238 1.OCO0 .1859 .7114 .6998 .1400 .4500 -.7260 .4607 1.1141
.5403 -.74U6 .4355 1.1588 .ZZO0 ,4500 -.7801 .4651 1.1416
• _0 -,PzZO ._2ol 1.1758 .3000 .4500 -.7916 .44Z4 1.1463
.bZbO -.8511 .4111 I,ZOLb .3800 .4500 --.7687 .4426 1.1460
.6600 -,89_6 .50_0 1.0473 .4600 .4500 -.7851 .445Z 1.1413
.7COO -._841 .57_5 .9332 .5400 .4500 -,7866 .4426 1.1460
.7500 -.3_31 ,bObl .877_ ,6200 ,4500 -,8344 .4289 1.1706
.Pu_O -.2164 .6438 .8194 .7000 .4500 -,5Z76 .5154 1.0218
._503 -oO_Z ,67_ .T690 .8000 .4500 -.2230 .60Z7 .8819
.guoo .¢_778 .7_07 .7318 .9000 .4500 .0236 .6747 .7719
.9_b0 .1155 .71Z9 .7_9 .1014 .3551 -.0603 .64g7 .8104
.97_0 .15_0 .7213 ,89_4 .ZOO0 .3551 -.1494 .6257 .8473
1.O(O0 .1_59 .7114 ,b998 ,3500 .3552 -.3289 .5736 .9285
.4500 .3557 -.4408 .5421 .9785
•5500 .3551 -.3424 .5702 .9338
.6500 .3551 -.1300 .63_Z .8388
.7500 ,3552 .0316 .6770 .7684
.8000 .3552 .0885 .6936 .7%28
• 8500 .3552 .1347 .7061 .7_36
.9000 .3551 .1731 ,7170 .7066
.9500 .3552 .19%3 .7232 .6970
PT 2Z_.%_17 KPA Cq .53_2 CO1 .01554
rT 125.131_ K CH -.0846 CDZ ,01583
RC 15.1929 MILLIO_ CC .0105 CO3 .0158B
MACH .7835 CD4 .01517
_LP_A .9979 OEG C05 .01438
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 5PANWISE
Xf_ Cv _tLIPT _LGC XIC CP PtLIPT MtOC XIC YI{BIZ| CP PeLIPT MLQ¢
O.OOvO 1.1_02 .99d9 .039_ O. OOCO 1.160_ .99_9 .0394 .5000 .7401 -.9140 .4071 1.1108
.O_ku .5810 ,_335 .5170 .O_O .3529 .7673 .6274 .5000 .6414 -.9508 .3961 1.2317
.ohio ,3606 .76a0 .6263 ,(0_0 ,072_ ,6892 .7496 .5000 .5417 -.9714 .39_4 1.1388
.blbU .157_ .71_6 .7150 .0230 .Zl%0 .7183 .6890 ,5000 .4440 -.9634 .3915 I.Z406
,0250 -,0594 ,_514 ,8078 .05C0 ,1494 .7101 .7174 ,5000 .3454 -.9715 .3qZZ 1.2392
,L,SGO -.3198 .5759 ,9248 .1000 ,0405 .6776 .7675 .5000 .2467 -.9658 .3921 1.Z394
.0603 -,5543 .507_ 1,03_7 .1500 -.0Z50 .6568 .7994 .5C00 .1480 -.9564 .3947 1.Z344
.O_UO -.70_4 .4670 1,1032 ,2000 -,0710 .6484 .8123 .5000 .0493 -.9425 ,3951 1.2335
.IUD3 --.7789 .%_51 1.141_ ,2500 -,1373 ,6_69 .8454 .5000 -.0493 -.9443 .3975 1.2290
• 1_0 -._9 ,42_1 1,1B1Z .3500 -.2669 .5017 .9001 .5000 -.1480 -.9527 .39Z5 1.Z386
.1_00 -,_838 .%147 1.196_ .45U0 -.3964 .3966 1,_307 .5000 -._467 -.9570 .3958 1.1313
.1200 -.91_1 ._O_e 1,1151 ,5500 -.3059 .5519 .9813 ,5000 -.3454 -,9141 .4071 1.Z107
.26u0 -.9438 .%007 1.2129 .6500 -.1205 .5808 .9171 .5000 -.4440 -.9222 .4054 1.Z141
,30uO -.Q_O .3085 1.Z_70 .7500 .0273 .6333 .8356 .5000 -.5417 -.9175 ,4037 1.1173
.34_ -,9_98 .3984 1,1312 ,8000 ,0044 ,6746 ,7720 .5000 -.6414 -.9410 .%035 1.Z176
.380J -,_604 .3955 _.2320 ._00 .1297 .6_45 .7415 .5000 -.7401 -.9453 .3960 I._318
.%Zu_ -.9%5_ .3966 1.2307 .qo00 .170k .7042 .7264 CHQRDWISE
.4000 -.0506 .3901 1.2278 .9500 .1869 .7179 .7053 .0600 .4500 -.5647 .5063 1.0368
.5000 -.9_86 .3913 1.2409 1.OOCO .1415 .7078 .7Z09 .1400 ,4500 -,8431 .4264 1.175Z
.54_0 -,96_6 .3619 1.0597 .1200 .4500 -.917Z .4009 1.2225
.5800 -1,_L_ .37_3 1,26_g .3000 .4500 -.9038 .%07_ 1.1099
.6200 -_.Oo_6 .4_ 1.13_5 .3800 .4500 -.9131 .%028 1.2190
.66_0 -.771_ ._3_3 .9_4_ .4600 .4500 -.9471 .3968 1.2302
.70._ -.4%_6 .57_5 .919Z .5400 .4500 -.9966 .3839 1.1552
.7503 -.3118 .6113 .8880 .6200 .4500 -1.0466 .3655 1.2018
,_OL_ -.1950 ,6439 ,8193 .7000 .4500 -.4455 .5401 ,9815
._503 -.0_61 .67_8 .774_ .8000 .%500 -.2041 .6082 .8744
.9_3 ._15_ .bgTb .7366 .9000 .4500 -.0023 .6665 .7845
.9500 .69_3 .7013 ,7310 .1014 .3552 .0425 .6811 .76_1
.97_0 ,1204 .7212 ._9_5 ,ZCO0 .3552 -.0757 .6456 .8166
1._0 .1415 .70?8 .7_09 .3500 ,3552 -.1642 .5912 .8992
.4500 .3552 -.3771 .5596 .9506
.8500 .355Z -.3203 .5717 ,9199
• 6500 .3552 -.1198 .6313 ,8372
• 7500 .3552 .0290 .6738 .7731
.8000 .3552 .0913 .6937 .7417
• 8500 .3552 ,1340 .7066 ,7228
22_ .9000 .3551 .1646 .7131 .7126
.9500 .3551 .1766 .7173 .7062
PT 220.4310 KPA CN ,5878 CO1 ,02186
TT 125.1175 K CR -.0848 CO2 ,019B9
RC 15.1636 MILLION CC ,0100 CD3 .01869
MACH .780q C04 ,01eZ4
ALPHA 1,5071 DEG CD5 ,0169B
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWISE
xlC CP P,L/PT MLOC XIC CP P, LIPT RLOC XI¢ YI(BI2) CP PpLIPT RLOC
U,O000 1o1577 ,_988 ,0417 0.0000 1,1577 ,99B8 ,0417 ,5000 .7401 -.9683 .3947 1,2344
.004_ ,5241 .8165 ,5463 ,0040 ,4bBb .8022 .5705 .5000 .6414 -1,0033 ,3795 1,Z639
.0680 ,2628 ,7445 .6630 .GO80 .1885 ,7227 .6977 ,5000 ,54E7 -1.0185 .3765 1,269B
.01_0 .Oeb7 ,6q36 ,7427 ,0230 ,284f! ,7500 ,65§0 ,5000 ,44_0 -1.0262 ,3782 1,2664
,0250 -.1217 .63_4 ,8324 ,0500 .1961 ,7219 ,6990 ,5000 ,3454 -1,0297 .3761 1,2705
4 .0400 -.3_15 ,55_Z ,9511 ,1COO ,0872 ,6934 ,7432 ,5000 .2467 -1,0279 ,3764 1,2699
,0600 -.6696 ,4954 1,05_0 .1500 ,0191 ,6752 ,7712 ,5000 .1480 -1.0060 .3783 1,Z66Z
,080_ -.7613 ,4519 1,1295 .2C00 -,0395 ,6578 ,7979 ,5000 ,0493 -i*0220 ,3795 1*2639
,1000 -,b36Z ,4300 1,1686 ,2500 -.1068 .6385 ,8275 ,5000 -,0493 -1.0150 ,3789 1,2650
,1400 -,_057 ,4109 1.2037 ,3500 -,2362 .b02B ,B827 .5000 -,1480 -1.0121 .3754 1,2720
.18u0 -.9506 .4_03 1.2237 .4500 -.3620 .3802 1.2624 .5000 -,2467 -1.0162 ,375B 1*2711
.ZZOJ -.9738 ,39_1 1,Z432 .5500 -,3034 ,5660 ,9405 .5000 -,3494 -.9736 .3886 1,2460
.2600 -.9806 .3_78 1,2477 ,6500 -.1177 ,5824 ,9145 ,5000 -,4440 -,9676 ,3949 1,2339
O ,30_ -1,_028 ,3849 1,2533 ,7500 ,030_ ,6354 ,B324 ,5000 -.5427 -,967? ,3914 1,2406
,3400 -1,0026 .3797 1.2635 ,eO00 ,0941 .6776 .7674 ,5000 -,6414 -,9745 ,3904 1,2425
• 3b_b -1,0121 ,3783 L.266Z .85_0 ,1208 °6970 ,7376 .5000 -,7401 -.9906 ,3849 1,2533
,_d_ -1,0_41 ,37_8 1,26_2 .9000 ,1562 ,7026 ,7Z89 CHOROWZSE
• 46u0 -1,0155 ,38J1 1,2626 ,9500 ,1750 .7125 .7135 ,0600 ,4500 -,6182 ,4938 1,0578
,5000 -1.6219 .3771 1.2685 1,0600 ,1401 .7104 ,7168 .1400 ,4500 -,9043 ,4111 1,2034
• 540_ -1.02_4 .30_7 1.2933 ,2200 .4500 -,9901 .3845 1,2540
.5_06 -1,0_34 ,369Z 1.2e43 .3600 ,4500 -,9723 ,3901 1,2431
,bgO0 -i,_81 ,4_4 1,_4o3 ,3800 ,4500 -,9786 ,3907 1,2421
,66_J -,5926 .5466 ,9713 ,4600 .4500 -,9990 .3843 1.2544
,7000 -,_157 ,5739 .9185 ,5400 ,4500 -1,0497 ,3691 1*2846
,7500 -,3635 ,6092 ,_7Z9 .6200 .4500 -1.0576 .3670 1,2887
.8_OJ -.2030 .6454 ,BL70 ,7000 ,4500 -,4335 .5452 ,9735
,bSU_ -*6865 ,6657 ,7858 ,8000 ,4500 -,2091 .6105 ,8709
.9OUO -,GU77 ._854 .7554 ,9000 .4500 -.0301 *6577 ,7981
,9_ .15_5 ,_9_8 .7472 .1014 ,3552 ,0827 .6941 ,7420
• 97_0 ,0_01 ,7203 ,7015 ,2000 ,3552 -.0364 ,6603 ,7940
1,0_0_ ,1401 ,71_ ,71_8 .3500 .3552 -,23_0 .6019 .8841
• 4500 .3552 -,3560 ,5674 ,9383
.5500 ,3552 -,2959 .5_30 .9137
• 6500 ,3552 -,1098 ,6365 .B306
• 7500 .3552 ,0304 .6779 ,7669
,8000 .3552 .0954 .696_ .7389
• 8500 ,35_2 ,1262 ,7045 ,7260
• ,9000 .3552 .1549 ,7128 ,7132
• 9500 .3552 .17Z0 ,71B0 .7051
PT Z20,4310 KPA CN ,bZ09 CO1 ,02_37
TT I25.1234 K ¢q -,0831 CO2 ,02682
RC 15,1592 MILLION CC ,0115 C03 ,02273
MACH ,7_06 C0_ .02170
ALPHA 1,9957 DEG CD5 ,01957
_P_E_ _U_FACE LOVER SUPFACE SP_N_ZSE
X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT NLDC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P,LIPT NL_C
O,0Go_ 1,1542 ._97_ ,0_67 0,0000 1,1542 ,g_78 ,0567 .5000 .7401 -$,006_ .3817 1.2594
,_0_0 .4_29 ,79_0 ,58Z3 ,_040 ,5557 ._279 ,526_ ,5_00 ,6414 -1,0597 ,3683 1,2862
.(,(_ .1930 .7254 ,6920 ,OC80 ,2760 ,7478 ,658_ ,5000 ,5427 -1,0672 .3646 1.2936
• 015_ .0361 ,17T8 .7671 .0230 ,3335 .7636 ,6333 .5060 .4440 -1,0715 ,3656 1,2915
,_250 -,1746 ,62J2 ,_558 ,0500 ,2424 ,7379 ,6741 ,5000 ,3454 -1,0821 ,3631 1,2966
,0_0 -,43_2 ,_59 ,_724 .1600 .1128 ,7040 ,7267 .5000 ,2467 -1.0594 ,3630 1,2967
,0600 -._522 ,4_22 1,3772 ,1_00 ,0512 ,6861 ,7544 ,5000 ,1480 -1.0813 ,3642 1,2944
.U_O0 -,_697 ,4398 1,15(:9 ,2_00 -,0167 ,6650 .7869 ,5000 .0493 -1.0910 .3639 1,29_9
• 100_ -.8_48 .4172 L,1921 ,2500 -,O_b ,6430 ,8Z06 .5000 -,0493 -1.0696 ,3626 1,2976
,14u0 -,9439 ,3990 1,22o2 ,3500 -,2137 ,6090 .8731 ,5000 -,1480 -1,0833 ,3630 1.2968
,1_0J -,9_5_ ,3_08 1,2495 ,4500 -,3514 ,3634 1,2959 ,5000 -,2467 -1,0733 ,3632 1,2964
,Z_UJ -i.6154 .3772 1.2683 ,5500 -.3055 ,5681 ,9371 .5000 -.3454 -1.0528 ,3665 1,2898
.2600 -1,03Z1 .3749 1.2729 ,65_0 -,1229 .5832 ,9134 ,5000 -,4440 -1.0036 ,3828 1.2573
,300J -1.0393 ,3724 1,27e0 ,7500 ,0175 ,6342 ,8342 ,5000 -,5427 -1.0115 ,3804 1.2622
.3400 -I,U_83 ,3687 1.2_54 ._C_O ,0728 .6733 ,7740 ,_000 -,641k -1,0098 .3787 1.Z6_5
.3_U -I,6672 .36_b 1,2936 ,_00 ,1062 ,6890 ,7_99 ,5000 -.7401 -1,0291 .3761 1,2706
,42v0 -1,C777 ,3639 i,295_ ,q_o0 .1336 .6979 .7362 CHORO_ISE
,4_00 -1.0763 ,3_47 1,2933 ,9500 .15¢7 .7070 .7221 ,0600 ,4500 -,6662 ,4B06 1,0800
,5060 -1,(752 ,3630 1,_96_ 1,OCO0 .0599 ,6850 ,7560 ,1400 .4500 -,9464 ,3996 1,2247
,_400 -1.0595 ,3_96 1,303_ ,2200 ,4500 -1.0341 ,3722 1.2784
,5_u -1,0974 ,4210 1,185_ ,3000 ,4500 -1,0414 ,3744 1,2739
,6260 -,_b_O ,525_ 1.0053 .3800 ,4500 -1,0159 .3782 2,2663
o_O_ -,_d .5_0 .9595 ,_600 ,4900 -1,0650 ,3710 1,2806
• 706J -,_1_4 ,5_04 ,9177 ,5400 ,4500 -1,0953 ,3578 1,3075
,756J -,3110 ,0042 ,_SCb ,6200 ,4500 -.7904 .4435 1,1444
• _00_ -,2Z15 ,6301 ,84u6 ,7000 ,4500 -,3935 ,5536 ,9601
,850_ -,1362 ,b54_ ._025 ,8000 ,4500 -,2165 ,6060 ,B778
.9000 -._495 .66_7 ,78_2 ,9000 ,4500 -.0483 ,6562 ,8004
.9500 -.0025 ,bB23 ,7_02 ,1014 ,3552 ,1163 ,7036 ,7273
,9750 ,G4_L ,7134 ,7122 .2000 .3_52 -,0135 ,6640 ,7883
1,000_ ,_599 ,_E_O ,75_0 .3500 .3552 -.2192 ,6063 ,8773
,4_00 ,3_52 -,3427 ,5716 ,9315
,5500 ,3552 -,3015 ,5816 ,9159
,6500 .3552 -,1187 ,6365 ,8306
.7500 ,3552 .0220 ,6745 .7722
,8_00 ,3552 .0828 ,6955 .739_
.e5oo ,3552 .115e .7024 .7292
_7 ,9000 ,3552 ,1443 ,7099 ,717_
.9500 ,3552 ,1294 .7033 .7279
PT 220.46_9 KPk Cq .6522 C01 =03774
TT 125.1152 K CN -.080fi CO2 .03288
RC 15.1403 HELLION CC .0123 C03 ,02BBg
MACH .7787 CO4 .02412
ALPHA 2.4968 DEG C05 ,02090
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_I$E
XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLQC XIC 71(8121 CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1440 .0052 o0831 0.0000 1.1460 .9052 o0831 .5000 .7401 -1.0626 .3703 1.2820
.0_60 .3997 .7820 .b037 .CO40 .618Z .8464 .6070 .5000 ,6416 -1.0865 .3556 1.3118
.0080 .1138 .7066 .7259 .0080 .3876 .7815 .6045 .5000 .5427 -1.1119 .3551 1.31Z9
,O15u -.G519 .6579 .7977 .0230 .3B46 ,7794 .b078 .5000 ._%0 -1.1262 ,3527 1.3179
.U250 -.2356 .6063 .0806 .0500 .2820 .7486 .6575 .5000 .3656 -1.1133 .3565 1.3141
.6403 -.47b9 .5334 ._Zb .1090 .1454 .7095 .7182 .5000 .2667 -1.1122 .3546 !.3163
.G8uO -.7116 .4693 1.0092 .1500 .0800 .6950 .7406 .5000 .1680 -1.1303 .3516 1.3206
•0800 -.86U2 .6283 1.1718 ,2000 .OZI8 .6780 .7668 .5000 .O493-I,15_ .3671 1,32q7
,1000 -.9378 .4051 1.2167 .2500 -.055q .6568 .7995 .5000 -.0%03 -1.1369 .3608 1.3230
.1400 -.gqq_ ,3856 1,2504 .3500 -.1091 .6146 ,8644 ,5000 -.1480 -1,1205 ,3497 1,3261
.LdCO-1.0657 ,3763 1.2761 .4500 -,3361 .3%83 1,3271 ,5000 -,2467-1,1206 ,3503 1,3228 4
.2200 -1.0786 ,3660 1,2907 .5500 -,3055 ,5763 ,9241 .5000 -.3656-1.1167 .3515 1,3205
.2600 -1.0699 °3637 1.2953 .6500 -.1277 .5809 .9169 .5000 -.6660 -1.0536 .3702 1.2023
.3003 -1.0988 .3600 1.3028 .7500 ,0138 .6348 .8333 ,5000 -.5427 --I,0502 ,3698 1.2831
.3400 -1.0825 .3568 1.3095 .0000 .0660 .6762 .7727 .5000 -.6414 -1.0513 .3702 1.2823
.3_03 -l.lLO% .3555 1.3120 .8500 .1008 ,6890 .749R .5000 -.7401 -1.0393 .3704 1.2019
.62d0-I,1373 .3406 1,3246 .9000 .I191 ,7025 ,7290 CHORDWISE
._600 -1.1276 .3505 1.3225 .95_C .1030 .7027 .7_88 .ObO0 .4500 -.7096 .4693 1.0903
•50_3 -i,1268 ,367_ _.2871 l,O000 -,012_ ,6669 ,7860 .1600 .6500 -.0q00 ,3875 1,2453
._40J -1._651 .3898 1.2457 .ZZO0 .4500 -1.0918 .3599 1.3031
.5_0_ -1.0066 .6871 1,0600 .3000 ,_500 -1.0718 .3626 1.2075
,O2_D -.6623 .53_0 .9960 .3800 .4500.-1.0601 .3650 1.2928
.6600 -.6627 ,5561 .0561 .6600 .6500 -1.0967 .3577 1.3077
.7(_C0 -.3962 .57_i .9216 .5600 .4500 -1.0512 .3716 1.270_
.750J -,3207 ,5096 ,8077 ,6200 ,4500 -,5476 ,5169 1,0226
,_dUd -,2_49 ,62J7 ,8549 ,7000 .4500 -.3059 .5566 .0554
.0530 -,1724 ,6393 ,_Zb3 ,8000 ,6500 -,2544 ,5071 .8017
.9_bd -,IC97 ,6582 .7073 ,0000 .4500 -,I034 ,6416 .8228
.9500 -.0305 ._Sd_ .7002 .1016 .3552 .1410 .7087 .7106
,97_0 -,03U3 .6078 .T363 .ZOO0 ,3552 ,0025 .6fl92 ,7804
/,OOO0 -.0126 ,oo_9 ,786_ ,3500 .3552 -.1079 .6165 ,86%6
.6500 .3552 -.3340 .5762 o_274
.5500 ,3552 -.2964 .5865 .9082
._500 .3552 -.124_ .6320 .8362
.7500 .3552 .0065 .6607 ,7706
.8000 .3552 ,0621 .6070 .7530
,8500 ,3_52 .,0980 ,6083 ,7355
.0000 .3552 ,1150 .7030 .7283
,9500 .3552 .1032 .6903 .7360
PT 220.4_57 KPA C_ .6266 COL .05374
TT 125.07_E K CH -,0602 C02 .06985
RC 15.195P _ILLION CC o0156 C03 .04375
MACH .7030 CD4 .02917
ALPHA 2.9999 OEG CD5 .0252g
UPPLk _UkFAC_ LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_L/PT HL_C XlC CP P_L/PT MLO_ _/C ¥1(8/21 CP e_LIPT MLBC
_.O)bO 1,1604 .9034 .0976 O.OGbO 1,140_ ,0036 ,007_ .5000 .7401 -1.0781 .3584 .3061
.004_ ,35_3 ,76_7 ,82_4 ,_{'_U .6821 .8623 ._552 .5000 ,6414 -1,1355 .3%52 ,3_36
,OuSu .09h2 ,6056 ,7397 °0680 .4234 .7882 .5935 .5000 .5427 -1.120q .3464 .3311
.blSa -.1737 ,b_86 ,8123 ,_230 ._211 .7P71 .5g53 ,5000 .%_%0 -1.105q ,3527 .3160
.0250 -,267b ,blb ,8911 ,05C0 ,31{2 .7540 .6672 ,5000 .3%5% -1.0777 ,3617 ._995
,b4CO -.692T .5245 1.0_b9 ,ICCO ,1763 .7175 .7058 ,5000 ,_467 -1.0478 .3715 .2797
,0603 -,7276 .4695 1.1162 .1500 .0058 .6061 ,7389 .5000 .1480 -i.0445 ,3604 1.2830
.0_ -._615 .4109 i.1871 .2000 .0200 .b753 .7710 .5000 .0693 -1.0558 .3680 .2867
.1CO_ -.9313 .3g67 1.1304 .2500 --*0611 .6577 .7980 .5000 -°0%03 --1.0834 .3611 L.3006
,1600 -I,_U53 ,37_7 1.2713 ,3500 -,1966 ,b126 .8675 .5000 -.1480 -1.130! ,3685 1.3267
.l_uO -i.(625 .36_4 1.2918 .6500 -.3641 .3718 1.2701 ,5000 -.2667 -I.1389 .3%57 _.3325
• _2bJ -1.08_% .3595 1.3100 .5500 -.3176 .5607 .0354 .5000 -.3456 -1.1290 .3427 .3388
.2600 -I.0908 .3537 1,3158 .6500 -,1409 .5758 .9_50 .5000 -,6460-I.0782 .3596 1,3061
.30uJ -1.1070 .35')2 1.3131 .7500 -.0168 .6217 .8535 .5000 -.54Z7 -1.0715 .3607 1.3016
.34b_ -1.1327 .3_5& 1.3319 .8000 .04_g .6506 ,7_5_ .5000 -.6614 -I.0700 .3616 1.2996
.38_0 -I.12_0 .3450 1.3361 ,85_ ,0744 .6810 .7608 .5000 -.7401 -1.0560 .3670 1,2888
.62_3 -I.15_7 ._399 1.3666 .qCOC ,0821 ,68_q .7501 CHQROWISE
.4bOO -i.1660 .3371 1.3509 .9500 .0588 .6900 .76R_ .0600 .4500 -.7232 .6_02 1.1151
.bOu3 -1.02_8 ._013 1.1131 1.0000 -.1112 .6357 .8320 .1400 .4500 -1.0088 .3798 1.2632
,5400 -.7320 .5035 i.O_b5 .2200 .4500 -1.0905 .3510 1.3216
.58u0 -.beSb ._234 1.008_ .3000 .6500 -1.1128 .3492 1.3252
.6200 -,51_h .5428 .0773 .3800 .6500 -1,0034 ,3522 1,3150
,6600 -._49 ._550 .9564 ,4600 .4500 -1,1150 .3671 1.3295
•7000 -.%UO? .5767 ,9267 .5600 .4500 -.8271 .6307 1.1674
.7503 -.3338 ._46 .0111 .6200 ._500 -,4836 ,5267 1.0036
•8COO -,2_56 ._u_5 .883_ .7000 ,_500 -.3955 .5572 .9543
,8500 -,2277 ,611_ ,0695 ,8000 .4500 -,3020 ,5773 ,0126
•uoO -,1953 .6286 ,_42g .0000 ,6500 -.107% ,_iI0 ,3700
.0503 -,1370 .63_2 ._341 ,1014 ,3552 ,1688 ,7160 ,7090
.0750 -.1104 .6@34 .75_b .2000 .3552 .0175 .6725 .7756
1.0003 -.lllZ .6357 ._320 .3500 .3552 -.1983 ,610% .8710
,6500 .3552 -,3280 ,5740 ,9278
.5500 .3552 -.3205 .5766 .9271
.6500 .3552 -.1687 .6240 .8685
.7500 .3552 -,0132 ,6622 ,7911
.8000 .3552 .0358 .6769 .788_
• 8500 .3552 ,0723 .b8BO ,7514
228 .coco .3552 ,0771 .6878 ,7518
.0500 .3552 .0571 .6836 .7585
... .
PT 220.4358 KPA CN .6474 CD1 .06357
TT 125.0706 K CM -.0657 CD2 .06065
RC 15.1642 MILLInN CC .0151 CD3 .05164
EACH .7784 C04 *03285
ALPHA 3,9927 DEG CD5 ,02623
UPPE_ SURFACE LO4ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT RL_C XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC Y1(812) CP P,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1173 .9877 .1334 O.OCO0 1.1173 .9877 .1334 .5000 .7401 -1.0987 .3537 1.3157
.0_40 ,2569 ,7439 ,6666 .0060 .7666 ,8881 ,6156 °5000 .6414 -1.1245 ,3503 1,3228
.0080 .0182 .6761 .7698 .0080 .5018 .8127 .5528 .5000 .5427 -1.0468 .3725 1.2776
• 0150 -.1379 ,6310 .8392 ,0230 .4744 .8051 .5655 .5000 ,6440 -,9722 ,3970 1.2300
• 0230 -.3010 .5823 .9148 .0500 .3527 .7710 .6214 .3000 .3434 -.8274 .4381 1.1340
• .0400 -.5625 .5113 1.0282 .1000 .2153 .7326 .6823 .5000 .2467 -.7776 .4498 1.1333
.ObO0 -.7_52 .4674 1.1375 .1500 .1240 .7061 .7236 .5000 .1480 -.7087 .4690 1.0998
• 0_00 -.9326 .40T2 1.2107 .2COO .0505 .6845 .7569 .5000 .0493 -.6991 .4735 1.0920
• 1_00 -.9943 .3853 1.2526 .2500 -.0294 .6618 .7917 .3000 -.0493 -.7139 .4659 1.1052
.1400 -1.0098 o3647 1.2933 .3500 -.1791 .6171 .8607 .5000 -.1480 -.7864 .4482 1.1362
• 1860 -1.1_50 .3546 1.3160 .4500 -.3195 .4708 1.0968 .5000 -.2467 -.8775 .4193 1.1882
,2200 -1,1340 ,344_ 1.3362 ,55C0 -,3049 .5796 ,9189 ,5000 -.3454 -1.039Z ,3766 1,2696
• 20OU -1.15_5 .3406 1.3933 .6500 -.1470 .5850 .9105 *SOO0 -.6440 -1.0504 .3659 1.2910
.3000 -1.1487 .33_5 _.3457 .7500 -.0193 .6268 .8456 .5000 -.5427 -1.1043 .3610 1.3008
• 36_0 -1.17_3 .3359 _.3536 ._O00 .0321 ,6638 .7886 .5000 -.6414 -1.0885 .3608 1.3013
• 3dOJ -1.1877 .33_3 1.3607 .8500 .0635 .6784 .7662 .5000 -.7401 -1.0329 .3774 1.2680
.4ZOO -1.1934 .3344 1.3565 .qo00 .062Z .6891 .7498 CHORD_ZSE
• 4000 -1.(309 .3806 1.2617 .9500 .0420 .6873 .7525 .0600 .4500 -.7805 .4486 1.1354
.3000 -.7063 .5020 1.0640 1.0coo -.1262 .6349 .8331 .1400 .4500 -1.0660 .3659 1.2909
• 5_0_ -.5936 .5174 L.0186 .2200 .4500 -1.1674 .3391 1.3465
.3_00 -.5384 ._299 ._962 .3000 .4500 -1.1706 .3388 1.3472
• 62C0 -.5000 .5610 .9802 .3800 .4500 -1.1660 .3425 1.3392
• 60_0 -._17 .5565 .9587 ,6600 .4500 -1,1304 .3478 1.3280
• 700_ -,_1_3 .5_42 ,9632 15400 .4500 -.6394 ,4854 1.0719
• 7500 -.36R6 .5_32 .9134 .6200 .4500 -.4946 .5283 1.0009
,8000 -.3103 ._595 .9034 .7000 .4500 -.4137 .5510 .9643
,85_0 -.2695 ,6127 .8674 .8000 .4500 -.3053 ,5837 ,9125
,9003 -.2128 .61_2 .8650 ,9000 ,4500 -,2181 ,6086 .8738
._500 -.1963 .6187 ._5_1 .1014 .3352 .2041 .7284 .6889
.97_0 -.le_? .6_23 .T602 .2000 .3552 .0496 .6848 .7564
1.00UJ -,1262 .63_9 .8331 .3500 .3352 -.170C ,6220 ,853C
• 4500 ,3532 -.3145 .5798 .9186
• 5500 .35_2 -.3028 ,P846 .9112
• 6500 .3552 -.1365 .6321 .8375
.7500 ,3552 -.0040 .6710 .7776
.8000 .3552 .0355 ,6796 ,7643
.8500 .3552 .0532 .6832 .7589
.goo0 .3552 .0736 .6901 .7682
.9500 _3552 .0446 .6823 .7602
PT 22_.6667 KPA Cq .6453 CO1 .07524
rT 1Z_.0957 K CH -.0623 CO2 .07285
_C 15.1526 EILLICN CC .0183 CO3 *06241
4ACH .7793 CD4 ,04216
ALPHA 4._C19 DEG CO5 .03262
UPPLk SU_FAC_ LqgER SURFACF 3PAN_SE
XIC CP PeLl_[ HLOC XlC CP PeLIPT HLQC XlC YI(SI2) CP PeLIPT HLOC
U.GOuo 1.097_ .9OZZ .160_ 0.0000 1.0978 .9_22 .1605 .5000 .7401 -.9592 .3950 1.2338
.0063 .ZL?b .7330 .6863 .0C40 .7998 .8968 .3977 .5_00 .6414 -.8449 .4293 1.1699
• UO_ -._2_3 .66_ .7931 .OC_O .55e4 .8272 .5280 .5000 .5427 -.7273 .4628 1.1105
• 01_0 -.19_7 .61_7 ._663 .0230 .5135 .8165 .5465 .5000 .4440 -.6492 .4837 1.0747
,02_0 -.3_62 .3096 .9350 .0500 .3809 .7767 .6123 ,5000 ,3454 -,6066 .4958 1,0544
.O_O0 -.5699 .50_6 1.0463 .leO0 .2325 .7_52 .6782 .5000 .2467 -.5885 .5017 1.044_
• 060_ -._195 ._3_1 1.1596 .1500 .1465 .7101 .7172 .5_00 .1480 -.5950 .5026 1.0430
• u_O -.959Z .3_71 1.22_8 .2_00 .0682 .6880 .7515 .5000 ,0493 -.6016 .5016 1.0447
• 1000 -1.03_2 .37_1 1.274_ .2_C0 -.0069 .6676 .7_29 .5000 -.0493 -.6259 .4973 1.0517
• 1_03 -1.113I .3522 1.3190 .3500 -o1659 .6209 .85_8 .5000 -.1480 -.6162 .4946 1.0564
• 1800 -1.1381 .36_6 1.3373 .45C0 -.3226 ,504_ 1.0399 .5000 -.2467 -.6311 .4889 1.0659
• Z200 -1.1730 .33_6 1.3562 .5500 -.3118 .5768 .923_ .5000 -.3454 -.6929 .4713 1.0958
• 26_0 -l.lqT7 .329_ _.3663 .650o -.1604 .5812 .9165 .5000 -,4440 -°7737 ,448% 1.1358
• 3_u_ -1.1933 .3276 1.371_ .7560 -.0375 .62_7 .8519 .5000 -.5427 -.8966 .4121 1.2014
• 3_00 -1.2_37 .3_67 1.3733 ._0_0 .0166 .6586 .7967 .5000 -.6414 -1.0078 .3812 1.2604
,3800 -1,1870 .3321 1,3616 ,85_0 .0372 .6730 .7265 .5000 -.7401 -.9879 .3856 1,2519
.62(0 -.9717 .3918 1._400 .qc_o .0358 .6798 .7641 CHORD_ISE
.6603 -.6792 .4751 1.0e94 .9_00 -.0024 .6803 .7633 .0600 .4500 -.7995 .4383 1.1537
.SuoO -.3166 .5152 _.0222 1.0COO -.1986 .6111 .8699 .1400 .4500 -1.0985 .3546 1.3139
• 5400 -._4v9 ._192 1.0156 .2200 .4500 -1.1980 .3300 1.3661
.5800 -.5363 .5271 1.0027 .3000 ,4500 -1.2124 .3266 1.3736
.62(:0 -._112 ._6vd .980_ .3_00 .4500 -l.1827 .3340 1.3574
• b_O_ -.4T15 ._4_ ,96_5 *4600 .6500 -.8924 .4181 1.1905
.7000 -.4272 .5555 .9571 .5400 .4500 -.5808 .5040 1.0407
.7500 -.3910 .5658 .9408 .6200 ,4500 -.5077 .3248 1.0065
.e_v_ -.3616 .3745 .gZTi .7000 .4500 -.4361 .5477 .9695
.85_0 -.3313 .5853 .910G .8000 .4500 -.3632 .5649 ,9422
.90_ -.2901 ,5919 .8997 .9000 ,4500 -,2856 ,5884 .9052
• 9500 --.2690 ._97_ ._qo6 .1014 .3552 *2227 .7311 .6847
.9750 -.2653 .6667 ._862 ,2000 .3552 .0644 .6862 .7542
1.00_0 -.19_6 .6111 .869_ .3500 .3552 -.1722 .6179 .8594
.4500 .3552 -,3213 ,5765 ,9238
.5500 .3552 -,3094 .5824 .9146
• 6500 .3552 -.1505 .6279 .6438
• 7500 .3552 -.0251 ,6630 ,7900
.0000 .355Z .0194 ,6765 ,7691 .
.8500 .3552 °0398 ,6807 .7627
2_ .9000 .3552 .0459 ,6824 .7600
.9500 .3552 .0208 .6786 ,7659
PT 216.9012 KPA CH .1668 CD1 .01549
TT 115.3077 K Cq -.0831 COZ ,01572
RC 15.09Z8 MILLION CC ,0151 C03 ,01509
MACH .8Q64 CO4 ,01195
ALPdA -1.0081 OEG CD5 .01131
_PPER ,URFAC_ LQ_ER SURFACE SPANgI'E
X/C CP PoLIPT _L_C X/C CP P_L/PT HLOC X/C YI|B/Z) CP P_L/PT HLaC
O.OOuO 1.1ZZZ .9855 .1466 0.0000 1.1ZZZ .9855 .1446 .5000 .7401 -,6684 ,4664 1.1042
• OU40 .8686 .Q118 .3657 .0060 -.2198 .5913 .9007 .5000 .6414 -.6671 .4652 1.1063
• uuBO .6570 ,8696 .6888 .0080 -.7561 .4342 1.1611 .5000 ,5417 -.6437 .4671 1.1019
• 0150 ,65x0 ,7888 .5916 .0230 -.I184 .6171 .8605 .5000 .4460 -.6442 ,4678 1.1018
o0150 .16Z1 .7256 .0917 .0500 -.1337 .6183 .858? .5000 .3456 -.6459 .4669 1.1036
.0600 -.bZTZ .6684 .8123 .1000 -,1888 .6004 .8865 .5000 .Z467 -.6483 ,6655 1.1058
• 0603 -.2696 .5789 ,qZOl .1500 -.ZZ58 .5904 ,9020 ,5000 .1680 -.6508 .4659 1,1052
• USCO -.3902 .5617 .9776 .ZOUO -.2552 .5809 09170 ,5000 .0493 -.6538 .4631 1.1099
.1000 -.4603 ._ZZ6 2.0100 .1500 -.3056 .5667 ,9393 ,5000 -,0693 -.6581 .6631 1.1100
• 16U0 -,5303 .6988 1.0693 .3500 -.6397 .5260 1.0046 ,5000 -,1480 -,6578 ,4630 1,1102
,1SOl) -.56Z9 .6847 1.0730 ,4560 -.61_5 ,4641 1,1083 ,5000 -.2667 -.6522 ,6636 1,1092
,ZZ03 -.6118 ,47Z4 1.0939 ,5500 -,6003 ,4785 1,0835 ,5000 -,3454 -,6606 ,4644 1,1078
• 1600 -,6378 ,6691 1,0996 ,6500 -.148_ ,5397 .9824 .5000 -,4440 -,6550 ,4633 1,1096 m
• 3003 -.6309 ,_716 1.0954 .7500 .0110 .6140 .8656 ,5000 -,54Z7 -,6692 ,4590 1,1172
• 36_0 -.6193 ,6736 1.0921 .8000 .0789 ,6585 .7967 .5000 -.6414 -.680Z .6579 1.1190
• 3800 -.5596 .6919 1.0608 .850U o12_7 .6792 .7650 °5000 -.7401 -.7016 .4483 1.1359
,61_o -.5o_7 .4417 1.0011 ,9000 .1669 .6927 .7662 CHORDWISE
.6_03 -.6116 ._757 1,0865 ,9500 ,1834 ,7048 ,7254 ,0600 ,6500 -,2960 ,5701 ,9339
,SUGo -,6551 .6511 1,1309 1.0000 ,1762 ,7081 ,7203 ,1400 ,4500 -,5154 ,5046 1,0396
.56_0 -.6_71 .€361 1.1613 ,ZZO0 .6500 -.6196 ,67ZZ 1.0943
,5800 -.7592 ._154 1,1953 ,3000 ,4500 -,6185 ,4746 1,0902
.6ZuO -.8159 .3957 1.2313 ,3800 ,6500 -.5998 .6816 1,0786
• b600 -.b_76 .3761 1.2706 ,4600 ,6500 -,5937 ,4832 1,0755
.70vO -._53_ .5_67 ._7_3 ,5400 ,4500 -,6916 ,4516 1,1301
,7500 -,3766 ._973 .8911 ,0200 ,4500 -,8080 ,6197 1,1873
.8000 -,2_63 .6317 .8379 .7000 .4500 -,9235 ,3863 1,2506
.8500 -.0811 .6607 .7935 ,8000 ,4500 -,Z091 ,5946 ,8955
,90OJ .Glb8 .o_89 .7501 ,qo00 ,6500 ,0Z35 ,6634 ,7893
.,_500 .1_uO .6960 ,7413 ,1016 ,3552 -,1957 ,5983 ,8897
.9753 .1366 .70_7 .7178 ,Z000 ,3552 -,Z545 ,58Z5 ,9165
1,0o00 .1761 .7_1 .IZ03 .3500 ,3552 -.6351 .5187 1,0001
.6500 ,3552 -,609Z ,4770 1,0860
• 5500 .3552 -.3878 .5631 .9769
• 6500 ,355Z -,1506 .61Z1 ,8683
• 7503 ,3552 ,0141 .6613 ,7925
.8000 ,3552 ,0771 ,6798 ,7641
,8500 .3551 .1Z48 .6919 .7454
,9000 .3551 ,1644 .7050 .7251
• 9500 .3552 .1844 .7099 .7176
_T Z16.93_ KPA Cq .3?01 C01 .0178Z
TT 115,3719 K CM -,0811 C02 ,01873
_C 15,_716 MILLIO_ CC ,0153 CD3 ,01_20
_&CH ,7993 ¢06 ,01638
ALPHA .COCO DIG C05 .01445
UPPER SURFACE LO_E_ SURFACE SP_NWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC YI(8/Z) CP PtLIPT MLO¢
O.0OOO 1,1630 .g977 .0579 O,OOOO 1.1630 ,9977 ,0579 ,5000 ,7601 -,7893 ,4Z35 1,1804
.£060 .76_8 ._813 .6289 .0060 .05_7 .6717 .7765 .5000 ,661_ -.7998 .6ZZ8 1,1817
• LOGO .5321 ,8_31 .55_1 .0_8_ -,3071 .5671 ,9387 .5000 .5417 -.8053 .4197 1,1873
•0150 .3610 .75_Z .b683 ,0230 .0390 .6671 .7836 .5C00 .4440 -.8042 .6Z36 1.1807
,0150 ,1347 .6911 ,74_1 .0500 ,OOZZ ,6548 .8015 ,5000 ,3454 -,8056 ,42_6 1,1821
.0600 -.1_51 .o163 .88_g ,1_00 -.0763 .6337 ,836_ .5000 ,2667 -,7968 ,6Z63 1,1754
,OOuO -,3618 ,563_ .9767 .1500 -,1205 ,6219 ,8531 ,5000 ,1480 -,7871 ,6221 1,1831
,u_uO -._1_7 ._OT5 1,0369 .ZCOG -,1631 ,6093 .8726 ,5000 ,0693 -,79Z9 ,6253 1.1771
• l_vu -.5096 .6816 1.0769 .2500 -.2327 .5866 .9111 .5000 -,0493 -,7825 ,4177 1,1717
.16U0 -,4715 ._6.]8 1.1160 .3500 -,37_ .5651 .9736 ,5000 -,1680 -,7877 ,6183 1,1717
• 1800 -.703_ .6505 1,1319 .6500 -,5326 ,6160 1,1760 ,5000 -,Z667 -,7719 ,4319 1,165Z
.ZZ03 -.7568 .6366 1.1571 .55_U -.3628 .6989 1.0641 ,5000 -,3454 -,7811 ,6190 1,1705
• ZOO0 -.TbbO ,63%6 1,160_ ,6500 -,16_5 .5530 .9610 ,5000 -,6660 -,7868 .%181 1.1710
• 3_0 -,7681 ,6297 1,1691 ,7500 ,0168 .615_ .8636 ,5000 -,5427 -,7986 .6138 1.1798
• 3630 -.7756 .6299 1.16_7 .8000 ,0779 ,66_6 ,7905 ,5000 -,6414 -,7990 ,4210 1,1850
.38u0 -.7593 ,6333 1,1617 .8500 ,1ZZZ ,679? ,7662 ,5000 -,7401 -,8194 ,4166 1,1931
•6Z00 -,7_80 .6339 1,1515 ,gO00 ,16_0 .693Z ,7436 CH_RDWISE
• _6_0 -.7835 .6191 1.17u3 .9500 .1670 ,7066 .7Z31 .0600 .6500 -.4311 ,5326 .9939
• 5000 -.7_76 .61_ 1,1713 1.COO0 ,1196 ,6416 ,7644 ,1600 ,6500 -.6606 ,6606 1,1163
• 5600 -.7689 .6018 1.Z096 ,Z200 ,6530 -.7417 ,4396 1,1516
• 58_0 -.8356 .3985 1.Z171 .3000 .4500 -.7569 .6360 1,1577
,6100 -.86_0 .36d0 I.Z6Z8 ,3800 ,450_ -.7759 ,4319 1,1652
.66_ -.9653 ._816 1.0061 ,4600 ,4500 -,7871 ,6262 1,1756
,7000 -,56o7 ,5657 ,9609 ,5400 ,4500 -,8126 ,4147 1,1966
• 7500 -,31_6 .bb_l ,_808 .6ZOO .6500 -.9053 .3936 1,Z369
• 60_0 -.1_30 .6331 ._35_ ,7000 ,6500 -,6063 ,6773 1,0855
,U503 -.6857 ,65_9 .8U_3 .8000 .6500 -,1_63 .5996 .8876 #
.gO00 -.C091 .66_9 .7808 ,q000 ,6500 .0067 .6605 .7938
• 950u ._6_3 ,b8ZZ ,7606 ,1014 ,3552 -,0771 .6358 ,8317
,9750 ,b_63 .7U71 ,7119 ,1000 .3551 -,1649 ,6093 .87Z6
1.OOOO ,1194 .6926 .7644 ,3500 ,3552 -,3475 ,5570 ,9547
• 4500 ,355Z -,5223 ,5013 1,0451
,5500 ,355Z -,3709 ,548Z ,9688
• 6500 ,3552 -,1435 ,6156 ,8629
.7500 .3551 *0117 .6649 •.?870
,8000 .3552 .0798 .6804 .7631
• 8500 ,3552 ,1146 ,6929 ,7434
2_0 ,9ooo ,3551 ,16Ol .?o49 ,?153
• 9500 .3551 .1667 ,7046 ,7158
.,
PT 116,q113 KPA CN ,3989 ¢01 ,OZlqq
TT 125,3851 K CM -,0763 ¢02 ,024?2
RC 15,1182 MILLION CC o0172 CD3 .02536
_ACH ,BO4Z C04 .02171
ALPHA ,4990 DEG CO5 .01950
UPPER SURFACE LOVER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/_ CP P,L/OT MLgC X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YI(BIZ) CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1680 ,99)5 .0254 0,0000 1,1680 .9995 ,0254 .5000 ,7401 -,8170 ,4104 1,Z047
,O0_O .7107 ,8647 .4608 ,0040 ,1626 ,7013 ,7309 ,5000 .6414 -,8455 ,4031 1.2183
.0080 .475Z ,79_0 .58Z4 .0080 -,1572 ,6108 ,8703 ,5000 .5627 -,863Z ,3995 1,2252
.0150 ,2953 ,7_01 ,6705 .OZ30 ,1168 .6q24 ,7447 o§000 .4440 -.8571 .4003 1,2Z_7
• OZ_3 .0881 ,6795 .764_ ,0500 .059Z ,6731 ,7743 ,5000 .3454 -,8508 o3997 1.2247
• 0400 -,LgV_ ,59_9 .8888 .1000 -,0319 .6_38 .8193 ,5000 o2467 -.8566 ,4007 1,2229
.O_UO -,4Z46 ,5Z97 ._g_5 ,1500 -,O¢lZ .6Z82 .8434 .5000 ,1480 -.8465 .4034 1,Z177
,OeO0 -.5448 ,_917 1.0611 .2000 -,1356 .6172 ,8604 .5000 .0493 -,8569 ,4033 1.Z179
,1010 -.6295 .4b80 1.1015 .25_ -,2025 ,5927 .8985 .5000 -,0_93 -,8375 ,4039 1,2168
• l_uO -.70_3 ,4449 1,1418 .3500 -.3440 ,5518 ,9630 ,5000 -.1480 -,8235 ,4092 1,Z069
• 1800 -,74Z4 ,4342 1,1609 ,4500 -.5153 .4040 1,Z167 .5000 -,Z467 -,8109 ,4149 1,1963
,Z203 -.7841 ,_ZZO 1,L831 ,5500 -,3883 .5030 1,0424 .5000 -,3454 -,8Z41 .4104 1,2047
• 2600 -,e11Z .4171 1.10ZZ ,6500 -,1521 ,5380 .9850 .5000 -.€440 -,8258 .6091 1.2070
.3009 -.8096 ._1_ L.ZOG6 ,7500 ,0040 ,60q0 .8731 .5000 -.54Z7 -,8290 .407Z l.Z107
.34_0 -._Z16 .410Z 1,Z050 ,8000 ,0632 .6544 ,8030 .5000 -.6414 -,8487 ,4053 1,Z143
,3_00 -.8277 ,4100 1,2055 ,8500 ,106Z ,67Z3 .7756 ,5000 -,7401 -.8607 ,6006 1.2231
,4ZOO -._179 ,4118 1,20/0 .9000 .1388 .6850 ,7560 CHOROWISE
,k600 -,8168 ,4098 1,Z057 ,9900 ,1335 ,6965 ,7384 .0600 .4500 -,4634 ,5197 1,0147
,5000 -,85Z1 .3964 I,_312 1.0000 ,05q2 .6724 ,7754 .1400 .4_00 -,6qZ8 ,4459 1,1401
,54_J -,8713 .3933 1,2369 ,1200 ,4500 -,7859 o42ZZ 1,1828
• 5800 -,8807 .37q2 1.26_5 .3000 ,4500 -,7766 ,4227 1,1819
,62U0 -,q3_O ,43_8 1,1b35 ,3800 ,4500 --,80gO ,4143 1.197_
,6&dO -,74_1 ,5343 ._910 .4600 °4500 -,8193 ,4054 1,Z141
,?Ou_ -,4_06 ,5735 ._285 .5400 .4500 -,89Z8 ,39Z9 1,Z377
,7500 -.273_ ,5_79 ,8903 .6200 .4500 -,9531 ,3717 1,2793
,8000 -.1_91 .6198 ,86Z6 ,7000 ,4500 -.4711 ,S149 1.0227
• 8503 -.1270 ,63_3 ,8340 ,8000 .4500 -,1991 ,59Z3 ,8991
,90o0 -.&o18 ,653g ,8039 .9000 ,4500 -,0359 ,64Z9 ,8Z08
,9503 -.OvkZ .6551 ,80u5 ,1014 ,3552 -.0389 .6433 ,8202
.97_0 .0055 .6940 ,7421 ,2000 .359Z -.1361 ,6149 ,8640
l,obt_ .bS_Z ,67_ .?754 ,3500 ,35fiZ -,3347 ,5576 ,9538
,4500 .3552 -,_174 ,4980 1.0906
,5500 ,355Z -,3919 .5385 ,9843
,6500 .355Z -,1544 ,6069 ,8763
,7500 .3552 ,0100 .6564 ,8001
,8000 .3552 .0571 .6685 ,7814
,8500 ,3552 ,I100 ,6879 .7516
,9000 ,355Z ,1371 ,6940 .7423
,9500 ,355Z ,1420 ,6949 .7407
PT 216,_q62 KPA C_ .4469 C01 _02756
TT 125,4306 K C_ -.0740 CD2 o02738
RC 15,08_8 mILLION CC ,0170 CD3 ,02628
_AC_ .802_ C04 ,02_44
ALPHA 1.[_81 DEG CD5 ,01_58
UPPER _UPFAC_ LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XlC CP P_LlaT _Li_ XIC Co PtLIPT ML_C XIC Y/iB/Z| CP PeL/PT RLOC
u,OouO 1.1_38 .9g30 .0535 0.0000 1.1638 ,9980 ,053_ ,5000 .7401 -,8900 ,3995 1,2292
• 0043 .6481 ,84_4 ,_9_3 .CC40 ,Z760 ,7362 .6786 .5000 .6414 -.9093 .3878 1,Z476
• 00C3 .4071 ,?7bO ,6134 ,C_O -,0376 ,6447 .8181 .5000 .54_7 -,q132 .385_ 1.Z§_6
• (_150 .2341 .7240 ,69_7 .0230 .1747 .7074 .7Z14 .5000 ,44_0 -.9100 .3E61 1,Z508
• OZ_J ,0182 ,6013 ,7925 .0500 ,1102 ,68B3 ,7510 ._000 ,3454 -.9195 ,3_36 1,2558
• 04_0 -.2449 .584U .g121 ,1_00 ,0091 .6_76 ,7q81 .5000 ,Z467 -,9247 ,3840 1.2550
,0600 -.4730 ,5154 1,_219 .1500 -.0523 ,6411 ,8235 ,S&O0 ,1480 -,9164 ,3873 1,2485
• 08_0 -.6134 ,_743 1.0907 .Z_O0 -.1091 .6236 ,8504 .5000 ,0493 -,8969 ,3891 1,Z451
• LbvO -.0916 .€519 1,1Z9% ,2500 -.1727 ,6042 .8806 ,5000 -,0493 -.9032 ,3895 1.2443
• 14U0 -.7667 ._280 1.172Z .3_00 -.314_ .9636 .q44z .5000 -,1480 -,8975 ,3881 1.2470
• 1800 -.61Z_ .417Z L,191_ .4500 -.4866 .3q03 1,24Z7 ,5000 -,Z467 -,gO08 .3904 1,2625
• 2ZOO -.6426 .4071 l,Zl_ ,:_CO -,37C0 ,5113 1,0Z85 .5_00 -.3454 -,8712 ,3090 1,2261
• Z6GO -.8560 ,_38 1.2226 ,o500 -,1542 ,5460 ,9723 .5000 -,4440 -.8778 ,3_74 1,2292
• 3000 -.9013 ,396Z L,1315 .7_00 -,0034 .6108 ,8715 ,5000 -,5427 -.8856 .3958 1.2323
.34_0 -.8901 ,3935 1,Z387 ,8000 .0551 .6532 ,8049 .5000 -,6_14 -,8813 ,3947 1,Z342
,3_00 -.8080 ,3_Zb 1.2382 ,8500 .0949 ,67Z3 ,7756 ,5000 --.7401 -,8971 .3894 1.2446
• 42u0 -,_848 ,3936 1.Z364 .gO00 ,1167 ,6831 ,7590 CHORDWISE
,4600 -,eg_? .3906 1,2422 .qSCC .1013 .6885 .7507 ,0600 ,4500 -,4861 .5096 1.0314
• 5000 -,903_ .3ezo 1.2_89 1.0000 ,008e .6574 .7985 .1400 ,4500 -,7638 ,4193 1.1698
,5400 -,q3L5 ,_Tzq 1,Z768 .2200 ,4500 -,8_70 ,4041 1,2164
• 5800 -.9655 .37o9 1.Z689 .3000 ,4_00 -.8362 ,4065 1.Z1ZO
• 6ZOO -.938Z .4q85 1.0498 ,3800 .4500 -.8596 .4002 1.2239
• 6600 -._327 .64_6 .968U ,46G0 .4500 -,8936 ,3912 1,2410
•Tb_J -,3_46 ,57_7 .92_1 .5400 .4500 -,943_ ,3758 1.2711
• 7503 -,2712 ,59_2 ,8899 ,6200 ,4500 -1,0024 ,3_93 1,3043
.bOOO -.19.5 .61_u .8639 .7000 ,4500 -o3901 ,5391 ,9834
• 85_3 -.1362 .6_12 ._3_8 .8000 .4500 -,Z086 .5951 _8946
a ,9u_O -._845 ,6403 .SZ_? ,9000 ,4_00 -,0890 ,6Z79 ,8439
• 9500 -,04_3 ,6497 ,_164 ,1014 .355Z -,0007 ,6540 ,80_7
•97=3 -,_Z85 ,6841 ,7974 .ZCO0 ,355Z -,1069 ,6Z33 .8510
1,0000 .0_88 .057_ ,?985 .3500 ,355Z -,3Z14 ,9583 ,95Z6
,4500 ,3_5Z -.4741 .5148 1.02Z9
• 5500 .3551 -.375Z ,5457 ,97Z7
• 6500 .395Z -,1617 ,60_8 ,8781
.7500 .355Z ,0014 .6544 .8032
• 800G .3552 ,05_5 ,6710 ,7776
.8§00 ,355Z ,0895 ,6806 ,76Z8231 .qooo .3551 .116o .6e8_ .750o
,9500 ,3592 ,1074 .6853 ,7956
PT ZZ6,93_Z KPA CN e4917 C01 ,04531
TT 12_,382Z K C_ -e0681 CD2 003913
RC 15.1294 NZLLION CC .0113 CD3 .03172
MACH .8051 C06 .02911
ALPHA 1,9958 OEG C05 ,02971
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsLIRT ML3C X/C CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP PIL#PT HLOC
O.OOuO L.1660 09985 .0460 O.OGOQ 1.1660 .9905 .0460 .5000 .7401 -09349 .3747 1.2733
• C04J .54o9 .81o3 .5468 .0040 .4501 .7859 .5973 .5000 .6614 -.9797 .3627 1.2975
• 0060 .3201 .7682 .6577 .0u80 .1650 .7016 .7308 .5000 .5617 -.9813 .3605 1.3018
• 0150 .1349 .6916 .7458 .0230 .2867 .7392 .6719 05000 .6440 -.9853 .3606 1.3016
• 0150 -.0030 .6351 .8317 .0500 .Z029 .7150 .7096 .5000 .3654 -.q973 .3588 1.3053
• 0600 -.3_36 .5599 .9500 .1000 .0805 .6766 .7693 .5000 02467 -.9905 .3591 1.3068
• 066_ -.54U8 .4937 1.0578 .1500 .006_ .6555 .8013 .5000 .1480 -.9904 .3_95 1.3039
• .0800 -.6871 .4493 1.1361 .ZOO0 -.0567 .6363 .831_ .5000 .0693 -.9848 .3583 1.3063
• 1000 -.7770 .4155 1.1768 .1500 -.1266 .6141 .8652 .5000 -.0693 -.9956 .3590 3*3050
• 1603 -.8297 .4058 1.2133 .3500 -.2875 .568q .9359 .5000 -.1480 -.9980 .3580 1.3069
• 1_U_ -.8816 .3913 1.2389 .4500 -.4603 .3604 1.3021 .5000 -.2667 -.9824 03613 1.3003
• ZZO0 -.9079 .3634 1.1561 .5500 -.38q0 .5175 1.0184 ,5000 -,3456 -.9784 .3636 1.Z956
.2600 -.9217 °3787 1o2654 .6500 -.1744 .5375 .9858 .5000 -.4640 -.9268 .3755 1.2716
.30UU -o9414 03725 1.2777 .7500 -.0276 .6032 .881Z °5000 -.56Z7 -.9365 .3760 1.2746
• 3400 -.96Z9 .36T6 1.2874 .8000 .0309 .6437 .elq5 .5000 -.6614 -.9635 .3727 1.2773
• 3800 -.9678 .3045 1.1936 .8500 .0610 .66Z4 .7907 05000 -.7601 -.9668 .3670 1.Z837
.42_ -._11 .3618 1.Z991 .GUO .0741 .6705 .7784 CHOROWESF
.4600 -._677 .361_ 1.Zq95 .9500 .0539 .6740 .7730 .0600 .6500 -.55Z7 .4879 1.067_
.5000 -1.0012 .36ol 1.30Z7 1._000 -.1025 .6236 .8508 .1400 .4500 -.8422 .6057 1.2135
.5400 -.9871 .39_5 1.ZZ71 .2200 .4500 -09219 *3769 1.2688
• 5800 -.8588 ._176 1.0186 .3000 .6500"-.9347 .3769 1.2690
• bZ_U -.4496 .5409 ._804 .3800 .4500 -.9268 .3773 1.2682
.0603 -.3_04 ._515 ._618 .4600 .6500 -.9696 .3663 1.1901
• 7000 -.3_5 ._bZ9 .9453 .SAO0 .4500 -1.0130 .3532 1.3168
.75,0 -.36Z1 .5742 .9116 .6200 .4500 -.4566 .5170 1.0193
• 8_U0 -.Z664 ,5821 .9150 .7000 .4500 -.3519 .5481 .9689
.bSuO -.23,8 .5930 .6980 .8000 .6_00 -.2736 ._716 .9315
.90_ -.1971 .6136 ._600 .9000 .4500 -.2130 .5870 .9076
_95u3 -.1430 .6L05 ,8708 ,1014 ,355Z .0766 .6761 .7696
.9750 -.1438 .67_)1 .77_9 .ZOO0 .3552 "-.056Z .6377 .8Z88
I.OUO0 -.10Z5 .6236 .850_ .3500 .3552 -.2807 ,5686 .9363
.4500 .3552 -,4435 °5233 1.0089
.5500 .3552 -.3966 .5331 .9930
.6500 .3552 -.1733 .6020 ,8839
• 7500 .3552 -.0286 .6432 .8Z03
.8000 .3552 .0213 .6594 .7954
• 8500. .3552 .0580 .6701 .7789
.9000 .3551 .0678 .6726 .7755
.9500 .3552 .0377 .6608 07933
PT 216.9183 KPA Cg .4983 C01 .06758
TT 115.4953 K CH -.0306 CDZ .06623
RC 15.1000 NILLI_h CC .0100 CO3 .05901
HACH .8049 C06 .03871
ALPHA 2.9958 DEG C05 .03247
UPPER SURFACE LD_EP SURFACE SPAN_SE
XI_ C_ P_L/?T _L_C XlC CP P_L!PT _LOC XlC YI1812) CP P_LIPT _LOC
_.OduO _.15_ .996L .u747 0.0000 1.1588 ,9961 .0767 .5000 .7401 -1.0108 .3529 1.3175
• 0040 .43_3 .7_16 .6027 *G_40 .6158 .8361 .5115 .5000 .6416 -1.0523 .3413 1.3417
• OObO .1929 .7120 .7143 .0(8_ .3419 .7555 .6462 .5000 .5427 -1.0606 .3386 1.3679
00150 .UZAZ ,bbLq .791_ .0230 .3731 .7642 ,63_4 ,5000 .4440 -1.0386 ,3446 1.3349
• OZ_ -.1_45 ._070 ,_76Z .0500 .Ze14 ,7375 .6746 ,5000 ,3456 -,9358 ,3764 1,2700
• U_UO -.4_Z0 ._345 .q908 .1000 .1467 .6978 .7363 .5000 .2667 -.8016 .6167 1.1966
• 0600 -.63_4 ,_669 _.L_33 .15G0 ,06_9 .6750 .77_5 *5000 .1480 -2.8550 -.1908 1.1029
,0800 -.7700 ._268 1.1745 ,2000 -.0041 ,6536 .8044 05000 .0493 -*069Z ,6345 e8337
.10_0 -._455 .At.ZZ 1.120(_ .2_CO -.0793 .6314 .8386 .5000 -._493 -.0587 .6350 .8330
• LAOO -,91_5 ,3BOb 1,2616 .3500 -,2403 ,5847 ,q109 ,5000 -,1680 -,069Z ,6321 ,8376
• 1800 -.q_79 .363_ 1.2857 .450_ -.4217 .4474 1.1374 .5000 -.2667 -.0616 ,6354 .8323
• 220J -1.0303 .3571 1.3009 .5500 -.3809 .5300 .9980 .5000 -.3456 -.0598 06348 .8332
• Z663 -i,b_70 ,3544 1,3144 ,6500 -,1q05 ,5416 ,9792 ,5000 -06440 -,0677 ,6339 ,8366
• 3003 -1.b202 .3501 1.3_33 .75U0 -.0514 ,596Z ,8930 05000 -.5627 -*0529 ,636Z .8310
.3400 -1.0355 .3453 _.3312 .8000 .0001 .6393 .8264 .5000 -,6616 -.0602 ,6356 .83Z0
.3E_J -L.0493 .3418 1.3_08 .8500 .0248 .6524 .8062 .5000 -.7401 -*0635 ,6338 .8368
• 4ZOU -1.00_7 ,3377 1.349_ ,qo00 ,0332 ,_604 ,7939 CHDROgZSE.
• 4o63 -_._43 ,34L2 _,342_ ,950_ -.O_C_ ,6625 ,7q07 ,0600 ,4500 -.0615 ,6348 ,8333
.5000 -.6964 .5125 1.0267 1.0000 -.0523 .6366 .8305 .1400 .4500 -.0601 .6348 .8332
.5400 -.6718 -.1107 1.1029 .2200 .4500 -.0586 ,6357 .831P
• 5000 -Z.5641 .6355 .8321 .3000 .4500 -.0565 ,6361 .8313
• 6Zvu -._bS_ .635Z ,_326 ,3800 ,6500 -.0636 ,6355 ,8322
.6¢03 -.05_U ,6350 .8329 ,4600 ,4500 -,0592 *6354 ,8322
• 7OGO -._594 .6355 .8321 .5400 .6500 -.0586 .6360 .8313
• 75_0 -.0611 .6340 °8335 ,6200 .4500 -.0678 ,6362 .8361
• _Ob_ -.0606 .0359 .8316 *7000 .4500 -.0615 ,6359 .8316 k
• 8500 -,o_oq .6358 ,8317 ,8000 ,4500 -.06C7 ,6349 ,8331
• 9_0 -.0545 .6363 .831_ . .9000 ,6500 -.0596 .6353 ,8325
.9_00 -._SdU .0354 .8323 .1C16 .3551 -.0641 ,6338 .8367
,9750 -.0580 .b350 .8329 ,ZOO0 .3552 -,0557 ,6356 ,8320
1.0_C_ -.05Z3 ,o366 .8305 .3500 .355Z -.0670 .6332 ,8357
.6500 .3552 -,0553 ,6363 .8310
.5500 .3552 -.0551 .6368 .8302
• 6500 *3551 -.0665 .6337 .8369
.7500 .3552 -.0641 .6353 .8325
• 8000 ,35_2 -.0635 ,6341 .8342
• 8500 .3552 -.0561 .6373 ,8294232 .9ooo ,355z -.o65o .635z ,83z8
,9500 ,3552 -.0585 .6355 ,8322
PT 216.8920 KPA CH .5§57 CD1 .08524
TT 125.5416 K %M -.0533 ¢02 .08379
RC 15.0493 MILLION CC .0253 C03 .07563
MACH .8003 CD4 ,05350
ALPHA 3.9966 DEG " CDg ,04093
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 5PANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP P,L/PT MLOC XIC Y/(B/2| CP PeLIPT MLOC
U.0003 1.1345 .9893 .1243 0.0000 1.1345 .9893 .1243 .5000 .7401 -.9663 .3715 1.2797
.00%0 .3623 .7655 .6621 .0040 .7476 .876% .4386 .5000 .6414 -.8015 .6191 1.1884
.0080 .0727 .6771 .7682 .0080 .690% .8002 .5738 .5000 °5627 o.6532 .4646 1.1078
,0150 -.0790 ,6310 .8391 ,0230 .4655 .7924 ,5866 ,5000 ,6440 -,5764 .6865 1.0699
.0250 -,2516 .5868 .q15€ ,0500 .35€7 .7608 .6377 ,5000 .3%56 -t5671 .6947 1.0561
.0600 -.4970 .5090 1.0324 .1000 .2074 .7183 .7046 °5000 .2467 -.5254 .5014 1.0449
.0600 -.7211 .%438 1o1439 .1500 .1173 .6902 .7680 .5000 .1680 -.5082 .5069 1.0391
.0800 -.8524 .4037 1.2173 .ZOO0 .0439 .6690 .7806 .5000 .0693 -.5151 .5054 1.0384
.1000 -.9268 .3827 1.2575 .2500 -.0359 .6437 .8195 .5000 -.0693 -.5153 .5047 1.0395
.1600 -1.0157 ,3575 1.3079 °3500 -,2045 ,5957 .8938 .5000 -,1680 -,5344 .4999 100675
.1800 -1,u5ZO .3468 1.3303 ,6500 -,3952 .5056 1.0380 .5000 -.2467 -,5584 ,4926 1.0597
.ZZUo -1.0_79 .3368 1.3_14 .5_00 -.3762 .5396 .9825 .5000 -.3456 -.6067 .4765 1.0870
.26_0 -1.C994 .3320 1.3617 *6500 -.1955 .5440 .9755 .5000 -.6660 -.7085 .4466 1.1389
.3000 -1.1086 .3297 1.3668 .75CC -,0655 ,5979 ,8903 .5000 -.54_7 -.8828 ,3975 1,2290
,3400 -1.1189 .3257 1.3755 ,8000 -,0177 ,6368 ,8302 ,5000 -,6414 -1,0388 ,3497 1,3261
.3800 -i,1163 ,3283 1o369? ,_500 ,005_ ,6507 ,8087 ,5000 -.7601 -1.0966 o3336 1,3583
,4200 -*_633 ,4615 1,2Z13 ,9000 ,0057 .6580 .7976 CHORDWI$E
.%b_0 -,_57 .%_36 1,075Z *6500 -,0358 ,6571 ,7989 ,0600 ,4500 -.T266 ,4418 _.1673
,5000 -.50B5 .5136 1.0250 1.0000 -.2575 ,5789 .9201 .1600 .6500 -1,0043 .3000 1,3028
.54_U -.4845 .5177 L.U18L .ZZO0 .6500 -1.1082 .3318 1.36Z2
.5800 -.6650 .5239 1.3080 .3000 .%500 -1.1159 .3275 1.3715
.bZUO -.4521 .5311 ._963 .3800 .4500 -1.1057 .3310 1.3660
,6bUO -.42>6 ._3_3 ,9_95 *%600 *4500 --.7816 ,4282 1.1719
.7003 -*4138 .5403 ,q614 .5400 ,4500 -,5194 ,5033 1.0419
.7503 -.3959 ._670 .9707 .6200 .6500 -.4819 .5161 1.0207
._000 -.3673 .5511 .9641 .7000 .4500 -.4634 .5263 1.0041
,_500 -,3536 .5589 .9517 .8000 .%500 -.%007 .5381 .9849
.9000 -*33Ze ,5618 ._470 ,9000 06500 -0350Z ,5566 ,9588
.95_0 -.31_0 .5656 .9410 .101_ .3552 .2056 .71_q .7068
,97_0 -.3055 .6461 .8159 ,2000 ,3552 ,0655 .668Z .7819
I._OU -.Z575 .5789 ,gZOL ,3500 ,355Z -,1992 .5970 ,8918
,4500 ,3552 -,3809 ,5434 ,9763
,5500 ,3552 -.3780 .5460 ,9723
.6500 ,3552 -,1921 ,5992 ,8884
.7500 ,355Z -.0597 ,6384 .8277
,8000 .3552 -.0112 ,6539 ,8038
• .8500 .3552 ,0077 ,658Z ,7973
.9000 .355Z .0131 .6611 .7928
.9500 .3552 -.0296 ,6486 ,8120
PT 534.5395 KP_ CH ,2419 C01 ,00733
TT 12_.5804 K CM -,0672 COZ .00725
RC 30.100_ flILLIOH CC .0075 C03 .00698
MACH .601_ C04 ,00692
ALPHA -1.0081 DEG C05 .00693
UPPEk SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWISE
XIC CP P_L/PT _L_C XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC YI|BIZ) CP PeLIPT MLOC
O,OOUO I,U7Zb ._5_ .3766 0*GC00 1,07Z6 .9959 ,0766 ,50UO ,7%01 -,%619 .6922 ,7457
• 004_ ._787 ,91_8 .350Z .0_40 -,183_ .7696 .6561 ,5000 ,6414 -,4620 .6924 .7453
• bb80 .6382 ._7!)8 ._695 .0_80 -.4527 .6959 ,7399 ,5000 ,56_7 -.673Z ._907 ,7479
,OlbO ,ZZ%_ .8Z_ ,52_5 .0_30 -,083_ ,7679 ,8Z70 *5000 ,4440 -,4719 ,689Z ,7504
,0250 ,0611 ,7_9 ,5977 *05_0 -,08_0 ,7701 .6Z34 ,5000 13654 -,47_7 ,6879 .7523
,0400 -.2443 ,7353 ,0787 ,1000 -,1267 .7608 ,6383 .5000 ,2467 -.6807 ,6886 ,7512
•UE_O -._235 .76_7 .7325 .1500 -,1529 .7562 .6488 °5000 .1480 -,6814 .6867 ,7542
• 0800 -.4817 .6912 .7_72 .Z(O0 -.1760 .7503 .6549 .5000 .0%93 -.4848 .6878 .7525
,l_uO -.49_8 .6_9 .?_56 .2500 -.2115 .7629 .6667 .5000 -,0693 -,6819 ,6871 ,7535
• 1600 -.5168 ,6_06 ,7636 ,3500 -,2849 ,7284 .6895 ,5000 -,1480 -,6821 ,6875 ,7530
• 1800 -,5_47 .6863 .7547 *%500 -,3379 .6886 ,751Z ,5000 -,2667 -,6803 ,6880 ,7522
• ZZU_ -,%_30 .b_70 ._537 ,_5_0 -.2752 ,7176 .7063 .5000 -,3656 -.6803 ,6873 ,7533
.2600 -._689 .69J2 .7488 .6500 -.1199 .7317 .6863 .5000 -,4440 -,%763 .6883 ,7518
.3000 -.46_3 .69Z5 .?_52 .7500 .0203 .7602 ,6393 .5000 -.54_7 -.6761 ,6886 ,7512
• 3400 -._567 ,_93q .7431 ._CO0 .07_% .7870 .595o ,5000 -.6414 -,4672 ,6898 ,7494
•3B_ -,6533 ,6947 ,7618 ,_500 ,1225 .8004 ,5738 ,5000 -,7601 -,4745 ,6897 ,7495
• 4200 -,4619 .6911 ,7473 ,9000 ,1636 ,8072 ,5625 CHORDWISE
._660 -,_7_9 ,0887 .7511 .9500 .1922 .8156 ,5484 ,0600 ,4500 -,4388 .6992 .7348
.5000 -,68&5 .6B59 ,7556 l,OtO0 ,Zl_O ,8Z58 ,5308 ,1400 ,4500 -,5007 ,6860 ,7583
,56U0 -.%9%5 .6809 .7631 .2200 .4500 -.4777 .6898 .7494
• 5800 -.5103 .6845 .7576 ,3000 ,4500 -,4570 ,6936 ,7435
• bZ_O -,5u17 .b_38 .7586 .3800 ,4500 -.4648 06908 ,7478
• 6bOJ --*_9_5 ,6892 ,7503 ,4600 ,4500 -.4656 .6934 .,7639
.7000 -.4733 ,7031 .72_9 .5400 ,4500 -,4897 .6874 ,7530
.75_0 -,4061 .72_3 .69_9 .6Z00 .6500 -.6966 .6870 .7537
• 8000 -.Z938 .75_1 ,_553 ,7000 ,4500 -.4607 ,6928 ,7648
,85u_ -,1666 ,7748 .b158 ,8000 ,4500 -,Z919 ,7269 ,6918
.9000 -.06_3 .7999 ._747 ,9000 ,4500 -,0393 ,7759 *6161
.95U_ ._870 .8130 .5527 .1016 .355Z -.1301 .7581 ,6626
• 9750 .16_5 .8218 .5377 .2000 .3552 -,1788 ,7470 ,6603
I,U003 ,21_0 .8258 ,530_ ,3500 ,3552-.2814 ,730Z ,6867
.6500 ,355Z -.3321 ,7174 .7066
.5500 .3552 -.2752 .7298 ,6874
.6500 .355Z -,1173 .7607 ,6386
,7500 ,3552 ,0211 .7872 ,5956
.8000 ,355Z ,0756 .7998 ,57%9
,8500 ,3552 .1219 ,808_ ,5608
_3 .9000 .3552 ,1648 .8172 ,5455
,9500 .3552 .1988 .8215 .5382
PT 5Z4.3Z78 KPA C_ .3614 CD1 ,00772
TT 1Z5.4354 K CM -.0680 CDZ .00759
RC 30.123Z MILLION CC .0050 CD3 .00739
MACH ,5995 CD% *0073Z
ALPHA .GOOC OEG C05 .00734
UPPER SURFACE LGWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC CP PpLIPT BLOC XIC ¥1(812) CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 Z._8QI ,9991 ,0355 O,OOO0 1,0891 .9991 .0355 ,5000 .7401 -.5049 .6846 .7575
,0C40 ,4544 ,B736 .444Z ,0040 .2386 .8317 .5206 .5000 ,6414 -,5104 .6854 ,7562
.OuSO ,1054 .823L ,5356 ,0080 -.0523 .7741 ,6169 .5000 °5427 -.5251 ,6794 .7655
.0150 -.0065 .7842 .6005 .0230 .1204 .8077 .5617 .5000 .4440 -.5234 .6808 .7633
.UZ_O -.Z239 ,739Z .6726 .0500 .0685 ,7973 .5791 ,5000 .3454 -,5245 ,6786 ,7667
.04CO -.46Z_ .69Z9 .7445 .1£00 -.0143 .7819 .6043 .5000 .2467 -.5287 .6781 .7674
,ObO0 -.t369 .658Z ,7981 .1500 -.0583 ,7731 .6186 .5000 ,1480 -,5Z40 ,6822 ,761Z
.GeO0 -.6619 .6546 ._036 .2000 -.0989 .7649 .6317 .5000 .0493 -.5294 .6815 .762Z
.1C00 -,6591 ,6549 .803Z ,ZSCO -,1386 ,7583 .64?4 ,5000 -,0493 -,5300 ,6817 ,7619
.1_0_ -.6494 .6570 ,7999 .3500 -.Z234 .7393 ,6724 .5000 -,1680 -,5295 ,6803 .7640
.1U_0 -.61_3 .b61Z .7934 .4500 -.2877 .6804 .7639 .5000 -.2467 -.5241 .6840 .7584
*ZZOJ -.5783 .6718 .7771 .5500 -.Z379 .7272 .6914 .5000 -.3454 -.5Z94 .6789 .7662
,g60_ -.5523 ,_752 .771_ .6500 -,0959 .7380 ,6744 ,5000 -,4440 -,5245 ,6828 ,7602
.30U0 -,5332 ,6790 ,7661 .7500 .0354 ,7658 ,6303 ,5000 -,5427 -,5160 .6868 ,7541
,3400 -,5247 ,beE5 ,7606 ,6000 ,0096 .7918 ,5880 .5000 -,6414 -,5126 ,6872 ,7535
,38u0 -.SZUZ .68_3 .7640 .8_G0 .1319 .8014 .5721 ,5000 -,7401 -,5189 ,6861 ,7551
.4260 -.SZZ9 .68J9 .763Z .900U .1703 .8113 .5556 CHOROWISE
,4_00 -.5255 ,67_ .7670 ,9500 .1945 .8178 .5445 ,0600 ,4500 -,6444 ,6613 ,7933
.5000 -,5Zb3 .6762 .77C3 1.0_00 ,Z149 ,8307 ,5_24 .1400 .4500 -,6319 .6616 ,79Z_
.5400 -,5383 ,67_1 ,7674 ,2200 . ,4500 -,5778 ,6720 ,7704
,58uJ -,54_5 .6_u5 .7638 .3000 ,4500 -.5299 .6827 ,7604
,bZOO -.5346 ,6819 .7616 ,3800 ,4500 -,5241 ,6813 ,7626
._6_ -._Z89 ,6865 .75_5 .4600 ,4500 -.5189 ,6820 ,7615
.TuLO -.4_8Z .7_45 .7Z67 .5400 .4500 -.5310 .6812 .76Z6
.750_ -.419Z .?ZZ7 .6983 .6ZCO .4500 -.szql .6795 .7653
,_000 -.3077 .75_8 .65_7 .7000 .4500 -,4822 ,6906 .7482
._SU.J -.1731 .7790 ,6090 ,8000 ,4500 -,30Zb ,7255 ,6941
.guu_ -,6433 ,8U36 ,5685 .9000 .4500 -.0443 ,7785 ,6099
.9500 .0_48 ._155 ,5_e4 ,1014 .3552 -,0156 ,7853 ,5987
,_750 ,14_2 ,6Zbl ,6303 ,2000 ,3552 -,0930 ,7711 ,6217
1.OUu_ .2149 ,_307 ,522_ ,3500 ,355Z -,2223 ,7436 ,6655
,4500 ,3552 -,2814 .7304 ,6864
,5500 .3552 -,2398 .7375 .675Z
,6500 ,3552 -.0905 ,7686 ,6258
.7500 .3552 ,0392 ,7923 .5872
.8000 .355Z ,0881 ,8017 .5717
,8500 .355Z ,1313 .8113 .5557
.9000 " ,355Z .1714 ,8179 .5444
.9500 .355Z .1954 .8248 .5325
PT bZ4,3974 KPA C_ ,4749 C01 ,00773
TI 1_.4924 K C_ -,0_74 CD2 .00761
RC 3_,104t MILLION C_ -,0005 CD3 ,00738
MACH .5995 CD4 ,00732
ALPH_ ,9_77 OEG CD5 ,00733
_PPEk _URFACE L_WER S_RFACE
XIC CP PtLI@T _t_C XIC CP P,LIPT wLOC XIC Y11812) PANWISE PeLIPT
5
CP MLOC
U.O000 L.(:_80 ,_950 ,U8_8 O,_t_O0 1.0_80 .9950 .0848 ,5000 .7401 -.55O7 ,6778 .7679
.0040 .1594 .8233 .53_1 ,C040 .54Z1 ,8919 ,4081 ,5000 ,64t4 -,5553 ,6783 ,7671
,OOtO -,0837 ,76_2 .bZ65 ,_uSO ,Z738 .8392 ,5074 .5000 .54g7 -,5651 ,6746 ,77Z8
• ul_J -.?bg5 .73Zo ._Zt ,_Z30 ,Z957 ,84Z6 ,5013 ,5000 .4440 -,5663 .6736 ,7744
,025_ -,_7_9 ,6q_ ,7430 ,0500 .1_6 ,8253 ,5316 ,5000 .3454 -,5686 .6748 ,7724
.0400 -,7036 .6471 ,81_2 ,1(100 ,0871 .8_5 ,5704 ,5000 .Z467 -,5699 ,67Z6 ,7759
,06_u -.ebZO .6185 .8_93 ,1_00 .026_ ,7898 .5913 ,5000 ,1480 -.5668 .6736 .7743
.080_ -._7_ .6152 ,_6_ .2000 -.0213 ,7813 ,6053 ,5000 ,0493 -,5746 ,6723 ,7764
,lOoO -._379 .6_04 ,856_ ,2500 -,07_3 ,769_ .6Z38 ,5000 -.0493 -,5737 ,6718 ,7772
.14G0 -,7d98 ,6310 ,040_ .3500 -.1703 ,7551 ,6505 .5000 -.1460 -.5751 .6700 .7799
• 18_0 -.7353 ,6393 ,8272 ,4500 -,2393 ,6730 ,7753 ,5000 -,2467 -._711 .6705 ,7791
*ZERO -._774 ,bSL6 ._0_2 ,550{_ -,2067 .7401 ,6711 .5000 -.3454 -.5735 .6707 ,7788
• Z6_J -._359 ,6bEg ,I_20 .6_00 -,0735 ,744_ .6635 ,5000 -,4440 -,5639 ,6717 ,7773
.3000 -.6_8_ ,b664 .7_5 ,7500 ,04P7 .7707 ,6ZE5 .5000 -,54Z7 -.5661 .6711 ,7783
,34u3 -.5911 .t7_3 ,7779 ,8C00 .0996 ,7954 ,5_ZZ .5000 -,6414 -,5599 ,6751 ,77Z0
,38_ -,57_5 ,6726 ,7760 ,8500 ,1396 ,8040 ,5679 ,5000 -.7401 -,5664 ,6728 ,7756
,4ZOO -,5751 ,_,718 .7771 ,9_Ob ,1761 ,Pt2_ .5537 CH_RDWISE
,4_u -,5739 .6738 ,7740 ,9500 .1971 .szoq ,5393 .0600 ,4500 -,8769 ,6102 ,87Z2
,5009 -._716 .6717 ,?773 1,OOOO ,2073 .8250 ,5321 ,1400 ,4500 -,7745 ,6289 ,8432
,5_0 -.57_4 .6713 ,7779 ,ZZOO ,4500 -.6738 .6526 ,8067
.5800 -,_05 ,673e .7741 ,3000 ,4500 -,6074 .6646 ,7882
• 6200 -,56_9 ,6756 .77L2 .3800 .4500 -,5864 ,6694 .7808
.66_ -._541 .6809 ,7632 ,4600 ,4500 -,5665 ,6738 ,7741
• 70_0 -,5Z04 .6975 ,7374 ,5400 ,4500 -,5701 ,6731 ,7751
,75LU -,4346 ,TZL3 ,7u_5 ,bZO0 ,4500 -,5626 ,6758 ,7709
.80_J -,317Z ,74_4 ,6565 .7000 ,4500 -,5007 ,6872 .7534
,85_u -,17L_ ,7746 .bloZ .8000 .4500 -.3127 ,7230 .6978
.90UO -.U437 ,80L5 ,572u ,9000 ,4500 -,0445 ,7768 ,61Z6 J
,9_u_ ,0_3_ .813Z .5524 .1014 .3552 ,0854 ,8007 ,5733
,975J .I95_ ,_ZZ8 ._360 .ZOO0 ,3552 -,OZZ3 ,7797 ,6079
l,UuUU .Z073 ,825_ ,5321 .3500 ,3552 -,1680 ,7504 ,6548
,4500 .3552 -.2377 .7355 .6783
,5500 .3552 -.2037 ,7450 ,6633
,6500 ,355Z -.0697 .7707 ,6225
•7500 ,35_Z .0524 ,7952 .5826
,8000 ,3552 ,0981 ,8044 .5671
.8500 .3552 ,1398 .8126 ,5533
_ .9000 ,3552 .1739 ,8201 .5407
.9500 .3552 .L963 ,8234 ,5350
Q,
PT . 5Z_,5846 KPA CN ,5926 C01 .00801
rT 125.5249 K CM -°0670 CD2 ,00781
RC 30.1907 MILLION CC -.0091 CO3 .00771
MaCH ,6018 CO4 .00756
ALPHA 1,9958 OEG CD5 e00752
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANgISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _L3C XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC X/C Y1(8121 CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.00_0 .9792 .9774 .L813 0.0000 ,q7qZ .9774 .1813 .5000 ,7401 -.5485 ,6667 e7880
.0040 -,1235 .7_0 ,6428 .0040 .7673 .935Z .3111 .5000 ,6414 -.5998 .6639 ,7896
.bU8u -.3972 .7042 .7271 ,0080 .5311 .8880 ,6159 .5000 ,5427-86102 ,6625 .7914
,0150 -.5498 .6731 ,7752 ,0230 .4527 .8732 ,4449 .5000 04640 -.6076 .6626 ,7913
.0250 -.?241 .6377 ,8297 .0500 .3242 .8470 .4935 .5000 ,3454 -.6118 ,6626 ,7917
.04_0 -,4748 .5400 .q037 .1000 .1838 .8195 .5417 .5000 ,2667 -,6162 ,6619 ,7924
,0600 -1.1261 .5606 ._500 .1500 .1083 .B045 ,5671 .5000 .1480 -,6143 ,6615 .7930
.0800 -L.0967 .5664 .9;08 .ZOO0 .0481 .7920 ,5878 ,5000 ,0493 -,6191 e660_ .7945
.1000 -1.03o7 .57_7 .921_ ,2500 -.0098 ,7805 ,6066 .5000 -.0493 -.6145 .6601 .7952
• 14C0 -.9423 .5965 .8936 .3500 -.1099 .7600 .6395 .5000 -.1480 -.616P .6605 87945
.LUO0 -.8584 .6127 .8663 .4500 -.1901 .6609 ,7939 ,5000 -.2467 -.6161 .6622 .7920
• ZZO0 -.7817 .6288 .8434 .5500 -.1666 ,7454 ,6620 ,5000 -,3454 -.6175 .6598 .7955
• Z600 -.7260 .6400 .8Z61 .6500 -.0508 .7505 ,6547 ,5000 -.4440 -,6100 ,6614 ,7932
• 30_0 -.690Z ,6456 .8160 .7500 .0638 .7739 ,6173 .5¢00 -.54Z7 -.608Z ,6622 .7918
,3400 -,_590 .bSZI .8075 .8COO .1119 .7458 .5814 .5000 -.6414 -,6055 ,6642 ,7889
.3800 -.6374 .6571 .7997 .85C0 .1498 .8052 .5658 .5000 -.7401 -,6087 ,6622 ,7918
• 4ZuO -.6Z65 .6589 .7471 .q_O .1811 .813Z .5524 CHOROMZSE
,4600 -.6Z19 .663_ .7948 .9_00 .19g3 ,8194 ,5418 ,0600 ,4500 -1,1386 .5579 ,9544
,SO_U -,b168 .6619 ,74Z4 1.0000 ,2003 .8224 .5358 ,1400 ,_500 -.9208 .6003 .8676
• 5_00 -,6142 .6610 .7936 ,Z200 ,4500 -.7730 ,6294 .84Z5
,5800 -.6170 .6650 .7876 ,3000 ,4500 -.6859 .6475 .814§
• 6Z_U -,_967 .6678 ,7833 .3800 ,4_00 -.6486 ,6537 .8049
.b600 -.57_6 ._762 °?704 ,4600 .6500 -.6163 °6607 .7443
.7000 -.$375 .695Z .7_11 ,5400 ,4500 -.6153 ,6611 o7935
.7_00 -.4_90 .718_ ,70_0 .6200 o4500 -o543Z °6642 ,7888
,80(_0 -.3225 .747_ .6596 .7000 ,4500 -,5Z67 ,6790 .7660
• 8_00 -.1769 .7746 .616_ .8000 .4500 -,316_ ,7147 .7031
,9_C0 -.O_EO ._004 ._739 ,9000 .4500 -.0432 ,7748 .6158
.95G0 ,0_3o .8119 .55A5 .1014 ,3552 ,18Z2 .8190 ,5425
.975J .1454 .UZZ¢ .5367 ,2000 ,3552 .0682 .7928 ,5865
1.0000 .ZOO3 .[ZZ9 .5358 ,3500 ,3552 -,1150 .7606 .6386
.4500 .3552 -,1892 ,7455 ,6627
• 5500 .3552 -.1660 ,7499 ,6557
• 6500 .3552 -,0_52 ,7744 .6164
• 7500 ,3552 ,0687 ,7962 ,5808
• 8000 .3552 .1119 .8051 ,5659
• 8500 .3552 .1460 .8121 .5543
• 9000 ,3552 ,1825 ,8186 ,543Z
• 9500 ,3552 .1976 .8225 °5366
PT 524,516_ KP_ CN ,7C85 CD1 .00839
_T 125o5023 K C_ -,0661 COZ ,00811
kC 3_.120_ _ILLION CC -.0211 C03 .00818
MACH .5998 CO4 ,00785
ALPHA 3.0J39 OEG CO5 .00781
_PPEE SU_F_CE LOWEP SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP P, LIPT _LOC XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC XlC YliBI2) CP P_LIPT RLOC
O._UOU ,Blo3 .9_38 ,2_90 0.0000 .8103 .9438 ,2840 ,5000 ,7401 -,6383 .6635 .7900
• Ub_J -o_g_8 ._2 .751g o_C_ .g351 .q888 ,213_ .5000 ,6414 -,6369 .6618 ,7926
.OU_O -.7727 .6326 ._378 .C080 .7331 ,9292 ,3259 ,5000 ,54_7 -,6518 .6597 ,7958
• OLD; -.8783 ,61_0 .86_3 .0230 ,5852 .8991 .3931 .5000 ,4440 -,6531 .6562 ,8012
.02_ -Z.1267 ._8_4 .qLZ4 ,_SGO .4379 .8712 .4488 .5000 ,3454 -,6491 ,6597 ,7957
.04_ -1.2737 .53;7 ,9q16 .1C00 .2760 ._387 .5082 ,5000 .2467 -.6539 ,6591 .7967
.0600 -1.4497 .5003 1.O4UL .1500 .1828 .8207 ,5395 .5000 ,1480 -,6544 ,6568 .8003
.08_0 -1.3570 .517_ 1._1_9 .20_0 .1256 ._097 ,5583 ,5_00 ,0493 -.6586 .6562 .8011
.10_3 -1.2386 ,_430 .978_ ,ZSGO .056_ .7963 .5_07 .5000 -.0493 -.6580 ,6_59 .8017
• 1400 -1.08_8 ._719 .g3Z1 .3500 -.055_ .774g .6156 .5000 -.1_80 -.6595 ,6570 ,T999
.18_0 -,9710 .59_8 .89oZ .4_00 -.1;07 .6567 .8003 .5000 -,2467 -.6517 .6586 ,7974
,ZZO0 -,8734 .6138 ,_666 .5500 -,t313 .7576 ,6435 ,5000 -,3454 -,6504 ,6_97 .7957
.Z6bO -._Ub7 ,6293 .84Zb ,6500 -.0234 .7588 ,6415 .5000 -,4440 -,6382 .6_76 .7991
,3000 -.7_31 .639_ ,_27_ .7500 .08C1 .781Z .6054 ,5000 -.54Z7 -,6409 ,6592 ,79_5
• 3_00 -.7199 .6455 .8176 .8000 .1275 .8009 .5730 .5000 -,6414 -,6427 .6568 ,8002
.3800 -.6962 .651U .U091 .8500 ,1611 .8105 .5_64 ,5000 -,7401 -,6533 .6587 .7973
• _ZO0 -.08Z8 .6533 .8102 ,qooo .1862 .8170 .5459 CHORDWZ$E
.4600 -,6850 .656_ ,_005 .9500 .2021 .823Z .535_ ,0600 ,4500 -1,4524 ,5003 1,0481
.5000 -.65_8 .6599 .7954 1.0_00 ,1920 .8228 ,5360 ,1400 .4500 -1.0690 ,5725 ,9313
•5400 -._497 .6579 .7965 .2200 .4500 -,8724 .61Z9 .8680
.5800 -.6485 .6630 .7907 .3000 04500 -07498 ,6347 083'2
,6ZOJ -.6Z42 .6oo9 .78%6 .3800 .4500 -.7097 .646Z .8167
.6600 --._015 .6767 .7096 ,4600 ,4500 --866_8 .650Z ,8103
• 7000 -.5590 .6969 .7385 ,5400 .4500 -,6518 ,6578 .7988
.7503 -.4563 .7231 .6977 ,6200 ,4500 -,6229 .6604 ,7947
• 8003 -.3257 .7_99 .5557 .7000 .4500 -,5427 .6780 ,7676
.85_0 -.1714 .7776 ,6112 ,8000 .4500 -,3235 ,719Z ,7038
•9000 -.0385 ,8000 .57_4 ,9000 .4500 -.0391 ,7749 ,6156
.950v .0_19 ,8125 .5535 .1014 ,3552 ,2741 .8392 ,_074
,9753 .1335 ,8Z5_ .5321 ,2000 .3552 ,1197 ,8_86 .5602
Z,GO00 ,19Z0 ,82Z8 .5360 .3500 .3552. -,0622 ,773Z ,6184
• _500 .3552 -,1399 ,7561 ,6457
• 5500 .3552 -,1312 ,7589 .6414
.6500 .3552 -.0152 .7803 .6069
.7500 .3552 .0804 .8012 .5?24
.8000 .3552 .1233 .8069 .5629
.8500 .35_2 ,1553 .8161 .5475
2_5 ,9000 .3552 .1819 ,8196 ,5415
• 9500 .3552 ,1974 .8227 .5361
o.
PT 526,4500 KPA CN ,8Z6Z COl ,00964
TT 125.6980 K CM -,061Z ¢OZ ,00908
_C 30,166C HILLIOH CC -,0366 CD3 ,O09ZZ
MACH ,6010 C06 ,00876
ALPHA 6.0222 DEG CD5 ,00874
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPkNWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT ELOC XIC CP PPLIPT HLOC XIC YIIBI2) CP P_LIPT RLOC
0.0000 ._137 ,9041 o3825 O.OGGO ,6137 ,90%1 ,3825 ,5000 .7601 -.b690 ,6%99 .8108
,0060 -,_616 ,6127 ,8683 ,00_0 1.0316 ,9875 ,1365 ,5¢00 .6616 -,6735 .6693 o8118
• 0080 -1.1170 ,5588 ,9529 .0080 ,872Z .9560 ,2566 ,5000 ,56Z7 -.6808 .6511 ,8090
,0150 -1.1?36 ,5501 .9669 ,0230 .6966 ,qE03 .3669 ,5000 ,6660 -,6886 " ,6537 ,8050
• 0250 -1.3010 .5300 .9992 .0_00 .5308 .8885 .6169 .5000 o3656 -*6821 *6509 .8096
• 0600 -1.5282 ._812 1.0803 ,1000 ,3581 ,8535 o6818 .5000 ,2667 -°6870 ,6697 ,8111
,O_Ou -1.7_59 ,6336 1.1636 .1500 ,2566 ,8328 .5187 ,5000 .1680 -,68Z1 ,6517 ,8080
.0800 -1.8662 ,6126 1oZ021 .ZCCO ,18_1 ,8191 ,56Z3 ,5000 ,0693 -,6989 ,6677 ,8163
• 1UU_ -1.8819 .6078 1.2110 ,2500 ,1096 ,80%7 ,5668 .5000 -.0693 -.6878 ,6683 ,8134
,14U0 -1,16_Z ,5571 .9555 ,3500 -,002Z ,78_0 ,5992 ,5000 -,1680 -,691§ .6511 ,8090
o1800 -_.0529 ,5748 ,9Z76 .6500 -.1050 .6671 .8151 ,5000 -*2667 -.6965 86666 .8159
• ZZGO -,9559 .59€6 ,890; .5500 -,OqPO .76_3 ,6327 .5000 -,36_6 -,6865 .6_09 .8096
,2600 -.8020 ,60_3 ,8752 ,6500 ,0008 .7635 .6361 ,5000 -.6660 -,6813 ,6503 .8102
,3000 -,8215 ,6197 ,8575 .7500 ,0944 ,78Z_ ,6035 ,5000 -,54ZT -,6813 ,6666 .8159
,3400 -.7782 .62d5 ,8639 .8(_00 ,1635 .8022 ,5708 ,5000 -,6616 -.6673 ,6530 .8061
.3800 -,76g3 .63_0 ,8277 ,8500 .1659 .8118 .5548 ,5000 -.7601 -,6835 .6509 ,8093
• _ZOJ -.7297 .64_7 .8173 ,9000 .18FZ *8165 .5467 CHORDWISE
.66u0 -,70_6 °6464 ,8162 .9500 .1880 ,8206 .5600 ,0600 ,6500 -1,6555 ,659Z 1,1181
.5000 -._B_b ,0512 .8088 1,0_C0 ,177_ .8148 ,5_12 .1600 .6500 -1.1312 ,5613 ,9689
,5400 -,6792 ,6545 ,8038 ,ZZO0 ,6500 -,9450 ,595Z .8956
• 58U0 -.4680 .657_ ,7997 ,3000 .6500 -.8206 ,6229 ,85Z5
.bZCO -,O_U6 .6631 ,7906 ,3800 .6500 -,7560 .6366 .8346
,bbUO -,61_8 ,6796 .7713 ,%600 ,6500 -,7033 ,6669 ,8185
,7060 -._tb3 ,6918 ,7663 ,5600 ,_500 -.6797 ,6666 ,8163
,75C0 -.6677 ,7_g_ .6994 .6200 ,6500 -.6637 ,6553 ,80Z6
,8000 -,3ZZ_ .75_0 .6556 ,7000 .6500 -.5565 .67_3 .773_
• 8500 -,17_3 ,77_6 ,6165 ,8000 ,6500 -.3311 .7181 ,7055
.9000 -.0396 ,_021 .5710 .9000 ,6500 -.03_5 ,7769 ,6157
.9560 ,U893 .8116 .5556 .1016 .3552 ,3666 .8519 ,6866
,9750 ,1332 .8210 .5391 ,2000 .3552 ,1856 .8213 ,5385
1.00_0 .1774 ,81_8 ,5612 .3500 .3552 -.0066 .7861 .6008
,6500 ,3552 -.0965 ,7658 ,6303
.5500 ,35_2 -.0913 .7667 ,6321
,6500 ,3552 ,0068 ,T660 ,SqTT
.75C0 .3552 .1010 .8037 ,5683
.8000 ,3552 ,1375 ,8111 ,5560
.8500 .3552 .1650 ,8167 .5698
,9000 - ,3552 ,1883 ,8203 .5603
.9500 ,3552 .1966 ,8215 ,53B2
PT 526.4068 KPA ¢_ .9635 CD1 .01378
TT 125,&041 K Cq -,0581 CD2 .01306
_C 3_.2149 _ILLION CC -00513 C03 ,01336
dACH .6_35 CD% ,01256
ALPHA 5,0202 DEG C05 ,01251
bPPER SU_F_CE LO_ SURFACE SPENWISE
XlC CP P, LIPT HLGC XIC ¢P P_LIPT HLnC x/C YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT HLOC
O.uO_ .3807 ,8_8_ ._719 O. OLO0 °3807 ,85_8 .671q ,5000 ,7601 -,6860 ,6618 ,8233
.0060 -1.1_9 .5640 ,9766 ,0_40 1.0808 .9974 .0606 .5000 ,6_16 -,7067 ,6658 .8172
,G683 -1,4_01 ,_9_6 1,0576 .0_80 ,9736 .9757 .1879 .5000 .54Z7 -.708Z ,6410 .8246
.01_u -_.4_13 .5(;ul 1.0_ .023_ .7835 .9386 .3026 .5000 ._660 -.T099 .6600 .8261
• OZ_O -1.4890 .4851 1.0736 .05C0 ,610q ,9036 ,3838 .5000 .3656 -,7199 ,6399 .8262
,0400 -1,_67 .444_ 1.1435 .IG_0 ,6339 .8694 .6521 ,5000 .2467 -,715T .6605 ,8256
,0600 -1.9627 .39J2 1.2664 ,_500 ,31_6 ,8647 ,6977 .5000 ,1680 -,7158 .6396 ,8271
,08C0 -2._0_9 ,3627 l. ZqO .2000 ,2_77 ,8307 ,5223 .5000 ,0693 -.7216 .6389 °8278
.10_0 -2.1542 .3575 1.J095 .25C0 ,1773 .8152 .5690 .50C0 -.0493 -.719T .6361 .83ZZ
,14_U -Z,I235 ,3583 L,3079 ,35C0 ,04_7 .7908 °5898 ,5000 -,1680 -,715Z .6612 ,81%3
.180_ -1,1633 ,56dl .9699 .6500 -,061_ ,6397 .8266 ,5000 -.2667 -.7195 .6615 ,8237
.2ZUO -.q353 ,59_ ,8906 ,5500 -.0697 .7695 ,6263 ,5000 -,3%56 -,7226 ,6395 .8268
,Z60U -.8b_b ,6_9 .8806 .6500 ,0279 ,7671 ,6281 ,5000 -,46_0 -,7177 .6616 .8236
,30U0 -,828_ ,6126 ,8b86 ,7500 ,1168 .7892 ,592_ .5000 -.5k27 -,T133 .&391 .8275
,34(0 -,8181 .6234 .8_17 ,8000 ,1564 ,8050 .5661 ,5000 -.661_ -,700_ .6650 ,8186
• 38_J -.7756 .6276 ,8453 ,6500 ,17P3 .8122 ,5561 ,5000 -.7601 -.7031 ,6609 ,8248
.42uu -.7552 .6310 .840U .qo00 .1455 .8188 .5428 CHOROWISE
.660U -,7452 .0349 .8339 .9500 .2013 ,8206 .5398 ,0600 .6500 -1,7862 ,6260 1.1809
.50uO -.7105 ,6_30 .821_ 1,0000 .1695 .81_5 ,5502 .1600 .4500 -2,0559 ,3730 %,ZTBZ
._400 -,7028 ,6_40 ,8199 .ZZO0 ,6500 -.9216 .5987 .8901
._800 -,6927 ,65L3 ,8088 °3000 .6500 -,85_8 e6146 ,8657 )
.bZuO -.6594 .65_0 ,8U30 .3800 ,6500 -.7930 ,6263 ,8506
,bbUO -.6252 .07_9 ,77_0 ,6600 .6500 -,7267 ,6399 e8262
,7_b0 -.5656 .6919 ,7662 ,5400 .4500 -,7066 .6625 ,8212
,7_00 -._b_O .7177 .7061 .6200 .6500 -,6561 .6517 .8081
,_0_0 -,32_5 .7476 .6595 .7000 ._500 -.5697 .6768 ,7726
.8_0_ -.1828 .7726 ,6196 .8000 ,6500 -.3232 ,7183 .7053
.qU_O -.U445 .7997 ,5750 .9000 .6500 -,0663' ,7751 ,6156
.950_ .0_12 ._076 .561T ,101_ ,3552 .6273 ,8667 ,_573
.9750 ,1319 .8215 ,5382 .2000 .3552 ,2_65 .8295 ,5266
1.0000 .1695 .8145 .5502 .3500 ,3_52 .0_97 .7910 .5893
.6500 .3552 -,0562 .7710 ,6219
.5500 .3552 -.0622 ,7697 ,6260
.6500 .3552 .0Z69 .T869 .5929
.7500 .3552 .1166 .8069 .5663
.8GO0 .3552 ,1555 ,8162 ,5506
,85oo ,3552 ,1719 ,8169 ,5661
2_ .9ooo .355z .1966 .02o9 .5392
.9500 .3552 .1912 .8207 ,5396
PT 524.5047 KPA C_ 1.0541 CO1 .02070
TT • 125.6221 K Cq -,0518 C02 ,0198q
RC 30.0860 MILLION CC -.0682 C03 °01954
HACH .6000 C06 ,01869
ALPHA 6.0181 DEG C05 .01823
UPPER SURFACff LOWER SURFACE SPANgISE
XIC CP PtLIPT NLOC XIC CP PtLIDT HLOC XlC YI(BI2) CP P;LIPT NLOC
0,0000 .1493 .8165 ,55G2 O, OCO0 ,1493 .8145 .5502 .5000 ,7601 -.7181 ,6601 ,8260
• 0040 -1,5190 .487q 1,0689 ,0C60 1,0857 •9983 .0698 ,5000 ,6416 -.7252 .6415 .8238
• 0680 -1.7821 .4313 1.1677 ,0_80 1•0394 .9892 ,1265 .5C00 ,5427 -,7300 .6616 ,8236
• 0150 -1.9153 .6036 1•2190 ,0230 .8555 ,9533 ,2624 ,5000 ,4460 -,7213 .6378 .8295
.0253 -1.9575 ,6005 1,2268 ,0500 .6781 .9187 •3505 ,5000 ,3654 -,7322 ,6608 .8249
• 0400 -1•8900 .4121 1.Z030 .1000 .4922 .8802 ,4313 ,5000 ,2467 -,7388 ,6607 ,8250
• 0600 -2,_892 •3693 1.2855 ,1500 .3912 ,8611 .4677 .5000 .1480 -,7186 ,6426 .8220
• 0800 -2.2274 .3616 1•3428 ,2000 .3040 •8436 ,6995 .5000 ,0693 -.7395 ,6614 *8Z40
• ,1000 -Z.3332 •3292 1.3694 .Z500 •2234 ,8279 .5272 ,3000 -,0693 -,7253 .6398 ,8265
• 1400 -Z.3307 .3241 1.3806 .3500 .0908 ,8031 ,5694 ,3000 -.1480 -,7432 .6390 .8276
o1800 -1,_776 •4124 1,2027 •6500 -•0165 •6420 ,8130 .5000 -,2667 -,7334 ,6609 .826?
,2200 -1.1831 .5506 •qbbO ,5500 -.0315 ,780C .6074 ,5000 -.3656 -.7216 .6411 88264
• 1600 -.9085 .60_9 ,8805 .6500 .0409 •7769 .6124 .5000 -.4660 -•7152 .6415 .8237
• •3000 -,8211 .6196 .8579 .770G .1226 .7941 .5843 .5000 -,7427 -,7214 ,6422 .8227
• 3400 -•_179 •6232 •8510 .8000 .1586 .8084 .560_ ,5000 -.641_ -.7132 .6430 .8215
• 3_00 -,7934 ,6291 ,_29 .8500 •1869 ,8151 .5492 ,5000 -,7401 -,7226 .6429 ,8217
• 4200 -.7641 •8293 ._427 ,9000 .1912 ,8110 ,5390 CHORDWI$E
• 6o00 -.7580 .t377 .8328 .9700 .lq4_ .8219 .5375 ,0600 ,6500 -1.9857 .3929 1.2392
• 5000 -.7233 .6638 •6202 1,0000 .1601 •8158 ,5680 ,1600 .6500 -2.3603 ,3217 1,3859
,5400 -.7229 ,8485 ,8131 *2200 •6500 -1.1865 *5690 ,9685•58 0 -.6891 •656 ,e0_3
,6200 -.6615 ,6609 7939 ,3000 .6500 -,8607 ,6208 ,8557
• .3800 .4500 -,8135 ,6271 ,8_60
• 6o00 -.61_6 ,8717 .7773 .6600 ,4500 -.7526 ,6374 .8301• 70_ -.5771 .6939 , 430
.5600 .4500 -.7267 .6654 ,8177
• 7500 -.4637 .7215 .7002 .bZGO ,4500 -,6639 ,6569 ,8001
.8000 -,3167 ,7488 ,6774 ,7000 ,6500 -,5538 ,6769 ,7693
• 85G0 -.1240 ,77_1 ,6154 ,8000 ,6500 -.3297 ,7229 ,6981
• 9G00 -,0475 •79_0 ,5778 ,9000 ,6500 -,0492 ,7737 ,6176
• 9500 .G716 .6091 ,7608 .1016 ,3551 .6834 ,8787 ,4342
• 9750 .I178 ._216 .53_ ,2000 .3552 ,2928 ,8420 .5025
1.uOO0 .16_1 .817e ,568_ .3700 .3552 .0866 .8015 .5720
,6500 ,3552 -,0155 .7809 .6058
• 5500 ,3552 -.0361 .7763 .6133
• 6500 ,3552 .0670 ,7949 ,5829
• 7500 .3552 .1174 .8112 .5557
• 8000 ,3552 .1576 .8162 .5472
• 8500 .3552 ,1739 ,8210 .5391
• .9000 ,3552 ,1971 ,8251 ,5320
• 9500 ,3552 .2006 ,8240 ,5338
PT 524.4564 KPA CN 1,1460 CD1 .03179
TT 125,6779 K Cq -.0432 CO2 ,03067
RC 3b.C6Zq HILLID_ CC -.0863 CD3 ,02998
MACH .599_ CD% ,03006
ALPH_ 7•0063 DEG CD5 .02825
_PPE_ _U_FAC_ L_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P_L/PT HL_C XIC CP PtLIPT _L_C XIC YI(BI2) CP PtLIPT NLOC
0.0_00 -,0309 .77_6 .6100 O,_COG -*0369 ,7784 ,6100 ,5000 ,7601 -.7064 ,6472 ,8151
• 0060 -1._220 .6299 1,1703 .0060 1.0809 .9978 .0557 .5000 ,6416 -,7104 ,6463 ,8165
,0(,80 -Z,(125 ,391_ 1,243C ,0_80 1,0624 ,9952 ,0_27 .5000 .54Z7 -,7062 ,6671 ,8152
• 0150 -2.gC09 .360_ 1.30_5 .0230 .90_4 ,963_ .2301 ,5000 ,4440 -,7Z47 .6673 ,8149
•0250 -_.26_6 .3_78 1.3296 ,0500 .7366 .9300 ,3_39 ,5000 ,3456 -,7Z08 ,6436 ,8209
,0600 -Z•_3Z6 .3410 i.3623 .leo0 ,5615 .89Z6 ,6067 ,5000 ,26b7 -o7156 eb4Z4 e8226
,06LU-2,3789 ,3_39 1.3810 •1500 .6277 °8696 •6518 •5000 ,1480 -.7159 ,6636 ,8205
.0_00 -2.4588 .5070 1.4191 .ZOO0 •34C4 .8536 ,4816 15000 °0693 -,7263 ,6427 ,8219
•IuO0 -_°4689 •zqlu 1,_626 .2500 °2617 ,8387 °5083 ,SOO0 -,0693 -,7208 ,6637 *8206
• 1600 -2,5100 .2917 1.4551 ,3500 .1235 ,8109 ,5562 ,5000 -,1480 -,7210 .6435 ,8207
• 1800 -l.1719 ,3639 !o19O5 •4500 .0123 .6620 ,8230 ,5000 -o1467 -.7197 .6639 .8201
tZZ00--1.7317 ,6611 I,C785 ,5500 -,0169 17897 ,5915 .5000 -o3454 -,7188 .6642 .8196
•Z60O -1.2199 •5668 .9737 .hSO0 .05F8 ,784_ .6009 .5C00 -,4440 -,7166 ,6463 .8192
• 3000 -.9016 .b089 ,8743 ,7500 .1225 .7958 ,5816 .5000 -.5%17 -,7112 ,6443 ,8195
• 3400 -.8008 .6285 .8_38 ._CO0 .1651 .809Z .55_1 .5000 -.6414 -,6986 .6489 .8123
,380a -.7663 .6377 .8318 .8500 •1751 .8196 ,5619 ,5000 -.7401 -,7138 .6454 ,8177
,42_0 -,7706 ,63_3 ,828b ,qcoo .2_01 ,8190 .5_26 CHOROWlSE
• 4600 -,7472 ,6381 .8189 .9500 ,1830 .8267 .5327 °0600 ,4500 -2.1926 ,3549 1,3149
• 5_00 -,7156 ,0457 ,8173 1,C¢00 ,1398 •81_9 •5528 .1400 ,6500 -Z,6887 ,2952 1,6667
•56_o -,6988 ,6503 .8102
•7600 -._21 °6576 .799U .2200 .4500-1,5485 .480q 1,0807
.6100 -.6503 •e670 .7_%b ,3000 ,4500 -,9486 .5993 ,8891
,boUO -,6626 .6782 .7672 ,3800 ,4500 -.7902 ,6305 ,8607
.7000 -,54_Z .6990 ,7351 .4600 .4500 -.7396 .6432 ,8212
,5600 ,4500 -,7083 ,6486 .,8129
,770J -.6394 .71_9 .6949 .b200 ,4500 -,6395 ,6608 *7961
• 8000 -.3079 .7536 .6562 .7000 .6500 -.5231 .6795 .7653
•850o -.1739 .77_3 .6166 ,SO00 .4500 -.2888 ,7261 .6931
,9000 -.0517 •7989 ,5763 °9000 ,4500 -,0795 ,7710 ,6220
•970G ,0666 ,8071 .5661 ,IC16 ,3552 ,5358 ,8908 ,6102
.977J ,4.996 ,6216 ,53_0 .ZOO0 .3551 .3466 ,8531 ,6626
l,OGO0 .1398 .8!19 .5528 ,3500 ,355Z ,1268 ,8098 ,5580
• 4500 ,3552 ,0129 .7875 .5952
• 5500 ,3552 -,0184 ,7816 .6048
•6500 .3752 .0613 ,7q76 .5785
• 7500 .3552 ,1192 ,8090 .5595
•8000 *3552 ,1608 ,8186 ,5%32
•8700 ,3752 ,1735 ,8207 .5396237 .9000 .3552 ,2921 .8236 .5369
......... • 9500 ,3552 .1790 ,810_ ,5400
PT 524.4494 KPA CN 1.1707 CD1 ,04516
TT 125.5767 K CN -,0293 CDZ .04441
_C 30.0703 MILLION C¢ -.0918 C03 .04483
MACH .5993 CD4 ,04546
ALPHA 8,0043 DEG CD5 ,04Z84
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP PJLIPT NLOC XIC ¥1(811) CP PtLIPT NLOC
0.0000 -,1654 ,7517 ,6518 O.OOO0 -.1654 .7§17 ,6528 ,5000 ,7401 -.6556 ,6538 ,8040
.0_60 -2.0313 .3831 1.2583 .C040 1,0780 .9967 .0691 .5000 ,6414 -,6622 .6530 .8060
.0080 -2,1722 .3575 1.3095 ,0080 1.0768 .9965 ,0707 .5000 .5417 -,6661 ,6531 .8060
.U150 -Z,2899 ,3331 1,3608 ,0230 .9355 .9689 .2131 ,5000 .4440 -,6651 ,651_ ,8069
,025J -2,3765 ,3189 1,3921 ,0500 .7645 ,9351 ,3115 ,5000 ,3454 -,6629 .6521 .8076
.0400 -Z.4213 .3111 1.4076 .1000 ,5723 .8958 .4000 .5000 ,2467 -,6595 ,6530 ,8061
,0600 -2.4937 .Z917 1,4550 ,1500 ,4574 ,8749 .4416 .5000 ,1480 -,6686 ,6516 .8082
• 0_00 -Z.6011 ,1750 1.4960 .ZOO0 ,3651 .8551 .4789 .5000 .0493 -,6776 .6496 .8114
• lOOb -Z,blO2 .2195 1,5100 .ZSGO ,1791 ,8396 ,5068 .5000 -.0493 -.6571 ,65Z7 ,8065
• 1400 -Z,5669 .2816 1,_795 .3500 .1443 .8138 ,5514 ,5000 -.1480 -,6782 ,65Z4 ,8070
.1800 -1.8174 ,6236 1.1817 .4500 .0186 .6527 ,8065 ,5000 -,1467 -,6751 ,6518 ,8080
.ZZ03 -1.6467 .4573 1,1214 .5500 -.0185 .7878 ,5947 ,5000 -.3454 -,6646 ,6537 °8050 •
.Z6uO -1,_94_ ,4856 L.0728 .6500 .0476 .7819 .6043 .5000 -,4440 -,6574 ,65Z7 ,8065
.3000 -1.2_61 ,5379 .9879 .7500 ,1178 ,7937 .5849 ,5000 -,5417 -,6585 .6556 ,8011
.34_0 -1._184 .5816 .9151 .8000 .1362 ,8086 ,5601 .5000 -.6414 -,6462 ,6554 .80Z3
,3ubO -,€510 .6165 .8623 .8500 ,1506 .8111 e555_ *5000 --*7401 -*6756 *6691 *8110
,4ZUU -.7615 ,6334 ,8362 ,9000 .1513 ,8132 ,5523 CH_ROWISE
._00 -.7_46 .6439 ,8201 ,95C0 .1374 .8176 .5533 .0600 ,4500 -Z,3763 .3260 1.3764
.5000 -.6813 ,65_8 ,797Z 1.0000 .0619 .7998 ,5749 .1400 ,6500 -Z,3Z91 ,3175 1,3731
• 5400 -,_304 ,b_O ,7891 ,2200 ,4500 -1,6598 o4618 1,1137
,5800 -._061 ,o713 ,7780 .3000 ,4500 -1,1164 .5504 .9663
,6ZC_ -.5679 ,_834 ,7593 ,3800 ,4500 -,8759 .61_9 .8681
.6600 -.5094 .b938 ,7_32 .4600 ,4500 -,7070 .6461 .8156
.7_0 -.4670 .713U .7134 .5400 .4500 -,6365 .6614 .7931
,75_0 -.3t40 .73_1 .6790 ,6Z00 .4500 -.556Z .6798 .76%8
.Suoo -.251_ .7531 .6505 .7000 .4500 -.4413 .7004 ,7330
.8_C0 -,1509 .1713 ,bZi4 .8000 ,4500 -,2559 .7361 .6775
.u_J -,0699 ,7_26 ,b034 ,9000 .4500 --.0793 .7705 .6Z28
,9_L_0 -.C(68 ,7850 ,5993 ,1014 ,3551 ,5691 ,8977 ,3960
•970_ ,0C93 .8133 ,552Z ,2000 ,3552 ,3749 .8606 .46_6
l. OOCO .0619 ,749_ ,57_9 ,3500 ,355Z ,1416 ,8154 ,5487
,4500 ,355Z ,0243 ,7900 .5910
,5500 .3551 -,0125 ,7839 .6010
.6500 .3551 ,0573 .7985 .5770
,7500 ,3551 .1104 .8068 ,5631
.8000 .355Z .1411 ,81Z9 .55Z9
,_500 ,3552 ,1519 .8158 .5479
,9000 *355Z ,1699 ,8209 .5392
.9500 .355Z ,1248 ,8108 ,5564
PT 524,4152 KPA CN 1.1053 CD1 ,07228
TT 125.6270 K C_ -,0334 CD2 ,07200
RC Z9.9735 _ILLION CC -,0801 CD3 ,06943
_A¢fl .5971 C04 .064Z7
ALPHA 9,0424 OEG CO5 .05?97
UPPER SURFAC_ LOWER S_RFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP P. LIPT HLOC XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC Y/(8/_) CP PJLIPT HLOC
C.OObO -.2374 ,7376 ,6751 _.C_/:O -.2374 ,7576 .6751 ,5000 ,7401 -,_64 .6556 ,80Z0
,0_40 -Z.1715 ,3591 1.3061 .0040 1.0580 .9935 .0967 ,5000 ,6414 -.668Z ,6519 ,8078
,U_SO -Z.18_4 ,335_ L,35_9 ,0080 1,0850 .9985 .0460 .5000 .5417 -.6796 .6518 .8079
•01_0 -Z,3709 ,316Z 1,3982 .0230 .958Z ,9736 .1969 ,5000 ,4440 -,6842 .6510 .8091
._150-2,6698 *2g_4 I,4358 .0500 ,7845 ,9395 ,3002 ,5000 ,3456-*6835 .6504 ,8101
,0400 -Z.4709 .Z_6 L,43_7 ,101_0 ,5931 .9031 .3847 ,5000 ,2467 -.6767 ,6493 ,8117
,0600 -Z._696 ,2976 1.4410 .1500 .4638 .8763 ,4389 ,5000 .1480 -.6767 .6561 .8013
,UBOO -Z,3216 ,3323 1,3617 .2CUb .3832 ,8609 ,4681 .5000 ,0493 -,6881 ,649b ,8113
• _00 -2.14_9 ,3609 1.30_7 .1500 ,18e5 .8411 .5040 .5000 -,0493 -.6838 .6494 .8117
o16v0 -1.8735 ,6131 1._011 .3500 .1303 .8107 ,5566 ,5000 -,1480 -,6700 .6511 ,8090
,1800 -1,6757 ,456_ 1,12_9 .4500 ,0081 ,6521 ,8074 ,5000 -.1467 -,6910 ,6471 .8151
.ZZ_U -1,5C68 ,49_8 1.06_7 .5500 -.0314 .7851 °5975 .5000 -,3454 -.6770 ,6565 ,8007
• 1600 -1.3439 ,5211 1,0135 .6500 .0278 .7802 ,6070 ,5000 -.444U -,6718 ,6553 .80Z5
,30oO -i,1418 ,5616 .9_69 .7500 ,0781 ,7895 ,5918 ,5000 -,54Z7 -.6726 .656Z .8011
,34U0-I.COU5 ,_SbZ .90_6 .8010 .1030 .7991 ,5760 .5000 -.6414 -.6661 ,6558 .8018
,38uO -,0005 ,1084 ,8750 ,8500 ,1085 ,8057 ,5650 .5000 -,7601 -,6709 ,6553 ,80Z5
.4g00 -,BLI? .6199 ,84T8 ,9(,0C ,09EO ,8079 ,5613 CHQROWISE
,4600 -.7474 ,637fl ,8Z95 ,9500 .0623 ,8033 ,5689 ,0600 .4500-Z,3593 ,3Z73 1.3735
.SbO0 -.67_6 .6594 .7_61 1,0_0 -.1043 ,7674 ,6_77 ,1400 ,4500 -1.8456 .4Z71 1.1753
,5400 -,625o .6751 ./TZu ,2200 .4500 -1.5035 ,4879 1,0689 )
.58_0 -,573_ .6783 ,7671 .3000 ,4500 -1.1887 .5550 .9589
,6200 -.54Z4 .68)9 .7_91 ,3800 ,4500 -,9130 ,6105 .8715
,6buO -,67_3 ,7u09 .73Z2 .4600 ,4500 -.7561 .6374 ,8301
.7000 -._1_1 .7118 o7138 .5400 .4500 -.6068 ,6617 .7911
,75_0 -.3591 ,73_1 .6806 ,6200 .4500 -,5321 .6800 .7645
,80_0 -.2776 ,7467 .6038 ,7000 .6500 -,4Z14 .70Z8 .7293
.8_0 -,Lifo ,7529 .6509 .8000 .4500 -.2766 .7311 ,6853 a
.9000 -.1766 ,7579 ,6_30 .9000 .4500 -.1767 .7519 ,6525
,9503 -,14_5 ,76_0 .6364 .1014 .3552 .5847 ,9015 .3881
.975u -,1251 ,_030 .5745 .ZOO0 .3552 *3763 .8609 e4681
_.0000 -.10q3 .7&r4 .b177 ,3500 .3551 .14ZZ .8149 .5495
• 4500 .3552 .0217 .7913 .5889
.5500 .3551 -.0314 .7780 .6106
.6500 .3551 .0113 ,7911 .5892
• 7500 .3551 .0848 .8045 .5671
.BOO0 .3551 .0897 ,8033 .5690
,8500 .3551 .1190 .8066 .5634
2_ .9000 ,3551 .0964 ,8037 .5683
.9500 ,3551 ,0734 .8003 .5740
PT _23o734_ KPA Cq ,Z_80 CD1 ,00788
TT 134.6187 K Cq -.0750 CD2 .00792
RC 30.1465 MZLL[ON CC .0087 CD3 .007§1
_ACH ,6981 CDk ,00745
ALPHA -1.0129 OEG CD5 .00?69
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SUPFAC_ SPANWISE
X/C CP P_L/PT HLOC XIC CP FwLIPT HLOC XIC YI(81Z) CP P_LIPT HLOC
O.bO03 1.0959 ,9921 .1065 0,0000 1.0959 ,9921 ,1065 ,5000 ,7401 -.5599 .5838 .9127
.0040 ,7572 .9088 .3722 ,0040 -,Z3CZ ,6653 ,7866 ,5000 .6416 -.§660 ,5831 .9138
.0083 .5207 .850Z .6073 ,0080 -.5931 ,5755 .9258 ,5000 ,5427 -.5763 ,5798 .9191
• 0150 .3068 .7971 .5788 ,0230 -.1326 ,6895 .7692 ,5000 ,4460 -.5700 .5820 .9156
• 0250 ,0686 .7398 .6711 .0500 -.1265 .6918 .7657 .5000 .3656 -,5720 ,5817 .9161
,U4bO -.2008 .6723 .7758 ,1000 -.1746 .6790 ,7655 .§000 .2667 -,5762 ,5805 .9179
.ObUO -.426_ .6173 ,_606 .1500 -,Z034 .6716 .7768 .5000 .1680 -.5781 .5809 .9173
,086_ -.5149 ._9_0 .8905 .ZOO0 -.2275 .6657 .7860 ,5000 .0693 -,5818 .5792 .9200
.1U00 -.5532 ,5867 .9083 .25_0 -.Z7_q .6553 .8019 .5000 -,0693 -,5829 .5789 ,9205
• 1_00 -,5953 .57_b .9Z71 .3500 -.3594 .6366 .8338 .5000 -.1680 -.5820 .5806 .9181
.1_00 -.5945 ,5741 ._2_ .6500 -.6305 ,5786 .9208 .5000 -.2667 -.5824 .5703 .9216
• 2203 -.5688 ._816 ,9163 .5_00 -.3390 ,6159 .8628 .5000 -,3654 -.5813 .5773 ,9229
• 26_3 -,5523 .5869 ,9080 ,6500 -.1526 ,6611 .8238 .5000 -,6460 -.5788 .5798 .9190
• 3000 -.5464 .5872 .907_ .7500 .00_3 .6852 .7559 ,5000 -.56Z7 -,5737 ,5806 ,9178
,34_J -.5636 .5_86 .q052 ,8000 .0663 .7224 .698_ .5000 -.6614 -.5735 ._825 ,9147
,3UOO -.56_1 ,5067 .9082 ,8500 ,11P1 .7376 .6748 ,5000 -,7601 -.5755 ,5809 .9176
• _ZbO -.5516 .5805 .q085 ,9000 .1612 ,7509 .6535 CHOROM%SE
• 4603 -.5660 ,_631 ,_138 ,95C0 .lq00 ,7623 ,6354 .0600 ,6500 -.4397 .6143 ,8652
• 5000 -.5805 ,5754 .ZOO 1,0000 .2133 .7746 .6157 .1600 ,6500 -.573Z ,58ZZ ,9153
.5400 -.5971 .5705 .)337 .ZZO0 ,6500 -.5618 .5861 ,9091
• 5800 -.6206 .5706 .9335 .3000 ,4500 -,5387 .5913 ,9010
• 6200 -,_165 .5736 ,_288 .3800 .6500 -.5535 ,5885 .9053
.6600 -.6043 .5_53 ,9106 ,4600 .6500 -.5600 ,5867 e908Z
.70_0 -,5620 .b052 ,_7_7 .5400 ,4500 -.5952 .5761 .9269
• 7500 -.4612 .6412 .8236 ,6200 .6500 --,6063 .576Z ,9Z67
• _ObU -.322_ .6785 .7662 .7000 ,6500 -.5650 .5900 .9031
,_500 -.17_0 ,7128 ,7132 .8000 ,6500 -*3231 .6639 .8196
.qUuo -,&371 .7451 ,6627 ._000 .6500 -.0615 .7142 ,711_
.9500 .0_67 .7569 .6397 .1016 .3552 -.1785 .6776 ,7678
,9750 .1520 .76_4 ,b256 .2000 ,35§2 -.Z303 .6652 ,7866
L.OOu_ .2133 .77_6 .6157 ,3500 ,3552 -.3621 ,6334 ,83_7
• 4500 .3552 -,6214 .6195 .8572
.5500 ,3552 -.3418 ,6600 .8256
.6500 .3552 -.1497 ,6867 .7535
.7500 ,3552 .0039 .7250 ,6962
.8000 .3552 .0668 .7398 ,6710
• 8500 .3552 ,1161 .7511 .653Z
,9000 .3552 ,1575 .7630 ,6362
.9500 ,3552 .1886 .7687 ,6251
PT 522.8P33 KPA C_ .3984 CO1 ,00809
TT 134,6117 K C_ -,0766 CD2 .00812
RC 3c,0q15 MILLID_ CC ,0062 CD3 ,00779
_ACH ,697_ CD4 ,00769
ALPHA ,02C6 DEG C05 .00772
UPPFR SURFACE LO_ER SLtPFAC_ 5PAN_SE
XIL CP #_LIPT _LOC xIC CP P_L/PT _LOC XlC Y1(812) CP PeLIPT BLOC
U.uO_O 1.1210 .9_5 .0468 0,0_0 1.1216 .9_85 .0468 .5000 .7401 -.6255 .5640 .9641
• 00_3 ,563_ .€_37 ._680 .C040 .18_8 .7677 .6267 .5000 .6616 -,6271 .5655 .9617
o_0 .3_6 .7972 .57_7 .¢OUC -.11_5 ,6950 .7407 ,5000 .5627 -.6363 .5636 .9650
• 0150 .0_62 .7_;2 .6642 .0_30 ,O_qO .7443 .6660 .5000 .4460 -,6331 .5660 .940q
• 0250 -.1375 ,0_7 .7504 .0500 .0442 ,732_ .682_ °5000 ,3456 -.6346 ,5666 ,9602
• UkUO -,4168 ,619_ o_b_ .1100 -,0444 .7110 ,7160 .5000 .2467 -.6390 ,5636 ,9650
.bbO0 -._SkZ ._611 .9416 .1_00 -,0967 .6_96 .7336 .5000 o1680 -.6365 ,5663 .9606
.OUUO -.7490 .539_ .9833 ,Z(_O -,1351 .6899 .7485 ,5000 ,0693 -.6610 ,5667 .9629
• 1060 -.77_6 ,5377 .9941 .2500 -.1863 ,6766 .7691 ,5000 -,0493 -,6619 ,5667 .962_
• 1400 -,787_ ,5277 1.0023 .3500 -.Z_P8 .6515 .8077 .5000 -o1480 -,6419 .5653 .q418
.LSuO -,7577 ._35_ ._89 .4500 -,3659 .5651 .9423 .5000 -,2667 -,6663 .5626 ,9662
• ZZO0 -,7_0 ._492 .9675 ,5500 -,zq?5 .6329 ,8363 .5000 -.3454 -.6631 ,5628 ,9658
.2600 -.6713 .5539 .9600 .6500 -.1276 .6502 .8097 ,5000 -,6640 -.636Z .5658 ,9611
• 30(60 -.649_ ._550 ,9535 .7500 .O1PO .6925 ,7446 ,5000 -.5427 -,6391 ,5662 .9636
,3400 -.6311 .5645 .9432 .8000 .0796 °7?62 ,6923 .5000 -,6414 -.6332 .5656 .9614
,3_0u -._269 .5657 .9413 ,8500 .1220 .7420 .6676 .5000 -.7€01 -.6369 .5686 ,9366
._20_ -.eZS? ,5C7_ .93_0 .g_Cb .1633 ,7527 ,6506 CH_ROMISE
• 4660 -.6349 ,5653 ,9604 ,9_00 .1906 ,7607 ,6379 .0600 ,6500 -.6566 .5625 .9663
• 5060 -.6396 ,5599 .95U5 1.0(_0 ,2036 .7722 ,6195 ,1400 ,6500 -.7623 ,5347 .9909
,54o0 -.6531 .5587 .9_4 ,2200 ,6500 -,6967 .5506 ,9653
4 .5_0 -.6676 .5610 ._487 ,3000 .4500 -.6628 ,5673 .9387
.6ZO0 -.t5_8 ,_608 ,93_5 ,3800 ,6500 -,6365 .5680 ,9377
.boGJ --,633_ o5769 oqlq6 ,4600 ,6500 -,6215 e5731 =9Z95
.70_0 -._846 .60€9 ._7_8 ,5400 .6500 -,6692 .5669 ,9626
.75_0 -.4728 .64u3 ._51 .6200 .4500 -.6622 .5672 .9388
• 8o&3 -.3293 .67_9 .7656 .7000 ,4500 -.5695 ,5826 ,9147
.65U0 -.1767 .7129 .7131 .8000 .4500 -.3305 .6416 .8231
& .9003 -._302 .74_3 ._b3q .9000 .4500 -.0368 .7123 .7160
.95U_ .C914 .7608 ,6378 ,1014 .3552 -,0501 .7090 .7191
.9750 .1485 °7686 °6255 .ZOO0 ,3552 -.1360 .6885 ,7508
1,0_b0 ,Z_3b .7722 .6195 ,3500 .3552 -,2877 ,6530 ,8055
.4500 ,3552 -.3599 .6338 ,83_1
• 5500 ,3552 -.2996 ,6605 ,8126
.6500 ,3552 -.1265 ,6936 ,7629
• 7500 .3552 ,0196 .7284 ,6089
°8000 .3552 .0775 ,7439 .6646
,8500 .3552 .1ZZZ .7539 .6688
_ ,9C00 .3552 .1639 ,7645 .6319
,9500 .3552 ,1856 ,7677 ,6267
PT 522.9256 KPA CH ,5286 COl ,00857
TT 134,5751 K CH -,0727 CD2 ,00864
RC 30.1717 MILLION CC .0012 C03 ,00820
HACH .7001 CD4 .00801
ALPHA .9979 DEG CO5 ,00801
UPPE_ SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIRT MLOC XIC Y1(812) CP PeLIPT MLOC
O.OOOJ 1.11_7 .9978 .0558 0,0000 1.1187 .9978 .0558 .5000 .7601 -.6771 ,5470 .9712
.0043 ,35€8 ,8089 ,559(' ,6040 .4964 .8442 ,4981 ,5000 .6414 -,6758 ,5470 ,9713
.0080 ,0866 .7433 ,b654 .0080 ,2039 ,7715 ,6206 ,5000 ,5627 -,6962 ,5469 o9766
• 0150 -,1115 ,6937 .T4Z7 .0230 ,2729 ,7899 ,5906 ,5000 ,6660 -,6883 ,§450 89744
.0250 -.3105 ._415 .8232 .0500 ,1792 ,7656 .6301 ,5000 .3456 -,6873 ,5522 .9628
• 0_00 -.5968 .5712 ,9326 ,1000 ,0667 .7382 ,6735 .5000 .2667 -,6871 .5500 ,9663
.0600 -.8383 .5099 L.0316 .1500 -.0020 .7215 .6996 .5000 ,1680 -.6966 .5506 ,9657
• OBbO -.9790 .4759 1.08_b .2000 -,0500 .7087 ,7194 .5000 ,0693 -.6964 .5680 .9695
• 1000 -1.0344 ,4606 1.1151 .2500 -,1118 .693h ,7428 ,5000 -,0493 -.6921 .5485 ,9606
• 14U3 -1,G_43 .4476 1,1379 .3500 -.2257 .6626 ,7907 ,5000 -,1680 -,6961 ,5503 ,9657
• l_uO -1.0352 ,46_0 1,1126 .4500 -.3171 ,5475 ,9703 .5000 -.2667 -,6908 ,5518 ,9633
• 22_0 -.8585 ,5027 1,0434 .5500 -,2635 .6397 .8260 .5000 -.3656 -,6902 ,5512 ,9644
• ZbCJ -,7249 .536_ ,9_86 ,6500 -.1038 .6538 .8063 .5000 -.6460 -.6829 ,556_ ,9592
• 3000 -.7069 ,_395 .9832 .7500 .0316 ,6925 .7667 .5000 -,5427 -.6794 ,5519 ,9632
• 3600 -.694_ ,5623 ._788 .8000 ,0913 .7259 ,6928 ,5000 -,6616 -,681Z ,5533 ,9609
• 3e03 -,7036 ,543U ,9776 ,0500 ,1327 .7620 ,6677 ,5000 -,7401 -,6871 ,5516 ,9638
• 6203 -,69L8 ,5;41 .9798 ,9000 .1695 ,7505 .6542 CHOROWISE
• 4600 -.6947 .5504 .9697 ,9500 .1853 ,7597 .6_96 ,0600 ,6500 -,8435 ,5127 1.0Z67
.50&0 -.tqz4 .5_78 .9698 1.0000 .1912 .7689 .6248 .1400 ,6500 -1,0612 ,4592 1,1174
• 540_ -,bq60 ,SS_Z ,9740 ,2200 ,4500 -.8088 ,5213 1.0127
,58U_ -,7157 ,54_5 .96_7 ,3000 ,4500 -,7Z88 ,5406 ,9816
• bZuO -._943 .557_ ,9539 .3800 ,4500 -.7053 ,5481 .9694
• 6bGO -.6550 .5734 .9291 .6600 .4500 -.6835 .5565 ,9590
.71_0 -._{_25 .tC45 ,8804 .5400 ,6500 -,6940 ,5523 ,9626
• 750J -,4770 .6401 ,8253 ,6200 ,4500 -,6721 ,5566 ,9557
._OuO -.3208 .6796 .7645 .7000 .6590 -,§789 ,5801 ,9185
.fiSuu -.1741 ,7137 .711_ .8000 ,_500 -,3329 .6398 .82§7
,90_ -.0265 .74_3 .b_9 ,9000 .6500 -,0361 .7135 .7122
195C0 .0926 .7574 ,643Z .1014 .355Z .0531 .7360 .6801
,975d ,14_2 ,76_7 .bg_3 .ZOO0 ,3552 -,0570 ,7077 ,7212
1.00_ ,191_ .76_9 ._248 ,3500 ,3552 -,2Z39 ,6658 ,7857
,4500 ,3552 -,3065 ,6461 .8161
• 5500 ,3552 -.2570 ,6576 .7983
.6500 .3552 -,1068 ,6964 ,7417
• 7500 ,3552 .0351 ,7306 ,5855
,8000 .3552 ,0877 ,7462 ,66_1
.8500 .3552 .1301 ,7569 ,6472
,9000 ,3552 ,1682 .7636 .6333
.9500 .355Z .1892 .7678 .6266
PT 522._038 KPA CN ,6742 CO1 .01690
TT 134.4896 K CM -.0704 CDZ .0110Z
RC 3_.254_ MILLIDK CC -,0069 ¢03 ,01056
MACH .7021 CD6 ,00993
ALPHA 1.995o DEG CD5 .00953
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SP&NWISE
XIC CP P#LIPT HLOC XIC CP P_L/PT _LDC X/C YI(BI2) CP PeL/PT MLQC
0,0000 1.0779 ,9874 ,1345 O.OCO0 1.0779 .9876 .1365 .5000 ,7401 -,6893 .5649 ,9765
,OU40 ,IZZb ,7519 ,6519 _¢40 ,7135 .8977 .3958 .5000 ,6614 -.6856 ,5686 *9689
,OOBJ -.1327 ,_Sbb ,T53_ C060 .4541 ,8316 ,5204 .5000 ,54Z7 -.7103 .5638 ,9762
• U150 -.3099 ,6%34 .OZUZ 0?30 ,4226 .8254 .5310 ,5000 .4460 -,6926 ,5456 .9735
,OZ_O -.4938 ,59_5 ._898 0510 .2977 ,7951 ,5821 ,5000 ,3656 -,6901 ,5660 ,9727
,040J -.7595 .5296 .9993 1000 ,1612 .7615 .6367 .5000 .2467 -.6960 .5666 ,9722
,0600 -.9095 ,4692 1,10_2 1500 .0_C2 ,7394 ,6716 .5000 ,1480 -.696Z ,5470 .9711
• 08_3 -1,1336 .4332 1,1636 2_00 ,0303 ,7260 ,6927 .5000 ,0493 -,6973 ,5490 ,967_
• 1000 -1.2170 ,4125 1.2017 .2500 -.0501 .7078 .7210 .5000 -.0493 -.7073 .5658 ,9731
,1400 -1.2835 .39_3 1.22_4 .3_00 -,15_Z .6816 ,7615 ,9000 -,14_0 -,7021 ,5658 .9730
.18uO -1.29_9 .3_53 1.2341 ,4500 -,25P9 .5662 ,9724 ,5000 -.2457 -,7139 .5460 ,9759
.2200 -1,3181 .3934 1.2378 ,5500 -.2177 .6521 ,8069 .SO00 -,3494 -,7118 ,5463 ,9722
,_o_3 -1,2_67 ,39_4 1,_301 .6500 -.0750 ,6626 .7910 ,5000 -,66_0 -,7074 ,5678 ,9698
• 3003 -1.2039 o4103 1.1946 .7500 ,0473 .6982 ,7358 .5000 -.5427 -,7070 ,5462 ,9723
,34u3 -.6709 ,_5_2 ,9629 .800_ .1044 .7300 ,6864 ,5000 -,6414 -,7021 ,5672 ,9708
• 3_00 -.6205 .5651 .9407 ._500 ,1410 ,7447 ,6633 ,5000 -,7401 -,7073 ,5438 .9763
• %Z_0 -.6366 .5_95 .9512 .9000 .17e2 .7550 ,6470 CH_RDWISE
.460_ -.6736 .5501 ._661 ,95C_ .1930 .7621 ,63_7 ,0500 ,4500 -,9859 ,4745 1.0910
• SOtO -,6926 .5427 .9780 1.OCO0 .1841 .7658 ,6297 .1400 .4500 -1.2787 .6050 1,2156
._400 -.7107 .540_ ,9_15 .2200 ,_500 -1.3252 .3925 1.2394 )
.58u_ -.72u2 ,5505 .9o55 .3000 ._500 -1,0250 .6658 1,1059
.6ZUO -,_915 .5502 .9564 .3800 .4500 -,6597 ,5558 .9569
.66(:0 -,t_51 .5713 .9324 ,6600 ,4500 -.6960 ,9489 ,9681
,70UO -.5091 ._011 ,8857 .5400 ,4500 -,7223 ,5433 ,9770
• 75UJ -._831 .6402 .8251 ,6200 ._500 -.6891 ,5495 ,9671
• 8003 -,3309 .67_4 .76o3 ,7000 ,4500 -,5914 ,5727 ,9303
,8_0_ -.1773 .7125 .7137 .8000 .4500 -.3310 .6376 .8292
• 9_C0 -.0344 ,7443 ._640 ,9000 .6500 -.0375 ,7106 ,7167
.9500 .&947 ,7559 .6456 .1014 .3552 ,1562 ,7579 ,6425
,9793 ,1466 .7670 ,6279 .ZOO0 ,3552 .0166 ,7243 ,6953
1,U003 .1_41 ,7658 ,0297 ,3500 ,3552 -.1601 .6796 ,7644
.4500 .3552 -,2465 .6601 .7965
.5500 .3552 -.2229 ,6653 ,7865
.6500 .3552 -.0718 .7022 ..7297
• 7500 ,3552 .0507 ,7322 ,6830
• 8000 ,3552 .1046 ,7468 .6600
• 8500 ,3552 ,1376 ,7555 ,6662
240 .9000 .3552 .1773 .7642 .6324
.9500 .3552 .1959 .7686 ,6256
..
PT 520,7671 KPA CN ,824Z C0i ,01987
TT 133.698g K CH -,0689 COZ ,OZOOZ
RC 30.2796 MZLLICH CC -,0162 CD3 ,01862
MACH .6981 CD4 ,01630
ALPHA 3.1604 OEG. C05 *01569
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANMISE
X/C CP PJL/?T MLOC X/C CP P_L/PT HLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT HLDC
0.0000 .9944 .9674 .2180 0,0000 .99¢6 .9674 ,2180 *5000 ,7401 -*6118 *§712 *9317
.0040 -*C889 .6999 .7333 .0040 ,8802 ,9897 .2993 .5000 .6414 -,5967 .5745 .9274
,008U -.3785 .6335 ,8401 ,0080 ,6561 ,8843 ,4129 .5000 *54Z7 -,5909 .5763 .9Z46
• 0150 -*5128 ,5969 .89Z3 *0230 .5487 ,8581 .4729 .5000 .4440 -,6070 .5764 .9245
.OZ_O -.6714 ,5590 .9519 ,0500 .4083 ,8Z15 .5361 .5000 ,3454 -*6061 *5769 .9136
°0400 -.9100 ,_963 1*05_Z ,1000 .2581 ,7876 .5945 .5000 .2467 -.5700 .5826 .9147
• 0600 -1.1631 .4350 1.1605 .1500 .1691 .7649 .6313 .5000 .1680 -.5650 .5797 .9192
,UEuO -1.2942 .4001 1.ZZ5U .1000 .1001 ,7479 .6583 .5000 .0693 -,5756 ,5811 o9170
.1000 -1,3971 .3_01 1,2635 ,ZSCO ,0253 ,7292 .6878 ,5000 -,0493 -.5842 o5790 ,9203
• 1403 -1.4572 ,3606 1.3026 ,3500 -.0937 .7007 ,7320 ,5000 -,1480 -.5809 ,5801 ,9187
.18_0 -1.4747 .3592 1.3054 .4500 -.2054 ,5811 .9170 ,5000 -,2467 -.5865 .5774 .9229
• Z203 -1.4875 .3543 1.3155 .5500 -.1753 ,6711 .7776 ,5000 -,3454 -.5898 .5751 .9264
,2600 -1,4943 .3570 1.3099 ,6500 -,0565 06771 ,7684 .5000 -,4440 -06153 .5718 ,9317
• 3000 -1.4747 ,3_85 1.3069 ,7500 ,0646 ,7093 ,7187 .5000 -,5427 -.6333 .5670 ,9391
,34_0 -1.4575 ,3622 1.2993 .ECCO .1196 ,7369 ,6756 .5000 -,6416 -,66Z5 ,5613 ,9482
,380U -1,3359 .3916 1,2391 ,8_00 ,1569 .7517 .6522 ,3000 -,7401 -,6756 .5558 .9570
,42_0 -,660_ .5633 .9451 ,9000 .1868 .7601 .6387 CHOROMZSE
,460_ -,5925 ,5803 ,9183 ,9500 .2012 ,7694 ,6241 ,0600 ,4500 -1.1277 ,4460 1,1407
.5000 -.5665 .574_ .9176 1.0000 .1996 ,7722 ,6195 ,1400 ,4500 -1,4656 .3648 1.Z940
,5400 -.6034 .5654 ,9418 ,1200 ,4500 -1*5Z14 .3501 1,3262
,58_0 -,6229 ,56Z9 .9458 .3000 ,4500 -1.4760 .3585 1.3068
.6200 -.6_99 .5673 .9388 ,3800 .4500 -1.1953 ,4286 1.1719
o660_ -.6317 ,5816 .9163 .4600 ,4500 -,6143 ,5701 ,9344
• 7000 -.574_ .6072 .8762 .5400 .4500 -,6065 .5732 ,9295
,750_ -.467_ .b_13 ,3235 .6200 .4500 -,6502 .5667 .9429
,EuuO -.3Z11 ,6810 ,Z6Z4 .7000 .4500 -.5651 ,5849 .9111
.8500 -.1709 ,7133 .719_ ,8000 .4500 -.3195 ,6439 .8195
,90UO -._,383 ,7441 .6641 .9000 .6500 -,0360 ,7129 ,7132
.9500 .u_3_ .75q2 .640_ .1014 ,355Z ,2568 .7854 .5981
,9753 .15_0 .77_7 .6103 ,2000 ,355Z ,1097 .7501 ,6548
1,00U0 .1996 .7722 .6195 .3500 ,3552 -,0991 .6987 ,7351
.4500 .3552 -,1983 .6753 ,7711
.5500 .3552 -.1787 ,6796 ,7666
.6500 .3551 -,0487 .7101 ,7174
,7500 ,3552 ,0749 ,7411 ,6691
• 8000 .355Z ,1160 .7503 .6546
• 8500 .3552 .1567 .7613 .6370
• 9000 .3552 .1820 ,7686 ,6254
• 9500 ,3552 .2067 ,7740 ,6166
PT 5ZC,8UU6 KPA CH ,9348 C01 .03004
TT 133.7706 K C_ -,0709 CD2 ,02q95
RC 30.242P MILLIC_ CC -,0227 C03 ,02E00
HACH ,6976 CD4 .02401
ALPHA 3.9985 DEG CD5 ,02172
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPkNWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT _LDC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC Y/(B/Z) CP PeL/PT BLOC
*.0bOO .8850 ,q406 .2970 0.0000 ,8850 .q406 ,2970 .5000 .7401 -,6244 ,5693 .9357
.U043 -.2876 ,65Z9 .8057 .CG40 .9688 .9610 .2390 ,5000 .6414 -,5997 ,5758 ,9254
.Ou6u -,5020 .5831 .9138 .OC_O .7685 ,9125 ,3642 ,5000 ,5427 -,6145 ,5742 .9279
.0_50 -.6750 ,5583 ,9531 .0230 .6347 .8792 .4329 .5000 ,4440 -.6228 ,5725 ,9306
.0250 -.7848 .5?_5 1._27 .CSUO .4793 .8410 .5038 .5000 .3454 -.6597 .5594 ,9513
.04U0 -1.0176 .4701 1.0986 .1000 .3190 ,8014 .5717 ,5000 ,2467 -.6629 ,5580 ,9536
.0600 -1.2887 .40_1 1.Z098 .1500 .Z307 .7815 .6045 .5000 .1480 -.6799 o5553 .9579
.uEu3 -1.4137 .3728 1,17_1 .ZCCO .1431 .7596 .639_ .5000 .0493 -,6687 ,5573 ,9547
.1000 -1.4859 .3_61 _.311_ .2500 .0771 .7426 .6666 .5000 -.0493 -,6621 .5592 .9516
.lkO0 -i._612 .3382 1.3495 .3500 -.0583 .7069 .7_24 .5000 -,1480 -.6297 ._67Z .9390
.1EbO -1,5935 .33_ 1.36UZ .4500 -.1832 .5542 .9596 .5000 -.2467 -.6132 .5724 .9308
.2203 -1.6136 .3304 1.3662 .5500 -.1664 .6790 .7655 ,5000 -.3454 -.6134 o5714 .9314
.Z613 -1.6046 .328g 1.3711 .6500 -.0441 .6819 .7610 .5000 -.4460 -,3843 .5821 ,9154
,3O_O -1.5950 .3306 1.3657 .7500 ,0762 .7113 .7156 .5000 -,5427 -.5993 ,5765 .9242
.3400 -1.5063 .3335 1.3595 ,8000 .1165 .7412 .6689 .5000 -.6416 -,6179 .57Z9 ,9300
.38U0 -1.5887 .336C 1.3541 .8500 .1607 .7523 .6513 .5000 -.7401 -.6470 ,5629 .9458
.4200 -1.3371 .39_0 1.ZZ90 .qO00 .17P3 .7640 .6327 CHORO_ISE
._600 -.9109 .4975 i._5Zl .95_0 .1982 .7666 .62_6 .0600 ,4500 -1.2221 .4244 1,1796
,5000 -,6769 ._19 ._lSd 1. CCO0 .18_1 .7693 ,6242 ,1400 .4500 -1,5767 .3406 1,344Z
,54_0 -.5660 .5860 .9093 .ZZO0 .4500 -1.6464 .3225 1.3836
.5800 -.5549 .5836 .9130 .3000 .4500 -1.5952 ,3297 1,3677
.6200 -.561_ .58_5 .9117 ,3800 .4500 -1.5347 ,3441 1,3368
._ou -.5_93 .5917 .9005 ._6o0 .45o0 -.0879 ._057 1.0386
.luuO -.5302 .6143 ._653 ,5400 .4500 -,5628 ,5874 ,9072
.7500 -._417 .64_6 ._1_5 .6Z00 ,4500 -.5682 ,5844 ,9118
.8_ -.3160 .6_32 .7590 .7000 ,4500 -,5172 .5948 .8955
.850U -.1706 .7117 .7149 .8000 .4500 -.3081 .6483 .8128
,9000 -.&48_ .7_2_ ,6676 .9000 .4500 -.0424 .7138 .7117
,9500 .07Z9 .75Z7 .6507 .1014 ,355Z ,3190 .8003 .5736
,9750 .1237 .7705 .6223 .ZOO0 ,3551 .1567 ,7621 .6357
1.0U00 .1861 ,7693 .0Z42 .3500 ,3552 -,0627 .7085 .7199
.4500 ,3552 -.1599 .6863 .7543
.5500 ,355Z -,1637 ,6848 ,7566
.6500 .3552 -.0353 .7137 ,7118
.7500 .3551 ,0821 ,7424 .6670
,8000 ,3552 .1203 ,7530 .6502
.8500 ,3552 ,1618 .7643 .6321
2_1 .9ooo ,3552 .1803 ,7079 .6264
.9500 ,3552 ,1903 ,7699 .623Z
PT 4Z5.6588 KPA C_ .934Z CD1 .03017
TT 117.1151 K CM -.0697 ¢02 .03003
RC 3G.1069 MILLION CC -.0Z31 C03 .02785
MACH ,6981 C04 .02377
ALPHA 4.06Z0 DEG C05 .02093
UPPER 3U_FACE LOWER SURFAC_ $PAHWISE
XlC CP PPLI_T HLDC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC YI(BIZ) CP P,LIPT MLQC
O,OuoJ ,8620 ,9404 ,Z98Z 0,0000 .88Z0 .9406 ,Z981 ,5000 .7401 -,6241 .5705 .9347
.0040 -.29e7 .6496 .8117 .0040 .9636 .9591 .Z453 .5000 .6%14 -.6165 .5711 .9338
• 0080 -.5734 .5816 ._172 .0080 .7628 .9101 .3701 .5000 .54Z7 -.6200 " *57Z3 *9319
• 0150 -.&d_4 ,5553 ,9588 ,0230 .637Z ,8806 ,4308 .5000 ,4440 -.6179 .5733 ,9302
• 0250 -.8308 .5119 1.0117 ,0500 ,4730 .8391 .5079 .5000 ,3454 -.6738 .5540 ,9608
.04_0 -1.¢540 ,4671 1.1046 ,1000 .3141 ,7987 .5771 ,5000 .1467 -.6408 .5670 .9403
• ObO0 -1.2701 .4065 1.2135 .1500 .2214 .7771 .6125 .5000 .1480 -.6258 ,5729 .9309
.OBOO -1.4348 .3710 1.ZBZZ .ZOO0 .1374 .7561 .6461 .5000 .0493 -.6569 *5613 *9%9Z
,1000 -1.4955 ,3538 1,3171 ,1500 .0680 .7405 .6708 ,5¢00 -,0493 -.6593 ,5596 .9519
• 1400 -1,5814 .3_71 1.3515 .3500 -.06ZO .7097 .7190 ,5000 -.1480 -.6219 ,57Z5 ,9316
.1800 -_.5900 .3317 1.3618 ,45¢0 -,1678 ,5704 ,9347 .5000 -.1467 -,6005 .5768 *9Z47
• Z200 -1.6199 .3275 1.373Z .5500 -.1637 .6792 .7661 .5000 -.3456 -.60ZO .5730 .9307 411
• Z_O0 -1.6164 .32%1 1.371_ .6500 -.0523 ._830 .7602 .5000 -.4440 -.5789 .5836 .9140
• 30v_ -1.6116 .3283 1.3714 .7500 .0648 .7092 .7197 °5000 -.54Z7 -.5746 .5833 .9145
• 34_3 -1.5874 .3323 1.36Z7 .8GO0 .1098 .7401 .6715 .5000 -.6414 -.5846 ..58Z9 .9151
.3800 -1.5906 ,3346 1.3577 .8500 .1472 .7501 .6558 .5000 -,7401 -,6011 .5768 ,9148
.4200 -1.3381 .3971 1._3LZ ,9000 ,1765 .7601 ,6398 CHORDWISE
• 4603 -.8906 .5004 1.0482 ,9_00 ,1853 ,7671 ,6285 ,0600 ,4500 -1,Z471 .4209 1.1868
,500_ -.6311 .5857 .9107 1.0000 .1739 .7663 .6299 .1400 .4500 -1,5745 .3387 1,3490
,5400 -,5642 .5_00 .910Z .ZZO0 .4500 -1.6291 ,3225 1,3842
• _800 -.5718 ,5891 .9133 ,3000 .4500 -1,6Z8Z ,3286 1.3707
,6200 -.5643 ,58_9 ,9111 ,3800 ,4500 -1,563Z .34Z1 1.3418
.6600 -.5568 .5918 .9011 .4600 ,4500 -,8439 ,5173 1.0203
• TOO0 -,54Z8 ,6138 .e670 ,5400 ,4500 -,57Z_ ,5849 .91Zl
• 75L0 -.4496 ,6430 .8219 ,6200 .4500 -.5800 ,5839 .9136
,80_J -.31_4 ,_796 .7654 .7000 ,4500 -.5306 .5950 .8962
.05_ -.1855 .7117 .7159 .8000 .4500 -.3139 .6459 .8173
,9003 -._5_3 .7431 .6667 .9000 ,6500 -.0469 .7110 ,7169
.9500 .0727 .7551 .6478 ._014 .3552 .3083 .7978 .5786
_97_0 .1272 .767_ .6280 .ZOO0 .3552 .1425 .7586 .6423
1,0000 ,1739 .7_63 ,eZ99 ,3500 ,_552 -,0594 ,7107 ,7174
.4500 .355Z -.1640 .6839 .7_88
• 5500 .355Z -.1598 .6836 .7594
• 6500 ,355Z -,0365 ,7166 ,7083
,7500 ,3551 ,0733 .7423 .6680
.BOO0 ,355Z .1Z24 ,7539 ,6497
• 8500 .3552 .1483 ,7609 ,6385
•9000 .3552 ,1823 .7698 ,6243
• 9500 ,355Z ,1919 .7687 ,6Z59
?T 5_0,8548 KPA C_ 1.0003 CD1 .04493
TT 133.8513 K CM -,0680 COZ .04432
RC 30,1357 MILLIO_ C¢ -,0266 CO3 ,04129
_ACH ,6982 CD4 *03341
ALPHA 5,03_5 DEG CD5 .02910
UPPER SUQFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
X/C CP P)L/PT _LOC XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC XlC Y/(8/Z) CP P,LIPT MLOC
U.0Obu .776Z ,9143 .3601 C,u_UO .7761 ,9143 ,3601 *_OCO ,7401 -.7040 ,5480 ,9695
.UUA_ -.4494 ,6112 ._701 .0040 1.0350 .9768 .1_33 .5000 .6414 -.7444 ,5406 .9814
• _0 -.7317 .5_01 ,9_ ,00_0 .8494 ,9314 ,3203 ,5000 .5417 -,7671 .53Z4 ,9947
.01_0 -._159 .5213 1.UIZ7 .623_ .7(.15 .8961 .3991 .5000 .4440 -.7591 .5340 .9920
• UZ_O -,9143 ,_999 1.0_98 .uSO0 .5405 ,855Z .4783 .5000 ,3454 -.8Z36 .5158 1,0Z18
• 0400 -1.1L05 .44_0 1,13_5 ,1COO ,3731 .813Z ,5519 .5000 ,2467 -.8Z36 ,5169 1.0199
.Ob_ -1.3601 .3871 1._499 .1500 .2708 ,7879 .5940 .5000 ,1490 -.8Z05 ,5188 1.0168
• O_O_ -1._118 ,3_07 1.3130 ,ZOO0 ,1797 ,7665 .6287 .5000 ,0493 -,8061 .5249 1.0068
,1_u0 -1.5_72 .3330 1,3607 ,25C0 .1126 ,7500 .6550 .5000 -,0493 -.8081 .5216 1.0107
• 14_0 -_.6461 ,316_ 1,398_ ,3500 -,0Z94 ,7161 ,7081 ,5000 -,1480 -.7631 ,5366 ,9878
.1800 -1.&768 .3119 1.4074 .4500 -.1443 .5293 .9997 .5000 -.Z467 -.744Z .5364 .9882
• Z20O -1._773 ,30_2 1,4158 ,55_0 -,1568 ,6866 ,7538 *5000 -,3454 -,6739 .5567 ,9557
• Z_O0 -1,6816 ,3067 1.4193 .6500 -,0527 .6848 .7565 .5000 -.4440 -.6384 ,5646 ,9431
• 3000 -1.6_31 .3065 _._198 .7500 ,0522 .7100 .7176 .5000 -.54Z7 -,6086 ,5736 ,9189
,3400 -1,6969 .30_9 1,4189 .8_00 ,1050 ,7347 ,6790 .5000 -,6414 -.5811 ,5787 ,9208
• 3_00 -1._66L .31_6 1.4103 ._500 .1419 .7491 .6563 .5000 -,7401 -.589Z .5771 ,9Z34
,4200 -1,4781 ,3565 1.3110 ,9CC0 ,1610 ,756P ,644Z CH3ROWISE
• _bU_ -1._3d3 .46_5 1.1083 .9500 .17Z3 .7613 .6370 .0600 .4500 -1.Z786 .4065 1.ZlZ9
• 5000 -,7_40 ,553_ .96_3 1.0_00 .1457 ,758_ ,6419 ,1400 .4500 -1.6174 ,3197 1.3898
• 5400 -,6747 ,5831 .9139 ,2100 .4500 -1,7Z36 .3006 1,4335
• SeO_ -.56GZ ,5937 ,8973 ,3000 ,4500 -1,6831 ,3026 1,4287
• 6_uO -.5_63 ,5970 .8921 .3800 .4500 -1.6655 ,3135 1,4037
• 66U0 -,5060 .6U_7 .8n31 .4600 ,4500 -1,043L .4637 1,1096
,7000 -,4935 .elb7 ,_615 .5400 .4500 -,6293 ,5705 .9337 '
• 75_ -.4198 .6480 .8132 .6200 .4500 -.5152 .5954 .8947
,8000 -,3018 ,_7_8 ,7658 ,7000 ,4500 -,4810 .604Z ,8809
• _00 -.1750 .7011 .72Z1 .8000 .4500 -.30Z6 .647Z .8166
• 9000 -.06_9 .7317 .6B_Z .9000 .4500 -,0516 ,7097 .7181
,95U0 ._37 ,7467 ,6602 ,1014 ,3551 .3708 .8135 ,5514
.97_0 .U996 .76_6 .6317 .ZOO0 .3552 .1949 .7703 .6225
1.0000 .1457 .7582 ,6_19 ,3500 .355Z -.0308 .7142 ,7111
• 4500 ,355Z -.1483 .6836 .7584
•5500 ,3552 -,1632 ,6834 ,7587
• 6500 ,3552 -,0459 .7086 .7198
.7500 ,355Z ,0659 ,7391 ;67ZZ
,8000 .3551 .1098 .7484 .6574
•8500 *3551 .1347 ,7574 .6432
2€2 .9ooo .3552 ,1601 ,7617 ,6364
,9500 .355Z .1651 ,7615 ,6350
PT 47C.8102 KPA CN ,9800 C01 ,07451
TT 125.3583 K Cq -.0632 C02 *07051
RC 30.1886 NILLION CC -.0180 CD3 ,06363
HACH .7012 C04 .04916
_LPHA b.0181 DEG ¢05 o04345
UPPEk SUkFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP F,L/PT NLflC XIC Y/(BI2) CP PsLIPT NLOC
0.0000 ,7314 .9042 .3823 0o0C00 .7314 .9042 .3823 .5000 ,7401 -e7053 *5436 e9770
.0040 -.5622 .5814 .9170 *0040 1.0713 .9859 .1427 *5000 .6414 -*7777 ,5214 1.0131
._080 -,8677 .50_3 1.0345 ,0080 .9016 ,9440 .2883 .5000 .5427 -.8188 ,5086 1,0341
.G150 -._727 .4985 1,0508 oC230 ,7281 ,9034 ,3841 .5000 ,4460 -*8565 ,5003 1.0478
.0250 -.9376 *_811 1,0802 *0500 .5630 .8599 ,4700 .5000 ,3454 -*8972 ,4978 1.0520
.0400 -l.09bZ .4365 1.1580 ,1000 .3980 ,8198 .5410 ,5000 ,2457 -,9020 ,4929 1,0&03
.0600 -1,3791 .3749 1.2743 ,1500 .2900 .7935 ,5852 *5000 ,1480 -,8768 ,4970 110533
.0800 -1.5421 ,3380 1.35_2 ,2C00 ,1925 ,7691 ,6250 ,5000 ,0493 -,8652 ,4983 1.0S12
.1000 -1,6165 .31_4 1,3908 ,2500 ,1332 ,7502 ,6550 .5000 -,0493 -.8775 ,4972 1.0531
.I_0 -I.6796 .3015 1.4316 .3500 -,0248 .7100 .7181 .5000 -.1480 -,8425 ,5011 I*0_65
.1800 -1.6815 .29_7 1,4429 .4500 -,1P54 .5022 1.0448 ,5000 -,2467 -,8756 ,5067 1.0373
.2200 -1,b947 .29_7 1.4476 ,5500 -,1933 ,6722 ,7764 ,5000 -,3454 -,8232 ,5182 1,0183
W .2600 -1._607 ,2956 1,4456 ,6500 -,0926 .6722 ,7764 ,50C0 -,4440 -.7638 ,5327 .9946
,3000 -1,6697 .3038 1.4262 ,7500 .0175 .6971 .7380 .5000 -,5427 -,7092 ,5499 ,9669
,3460 -1,6293 ,3079 1.4168 ,8000 .0721 .7234 ,6971 .5000 -,6414 -,6155 .5752 ,9267
,3800 -1,3018 .3855 1.2534 ,8500 ,0_44 ,7352 .6788 .5000 -,7401 -,6199 .5712 .9331
.4200 -1,0703 ,4466 _,1400 .9000 ,0846 ,7388 .6731 CH_RDMISE
.4600 -.9720 ,4793 1,0a33 ,9500 .0380 ,7357 .6780 ,0600 ,4500 -1,3481 ,3902 1,2442
.5000 -.8365 .5165 l,J210 l,OOOO -,1270 ,6908 ,7477 .1400 ,4DO0 -1.7013 ,3057 1.4220
,5400 -._072 ,9450 .97_ ,2200 ,4500 -1,7919 ,2860 1.4686
,SeOU -,_853 ,5638 .9447 .3000 .4500 -1.6778 ,3081 1,4164
.62G0 -._043 ,5882 ,9064 ,3800 ,4500 -1,3046 ,3977 1,2298
.6600 -.5139 ._042 .dq6q ,4600 ,4500 -,9921 ,4757 1,0894
.70_0 -._737 ._242 .8504 .5400 .4500 -.8065 .5236 1.0094
.7500 -.3983 .b410 .824_ .6200 ,4500 -,8252 ,5716 ,93Z5
.8600 -.3256 ,6615 ,7929 .7000 .4500 -.4616 .6002 .8876
._500 -.2424 .bbSO ,7_?_ .8000 ,4500 -,3009 ,6412 ,8242
,9_b0 -,2395 ,7627 ,7293 ,9000 ,45001*##_**1146,5771#16+1*#*
.95U0 -._927 .7017 .7306 .1C14 .3552 .3663 ,8134 ,5519
,976_ -.C879 .7329 .68_3 .2000 .3552 ,1788 .7661 .6297
1.OOOO -.1270 ,69_ .7477 ,3500 .3552 -,0648 ,7062 .7239
.4500 ,3552 -.1787 ,6794 ,7653
,5500 .3552 -.2076 .6736 .7743
.6500 ,3552 -.0934 ,6987 .7355
,7500 ,3552 ,0085 .7227 .6983
,8000 ,3552 ,0397 ,7308 ,6857
• .8500 .3552 .0609 ,7372 .6756
,9000 .3552 .0634 .7400 ,6712
.9500 .3552 ,0658 ,7319 ,6839
PT 470.76G3 KP& CN .9376 CD1 .10124
TT 125.2358 K CN -.0662 002 ,09847
_C 30.0681 MILLION CC -.0128 C03 .09043
_ACH ,6954 C04 ,0748C
ALPHA 7.0262 OEG C05 .06963
UPPER SURFACE LOgE_ SURFACE SPANW[SE
XIC CP _,LleT _L_C XIC CP PeLIPT _L_C XIC Y11812) CP PtLIPT MLOC
O,OOuO ,_514 ,_Z9 ,42ol O, OCOO ,6514 .88_ .4261 ,5C00 ,7401 -,7719 ,5284 1.0017
,0_40 -,740v .5411 ,9714 ,0040 1.09_8 .9932 .0986 ,5000 .6414 -.7849 ,5221 1.0119
.OObO -1.0_12 .4753 1.0803 .(_180 .9637 .9603 .2416 .5000 .5427 -,8247 ,_195 1.0162
.0150 -1,1377 ,45_8 1.1257 .0230 ,7746 ,9132 ,3629 ,5000 ,4440 -.8138 .5170 1.0203
.02_0 -1.1356 ._4_5 1,136_ .0500 .6114 .875_ .4411 .5000 .3454 -.8259 .5138 1.0255
,04uO -1.2591 ,4172 1.1_3 ,1CO0 .4295 ,8317 ,5205 .5000 .2467 -,8184 ,5204 1.0167
.06U0 -1,_320 .3_76 1.3091 .1500 .3115 .8034 ,5688 ,5000 ,1480 -.8073 .5169 1.0203
,0800 -1,5992 ,3228 1.3832 .ZOO0 ,22_3 .7802 ,6069 .5000 .U493 -.8046 ,5180 1,0186
,1000 -1.6716 ,3062 1._207 .2500 .1404 .7679 .6349 .5000 -,0493 -,8060 .5177 1,0191
,1400 -1,6_31 .3070 1.4189 .3500 -.02_3 .7183 .7_52 .5000 -.1480 -.8173 .5164 1,0212
.1800 11._0;7 .3398 1,3484 ,4500 -.1770 .5172 1,0198 .5000 -,2467 -.8228 ,5162 1,0215
,2200 -1.4734 ,3693 1,Z_54 .5_00 -,leO1 .6857 .7563 ,5000 -.3454 -.8174 ,5175 1,0194
,26_0 -1.3008 ,3955 1,2321 .6500 -.0961 .6750 ,7721 .5000 -.4440 -,7918 ,5215 1,0128
,3000 -1,1813 ,4268 1.1756 .7500 -,0070 .6965 .73q0 ,5000 -,5427 -,7490 .537_ ,9869
,3400 -1,06_0 .45_2 1,1301 ,8000 ,0008 ,7201 .7023 ,5000 -,6414 -,6906 ,5506 ,9659
.3800 -1,0216 .4710 1,0975 ,8500 .0C97 .7277 ,6905 ,5000 -,7401 -,6646 ,5545 ,9596
,4Zuu -,9327 .4874 1,0695 .9000 ,0418 .7292 .6881 CHORDWISE
,4bOO -,8801 ,49_8 1,0504 ,qSOU -,0054 .7299 ,6871 ,0600 ,4500 -1.3984 ,3713 1.2819
.5000 -.8494 ,6354 ,9_87 1.0000 -.2089 .669_ .7_04 .1400 ,4500 -I.667T ,3099 1,4122
,540C -,7536 .5446 ,9755 ,2200 .4500 -1.4979 .3761 1,2719
,580_ -.696_ .55_1 ,9522 .3000 .4500 -1,2553 ,4275 1.1743
.b2UO -,6395 ,5749 .9273 .3800 .4500 -1,0673 .4702 1.0989
.6600 -._76_ ._o_8 .90bq .4600 .4500 -,9430 ,4991 1,0498
.TuuC -.5297 .6033 ._8Z_ ,5400 .4500 -,8150 .5311 .9973
,7500 -,4716 ,6159 .8633 ,6200 .4500 -.6910 .5619 .9478
,_CCO -.4206 .6262 .8473 ,7000 ,4500 -,5798 .5_96 ,9042
.8500 -.3712 .6420 .8229 .8000 ,4500' -.4547 .6221 .8536
a ,9000 -,32.7 ,_51U .8090 ,9000 .4500 -,3657 ,6377 ,8295
,9500 -,2639 .6538 ,8047 ,1014 .3552 .4393 .8270 ,5287
.9750 -.26_8 ,7158 ,7090 ,2GO0 .3552 *2463 ,7821 ,6040
I.UOUO -,2089 .0_96 ,7804 .3500 ,3552-,0043 .717q ,7057
.4500 .3552 -.1468 .6852 .7563
• 5500 .3552 -,2211 *6802 .7642
• 6500 ,3552 -.1181 ,7012 .7317
,7500 .3552 -.0353 ,7196 .7031
• 8000 .3552 -,0018 ,7271 .6914
• 8500 ,3552 ,0038 .7290 .6884
_ .9000 .3552 .00?8 ,7306 ,6860
• 9500 ,3552 -,0315 .7186 ,7047
PT 456.5747 KPA C_ ,2666 CD1 ,00830
TT 125.4598 K C_ -.0790 COZ ,00827
RC 29.9449 BZLLZ_N CC .0096 CD3 ,00804
MACH .7278 CD4 ,00792
ALPHA -1.0081 DEC CD5 ,00777
UPPE_ SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/_ CP RtLIPT HLOC X/C CP PPL/PT BLOC X/C YI(BI2) CP P/LIPT RLOC
O,00UO 1,1121 ,9929 ,1007 0,0000 1,1121 ,g9z9 ,1007 ,5000 .7431 -*616Z ,5469 ,9717
• OG_O .7976 .9108 .3682 .0040 -,2937 .6391 ,8276 .5000 ,6614 -,bZ6& ,5628 ,9782
• OOBO .5595 .8495 .4889 .C08C -.6873 .5237 1.0091 .5000 .54Z7 -.6311 .5404 *98Zl
.0153 .3431 .7929 .5862 .0230 -.1560 ,6635 ,7897 .5000 ,4440 -,6293 ,5441 *9762
.0Z50 .1103 .7317 .6841 .0500 -.1427 .6658 .7862 .5000 .345_ -.6344 .5423 .9791
.b400 -,1665 .6610 °7936 olC00 -,1969 ,6543 .8039 ,5000 .2667 -*6608 ,5389 .9845
.0600 -.6030 .59_Z ._907 .1500 -.2Z26 .6464 .8160 .5000 .1480 -.6613 .5607 .9817
.0800 -.5195 .56_9 .9367 .20_0 -.2526 .6371 .8305 .5000 .0693 -.6455 .5380 .9860
.1000 -._677 .5572 .9553 ,2500 -.2979 .6262 .8672 ,_000 -,0_93 -,6659 *5385 *9852
.16u0 -.6346 .5381 .9858 ,3500 -.4036 .5979 .8912 .5000 -.1480 -.6624 ,5399 ,9830
• 1_U0 -.6416 .5355 .99G0 .4500 -.4810 .9390 .9_46 .5000 -.2467 -.6662 .5397 .9833
• ZZUO -.t 201 .5425 ,9787 ,5500 -.3761 ,5778 ,9225 .5000 -,3456 -.6631 .5379 ,9861
• 2600 -.5965 .5500 .9666 .6500 -.1673 .6062 .8783 .5000 -.4460 -.6629 .5388 .9847
• 3CO0 -.5898 ._537 .9608 .7_C0 -.0047 .6611 .7935 .5000 -.5427 -.6423 .5380 .9860
• 3600 -.5895 .5519 .9_36 .8C00 ,06_5 ,7021 ,7303 .5000 -,6416 -,6_27 .5357 .9897
.3800 -.5981 .5690 .9683 .85G& .1163 .7201 *7023 .5000 -.7401 -.6425 .5374 .9870
.6200 -.60_5 ._05 .96_G .9000 .lb2Z °7340 .6806 CH_RDWI$E
• 6600 -.6259 .5465 .9756 .9500 .1894 .7668 .6605 .0600 .6500 -.4267 .5940 .8973
.5000 -.6339 .5321 .99_5 1.00C0 .2091 .7590 .6610 .1400 .4500 -.6071 .5459 *973Z
• 5403 -.6670 .5247 1.0076 .ZZO0 .4500 -.6111 .5436 .9770
• 5800 -.7031 .5239 1.0088 .3000 .6500 -.5887 .5512 .9648
• 6ZuO -.6999 .5335 ._933 .3800 .4500 -,6060 .5643 .9759
• b_Od -.6656 ,55o3 .9662 .4600 .6500 -,6166 ,56Z2 .9792
• 7000 -06019 .5823 .9155 ,5400 ,6500 -,6594 ,5319 ,9959
• 75u0 -.4790 .0199 .6569 .6200 .4500 -.6820 .5264 1.0048
.8000 -.3268 .6608 .7939 .7000 .4500 -*5767 .5516 .9642
.85_0 -.1718 .6965 .7388 .8000 .4500 -.3225 .6193 .8579
• 9000 -.6311 .72_Z ,6o97 ,9000 *6500 -*0297 ,6957 ,7601
.9503 .C963 .7_50 .6_33 .1014 .3552 -.1968 .6536 .8049
_9750 .1569 .7538 ,6494 .2000 *3552 -.2537 .6391 ,8274
L.O00J .2091 .75_0 .6410 .3500 .355Z -.4001 .6006 .8873
.6500 .3552 -.6760 .5800 .9191
• 5500 ,3552 -,3735 ,6055 ,8793
.6900 ,355Z -.1664 ,6609 ,7938
.7500 .3552 -,0006 ,7023 ,7299
.8000 .3552 .0649 .7198 .7027
.8500 .3552 .1139 .7331 .6820
09000 .355Z .1589 .7450 ,6632
.9500 .3552 .1922 .7518 ,6526
PT 656,6243 KPA C9 .4135 CD1 .00864
TT 12_.4_28 K Cq -.0784 CDZ .00862
RC Z9.969_ _LL[ON CC .0077 CD3 .0084_
MACH .7287 C04 .00826
ALPHA .0000 DEG CD5 ,00807
UPPER SUkFACE L_WER SUPFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC XlC CP P/LI°T _LOC XIC ¥1(BIZ) CP P/LIPT BLOC
O.OGU_ 1.1694 1.C_4 U._O_O O._OCO 1.1494 1.0024 0.0000 .5000 .7401 -.6875 .5223 1.0116
.00_3 .6272 ._660 .4585 ._(4_ .1453 .7395 .6719 .5000 .6414 -.6896 .5241 $.0085
.OboO .3774 .7997 ._74_ ._080 -.185_ .652_ .8067 .5000 .5627 -.6971 .5208 1.0139
.ul_ .1615 .76]b ._654 .0230 .07_3 .7206 .7016 .5000 .6440 -.7028 .5169 1.0203
.uZSO -._670 .6_b0 .7551 cO'CO .0_48 .7088 *7199 .5000 ,3456 -.6928 *5Z35 1.0095
.0403 -.34o3 .6117 ._696 ,IGCO -.0562 .6_6e .7539 .5000 *2667 -.7156 .5166 1.0242
.0600 -.5999 .5472 .9711 .1_0 -.1067 .6728 .7755 .5000 .1480 -.7065 .5198 1.0157
.U_O -.717_ .5151 1.0233 .Z_UO -.1518 .6613 .7932 .5000 .0693 -.7081 .5181 1.0186
.1003 -.7911 .4953 ].0561 .25G0 -.2093 .6466 ._158 .5000 -.0493 -.7065 .5177 1.0190
.L_O0 -._380 .4_50 1.0735 .3500 -.3170 .6209 .8554 .5000 -.1480 -.7107 .5163 1.0Z14
.1800 -.63_0 .6_6 1.0745 .4_C0 -.4087 .5192 1.0166 .5000 -.Z467 -.7079 .5196 1.0162
.ZZGO -.6402 .6837 1.U757 .5500 -.3280 .5970 .B925 .5000 -.3454 -.7210 .51,1 1.0249
.2600 -.7421 .SuTZ 1.03_3 .6560 -.1618 .6168 .8617 .5000 -.4640 -.7098 .5191 1.0167
.3000 -.6674 .5275 1.0030 .7500 .0186 .6649 .7875 .5000 -.5427 -.7148 .5171 1.0200
.34o0 -.6714 .52_8 1.00G9 ._00 .08Z8 .70_1 .7210 .5000 -.6414 -.6999 .5236 1.0093
.381u -.6835 .5243 1.3082 .8500 .1253 .7264 .6_56 .5000 -.7401 -.7138 .5156 1.0Z25
.42&& -.t889 .5206 1.0143 .g&co ,1646 .7354 .6783 CHORDWISE
.4600 -.6933 .5236 1.3098 .9500 .1851 .746_ .6660 .0600 .4500 -.6302 .5467 .97Z0
.5[:_G -.7132 .5(;99 1.0319 1.0000 .1_90 .7579 .6428 .1400 .6500 -.7910 .6980 1.0517
.5400 -.7335 .50_9 1.0386 .2_00 .6500 -.8637 .4868 1*0705
.SSGO -.7579 .5075 1.0357 .3000 .6500 -.6779 .5260 1.0054
.b2oO -.7465 ._30 1.0106 .3800 .4500 -.7030 ,5222 1.0116
.6600 -,0_63 .5453 .9743 .4600 .4500 -.6991 .5195 1.0161
.7_OO -.5996 .5_05 ,9184 .5400 .6500 -,7226 .5207 1,0142 •
.7500 -.4732 .blO3 .8596 .6200 .4500 -.73e2 .5100 1.0317
.6_00 -.3Z23 .6605 .7943 .7000 .4500 -.59_0 .5492 .9681
._SOJ -.1060 .6902 ,7393 .8000 .4500 -.3249 .6198 .8571
.90GO -,L269 ,7335 ,bSbb .9000 .6500 -.0Z82 .6959 .7399
.9500 .0987 .7625 .667Z .1C16 .3552 -.0710 ,6866 .7565
.9750 .15_8 .75Z8 ,6509 .2000 .3552 -,1709 ,6659 ,7860
1.00o0 .18V0 .7579 .642_ .3500 .3552 -.3668 .6199 .8569
.4500 .3_52 -.41Z3 *5965 ,8934
.5500 .3552 -.3392 ,6176 .8608
.6500 .3552 -.1441 .6652 .7871
.7500 .3552 .0086 .7068 .7229
.8000 .3552 .0735 .7213 .7005
.8500 .3552 .1194 .7377 .6748
24_ .9ooo ,3552 .1..5 .7655 .66z5
.9500 .3552 .1903 .7523 .6517
o.
PT 456.6095 _PA CN .5475 C01 .00951
TT I15,4;97 _ CH -.0751 ¢02 ,00957
RC 29.97_5 _!LLZOt_ CC .0022 CD3 .00922
HACH .7Ze_ C04 .00879
ALPH* ,QgTg DEG C05 ,00853
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPAN_ZSE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLC XIC CP PjLIPT RLBC XIC YI(B/2) CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1;37 1.0010 O.O03b 0.0000 1.1437 1.0010 O.O00C .5000 .7401 -.6926 .5233 1.0099
,0t_40 ,;;55 .b179 ,fi;43 ,_0;0 ,4565 ,8Z09 .5393 ,5000 ,6414 -,697Z .522Z 1,0116
• 0080 .180b .7489 .6571 .0080 ,1620 ,7459 ,6619 ,5000 ,54_7 -,7039 ,5202 1.0149
.0150 -,0Z60 .bq51 ,7;10 .0230 .2615 ,7710 .6218 ,5000 ,4440 *,7060 ,5202 1,0149
• 0250 -.2231 .6436 .3203 .05¢0 .1757 ,7472 .6597 .5000 *3454 -,7029 ,$212 1.0133
• 0400 -.4976 .57Z7 .9306 .1000 .0637 .7180 .7055 .5000 ,Z467 -.7023 ,5Z05 1,0144
• 06_0 -.7459 .5080 1.o35G .15¢0 .0031 .7025 .7Z96 .5000 ,1480 -.?028 ,519Z 1.0166
• 0800 -,_979 .4699 1,0993 ,ZOCO -,0553 ,6893 ,7499 ,5000 ,0493 -,7128 ,5204 1,0145
• 1000 -.q_18 .4535 1.1330 .ZSCO -.1184 .6710 .7783 ,5000 -,0493 -,7065 ,5193 1,0164
• 14_J -1.0374 .4335 1.1635 .3500 -.2324 ,6412 .8241 .5000 -,1480 -.7030 .5191 1,0167
• 18_0 -1,_53b ._83 1,1729 .4500 -,330b ,5217 1,0125 ,5000 -,Z_b7 -o7125 .5165 1,021)
,Z200 -1.0668 .4256 1.1777 .5500 -.2645 .6166 ,8621 .5000 -,3454 -,7080 ,5167 1,0206
,Z600 -1.r621 ,_283 1.172_ .6500 -.1010 .6347 ,8341 ,5000 -,4440 -,7132 ,_183 1,0181
• .3_00 -1.0173 .;387 1.1540 .7500 .0461 .6755 ,7713 .5000 -,5427 -,7145 ,5185 1,0177
• 340U -,8060 .4939 1.0585 .8C00 .0994 ,7154 ,7095 ,5000 -,b414 -,7106 ,5182 1,0183
• 3_0U -._936 .5490 .968_ .8500 ,1450 .7298 ,6887 ,5000 -,7401 -,719Z ,5175 1,0194
• 42bu -.6241 .5;15 .9804 .9000 .1849 .7410 .8_95 CHORDV]SE
• 4_0 -,6725 .5291 1.0004 .9500 .Z018 .7522 ,65_0 .0600 ,4500 -,7542 ,5087 1.0339
• 5000 -.t93Z .5151 1.0Z33 1.0000 ,19P1 ,7559 ,6460 ,1400 ,4500 -1,0289 ,433b 1,1632
• 5400 -o7232 .506Z 1,0379 ,2200 ,4500 -1,0657 ,_227 1,1831
• 5800 -.7524 ,51b0 1,0218 .3000 ,4500 -,9687 .4466 1,1399
• bZGO -.71_9 .5988 _.30_8 .3800 .4500 -.b367 .5378 .9862
.6600 -.6698 .5_0; .9661 ,4000 ,4500 -,b758 ,5268 1,0042
.7_0C -._33 ._819 .91b_ .5400 .4500 -.7143 .5141 1.0250
• 75u0 -.4bEO .hErO .853_ ,0200 ,4500 -,7247 ,5120 1,0284
,8_o -.3051 .o_43 .7885 ,7000 ,4500 -.5702 ,5528 .9622
,_5_ -.1517 .7_34 .73Z_ ,8000 ,4500 -,3080 ,6239 ,8508
• 90_ -._1;Z .7319 ,6838 ,9000 .4500 -.0170 ,6997 ,734C
.9_00 .110Z .7455 .O_Z5 ,1014 ,3552 .0806 ,717b ,7061
• 07_0 .1588 .7_5 .0482 ,ZOO0 ,3552 -,0583 ,6894 ,7498
1,0000 .1_ol .75_9 .0460 ,3500 .3552 -,2264 ,b456 .8172
• 4500 ,3552 -,3253 ,6173 ,8609
.5500 .3552 -,2728 .6301 ,8412
,65¢0 ,3552 -,0985 ,6749 ,7723
.7500 .3552 .0390 .7136 ,7123
.8000 .3551 ,0966 ,7281 ,6899
,8500 ,3552 ,146Z ,7395 ,6720
• 9000 .355Z ,1767 ,7478 ,6588
.9500 .355Z .1970 .7554 ,6467
PT _5_.8185 KPA CN ,7253 CD1 ,01Z83
rT 125.4776 K C_ -.0811 COZ ,01276
RC 29.e997 HILLIO_ CC -.O03Z C03 .01268
_CH .726_ CO4 ,01105
aLPd_ 1.995_ DEG CD5 ,01021
U_LK $U_F_C_ LVER S_RFACE SP_N_ISE
XIC CP P_LI_T HLQC XIC CP P_LIPT _LqC XIC Y1(812) CP P_LIPT MLQC
O.OOuO 1.1Z10 .9951 .0d_9 _._LO 1.1210 .9951 ,0839 ,5000 .7401 -,8311 ,4840 1.0752
.uO_O .2393 .Tb?O .629_ .0040 .6_00 ,8808 ,430_ ,5000 .6414 -,7334 ,5141 1,0250
• 00_0 .0_19 .7011 .1318 .U_80 .4130 .8111 .5559 ,5000 .5427 -,7705 ,50%7 1,0404
• _150 -.19_7 ._591 ._073 .0730 ,4113 .8104 ,5571 ,5000 ,4440 -1,058Z ,4381 1,1552
• _b_ -.3837 .6_4Z .881; .C500 .3025 ,7834 ,6018 .5000 .3454 -.8637 ,4906 1.0641
.0;00 -.6;06 ._335 .9932 .IC(:0 .1603 ,7458 .6619 ,5000 ,2467 -,8670 ,4766 1,0878
• 06_0 -._754 .4739 1.0924 .1_00 .0870 .7234 ,6972 ,5000 ,1480 -,7021 ,5225 1,0112
• 0803 -1.03o8 ._3Z1 1.1660 .ZCO0 .O2_Z ,7105 .7173 .5000 ,0493 -,7179 ,5164 1,0212
• 10_3 -L.1307 ,411Z 1.ZU4Z ,ZSO0 -,0537 ,6888 ,7507 ,5000 -,0493 -,6455 ,540Z ,9826
• 1_00 -1.1676 ,3967 1.Z317 ,35C0 -,1686 ,6601 ,7950 ,5000 -,1480 -,6861 .5280 1.0022
• 18u0 -1.215; .385o 1.2_30 .4500 -.2688 .4785 1.0846 .5000 -,2467 -.668Z ,5295 ,9997
,ZZO0 -1.2386 ,38_9 1._5_3 ,5500 -.Z3_5 .6322 ,8379 ,5000 -,3454 -,6729 ,5292 1,0003
• _60J -_.Z437 .38_6 1.Z589 .6500 -,0843 ,6411 .8242 .5000 -,4440 -.6055 ,5496 .9673
• 3000 -1,_Z74 ,3_o3 1.Z634 .7500 .0670 .6827 ,760Z .5000 -,54Z7 -,6360 ,5%57 ,9737
• 3_0_ -1,2494 .3_31 1.2638 .80&O ,10_6 ,7194 ,7034 ,5000 -,6414 -,6427 ,5389 ,9846
• 380_ -1,2_b0 .3814 1.2613 ,8500 .1578 .7304 .6862 .5000 -,7401 -,6760 °5294 1.0000
.4200 -1.2805 .3812 1.2&17 .9000 .1872 .7453 ,&827 CHOROWI$E
.46_0 -1.1451 .41_9 1.1901 ,9500 .2006 .7534 .6500 ,0600 .4500 -,8899 ,4738 1,0926
,5000 -._508 ,_4&4 ,9724 1,0000 .2031 ,7602 .6392 .1400 ,4500 -1,1959 ,3983 1,2285
.5400 -.5993 .5509 .9653 ,2ZO0 ,4500 --1,2019 ,3778 1,2683
,_UO -,59Z& ,b_75 .9738 ,3000 ,4500 -1,2436 .3888 1,2469
• bZOO -,5984 .54_Z ,97Z8 ,3800 ,4500 -1,Z088 ,3985 1,228Z
.b6_0 -,6225 .5573 .q_50 .4600 ._500 -1.0206 .4397 1,1523
• 7003 -.5718 ._87b .9073 ,5400 ,4500 -,5907 *5539 ,9605
,75&0 -,4451 ,0Z51 ,8_89 ,6ZO0 ,4500 -,6234 .54_7 • ,9752
.8000 -.3036 ._b73 ,7839 .7000 ,4500 -,5536 ,5616 .9483
• 3_0 -.15_0 ,7_14 ,7314 ,8000 ,4500 -,3103 ,6257 ,8480
• 9000 -.0272 .7314 .6847 .9000 ,4500 -,0251 ,6987 .7355
•95J0 .1009 .74b% ._611 ,1014 ,3552 .1514 ,7446 ,6639
.9750 ,1607 ,75_3 .6437 .2000 .3552 ,019Z ,7129 ,7134
1,U_00 .2631 ,7OOZ .&392 ,3500 ,3552 -,1008 ,6577 .7986
.4500 ,3552 -,2758 .6356 ,8327
,5500 .3552 -,2377 ,6464 ,8160
.6500 ,3552 -.0814 ,6872 ,7532
,7500 ,3552 ,0383 ,718_ ,7050
• 8000 ,3552 ,1042 ,7315 ,6845
,8500 ,355Z ,14Z0 ,7430 .6664
245 ._ooo .355Z ,18Zl ,7529 .65oe
.9500 .3552 ,1889 .7535 .6498
PT 456.505Z KPA CN .8132 C01 .0Z419
TT 125.4370 K CH -.0798 COZ °02444
EC 29.9047 ,ILLICH CC -.0069 CO3 .OZZ88
NkCH .7359 CO4 .01753
ALPHA 3.0141 DEG CD5 .01454
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT MLgC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XlC YIIBI2) CP PJLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0728 .98ZZ .lb07 0.0000 1.0728 .9822 .1607 .5000 .7401 -1.2088 .3889 1,2467
.0040 .0915 .7Z58 .6919 .0040 .7994 .9105 .3689 .5000 .6614 -1.3026 .3636 1.2967
.0080 -.1793 .6571 .7996 .0080 .5537 .8471 .4932 .5000 .5427 -1.2541 .3640 1.2562
.01_o -.3380 o6170 .8614 °0230 .4965 .8313 .5212 .5000 .4440 -1.3065 .3663 1.2912
• 0Z50 -.4815 .575Z .9367 .0500 .3657 .7983 .5773 .5000 .3454 -1.2984 .37Z8 1.3783
.04_0 -.7565 .51_68 1.U369 .1000 .Zlq9 .7586 .6417 .5000 .Z667 -1.2980 .3659 1.Z920
.3_00 -.9930 .4652 1.1625 .1500 .1447 .7413 .6890 .5000 .1480 -1.Z828 .3680 1.Z879
.US_O -1.1Z21 .407Z 1.Zllq .ZOO0 .0597 .7183 .7050 .5000 .0493 -1.2902 .3671 1.2897
.1000 -1.Z009 .3d80 1.2465 .Z500 -.006_ .70Zq .7290 .5000 -.0493 -1.2534 .3756 1.2726
• 14_G -1.3000 .3038 1.2963 .3_C0 -.1382 .6651 .7873 .5000 -.1480 -1.2744 .3724 1.2790
.1800 -1.3261 .35d9 1.3063 .4500 -.2614 .3806 1.2629 .5000 -.Z467 -1.1453 .4075 1.2113
• ZZO_ -1.343b .35Z6 1.3196 .5500 -.2295 .6355 .8328 .5000 -.3454 -.8576 .48Z7 1.0774
oZ600 -1.3536 .3517 1.3213 .6500 -.0823 .6410 .8Z44 .5000 -.4440 -.8737 .4804 1.0813
.30uO -1.3570 .3503 1.3Z40 .7300 .0380 .6803 .7638 .5000 -.5427 -.7636 .5G66 1.0374
.34_0 -1.3683 .3517 _.3Zll .8000 .0934 .71Z7 .7139 .5000 -.6414 -.6976 .5254 1.0064
.3800 -1.3802 .3515 1.3216 .8500 .1388 .7280 .6900 .5000 -.7401 -.6516 .541Z .9809
.4Z_O -1.3714 .3495 1.3Z57 .9000 .1689 .7390 .6728 CHORD_I$E
.4600 -1.3665 .3_7 1.3233 .qSCO .1831 .7476 .659Z .0600 .4500 -.9606 .45Z6 1.1294
.Su_o -1.Z419 .4881 l.ObSZ 1.0000 .1915 .7526 ,6513 .1400 .4500 -1.Z908 .3689 1.2860
.5400 -.8Z53 ._4_b .9690 .ZZO0 .4500 -1.3947 .3470 1.3310
.5800 -.5905 .5683 .9375 .3000 .4500 -1.3485 .3525 1,3195
.6200 -.5L75 .57Z7 .9307 .3800 .4500 -1.3063 .3638 1.2964
.6600 -.4981 .5779 .9_24 .4600 .4500 --1.3254 .3598 1.3046
• TGO0 -.4_40 .5938 .8975 .5400 .4500 -.8248 .4932 1.0597
.7500 -.4_09 .b_92 .64Z6 .6200 .4500 -.5259 .5709 .Q335
.8_33 -.ZgZZ .66Z7 .791J .7000 .4500 -.4954 .5823 .9156
•_500 -.1678 .6959 .7397 .8000 .4500 -.2961 .6311 .8397
.90_0 -.C334 .7353 .6942 .9000 .4500 -.0289 06983 07361
..9_00 .U755 .7437 .6653 .1014 .355Z .Z135 .7611 06377
.9750 .1377 .7533 .650Z .2000 03552 .0725 .7215 .7001
1.0o00 .1_15 .75Z6 .6513 .3500 .355Z -.1361 .6674 .7837
.4500 .3552 -.Z433 .6410 .8244
.5500 .3552 -.Z228 .6492 .8118
.6500 0355Z -.0750 06839 .7583
.7500 03553 .0630 .7200 .7025
.8000 .3552 .1033 .7309 .6854
.8500 .3552 .1429 .7431 .6663
.9000 .3552 01750 .7517 .65Z7
.9500 .3552 .1857 °7536 .6496
;T 458.656_ KPA CN .8010 CD1 .03163
IT 125.4017 K C_ -.0813 CD2 .03167
_C 2909555 HILLIDf _ CC -.0087 C03 ,02878
MACH .7Z73 CD4 .0Z099
ALPHA 3.5131 OEG C05 .01663
bPPER _URFAC_ L_ER SURFACE SP&NWZSE
XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT NLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT RLDC
O.O_OO 1.0387 .9736 .1961 O. OG_O 1.03_7 .9736 .1961 .5000 .7401 -1.3077 .3591 1.3058
.b_40 ._uZ4 .7034 .7Z_3 .0_40 .SeOZ ._Z65 .3!24 .5000 06414 -1.3794 .3429 1.3395
.Ou80 -.2531 .6375 .6Z98 .CC80 ._232 .8661 .4584 .5000 .5427 -1.3923 .3444 1.3365
• 0150 -.4_87 .5987 .88_9 .0230 .5480 ,8456 .4959 .5000 .4440 -1.3847 .3435 1.3384
.02_0 -.5_35 .5578 .95_3 ._5_0 .4085 .8092 .5590 .5000 .3454 -1.3572 .3437 1.3380
.0400 -._77 .4935 1.bSgg .1000 .2588 .7690 .6251 .5000 .2467 -103903 .3445 1.3362
.060o -1.0456 .4310 1.165u .1500 .1638 ,7460 .6617 .5000 .1480 -1.4014 .3347 1.3572
• u8OO -1._081 .3931 L.23S_ .Z000 .0781 .7246 .6953 .5000 00493 -106002 03318 103633
• IO_ -z. Z597 .3757 _.ZTZ5 .250_ .0210 .7101 .7178 .5000 -.0493 -1.3628 .3509 1.32Z8
.1490 -1.3324 °3533 1.3173 .35C0 -.1290 .6704 .7791 .5000 -.1480 -1.3377 .3552 1,3140
• I_JU -1.3d.)Z .3476 1.3Z97 .45_0 -.Z443 .3423 1.3410 .5000 -.2467 -1.3008 .3645 1.2949
•ZZOO -l,3q_O .340_ 1.3439 .5300 -.Z205 .63q6 08_65 .5000 -.3454-100874 o4228 1.18Z9
• Z6_3 -1.39u7 .33_2 1.3675 .6500 -.0790 .6486 .8127 .5000 -.4440 -.9878 ,4465 1.1401
• 30_0 -1.3921 .3371 _.3521 .75C0 .0380 .682_ .7599 .5GO0 -.5427 -.7479 05113 1.029_
• 3_00 -1.4034 .3367 1.3529 .SCO0 .0937 .7104 .7173 .5000 -.6414 -.6818 .5299 .9991
.3_U -1.4177 .3378 1.3504 .8500 .1357 .7294 .6878 .5000 -.7401 -.675Z .5310 .9974
.4ZOO -1.4Z05 .33_1 1.3583 .9000 .1616 .7393 .6722 CHOROWZSE
• 4600 -1.3_61 .33Z9 1.30o9 .9500 .le04 .7445 .6541 .0600 .4500 -.9929 .4449 1.1430
• 50uO -1.3_90 .45_0 1.1181 1.00C0 .1721 .7482 .658_ .1400 .4500 -1.3288 .3582 1.3079
.54_J -.9484 ._2_5 1._079 .Z200 .4500 -1.4327 ,3353 103558
._eO0 -.6760 .551Z .9648 .3000 .4500 -1.6200 03385 1.3490
.bZCO -.5657 .5769 .gZ_O .3800 .4500 -1.3789 .3_68 1.3314
.O_O0 -.4917 .58_9 .9100 .4600 .4500 -1.3668 .3468 1.3314
.7_ou -.4515 ._OOC .ae7_ .5400 .4500 -1.1541 .4052 1.z156
o75_0 -.3966 ._304 .d407 .6ZCO .4500 -.5498 .5612 .9489
• 8_00 -.Z866 .6608 .7940 .7000 .4530 -.4501 .5894 ,9044
.85o0 -.1044 .6950 .7412 .8000 .4500 -.2766 .6323 08378
.9000 -.0387 .724b .5953 .9000 .4500 -.0360 .6943 .7423
.95u0 .0719 ,73_5 ,6766 .1014 .3552 .2508 .7686 .6256
.9750 .1196 .7533 .0549 .ZOO0 .3552 .0907 .7270 .6915
1.OO_J .17_1 .74_Z .658_ .3500 .355Z -.1164 .6730 .7751
.4500 .355Z -.2335 .6430 .8214
.5500 .3552 -,2237 .6479 .813_
.6500 .3553 -.0820 ,6845 .7574
.7500 .3552 .0447 .7161 .7085
.8000 .3552 .0971 .7283 .6895
.8500 .355Z .1359 .7398 .6715
2_ .9000 .355Z .1654 .7470 .6601
.9500 .3552 .1810 .7500 .6554
PT 456.5952 K_A CH .90g9 C01 ,03922
TT 225,3599 _ Cq -.0807 C02 .03896
KC 39.9143 HZLLION CC -.0102 003 .03426
HACH .725Z C04 ,02518
AL#HA 4,0321 DEG C05 .01947
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,L/PT MLOC XlC CP PpL/PT HLnC X/C YI(BI2) CP P_LIPT HLOC
U.OU_O 1._05Z ,9&45 .3380 0.0_00 1.0053 .9645 .2280 .5000 ,7401 -1,2899 .3696 1.2847
,0043 -,0051 .b836 ,7637 .0040 .9216 ,9440 .2882 ,5000 .6414 -1,4104 .3367 1,3528
• OO_G -.3618 .6135 .8665 .0080 .6958 .6850 .4219 .5000 ,5427 -1.4025 03440 1.3372
• 0150 -.4766 .5801 .0190 .0230 .5800 .8532 .4821 .5000 ._440 -1.4204 ,3399 1.3459
• 0250 -.6171 .5430 .9780 .0500 ._438 .8200 .5407 .5000 .3454 -1.4118 .3339 1.3590
.04_0 -.8365 .40Z4 1.0760 .1000 .2911 .7811 .&055 .5000 .2467 -1.4067 ,3414 1.3429
.OOO0 -1.1195 ._164 1.19_6 .1500 .1903 .7551 .6_73 ,5000 .1_80 -1.4199 .33_9 1,3567
• 0800 -i,2519 .3800 1,36_0 o2C00 o1143 ,7340 ,6805 ,5000 .0493 -1,_320 ,3310 1,3651
.1000 -1.31_5 .3625 1.2991 .2500 ,0409 .7146 .7109 .5000 -,0493 -1.3910 .34Z3 1.3409
._4_0 -1._C36 .3k11 1.3_35 .35_0 -.1063 .6759 .7707 .5000 -.1480 -1.2348 .3901 1,2444
• 1800 -1.4355 .33_2 1.3583 .4500 -.2320 .3Z25 1,3838 ,5000 -,2467 -1.1917 .3963 1,Z3Z3
• 220J -1,4751 .3295 Z.3_85 .5500 -,2277 .6458 .8169 .5000 -.3_54 -1,0740 ,4278 1,1738
4' ,3603 -L.4_93 .3367 L.37_4 .bSCO -.0857 .6456 .8173 .5000 -,4440 -.8670 .4813 1.0797
• 3000 -1.4533 .3272 1.3735 .7500 .0364 .6817 .7617 .5000 -.5427 -.7712 ,5041 1.0414
• 3_ -1.4575 .3945 1.37_4 .8000 .0847 .7143 .7113 .5000 -.6414 -.6881 .5257 1.0059
• 3803 -1._636 .3282 1,3712 ._500 .1308 ,7274 .6909 .5000 -.7401 -.6608 .53Z9 .9942
• SZUO -1.4_3 .3335 1,3_16 .9000 .1556 .7418 .6684 CH_RDWISE
._600 -1._6_8 ,3190 1,391_ .9500 .1724 ,7441 ,6647 ,0600 .4500 -1.0606 .4309 1.1682
• 50_0 -L.4_7_ ,4756 1._894 1.0000 ,1517 .7460 .6617 .1400 .4500 -1.3827 .3456 1,3340
• 5603 -,8879 .52_7 ._99_ .2200 .4_00 -1.4662 .3242 1.3799
• _GO -.6705 .5558 .9574 °3000 ,4500 -1.6655 ,3241 1,3803
• 620J -.5_78 .5706 .9340 ,3800 .4500 -1,_452 .3321 1,3627
,b6_J -.51_7 .59_0 ,9035 ,4600 ,4500 -1,4283 .3350 1,3565
.7000 -.4473 .60_3 ._875 .5400 ._500 -.9452 .4597 1.1169
.7500 -.40_5 ._2_1 .8427 .6200 ,4500 -.5549 .5613 ,9487
.8UGO -.2955 ,66_3 ,7916 .7000 .4500 -.4500 ,5910 ,9020
• 8500 -,1674 .69_0 .7497 ,8000 ,4500 -,2697 ,6332 ,8364
.9000 -°v396 .71_0 ,7_1 .9000 .4500 -,0464 .6930 .7443
,960_ °056_ ,73_7 ,6_g6 ,1014 .3552 .Z855 ,7798 .6076
,97_0 .1_69 .75_6 ._544 .ZOO0 .3552 .1187 .7375 .6751
1.00_0 .1517 .7460 .6617 .3500 .3552 -.0935 .6812 ,7626
• _500 .3552 -,2110 ,6497 ,8111
• 5500 ,3552 -.20_9 .6514 ,8083
• 6500 .3552 -.0759 .6847 .7571
.7500 .355Z ,0434 .7170 ,7073
.8000 .355Z .0908 ,7285 ,6891
..8500 .3552 .1253 ,7373 ,6755
,9000 .3553 ,1590 ,7462 .6613
,9500 .3552 .1679 .7486 ,6_77
PT 45_._527 KPA CN ,9234 CD1 °04945
rT 125,2804 K Cw -.0793 CD2 .04921
RC 39.9800 HILLID_ CC -,0105 C03 .04289
_ACH .7g65 C04 .03084
ALPHA 6.5197 DEG C05 .0_337
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SP&NM_$E
XIC CP _L/PT _L_¢ XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP P_LIPT NLOC
u,v_O .9555 ,95_ .2647 O, OC_O .95_5 ,9525 .26_7 .5000 ,7401 -1,0933 ,4201 1.1878
.0_4} -.1_1 .eOZO .79_1 ,0_46 .95_7 .9529 .2635 ,5000 .6414 -1.2940 ,3668 1.2903
.0_3 -,4283 .59_1 .8971 .0(80 .74?9 .8975 ,3964 ,5C00 .5427 -1.3630 .3697 1.3253
• _160 -,5974 ,5633 .9_5 .0230 ._271 ,8674 ,_559 .5000 ._440 -1,3925 ,3387 1,3485
,o353 -,_739 .5300 .9989 *05C0 *4680 .8261 .5302 ,5000 .3454 -1.4280 .3335 1,3597
,o_O -._978 ._709 1,0976 ,1_b0 .3111 ,7858 ,597P .5000 ,2467 -1,3987 .3396 1,3467
.OcO_ -1*_63 .4076 1.Z_10 .1500 ,ZOF4 .7591 ,6410 .5000 .1480 -1.3898 .3429 1,3396
• Oe_J -1.3799 .36_8 1.18_4 .2000 .12_1 .7383 .6738 .5000 ,0493 -1.396Z ,3427 1,3602
• 1_} -1.3_11 .3518 1.32_9 .2500 .0515 .7184 ,70_9 .5000 -.0_93 -1,3668 ,3486 1.3277
• 1_ -1.43_5 .3319 1.3632 .3500 -.0894 .6816 ,7619 ,5000 -.1480 -1.3287 ,3562 1.3119
• lq_o -1,436Z .32_6 1.37_7 ,;SGO -.3215 .3450 1.3353 .5000 -.2467 -1.1952 ,3963 1.Z335
• _3 -1.47_7 ,3192 1.3911 ,5_00 -,2294 .6474 ,8146 ,5000 -.3454 -1.0297 ,4383 1,1548
• ZbO_ -1.4733 ,3170 1.396_ .6500 -.09_4 ,6434 .8Z07 .5000 -.4440 -,9654 .4550 1.125Z
.3000 -1,_939 .31ol 1.3981 °7500 ,0266 .6789 .7661 ,5000 -,54Z7 -,8275 ,4879 1.0686
• 34_J -1.4907 .3156 1.3991 .8000 .071_ .7110 .7165 .5000 -.6_16 -.7248 .5170 1,0202
• 3_0_ -1.4990 .31_4 1._02O .8500 .11_7 .7206 ,7015 .5000 -.7601 -,6798 .5Z76 1.00Z9
• 4_uO -1._93_ .3124 1._065 ._000 .1369 .7316 ,6844 CHQRD_[$E
.kbGO -1._1_ ,3116 _.40_3 .9500 .14_6 .7377 .6747 .0600 *4500 -1.1209 ,4229 1.1828
• _000 -1.38_5 .4713 1.0971 1.0000 .11_5 .7355 .6783 .1400 .4500 -1.4431 .3353 1.3559
.54U_ -.8929 .5183 1.0_81 .ZZO0 ._500 -1.5429 .3135 1.4038
• _OJ -.7148 .5453 .9745 .3000 .4500 -1.5017 .3141 1.4026
• 6200 --._151 .56_0 ._365 .3800 .4500 --1.5063 .3211 1._868
• 600_ -._87 ._3 ._1_5 .4600 .4500 -1.4727 .3233 1,3819
• ?C_ -.4615 .o05g .8798 .5_00 .4500 -.9553 .4638 1.1099
.7500 -.3678 ._30_ .8399 .6Z00 .4500 -.6117 ,5468 .9718
.uL_O -.2_1 ,65_5 .797_ .7000 04500 -04455 05887 .9056
• _500 -.1798 .6B54 .7560 .8000 .4500 -.Z963 .6Z66 .8466
.90_ -.06_7 .7133 .7144 .9000 .4500 -,0870 .6809 .7630
• 9500 .0_88 .73_5 .69_ ,1014 .3552 .3052 .7813 .6051
.9750 .0785 .7398 .6714 .ZOO0 .3552 .1360 .7400 ,6712
1.0_00 .11_5 .7355 .67_3 .3500 .3552 -.0983 .6846 ,7576
.4500 .3552 -.Z309 .6475 .B143
• 5500 .3552 -.2222 .6519 .8075
• 6500 ,3552 -,0925 .6801 .76_2
• 7500 .3552 .0172 .7124 .7142
.8000 .3552 .0615 ,7209 ,7011
.8500 .3552 .0941 ,732B .6825
2_7 .9000 .3552 .1187 .7360 .6775
.9500 .3552 .1441 .7423 .6676
_,, •
1
PT 456.6_15 KPk C_ .9119 CD1 .06151
TT 125.3373 K CH -,0696 CO2 .06037
RC 29.9960 BILLIO_ CC -.0099 CD3 .05280
BACH .7280 C04 .03751
ALPHA 5.O161 OEG CD5 .02900
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT BLOC
0.0003 .9117 .g413 ,Z954 0.0000 .9127 ,9413 .2954 .5000 .7431 -,9162 .4674 1.1036
.UC40 -.2181 .6440 .8198 .0040 .9740 .9555 .2560 .5000 .6414 -1,0531 .&Z80 1.1735
• ooe_ -.4695 .5754 .9264 .0080 .7885 .9086 .3729 .5000 .54z7 -1.0z90 .4323 1.1655
.0150 -.6105 ,5488 .9687 ,0130 .6456 ,8720 .4471 .5000 .4440 -1.143g .40Z7 1.2203
• 01_3 -.7135 ,51_6 1.0176 ,0500 .491_ ,8313 .5213 .5000 ,3454 -1.0468 ,4298 1,1701 J
.0_03 -.9Z07 .4631 1.1109 .1_00 .3Z85 .785Z .5988 .5000 .Z467 -1.0170 ,4323 1,1657
• OOO0 -1.1463 .40J1 L.2ZSZ .1500 .1315 .7633 .6342 .5000 .1480 -1.1236 .4147 1.1977
.0800 -1,3089 .3bZZ 1.g995 .Z_CO .1517 .742Q ,6665 ._CO0 .0493 -1.0718 .4254 1,1782
• l_uO -1.3683 .3416 1.3403 .1500 .0765 .7261 .6930 .5000 -.0493 -1.1539 .4057 1.Z146
• l_OO -1.4_03 .3130 1.3B16 .3500 -.0833 ._824 .7607 .5000 -.1480 -1.1196 ,4155 1.1964
• ZSoo -1,4964 .3157 1.3991 ,4500 -,2281 .4211 1.1859 ,5000 -.2467 -1.0701 .4Z47 1,1793
.Ego0 -1._llb ,3104 1,411_ .5500 -.2158 .6408 .8246 ,5000 -.3454 -1.0029 .4440 1.1445
• 2600 -1.51bb ,30_7 1.4150 .6500 -.0980 .6467 .8157 .5000 -,4440 -.8819 .4736 1.0929
,3_UU -i.5363 ,3167 1.4195 .7500 ,0074 .6782 .7672 ,5000 -,54Z7 -,7731 .5093 1.032_
• 34_0 -1.5099 .3058 1,4147 ,8000 ,04_1 .7030 .7Z75 ,5000 -,6414 -.7007 .5216 1,0126
.3HO_ -1.4498 o3ZgZ 1.3844 .85G0 .0911 ,7155 ,7395 .5000 -,7401 -,6684 .5335 .9933
.4_03 -Z,4_17 ,3ZZZ 1o3d44 ,9000 .1116 ,7275 .6907 CHOROMISE
.4000 -1.2500 .3768 1.1703 .9_00 .1197 .7324 .6831 .0600 ,4500 -1.1321 .4109 1.2049
.5000 -1.0_gl .4935 1._591 I.C_CO -.0276 .6964 .7391 .1400 .4500 -1.4756 .3252 1.3778
.540_ -.7840 .5155 _._ZZ7 .2200 .4530 -1.5373 ,3034 1,4270
• 5_00 -.7344 .53o4 ,9886 .3000 .4500 -1.5496 .3028 1,428_
.6Zu_ -._446 ._6_1 .9_74 ,3800 .4500 -1.5132 .3131 1,4050
• _uJ -.5505 ._8d_ .9185 .4600 .4500 -1,4488 ,3305 1,3661
• 7000 -,_SZZ .6_41 ".8815 ,5400 ,4500 -.8238 .4914 1,06Z6
,75_) -.3_13 .6319 ._3_4 .6Z00 .4500 -,5882 .5507 .9656
,800_ -.2791 ,O578 .79_6 *7000 .4500 -.4577 ,5858 .9101
• dSuu -.174_ ._850 .7567 °8000 .4500 -.3044 *6Z45 *B49B
,90OJ -.0_93 .7000 .7335 .9600 .4500 -.1156 .6721 .7765
• 9_J -._1_7 .716U .7103 .1014 .3552 .3319 .7903 .5905
.9750 ._344 ,735Z .6787 ,ZOO0 ,355Z .1518 ,7431 .6663
1.u_O0 -.0276 .69_4 .7391 .3500 .3551 -.08_7 .6836 .7588
.4500 .3551 -.2045 .6534 ,8053
°5500 .3552 -.2247 ,6450 .8182
.6500 .3552 -,0894 .6815 .7621
.7500 .3552 .0263 .7119 .7151
• 8000 .3552 .0666 ,7222 ,6991
.8500 .3552 .0945 .7294 ,687B
.9000 .3552 .1155 .7337 ,6811
.9500 ,3552 41143 ,7334 ,6815
PT 456.6557 KPA Cq .8517 CDI ,09724
TT 115.3956 K CH -.0695 CD2 .09553
RC 30,004_ BILLTON CC .0046 CD3 .0B744
_A_H .7281 CD4 ,06886
ALPHA b,O_4Z 0EG CD5 .06123
UPPE_ SU¢FACE L_E_ SURFACE SPAN_Z$E
Xl_ CP PeLIPT _L_C XIC CP PeLIPT BLOC XlC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT RLOC
O.O_J .8657 .qz_z .32d4 G.U_O0 .Bb_7 .92_2 ,3_84 ,5000 .7401 -.7397 .5076 1.0357
._040 -.3497 ,61_6 .86_3 ._640 ],0194 ,9686 ,2143 ._000 .6414 -.7744 .5010 1.0466
.0_80 -.hZ49 ,_LZ .9609 ,0080 .8495 ,9Z45 .3370 ,5000 ,54Z7 -.7810 ,5019 1.0451
• 0153 -,6911 ,_13_ 1.0140 .0Z30 .6954 ,8837 ,4Z45 ,5000 .4440 -.7693 ,5039 1.0418
• OZ_u -*_o_ ._5 i,u_74 ,0_00 .5311 .8417 .502q ,5000 .3454 -.7615 ,5036 1.042Z
• O;u9 -.qgbl .4_4 1,143_ .1COO ,35P1 .7962 ,5838 .5000 ,2467 -.7586 ,5056 1,0389
.0600 -1.2_09 .3.1b 1,2509 ,15G0 .2579 .7707 .6Z23 .5000 .1480 -.7639 ,5053 1.0395
._(;0 -1.3723 .3449 L.3354 .Z([_ .1711 ,7483 .65P0 .5000 .0493 -,7666 .5057 1.0388
• 1UOJ -1.4591 .3170 1.3739 ,2500 ,07_Z .7234 ,6972 ,5000 -,0493 -.7701 .5036 1.0423
.14_3 -1.5358 .3081 1.4164 .35G0 -,0711 .6845 .7573 .5000 -.1490 -,756Z .5063 1,0378
.looJ -L,5_60 .3014 1,4194 ,4_00 -.2171 .5_5_ 1,0390 .5000 -.Z467 -.78G9 ,4983 1.0511
• ZZ_u -1.5153 .30_0 1.4165 .5500 -.1416 .6497 .8118 .5000 -.3454 -.7757 .5022 1.0447
.Zb_O -1.4Z_3 .3317 1.3635 .650G -,1397 .6398 ,8163 .5000 -.4440 -,7592 .5027 1,0437
• 30OO -1.2175 .38Z_ _.2593 .7500 -.0467 .6688 .7816 ,5000 -.54Z7 -.7403 ,5080 1.0351
• 3403 -1,C173 .4351 1,1605 .8_00 .0009 .6_34 .7437 .5000 -.6414 -.6923 ,5216 1,0127
• 3_b_ -.9131 .4O51 1.10?o .8_0 ,0145 .7043 .7269 .5000 -.7401 -.6543 ,5333 ,9935
.41_ -.65Z9 .4BZZ 1._781 .oCOG .0050 .7079 .7212 CHORO_SE
.4600 -._018 .4931 1.05_8 .9500 -.0341 ,7044 .?667 .0600 .4500 -1,1970 .3936 1,2376
• 5060 -.761U ._175 1.0194 1.0_00 -.Z669 .6341 .8350 .1400 .4500 -1.4959 ,3107 1.4104
.5400 -.7132 .52o8 1.004Z ,2200 ,4500 -1.5196 .3033 1,4Z74
._u_o -.b_11 .53_3 .9839 ,3000 ,4500 -1,2392 ,3789 1,2661
.6ZO0 -,6370 .5510 .9651 ,3800 ,4530 -.9536 .4560 1.1234
• 66_U -.5B18 ,5637 ._449 .4_00 .4500 -.8139 .4919 1.0619
• 7ooO -.53_8 .5708 .9336 .5400 .4500 -.7194 .5148 1,0238
• 74_ -.5031 ._qZ .9047 ,6100 .4500 -,6336 .5375 ,9869
• _000 -.4409 ,5923 ,9000 .7000 .4500 -.5540 ,5584 .9533
.85u_ -.4171 .bu3O ,8831 .8000 .4500 -.4411 .5878 .9074
.900'] -,3769 .6166 ._bZ1 ,9000 .4500 -.3636 .6079 .B755
.95U0 -,32_3 ._256 .8482 .1014 .3552 ,3615 .7959 ,5812
.9750 -.2997 .69_3 .7454 .2000 ,3551 .1690 .7475 .6594
1,bOO0 -.2_9 ,03_1 .8350 .3500 .3552 -.0822 .6830 .7597
,4500 .3552 -.2221 ,6437 ,8202
• 55b0 .3552 -,2537 .6348 ,8340
,6500 .3_52 -.1332 .6676 ,7834
• 7500 .3552 -.0417 ,6930 .7442
• 8000 .3_52 .0137 .7_71 .72Z4
• 8500 .3552 .0190 .7074 .7220
2_ .9000 .355Z .0126 .7060 .724Z
.9500 .3552 -.0126 .7016 .7311
o,
PT _72.3727 KP_ CN .26_ ¢01 ,00653
TT 129.G_10 K C_ -,07?2 CD2 ,00854
RC 30.2238 H1LLTON CC ,0089 C03 *00812
_ACH ,7488 C04 ,00796
ALPH4 -,9?76 DEG CD5 ,00785
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP P2LIPT HLOC XlC Y1(812) CP P, LIPT HLOC
U.UOUJ 1.1198 .9916 .1111 0.OCGO 1,1158 ,9914 ,1111 ,5000 ,7401 -,6068 15263 1,0068
• 0060 ,_001 .9061 ,37_3 .0C40 -,2047 ,6351 .8333 ,5000 .6616 -,6166 ,5248 1.0073
• 00_0 ,57_Z ,8652 ,6966 ,0080 -,6390 ,5182 1,01_1 ,5000 ,54Z7 -,6151 ,5268 1,0072
,01_0 .3bGO .7_75 ,5948 ,0230 -,1231 ,6569 .7998 ,5000 ,4440 -.6212 ,5231 1,0099
• 0250 .1256 .72_2 .6957 .0300 -,1190 ,6578 ,7982 .5000 ,3454 --,6226 *5232 1.0099
,0400 -,1373 ,6336 .8068 .1000 -.1691 .6447 ,818S ,§000 ,2467 -,6217 ,5232 1,0099
• 0600 -.3716 ._902 ,9029 ,1_00 -.1990 ,6365 .8311 ,5000 .1480 -,6Z09 ,5246 1.0075
• _8_0 -,6826 ,56_ *_493 ,2000 -,2Z73 ,6292 ,8424 ,5000 ,0493 -,6262 ,5229 1,0103
,1000 -,_648 .5_€0 .9?OZ ,2500 -,277Z ,6157 ,8633 ,_000 -,0493 -,6269 ,5224 1.01t1
• 1600 -,_U7b ._264 1,0046 .3_00 -.3808 .5876 ,9070 ,5000 -,1680 -,6226 ,5236 1,0092
• LUuO -.6261 .5215 1,0126 .6_00 -.4_65 .SZZ5 1.010_ ,5000 -.2467 -.6227 ,5235 1,0096
• 2260 -.6u26 .5273 1.0031 ._00 -.3560 ,5646 ,9433 .5000 -.3454 -,6343 .5155 1,0223
• _600 -,_730 .535_ ,9894 ,6500 -.1453 .5954 ._68 .5000 -,4460 -,6273 o3190 1,0166
• 3000 -.5702 ._3_2 .9888 .7500 .0188 .6_16 ,8078 ,5000 -.5427 -.6245 ,§21Z 1.0131
.3400 -._91 .5375 .9865 ._000 .0864 .6956 .7404 o_000 -.6414 -.6256 ,§212 1.0131
• 3_00 -.5792 ._3_5 .')915 ,P_O0 ,1370 .7137 ,7120 ,5000 -,7401 -,6277 ,5213 1,0129
o;SU_ -,_fl17 ,5311 ._7_ ,9000 ,1775 ,7270 .6913 CHORO_[$E
,4600 -,6118 ,5_61 1,0051 .9500 .Zl_l .7391 ,6726 ,0600 ,4500 -,3823 ,5863 ,9090
• 50_0 -,6Z33 ,5150 1,0217 1,0000 ,2297 ,75Z4 ,6514 ,1400 °6300 -,5894 ,5312 ,9968
• _400 -,64_5 .506Z 1,037_ ,2200 ,4500 -,5979 .5287 1.0009
,5800 -.68_b .5064 1.0607 .3000 .4500 -._714 ,5385 .9899
• 6ZOO -,69Z_ ,5137 1,0ZZ1 ,3800 .4500 -°5863 ,5312 *9968
• 6600 -._qq8 ._4 ._819 ,4600 .4500 -,6030 ,5267 1.0061
• 70_0 -.5_1 ,_?ZB ,_303 .5400 .4500 -,64_3 ,5155 1,0225
• 7_C0 -.4395 .6101 ._720 .6200 ,4500 -,6915 ,5024 1,0441
,e_O -.Z_bC .6_25 ._066 .7000 ,4500 -.5690 ,5400 ,9826
,8500 -.1365 .6_2 ,7686 ,8000 .4500 -,2930 ,6100 ,8721
• qOU_ .0013 .7232 ,b_73 ,9000 ,4500 -,0006 ,689_ ,7494
• _b_ .1227 .73_0 .676Z ,1016 ,355Z -,1700 ,6435 ,8204
,9750 ,_75_ ,768_ .6577 o20C0 .3_5Z -,ZZ84 .6288 ,8629
1._0_ .2297 .7_6 .6516 ,3500 .3552 -.3798 ,5670 ,9080
,4500 ,3552 -,4572 ,5669 ,9396
• 5500 ,3552 -,3550 ,59_3 ,8966
• 6500 ,3552 -,1426 ,6513 ,8083
• 7500 .3552 .0220 .6956 .7401
• 8000 .3552 .0855 ,7128 .7135
• 8500 ,3552 ,1350 .7263 .6925
• 9000 ,3552 ,1771 ,7373 ,6752
• 9500 .3552 .2085 ,7457 .6620
PT 672.2,20 KP_ CN .4074 CD1 .00871
TT 129.0593 K CW -.0775 CD2 ,00868
RC 3v,ZZ61 MILLION CC ,0075 C03 ,00840
_ACH .748_ CD4 °00818
ALPH_ .C_TF DEG CD5 .00_04
L_PP_ SURFAC_ LO_EP SUPFACE SP_N_ISE
XIC CP %L1_! _L_C XIC CP P_LIPT ffL_C XlC Y1(812) Cp P_LIPT RLOC
O,OOoJ 1.1_b .9_1 .0361 0.0000 1,1446 ,9991 ,0361 ,5000 .7401 -,6606 ,5124 1,0276
• Ohio .66_7 .8648 .46_? .0_40 .1516 ,7310 o68_1 ._000 ,6414 -.6788 .5081 1,0366
• UO_G ,4031 .79_U ._703 .04_0 -.16_8 ,64_3 .8161 .5000 ,54g7 -.6784 ,5067 1.0370
• 01_J .1995 °7638 .6o_0 .OZ30 .0774 ,7109 .71_4 ,3000 ,4440 -,6949 ,5005 1,0672
• 0_0 -.0237 .0P14 °7620 .0500 .0396 .7000 .7333 .5000 .3454 -.6837 ,5058 1,0385
.u_O_ -.Z9_6 .6093 .873Z .1000 -.04_2 .6779 .7674 ,5000 ,2467 -,6839 .5061 1,0380
,06_ -._470 ,5630 .9777 .1_C0 -.0926 °6669 .7876 ,5000 o1680 -.7089 .4962 1.0563
• 0800 -,6638 ,5117 L.0288 .2000 -.1318 .6541 .8060 .5000 ,0493 -,6969 ,5005 1,0472
• 100_ -,74_0 ,6._78 1,0686 ,25_0 -,1883 ,6396 ,8264 ,5000 -,0493 -,6861 ,5083 1,0343
• L_O0 -.79_1 .476_ 1.0914 .3_00 -,29_ .6068 .8771 ,5000 -.1680 -.6970 .5014 1.0657
• l_J -.8161 .66_7 _,0996 .45C0 -.3P97 .5039 1.0616 ,$000 -.Z667 -.6960 .5038 1.0618
,220_ -.0337 .6633 1.1105 ,5100 -.3138 .5854 ,9106 ,5000 -.3454 -,6900 ,5052 1.0395
• _600 -.6135 .66_6 1.1014 .6500 -,1209 .6060 ,8783 .5000 -,44_0 -,6885 ,50_5 2,0389
• 3000 -.6_64 .5_Z1 L.0110 .7_00 .0340 ,6572 .7993 ,5000 -,3627 -.6963 ,_017 1,0453
• 34_0 -,61_4 ._260 1,005_ .8C_00 .09P? .6993 ,7344 ,5000 -,6616 -,6909 ,5051 1,0397
• 3800 -.6689 ._1_6 1.0Z38 ._500 .1443 .7166 ,7076 .5000 -,7401 -.6910 .5062 1.0378
• 6200 -.6752 .505P 1,03_4 .9000 ,1877 .7281 .6896 CHORO_ISE
.6640 -.68_3 .50_6 1.0388 .9500 ,2175 .7397 .6714 .0600 ,6300 -,551Z .5408 .9813
• 5000 -.68_6 ._017 1.0652 1.GCO0 .ZIP3 .7486 ,6574 .1400 ,4500 -,779_ ,4767 1.0874
.54u0 -.?C:oO .4_]3 _.0762 .2200 ,4500 -,8144 ,4700 1,0989
• 5800 -.7_63 .6_60 1,0716 ,3000 ,4500 -,6686 ,5079 1,0330
• 6_UJ -.7508 .5_Z3 1.J276 ._800 .6500 --.6614 ._148 1.0236
,b_O --.6711 ,_377 ._ ,4600 ,4500 --*6796 ,5069 1.0366
• 71_0 --._630 ,_73_ .9293 .5400 ,6500 --,7004 ,5016 1,0454
• 7_UJ -.6371 .61_0 ,_6_ °6200 .4500 -.7387 ,6921 1,0613
• 80uO -.Z_Z3 ,65_1 .8025 .7000 ,4500 -,_519 ,5628 .9781
• 6500 -.1_3Z .6916 .1663 .8000 ,4500 -,2850 ,6117 ,8695
• 9000 ,00_5 .7Z50 ._945 ,90C0 ,4500 ,0060 .6911 ,7471
• v?O0 .1_8 .7390 ,67_6 .1014 ,3552 -,0666 ,6775 ,7681
._75_ .17_3 .76_3 .65T9 .2000 ,3552 -,1365 ,6527 .8061
1.0_u0 ,21_3 ,?4do ._574 ,3500 ,355Z -,3001 ,6087 ,8762
,6500 ,3552 -,3864 ,5834 ,9136
• _500 ,3552 -.3139 ,6052 ,8796
,6500 ,3552 -*1151 ,6578 ,7984
.7500 ,3552 .0346 .7C16 ,730_
• 8000 .355Z .093Z ,7154 ,7094
,8500 ,3552 ,1424 ,7289 ,6884
2_9 ,qO00 ,3552 ,1816 .7400 .6710
,9500 ,3552 ,209§ ,7450 ,6630
PT 472.9784 KPA Cq .5566 C01 .00989
TT 128.9,47 K CH -.0764 COZ .00989
RC 30.2829 HILLION CC .0030 C03 .00955
_ACH .7482 C04 .00875
ALPHA 1.0183 0E0 CD5 ,00842
UPPEP SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANMISE
XIC ¢P P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC Y11812) CP PpLIPT NLOC
O.OGO_ 1.1397 .9978 .0561 0.0000 1.1397 .9978 .0561 .5000 .7401 -.7224 .4926 1.0606
.0040 .4825 .8199 .5408 *0_60 .4433 .8102 .5571 .5000 .6414 -*6421 .5164 1*0210
.00_0 ,2238 ,7502 .6549 ,0080 .1581 ,7318 .6838 .5000 .5427 -.6058 .5271 1,0035
• 0150 .0386 .6983 .7360 .0230 .2471 .7569 .6442 .5000 .4440 -.6254 .5214 1.0128
.0250 -.1773 ._412 .8239 .0500 .1787 .7377 .6746 .5000 .3456 -.6171 .5240 1.0086
,0400 -,4492 .5634 .9373 .1000 ,0679 ,7091 ,7192 .5000 ,2467 -.5841 ,5345 .9915
• 0600 -.6792 .5053 1.0393 .1500 -.0002 .6897 .7492 .5000 .1480 -.5605 .5367 .9879
.0800 -.82Z8 .4653 1,1070 .2000 -.0461 .6766 .7695 .5000 .0493 -,6120 .5244 1.0078
• 1U00 -.9060 .4453 1.1422 .2_00 -.1137 .6569 .7997 .5000 -.0493 -.5962 .5302 .9985
.1400 -.9676 .4255 1.1777 .3500 -.Z254 .6282 .8439 .5000 -.1480 -.5844 .5346 .9913
• 1800 -,9988 ,4196 1,1886 .4_G0 -.3283 .5330 .9939 .5000 -.2467 -,6035 ,5Z72 1,0033
• 2_03 -1.0153 .41_7 1.1976 .5500 -.2740 .6003 ,8872 .5000 -,3454 -.6237 .5229 1.0103
• 2600 -1.0315 .4091 1.Z081 .6500 -.1¢06 .6141 ,8657 .5000 -,4440 -,6243 ,5222 1.0115
• 3000 -1.0344 .4080 1.2102 .7500 .051_ .6628 ,7907 ,5000 -,5427 -,6703 .5082 1.0345
• 3400 -1.0231 .4135 1.Z000 .8000 .1059 .7022 .7300 .5000 -.6414 -.6578 .5142 1.0246
.3860 -,969_ ,4292 1,1710 .8500 .1564 ,7102 .7050 ,5000 -,7401 -,6776 .5107 1.0303
.4Z00 -,9422 ,4329 1,159_ .90_0 ,1865 ,7317 ,6841 CHORDWISE
• 4_00 -.75Z1 .4876 1.0690 .9500 .2190 .7392 .6723 ,0600 ,4500 -.6761 .5070 1.0364
.5G00 -,5802 ,5243 1.0080 1.00_0 .2129 .7486 .6575 ,1400 .4500 -,9832 ,4279 1.1734
,5_03 -.6219 .5073 1,J360 ,2200 .4500 -1.0317 ,4107 1,2050
.58_0 -,6774 .5U_1 1,0479 .3000 .4500 -,9912 ,4239 1,1807
,OZ00 -.7020 .5_79 1.0350 .3800 ,4500 -.9741 .4254 1,1779
,66_3 -,6790 ,5389 .9844 .4600 .4500 -.7081 .4995 1.0489
.7000 -,5683 .5730 .9299 ,5400 ,4500 -,5969 ,5288 1,0007
• 75_ -,4338 .6157 ,_633 ,6200 .4500 -.6945 .5056 1,0387
,8000 -,2792 ,6565 ,8002 ,7000 .4500 -,5483 ,5450 ,9745
.85_U -.1260 .0925 .7449 ,8000 .4500 -.2836 ,6147 .8649
.9000 ._111 .7246 .6951 .9000 ,4500 -.0013 .6921 ,7455
• 9500 ,1239 ,7342 ,6722 ,!014 ,3552 ,0605 ,7055 ,7248
_97_0 ,1743 ,7484 .6577 .2000 .3552 -,0516 ,6774 .7682
1.000_ ,21_9 .7_86 ,6575 ,3500 ,3552 -,2Z84 ,6280 ,8443
,4500 .3552 -.3244 .6048 .8801
• 5500 .3552 -.2708 .6164 .8622
.6500 .3552 -.0994 .6641 .7886
.7500 ,3552 .0502 .7027 .7291
• 8000 .3552 .1104 .7202 .7019
.8500 .3552 ,1561 ,7321 ,6833
,9000 • .3552 .1890 ,7429 ,6665
• 9500 .3552 ,2116 .7471 ,659_
PT 474.5373 KPA C_ ,6900 CD1 ,01494
T[ 130,7_53 K C_ -,0798 C02 .01487
_C 29,80_4 _LLIO_ CC -,0009 CD3 .01441
_ACH .7491 CO4 .01236
ALPHA 2.0162 OEG COS .01150
UPPE_ SU_F_CE LO_EP SUPFACE $PANMISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _L_IC XIC CP P_LIPT qL_C XIC YI(BI2| CP P_LIPT HLgC
U.UUvO 1.1272 .9937 ,09_0 0,0000 1.1272 .9937 ,0950 .5000 ,7401 -1.0766 ,4000 1.Z251
*_ ,3237 ,77_4 .6129 ,CC4_ .6413 ,86_0 .4657 ,5000 .6414 -1.1436 .3816 1.2606
.O_80 ,08_7 ,70_6 ,7198 .00_0 .3778 .7908 .5894 ,5000 ,5427 -1.1511 *3779 1.2679
.01_0 -,_3_ *b_7 .7937 *0230 ,3788 ,7897 .5912 ,5000 .4440 -1,1532 .3747 1.2742
,02_0 -.2_76 ._Ub9 ._769 ,0500 .2825 .7652 .6309 ,5000 ,3454 -1,1545 ,3742 1,2752
.04_0 -.5613 ,_4 .9B82 .1000 .1519 .7291 .6879 .5000 .2467 -1.1501 .3787 1.2662
,0_00 -.UOgb ,47Z6 1.0_4 .1500 .0732 .7060 .7239 .5000 .1480 -1,1565 .3805 1,Z628
.08_0 -,9469 .4347 _.1609 .ZO_O .0193 .6935 .7432 ,5000 .04_3 -1.1593 .3786 1.2666
.luOO -1.03_6 .4106 1.2051 .2500 -.0_01 .6725 .7756 .5000 -.0493 -1.150Z .3772 1.2692
,1400 -1._9_7 .3921 1,24_2 .3_00 -.1_12 ,6359 ,8319 .5000 -.1480 -1,1635 .3768 1.2701
.10_0 -1.1253 .30_5 1.2529 .4500 -.2_74 .3761 1._715 .5000 -.2487 -1.1541 .3795 1.2647
.2_00 -1.1511 .3767 1.2703 .5500 -,Z40Z .8119 .8691 ,5000 -.3454 -1.1224 .3864 1*Z512
,2600 -1.1406 .3779 _,2678 .6500 -.0871 ,_254 .8481 ,5000 -,4440 -1.0552 .4060 1.2137
.3000 -1.1632 ,37_7 1,2704 ,7_00 ,04_8 ,6667 .7854 ,5000 -,5427 -1.0381 .4108 1.2068
.3400 -_.1723 .3739 1.275_ .80_0 .1168 .7017 .7306 .5000 -.6414 -1.0441 .4086 1.Z088
,3_00 -1.173_ ,371_ 1.2_1 .8_OU .1478 .7212 ,7003 ,5000 -,7401 -1,0074 .4177 1,1919
,4ZOO -1.1723 .3695 1,_84_ ._000 .1957 .7287 .6886 CHORO_ISE
.qb00 -1.1579 .3733 1.277_ .9_00 ._125 .7409 .6694 .0600 .4500 -.7911 .4769 1.0869
,_00 -1.1529 .4U14 1.2224 1.0000 ,2079 .7461 ,6613 .1400 .4500 -1.0818 .3964 1.2320
,5400 -1.G_bZ ,_217 1.01_1 .ZZO0 ,45_0 -1,1776 .3732 1,2772
,5_0 -,6313 .5535 ,9607 .3000 ,4500 -1,1584 ,3766 1.2705
.6200 -.5098 ,5_93 .9516 ,3800 .4500 -1.1233 .3890 1.2462
.6600 -.4781 .5671 .9392 .4600 .4500 -1.1382 .3797 1.2643
.7_ -.457_ ,5_51 ,_108 ,5400 .4500 -1.1294 .3821 1.2596
,7500 -,3913 .6_31 .85o4 .6200 ,4500 -.5171 .5508 ,9652
,SL_O -,2578 ,6578 *7982 ,7000 ,4500 -,4489 *5686 ,9368
.8500 -,1213 ,0923 .7451 .8000 ,4500 -,2592 .6196 .8571
.900_ ,GGbl ,7226 .6981 ,9000 ,4500 ,008i ,6917 .7461
.9500 .1197 .7335 .6811 .1014 .3552 .1420 .7291 ,6880
.975_ .1614 .7481 .6581 .2000 .3552 .0153 .6940 .7424
1,00J0 ,2079 ,7461 ,6613 ,3500 ,3552 -,1765 ,6428 ,8214
.4500 ,3552 -.2692 .6163 ,8623
,5500 ,3552 -,2402 ,6259 ,8473
.6500 ,3552 -,0826 ,6673 ,7835
.7500 .3552 .0631 .7083 .7204
,8000 ,3552 .1147 ,7195 ,7029
.8500 .3552 .1570 .7310 .6850
250 ,9000 .3552 .1911 .7419 .6679
.9500 .3552 .2127 .7472 .6595
PT 401.969C KPA CN .7463 CD1 .01946
TT 116.3586 K CN -.0851 COZ .01976
RC 30.0386 HILLION CC -*0010 CD3 .01921
HACH .7504 CD6 .01409
ALPHA 2.5254 OEG ¢05 *01187
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE , SPAN¥ISE
XIC CP PoLIPT _LOC XIC CP P_LIPT NLOC XIC YliBIZ) CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1117 .9901 .1193 0.0000 1.1117 .9901 .1193 .5000 .7401 -1.1367 .3768 1.2706
.b040 .2411 .7554 .6473 .0040 .7102 .8809 .4304 .5000 .6414 -1.1937 .3638 1.2968
• 0080 -.0021 .6889 .7512 .0080 .4575 .8135 .5523 .5000 .5427 -1.2013 .3630 1.2983
• 0150 -.1542 .6473 .8151 .0230 .4445 .8101 .5580 .5000 .4440 -1.2063 .3620 1.3003
• 0250 -.3662 .5916 .9018 .0_0 .3272 .7786 .6100 .5000 .3654 -1.1993 83602 1.3039
• 0600 -,6166 .5Z17 1.0129 .1000 .1849 .7385 .6761 .5000 .2467 -1.2067 ,3618 1,3009
.0600 -.8513 .4603 1.1164 .1500 .1067 .7183 .7056 .5000 .1480 -1.Z223 .3582 1.3081
• 0_00 -.9741 .6237 1.1817 .2000 .0401 .7008 .7328 .5000 .0493 -1.2306 83507 1.3235
,1000 -1.0669 .4004 1.ZZSO .2500 -.0257 .6821 .7616 .5000 -.0493 -1.2365 .3544 1,3160
• 1600 -1.1416 .3812 1.Z6Z1 ,3500 -,1595 .6467 ,8161 ,5000 -.1480 -1,ZZ66 .3577 1,3091
• 18_0 -1,16_8 ,3724 1,2794 .6500 -.2752 ,3559 1,3128 ,5000 -.2467 -1,2223 ,3622 1,2999
• 2200 -1.2029 .3651 1.2941 .5500 -.2391 .6158 .8639 .5000 -.3654 -1.1810 .3704 1.2833
• Z6_0 -1.20Z7 .3668 1.Z947 .6_00 -.0_12 .6231 .8525 .5000 -.6660 -1.0978 .3964 1.2326
• 3000 -1.1938 .3613 1.3018 .7500 .0562 .6668 .7852 .5000 -.5627 -1.0656 .6006 1.2266
.34U0 -1.2046 .3608 1.3028 .80_0 .1031 .7048 .7265 .5000 -.6416 -1.0060 .4171 1.1938
.3600 -1.2123 .3601 1.3043 .8500 .1_08 .7169 .7077 ._000 -.7601 -.8540 .4577 1.1210
.6200 -1.Z253 .3569 1.3108 .9000 .1845 .7306 .6863 CHORDWZSE
.6600 -1.2186 .355_ 1,3148 .9560 .2080 .7395 .6728 *0600 .4500 -,8369 .4646 1.1088
• SUUO -1,2284 .3610 1,30Z3 1.0000 .1970 .7621 ,6683 .1400 ,4500 -1.1325 ,3822 1.Z601
• 5600 -1.2093 .4635 1.1107 .2200 .4500 -1.2164 .3597 1.3050
• 58UJ -o8331 .5221 1.0123 .3000 .4500 -1.1906 .3638 1.2967
• bZUO -.60ZO .5590 .9_28 .3800 .6500 -1.1827 .3708 1.2826
.6600 -.6790 ._730 .9306 .6600 .4500 -1.1968 .3673 1.2897
.70_0 -.4302 .5906 .9033 .5400 .4500 -1.2165 .3598 1.3068
• 750_ -.3764 .6199 .8574 .6200 06500 -.5722 05341 .9928
• 8UOU -02577 .6560 08018 .7000 .6500 -.4157 ,5755 .9267
.8500 -.132Z .6883 .7520 .8000 .4500 -.2641 .6230 .85Z6
.gCUO -.0_25 .7164 .7U85 .9000 ,6500 .0022 .6900 ,7494
.9500 .1005 .7317 .6846 ,1016 03_52 .1776 ,7372 ,6761
.975u .1582 .7455 .6830 .2000 .3552 .0400 .6996 *7346
1.0000 .1970 .7621 .66d3 .3500 .3552 -.1581 ,6477 ,8166
.4500 .3552 -.2693 .6159 .8636
• 5500 .3552 -.2380 .6265 .8503
• 6500 .3552 -.0787 ,6660 .7864
• 7500 .3552 .0536 .7044 .7271
• 8000 .3552 .1186 ,7208 .7016
.8500 .3552 .1489 .7293 .6883
" .9C00 .8552 .1901 ,7604 ,6710
.9500 .3552 .2011 .7440 ,6653
PT 401.999_ KPA Cq .7863 CDI *02605
TT 116.3429 K C_ -.0827 CD2 .02620
RC 30.021_ HILLIDK CC -.0027 C03 .02475
MACH .7693 CD6 .01652
ALPHA 3.0141 DEG C05 .01316
UPPLK SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
_IC CP #_LI_T MLOC X/C CP PPLIPT HLOC XlC Y1(812) CP P_LIPT HLOC
O.OUO0 1,0887 ,9842 .151Z _.0_(o 1.08_7 .9842 .1512 .5000 ,7401 -1.1974 .3651 1.2960
.0040 .1749 .7312 ._761 .0040 .7870 .9031 .3852 .5000 .6414 -1.2551 .3504 1.32A2
.0083 -._863 .6687 .7622 .0080 .5503 .840P .5050 .5000 .5427 -1.2666 .3477 1.3299
• 0150 -.2362 .6276 .8456 .0230 .6920 .8238 .5346 .5000 .44_0 -1.2577 .3477 1.3298
.OZ_O -.4296 .5760 .)25_ .USGO .3700 .789E .5917 .5000 .3456 -1.2536 .3508 1,3233
• 0400 -.6639 .5102 1.0318 .1_00 .2238 .7_16 .6533 .5000 .2467 -1.2660 ,3478 1.3296
.0600 -.916Z .6467 1.160_ .1500 .1360 .7286 .6898 ,5000 .1680 -1.2766 ,3439 1.3378
.0800 -1.0399 .41_4 1.2061 .20_0 .0734 .7133 .7134 .5000 .0493 -1.2997 .3391 1.3680
• 1_00 -1.1228 .3,76 1.2495 .2500 -.0034 .6902 .7490 .5000 -.0693 -1.2987 .3398 1.3665
.1600 -1.1_31 .3_?_ 1.Z_85 ,3_00 -.1387 .6550 .8034 ,5000 -,1680 -1,2698 ,3666 1,3321
• 18_0 -1.2252 .3605 1.3034 .4500 -,2574 .3411 1.3438 .5000 -.2667 -1.2688 .3457 1,3340
• ZZO0 -1.2616 .35Z9 1.319_ .5500 -,Z317 .6230 .8526 .5000 -.3654 -1.2426 .3535 1,3177
.2600 -1.2428 .35_3 1,3224 .6500 -.08_2 .6282 .8466 .5000 -,4460 -1,1810 .3711 1.2821
• 3000 -1.2500 .3509 1.3231 .7500 .0475 .6668 .7854 .5000 -.5427 -1,0962 ,3931 1,2390
,3660 -1,2582 .3696 1.3260 .8000 .1027 .7028 ,7297 .5000 -,6414 -.9351 ,4379 1,1558
• 3_0 -1.2703 .3467 1.3320 .8500 .1400 .7183 .7055 .5000 -.7601 -.8405 ,6598 1,1171
.4200-1.2708 .36_2 1.3373 .9000 ,1746 .7296 .6882 CHOROWISE
• 66fi0 -_.2836 .3427 1.3403 .9500 .2038 .7357 .6785 .0600 .4500 *,8568 ,4570 1.1221
• _000 -1.2900 .3527 1.3196 1.0000 .1916 .7633 .6664 .1400 .6500 -1.1835 ,3719 1,2804
• 5600 -1.2679 .4660 1.1064 .2200 .4500 -1.2608 .3691 1.3269
• 5_00 -.8251 ._609 .9819 .3000 .4500 -1.2560 .3500 1.32_1
,62_0 -.5523 .5627 .9669 .3800 .4500 -1.2218 .3510 1.3106
.bOO0 --.4724 ._764 ._53 .6_00 .6500 --1.Z§23 .3_69 1.3148
• 70_0 --.4196 .5927 .8998 *_600 .4500 --1.2840 ,3625 ;13608
• 75_0 -.3_61 .62_8 ._30 .6200 .4500 -.6415 .5145 1.0248
.o_u -.2464 .6561 ._016 .7000 .4500 -.398Z ,5825 .9157
.65_0 -.1253 .6857 ,7561 .8000 .6500 -.2309 .6280 .8450
.9000 -.01Z7 .7155 .7099 .9000 .4500 -.0062 .6896 .7500
.9500 ._36 .7268 .6955 .1014 .3552 .2121 .7481 .6589
• 97_0 .1356 .76_8 .b_25 .2000 .3552 .0687 .7103 .7179
1.0000 .1916 .7433 .6664 ,3500 .355Z -,1376 .6517 ,8084
• 6500 .3552 -.2463 .6244 .8505
• 5500 .3552 -.2272 .6283 .8664
• 6500 .3552 -.0803 .6678 .7836
.7500 .3552 ,0542 .7030 ,7293
.8000 .3552 .1102 .7212 .?011
• 8500 .3552 .1389 .7271 .6919251 ._000 ,3552 ,1727 ,7352 .6792
.9500 .3552 .1937 .7A20 .6685
PT 401,9802 KPA CN ,8246 CO1 .03356
TT 116,2367 K CH -.0829 CD2 ,03304
RC 30.0350 NILLION CC -.0039 CO3 .03068
MACH ,7483 CD4 ,01915
ALPHA 3,5131 DEG C05 ,01696
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC YliBIZ) CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.00o0 1.0710 ,9790 .1748 O,OUO0 1,0710 ,9790 ,1748 .5000 ,7401 -1.2408 .3548 1.3151
,0_40 ,1053 .7103 ,7056 .0040 .8328 .9159 .3572 .5000 .6414 -1.3103 .3369 1.3528
,0080 -.1456 .6505 .8103 ,0080 .6103 08558 .4778 05000 ,5427 -1,3182 ,3372 1,35Zl
00150 -,2961 .6113 .8709 00230 .5315 .8332 05184 05000 06640 -1.3325 .3359 103549
.0Z50 -.4685 .5631 .9463 .0500 ,3970 .7970 .5798 .5000 .3454 -1.3024 03393 1.3477
.0400 -.7300 ,4966 1.0545 .1000 .2428 .7577 .6435 .5000 .2467 -1.3240 .3342 103586
.0600 -.9409 .4359 1.1594 .1500 .1639 .7341 .6809 .5000 .1480 -103463 .3305 1.3666 J
.0800 -1.0675 .4004 1.Z250 .2000 .0919 .7166 .7082 05000 .0493 -1.3608 .3249 103788
.IUbO -1,1671 .3755 1.2733 .2500 ,0227 .6971 .7385 .5000 -.0493 -1.3522 .3278 1.3725
.14_0 -1.2543 .3551 1.3145 ,3500 -,1Z16 .6568 .8005 .5000 -.1480 -1.3167 ,3363 1.3540
,1800 -1.2700 ,3501 1.3248 .4500 -.2393 .3252 1,3781 .5000, -.2467 -1.3172 .3365 1.3535
,gZO0 -1,Z794 ,3428 1,3402 ,5500 -,Z20Z .6253 ,8490 ,5000 -,3454 -1,2905 ,3391 1,3480
.ZbO0 -1.3164 ,338; 1.3496 ,6500 -.0877 .6296 .8424 .5000' -.4440 -1.2094 .3658 1.2926
.3000 -1,2963 .3398 1.3466 .7500 .0437 .6666 .7854 .5000 -.5427 -1.0459 .4091 1.2086
,34_0 -1,3116 ,3365 1,3536 ,80C0 ,1031 ,7037 ,7283 ,5000 -,6414 -,8273 ,4689 1,1015
,3800 -1,3179 ,3373 1.3519 .SPO0 .1439 .7192 .7041 .5000 -,7401 -,7572 ,4871 1,0703
.4200 -1.34o5 ,3321 _,3630 ,9000 ,1636 ,7280 ,6q05 CH3RDWZSE
,4600 -1.3365 .3300 1.3675 .9500 ,1895 ,7358 ,6782 ,0600 ,4500 -,9083 ,4454 1,1425
.5000 -1.3688 .3498 1.3255 1.0000 .1647 .7344 .6804 .1400 .4500 -1.2374 .3589 1,3067
.5400 -1.Z659 .;_>6 L.0729 .2200 .4500 -1.3190 .3375 1,3513
,5860 -.7670 .52_6 1.0001 .3000 .4500 -1.3072 .3386 1.3490
.6200 -.6003 .5602 .9509 .3800 .4500 -1.2743 .3451 1.3353
.6600 -.4878 .5604 .9190 .4600 .4500 -1.2974 .3420 1.3418
,7000 -.41_1 .5964 .8940 .5400 .4500 -1.32_6 .3316 1.3641
.75U0 -.3_18 ,6Z51 ,8494 ,6200 ,4500 -,6175 ,5248 1,0078
._Ou -.2348 .6576 ,7993 .7000 ,4500 -.4076 .5810 .9181
,_5_ -.1250 ._866 .7547 .8000 .4500 -.2345 .6298 ,8421
.guo0 -.01_8 ._133 .7133 .9000 .4500 -,0171 .6866 .7546
.9500 .G815 .7263 .6931 ,1014 ,3552 ,2414 ,7558 ,6466
.9750 ,1312 .741_ t6688 .2000 ,35§2 ,0912 .7146 .7113
1.00U0 .1_47 .7344 .6_04 .3500 .3552 -.1145 .6595 .7964
.4500 .3552 -.2308 ,6295 .8426
.5500 ,3552 -.2143 .6343 .8352
.6500 ,3552 -.0656 .6731 .7754
,7500 ,3552 .0543 .7042 ,7274
.8000 .3552 .0967 ,7172 .7073
.8500 .3552 .1366 .7266 .6926
.9000 .3_52 .1664 ,7358 .6782
.9500 .3552 .1730 .7354 ,6788
PT 401._14 KPA C_ ",8601 CDI ,04369
TT 116,2943 K CH -.0838 CD2 .04234
_C 30.0031 HILLIOH CC -.0042 CO3 .03779
_ACH .7479 C04 .0230_
_LPdA _.0029 OEG COS .01793
UPPEk _U_F_C_ LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
_IC C_ P_LIPT HLOC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC YI(BIE) CP P,LIPT HLOC
O.OUO0 1.C365 .96_9 ,ZO_B O.OCO0 1.036_ ,_69_ .2098 ,§000 .7401 --1.2827 .3480 1.3397
.O_O .OO_ .6_Z .7429 .0040 .8824 .9286 ,3275 ,_000 ,6414 -1,3417 ,3270 1,3741
• uoSb -,22_9 .6208 .8437 .0080 .6_5 .8706 .6501 .5000 ,5427 -1.3592 .3250 1.3786
• 01_ -.3626 .5_ .8996 .0230 ,5791 ,8466 ,494_ .5000 .4440 --1,3320 ,3267 1,_748
• 02_0 -.5332 .5471 .9719 .0500 ,4343 .8086 ,5604 ,5000 ,3454 -1.3401 .3282 1.3715
.0_0 -.7_7 .4_52 1._737 .lOOO .2780 .7660 .6304 ,5000 ,2467 -1,3431 .3264 1.3754
.O_OJ -.9_01 .4231 1,1_27 .1500 ,1_66 .7404 .6710 .5000 .1480 -1.3760 .3183 1,3933
• re00 -_.1409 ,3_56 1.2_;b ,2000 .1145 .7222 .699_ .5000 .0493 -1.3851 .3155 1.3997
• 1_0 -1,223_ .364q 1.2955 .2500 .036_ .7005 .7332 .5000 -,0493 -1.3747 .3171 1.3960
• 14_0 -1.2853 .3444 1.33_8 .3500 -.1104 ._610 .7941 ,5000 -,1480 -1,3_78 ,3227 1,3836
• 18_ -1.3201 .3370 1,3525 ,4500 -,2404 .3180 1,3941 .5000 -,2467 -1,3529 .3272 1.3736
• ZZCO -1.3403 .33_2 1.3671 .5500 -,22_0 ,_253 08490 ,5000 -,3454 -1,3424 03274 1,3733
• 2600 -1,3326 .3292 _,3696 .65_0 -,0E70 .630q ,8404 .5000 -.4440 -1.2582 .3504 1.3243
• 3UO0 -1.3_3 ,3250 1,37_ ,7_00 ,03_8 ,6692 ,7815 ,5000 -,5427 -1,0205 ,4150 1,1977
.3400 -1.3443 .3_63 1.3757 .8_00 ,0880 .7014 .7318 .5000 -,6414 -.8667 ,4594 1,1179
• 3800 -1,3621 ,3242 1.38_2 ,8500 ,1266 ,7154 ,7101 ,5000 -,7401 -,7394 .4916 1,0628
.4Z0o -1.3_74 ,3198 1.3900 .9000 .1533 .7251 .6949 CHORD_ISE
,4600 -1,37_1 .3177 1.3948 ,9500 ,1734 ,730_ ,6860 ,0600 ,4500 -,9448 ,4353 1,1607
• SU_O -1._62 .3613 1.3018 1.0000 .1427 ,7291 .6887 01400 .4500 -1.2935 .3467 1,3319
,5_b0 -1.2140 .4799 1.3_Zb .2200 .4500 -1.3416 .3261 1,3762
• _0 -,7777 ,5171 1.0205 .3000 .4500 -1,3656 ,3232 1.3825
.6200 -.6389 .5471 ._71_ ,3800 ,4500 -1,3225 ,3323 1,3627
.bbO0 -.5248 .5724 .9347 .6600 ,4500 -1.3364 .3330 1.3611
• 700_ -,4411 ._977 ,_919 °5400 .4500 -1,2909 .3405 1.3451
• 75U_ -.3476 .6226 ,8533 ,6200 ,4500 -,6318 ,5191 1,0172
,8_0 -,2_91 .6526 .807_ .7000 ,4500 -.4287 .5740 ,9290
• USU_ -.1386 .67_8 .7713 ,8C00 ,4500 -,2;32 ,6259 ,8481
,90_0 -,0537 ,7052 .7260 ,9000 ,4500 -,0566. ,6736 .7747 •
._500 .6488 .7177 .7066 .1016 .3552 .2730 .7655 .6312
.975U .0997 .73_7 ,6736 ,ZOO0 ,3552 elZOO ,7232 ,6979
1,0000 .14_7 ,72_1 .6887 ,3500 ,3552 -,1045 .6620 ,7926
• 4500 .3552 -.2242 .6330 .8372
• 5500 .3552 -.2202 .6295 .8426
• 6500 ,3552 -,0758 ,6705 ,7794
• 7500 ,3552 .0445 ,7016 ,7314
,8000 ,3552 ,0917 ,7165 ,7083
• 8500 .3552 .1178 .7213 .7009252 .9000 ,3552 .1439 ,7z86 .6895
,9500 ,3552 ,1609 .7364 ,6772
PT _>02,0346 ;_ CN ,8490 CO1 .05639
TT 116.3048 _ CM -,0755 CD2 ,03401
RC 29.9985 _ZLLi_ CC -,0007 CD3 ,04571
_ACH .7_77 C04 ,03015
ALPHA 4,5069 DEG CD5 ,02295
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT HLQC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC Yl(BI2) CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0186 ,964B ,Z27Z O,CO00 1,0186 ,96_8 ,2Z72 ,5C00 .7401 -1.1620 .3708 1,28Z7
• 0040 -,_2ZO ,b831 .7601 .0040 ,9ZC4 .9387 .3024 .5000 ,6414 -1,2669 ,3483 1,328Z
• 0080 -,265b ,6136 ,8641 .0080 ,70C7 ,8786 ,4348 ,50GO ,54Z7 -1,3383 ,3289 1,3699
• 0150 -,3797 ,5851 .9116 .0230 ,bO_8 ,8332 ,48Z7 ,5000 ,4440 -1,33Z6 ,3358 1,3550
,0250 -,5490 .3388 .9851 ,0500 ,4513 ,811Z ,3562 ,5000 .3454 -1,2238 .3_41 1.2962
• 0400 -.7917 .4757 1.0897 .1000 ,3006 ,7718 ,6210 ,3000 ,2467 -1,3Z99 .3383 1,3493
• 0600 -1.0341 .41Z7 1.2020 ,1300 .2022 ,7426 .6_74 .5000 .1480 -1.1917 .3730 1.1783
• 06uO -1.1559 .3772 1.2698 .2000 .1207 .7215 .7003 .3000 .0493 -1.1074 .3931 1.2390
• 10_0 -1,237Z ,3363 1,3110 .2500 .0482 ,7012 ,7311 .3000 -,0493 -1,0769 ,3983 1,2186
.1400 -1.311b ,3350 1.3568 ,3500 -.1036 .6397 ,7960 .3000 -.1480 -1.0701 .399b 1.2265
.1800 -1,3529 .3Z83 1,371Z .4500 _,2319 .4171 1.1937 .5000 -,Z467 -1,2711 ,3301 1,3248
,ZZO0 -1.3653 ,3219 1.3_54 .3500 -.2338 .628b .8440 .3000 -.3454 -1,1_09 .3812 1.2620
• 1600 -_.3735 ,3192 _.3915 .6500 -.0938 ,6264 ,847_ ,3000 -.4440 -1,0474 ,4062 1.2140
• 3000 -1,3603 ,31o8 1.396_ .7500 ,0133 ,6643 .7890 .3000 -,5417 -.8845 ,4343 1,1269
• 3400 -1.3901 .3151 1._003 .8000 .0733 .6931 .7446 .5000 -,6414 -.7600 ,4867 1.0711
• 3800 -1.410_ .3131 1.40('7 .8500 .0983 .7115 .7162 .5000 -.7401 -.6836 ,30Z4 1.0447
• 4200 -1.4150 .3137 1.4037 ,9000 ,1099 ,7167 ,7080 CHORDWXSE
• 4600 -1,3489 ,3305 1,3665 ,9300 ,0844 .7196 ,7033 .0600 ,4500 -,9914 .4266 1,1763
• 5000 -1.0086 ._430 1.1467 1,0000 -,0115 ,6878 ,7519 ,1400 ,4500 -1,3279 ,3366 1,3533
• 5_0 -.9387 ,5032 1.u433 .ZZ00 .4500 -1.3858 .3186 1.3927
• 5800 -.7G58 .521L 1.013g .3000 ,4500 -1,398Z .3135 1,4041
.bZO0 -,6315 ._413 ,9795 ,3800 ,4500 -1.3598 ,3217 1,3858
• b6OO -._449 ,_638 ,9_52 .4600 =4500 -1,3298 .3341 1,3586
• 7000 -.4031 ._962 .8942 ,5400 ,4500 -1,0221 ,4170 1,1940
• 7500 -.3_52 .OL90 ,U568 ,6200 ,4500 -.6021 .5292 1.0007
.8_00 -.267b .b389 .8282 ,1000 ,_500 -.4433 ,5705 .9346
• bS_C -,1870 ,_688 ,782_ .8000 .4500 -,2548 .6244 .8506
.9C00 -.085b .6833 ,7597 ,9000 .4300 -,0355 .6790 ,7664
.9500 -,OZ9Z .6698 .18_5 .1014 ,353Z ,2793 ,7642 ,6333
.9750 -,Obel .7113 ,71_ ,2000 ,355Z ,1246 ,7244 ,6961
1,OOuO -,0115 ,6878 ,15Z9 .3300 .3552 -.0833 .6701 ,7800
.4300 .3552 -.ZIB_ ,6340 .8356
• 5500 ,3552 -,ZZ35 ,6313 ,8399
• 6500 ,355Z -,088b ,6666 ,7855
• 7500 *3551 ,0239 ,6958 ,7404
• 8000 .3552 .0732 ,7113 .7165
• 8500 .3551 .1181 .7234 .6976
• 9000 .3552 ,1182 .7230 ,6983
,9500 .3552 .1141 .7206 ,7020
PT 4{1,9637 KPA Cq .8040 C01 ,07594
TT 11_,2628 K C_ -,0688 C02 ,07136
RC 3C.0595 MILLION CC ,0033 CO3 ,06149
MACIt ,7498 C04 *04523
ALPHA 5.0165 OEG CD3 ,03670
bPPE_ SU_FAC_ LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC Xl_ CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC Y1(8121 CP PeL/PT HLOC
0.0000 ,RQu4 .9}71 ,Z515 O.OCO0 .qq04 .9571 .2515 .5000 ,7401 -.8647 ,4587 1,1191
,b040 -.0793 .ob71 .7847 ,0040 ,9399 ,9432 ,2907 ,5000 ,6414 -,8186 14722 1.0958
• O_o -,3567 ,5949 ,8963 .0080 .74_1 .8914 ,4093 .5000 ,54Z7 -,789Z ,4758 1,0896
,0150 -.4630 .5046 ,9440 .0230 .6311 .8599 .4703 .5000 .4440 -.7401 ,4888 1.0675
• 0250 -,_Cb8 ,5245 1.0083 .05GO .4788 .8183 .5441 .5000 ,3454 -,7283 ,4940 1,0588
• 0403 -.UOOZ .4617 1.1035 ,1000 .3102 ,7725 .6199 ,5C00 .2467 -,6860 .4996 1,0494
• ubvu -1.U664 .4036 1.219_ .1500 .2198 ,7501 ,6556 ,5000 ,1480 -,7091 ,4958 1,0557
,ObuO -1.192_ ,3651 1,191_ ,ZOO0 .1408 ,727C ,6920 ,5_00 ,0493 -,7174 .4947 1,0577
• 1000 -1.25_5 .3476 1,3300 ,2500 .0580 .7054 ,7257 ,5000 -.0493 -.7456 ,4897 1.0661
• l_bO -1.3177 .3277 1.3727 .3500 -.1012 .6614 .7934 .5000 -.1480 -.7440 ,4884 1.0681
• 1800 -1,3599 .32Z7 1.3837 .4500 -,2322 .4980 1.0521 .5000 -,2467 -,7372 ,4899 1,0657
• ZZuO -1,37_0 ,3137 1,4038 ,55C0 -,2476 .6283 .8445 ,5000 -,3454 -.7731 ,4817 1,0796
,26_3 -1,3863 .3109 1.4101 ,650C -,11_4 ._ZZO .8542 ,5000 -,4440 -,7370 ,4956 1.0561
,30_0 -1.4244 ,3081 1.4164 .7500 -.0179 .6565 .8011 .5000 -.5427 -.6772 ,5072 1.0368
• 3400 -1.3718 .3711 1.3850 .88_0 .0_16 ,6817 ,7622 .3000 -.6414 -,6099 ,5251 1.0074
.3ebU -Z,Z339 .3556 1,313_ ,8500 .0525 .7011 .7322 ,5000 -,7401 -,9983 ,9320 ,9962
.4EO0 -.9934 ._Z03 1.187q .gcGo ,0658 .7021 .7307 CHOROWISE
.46u0 -.e155 .470_ 1._988 .9500 .0596 .7054 ,7Z5_ ,0600 ,4500 -h0192 ,4139 1,1997
,SuOO -,b890 ,5099 1.0314 1.0C00 -,1465 ,6501 ,8109 ,1400 .4500 -1,3173 .3307 1.3661
• 5400 -,6484 .516_ 1.0Z17 ,ZZO0 .4500 -1,4217 ,3070 1,4190
• 58_0 -.6335 .5197 .9999 .3000 .4500 -1,4283 ,3063 1*4Z07
,8Z00 -.5_81 ,5455 .97_ ,3800 ,4300 -1.2111 .3608 1.3027
.6600 -.5303 ,56v_ ,9SUb *9600 *_500 --*8303 ,46Z8 1*11Z1
.700G -.4777 ._779 .9229 ,9400 .4500 -,7005 *50Z8 1,0441
• 750u -.4118 .593_ .89_6 ,6200 ,4500 -.3906 .5337 .9935
.8OOO -,3587 ,6147 .86_5 .7000 ,4500 -,4647 ,5670 ,9402
,85_0 -.1924 ,6195 .8581 .8000 .4500 -,3608 ,9928 ,8996
,9000 -,2614 ,6332 ,8369 ,9000 .4500 -.2511 ,6214 ,8552
• 95U_ -.2_96 .0496 .81_6 ,1014 ,3552 ,3127 ,7755 ,6150
,97_0 -,1597 ,70r4 ,71Z4 ,2000 ,3552 .1417 .7284 .b899
1,0000 -,1485 .6501 .8109 .3300 ,3552 -,0870 ,6659 °7866
.4500 .3351 -,Z116 .6280 ,8430
• 3500 .3551 -,1474 ,6137 ,8516
• 6500 ,3351 -,1063 ,6b13 ,7921
• 7500 ,3551 -,0040 ,6877 ,752q
• 8000 ,3551 .0381 ,6984 ,7364
.8500 .3551 .0678 .7099 .71q2253 .9ooo .333z .077z .71z9 .7140
• 9500 o355Z ,0428 .7015 .7316
PT 412.7605 KPA CN .2678 C01 .00857
TT 119.393_ K CH -.0809 C02 .00853
RC 30.0204 HILLIU_ CC .0100 C03 .00823
HACH .7647 CD6 ,00802
ALPHA -1.0387 OEG C05 .00780
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWZ$E
X/¢ CP PtLIPT HLOC XlC CP PPLIPT _LOC XIC YI(BI_) CP P,LIPT HLDC
U.OOUO 1.1_91 .9901 .1193 0.0000 1.1191 .9901 .1193 .5000 .7601 -.6276 .5058 le0390
.0040 .8308 .9103 .3693 .0040 -.2209 .6192 .8584 .5000 .6414 -.6442 .5005 1.0477
.0080 .b083 .8687 .4906 .0080 --.7172 .6807 1.0811 .5000 .5427 --.6505 .4998 1.0488
.0150 .3999 .7906 .59_2 .0230 --.1331 .6433 .8212 .5000 .6440 --.6538 .4998 1.0489
• 0250 .1647 .7251 .6968 .0500 -.1259 .6455 .8178 .5000 .3454 -.6558 .6973 1.0931
• 0600 -.1001 .6526 .8072 .1000 -.1774 .6312 .8398 .5000 .246? -.6555 .4982 1.0516
• 0600 -.3335 .5868 .9087 .1500 -.2080 .6227 .8529 .5000 .1480 -.6556 .4981 1.0517
• u_O -.6533 .5_29 .9623 .2000 -.Z397 .6131 .8677 .5000 .0493 -.6632 .6953 1.0565
.1000 -.5234 .5356 .990Z .2500 -.2868 .6002 .8878 .9000 -.0693 -.6582 .4982 1.0516
• 1600 -.5962 .5154 1.0230 .3500 -.3979 .5689 .9369 .5000 -.1680 -.6571 .A975 1.0528
• 1800 -._274 .5061 1.03_3 .4500 -.4959 .6987 1.0507 .5000 -.2667 -.6594 .6965 1.0544
• ZZO0 -.6390 .9038 1.0623 .5_00 -.3668 .5418 .9802 .5000 -.3454 -.6588 .6965 1.0545
.26U0 -.5742 .5215 1.0130 .65C0 -.1447 .5770 .9262 .5000 -.4440 -.6557 .4971 1.0534
• 3000 -.5787 .5193 1.0167 .7500 .0216 .6404 .8256 .5000 -.5427 -.6611 .4976 1.0526
.3600 -.5727 .5203 1.0150 ,8000 .0896 .6864 .7548 .5000 -.6414 -.6601 .6987 1.0507
• 3800 -.6001 .5138 1.0Z57 ,8500 ,1398 .7068 .7263 .5000 -,7401 -.6662 ,4953 1.0564
._Z_0 -.6170 .5098 1.0324 .9000 .1850 .7192 .7039 CHORDM15E
,4000 -,6_02 ,5016 1.0660 ,9500 ,2121 ,7317 ,6845 ,0600 .6500 -.3441 .5847 .9121
• 5000 -06567 ,6895 1.0661 1.0000 .2277 .7430 .6667 ,1400 .4500 -.5729 .5208 1.0143
• 5600 -.6867 ,476_ 1.0918 ,2200 ,4500 -.6265 .5059 1,0388
.5800 -.7412 .4610 1.1169 .3000 ,4500 -,5833 .5175 1.0196
• 6200 -,7865 ,6656 1.1070 ,3800 .4500 -.6011 .5118 1,0290
• 6600 -.7759 ,_190 1,0171 ,4600 .4500 -,6342 .5027 1,0441
• 7000 -.5793 .5660 .9615 .5400 ,6500 -.6744 .4925 1,0611
.7500 -.4088 .6050 .8803 ,6200 ,4500 -.7618 ,4693 1,1005
,_00 -.2676 .6458 .8172 ,7000 .6500 -.5522 .5261 1.0095
• 8_00 -.1201 ,6835 .7593 .8000 .6900 -,2735 ,6037 ,8824
.9G00 .0106 .7171 .7072 .9000 .4500 .0076 .6820 .7615
.9500 ,1305 .7308 ,6859 ,1016 ,3552 -,1818 ,6290 ,8432
1975_ .1834 ,7383 .67_1 .2000 ,3552 -,2405 .6132 ,8676
1.0000 .2277 .7630 .6667 .3500 .3592 -.3970 .5700 .9352
.6500 .3552 -.6883 .5442 .9762
.5500 ,3552 -.3703 .5769 ,9243
• 6900 ,3552 -.1449 .6392 ,8275
• 7500 .3552 .0234 ,6856 ,7564
.8000 ,3552 .0861 ,7028 ,7296
• 8500 ,3552 ,1381 ,7179 .7060
,9000 ,3552 ,1818 ,7306 ,6861
,9500 ,3552 ,2086 .7373 ,6757
PT 413.1354 KPA Cq ,4108 CDI ,00913
TT 119.2_90 K C_ -,0804 CD2 .00911
RC 30.04_0 MILLIOh CC ,0088 CD3 .00882
HACH .7622 C04 .00837
ALPHA .OU_ DEG CO5 ,00806
UPPER SUPFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWZ$E
XIC CP P_LIPT _L_C XlC CP P.L/PT MLOC XIC Y11812) CP PBLIPT NLDC
0,0003 1,1_59 1,0008 _.O00C O.OOGO 1,1559 1,0008 0,0000 .5000 ,7401 -.6676 .4976 1.0525
• O_ ._899 ._713 .4687 .0040 .1219 .7150 .7105 .5000 .6416 -.6683 .6966 1.0543
._0_0 .6947 .80_3 .5676 .00_0 -.2112 .6203 ,8967 ,5000 .56Z? -,6931 .4910 1,0636
• 015_ .2391 .7483 ._584 .0130 ,0699 ,7021 ,7306 ,5000 ,44_0 -.6810 ,6933 1,0998
• 0250 .0131 .6864 .7579 .05_0 .0299 .6886 .7514 ,5000 ,3454 -,7063 .4905 1,0645
,06G0 -,256_ ,6106 ._718 .IOCO -.0540 ,6666 .785_ ,5000 ,2467 -,6773 ,4939 1,0588
.06_0 -,5_31 .563_ ,9779 .1500 -.1002 .6539 .8049 .5000 ,1480 -,6779 .6937 1,0590
.0800 -.6175 .5115 1.0Z_b .2_00 -.1638 .6390 .8278 .5000 .0493 -.7063 .6900 1.0696
• 1_00 -.7089 .4866 1._768 .2500 -.1923 .6Z96 .8425 .5000 -.0693 -,7037 .6885 1.0679
• 140_ -.7722 .6705 1.0985 .3500 -,31P4 .5927 ,8995 ,5000 -.1480 -.6730 ,6935 1.0595
• 18_J -._U39 .4617 1.1137 ,4500 -.6179 .4936 1.0_93 ,5000 -.2467 -.7036 .6876 1.0694
.2200 -.8307 .65_7 1.1260 .5500 -.3198 .5669 ,9_02 .5000 -.3454 -.6910 ,6902 1.0650
• 2600 -.8Z60 .6510 1.1326 .6500 -.12_2 .5936 .8982 ,5000 -,4460 -.6908 ,4901 1,0652
• 3000 -._Z11 .65_3 1.1269 .7500 .0390 ,6456 .8176 ,5000 -,5427 -.7083 ,4888 1.0673
,3400 -.7940 .46_9 1,1139 .8000 .0_38 .6936 *7636 ,5000 -.6414 -.7099 *4866 1.0716
• 38uU -,6269 .5_9Z 1.0333 .8500 .1469 *7087 ,7206 *5000 -,7401 -.7200 ,4851 1.0735
,6200 -.5929 ,_177 1.0194 .9G00 .1852 .7235 ,6974 CHORDgISE
,6600 -.6704 .5006 1,0680 .9500 .2095 .7313 .6851 .0600 .4500 -.5055 ,5626 .9788
,5000 -.6779 .4784 1.0849 1,0_t_0 ,2221 ,7425 ,6676 ,1400 ,4500 -.7594 ,4695 1.1002
• 5400 -.7333 ,66_7 _.1138 ,2200 ,6500 -,8072 ,6589 1.1189
.5800 -.7960 .6532 1,1286 .3000 .4500 -,8089 ,4560 1.1236
.bZUO -.8382 .4627 1,1120 .3800 .4500 -.7599 .4670 1.1032
.66_0 -.7973 .51_2 1._251 ,4600 .4500 -.6208 .5089 1.0338
.7000 -.5983 .5702 .9369 .5400 .4530 -.7330 .4806 1.0812
.7503 -,4_62 ._101 .8725 .6200 ,4500 -.8218 .4526 1,1296
• 800J -.2571 .6690 ,81_3 ,7000 ,4500 -,5836 ,5168 1.0208
,85_U -.1156 .6_75 .7532 ,8000 ,6500 -,2669 ,6064 ,8782
.9010 ,0149 ,7172 .7071 ,9000 .4500 .0136 ,6830 .7601 •
• 9560 ,1275 .7307 ,686_ ,1016 ,3552 -.0575 ,6667 ,7852
• 9750 .1733 .7402 .6712 .2000 ,3552 -.1426 ,6417 ,8236
1,00U_ .Z221 .7425 .6676 ,3500 .3552 -,3147 ,5952 ,8956
,6500 ,3552 -.6136 ,5654 ,9626
,5500 .3552 -,3288 ,5909 ,9023
,6500 .3552 -,1250 ,6659 ,8177
• 7500 .3592 .0377 .6896 .7501
• 8000 .3552 ,0946 ,7068 .7232
.8500 .355Z .1426 .7217 .7001
2_ ,9ooo ,3_52 ,1856 .7316 ,6866
• 9500 .3552 ,2066 .7382 .6763
PT 41Z.95_ _;_ CH .5656 C01 ,010S5
TT 119,178_ _ Cq -,0824 C02 .01012
_C 30,069_ _ILLIO_d CC .0045 CD3 ,00992
MACH ,7_27 CD4 ,00964
ALPHA ,9888 OEG C05 .00961
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PELLET _LOC XIC CP PellET _LOC XlC YI(BI2| CP PeLIPT RlOC
0,0000 1.1521 .9996 .0Z47 O.OCOO 1.1522 °9996 .0247 .5000 ,7401 -.9499 .4181 1.191§
.00_0 ,5308 ,_282 ,5Z68 .0_40 ,3953 ,7895 ,5921 .5000 ,6414 -,9796 ,4077 1.2111
,0080 .Z766 .7573 ,6441 ,0080 ,1043 .7089 .7200 ,5000 ,5427-,9806 .4099 2,2070
.0150 .0_91 ,70_3 ,7Z56 ,0230 .1310 ,7454 .6619 .5000 _4440 -,9971 .4077 1,Z111
• 0250 -,1316 ,6460 ,8170 .0500 ,1652 .7Z74 ,6912 ,5000 ,3454 -1,0075 .6048 1,Z166
,0400 -,4021 .5707 .9341 ,1000 ,0521 ,6943 .7426 *5000 ,2467 -.9971 ,4093 1.2081
,0600 -.6277 .5079 1.0354 .1500 -.0164 .6762 .7705 .5000 ,1480 -,9795 .4110 1,2049
• 0BOO -,7738 .4665 1.1055 ,Z_O0 -.0676 .66_3 .7935 ,5000 ,0493 -.9775 .4101 1,2066
,1000 -.8445 ,4478 1.1381 .2500 -,1241 ,6463 .8165 .5000 -.0493 -,98Z2 .4115 1.2040
,14_U -.92_8 .4253 1.1785 .3500 -.2419 .6160 .8634 ,5000 -,1480 -,9812 .4074 1,2116
,1800 -,9592 .4170 1.1939 ,4_C0 -,34_2 ,4141 1,1991 ,5000 -,2467 -.9739 .4105 1,Z059
.2200 -,9837 ,4114 1,ZO_Z .5500 -,2875 ,5857 ,9105 .5000 -.3454 -,9646 .4Z18 1,1849
.Z6UO -.9945 .4060 1.1143 .6500 -.098Z .6010 .8866 *5000 -,4440 -.9388 ,4Z38 1.1813
,3000 -1,0010 .4041 1.2179 ,7500 .0418 .6540 .8047 .5000 -,P4Z7 -.9415 ,42Z1 2,1843
,3400 -.9951 .4034 1.2192 .8C00 .1016 ,6925 17454 ,5000 -.6414 -,9475 .4212 1.1861
,38_ -.9955 ._058 1.Z141 ,8500 .1533 ,7097 .7188 ,5000 -.7401 -.9354 ,6206 1,1871
.4100 -.9886 ,4100 _._Ob7 ,9000 ,1871 ,7246 ,6956 CHORDWZSE
.4600 -.9870 ,4104 1.2080 ,9500 *Zllz ,73Z7 ,6829 ,0600 ,4500 -,6270 ,5082 1,0369
.SUUU -,9695 .4201 1.1880 1,0000 ,2138 .74Z1 .6882 .1400 .4500 -,9314 .426? 1.1759
• 5_00 --,9_78 ,43_5 1.1619 .ZZ00 *6500 -.9902 .4084 1.Z098
• 5800 -,8944 .4795 1.0831 ,8000 ,4500 -,9709 ,4156 1,1964
• 6200 -,7166 ,5340 ,992_ ,3800 ,4500 -,9709 ,4155 1,1965
\ ,6600 -,5377 ._511 .9604 .4600 ,4500 -,9790 ,4107 1,2054
.7000 -,45Z_ .5761 .925_ ,5400 .4_00 -.9584 .6194 1,1896
• 7500 -.3756 .61Z5 ._687 ,6200 ,4500 -,5889 *5220 1,0123
• 8000 -,_527 ,6513 ,8089 ,7000 ,4500 -,46?9 ,5522 ,9635
,850_ -,1130 ,6_76 .7530 ._C_O ,4500 -,2601 ,6110 ,8710
.9_U3 ,CZ08 ,7163 .?085 .9000 .4500 .0114 .6869 ,7540
.9500 .1238 ,7286 ,b894 .1014 ,3552 .0510 .6931 ,7465
.9750 ,1756 ,7316 .6753 .2000 ,3552 -.0617 ,6664 ,7857
1.000_ ,2138 .7421 ._682 .3500 .3552 -,2424 .6144 ,8657
,4500 ,3552 -,3479 ,5872 .908Z
• 5500 ,3_52 -,2808 .6041 ,8817
• 6500 ,3552 -,1047 .6539 ,8048
.7500 .3552 .0477 .6958 ,7_02
• 8000 ,3552 ,1076 ,7109 ,7269
• E500 .3552 .1§07 ,7144 ,6959
.9000 *3552 ,1896 ,7357 ,6783
.9500 ,3552 ,2099 .7402 .6711
PT 412.9492 KPA C_ ,6723 C01 .01802
TT 119.1605 K Cq -,0870 CO2 .01707
_C 30.1025 MILLION CC .00_3 C03 ,01507
HACH .7638 C04 ,01342
ALPH_ 1.9960 CEG C05 ,0109E
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtLI_F HL_C XIC CP PtLIPT _LqC XlC YIfBIZ) CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,1511 ,9_87 .0428 O,O_CO 1.1511 .9987 ,0428 ,5000 .7401 -1,0598 .3866 1.2512
.0140 ._011 .7909 .5898 .004U .5837 °8400 ,§063 .5000 .0414 -1,1063 .37Z2 1,2797
,OObO .1477 .7Z_U .7015 ,0080 ,3151 .7650 ,6317 ,5000 .5427 -1,1033 ,3735 1.2771
• _15_ -.0348 ,67LZ ,77_ .0_30 ,3552 ,7774 ,6118 ,5000 .4440 -1,1297 ,3705 1,2831
,02_0 -,2_10 ,6129 ._681 .0500 ,2583 .7512 .653_ ,5000 .3454 -1,1294 ,3703 1,2835
.0_00 -._99_ ._35 .9774 .1000 .1199 .7132 .7133 .5000 ,2467 -1,1302 .3700 1,Z840
._6{;0 -.7Z1U ,_7_5 1.0831 .1_00 ,0569 .6956 .7406 ,5000 .1480 -1,1120 ,3706 1.2829
• 0_0_ -.8753 ,439_ 1.1527 .2000 -,0014 .6767 ,769_ ,5000 ,0493 -1,1187 ,3685 1,2872
,1000 -.9571 ,_157 _.1961 .2500 -,066_ ,6624 ,7918 ,5000 -,0493 -1,1220 ,3699 1,Z84Z
.1400 -1,0079 ,39_U 1.2_95 ,3_00 -,1037 ,6233 ,8520 .5000 -.1480 -1,119Z ,3686 1.2869
.1800 -1._81 ,3895 1.Z457 .4500 -.3239 ,3699 1.2843 ,5000 -.2467 -1,1207 ,3705 2.2832
.1200 -_.0791 ,38_7 1.ZbZB ,5_00 -,Z694 .5897 .9043 ,5000 -.3454 -1,1090 ,3718 1,2805
,2600 -1,0863 ,3780 1,1681 .6500 -,1016 ,6069 .8774 ,5000 -.4440 -1,0561 .3883 1,2481
• 3000 -1.1039 ,3744 1,2751 .7500 ,0409 ,6524 .8071 ,5000 -.5427 -1.0578 ,3866 1,2514
,34_0 -1.1053 .3719 1.Z_03 ,8_00 ,1019 .6898 ,7496 .5000 **6414 -1,0393 ,3935 1,2380
,3_3 -_,1096 .3718 1.2805 .850_ ,1428 .7082 .7211 ,5000 -.7401 -.9984 .4103 1.2062
,_ZO0 -1.1377 ,3682 1.1876 .90_0 ,1756 ,7194 ,7036 CHOROgISE
.4600 -1.1258 ,3713 1.Z81_ .95u0 ,1967 .7182 .6900 ,0600 ,4500 -,7197 .4826 1.0778
.5000 -1,1281 ,3701 1.1838 1.0000 ,1931 .7333 .681q ,1400 .4500 -1*0Z65 .3998 1.2260
._40J -1.1298 ,3674 1._893 ,2200 ,4500 -1,1162 ,3743 1.2756
• 5800 -1.113_ ,4235 1.1873 *3000 .4500 -1.0817 .3778 1,1685
• 61_0 -,9313 ,5356 ,9901 .3800 ,4500 -1,06S6 ._8_7 1.Z_32
.60_ -.523_ ,56_7 .9436 ,4600 .4500 -1.1165 .3762 1.2717
.700_ -,4126 .5867 .9089 ,5400 ,4500 -1,1386 ,3647 1.2946
• 7500 -.3391 .61_7 .8591 ,6100 .4500 -.9379 .4222 1,1841
._O_O -.2191 .bSZ_ ._071 ,7000 .4500 -.4127 ,5666 ,9405
,8_00 -.1016 ,6830 ,7600 ,8000 .4500" -.2188 .6203 ,8567
.9000 .0116 .7117 .7157 ,9000 .4500 ,0104 ,68_9 ,760_
.9500 ,1115 .7Z66 .6915 ,1016 .3552 ,1148 .7141 ,7119
.9750 .1_0 ,7310 .6808 ,ZOO0 ,3552 -,0042 ,6787 ,7667
1.OO_O ,1931 ,7333 ,6819 ,3500 03552 -,1916 ,6285 .8440
,_500 ,3552 -,3046 .5986 .8904
.5500 .3552 -,2676 .6082 ,8754
• 6500 .3552 -,0956 ,6.520 ,8077
• 7500 ,3552 ,0513 ,6948 ,7419
,8000 .3552 ,1011 .7109 .7169
,S500 ,355Z ,1413 ,7193 ,7039
255 ,9000 *355Z .1850 .73Z4 .6834
,9500 .35§2 .2017 ,7357 .678Z
o,
_T 111.g_12 _ CH .7155 ¢01 .02%%4
T_ 119.1358 K CM -.0871 CDZ .02333
_ 30.1_7 _ILLI_; C_ .0036 ¢03 .01135
MACH .7642 CO4 .01557
ALPHA Z,5050 OEG ¢05 .01157
UPPER SURFACE LO_£_ SU_FA_E SPAfl_tSE
XlC CP P#LIPT HLOC X/C CP P_LIPT HL_C X/C YI(81Z) CP P#LIPT RLOC
U.O000 _,1345 .99_5 ,0888 0.0000 _o1345 .99_ o0888 .5000 .7401 -L.1227 .3737 1.1768
.0040 .3077 .7678 .6273 .0040 .6561 .8617 .4668 .5000 .6416 -1.1657 e360Z 1.3038
.0080 .0883 ,7031 ,7190 ,0080 ,%013 ,7903 ,5907 ,5000 ,54Z7 -1,1684 ,3589 1,3066
,01_0 -,G074 ,65_§ ,8039 ,0230 ,4155 ,7957 ,5819 .5000 ,44_0 -1.1757 .3562 1.3120
• 0Z50 -.2936 ,598_ .8907 .0500 .3084 .7680 ,6_70 ,5000 ,3454 -1,1717 ,358Z 1,3079
,0400 -,5341 ,5198 .9996 .1000 ,1556 .7230 .6980 .5000 .Z467 -1,1743 .3586 1,3071
• ObO0 -,7729 .4671 1,104_ .1500 .086_ ,701_ ,7Z98 ,5000 ,1%80 -1,1748 ,3538 1,3171
• 0800 -,qO0_ ,4175 1.1745 .20GO .0235 .6853 .7565 ,5000 ,0_93 -1,1914 ,3493 1,3Z63
,1003 -1,0071 ._0Z1 1.ZZ17 ,Z500 -.0517 ,6644 .7886 .5000 -,0493 -1,1928 ,3541 1,3164
,1400 -1,0038 ,38_1 1,2563 .35_0 -,1813 .6295 .84Z5 .5000 -,1480 -1.1695 ,3547 1.315Z
,1800 -1.1005 ,37_3 1.2755 .45_0 -,Z97_ .340_ 1.315_ .5000 -,2467 -1.1801 .3545 1.3155
.ZZCO -1.1_16 .3659 1.Z9Z3 ,5500 -.Z74+ .5984 ,8906 .5000 -.3%5% -1,1699 .3561 1.3124
,2600 -1,1533 ,3644 1.2954 .6500 -.1076 .6018 .8854 .5000 -.4440 -1.0999 ,3755 1,Z731
• 30uO -1,1683 ,3611 1,3010 ,7500 ,0367 ,6509 ,8094 ,5000 -,54Z7 -1,1094 ,3789 1,Z664
.3_00 -1.166_ .3002 1,3040 ,8000 .0908 .689_ .7§00 .8000 -.6_14 -1.0470 .391Z 1.24Z4
• 3_00 -1.1716 .358G 1.3084 .8500 .1389 .7048 .7164 ,5000 -.7401 -,9085 ,4301 1,1698
,%Zuu -1,187Z ,3531 1.3166 .9000 .1754 .7198 .7031 CHORD_ZSE
• _600 -1.1874 ,3539 1.3169 .9500 .1880 ,7305 ,6864 ,0600 ,%500 -,7618 ,4696 1,1002
.5000 -1.1811 ,3518 1.3191 1,0000 ,1866 ,7335 ,6816 ,1400 ,4500 -1,0804 ,3838 1,Z569
• 5_00 -1.1951 .3_93 1.3Z6_ .2ZOO .1500 -1.1537 .3609 1.30Z5
• 58G0 -1.19_0 .4527 1.1294 .3000 .1500 -1.1468 .3633 1.2976
• OZO0 -.81_5 ,54_6 .9757 ,3800 ,4500 -1,1212 ,3688 1,Z864
.660U -.5009 ,50Z8 .0166 ,4600 .4500 -1,1571 ,3614 1,3016
• 7003 -,_7 ,5875 .9076 ,5400 ,4500 -1,1774 ,3494 1,3261
,7SoO -.3373 .6100 .8620 ,6Z00 ,%_00 -,963Z .1123 1.ZOZ4
,bO0_ -.ZZ_% ,6_97 ._113 ,7000 ,%500 -,4217 ,5_60 ,9415
• 8500 -.1100 ,6830 .7501 .8000 .4500 -,Z171 ,6ZZ5 .8532
.9_3 -.UC20 .7674 ,72Z3 .9000 ,9500 -,0019 ,6806 .7637
• 9_u3 .0963 ,7_39 ,7013 ,.1014 ,3552 ,1619 ,7256 ,6940
.9750 .1_41 .73Z_ ._17 .ZOO0 .355Z .03Z8 .6911 +7%75
_.0000 .lU66 .733_ .6816 .3500 .3552 -.1764 .6316 .8392
.4500 .355Z -.Z970 .5999 .8884
.5500 .355Z -.2652 ,6069 .8775
• 6500 .3551 -,0935 ,6547 .8036
,7500 ,355Z ,0350 .6894 ,7501
.8000 ,35§Z ,096Z .7077 .7218
• 8500 .355Z .1366 .7157 ,7094
.9000 .3552 ,1645 .7252 .6947
• 9500 ,3551 ,1850 ,7314 ,6849
PT 412.9216 KPA CN .7554 C01 .03083
TT 119.1151 K CH -.0879 COZ ,03010
RC 30.0637 MILLIOh CC .0039 C03 .02840
MACH .7631 C06 .01787
ALPHA 3.01_1 DEG C05 .01336
U_PkR SORFAC_ LO_ER SURFACE , SPAN_ISE
AIC CP P,LIPT _LOC X/C CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT MLOC
o.oouo 1.1151 .9890 .ZZbO 0.00b0 1.1151 .9890 .1_60 .5000 .7101 -1.156_ .3602 1.3039
.0040 ,2751 ,7_42 ,6490 ,0640 ,7159 ,8807 ,4305 ,5000 ,6414 -1,2092 ,3656 1,33_2
.UOBb .blC=2 ._33 .7595 .0_80 .;9G3 .8170 ._461 ,5000 ,54Z7 -1,Z139 ,3454 1,3346
• 01_0 -.1513 .6381 .8191 .GZ30 .45_8 .8071 ,56Z8 ,5000 ._110 -1.ZZSZ ,3133 1.3389
• 0150 -.354_ ._845 .912_ .0500 .3264 .7685 .6_61 .5000 ,3454 -1.2169 ,3450 1.3353
• u_O -.5_11 .515_ 1.011_ .1C00 .1901 .7319 .6841 .5000 .Z167 -1.Z320 .3136 1.3383
.Oo_O -.03_8 ._532 1.12_6 ,1500 .1185 ,7133 .7132 ,5000 .1480 -1.2255 .33_4 1,3473
.OCuu -.9613 ._151 1.1973 .ZO£O .05G5 ,6957 .7_0_ ,5000 .0493 -1,2571 ,3356 1,3553
•i0_0 -1._501 .34Z3 1.140_ ._500 -.02_7 ,673_ .7748 ,5000 -.0493 -1.2417 .3369 1.3525
• 1_03 --1.1181 .37_6 1.2808 .3500 -.1579 .6387 .8283 .5000 -.1480 -1.Z317 ,3416 1,34Z6
• 18_0 -_.1_3_ .3_19 1.3005 .4500 -,_69 .335Z 1,3561 .5000 -.2467 -1.2291 ,3400 1,3459
• 22_0 -1.197_ .3547 1.3151 .5500 -.1645 ,6039 ,8821 ,5000 -,3454 -1,Z06Z ,3451 1,3351
.1600 -1.1967 .3518 1.3ZIZ .65_0 -.Ielg .6080 .8758 .5000 -.4%%0 -i,1716 .3577 1.3090
,38_3 -1.1937 .3498 1.3253 .7500 ,0290 ,_540 .80%7 .5000 -,54Z7 -1,1300 .3646 1,Z950
• 3_u -I.ZC18 .3476 +.3zqq o40GO .0781 .6888 .7511 .5000 -.6411 -1.03Z% .3950 $.Z352
• 38_0 -1.1100 ,3_55 1.3323 .85C0 .1350 ,7010 ,7322 .5000 -.7401 -.8998 ,6331 1,1644
._ZbO -1.1318 .3413 1.3433 .9G00 .160_ .7106 .7018 CH3AOWISE
• 46u3 -1,14Z6 *3379 1.3_04 .9500 .1701 .72_0 ,6934 .0600 .4500 -,7958 .4618 1,1135
.50_0 -1.1458 .33_3 1.3581 1.0000 ,1346 ,7174 ,7068 ,1400 ,4500 -1,1189 ,3730 1,Z781
.5400 -1.2660 .357_ 1,3105 ,Z_O0 ,4500 -1.1039 ,3491 1,3167
,5800 -1.1021 .4875 1.0695 .3000 .4500 -1.2048 ,349Z 1,3Z65 #
.6Z_O -.7£80 .5367 .988_ .3800 .%500 -1.1778 .3536 1.3175
.6603 -.5199 .SO_Z .9460 .4600 .1500 -1.1885 ,3499 1.3251
• 7000 -.4288 ,5857 .9105 .5400 ,4500 -1.2339 .3389 1.3181
.7_uO -,3_18 .6139 .8666 .6_00 .4500 -.7401 ,6775 1.0865
.8000 -.2371 .6_19 .8141 .7000 .4500 -.6126 .5603 .9506
.8500 -.1209 ._59 ./8_8 ,8000 ,4500 -.ZZTO .6206 .8563
.9003 -._425 .6981 ,7366 .9000 .4500 -,0524 .6652 .7874
.9503 .0636 .70TZ .7226 *1014 .3552 .1941 .7319 .6795
.975_ .0933 .7_83 .0898 ,2000 ,3552 .0510 .694Z .7127
1.0380 .1346 .7174 ,7_64 .3500 .3551 -.1555 .6386 .828%
• %500 ,355Z -,1818 .6037 ,8814
• 5500 .3551 -.2614 .b090 .8741
• 6500 .3552 -.0985 .6545 .8039
• 7500 ,3_51 ,0311 ,6886 ,7514
• SGO0 .3551 ,0811 ,7021 ,7306
• 8500 .3552 .1262 .7153 .7100
25_ ,9000 ,3552 .1598 .7258 .6937
• 9500 .3552 ,1568 .72%2 .6961
_,°
PT 412.9522 KPA CN .7735 C01 .04130
TT 1Z1,0687 K CM -,0833 COZ .03925
RC 29,3674 HILLIOH CC ,0045 C03 .03596
MACH .7623 CD4 .0Z191
ALPHA 3,5131 DEG CD5 .01613
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SUPFACE $PANWZSE
XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XlC Y1(812) CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.C883 .98Z1 .160q 0.0000 1.0883 .9821 .1609 .5000 .7401 -1.1923 ,3509 1.3229
.0640 .1963 .7337 .6813 .0040 .7859 .8972 ,3972 .5000 .6414 -1.Z629 .3346 1.3574
.O_bO -.0651 .66Z5 .7q15 .0080 .5670 .8385 .5088 .5000 .5427 -1,2625 .3334 1.3601
• 0150 -.2158 .6226 .8531 .0230 .5117 .8233 .5353 .5000 .4440 -1.Z578 .3348 1.3569
.0250 -.4168 .5693 .9361 .0500 .3713 .7823 ,6038 .5000 ,3454 -1.2395 .3398 1,3462
• 0600 -.6195 .bUT2 1.0365 .1000 .2250 .7413 .6693 .5000 .2467 -1.2540 .3361 1.3543
.U600 -,8573 ,64L5 i.1691 .1500 .1610 .719_ .7034 .5000 .1480 -1.2733 .3308 1.3657
.0800 -1.C0_2 .4027 1.2204 .2000 .0775 .7036 .7281 .5000 .O493 -1.2686 .3260 1.375!
• 1040 -1._713 .3817 1.2607 .2500 ,0009 .6823 .7610 .5000 -.0493 -1.2777 .3267 1.3745
.14_ -1,1629 .3581 1.3082 .350N -.1388 .6656 .8176 .5000 -.1680 -1.261Z .3322 1.3626
.1800 -1.1996 .3698 1.3253 .45G0 -.2885 .3273 1.3732 ,5000 -.2667 -1.Z575 .3322 1.3626
• 2200 -1.2185 .3_34 1,3387 ,5500 -.2623 ,5994 .8891 .5000 -,3456 -1.2449 .3350 1.3566
.Z600 -1.Z3_ .3_06 1.3465 .6500 -.1145 .6084 .8751 .5000 -.4440 -1.2121 .3408 1.3442
• 3000 -1.23£6 .3600 1.3658 .7500 .0110 .6474 .8147 .5000 -.5427 -1,1538 .3617 1.3006
.3400 -1.2568 ,3363 1.3538 .8_C0 .0720 .6832 .7596 .5000 -.6414 -1.0017 ,402q 1.2200
.3800 -1.2618 .3335 1.3597 .8500 .1148 .7011 .7320 .5000 -.7401 -.8479 .6469 1.1395
• _200 -1.2756 .3300 1.3675 .qO00 ,1415 .7123 .7146 CH3RDWISE
.6UbJ -1,2841 .3275 1.3728 .qso0 .1491 .7212 .7008 .0600 .4500 -.8276 .4489 1.1361
.5000 -1.2673 .35_7 1.3069 1.0000 .Oq03 .707C ,7228 .1400 .4500 -1.1589 .3607 1.3026
• 5_0 -1.1721 .6263 1.1802 ,2200 .6500 -1.2428 .3385 1.3490
.5_C0 -.9361 .51Z8 1.0273 .3000 .4500 -1,2583 ,3348 1.3569
._ZO0 -.596q ._376 .9872 ,3800 .4500 -1,2188 .3430 1.33q6
• b_uO --.5£b7 .Sbe_ .q534 .4600 ,6500 --1.2662 .3394 1.3472
• 1000 -,4629 .b865 .9122 .5400 .4500 --1.2107 ,3463 1.3326
.7500 -.3662 .6067 .8776 .6200 .6500 -.6084 .5113 1.O297
,8000 -.2044 .6365 ,8346 .7000 .6500 -.4502 ,5575 .9548
.dS_ -.1570 .6619 .7924 .8000 .4500 -.2490 .6141 .8660
.9000 -.0_83 .6796 ,7656 .9000 .6500 -.0571 ,6666 .7854
.95U0 -.u_30 .6961 .7628 .1014 .355Z ,2270 .7467 .660_
.975_ .6667 ,7256 ,0963 ,ZOO0 ,3552 .0778 .7036 .7281
1.O000 .0903 .70?0 .722P ,3_00 .3_52 -.1_57 .6384 .8286
.6500 .3552 -,Z806 .6035 ,88Z6
• 5500 ,3552 -,2561 ,6109 .8711
• 6500 .3552 -.1161 .6506 ,8101
.7500 .3552 .0215 .6864 ,7547
• 8000 .3552 ,0797 ,7046 .7268
.8500 .355Z ,1119 .7119 .7152
• 9000 .3552 .1343 .7171 .7071
.9500 .3552 .1351 .7202 .7023
PT 612.8932 KPA CN .7559 CD1 ,05553
TT 119.5366 K CM -.0737 CDZ .05273
RC 29,8961 NILLION C¢ .0079 CD3 .04619
_ACH .7611 CD4 .02958
_LPH_ 4.0222 DEG CO5 .02122
UPPER SUkFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtLIPT MLJC X/C CP P_LIPT WLOC _lC Y1{812) CP P_LIPT NL0C
U.UO_O 1,6656 ,9761 .1866 0.U_0 1.00_4 .9761 ,1864 ,5000 .7401 -1.2168 .3467 1.3318
.Ou60 .1076 ,7123 .7167 .0C40 .8437 .9146 .3606 .5000 .6416 -1.2339 .3402 1.3455
• U0_0 -.1102 .6_80 ,8139 .OCEO .6152 .8516 °4853 .5000 .5427 -1,1755 .3565 1.3114
• 0160 -.2666 .bC_l ,6755 .0230 .5486 .8361 .5165 .5000 .6460 -1.0757 ,3839 1.2565
• OZbO -.6358 .5575 .9550 .0500 .4053 .7943 ,5842 ,5000 .3454 -.9852 .4082 1.2101
• 0_00 -.66Z1 .6q_1 1._667 ,1000 .2530 .7513 .6535 .5000 .2467 -.9902 .6085 1,2095
• 0o00 -.8991 .6306 1.1668 ,1500 ,1586 .7241 ,6964 .5000 .1680 -.9285 .4202 1,1879
• _eu0 -1.0569 .3_19 1.261C ,ZC_O ,0866 .705q .7246 .5000 .0493 -,9385 .4222 1.1842
,1000 -1.1261 .3701 1.283_ ,2500 .0152 .6854 .756_ .5000 -,0493 -,q835 ,4094 1.2078
.16u0 -1.20_Z ,3_ 1.3260 .3500 -.1603 .fl397 ,8267 ,5000 -.1480 -1.0690 *3885 1,2475
.1800 -1._32q .36J3 1.365_ .4500 -.2E05 .6267 1.1760 .50OO -.2667 -1,1375 .3660 1.2921
,22u0 -1.2526 .3322 1.3627 .5500 -.Z7AZ .6021 .884q .5000 -,3454 -1.2165 *3507 1.3235
• 2600 -1.2652 ,3297 1.3601 .6500 -,1263 .6073 ._768 .5000 -,4440 -I,2060 .3486 1,3277
• 3000 -1.2812 .3289 1.3698 .7500 .0067 ,6660 .8170 .5000 -.54Z7 -1.0983 .3787 1.2667
• 3460 -1.2838 .3266 1.3753 .SCGO .0480 .6831 ,759q .5000 -.6414 -.9303 .4212 1.1861
• 3_00 -1.2900 .3269 1.3786 .8500 .0665 .6943 ,7426 .5000 -.7601 -.7967 .4621 1,1130
.4200 -1.2919 .3262 1.3oo2 .qc0o .0960 ,6980 ,7368 CHORDgISE
• 660J -1,2160 ,3669 1,3356 ,9600 ,_035 ,7062 .7262 .0800 .6500 -,8777 .4376 1.1563
• 5_0 -.9_86 ,6777 1.0861 1,0000 -.0847 .6551 .8029 ,1400 .6500 -1.1936 - .3508 1.3233
°5400 -,7396 ,5065 1.0378 .2200 °4500 -1,2720 ,328q 1,3699
• SeO0 --.0£8_ °_Z_ 1.0113 .3000 ._500 --1.3051 *3269 1.3763
• 6200 -.5751 .53_5 .9839 .3800 .6500 -1.2870 .3312 1.3649
• O6UU -.512_ ,5578 .9565 .4600 .4500 -1.2628 ,3398 1,3463
.7U_O -._38 .5753 ,9268 ,5400 .6500 -,7839 .6650 1.1080
.7500 -.3808 ,6050 .8803 .6200 .4500 -.5711 ,5224 1.0115
• 8_(,0 -.2886 ,6186 ,8592 ,7000 °6500 -.4474 ,5613 .9489
.8500 -.2279 .6308 ,8605 ,8000 ,6500 -.2614 .6152 .8665
• 9000 -.1867 ,0430 .8216 .9000 .4500 -.1466 *6423 ,8226
.95U0 -.1310 .6_81 .7983 .1014 .35fiZ .2588 .7550 .6478
,97_0 -.CSbO ,7126 ,7166 ,2000 .3552 .08_9 .7023 .7302
1.0000 -.0867 .6551 .80Z_ .3500 ,3552 -.1622 ,6411 .8244
• 6500 ,3552 -.2640 .6078 .8760
.5500 .3552 -.2667 .6071 .8771
,6500 .3552 -.1038 .6560 .8016
• 7500 .3552 .0115 °6872 ,7835
.8000 .3552 .0527 .6968 .7388
• 8500 .3552 ,O786 .7031 .7289
257 ._000 .355z .1011 .7085 .7206
.9500 .3552 .1006 .7113 .7162
_AC_ .?_z_ C0_ .0417_
ALPHA _.511_ _E_ CD5 ,03138
bPPER SURFACE L_E_ SU_:_ SPAH_I$E
X/C CP PpL/DT _LOC X/C CP P_LIPr _LG_ _IC YIIBI2) CP P_LIPT HLOC
O.O00_ 1,056d ,9723 ,Z011 0,0C03 1.0586 ,9723 ,Z011 ,_000 ,7601 -1*0007 .6005 1*22_7
• 0_0 .0938 .7C35 ,7_83 .0_;0 .867_ .919_ ,_491 .9000 ,6414 -.9123 .4271 1.17_2
.OOBO -,1631 .6336 .8361 .0080 ,6452 .8§71 .47_3 ,_000 ,5427 -,8190 .4_32 1.1286
.0160 -,2_03 .6972 ,892_ ,0230 .5678 ,_360 ,5533 ._000 .44;0 -,7586 ,4708 1.0_79
,0250 -,6600 ,5497 .9b75 .0500 ,_27_ ,7968 ,_803 .5000 .3454 -,7266 ,4827 1,0777
,0;_ -.6205 ._861 1.0716 ,1000 ,2665 .7§19 .6§2_ .5000 ,2_67 -.6826 .49Z6 1.0609 )
,0_0 -,9337 ,4210 1,1864 ,1900 ,1785 ,7285 ,6894 ,PO00 ,1;80 -,6632 .;96_ 1,0_38
.0800 -1,07_ .38_2 1.2961 .2000 ,0970 .70_0 .7276 .9_00 .0693 -.6}68 ,_98_ 1,0§11
,1_C0 -1,1582 ,3638 1,3026 .2500 ,0189 .68U ,7630 ._000 -.0493 -,720_ ,4850 1,0738
• l;OO -1.2235 .3_07 1,3;_4 ,3500 -,139Z ,_391 ,8Z77 ,_000 -,1480 -,7376 ,4793 1.0836
.1_00 -1,243_ ,3325 1,3621 ,_50_ _2028 ,493_ _,050_ ,5000 -,2467 -,776_ ,4679 1,1030
.ZZO0 -1,29_8 ,32_0 1.3807 ._50_ _',2853 _6014 ,88_9 ,5000 -.345_ -.8426 ,4P03 1.1337
.2bGO -1,3_2 ,32Z0 1.3851 ,6500 -,1_9_ ,6022 ,8847 .5000 -.4440 -.8717 ,4456 1.14Z0
.3000 -_.2974 ,3180 1,39_0 .7500 -.0191 .6397 .8267 ,5000 -,5427 -,8Z31 ,_581 1,1199
• 3_00 -1,3039 .3186 1,3927 ,8000 ,0258 ,67_6 ,7730 ,§000 -.6_14 -.7564 .4707 1,0981
• 3800 -L.Z_36 ,32_5 1.3795 ,8500 .0_91 ,6856 ,7_60 .5000 -,7401 -,6881 ,6961 1,0551
,_ZO_ -1,1_01 .36Z5 1,Z991 ,gO00 ,0597 .6950 .7_15 CHQROWISE
,_603 -.8700 ,_415 1.1;93 .9500 ,0366 ,6983 ,7363 ,0600 ,4500 -.9262 .4256 1,1780
• 5000 -.6_7 .5110 1.0302 1.0000 -.1711 .6339 .8356 .1400 .6500 -1,Z544 .3397 1.3465
.54_J -,0159 .5169 1.0g05 ,ZZO0 .4500 -1,3262 ,3200 1,3895
,5800 -.5907 ,5277 1.0029 .3000 .4500 -1.3200 ,3165 1,3072
,6200 -._11 .54U_ ,98_5 ,3800 .4500 -1.2941 ,3260 1,3762
.bb03 --*_191 ,5_5 ,_598 *_600 .4500 --1,0073 .40_0 1.2162
,70GO -,4646 ,5678 ,9386 ,5400 .4500 -,6§92 ,§000 1.047Z
,7500 -.;139 ._838 .9135 .6200 ,4500 -,56§2 ,5279 1,00Z6
,8_uO -,3579 .6011 .8864 .7000 ,4500 -,4619 ,_36 *9613
• BbO0 -,30_1 ,6175 ,e610 ,8000 ,4500 -.3§84 ,_795 ,9203
,9000 -,2422 .6175 .8610 .go00 .4500 -.2550 ,6089 .8743
.9_00 -,22b5 ,o_O9 .82_8 ,1014 ,35_2 .274_ ,7581 ,6429
.9750 -.159Z ,6qZ6 .7_5Z .ZOO0 .3552 ,0989 .708§ .7206
I;OC_O -.1711 ,6339 .8356 .3500 ,3552 -,1305 .64§3 ,8181
• 4500 ,3_52 -,2520 .6147 ,8652
,5500 ,3552 -.2672 ,6102 ,8723
,6500 ,35§2 -.1222 ,6474 .8147
.7500 .3§52 -,0091 ,6799 .7648
,8000 ,355Z .0281 .6901 .7490
.8500 .3552 ,0651 ,7003 .7333
.9000 ,35§2 .0584 ,6993 ,7349
,2500 ,3552 ,0306 ,6897 ,7497
PT 40_.3797 KPA C_ ,2662 ¢01 °01038
TT 118,6611 K CM -.0836 COZ ,01044
RC 30,02_3 MILLION CC ,0117 C03 ,00978
_ACH ,77q9 C06 ,00907
_LPHa -1.059_ OEG C05 ,00870
UPPER SUWF_CE LOWER SURFACE
XlC CP P, LIPT _LOC XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC Y/IBI2) PANWISECP P,L/PT MLDC
--S
o. OOo0 1.1173 .9_75 .1346 O.OGCO 1.1173 ,9875 .13_6 ,_000 ,7401 -,6800 .4764 1,0885
,0L_3 ,_535 .912_ .36_7 .00_0 -.Z3_2 ,6033 ,8831 ,5000 ,64_4 -,&973 ,47Z6 1,0949
,OO_O .635_ ._508 ,_868 .U080 -.7822 ,4486 1,1367 .5000 .54Z7 -.6895 .6731 1.0940
.0150 ._3_9 ,7930 .5862 ,0230 -.143_ .6_94 .8_Z5 .5000 .44_0 -,6869 ._T§3 1.0903
• 02;J ._011 .7260 ,0933 ._500 -.140_ .6300 ,8417 .5000 ,3454 -,6879 ,4734 1,0935
.O_u3 -._637 ,6513 ,80_q ,1G00 -,1908 ,6156 ,8639 ,5000 ,2467 -,688_ ,6734 1*0935
• ObuO -.2970 ,5838 ,_135 ,1500 -.2213 ,6080 ,8758 ,5000 ,1480 -.6910 .4742 1,0922
,08GO -.6231 ._98 ,9673 ,Z(._O -.2539 ,5985 ,890§ ,5000 ,0493 -,6928 ,4729 1,0944
,I000 -,_965 ,5284 1.0019 ,2_00 -.30Z_ .5832 ,9165 .5000 -.0693 -,6885 .6735 ],0934
• 1_03 -*_77_ ._069 1.0372 .3500 -,4262 ,5_73 ,9714 .5000 -,1480 -,6885 .4743 1,0919
,18U3 -.61_0 .4952 1,0567 ,4D00 -,5540 .4730 1,0942 ,5000 -,2467 -,6846 ,4742 1,0922
,21OO -.o_01 .q&_9 1,0739 .590U -.3740 .5107 1.0308 ,§000 -.3454 -.6869 ,4729 1.0944
•2600 -,_3_ ,_872 1,0701 .6500 -.1_86 ,5638 ,9_51 ,5000 -,44_0 -,6818 ,4745 1,0916
,30_0 -.5038 .5094 1,033U .7500 ,0209 ,6_71 .846_ .5000 -.54Z7 -,6860 ,6723 1.095_
•3qUO -*5666 ._125 I,OZ7_ .8000 ,08_I ,6766 ,7700 .5000 -,641_ -,6869 .6730 1,0943
,3_UO -,D860 ,5026 i.0443 ,8500 ,1411 ,6945 ,7423 .5000 -,7401 -,6945 ,4717 1.0964
,4200 -.$ZSb ,_9Z4 1,0613 ,9000 .1826 ,7098 ,7185 CHQROWI$8
•qbOO -,6581 ,4819 1,07q0 .9900 ,2111 ,721q ,6998 ,0600 ,_500 -,3179 ,579_ ,9203
,SO&O -.6901 ._642 1,1093 1.0COG .2250 ,73_3 .6805 ,1400 ,4500 -,5564 ,5119 1.0288
• 5_00 -.7208 ,4507 1.1330 .2200 ,4500 -,6520 .48_0 1,0737
,_800 -,7738 ,4366 1.1580 ,3000 .4500 -,5618 .5104 1.0313 +
•62U0 -._2_3 .4186 1.1909 .3800 .4500 -,5939 ,5017 1,0457
.6bbO -._814 ._278 1,17_0 ,_600 .4500 -.6536 .4859 1.0722
• 7000 -._Z_ ,56_ ,9_0 .5400 .4500 -,7257 ,4649 1,1081
.75_0 -.3076 .6037 .8623 .6200 .4500 --,8057 .4625 1,1475
• B0_0 -.ZZ7B ,b_15 .SZqO ,7000 .4500 -.7463 ,4591 1.1182
,_bbJ -.U9_9 .6757 .7712 ,8000 ,4500 -,243.8 ,6012 ,8863
• 9000 ._26_ ,7073 ,TZZ_ ,9000 .4500 *0220 ,6761 .TTOT
.9500 .13_3 .72ig ,699_ .1014 .3552 -.1935 .6153 .8664
• 9750 .18_6 .7332 .6866 ,2000 ,3552 -,2535 .5985 ,8906
1,00GO .ZZ50 ,73_3 .6805 .3500 ,3552 -.42_6 .8492 .9683
._500 ,3552 -,5411 ,5163 1,0217
• 5500 .3552 -.3793 .56Z5 ,2471
.6500 .3552 -,1454 .6287 ,8436
• 7500 .3552 .0210 .6763 ,7704
.8000 .3552 .0859 .6956 ,7409
• 8500 .3552 .136_ .7093 .7293
25_ ,9000 ,355Z ,1814 .7223 .6992
• 9500 ,3552 *ZIGC ,7300 .687Z
oPT _0_.365S _p_ CN ,4203 CD1 ,0Z12_
T7 118,6738 K CM -.0863 C02 .01120
RC 30.01_3 t_rLl.!_l_ CC .0108 CO3 ,01073
HACH .7798 C04 .01C00
ALPHA .O00C OEG CD5 .00927
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANgISE
XlC CP PsLIP7 HLOC XIC CP PtLIPT BLOC XIC Y1(812) CP PeLIP7 MLOC
0.0000 1.1555 .9982 .0502 0.0000 1.1555 .9982 .0502 .5000 ,7401 -.8198 ,4388 1.1541
,0060 .7168 .8740 .6435 .Cb60 .0981 .6978 .7372 ,5000 .6616 -,8165 .6384 1.1549
.0080 .6852 ,8084 .5607 .0080 -,2650 .5941 ,8974 .5000 .5427 -.8149 .6390 1.1537
,0150 .2812 ,7501 .6555 .0230 .0692 .6837 .7590 ,5000 ,4440 -,8225 ,6344 1,1621
,0250 ,0555 ,6659 .7555 .0500 ,0176 .67§7 ,7713 ,5000 .3454 -,8152 .4390 1.1538
4 ,0400 -.2192 ,b095 ,8734 .1000 -.0587 ,6533 .8058 ,5000 ,2467 -.7987 .4421 1.1483
,0600 -.4521 ,5414 ,9808 ,1500 -.1123 .6390 ,8277 ,5000 .1480 -.7999 .4432 1.1663
.0800 -.5643 ,5090 1.0336 .2000 -,15P6 .6243 ,8505 .5000 .0493 -,8092 .4391 1.1536
• " .1000 -.6703 .4817 1.0793 .2500 -.Z128 .6099 .8729 ,5000 -,0493 -.7987 ,4427 1,1471
.14_0 -.7316 o6613 1.L144 .3500 -,3419 .5731 .9304 ,5000 -.1480 -.7576 .4555 1,1245
,1800 -.7631 .4534 !.12_2 .4500 -._600 ,4473 1,1391 .5000 -,2467 -.7627 ,4550 1.1254
.?ZO0 -,8017 .4_15 1.1493 ,5500 -.339Z .5392 .984, .5000 -,3454 -.7915 .4441 1,1447
.2600 -.8152 ._398 1.1541 .6500 -,1319 .5730 .9304 .5000 -.4440 -,7877 .4474 1,1388
.3000 -.82_1 .4384 1.1548 .7500 ,0305 .6341 .8353 .5000 -,5427 -,8053 .4445 1.1639
,3400 -.8142 ,4385 1.1547 .BCCO .0946 .6781 .7676 .5000 -.6414 -.8011 .4437 1.1454
.38_3 -.eO03 .4412 1.1463 .8500 ,1464 .6970 ,7384 eSO00 -.7401 -.8163 .4389 1,1539
.4200 -.8_u8 .4406 1.1510 .9000 .1845 ,7112 ,7165 CHOROWISE
.4600 -.8132 .6395 1.1528 .9500 .2026 .7227 .6986 .0600 .4500 -.4658 .5398 .9833
.5000 -.7926 .4501 1.1361 1o0000 .2106 .7317 .6845 .1400 ,4500 -,7300 ,4629 1.1117
.5400 -.7705 ._347 1.161_ .2200 ,4500 -,7858 .4471 1.1393
.58u0 -.e299 ,_182 1.1916 ,3000 .4500 -.8054 .4435 1,1657
,6200 -._829 ,40_0 1.Z181 .3800 .4500 -,7982 .4417 1.1489
.6600 -.9351 .4757 1.08_6 .4600 ,4500 -,8140 .4392 1.1533
.7000 -.6E66 .5711 .9335 ,5400 .4500 -.8014 ,4437 1.1453
,7500 -.3531 .60?£ .8769 .6200 .4500 -.8892 .4166 1.1944
.8000 -.21_1 .6668 .B189 ,7000 .4500 -.5709 .5103 1.0316
._500 -.0917 .678_ .7664 .8000 .4500 -,2301 ,'6034 ,8829
.9000 ._238 .7080 .7214 ,9000 .4500 ,0217 .6771 .7691
.9500 .1312 .7194 .7038 .1014 .355Z -.0678 .6506 .8099
,97_ .1220 .7274 .6912 ,2000 .3552 -.1544 .6285 .8439
1.0000 .2106 .7317 .6845 .3500 ,3552 -,3387 .5758 ,9261
,4500 .3552 -.4471 .5432 .9779
,5500 .3552 -.3427 .5729 .9306
,6500 ,3552 -,1312 .6346 ,8369
.7500 .3552 .0341 .6787 .7666
.8000 ,3552 .0923 .6965 ,7391
,8500 .3552 ,1456 .7122 .7149
-.9000 .3552 .1836 .7218 .7000
.9500 .3552 .2064 ,7281 .6902
PT 404.3186 KPA CN .5521 C01 .01572
TT 11_.5879 K CH -.0917 CD2 .01579
RC 30.0347 BILLION CC .0111 CD3 .01571
HACH .7794 C04 .01432
AL#HA .9979 DEG C05 101350
UPPER SURFACe LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_L/PT _L(JC XIC CP P_LIDT _LDC XIC YI(BI2) CP PoLIPT _LOC
O.O00O 1.1o59 1.0_12 (_._OuG O._CtO 1.1659 1.0012 0.0000 .5000 .7401 -.9308 .4060 1.2162
• 00_0 .5874 .83rl .5114 ,0(_0 .3_91 .768o ,625_ .5000 .6414 -.9772 .3942 1.2366
• Ou_O .3_23 .7707 ,6226 .0080 .0704 .6926 ,7452 ,5000 .5427 -.9769 ,3941 1.2369
• G15_ .16_5 .7156 .7096 .0230 .213_ .7303 ,6867 .5000 .4440 -.9836 .3915 1.2418
• 0250 -,_593 .65_1 .8076 ,0500 .14_6 .7126 .7144 .5000 .3454 -.9796 ,3932 1.2387
.04uO -.3235 .5737 .921_ .ICCG .0339 .679_ .7659 .5000 ,2467 -,9789 .3927 1.2396
.06_0 -.5632 .5099 1._322 .1500 -.03_8 .6596 .7961 .5000 .1480 -.9689 ,3965 1.2322
• 0800 -.?058 ,4712 1.0972 .2000 -.0777 ,6508 .8095 ,5000 .0493 -.9544 .3976 1,2302
• lOuO -.7778 .4698 1.1366 .2500 -.1466 .6255 .8486 ,5000 -,0493 -,9589 ,3963 1,2326
• 14_0 -._647 ,6258 1.1777 .3500 -.9734 .5911 .9020 .5000 -,1480 -.9731 .3966 1.2322
• 18_0 -.8877 .6186 1.1912 .4500 -.4035 .3974 1.2305 .5000 -.2467 -.9799 .3926 1.2397
• 22_0 -.9215 .4078 I.Zllt: .5500 -.3212 .5553 .9586 ,5000 -.3454 -.9345 ,4080 1.2106
• 2600 -.9297 .4064 l.ZlT3 .6500 -.I157 .580_ .9192 .5000 -.4440 -.9359 .4049 1.2163
• 3000 -,9565 .3987 1.Z28_ .7500 .U321 .6376 ,8299 .5000 -.5427 -,9549 ,4002 1.2252
• 3400 -,9663 .3973 1._307 ._00 .0941 .6800 .7647 .5000 -.6414 -.9461 .4017 1.2224
• 3860 -.9616 .39_4 1.2286 .8500 .1374 .6971 .7383 .5000 -.7401 -.9436 .4018 1,2222
._200 -.9620 .3917 1.230_ .9600 ,1757 ,7088 .7202 CHOROWISE
.4600 -.9566 .3997 1.Z262 ,95C0 .1996 .7191 .7041 .0600 .4500 -.5672 ,5112 1.0300
.50UO -,9624 .3_18 1.2414 1.OOCO .1895 ,7261 ,6932 .1400 .4500 -.8623 .4269 1.1757
.54u0 -.9822 .3813 1.2617 ,ZZO0 ,4500 -.9307 .6_57 1.2148
._SUO -1.C228 .3739 1.2763 .3000 .4500 -.9136 .4100 1.2068
• 6200 -1.0376 .3855 1,2534 .3800 ,4500 -,9273 .4066 1.2131
.6_OO --.9_b9 .5337 .9932 ._600 .4500 --.9_75 .398_ 1.228_
.7000 -.4882 .5760 .9258 ,5400 ,4500 -1.O00Z .3858 1.2528
• 75_0 -.3337 .6/35 .8672 .6200 .4500 -1,0566 .3686 1.2869
.bOO0 -.2u73 ,o_65 .8162 .7000 ,4500 -,4713 ,5367 .988_
• 8510 -.U845 .67_6 .7760 .8000 .4500 -.2065 .6120 .8695
• 9000 .0061 .7024 .7301 .9000 .4500 ,0125 .6741 .7737
.9500 .1131 .7133 .7179 .1014 .3552 ,0370 .6824 .7609
• 9750 .1419 .72_4 .6897 ,2000 .3552 -,0725 .6522 .8075
l,OOOu .1895 .7261 .6932 .3500 .3552 -,2701 ,5953 .8956
,4500 .3552 -,3911 ,5604 .9505
.5500 .3552 -,3230 ,5783 .9221
.6500 .3552 -,1181 ,6361 .8322
• 7500 .3552 .0356 ,6801 .7645
.8000 .3552 .09Z9 .6967 .7389
,8500 .3552 .1374 .7090 .7198
_ .9000 .3552 .1758 .7193 .7038
,9500 .3552 .1895 ,7245 ,6957
PT 406.3377 KPA CN ,5919 COl ,02239
TT 118.5755 K CM -.0891 ODE .02032
RC 30.0577 HILLION CC .0111 C03 .01905
MACH .7801 C04 ,01727
ALPHA 1,5071 OEG CD5 .01589
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC Y1(812) CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1645 1,O0_6 0,0000 0,0000 1,1665 1,0006 0,0000 .5000 ,7401 -,9565 ,3952 1,2367
.OU40 .5054 .8156 ,5489 ,0060 .6698 ,8053 .56§8 ,5000 .6616 -1.0189 ,3803 1,2636
• 0080 ,2920 .7517 ,6530 .0080 ,1616 ,7158 ,7093 ,5000 .5627 -1,0350 .3794 1,2655
.0150 ,0880 .6965 .7392 ,0230 .2666 ,7465 ,6663 ,5000 .6660 -1,0302 .3773 1.2695
,0250 -,1206 .6355 ,8331 .0500 .1922 .7270 ,6919 .5000 ,3454 -1.0277 ,3766 1,2710
• 0603 -.3895 ,5628 .9466 ,1000 .0836 ,6q64 ,7394 ,5000 ,2667 -1.0326 ,3761 1,2719
,0600 -.6220 .4979 1,0520 .1500 .0101 ,6713 .7781 ,3000 ,1680 -1.0263 .3788 1.2665
• ,0800 -,7490 ,6557 1,1263 ,2000 -,0521 ,6551 ,8031 ,5000 .0493 -1,0259 ,3797 1,2668
• 1000 -.8145 .4367 1.1614 .2500 -,1086 ,6416 ,8239 ,5000 -.0693 -1.0196 .3773 1,2695
• 1600 -.9051 ,&133 1,2006 .35G0 -.2459 .5q99 ,8883 ,5000 -.1480 -1,0698 ,3799 1.Z645
• 1800 -,9289 .4035 1.2190 ,4500 -.3712 ,3819 1,2605 ,5000 -,2467 -1,0166 .3787 1,2667
• 2200 -.9763 ,3933 1,2363 .5500 -.3093 ,5686 ,9376 ,5000 -.3656 -1,0007 .3852 1,2561
• 2600 -,9591 .3904 1.2439 .6500 -.123§ ,5809 .9181 .5000 -,4440 -.9775 ,3925 1.2399
• 3000 -.96_6 .38T6 1,2495 .7500 ,0306 ,6323 .8382 .5000 -,5427 -.9815 .3893 1,2661
,3600 -1.0096 ,38Z9 1.2585 ,8000 .0812 .6790 .7663 ,5000 -.6414 -,9888 ,3888 1.2670
,3800 -1.0282 .3813 1.2617 ,8500 .1267 ,6916 ,7668 ,8000 -,7601 -,9720 ,3927 1.2393
• 4200 -1,0213 ,3798 1.Z666 ,9000 ,1688 .7064 ,7239 CHOROWISE
.4600 -1,6121 .3810 1.2623 ,9_00 ,1830 ,7085 ,7207 ,0600 ,6500 -,8992 .4999 1,0687
,5000 -1,0303 ,3761 i,Z719 1,0_00 ,1514 .7166 .7118 .1400 ,4800 -.9088 .4134 1.2006
• 5400 -1,0326 .3650 1.2942 ,2200 ,4500 -,9987 ,3893 1,2662
• 58_0 -1,_752 ,351u 1.3106 .3000 .6500 -.9659 ,3916 1,2616
• bZO0 -1.1058 ,6528 1.1293 ,3800 ,4500 -,9702 ,3965 1,Z361
,66_0 -,7_50 ,5467 ,9722 .6600 .6500 -1,0088 .3850 1.Z543
,7000 -,4555 ,57_7 ,9216 .5600 ,6500 -1,0565 ,3726 1.2792
,750_ -,3156 ,6112 .8707 .6200 .4500 -1.1031 .3532 1.3182
.80_0 -.2_57 .6404 .8256 .7000 ,4500 -,6696 ,5399 ,9832
• 8500 -.10_6 .6659 .286_ ,8000 ,4500 -.2112 ,6103 ,8718
.9000 -.Club .6903 ,7488 .9000 .4500 -,0239 .6613 ,7935
,95U_ .b719 ,7020 ,7298 .1016 ,3552 ,0756 ,6922 .74_9
• _750 .1169 .7Z26 ,6987 .2000 ,3552 -.0699 ,6576 .7996
1.0000 .1514 .7144 ,7115 ,3500 ,3852 -,2538 ,8981 ,8911
,6500 ,3552 -.3698 ,5662 ,9413
,5500 ,3552 -,3110 .5838 ,9135
,6500 .3582 -,1217 ,6328 ,8373
,7500 ,3552 ,0341 ,6798 .7650
.8000 .3552 .0902 .6966 .7391
.8500 .3552 ,1365 .7101 .7181
.9000 .3582 ,1564 .7122 ,7150
.9500 ,3552 .1793 ,7221 ,6995
PT 404.352F KPA CN .6122 CO1 .02868
TT 118.595Z K Cq -,0839 002 .02434
_C 3C,0213 MILLION CC ,0115 CD3 ,02070
_ACH .7788 CD4 .01819
ALPHA 1.9985 DEG 005 ,01391
uPPEk SURFAC_ LD_ER SURFACE SPAHWISE
XIC C_ PtL/PT _L_C XIC CP PtL/PT MLOC XlC YI(BIZ) CP PlLIPT BLOC
U,_O_O 1,1646 L.C¢Ob _.O00C O.OCO0 1.1646 1.0006 0.0000 ,5000 ,7601 -,9916 ,3821 1,2600
.0040 ,4_21 .8004 .5761 .0060 ,5410 .8239 .5346 .5000 .6414 -1,0439 ,3665 1.2910
• Oub_ ,2249 .7339 ,6_11 ,0_80 .2611 .743_ ,6659 .5000 ,5427 -1,0633 ,3656 1.2930
• U1_0 .0_53 ,6o_3 ,7580 ,G230 ,3247 ,7610 .6382 ,8000 .4460 -1.0768 ,3653 1,2935
oOZ_O -.1832 .6204 .856_ ,0500 .2393 .7606 .6709 ,5000 ,3456-1,0751 .3666 1,2969
,04[:J -.4046 ,5526 .9833 ,1_00 ,1114 .7019 .7309 .5000 .2467 -1.0562 *3662 1,2987
• ObUO -.6564 .68_0 1.0720 ,1500 .0355 ,6AO0 ,7666 ,5000 ,1480 -1.0709 ,3665 1.2910
,0800 -,7778 .4464 1,14_6 ,2000 -.0220 .6629 ,7909 ,5000 .0493 -1,0875 .3639 1,2964
,1000 -.u493 .6ZZ1 1,1_66 .2500 -.0966 ,6410 ,8247 ,5000 -.0493 -1,0788 .3640 1.2961
• l_b_ -.9403 ._000 1,2257 .3500 -,2293 .6074 .8766 .5000 -,1480 -1,0755 ,3666 1.2950
.1_00 -.9786 ,3qI1 1,2426 ,4_¢0 -.3660 °3627 1,2988 ,8000 -,2667 -1.0862 ,3670 1,2901
• Z2OO -,9937 ,38Z7 1,_588 .5500 -.3152 .5682 ,9381 ,5000 -,3684 -1.0658 .3666 1.2956
,2600 -1,_036 .3789 1,2665 .6500 -,1677 .5783 ,9221 ,5000 -,6640 -1.0303 ,3817 1,2610
• 3UOu -1.0151 ,3754 1.2732 ,7500 ,0108 ,6234 ,8518 ,5000 -.5627 -1,0265 .3799 1,2666
• 34_o -1,_290 ,370P 1,2826 ,8000 ,0720 ,6713 ,7780 ,5000 -,6616 -1.0170 ,3818 1,260_
.3800 -1.0575 .3672 1,2897 ,8_00 ,1078 ,6900 ,7693 .5000 -,7601 -1,OOC1 .3885 1.2677
.42(:0 -1,_768 ,3653 1.2936 .qO00 .1276 ,6979 ,7370 CHQRD_ISE
,46u0 -1,0691 ,3683 1.2916 ,9500 ,1668 ,7030 .7292 ,0600 ,4500 -,6139 ,4975 1,0527
• SU_O -1.06_7 .3620 1.3002 1.COOO ,1603 .7122 ,7180 ,1400 ,6500 -,9500 ,4031 1.2197
,560_ -1.0619 ,3_30 1.3187 ,2200 .6500 -1,0351 .3777 1,2688
• 5800 -1,1186 ,36_7 1.2866 .3000 ,4500 -1.0698 ,3776 1,2690
•6ZUO -1,_704 .5_u2 1.0483 .3800 .6500-I,030§ ,3826 1,2591
• 6bOO -.5992 ,56_7 .9676 ,6600 ,6500 -1,0628 ,3725 1,2792
• 70C0 -.4239 .5830 .9148 .5400 .6500 -1.0911 03610 1.3022
• 750_ -.3185 .t043 ,8816 .6200 .6500 -1,1266 ,3579 1.3086
• _vO -.Z248 ,_4_G ,8232 .7000 ,4500 -.4400 .5698 .9676
• 85G0 -.1083 ._627 .7913 ,8000 ,4500 -,2237 ,6085 ,8750
.9_(0 -._289 .6_52 .7567 ,9000 ,6500 -,0257 .66_6 .7871
• 9500 .0519 .6993 ,7348 ,101_ ,3552 ,1103 ,7027 ,7297
.9750 .0983 ,7187 .7048 ,ZOO0 .3552 -,0177 .6675 ,7838
1,0003 ,1403 ,7122 ,7150 ,3500 ,3582 -,2321. ,6057 .8794
•6500 .3552 -.3539 .5717 .9325
•5500 .3552 -,3105 .5830 ,9167
• 6500 ,3552 -,1125 ,6417 .8236
,7500 ,3582 ,0335 .6826 .7607
,8000 ,3552 ,0863 ,6q69 ,7386
•8500 ,3852 ,1266 ,7064 .7238
260 .gooo .3552 .1665 .72o7 .7o17
• 9500 .3552 ,1678 ,7206 .7022
9'
PT 336.7971 KPA CH ,6167 CDI ,03870
TT 104o8857 K CM -.078q ¢DZ °0323§
RC 30,1694 _ILLION CC ,0158 C03 ,02853
_ACH ,7854 C04 ,O2338
ALPHA 2.5254 0E0 C95 ,01726
UPPER $UKFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHM_SE
X/C CP PpLIPT _LOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC Y11812) CP P_LIPT HLOC
O*OOUO 1,1528 °9968 o0680 O,UO00 1o1§28 °9968 ,0680 .5000 o7401 -1,0360 ,3687 1*2812
,0040 ,4160 ,7870 ,5969 *0040 .5846 .8338 *g179 ,5000 ,6414 -1,0869 ,3539 1*3174
• 0080 .1958 ,7226 ,6996 *0080 .3234 ,7604 .6399 ,5000 ,5427 -1,0961 .3527 1,3198
• 01_0 -,U042 ,6680 .7839 ,0230 ,3598 .7699 ,6246 ,§000 ,4440 -1,1058 ,3508 1°3237
• 0250 -,2017 ,6106 ,8726 *0500 ,2682 ,7449 ,6645 ,5000 ,3454 -1,1033 .3527 1.3199
4 *0400 -,4356 °5406 ,9832 ,1000 .1245 ,7019 ,7317 °5000 .2467 -1,0854 *3537 1,3178
• 0600 -,6618 °4755 1.0907 ".1500 ,0506 ,6810 °7640 ,5000 ,1480 -1.1061 ,3482 1.3292
• 08_0 -,8105 .4352 1.1614 .2000 -*0136 .6643 ,7897 ,5000 ,0493 -1.1174 ,3437 1.3387
" " ,1000 -,8879 .4100 $.2075 .2500 -,0781 ,6470 ,8t63 ,5000 -,0493 -1o1117 ,3485 1,3286
.14_0 -,9773 ,38_6 L,2462 ,3500 -.2256 ,6037 ,8832 .5000 -,1480 -1,1090 *3503 1*3269
.leuo -1,0136 ,3779 1,2690 ,6500 -,3964 ,3673 1,3312 ,5000 -,2467 -1.0951 ,3507 1,3239
• 2200 -1.04_2 ,3696 1,2856 ,5_00 -,3386 ,5517 ,9651 ,_000 -,3454 -1,0939 ,3528 1,3197
• 2600 -1,0490 .3673 1,2900 ,6500 -,1581 ,5702 ,9358 ,5000 -,4440 -1.0524 ,3675 1.2896
.3000 -1.0564 ,3629 1.2990 .7500 -,0061 ,6197 ,8584 ,5000 -,5427 -1,0556 .3666 1,2914
• 3400 -1,0706 ,3586 1.3077 ,8000 ,0445 ,6666 07862 ,5000 -.6414 -1.0322 03715 10Z816
• 38_0 -1.0869 ,3_§4 1.3144 ,8500 ,0796 ,6802 ,7651 ,5000 -,7401 -,9985 ,3825 1,2600
,4200 -1.1u65 ,3500 1,3242 ,9C00 ,1024 ,6908 ,7488 CHORDWZ$E
,4600 -1,1117 ,3503 1,3249 ,9500 ,0855 ,6965 ,7400 ,0600 ,4§00 -,6832 ,6731 1,0949
,5000 -1.1_83 ,3497 1,3262 1.0000 -,0390 ,6541 ,8056 ,1400 ,4500 -,9689 ,3908 1,2438
• _600 -1o0994 ,3524 1,3206 .2200 ,6500 -1,0533 .3642 1,2963
• 5800 -1,0916 °4907 1,0649 ,3000 .4500 -1,0613 °3640 1,2968
,6200 -._061 ,53_Z ,9932 ,3800 ,4500 -1,0477 ,3680 1,2887
.6_OO -.4629 ,55ZG .9b_7 ,4600 ,4500 -1,0643 ,3579 1.3092
,7000 -.6035 ,_692 ,9372 ,5400 ,6500 -1,0905 °3546 1,315q
• 7500 -,33_6 ,_8_5 ,9056 ,6200 ,4500 -,4973 ,5225 1,0122
• 6_0 -,2679 ,613_ ,8727 .7000 .4500 -.3894 .5542 .9611
• 8500 -.Z012 ,_2_ ,8511 ,8000 ,4500 -,2772 ,5875 ,9085
,9u00 -,1526 ,6476 ,8154 ,9000 ,4500 -,1295 °6342 ,8360
• 9500 -.0676 ,_570 ,_009 ,1014 ,3552 ,1196 ,?005 ,7339
• 9750 -,0374 ,69U7 ,7490 ,2000 ,3552 -,0182 ,6600 ,7963
1,0000 -.039_ ,65_1 ,_054 ,3500 ,3552 -,2406 ,5994 ,8900
• 6500 .3552 -.3635 ,5638 ,9459
,5500 .3552 -,3403 ,5686 ,9383
,6500 ,3552 -,1540 .6196 ,8585
,7500 ,3552 -,0096 ,6647 ,7891
,8000 ,3552 .0375 .6751 ,7730
,8500 ,3552 .0755 .6884 ,7525
• ,9000 ,355Z ,0885 ,6908 ,7689
,9500 ,3552 ,0739 .688_ ,7532
PT 336,8032 KPA CN ,6653 C01 ,04354
IT 104,9191 K CM -,0797 C02 ,03759
eC 30,0503 MZLLION CC ,0169 CO3 ,03481
_ACH ,7806 CO4 ,02529
ALPHA 3.0161 DEG C05 ,01749
UPPEK SuRFJC£ LO_R SU_FAC_ SPANMZ3E
XlC CP P_LIP_ eLOC XIC CP P_LIPT qLOC XlC Y1(812) CP PeLIPT MLOC
O,O00U 1.1390 .9938 ,0945 0._0 1,1390 ,993_ ,0945 ,5000 .7401 -1,1144 ,3577 1,3096
,uu43 ,3455 ,7056 ,626_ ,CC40 .6789 ,8631 ,4649 ,5000 ,6414 -1,1459 .3435 1.3392
• OUeO ,11_7 .?010 .7331 ,0080 ,4301 ,79_3 ,5866 ,5000 ,54Z7 -1,1449 ,3435 1,3392
• 0153 -._707 ,6516 .8095 ,_230 .4296 ,7931 ,5868 .5000 .4440 -1,1408 .3430 1,3401
• 02_0 -,Z_LL .59_ .89_3 ,0500 ,3079 ,7579 ,6439 ,§000 ,34_4 -1.1351 ,3454 1.3350
• 04U0 -,51_ ,5247 L.UU87 ,1G00 .1695 ,7186 ,7058 ,5000 ,2467 -1,1477 ,3425 1,3412
• 06vJ -,7493 .460_ 1.1166 .1500 ,0882 ,6934 ,7467 .5000 ,1400 -1,1721 ,3390 1,3487
• 08_3 -,8732 ,6ZIP L,L856 ,2000 *0234 ,6782 ,7682 .5000 ,0493 -1,1932 ,3329 1.3618
• 1000 -,9397 ,3992 _._278 ,2500 -,0540 .6561 ,8022 ,5000 -,0493 -1,1779 .3354 1,3564
• 1400 -_.0235 ,3?TZ 1*2703 .3500 -,2055 ,6090 ,8750 ,5000 -,1480 -1,1703 ,3405 1,3454
.1_0 -1,0712 ,3650 1.2947 ,4500 -,3518 ,3354 1,3563 .5000 -,2667 -1,1705 03396 1,3473
• 220_ -1,1_49 ,3573 1,3104 ,5_00 -,32_2 ,57_8 ,9316 ,5000 -,3454 -1,1687 ,3440 1,3380
• 2600 -_,11_6 ,3567 1,3157 ,6500 -.147_ ,5783 ,9229 ,5000 -,4440 -1,1095 ,3538 1,3175
,3000 -1,1374 .3_12 1,3230 ,7500 -,0114 ,6255 ,8495 ,5000 -,5427 -1,0963 ,3573 1,3104
,34_0 -1.13_5 .3473 1.3312 .8_0 ,03_6 .6655 ,7878 .5000 -,6614 -1,0680 ,3688 1,2871
• 3800 -1*1375 .3_55 1.3348 .8_00 ,0_76 ,6805 ,7647 ,5000 -.7401 -,9749 .3923 1,2410
,42_ -1,15_9 .3399 1,3467 ,9_00 ,1006 ,6955 ,7616 CH_RO_SE
• 4600 -1,16_6 ,3368 1,3534 ,9500 10762 069q9 ,734P ,0600 ,4500 -,7139 ,4632 101119
• 500_ -_,1847 ,3_59 1,3113 1,0000 -.0360 ,6§95 ,7970 ,1400 ,4500 -1,0209 ,3788 1,2673
• _400 -1,0971 ,4265 1,1771 ,2200 ,4_00 -1,1135 ,3519 1,3214
• 5600 -._633 .5079 1.0363 .3000 ,4500 -1,1096 ,3522 1,3209
,6200 -,57_6 ,5356 ,_910 ,3800 ,4500 -I*0992 ,3554 1,3143
.6600 -.4731 .5527 ._636 °46oo .45oo -1,1z60 .3_o0 1.32_
.70vo -,4203 ,_71_ ,9338 ,5400 ,4500 -.9290 ,4032 1.2202
• 7500 -,3520 ,596_ ,_946 ,6200 .4500 -,4803 ,5322 ,9964
• UO_U -°2729 .6U47 ,_817 .7000 ,4500 -,4053 ,5532 ,9627
• 8509 -,2275 .6170 ,8626 ,8000 ,4500. -,2886 ,5890 ,9062
,9000 -,1836 ,64_5 ,8139 .9000 ,4500 -,2005 ,6140 ,8673
,9500 -,0801 ,6481 ,_145 ,1¢14 ,3552 ,1596 ,7145 ,7122
,9750 -,_751 ,6907 ,7489 ,2000 ,3552 .0185 ,6750 ,7731
1,0000 -,0360 ,659_ .7970 .3500 .3552 -,2118 .6067 .8786
• 4500 ,3592 -,3560 ,5679 .9393
,5500 ,3552 -,3307 ,5748 ,9284
,6500 ,3552 -,1436 ,6275 ,8463
• 7500 ,3552 -,0116 ,6653 ,7881
• 8000 ,3552 .0448 ,6826 ,7615
.8500 ,3552 ,0649 ,6867 ,7552
2_ ,9000 ,3552 ,0832 .6926 ,7660
• 9500 ,3552 ,0643 .6863 ,7558
€PT 337,4416 KPA .CN ",6726 CD1 " ,05515
TT 104,9308 K C_ -,0743 C02 ,051Z8
RC 30.0606 HILLIOH CC ,0157 CD3 ,045t0
MACH .7787 C04 .03064
ALPHA 3.5131 OEG CD5 *OZZZ5
bPP[R SUPFACE LOWER suPFAcE SPAN_;SE
XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC CP PIL/PT HLOC XlC YI(81Z) CP PtLIPT RLOC
O,UU_g 1,1Z66 ,9898 ,ZZIZ 0.0000 1,1266 .9898 .1212 .5000 ,7401 -1,1237 .3506 1.3263
.0040 .2871 ,7514 ,6543 ,0040 .7416 ,8810 .6306 .5000 ,6616 -1.1698 ,3380 1.3509
.OOeO .05Z9 .6868 ,7581 .ooeo .4885 .8085 ,5612 .5000 ,$427 -lo1538 ,34z4 1.3614
.0150 -,1351 ,6340 .8363 ,0230 .6653 ,8018 .5725 .5000 ,6440 -1,1273 . ,3506 1,3246
• 0250 -.3183 .5802 ,9Z00 ,0500 ,3409 .7667 ,6199 .5000 ,3656 -1,0847 ,3663 1.Z962
.U4UO -,5473 ,5137 1._267 ,1_00 ,1990 ,7272 ,6923 ,5000 ,2467 -1,0564 .3705 1.2836 •
,0600 -.7844 ,4499 2,1351 ,1500 ,1088 .7007 ,7336 .5000 ,1480 -1.0178 ,3794 1,Z660
.0800 -*93Z5 .4126 1.104_ .Z000 .0615 .6815 .7632 .5000 ,0693 -1,0147 .3850 1.Z531
.1000 -1,UU05 ,3879 1,2495 .2500 -.0294 ,6639 ,7903 .5000 -,0693 -101636 ,3666 1.3372
,1400 -1,0671 .3659 1.29Z9 03500 -,1943 .6154 ,6651 ,5000 -,1680 -1.1116 ,3512 1.3230
,1000 -1.1688 .3568 1,3114 .4500 -.3346 ,359Z 1,3066 ,5000 -,Z467 -1,1880 ,3356 1.3558
.Z203 -1.1395 ,3476 1,3305 .5500 -,3057 ,5771 ,9148 .5000 -,3454 -lo185Z ,3353 1.3567
,Z6_O -1.171Z .3435 1,3390 .6500 -.1519 ._879 .9079 .5000 -,4440 -1,1846 .3389 1.3489
.3_00 -1.153Z .361Z 1,3419 ,7500 -.0Z46 ,6282 .8653 .5000 -,5417 -1,1169 .3503 1,3269 +
,3609 -1.1696 .3380 1,3508 .8000 .0310 .6624 .7926 .5000 -,6616 -lo079Z .3637 1,2973
• 3800 -1,1838 .3339 1,3596 .8500 ,0580 .6800 .7656 .5000 -,7401 -,9253 ,4075 1,21Z1
.6200 -1,20_9 .32_5 1,3690 .9000 .0878 .6871 .7565 CHOROW;SE
._600 -l. ZIGa ,3186 1.3711 .9500 .0653 ,6981 .7375 ,0600 ,4500 -.7796 ,4517 1.1319
._000 -1,0906 .4656 2.1077 1,0000 -.1266 .6326 .8385 .1400 .4500 -1.0690 .3657 1.2934
,_46_ -.7213 .56_3 1,0340 .2200 ,4500 -1,1644 ,34Z5 1.3613
._UO0 -.5615 .5Z46 1.3089 ,3000, ,6500 -1,1680 .3603 1.3458
• 6ZUu -oSZLO .5366 19894 ,3800 ,4500 -1,1715 ,3433 1.3396
.6600 -,4676 .54_9 ,_696 ,4600 .6500 -1.1569 .3398 1*3470
.76_ -,4185 .568_ .9386 °5600 .4500 -.7777 .4513 1.1327
.7500 -.3667 ,5830 .9256 ,6200 .4500 -,4970 .5Z99 1,0003
,O_GO -.3108 ,5953 ,8947 ,7000 ,6500 -,4153 ,5567 .9603
,8500 -,2715 .6005 ,8_82 ,8000 ,4500 -,3266 ,5763 ,9261
,guru -,2388 ,6197 .8584 ,9000 ,4500 -,2156 .6080 .8766
,9500 -,1776 ,6276 .8459 ,1014 .355Z ,ZOZ7 .7296 .6885
,9750 -.1491 ,6909 ,7487 .ZOO0 0355Z ,0370 ,679Z .7667
Z_UOCO -,1Z66 ,6326 .8385 ,3500 ,355Z -,185Z ,6196 ,8585
.4500 ,355Z -.3386 ,$733 ,9308
.5500 ,355Z -,3140 .5801 .9201
.bSO0 ,355Z -,1437 .6306 ,8418
.7500 ,3_51 -,0151 ,6690 ,7824
,SGO0 .3551 .OZSZ .6771 ,7700
.8500 .355Z ,0543 .6868 .7550
.9000 ,3552 .0657 .6896 ,7510
.9500 ' .3552 .0451 ,6836 .7599
;T 337,9753 KPk CH .6554 ¢01 .07431
TT 104,9510 K Cq -,0656 CDZ ,07189
PC 30,1551 MILLIO_ CC .0193 C03 .06133
MACH .7812 CD6 .06097
kLPH4 4,0U19 DEG COS ,03203
UPPF_ SU_FAC_ LOWER SURFACE SPAHMISE
XIC OP %LI_T _L_C X/C CP PeL/PT H_QC X/C Y/(B/Z| CP PJ_IPT HLOC
0.0000 1.115_ .08_ .1366 O.OCOO 1.11_9 .9868 .13R6 .5000 °7401 -1.1402 .3430 1°3401
,0040 .ZZ63 .7336 ,6813 .0040 .7930 .8958 ,4009 .SO00 .6614 -1.1139 .35Z5 1.3204
._U_O -.0061 .6617 .7_44 .0_80 .5511 .8266 ,_304 .5000 .54Z7 -.9500 .3945 1,2368
.015_ -,1681 ,b_Z6 .8540 ,0Z30 ,5049 .81Z9 .5538 .5000 ,4440 -,8Z86 .4346 1.16Z5
,OZ_O -,3563 ,5_89 ,9377 .0500 ,3712 ,7749 ,6167 ,5000 ,3454 -,7089 .4672 1,1050
._40_ -.5764 .5038 1._431 .1000 .Z768 .7355 .6794 .5000 .2467 -,6363 .6838 1.0766
.060_ -._1_Z ,_388 1.154_ .1500 .1307 .7066 .7143 .5000 ,1680 -.61Z8 .4935 1,0602
.0_00 -.9405 ,_017 1,2232 ,2000 ,0_41 .6884 .7526 .5000 .0493 -.6341 ,6902 1.0657
.1_0 -1,01o6 ,37_4 1,Z6_1 .Z_O0 -.0173 .6654 ,7880 ,5000 -.0493 -.6301 .4891 1.0676
.1400 -1.1023 ,3534 1,3183 .35O0 -.1_70 .6170 ,8616 ,5000 -,1680 -.7078 .6706 1,0995
.1800 -1,1470 .3467 1.3323 .4_00 -.3401 .4892 1.0674 .5000 -02467 -.8141 .4376 1,1570
,2200 -1.1733 .3364 1,3541 ,_500 -,3314 .5746 ,9289 .5000 -,3456 -.9471 ,3971 1,2316
,1600 -1,1866 .33_0 i.3594 .6_00 -,1668 ,5749 .9283 ,5000 -,4460 -1.0706 .3665 1.Z917
.3000 -l._e3Z .33_7 1,3664 ,7500 -,048_ .6ZZ6 ,8540 .5000 -,5417 -1.0991 ,3565 1,3121
.34U0 -1.Zbgb .3282 1.37Z0 .8_00 .0108 .6563 .8051 .5000 -.6414 -1.0767 .3660 1.Z9Z7
,3800 -1,187Z .3165 1.3756 .8500 .0315 .6744 ,7741 ,5000 -,7601 -.9Z68 ,4044 1.1179
,4ZOO -1.1901 .3319 1,3640 ,9000 .0357 .6788 .7674 CHDRDd_SE
.4_0 -.9411 ,4011 1.ZZ4Z .9_00 -,0028 ,6807 .7644 .0600 .4500 -.8011 .6419 1.1493
.50_0 -,6Z75 .513_ 1.nZ65 1.OrUO -.1971 .6168 .8660 .1600 ,6500 -1.0916 ,3571 2.3109
.54_0 -._50_ ._208 1.0151 ,ZZO0 *4500 -1.1868 .3319 1.3639
.58_0 -.5173 .5179 i,_035 .3000 .4500 -1,1092 ,3283 1.3716
,6ZOO -.5016 .5361 ,9900 ,3800 ,6500 -1.1803 ,3334 1,3607
,bbO0 -,4648 .5456 .9749 .6600 ,4500 -1,11Z6 .3559 1.3134
,7000 -,44Z3 ,S_11 .9661 .5400 .4500 -.6087 .4968 1.0548
.75u0 -.4153 .5604 .9511 .6200 ,4500 -.5018 ,5246 1,0088
.8000 -,3753 .576_ ,9153 ,7000 ,4500 -,6498 ,5407 .9817
,8560 -,_194 .5853 .9119 ,8000 ,4500 -,3575 .5679 .9393
,9000 -,1948 .5959 .8955 ,9000 ,4500 -,zgos .5866 .9099
,95_0 -,2654 .5978 .8914 .1014 ,3551 .2170 .7310 ,6864
.9750 -,2481 ,6686 ,?833 .2000 ,3552 ,0562 .6866 .7_53
1,0063 -.1971 ,6168 .8660 .3500 .355Z -.1815 ,6180 .8610
,4500 .355Z -*3352 ,5727 ,9318
.5500 .3552 -03343 .5743 09292
.6500 .355Z -.1628 .6Z48 .8_05
.7500 .355Z -,0345 .6594 .7972
.8000 ,35_2 ,0Z14 ,6771 .7700
,8500 ,355Z ,0359 .6799 .7656
_ ,9000 ,3552 ,0876 ,6786 ,7677
.9500 ,3551 ,0017 ,6701 ,7308
PT 374,7768 KPA Cq .2578 CD1 ,01201
TT 112.9929 K CM -.0856 CD2 .01220
RC 30.1503 MILLION CC " .01Z8 CO3 .01166
MACH .7901 C04 .01044
ALPHA -1.0183 OEG CD5 ,00966
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT HLOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.1185 .9862 ,1414 0,0000 1.1185 .9862 .1414 .5000 ,7401 -.6724 .4712 1,0976
.0040 .8665 ,9133 .3631 .0C40 -.2254 .5976 .8923 .5000 ,6414 -.6916 .4670 1.1048
,0050 .6516 ,8514 ,4861 ,0080 -.7770 ,4393 1.1534 ,5000 .54Z7 -,6800 .4698 1,1001
,0150 .4501 .7924 ,5876 ,0230 -.1466 ,6208 .8562 ,5000 ,4440 -,6796 .4694 1,1007
.OZ_O ,2176 ,7261 ,6936 ,0500 -,1403 .6ZZZ °8540 ,5000 ,3454 -,6826 ,4689 1.1016
,0460 -.0453 .6503 ,8108 .1000 -,1915 ,6073 ,8771 ,5000 ,2467 -.6776 ,6686 1.10Z0
4 ,0600 -.2825 ,5517 .9172 .1500 -,2253 .5982 .8914 .5000 .1480 -.6777 .4683 1,1026
.0800 -.4035 .5_94 .9684 .2000 -,2536 .5903 .9036 .5000 ,0493 -,6846 .4677 1.1036
,1000 -.4781 ,5246 1,0082 .2500 -.3077 .5730 .9309 ,5G00 -,0493 -,6798 .4682 1,1027
.140U -,5656 ,5030 Z.0440 .3500 -.4336 .5380 ,9865 ,5000 -,1480 -,6814 .4701 1.0994
,1800 -,5978 ,4899 1,0658 ,4500 -.6006 .4680 1,1032 ,5000 -,2467 -,6735 ,4689 1.1015
,ZZO0 -.6421 ,4781 1.0858 .5500 -.3723 .4898 1.0659 .5000 -,3454 -,6852 .4701 1,0996
.2600 -,6422 ,4806 1,0815 .6500 -,1490 .5583 ,9541 .5000 -,4440 -,6740 ,4703 1*0992
.3000 -.6350 .4819 1.0793 .7500 .0206 ,6198 .8578 ,5000 -.5427 -.6761 .4684 1.10Z5
.34U0 -.5280 .5139 1.0255 .8000 .0868 .6713 .7783 .5000 -.6416 -.6797 .4684 1.10Z4
.3800 -.5433 .5076 1.0362 .8500 ,1372 .6878 17530 .5000 -.7401 -.6850 .4653 1.1078
.4guO -,6037 ,4912 1.0635 .9000 .1822 .7030 .7295 CHORDWISE
.4600 -,6475 .4790 1.0543 ,9500 .2081 .7175 .7059 .0600 14500 -,2886 ,P797 ,9202
• 5000 -,6781 ,4_69 1.12Z4 1.0000 .Z134 .7261 .6935 11400 14500 -.541_ .5084 _.0349
• 5400 -.7184 ,4400 1,1523 ,2200 ,4530 -,6408 .4799 1.08Z7
.58_u -.7758 .4267 1,1761 ,3000 .4500 -,6107 .4873 2.0702
• bZGO -.8271 ,4070 1.Z127 ,3800 ,4500 -.5918 ,4916 1.0629
.6_00 -.8925 ,4036 1.2191 .4600 .4500 -,6401 .4827 1.0780
,TCCO -.9133 .5525 .9_34 .5_00 .4500 -.7138 .4569 1.1224
,7500 -.3842 .60_4 .5817 ,6200 ,4500 -.8158 .4253 1,1788
,e_LO -,Z165 ,64uZ ,_Z63 17000 .4500 -,9327 .39§8 1.2340
,bSUd -,064_ ._7_b .7764 ,5000 ,4500 -.22CG ,6002 .8882
.90_0 ,0317 .70Z4 .?305 ,9000 ,4500 .0268 .6707 .7792
.95_0 .1324 .7134 ,7134 ,1014 ,3552 -.1937 .6068 .5780
.9750 ,1740 ,7229 .b985 .2000 ,3552 -.2551 .5913 ,90Z0
1.0000 .2134 ,7_61 .6935 ,3500 ,3552 -.4328 ,5381 .9865
• 4500 ,3552 -.5747 .4988 1,0509
,5500 .355g -.3782 .5555 .9585
,6500 .3552 -,1451 .6205 ,8563
.7500 ,3552 .0193 .6683 .7830
.8000 .355Z .0865 .6910 .7481
• 8500 .3552 .1350 .7029 .7296
" .9000 .3P52 .1752 .7134 .?134
.9500 .3552 .2079 .7243 .6963
PT 374,7862 KPA CN .4072 C01 ,01374
TT 112,9672 K CM -,0887 COZ .01386
RC 36,1555 MILL_O_ CC ,0136 CO3 .01330
MACH ,7899 CD4 .01227
AL_HA ._0_ OEG COS ,01089
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWI$_
EIC CP PtLIP/ _LJC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PtLIPT MLOC
O.00_O 1,1591 ,9977 ,0573 0,0060 1,1591 ,9977 .0573 ,5000 .7401 -,8169 ,4298 1.1707
.0040 ,7397 .8770 ,4381 .C040 .0679 .0535 ,7596 ,5000 .6414 -.8112 .4286 1,1729
,00_0 ,5159 ,5119 .5551 .0080 -.2923 .5790 .9214 ,5000 .5427 -,8226 .4251 1.1738
.0150 .3081 .7523 .bSZ_ .0230 .0399 ,6737 .774_ .5000 ,4440 -.8169 ,4289 1.17Z2
.0250 ._898 .6885 ,7518 .0500 .0055 .6651 .7878 .5000 .3454 -.8123 .4311 1.1683
,0_00 -.1775 .6128 ,8686 ,1_00 -,0748 .6424 ,8Z29 .5000 .2467 -.8100 .4299 1.1705
,O60O -.4739 ,5435 .9775 ,1_00 -.1232 .6271 .8465 .5000 .1480 -.8091 .4291 1.1719
.0803 -.5296 .5096 1.0329 .2000 -.1658 .6155 .8644 .5000 .0493 -.8188 .4289 1.1722
,lUuO -,62Z1 ._876 1.0782 .2500 -.2178 ,6004 .8578 ,5000 -,0493 -.8111 ,4332 1,1645
,1400 -,7044 .4605 1,1161 ,3500 -,3542 ,5601 .9512 .5000 -,1680 -,7849 .4366 1.1583
,1500 -,7353 ,45Z0 1,1310 ,4500 -._694 .4Z98 1.17Z5 .5000 -,Z467 -,7856 ,4396 1,1_30
,2Z_U -,7707 ,_393 1,1535 .5_00 -,3537 .5247 1.0082 .5000 -.3454 -.7977 ,4325 1.1655
,Z600 -,7862 ,4360 1.1_95 ,6500 -.1399 .5605 .9506 ,5000 -,4440 -.5025 .4351 1,1611
,3000 -,80Z5 .4339 1.1632 ,7500 ,0259 ,6221 ,8542 ,5000 -,54Z7 -.8149 ,4302 1,1698
.3400 -,7925 .4340 1.1631 .8000 ,0879 .6712 .7786 .5000 -.6414 -,8194 .4302 1.1699
.3800 -,7856 ._387 1.1546 .8500 .1362 .6893 .7507 .5000 -.7401 -,8193 .4296 1.1710
.4Z00 -.7833 ._386 1.1548 .9000 .1755 .7017 .7314 CHO_OgZSE
,4bOO -.7979 ,4352 1,16U8 .9500 ,1933 ,7138 ,7128 ,0600 ,4500 -.4286 ,5403 ,qBZ9
,5000 -._159 .4Z79 1.1741 1.0C00 .1916 .7195 .7038 .1400 .4500 -.6929 .4637 1,1105
.5_o -,8169 ,4180 1,1922 .Z200 .4500 -.7550 .4449 1,1436
.5500 -._475 .40_8 1.2131 .3000 .4500 -.7785 .4404 1.1515
W .6200 -.8957 .3919 1.2414 .3800 .6500 -,7896 .4369 1.1578
,66L0 -,9552 .4166 1.1_47 ,46oo .450o -.8o_8 .43z3 2.1661
.7000 -.854g ,_660 ,9419 .5400 .4500 -,8295 .4268 1.1760
.7500 -,3_5b ._058 .8795 .6200 .4500 -.9139 ,4030 1.2202
.5000 -.1979 ._421 ._234 .7000 .4500 -.6715 .4733 1.0941
,85¢0 -,C819 ,_7Z8 ,7761 ,8000 ,4500. -,Z101 ,6052 ,8804
,gOO0 .0281 ,6988 ,7360 .9000 .4500 ,0265 .6708 .7791
,9500 .L158 .7108 ,7173 ,1014 ,3552 -.0756 ,6408 ,8253
,9753 .1591 ,7185 .7053 ,2000 ,3552 -.1608 ,6181 .8604
l.UUO0 .lq16 .7195 .7038 .3_00 ,355Z -,3492 .5632 ,9463
,4500 .3552 -.4765 .5261 1.0059
,5500 .35_2 -,3561 .5601 ,9512
.6500 .3552 -.1359 .6254 .8491
.7500 .3552 ,0285 .6725 ,7765
,8000 .3552 ,0909 ,6905 ,7487
.8500 .3552 .1404 .7C56 ,7255
2_ .9000 .3552 .1767 .716Z .7090
.9500 .3552 ,1963 ,7207 ,7020
PT 374.8488 KPA CH .5131 CD1 .01958
TT 112.9064 K CH -,0857 C02 .01987
RC 30.1595 HILLION CC .0135 ¢D3 .01946
MACH .7887 C04 .01707
ALPHA 1.0182 OEG C05 .0157S
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE $PANWISE
XIC CP P,L/P1 _LOC XlC CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC YI(81Z) CP P_L/PT HLOC
O.OOCO 1,1653 .9995 .OZbO O.OOCO 1.1653 .9995 ,0260 .5000 ,7401 -.9021 .4060 1.2168
,0040 .633Z .8451 .4973 .0040 ,3275 .7586 .6423 ,5000 .6414 -.9419 ,3916 1.2420
• 0080 .3880 ,7749 .6162 .0080 .0320 .6750 .7726 .5000 .5427 -.9592 .3919 1.2413
,0150 .1766 .7170 .7078 .0230 .1832 ,7153 .7103 ,5000 .4440 -.9650 .3881 1,2486
• 0250 -.0193 .6585 .7980 .0500 .1240 .6975 ,7380 .5000 ,3454 -.9530 .3913 1.2425
.0403 -.2778 .5817 .9171 .1400 .024§ .6713 .7784 .5000 .2667 -.9616 .3895 1.2460
.0600 -.5239 .5138 1.9261 ,1500 -.0375 ,6518 ,8083 .5000 .1480 -,9477 ,39Z1 1.Z410
• 06uO -.6692 .4736 1,0935 .2000 -.0898 .6401 .8264 .5000 .0493 -.9392 .3941 1.2372
,1000 -.7411 .4506 1.1339 .2500 -.1451 .6248 .8500 .5000 -.0493 -.9448 .3952 1,2350
• 1400 -.8128 .4276 1.1746 .3500 -.2911 .5802 .9195 .5000 -.1480 -.9463 .3903 1.2444
• 1800 -.8466 .4189 1.1905 .4500 -.4254 .3928 1.2395 .5000 -.2467 -.9541 .3907 1,2436
• ZZO0 -,V945 .6088 1.2093 ,5500 -.3306 .5421 .9800 .5000 -°3454 -,8975 .4022 1.2216
• 2600 -.P983 .6033 1.2196 .6500 -.1388 .5708 .9363 .5000 -.4440 -.9160 .4009 1.2261
• 3Gb_ -.9185 .4091 1.2257 .7500 .0124 ,6240 ,8513 .5000 -,5427 -.9264 .3980 1.2296
.3400 -.9216 .3974 1.2308 .8000 .0746 .6662 ,7862 .5000 -.6414 -.9301 .3991 1.2275
.3800 -.9_15 .3970 1.2316 .8_00 .126Z .6849 .7575 .5000 -.7401 -.9271 .3989 1.2Z79
.4200 -.9415 .3949 1.2356 .9000 .1677 ,7012 .7322 CHORDW15E
• 4600 -.9286 .39_3 1.2293 .9500 .1730 ,7056 .7255 .0600 .4500 -,5388 .5124 1.0Z83
• Sv_O -.9302 .3_82 1,2685 1.0_00 .1476 .7080 .7204 .1400 ,4500 -,8212 ,k288 1.1724
• 5403 -.9661 .3758 1.2727 .2200 .4500 -.8875 ,6070 1*21Z7
• 5800 -1.C041 _.3_61 1.2922 .3000 .4500 -.8971 .4091 1.2087
• 6200 -_.0366 .4040 1.g183 .3800 .4500 -.9093 .4062 1.2141
.660J -.9142 .$310 .9979 ,4600 .4500 -.9266 .3967 1.2321
• 7000 -.6588 .57_6 .9267 .5600 .4500 -,9798 ,3821 1.2604
.75_0 -.3110 .b071 .8774 .6200 .4500 -1.0451 ,3636 1.2972
.80_0 -.1899 .6386 .8291 .7000 .4500 -.4871 .5260 1.0060
• 8500 -.0910 .6605 .7950 .8000 .4500 -.Z015 .6060 .8791
.90_0 -.0165 .6887 .7516 .9000 .4500 -.0186 .6576 .7995
_9500 .0792 .6947 .7423 .1014 .3552 .0272 .6722 .7770
• 9750 .1023 .71_2 .7121 ,ZOO0 ,3552 -.0825 °6429 ,8221
1,0000 .1676 .7038 .7204 .3500 *3552 -,2854 .5850 .9120
• 4500 .3552 -.4145 .5458 .9741
.5500 .3552 -,3346 .5666 .9409
• 6500 .3552 -.1323 .6283 .8446
.7500 ,3552 °0326 .6759 .7712
• 8000 ,3552 .0806 .6871 .7540
• 8500 ,3552 .1212 .6992 .7354
.9000 .3552 .1581 .7100 ,7186
• 9500 .3552 .1770 .7181 .7060
PT 374.8228 KPA CN .5689 C01 .029Z9
rT 112.969_ K CH -.0843 C02 .02672
PC 30.1789 MILLIOH CC .0154 C03 ,02283
_ACH .7905 C04 .02013
ALPH4 1.505_ OEG CD5 .01866
LP_E_ SURFAC_ LO_ER SURFACE SPANWZSE
X/C CP PoL/PT ML_C XIC CP P_LIPT HL_C XIC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT HLOC
U.UO_O _.1677 1.0004 G.OUO0 0.0000 1.1677 1.0004 0.0000 .5000 .7401 -.9499 .3921 1.2409
.0040 .5778 ._2_2 .5254 .0_40 .4164 .7847 .6002 .5000 .6414 -.9890 .3795 1.2655
• UO8_ .3144 .7_9 .6483 .0080 .1450 .7072 .7230 .5000 .5427 -.9992 .3773 1.2698
• 01_v .1393 .7C30 .7295 .0230 .Z518 .7359 .6783 .5000 .4660 -.9855 .3759 1.2726
• O_U -.0762 .6_L5 .U243 .0500 .1649 .7096 .7192 .5000 .3454 -1.0042 .3739 1.2765
.U4&O -.3528 .5_66 .9_0_ .1000 .0599 .6822 .7615 .5000 .2467 -.9974 .3766 1.2751
• 0600 -.5707 .5_05 1.3681 .1500 -.0086 .6618 .7930 .5000 .1480 -.9999 .3789 1.2666
.0800 -.7134 .4587 1.1192 .2_00 -.0573 .6491 .81_5 .5000 .0493 -1.0018 .3783 1.2678
• lOuO -.7895 .4369 1.1579 .2500 -.1258 .6263 .8476 .5000 -.0693 -.9883 .3769 1.2706
• 14_0 -.8978 .4122 1.2029 .3_00 -.Z614 ._880 .9072 .5000 -.1480 -.9936 .3758 1.2728
• 1_00 -.8991 .6048 1.2168 .4_00 -.4093 .3800 1.2_44 .5000 -.24_7 -.9928 .3766 1.2711
• ZZ00 -.9282 .3956 1.2367 .5500 -.3410 .5469 .9723 .5000 -.3654 -.9746 .3035 1.2577
• 2600 -.93_3 .3910 1.Z630 .6500 -.1409 .5660 .9418 .5000 -.4440 -.9506 .3879 1.2490
• 30_0 -.9712 .3_60 1.2527 .7500 .0215 .6237 .8518 .5000 -.5427 -.9654 .3859 1.2529
.3400 -.9738 .3839 _.2569 .8_C0 .0677 .6744 .7735 .5000 -.6414 -.9524 .3840 1.2567
• 3800 -.9_71 .3808 1.2630 .8_GO .1_9 .6834 .7597 .5000 -.7401 -.9489 .3867 1.2513
• 6200 -.9730 .3795 1.2655 .9000 .1239 .6942 .7431 CH_ROWZSE
.460J -.9871 .3789 1.2667 .9S00 .133_ .6976 .7378 .0600 .4500 -.5681 .6983 1.0518
• 5_U0 -1.0055 .3738 1.2767 1.0000 .0369 .6733 .7752 .1600 .4500 -.8564 .4153 1.1972
.5400 -1.0_02 .3646 1.2952 .2200 .4500 -.9417 .3912 1.2426
.5800 -1.0699 .3676 1.2890 .3000 .4500 -.9238 .3966 1.2362
.6200 -1.0389 .50[0 1.047Z .3800 .4500 -.9434 .3914 1.2423
• 6bUo -._592 .5493 .9684 .4600 .6500 -.9603 .3826 1.2594
• ?Ou_ -._931 .5760 .926_ .5400 .4500 -1.0275 .3692 1.2860
.7500 -.3021 ,6034 .3_33 .6200 .4500 -.9947 .3718 1.2808
,8000 -.2113 .6196 .8581 .7000 .6500 -.4086 .5442 .9766
• 8500 -.1492 .6431 .8219 .8000 .4500 -.2140 .6037 .8828
.9000 -.0730 ._419 .8146 .9000 .4500 -.0730 .6416 .8241
• 9509 -.0640 ._627 .7916 .1014 .3552 .0546 .6797 .7655
.9750 .0033 .7025 .7302 .2000 .3552 -.0701 .6424 .8229
1.0063 .0369 .6733 .775_ .3500 .3552 -.2806 .5814 .9176
• 4500 .3552 -.4041 .5460 .9737
• 5500 .3552 -.3366 .5660 .9419
• 6500 .3552 -.1444 .6202 .8571
.7500 .3552 .0053 .6651 .7879
.8000 .3552 .0611 .6789 .7666
• 8500 .3552 .1104 .6965 .7395
2_ .9ooo .3552 .1209 .6958 .74o6
.9500 .35_2 .1259 .6999 .7362
PT 375.9722 KPA CN .5603 CD1 ,03491
TT 113.0050 K CM -,0770 CO2 ,03020
RC 30,2570 MILLION CC .0161 C03 ,02494
MACH .7908 C04 ,02274
ALPHA 2.0162 DEG CD5 .01968
UPPER SURFACE LDWEP SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MEOC XlC CP PILIPT MLOC XIC YI(81Z) CP PwLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1635 .9996 ,0287 0.0000 1.1635 ,9996 .0287 .5000 ,7601 -,9904 ,3786 1.2673
.bb40 .5170 .8130 ,5548 .0040 ,_916 .8064 ,5646 ,5000 .6616 -1,0376 ,3657 1.3930
,0080 .2700 ,7418 ,6689 ,0080 ,2256 ,7304 .6869 .5000 ,5627 -1,0Z74 ,3655 1,2933
.0150 .078B ,6867 ,7546 .0230 ,3049 .7§22 ,6525 .5000 .4660 -1,0367 ,3662 1.2959
.0250 -.11Z8 .6305 .8612 .0500 ,2111 ,7235 ,6976 .5000 ,3656 -1.0546 ,3616 1,3012
.0600 -.37Z1 .5556 .9583 .1000 .0861 ,6898 ,7499 .5000 ,2667 -1,0368 ,3637 1,2969
.0600 -.6169 .6681 I,G687 .1500 .0111 ,6672 .7867 .5000 ,1480 -1,0319 ,36Z9 1,Z985
.080_ -,7536 .4467 1,1603 .2CCO -,0609 ,6538 .8052 ,5000 ,0493 -1,0Z96 ,3607 1,3032
,1000 -*_310 .4349 1,1795 ,2500 -.1145 ,6310 .8405 .5000 -.0493 -1,0655 ,3625 1,2994
.1600 -.8983 .4028 1.2206 .3500 -.3660 ,5863 ,9099 .5000 -,1480 -1,0445 ,3621 1,3003
,1800 -,9_06 .3928 1,2397 .6500 -.6031 ,3629 1.2986 .5000 -,2467 -1.0308 ,3638 1,2969
.2200 -,9818 .3821 1,2603 ,5500 -,3562 ,5691 ,9688 ,5000 -,3454 -1,0354 ,3660 1,2924
,_bGO -,9789 .3796 1,2653 .6500 -.1498 ,5618 ,9486 ,5000 -,4460 -,9875 ,3770 1,2703
,3000 -1,GU_9 ,3750 1,2766 ,7500 -,007_ ,6211 ,8557 ,5000 -,5627 -,9851 .3762 1.2719
,3400 -1.0220 .3702 1.2839 ._000 .0583 ,6604 ,7951 ,5000 -,6614 -,9885 .3763 1,2718
.3800 -1.6185 .3681 1.2881 .8500 .0898 ,6826 .7613 ,5000 -,7601 -,9739 ,3826 1,2596
.6200 -1.0356 .36_6 1,2952 .gG00 ,1075 ,6915 .7473 CHQROWI$E
.4600 -_.0_69 .3638 1.2967 .9500 .0972 ,6937 ,7439 ,0600 ,6500 -,6152 ,6869 1,0742
,_ubJ -1.039_ .3_07 L,3030 1,0000 -.0271 ,6539 ,8051 ,1600 .4500 -,8875 ,4028 1,2206
,5400 -1.0472 .3512 1,3227 .2200 .4500 -.9860 .3768 1,2707
.5_00 -1.0726 .4713 1,0976 .3000 .6500 -.9787 .3780 1,2685
,6_GO -.6692 .5240 1,0093 ,3800 ,4500 -,9750 ,3784 1,2676
.660) -,5010 .5577 ,9551 .6600 ,6500 -1,0228 ,3706 1*2835
.7uoO -.3668 .5746 .9267 ,5600 ,6500 -1,0519 ,3573 1,3101
,7500 -.3032 .59_5 ,8906 .6200 ,6500 -.5579 .5020 1.0456
.8000 -.2281 .0133 .8677 ,7000 ,4500 -,3572 ,5573 ,9556
.85_0 -.1703 .b2_Z ,8571 .8000 .4500 -.2481 .5886 .9066
.90_0 -.1431 .6_31 ,8217 ,9000 ,6500 -,1530 .6183 ,8601
,_5_ -,_663 .0_51 ,8U34 ,1016 ,3552 ,0836 ,6871 ,7540
,975.3 -.OZg5 ,6910 ,7480 ,ZOO0 ,3552 -,0490 ,6676 ,8199
1.000_ -,_271 .6539 ,8051 ,3500 ,3552 -.2536 ,5895 .9048
.4500 .3552 -,6302 ,5356 ,9906
.5500 .3552 -.3632 ,5571 ,9560
.6500 ,3552 -,1573 ,6160 ,8636
,7500 ,3552 -,0177 .6161 .8018
,8000 ,3552 *0531 ,6800 .7650
.8500 .3552 .0738 .6833 ,7599
,9000 .355Z ,0961 ,6903 .7491
,9500 ,3552 ,0931 ,6908 ,7483
°T 368.06tl KPA CN ,2339 CO1 ,01653
TT 110.1185 K C_ -,0835 CDZ ,01690
RC 30,1417 MILLIO_ CC ,0097 CD3 ,01593
NACH ,_001 C06 .01356
ALPH_ -1,[.u82 PEG CO5 ,01203
UPPEk SURFACE LO_ER SU_F4CE SPkNWISE
Xl_ CP _LI_T ML(]C XIC CP PetlPT ML_C XIC YI(BIZ) CP P_L/PT Ht_C
O.000J .54_8 .1_74 ,o46_ 0.0000 .348_ ,7574 ,6644 ,5000 ,7401 -,689Z ,4539 1,1278
•O_J *_q_5 .g_5 ,3515 *_0 -,2_04 ,582_ ,q155 ,5000 ,fl61_ -.67_2 ,4597 1.1176
.00_3 .6763 .bSbO ._706 .O_O -.7963 .4211 1.LB67 .5000 .5627 -,6588 ,k6ZO 1,L136
.016_ ._7_ .7_5_ .5821 .U230 -.1_11 .6131 ,8_B3 ,5000 .6660 -,6505 ,4671 1,104_
,0£5J ,24_7 ,7298 ,b_79 *0500 -,15_3 ,6129 ,R685 ,5000 .3454 -,6500 .6668 1.1087
•U_ -._1u9 ,05g7 .8071 ,I_00 -,2023 ,5961 .8979 ,5000 ,2467 -,6505 ,6682 1,1029
,06_0 -*£4_] ,5836 .9i62 *15_0 -,2200 ,5899 .9046 .5000 .1680 -,6696 ,6661 1.1066
,O_O0 -,3700 .6469 .97_4 ,2000 -.2675 ,5762 ,9_bD .5000 .0493 -,6_60 .6627 1,1124
.LOuO -,6_00 .525_ 1,0063 .2500 -,3148 .5638 .9456 .5000 -.0693 -.6598 ,4628 1.1122
• 1_ -.5384 ,_996 1.0_97 .3510 -.650_ ,526_ 1.0_7_ ,5000 -.1480 -,6597 ,6621 1,1135
,1_00 -.5716 ._59 1.0728 .65&u -.0389 .4632 1,1115 .5000 -,2467 -.6580 ,4650 1,1086
,g203 -,t299 .47_b 1._921 .5_0 -,5762 ,_685 1,1024 ,5000 -,3456 -,6649 ,4636 1,1109
• ZOO_ -.6360 .66_5 1.1006 .6500 -.1359 ._863 1.0719 .5000 -,6640 -,6717 .6600 1.1171
.30uO -.6380 .4689 l,lu17 ,75_0 ,01_5 ,6156 ._668 .5000 -,5627 -,6781 ,6574 1.1217
,3600 -,_377 ,%7_4 1,0q91 ,8000 ,0_34 ,66_6 ,7919 .5000 -,6614 -.6917 ,6539 1,1278
,3eOJ -,_134 ,4754 1.0906 ,8500 ,13€0 ,678q .7668 ,5000 -,7601 -,7013 ,6526 1,1301
,6200 -,5_87 .4852 1.J73q ,9C00 ,1760 ,_976 ,7382 CHQROWISE
,4tUU -._19_ .6737 1._935 .9500 ,2001 .7069 ,7236 ,0600 ,6500 -,2679 .5783 ,9226
,500J -.6_61 .4517 1.1317 1.0000 .1868 .7115 .7166 .1600 ,4500 -,5086 ,5087 1,0346
,_6(._ -.7(:69 .6334 1,1643 .2200 .6500 -.6319 ,6729 1.0949
.58u_ -.7611 .6151 1,1977 ,3000 ,4500 -*6Z61 ,4745 1,0921
• 6ZOO -._119 .3993 1,2350 ,3800 .4500 -.6164 .4790 1.0845
.6000 -.8_00 .371_ 1.Zc16 ,4600 ,4500 -.6296 ,6758 1,0899
.70uO -.9686 .5Z29 1,0113 ,fi400 ,_500 -,6965 .6563 1,1236
.7563 -.6601 ._039 .8982 .6200 .4500 -.8263 .6173 1,1935
,_G_3 -,21_3 .6313 *8602 ,7000 .6500 --,9549 .3792 1,2662
,8500 -.0_74 .6_Z0 .7929 .8000 ,6500 -,2189 ,5952 ,8961
.9_uu .0192 ._e78 .7532 .9000 ,6500 .0225 .6641 ,7896
,9_uO *iObl ,7027 .73ul ._C14 .3552 -,2001 *5980 .8918
• 9750 .1537 ,7153 ,7105 ,2000 ,3552 -,2631 ,5806 ,9193
1.0003 ,1_48 .TLL5 ,7164 .3500 .3552-.4679 .52_5 1.0069
,4500 ,3582 -,6278 .6737 1.0936
•5500 .3552 -_6638 .527g 1.0031
,6500 .3552 -,1654 .6151 ,8652
.7500 .3552 .0216 .6651 .7881
•8000 ,3552 ,0828 ,6833 .7600
• 8500 ,3552 ,1362 ,6_90 ,7359
2_5 ,_000 ,3552 ,1751 .7097 ,7193
.9500 ,3552 ,1955 ,7130 ,7161
PT 383.4060 KPA CN .3927 CD1 .01754
TT 115.1002 K CM -.0806 CG2 .01847
RC 30.1369 MILLION CC ,0083 C03 .01803
MACH .7962 CD4 .015Qg
ALPHA ,0102 DEG CD5 .01406
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC XlC YI(BI2) CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 .3342 .7575 .6439 0.0000 .3342 .7575 .6439 .5000 .7401 -.8134 .4252 1.1789
.0040 .7723 .8832 .4258 .0040 .0323 .6664 .7858 .5000 .6414 -.8187 .4237 1.1616
.O0_O .5475 .8174 .5456 .0080 -.3408 .5587 .9533 .5000 .5427 -.8272 .4184 1,1914
.0150 .32Z1 .7551 .6478 .C230 .0199 .6662 .7861 .5000 .4440 -.8339 .4155 1.1967
.0250 .1177 .6936 .7438 .0500 ,.0105 .6537 .8053 .5000 .3454 -.8215 .4193 1.1897
.OqbO -.1540 ._147 .8656 .1COO -.0885 .6310 .8403 .5000 .Z467 -.8119 .4207 1.1871
• ObUO -.4004 .5442 .0765 .1500 -.1284 .6193 .8583 .5000 .1480 -.8Z38 .4191 1.1g01
.08_0 -.5202 .5093 1.0333 .2CC0 -.1729 .6077 .8763 .5000 .0493 -.8251 .4100 1.1901
.1000 -._692 .4_48 1.3743 .2flCO -.2306 ,5949 .8963 .5000 -.0493 -.8271 .4213 1.1859
• 1400 -.6862 ,_596 1.1175 .35C0 -.3717 .5510 .0656 .5000 -.1480 -.8012 .4243 1.1604
.1800 -.7144 .4503 1.1338 .4_00 -.5316 .4209 1.1867 .5000 -.2467 -.7041 .4297 1.1707
• 2200 -.7613 .435_ 1.1587 .5500 -.3675 .5061 1.0387 .5000 -.3454 -.7951 .4255 1.1784
• 2600 -.7b4Z .4336 1.1637 .6500 -.1469 .5537 .0613 .5000 -.4440 -.8109 .4238 1.1815
.3000 -.7941 ._308 1.16_7 .7500 .0151 .6143 .8661 .5000 -.5427 -.8247 .4236 1.1818
• 3400 -.796Z ._302 _.1698 .8OOC .0802 .6639 .7896 .5000 -.6414 -.8199 .4212 1.1863
• 3800 -.7628 .4313 1.L677 .8560 .1262 ,6822 .7615 .5000 -.7401 -.8412 .4176 1.1027
.4260 -.7914 .4zig 1.1739 .qbco .1621 .6954 .7410 CHQRDgISE
.46o0 -.8007 .4254 1.17_6 .9500 .1716 .7048 .7266 .0600 .4500 -.4133 .5393 .0843
.5003 -.8191 .41Z6 1.2021 1.0000 .1fi28 .7047 .7267 .1400 .4500 -.6594 .4634 1.1109
.b4UO -._39_ .4OoZ 1.2140 .2200 .4500 -.7562 .4425 1.1477
._800 -.6678 .3939 1.2373 .3000 .4500 -.7503 .4370 1.1575
.b20J -.9112 .3770 1.2703 .3800 .4500 -.7925 .6290 1.1720
.6600 -.9_01 ._X07 1.1888 .4600 .4500 -.8126 .4243 1.1806
• TGu_ -,8169 ._585 ,9536 .5400 .kSO0 -.8579 .4119 1.2034
• 7503 -.3_00 ._990 .8_Q9 .6200 .4500 -.9334 .3915 1.2420
,Ouu3 -,201_ °6327 ,8302 .7000 .4500 -,8046 ,4275 1,1747
,85_3 -.0965 *b643 o7891 ,8000 .4500 -.Z048 *6003 .8879
,9U_J .0069 .b_J_ .7642 .qo00 .4500 .0136 .665q .7866
• _SUJ .0708 ._035 .7440 .1014 .3552 -.0860 .6351 .8340
,975_ .1103 ,71_1 .718_ ,2000 ,3552 -,1662 ,6120 ,8698
1.00u0 ,152_ .1647 ,7267 .3500 .3552 -.3690 .5522 .0636
,4500 .3552 -.5419 .497q 1,0523
•5500 .3552 -.368q ,5547 .9507
• 6500 .3552 -.1426 .6170 .8619
.7500 .3552 .0145 .663q .7896
.8000 .355Z .0804 .6838 .7580
•8500 ' .3552 .127_ .6981 ,7369
.9000 .3552 .1720 .7117 .7159
.9500 .3552 .1834 .7127 .7144
PT 3_3.4914 KPA CH .4262 CD1 .02074
TT 115.0770 K C_ -.0850 CD2 .02269
_C 30.2305 MILLIPN C_ .0107 C03 .023ql
HACH .8C0_ CD4 .02070
ALPHA .5177 D_G CD5 ,01822
uPPER _ukFACE LOWER SbPFACF SPANWISE
XIC CP PsLIPT MLgC XIC CP PpL/PT MLOC X/C YI{81Z) CP P_L/PT MLQC
O.GObO .3383 .7573 .64_3 O.OE¢O .33e3 .7573 .6443 .5000 .7401 -.8418 .4116 1.2039
._o_J .7146 .667u .€571 ._L4O .16G8 .7028 .7?97 .5000 .6414 -.8601 .4061 1.2143
.UOCO .49bl .uO_4 .5725 .CC_C -.1614 .6080 .8746 .5C00 .5427 -.8723 .3997 1.2262
,01bO .2847 .7406 .6707 .0230 .lO_b .6885 .7518 .5000 .4440 -.8851 .4007 1.2245
.02_3 .0621 .6765 .7702 .C_¢0 .0551 .6742 .7739 .5000 .3454 -.8751 .4005 1.2247
.ukOJ -.1957 .6009 .8859 .1CO0 -.03@3 .6448 .8100 .5000 .2467 -.8770 ,3976 1.2304
• ObbO --,_385 ,53_7 .9983 ,1500 -.09C7 .628q .8435 ,5000 .1480 -,8802 ,4034 1,2193
.08_J -.5640 .49Z4 1.0614 ,2C00 -,1352 .6166 .8626 .5000 .0493 -.8652 ,4024 1.2212
• 1_3 -.6348 .4705 1._086 .25_0 -.2053 .5971 .8920 .5000 -.0493 -.8758 .4042 1.2178
.1400 -.7Z60 .4_58 1.1419 .35_0 -.3489 ,5565 .056q .5000 -.1480 -.8703 .4047 1.2169
,18UJ -.7534 .4351 1.1o10 .4500 -,5212 .4036 1.2100 .5000 -.2467 -.8463 .4067 1.2132
._203 -.b033 .4ZZ) 1.1_31 .5500 -.3823 .5066 1.0378 .5000 -.3454 -.8566 ,4099 1.Z071
.ZbbJ -.6123 .416_ 1.1943 .6500 -.1549 ._456 .9742 .5000 -.4440 -.8583 .4084 1.2100
• 300_ -.P372 ._130 1.Z014 .7500 .0124 .6113 .8708 .5000 -.5427 -.8554 .4048 1.2166
• 3_00 -.8375 .4127 1.2010 .8000 .0611 .6616 .7031 .5000 -.6414 -.8652 .4051 1.2161
.38_U -.6372 .4100 1._68 .8500 .1144 .6742 .7739 .5000 -.7401 -.8603 .4019 1.2220
• 4Z_O -.8474 ._116 1.Z038 .9000 .1342 .6913 .7474 CH_PDWISE
.4o00 -.6_47 .4094 1.2080 .9500 .1305 .6950 .7416 .0600 .4500 -.4500 .5253 1.0070
.5000 -.67_ .393_ 1.2376 1.C_O0 .0637 .674q .7727 .1400 .4500 -.7411 .4459 1.1417
.540J -._899 .3_85 1.2478 .2200 .4500 -.7999 .4235 1.1819 •
.5803 -.9315 ,3761 1,Z7ZO .3000 .4500 -.7854 .425Z 1.1789
.b20_ -.9_47 ._7_9 L.27_4 .3800 .4500 -.8280 .4151 1.1975
• 6bUO --,qb33 .SUL5 1.04OZ .4600 .4500 -.8576 .4073 1.2119
.7uO0 -.5363 .6713 .0333 .5400 .4500 -.9062 .3916 1.2419
.75C3 -.2_62 ._q_9 .8OOC ,6200 .4500 -.9705 .3721 1.2801
.8000 -.2078 .6245 .8503 .7000 .4500 -.5333 .5000 1.0488
.bbO0 -.1175 .6377 ._36(; .8000 .4500 -.2185 .5970 .8930 •
• 90bJ -.0624 .6593 .79_7 .9UO0 .4500 -.0666 .6338 .8359
.950J ._U_4 .6598 .7960 ,I014 .3552 -.0416 .6418 .8236
.97_3 .0158 .6026 .7454 .2000 .3552 -.1373 .6159 .8636
1.uo_a ,0637 .674q .7127 .3500 .3552 -.3481 .5552 .9589
• 4500 .355Z -.4857 .5200 1.0157
.5500 .3552 -.3763 .5475 .0712
• 6500 .3552 -.1474 .6126 .8688
.1500 .3552 .0110 .6607 .7946
.8000 .3552 .0698 .6784 .7672
.8500 .355Z .1097 .689Z .7507
2_ ,0000 ,3552 .1469 .6998 .7344
.9500 .355Z .151q .6998 .7343
o.
PT 383.5111 KPk CN .4480 CD1 ,03279
TT 115.0806 K CN -.0795 CDZ ,03163
RC 30.2930 MILLION CC ,0121 ¢03 ,02876
HACH .8029 CD4 .02430
ALPHA 1.0183 DEG CD5 °02364
UPPER SUPFACE LOWER SURFACE $PANWZSE
XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC CP P,LIPT RLCC XlC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT HLOC
O.OOUO ,3285 .7538 .8502 O.CO00 ,3285 ,7536 ,6502 ,5000 .7401 -,8733 ,3991 1,2275
,0040 ,6637 .a517 ,4853 .0040 ,2759 ,7381 ,6746 .5000 ,6414 -,8973 ,3890 1,2469
• 0080 .43_6 °7842 .6009 .0080 -.0514 .6405 .8258 .5000 ,5427 -,9204 .3846 1,2553
.d150 .2411 .7271 .b918 ,0230 .1631 .7052 .7_60 ,5000 .4440 --.9311 ,3846 1.Z554
• 0Z50 .0395 .6857 .7869 ,0500 .1034 .6877 ,7530 ,5000 ,3454 -,9315 ,3860 1,1516
• 0_00 -.2337 .5873 .9082 .10_0 .005Z .6589 ,7973 .5000 ,2467 -,9167 ,3863 1,2560
• 0600 -,4657 ,51_9 1.0175 .1_00 -,0519 ,6413 ,8Z44 ,5000 ,1480 -,9162 ,3866 1*Z515
.0800 -.6058 .4785 1.0850 .2000 -.1157 .6216 .8549 .5000 .0493 -.9216 ,3888 1.2472
• IOUJ -.8777 .4566 L.12Z8 .2900 -.1766 ,6041 ,8819 ,5000 -,0493 -,9083 ,3893 1,2663
.14_0 -,7596 .4310 L.1684 .3500 -.3355 ,5550 .9591 ,5000 -,1480 -,9188 ,3855 1,2537
,lu03 -,8011 ,4210 1,1868 ,4500 -,5C6_ .3892 1.2464 ,5000 -,2467 -,9021 ,3860 1,Z526
• ZZO0 -.8396 .4099 1,Z071 .5500 -,3967 ,5069 1,0372 ,5000 -,3454 -,8791 ,3939 1,Z373
• ZbO0 -,E677 ,4039 I,Z18_ ,6560 -,1587 ,5399 ,9834 ,5000 -,4440 -,8923 ,3952 1,2349
• 3000 -,8756 .3984 1,2287 ,7500 -,0080 ,6091 .8742 .5000 -.5427 -.8805 .3922 1.2406
,3400 -.8718 .3986 1.23Z3 ,8000 ,0878 ,65Z4 ,8074 ,5000 -,6414 -o8910 ,3922 1,2407
• 3600 -.8934 .3916 1.Z399 .8500 .0951 .6731 .7755 .5000 -.7401 -.9038 .3894 1.2461
,4100 -,906Z o3919 1.1413 .qO00 .IZ6Z .6842 .7584 CHORDWISE
• 4603 -,_054 ,3936 1,Z379 ,9500 ,1099 .6946 ,7423 ,0600 ,4500 -,4642 ,5158 1,0226
• _G_O -,9_U1 .38ZZ 1.2801 1.0C00 -,0194 .6484 .8135 .1400 .4500 -.7515 .4329 1.1650
• 5400 -.9239 .389_ 1.Z845 .2200 .4500 -.8299 .4083 1.2100
.5b_9 -.9730 .3814 1.3016 .3000 .4500 -.8302 .4098 1.Z074
• oZOJ -1,0158 ,4927 1.0809 .3800 ,4500 -.8447 ,4017 1,ZZZ4
,6600 -.550u .5484 .9697 ,4600 ,4900 -,8829 ,3915 1,2419
.7000 -.3645 .5708 ,9342 .5400 ,4500 -.9366 .3763 1.2717
• 7500 -.2776 ._877 .9075 ,6200 .4500 -1,0212 ,35_9 1,3127
,_O_O -.2130 .60oZ ,8740 .7000 ,4500 -.4141 .5349 .9915
• 8500 -.16_Z .01_b .8703 ,8000 ,4§00 -.2319 ,5841 ,9132
• 9000 -.1391 ,6340 .8357 .9000 ,4500 -,1063 ,6226 ,8533
.9_00 -.07o2 .h_04 o_2_9 o1014 ,35§2 .0035 ,6578 o7990
,9750 -.0507 .6890 .7509 .ZOO0 .355Z -,1121 ,6Zll ,8557
1.0JUO -.019_ .8484 .8135 .3500 .3552 -.3275 ,5563 ,9572
,4500 ,3552 -,5133 ,5031 1,04!6
• 5500 ,3552 -,4303 .5Z64 1,0053
,8500 ,3552 -,1616 ,6068 ,8777
,7500 ,3552 -,0135 ,6481 ,8140
• 8000 ,3552 ,0412 ,6650 ,788C
.8500 .3552 ,0855 ,6784 .7673
• 9000 .3551 .1207 .6914 ,7473
,9500 .3551 ,1048 ,6859 ,7557
PT 358.0018 KPA CN ,5267 CD1 ,04546
TT 109.9476 K C_ -.0769 CD2 .04088
RC 3_,1841 HZLLIOh CC .0140 CD3 ,03282
HACH .7980 C04 ,02993
ALPH_ 1.9857 DEG CO5 .02942
UPPEE SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP PtL/PT HLOC X/C CP PtLIPT .LnC XlC YI(BIZ) CP PoLIPT BLOC
u,OOb_ .3/09 .76_7 ,6391 O, COGO .3509 .7607 o6391 .5000 .7401 -.9595 .3775 1.2694
• 00_0 .5_83 .8195 .5_13 .C040 ,463S ,7944 .5844 .5000 ,6414 -1,0001 ,3673 1,2898
.0063 ,3080 ,7%_5 .658b .0C80 ,1865 .71%5 .7118 ,5000 ,56Z7 -1.0080 ,3648 1.Z950
.OIDO ,127b ,6959 o740b ,0230 .2751 .7385 ,6742 .5000 ,4440 -1,0078 ,3639 1.2968
•025_ -.0766 .03?2 ,8310 ,05£0 ,2046 .7195 ,7040 ,5003 ,3454 -I.0214 ,3619 1.3007
.U4UJ -.33_5 ,5634 ,9509 ,1000 ,0822 ,6832 ,7603 ,5000 ,2487 -1.0177 .3834 1.1977
.0600 -.5535 .4968 1.05_8 .1500 .COB2 ,6609 .7945 ,5000 ,1480 -1,0184 .3647 1,2951
• 0800 -.7182 .4505 1.1338 .2000 -.0513 .6454 ,8185 .5000 ,0493 -1,0119 ,3b03 1,3039
• lOuO -,794_ ._2_3 1.1734 .25_0 -.12eZ .8218 ,8568 .5000 -.0493 -1.0237 .3609 1.3028
,1403 -o8_7 .40_5 1.g137 ,3500 -,2814 .57_2 ,9227 .5000 -,1480 -1,0287 ,3593 1,3061
• 1800 -.8_54 .39_9 1.2357 .4500 -.4563 .3617 1,3012 .5000 -.2467 -1,0144 ,3619 1,3007
• 2ZUO -.9425 .385_ 1.2538 ,55_0 -.3748 ,52_9 1,0079 ,5000 -,34§4 -1,0150 *36%6 1,2953
•Zb_J -,9469 ,380_ 1.Z648 .bSCO -,1719 .5505 .9867 .5000 -.4440 -.9700 .3758 1,2729
• 3000 -.9_72 .3753 1.Z739 .7500 -,0174 .6096 .8737 .5000 -,5427 -,9771 ,37Z7 1,Z791
,34o_ -._32 .37Z2 1.Z80_ .8000 .0304 .6541 .8n50 ,5000 -,6414 -,9765 ,3717 1,2811
• 3800 -.q947 .30_6 L.ZHT1 ,8_0 .0714 .6643 .7804 .5C00 -.7401 -.9874 .3712 1.ZSZO
,4200 -1.L048 .3o47 1.1950 .q000 ,0811 ,6807 .7641 CHORDUISE
.4tOu -I,0119 .3b_7 I.Z95C ,95b0 .0666 .6_iC ,7636 ,0600 .4500 -,58Zb .4893 1.0669
• 5000 -1.0201 ,3601 1,304_ 1,0000 -.0911 .6299 ,8423 ,1%00 .4500 -.8570 .4094 1,Z083
.5409-I.LZgL .3556 £.3137 ,ZZO0 ,4500 -.9484 .3798 1.2649
•5800 -1,0498 ,4864 1.0719 .30C0 ,4500 -.9394 .3813 1,2620
W .bZ03 -,59uZ .5410 ,981_ ,3800 ,4500 -,9557 ,3810 l*Z6Z7
,bbGJ -,40_6 ,55_1 .9609 .4600 .4500 -,9911 .3682 1,2879
•7GGD --,3b_% .5b%4 o964b .5400 .4500 -I,O471 ,3553 le31%3
• 7503 -.3_15 .5_1 .9183 ,5200 ,4500 -.§413 ,4985 1,0515
• 800J -.2711 .5905 .9035 .7000 .4500 -,3_55 ,55Z5 ,9635
.8503 -,2341 ,5995 ,8894 .8000 .4500 -.Z856 .57Z5 .9318
.qouo -,2005 .6137 ,8673 .gO00 .4500" -.1824 .6058 ,8796
.95C0 -.1495 .6137 .8518 ,1014 ,3551 .0784 ,6810 .7636
.9750 -,1213 ._775 ,7690 ,2000 ,3552 -.0540 .6608 ,8255
1,000_ -._911 .bg99 .8_23 .3500 .355Z -.2835 .5765 .9254
• 4500 o3551 -.4499 °5280 1,0029
.5500 ,355Z -.3819 .5456 ,9745
• 6500 ,3552 -,1660 .6081 .8761
• 7500 .3552 -.0178 .6542 ,8048
.8000 ,3551 .0284 .6663 .7863
• 8500 ,3552 ,0631 .6783 ,7677
267 .9o0o .3552 ,0717 .6781 .7681
,9500 ,355Z ,0611 ,6771 ,7696
PT 581,977e KPA C_ .2356 CD1 .00704
TT 111,2956 K CH -.0671 CDZ .00703
RC 60,0017 MELLZCN CC ,0075 CD3 .00676
eACH .5999 C04 ,00670
ALPHA -1.0795 DEG CD5 .006b6
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANgISE
XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC CP P.LIPT HL_C XIC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,0738 .9963 .0731 0,0000 1.0738 .9963 ,0731 ,5000 .7601 -,4616 ,6938 .7469
.O0_J .69_6 .9Zu7 .3669 ,Oh60 -.1931 ,7666 ,6628 ,5000 ,6414 -.4829 ,6901 ,7506
100_3 ,6496 ,0731 .6663 .0080 -.48Pfl .6893 .7520 ,5000 ,5427 -.6707 ,6912 .7473
• _150 .Z_10 ,_30_ ,5137 .0130 -.0965 .767q .6_84 .5C00 .4460 -_4751 ,6918 ,7480
.OZ_O .0121 .78_Z .5954 ._5C0 -.0895 .7662 .6311 .5000 .3456 -.6749 .6920 .7677
.0_03 -.Z_Z§ .7389 .o766 ,1000 --.1319 .7585 .6136 ,5C00 .1667 -.6790 ,6909 .7495 4
.0600 -,6192 ,703_ .1193 .1500 -.1608 .7528 .6526 .5000 .1680 -,6789 .6905 .7500
.OEO0 -._003 ,6916 .7668 .Z000 -.1806 .7698 °6574 ,5000 .0493 -.6845 .6901 ,7§06
• 1000 -.6909 .6896 .751_ .2500 -.2166 ,7427 .6686 .5000 -.0693 -.6816 .6898 .7511
.1600 -.5129 .0853 .7581 .35C0 -.Z6P8 .7293 .6_97 .5000 -.1680 -.6813 .6893 .7510
.1800 -.5_Z6 .6_76 .75_6 .6500 -.346o .6925 .7670 .5000 -.1667 -.6789 .690§ .7500
,1200 -,4790 ._91_ .74_6 .5500 -,ZP31 ,7185 ,7066 ,5000 -.3456 -,4779 .6913 .7686
,_600 -.6653 .69_0 .7_7 .6500 -.1?46 .7311 .6868 ,5000 -.6660 -,6742 .6921 ,7475 4
.3000 -._564 o694_ .7434 .7500 .0153 ,7614 ,638_ ,§COO -,5417 -.4778 .6909 ,7494
• 34U0 -.6555 .6955 .7_13 .8000 .0746 .7888 .5946 .5000 -.6614 -.4670 ,6919 .7480
.3_U0 -.4614 .6_8 .7418 .8500 .11_1 ._OOh .5769 .5000 -.7601 -.4706 .6913 .7488
• 6100 -.4645 .b_39 .76_7 .gCOU ,1661 .8095 .5_00 CHQRO_ISE
.4oUO -.4703 .6919 .7663 .9500 .1941 .8176 .5463 .0600 ,4500 -,4399 .6970 .7399
._OOO -._797 .68_1 .7538 1.OCO0 ._134 ._179 .5185 ,1600 .4500 -.50G4 .6867 .7590
,_40J -.6933 .bB_7 .7590 .2100 .4500 -.6746 .6901 .7507
• 5800 -.5084 .6871 .7553 .3000 .6500 -.6548 .6935 .74§4
.6ZO0 -._000 .68_ .1566 .3800 .6500 -.4611 .6964 .7440
.6600 -.4991 .6910 .7693 .6600 .6500 -.4656 .6935 .7454
.TUvO -.471P .7b_5 .7ZOk .5600 .6500 -.6826 ,6921 .7475
.7_00 -.407_ .7ZT_ .6931 16200 .6500 -.4963 18893 .7519
.8000 -.19_5 .7597 .8_Z7 .7000 .6500 -.6574 .69_Z .7413
._5(3 -.165_ .77_0 .6156 .8000 ._530 -.Z965 .7282 .6915
.90u0 -.U_53 .8011 ._7_1 .9000 .4500 -.0616 .7775 .6130
.gbvO .0605 ,_138 .5527 .1014 .3552 -,1600 .7567 .6464
_91_0 .1_01 .O215 ._37_ .ZCO0 .3551 -.186Z .7670 .6619
1.GGOJ ._3_ ._79 .5185 .3500 .3552 -.2933 .7260 .5969
.4500 .3551 -.3427 .7159 .7106
.5500 .3551 -.2819 ,7Z81 ,6915
.6500 .3551 -.1129 .7591 .6416
.7500 ,3551 .0180 .7886 .5968
.8000 .3552 .0742 .7996 .§765
.8500 .355Z .1131 .8105 .5583
.9000 .3551 .1636 .8183 .5450
.9500 .3551 .1937 .8241 .535C
PT 511.0618 KPA CN .3711 CD1 .00747
TT 111.5004 K CM -.0682 C02 .00761
_C 39,7777 _ILLT_h CC .0061 CD3 ,00703
_ACH .5989 C06 .00695
ALPH_ .164Z DFG CD5 .00701
bPPE_ SU_FAC_ L_WER S_RFACE SPANUISE
XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC XlC CP P,LIP? _LO_ XlC Y1(612) CP P_LIPT NLOC
O.OO_U 1,_03 ._997 .GZ_7 O.O_O_ 1.0903 .9997 .0707 .5_00 .7601 -.5133 .6889 .7_2_
,O04J .6393 .8733 .665_ .0040 .Z739 .8413 .5069 .5000 .6614 -.5316 .6834 .7610
.u_Eu .ITZ6 .PZ05 ._i_ .GOSh -.0245 .78_6 .6046 .5000 .54Z7 -.SZZO .6855 .7577
.0153 -.03_9 .7805 .6079 .023_ .1375 .8138 .5528 .5_00 .6660 -.5262 .6866 .7§92
.0153 -.257_ .7315 ._7_7 .0500 ,075t .P025 .5716 ._000 .3454 -.5292 .6837 .7bOb
• U_U3 -.4022 .6910 .768U .1000 -.0069 .7869 .5o75 .5000 .1657 -.5323 .6833 .7611
,ObUO -.bSb_ ,_586 ,7992 .1500 -.0553 .7760 .61_3 .5000 .1430 -.5313 .6819 .7617
.0o00 -._b_3 ._53b ._07G .ZOO0 -.0921 .7694 .6Z59 .5C00 ,0493 -.5386 .6813 .7642
• 100_ -.e,735 ._5_2 .8030 .ZSGO -.1372 .7606 .6401 .5000 -.0693 -.5350 .6815 .7639
• l_uO -.tC63 .6579 .dO_ .3_t_ -,2_1_ .7665 .bb5_ .5000 -.1480 -.5327 .6811 .7615
.1_00 -.62o2 ,6670 .7861 .4_00 -.Z_3b ._P61 .7599 ,5000 -.2667 -,5365 .6808 .7650
.ZZ_O -._e9_ .6741 .7753 .5_CC -.2366 .7314 .6864 .5000 -,3656 -.5299 .6832 .7613
• Z6OO -.5_ .679_ .7666 .6_00 -.0939 .7413 .6708 .5C00 -,6660 -.5258 .6825 .7625
• 30_0 -.5_ZO .6h33 .T611 .75C0 .03_2 .7690 .626_ .5000 -.5427 -.5269 .6833 .761Z
.3_03 -.53UZ .bu38 .7603 ._000 .0923 .7941 .5856 .5C00 -.6614 -.5213 .6835 .7608
.3e_O -._11 ._7 .7574 ,8500 .1336 .8063 .5653 .5000 -.7401 -.5269 .6827 .7620
._ZGO -._263 .6P46 .7591 .9000 .1725 .816_ .5519 CHOROMISE
.666U -._296 ._636 .7667 .9_00 .196_ .8217 .5301 .0600 .4500 -.6BZ5 .6509 .8111
.5060 -.5316 ,661_ .7638 I.C{OC ._216 .8Z_9 .5167 .1600 .4500 -.6557 .6563 .8019
• 5_00 -.P41Z .67_1 ,7676 ._200 .6530 -.5878 .6712 .7798
.58_0 -.5_18 .6elZ .1664 .3000 .4500 -._418 .6766 .7715
.bZOO -.9396 ._B/Z .7628 .3_00 .6500 -.5330 .681Z .7663
• 06bd -.5313 .6e90 .7539 .6e00 .4500 -.5236 .6826 ,7623
.7000 -.497d .7_10 .73_9 .5400 .4500 -.5336 .6797 .7667
.756_ -.42_5 .7267 .6937 .6100 .4500 -.5391 .6786 .7680
._000 -.3ulg .7_ZO ._539 .7000 .4500 -.6867 .0894 .7518
• _503 -.1714 .7776 .01Z7 .8000 .6500 -.3063 ,7252 .696C
.VOuu -.0645 ._OZ3 .5720 .9000 .6500 -.0629 .7760 .615Z
.9_60 .08_6 ._167 ._511 .1016 ,3551 -.0060 ,7836 .6031
.9750 .16B_ .8Z_6 .5363 .ZOO0 .3552 -.087Z .7683 .627_
1,0000 .2216 .82_9 .9167 .3500 .3551 -.2184 .7421 .6695
.6500 .3552 -.Z788 .7303 .6881
.55U0 .3551 -.2360 .7601 .6728
.6500 ,355Z -.0900 ,7659 .6316
.7500 .3552 .0393 .793_ .586_
.8000 .3551 .0917 .8033 .5703
.8500 .355Z .1336 .8110 .5574
2_B .9000 .3552 .1707 .e185 .s_47
• 9500 .3_5Z .1989 .e163 .5367
PT 582,8493 KPA CN .4805 CD1 ,00750
TT 111.5034 K CH -.0683 CD2 .00750
RC 39.8471 MILLION CC -.0007 CD3 .00716
HACH .599Z CD4 ,00703
ALPHA 1.0_00 DEG CD5 ,00705
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT HLOC X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT HLOC
O.OOOO 1.0717 .qq59 .0768 O.OGO0 1.0717 .9qSq .0768 .5C00 .7401 -.5511 .6784 .7687
• 0060 .19_3 .82_6 .5363 .0040 .5523 .8946 .4034 .5000 .6414 -.5743 .6736 .7762
.0080 -.0905 .7687 .6271 .0080 .Z793 ,0416 .5066 ,5000 .54Z7 -.5674 ,6750 .7739
• 0150 -.2736 ,7329 .6839 .OZ30 .zqqo .8450 .6983 .5000 .4460 -.5673 .6746 .7745
• OZSO -.678Z ,696Z .7663 .0500 .Z016 .8260 .5318 .5000 .3654 -.5698 .6745 .7747
• 0_00 -.7154 .6652 .SZO0 I.IOCO .0908 .8066 .5682 .5000 ,2467 -,5695 .6737 .7759
.0600 -.6702 .0156 .a657 .1500 .0274 .7918 .5895 .5000 .1680 -.5711 .6762 .7752
• 0800 -.8757 .6153 .866Z .ZOO0 -.0181 .7835 .603Z .5000 .0693 -.5776 .674Z .7751
.1000 -.8367 .6230 .85_3 .2500 -.07_3 .7727 .62n7 .5000 -.0493 -.5719 .6752 .7736
.1600 -,79Z5 .6315 .8612 .3500 -.1641 .7554 .6685 .5000 -.1480 -.5756 .675q .7726
• 1800 -.7366 .6630 .8233 .6500 -.2366 .6734 .7764 .5000 -.2667 -.5704 .6755 .7732
• 2200 -.68Ul .6536 .8073 .5500 -.2064 .7397 .6733 ,5000 -,3456 -.5700 .6747 .7744
• 2600 -.6619 .6616 .7967 .6500 -.0603 ,7_65 .6626 .5000 -.64_0 -.5684 .6751 .7737
• 3000 -.6097 .6670 .7863 .7500 ,0698 .77Z9 .6Z03 .5000 -.5627 -,5707 .6738 .7758
.3400 -.5935 .6698 .7020 .8(00 .1032 .7961 .5823 .5000 -.641_ -.5608 .675_ ,7733
.3800 -.5823 .6721 .77_4 ,8500 .1443 .8069 .5643 .5000 -.7401 -.5615 .6752 .7736
• 6ZOO -.5773 .67Z7 .7776 .9000 .1771 .8166 .5514 CHOROWZSE
.4600 -.5760 .6733 .7766 .9500 .2005 .8214 .53q7 .0600 .4500 -.8849 .6136 .868B
.bOUO -.6713 ,6726 .7777 1.0000 .2143 .8282 .5279 .1400 .6500 -.7797 .6339 .8374
.5600 -.5756 .6717 .T791 .ZZO0 .4500 -.6749 .6546 .8054
• 58u0 -.SB_O .6763 .7719 .3000 .4500 -.6090 .6671 .7861
• 6200 -.5670 .6789 .767q .3_00 ,4500 -,5866 .6717 .7791
.6600 -.5529 .6865 .7562 ._600 .4500 -.5667 ,6746 .7746
• 7000 -.5207 .7010 .7337 .5600 .6500 -.57Z8 .6733 .7766
.7500 -.6395 .7266 .6971 .6200 .4500 -,5663 .6752 .7736
.6000 -.3153 .7515 .6546 .7000 .4500 -.5100 .6856 .7576
• 8500 -.1779 .7762 .6150 .8000 .4500 -.3147 .7228 .6996
.90uO -.6683 .80Z3 .5721 .9000 .4500 -.045g .7774 .6131
.9_00 .0656 .e167 ,5511 .1014 .355Z ,0908 ,8C39 .5694
• 9750 .1693 .8256 .5328 .ZOO0 .3552 -.0183 .7828 .6043
1,0000 .2163 ,B2_2 .5Z79 .3500 .355Z -.1644 .7544 ,6501
• _500 .355Z -.2322 .7409 .6714
• 5500 .355Z -.2003 .7476 ,6612
• 6500 .3552 -.0677 ,7730 .6202
.7500 .355Z .0545 .7970 .5808
.8000 .3552 .1045 .806Z .5656
• 85C0 .355Z .141Z ,8133 .5535
• q000 .355Z .1778 .8209 .5406
.9500 .3552 .lgq9 .8250 .5334
PT 582.6092 KPA CN .6006 CO1 .00777
TT 111.5650 K C_ -.0686 C02 .00772
RC 3g,8S22 M!LLION CC -.0097 CO3 .00743
_AC_ .6009 CD_ .00728
ALPH_ Z.055g DEG C05 .00727
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT HL3C XlC CP P_LIPT _L_C XlC YliBIZ) CP PeLIPT MLOC
O.OOOu .g77U .g76q .1835 O._b¢O .g770 .9769 .1835 ,5000 .7401 -.5979 .6671 ,7e62
• OO60 -,13_6 .7576 .666q .00_0 .7765 .9371 .307! .SCGO .6616 -.6Zll .6612 .7952
.0_80 -.61_4 ,7015 .7330 .0080 .5416 .890q .4110 .5(00 .54Z7 -.6071 ,6642 .7q07
• 0150 -.5725 .67Z6 ,7780 .(,230 ,6565 .B738 ,_68 .5000 .6_60 -.616Z .66Z0 .7939
.&2_O -.7_5 .6376 ,B316 .05_0 .3243 .84P2 .4926 .5000 .3454 -.6148 .6639 .7910
• 0403 -.g_30 .5_73 .9098 .1C GO .1875 .8214 .5396 .5000 .Z_67 -.6140 ,6658 .7882
.06UO -_.1652 .5_97 .9535 1_00 .1130 ._058 ,5661 .5C00 .1480 -,6164 .6632 ,7921
• oS_O -L.Z067 .569_ .g6U2 2CGO .0556 .7969 .5843 .5000 .0693 -.6196 .6648 .7896
.1003 -1.0369 .581_ .9194 25_0 -.0037 .7847 .601q .5000 -.0493 -.6167 .6638 .7913
.16_0 -,g355 .bOL3 .$879 3500 -.1068 .7635 .6355 .5000 -.1480 -.6156 .6637 .7913
• 1800 -._T6 .615_ .S658 6500 -.1_g5 .6616 .706q .5000 --.2467 --.6176 .6625 .7933
• Z200 -.7U6Z .63u7 .86_3 5_00 -.164_ .7477 .6607 .5000 -.3654 -.6157 ,6638 ,7912
• ZbbO -.7_7g .661d .825Z 6500 -.0625 .7530 .6523 .5000 -.4640 -.616Z .6653 .7889
• 3000 -.6907 .6688 .B163 ,7500 .072Z .7767 .6142 .5_00 -.5427 -.6153 .6635 .7917
.3600 -._38 .65_ ._08Z .8CCC .1200 .7qg3 .5770 .SOO0 -.6414 -.6063 .6657 .7886
• 3800 -.6398 .6577 .8006 .8500 .1510 .8061 .5623 .5000 -.7401 -.6076 .6652 .7891
.6ZOO -.6371 .657g .BOO3 .9000 .1852 .8146 .5512 CHORDWISE
• _6u_ -.6Z63 .6617 .7965 .g_GO .ZC21 .B216 .5307 .0600 .6500 -1.1576 .5569 .9611
• 5000 -.€_8L .6655 ,78B0 1.0000 .2057 .8253 .5329 .1600 .6500 -.9331 .6005 .8892
.5600 -.61_6 .66Z4 .7934 .2200 .4500 -.7801 .6315 .8410
• 58U0 -,620_ ._692 .7830 .3000 .4500 -.6834 .6513 ,8105
.6200 -.597_ .6711 .77gg .3800 .6500 -.6665 .6587 .7990• bUO --.57gZ . 93 . 07_
.6600 .4500 --.6216 ,6631 .7923• 7000 -._36_ .6965 .7638
.5400 .4500 -.6081 .6648 .7896
• 7500 -.6550 .7212 .7023 .62C0 .4500 -.5949 .6671 .7861
.SCbO -.3238 .7501 .056B .7000 .4500 -.5322 .6007 ,7652
• 8500 -.183Z .7750 .6169 .8000 .4500 -.3225 .7213 .7022
.90b0 -._g .8017 .5730 .9000 .4500 -.0425 .7765 .6145
.9500 .C055 ._137 .55ZB .1C1_ .3552 .1883 .8218 .5391
• 9750 .1_71 .8Z65 .53_6 .Z000 .3552 .0531 .7953 .5837
1.0000 .2057 .8253 .5329 .3500 .3552 -.1059 .7628 .6366
• _500 .3552 -.1857 .7478 .6605
.5500 .355Z -.1664 .7522 .6535
• 6500 .355Z -.0399 .7776 .6127
• 7500 .3552 .0726 .7998 .5762
.8000 .355Z .1143 .BC77 .5630
._500 .355Z .1568 .8151 .5505
269 .oooo .355z .1053 .ezoo .5_o5
• gSO0 .3552 .2003 .8241 .5350
oPT 573.7298 KPA CH .7160 C01 o00817
TT 110.7696 K CH -,0660 COZ .00812
RC 39.6423 MILLION CC -.GZZ5 CD3 ,00783
MACH .5998 CD6 .00758
ALPHA 3,0798 OEG C05 ,00756
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,L/PT dLOC XIC CF PeLleT MLOC XIC YI(81Z) CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0_00 .8115 ,9450 ,2865 0.0000 .8115 ,9450 .2865 °5000 .7601 -,6334 ,6607 .7961
• 0040 -,514Z .6853 .7581 ,0040 .946Z .9710 ,2061 .5000 ,6414 -.6828 .6578 .8005
.0080 -.7978 .6303 .8429 .0080 .7370 .9297 ,3ZSA .5000 .5427 -.6468 • ,6583 .7997
.0150 -,885Z ,6101 .874Z ,0230 .5943 .9025 .3871 .5000 .4440 -.6467 ,6587 ,7991
• 0250 -1.055Z .57_7 .9219 ,0500 .4384 .8718 .4488 .5000 ,3454 -.6530 .6573 .8013
.U4UO -L,2962 .5317 ,9985 ,1UGO .Z823 ,8405 ,5064 .5000 .Z467 -.6533 ,6566 ,8025
• 0600 -1.4748 ,4972 1.5553 .1500 .1932 ,8Z41 ,5351 .5000 .1480 -,6544 .6559 .8035
• OPO0 -1,_Z07 ,50Z6 1.0463 .2000 ,ZI6Z ,8272 ,SZq8 ,5000 ,0493 -.6580 .6552 ,8045
• 1riO0 -1.2550 ,53T7 .9888 .2500 .0619 ,7967 .5814 .5000 -.0493 -.6636 .6543 .8060
.1400 -1.0959 ,5745 .9300 ,3500 -,0541 .7756 .6161 .5000 -.1480 -*6535 .6584 ,7997
• 1500 -,9796 .5936 .9001 ,4500 -.1359 .6580 .800Z .5000 -,Z467 -,6660 .6546 .8055
• Z20_ -.87Z7 .6140 ._o82 ,5500 -.1280 .7594 ,64Z1 .5000 -.3454 -.6527 .6555 .8040
• ZbO0 -.FO68 .6277 .8471 .6500 -.OZ04 .7583 .6439 .5000 -.4440 -.6460 .6576 .8009
• 3000 -.7_77 .6363 ,_338 ,7500 ,0823 .7807 .6077 .SGO0 -,54Z7 -,6535 .6574 ,8011
.34b0 -.7176 .645l ,8Z01 .8000 .132Z .8036 .5699 .5000 -.6414 -.6389 .6577 .8007
.38G0 -.6954 ,6408 ,81k4 .8500 .1691 .8116 .5565 .5000 -.7401 -.6450 ,6587 .7991
.4Z_O -.6770 .6528 .8083 .9000 .1979 .8185 .5446 CHORDWISf
.4600 -.6600 .65_4 ,8C58 ,9500 ,ZCZ4 .8248 .5343 ,0600 .4500 -1.3979 .5097 1.0345
,5000 -,tb18 .85_5 ._011 1,0C00 .Z047 .8Z48 ,5340 ,1400 .4500 -1.0768 ,5716 ,9346
,_400 -.6_7 ,6572 .8015 .2_00 .4500 -.8759 .61Z5 .8706
• 5800 -,6_79 ,6624 ,793_ ,3000 ,4500 -,7594 .6339 ,8374
,b2_U -.6212 ,6657 .7883 .3800 .4500 -.7012 .6450 .8188
• 6600 -,6054 .67_9 .76_0 ,4600 .4500 -,6589 *5540 ,8065
• 7_00 -,5406 .6934 .7455 .5400 .4500 -.6430 .6614 .7949
.7500 -,_681 ,TZO6 .7034 .6200 .4500 -.6Z17 ,6632 .79Z2
• _000 -.323_ .7506 ,656Z ,7000 .4500 -,5355 .6805 .7555
• eSo0 -.1735 ,7714 .6131 ,8000 ,_500 -,3289 ,7218 .7015
.90GO -.L_17 .P023 ,5722 ,9000 .4500 -,0394 .7793 ,5100
.9_uU ._930 .6141 .5523 ,1014 .3552 ,2770 .8389 .5091
•_750 .1461 .B2_Z .5349 .2000 ,3552 ,1309 .8102 ,5588
1.00o0 .2047 ._2_8 .5340 ,3500 ,3552 -.0437 ,7762 ,6151
,4500 ,355Z -.1353 .7574 ,6453
• 5500 .3552 -,1276 .7597 ,6416
.6500 ,355Z -.0184 ,7803 ,6095
• 7500 .355Z ,0895 .8019 .5728
.BO_O .3552 .1345 .8106 ,5582
•8500 .355Z .1631 ,8187 .5444
.9000 .3552 ,1879 .822Z .5384
,9_00 ,355Z ,Z050 .8253 .5330
PT 573,9152 KPA C_ ,7180 CD1 ,008Z2
rT IlC.PC6F K Cq -.065q CD2 ,00815
RC 39,_934 MILLION CC -.02Z9 CD3 .00777
MACH .59_ C04 .00756
ALPHA 3.105_ DEG CD5 .00756
UPPE_ SURFACE LOWEE SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT _t)C _/C CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .79_5 .94Z1 .29_0 O.COCO .7965 .9421 .2940 .5000 .7401 -.6135 .6512 .7953
.or40 -.SZ3B .6830 .76_7 ,(_0 .9_Z3 .0795 .2378 .5000 ,6414 -.6635 .6549 .8050
.O0_J -.800Z .6?B7 .8494 ,OOPO .7381 .9306 .3_33 .5000 ,54Z7 -.6487 .6585 .7994
10150 m,_)? .6_6 .9766 .0Z30 .5973 .9032 .3855 .5000 .4440 -,655Z .6568 .8029
• 0_50 -1.0567 .5719 .9Z47 .0500 .4351 .8710 .450? .5000 .3454 -.65Z1 .6571 .8017
•0400 -1.3_71 .5273 1.0056 ,i000 .2780 ,8_06 ,5062 .5000 .24_7 -.6578 .6571 .8016
• 080_ -1.4_33 ,49Z5 1.0633 .1500 .1990 ,8247 ,5341 .5000 ,1480 -.6563 ,6545 ,8055
• 0800 -1,4257 .SOJ1 1,_454 ,2CC0 .Z2P1 .8308 ,5234 .5000 .0493 -.6586 .6549 .8050
• 1000 -i.2531 .539_ .9_60 ,2500 .0_9_ .7955 .5817 .5000 -.0493 -.6585 .6551 .8047
•l_OO-1oluO6 .56_3 ,9399 .3500 -,0559 .7744 .6180 .5000 -.1480 -.6579 ,6557 .8037
•l_uO --*_B14 ,594Z ,0991 ,450G --.1395 ,6545 .8057 .5000 --.Z467 -,6598 .5543 e8059
.2200 -,8720 ._IZ6 ,8705 .5_00 -.1187 .7572 .6456 .5000 -.3654 -.65C9 .6571 ,8015
.2600 -._137 .6254 ._506 .6500 -.0175 .758q .647q .5000 -.4440 -.6499 ,6599 .7972
.3000 -.7594 .6365 .8335 .7500 .0818 .7_20 .6057 .5C00 -.5427 -.66&2 .5605 .7964
• 34UJ -,73_3 .6418 .8Z5Z ,8OOU .1Z97 .800q ,5744 .5000 -,6414 -,6488 .6_94 .798Z
.3000 -,tg9z .6_b ._147 ._505 .1605 .8116 ,5565 .5_00 -.7401 -,6401 .66Z6 .7931
•_Z_J -.bR7b .6500 .5125 ,9000 .1899 ,8179 .5458 CHORDWISE
,4600 -,6694 *6537 ,e069 ,9_00 ,Z_IO ,8Z_5 ,5378 ,0600 ,4500 -1.4640 .5041 1.0439
•5000 -.6_13 .5577 .8007 1.0bOO .2009 .8264 .5312 .1_00 .4500 -1.0641 .5001 ,9212
.5400 -._546 ._55& .8040 .z200 .4500 -.8760 .6182 .8618
• 58u0 -.6511 .o619 ,79_2 .3GO0 .4550 -.7556 ,6401 .8279
• 6ZOO -.6ZZ9 .5663 .7874 .3800 .4500 -.7055 .6517 .8100
,6600 -,8016 ,6762 .7721 ,4500 ,4500 -,6618 .6584 ,7997
,7hub -.553T ,5932 .7_59 .5400 .4500 -,6385 ,6640 .7910
• 7500 -.4625 ,7217 ,7015 ,6200 ,4500 -,6216 .6657 .7868
• hUgO -.3ZZI .7518 .6543 .7000 .4500 -.5379 ,5814 .7641
.8560 -.1793 .77_3 .6100 .8000 ,4550 -.3Z25 .722_ .7005
• 90_0 -._335 .8OZ6 .5716 .9000 .4500 -.0436 ,7801 ,6088
.9500 ._38 ,_155 .5_98 .I014 .3552 .Z774 .8424 .5031
•9750 ,1449 .8Z76 .5_91 ,2000 .3552 .1275 .8121 .5556
1,0GO0 .2009 ._2_4 .5312 .3500 .355Z -.0471 .7790 ,6105
.4500 .3552 -.1250 .7630 .6364
.5500 ,3552 -.1Z7q .7633 .6350
.6500 .3552 -.0156 .7842 .6020
• 7500 .355Z .0851 .8049 .5678
.8000 .3552 .1291 .81Z4 .5551
.8500 .35§Z ,1656 ,8201 .54Z0
270 .9ooo .355_ .1895 .8z45 .5345
.95oo .355Z .zOZ5 .8Z81 ._Z81
o.
RT 573,9460 KPA CN ,8293 CD1 ,00917
TT 110,81Z€ K CH -,0613 CDZ ,00899
RC 39,6132 MILLION CC -.0377 CD3 .00874
MACH ,§993 C04 ,0083€
ALPHA 4,0431 OEG CO§ ,00828
UPPER SURFACE LONER SURFACE SPANMXSE
XIC CP PeL/PT HLOC XIC CP P,LIPT HLgC XIC YI(BI2) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,5903 ,9017 ,3886 0,0000 ,5903 ,9017 ,3886 ,5000 ,7401 -,6708 ,6552 ,8096
• 0060 -,6862 ,6162 ,8679 .0060 1,0381 ,9892 ,1851 ,5000 ,6414 -,6998 ,6k86 ,8147
,0_80 -1,1813 ,5561 ,9592 ,0080 ,8769 ,9575 ,2508 ,5000 ,5427 -,6816 ,6513 ,8105
,0150 -1,1885 ,5499 ,9692 °0230 ,6976 ,9227 ,3921 °5000 ,4440 -,6941 ,6489 o8143
• 0250 -1,3039 ,5280 1,0045 ,0500 ,5329 ,8909 ,4111 ,5000 ,3954 -,6886 ,6498 ,8128
,0400 -1,5468 ,4816 1,0816 ,1000 ,3_15 ,8565 ,4775 ,5000 ,2467 -,6857 ,6§08 ,8113
,0600 -1,7852 ,€332 1,1664 ,1500 .2602 ,8375 ,5117 .5000 ,1480 -,6859 ,6537 ,8068
• 0800 -1.8866 ,4161 1.1976 .20G0 .2817 ,8605 ,5063 ,5000 ,0693 -,6991 ,6689 ,8142
• 1000 -1,8648 ,4193 1,1918 ,gSCO ,1291 ,8087 ,5613 ,5000 -,0493 -,6827 *6520 ,8095
• 1400 -1,1646 ,5o08 ,9518 ,3500 -,0091 ,7839 ,6026 ,5000 -,1480 -,6905 ,6518 °8097
• 1800 -1,06Z0 ,5782 ,9292 ,4500 -,1025 ,6995 ,8134 ,5000 -,2967 -,6861 ,6518 ,0097
,Z2GO -,9572 ,5919 ,8933 ,5500 -,0937 ,7645 ,6390 ,5000 -,395_ -,6957 ,6489 ,8143
.Z600 -.88Z9 .6123 .8710 .6500 ,0038 ,7673 .6Z95 .5000 -.4440 -,6752 ,6523 .8090
,3000 -,8220 ,6256 ,6503 ,7500 ,1023 ,7861 ,5989 ,5000 -,5427 -,6800 ,6556 .8039
,3400 -,7841 ,6321 ,8403 ,8000 ,1612 ,6055 ,5867 ,5000 -,6414 -.6749 .6516 .8101
• 3800 -,7451 ,6389 ,8298 ,8500 ,16qz ,8137 ,5529 ,5000 -,7401 -,6684 ,6559 ,8035
• €200 -°7333 .6912 .8262 ,9C00 .1926 .8188 .5662 CH3ROWZSE
o€6C0 -°7¢87 .8659 .6189 ,9500 ,2008 ,8233 ,5365 ,0600 .4500 -1.6205 ,4714 1.0990
• 5000 -,6921 ,6526 ,8085 1,0000 .1833 ,8225 .5379 .1400 .4500 -1,1450 °5649 .9453
,5400 -,6765 ,6568 ,8081 ,2200 ,4500 -,9537 ,6032 ,8851
,5800 -,6696 ,6589 ,7988 ,3000 ,6500 -,8141 ,6300 ,8_34
,6ZGO -,6981 ,_671 °7062 ,3800 ,4500 -,7511 ,6408 ,8268
,660_ -,e058 ,0768 ,7712 ,4600 ,4500 -,7081 ,6509 ,8112
,7000 -.5827 ,898Z .7413 ,5600 ,6500 -,6824 .6586 .7993
,7500 -,6595 ,7Z05 ,703_ .6200 ,4500 -,6446 ,6633 .7921
,8000 -,3306 ,7520 ,6538 ,7000 ,4500 -,553_ ,6765 ,7715
,85G0 -.16eu ,7808 ,6076 ,8000 ,4500 -,3167 .7255 ,6956
,9000 -,U361 ,80Z3 ,57Z1 ,9CC0 ,4500 -,O_Z ,7786 ,6114
,950U ,0901 ,8152 ,5503 ,1014 ,3552 ,3553 ,8563 ,4778
,9750 ,1472 ,_2_1 ,5315 ,ZOO0 ,355_ ,1850 ,SZZ8 ,5373
1,0000 ,1833 ,82_5 ,5379 ,3500 ,3552 ,0072 ,7886 ,5948
• 4500 ,855Z -,0847 ,7711 .6283
• 5500 ,3552 -,0953 ,7697 ,6255
,_500 ,355Z .0105 ,7901 o59Z_
,7500 ,3552 ,0996 ,8066 ,5650
• 8000 ,3552 ,1355 ,8145 ,5515
• _500 ,3552 ,1785 ,8222 ,5383
,9£00 ,3552 .1911 ,8253 ,5329
.9500 ,355Z ,193Z ,8255 ,5326
PT b74.1293 KPA Cq .9410 CDI .01281
FT I09.Q9_6 K C_ -.0570 CD2 .01251
_¢ 60,C_66 MILLION CC -,05Z8 CD3 ,01218
H&CH ,5985 CD6 ,01157
ALPHA 5,0Z55 DEG CDb ,01135
UP_LR SURFACE LO_EP SURFACE . SPANMISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _L3C XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC YI(81_) CP PeLIPT HLOC
O.OOOO .3u_8 ,_587 .€735 O,O('C_ .3_98 ,8587 ,€7_5 .5000 ,7401 -.6957 .6522 .8093
• t.O_O -1,2918 ,5406 ,98_3 o0_40 1.0672 ,qgq_ ,0373 ,5000 ,8414 -,7295 ,6470 ,8172
,OObO -1,5348 ,_875 1,0718 ,0C80 ,97_7 ,q771 ,1530 ,5000 ,5427 -,7053 ,6516 ,8102
• Ol_J -1,6_93 ,69_1 1,0606 ,OZ30 ,7_56 ,9419 ,2947 ,5000 ,€4_0 -,7261 ,6483 ,8153
,0Z50 -1,_619 ,_897 1,07bb ,05CO ,60_3 ,9041 ,3836 ,5000 ,3654 -,7030 ,6472 ,8169
• 0_00 -1.7358 ,6602 1,163_ .1000 .6376 ,8727 ,€€71 ,5C00 ,2487 -,7173 ,6450 .8Z04
,0000 -1,9907 ,3955 1,7389 ,1500 ,3365 ,85Z1 ,4855 ,5000 ,1480 -,7266 ,6467 o8177
• 0800 -2,193Z ,3079 1,2907 ,2000 ,3609 ,8521 ,_856 ,5000 ,0993 -,7Z28 ,6_55 ,8196
• lubO -2,1792 ,36U6 1.3057 .2500 ,1685 .BlSq ,5941 ,5000 -,0493 -,7124 ,6465 ,8181
,l_O0 -l,q6b¢ ,_0_ i. ZI9Z ,3500 *0_€0 ,7940 ,5846 ,5COO -,1480 -,7085 ,6459 ,819G
• 18_U -1,_563 ,5833 ,_gll ,4500 -,0462 ,6650 ,8209 .5000 -,2987 -,7Z09 ,6458 ,8192
,ZZO3 -,9_2_ ,bt_05 ,8_93 ,5500 -,0651 ,7767 ,6199 ,5000 -,3454 -,7168 ,6963 ,8186
•g600 -,9132 ,o080 ,_776 ,6500 ,0200 ,7738 ,6190 ,5000 -,4440 -,7037 ,6467 ,8177
• 30_0 -,85_€ ,6205 .858Z ,7500 ,1189 ,7903 ,5921 ,5000 -,5427 -,7124 ,6497 ,8132
,3_0_ -,8206 ,6283 ,59_1 ,8000 ,1517 ,8088 ,5613 ,50_0 -,6414 -,7062 ,6506 ,8118
• 3800 -,7789 ,b373 ,83ZZ ,85C0 ,17P9 ,8162 ,5987 ,50"00 -,7401 -,7064 ,6496 ,8132
• €200 -,7725 ,6393 ,_292 .9C00 ,1919 ,8205 ,5613 CHORDWISE
,¢bGO -,7271 ,66_5 ,8293 .9500 ,ZOOZ ,eZ60 .5_56 .0600 .4500 -1,8634 ,4185 1,1933
• 5000 -,7203 ,b_75 ,d165 1,0000 ,1774 ,8211 ,5903 ,1400 ,4500 -1.8990 ,4159 1,1981
,540_ -,7042 ,8517 ,_IU1 ,2200 ,4500 -,9415 ,6003 ,8897
,bdOJ -,7013 ,o5_5 .1996 ,3000 .4500 -,8557 .6180 .8622
.b_O -.6505 .bbS1 .789_ .3800 .4500 -.7729 .6305 ,8428
,bb_O -,8170 ,6757 ,7731 ,4600 ,4500 -,7231 ,6647 ,8Z09
.70UO --._71 .0952 .7_9 .5400 .4500 --.8970 .6489 .8144
• 7503 -.6676 .7229 .6999 ,6800 ,4500 -.6481 .6588 .7991
• 8000 -,3250 ,7_19 ,659Z ,7000 ,4500 -,5565 ,6761 ,7724
.85_0 -,lo88 .7839 .6083 .8000 .4500 -.3260 .7Z30 .6998
.9000 -,03q0 .8036 ,5700 .90_0 .6500 -,0430 ,7797 .6096
,95_0 .r_15 ._lZ8 ,5596 ,1014 ,355; ,€281 ,8697 .4527
,9750 ,1311 ,B251 ,5335 ,_000 ,355; ,2991 ,8351 ,5159
I.GObO ,1774 ,8Z11 ,5603 ,3500 ,355; ,0580 .7964 ,5821
• €500 ,355; -,0479 ,7773 ,6133
,5500 ,355; -,0697 ,77Z6 ,6211
,6500 ,355; ,0298 .7916 .5900
• 7500 .355; .1296 .8091 .5608
• 8000 ,355; ,1563 ,8167 ,5478
,5500 ,355; ,180Z .6209 .5406 •271 ,9000 ,355; ,2007 .8251 .5334
,9500 ,355_ ,2056 ,8260 ,5319
PT 575,68_7 KPA CN 1.0564 CO1 .0Z046
TT 110.5050 K _M -o05Z1 C02 ,01998
RC 39.9450 HTLLION CC -.0693 C03 .0_933
HACd ,6003 CD4 ,0183q
ALPHA 6,0159 DEG CO5 ,01758
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANW[SE
X/C CP PtLIPT ffLOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC YI(8/Z) CP PtLIPT BLOC
0.00_0 .1460 .8136 .5531 0.00¢0 .1460 .8136 .5532 .5000 .7401 -.7112 .6443 .8215
• 0040 -1.52_6 .4818 1.0815 .0040 1.0864 .9986 .0445 .5000 .6414 -.7397 ,6394 .8289
• 0080 -1.6178 .4292 1.1737 .0080 1.0383 .9892 .1253 .5000 .5427 -.7216 ,6443 .8214
• 01_3 -1.9234 .4017 1.Z246 .CZ30 .8600 .9540 .2610 .5000 .4440 -*7234 .6419 .8252
• 0250 -1.9621 ,4COZ 1.1274 .0500 .6733 .9168 .3558 .5000 .3456 -.7348 .6411 48262 s
• 0400 -1.9148 ,4078 1.1132 .1040 .4873 °8809 ,4310 ,5000 .1467 -,7Z82 .6409 .8267
• 0600 -2.1260 .3699 1.2864 .1500 .38_3 .8614 ,46B4 .5000 .1480 -.7316 .6410 .8165
• 0800 -2*1517 .3447 1.3301 .2000 .3904 .8618 .4577 .5000 .0493 -.7266 .6416 ,8259
• 1000 -Z,3225 ,3289 1,3721 ,2500 ,2229 ,8272 ,5298 .5000 -.04_3 -,7412 ,6399 ,8282
• 1_O0 -2.3578 .32_0 1.3806 .3500 *0050 .8040 .5693 .5000 --.1480 -.7177 *6434 ,8228
.1800 -1.9471 .4038 1.1207 .45C0 -.0208 .6430 .8235 .5000 -.2467 -.7459 .6413 ,8260
• Z2_0 -1.(:89_ .9733 .9320 °5500 -.0314 .7820 .6057 .5000 -.345_ -.7252 .6423 .8244
• 2600 -.8930 .66_5 .8768 .6500 .0381 .7797 .6094 .5000 -.4440 -.7225 .6445 .8210
• 3uuO -.8260 .6219 .8561 .7500 .1255 .7927 .5882 .9000 -.5427 -.7363 .6436 .8225
• 3400 -.6117 .6253 .eSOB .8000 .1591 .8108 .5579 .5000 -.6414 -.7068 .6466 .8179
.3eCO -.7901 .6309 .8422 .8500 .1912 .8168 .5476 .5000 -.7401 -.7094 .6673 ,8168
• sZO0 -.768b .63]0 ._390 .gCOO .2C05 .8237 .5358 CHORDWISE
.4600 -.7593 .6304 .8336 ,9500 ,2009 .6240 ,5353 ,0600 ,¢500 -1,9747 ,3955 1,Z364
• 5u_3 -.7163 .64_0 .82L9 1.0000 .1685 .8171 .5471 .1400 .4500 -2.3483 .3234 1.3841
• 5400 -.7115 ._4_8 ._177 .ZZO0 .4900 -1.1584 .5563 ,9589
.5_Co -.7026 .6557 .8038 .3000 .4500 -.BlOb .6241 ,8517
.6200 -.6539 .6609 .7g58 .3800 .4530 -.7918 .6281 .8465
.b6uO -.6339 .6757 .7719 .4600 .4500 -.7561 .6381 .8311
.7000 -.5626 .6942 .7444 .5400 .4500 -.7007 ,6477 .8162
• 7560 -.47_1 .721U .7014 .6100 .4900 -.6547 .6554 .8044
.80_ -.3211 .7512 .o551 .7000 .4500 -,5669 .6754 .7734
•8500 -.1776 .7760 .6153 .8000 ,4500 -.3183 .7230 ,6996
.UbO -.(566 .60Lb .5733 .9000 .4500 -.0477 .7768 .6173
• 9_00 .OB2b .8109 .5577 .1014 .3551 .4918 .8819 .4291
._750 .1266 ._248 .5339 .2000 .3552 .2977 .8426 .50Z5
1.OOO0 .1685 ._171 .5471 .3500 .3552 .0992 .8041 .5692
.4500 .3552 -.0081 .7836 .6033
.5500 .3552 -.0355 .7775 .6129
• 6500 .3552 .0575 .7954 .5836
• 7500 .3552 .1373 .8113 .5570
.8000 .3552 .1588 .8172 .5471
• 8500 .3552 .1945 .8235 .5362
.9000 .3552 .2045 .8247 .5341
• 9500 .3552 .1983 .8261 .5317
_T 575.7547 KPA CN 1.1891 CD1 .03073
TT L10.5167 K C_ -.0440 CD2 .03012
RC 39.8119 MILLIO_ CC -.0861 C03 .02944
_ACH .5976 CD4 .02893
ALPHA 7.0165 DEG CD5 .02717
UPPEk SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsL/°T MLaC X/C CP PpLIPT MLnC XIC YIIBIZ) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.000) -.O_L_ .7748 .oL?4 O.OCO0 -.0_15 .7748 .6174 .5000 .7401 -.7110 .646Z .81_5
.OONO -1._271 .4304 1.1715 .0040 1.0910 .9996 .0228 .5000 .6414 -.7332 .6413 .8261
• uOeO -2.05_Z .38_3 1.Z5_1 .0080 1.0_61 .9948 .0_68 .5000 .9427 -.7197 .6458 .8191
• _150 -_.21_1 .3590 1.3085 .0230 .9108 .9641 ._301 .5000 .4440 -.6985 .6449 .8204
.0250 -2.2848 .3416 1.3448 .0500 .7437 .9319 .3Z00 .5000 .3454 -.7123 .6456 .8194
.04u_ -1.2921 .3400 1.3481 .10C0 .5534 .8945 .40_8 _5000 .2467 -.7231 .6,60 .8189
• 0600 -_.3757 .32J7 1.3902 .1500 .4230 .8694 .4533 .5000 .1480 -.7163 .6473 .8168
• OBUO -Z.4424 .3067 1.4218 ,2C00 .4295 .8703 .4517 .5000 .0493 -.7297 .6458 .8190
.lOo0 -2.4922 .2961 1.4465 .ZSGO .2698 .8408 .505_ .5000 -.0,93 -.731, ,6460 .8188
.14u0 -Z.56_7 .2034 1.4529 .3500 .1269 .8118 .5562 .5000 -.1480 -.7334 .6665 .8211
• 18U0 -2.45G6 .3033 1.4296 .45C0 .0078 .6442 .8216 .5000 -.2457 -.7371 .6455 .8196
• 220_ -1.5275 .4871 1.0726 .5500 .0005 .7875 .5967 .5000 -.3454 -.7241 .6447 ,8Z08
• 2600 -1.2154 .5496 ,9697 .6500 .0587 .7857 .5996 .5C00 -.,440 -.7191 ,6467 .8178
• 3OO0 -.9217 .60_9 .d825 .7_00 .1223 .7969 .5812 .5C00 -.5,27 -.7099 .6467 ,8177
.34_0 -.8658 .6g70 .8_81 .86_0 .1633 .8122 .5556 .5000 -.641, -.7097 .6467 .8178
.3800 -.7795 .6341 .8371 .8500 .1825 .8171 .5471 .5000 -.7401 -.7028 .6512 .8108
•4200 -.7_40 .6359 .8344 .9C00 .1979 .8218 .5391 CHORDWISE
._6uO -.7403 .6431 ._279 .9500 .1894 .8754 .532_ .O600 .,500-Z.1934 .3560 1.3148
.SUb0 -.7513 .6A86 ._148 1.0000 .1463 .8143 .5519 .1400 .4500-Z.5175 .2964 1.4458
.54u0 -.7096 .65]_ ._074 .2200 .4500 -1.5161 .,955 1.0583
.5800 -.6852 .6601 .7_71 .3000 .4500 -.9228 .6094 .8755
• bguO -.0565 .6683 .7_43 .3800 .4500 -.8024 .6347 .8362
•660J -._Ib* .b7_b .758* .4600 .4500 -.7565 .6,50 .8204
•700_ -.55_0 .6993 .730o .5400 .4500 -.7085 .6533 .8076
.7503 -.*_98 .72_* .6974 .6200 .4530 -.6483 .6621 ,7939
• 8uu_ -.3105 .7520 .6540 .7000 .6530 -.5499 .6828 .7620
.B500 -.1792 .7762 .6152 .8000 .,500 -.3077' .729, .6897
.9000 -.0492 .79_3 .5822 .9000 .4500 -.0573 .7778 .6124
• 9500 .C_3b .tO90 .5609 .1014 .3552 .54,7 .8910 .,109
.9750 .1090 ._2u6 .5411 .2000 .3552 .3456 .8534 .4832
l.oOOO .1463 ._1,3 ._519 .3500 .3552 .1327 .8118 .5562
.4500 .3552 .0251 .7920 .5893
.5500 .3552 -.0091 .7870 ,5974
• 6500 .3551 .0608 .BOO1 .5758
.7500 .3552 .1287 .8143 ,5518
.8000 .3552 .1643 .8220 .5388
.8500 .3551 .1860 .8156 .5315272 ._6oo .3552 .z943 .8257 .5323
• 9500 .3952 .1904 .6264 ,5312
PT 575.6413 KPA CN 1.1879 CO1 ,04480
TT 11(..2268 K CM -,0303 CD2 ,04483
RC 39.9536 M;LLION CC -.0936 CD3 ,04500
_ACH ,5975 CD4 .04494
ALPHA 8,0063 DEG ¢05 ,04114
UPPER _URFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPkNWZSE
XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC Y1(812) CP PeLIPT MLOC
• 0.0000 -,1956 .7490 .6588 O.OeGO -.1954 .74q0 .6588 .5000 .7601 -,6551 ,6561 .8032
• 0040 -2,12_8 .37_5 1,2754 .0040 1.0749 .9966 ,0701 .5000 ,6416 -.6606 ,6559 ,8035
.OucO -2.1770 ,3573 1,3120 ,OC_O 1,0913 ,9997 ,0223 .5000 .5427 -,6565 ,6584 .7997
• 0150 -2.3351 ,3320 1,3653 .0130 .9467 .9712 °2054 ,5000 ,4440 -.6719 .6546 ,8055
• 0250 -2,3705 .3197 1,3924 .0500 ,7704 .9377 ,3057 ,5000 ,3454 -,6625 .6540 ,8065
• 0400 -g,4223 ,3116 1.4107 .1000 .5795 ,qo00 ,3922 .5000 ,2467 -,6826 ,6520 .8096
• 0660 -2,5262 ,2912 1.4581 .1500 ,4686 .8772 ,6384 .5000 ,1680 -,6774 ,6540 .8065
• 0800 -Z.6312 ,2760 1.4954 *2000 ,4645 ,8769 ,4390 ,5000 ,04_3 -*6819 ,6553 ,804_
• 1000 -2,6425 .2720 1.5053 ,2500 .2907 ,8438 .5006 ,5000 -.0493 -.6881 .6546 ,8059
• 1400 -2.6355 ,27_2 1.5023 ,3500 ,1463 .8140 .5_2_ ,5000 -,1480 -.6711 .6545 ,8058
,1800 -L,9436 ,6040 1,_203 ,4500 *0293 ,65?6 *8086 ,5000 -,2467 -,6800 ,6541 ,8063
.2200 -1.8480 .4617 1.1160 ,5500 -*0074 .7917 .5898 °5000 -,3454 -.6678 ,6579 ,8004
• 2000 -1.5019 ,4892 1.0689 ,6500 ,0564 ,7862 *5988 .5000 -,4440 -.6773 .6569 ,80ZC
• 3000 -1.2280 ,5435 ,9796 ,75_0 .1071 ,70_1 .5792 ,5000 -.5427 -,6699 ,6573 .8015
,3400 -.9647 ,5963 .8959 ,8000 .1361 .8079 ,5628 .5000 -o6614 -.6766 ,6547 °8055
.38_0 -.8o70 ,6290 .84_1 ,8500 .159_ ,8122 .5556 .5000 -.7401 -.6788 ,6536 .8071
• 4260 -.7640 ,0314 .8321 .9000 .1631 ,8166 ,5681 CH]ROWISE
• 4600 -,7017 ,6463 .8185 ,9500 ,1456 ,8169 ,5676 *0600 ,4500 -2,3573 .3284 1,3731
• _OGO -.6807 ,65r3 .dOL4 leOCO_ ,0621 .7996 .5767 ,1400 .4500 -2,4691 ,3068 1.4262
,5400 -.6552 .6655 .7888 .2200 ,4500 -l.6530 ,4659 1,1086
•Sg_O -.6185 .t749 ,T742 ,3000 ,4500 -1.Z595 ,5425 ,q811
•62_0 -._blZ ,b8Z4 ,7620 ,3800 .4500 --,8790 .6158 ,8656
• 66_0 -,5_37 .6952 o7_29 *4600 ,4500 -.7130 ,6476 ,8164
• 70UO -,46_0 ,7131 ,7152 .5400 .4500 -.6338 ,6609 ,7958
• 75_ -,3779 .737e ,6765 ,6200 .4500 -.5627 .6777 .7700
.8000 -,2570 ,7570 .6460 .7000 ,4500 -.4416 .6975 ,7393
• _5b0 -.1613 *71_1 ,6185 ,8000 ,4500 -,2510 .7379 ,6763
.9000 -.0690 .7_56 .6001 .9000 .4500 -,0837 ,7711 ,6234
• 9500 -o0_55 .7921 .5892 ,1014 ,3552 ,5769 .8990 ,3964
,9750 .0295 ._146 ,55_4 .?CO0 ,3552 .370_ .8595 .6719
1.0003 ,0621 ,7996 .5707 .3500 .3552 .1664 .8159 .54q3
,4500 ,3552 .0331 .7932 ,5873
• 5500 ,3552 ,0004 .7876 ,5_65
• 8500 ,3551 ,0468 ,7966 ,5816
• 7500 .3552 ,1129 .8091 .5608
• 8000 .3552 ,1432 .8167 .5513
• ,8500 ,3552 .1520 .8152 .5504
,9000 ,3552 ,15_Z .8181 ,5455
.9500 .3551 .1ZqO ,8116 .5565
PT 575.624_ KPA CN 1.1127 C01 ,0702F
TT 110,25_4 R C_ -.0327 CD2 ,07027
_C 39,q02P eILL[OF CC -.0812 CD3 ,06816
_ACH ,Sgb_ C04 ,ObZqZ
ALP.t_ 9.02_ DEG CD5 ,05669
UPPE_ 5U_F_CE LO_P SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP O_L/PT _LOC XlC CP PtLIPT "LOC XlC Y1(812) CP PeLIPT _LOC
O.outJ -.2391 .73_1 ,6700 0,(_(0 -.2391 .7381 ,6760 .5000 .7401 -,6645 ,6559 ,8036
• UOSO -2,172_ .3618 1.30_ .U_SG 1.06F9 .9953 .0822 .5000 .6414 -,6749 ,6566 .80_6
.0080-2.28_9 .33_7 1,3510 ,0C80 1,0864 .9989 ,0_94 .5C00 ,54_7 -.6769 ,6594 .798_
•0150 -Z.4u_5 ,3152 I,_0_% ._230 ,q6_7 ,q74q ,I91F .5000 .4440 -,6793 .6564 .8028
,0_0 -2.45_9 ,3032 1,4299 .0500 .7955 ,941_ ,_q47 *5000 ,3454 -,6749 .6569 .80_I
.04uO -2.4564 ,3UZI 1,4323 ,1_OU ,60_1 ,9040 .3839 ,5000 ,2467 -.65_8 ,6574 .8013
•U60_ -_,49_3 ,_970 1.4643 ,i_00 ,4787 ,8799 *4330 .5000 .1480 -.6719 ,6580 *8003
,_SuO -Z,3_61 ,327_ 1,3766 *ZCOO .46_9 ,8786 *4356 ,5000 *0493 -,6863 *6528 ,8084
•1000 -2.1917 .3575 1.3117 ,2500 ,29_ .8434 .5012 .5000 -,0493 -*6905 *6565 .80_7
,1400 -1,_950 *6072 1.Z163 ,3500 ,1655 .8140 ,5525 .5000 -.1480 -,6680 °6587 ,7993
.180) -1._035 .4536 1.1303 .4500 .0211 .6519 ,8098 .SCOO -,2667 -.6770 .6571 .8017
,2Z_0-1.5115 .4936 1.0615 ,5500 -,0245 ,7898 ,59_9 ,5000 -,3654 -*6691 ,6593 ,7983
•2600 -1,3322 ,5257 1,060_ .6500 .032_ .7802 ,6086 .5_00 -.4440 -,6766 .6591 ,7987
• 3000 -1,143_ .5621 .9498 ,7_00 .0819 .7925 .5884 .5(=00 -,5627 -.6669 .6605 .7965
• 34U0 -1,C116 ,5688 ._077 ,8_0 ,1101 ,7992 .5774 ,5000 -.6614 -,6682 .6601 ,7971
• 3800 -,8960 ,6171 .803_ ,_5_0 .1120 ,8065 ,5651 ,5000 -,7401 -.6569 .6590 ,7987
•6200 -.@OTB .6315 .8412 ,gbOO .1130 .8094 ,5602 CHORDWISE
• 4600 -,7373 ,64_8 ,8207 ,9500 ,0_91 ,8084 ,5620 ,ObO0 ,4500 -2,3575 ,3262 1,3780
•56_ -,6771 .6654 ,7874 1,0000 -,0934 ,7708 ,6_3q .1400 ,4500 -1.8771 .4236 1,1838
.5600 -,6135 .6765 ,7718 .2200 ,4500 -1.5231 .4879 1.0711
• _8t.O -,5768 .6803 .7659 ,3000 ,4500 -1.1853 ,5531 .9642
.6200 -._433 ,69_ ,7419 ,3800 .4500 -,9004 .6100 .8745
.OOUu --.4_b_ .7086 .7_20 .4_00 .4500 -.7346 .6435 *8Z27
,7000 -.4104 .7215 ,7020 ,5400 ,4500 -.6285 ,6668 .7899
,7900 -.3448 .7371 ,6775 .6200 .4500 -.5118 .6876 .7566
• u_O -,2670 ,7497 ,6576 ,7000 ,6500 -,4093 ,7072 ,7262
• 8500 -.2063 .7582 ,6661 .8C00 .4500" -,2780 ,7326 ,6846
• qOOO -.1610 .7633 .6359 ,9000 .4500 -.1636 .7578 ,66%8
,9500 -.1340 ,7657 .0322 ,1_14 .3552 ,5922 .9034 ,3852
.9750 -,1_99 .8022 ,5723 .2000 .3552 .38_7 .8629 ,4656
1.00_0 -,0934 .7708 .6239 .3500 .3552 .1673 .8154 ,5501
• 4500 .3552 ,0271 ,7933 ,5872
,5500 ,3552 -,0265 ,7809 .6076
• 6500 *3551 .0273 .7909 .5911
• 7500 ,3552 .0981 ,8054 ,5670
.8000 .3551 .1090 .8C81 .5625
.8500 .3552 .llOZ .8087 .5614
27_ ._0oo .355z .1137 .8094 .s6oz
.9500 .3552 ,0817 .8026 ,5716
PT 557.6343 KPA CN ,2400 CD1 ,00719
i TT 112.3824 K C_ -,0713 CD2 ,007Z5
RC 39.9977 MZLLION CC ,0078 CD3 ,00680
_ACH .6514
CD6 .00679
ALPHA -1.0692 DEG C05 *00681
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLaC XlC CP P,LIPT HLOC X/C Y11812) CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.050Z .9935 °0969 O. OOCO 1.0802 .9935 .0969 .5000 .7401 -.4826 .6670 e8169
• 0040 ,7287 .9157 .3580 .0040 -,2167 .70;9 .7275 .5000 .6414 -,4976 ,6435 .8223
: .COBO .4915 .8623 .6664 .0C80 -.5276 .6366 .8329 ,5000 .5427 -.6967 .6661 .8213
• 0150 .Z746 .8139 .55Z3 .0230 -.1137 .7299 ,6886 ,5000 ,6660 -,6985 ,6647 ,8206
• 0250 ,0676 ,7637 ,6349 .05C0 -.1034 ,7317 ',6856 .5000 ,3656 -,5001 ,6627 ,8234
• O_U -,2139 .7073 .7238 .1000 -.1636 ,7211 ,7022 .5000 ,2667 -,5052 ,6620 .0265 4
• 0600 -.6105 .6641 .7906 .1500 -.1693 .7155 .7110 .5000 .1480 -°5049 .6427 °8236
• OUO0 -.6735 .6511 .8105 .2000 -.0607 .7602 .6723 .5000 ,0493 -,5079 ,6605 ,8269
• 10C0 -,4969 .6463 ._210 .25C0 -.2310 .7015 °7327 .5000 -,0693 -,5023 ,6430 *8230
• 1600 -.5Z50 .6364 ,8332 ,3500 -,3110 .6R41 ,7597 ,5000 -,1680 -,5065 ,6610 ,8261
• 1600 -.5146 °6400 °8277 .6500 -.3656 .6429 ,8231 ,5000 -,2667 -,5041 ,6411 ,8259
I. ,2200 -.6952 .6638 .8219 .5500 -,2917 ,6740 ,7753 ,5000 -*3456 -*5080 ,0612 *82§9
• 2603 -,68_0 *6505 ,8115 .6500 -.1264 .6912 .7687 .5000 -.6440 -.6990 ,6663 ,8210
• 3003 -.6766 .6488 .8161 .7500 .0215 ,7263 ,6941 .5000 -.56Z7 -,5022 ,6628 ,8236
• 3600 -,6756 .6684 .8147 .8000 .0836 .7579 ,6662 .5000 -.6416 -.4965 *0442 .B212
• 3800 -.473Z ._4_9 ,8139 .8500 ,1313 ,7725 .6207 .5000 -,7401 -,4926 ,6660 ,8185
• 4ZuO -,6821 .6683 .8168 .9000 ,1713 ,7829 ,6039 CHORDWISE
• 66_0 -,4937 ._661 .8g12 .9500 ,2217 .7938 ,5861 .0_00 .6500 -.6284 .6590 .7986
• 5000 -,50_8 ._386 .8299 1.0000 ,232_ .8047 ,5678 ,1400 .6500 -.5085 ,6623 ,8261
• _600 -,5208 .6354 .834B ,2200 ,4500 -,6923 ,6637 ,8219
• _800 -,5381 ,63S8 ,_341 ,3000 ,4500 -.4696 ,6512 ,8103
• 62_0 -.529U .6388 .8294 ,3800 ,6500 -,6803 ,6653 ,8195
• 6000 -,5211 ,6635 ._222 ,4600 ,6500 -,6883 ,6635 ,8222
• 70_0 -.6951 .6597 .7972 .56C0 .6500 -,5130 ,6377 ,8312
• 75_0 -.4266 .6868 .7554 .6200 .6500 -.5274 ,6357 ,8363oeO0 -.3025 ,7197 . 0_0
°7000 °4500 -.4846 .6440 ,6215
• _500 -.1627 .7_59 .6632 ,8000 *4500 -,2978 ,6859 ,7569
,9000 -.0365 .7751 .6165 .9000 .4500 -,0321 .7632 .6675
• 9500 .0949 .7900 .5922 .1014 .3552 -,1691 .7199 .7042
,9750 .1596 ._023 .5719 .ZOO0 ,3552 -,1936 ,7100 .7196
_.0000 .2326 ._047 ._678 .3500 ,3552 -,3063 ,6860 ,7567
• 6500 .3552 -,3598 .6752 .7736
• 5500 ,3552 -,2940 ,6878 ,7539
• 6500 ,3552 -.1230 ,7278 ,6918
• 7500 .3552 .0231 .7575 .6449
• 8000 .3552 .0811 .7706 .6242
.8500 .3552 ,1281 .7807 .6075
• 9000 ,3552 ,1718 ,7912 ,5903
,9500 °3552 ,2005 °7967 .5813
PT 557.8235 KPA C_ .3765 CD1 ,00727
TT 112,4521 K C_ -,0716 CD2 ,00732
_C 39.9141 MILLTDH CC .0052 C03 ,00695
_ACH .6497 CD6 .00691
ALPdA .0000 OEG CO5 .00693
UPPP_ SURFACE LOWER SURFACE .SPANWISE
X/C C# P_L/PT _LgC X/C CP P_LIPT _L_C XlC YI|BI2) CP P_LIPT HLQC
0.000J I.I057 .9992 .O3_b C._CCO 1.1057 .9992 ,034_ .5000 .7401 -,5386 .6327 .8389
.004_ .5033 ,_bb2 .4592 ._(40 .2190 .804f .5690 .5000 .6616 -,5498 ,0336 .8379
• Ot_U ,2951 ,B089 ,5608 ._OeO -.06F6 .7391 .6740 .5000 .5427 -.5493 ,6321 ,8398
• 0153 .0354 .7631 .6360 .0230 .1155 ,7_09 .6072 *5000 ,4440 -,5559 ,6299 .8433
,025_ -.19u6 .7121 .7162 .0500 ,0636 .7692 ,6261 ,5000 ,3656 -,5554 ,6301 ,8630
• U_0 -.4493 .6571 ,_UL3 .Z_CG -.0176 o7519 .6537 ,5000 ,2467 -.5552 ,6319 ,8402
• 0600 -._301 .0128 .8698 .1500 -.0645 .7405 .6719 ,5000 ,1480 -.5596 ,6300 ,8631
• Ge_O -.669_ .6017 ._87_ .2CC:0 ,0240 .7506 ._416 .5000 ,0693 -.5626 .6302 ,8628
• 1000 -.6B91 .6o15 .8873 .2500 -.1670 .722B .6995 ,5000 -.0693 -,5586 .6312 .8612
• L4bO -.t_37 .b033 .88_6 .3500 -.2303 .7014 .7329 .5000 -,1680 -,5583 ,6293 ,8662
• l_OO -.14_0 .60_8 ._765 ,4_00 -,3070 .6336 ,8376 ,5C00 -.2667 -,5595 .6313 ,8411
• Z2bO -.b08L ._199 ._588 ,5500 -.2530 .6863 .7562 .5000 -.3454 -.5571 .6297 .8635
•260a -.5811 ._252 .8505 .6500 -,09e9 .6983 .7378 .5000 -,4660 -,5538 ,6304 ,84Z6
• 3O_O -,5656 .6268 ._681 .7500 .0376 .7322 .6868 .5000 -,5427 -.5541 ,6317 ,8606
• 3400 -.5_35 ._326 .e391 ,8000 .097P .7628 .6364 .5000 -.6414 -.5477 ,6322 .8397
•38_ -.5_68 .6327 *_389 ,6_00 .1409 ,7754 .6161 .5000 -.7601 -.5668 .6326 .8396
• 6200 -,5515 .630B ,861_ .qC&O .17P2 ,7856 .5995 CHOROWISE
• 4600 -.5_52 .6301 .8630 .9_00 .2230 .7935 .5865 .0600 ,6500 -,6577 .6087 ,8761
• 5000 -.556_ .6295 ._439 1.0000 ,2235 .8034 .570_ .1400 .4500 -.6662 .6051 .8817
• 5660 -.56_0 .6247 ._16 °2200 .4500 -.6076 .6179 ,8618
• SU_u -.5839 .62B9 .844_ ,3000 ,4500 -,5567 .6296 .8437
• 6200 -._6_2 .6317 ,5606 ,3e00 .6500 -.5539 ,6286 .8453
•bbGO -.5560 .6380 ,8307 ,4600 .6500 -.5676 ,6337 .8374
•70b0 -.5188 .0580 .7999 ,5600 ,6500 -,5603 .6286 .8652
•750J -.43d5 .68%9 .75_6 *6200 *6500 -.5661 ,6274 e8471 "
• 8000 -.3086 ,7102 .7100 ,7000 ,6500 -.5076 .6627 ,8235
• eSUJ -.1675 .7665 .6023 .8000 .45J0 -,3087 ,6870 .7551
• guGo -._3_3 .7752 .6163 .9000 .6500 -.0356 .7685 .6592
.9500 .0972 ,7_91 .5937 .1014 .3552 -.0231 .7492 ,6580
.9750 .1598 .E037 .5695 .2000 .3552 -,1033 ,7310 ,6868
1.0003 .2Z35 .8034 ,5700 ,3500 ,3552 -.2404 .7011 .7334
,6500 ,3552 -,3015 ,6865 ,7559
• 55C0 .3552 -.2529 .6968 .7601
• 6500 .3552 -.0952 .7321 .6849
,7500 ,3552 .0397 .7610 .6393
• SGO0 .3552 .0933 ,7753 ;6162
• 8500 .3552 ,1390 .7860 ,6020
_7_ .9000 ,3552 ,1766 ,7926 ,5882
• 9500 ,3552 ,2016 .7997 .5761
+.
PT 557,4945 KPA CN .4961 ¢01 ,00755
TT 112,4677 K CH -.0709 C02 .00753
RC 39,8629 MTLLION CC -.0001 C03 .0071B
MACH ,6493 C04 ,00709
ALPHA ,9979 OEG C05 .00714
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SP&NWZSE
XIC CP P, LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC XlC Y1(812} CP P,LIPT HLOC
( 0.0000 1,0928 .9962 .0740 0.0000 1.0928 ,996Z ,0740 ,5000 ,7401 -.583e .6Z54 .850Z
,0040 .2583 ,B1ZO ,5555 ,0040 ,5366 ,B727 .4468 ,5000 ,6414 -.5944 ,6235 ,8532
.0080 -,0150 .7506 .6558 ,0080 ,2550 .8110 .5572 ,5000 ,5427 -,5969 ,6229 ,8541
,0150 -,2_5Z ,70BZ .?ZZ3 .OZ30 ,2946 ,8197 ,5_24 ,5000 ,44_0 -,6005 ,6215 ,8562
,0250 -,4168 ,6633 .7917 ,0500 ,19B8 ,7989 ,5775 ,5000 ,3454 -.6000 .6214 ,8563
,0400 -.6845 ,60Z1 .8864 .1000 .0906 .773B .6187 ,5000 .2467 -.6037 ,6212 ,8568
.0600 -.B88Z .5569 .9576 .1500 ,0276 ,7600 ,6408 .5000 ,1480 -,60Z4 ,6207 .8574
,0800 -.9167 .5512 .9667 .ZCO0 .097Z .7761 ,614q ,5000 ,0493 -,6094 *6205 ,8579
.IOUO -,e994 .5_48 ,9609 .ZSO0 -,0760 ,7369 ,6775 .5000 -,0493 -.6068 ,6205 ,8579
.14_0 -,B432 .5678 ,9403 ,3_00 -,1772 ,7162 ,7100 ,5000 -,1480 -,6053 ,6Z04 ,8580
,1BOO -,7BOU ,5814 ,9188 ,4500 -,2578 ,6199 ,858B ,5000 -,2467 -,6034 ,6Z41 ,8523
,Z200 -,718_ ,59_7 ,8979 ,5500 -,2124 ,6967 .7402 ,5000 -,3454 -.6033 ,6249 .8510
,ZbO0 -.6738 .b044 .8BZB *b_00 -,075Z ,707Z .7239 .5000 -*4440 -,5984 ,6250 ,8_09
,3000 -,6431 .6123 .8705 ,7500 ,0530 ,7374 ,6767 *5000 -,5427 -,5989 ,6222 *B552
,3400 -,6217 .6175 ,8625 ,8000 .1072 .7661 ,6311 ,5000 -.6414 -,5937 ,6252 ,8505
,3a03 -,_1Z1 ,6196 ,8593 ,_500 ,14B4 ,7779 ,61Z0 *5000 -,7401 -,5904 ,6Z57 ,8498
._Z_O -,b07Z .6200 .8585 .9000 .1B35 ,7868 ,5975 CHORDWZSE
.4600 -._056 .6ZOZ .8563 .9500 .Z238 .7945 .5848 .0600 ,4500 -.8782 ,5618 ,9498
.5000 -,6045 ,6198 ,_590 1,0000 ,2158 ,8035 ,569q ,1400 ,4500 -,8Z10 ,5738 ,9308
,54_0 -,6101 ,6175 ,8624 ,ZZO0 ,4500 -,7121 ,5982 ,8925
.5800 -,6168 ,6ZZ5 .8548 ,3000 ,4500 -,6381 ,6144 ,8673
,6ZOO -,6003 ,6257 .8497 ,3800 ,4500 -.6161 ,61B9 ,8603
,660_ -,5829 ,6348 ,8350 ,4600 .4500 -,5990 ,6Z38 ,8526
.7010 -,5400 ,6576 .BOO5 .5400 .4500 -,6027 ,6218 ,8559
.75_0 -,450n ,6676 ,7542 ,6200 ,4500 -,59ZZ ,6247 ,8514
.8000 -,317u ,719o .7055 ,7000 ,4500 -,5Z69 ,6391 ,8Z90
,8500 -,170Z .7471 ,6614 ,8000 *4500 -,3114 ,6860 ,7566
,9_0 -,_339 ,7772 .6132 .9000 ,4500 -,0357 ,7475 °6607
.9500 ,0969 ,7908 ,59C9 ,1014 ,3552 ,0805 ,7734 ,6194
.9750 .1595 .8049 .5675 ,2000 ,355Z -,0262 ,7503 ,6564
1.0000 ,2158 ,S035 .5699 .3500 ,3552 -,1769 ,7164 ,7096
.4500 ,355Z -,Z497 ,6999 .735Z
.5500 .3552 -.2165 ,7075 .7234
,6500 ,355Z -,0725 ,7392 .6739
,7500 .3552 ,0538 ,7668 .6299
.8000 ,355Z ,1046 ,7788 ,6106
,8500 ,3_5Z ,1451 ,7B69 ,5973
,9000 .3552 ,1841 ,7959 .5825
,9500 .3552 ,2040 ,8009 ,5742
PT 556.31_9 KPA CN ,6168 C01 .00789
IT 112.4E66 K C_ -.0694 CDZ ,00789
RC 39.B678 MILLIOt' CC -,0095 C03 ,00748
MACH ,650_ C04 ,00741
_LPHA 2,_162 0_G C05 ,00732
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP F_L/PT _L_C XIC Cp P_L/PT ML_C X/C YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0_0 1,_1Z5 ._788 .175q C,0000 1.01_5 ,9788 ,175q .5000 ,7401 -,6Z88 ,6177 ,8622
•O04J -,0432 ,7_7 ,662_ ,0040 ,7_38 ,9233 ,3405 ,5000 ,6414 -,6332 ,6134 ,8688
,OGBO -.3165 .68_5 .7590 ,00_0 .5171 .8693 ,4_33 ,5000 .5427 -,638Z ,6157 ,8653
•0190 -,;739 .65_4 ,e116 ,0230 .4494 ,B550 ,4800 .5000 .4440 -,6398 ,6160 ,8649
• 0250 -.6663 ,6085 ,B164 .0500 .3247 .8276 .528_ .5000 ,3454 -,6309 ,6142 ,8675
• 04_0 -.9274 .5473 .9730 ,160_ ,1914 ,7966 ,581_ ,5000 .Z467 -,6383 ,6160 ,8648
• 0600 -1.15Z_ ._96q 1.0555 .1500 ,1082 ,7785 ,6111 .5000 .1480 -,6406 ,6162 ,8676
•OE00 -_,2_09 ,4754 _,0919 ,20C0 ,1624 ,7911 ,5905 ,5000 ,0493 -.6561 .6106 ,8732
,lObJ -1o1957 ,4904 1,0o64 ,2500 -,0071 ,7534 ,6513 ,5000 -,0493 -,6462 ,6133 ,8690
• 14_0 -.q95z .5_65 .9904 ,3500 -.11q5 ,7294 ,6893 .5000 -.1480 -,6463 ,6106 .8731
• 1_00 -.9063 ._510 .9670 .4500 -.Z039 ,6109 .87_7 ,5000 -,Z467 -,6428 ,6151 ,8662
• 2_&0 -._214 ,57Z8 .9324 .5500 -,1836 .7077 ,TZ_O .5000 -,3454 -,6455 ,6147 ,8668
._600 -,7501 ,_P88 ,9073 ,6500 -.04_8 .7163 ,709_ .5000 -,4440 -,6303 ,6166 ,8639
• 3UO0 -.7Z31. .5970 .B9_4 .7500 .0758 .743q ,6665 .5000 -,5427 -,6424 ,6137 ,8684
• 3_0 -.6649 ,6019 ._867 ,8000 ,1250 ,7723 ,6210 ,5000 -,6414 -,6315 ,6158 .8651
,38u_ -,6711 ,608_ .8766 .8500 .1584 .7805 .6077 .5000 -.7401 -,6193 ,617Z ,8629
• 4_0 -.6576 ,61_0 ,d709 ,9{.00 ,1994 ,TBq5 ,5931 CH_RDWISE
• 4600 -.6426 .6110 .3716 .9500 .Z299 ,79_7 .577q ,0600 .4500 -1,1146 ,5110 1,0320
,5000 -._411 ,6155 ._655 1.01:00 .ZU37 .8016 .57_q ,1400 .4500 -,9737 ,5440 ,978Z
,54UO -,6403 ,_130 ,d693 ,ZZO0 .4500 -,8149 ,5747 ,9296
,58_C -,6458 ,6154 ._657 .3000 .4500 -,7056 ,6027 ,8855
,6Z00 -.63_Z .62Z9 .8541 .3800 ,4500 -,6793 ,6034 ,8844
• 66b0 -.6026 ,6307 .8420 .4600 ,4500 -,6400 ,6148 .8667
• 7000 --.5558 *0557 *8034 ,5400 .4500 --.6343 *6165 *8640
• 75u0 -,4577 ,6861 ,7566 ,6200 ,4500 -.6215 ,6131 • .8693
• 80uJ -.3207 .7192 ,7051 ,7000 ,4500 -,5466 ,6320 .8400
• 8500 -,1644 .74_1 ,6598 .8000 .4500 -,3Z06 ,6794 .7669
• 9_0 -,03ZB ,7773 ,6130 .9000 ,4500 -,0252 ,74_5 ,6638
• 9500 .1U05 .7908 .5Q09 .1014 .355Z ,1854 ,796e ,5811
,9750 .1650 .8066 ,5647 ,ZOO0 .355Z ,0474 ,7674 .6290
1,UOOO .2037 ,B01b .57Z9 ,3500 ,355Z -,1107 ,7318 ,6856
• 4500 .355Z -,1945 ,7147 ,7123
,5500 ,3552 -,1761 ,7159 ,7104
,6500 .3552 -,0393 ,7486 ,6590
,7500 ,3552 ,0705 .7696 ,6255
,_000 ,35§Z ,1Z30 .7828 .6040
• _500 ,355Z ,1627 ,7918 ,589Z
275 .9ooo .355z .1903 .7943 .5e51
,9500 ,355Z ,Z136 ,8003 .5751
PT 55Z.3586 KPA CH .7389 CDZ .00904
TT 111.6992 K CH -,0670 C02 .00899
RC 39.8698 HILLIOH CC -.0206 CD3 .00873
_ACH .6405 C04 .00850
ALPHA 3.0141 DEG C05 .00834
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC X/C Y118121 CP PpLIPT "HLOC
0,0_00 .89g9 ,9519 ,ZbTO 0,0000 ,8429 ,9514 ,2670 ,5000 ,7401 -,6702 .6106 .8736
• 0040 -,3300 .6837 .7603 ,0040 ,9215 ,9582 ,2484 ,5000 ,6414 -,6752 ,6085 *8765
• u080 -,6089 .6203 ,8562 ,0080 ,7042 ,4127 .3648 ,5000 ,5427 -,6810 ,6032 ,8847
,0150 -.7301 ,5947 ,8980 ,0230 ,5790 ,8825 .4Z78 ,5000 ,4440 -.6823 ,6054 ,8813
• 0250 -.8954 .5597 ,0533 ,0500 .6294 ,8506 ,4880 .5000 ,3454 -,6777 ,6078 *8776
,0400 -1,1557 ,5004 L,0497 ,1GO0 .277Z .8156 ,5494 .§000 ,2467 -,6884 *6043 ,8830
• 0600 -1_3801 ,4493 1,1373 .1500 ,1876 ,7963 ,5820 .5000 ,1480 -.6838 .6047 .88Z5
.08_0 -1.5146 ,4222 1.1861 .ZOO0 ,2274 .8073 ,5634 ,5000 ,0493 -,6820 .6045 ,8828
• 1000 -1.5678 .4092 1.2100 .ZSCO .0501 .7666 .6303 .5000 -.0493 -.6879 .6063 .8800
• 14UJ -1.5456 ,4139 1,Z014 ,3500 -.0542 ,7434 ,6674 .5000 -.1480 -,6789 .6079 ,8774
,1800 -,9414 .5475 ,9727 ,4500 -.1549 .6037 ,8834 .5000 -,2467 -.6848 ,6042 ,8831
• Z2uO -,8459 .5692 .9381 .5500 -,1364 .7203 ,7036 ,5000 -,3454 -.6840 .6037 ,8840
• 26G0 -,8033 ,5759 ,9Z76 .6500 -,0174 ,7Z57 .6952 ,5000 -,4440 -,6733 ,6070 ,8789
• 3000 -.7824 ,5858 ,9120 ,7500 ,0821 ,7513 ,6547 ,5000 -,5427 -.6801 .6054 .8813
• 34U3 -*7440 *5934 .9G01 .8000 .1305 .7732 .6197 .5000 -.6414 -.6660 *6089 *8759
.3800 -,7258 .5933 ,9002 .8500 .1678 ,7840 ,6022 .5000 -,7401 -.6690 .6084 ,8767
• _ZUO -.7_89 ,5996 ,8905 ,9000 .1957 ,7926 .5881 CHORDWISE
• _bO0 -,6933 .6044 ,88Z9 ,9500 ,2252 .7973 ,5803 ,0600 ,4500 -1,2778 ,4735 1,0952
• 50OO -,6869 .6u50 .8819 1.0000 ,1970 ,8004 ,5752 ,1400 .4500 -1,_435 .4111 1.Z065
• 5400 -.6852 ._057 ,_810 ,22C0 ,4500 -.8494 ,5682 ,9398
,5_00 -,_793 ,6126 .8702 .3000 ,4500 -.7697 ,5888 ,9072
• 6200 -.6454 ,6233 ,_582 ,3800 ,4500 -.7174 ,5967 ,8948
• bhO0 -,6239 ,6331 ,8384 " ,4600 ,4500 -.6906 ,60ZZ ,8863
• 7000 -.5644 ,6522 ,8088 ,5400 ,4500 -,6653 ,6061 .8803
.7500 -.4671 .6837 .7603 .6200 .6500 -.6432 .6134 .8689
,80_0 -.3219 .7188 ,7060 ,7000 .4500 -,5546 ,6311 ,8415
._500 -.1661 ,7480 .66G_ .8000 .4500 -.322Q .6858 .7572
• qGO3 -,C335 .7776 *012P ,9000 .4500 -*0311 .7503 ,6564
,9500 ,u999 ,7884 ,5949 ,1014 ,3552 ,2694 .8147 .5511
.9750 ,1485 ,80_9 ,5675 .ZOO0 ,355Z .1219 .7839 .6023
1.0000 ,1970 ,8034 ,5752 ,3500 ,3552 -,0605 .741Q ,6696
.4500 ,3552 -,151E .7199 ,7042
• 5500 ,355Z -.1371 .7252 ,6959
•6500 ,3552 -,0179 ,7534 .6514
• 7500 ,3552 .0923 .7754 ,6161
• 8000 ,3552 ,1270 .7828 ,6040
,8500 .3552 .1673 .7908 ,5911
.9000 ,355Z ,1896 ,7971 ,5806
• 9500 ,3552 ,2058 .7997 ,5762
°7 552.2060 KPA CH ,8715 C01 ,01410
TT 111,6014 K CH -,0622 C02 ,01411
_C 39,9324 MILLIO_ CC -.0338 C03 ,01364
_ACH ,6490 C04 ,01311
ALPHA 4,0120 DEG C05 ,01253
bPOER _URFAC£ LNWER SUPFACE SPANVISE
X/C CP PJLIPT ML_C X/C CP P*LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PtLIPT HLOC
0._00_ ,7240 ,9153 ,3590 C,0000 ,7240 .9153 .3_0 ,5000 ,7401 -,6802 ,6021 .6864
,0_4_ -,0319 ,6159 ,8650 ,0_40 1,0241 ,9809 ,1669 ,5000 ,6414 -,6885 ,SqQ6 .8904
• 00_0 -.9245 ,5_29 ,9640 ,C080 ,84P0 ,9421 ,2940 ,5000 .5427 -,&972 .6003 ,8894
•OL50 -*g_O4 ,5395 ,985o .0230 ,6816 ,qosq ,3796 ,5000 .44_0 -.7054 .6027 .8856
• 02_0 -1,_7_3 ,5147 l,OZSq ,0_00 ,5201 ,8708 ,4520 ._000 .3454 -.7002 ,6014 .8876
• 04_0 -1.3174 ,4657 I,I086 .1000 ,3586 ,833Z ,5190 .5000 .2467 -,6919 .6015 .8874
•0600 -1,5546 .4091 1,ZIu3 .1500 .25C5 ,8112 ,5569 .5000 ,1480 -.7058 ,6008 .8885
,uEoo -1,7u71 ,3789 1,2684 .ZCO0 ,2909 ,8191 ,5436 .5000 ,0493 -,7045 ,6000 .8897
• 1_0 -1,7660 ,3624 1,3002 ,2500 ,1170 *7740 .6103 .5000 -,0493 -.7008 ,6008 ,8885
,1400 -1.7987 ,3532 1.3200 .3500 -,0046 ,7528 .6524 ,5000 -.1480 -,7035 ,6000 ,8898
,1800 -1,7676 ,3601 1,3060 ,4500 -,1088 .6014 ,8876 .5000 -,2467 -,7010 ,6016 .8872
,ZZO0 -1.5019 ,42L_ 1,1869 ,5500 -,1016 ,7297 ,68R9 ,5000 -,3454 -,7054 ,6006 .8889
,Z600 -,8u87 ,57_5 ,9284 ,6_00 -,0049 .7329 ,6838 ,5000 -,4440 -,6995 *6027 .8856
• 30UO -.7016 .5974 .8938 .7500 .094§ .7530 .6521 .5000 -.5427 -.6919 .6023 .8862
• 3400 -,6946 ,5_8Z ,8925 .8000 ,1469 ,7741 .6183 ,5000 -,6414 -,6916 ,6055 ,8813
.3860 -.7164 .5960 .Eqb_ .85G0 .1804 .7857 .5994 .5000 -.7401 -,6844 .6039 .8837
• 4ZOJ -,7262 .5981 ,8921 ,9000 ,1991 ,7942 ,5854 CH_RDW[SE
• 46_0 -,7133 ,5985 ,EqgZ .9500 ,2366 .8000 ,5757 .0600 .4500 -1,4791 ,4270 1,1774
•5000 -,7010 ,6025 .8859 1,0000 ,1886 ,7958 ,5827 ,1400 .4500 -1,7897 .35§4 1.31§5
.54_0 -.6875 ,6030 .8851 .2200 ,4500 -1.2404 .4836 1.0780
•5800 -.6960 .6094 .87_1 .3000 .4500 -.709_ *5973 .8939
,b20O -,6618 ,6175 .8625 ,3800 .4500 -,7338 .5928 *9010
• 660_ -,6251 ._a90 ,844_ ,4600 ,4500 -,703Z .6001 .8896
,7000 -,5720 ,6535 ,8069 ,5400 .4500 -,6921 ,6058 ,8808
,7500 -,465Z ,68_0 ,7598 .6200 ,4500 -.6570 .6093 .8753
•SUuO -,3Z62 .7181 .7071 .7000 ,4500 -,5616 .6320 .8401
• 8560 -.1743 .74_7 .6606 .8000 .4500 -.3Z14 .6857 .7573
•9000 -*G333 ,7774 ,6128 ,9000 ,4500 -,0387 ,7453 ,6644
• 9500 .0931 ,7881 .5955 .1014 .3552 .3545 .8319 .5213
,975_ .1499 ,%05_ ,56bl *ZOO0 ,3552 ,1776 *7934 ,5867
l,O_GO ,1886 .79_8 ,5827 .3500 .3552 -,0072 ,7527 ,6526
,4500 ,3552 -*1063 .7295 .6891
• 5500 .3552 -,1051 .7331 ,6835
• 6500 .3552 .0038 .7552 .6486
• 7500 .3552 .1004 .7771 .6135
,8000 ,3552 ,1474 .7877 ,5960
• 8500 .3552 ,1706 .7947 ,5846276 ,9000 .3552 .1_1 .7_86 ,5781
.9500 .3552 .2092 .8005 .5750
PT 552,2733 KPA CN 1,0028 CDI *02444
TT 111.6089 K C_ -,0588 C02 ,02455
RC 39,q763 HILLION CC -.0461 CO3 .02364
_ACH .6500 CO4 ,02258
ALPHA 5,0120 OEG CD5 ,02066
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P, LIPT MLDC X/C CP PsL/PT RL_C XIC Yli81Z| CP PpL/PT HLOC
U.OOUD .5599 ,8773 ,4380 0,0000 .5599 .8773 .4380 ,5000 .7401 -.6756 ,6049 ,8821
.0040 -,9080 .5_52 .9605 ,0040 1.0715 ,9914 .1116 .5000 .6414 -.6950 .6043 .8830
,0680 -1,1702 ,49_9 1.0572 ,0080 ,9510 .9644 ,2271 .5000 ,54Z7 -.6673 ,6061 ,8803
,0150 -1,2U48 .4_90 1.0688 .OZ30 °767§ .9235 .3402 .5000 ,4440 -,6789 ,6067 .8793
,0250 -1.2340 ,6780 1.0874 .0500 ,5943 .8866 ,4200 ,§000 ,3454 -,669Z ,6054 ,8814
,0400 -1.4q19 .4362 1,1607 ,1000 ,4178 .8465 ,4955 ,5000 ,2467 -.6732 ,6064 ,8798
.0600 -1,6996 .3813 1.2635 ,1500 .3228 .8260 .5317 .5¢00 .1680 -,6577 .6066 ,8794
• 0860 -1,8339 .3491 1.330b .ZOO0 ,3427 .8306 ,5237 .5000 .0493 -.6831 .6046 .8826
.1000 -1.9033 ,3320 1.3650 ,2500 .1615 .7906 .5913 .5000 -.0493 -,6642 ,6062 .8801
.1400 -1,9635 ,3220 1.3869 ,3500 ,0430 .7623 °6373 .5000 -.1480 -.6738 ,6053 .8815
.1500 -1,9404 ,3226 1,3854 ,4500 -,0634 ,_065 ,87_6 ,5000 -,2467 -.6707 ,6044 .8828
.2200 -1.9311 .3226 1.3854 .5500 -,0680 .7617 ,6700 .5000 -,34§4 -.6701 ,6049 ,8821
.2600-1.5715 .3353 1.3579 ,6500 .0167 .7391 ,6741 .5000 -.44_0 -,6778 .6049 .8622
,3000-i.0_%1 ,f12341.01/7 .7500 ,1106 ,7580 ,6442 ,5000-,5427-,6869 ,6025 ,8858
.34_0 --.7492 ,5924 .9016 .8000 11553 .7796 .6094 .5000 --.6414 --.6932 .6043 Q8530
.3800 -,6415 .6118 ,8716 .8500 .1516 .7874 .5958 ,5000 -.7401 -.6964 ,6030 ,8851
,4Z_o -.66U3 .6108 ._73U .9000 .2010 .7930 ,5873 CHOROWISE
._600 -.6609 .6012 .d785 ,9500 .2415 .7972 .5805 .ObO0 .4500 -1.5780 ,4021 1,2234
,_u_O -.6712 ,6GbZ ,8800 1.0000 ,1947 .7974 ,5801 .1400 .4500 -1.9453 ,3238 1.3828
,5400 -._737 ,_0_9 .8821 .2200 .4500 -1,9645 ,3183 1,3951
• 5_00 -.66_3 .6106 ,8732 ,3000 ,4500 -1.0224 ,5301 1,O00B
,6200 -,65_8 ,6183 ,8613 .3800 .4500 -,6479 ,6106 ,8733
,b60O -,6096 .63_4 ,8425 ,4600 ,4500 -,6550 ,6077 ,8777
,7U03 -,5601 .6524 .8086 .5400 .4500 -.6687 .6068 .8792
.7500 -,4546 .6847 .75e8 .6Z00 .4500 -.6411 .6126 .8702
,806_ -.3105 ,71b2 ,7099 ,7000 ,4500 -.5379 ,6336 ,8376
.85J0 -.1760 .7445 ,6656 .8000 .6500 -.3210 .6550 ,7583
.9_00 -._452 .7738 .6187 .9000 ,4500 -.0416 ,7646 ,6654
,9_OJ ,07_7 ,7_45 ,6013 ,1014 ,3552 ,4246 ,8479 .4930
,97_3 ,1292 .8073 ,5636 ,ZOO0 ,3552 .2644 .8084 .5618
1.0000 .1947 .7974 ,5801 ,3500 ,3552 ,0437 .7627 ,6366
.4_00 ,3552 -.0582 ,741_ .6704
• 5500 ,3552 -,0735 .7375 .676_
,bSO0 ,3552 ,0269 ,7614 ,6387
,7500 .3552 .1237 .7815 .6063
,8000 ,3552 ,1572 .7882 .5933
•8500 .3552 .182_ .7951 .5839
' ,9000 .3552 .2024 ,7992 .5771
,9500 ,3552 ,2111 ,7994 ,5768
PT 552,2447 KPA C_ 1.1028 C01 .03643
TT 111.6196 K C_ -,0540 CO2 ,03651
RC 39,8164 HILLIO_ CC -.0577 C03 ,03571
HACH .6464 C04 ,03275
ALPHA 6.0253 DEG CD5 ,03059
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFAC_ SPANWISE
XlC CP PsLI_T _LOC XlC CP PtLI_T _LOC XIC YIIBI2) CP PtLIPT _LflC
O.OOO_ .37_9 ,_391 ._0_6 0.0000 .3769 .8391 ,5086 .5000 .7401 -.6503 ,6137 ,8684
• _0_0 -1.1507 .5044 1.0_30 ,_140 1,1000 ,9982 ,0502 .5000 ,6414 -.6305 .6153 .8660
,0080 -1.4303 .4_41 i,1464 ,CCSC 1.0085 ,9774 .1817 .5000 .5627 -.6357 ,6172 .8629
,0150 -l.5623 .4L_7 1.ZOO0 ,OZ30 .8Z75 ,9379 .3049 .5000 .4440 -,6214 ,6209 ,8573
,0250 -1,5508 ,4142 L,ZO09 ,0500 ,6570 .9009 ,3_03 ,5000 .3454 -,6137 ,6220 .8556
,04_0 -1,P921 ,4062 1.Z157 ,1000 ,6825 ,8634 .4664 ,5000 ,2467 -,6081 ,6202 .8584
.0600 -1,8017 ,3578 L,3105 ,1500 .3701 ,8383 .5101 .5000 .1480 -.6221 ,6191 ,8600
• 0800 -1,9455 .3270 1.3758 ,2000 .3843 ,8389 ,5091 .5000 .0493 -.6243 ,6192 .8598
,10C0 -2._261 .31ZU 1.4093 ,2500 ,Z110 ,8033 ,5703 .5000 -,0493 -.6149 ,6202 ,8584
,1400 -Z.C875 ,2969 1.6441 .3500 ,0797 .7741 ,6183 .5000 -,1480 -.6092 .6204 ,8581
• LEO0 -?,0_49 ,Z9_3 1,_479 ,4500 -,0304 ,6190 .8602 .5000 -,246? -,6148 ,6185 ,8610
.2200 -2,1006 ,2956 1,4472 ,5500 -,0545 ,7485 ,6592 ,5000 -.3454 -.6443 ,6173 ,8629
,ZbbO -g.U489 ,3015 1,_335 ,6500 ,0312 ,7436 ,6670 ,5000 -.4440 -.6408 .6173 ,8629
,3000 -1.42_7 ,44Z8 1,1689 .75C0 ,1105 .7635 ,6353 .5000 -,5427 -,6590 ,6136 ,8687
• 3_00 -1.1139 ,508_ 1.0363 ,5000 ,151_ ,7803 ,6081 ,5000 -,6414 -,6469 ,6121 _8709
.3800 -.8958 .5602 .9524 .8500 ,1779 ,7890 .5934 .5000 -.7401 -.6665 .6114 .8720
.42U_ -,6774 ,60_7 .8763 ,9C00 .2061 ,7957 ,5829 CH3RO_ISE
.46_0 -,6264 .6192 .8599 ,9500 .21_8 ,8001 .5756 .0600 ,4500 -I.7109 .3803 1,2656
.5000 -,6241 ,6173 ,8626 1,0400 ,1633 ,7924 .5883 ,1400 .4500 -Z.0692 .3011 1.4345
,_4_0 -.6208 ._153 ,8660 .2200 ,4500 -2,1344 .2918 1.4564
.5800 -.6394 ,6198 .8590 .3000 .4500 -h3052 .4697 1.1017
,6200 -.6ZZO ,6Z76 ,8468 .3800 .4500 -,9115 ,5544 .9617
.bbOO -.5811 .6395 .d265 .4600 .4500 --.6182 .6184 .8612
.70_0 -,SgZb .65_3 .7996 .5400 .4500 -.6299 ,6197 *8591
.7_uO -,4350 .6892 ,7518 ,6200 .4500 -.6052 .6220 .8555
,8000 -,3149 .71q6 ,7047 .7000 .4500 -,5240 ,6416 .8253
,8500 -.1733 .7450 .664_ .8000 ,4500. -,3113 .6897 .7510
.9000 -.0579 ,76_5 .6274 .9000 ,6500 -.0449 .7671 .6614
.9500 ,0611 .7815 .6063 .1014 ,355Z .4709 .8593 .4721
.9750 ,110Z .8033 ,5702 ,2400 .3552 .2873 .8197 ,5426
1.00_U .1633 .7424 .5883 .3500 ,3552 .0730 .7723 .6212
•4500 ,3552 -,0227 .7511 .6551
• 5500 ,3552 -.0520 .7464 ,66Z5
.6500 ,3552 ,0393 ,7650 *6329
,?500 .3552 .1186 .7815 ,6062
,SCeO .3552 ,1552 ,7892 .5937
.8500 ,3552 ,1865 .T983 .578S
277 .9c00 ,3552 ,z003 ,7996 ,5764
•9500 ,3552 .2032 ,8012 .5738
PT 552,2461 KPA C_ 1,1398 CD1 .05111
TT 1L1,7069 K CM -,0433 C02 .05143
RC 39.8b05 MILLION CC -,0660 C03 ,05067
MACH ,6€8_ CO6 ,06641
ALPHA 7.0366 OEG CO5 ,03978
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP F_LIPT _LDC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC X/C Y1(812) CP P*LIPT HLOC
0,0000 ,2730 .9142 .5519 0.0000 .2730 .8142 ,5519 ,5000 ,7401 -,6496 .6141 *8677
• 0040 -1.2843 ,4744 1,0936 ,C_40 1,1026 .9986 .0449 .5000 .6414 -,6260 ,6152 ,8660
.0080 -1,5620 ,4118 1,2053 ,0080 1,0489 ,9861 .1419 ,5000 .54Z7 -.6869 ,6037 ,8839
• 0150 -L,6864 ,3789 1,2682 .0230 .8756 .9479 ,2784 ,5000 ,4640 -,6834 ,6055 ,8811
• 0250 -1.7694 ,3676 1,2907 ,0500 ,7019 ,9106 .3694 ,50OO ,3454 -,6917 ,6038 .8838
.O400 -1.7676 .3593 1.3075 .1000 ,5161 ,8697 .6§25 ,5000 ,2667 -.6687 ,6082 .8769
,Ohio -I.9092 .3316 1.3658 .1500 .40Z8 .8444 .4992 .5000 .1480 -.6541 .6102 ,8739
• 0800 -Z.0478 .3063 1,4222 .2000 ,4195 .8458 .4968 ,5000 .0493 -,6311 ,6176 ,8624
• 1000 -_,0948 ,2920 1.6558 .2500 ,2339 ,80§3 .5669 .5000 -.0493 -,6481 ,6109 *8728
• 1400 -2,1606 ,ZBZO 1,6801 ,3500 ,0956 ,7757 .6157 .5000 -,1480 -,6546 .61Z1 .8709
• 1800 -g,1722 ,2785 1,6886 ,4500 -,OZC6 ,6069 .8790 .5000 -,2467 -,6535 .6129 .8696
.Z200 -2.1501 ,2777 1,4908 ,5500 -,0443 ,7697 .6574 ,5000 -,34§4 -.6201 .6191 .8600
• ZbCO -2.0433 .3022 1,4317 ,6500 ,0297 ,7466 ,66Z3 .5000 -.4440 -,6007 ,6205 ,8578 L
• 3000 -1,3820 .4534 1,1300 ,7500 .1020 ,7614 .6388 ,5C00 -,5427 -,6131 ,6219 ,8556
• 3400 -1.2Z96 .48L5 1.0815 .8_00 .1325 ,7774 ,6129 ,5000 -,6414 -,6138 .6191 .8600
• 3800 -1.1156 ._091 1.0351 ,8500 ,1564 ,7853 ,6001 .5000 -.7401 -,6359 ,6185 .8610
• 4ZOd -,EggI .5581 ,9558 ,9000 ,1589 ,7887 .5965 CHORDWISE
• 4bU_ -.7750 ,5855 ,_124 ,9500 ,1576 ,7895 ,5931 .0600 .4500 -1,6084 ,3592 1.3077
• 5000 -,6951 .6230 .85_0 1.OCO0 .0783 ,77Z3 .6211 .1400 .4500 -2.1532 ,2815 1.4812
,54&0 -,6_8 ,bZgL ,8446 ,2200 ,4500 -2,1421 ,2847 1,4734
• 5800 -.5687 .6371 .8321 .3000 ,4500 -1,3627 ,4561 1.12_2
• 6200 -,5421 .6441 ,8213 ,3800 ,4500 -1.1816 .4962 1.0566
• 6_0 -,4_78 ,6549 ._047 ,4600 ,4500 -,8377 ,5712 ,9350
• 7_ -,4599 .6734 ,7762 .5400 .4500 -,6075 .6252 ,8505
• 7500 -.3781 .69F7 .7386 ,6200 .4500 -,5088 ,6445 ,8208
• 80UO -.2631 ,7191 ,7055 ,7000 ,4500 -,4273 .6622 .7935
,8900 -.1563 ,7485 .8672 .8000 .4500 -,Z496 ,6997 .7356
,gouo -._597 .7572 ,6654 ,9000 .4500 -,0678 .7403 *6722
,95_0 ,0111 .76_ ,_278 .1014 ,3552 .4958 .8647 ,4620
.9750 .06_5 .7902 ,_92U .ZOO0 ,3552 .3Z26 ,8262 ,5312
I.UU_U .0783 ,7723 ,6211 ,3500 .3552 .1033 ,7791 .6101
,4500 ,3552 -,0232 ,7506 ,6559
• 5500 .3552 -,0490 ,7452 .6644
• 6500 ,3552 ,0363 ,7640 ,6346
.7500 ,3552 ,1104 .7804 .6081
,8000 ,3552 ,1384 ,7862 ,5986
• 8500 .3552 .1516 ,7911 ,5905
,9000 ,3552 ,1704 ,7937 ,5861
,9500 .3552 ,1414 ,7872 .5969
PT 552,ZOge KPA CN 1,0754 C01 .07751
IT 111.6Ill K C_ -,0471 CD2 .07578
RC 3g,8_18 MILLIO_ CC -.0540 C03 ,07045
_ACH ,6681 CD4 ,0_798
ALPHA 8,0261 OEG CO5 ,05441
UPPEE SUkFACE LOWER SUPFJCE SPANWISE
X/C CP P,LIPT qLOC XlC CP PJLIPT MLOC XlC Y#(B#2) CP PeLIPT MLQC
O,OOOO .1_5 ,7_t6 ,57_7 O. CCO0 .1965 .7976 ,5797 ,5000 .7601 -,6905 .6031 *8849
• 004_ -1,3763 ,4_83 1,1391 ,0C60 1,1065 .ggg2 ,0333 ,5000 .6414 -.6970 .b033 ,8846
• UOBO -1._291 ,3953 1,Z364 ,_BO 1.0701 ,9911 .1132 .5000 ,5427 -.7375 .5904 ,9048
• U150 -_,7_06 ,3613 1.303_ .0230 ,8989 ,9532 ,2634 ,5000 ,4440 -.7343 ,5937 ,8996
• 0250 -_,83B8 .3672 1.33_6 .05C0 .71_7 ,9132 ,3637 ,5000 ,3454 -.7347 ,5957 ,8965
,040_ -1,[_95 ,33_8 1,35UZ ,1000 ,5421 ,8766 .4635 ,5000 ,2467 -,7250 ,5_68 .8948
• UbbU -Z,OZ_2 ,3115 1,4103 ,1500 ,4215 .6480 ,6927 .5000 ,1480 -,7057 .6016 ,8872
• 0_00 -g.0936 ._9_3 1,4_81 .2000 .4322 ,8499 ,4893 ,5000 .0493 -,7186 ,6008 ,8886
• 1000 -Z.C832 ,2986 1,_401 ,ZSOC .242g .8084 ,5616 .5000 -,0493 -,7291 .5948 .8979
• I_O0 -1,_059 ,3379 1.3522 ,3500 .107_ ,7780 ,6110 ,5000 -,1680 -.7244 ,5957 ,8964
• l_uu -1,7380 .3765 1.277_ ,6500 -,0262 .5964 ,8954 .5000 -.2467 -,7533 ,5924 ,9016
.22U0 -l. Sb7b ,4U_9 l,ZlOb ,5_00 -.0681 .7509 ,6555 ,5000 -,3454 -,7317 ,5963 ,8956
• 26_ -1.4377 .6373 1,1586 ,6500 -.0054 ,7409 ,6712 ,5000 -.4440 -.6772 .6034 ,8844
• 30UO -1._697 ,47_ 1,0919 .75_0 ,06Cb ,7552 .6487 .5000 -.5427 -.6598 ,6117 ,8716
• 3400 -1.1675 ,5066 1,0431 .8000 .0986 .7698 .6257 ,5000 -,6614 -,6529 .6129 .8697
• 3800 -1,0229 .5_71 1,0056 .8500 .1103 .7780 ,6119 ,5000 -,7401 -,6477 .6124 ,870_
.42_0 -,8993 .5574 ,9569 ,9000 ,10_2 ,7794 .6097 CHO_DWISE
,4600 -,_070 ,5798 .9214 ,9500 ,1082 ,7783 ,6114 ,0600 ,4500 -1.8563 .3408 1.3460
• 5000 -,7212 ,b131 ,8693 1,0000 -.0917 ,735_ ,6805 ,1400 ,6500 -1,8380 ,3483 1,3302
.5400 -.bSU5 .6243 .85_1_ ,2200 ,4500 -1.5126 .4179 1,1940
.58_0 -,6024 .6386 ,8330 ,3000 ,4500 -1,2865 ,4716 1,0984
• b2OU -.5567 ,b452 *_Zl_ ,3800 .4500 -hOb7Z ,5205 1,0164
• bbOO -.504_ ,6577 ,_005 ,4600 ,4500 -,8274 ,5724 ,9330
• 7_00 -,4635 ,8727 ,7776 .5600 .4500 -.6601 .6102 .8740
,7500 -,3867 .68_g .7518 .6200 ,4500 -,5499 ,6324 .8395
• bOO0 -,3080 ,7_;_ ,7283 ,7000 ,4500 -.4359 ,6587 ,7989
• 8_0 -.2221 .71_5 .7066 ,8000 .4500 -,2978 .6878 ,7541
.9060 -.1735 ,7972 .6928 .9000 ,4500 -,1705 ,7166 ,7093
,95_U -.I3Zb ,7319 ,b_54 .1014 ,3552 ,5362 ,8727 .4468
.97_0 -,10_7 ,7778 .612_ .ZOO0 .3552 ,3244 ,8Z68 .5303
l,O0_O -.(4917 .7350 .6805 ,3500 .3552 ,0997 ,7752 ,6166
• 4500 ,3552 -,0268 ,7487 .6589
,5500 .3552 -.0721 ,7376 ,6765
,6500 .3552 ,0093 ,7574 *64_2
• 7500 ,3552 ,0654 ,7700 .6248
•B¢O0 ,3552 ,1028 ,7777 ,6124
• 8500 ,3552 .1122 .7803 .6082
_7_ ,9000 .3552 ,1044 ,7773 ,6131
• 9500 ,3552 ,0829 ,7734 ,6195
o.
PT 482,2793 KPA CN .2590 ¢01 .00809
TT 105,153_ K Cq -,0735 ¢D2 ,00809
KC 40.2813 MILLIQN CC .00B4 ¢D3 .00773
MACH .7040 C04 .00773
ALPHA -.9B14 DEG ¢D_ ,007?4
UPPER SURFAC_ LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP P.LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P,L/PT NLOC
O.UOUO 1.101Z .9931 .1001 0.0000 1.1012 .9931 .1001 .5000 .7401 -.5515 .5842 .9150
,0040 .757B .9085 .3745 ,0040 -,20C5 ,6732 ,7770 ,5000 ,b_24 -,5563 ,5B31 ,9167
.OGBO .5Z19 .B508 .;881 .OOeO -.5596 .5835 .9161 .5000 *5427 -.5668 *5803 .9211
*0150 .3050 .7970 .5u13 .0230 -.1ZCO .6923 .7_75 .5000 .4440 -.5674 .5780 .9Z47
.0250 .0754 .7400 .6731 .0500 -.1105 .6945 .7441 .5000 .3454 -.5669 .5774 .9257
.04_0 -.1923 .6737 .7763 .1CGO -.1598 .6833 ,7_15 ,5000 ,2467 -,5670 ,5792 ,9229
.0600 -._Z40 .617_ .B639 .1500 -.1_9_ .6760 .7728 .5000 .14BO -.5709 .5765 .9271
.OBO0 -.5092 .5957 .8970 .2000 -.2153 .668; .7844 .5000 .0693 -.5772 .5766 .9306
.1000 -.5491 .5_0 .9121 .Z_O0 -.2554 .6589 07990 .5000 -.0493 -.57Z2 05778 .9250
,14_ -.5905 .5732 ._323 .3500 -.34B3 .6355 .B351 .5000 -.1480 -.5714 ,5796 .9223
.1800 -.5861 ._7_7 .9283 .4500 -.4185 .5820 .9184 .5000 -.2467 -.5702 .5823 .9280
.2200 -.5623 ._28 .9171 .5500 -.3299 .6183 .B_IB .5000 -.3454 -.5693 .SB1B ,9167
.ZbO0 -.5443 .5B64 .911_ .6_00 -.1434 .6399 .82B3 .5000 -.4440 -.56Z1 .5843 .9149
.3000 -.5369 .5818 .9093 .7_00 .0141 .6861 .7571 .5C00 -.5427 -.56Z5 *5826 .9175
.3460 -.5336 ._8B7 .9079 .8G00 .0757 .7231 .6997 .5000 -.6414 -.5610 .5BZ5 .9176
.3800 -._386 .5B73 .9102 .8500 .1Z_S .7393 .6742 .5000 -.7401 -.5630 .5817 .9168
._0 -.5;63 .562B .9172 ,9000 .169; .7524 .b_ CHOROWISE
.4_00 -.5613 .5788 .9234 .9_00 ,19B; ,7627 ,6371 ,0600 ,4500 -,4311 ,6135 ,8693
.SUOu -.563B ._7;; .9304 1.0COU .Zlbb .7739 *_1_1 .1400 .4500 -.5728 *_781 .9246
,540_ -,_bZ .56_1 ,943_ ,2200 ,4500 -,5599 ,5BZ2 ,9181
,580_ -.6127 .5_2 ,9433 ,3000 .4500 -,533B ,5909 ,904_
.b2_U -.b100 .5736 .931b .3800 ,4500 -,5480 ,5848 ,9140
,6_00 -,5691 ,58_9 ,9123 ,4600 ,4500 -,5539 ,5819 ,9185
,70_0 -,545B .b1_9 ,B701 ,5400 ,4500 -,5864 ,5739 ,9312
.75_0 -.4_5; .6463 .8185 .6200 .4500 -.5981 .5719 ,9363
._uO0 -.3674 ._830 .7619 .7000 .4500 -.5313 .5886 .9081
.85_0 -,1603 .7155 .7116 .BOO0 .4500 -.3066 .6448 .820B
.9_0 -.0237 .7463 .b_33 .9000 .4500 -.0249 .7144 .7133
.950_ .1U_Z .7611 ._396 ,1014 .3552 -,1636 ,6807 .7655
.97_0 .1_3_ .7701 .o2_3 .ZOO0 .3552 -.2199 *6659 *7883
1.0Ub_ .2166 .7739 .6191 .3500 .3552 -.3473 .6342 .B372
.4500 .3552 -,4094 ,61B6 ,8616
.5500 .3552 -,3305 ,6389 .8Z99
.6500 .3552 -,1393 ,6879 ,7543
.75C0 .3552 .0137 .7238 .6987
,_000 ,3552 ,0757 ,7382 ,6760
.8500 .3552 .1258 .7506 .6564
• ,9000 ,3552 ,1672 ,7615 ,6391
.9500 .3552 .1973 ,7690 ,6269
P_ 65_.0323 KPA C_ ,3926 C01 ,00832
Tr 105.3803 K CM -,0730 CD2 .0083Z
RC 39.9894 MILLION CC .0059 CD3 .00797
_AC_ .7U_2 CD4 .0079_
ALPHA .03_2 DEG ¢05 *007B9
L,_PER SURFACE L3WER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CF P,LIRT MLOC XIC CP PsL/_T MLOC X/C YI(BI2) CP P_LIPT MLOC
O.OO0_ L.1_56 .9991 .03_8 O.O00O 1.1255 .9991 .035P .5000 .7401 -.6011 ._745 .9302
,OOkO ,_707 ,E_26 ,;_63 ,_40 ,1972 .7712 .6235 .5000 ,6414 -,b024 ,5737 ,9315
,OU_O ,3G8_ .7999 ,576; ,OOB3 -.0922 .7037 ,7299 .5000 ._4Z7 -,61ZB ,5745 *9302
*U_ ._93L ,7475 o6_3 ._230 ,0997 .7465 .66_9 ,5000 .4440 -,6062 ,57_2 ,9290
.0250 -.1272 .6933 .7460 .0_00 .0536 .73_4 .6804 .5000 .3454 -.6075 .5770 .9262
.04_0 -._95 .CZ_Z .e_Z7 .1000 -.0307 .7152 .7120 .5000 .2467 -.6118 .5744 .9304
.060_ -.63_ ,56;_ .9461 ,1500 -.0777 .7054 ,7_73 .5000 ,1480 -,6160 ,5726 ,9331
.U_O -,7318 ,_431 ._SUZ ,2COG -,115_ ,6980 .7387 ,S000 ,0493 -,6216 ,_693 ,9384
,_00_ -.75_5 ._370 .990L ,2500 -.i_81 .6837 .7608 ,5000 -,0493 -,6163 ,5721 ,93_9
.1400 -.7_;; ._.376 ._Bgl .3500 -.2698 .6584 .7998 .5000 -_1480 -.6209 .5701 .9371
.18LJ -.7311 .5441 .9785 .4b_C -.3491 .5730 *g)2b .5000 -.Z467 -.61EB .5690 .93B9
,gZOO -,6777 ,5571 .9577 ,5500 -,2813 ,6358 ,8348 ._CO0 -,3454 -.6204 ,5733 .9320
.2600 -.6455 .56_9 .9454 .6500 -.1116 .6537 .8071 .5000 -.4440 -.6111 .5734 .9310
.3000 -._244 ,5_8 .03_2 ,7500 .0327 ,69_9 .7420 .5000 -,54_7 -*6112 ,_730 ,9_Z5
.3400 -,b_19 ,5723 ,9337 .80CO ,0926 .7124 .6851 ,5000 -.6414 -,6068 ,57Z6 .93_2
.380_ -.b049 ._764 .9272 .85_0 .1394 .7460 .6636 .5C00 -.7401 -.6143 .5711 .93_6
,SZLO -._0C8 .57_6 ,g269 ,9C00 .1750 .7575 ,6454 CHORGWISE
.460_ -._081 .5769 .926; .9500 .1995 .7661 .6316 .0600 .4500 '-.6_84 .5612 .9513
.500J -._1_5 .57L0 .9357 1.0C00 .25_0 .77;4 .6183 .1400 .4500 -.7458 .542_ .98_4
.5400 -.b855 .5655 .9443 .2Z00 ,4500 -,6779 ,5571 ,957E
.5800 -._;50 .SbbO .9437 .3000 .4500 -.62?6 .5703 .9368
.62_0 -.63_ .5746 .93_1 .3BOO .4500 -.6164 .5711 .93_5
,b6Uu -,bOb5 ,_848 .9140 .4600 .4500 -.6079 .5725 .93_4
.70OO -._L1 .61_€ ._74[ ,5400 ,¢500 -,631C ,5660 .,94_6
.7_OJ -.;_10 ._4_7 ._14_ .6ZCO .4_00 -.6281 ._676 .9611
.8u_3 -.3z_7 .68_3 .7_99 .7000 .4_00 -.5671 .5867 .9110
.8_00 -.15_2 .7183 .7072 ,8000 ,4500. -,3078 ,6469 ,8175
.9UbO -.C195 .7480 .6605 .9000 ,4500 -,0216 ,7179 ,7077
.9_00 .10_4 .7619 ,63_4 .1014 .3_52 -,0343 ,7136 ,714_
.976U .1813 .7722 ._235 .2000 .3_52 -.1194 .6935 .7457
1.0OUO .210U .7744 .6183 .3500 .3552 -.2690 .6568 .B023
.4500 ,3_52 "-,3_74 ,6411 ,B265
.5500 .3_2 -.2829 ,6539 .B067
,6500 ,35_Z -,1115 .6959 ,7420
.7500 ,3_52 ,0328 ,730_ ,6878
.8000 ,3552 .090_ ,7443 .6663
.8500 .3552 ,1349 ,7568 .6496
27g ,9000 ,3552 ,1720 ,7645 ,6343
.9500 .3552 ,1999 ,7721 .82_9
PT 48Z,_302 KPA CN .5171 C01 .00858
TT 105.3718 K CH -,0708 CD2 .00867
RC 39.9761 _ILLEON CC ,O00S CD3 .00826
MACH .6997 C04 ,00815
ALPHA 1.0188 DEG C05 .00808
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANMZSE
XlC CP PsL/PT HLQC XIC CP P_LIPT RLOC XlC YI|BI2| CP PeLIPT . RLO¢
0.0000 1.1215 .9985 ,0467 O,OCO0 1,1225 ,9985 .0467 ,5000 ,7401 -,6602 .5646 09459
,0_40 ,3561 ,6111 .5575 ,O_qO .5063 .8469 .4951 ,5000 ,6414 -,6503 oS644 .9462
.00_0 .Ga7b .7435 ,6676 ,CC80 .1228 ,7774 ,6133 ,5000 .5427 -,6568 .5616 ,9509
.0150 -,11Z$ .bqbo ,7618 .0130 .2849 .7928 .5862 ,5000 ,4440 -16549" ,5618 ,9487
.0Z50 -.3198 .6443 .8215 ,0500 .1937 ,7714 ,6231 ,5000 .3454 -.6519 ,5647 .96_7
• 0_03 -,b043 .5759 ,q179 .1000 .0772 ,7422 ,6697 ,5000 .2467 -,6595 .5610 .9515 )
,0600 -,_27 .5_58 1.0Z_5 .1500 " .0096 .7Z43 ,6978 .5000 01480 -,6_67 e5593 e9543
,0800 -.9716 ,4_40 1.0777 .2000 -,0351 ,7141 .7137 .5000 ,0493 -,6621 .5591 .9546
• .10_0 -1.GZb8 .4691 1,1031 .2500 -,093€ ,7006 .7347 .§000 -,0493 -,6594 .5613 .9510
.1400 -1.04_8 .4661 1.1081 .3500 -.2055 .6724 .778Z ,5000 -.1480 -.6632 .5579 .9566
,18_0 -.8681 .5046 1.0431 ,4500 -,2911 .56Z5 .9491 .5000 -,2467 -06601 .5607 09520
.2200 -,7826 ,5304 1.0008 .5500 -.2361 .6531 .8080 .5000 -.3654 -.6680 ,5597 ,9536
,Zb_O -.7333 .5423 ,9814 .6_00 -,0_60 ,6647 .7901 ,_000 -.4440 -,6490 ,5635 ,9475
,3000 -,6935 ,5515 ,9667 .7500 ,0434 ,7003 ,7352 ,5000 -.5427 -,6526 .5635 °9476
,3600 -,6796 ._57Z .95?6 .6COO .1026 .7335 .6833 .5000 -,6614 -.6570 ,561Z .951Z
,38_0 -.6650 ,5569 ,95_9 ,8500 ,1483 ,7480 ,6605 .5000 -,7401 -,6595 ,5605 ,9524
,6ZOO -._6U9 .5613 .9511 .qCO0 ,1763 ,7591 ,642q CHORD_ZSE
.4600 -,6602 ._627 ,9489 .9500 .Z017 .7659 ,6319 .0600 .4500 -,8561 ,5142 1*0Z72
,5000 -,6590 .5590 .9547 1,0_00 .1997 ,7717 .6226 ,1400 ,4500 -,9995 ,4787 100866
.5400 -,66T6 ,5548 ,9615 .2ZOO ,4500 -.7991 .5268 1.0065
• 5600 -.6749 .5601 .9530 .3000 ,4500 -.7070 .5490 .9707
._ZO0 -.6_79 ._706 .9367 ,3800 ,4500 -,6843 .5_4_ ,9615
• 6600 -,_2_7 ,5509 ,9200 .4600 ,4500 -,6540 .5631 ,9482
,70_0 -.5695 .611_ .67_ ,5400 ,4500 -,6738 ,5606 ,95Z3
,7560 -,4_36 ,6475 ._167 ,6_00 ,4500 -,6425 ,5663 .9432
,6_00 -,3100 ,6_b0 .7572 ,7000 .4500 -,5529 ,5855 ,91_9
,5500 -.1501 .7198 .104_ .8600 .4500 -.3127 .6660 .8189
,9000 -.G169 .7679 .6607 ,9000 ,4500 -,0134 ,7202 ,704Z
,9500 ,1027 .7614 .6391 ,1014 ,3552 ,0767 ,7419 ,6702
,9750 .1579 .77Z5 ,_ZIZ ,'ZOO0 ,3552 -.0379 .7133 ,7149
_.0003 .1_97 ,7717 ,_216 .3_00 .3552 -,2045 .6741 ,7756
.4_00 .355Z -.Z614 .6546 .8056
• 5_00 ,355Z -,Z461 .6625 ,7934
.6500 .3551 -,0887 .7009 .7362
• 7500 ,3552 .0486 ,7348 ,6814
.8000 .3551 ,1053 ,7492 .6585
• 8500 ,355Z .1365 ,7583 .6441
,9000. ,355Z ,1810 .7680 ,6286
.9500 .355Z ,1963 .7717 ,6ZZ6
_T 68Z._23_ KPA C9 ,6552 C01 .01076
rT 1_5.3595 K CH -.0677 CDZ ,01078
RC 60,0521 MILLI_ CC -,0071 CD3 ,01043
MACH ,7010 CO4 ,00988
AL_HA 2.0Z36 DEG C05 .00951
_PPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE .SPANg]$E
XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC CP P_LIPT _L_C XIC YI(BI21 CP P_LIPT HLQC
0,00J3 1.0779 .q8r> .13_9 O.O_CO 1.0779 .9875 .1369 .P000 ,7601 --.6763 *5559 *9598
• 0_40 .1447 .7557 ._3 ,0C40 .7Z96 .9009 ,3906 ,5000 ,6414 -.6817 .5_55 ,9604
• O_O -.1243 .6806 .7517 .CC_G ._706 .8382 .5107 .5000 .54Z7 -.6908 .5549 .9613
.01>0 -.1958 .6666 .8183 .0230 .43_7 .8Z98 .5254 .5000 ,4440 -,6812 ,554Z ,9624
• _250 -._865 .59_8 .89_1 .0500 ,312_ .7972 .5808 .5000 ,3456 -,6707 ,5526 ,9651
• 0603 -,7_77 ,5338 ,9951 ,1_00 .1_47 .7661 .6316 ,5000 ,Z467 -.6709 .5556 ,9601
.U6UU -1,_uo_ ,6726 1,0976 .1500 ,1094 ,7474 ,6614 ,5000 .1480 -,6818 ,5541 ,9626
• O_UO -1,14d9 ,43d0 1,1578 .2000 ,0380 ,731o ,6859 ,5600 .0493 -,6899 ._543 ,9612
• IU_O -1.22_5 .618_ 1,193_ .2500 -.0212 .714_ .7131 .5000 -.0493 -.6895 .5536 .9634
• 1_0 -1,2904 ._043 1..1196 .3500 -.1453 .6834 .7_12 .5000 -,1480 -.6898 .55Z3 .9654
• 1_U0 -1.1946 ._1 1._1 ,4500 -,1409 ,5536 ,9637 ,5000 -,1467 -*6785 ,55ZZ .9656
,2200 -1.2918 .6032 1.2216 .5500 -.1990 .6614 .79_1 ,_000 -,3454 -,6891 .5540 ,9618
• ZbO0 -1.1745 ,43_6 1,1_39 .6500 -.0593 ,6723 .77_4 .5000 -.4440 -*68Z3 *5534 ,9638
• 3000 -,7064 ,5485 ,9716 ,7500 .0626 .7062 .7259 .5000 -.5427 -,6837 ,5546 .9618
.3400 -.6Zb_ .5690 .9389 .8(:O_ .11R4 ,7374 .6772 ._000 -.6414 -.6801 .5526 ,9650
• 3ouO -,66_ ._b13 ,9511 .8_00 ,1_68 ,751_ ,6549 ._000 -,7401 -,6825 .5557 ,9600
• 4200 -.66_1 .5579 ,9565 ,90_0 ,1E96 ,7603 ,6410 CH3RO_;SE
,460_ -.6058 ._538 ,9o31 ,9500 .Z080 .769_ ,6262 .0600 ,4500 -1.0165 .4722 1,0978
.5000 -,6691 ,55_1 ,9625 1,0000 .1937 ,769_ ,6Z57 ,1_00 .4500 -1.2617 ,4076 1.2134
• 5400 -,b770 ,5507 .9679 .Z200 .4500 -1.2852 ,4082 1.2123
.58_0 -.6955 .5584 .9557 ,3000 .4500 -,6841 .5525 .9651
,620_ -.673Z .5663 .9431 .3800 ,4500 -.6711 .5567 ,95B3
• 66_0 -,6373 .5799 .9117 ,4600 ,4500 -*6847 *5549 .9613
.7_0 -,5776 ,b0_1 .8761 ,5400 .4500 -.69_6 .5508 ,9679
.75_ -,4487 .6_82 ,8156 .6200 .6500 -,6610 ,5613 ,9_10
.SOCO -,3051 .6637 .7608 ,7000 ,4500 -.5588 .5819 ,9185
• 8500 -.1536 ,7190 .7061 ,8000 ,4500 -,2997 ,6481 .8156
.9000 -.01_7 .7656 .66_0 ,9000 ,4500 -,0158 .7197 ,7050
.95_ .1115 .7617 .6387 .1014 .3552 ,1781 ,7666 .6309
.9750 ,1_71 .7739 .6190 ._000 ,3552 .0361 .7310 ,6873
1.0000 .1937 .7698 .6157 ,3500 ,35_Z -.1410 .6876 ,7548
.4500 .3552 -.2265 .6669 ,7867
,5500 ,3552 -,1994 .6744 ,7751
,6500 ,3551 -,0628 .7058 ,7266
.7500 .3552 .0719 .7397 .6737
.8000 .3552 .1144 .7510 ",6557
,8500 .355Z .15Z9 .7597 .6419
2_0 .90oo ,3_5z ,1854 ,768e ,627z
,9500 .3551 ,1992 *7716 ,6211
PT 482.0087 KPA CN .8075 CD1 .01743
TT 105.3035 K Cq -.0670 CDZ .01756
RC 60.0357 HILLIDN CC -.0165 CD3 .01670
MACH .7003 ¢D4 .01485
ALPHk 3.0232 OEG C05 .01381
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANW[SE
XIC CP RnLIPT MLOC XIC CP PaLIPT ELOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P,LIPT NLOC
O.OOuO .9899 .9651 .2264 0.0000 .9899 .9652 .2264 .5000 .7401 -.6191 .5703 .9369
• 00_0 -.GTZ_ .7014 .7335 .004C .8769 .9377 .3059 .5000 .6414 -.6097 .5719 .9343
.OOBO -.3775 .6307 .8425 .0080 .6575 .8836 .4260 .5000 .54Z7 -.6165 .§7Zl .9339
• 01_0 -.5021 .59u6 .8924 .0230 .5455 .8551 .480Z .5000 .4660 -.6009 .5769 .9195
• 0250 -.6611 .5593 .954Z .0500 .4136 .8221 ,53_9 .5000 .3454 -.5770 .5786 .9238
• 0600 -.9143 .4983 1.0537 .1000 .2670 .7872 .5974 .5000 .2467 -.5781 .5785 .9239
• 0600 -1.1816 .436_ 1.1597 .1500 .1767 .7666 .6307 .5000 .1480 -.5907 .5775 .9254
• 080d -1.3015 .4013 1.2253 .2000 .1091 .7484 .6599 .5000 .0493 -.§967 .577B .9251
• 1000 -1.3750 .3831 1.Z603 .ZSOC .0364 .7311 .6871 .5000 -.0493 -.5769 .5785 .9260
• 1403 -1.4609 .3642 1.1977 .3500 -.OB60 .7039 .7342 .5000 -.16B0 -,6165 .5746 ,9304
.1800 -1.4664 .3614 1.3036 .4500 -.1856 .5795 .9223 .5000 -.2467 -.6189 .5739 .9312
• 2ZU_ -1.4818 .361_ 1.3V_4 .5_00 -.1_86 .6798 .7668 05000 -03454 -.6122 05726 .93)5
.ZbGO -1.4639 ,36Z2 1.3019 .6500 -,0379 ,6803 .7660 .5000 -.4440 -.6119 .5733 .9321
• 3000 -1.4515 .3657 1.194B .7500 .0749 .7125 .7163 .5000 -.5427 -.6129 .5711 .9356
.34(3 -1.4_20 .3769 1.1725 .8_00 .1210 .7413 .6711 .5000 -.6614 -.6331 .5689 .9391
• 3800 -.9302 .4952 1.0588 .8500 .1653 .7519 .6_42 .5000 -.7401 -.6564 .5630 .9684
• _ZOu -._151 .5714 ._350 .9C00 .1952 .7643 ,6346 CHORO_]SE
.460_ -._b_b .5_26 .9174 .9_00 .Z055 .7703 .6_48 .0600 .4500 -1.1118 .44S2 1.1450
.S&o_ -.5835 .57_e ._360 1.0000 .2010 ,7719 .6123 .1400 .4_00 -1.6662 .3686 1.289e
• 5400 -._095 ._6Z_ .949Z .ZZO0 .4500 -1.6913 .3569 1.3127
• 5e0_ -.6518 .5661 .9433 .3000 .4_00 -1.4441 .3678 1.1906
• 6ZO_ -.6437 .5695 .9381 .3CO0 .4500 -.8071 .5257 1.0083
• 66_0 -.6133 .5853 ._132 .4600 .4500 -._878 .5779 .9248
• 70GO -._717 ,6130 .86V9 ,5400 ,4500 -,6360 ,5663 ,943Z
.750_ -.4584 .64_3 .8116 .6100 .4500 -.6323 ._656 .9443
• UOvO -.3195 .6834 .role .7000 .4500 -.5527 .5853 .9132
• 85_0 -.1617 .71_g .7076 .8C00 .4500 -.3096 .6468 .8177
• 9000 -.016Z .7488 .6_93 .9000 ,4500 -.0217 .7182 ,7073
.9500 .1016 .7593 ._415 .1014 .355Z .25B5 .7881 ,59_9
• 97_3 .1453 .77_2 .6169 .ZOO0 .355Z .1117 .7497 *6574
1.0000 .2010 .7719 .62_3 .3_00 .3_52 -.0796 .7C20 .7315
• 4500 .3552 -,1791 ,6791 ,76B0
• 5500 .3552 -.1647 .6BZ_ .7626
.6_00 .3552 -.0359 .7138 .7142
• 7500 .3_2 ,0759 ,7421 ,6698
• 8000 .3552 .1214 .7523 .6537
• 8500 .3_52 .1582 .761_ .6391
.9000 .3_2 .1950 .7696 *6260
• 9500 .3_51 .2106 .7736 16195
PT 481.945E KRA C_ .9138 CD1 .02853
TT 105.2820 K CH -.0660 C02 .OZBAO
RC 39.9711 HILLIO_ CC -.024Z CD3 .02702
EACH ,6984 C04 .0Z346
ALPHA _.0_46 DEC CD5 ,02030
UPPER _UKFALE LO_ER SUFFAC_ SPEN_SE
XIC CP R_LIPT HL_C XIC CP P_L/PT _LOC Xl¢ YI(BI2) CP P_LIPT HLOC
u.O_u3 .8_34 .9423 .293_ 0.0000 .8934 .9413 .2938 .5000 .7401 -.5BC4 .5843 .9147
.ub_O -._9_7 .6488 .8146 .0C40 ._7_8 .9635 .23_0 .5000 .6414 -.5929 .5771 .9262
.0080 -._789 ._19 .9186 .CCSC .7890 ,9169 .3§58 ,5000 *5417 -,5846 ._78Z .9Z44
• OLEO -.6768 o55d0 .9505 .0930 .64P8 .88Z3 .4E8_ .5000 .6460 -,589Z .5779 .9249
• U_O -._119 ._255 1.00_7 .C500 .4_62 .P419 .5042 .5C00 .3454 -.5717 .5878 .9093
.04_0 -1.U591 .4689 1._035 .1C00 .3_90 .804_ .5687 .5000 .2467 -.5722 .5846 .4143
• UbOO -1.3001 .4072 1.E142 .15C0 .Z3PB .782Z .605_ ._000 .1480 -.5738 .5850 .9136
• C8_3 -1,;2_2 .3716 1._809 .ZOO0 .1640 .7637 .63_5 .5000 ,0493 -,606Z .57Z9 ,9328
,1C_0 -1,4_34 ,3_ L.3153 ,Z_CC .0990 .748G .66C6 ,5000 -,0493 -,5929 ,5777 .9252
.14u0 -1._761 .33_ 1.35_0 .3500 -.0344 .7157 .7113 .5000 -.1680 -.5877 .579B .9218
• I_uO -1.$_15 .3355 1.3555 .4_0_ -.1593 .5874 .9099 .5000 -.2467 -.5532 .5899 .9060
• _200 -1.o1_ .3310 1.3672 .5_00 -.1417 .6857 .7577 .5000 -.34§4 -.5566 .5886 .9080
• _60u -I.61Z_ .33J6 1.3bdZ .650G -.0270 .6878 .7545 .5000 -.4440 -.5615 .5873 .9101
• 3000 -1.600_ .3360 L.3565 .750G .0801 .7148 .7126 .5_00 -.54_7 -.55e6 .5891 .9G72
.3403 -L.5707 .3349 1.3589 .8GO0 .lZgb .7435 .6676 ._000 -.6616 -.P581 .5859 .9123
• 3_00 -1.5_L3 .3403 I.]473 .8500 .1588 .7555 .6486 .5000 -.7401 -.5829 .5792 .gzzB
• AZOU -1.1748 .43_0 1._650 .9000 .1811 .7637 .6355 CHOROMZSE
.4603 -.68_2 .56L5 .9508 .950_ .2C38 .7698 .6Z73 .0600 .4500 -1.2374 .4191 1.1920
• 5000 -.57Lk .5_Z0 .9026 1.0000 .1950 .7721 .6210 .1400 .4500 -1.5660 .34_7 1.3464
• 5400 -._17 .58e8 ._077 .2200 .4500 -1.6238 .3275 1.3748
• 5_00 -.5581 .58T4 .9099 ,3000 ,4500 -1,6017 ,3321 1,3649
.6_UO -.5_70 .5880 .9089 .3800 .4500 -1.5081 .3460 1.3353
.o6_0 -._06 .5_ .8907 .4600 .4_00 -*6655 ,5643 *9463
• 700u -._22Z .6Z14 ._5_9 .5400 .4_00 -.5451 .5888 .9077
.7500 -.4239 ._519 .8098 .6ZCO ,4_00 -.5567 .5862 .911B
• _OuO -.2974 .6839 .7bOb .7000 ,4500 -,50E5 .5988 .84Zl
• 8500 -.1662 .7161 .7075 .8000 ,4509 -,2949 .6501 .8127
• gObU -,0294 .7463 ,0666 .9000 .4500 -,0243 .7164. .7102
.9500 .0870 .7548 .0498 .1014 .355Z .3278 .8069 .5680
.9750 .1313 .7747 .6178 .ZOCO .3552 .1675 .7653 ,6328
1.0U_O .1950 .7711 .AZ_O .3500 .35_2 -.0372 .7138 .714_
.4500 .3552'-,1397 ,6905 .7503
.5500 .3552 -,1329 ,6419 ,7481
• 6500 .3551 -.OZ60 ,7176 .7082
• 7500 .3552 .0932 ,7429 ,6686
.80_0 .3552 ,1315 ,7581 ,6445 .
,8500 .355_ ,1683 .7641 ,6349
281 .9000 .355z .1961 .7711 .6236
.9500 .3552 .2103 .7727 .6_10
PT 481.9376 KPA Cq .9979 CD1 ,04350
TT 105.4103 K CM -,0685 C02 ,06264
RC 40.0377 HILLIN CC -,0272 C03 .03978
MACH .7022 CO4 ,03220
ALPHA 5.0230 OEG COS .028§3
UPPEK SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWXSE
X/¢ CP PnLIPT MLOC XIC CP PwLIPT HLnC XIC Y1(812) CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 ,76_0 ,9162 .3572 0,0000 .7860 .9162 ,3572 ,5000 ,7401 -.7477 .5367 .9905
.0040 -.4558 .60TZ ,8789 ,0040 1.0359 .9770 .1834 .§000 ,6414 -.7592 ,5366 ,9939
.0080 -,7178 .5415 .9828 ._080 ,86_5 .9354 .3117 ,5000 ,5427 -,7723 .5307 1,0002
.0150 -.b057 ._225 1.0136 .0230 .7145 .8987 .3952 ,5000 .4440 -.8102 ,5180 1.0210
,0250 -.9037 ,4975 1.0549 .0500 ,5497 ,8562 ,4782 .§000 .3454 -,8284 .5168 1.0230 &
.U40u -I.lU42 .4507 1.1351 .1000 ,3787 ,8151 ,_509 ,5000 ,2467 -.8074 ,5236 1,0118
.06_0 -1,33_3 .3867 1,Z533 .1500 .2845 ,7901 .5926 .5000 ,1480 -,7704 ._355 .9926
,0_00 -1.4_86 .3521 1,3225 .2000 .1991 .7711 .6235 .5000 .0493 -.7954 .5265 1,0071
.1000 -1.5642 ,3343 1.3602 .Z_OO .1253 .7522 .6539 ,5000 -,0493 -,7850 ,5290 1.0031
.1400 -1.6299 .3187 1.3944 ,3500 -.0198 .7159 .7109 .5000 -,1480 -.7083 ,5511 .9674
,1800 -1,6411 .3143 1.4043 .6500 -.1392 .5383 .9R79 .5000 -.2467 -.6995 .5521 .9658
,ZZGO -1,6460 .3096 1,6148 ,5_00 -,1364 .6843 .7599 ,5000 -,3454 -.6547 e_602 ,9528
.26O0 -L.6726 .3102 1,4134 .6500 -.0191 .6867 ,7562 .5000 -o4440 -.6040 ._726 .9332
.3000 -1.6682 .3095 1.4150 ,7500 .0766 ,7184 ,7070 ,5000 -.54Z7 -,5863 .5776 ,925Z
,3400 -1,6637 .3117 1.4102 .8000 .1193 .7404 .6724 .5000 -,6414 -.5494 .P864 ,9115
.3800 -1.6538 .3132 1.4067 .8500 .1540 .7499 .6575 .5000 -.7401 -.5510 .5836 .9158
.42o0 -1.4650 .3_4 1.3150 .9000 ,1748 .7571 .6460 CHORDMISE
.46_0 -_._0_2 .4731 _.0962 .9500 ,1836 ,7651 ,6333 ,0600 .4500 -1.2854 ,6008 1,2262
.5000 -.7481 .5614 ,9509 1.0000 .15G9 .7582 ,6443 .1400 .4500 -1.6241 ,3196 1,3926
._4GG -._36 .5917 ,9032 .2200 .4500 -1.6977 ,3039 1,4281
.5800 -,_409 o5958 .8968 .3000 ,4500 -1.6627 .3057 1.4Z38
.62_u -._137 ._998 .8905 ,3800 ,4500 -1.6291 .3155 1,4014
.b_O -,4912 .60_7 .8767 ,4600 .4500 -1,1685 .4321 1.1683
.70u_ -.4729 .6216 .8567 ,5400 .4500 -.6570 .5585 .955_
.7500 -.4158 .6507 .8116 .6200 .4500 -.4970 ,5987 .8922
.80U0 -.287_ .6833 .7614 .7000 *4500 -.4527 ,6104 ,8739
.bSOU -.1_49 .7_96 .7206 .8000 ,4_30 -,2734 ,6533 .8077
.9_0 -.0_03 .7367 .6783 ,9000 .4530 -,0332 .7124 .7163
.950_ ._6_6 .7475 .0613 .1014 .3552 .3799 ,8141 .5524
.9750 .1107 .7655 .6326 .2_00 ,3552 ,2042 .7714 ,6231
1.0UOU .1509 .7582 .6443 .3500 .3552 -,0111 .7169 ,7094
.4500 .355Z -.1227 .6905 .7§02
,5500 .3552 -.1343 ,6889 ,7528
.6500 .3552 -,0180 ,7144 .7132
.7500 .3552 .0844 .7405 .6723
.8000 .3552 ,1190 .7502 ,6569
.8500 .3552 .1545 ,7590 .6430
.9000 " ,3552 .1840 .7667 ,6306
.9500 ,3552 .18_9 ,7663 .6313
PT 4B1,9322 KP& C_ 1.0339 C01 ,06036
rT 105.4169 K C_ -,0631 CDZ ,05789
eC 39.9507 _ILL[_ CC -.0291 CO3 .05308
HACH .7002 C04 .04180
eLPHA 5.9839 OEG CD5 ,03874
UPPER SURF_C_ LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ZSE
XIC CF 9*LIPT ffL_C XIC CP P_LIPT NLOC X/C YIIBIZ) CP PeLIPT NLOC
O.U_O ._976 ._OJb .405_ C.O_C_ .6_76 ,8936 .4058 .50_0 ,7401 --.8150 .5202 1.0173
.0_40 -._176 .5o88 .9391 .0040 1.0790 .9881 .1314 .5000 ,6414 -.8382 ,5125 1.0300
.U_80 -.8_34 .5o44 1.04_3 .CC80 .93_ .9532 .2636 ,5000 .5427 -,8824 ,5049 1,042_
• _15_ -._17 .48_Z _.073_ .0230 .75?? .90_4 ,3745 .5000 .4440 -.8953 .5042 1,0438
• 0250 -.9996 ._730 _._964 .O_G .5954 .P682 .4558 .5000 ,3454 -.9127 .5025 1.0466
,_400 -1,1_ ,43_3 1.1717 .1_0_ ,4243 ,8281 .5_83 ,5000 .2467 -.9118 ,4987 1.0529
.060_ -1.4_19 .3718 I.Z_Zb ,1500 ,3196 ,8007 ,5751 .5000 .1480 -.8828 .5002 1.0504
._00 -1,5_07 .335_ 1.3587 ,ZOOt; .Z373 .7798 .6094 ,5000 .0493 -.884§ ,5045 1.0432
• lOOO -1.h371 .31_3 1.3908 .2500 .1477 .7584 .6440 ,5000 -,0493 -,8572 .5075 1,0382
.1400 -1.89U6 .2990 1.4394 .35_0 .0(75 .7Z22 .7011 .5000 -.1480 -.8392 .5117 1.0313
.1_0 -1,7677 .Z959 1,4467 ,4_00 -.1172 .5067 1,0396 ,5000 -,2467 -.8031 .5190 1.0193
.Z_CU -_.7624 .2935 1.4595 ,5500 -.1338 .6904 ,7504 ,5000 -,3454 -.7536 .5342 .9946
.2600 -1.745_ .292_ 1.4_7 .6500 -.0356 .69_2 ,7508 ,5000 -,4440 -.6816 ,5556 ,9602
o3UUU -1.70_4 .3_16 1.4334 .7_00 .0464 .7120 .7170 .5000 -.5427 -,5900 °5774 .9255
.3_00 -1.6396 .31_0 1.4048 ._00 .113_ ,7314 .6_7 .5000 -.6414 -,5604 .5847 ,9142
.3_0_ -1.6725 .3104 1.4131 .85G0 .12_6 .753_ .6517 ,5000 -.7401 -,5476 ,5858 .912_
.4200 -1o1_O5 .4323 1.1679 ,9_0_ .1361 .7_46 o6500 CHORO_ISE
.46_0 -.9680 .4890 1.0692 .9500 .13_7 .7554 .6487 .0600 ,4500 -1.3620 .3844 1.2577
._GOU -._719 .5306 1.0044 1,_0_0 ,06_1 .7327 ,684_ .1400 .4500 -1.6832 .3028 1.6305
.5400 -,7818 ._58_ .9557 .2Z00 .4500 -1.7546 .2868 1.4684
• _eUO -.64_Z ._53 .9132 .3000 .4500 -1,7299 .2969 1,4490
162_0 -.5_ol .5980 .d934 ,3800 .4500 -1.6541 .3189 1.3939
.bbbO -.4923 .623Z .8696 .4600 .4500 --1.0116 .4763 1.0908
.7000 -.4_98 .629_ .8446 .5400 .4500 -.7750 .5338 .9952
.75_0 -.3593 .65_1 .806_ .6200 .4500 -.5660 ,5846 ,9142
.800_ -.26_5 .6_3 .7645 ,7000 ,4500 -,4270 .6183 ,8617
.85_U -.1693 .7_47 .7283 .8000 ,4500 -,255_ ,6598 .7977
.uO0 -.07Z5 .719_ .7047 .9000 ,4500 -.0532 ,7105 ,7193
.95_ -.C106 .7275 .6928 .1014 .3552 ,4228 .8273 .5297
.9750 ,_264 .7573 ,6457 .2000 .3552 .2371 .7794 .6101
1.00_3 ._4el .7327 .65_6 .3500 .3552 e0121 ,7239 .6985
.450U .3552 -,1161 .6911 .7493
,5500 ,3552 -.1412 ,6857 .7577
.6500 ,3552 -,0337 ,7132 .7151
.7500 .3552 .0726 .7416 .6706
.8000 .3552 ,1048 .7495 .6580
.8500 °3552 .1372 °7572 e64582_2 .9000 .3552 .1393 .75?6 .6453
,9500 .3552 ,1347 .7554 .6488
PT 454.7663 KRA CN ,Z689 C01 ,00759
TT 103.1168 K CM -.0775 CD2 .00761
RC 40,0633 MILLION CC ,0091 CO3 ,00717
MACH ,7311 C06 .00719
ALPHA -.9077 DEG " CO5 .00711
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWESE
XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C YI(BI2) CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.000_ 1.1113 .9921 .1069 O,OCO0 1.1113 o9921 ,1069 ,5000 .7401 -.5804 °5539 ,9630
,0060 ,7861 .9076 ,3769 ,0060 -.1966 .6517 ,8103 .5000 o6414 -.5819 .5538 ,9631
.0080 ,55Z6 ._469 ,6953 .C¢00 -.5810 .5516 ,9670 ,5000 .5427 -,5921 .5501 .9690
.0150 ,3386 .7908 .5916 .0230 -.1166 ,6716 ,7796 ,5000 .6640 -.59Z5 ,5696 .9698
.OZSO .1077 .7301 .6889 .0500 -.1105 ,6737 .7764 .5000 .3656 -.5910 o5500 .9693
.0400 -.1627 ,6637 .7963 .1000 -,1576 .6618 .7947 .5000 .2467 -.5969 ,5476 ,9736
.0600 -,3956 ,6UlO .8888 o1500 -,1909 °6534 .8076 ,5000 ,1680 -,5997 .5657 .9762
.0800 -.4945 .574Z .9308 .ZCCO -,2167 ,6663 ,8186 ,5000 ,0493 -.6020 o547Z ,9737
,1000 -,5667 ,56Z1 .9500 .2500 -,2635 .6339 ,8377 ,5000 -,0493 -,5987 ,5683 .97Z0
.1400 -,6090 .5466 o9750 °3500 -.3606 .6078 .8782 .5000 -o1680 -.606Z ,5444 ,9782
,18U_ -.607Z ,5470 .9741 ,4500 -,6381 ,5474 ,9735 ,5000 -,Z467 -,6019 ,5461 ,9756
,zguo -.57_1 ,5535 ,9636 ,5500 -,3358 .5899 ,9061 ,5000 -,3456 -.6016 ,5668 .9743
) ,Z400 -.5590 .5590 .9569 .6500 -.1383 .6155 .86_2 .5000 -.6460 -,5961 ,5481 ,9722
.3000 -.5571 ,5599 .9534 .7500 .0203 .6681 .7850 ,5000 -.54Z? -.5958 ,5486 ,9716
.3400 -.5500 .5621 .9500 ._000 ,0859 .7094 ,7212 ,5000 -,6416 -,5898 ,5505 ,9686
,3_00 -.55tZ ,559Z .9566 .8500 .1404 ,7Z66 .694Z ,5000 -,7401 -,5973 .5683 ,9719
.4ZOO -,569Z .55_7 .960Z o90C0 *1021 ,7602 ,6730 CHOROWISE
,4600 -,5841 ,5518 .9664 ,9500 .2098 .7513 .6553 .0600 ,6500 -.4124 ,5961 .8964
.5000 -.5984 ,5409 ,9839 1,04C0 .Z315 ,7635 ,6360 ,1600 ,4500 -,5805 ,5525 ,9653
,5600 -,6218 .5308 1,0002 °2200 ,6500 -.5807 .5519 .9661
.5800 -,6568 ,5359 ,9920 .3000 .6500 -,5548 ,5581 .9563
,bZ_O -.6455 ,5434 ,9798 ,3800 ,4500 -,5708 ,5539 .96Z9
.6600 -,5175 .5540 .q628 .4600 .4500 -.5796 .5519 .9663
.7000 -.569Z .5653 .9133 .5400 .6500 -,6215 .5610 .9837
.75_0 -,4514 .624A .65Z6 .6Z00 .6500 -,6391 ,5363 ,9912
.8000 -.3033 .6635 .7919 ,7000 o4500 -.5516 ,5591 ,9567
._SU_ -,1522 .6997 .7361 ,8000 ,4500 -.3039 ,6Z50 98516
,9003 -.0146 .7341 ,6026 .9000 .6500 -.0157 .6992 .7369
,950_ ,1168 ,7497 ,6579 ,1016 .355Z -.1627 .6611 .7957
.9750 .1777 .7580 .64_8 ,Z000 ,355Z -,ZZZ8 .6653 ,820z
1,0000 ,2315 .7635 ,5350 .3500 .355Z -,3559 ,6108 .8735
,4500 ,355Z -,6255 ,5928 ,9016
.5500 .3552 -.3363 .6150 ,8670
.6500 .3552 -.1360 .667Z .7964
.7500 .355Z .OZZ6 ,7086 .7224
,9000 .355Z ,0868 .7249 .6971
..8500 .3552 .1364 ,7378 .6767
,9000 ,355Z ,1763 ,7687 .6595
,9500 .355Z .Z089 .7576 ,6656
PT 656,9691 KPA CH ,6040 CD1 ,00783
TT 103,1568 K CM -.0756 CDZ .0078Z
RC 39,q_1_ MILLION CC .0068 CD3 ,00763
HACH .729Z C06 ,00730
ALPHA .OOOC DEG C05 .007Z_
UPPER SUkFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LI_T MLdC X/C CP PtLIPT NLOC XlC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT HLOC
b.OOoJ 1.1397 ,99)6 ,0239 G,GCO0 1.1397 ,9996 ,0239 ,5000 .7401 -.6641 .5367 .9905
.0040 .01_3 .P644 .4631 ._040 ,1747 ,7490 .6606 ,5000 .6414 -.6676 .5361 .9968
.0C80 .36_0 .7990 .57_0 .ooeo -,1230 .67Z8 ,7777 ,5000 ,54Z7 -,6548 ,5328 .9968
,OLSO .1493 ,7432 .669Z .0230 .0926 ,7266 .6943 ,5000 .6440 -.6499 .5349 ,9936 _
.025U -,C_93 ,6965 ,1565 ,0500 ,0494 .7166 .7099 .5000 ,3656 -.6662 ,5380 ,9885
• 04U3 -.3419 ,6149 .o67Z ,1¢C0 -.0345 ,6935 .7457 .5C60 .2467 -,6501 .5348 .9937
,0600 -.587Z .549_ .9695 ,1500 -.0836 .6_Z6 .7676 ,5000 .1680 -,6695 .5391 .9867
,USGU -,7_10 ,52_6 1.0136 ,Z_00 -,1268 .6723 .77_4 .5000 .0493 -.6551 .5373 .9897
• lb0_ -.7717 .501_ 1.048Z °2500 -.1776 .65_5 .799P .5000 -,0693 -,6560 .5329 .9967
• 1400 -.7986 .4955 1.05_3 .35_0 -,Z822 .6313 .8417 ,5000 -,1480 -,6568 ,5336 .9960
.1duo -.7960 ,4961 1.Oh07 ,4500 -.3710 ._351 ,9_3Z .5000 -.2667 -.655Z .5366 ,9908
• gg_O -,7373 ,_114 1.0319 .5500 -,2920 .6061 ,8808 ,5000 -,3656 -.6580 .5331 .9966
.ZbOJ -.6649 .5336 1.0CG_ .65_0 -.1140 .6Z86 °8659 ,5000 -,4660 -.6511 ,5358 .9921
• 3000 -.6601 .535Z .9931 .7_00 .0355 .6730 .7775 o5000 -,56Z7 -.6560 ,53Z3 ,9976
,3400 -.6383 .5365 ,9909 ,8000 .101Z .7125 .7163 .5000 -.6614 -.6696 .5353 .9929
.3_0_ -,64ul .5367 .9907 .d500 ,16_8 ,7286 ,6911 ,5000 -,7601 -,6578 ,5357 ,9922
• SZO_ -.6380 .5378 ,98_q .9bCO ,1E65 ,7414 ,6710 CH_ROWISE
.4600 -.6466 .5380 .9886 .9500 .Z129 .75Z0 .6563 .0600 ,6500 -.6124 ,5483 ,97Z0
• _0_0 -,66V0 ._30L 1.('UIZ 1,0000 .Z219 .7616 .6390 .1400 .4500 -,7606 ,5081 1,0373
.5403 -.6680 .5283 1.304Z .ZZO0 ,4500 -,7Z54 ,5164 1,0237
,5bbU -,6915 .5319 .9985 .3000 ,6500 -.6461 .538Z .9882
.6203 -o6761 .53T8 .98_8 .3800 .4500 -.6493 .5376 ,9892
,66U0 -._373 .555U .9613 .4600 ,4500 -,6387 ,5610. ,9837
• 7003 -.5736 .5886 .9084 .5400 .4500 -.6725 .5300 1,0016
•7560 -.4546 .bZ53 ,8510 ,6Z03 .6500 -,6657 .5319 *9986
,UO00 -,3031 ,6662 .7fi80 .7000 .4500.-°5605 ,5595 .9561
,85UU -.1480 .70_5 .7350 ,8000 ,4500 -.3057 ,6257 ,8506
• 9000 -.0100 .735_ .691Z ,9C00 ,4500 -.0091 .7018 .73Z9
• 9500 .1195 .7506 ,6565 .1014 .355Z -,0371 ,6951 ,7633
.9750 .1739 ,7599 .661_ .Z000 .355Z -.1308 ,6700 ,7820
1.0000 .2219 .7616 .6390 .3500 ,3552 -,2783 ,6364 ,8369
.6500 ,3552 -,3648 ,6105 ,8739
• 5500 ,355Z -,2964 ,6281 .8466
,6500 ,3552 -.1077 .6771 .7712
.7500 ,3552 .0377 ,7152 ,7122
.9000 .355Z .096Z .7307 .6879
.8500 .355Z .1637 ,7616 ,6707
_B_ ,9000 .3552 ,1832 ,7520 .6543
,9500 ,355Z ,Z089 ,7586 ,6637
PT 455.0007 KPA CN ,474Z CO1 ,008Z2
TT 103.0534 K Cq -,0752 CDZ ,OOBZB
RC 40.1741 HILLIOH C¢ .0046 C03 .00787
MACH .73_7 C04 ,00760
ALPHA ,5091 DEG CD5 ,00744
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SUPFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT HLQC XIC YIIBI2) CP P,LIPT flLC
0.0000 1.1375 .9987 .04Z7 0.0000 1.1375 .9987 .0427 .5000 .7401 -.6759 .5Z64 1.0073
• 0040 .5274 .8393 .5089 .0C40 .3299 .7891 °§944 .5000 o6414 -.6744 .5262 1.0076
.0080 .2668 .7715 .6Z30 .OOEO .0452 .7130 .7156 .5000 .54Z7 -.693Z ' .5Z07 1.0166
• 0150 ,0650 ,7188 ,7065 ,OZ30 .1856 ,7494 .6585 ,5000 ,4440 -,6895 .5213 1,0157
,02_0 -,14Z5 ,66_0 .7913 .0_00 ,1246 ,7339 .6829 ,5000 ,3454 -.6819 .5262 1,0077
,0400 -,4300 ,5901 ,_058 .1000 ,0190 .708Z .7230 .5000 .Z467 -.6935 .5169 1.0Z30
.06C0 -.6787 .5Z_9 1.0098 .1500 -.0358 ,6925 .7473 .5000 .1480 -,6871 ,§Z13 1,0158
.0800 -.8005 .4911 1.0657 .2CO0 -,0798 ,6803 .7663 .5000 .0493 -,6919 .5Z10 1.016Z
,1000 -,E734 ,4738 1.0951 .2500 -,1426 ,6646 ,7904 .5000 -.0493 -.6923 ,5222 1,0142
.140_ -.9424 .4575 1,1233 .3500 -.2448 ,6373 .8325 ,5000 -.1480 -.6943 .5230 1.0130
.1800 -,9354 .4595 1,1199 ,4500 -,3450 ,SZZ5 1.0137 ,5000 -.2467 -.6910 ,5207 1,0166
• 2200 -.9441 .4564 1.1Z52 .5500 -.2770 .6120 .8717 ,5000 -,3454 -,6917 .5210 1.0162
,Z600 -.756Z .5063 1.0403 .6500 -,103Z .6Z82 ._465 .5000 -,4440 -,6755 .5270 1.0063
.3000 -.6390 .5360 ,9917 ,7500 .0418 ,6749 ,7745 ,5000 -,5427 -,6826 ,5248 1,0099
• 34_U -.6430 .53_5 .9943 .8_G0 .1012 .7138 .7143 .5000 -.6414 -.6858 .521Z 1.01_8
• 3800 -._757 .5253 1.0092 .8_00 .1487 .7293 .6900 .5000 -.7401 -.6929 .5189 1.0196
,AgO_ -,6825 ,5231 1.J127 .9000 .1865 .7413 .6713 CHORDWI$E
.4603 -.6857 .5252 1,0_93 ,9500 ,2044 .7516 .6549 ,0600 .4500 -,6849 .5Z29 1.0131
.5000 -.689Z .513Z 1,0289 1.COGO ,2175 .7598 ,6419 ,1400 .4500 -.9257 ,4561 1.1258
.5400 -,7073 .5103 1,0337 ,2ZO0 ,4500 -,8708 .4768 1,0899
.5800 -,7288 .5160 1.0244 ,3000 ,4500 -.6671 ,5295 1.0023
,6203 -.7110 .53Z5 .9975 .3800 .4500 -,69Z0 .5203 1,0172
.6600 -.6530 .55Z3 .9656 .4600 .4500 -,6769 .5248 1.0100
• 7010 -,5_15 ,5647 ,9143 .5400 ._530 -.7048 ,5169 1,0228
• 7500 -,4463 .6233 ,_542 .6200 .4500 -.7001 ,5176 1,0217
• 80_0 -.3OOZ .6666 ,7873 .7000 ,4500 -,5639 ,5559 .9599
.o5_0 -,1394 .7017 ,7330 ,8000 .4500 -.3001 ,6220 .8561
.90_0 -.G_37 .73Z_ .6846 .9000 .4500 -.0093 .6985 .7381
.9500 .12_Z .7464 .6631 .1014 .355Z ,0131 ,7068 ,7252
_97_0 ,175Z ,7565 ,6470 .ZOO0 ,3552 -,0866 ,6807 .7656
1.0000 .Z175 ,759_ .6419 ,3500 .3552 -,2486 .6369 .8332
,4500 ,355Z -,3370 ,6108 .8734
.5500 .355Z -.Z746 ,6319 .840_
• 6500 ,355Z -,1019 ,6766 .7719
• 7500 .355Z ,0413 .7121 .7169
• 8000 .355Z .1047 ,7290 .6906
.8500 ,355Z ,146Z .7395 ,674C
• 9000 .355Z ,1886 .7503 .6570
• 9500 ,3552 ,2075 .7574 .6457
PT 455.0Z28 KPA C_ ,54Z7 CD1 ,00888
TT 103.0067 K ¢_ -,0738 COZ ,00906
RC 4o.1657 HILLION C_ ,0016 CD3 .0085g
_ACH ,7316 C04 ,00812
ALPHA ,9776 OEG COS ,00790
UoPLR SU_FACc LO_ER SURFACE 5PAN_ISE
X/C CP PeLleT _LUC XIC CP PeLIPT ML_C XIC Y/(B/Z) CP PILIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.1321 .9975 ,_597 0._0_ 1.13Zl .9975 ,0597 .5000 .7401 -,6808 ,5259 1,008Z
• O_J ,4373 ,81o3 .5489 .CCAO ,_635 ,8231 .5373 .5000 .6414 -,6850 .SEE1 1,0143
,00_0 .1_18 ,74a3 .6601 .0080 .1893 .7546 ,6502 .5000 ,5427 -,6997 ,5199 1.0179
• ul_ -._270 .69_0 ,74Z0 ._30 ,Z635 ,7708 ,6742 .5000 ,4440 -,7029 .5197 1,0183
• Og_ -.2363 ,64Z3 .89_8 ._5C0 ,1849 .7504 .6568 ,5000 .3454 -,6905 .SZlZ 1.0158
• O_O0 -,5100 ._719 ,93_4 ,1000 .0675 ,7197 ,7050 ,5000 ,Z467 -.6995 ,5218 1.0148
.0_0 -.7440 .5_75 1._384 - .1500 .0054 .7021 .7325 ,5000 ,1480 -.6926 .5196 1,0185
.0_0_ -.[_77 .4693 L.lOg8 .2000 -.0428 .6_46 .7441 .5000 .0493 -,698Z ,5198 1,0181
• lbO0 -.9631 ,4517 1.1335 ,2500 -,1024 °6763 .7723 ,5000 -,0493 -,6956 ,5230 1,0128
.14_0 -i,U3o3 ,4337 1,16_5 ,3500 -,Z1_7 ,6466 .8182 ,5000 -,1480 -,7041 ,5177 1,0215
.1800 -_.0567 ,4333 1.166Z ,4500 -.3142 .5Z44 1.0107 .5000 -.2467 -.6905 .5194 1.0188
,ZZO0 -1.C5_4 .4283 1.1754 .55Co -.Z6C5 .6198 .8596 .5000 -.3454 -.7049 .5175 1.0219
• 2600 -1,0489 .43Z6 1.167b .6500 -.0959 .6333 .8387 ,5000 -,4440 -.6935 ,5Z09 1.0163
.3000 -.9Z_1 .4_Z5 1.1145 .7500 .0456 .6777 .7703 .5000 -.54Z7 -.6925 .5222 1.0142
.3;00 -.6973 ,_i_9 1,3195 ,8¢00 ,IC71 ,7154 ,7118 ,5000 -,6414 -,689Z ,5206 1.0168
• 3_6_ -.5879 ,54_1 .9707 .8500 .1536 ,7337 .6832 ,5000 -.7401 -,7086 .5173 1.0222
.4_uO -.6417 .5356 .9924 .9_GO .1896 .74Z3 .6696 CHRO_I$E
.40_ -,o7_6 .5248 1.0099 .9_0 .ZI07 .7536 .6517 .0600 .4500 -,7576 .5055 1,0416
•5000 -.6933 .5180 1,3211 1.0_00 .2202 ,7605 .6407 ,1400 ,4500 -1,0304 ,4373 1.1592
,54Go -,7145 .5065 i,040O ,2ZO0 ,4500 -1,0393 .433Z 1,1664
.5_OO -.74Z6 ,5143 1.0Z71 ,3000 ,4500 -,8555 .4801 1,0843
,6200 -,719Z .5353 .9_30 ,3800 .4500 -.6330 ,5374 ,9895
.eChO --.6_5 .5499 ,_693 .4600 ,4500 -.6756 ,5257 1,0085
.7000 -.5_08 ,5839 .91_5 .5400 .4500 -,7140 ,5166 1.0233
.7500 -.4443 ,6ZZ9 .854_ ,6200 ,4500 -,6964 .5219 1,0147
,8000 -,3016 .6_49 ,78_9 .7000 *4500 -*5690 ,5545 ,96Z1
.850U -.1419 .7CZ8 .7315 .8000 .4500 -,Z995 ,6228 .8549 •
,9_03 ,0004 .73Zb ,6850 .9000 ,4500 -.0084 ,7016 ,7333
,9500 ,1ZO_ .7453 ,6649 .1014 .355Z ,0655 ,7186 .7068
,9750 .1655 ,7566 ,6470 .ZCO0 .3552 -,0425 .692Z .7478
l,OOOO *2ZOZ .7605 .6407 ,3500 .355Z -,Z191 ,6458 ,8194
.4500 .3552 -.3041 .6256 .8507
.55_0 ,355Z -.Z526 ,6377 ,8318
• 6500 .3552 -,0859 .6805 ,7659
• 7500 ,3552 ,0488 ,715Z ,7122
,8000 .3552 .1107 .7309 .6876
• 6500 ,355Z .1484 .7413 .671Z
2_ ,9000 .355Z .1896 .7525 ,6536
.9500 ,3552 .2082 .7571 .6462
PT 455.0563 KPA CH .6162 CO1 .01003
TT 103.1120 K CM -.0735 CDZ .01017
RC 39.9926 MILLIOH CC -.0018 ¢03 .00955
MkCH °7282 C04 .00893
ALPHA 1.5028 DEG CD_ .00848
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P.LIPT flL3C XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC Y/(812) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1202 .9949 ,0887 0,0000 1.1202 .9949 ,0857 .5000 .7401 -.6606 ,5333 ,9960
,0040 .3360 °7697 .5933 .0040 .5943 .8583 .4745 .5000 .6414 -.6203 .5395 .9861
,0083 ,U568 ,72_5 .7039 ,0080 .322Z ,7875 .5970 .5000 ,§4Z7 -,6711 .5319 .9983
.0150 -.1293 .6732 .7771 .0230 .3478 .7949 .5849 .5000 .4440 -.6385 .5384 .9879
.0250 -.3235 .6228 .8550 .0500 .2432 .7655 .6326 .5000 .3454 -.6568 .5357 .9922
,04bO -,59Z7 ,5512 .9673 o1000 .1228 .7359 .6797 °5000 ,2467 -.6508 ,5373 ,9897
% .ObO0 -.8293 .4910 1.0659 .1500 .0485 .7184 .707Z .5000 .1480 -.6307 .5416 .9827
.0800 -.9862 .4490 1.1382 .2000 -.0007 .7037 .7301 .5000 .0%93 -.6535 .5368 .9904
.1000 -1.0733 .4317 1,169Z ,2500 -,0674 .6892 .7525 ,5000 -,0493 -,6187 ,5430 .9805
.1400 -1.1236 ,4142 1.2011 ,3500 -.1806 .6596 .7981 .5000 -.1480 -,6350 .5387 .9876
.1800 -1.1369 .4095 1.2099 .%500 -.2_06 .5415 .9828 .5000 -.2467 -.6677 .5346 .9940
.ZZO0 -1.1439 .4055 1.Z175 .5500 -.2369 .6328 .8394 .5000 -.3454 -.6548 .5347 .9939
.ZbO0 -1.1674 ,4C69 1.2148 ,6500 -.0764 *6432 ,8Z34 ,5000 -,6440 -.6815 .5330 .9966
.3000 -1.1386 .40_5 1.2100 .7500 .0578 .6879 .7545 .50GO -.54Z7 --.6661 .53Z6 .9973
.3403 -1,1204 o4086 1,Zl13 .8003 .1121 .7200 .7047 .5000 -,6414 -,6683 ,5295 1.0023
.38&0 -.6440 .5389 .9870 .8500 °1618 .7334 ,6836 .5000 -.7401 -.693Z .5Z70 1.0064
,4200 -.5751 .5549 .9614 ,9000 o1918 .7452 .6650 CHORDWISE
.4600 -.6100 .5_78 .97Z7 .9500 .2137 .7541 .6509 .0600 .4500 -.8Z86 .4874 1.0720
.5000 -.6299 .52_8 _.0034 1.0COO .2198 .7616 .6389 .1400 .4500 -1.1114 .4160 1.1978
.5400 -.66_5 .5193 1.01_9 .ZZO0 .4500 -1.1630 .4020 1.2240
.5_00 -.7168 .5228 1.0133 .3000 .4500 -1.0915 .4198 1.1909
.6200 -.7079 .5335 .9958 .3800 ._500 -.6957 .5263 1.0075
*6600 -.6551 .55ZZ .9658 .4600 .4500 -.6227 .5445 .9781
.7000 -*5133 .5887 .90_0 .5400 ._500 -.6785 .5271 1.0061
.7500 -.4576 .6270 ._4_4 *bZCO .4500 -.6907 .5282 1.0044
*80_J -.29_7 .668Z .7848 .7000 .4500 -.5641 .5598 .9536
.8500 -.1547 .7043 .7291 .8000 .4500 -.3011 .6Z65 .849Z
.9060 -._OZg .7337 ._831 .9000 .4500 .0033 .7032 .7307
.950_ .1170 .7492 .65_7 .1014 .355Z .1190 .7354 .6805
.9753 .1677 .7bOO .6416 .2000 .355Z -.0017 .7043 ,7291
l. OO00 .2198 .7616 .6389 .35C0 .3552 -.1800 ,6562 .8034
.4500 .3552 -.2759 .6327 .8396
.5500 .3552 -.Z311 .6439 ,8223
.6500 .3552 -.0751 ,6_40 .7605
.7500 .3552 .0587 o7211 .7030
.8000 .355E .116_ .7356 .6803
.8500 .3552 .1548 ,7437 °6674
' .9000 .355Z .1876 .7547 ,6500
.qso0 .355Z ,2100 .7593 .6426
PT 455.0448 KPA CH .7089 CD1 .01234
TT 103.1361 K CM -.0768 CD2 .01251
RC 40,OqO0 MILLION CC -,0048 CO3 ,01205
4ACH .7315 CO4 .01049
ALPHA 1,995e OEG CO5 .00960
UpPeR SURFACE LOWER SUPFkCE SPk_WISE
XIC CP P.L/PT HLOC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC Y/(B/Z) CP PPL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1015 .9e95 .1_31 0.0000 1.1015 .9895 .1231 .5000 .7401 -.6112 .5418 ,9823
.Ob40 ,2397 ,76_6 ,6341 .OO40 ,6827 ,8799 .4334 .5000 ,6414 -.5934 .5510 .9677
.uO_O -.OZ_8 .6958 .74ZZ .0080 .42_4 ._IZ1 .5_5q .5000 .54Z7 -.6Z46 .5388 .9872
• _1_ -.1938 .6537 .8118 ,C230 .4122 .8096 ,5602 ,5000 .4440 -.6489 .5339 ,9951
•0250 -.3777 .bOZ3 ,8868 .05C0 .3011 .7806 ,6082 ,5000 .3454 --.6563 .5300 1.0015
,04_0 -,643b .5339 .9951 .I¢C0 o1645 ,7444 .6663 .5000 .Z467 -.575q .55Z9 .9646
• 0600 -.8_96 .4725 1,_973 ,1500 .OFO0 .7245 .6976 ,5000 .1480 -,6373 .5356 .9923
• 0800 -1,0413 .433Z 1,1664 ,2_00 ,0341 ,7006 .7208 ,5000 .0493 -.6316 ,5353 .9928
• IOuO -1.1_7 ,41_6 1.2076 .25C0 -,0279 ,6961 .7449 .5000 -.0493 -.6041 .5432 ,9802
•1400 -1.1938 ,3_44 1,2384 .3500 -,15A8 ,6606 ,7966 ,5000 -,1480 -.5883 .5490 .9707
•I_0 -1.208_ .3_74 1.2519 ,4500 -,2525 .5390 .9868 ,5000 -,2457 -.6138 ,5440 .9789
•_ZO0 -I,ZIBZ ,3834 i*_598 ,5500 -.2176 .6380 .8314 .5000 -.3454 -.6180 ,5411 ,9835
• 2600 -1.2246 ,3824 1.2016 ,6500 -,0641 ,6472 .8172 .5000 -.4440 -.5901 .5478 .9727
• 3000 -1,2209 .3625 1.2015 .7_GO .Ob2D .6841 ,7603 .5000 -.54Z7 -,5935 ,5465 .9748
• 3400 -1.Z416 .3_3_ 1,Z6C5 .8660 .1169 .7202 .7042 ,5000 -,6414 -,6370 .5356 .992A
,3800 -1o2173 .3840 1,2584 ,8560 .1669 .7330 ,6843 ,5000 -,7401 -,6Z79 ,5400 .985_
.4Z_O -1.1732 .3974 L.Z3_7 .9CO0 ,1933 .7453 .6650 CHORDWI$E
,46UJ -1,00_7 .4379 1.1580 .9500 .2160 ,7525 .6535 .0600 ,4500 -.8845 .4721 1.0980
.SUOU -,bZ_t .5591 .9548 1.0000 ,2152 .7590 .6432 .1400 .4500 -1.1713 .3969 1.2336
• 540U -.5_Z1 .5500 .9692 .2200 .4500 -1.Z559 .3778 1.Z708
• 5800 -,5_23 .5443 .9784 ,3000 ,4500 -1.202Z .3869 1.2529
,0200 -.5974 .5450 ,977Z .3800 ,4500 -1.1728 ,3989 1.2300
.6o00 -.5970 .5568 .9583 .4600 ,4500 -.8ZZl .4879 1.0711
.70_0 -.5684 .5860 ._IZZ .5400 .4500 -.5650 .5552 ..9609
• 7_00 -.4:20 .6251 .8498 .62O0 .4500 -.6123 .fl430 .9804
•80LO -,2923 ,bb33 ,7915 ,7000 ,6500 --.5465 .5604 .9527
.8500 -.1458 ,0998 .7361 ,8000 ,4500. -,2998 .6252 .8512
.9000 -.b070 .731g .6872 .9000 .4500 -.0081 .7020 .7327
.9500 .1120 .74_1 .6604 ,I014 .3552 .1656 .7452 .6651
.975_ .17Z5 .75_3 .644Z .2000 .3552 ,0267 .7099 .7203
l.OoO0 .2152 ,7590 ,_43Z .3500 .3552 -.1506 .6634 .7923
.4500 .355Z -.Z499 .6372 .83Z6
,5500 ,3552 -,_203 ,6467 .8180
.6500 .355Z -.060Z .6856 .7580
• 7500 .3552 ,0645 ,7Z04 .704G
.8C00 ,355Z ,117_ .7331 ,684Z .
•8500 ,355Z .15Z2 .7421 .6699
2_5 .ooo .355z .1918 .7_z6 .653_
•9500 .3552 .2188 ,7590 .6431
PT 455.1i98 KPA CN .7710 CO1 .017Z0
TT 103.0778 K CH -,0787 CDZ ,01739
Re 40.1805 _ILLIO_ C¢ -,0073 C03 .01666
_ACH .7330 CD4 .01338
ALPHA 2,4948 DEE CD5 °01193
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC Y/(BIZ) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0807 .9841 .1523 0,0000 1.0807 ,9841 ,1523 ,5000 .7401 -1.0384 ,4296 1.1730
.U0%0 .1510 .7411 .60q8 .0060 ,7510 .8975 ,3978 .5000 ,6414 -1,0911 ,4164 1.1970
.OOUO -.1060 .0750 .7743 .0080 .5069 .8330 ,SZOG .5000 .54!7 -1.0008 ,4444 $,1403
• 0150 -.2647 .b3Zb ,8397 ,0230 ,4663 ,8236 ,5363 ,5000 ,4440 -.9702 .4490 1.1382
.0150 -,4393 .5869 .910fl .G500 .3503 .7q41 .5861 °5000 .3454 -1.0491 .4189 1,1741
,0400 -.6949 ,5184 L.OZ03 ,1000 .2000 .7533 ,6523 ,5000 .2467 -1.0416 .4313 1.1698
• ObO0 -.9Z73 .4_77 1.1230 ,1500 ,1267 .7357 ,6801 .5000 ,1480 -1.1087 .4092 1.Z105
.U8UO -1.0894 .41_9 1.1900 .2000 .0560 ,7154 o7118 ,5000 ,0493 -,_050 .4055 1,1077
.1000 -_.L695 .3966 1.1343 .2800 -.0035 .7009 .7344 .5000 -.0493 -1,1047 .4099 1.2109
.1_00 -1.Z105 .3809 1.Z646 .3500 -.1Ze3 .6682 .7849 .5000 -.1480 -1,0054 .6368 1.1600
oZuOO -1o2715 o3717 l,zsoq .4500 -,1401 o4137 1,Z0Zl .5000 -.2407 -.9578 .4518 1,1332
• ZZO0 -1.1833 .3606 1,Zq30 .5500 -,2035 .6377 ,8318 .5000 -.3454 -.7950 .4961 1.0573
.2bud -1.2E95 .3070 1.2911 ,6500 -.0_23 .6503 .8114 .5000 -.4440 -.8241 .4830 1.0794
,3000 -1,2753 ,35?6 /.2910 .75C0 .0725 ,6857 ,7579 .5000 -*5417 -.7960 ,%917 1.0647
• 3400 -1.2845 .365q 1.Z944 ._000 .1100 .71q7 .7051 .5000 -,6416 -.7706 ,4973 1,0553
.38_0 -1.3009 .3bbb 1.2931 .85C0 .1052 .7347 ,6817 .5000 -.7401 -.6666 ,5253 1.0091
• 4100 -1.2881 .3bbO 1.19_1 .qO00 .lq06 ,7449 .6655 CHORDWZSE
.4600 -1.Z098 .3714 1.g834 .9500 ,Z177 .7525 .6535 .ObO0 ,4500 -,9238 .4003 1.1185
• 5000 -1.09qb ,_428 ,_807 1.0000 .1117 .7563 ,6474 .1400 ,4500 -1.2211 ,381Z 1,2641
,5_o0 -.b_35 .56_7 ,9458 .ZZ00 .4500 -1,Z793 ,3641 1.2981
,5800 -._161 .5eZ6 .9491 .3000 ,4500 -1.Z695 .3675 1.Z912
• bZ_O -.5371 .557Z .9419 .3800 .4500 -1.2413 ,3756 1.2750
.6600 -,5030 .5708 .9301 ,_bO0 °4500 -1.2324 ,3706 1.2731
,7ubO -,4941 ,5931 ._011 .5400 ,4500 -,7548 ,5039 1,0444
,7500 -.4168 ._271 ,_%81 .6200 .4500 -.4_84 °5685 .9398
.8000 -.2q17 ,5028 .7q31 *TGO0 .4500 --.6826 .573Z *9313
.eSbO -.1399 ,bq_3 ,7384 .8000 ,4500 -.Z840 .0304 ,8431
.9000 -.0082 .73J3 .6885 ,9000 .4500 -,0057 .6994 ,7300
•_5_0 .1163 .7453 .6649 ,1014 .3552 ,2027 ,7529 .6528
,9753 ,1719 .7569 .64_5 .ZOO0 ,3552 .0577 .7157 .7113
I,_GO0 ,_117 .7553 .647_ .3500 .3552 -,1329 ,6669 .7868
,4500 .3552 -,2345 .6395 .8291
.5500 .3552 -.1999 .6475 .8108
.6500 .3552 -.0590 ,6848 ,7593
• ?500 ,355Z .0677 ,7186 ,7068
.8C00 .3552 ,1226 ,7322 ,6856
.8500 ,3552 ,1588 .74Z8 .6688
.9000 .3551 .,1974 ,7514 .6553
.9500 .3552 .2083 .7553 ,6490
PT 455.11€]8 KPA CN .8100 CD1 .01243
TT 103.0813 K CH -.0784 CDZ ,02247
RC 40.1743 _ILLIOH CC -,0086 C03 ,OZOqO
HACH ,7329 CD4 ,01596
ALPHA 2.9d43 DEG CD5 .01338
uPPER $UkFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
xl_ CP P_LI_T _LOC XIC CP P;LIPT HLOC _IC Y/(81Z) CP P_LIPT _LO¢
O.OOOO 1.0537 ._771 .1831 0.00_0 1.0_37 .q771 ,1831 .5000 ,7401 -1.1648 .3914 1.2442
,uU_O .0817 .7133 ,6995 ,0_40 .8141 .q14q .3603 .5000 .6414 -1,1387 .4072 1,2141
.uOcO -,1717 .65h5 ,8019 .0_80 .5_53 .8547 .4810 .50GO .5427 -1.2158 .3839 1.2587
.015_ -.3357 ,6153 .8665 .0230 .5_24 .8358 .5151 ,5000 ,4440 -1.1989 .3908 1.2453
• OZ_O -,5(87 ,_083 .q4_(_ .05_ .3_53 .8013 ,5724 .5000 ,3454 -1._148 °36_3 1°Z542
.0400 -,75_ ,5059 1.0_10 .1000 .2331 .763_ ,6357 .5000 .2467 -1,2177 ,3801 1.2662
.9600 -.9_37 ,4_g8 1.1493 .1500 .1_81 ,7403 .6728 .5000 .I480 -1,2Z75 .3800 1.268_
,080J -1.1283 ._070 1.2145 .2000 .0864 ,7245 ,6977 .5000 ,0493 -1.2246 ,3802 1.2661
•1_0 -1,Z158 ,38_b 1.Z57_ .2500 .00_4 .7052 .7277 .5000 -,0493 -1.2092 .3858 1.2549
,1400 -1.zg3z .3050 1,zg6i .350G -.1119 ,6695 ,78Zg ,5000 -,1480 -1.0689 .4Z45 1.1813
.18_0 -1,310b ,3593 1.3078 ,4500 -.2314 .4032 1.2117 .5000 -.2467 -1.0696 .4199 1,1q05
,2203 -1.3315 .3537 1,3103 .55C0 -.2040 .6399 .8284 .5000 -.3454 -.8210 ,4qO0 1.0676
.ZOUu -1.3351 ,3_32 1.31_3 .6_00 -.0_90 ,6485 .8153 ,5000 -.4440 -.8288 ,4846 1,0767
.30OU -1.3_83 ,3_30 1.3196 .7500 .0653 ,6840 .7605 .5000 -.5427 -.6746 .5158 1,0083
,3400 -1.3_51 .3535 1.3196 ,8000 .1130 .71q3 .70_7 .5000 -.8414 -°8711 .5Z59 1.0082
.3600 -1,3377 .3_1 1._216 ,8500 ,1584 ,7312 .6871 .5000 -.7401 -.6414 ,5341 ,9948
._200 -L.3_96 .3510 1,3135 .gOOO .1_66 .7430 .6685 CH_RD_ISE
.46G0 -1.3_55 .3522 1.32_ .gScu .2086 .7506 .6565 .ObO0 ,4500 -,9613 ,4487 1,1387
._OGO -1,1497 .5010 1.047_ 1,0000 .2050 .7540 ,6511 .1400 .4500 -1,2683 ,3681 1,2899 •
.54U0 -.703_ .5t_1 .g468 .ZZO0 .4500 -1.3400 .348q 1.3Zq3
,5800 -.5238 .5716 ,93_9 ,3000 .4500-1.3150 .3541 1.3185
.bZ_O -.4936 .5738 .g314 ,3800 .4500 -1.30Z5 .3587 l*30qZ
,66u0 -.4_97 .57_0 .9248 ,4600 .4500 -1,2984 .3629 1.3005 "
.70uO -._793 .5q_8 .8984 .5400 ,4500 -,9864 .4453 1.1448
.7_00 -,402_ .bZgZ .544g ,6200 .4500 -.4q15 .5714 .9353
.8000 -.2855 ._834 .7922 .7C00 .4500 -.4423 .5830 .916q •
.8500 -.1451 .bqo_ .741q .8000 .4500 -,Z756 .629g ,8440
.9000 -.6127 ,7164 .6946 .go00 .4500 -.0098 ,6982 .7380
,gsuo ,_g58 .7421 .6bgq ,1014 ,3551 .2335 .7626 ,6374
.g7_o .154g .7561 .047_ .2000 ,3551 .082_ .TZlq .7017
1.0060 ,2£50 ,7540 .6511 .3500 .3552 -.1159 .6703 .7817
.4500 ,3552 -.ZgZZ .6413 ,8247
.5500 .3552 -,2008 .0477 .8185
.6500 .3552 -,0578 .6844 .7598
.7500 .3552 ,0630 .7168 .70q7
.8000 ,3552 ,1287 .7355 .6804
.8500 .3551 .1539 .739q .6735
2_ .9ooo .3_51 ,I_11 .75o4 .6s_8
.9500 ,3552 .1117 .7562 ,6676
o,
PT 455.1105 KPA C_ ,8586 COl .02832
TT 103.0635 K CH -,0775 COZ .02816
RC 40.06BZ MILLION CC -.0118 C03 .02520
_ACH .7289 CD4 .01972
ALPHA 3.4927 DFG CD5 .01570
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWE3_
X/C CP P#L/PT MLCC X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC X/C YI(EIZ) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0136 .9074 .2190 O.C_bO 1.0130 .9074 .21_0 .5000 .7401 -1.2344 ,3837 1,Z591
,0040 -.0176 .69_5 ,7350 ,0040 ,8763 ,9318 .3107 .5000 .6414 -1,2787 ,3749 1.2705
• 00B0 -.2909 ,62_b .B659 .OC_O .6bCB .B763 .4404 ,5000 ,5427 -_.242§ .3835 1.2594
.0150 -.4247 .5953 .8977 .0230 .5616 .8505 .4889 .5000 ,4440 -1.2749 .3731 1.2799
.0150 -.5e96 .5515 .9053 .OfiO0 .6143 .813fl .5537 .§000 .3454 -l.3148 .3625 1.3012
• 060_ -._298 .6903 1.0671 ,1C00 .1697 .7747 .6178 .5000 ,2467 -1.2641 .3761 1.1740
.ObbO -1.056Z .42_1 1.173B .1500 .1809 .7511 .655B .5000 .1480 -1.1783 ,3714 1,Z835
.OBO0 -1.2050 .3931 1.Z410 .2000 .1095 .733F .6831 .5000 .0693 -1.3089 .3617 1.3028
• 1000 -1.2686 .3712 1.2037 .2500 .04_0 .7176 .7085 .§000 -.0_93 -1.2773 .3692 1.2877
,1400 -1.3355 .3532 1.3103 .3500 -.0907 .6816 ,7642 .5000 -.1480 -1.1443 .4040 1.2192
•1800 -1.3842 .3_?0 1.3333 .4500 -.20_5 .410q 1.2072 .5000 -.2467 -.9770 .4499 1.1367
.2200-L,3957 .3410 1.3459 .5500 -.1876 .6%9b .8135 .5000 -.3454 -.9203 ,4632 1.1134
• 2600 -1.394B .36LZ 1.3_55 .6500 -.0560 .t564 ,8030 .5000 -.4440 -.7474 .5081 1.0374
" .3000 -1.40bE .33€1 1.3_q8 .75C0 .06_8 .0876 .754q .5000 -.5417 -.6449 .5368 ,9904
.3_00 -1._093 .36L1 1.3456 ,SGGO o1118 o718R .7064 .5000 -.6414 -.6267 .5391 .9866
.3BOO -1,406L .3612 1.3454 .8_00 .1541 .7341 .6826 .5000 -.7401 -.6106 .5431 .9806
.4200 -I._09g ,3381 L.35Z0 ,g000 ,1851 .7637 .6675 CH3ROWISE
,66b0 -l,66gg .33?8 1.3526 .9_00 .2012 .7517 .6547 .0600 .4500 -1.0206 .4390 1.1560
.5000 -L,_362 .5191 1.0191 1.0060 .2_32 .7566 .6_70 .1600 ,4500 -1.3227 .35_6 1,3154
• 5400 -.712B .5623 .9_95 .Z200 .4500 -1.4125 .3362 1.3560
.5800 -.5435 .5737 ,9316 .3000 .4500 -1.4011 .3397 1.3487
• 0200 -,4953 .0776 .9257 .3800 .6500 -1.3907 .3496 1.3Z79
.6bUO -.478_ .5_2 .9150 ,4600 .4500 -1.3641 .3508 1.3254
.7000 -.4_67 .bOJO .9904 ,5400 .4500 -.7794 .5030 1.0459
• 7500 -.39gZ .62_8 .8441 .bZO0 .4500 -.4917 .fi749 ,9297
.8000 -.2605 .6661 .7881 .7000 .4500 -.4389 .5899 .9051
.8500 -.1609 .6911 .7602 .8000 .6500 -.2642 .6354 .8354
,9000 -,0270 .7258 .0956 .9000 .4500 -.0145 .7004 .7351
• 9500 ,_BOL .7401 ,6731 .1014 .3552 .2684 .7758 .6161
.9750 .1338 .75a5 .6460 .2000 .3552 .1166 .7341 .6826
1,0000 .2032 ,7566 .0470 .3500 ,3552 -.0924 .6800 .7667
•4500 .3552 -.2045 .6480 .8161
• 5500 .3552 -.1905 .6539 .8069
.6500 .3P52 -.0505 ,6905 .7504
.7500 .3552 .0730 ,7260 .6953
• BOO0 .3552 .1228 .7303 .0791
.8500 .3552 .1549 .7449 .6655
• 9000 .3552 .191e .7529 .6529
.9500 ,3552 .2054 .7579 ,6449
PI 640.04q7 KPA CN .8q81 CD] .03725
TT 101.1260 K C_ -.08Z0 ¢02 .03653
RC 40.0445 MILLIOH C¢ -.0111 CD3 .03210
_ACH .7349 ¢94 .02235
ALPH_ 4.0019 DEC C05 .01792
UPP[_ SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SP_NWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC XIC CP PtL/PT MLOC XIC Y1(812} CP P,L/PT MLOC
u.oOOu .9_25 .95_5 .16_1 O.OCUO .9825 ,9585 .2481 .5000 .7401-1.3447 .3458 1.3359
.0040 -.6737 .6614 .7647 .0040 .906% ,9381 .3051 .5000 .6414 -1.4018 .3327 1.3637
• OOBd -.3525 .6120 .8718 .0080 .7028 ,8856 .4226 .5000 .5417 -1.4016 .3294 1.3709
• 0153 -.45Z0 ,5614 .91_1 .0230 .59Z9 ,_56B ,477_ .5000 ,4440 -1.4069 .3330 1.3630
.0250 -.6257 .5400 .9855 .0500 .4460 .8175 .546q ,5000 .3454 -1._065 ,3335 1.3620
• 0400 -.6373 ._lq L.UeL4 ,IuCU .Z93_ .7773 ,6138 .5000 .2467 -1.4068 .3303 1.3689
.ObO0 -1.0690 .4236 1.1895 .1_C0 .1953 ,7543 .6507 .50C0 ,1480 -1.4375 .3258 1.3787
._8_J -L,21_l .3_7 1,2613 .Z_O0 ,1267 .7346 .6820 .5000 .0493 -1.4577 .3200 1.3916
.1000 -1.3010 .3010 1.3044 .25_0 .0596 .7164 .71_4 .5000 -.0493 -1._161 .3265 1.3772
.1400 -L.3570 ,3617 1.34_4 .3500 -.0861 .6805 .7661 .5000 -.1480 -1.3B31 .3365 1.3557
• 1803 -1.3997 .3365 1.3556 4500 -.2045 .3327 1.3637 .5000 -.2467 -1.3526 .3410 1.3461
• 2ZUO -1.3971 .3298 1.37C0 _500 -.lq2_ .6472 .8174 .5000 -.3454 -1.1544 .3982 1.2314
• 26_0 -1.4331 .32_9 1.37L9 0500 -.0657 .6507 .8121 .5000 -.6440 -.969_ .4467 1.1424
• 3000 -L,_143 .3275 1.3750 7500 .0526 ,6642 .7603 .5000 -,5427 -.7544 ,5034 1.0456
.3400 -1.4210 .3273 1.3755 SObO .1043 .7133 .71_3 .5000 -.6414 -.6657 .5278 1.0052
.3800 -1,4073 .3279 1.3742 _500 .1436 .7292 .6005 .5000 -,7401 -.6401 .5333 .9963
.4200 -1.4314 .3163 1.3776 9060 .1719 .7362 ,67q5 CHOROWISE
.4600 -1.4453 .3133 1.3842 9500 .1834 .7473 .6619 .0600 ,4500 -1.0160 .4316 1.1696
.SOuO -1.6073 ._ZZ7 1.1n56 1,0000 .1794 .7492 .6590 .1400 ,4500 -1.3626 .3451 1.3374
.54u0 -1.0_49 .5256 1.0089 .2200 .4500 -1.4401 .3225 1.3859
.58U0 -,6733 .5566 .9588 .3000 ,4500 -1.4237 .3249 1.380_
.bZbO -.5530 .5750 ._296 ,3800 ,4500 -I,4000 .3317 1.3660
.6600 -.4715 ,58_8 ._OBO ,4600 ,4500 -L.3893 .3341 1.3605
.7000 -.41_5 .cO_ ._6b .5400 .4500 -1.1403 .4064 1.2159
.7500 -,3618 ,629_ .8469 .6200 .4500 -.5604 .5519 .9663
.BObO -,27_9 .6021 .79_4 .7000 .4500 -.4062 .5916 .9037
.8500 -.1473 .0935 .7459 ._000 .4500 -.2454 .635q .834_
• .9C00 -,bZot .TZLO .7032 .qo00 .4530 -.0255 .6933 .7463
.9500 .u760 .7350 .6_16 .1014 .3552 .2BB3 .7772 .6140
.975J .13_0 .749_ .6580 ,ZOO0 .3551 .1314 .7367 .0788
1.0000 .1794 .7492 .6590 .3500 .3552 -.OBb5 .6762 .7727
• 4500 ,3552 -.1944 ,6505 ,8123
.5500 .3551 -.1928 .6497 .8136
•6500 .3552 -.0569 ,6843 .7601
.7500 ,3552 .0574 .7147 .7135
.8000 .3552 .llCO .71B4 .6918
.BSO0 ,3551 ,1473 ,7414 .6712
2_7 .9ooo .3_5z .1764 .7457 .6645
,qSGO .3552 .1874 .7485 ,6601
PT 440,6832 KPA CN .2773 CD1 ,00813
TT 102,5123 K CH -,0820 CD2 ,00819
RC 39,7621 MILLION ¢¢ .0097 ¢03 .00783
MACH .7494 CD4 ,00766
ALPHA -.9979 OEG C0_ .00753
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC OP P_LIPT MLOC XIO CP P_LIPT qLOC XIC YItBIZ| OP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0003 1.1105 ,9895 .1234 0,0000 1,1105 .9895 .1234 ,5000 ,7401 -,6534 ,5164 1,0237
• 0040 ,8089 .9079 ,3759 ,CC40 -.2269 .6275 °8476 .5000 ,6414 -.6626 .5142 1.0273
°0080 .5804 °8462 ,4965 .0080 -,6911 .5044 1.0435 .5000 .5427 -.6705 .5114 1.0319
.0153 .3667 .7888 .5948 .0230 -.1670 .6501 .8127 .5000 ,4440 -.6691 .5113 1.0320
• 0250 .1341 .7259 .b_54 ,0500 -,1418 .6509 .8115 .5000 .3454 -.6690 .5111 1.0314 @
.0400 -.1370 ,6540 .8068 .10GO -.1899 .6375 .8322 ,5C00 .2467 -,6679 ,5127 1,0297
,0€00 -.3814 .5893 .9071 .1500 -.2234 ._291 .8451 .5000 .1480 -.6704 ,5119 1.0310
.08_0 -.5018 .557_ ._575 .2000 -.2539 .6ZZZ .8558 ,5000 .0493 -.6757 ,5104 1.0334
• ,1_0 -.5619 .5420 .9820 ,2500 -.3036 ,6080 .8779 .5000 -,0493 -.6727 ,5096 1.0347
.1400 -,63G4 ,5203 1.0172 ,3500 -._105 ,5789 .9233 .5000 -.1480 -.6738 .5113 1.03ZG
.1800 -.b622 .5134 1.UZSb .4500 -,4951 .5111 1.0324 .5000 -.2467 -.6735 ,5111 1.03Z3
• 2200 -.6420 .5182 1.0208 .5500 -.3770 .5588 .9552 .5000 -.3_54 -.6772 ,5088 1.0361
.2600 -o6G87 .5257 1.3084 ,65C0 -,1618 .5909 .9046 .5000 -.4440 -.6710 ,5120 1.0309 8
• 3000 -.eObZ .52_0 1.0030 .75C0 .0C75 .6492 .8141 .5000 -.5427 -.6718 ,51Z5 1.0301
.3400 -._049 .5296 1,0020 .8000 .0726 .6923 .7477 .5000 -.6414 -,6747 ,5096 1.0348
.3800 -,61_8 .5253 1.0091 .8500 .1253 .7109 .7189 .5000 -,7401 -.6800 .5093 1,0353
,420_ -.6312 ,5215 1,0152 .9000 ,1697 .7246 .6974 CHORDWISE
.4600 -._549 .5149 1.Q261 .9500 ,1976 .7357 ,6800 .0600 .4500 -,4003 ,5832 .9166
.5000 -.6680 .5052 1.0421 1.0000 .2210 .7507 .6_62 .1400 .4500 -.6092 .5272 1,0059
._4_0 -.09_8 .4907 1.066_ .ZZO0 .4500 -.6340 .521_ 1.0150
.5800 -.7496 .4833 1.0788 .3000 .4530 -.6055 ,5265 1,0071
.6203 -.7707 .49_3 1.0b03 .3800 .4500 -,6307 ,5234 1,0122
.6_03 -.7297 .5312 ,9995 ,4690 .4500 -,6439 ,5174 1,0220
.70uJ -.5998 .5697 ,9378 .5400 .4500 -.7025 .5004 1.0501
.7500 -,4551 ,b081 .8777 .6200 .4500 -,7658 ,4853 1.0754
.SUO0 -.3082 .6502 .8126 ,7000 ,4500 -.5828 .5347 ,9938
.8500 -.1_0 .6_78 .7546 .8000 .4500 -.3118 ,6065 .8802
• 9_0o -.0175 .721Z .7028 ,9000 .4§00 -.0Z05 ,6861 .7571
,9503 .1118 .7371 .6779 .1014 ,3552 -.1919 .6401 .8282
.9753 .168_ .74_7 .6b59 .2000 .3552 -,2537 .6232 .8543
1_00_0 .2210 .75_7 .6562 .3500 .3552 -.4052 ,5819 ,9186
.45C0 .3552 -,4887 ,5596 .9538
.5500 ,3552 -,3786 .5902 .9056
• 6500 13552 1.1585 ,6471 ,8173
.7500 .3552 .0071 .6943 .7445
.8000 .3552 .0714 .7100 .7203
.8500 ,3552 .1220 .7228 ,7002
.9000 .3552 .1683 .7365 ,6788
,9500 .3552 .1975 .7444 .6663
_T 4;1.2672 KPt Ctl .4317 C01 .00865
TT 102.0108 K CM -.0818 CD2 ,00864
RC 4_._PlP MILLIO_ CC .0078 CD3 .00832
_ACH .7476 CD4 .00804
ALPH_ .0075 OEG CD5 .00776
UPPER SUPFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
Xl_ Cp P_LIPT _LaC X/C CP P_LIPT MLPC x/C YI(_I2) CP P_LIPT _L_C
O.OOOJ 1.1_29 .99_4 .0_7 O,COCO 1*1_Zq .9q84 .0_87 ,5000 .7401 --.7228 .4961 1.0575
.uG4u .6562 ._668 ._586 ,0040 ,1387 .7272 .6936 .5000 ,6414 -.7Z65 ,4929 1.0629
,_d_ .4_84 ,_OLO .5748 ._C80 -.1_10 .642_ .8246 .5000 .5427 -.7411 .4904 1.0671
.0150 .18_8 .7427 .6692 .0230 ,0_38 .7077 ,7239 ,5000 .4440 -.7477 .4907 1,0666
.0253 -.C280 .6_5 .75_2 .0_ ,G222 .6957 .7425 .5000 .3454 -.7566 .4894 1.0686
,0_03 -.311_ .6107 ._737 ,1C_0 1.0582 .6741 .7760 ,5000 .2457 -,7534 .4888 1.0696
.0600 -.5_68 .5427 ,PJ9 .1_00 -,1102 .6616 .7953 ._000 .1480 -.7_61 .4927 1,0630
.0803 -.6_83 .51_7 _,_313 .2{_ -.1550 .6495 ,8139 ,5000 .0493 -.7638 ,4888 1,0696
.lu_O -.7637 .4_1 _,0707 .2500 1.212_ .6346 ,83hP ,5000 -.0493 -.7581 ,4895 1.0695
.1403 --.b2N9 ,4699 1.1018 .3500 -.31_6 .6_82 .8775 .5000 -.1_0 -.7594 .4_85 1,070_
• 18_0 -.8429 .4656 1.1092 ,4_00 -,4200 .4965 1.0567 .5000 -.2467 -.7468 .4928 1,0629
,2200 -,6708 ,4532 1,_310 ,55C0 -.3332 ,5_19 ,9186 ,5000 -.3454 -,7500 .4917 1,0647
.2600 -.8713 .4525 1.1322 ,6500 -.1355 .6063 ,88P6 .5C00 -.4440 -,7421 .4936 1,0615
.3G_O -._507 .4617 1.1102 .7500 .0197 .6564 .8031 ,5000 -.5427 -,7489 .4919 1,0645
.3400 -.8187 .4_80 1.1094 ,SOU0 .0824 .6968 .7407 .5000 --.6414 -.74_9 .4923 1.0637
.3_UU -,6193 .5232 1.0127 .8560 .1341 .7140 .7141 .5000 -.7401 -.7578 .4894 1.0685
.42C3 -.6477 .5176 _.0219 .9000 .1743 .7251 .6068 CHOROWISF
.460J -.7253 .49T8 1.3545 .9500 .1995 ,7357 ,6803 .ObO0 ,4500 -,5765 ,5377 .9890
.5003 -.7392 ,4_17 1.U_17 1.(_(00 .2146 .7504 .6589 .1400 .4500 -.8123 .4762 1.0910
"._4UO -,7800 ._805 1.0838 .2200 .4500 -.8507 .4673 1.1064
.5800 -,80_1 .4743 1.0943 .3000 ,4500 -.8257 ._705 1.1008
.6203 -.8180 .4935 1.066_ .3800 .4530 -,6582 .5183 1,0206
.b6_0 -.7548 .5330 ,9957 .4600 ,4500 -.7280 .4996 1.0515
.7000 -.5914 .57_0 .9310 .5400 .4500 -.7648 ,4885 1.0701
,75G0 -.4_32 ._1_1 .8715 ,6200 .4500 -.767_ ,4830 1.0794
.8003 -.3005 .6531 ,8081 .7000 .4500 -.5782 ,5385 ,9877
,65U0 -,1469 .6898 .7531 .8000 .4500 -,313_ .6105 .8739
.90u0 -,e140 ,72L8 .7019 .9C00 .4500 -.0155 .6890 ,7528
.9500 ,1094 ,7359 .6798 .1014 .3552 -.0617 .6775 .7706
.97_0 .lbZO .7472 .662C 12000 .3552 -.1502 .6526 ,8087
1.0000 .2146 .7534 .6569 ,3500 .3552 -.3222 .6059 .8812
.4500 .3552 -.4105 .5836 .9159
.5500 ,3552 -.3372 ,6042 .8838
• 6500 ,3552 -.1319 .6506 ,8027
.7500 ,3552 .0252 ,7007 ,7347
• 8000 .3552 ,0779 ,7147 .7129
• 8500 .3552 .1309 .7280 .692Z
_ ,9000 ,3952 ,1709 .7391 .6747
• 9500 .3552 .1923 ,7434 .667q
o.
PT 441.3721 KPA CH .4958 CO1 .00907
TT 102.1527 K CM -.0794 ¢02 .00911
RC 40.0197 MILLION CC .0060 C03 .00865
MACH .7489 CD4 .008Z2
ALPHA ,4986 DEG CD5 .00795
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,L/PT MLDC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC Y1(812} CP PPL/PT MLOC
G.O0_O 1.1421 .9982 .0503 0.0000 1.1421 .9982 .0503 .5000 .7401 -.7058 .5009 1.0493
.0040 .5691 ._453 .4981 .¢C40 .ZB07 .7658 .6322 .5000 .6414 -.6771 .5090 1.0359
.OOBO .3176 .7768 .6145 .0080 -.0117 .6875 .7551 .5000 .5627 -.6544 .5171 1.02Z6
.0150 .11S7 .7226 .7007 .0230 .1478 .7308 .6878 .5000 .4440 ".6389 .5Zll 1.0159
.0250 -.09,5 .6643 .7908 .0500 .0999 .7198 .7049 .5000 .3454 -.6385 .5207 1.0166
• 0400 -.3777 .5893 .9071 .1000 -.0076 .6881 .7542 .5000 .2467 -.6481 .5170 1.02Z7
.0600 -.6311 .6232 1.0125 .1500 -.0664 .6737 .7765 .5000 .1480 -.6323 .5235 1.01Z0
.0800 -.75_2 .4866 1.0733 .2000 -.1106 .6609 .7962 .5000 .0403 -.6472 .§ZOZ 1.0175
.1000 -.8381 .4658 1.1089 .2500 -.1678 .6454 .flZO0 .5000 -.0493 -.6696 .5131 1.0292
.1_00 -.9078 .4440 1.1471 ,3500 -.2Q02 .6128 .870_ .5000 -,1480 -.6481 ,5177 1,0215
.1800 -.9293 .43_5 1.1569 .4500 -.3870 .5178 1.0215 .5000 -.2467 -.6836 .5069 1.0393
.2203 -.9722 .4321 1.1684 .5500 -.3175 .5887 .gOB1 .5000 -.3454 -.6692 o5128 1.0297
.2603 -.9792 .4306 1.1711 .6500 -.1270 .6044 .8835 .5000 -.4440 -.6903 .5051 1.0424
) .3000 -.9751 .428_ 1.1750 .7500 .0294 .6570 .8021 .5000 -.5427 -.7112 .4983 1.0537
.3400 -.9579 ._335 1.1659 .8000 .0906 .6972 .7400 .5000 -.6414 -.7049 .5026 1.0466
.38u0 -.g039 ._502 1._361 .85u0 .1355 .7140 .7141 .5000 -.7401 -.7257 .4989 1.0§Z7
.420_ -.7477 ._920 1.Cb_3 .9000 .1706 .7289 .6906 CHOROWI$E
.4600 -.e539 .5166 1._234 .9500 .1951 .7385 .6757 .0600 .4500 -.6426 .5191 1.0193
.5000 -.6436 .5110 1.0326 1.C000 .2030 .7467 .6627 .1400 .4500 -.9054 .4457 1.1441
.5400 -._704 .4856 1.9750 .ZZO0 .4500 -.9565 .436Z 1.1610
• 5800 -.7739 .4747 i,.8936 .3000 .4530 -.9Z90 .4416 1.1513
,6200 -.b173 .4887 1.0698 .3800 .4500 -.89bZ .4516 1.1337
,bbO0 -.7606 .5285 1.0039 ,4600 ,4500 -,693Z ,5059 1.0411
.7_uO -._80 .5701 .q372 .5400 .4§00 -.6799 .5097 1.0347
,7503 -.4488 ,_118 ,8721 ,6200 ,4500 -,79C5 ,4800 1,0846
,bUOO -.3U01 ,6519 ,8101 .7000 ,4_00 -.5805 ,5369 .9903
,dSJJ -.1449 .68_4 .7522 .8000 ,4500 --.3061 ,6096 .8754
.9COJ -.CU27 .7202 .7043 .9000 .4500 -.0134 .6881 ,7542
.9500 .1059 .7368 ._784 .1014 .355Z -.0090 .6889 .7529
.9150 .lb3b .7438 ,6674 .2000 .355Z -.1168 .6610 .7959
1,0000 ,2030 .7457 .6627 .3500 .3552 -.2851 .6151 .8669
.4500 .355Z -.3786 .5884 ,9084
.5500 .3552 -.3136 .60@5 .8772
• 6500 .355Z -.1221 .6585 .7998
.7500 .35§Z .0Z80 .6995 .7365
,8000 .3552 .09t5 .7162 .7107
.8500 .3552 .1337 .7280 ,6923
.9000 .3552 .1727 .7384 .6759
.9500 .3552 ,1954 ,7435 .6677
PT 4_1.3683 KPA CN .5878 CD1 .00994
TT 102.1141 K C_ -.0838 CDZ .00982
RC 4C._831 MItllOh C_ .0039 CD3 .00941
MACH .7502 CD4 .00916
%LVHA ,9979 OEG C05 .00894
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CR _LI#T _LJC XIC CP F,LIPT MLOC XlO YI(B/Z) CP PeLIPT MLOC
O,OOOO 1.1414 ,9919 .0546 C.O(.CO 1,141_ ,9979 ,0546 ,5000 ,7401 -,9644 ,4305 1,1714
,O04J .502Z ,8247 .5344 ,0040 .4198 ,8036 .5704 ,5000 ,6414 -1,0113 ,4163 1,1974
.O0_O .23_4 .7546 .6502 .CO_O .1293 .7237 .698e .5000 .5427 -,9638 .4302 1.1719
.Olbu .0_83 .7u13 .7338 .0230 .Z353 .7538 .6_15 .5000 .4440 -1.0294 .4112 1.2068
.3ZbO -.lbld .6451 .8203 ,05C0 .1656 .7337 .6833 .5000 .3454 -1.0021 .4206 1.1893
.0400 -._399 .5710 .9359 .1CO0 .0513 .7044 .7_89 .5000 .2467 -1.0253 .4137 1.2021
.06(b -.6_69 ,5075 1.0364 .1500 -,0206 .6848 .7593 .5000 .1480 -.9963 .4227 1.1855
.0800 -.8506 .4662 1.10_1 ,2000 -.0704 .6697 .782_ .5000 .0493 -.9985 .4226 1.1858
.1ouO -.9_68 .446_ 1.1428 .2500 -.13C8 .6528 .8087 .5000 -.0493 -.9898 .42§8 1.1799
.l_uO -.978_ ._Z39 1.1833 .35C0 -.2583 .6191 .8607 .5000 -.1480 -1.0123 .4161 1.1977
.1800-I.0010 ._195 1.1o13 .4500 -.3533 .4203 .1_99 .5000 -.2467 -.9736 .4281 1,1757
.2200-I.L326 .4108 1,Z075 .5500 -.Z970 .5970 .8950 .5000 -.3454 -.9892 ,4233 1.1845
.2600 -I,0515 .4083 1.2122 ,6500 -,1149 ,6142 ,8684 ,5000 -,4440 -,9455 ,4363 1,1608
.300_-I.C_9 .4058 1.Zlb8 .75_0 .0321 .65q7 ,7980 .5000 -.5427 -,9239 .4441 1.1468
.34U0-i.U507 .4056 I.Z172 ._000 .101_ ,6974 .7398 .5000 -.6414 -.9494 .4360 1.1614
.3bLO -I,1393 .4G08 1.2093 .8500 .1401 ,7171 .7002 .5000 -.7401 -.9641 ,4294 1.1733
._200 -1.0275 .4117 1.2058 .9000 .1783 .7274 .6931 CHOROWISE
.4600-I.GlUl ._I_5 1.1933 .9500 .Z043 .7390 .6748 .0600 ,4500 -.7053 .5033 1,0454
• 5000 -.9_1 .4_21 1.1505 1.0000 .20_4 .7_51 .6652 .1400 .4500 -.9781 .4277 1.1763
.5400 -.9199 .46_4 1.1044 .ZZO0 ,4500 -1.043P .4082 1.2123
,5_00 -._264 ,SZOZ 1.C175 .3000 ,4500 -1.0185 .4192 1.1918
•6ZuO -.6354 .5310 .9999 .3800 .4500 -1.0149 ,4158 1.1982
.b6OO -.5979 .5477 .973(. .%600 .4500 -1.0148 .4180 1.1941
.7000 -.5250 .5737 ,9316 .5400 .4500 -.9934 .4ZZ3 1.1863
.7503 -.4331 .6124 .8710 .6ZOO .4500 -.6646 .5076 1.0382
,_003 -,2_77 .6547 ,dU57 ,7000 ,4500 -.5010 ,5529 ,9646
.85uO -.1341 .6_94 .75Z1 .8000 .4500 -.Z866 .6114 .8726
• .90GO -,0096 .7221 ,7015 ,9000 .4500 -.0079 ,6887 .7532
.9560 .i146 .7330 .6843 ,1014 .3552 .0489 .7052 .7Z76
.9750 ,£606 ,74h9 .6624 .Z000 ,3552 -,0697 .6705 ,7813
I,OUUO ,_U64 ,7451 ,b652 ,3500 ,355Z -,2510 ,6Z51 ,8514
.4500 .3552-.3457 .5979 .8936
.5500 .3552 -.Z910 .6113 .8728
•6500 .3552 -,109B .66Z9 .7931
.7500 .3552 .0396 .7004 .7351
.8000 .3552 .0977 .7173 .?089
• 8500 .3552 .1375 .7Z72 ,6934
289 .gooo .355z .1803 .7368 .6784
.9500 .3552 .1949 .7438 .6673
_T 441.38q3 KPA CN .6597 CD1 .0135P
TT 102.1387 K C_ -.0090 CDZ .01314
_C 40.1324 MILLION CC .0031 CD3 .01220
MACH .7521 C06 .01203
ALPHA 1.5079 DEG CO5 .0114C
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PsLIPT HLOC XIC CP PPLIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PtLIPT MLOC
0,0003 1.1607 ,9976 ,0587 0.0000 1,1607 ,9976 .0587 ,5000 ,7601 -1,0569 .6013 1,2253
.006_ ,6187 ,8023 ,5726 .00_0 ,524_ .8312 .5232 ,5000 ,6614 -1,0963 .3910 1,2669
.GOBO .1716 .7367 .6816 .OCBO ,2528 .7572 ,6461 ,5000 ,5627 -1.1189 ,3896 1,2680
.01_0 -,0397 .6795 ,7675 ,0230 ,3106 .7735 .6168 ,5000 ,6660 -1.1102 .3911 1.2667
,0?50 -,2223 ,6285 ,8660 .0500 .2123 .7666 ,6631 .SO00 ,3454 -1,1112 .3868 1.2531
• 0_o0 -,5092 .5517 .965{: .10_0 .0885 .7133 .7151 .5000 .2667 -1.1339 .3869 1.2568
.0600 -,7606 .4901 1.0674 ,1_00 .0166 ,6928 .7669 .5000 .1680 -1.1068 .3916 1.2662
.OSuO -,8877 .6686 1.1389 .2000 -,0296 ,6_07 .7856 ,5000 .0693 -1.1085 ,3891 1.2687
,1000 -,6565 ,6273 1,1771 ,2500 -.1000 .6632 ,7926 .5000 -.0_93 -1,1078 ,3889 1,Z491
,16_3 -1,0356 ,_037 1.211_ .3500 -,2220 ._286 .865g .5000 -,1680 -1.122_ .3826 1.2616
.18G0 -1,0607 ,4013 1,1252 ,4500 -,3351 ,3905 1.2656 ,5000 -.2667 -1.1108 .3867 1,2_33
,ZZO_ -1._950 .3035 1.2601 ,5500 -.2873 .5Q96 ,8912 .5000 -.3656 -1.0891 .3974 1,23Z7
.2600 -1.1003 .3012 1,2626 .6560 -,1048 ,6111 .8731 .5000 -,66_0 -1.0676 .6014 1,225Z
,3000 -i.1020 .3891 1.2667 ,7_C0 .0386 ,65_7 .Tqg5 .5000 -.5627 -1.0765 .6012 1.2255 4
,3600 -1,1167 .388_ 1.2_66 ,8CCC .0986 .6988 ,7376 .5000 -.6616 -1.0662 .4005 1,Z269
.3800 -1.1157 .3876 1.2515 ,8500 .1646 .7152 .71_2 .5000 -.7401 -1,0666 .40Z1 1.2238
,6700 -1.1116 ,3881 1,Z5C6 .q6OO .1804 .7Z86 .6915 CHORDWISE
.6600 -1,1038 .3888 1.24_2 .6500 .1970 ,7382 .6762 .0600 .4500 -.7577 .4867 1.0732
.5000 -1.1106 .38?3 1.1522 1.0000 .1683 .7447 .5659 .1600 ,6500 -1.0310 .4100 lo2089
.56U0 -1.1250 ,4052 1.2180 .2200 .6500 -1.1059 .3879 1.2509
.58_0 -1.0558 ._583 1.1218 .3000 .4500 -1.0887 ,3949 1.Z375
.bZbO -,ESZ5 ,5653 .6788 .3800 .6500 -1.0608 .3954 1,2366
.660_ -._298 .5856 .9664 .4600 ,4500 -1,0999 .3926 1.2414
.7000 -.6_81 ,5875 ,9098 ,5600 ,4500 -1.1422 ,3800 1.2663
,7500 -.3703 ,blT_ .d626 ,6200 ,6500 -,8891 .4475 1.140@
,_0_3 -,27_5 .6555 ,80_5 .7000 .6500 -.4390 .5687 .9395
.8503 -.1266 .6895 ,7510 .8000 ,4500 -,1563 .6186 ,8614
,_OCO -,0051 .717g ,7080 ,9000 .4500 -.0063 .6883 ,7539
,9_00 .1_60 .7313 .6_69 .1016 .3552 ,0914 ,7131 ,7152
_97_0 ,1537 ,7618 ,6706 ,2000 ,355Z -,0333 o6815 ,76Z9
1,6000 .1963 .74_7 .6659 ,3500 .3552 -.2266 .6297 .8463
,4500 .3551 -.3271 .6004 .8897
• 5500 ,3551 -,2798 .6120 .8717
.6500 .3552 -.0986 ,6626 .7635
• 7500 .3552 .0386 .7001 .735_
.8000 ,3552 .0944 .7152 .7121
• 8500 .3552 ,1403 .726q .6939
,9000 • .3552 .1773 ,7366 ,6790
,9500 .3552 .1945 ,7422 ,669_
PT 676,880C KPA CN ,7067 CD1 ,01708
TT 109.1566 K CH -.0861 CD2 .01680
RC 39.1Z32 _ILLID_ CC .0008 CD3 ,01557
IACH ,7681 CO_ ,01361
ALPH& 2,GZ_ DEC CD5 .01271
L'PPE_ _UFFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_L/P_ ML_C XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YI(B/2) CP PeL/PT _LOC
O.O0_O 1._Z_5 ._65 ,0891 u,OuCO 1.1?85 ,9665 .0801 .5000 .7601 -1,1155 .3879 1.2504
.0_60 ,3_11 .7518 ._061 ,00_0 .62_7 .8_q2 .6723 .5000 ,6414 -1.1569 ,3781 1.2736
.Ovb_ .L819 ,71_7 .71_3 .0C80 ,3371 ,7806 .60_0 .5000 .5627 -1.1756 .3738 1,2780
• 01_0 -.0_72 .6_39 .7_08 ,C230 .36_0 .7882 .5053 ,50_0 .6460 -1.1773 .3746 1.2768
._25_ -.3(_8 ,b_)7 .o7_5 .05G0 .2626 .7616 ._383 .5000 .3656 -1,1666 .3761 1.2774
.O_G3 -._730 .53_ .9_75 .10_0 .1357 .7273 ,6627 .5000 .2667 -1.1756 .3728 1.2801
,06cO -.7_5 ,_775 1.0882 .15C0 .0578 .7063 ,7256 .5000 .1480 -1.1728 .3743 1.2770
.08_3 -,_79 .6361 1,L603 ,2000 -,0128 .685P .7570 .5000 .0693 -1.1927 .3710 1.2836
.zo_o -1._02g ,_150 1,1q_l .2500 -.0711 .6709 ,7800 ,5000 -,0693 -1.1836 .3722 1.2813
,L6(o -L.1167 .3q36 1,2396 ,3_00 -,1_9g ,638q ,8_93 .5000 -,1680 -1.1933 .3672 1.2911
,lovO -1.12_L ,3812 1.15_7 .4500 -,3111 .3735 1.2785 .5000 -.2467 -1,1780 ,3722 1,1812
,ZZOJ -1,1_8 .3791 1.1676 .5500 -.2706 .6073 .8783 .5000 -,3654 -1.1665 ,3724 1,2808
.2600 -1.1650 ,3770 L._218 .6_00 -.Oq_7 .6203 .8580 ,5000 -.4660 -1.1228 ,3860 1,2483
.30_0 -1,1683 .3783 L.2730 ,7500 .0313 .6603 .?_63 .5000 -,5627 -1.1256 .3885 1.2491
.3603 -1.1702 .3725 1.2806 ._(iO ,0643 .7007 ,733q .5000 -,6414 -1.1030 .3944 1.2377
.38_0 -1.1e16 ,3722 1.2813 .8500 .1617 ,7160 .7102 .5000 -,7401 -1.0976 ,3q39 1.2387
.6203 -1,1q62 ,3698 1,2859 .q000 .16q6 .7287 ,6q06 CH3RDWISE
.66uJ -1olq_7 ,3730 1.2795 ,9_C0 ,1920 .7364 .6782 ,0600 .4500 -,7904 ,4772 1.0886
._000 -1,1d73 .373d L.2779 1.0CLO ,19_9 ,7658 ,6635 .1600 .4500 -1.1083 .3963 1.2342
._u -1.1716 ,_0_3 1,2172 .2100 ,6500 -_.1967 .3714 1.2807
.5_uO -1,b_79 ,5109 _,_31¢ .3000 .4500 -1.1718 .3779 1.2699
.62G0 -,6721 ,5577 ,9562 ,3800 ,4500 -1.1336 ,3830 1,2598
,6_00 -,4_6_ ,56_6 .0377 ,4600 .4530 -1.158g .3775 1,1707
.700J -,6_69 ._899 .9054 ,5400 ,6500 -1.1645 ,3733 1.2790
,75_0 -,3712 .6197 .85_ .6200 ,4500 -.6102 .5322 .9972
.8000 -.2537 .6558 .U032 .7000 .6500 -,4357 .5713 .9346
.85_0 -,_310 ,6bq6 .7516 .8000 ,6500 -,2466 ,6236 .8525
.qo0o -.006P .71_9 .7057 .9000 .6500 -00038 .6906 07696 W
,95vv .lo30 .730_ ,6_76 ,1014 ,3552 ,1245 ,7227 ,6998
.9750 .1697 .76LO .671L ,2000 ,3552 -.0017 .6920 .7474
1.0000 .19P9 ,7_58 ,6636 ,3500 ,3551 -.LqOZ .6390 ,8191
.6500 ,3552 -.3054 .6112 ,8721
• 5500 .3552 -.2691 .6208 .8573
• 6500 ,3552 -.0963 .6665 ,7867
• 7500 .3552 ,0_27 .7009 ,7336
.8000 .3552 ,0933 ,7153 ,7113
.8500 .3552 .1396 .7304 .6877
2_0 .9000 ,3552 .1723 ,7606 ,6216
,9500 ,3552 .1951 .7440 .6664
pr 470.9197 KPA CN .7521 CDI .02160
TT 107.6541 K C_ -.0895 CD2 .02178
RC 39.4125 MILLION CC .0005 C03 .0Z061
_ACH .7%71 C0% .01535
ALPHA 2.5188 DEC CD5 .01308
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P*LIPT MLOC XIC CP P, LIPT MtOC XIC YI{BI2| CP PptlPT Mt_C
O,Uu_O 1.1117 .9897 .1ZZ3 0.0000 1.1117 ,9897 .1223 .5000 .7401 -1,1760 .3721 1.1816
.0040 .Zbu9 ,7635 .6356 ,C040 ,6836 .8738 .%449 .5000 ,6414 -1.2351 .3642 1.2973
.0080-.0216 o6954 .742% .0080 .4241 .8041 .5690 .5000 .5417 -1.Z319 .3577 1.3106
.0150 _.1587 ,6%76 .8161 .0230 .4091 ,7994 .5769 ._000 .4440 -1.2169 .3603 1.3053
._250 -.3430 .5966 ,89_1 ,6500 ,2982 .7713 .6ZZ_ ,5000 .3454 -1.2317 .3593 1.3073
• 0%00 -,_903 .5268 1.0061 .1COO ,1618 .7326 .6845 .5000 .2%67 -1.2380 .3_9% 1.3071
• 0600 -,_05 ._63% 1.1126 .1500 .0835 ,7121 .7165 .5000 .1480 -1.2446 .3557 1.3148
• OBbO -.9953 .kZ50 1.1807 .ZOO0 .0187 .6946 .7435 .5000 .0493 -1,1511 ,3535 1.3192
• ZOO0 -1.0698 .4004 1.2165 .2500 -.0%98 ,6769 ,7709 .5000 -,0%93 -1.2500 .3563 1.3135
• 14U0 -1.1537 ,3814 1.1631 .3500 -.19%7 .6367 ,83_9 .5000 -.1480 -1.1575 .35_% 1.3154
.1800 -1.1_00 .37Z7 1.Z803 .%5_0 -.3000 .3517 1.3229 .5000 -.Z467 -1.2361 .3566 1.3087
• 2200 -1.20%8 ,3649 1.2959 .5500 -.2575 ,6112 .872% .5000 -.3%54 -1.2199 .3599 1.3051
• 1600 -1.20_1 .3654 1.Z950 .6500 -.IC74 ,6230 .8541 ,5000 -.4%40 -1.1837 .3771 1.2716
• 3000 -1.2143 .3616 1.3023 .7500 .0374 .6604 ,7963 ,5000 -.5417 -1.1657 .38Z0 1.1610
.34U_ -1.2666 .3oLZ 1.3036 ,8000 .0920 .7015 .7328 .5000 -.6%1% -1,1176 .3901 1.Z462
•3800 -1.2324 .3576 1.3109 ,8500 .1325 .7156 .7113 .5000 -.7401 -.9697 .4335 1.1654
.4ZbO -1.1323 .3561 1.3138 .q_O0 ,1736 ,7258 .6952 CHOROWESE
.460J -1.24d9 .35_7 1,3169 .9500 .185_ .7376 .6766 .0600 .4500 -.8543 .4635 1.1113
• 5000 -_.2346 .3555 1.3152 1.0000 .1825 ,742_ .6690 .1400 .%500 -1,167Z .38Z7 1.2606
• 5400 -1.15Z7 .36_ 1.?_94 .ZZO0 ,%500 -1.1203 .3599 1.3062
• _600 -1.19_1 .5058 1.0407 .3000 .4500 -1.2305 .3628 1.3001
• 6ZO_ -,6859 .55_8 ._6 °3800 .4500 -1._iq3 .3687 1.2883
•btuO -.4955 .5735 .9314 .€600 .4500 -1.2/66 ,3644 I,Z969
•Tu_O -._438 ._o?5 .9_1_ .5400 ._500 -1.2471 .3530 1.3203
• 7500 -,3665 .6218 .8559 .62C0 .%500 -,7615 .%820 1.0806
• _uO_ -.2_,6 ,655_ ._033 ,7000 .4500 -.4290 .5798 .9214
• BSOJ -.1409 ._1 .7521 ,8000 .%500 -,2513 .6254 .8503
.90_0 -.UI7Z .71_0 ,7135 .9000 .4500 -,0088 .6894 .751_
• 9_uO .U858 ,72_5 .6_2 .i01% .3552 .1632 .7371 .6773
• _750 .1365 .743_ .668_ .ZOO0 .3551 .0119 .6995 ,?360
1.O000 .1825 .743% ,5690 .3500 .3552 -.1738 .6459 .8187
.%500 .3551 -.2886 .6171 .8631
,5500 ,3552 -,261% .6189 .860%
.6500 .3552 -,0952 .6670 .7861
.7500 .3552 ,0381 .70_3 .7286
,8000 .3552 .0957 ,7172 .7085
.8500 .3552 .1361 .7270 .6932
.qCO0 .355Z .1705 .7376 .6766
.q500 ,3552 .1885 .7%20 .6696
PT 4%2,7o02 KPA C_ .3025 C01 .00875
TT I_3.1451 K C_ -.08%6 COZ .00876
RC 40.151% MILLIOh CC .C103 CD3 .00864
_CH .7677 CO4 .00796
_LP_A -.8922 OEG C05 .00778
UPPER SURFAC_ LO_ER SURF_CF SPANWISE
X/_ CP P,LI_T MLOC XlC CP P,L/PT MLDC XlC Y1{8121 CP P,L/PT MLOC
O,OOJO 1.1230 ._936 .1105 0,0000 1.1230 .9906 ,1165 .5000 .7431 -.6795 .%901 1.0673
•OC_u ,8_08 .9033 .3857 .00%0 -.1703 .632F .83q6 .5000 .641% -,6q29 .486Z 1.0739
.0080 .5859 .8414 .50)1 .C_80 -.60_3 ,5108 1.03_8 ,5000 .5627 -.7033 .4830 1.0794
•_iSb .3767 ,7829 ,5044 .G230 -,I095 .6482 ,8156 .5000 ,%440 -.7046 .%821 1.0809
.0290 ,1475 .71_6 .7051 ,0500 -,1068 ,_501 .8125 .50C0 .3%54 -.6938 .4876 1.0716
,04_0 -.1233 ,6446 ,9211 .1CO0 -.1617 .6350 .8359 .5000 .Z467 -.6989 .4853 1.0754
.060J -.3613 .5793 .gZZ7 .15_0 -,19_4 .6135 ,6537 .5000 .1430 -,7002 .%823 1.0804
• OPoO -,%895 .54_9 .9772 .2C¢0 -.230_ .6147 ,8680 ,5000 .0693 -.6996 .4867 1.0764
.10{,0 -,_575 ,_2_6 1.¢102 ,25U0 -.2778 .6008 .8889 ,5000 -,0493 -.6997 .%856 1.0751
.1400 -,6284 .5034 i,0450 .3500 -.3916 .56q8 .9376 .5000 -,1%80 -.7061 ,4817 1.079q
.1HO0 -,6691 ,_950 1,059_ ,4500 11%905 .6852 1.0755 .5000 -.2%67 -.6928 .4866 1.0732
•220_ -.1952 ._852 1.0755 ,550U -.3631 .5437 .9701 .5000 -.345% -.6969 .%843 1.0771
• 2bu_ -.t_50 .4_3 1.0702 .6500 -.1455 .5799 .9_17 .5000 -.%4%0 -,6930 ,%886 1.0698
• 3000 -.5697 .52_6 1,0157 ,7_C0 .0Z45 .6389 .8299 .5000 -.5%Z7 -.6919 .4866 1.0732
.3_0_ -.5q07 ,51%6 1.0_6 .80C0 .0_77 ,6_50 .75_8 .5000 -.6414 -.6993 ._865 1.0767
• 3800 -.1146 .5076 1,03P0 .8500 .1415 ,70_3 .TZqO .5000 -.7%01 -.7192 .4806 1.0633
,4Zuu -.6%99 .497Z J.O_3 .90_0 .1_1 .7175 .7085 CH_RDWI_E
.46_0 -.0730 .4q33 L.0619 .9500 .2138 .7298 .6092 ,0600 .%500 -,3872 ,5725 .9334
.bOO0 -.6972 ,4783 1.0873 1,0000 .2313 ,743C .6685 .1400 .4500 -.6060 .5106 1.0331
,54_) -.71_3 ,4606 1.1178 .2200 .%500 -.6951 .%854 1.0752
•_03 -.7783 .4511 1.1327 .3000 .4500 -.5675 .5151 1,0257
•6_CO -.8171 .%438 1.1%73 .3800 .6500 -.625% .5051 2.0%23
.6_00 --*_%_9 *%9_3 1,05_5 *%b00 *%500 --*_777 .%_03 l*Ob?O
,70_ --._85 ,_688 ,9392 *5%00 *%500 --.7346 .4738 1.0949
.75u3 -,3966 .6051 .8822 .6200 ,4500 -.8005 ,456b 1.1248
• _OUO -.2623 .6459 .8191 .7000 .6500 -,5891 .5171 1.011%
•_00 -.I143 ,bPZ6 ,7615 .8000 .%500 -,2721 .6033 .8850
•900_ .013_ .714_ .71Zb ,9000 ,%500 ,0076 ,6816 ,7641
• ._500 .1300 .73J4 .6883 .101% .355_ -,1600 .63%8 .8363
.975U .I_Z5 .73_5 ,6756 .1000 ,3552 -,ZZ_7 .6148 ,6672
1,_00 .2313 ,7430 .6685 ,3500 ,3552 -,3892 .571_ ,_363
,%500 ,3552-,%8_5 .5438 .97ql
.5500 ,3551 -,3652 .5771 ,9261
.6500 .3551 -,1404 ,63q4 .6zgz
.7500 .3551 ,0155 ,6858 .7575
,8000 .355Z .0668 ,?017 ,7314
,8500 .3551 ,1398 ,7170 .7091
291 .9ooo,3551,188 .7198,6895
,9500 .3551 .Zlll .7381 ,6760
PT 44Z.5409 KPA CN ,4371 CD1 ,0091Z
TT 103.014Z K CM -°0837 CDZ .00911
RC 60,1737 MILLION CC ,0089 CD3 ,00871
_ACH ,7664 CD4 ,00832
ALPHA ,034Z OEG C05 ,00797
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpL/PT MLOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC _lC YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,1556 ,9996 ,0253 0,0000 1,1556 ,9996 .0Z53 ,5000 .7601 -,7653 ,4666 1,1073
,0040 ,6912 ,8696 ,453g ,0(.40 ,1385 ,7173 ,7087 ,5000 ,6616 -,7751 ,4644 1,111Z
.0080 ,6645 ,8029 .5716 ,0080 -,1686 .6313 .8417 .5000 .54Z7 -,7017 ,4866 1.0735
• 0150 ,2345 ,7449 .6655 ,OZ30 .0749 .6987 .7376 .5000 ,4460 -,7863 ,4607 1,1176
• OZ_3 ,0160 .686_ .759Z ,0500 ,0302 ,6850 ,7589 .5000 .3454 -,7501 ,4701 1,1013
,04_0 --,2597 ,60_5 ,8709 ,1000 --,0484 .6654 ,7890 ,5000 ,Z467 --,6993 ,488Z 1.0705
,ObuO -,69Z0 ,5610 ,9836 ,150G -,096Z ,6536 ,807Z ,5000 ,1480 -,6799 ,4gOZ 1.0670
,OBOO -,6Z20 .50_9 1.0393 ,2CO0 -,13P0 .6397 ,8286 .9000 .0693 -.6908 ,4869 1.07Z7
,lOOJ -,7Z39 ,48Z7 1,0796 .2500 -.1947 ,6250 ,8_98 ,§000 -,04_3 -.6716 .4965 1,0599
,1600 -,7903 ,6610 1.1171 ,3500 -,3128 ,594_ ,8987 .5000 -,1480 -,6906 ,4899 1,0676
.1803 -,79_5 ._5_8 1.1Zbl .4500 -.4Z05 .4999 1.0509 ,5000 -,2467 -.6926 .4876 1.0716
• ZZO0 -,8530 .4455 1,164Z ,5500 -.3Z65 ,5609 .9517 ,5000 -,3454 -.7391 .4764 1,090_
._b_O -._477 ,4463 1.1465 ,6500 -,lZll .5888 .9077 ,5000 -,4640 -.774Z ,46Zl 1.1152
,3UGO -,8500 ,4431 1.1485 ,7500 ,0354 ,6481 ,8157 ,5000 -,54Z7 -,734Z ,4763 1,09_
.340J --,8396 ,_65 1.1_95 ,8('00 ,1037 .6897 ,7516 .5000 -,6414 -,7516 ,4752 1,09Z7
,3803 -,8C85 ,4559 1,126Z ,8500 ,1488 ,7070 ,7247 ,5000 -,7401 -,7708 ,4698 1,1019
,4g&J -,6124 ,4535 1.1302 .9000 ,lq36 ,7221 ,701Z CHOROWISE
.4000 -.7718 ,4041 1.1117 ,95_0 .Z147 .7330 ,6842 ,0600 ,4500 -,5221 ,5354 ,9q26
• 5000 -,6_Z4 .4867 1.0706 1,CC00 ,Z183 ,7416 ,6706 ,1400 ,4500 -,7840 ,4640 1.1119
• 5600 -,71Z0 ,4663 1,1113 ,Z200 ,4500 -,8Z05 ,4692 1,1378
• 58_a -,7736 ,_517 1.1333 ,3000 ,4500 -,8296 ,451Z 1,1342
,0203 -.817_ ._533 /.L305 .3800 .4500 -,8148 .4559 1,1Z59
,6800 -.8Z05 ,504Z 1,0637 ,4600 .4500 -.7429 ,4748 1,093Z
,7O_C -,_368 ,5720 ,9357 .5400 .4500 -,7152 ,4812 1,08Z4
• 7_00 -,3916 ,80?5 .8786 .6200 .6500 -,7585 .6899 1,1016
• 80_J -,264_ ,8472 .8172 ,7000 ,4500 -,5967 ,5127 1,0296
.oSUO -.lu_7 .6b53 .7583 ,8000 ,4500 -,Z696 ,6C54 .8818
,9000 ,Ol01 ,7£83 ,7073 ,9000 ,6500 .0169 .6849 ,7589
• 9500 ,1312 ,7306 ,6880 ,1014 ,355Z -,0437 ,6699 .78Z2
._750 ,1763 .74&1 .6715 ,2000 ,355Z -.1430 .64Z0 ,8252
1.0000 .21e3 ,7_16 .670o ,3500 ,3552 -,3073 ,5948 ,8983
.4500 ,355Z -.4048 .5688 .9393
.5500 ,355Z -,32Z6 .5878 ,9092
.6500 .355Z -.1140 .6490 ,8143
,7500 ,355Z ,0414 ,6924 ,7474
,8000 ,355Z ,0974 .7073 .7243
,8500 ,355Z .1423 .7189 ,706Z
,9000 . ,3552 .1875 ,7319 ,6860
• 9500 ,3552 ,Z097 ,7375 ,677Z
_T 642,5409 KP& CN .5171 COl ,00940
TT 10Z.9491 K C_ -.0844 CDZ .00960
_C 40.Z131 MILLION CC ,0069 C03 .009Z7
MACH ,766_ C04 ,00903
_LPH_ .5Z46 OEG C05 .00870
UPPEk SURFAC_ LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeL/°T _L.}C X/C CP PtL/PT MLOC X/C Y/(812) CP P/L/PT MLOC
O*OuUO i*Ib33 .999_ .0330 6,U(.GO 1,1533 ,999Z ,0330 ,5000 ,7401 --,9017 ,4309 i*1705
.U04_ ,t0_7 ,_4_9 ,4qTO ,0_40 ,Zql6 .7601 ,6413 ,5000 ,8414 -,9148 ,4257 1.1796
.00¢3 .3556 ,77_L ,61Z] ,OOeO .0078 .6815 .7542 .5000 ,54Z7 -.9335 ,4213 1,1879
,0153 ,154U .72L7 ,7019 .0230 .18_6 ,7266 .6_46 ,5000 ,4460 -,9284 ,4236 1.1838
,0150 -.&Lo3 ,Oe2g ,7939 ,0500 .1025 .7078 ,7236 .5000 .3454 -,9277 .4243 1.18Z5
.o_uo -,32_0 ,5885 ,90_Z ,1CO0 .0101 .68_1 ,7634 .5000 .Z467 -,9169 ,4Z7Z 1,1771
.08o0 -.5756 ._2LO 1,0101 .1500 -.044Z ,667_ ,786Z .5000 .1480 -.9271 ,4219 1.1869
,0803 -,_991 ,4839 1,0778 ._00 -,0919 ,_53_ .806e .5000 .0493 -,9130 ,4284 1,1751
• lovO -.7743 ,4645 1.1111 .25C0 -.1570 ,6354 ,8354 .5000 -,0493 -.9057 ,4Z85 1.1748
.140_ -.6716 ._39Z 1.1565 ,3500 -.ZSOb .6006 ,8892 .5000 -.1480 -.9004 ,4338 1,1653
.1800 -._9Z7 ,4349 1.1633 .4_00 -,3811 ,4200 1.1903 ,5000 -.2467 -.8631 ,4408 1,15Z7
,_203 -.9317 ,4Z32 1.1845 .5500 -.3066 .5767 .9_98 .5000 -.3654 -.8678 .44Z0 1,1504
•?600 -,93_6 ._Z08 1,1890 ,6500 -.1077 ,5930 .9011 ,5000 -,4660 -,9059 .4260 1.1793
• 3000 -.93_9 .4Z03 1.1_97 .7500 ,037_ ,6494 ,813P ,5000 -,5427 -.8987 ,6298 1,1724
,3%U0 -,9378 ,4194 1,1915 .8000 ,1091 ,6908 ,7501 ,5000 --.6414 --,9017 ,4301 1.1719
.3_0 -,9_dl ,42_8 1.1852 ,8500 *1462 .7113 ,7181 .5000 -,7601 -.9073 .4276 1,1765
.4200 -,9116 ,42_2 1.1753 ,9000 .1866 .7Z11 .7029 CHOROWISE
,4otO -.91CZ .4191 1,1738 ,9500 ,Z059 .73Z0 .68_8 .0600 ,4500 -,5918 ,5169 1,0ZZ7
,5000 -,9303 ,4307 1,1708 1.0C00 .ZZOZ ,7604 ,67Z6 ,1400 ,4500 -.8586 ,4411 1.1521
.5400 -,9043 ,4334 1.165_ ,ZZO0 .6500 -,9138 .4250 1,1812
,_6uV -.8d5_ ,_717 1.09_7 *3000 ,4500 -,8999 *4314 I*1695
• 620_ -.7563 ._9_7 1,0563 .3800 ,4500 -,9167 ,4Z51 1.1811
.0600 -.6598 .5393 ,9863 ,4800 .4500 -.9156 .4Z76 1.1765
.7000 -.5175 .57ZB ,93_9 ,5400 .4500 -,9116 .4312 1,1698
.7503 -,386_ ,6091 .5761 ,6200 ,4500 -.7634 ,6699 1.1017
•80_0 --,26Z2 ,b_dO ,8159 ,7000 ,4500 -.4689 ,5489 ,9709
,8_00 -,10_0 ,0856 ,7579 ,8000 ,4500 -,2500 ,6102 ,8743
.9000 ._Z33 ,7151 .71Z3 ,9000 ,4500 ,011_ ,6829 .76Z0 w
,95C0 ,1271 ,7Z86 .0916 ,1014 ,355_ ,0022 ,6817 ,7640
• 9750 ,1771 ,73T9 ,6765 ,2000 ,3552 -,0941 .653Z ,8078
1,00_0 ,Z_OZ ,7606 ,0726 ,3500 ,355Z -,Z793 ,6033 ,8851
,6500 .355Z -.3766 ,5748 ,9297
• 5500 ,3552 -.3027 ,5947 ,8985
• 6500 ,355Z -,1071 ,6507 .8117
• 7500 .3552 .0459 ,6920 ,7480
.8000 ,3552 .1052 ,7_97 ,7Z05
• 8500 ,3552 ,1472 ,7228 ,7003
292 .9coo .35_z .z936 .7343 .68zz
• 9500 ,355Z ,Z131 ,7391 ,6747
" PT %_2._958 KPA CN .5925 C01 ,01211
TT 102,9362 K C_ -.0891 CD2 ,01166
RC 40.2026 MILLIBN CC .0061 CO3 *01148
M_CH .7660 CD4 ,01110
ALPHA 1.0131 OEG C05 ,01079
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWISE
XIC CP P,LI#T MLOC XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC XlC Y/[81Z) CP P,LIPT MLOC
O.OOO0 1.1550 ,9996 ,0243 O.OOC_O 1.1550 .q996 .0Z43 .5000 ,7401 -.9835 .6098 1.2093
• 0040 .5109 .8245 .5348 .0040 ,6202 ,7980 ,5781 .5000 ,6416 -1,0089 .4027 1,2225
• 008o .28Z9 .7519 .6648 .0080 .1610 .7205 ,7037 .5000 ,5617 -1,0152 ,3996 1,2288
.0150 .0866 ,7036 .1301 .0230 .2433 .7465 ,6629 .5000 .6640 -1,0128 ,6026 1,2227
• 0250 -,1268 .6658 .8103 .0500 .1771 .7309 .6875 .5000 .3656 -1.0206 .3986 1,2302
"L .0400 -.3811 .57Z6 .9331 .1600 .0589 .6998 .7359 .5000 .2667 -1.0157 .4010 1o2258
.U600 -.6329 .5064 1.0401 .1_00 -,0036 .6785 ,7688 ,5000 ,1680 -1,0001 ,4017 1,2145
• 0800 -.7819 ,6651 1,1100 .2000 -.0559 .6663 ,7877 ,5000 ,0493 -I.0057 .4062 1,Zlq8
,1000 -,8464 ,4461 1,1432 .2500 -,1180 ,6675 ,8166 ,5000 -,0493 -1,0071 .6027 1,2226
• l_O -.9346 ,4117 1,1853 .3500 -.2667 ,6127 ,8705 .5000 -.1680 -1.0123 .4026 1.2227
•1800 -.9656 .4160 1.1978 .4500 -.3583 .4016 1.2267 .5000 -,2467 -I.0181 .4020 1,2238
• ZZ_O -.99_2 ,4099 I.Z09U ,5500 -.2885 ,5811 ,9181 ,5000 -,3656 -,9671 ,4115 1,1060
• 2600 -1.0096 ,4051 1,2180 .6500 -.Oqg6 .6013 ,8881 .5000 -,4640 -.9801 o4110 1.2071
,3GuO -1,C176 .6004 1.2270 .7500 .048P .6527 ,80_6 ,5000 -,SkZ? -,9861 ,4051 1,Z180
,3400 -l.bl_7 .€OLl 1._156 ,8C00 .1075 ,6043 .7446 ,5000 -.6616 -,9731 ,4085 1.Z116
• 3_oJ -1.COb9 .4017 1.2266 .8500 ,15_8 .7116 .7177 .5000 -.7401 -.9841 ,4113 1,2066
,62_0 -1._¢25 .4055 1.2173 ,9_00 .1939 .7267 .6941 CHORDWISE
.4600 -1.0066 .4025 1.2230 .9500 ,2110 ,7380 ,6795 ,0600 .4500 -,6493 .5016 1.0463
• 5000 -.9_67 .30_7 1.ZZP1 1.0000 ,1067 .7372 .6776 ,1400 ,4500 -o9196 ,4253 1.1806
• 54U0 -1,0102 ,3P89 1.26_9 ,2200 ,4500 -.9924 .4032 1,221_
.5800 -1.0461 .4144 l.ZOOb .3000 .6500 -.9801 .6118 1.2055
.bZOO -.9684 .5193 1.0188 ,3800 ,4500 -,9806 ,4093 1.2102
.66U0 -,584_ .5595 ,9_39 .4600 .4500 -,9968 .6039 1,2204
• 7003 -.4432 .5798 .9210 ,5400 .4500 -1,0661 ,3914 1,1462
• 7500 -,3723 ,0161 .8652 .6200 ,4500 -1,0284 ,3916 1.2440
o_UUO -.2290 ._517 ,_102 .7000 ,6500 -.4341 .5620 .q501
,850J -.1075 ,6039 .7605 ,8000 .6500 -,2359 ,6156 ,8660
• 9(L,O .0180 ,7117 .7159 .9000 .4500 o0136 .6837 .7609
• 9500 .1221 o7196 .o895 .10]4 ,3552 .0577 ,6976 ,7394
• _750 .1721 .7398 .6735 .2000 ,3552 -,0635 .6626 .7937
1.0000 .2067 .7372 .6776 .3500 .3552 -,2356 .6167 .8642
.4500 .3552 -.3398 ,5880 .9091
.5500 ,3552 -.2868 .5992 .8915
• 6500 .3552 -.0977 ,6550 ,8052
.7500 .3552 .0519 ,6968 .7637
,8000 ,3552 ,1067 ,7095 ,7210
• 8500 ,3552 .1504 ,7222 .701Z
.9000 .3552 ,1914 .7311 ,6873
.9500 .3552 .2079 .7367 ,6786
PI 429.1430 KPA CN .6687 C01 ,01589
TT 11xC.6772 K CH -.0901 CD2 ,01528
RC 40.2262 MILLION ¢C ,0055 C03 .0140q
_ACH .7634 C06 ,01379
ALPHA 1,_378 DEG CD5 .01309
tIPPER _UEFACE LQ_ER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP PtL/PT MLUC XlC CP P_LIRT MLOC _IC YI(81Z) CP P_LIPT HLQC
O.OObJ 1.1523 .0993 .0311 U.OOCO 1.1523 .qgq3 .0311 .5000 .7401 -1.0397 ,3964 1,2368
°0040 .4635 ,P077 *5636 ,COCO o520_ .8249 ,5342 .5003 o6414 -1,0719 ,3856 1,2556
.OUBJ .2C55 .7375 .6774 .0080 ,Z4_L ,7486 .6602 .5000 ,5427 -1.0890 ,3847 1.2574
• 0150 .1104 .6836 .7613 .0230 .3181 .76q5 .6265 .5000 .4640 -1.0774 ,3840 1.2586
.0250 -.1798 .6303 .8435 .0500 ._237 .7411 .6717 ,5000 ,3456 -1,0879 ,3863 1,2581
.040u -.44_4 ._558 .9h02 .1000 .lO1Z .70q3 .7215 .5000 .1467 -1.1001 ,3_35 1.2596
• ObOO -.69_1 .6q16 1.0653 .1500 .0321 ._896 ,7520 .5000 .1480 -1,0790 .3846 1,2574
.bSUJ -,_2B1 .4490 1,1383 .20_0 -,0244 ,6735 .77B8 ,5000 ,0493 --1.0765 ,3883 1.2503
.1600 -.9151 ,42_2 1,1755 ,2500 -.0869 ,6567 .8027 ,5000 -.0493 -1.0759 ,3821 1.2623
• i_uJ -.9831 .40_3 1.2122 .3500 -.2125 .6Z12 .8575 .5000 -.1480 -1.0891 .3801 1.2663
.1800 -1.1Z87 .3991 1,2Z96 .4500 -.3276 .3827 1.2611 .5000 -,2467 -1.0767 .3831 1,2604
• 2ZOJ -1.0438 ,3911 1.1646 .5500 -.2839 ,5932 ,9011 .5000 -.3654 -1.0592 ,3891 1.2488
• 2600 -1.0563 .3U91 1.148b .65_0 -,1014 ,6001 ,8903 ,5000 -.4_0 -1.0358 .3959 1.2356
• 3003 -1.0751 .38o7 1.1535 .7500 .0494 .6530 .808_ .5000 -.5627 -1.0491 .3961 1,23ql
• 3460 -1.0799 .3833 1.25_9 .8_C0 .1017 .6939 .7453 .5000 -.6616 -1.0391 .3968 1.2377
• 3600 -1.00_1 .3849 1.2569 .8500 ,167_ ,71_Z ,72P0 .5000 -.7401 -1.0343 ,3985 1.2306
.42_0 -I.0835 .3_23 I.Z61q .gLo0 .1841 .7210 .7037 CHORDWISE
.46u0 -l.uPO1 .3864 1.2539 ,9500 .Z030 .7317 .6864 ,0600 .4500 -.7018 .4875 1.0719
• 50uJ -1.0746 .3651 1.1566 1,0000 .Z088 ,7382 .6763 .1400 .6500 -.9897 .4100 1.2091
• 5403 -1.0944 .3753 1.2758 .2100 .6500 -1,0781 .3865 1.2538
• .SUO0 -1.1130 ._283 1.1754 .3000 .6500 -1.0522 .3917 1.1637
• 61_0 -.9306 .4933 L.)622 .3800 .6500 -1.0501 .3q35 1.2601
.6_00 -.87_5 .5606 ._525 ,4_00 .4500 -1,0759 ,3891 1.1485
• 7000 -.4356 ,5U_8 .9080 .5600 .6500 -1.1078 .3778 1,2708
.7500 -.3324 .610_ ._58_ .6100 .4500 -.9776 .4170 1.1962
•8_03 -.2209 .6544 .U063 ,7000 .4500 -,4305 ,5644 .9466
.8300 -.098_ .6861 .7574 ,8000 ,6500. -.2327 ,6199 ,8595
• .9_¢0 .6117 ,7115 .7165 .9000 .4500 ,0052 .6864 ,7569
,9500 ,1116 .71_4 .6917 .1014 .3552 ,0999 .7103 ,7199
.975J .1057 .7386 .6756 .2000 .3552 -.0137 .6766 .7720
I.UUO0 .20_8 ,73_2 ,o763 .3500 .3551 -.1137 .6221 .8559
.6500 .3551 -.3141 ,5959 ,8969
• 5500 .3551 -,2675 .6093 ,8760
• 6500 ,3551 -.0921 .6564 .8032
• 7500 .3552 .0566 .6979 .7391
• 8000 .3551 .1059 .7130 ,7157
.8500 .3552 .1871 .7257 ,6959
2g_ .9000 .3552 .1898 .7364 .6791
• 9500 .3551 .1102 .7400 .6734
o.
PT 463,6629 KPA C_ ,6930 CD1 ,02113
TT I07,0207 K CM -,0919 CD2 .02042
RC 39,6782 MILLION CC ,0051 CD3 ,01785
HACH ,7640 CD4 ,01579
ALPHA Z,0340 DEG CD5 ,01335
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT HL3C XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC YI(81Z} CP PpLIPT MLOC
O,OOCO 1,1394 ,9956 ,0798 0,0000 1,13_4 ,9956 ,0798 ,5000 ,7601 -1,0717 ,3808 1,2643
• 0_40 ,3818 ,7867 .5078 ,0040 ,blOZ ,8499 ,6895 ,5000 ,6414 -1,1131 ,3730 1,2798
,0083 ,1433 ,71_5 ,70_5 ,0080 ,3251 ,7695 ,6259 ,5000 ,5627 --1,1211 ,3670 1,2917
• OlbO -,0422 ,6683 ,7841 ,0230 .3631 .7808 ,6075 ,5000 ,4440 -1,1193 ,3691 1,Z874
.0250 -.2396 .6154 .0659 .0500 .2658 .7547 .6494 .5000 ,3454 -1.1305 ,3681 1.2094
.0403 -.5041 .5421 .9813 .ICO0 .1391 .7200 .7042 .5000 .2467-1.1175 .3661 1.2935
•0600 -,7226 ,4790 1,0857 ,1500 .0584 ,6949 .7431 .5000 ,1480 -1.1276 ,3669 1.2920 K
• 0800 -,Ct76 ,43_3 1,[567 ,ZCCO -,0038 ,678Z ,7689 ,5000 ,0493 -1,1446 ,3623 1,3013
,lOG0 -,9733 ,4136 L,ZO18 ,2500 -,0621 ,6629 ,7926 ,5000 -,0493 -1,1455 ,3653 1,2951
.1400 -1.0366 ,3945 1.2379 .35C0 -.1940 .6280 .8664 .5000 -.1680 -1,1545 ,3586 1,2987
• 1800 -1,0713 ,3d67 1.2528 ,4500 -,3328 ,3655 1,2968 ,5000 --,2467 --1,1277 ,3684 1,2890
,2200 -1,0983 ,37_4 1,2691 ,5500 -,2725 ,5871 ,9100 ,5000 -,3454 -1,1284 ,3687 1,2882
,26U_ -1,1116 .3765 1,2728 ,6_00 -,0986 ,6035 ,88€3 ,5000 -,4440 -1,0816 ,3835 1,Z591
,3003 -1,0989 ,3733 1.2792 ,7500 .0435 .6553 ,8063 .5000 -.5427 -1.0743 .3821 1,2617
• 3400 -l,1166 .3710 1o28L7 ,8000 ,1019 .6929 .7662 ,5000 -.6414 -1,0610 ,3851 1,2558 •
,38U0 -i.1170 ,36_L 1,2894 ,BSCO ,1488 ,7100 ,7t97 ,5000 -,7601 -1,0582 ,3901 1,2463
,4200 -1,1284 ,36_6 1,2925 ,9000 ,1799 ,7225 ,7003 CHORDWISE
,46_0 -1.133R .367Z 1.2913 .9500 ,1961 ,7319 ,6855 ,0600 ,4500 -,7352 ,4770 1,0890
,50o0 -1,1440 ,3644 L,Z969 1,0C00 ,179L ,7297 ,6890 ,1400 ,4500 -1,0419 ,3976 1,Z318
,64_0-1.1235 .3545 1,3173 .2200 ,4500-1.1148 .3735 1.2787
o5800 -L,1724 o36_3 1,2890 ,3000 ,4500 -1,1014 ,3754 1,2750
o626J -L,1227 .5167 1,02_7 ,3800 ,4500 -1,0909 ,3778 1,2702
,6600 -,5971 o5617 ,9501 ,6600 ,4500 -1,1207 ,3728 1,2802
,70uO -.4357 ,59_3 ,9050 ,5400 ,4500 -1,1629 ,3609 1,3040
,75_J -,3257 ,6199 ,8589 ,6200 ,4500 -1,1096 ,3764 1,2729
,8003 -,2199 .6536 .8071 ,7000 ,4500 -,4208 ,5679 ,9402
._uO -o1025 .6830 ,7515 .8000 .4500 -,2231 .5209 .8573
.9000 ,_I15 .7082 ,7226 ,9000 ,6500 ,0081 ,6838 ,7603
.9500 +1038 +7261 ,6947 .1014 .3552 .1333 .7198 .7064
.975J ,1607 .7371 ,6774 .2000 .3552 -,0063 .6784 .7686
1,0000 .1791 .7297 .6890 °3500 ,3552 -.1906 ,6277 .8468
,6500 ,3552 -,3003 ,6011 ,8880
• 5500 o3552 -,2599 .6095 ,8750
,6500 ,3552 -,0891 ,5555 ,8038
,7500 ,3552 ,0637 ,6920 ,7475
,8000 ,3552 .1012 .7096 .7203
• 8500 ,3552 ,1439 ,7213 ,7021
• 9000 ,3552 ,184Z ,7328 ,6_41
.9500 .3552 .2036 ,7371 .6774
PT 468.526_ KPA CN ,7281 CD1 .02578
TT 10t,914_ K Cq -,0916 CCZ .02484
RC 60,1_42 MILLION CC .0049 CD3 .02266
_ACI_ .7_36 C04 .0172q
ALPHA 2.5Z21 DES CD5 .01277
UPPE_ SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,L/PT MLOC XIC CP PJLIPT MLOC XIC Y1(812) CP PeLIPT MLOC
U.0003 1.1354 .0939 .0937 0.C_00 1,1354 .9939 .0937 .5000 .7601 -1.1356 ,3681 1.2896
.uoqo ,3%98 .77%7 ,o17_ ,0040 .6544 .859_ .4719 .5000 ,6414 -1.1685 .3586 1.3088
,0_80 ,069Z ,69_1 ,7368 ,0C_0 ,4150 ,7949 ,5845 ,5000 ,56Z7 -1,1733 ,3525 1,3214
.0150 -.0934 .6537 .8068 .6230 .4t55 ,7906 .5916 ,5000 ,4440 -1,1709 ,3564 1,3134
,025_ -.2846 ,6(_ ,8896 ,0500 ,2940 ,7591 ,6_6 ,5000 ,3654 -1,1758 ,355_ 1,3147
• O60J -,6395 .53_3 1.0005 .lC00 ,1622 ,7222 ,7009 .5000 .2467 -1,1673 ,3550 1.3161
._6Oa -.7619 .4o59 1.i0_2 .1500 .08bb .7039 ,7293 .5000 ,1480 -1.1892 .3529 1.3205
• 0_U0 -.0074 .4270 1.1771 .2C_0 ,0276 .6876 .7546 .5000 ,0493 -1.2057 ,3494 1.3278
,luuo -1,0103 ,4019 1,2Z37 ,2500 -,0471 ,6665 ,7870 ,5_00 -,0_93 -l,2048 ,3511 1,3244
,L6uO -1,L_53 ,38_8 1.2665 .3500 -,1862 ,_274 ,8473 ,5000 -,1680 -1,2055 ,3534 1,3195
•1800 -1,1078 .3140 1,2778 ,4500 -,3043 ,3500 1,3266 ,5000 -,2467 -1,2026 ,3526 1,3212
•2200 -1.1600 .36_0 1.2_58 .55_0 -._681 .5976 .8936 .5000 -.3454-1.1728 ,3565 1.3132
• 266J -1,14_1 ,3660 1.2978 ,65u0 -,L028 ,6045 ,8828 ,5000 -,4440 -1,1369 ,3701 1,2856
• 3000 -_,lbZ7 ,36_b 1,3048 .7500 ,0389 .6526 .808_ ,5000 -,5427 -1.1250 ,3709 1,2839
• 3400 -1,1685 ,3586 1,3088 ,aOtO ,0953 .6926 ,7667 ,5000 -,6416 -1,0832 ,3792 1,2675
.38[J -1,1652 .3548 1.3167 ,B_O .1378 .7068 .7247 ,5000 -.7401 -1.0246 .3948 1.2373
• %2U0 -I.1_09 .3536 1.3101 .9000 ,1731 ,7Z13 .7022 CHORDWISE
.4000 -1.1896 .3520 1,3225 .9500 .1853 .7290 .6901 ,0600 .4500 -.7699 .4652 1.1096
.boO3 -_.1404 .34_6 I 3295 l.OCCO .1635 .7257 .6953 ,1400 .4500 -1.0604 ,3856 1.2550
• 5400 -1.1905 ,33_8 1 3_80 ,2200 .4500 -1.1559 .3605 1.3069
.5_00 -1.2366 .4241 I 1815 .3000 .4500 -1.1527 .3612 1.3036
,b_OO -.9347 ._3_5 1 3001 ,3800 ,4500 -1,1412 ,3656 1,2946
,6600 -.5514 .667L 9414 .4600 ,65_0 -1.1545 .3612 1.3034
,700J -,_25d ,5_¢b 9061 ,5400 ,4500 -1,2072 ,3686 1,3294
.7500 -.3401 .bL_5 861u .6200 .4500 -1.0722 .3878 1.2507
• 8000 -.22_8 .6512 .8105 ,7000 ,4500 -,4293 ,5668 ,9419
,85UO -.11_5 ._7ro .7708 .8000 .4500 -.2194 .6232 .8538
.90uO -.0157 .7016 .7327 .9000 ,4500 -,0100 .6799 .7664
,95_0 ,6797 ,712_ ,7160 ,1014 ,355Z .1670 ,7286 .6907 w
,9750 ,1_00 ,7336 ,6829 ,2000 ,3552 .0265 ,6878 ,7541
1,0000 ,1635 ,7257 .6953 ,3500 ,3552 -,1875 ,6269 ,8480
,4500 ,3552 -,2990 .5967 ,8950
,5500 ,3552 -,2719 ,6051 ,8819
• 6500 ,3552 -,1008 ,6523 ,8089
.7500 ,3552 ,0392 .6917 ,7481
.8000 .3552 .0992 .7080 ,7229
,8500 ,3552 ,1354 ,7189 .7059
29¢ .9ooo .3552 .1674 .7287 .6906
.9500 ,3552 ,1845 .7341 ,6821
PT k68.5104 KPA CN .7689 CD1 ,03427
TT 107.1297 K CM -.0901 C02 ,03280
RC 40,¢020 MILLIDH CC ,0040 C03 ,03023
_ACH .7630 CO4 ,01981
ALPHA 3.0447 DEG CD5 .01467
UPPER SURFACE LOWEP SURFACE SP&HWISE
XlC CP PtLIPT ML{)C XIC CP PtLIPT _L_ XIC YI(81Z) CP PtLIPT MLOC
O.OuuJ 1.1123 .9882 .1308 O.0CCO 1.1121 .9882 ,1308 .5000 ,7401 -1,1758 ,3579 1,3102
.0040 .2508 ,7523 ,0534 .0040 .7229 ,8792 ,4344 ,5000 ,6414 -1,2344 .3400 1,3349
,0080 ,_097 ,6828 .7618 .0080 .4929 .8177 ,5462 .§000 ,5417 -1,2448 ,3429 1,3415
.0150 -,1577 .636_ .8318 ,0230 .4_56 ,809P ,§599 ,5000 .4440 -1,ZZ75 ,3436 1,3399
.UZSO -,3878 ,5811 .91q4 .0900 .3384 .7748 .617Z .5000 ,34§4 -1.2248 ,3454 1,3363
.0400 -.5921 .5180 l. OZ06 .1000 .1912 .7313 ,6806 .5000 ,2467 -1,2342 ,3439 1,3394
,0600 -.8437 .4514 1.1317 .1500 .1106 .7107 ,718_ .5000 ,1480 -1,Z601 ,3378 1,35Z3
• 08GO -.968L .41_Z 1.?044 .2000 .0509 .695P .7418 .5000 .0493 -1.2_40 ,3346 1.3_91
.lOOO -1.0503 .3915 1,2410 ,2500 -.0245 .6736 ,77_0 ,5000 -,0493 -1._376 ,3373 1.3533
,1400 -1,1316 .3b94 1.1870 .3500 -.1532 .6450 .8202 ,5000 -,1480 -1.Z366 .3397 1.3482
.180_ -1.1657 .3616 1.3026 .4500 -.28¢7 .3363 1.3555 .5000 -.2467 -1.2440 ,3400 1,3476
.ZZUJ -1.213Z .3533 1.3196 ,5_00 -.g578 ,6044 ,8830 ,5000 -,3454 -1,Z052 ,3443 1.3384
• Z60a -1,2075 ,3_07 _.3251 ,bSGO -.1073 .6126 ,8701 ,5000 -,4440 -1.1883 ,3533 1,3198
J .3000 -1.2047 .3500 1.3266 .7500 .0271 .8524 °8087 ,5000 -.54Z7 -[,1621 ,3627 1.3005
.3400 -1.2314 .34_8 1.3332 ,BGO0 .0880 .6890 ,7522 ,5000 -,6414 -1.0868 ,3800 1,2658
• 3800 -1.2361 .3453 1.3365 ,8560 ,1331 ,7067 ,7240 ,5000 -,7401 -,9499 ,4175 1.1947
.4100 -1,_348 ,3416 1.3442 .gGEO .1528 .7214 ,7020 CH3ROWISE
,46u0 -1.2470 ,3301 1.3405 ,9500 .1487 ,7248 .6967 ,0600 ,4500 -,8076 ,4551 1.1270
• _0_0 -1.2506 .3351 1.3580 ,0000 ,0837 ,7020 .7311 .L400 .4500 -1,1075 .3730 1.2797
.5400 -1.2_b0 .3451 1.3345 .1200 ,4500 -1.2001 ,348Z 1,330Z
.5eOO -1,Z_95 .4770 1.08_Z ,3000 ,4500 -1,2072 ,3503 1,3259
.6200 -,7306 ,5345 .9_37 °3800 .4500 -1,2037 ,35Z3 1.3219
.6600 -._Z_7 .5588 ,9547 ,4600 ,4500 -1,2038 ,350Z 1,3262
,7000 -.4431 .5_7_ ,gOa9 ,5400 ,4500 -1,2562 .3392 1.3493
.75_0 -.3;37 .0193 ._738 .6200 .4500 -,7669 ,4710 1.0995
.UOO0 -.1412 .6407 ._267 .7000 .4500 -,4474 .5547 .9612
._5_a -.1468 .6735 .7761 ,8000 ,4500 -,2446 ,6145 ,8673
._600 -.03_4 .6qzo .7476 .9000 .4500 -,0026 ,6647 ,7897
.9_oJ .0_14 .0972 .7396 .1014 ,3552 .1951 ,7343 ,6817
.975j ,0010 .7215 .7018 .Z000 ,3551 .0434 ,6909 ,7494
1,0000 .0837 .7_U .7321 .3500 .3552 -.174_ .6308 ,84_1
,4500 ,3551 -.2825 ,601_ ,8873
• 5500 ,3552 -.2710 ,6053 .8815
,6500 .3552 -,0931 .6569 ,8018
• 7500 .3551 ,0320 .6918 .7479
.8000 ,3551 ,0918 ,7072 ,7241
.8500 ,3552 .1339 .7205 .7035
.9000 ,3551 ,1502 .7239 ,6987
,9500 .3552 .1719 .7312 .6867
PT 468._1_5 KPA CN ,7833 COl .04639
TT 1_7.0512 K Cq -.O_Z3 C02 ,04291
RC 40.1053 MILLIDN CC ,0077 CD3 ,03929
_ACH .764_ C04 .02578
ALPHA 3.531€: DEG C05 ,01791
UPPER _URFACE LOWER SURFACE SP&NWISE
X/C CP PtLIPT ML_C X/C CP PtLIPT qL_C XIC Y1(8121 CP PeLIPT NLdC
O.Oo_J 1.u_5 ,9815 ,16_0 O. OC_O 1.08_5 .9815 ,1640 ,5000 ,7401 -1.Z059 ,3474 1,3320
.O_O .1971 .73;7 ._812 .CC;O ,7950 .q008 ,3907 ,5000 .6414 -1.2291 .3370 1.3541
.O08a -.0773 .6601 .79_9 .coco .5_7 .8381 .51_ .5000 ,54z7 -1.Z123 .3394 1.3489
.01_0 -.Z/oz .6Z12 .u5_9 .0280 .5105 .8212 .53_7 .5000 .4440 -1.2284 ,3405 1,3465
• 0250 -.3854 .573_ .030_ .0500 .3707 .7P27 .6044 .5000 ,3454 -1,207Z, .3451 1,3369
.04uJ -.6319 .5059 1.J_05 1_00 ,2285 .7_45 .6657 .5000 ,2467 -1.1975 ,3451 1,3309
.0_00 -,6_0 ._4_3 1._61 1500 ,187_ .7192 .7054 .5000 .1480 -1,2476 .3368 1.3544
,O80_ -.9895 ._062 1.2156 2000 ,0_98 .7026 .7313 .5000 ,0493 -1.Z789 ,3303 1,3684
• 1_0 -1.1(bb .3790 _.2679 250_ -.0_1_ .6792 .7674 .5000 -.0493 -L.2722 .3293 1.3706
• l_J -1.1780 .35_1 1,3098 3900 -.1547 .8377 .8_13 ,5000 -,1480 -1.2802 ,3303 1.3685
• 1803 -1,19u2 .3513 1.3138 4500 -.2q16 .3264 1.3768 ,5000 -.2467 -1,2726 ,3318 1,3653
• 2203 -1,2_Z_ .3418 1,3431 5_L0 -,2721 ,5977 .8983 ,5000 -.3454 -1,2534 ,3338 1.3608
• 2600 -_.2211 .3410 1.343_ .6500 -.1193 .6048 .8823 .5000 -.4440 -1.2323 ,3410 1.3454
• 3000 -1.23_4 .33_5 1.3486 ,75_U .0122 .6503 .8120 .5000 -.54_7 -1,1829 .3511 1,3243
.34U_ -1.2297 ,33_ 1.35_ .EO00 .0_39 .6857 .7573 ,5000 -.6414 -1,0839 ,3825 1,2611
.3_00 -1.2211 .3369 1.35_L .ESO0 .0987 .6982 .7381 .5000 -.7401 -.8966 ,4295 1.1726
•_00 -1.2624 .3311 _.3666 .q000 .1158 .7102 ,7194 CHORDWISE
,4600 -1,2725 ,3Zbq 1.3757 ,95C0 ,1C82 ,71Z1 ,7165 ,0600 ,4500 -,_241 ,447Z 1,1409
.SoOo -1.2E10 .3921 1.2_2_ 1,0GCO -,01_7 .6739 ,7754 ,1400 ,4500 -1.1320 .3643 1.2972
._4_U -1,(;284 .4471 i,I_LZ .ZZO0 .4500 -1.2247 ,3388 1,3501
# .58uO -._483 .5112 1.0318 .3000 .4500 -1,2304 .3381 1,3518
• bZUu -.6Z18 .5389 .9877 ,3800 ,4500 -1,2164 ,3424 1,3425
.6600 -.5103 ,5517 .9565 ,4600 .4500 -1.2353 .3381 1.3517
.7G_O -.4537 .5845 ,9141 .5400 .4500 -.9816 .4073 1.2135
.750_ -.3547 .60_7 .B856 ,6ZOO .4500 -,5416 ,5257 1,0064
.oO00 -.Z_2 ,633Z .8419 .7000 .4500 -.4422 ,5559 .9594
•8503 -.I048 .6370 .83Z4 ,8000 ,4500 -,2934 ,5973 ,8940
• .9_0_ -.15_2 .6713 .1796 ,9000 ,4500 -,1592 ,6350 ,8355
,9500 -.1369 .6749 .174U .1014 ,3552 ,Z210 .7401 .67Z7
.9750 -.0134 .70_8 .7217 .Z000 ,3551 .0615 ,6956 ,7421
1.0o_0 -,(1_7 ,0739 .7756 .3500 .3551 -.1573 ,6331 .8383
• 4500 .3552 -,2960 ,5966 ,8952
,5500 ,3552 -,2799 ,601Z ,88_0
• 6500 ,3552 -.llqZ ,6463 ,8182
.7500 .355Z .0059 .6812 .7643
.8000 .355Z .0551 ,6953 .7415
,8500 ,3552 ,0869 ,7036 .7297
295 .9ooo ,355Z ,0917 ,7G31 ,7304
•9500 ,3551 ,0949 ,7066 ,725_
o.
PT 516.3677 KPA CH ,2609 CD1 ,00801
rT 103,3000 K CM -,0758 CD2 .00808
RC 45,2613 MILLION CC ,0089 CD3 ,00777
MaCH .7323 CO4 .00774
ALPHA -.9979 DEG CO5 ,0076Z
UPPER SUkFACE LOWED SURFACE SPANW;$E
XIC CP PsL/PT HLOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P,LIPT MLOC
O,O0_O 1,1083 .9914 .1114 0.0000 1,1083 ,9914 ,1114 ,5000 ,7401 -,5803 ,5519 ,9667
.0_40 ,7911 ,9087 .3743 .0040 -.2057 .6510 ,8119 ,5000 ,6414 -.5889 .5491 .9712
• OC_O ,5603 .8_89 .4920 .0080 -,6123 ,5428 ,9814 ,5000 ,5427 -,5945 ,5479 ,9732
• 0150 ,3667 ,7926 ,5889 ,0230 -,1271 ,6698 ,7828 ,5000 ,%640 -,5950 ,5464 ,9757
• UZS_ ,1159 ,73Z2 ,6860 ,0500 -,1177 ,6718 ,7798 ,5000 ,3656 -,5958 ,566% ,9756
,04_G -,1547 ,6619 ,7951 ,1000 -,1657 ,6613 ,7959 ,5000 ,2467 -,§991 ,545Z ,9775
.0600 -.3897 .6003 ,8903 ,1500 -,1964 ,6920 ,8104 ,5000 ,1480 -,6013 ,5466 ,9786 Jr
,0800 -,4948 ,5738 ,9320 ,2000 ",2227 ,6643 ,8221 ,5000 ,0493 -,60Z9 ,5%%9 ,9780
,1000 -,5437 ,9603 ,9534 ,2500 -,2675 ,6324 ,8605 ,5000 -,0493 -,5997 ,5445 ,9786
,1400 -,5995 ,9464 .9757 ,3500 -,3677 ,6059 ,8_16 ,5000 -,1480 -,6043 ,_462 ,9759
,1800 -,6034 ,5455 ,9771 ,6500 -,4665 ,5_63 ,975e ,5000 -,2467 -,5992 ,5477 ,9735
• 2200 -.5_35 ,9501 .9697 ,9900 -,3660 ,5855 ,9135 ,5000 -,3454 -,6036 ,5461 ,9760
•2660 -,5612 ,558J .9570 ,65_0 -.1419 .6126 ,8713 ,5000 -.6%60 -,5970 ,5666 ,9752
• 3000 -,554% ,5587 ,9560 ,7500 ,0202 ,6651 ,7900 ,5000 -,5427 -,5963 ,5465 ,9754
,3400 -,5553 ,5579 ,9572 ,80C0 ,0864 ,7078 .7240 ,5000 -,6414 -,5897 ,5500 ,9698
,3800 -,55_7 ,5512 ,9_83 ,8500 ,1339 ,7247 ,6978 ,5000 -,7401 -,5985 ,5467 ,9751
• 4200 -,5706 ,_28 ,9654 ,9000 ,1754 ,7372 ,6781 CHORDWISE
,4600 -,58_3 ,5483 ,9725 ,9500 ,2039 ,7493 .6_89 ,ObO0 ,4500 -,4055 ,5972 ,8952
,SuO0 -,5979 .5389 .9877 1,OCO0 .2Z28 ,7606 ,6410 ,1400 ,%500 -,5836 ,5505 ,9690
,5600 -,t233 ,5300 1,0020 ,2200 ,4500 -,5816 ,5512 .9679
,5800 -,_572 ,5335 ,9965 ,3000 ,4500 -,5544 ,5562 ,9599
,b2OO --*_467 ,54J6 ,9852 ,3800 ,4500 --,5691 ,5538 ,9638
.6600 -._152 .5570 .9586 ,4600 ,4500 -,5796 ,5518 ,9670
• 7060 -.5_26 ._879 ,9098 ,5600 ,6500 -,6224 .5397 ,9864
• 7500 -.4444 .b253 .8516 ,6200 ,4500 -.6366 .5369 ,9909
,BUOU -,2993 ,6661 .7916 ,7000 ,6500 -05473 ,5604 ,9533
,_500 -,1465 ,7uJ2 ,7359 ,8000 ,4500 -,2983 ,6257 ,8510
• 9_v3 -._675 .7339 .6833 .9000 ,4500 -.0086 .7003 .7358
,9500 ,1174 ,7681 ,6609 ,1016 ,3552 -,1703 ,6587 ,7999
,9750 ,1743 ,7551 .6481 ,2000 ,3552 -,2281 ,6430 ,8241
l,OOO0 ,2228 ,7606 ,6410 ,3500 ,3552 -,3627 ,6084 ,8778
,4500 .3552 -,4412 ,5876 ,9103
• 5500 ,3552 -.3668 ,6123 ,8717
,6500 ,3552 -,1396 ,6647 ,7907
,7500 .3552 ,0222 ,7080 ,7237
" ,8000 ,3552 ,0813 ,7239 ,699C
• 8500 ,3552 ,1307 ,7362 ,6797
,9000 ,3552 ,1755 ,7481 ,6608
•9500 . .3552 ,2031 .7552 ,6696
PT 511.6473 KPA C_ ,4009 CDI ,00834
TT 103.3352 K C_ -.075C CDZ ,00836
R_ 46.9269 MILLIO_ CC ,0067 CD3 ,00807
MaCH ,7305 CD4 ,00792
ALPHA ,_OU_ DEG C05 ,00787
L,PPLH SUkFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XI_ CF P_L/RT _LOC XIC CP P,LIPT MLDC XIC YI(BI2) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0060 _.1616 ,9999 .0093 0.{_¢_0 1.1416 .9099 .0093 ,5000 .7401 -.6416 .5362 ,9920
*U04_ ,6218 ._64_ ,4o33 ,0040 ,17F3 ,7690 ,6596 ,5000 ,6414 -,6433 ,5371 ,9906
,00_0 ,3710 ,7991 ,57_2 ,108U -,1375 ,6673 ,7867 ,5000 ,5627 -,6616 ,5312 1,0001
.Olbu ,l_J1 .744_ ,_657 .U230 ,089H .7253 ,6968 ,5000 ,4460 -,6508 ,5334 ,9965
,u25G -,t611 ,6867 ,7567 ,050C ,0450 ,7140 .7166 ,5000 ,3456 -,6551 ,5330 ,9971
.060J -.3677 .6138 ,8694 ,1COO -,0346 ,6935 ,7462 ,5000 ,2467 -,6521 ,5356 .9930
.ObuJ -.5951 .5485 .97_1 .1500 -.08_3 .6794 .7481 .5003 ,1480 -.6558 .5326 ,9981
.0800 -,70_0 .5202 L,_18] .2_00 -.12F3 ,6697 ,7_30 .9000 .0493 -*6589 *5334 ,9966
.l_vJ -.77_i .5_16 i.04_7 .2500 -.17_i .6560 .8040 .5000 -.0493 -.6586 .5333 .9967
,1600 -,7966 ,4953 1,J5_3 ,3500 -,2838 ,62R7 ,8663 ,5000 -,1480 -,6631 ,5312 1,0001
,18_0 -.8035 .4938 1.0618 .4500 -,3776 .5340 ,9955 ,5000 -,2467 -.6576 ,5339 ,9958
,2200 -,763_ ,51o3 1,0344 ,5500 -,29_8 ,6051 .8829 ,5000 -,3_54 -,6623 ,5315 ,9996
,2600 -,67o5 ._294 1.0030 ,6500 -,11w2 ,6271 ,8488 ,5000 -,4440 -,6546 ,5337 ,9961
,3000 -.6671 ,5347 ,9946 .7500 ,0357 ,6732 ,7776 ,5000 -,5627 -,6530 *533% ,9966
,34U0 -,t.359 ,5390 ,9_75 ,@&O0 ,0966 ,7121 ,7174 ,5000 -,6414 --,6513 ,5356 ,9933
,3800 -.6469 .5350 ,993o ,8500 ,1430 .7281 .6924 .5000 -,7401 -,6620 ,5307 1,0008
.4200 -.6397 .5363 .9918 .9_00 .1808 .740_ .6727 CHDROWISE
,_600 -,_56U ,53_8 ,9915 ,9500 ,2031 ,7506 ,6569 ,0600 ,4500 -,5983 ,5478 ,9734
,_UbO -.0550 ,53ll 1,0002 1,0000 ,213_ ,7597 ,6624 ,1600 ,4530 -,7546 ,5074 1,0390
,56u0 -._692 ,5212 1.6164 ,2200 ,4500 -,7294 .5149 1,0267
,_OV -._990 .52_1 1,_v52 ,3000 ,6500 -,6509 ,5355 .9931
,6200 -.6794 ._395 ._866 ,3800 ,6500 -,6539 ,5343 ,9951
,o6_0 -,6345 ._556 ,960_ ,6600 ,6500 -.6463 ,5383 ,9885
.70vO -.5690 ,58_6 ._086 .5%00 ,6500 -,6737 *5292 1,0034
,75v0 -,6663 ,6266 .8696 ,6200 ,6500 -,6742 ,5296 1,0030
.BOO0 -.2965 ,6o66 .7_77 .7000 .6500 -.5594 .5585 .9561
*8_OO 1.1426 ,7_23 ,1326 ,8000 ,_530 -.2997 .6261 ,8503
.9000 -.0035 ,7345 .b824 ,9C00 ,4500 -,0076 ,7018 ,7334
.9_00 .llo6 .7468 .6629 ,1014 ,3552 -,0%50 ,6913 "*7696
,97_0 ,16_3 ,7559 ,64_5 ,2000 ,3552 -,1309 ,6705 ,7818
1,000J ,2132 .7597 ,6424 ,3500 ,3552 1,2875 ,6286 ,8464
,6500 ,3552 -,3684 ,6078 ,8787
,5500 ,3552 -,3000 ,6264 ,8699
,5500 ,3552 -.1125 ,6751 .7746
.7500 ,3552 ,0369 .7131 .7158
,8000 ,3552 ,0923 ,7293 ,6905
,8500 ,3552 ,1365 ,7395 ,6745
29_ .9000 ,3552 ,17_7 ,7501 ,6577
.9500 ,3552 ,Z028 ,7561 ,6682
PT 511.9566 KPA CN .5451 C01 .00933
TT 103.1068 K C_ -.0720 COZ .00947
RC 45.0663 MILLION CC .0015 CD3 .00903
MACH ,7308 C04 .00879
ALPHA 1.0183 DEG C05 .00838
UPPER SdkFAC_ LOWfR SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P.L/PT HLJC XIC CP PPLIPT MLOC XIC YI(B/Z) CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.00C0 1.1382 ,9993 .0320 O.CCO0 1.1382 .9993 ,0320 .5000 ,7401 -,6794 ,7248 1,0105
,0040 .4Z72 ,8148 ,5518 .0040 ,4761 .8269 .5310 ,5000 ,6414 -,6897 .5228 1.0138
,Ub_U ,1738 .7484 ,6605 ,0080 ,1887 ,7510 ,6563 .5000 ,54Z7 -,6913 *§Z15 1,0160
.0150 -.0243 ,6957 .7427 ,0230 ,2708 ,7737 .6199 ,5000 .4440 -,6804 .5232 1,0133
.OZSO -,ZZ65 ,64Z5 .eZso ,0500 ,1798 ,7505 .6570 ,5000 ,3454 -,68Z3 ,5235 1.0127
.0400 -.4970 ._712 .9361 .1CCO .0730 .7Z19 .70ZO .5000 .2467 -.6947 .SEE7 1.0143
,OoO0 -.7_00 .5071 1.0396 .1500 ,0045 ,7043 ,7295 .5000 ,1480 -.698Z .7Z47 1.0106
.0800 -.9060 ,4691 1.1039 ,20C0 -,0387 .6916 ,7403 .5000 ,0493 -,6966 .5229 1,0136
.1000 -.9653 .4505 1.1362 .2_00 -.1014 .6756 .7738 .5000 -.0493 -.6967 .7232 1.0131
.1400 -1.C413 .4328 1.1677 .3500 -.2155 .6454 .8205 .5006 -.1480 -.6940 .5221 1.0149
.1800 -1.0399 .4Z9_ 1.1733 .4500 -.311Z .5Z43 1.0114 ,5000 -,2467 -.695Z ,5Z20 1.0151
.ZZuO -i,07_3 .427C 1,1782 ,5500 -,2565 ,6215 .8575 .5000 -.3454 -.6909 .5Z16 1.0158
,Zbb3 -1,0_27 ,42_0 1.1765 .0500 -.0918 .637_ ,83Z6 ,5000 -.4440 -,6898 ,5Z67 1,0074
6 .30UO -1,[:140 ,4375 1.1593 .7500 00454 .6783 ,7697 .5000 -.54Z7 -,7007 ,5233 1.0130
.3400 -.7749 ._00_ _,0505 ,8000 .10_4 ,7153 ,71Z4 ,5000 -,6414 -,6865 ,SZZ6 1,0142
,30u3 -.5770 .5513 ,9677 .8500 ,1406 ,7293 ,6905 .5000 -.7401 -.6971 ,5231 1,0134
,_2_0 -,5950 .5455 ,9771 ,9000 ,leC5 .7414 ,6714 CHORD_ISE
,4600 -.65Z2 ,531_ .9999 .9500 .2018 ,7507 ,6566 ,0600 ,4500 -,7658 ,5044 1,0441
,5000 -.6763 ,5180 1,0017 1,0C00 .2069 ,7572 .6464 .1400 ,4500 -1,0393 .4337 1,1661
,5_00 -,71Z1 ,5163 1,0Z_4 *ZZO0 ,4500 -1,048Z ,4Z91 1,1745
.58_0 -,7309 .5F_4 1.0103 .3000 .4500 -.9318 ,4572 1.1245
.6200 -,7100 .5358 ,9926 .3800 ,4500 -,6495 ,5357 ,99Z8
,66_0 -.6462 .5546 96Z4 .4600 ,4500 -,6815 ,5277 1.0058
.7000 -.5692 ._874 9105 ,5400 ,4500 -.7177 ,5188 1.0Z04
,75o0 -.4438 ,_268 8403 ,6200 ,4500 -,6897 ,5227 1,0140
.dO_O -,Z679 ._OZ 7838 .7000 ,4500 -.5601 .5558 ,9605
.8500 -.139_ ,7028 7318 ,8000 ,4500 -,2944 .6Z56 ,8511
,9C_0 -,_75 .73Z7 585Z *gO00 ,4500 -,0020 ,7033 ,731C
.9_0_ .118Z ,74_7 ,663Z ,1014 ,355Z ,064q ,7ZOb ,7041
,9750 ,1644 ,7562 ,6480 ,2000 ,3552 -,0431 ,692Z ,7483
1,0000 ,_069 ,7_72 ,o464 ,3500 ,3552 -.2150 ,6476 .8171
,4500 ,3552 -,3147 ,6219 ,8567
,5500 ,355Z -,2538 ,636Z ,8347
.6500 ,3552 -.0904 .6774 .7712
.7500 ,355Z ,0491 ,7169 ,709q
,8000 ,355Z ,1047 ,7315 ,6870
,85C0 ,3552 ,1395 ,7408 .6724
• ,9000 .3552 ,1882 ,7515 ,6555
,9500 ,355Z ,Z056 ,7578 .6454
_T 511,6905 KPA CH ,6941 CD1 .01302
rT 1_3._66_ K C_ -,0730 C02 *01331
RC 4_.78_7 _]LLIO_ CC -.0054 CO3 .01Zb7
_CH ,73C0 C04 ,01118
ALPHA 2,0155 OEG CD5 .01C35
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SUPFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PtL/_T _L_C XIC CP PtL/PT MLOC XlC YI{BIZ) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0_00 1.110_ ,9919 *1081 O,OCO0 1.1104 ,9919 .1081 ,5000 ,7401 -.6095 ,5449 .9779
• 0040 .2459 .7_04 ,6310 ,0_4_ ,6819 ,87qq .4336 ,5000 .6414 -.63Z7 ,5382 ,9888
• U_SO -.0106 ._9_9 ,737_ ,0_80 ,4214 .8143 ,552_ ,5000 ,54Z7 -,6270 ,5394 ,9868
• 0150 -,Z_Z7 ,o513 ,8113 ,0230 ,416q ,8113 ,5577 ,5000 ,44_0 -,5937 ,5483 ,9725
,0250 -,37_5 ,_0_6 .8837 .0500 ,Z_58 ,7794 ,_1C6 ,5CO0 ,3454 -,5645 ,5575 ,9578
.O*OO -,6437 ,_341 .q954 .1000 ,16_7 ,7451 .6656 ,5000 ,Z467 -.6193 .5407 .985C
• ObOO -,9u48 ,4713 1.1000 ,1500 ,0_14 ,7270 .6940 ,5000 ,1480 -.6854 .523C 1,0135
• 08o0 -1._2_7 ,4351 1.1636 ,2000 .0239 .7114 ,7183 ,5000 ,0493 -,5730 .5532 ,9647
,IU00 -1,116Z ,4134 1,203Z ,Z500 -,0445 ,6924 ,747q ,50C0 -,0493 -,634Z ,5345 ,9947
• 14_0 -1.1_7 ,39_3 1.2392 .3500 -,1586 ,6618 .7_1 ,5000 -,1480 -,5764 ,5555 ,9609
•1_U -I.Z_55 .3_9_ 1,Z478 .4500 -,Z62Z ,538_ .q878 ,5000 -.Z457 -.5946 .5508 .9685
• Z_GJ -1,22dl ,38_9 L.Z574 ,5500 -,2182 ,6375 ,8327 ,5000 -13454 -,6185 ,5412 ,9839
• 2600 -1,22_1 ,3_Z 1,Z567 ,bSOO -,0626 ,6447 .8215 ,5000 -,4440 -,5904 ,5496 ,9704
• 30_0 -I,2Z_O .3€_8 1.2_77 ,7_00 ,0567 .687Z ,755q ,5000 -,54Z7 -,6Z05 ,5385 ,9883
,34_J -1,Z333 ,3819 1,2633 ,80C0 .1173 ,7177 ,708_ .5000 -.6414 -,5972 ,5473 .9741
• 3800 -1.Z105 .3859 1.2555 ,85_0 ,1639 .733P .6834 .5C00 -.7401 -,6274 .5383 ,q886
,_ZUO -1,1_58 .394Z 1,_395 .9C00 ,1918 .7464 .6635 CHO_DgI$E
• 4603 -,7_9 .4q_2 1.05£6 ,qSO0 ,Z135 .7538 ,6518 ,0600 ,4500 -,8996 ,4699 1.10Z4
• SbuJ -._256 ,5557 ,96uo 1.0000 ,2053 .75_0 ,6482 .1400 ,4500 -1,181¢ ,3973 1,Z335
.b4UO --,Stll *5548 *9621 *ZZO0 .4500 -1.2457 .3799 1.2671
• _8C0 -,5035 .5454 .9771 .3000 ,4500 -1,Z104 ,3888 1,Z497
• OgOO -.6[_7 .5487 .9719 .3800 ,4500 -1.171Z .4018 1.2250
• _03 -.58_3 .5615 ._514 .4600 .4500 -.8911 .4706 1.1011
• TOCO -,55_3 ._qOL ,9U63 .5400 .4500 -,5759 ,5535 ,9641
• 75u0 -,4_Z3 ,6279 ,B_74 ,6200 ,4530 -,6027 ,5469 ,9747
,80_ -.2_57 ,06_3 .786Z ,7000 ,4500 -.5349 .5651 ,9456
• 8_0 -.1342 ,7011 .7344 ,8000 ,4500. -,2077 ,6274 ,8483
.90_0 ,(_07 ,733_ .6834 .9000 ,4500 -,0071 ,7030 ,7315
• 9500 ,11_1 .7446 ,6664 ,1014 ,3552 ,1661 ,7473 ,6621
.975u .10_1 .75_6 .6_25 .2000 .355Z .0Z53 ,7091 .7Z19
1.0003 ,2053 ,7563 .b40Z ,3500 ,3552 -,1595 .6622 .7945
,4500 .3552 -,2538 ,638C .8318
,5500 .355Z -,Z169 ,6473 .8175
• 6500 ,3552 -,0673 ,6860 ,7578
• 7500 ,3552 ,0616 .7Z09 .7036
,8000 ,3552 .1177 07334 06840 .
• 8500 ,3552 .1566 ,7440 ,6673
297 .9000 ,355Z .19ZZ ,7535 ,6522
• 9500 ,355Z ,Z130 ,7593 ,6430
PT 504,9917 KPA CN .2654 CD1 .00835
TT 103.2995 K CH -.0776 CD2 ,0084Z
RC 45,0236 NZLLION CC .oogz CD3 ,00800
MACH °7482 CD4 .00796
ALPHA -.9877 DEG C05 .00779
UPPER SURFACE LOeER SLRFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P,LIPT HLOC X/C CP PsLIPt HLOC XlC Y1(812) CP P,LIPT MLOC
O.O000 1,1146 .9910 ,L144 0._(:0 1.1146 .q910 .1144 .5000 .7401 -.6165 .5270 1.0069
• 0043 .8103 ,9094 .3727 .0040 -.ZOO7 .6375 .83Z7 .5000 .6616 -.6223 .5Z40 1.0117
,0080 .5840 .849Z .4914 .0080 -.0511 .5178 1.0220 ,5000 .54Z7 -.6265 .5238 1.0121
,0153 .3691 .7901 .5931 .0230 -.1325 .6563 .8036 .5000 .4440 -.6304 .5217 1.0155
.0250 .1415 .7ZBb .6916 .0500 -,1257 .6584 .8004 .5000 .3454 -.6343 .5Z06 1.0176 JV
.0400 -.1318 .6566 .8032 ,1000 -.1731 .6470 .8180 .5000 .Z467 -.6310 .5213 1.0161
o0600 -°3706 .5919 °9035 .1500 -*Z025 .6387 .8308 ,5000 .1480 -.6328 .5209 1.0168
,O_QO -.463Z .5618 ,9509 .2000 -.2321 .6301 .8661 ,5000 .0493 -.6363 .5Z09 1.0169
• 1000 -.5400 .5_63 .9756 ,2500 -.Z812 .6151 .8673 .5000 -.0493 -.635Z .5200 1,0183
• 1400 -.6109 .52_9 1.0070 .3500 -.3861 .5865 .Q120 .5000 -.1480 -.6363 .5200 1.0184
.1800 -.6302 .5230 1.0136 .4500 -.4738 .5231 1.0132 .5000 -.1467 -.6Z99 .5ZZ4 1.0143
.ZZO0 -.6C96 .5285 1.0066 .55C0 -.3584 .5641 .947Z .5000 -.3454 -.6378 .5199 1.0186
.Z60_ -.5e02 .5364 .991_ .6500 -.1452 .5953 ,_981 .5000 -.4440 -.6257 .5266 1.0076
• 3060 -,5753 .5375 .9899 .7500 .0191 .6524 ,8096 .5000 -.5427 -.6272 .5247 1.0106
,3403 -.5744 ._369 .9900 .8¢00 .OBG5 .6963 .7418 .5000 -.6414 -.6256 .5Z41 1.0116
.38_0 -,5830 .5354 .993Z .8500 .1335 ,7152 .7124 .5000 -.7401 -.5302 ,5263 1.0113
• _ZbO -.5_u8 .5302 L.oc17 .qCGO ,1772 .7278 ,6928 CHORDW]SE
• 46U0 -o62Z5 .5Z37 1.31ZZ .9500 .2076 ,7396 .6743 .0600 .4_00 -.3915 .5886 .9089
.5000 -._Z93 .5i3_ 1.02P_ 1.0000 .222Z .7522 .6543 .1400 .4500 -.5906 .5355 .9930
.5403 -.6588 .5016 1.0486 .2200 .4500 -.6027 .5319 .9988
,58GJ -,70_6 .5037 1.0502 ,3000 .6500 -,5724 .5392 .9870
.6200 -.7115 ,_122 1.3312 .3800 .4500 -.5933 .5346 .9946
.6600 -.t044 .5392 .9811 .4600 .4500 -.6048 .5301 1.0017
• 700_ -._648 ._758 .9_88 .5400 .4500 -.6522 .5176 1.02Z3
.75_0 -._313 ,6143 ._0_6 .6200 .4500 -.6901 .5080 1.0380
.0003 -.2bh_ ._571 .00?3 .7000 .4500 -.5507 .5454 ,9771
.85_0 -.1370 ._OZ8 ,7473 .8000 .4500 --.2919 .6143 .8685
• 9000 .0_6 .7Z53 .60_7 .9000 .4500 -.0021 ,6918 .7488
• 9500 ,1243 ,7403 ,o737 .[014 .3552 -.1763 ,6654 .8204
.9750 ,1769 .74_2 ,0647 .ZOO0 .3552 -.2365 .6293 .8452
1,000_ .2212 .7_Z? .6_43 ,3500 .3552 -.3828 .5907 .9053
• 4500 .3552 -.4622 .5698 .938Z
.5500 .355Z -.36C1 .5968 .8958
• 6500 .3552 -.1417 .6546 .8062
.7500 .35_2 .0196 .6985 .7385
.8000 ,3552 .0827 .7144 .7137
.8500 .3552 ,1323 .727_ .6928
.90G0 ,3_52 .1759 .7399 ,673E
• 9500 ,3552 .2063 .7484 .6603
;T 504,q125 KPA CN .4¢84 CD1 .00902
TT 1¢3.24Q3 K CM -,0754 CO2 .00914
_C 45.116E MILLION ¢C .0011 CD3 .00859
_¢H .7500 C04 .00831
ALPHA ,0000 DEG CD5 .00823
UPaEE _URFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_L/OT _LrJC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YI(51Z} CP PtLIPT MLOC
O.Oe_o 1,1501 1,0_00 £,u00_ 0.0000 1,1501 1.0000 0.0000 .5000 .7401 -.6901 ,5049 1.0631
.0040 ._5_5 ._07_ .4567 .0040 .1_02 .7350 .6_15 .5000 .6414 -.6999 .5030 1.0663
.O_EJ ._iil ._OZ1 .5731 .GO_u -.1609 .6492 .8146 .5000 .5427 -.7093 .4991 1.0529
• 01_0 .2_9 .7437 .b077 o0_30 .OeO0 .7106 o719_ .5000 .4440 -.7166 .4969 1,0566
• 0253 -.OZ40 ,_8_7 .7_97 ,O_CO ,0426 ,7041 .729_ .5000 .3454 -.7113 .6989 1.0533
.d4_) -,3_47 .6108 ._7_0 .10_0 -,0_37 ,_803 .7565 ,5000 .Z467 -,7092 .5005 1.0506
• 0630 -o54_Z .54_1 .97_1 .1500 -.09_4 .6662 .7884 .5000 .1480 -.7120 .4987 1.0535
.G80_ -,6635 .5¢_5 _.0356 .ZOO0 -*1361 .6558 .8043 .5000 ,0493 --.7138 .5007 1.0502
.1000 -.7_58 ,4e73 1,0727 .?500 -.1930 ,6371 ,8332 .5C00 -.0493 -.7205 .4942 1.0610
• 1_3 -.8108 ._733 1,09_5 .3_00 -.3040 .6094 ,8761 .5000 -.1480 -.71_0 .4957 1.0586
.18_0 -._27_ ._94 L.103Z .4500 -.4004 ,5C31 1.0461 .5000 -.2467 -.7143 .4978 1.0550
°Z200 -.8459 ,46_1 1.1123 ,5_00 -o3179 .5831 ,9172 .5000 -.3654 -.7023 .50Z3 1.0475
• Z600 -,_339 .4035 1.1134 .6500 -.1248 .6029 .8_62 .5000 -.44_0 -.6965 ,5031 1.0662
• 3000 -.726_ .49_6 1.o6_3 .7_0 .0287 ._572 .8023 .5000 -.5427 -,7015 .5010 1.0696
• 340_ -.b_O0 .5Z99 l._gl .PC00 .0927 .6990 .7377 ,5000 -.6414 -.7064 .5007 1.0502
• 3803 -._21Z ,SEZ8 1.0137 .85C0 .1414 .7164 .7106 .5000 -.7401 -.7148 .4967 1.0568
.4Z£_ -.6710 ._09_ 1.3361 .9000 .IP13 ,7294 .6903 CHOROWISE
.4600 -.7040 ,50_g 1.0500 .9500 .ZOO8 .7380 .6767 .0600 .4500 -.5679 .5384 .9883
.SUUO -.7065 ._q?l 1.0562 1.O00O .2153 .749_ .6587 .1400 .4500 -.7976 .4786 1.0875
.5400 -.7217 .48o5 1.3744 .ZZ00 .4500 -.8220 .4714 1.0997
• 5800 -.7573 .4_57 1.0703 .3000 .45_0 -.7720 .4813 1.0828
• o2OO -.75e5 ,50ZZ 1._477 .3800 .4500 -.fl437 .5177 1.0221
• 6603 -,_911 ,538_ ,9_e3 .4600 .4500 -.6927 .5051 1.04Z9
.7000 -.55_6 ,5767 .9273 .5400 .4500 -.71_5 .4988 1.0533
• 750J -._Z17 .bl_O ._bZ8 .6200 .4500 -.7494 .4889 1.0699
• 80_3 -.Z?Z_ .6580 .8009 .?000 .4500 -.5508 .5450 .9777
.8500 -,121Z ,6940 ,745_ .8000 .4500 -.2850 .6150 .8675 =
•9000 .014Z .7240 ,6977 .9000 .4500 .0062 .6917 .7489
.9509 .1257 .73?0 .67_3 .1014 .3552 -.049Z .6786 .7691
.975J .1754 .746_ ,bbZ8 .ZOO0 .3_52 -.1382 .6545 .8064
1.0_ .2153 .7494 .6587 .3500 .3552 -.3080 .6083 .8779
• 4500 .355Z -.3972 .5859 .9119
• 5500 .355Z -.3160 .6077 ,8788
• 6500 .355Z -.1195 .6576 .8018
.7500 .3552 ,0330 .6998 .7365
.8000 .355Z .0965 .7167 ,7102
.8500 .355Z .1399 .7Z89 .6911
2_ .9000 .3552 .1806 .7393 .6768
• _500 ,3552 .Z015 .7437 .6677
o.
PT 504.9391 KPA CN ,4899 CD1 .00943
TT 103.2822 K CB -,0765 CO? ,00935
RC 45,1096 BXLLZON CC ,0050 C03 ,00896
BACH ,7503 C04 *00858
ALPHA ,4888 DEG CD5 ,00837 .
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsLIPT HLOC XIC CP PpLIPT BLOC XIC YI1812) CP P_LIPT BLOC
0,0000 1,1432 ,9934 ,0483 O,OOCO 1,1432 .9984 .04_3 ,5000 .7401 -,6637 .5116 1.0321
,0040 ,5760 ,8465 ,4963 ,0040 ,3062 .7731 ,6_09 .5000 ,6414 -,6378 ,5163 1.0246
,0080 .3184 ,7774 .6138 ,0080 ,0069 .6912 ,7497 .5000 ,5427 -,6414 ,5155 1,0257
• 0150 .1171 *7219 ,7021 ,0230 .1643 .7346 .6822 .5000 .4440 ",6235 ,5199 1,0185
.0250 -,0982 .6650 ,7902 ,CSCO ,1093 ,7212 .7031 .5000 ,3459 -,6190 *5226 1,0161
,0400 -,3865 .5838 .9083 ,1000 .0108 ,6935 ,7462 .5000 ,2467 -.6334 .5202 1.0160
,0600 -.6206 .5222 1,0147 .1_00 -.0521 ,6780 ,7701 ,5000 .1480 -.6490 .5162 1.0266
.0300 -,7639 ,4872 1,0728 ,2000 -,0913 ,6647 ,7906 ,5000 ,0493 -,6629 ,5135 1.0289
.10_3 -._248 ,4672 1,1070 .2500 -.1521 ,6493 .8144 .5000 -,0493 -.6253 .5205 1.0175
.1400 -,9134 .4478 1.1409 .3500 -,2680 .6193 ,860? .5000 -,1480 -,6473 ,5151 1,0266
,1800 -.912Z .4438 1,1480 .4500 -.3761 .5100 1.0347 .5000 -.2467 -.6650 .5111 1.0330
J ,2200 -.9424 .4334 1,1667 °5500 -,2998 ,5882 ,9093 .5000 -,3454 -,6535 ,5124 1*0307
.2600 -.9530 .43_0 1,1656 ,6500 -.1107 ,6117 ,8726 .5000 -,4440 -,6730 .5103 1.0343
• 3000 -,9457 ,4356 1,1626 ,7500 .0377 ,6599 .7980 .5000 -,5427 -.6870 ,5070 1,0397
,3400 -,9246 ,4387 1.1572 ,8G00 ,1039 .7026 ,7321 .5000 -.6414 -,6713 .5080 1.0381
.3800 -._374 .4625 1.1151 .8540 .1446 .7179 .7083 .5000 -,7401 -,6974 .5016 1,0688
.4200 -.7030 .4984 1,0541 ,9000 ,1833 ,7277 ,6930 CHOROUZSE
.4600 -.5938 ,52_4 I.JU30 .95C0 ,2059 ,7399 ,6737 ,0600 .4500 -.6327 .5201 1.0182
,50uO -,6805 ._033 1,0459 1.0000 .2099 ,74_2 .6606 .1400 .4500 -.9054 ,4469 1.1624
• 5400 -,6961 ,4832 1,0796 ,2200 ,4500 -,9307 ,4383 1,1578
,5_b0 -,7715 .4791 1.0866 .3000 .4500 -,9046 ,4473 1.1617
• _Z_0 -.7912 .4954 1.0591 ,3800 ,6500 -.6038 ,6751 1,093_
.660J -,7183 o_3_3 .9885 .4600 .4500 -,6283 .5201 1.0181
,7000 -.5611 ,5770 ,9268 *5400 ,4500 -.6825 .5051 1.0429
,7_0_ -,4202 .6157 ,_664 ,6200 ,4500 -,7593 .4834 1,0792
,8_00 -*2716 .6591 ,7992 ,7000 ,4500 -,5479 .5411 ,9841
• 8_0 -.1193 ,6936 ,7461 ,8000 ,4500 -,2851 ,6146 .8680
,9003 ,0076 ,7235 .6995 ,9000 ,4500 ,0071 .,6928 ,7472
• 9500 ,1268 ,7362 ,6796 .1014 .3552 .0060 ,6927 .7673
,9750 .1723 ,7465 ,6633 .20C0 ,3552 -,0924 ,6655 .7894
1.00_0 ,2_99 .7482 ,66c6 .3500 .3552 -,2665 ,6187 .8617
• 4500 ,3552 -,3695 ,5912 ,9046
• 5500 .3552 -.2983 ,6091 ,8767
• 6500 ,3552 -,1105 ,6610 ,7963
,7500 ,3552 .0410 .7022 .7326
,8009 ,3552 ,0984 ,7163 ,710P
,8500 ,3552 .1453 ,7287 ,6915
,9000 ,3552 ,1879 ,7397 ,6741
,9500 ,3552 ,2040 ,7468 .6628
PT 504._248 KPA C_ ,5563 CD1 .00994
TT 104,5_90 K CH -,0750 C02 ,00990
_C 44,0_01 BILLZO_ CC ,0026 C03 .O0_SP
tACH .7957 CD6 ,00900
AL_HA ,_979 D_G C05 ,00874
uPPE_ SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANVZSE
X/C CP P_LIPT _LOC XlC CP PtLIPT _LOC xlC Y1(812) CP PtLIPT BLOC
O.O000 1.1495 1,0004 u,J030 0.0_C0 1.1445 1.0004 0.0000 ,5000 ,7401 -.6827 ,5140 1,0279
.O_4d .4771 .eZ11 ,54_8 ,0_40 ._396 ,8098 .5630 ,5000 ,6414 -,6496 ,5190 1.0197
,0083 ,2337 ,75_4 ,6507 ,0_80 ,1574 ,7341 ,6828 ,5000 ,5427 -,6447 ,5207 1,0169
,u153 ,G_SZ ,7005 ,73_2 .0_30 .2604 .7619 ,6367 *5000 ,4440 -,5959 ,5331 ,9967
,OZSa -.1736 .6435 *8232 .05(;0 .1749 ,7404 .67_ .5000 ,3456 -.6016 .5316 .9992
.04uO -,4_25 .57_ .9363 .1nO0 .0h_4 ,7094 .7_13 .5000 ,2467 -,5955 .5352 .9933
,ObOO -,_925 ,5065 1.0_u3 ,lb_0 -,0_35 .6907 .7504 .5000 ,1480 -,6019 ,5325 .9977
• 03uO -._u4 .4050 1,10_9 ,?000 -.0493 .6786 ,7891 ,5000 ,0493 -,6189 ,5286 1,0040
•1_0 -.9L_9 ,_474 1,L413 .2500 -,113g ,6595 ,7_85 ,5000 -,0493 -,5888 ,5350 ,9936
• 1400 -.9844 .4775 1,1771 .3500 -,2346 ,6271 ._486 .5000 -,1480 -,5865 ,5362 ,9916
.180J -1,1'111 ,472o 1.1_72 ,4500 -,3291 ,5283 1,0046 ,5000 -.2467 -,5991 ,5321 ,9984
• Z?O0 -1,0370 ,4172 1.1959 .5500 -.27_0 ,6040 ,8844 .5000 -,3454 -,6069 ,5330 .9969
.26_ -1.1413 ,4138 1.?023 ,6500 -,0991 ,6181 ,$62_ ,5000 -,4440 -,6312 *5237 1.0121
• 3000 -1,0446 ,4115 1.Z0_5 ,750C ,3530 ,6653 .7995 ,5000 -,5427 -,6406 .5212 1.0160
,3400 -1._3_6 .4165 1.1973 .COCO .1044 .7060 .7267 ,5000 -,6414 -,6408 .5231 1,0130
,38C0 -1,(_182 ,4£_8 1.1894 ,8_(0 .1530 .7207 ,7037 ,5000 -,7401 -,6660 ,5180 1,0213
,420u -.8776 .4577 1.1232 ,9_00 .1_60 .7348 ,6n16 CHORO_ZSE
,4600 -,713? ,SUL7 1.0484 ,9500 .2073 ,7425 .6696 ,0600 ,4500 -,7107 ,5035 1,0453
.5003 -._115 ,_2_3 1,0046 1,0C00 .2072 .7496 .8583 ,1400 .4500 -.9976 .4283 1,1755
• 5_00 -.6Z15 .5178 1.0799 .2200 .4500 -1,0482 ,414_ 1,2004
.5800 -,6753 .5087 1,0375 ,8000 ,4500 -.9897 .4276 1,1768
.oZ.. -.b_56 .51_5 1.0237 .3800 ,4500 -*95_2 .4407 1.1_33
• 6600 -.6579 .54_! *_812 *4600 *45_0 -.6268 *5272 1.0063
•70bo -.5623 ,5784 .9243 ,5400 ,4500 -.6223 ,5283 1,0044
,?_UO -,4260 .t1_5 ,8_2 ,6200 .4500 -.6881 ,5095 1,0353
• 8_0 -,2873 .6588 ,7995 .7000 .4500 -,5521 ,5485 ,9719
• 85_0 -,12_5 .6943 .7447 ,8000 ,4500 -,2906 ,6205 ,8586
• 9000 ,0057 ,7064 *69%8 ,qO00 .6500" ,0017 ,6936 ,7458
• 9500 ,1212 ,74_6 ,67?4 ,1014 ,3552 ,0624 ,7102 ,7200
.975J .1709 .74_9 .*°593 ,2_00 ,3552 -.0519 .6805 ,7661
1,0000 ,2072 ,7496 ,6583 .3500 ,3552 -,2234 ,6337 .8382
.4500 ,3fi52 .-,3306 ,6062 ,8809
• 5500 ,3552 -,271_ .6218 ,856_
• 6500 .3552 -,0915 ,6682 ,7851
.7500 ,3552 ,0472 ,7074 .7245
,8000 ,3552 .1107 .7238 ,6988
.8500 ,3552 ,1507 .7345 ,6821
_ ,9000 ,355Z ,1887 ,7438 ,6673
,9500 ,3552 ,2046 ,7474 .6617
APPENDIXB
The tabulated data presented in this appendix is transition fixed
data from tests of the CAST IO-2/DOA 2 airfoil in the O.3-m TCT,
500
PT Z13.582Z KPA GRIT SIZE ,0584 MH CD1 °00955
11 282.0280 K GRIT LOC .0700 C CDZ .00967
_C 3,9_10 MILLION CN .1936 CD3 .00951
MACH .59b0 CM -.058Z CD4 .00943
ALPHA -1,0796 DEG CC ,0073 CD5 .00944
UPPER SURFACE tOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT MLGC XlC CP PsLIPT HLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0663 .9_8 .086Z 0.0_00 1.0663 .9948 .08bZ .50o0 .7401 -.4303 .7000 .731B
• 0040 ,7193 .9_71 .3303 .OG6G -.Zb03 .73ZB ,6_09 .5_0_ ,6414 -,4359 ,b994 .7327
• 0080 ,484Z .8819 ,4_7Z ,OOBO -.5390 ,6B07 ,7615 ,5CO0 .54Z7 -,645Z ,6996 .7324
o0150 .2630 ,_370 .51G1 ,0233 -,1ZOb ,7609 .636b .5000 .6660 -,6438 ,6982 ,7346
.02_0 .0498 .7965 .5790 .0500 -,1089 .7651 ,6303 ,5000 ,3456 -,6481 .6978 ,7353
• 0400 -,2053 .7453 .6614 ,1000 -.1516 .7543 ,6671 .5000 ,2667 -,4506 .6971 .7363
• 0600 -.3874 ,7105 .7155 .1500 -.1756 ,7536 ,66B5 ,5000 ,1_80 -,4553 ,699Z ,7330
• USO0 -,4310 ,7t, G_ .731_ ,200u -.1969 .7477 .6576 .5000 ,0493 -,652Z ,7001 .7317
• 1000 -,4_3e .b96_ ,7373 ,gSO0 -.Z333 .7395 ,6705 .§COO -.0493 -,6514 ,6989 *7335
.1400 -.4667 .695_ ,73B_ .3500 -.3007 .7280 ,6886 .5000 -,1680 -.4539 .698_ .7336
• 1_00 -,6641 .694U .7_11 .65_G -,3692 .6966 ,7370 .5000 -.2667 -.4524 ,6999 ,7319
.2200 -.6550 .697_ .7352 ._500 -.2B68 .7180 .7060 .5000 -,3454 -.6561 .698Z .7347
oZ60D -.6348 ,7_1 ,7317 ,6500 -.1311 .7290 .6869 ,SOU0 -,6440 -,6493 ,6986 ,7343
• 3000 -,4324 .bqgb .7324 ,7500 .0033 .7596 .6386 .5000 -.5627 -°4667 .6996 .73Z_
• 3400 -.4209 .701_ .7366 .800_ ,0631 .7875 .5937 ,5000 -,6416 -,4396 .7003 ,7315
• 3800 -.6332 .7o_v .7Z_8 .85_0 ,1_13 ,7976 .5771 .SGOG -.7401 -,6360 .7021 ,7286
• 6Z00 -,4339 ,7G_2 ,7316 ,%000 .1430 .8065 .5624 CHORDWZSE
.6600 -.6645 .6965 .736Z ,9_3 .1681 .8136 .5505 .0600 .4500 -,3851 .7106 .7155
• 9000 -.4530 .69_3 .76_6 1,0UOU ,1765 .8ZOZ ,539Z .1600 .6500 -,4§03 ,697Z ,7361
.5600 -.4646 ,6946 ,7605 .ZZuO ,450U -,44Z_ .69B5 ,7361
• 5800 -.6800 .6907 .7370 .300G ._SG_ -.6251 .7030 .7Z73
• bZ00 -*6697 ,6967 ,737G ,3800 .6500 -,6Z69 .7019 .7g90
.6600 -,6630 .7_1_ .72_7 ,4600 ._UO -.639_ .7C08 ,7306
• 700U -.4609 .71_1 .7069 °5600 ,45u_ -*6565 .6989 .7336
,7500 -.3691 ,73o2 ,6756 ,6ZOO .6500 -,6704 .6958 .7383
• 8000 -,259Z .7_9 ,_398 .7000 .6_00 -.4Z86 *7938 .7260
• 8500 -.1400 ,7E_O .601Z .8OOG .650_ -,Z58Z .7356 .6766
• 0000 -.0183 ,_C€_ ,56o6 .gO00 ,4500 -.0207 .78Z_ .60ZO
• 9500 .0_04 .8130 ,_05 ,1014 .355g -,1_06 .7558 ,6448
.07_0 .137C .8196 ,_6_2 .2000 .355Z -.ZOZZ .7459 .o604
1.0000 ,1765 ,_2_g ._39Z .3500 .35_Z -.3064 .7266 .6910
• 45Q0 .35_ -.3486 .7172 .7053
• _00 .3_5Z -.2_37 .7_98 ,6_57
• 6[Ou .35=Z -.13_3 ,7607 .6370
• 75uU .355Z ,00_ .7869 .5967
• _bO0 .35_ .057_ .7979 ,5767
,8500 .355Z ,1066 ,3078 ,SHOE
• 9_0_ .359Z ,1396 .8166 .5487
._500 .355Z ,1682 .81_I .5611
PT Z1_,1693 KPA GRIT SIZE .05_6 _ COl ,GI003
TT _82.&_76 K GRIT LOC .G7GC C CDZ .ulo1_
_C 3._14 MILLION CN ,3215 CO3 ,00988
MACH ._963 CM -.0_7_ CD4 .{U_BG
&LPH_ .OuZ_ O_G CC ,0043 C05 *00996
UPPEE 3URFACE LOWER 30RFACE _PANWI$E
XIC CP P,L/PT MLOC XlC CP P_L/Pl ML03 XIC _I(B/Z) CP P_L/PI MLOC
O,OOOO 1.093Z _*_t._l _.UO_ O,U003 L,_93Z 1.(001 0,0000 ,_GO0 ,7601 -,681_ ,_9_ ,_464
• 00_0 .67Z5 ._7_V ,43_7 °006*) ,2006 ,_Z47 ,5310 ,5_00 ,6616 -,687i ,6915 ,7449
•_080 ,ZZZD .e27_ ,_Zbo ,00_3 -,0900 ,766B .bZ73 ,SOOO .5627 -.696Z ,68_ .749Z
,0150 ,0056 ,7d70 ,5967 .0230 ,3862 ,RGi7 ,5105 .50CL ._660 -,6987 .6881 .7SUE
.0250 -,2016 .7457 .6647 .0530 ,0636 ,7953 ,5_i0 .50o_ ,34_6 -.9u16 .6863 ,7530
•0600 -,451_ .69_9 ,73_i .1_0_ -,UZ39 ,7805 ,6051 .50dO .Z467 -.50Z9 .68_Z ,7532
•0600 -,6257 .0_39 ,7_16 ,1500 -.0706 .77ZU ,61B_ .SGOC .14_0 -,5066 .6871 .7516
• OBO0 -.6367 ._6(g ,792(, .ZO_J -.1115 ,7637 .632Z ,5000 .0693 -,5067 ,6871 .7510
,I000 -,6379 ._60_ ,79Z_ .Z500 -.1505 .75o3 .6_39 ,5000 -._693 -.5069 .6880 .7504
• 1400 -.6152 ._ob8 .7_4D .3530 -.23_6 .738_ ,072Z ._O00 -.2690 -.501e ,6870 .7519
.1800 -.5963 .671Z .7777 .6_03 -.30¢1 .bU_8 ,7_37 ,SuO_ -.2_7 -,5049 .6873 ,7515
,ZZO0 -.5566 .677Z ,707} ._500 -.ZSGZ ,7Z76 .6891 .500U -,3456 -._056 .6_7 .7_24
•Z600 -.5304 ,5_¢c ,7614 .6500 -.1093 .7367 .6749 .SOO¢ -.666V -,6995 ,68_4 .7498
• 3000 -.5188 ,b_33 ,7576 ,7500 ,0190 .7043 ,6313 ,50UO -,_6Z7 -,6958 o68BZ ,7500
• 3600 -,5056 ,6_79 .75G5 .80VO .0711 ,7901 ,5_95 ._OOO -.6414 -,6903 .689Z .74_6
• 3BOO -.5003 .0e76 .751_ .BSO0 .1165 .BO_3 .5726 .5_bC -.740i -.6867 .6906 .7466
•6200 -,5o16 ,6_75 ,7511 .9009 .1670 .8086 .558d CHOWOWISE
,6600 -.5061 .505_ .753_ ,9_00 ,1E66 ,_140 .5697 .0600 ,65U3 -,6177 ,66_0 ,7657
• 5000 -.5033 .6u_6 .75_9 1._000 .1668 .8186 .5623 .1600 .6500 -.6004 ,6681 .7810
• 5600 -.51Z0 .tt,_Z .7_el ,ZZ_ ._500 -.5535 .677B .7660
,5600 -,5196 ,_ ,75Zb .3O_G ,6500 -.61Z_ ,6851 °7568
.6ZOO -,5C75 ,6899 ,747_ ,3800 ,6500 -.SOO0 .6879 .7505
•0600 -.4972 ._9_u .13_5 .4_0C .4DGU -.497Z ,b_7q ,1504
,7000 -,6606 ,7111 ,7147 ,_4_C ,450v -,5018 .6875 • .7511
.7500 -,3_33 ,731_ ,_9 .6ZG_ .650u -.5081 .6871 .7518
• _000 -.Z7G3 .75_u .63_1 ,7000 ,6500 -,656Z .6_76 ,7359
•8500 -.1369 .7UZZ .6024 ,8006 .6_0V -.2713 .73Z6 ,6813
• ,9000 -.0171 .8629 ._6d6 .gGou ,6500 -.0219 .7816 ,6034
•9_00 .OBBB ._liZ .5_b .IC14 .355Z -,0605 .7779 .6096
• 9750 .1291 ._1_ ,_6ZZ
,200u .3_5Z -,106_ ,7649 .6303
1,0000 *1668 ,_1F6 ,b_23 ,35CC ,355Z -,Z369 ,7396 .6703
,6500 .3_Z -.2966 .7_0 .6886
• 550u .3_Z -.247Z .7378 ,6131
• 6500 ,3_5Z -.1066 .76N7 .6305
,75C_ ,3_5_ ,0198 .7898 .5900
• _000 ,355Z .0697 .799Z ,5745
,BSCG ,3552 ,1137 .80BZ ,5596
_0 _ ,9000 ,355g ,1451 ,016U ,_6e4
• 950_ ,355Z ,1660 ,8186 .5423
• . . ", ..
P[ 214.0703 KPA GAIT SIZE ,0584 MH CO1 ,01001
IT 183,4337 K GRIT LOC ,0700 C CD2 ,01014
RC 3,9671 _ILLION CN ,4311 CD3 ,01001
MACH ,_966 CM " -,0565 C04 .00989
ALPHA 1,0161 DEG CC -,0006 CO5 °01001
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpLIP] MLOC XlC CP PsLIPT HLOC XIC Y1(812} CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0810 ,9977 oG_77 0,0G33 1,0810 ,9977 ,0577 ,500G ,7401 -,SZZZ ,b840 ,7564
,0040 ,2136 ,620_ ,52_0 ,0040 ,5125 ,8877 ,4156 ,5000 ,6414 -,5Z83 ,6827 ,7585
• 0080 -,0605 ,7735 ,6165 ,0_83 ,1408 ,8315 ,5181 ,5000 ,5427 -,5365. ,6805 ,7618
,0150 -,1473 o7366 ,b75G ,0230 ,1657 ,6369 ,5L04 .5000 ,444G -°5394 ,6809 o7612
• 0250 -,4349 ,7_5 .7311 .0500 ,175U ,8191 ,5_10 ,5000 ,3_54 -,5432 ,6708 ,7645
,0600 -,6865 ,6505 o_079 ,1000 ,0790 ,6303 ,5727 ,50_C ,2467 -,5415 ,b80l ,7624
,0600 -,8450 ,hie3 ,857_ ,1530 ,0118 ,7879 ,5931 ,5000 ,1480 -,5439 ,6790 ,7641
• OeO0 -,8Z49 ,_EZ_ ,Bbi_ ,ZUO_ -,0306 ,7790 ob075 ,SGOC ,0493 -,5418 ,6804 ,7611
• 1000 -,8011 ,6275 ,_33 ,Z_O0 -,0888 ,7676 ,6Z57 ,5000 -,0493 -,5474 ,6779 .7658
• 1400 -,7442 .6365 .8Z_5 .3500 -,1849 ,7495 °6547 .StO0 -,1480 -,5454 .6792 .7639
• 1800 -.7034 ,647_ -_127 .4500 -,2562 ,6779 .7659 ,5000 -,2467 -,5431 ,6761 ,7655
• ZZO0 -,_SZZ ,oSeZ ,7961 ,5500 -,2154 ,7343 ,6786 ,SGO_ -,3454 -,5462 ,6790 ,7642
• 2600 -,6140 .t655 ,7850 .6500 -,0861 ,7413 ,6661 ,SGOG -o4440 -,5407 .6791 ,7639
• 3000 -,5903 ,67_7 ,7769 ,750U ,0343 ,7682 ,6251 ,50GO -,5417 -,5393 ,6786 ,7647
,3_00 -,5694 ,6746 ,7709 ,80_0 .0814 .7917 .5869 ,500_ -,_414 -,5330 ,6786 ,7648
• 3830 -°5585 .67t_ ,7685 .8500 ,1195 .8d17 ,5704 .5000 -.7401 -.5Z65 .6815 .7604
,_200 -,5516 ,_7P5 ,7o_0 =9000 ,1495 ,809_ ,5575 CHORDW13E
• 4600 -,550Z ,6774 ,7667 ,9500 ,1649 ,8151 ,5%78 ,0600 ,4500 -,8158 ,6Z45 ,8480
• 5000 -,5474 ,67_2 ,7039 1,0000 ,1547 ,8151 ,5479 ,1400 ,4500 -,7351 ,_405 ,8Z34
°5400 -,5465 ,6775 ,70_1 .ZZOG .4500 -,6478 .6571 .7978
• 5800 -,5504 o_15 .75_8 ,30CU *_SUO -,5838 ,6693 ,7791
,bZO0 -,_306 ,683t ,7_71 ,3800 ,4500 -,5557 ,6750 ,7693
• 6600 -,5284 ,6921 ,7_41 ,_600 ,4500 -,5417 ,6790 °7642
,7000 -,4797 ,7CFb ,7195 ,5_00 ,4500 -,5615 ,6790 ,76_2
• 7500 -,3911 ,73_3 ._e17 ,bZOU .4500 -,5330 ,6797 ,7630
,8000 -,1739 ,7_ ._413 .7G_U ,4500 -,4715 ,6930 .7427
• 8500 -,1397 .7_1_ .603_ ,8COO ,45_0 -,Z765 ,7310 ,6836
,9000 -,0177 ,_u_Z ,57_ ,uOb ,4500 -,0209 ,78Z3 ,6022
,9500 ,081_ ._G_3 ,5577 _1014 ,3551 ,0587 ,7967 ,5786
",_750 ,1234 ,_170 .5_3_ ,ZO0_ ,3552 -,J353 ,7776 ,6098
1.0000 ,1547 ,8151 ,5_79 ,35G0 .3552 -,1814 .7493 ,6550
• 4500 ,355Z -,2537 .7352 .6772
• 5500 ,3552 -,2165 .742_ .6664
,6500 ,355_ -,0853 ,7676 ,6ZbO
,75_ ,355Z .0329 ,7915 ,5873
,_GOC .3552 ,079_ ,8011 ,5714
,eSO_. .3551 .1159 ,e081 ,5596
,9GO0 ,3552 ,1487 ,8140 ,5497
,95GC ' ,3_52 • ,1637 ,_18_ ,5424
_T ZIZ.5713 KPA G_IT SIZE .05_4 qM CO1 .U0_95
IT _79.3_7P _ GRIT LOC .07GO C CDZ .C0991
RC _,G417 eILLION CN .1965 C03 .00_70
_AC_ ,6072 CM -,0577 CO4 .00900
ALPH_ -1,34_ DEG CC ,_u7E CD5 .U0956
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
W/C CP PeL/Pl MLCC _IC CP P_L/PI _L_C X/C ¥/(B/Z) C_ P_L/PI MLOC
0,0000 1,0760 .V96Z ,0734 b,O000 1,076_ ,_962 .u73_ ,5_G ,7_01 -,_26_ .6975 ,7357
• OO&O ,7178 .9251 ,33_9 .uu_u -,Z926 ,7338 ,6793 ,5OUO ,6414 -,4360 ,6955 ,7388
,0080 ,4_34 ,87_5 ,_337 .0(:80 -.5189 ,6T85 ,7o4_ ,50_0 .54Z7 -.4_37 ,6930 ,74Z6
.0150 ,2613 ,834_ .5150 .uZ3_ -.1119 ,7553 .6408 ,50OO ,4_40 -,44_F ,6922 ,7438
• 0250 ,0506 ,7913 ,_859 ,0500 -,0F43 ,765_ ,61_3 ,Suo_ ,3454 -,_501 .o92_ ,7442
.04_0 -.1978 .74_ .6664 .1000 -.1_28 .7537 .6481 ,50OO .14_7 -,4517 .6919 .7444
•0600 -.3875 .7045 .71_9 .153J -.lbO .7487 ,656_ ,50_0 .1480 -.4531 .6915 .7449
.OBO0 -.4413 ,6933 .7611 .ZOO0 -.1911 .7437 ,6639 .SL_G .G493 -.6546 .6913 .7453
• 1000 -,4573 ,69C6 ..76&3 ,2}OO -.2_27 ,7359 ,616_ ,50bG -,0493 -,45_3 .6907 ,7462
• 1400 -,4_99 ,6876 ,75_ ,3500 -,3003 ,72Z_ ,6971 ,_000 -,1480 -,_563 ,69_ ,7470
• 1600 -04703 068_1 ,7_eb ,_U -,35G_ ,_91_ ,7457 ,5000 -,2467 -,_540 ,6911 ,7456
,2200 -,4503 ,6921 .7_4G ,SFO0 -,2_27 ,71LE .7136 ,51_0 -,3454 -._551 ,6901 ,7471
• 2600 -,6372 ,6951 .7393 ,6500 -,1264 .7Z49 ,6932 ,SOO0 -,_4_0 -,4484 ,6925 ,7434
•3000 -.4332 .6963 .7376 ,7500 ._113 .7551 .64_I .5_uU -._4_7 -.4472 .6938 .741_
• 3400 -.4316 .69_3 .7375 .8UUO ,ubSZ .7839 .5997 .5000 -._614 -,44Z9 .6936 .74Zl
,380G -,4336 ,6951 .739_ ,eSO_ ,1103 ,7950 ,5805 ,5_00 -,7431 -,4378 ,6947 ,7400
.42G0 -.4358 .6_44 .7_15 .9030 .1481 ._039 .566_ CHORDWISE
• 4600 -,4443 .o931 .7424 .9_30 ,_705 ,5117 ,5537 ,0600 .4500 -,_007 ,7021 ,7Zbb
• 5000 -,4539 ,bE_b ,7_79 1,UOOO ,1768 ,_17_ .5443 ,1460 .4500 -.4607 .b9GO ,7473
• 5400 -.4633 .6872 .7_15 .2Zuu ,_SUO -.4489 .6933 ,7421
• 5800 -,4746 ,688_ ,749_ ,3_¢ ,4500 -,4304 ,6963 ,7375
,6ZOO -.4678 .68_3 ,74e4 ,38_0 ,4500 -,427_ .b969 ,7367
• 6600 -,4633 ,6_43 ,7407 .46_ ,kSOJ -,_331 ,6958 ,7384
,7&OG -,4358 ,70_3 ,7176 ,_460 ,kbOO -,_563 ,_914 ,7451
.7500 -.3614 .73_0 .bO_3 .bZL_ .45uU -.4663 ,6905 .7466
• 80U0 -,2558 .75_i ._43 ,7_C.C ,4_UO -,_Z_3 ,698_ ,7337
• 8500 -,1293 ,7600 .6090 ,80'_ ,456_ -,25_5 ,7320 ,6822 4
.90uO -,0130 .8G07 ._771 .900_ ._SLO -.01ZL .780u .6G60
,9500 ,0951 ,81OU ,5565 ,1014 ,3551 -,1491 ,7519 ,6494
,9750 ,1408 ,8102 ,_0 ,ZC._u .355_ -,19_0 ,7428 ,6653
1.0_{.0 ,1788 ,u172 ._3 .35uO ,355Z -,3006 ,7220 ,697_
,450_ ,355_ -,3453 ,7130 ,7i18
,5500 ,35_2 -.2824 ,7264 ,6910
•65_0 .3551 -.IZb4 .75_b .6437
.7500 .355_ 1010_ *7H%1 '.5994
,_LC_ ,355Z ,0660 ,7952 ,5811
,eSO0 ,3552 ,10_0 ,8033 ,5_77
_02 ,cuo .35_Z .1457 ,0119 ,5533
.95ou .355z .ZTo5 ._I_Z .5_61
o, -.
PI 212,5973 KPA GRIT SlZE °058% _M C01 ,OIOZ!
TT Z79,2630 K GRIT LOG ,0700 C CD2 ,01018
RC %,0366 MILLION CN ,3078 CD3 ,00989
MACH .6008 CM -.0562 C04 ,00958
ALPHA *0000 DEG CC ,0048 C05 ,OOgb3
UPPER SURFACE LOWE_ _URFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtLIPI MLOC X/C CP P_LIFT MLOC X/C ¥1(BIZ) CP P2LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,I018 1.0017 0,0000 0.0J00 1.1018 1.00i7 0.0000 .5000 .74Di -.4708 ,690_ .7#6u
.0040 .Sgq6 ,8828 .4Z54 .004C *L684 ,8166 ,54fi4 .5000 .6414 -o47e8 .6895 *7481
,0030 ,ZSZ% .8303 .521d ,0080 -,I115 .7620 ,6349 ,5000 ,5427 -.4840 .0874 ,7512
,0150 ,0366 ,7902 ,5d94 *OZ30 ,0804 ,7996 .5736 ,5000 *4440 -*4896 *6863 ,7530
*0250 -.1614 ,7494 *65Qg *0500 ,0475 ,7935 ,5840 *5GGO ,3454 -,4664 ,b865 ,75Z7
.0400 -.4077 ,703Z .7269 .IG00 -,0270 ,7778 ,6095 ,5000 ,2467 1.4919 ,6864 ,7528
,0600 -.5917 ,6658 .7d_4 .1530 -.0735 .7676 ,6262 .SLuO .Ls_O -,6958 .6868 ,75ZZ
1 10800 -,822g .66G7 .7922 .200U -.i163 .7624 ,635@ ,5000 ,0493 -,%957 ,6856 .7537
.1000 -.6168 *6606 ,792Z .2500 -.1581 *7585 ,6515 ,5000 -,O_q3 -,4987 ,6862 ,7532
,1400 -.6031 .6637 .7876 .3500 -.2402 ,7337 .6795 .5000 -.1680 -.4953 ,6841 ,1563
.1800 -.5809 .6682 ,7807 ,45u3 -,3035 ,086_ ,7535 .SGCO -,2467 -,_946 ,6844 .7558
,2ZO0 -,5452 ,6749 ,t7Ok ,5500 -,2518 ,7230 ,5953 ,5_GG -,3454 -,4965 ,b852 ,7_46
b *2000 -.5184 ,6798 ,7_30 ,0900 -,1074 ,7341 *0789 .5000 -*4440 -,4895 .6854 ,7543
.3000 -,5036 ,6843 ,75tO ,7500 ,0225 ,761_ ,635Z ,SGGO -,5427 -,%879 ,6868 ,7522
.3_00 -.4957 .6801 ,7532 ,8030 .0758 .7877 ,5934 ,5000 -.6414 -,_84Z .6d77 ,7508
.3800 -,489_ ,0865 ,7527 ,b_OO ,116Z ,7984 ,5759 ,50GO -,7%0_ -,4797 ,5885 °7496
,4Z00 -,4895 .6863 ,7530 ,9000 ,1510 ,_u01 ,5630 CHOkDWIS_
,4600 -,4872 ,6867 ,7_24 ,g503 .1700 ,8127 .5519 ,Otto ,45_0 -,6068 ,bbZ3 ,7898
.5000 -*4949 *_85_ ,75SU I*OOUJ .1653 ,PITI ,544_ ,1400 *45GJ -,5914 *6664 ,7835
.5400 -,sggo ,6843 ,7560 ,ZZO0 ,45u0 -,5427 ,6752 ,7700
,58U0 -,5081 ,6856 .7641 .3000 *4500 -,4995 ,5_36 .7571
,62.)0 -,4968 ,6885 ,7496 ,3800 ,4500 -,4887 ,6852 ,7546
,6600 -.4871 ,0929 ,7429 ,SHOO ,4500 -.48_I ,b05_ ,7544
.7000 -.4513 .70e8 .710_ .54_0 .4500 -,4g_3 ,6843 ,7560
,750_ -,371g .7329 ,_oI_ ,6200 ,4_;0 -,4933 ,8849 ,7552
,8000 -,Z576 ,7570 ._2g ,7000 ,4500 -,4%39 ,69_9 ,7398
,8500 -.12q4 ,7816 ,6034 ,_OGG .45_U -,2586 .7320 ,6822
.9000 -.0093 ,80Zl ,6607 ,_CO .4500 -*U136 ,78_ *6045
*gSOO ,0938 *8LGu ,55_6 ,1014 .3552 -*0325 .7770 ,6108
*g750 ,1337 ,8171 .54_4 ,2000 ,3552 -.1117 .7617 ,6353
1,0000 ,1683 ,_17_ ,_44_ ,35_G ,3552 -,g426 ,7346 ,0781
,%500 ,355_ -,2995 ,7242 ,6944
.5500 ,3552 -.2493 ,733k ,6800
,65_0 ,3552 -,1067 ,7616 .6356
.7bUG .355_ ,OZlq ,7868 ,5950
,_000 ,355Z ,07Z4 ,796_ ,5791
.8500 .3552 *I_54 *_050 ,5649
,qoou ,3552 ,1504 ,8127 ,55ZG
,95GG .,355Z ,1713 ,_166 ,5%53
aT _i_,5_3_ K_A GRIT _IZE ,0564 MM C01 ,0L044
Ft 279.38_t K GWIT LOC .07GO C COZ ,CLU47
;C _,J337 _]LLIUN CN ,4196 C03 ,01019
MACq .6_07 CM -,0551 CD4 *_0986
ALPHA I,J163 0_C C: ,GO03 C05 .0099_
UPPER SURFACE LDWER 5UkFACE SPANIISE
XlC CP P_LIPI HL_C xlC CP P,L/_i ML_3 XIC Y/{_12) CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.00D0 1.Cg35 l. COGv _.L'uO0 v,uvUu 1,C936 1,u33_ u,OuO.J ,50('_ .74G1 -.5089 ,6830 ,75_0
*0b40 .2361 ,8303 ,5223 .O54u ,5_3g ._33 ,SZ4g ,560_ ,6414 -,51d7 ,b7_g .76_8
.0080 -,030g .777% ,51J_ ,(G_O ,Z261 ,_Z_2 ,5255 .5000 ,b427 -,5_72 .6784 .7652
,0150 -.2140 ,7398 ._7_0 .02_ ,Z690 ,_307 ,5106 .5000 ,4440 -,5309 ,6171 ,7670
,OZSO -,3927 ,7047 ,72_6 .0500 ,1647 ,819_ ,53vq ,_GO6 ,3454 -.5324 ,6769 ,7674
.0400 -,6326 ,6_85 ,7956 .IJJ_ ,13762 ,798_ ,57_2 *5{_OU ,2461 --,5355 ,676Z ,7685
.0600 1,8061 ,6236 *_4_4 *'1500 *0132 .7d61 .596_ ,5000 .1480 -.5345 ,_762 .76b5
*0800 -.81Z6 *_233 *_4_6 *206_ -,0354 .77_4 .bl15 ,5_0_ *0403 -,5420 .6749 .7705
,I000 -,7846 ,62_I ,_423 ._)o0 -,0_15 ,764Z ,6315 .5C00 -,0493 -,5376 ,6761 .7587
.1400 -.7357 .6367 .8Z_2 ,35_0 -,1825 ,7465 .6_5 ,500_ -.1460 -,5371 ,675Z ,7700
,1800 -.6941 ,6450 ._lt4 ,45J0 -,Z551 ,077_ ,766_ ,5_C -.2467 -,540Z *b764 .768Z
,ZZoO -,641Z .65_1 ,79g_ .550o -.ZlS_ ,73_ .6010 .5000 -,3454 -,9386 .6764 ,768Z
.2600 -,_03P ,6635 ,7_7q ,_UO -,0659 ,74&3 ._677 ,SOO_ -,4440 -,5324 ,t765 ,7680
13000 -,5763 ,6697 ,77_b ,7503 ,0356 ,7666 .6277 .5000 -.5427 -.6302 ,6760 ,76_7
"3_00 1"5589 ,67/9 ,775! ,SuGO ,0846 ,789 _ ,5899 .SGG_ -._14 -,5248 .67q4 ,7635
.3800 -,5473 ,_744 ,1713 .b_OO .12Z_ ,79_1 .5738 ,SLOG -.7401 -,5186 ,6811 ,7610
.4200 -,5_11 ,6751 ,7701 ,9_u ,15ZO ,b_75 .56G6 CHO_OWISE
,4600 -.537t ,0760 .76P0 ,9bO0 ,1695 ,_134 ,550_ ,O_GC ,4500 -,_108 ,6234 ,8497
.5000 -,5351 ,675_ ,7b_L i,O_O ,15_ ,81@3 .549Z ,1400 .4500 -.7_3g .6397 ,6246
,5400 -,5373 ,6754 ,75g_ ,22GL ,4500 -.6335 .6588 ,7951
• .5800 -.538Z .6777 .706_ .30_0 .4500 -.5717 .6700 .7760
,6200 -,5281 ,6824 .75E9 .3_GC .456J -,5435 ,6748 ,7706
.ebO -.5055 ,0U93 .7_b4 .6600 ._503 -.5Z93 *_7P7 ,7_6_
*7000 -.4666 ,707_ .7Z(4 ,540L *4500 -._Z%b .6761 .7655
*750(, -,383% ,7314 ,6832 ,bZO0 .4_00 -.5193 .6803 ,762Z
,8000 -,Z61Z ,75_7 ,o_3% ,7000 ,45_ -,4576 .6921 .7440
• .8500 -,12q3 .7815 ._335 ,SLOL .45_0 -.Z51Z ,731_ ,6_2_
,9000 -.0081 .801Z ._t13 ,gb_O ,6500 -.01CZ ,7817 ,6C33
*qSo0 *0896 .8Gdg .55P3 ,ILl4 .355_ ,07C% .7970 ,578Z
,9750 ,1Z76 ._1_7 ,54;3 ,Z_uO .3552 -.0359 ,7761 .61Z2
1.0000 .1568 .8163 ,_49Z ,350_ .356Z -.L_28 ,7476 .6577
,4500 ,355Z -,Z627 .7331 .6605
.Sbu_ .3552 -.Z135 .741_ ,5668
.6500 ,35_Z -.083a *7667 ,6Z7%
,75_ *3562 ,037_ ,7_C/ .5895
,8000 ,555Z ,0839 ._001 .5730
,85Ct .3_52 *119_ .806_ .5619
305 .90oo .35_z .zsz7 ._3_ .55e6
*9_b0 .3_5_ .16_3 .8_63 .545g
P7 Z12,5673 KPA GRIT SIZE ,0584 MM CD1 .01092
IT Z79.4070 K GRIT LOC ,0700 C CDZ .010q8
RC 4,0£89 MILLION CN ,5176 CD3 ,01068
MACH ,5999 CM -,0534 C04 ,01026
aLPHA" Z._161 DEG CC -,0076 CD5 ,01034
UPPER SURFACE LDdER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpL/PI MLOC XIC CP P_L/PT HLQC XIC Y/(B/2) CP P*L/PI MLQC
0,0000 1,0172 ,9850 .1470 u,OOC3 1,0171 ,9850 .1470 ,5¢00 ,7401 -,5474 ,6753 ,7699
,0040 -,0720 ,7694 ,6Z30 ,0040 °7390 ,0298 ,3237 ,5000 ,6414 -,5553 ,6738 ,77ZZ
• OOBO -,3395 ,7166 .7062 ,0_80 ,49b3 ,8817 ,4275 ,5000 .5427 -,56_6 ,0721 ,77%7
,0150 -,4901 ,6863 ,7530 ,OZ30 ,4274 ,_684 ,4531 .5000 .4440 -,5694 ,6711 .7764
.0150 -,6474 .6_49 .8011 .0500 ,3060 .844Z ,4974 .5000 ,3454 -,5731 ,6713 ,7760
,0400 -,8840 ,0089 ,8711 ,1_00 ,1701 ,817Z ,5444 ,5000 ,Z467 -,5757 ,6698 ,7783
• 0600 -1.0531 ,5748 ,_153 ,1500 .0945 ,8014 ,5692 .5000 ,1480 -,5754 ,6706 ,7771
,0800 -1,0266 ,5794 ,qlPO .Zu30 ,0350 ,7903 ,58qZ ,5CGO ,0493 -,5773 .6681 ,7809
,1000 -,9638 ,5912 ,8981 ,2500 -,0260 ,7781 ,6089 ,5000 -,1493 -,5779 ,5687 ,7800
,1400 -,8704 ,011t .6588 .3533 -,1278 .7579 .6415 .5C00 -,1460 -°9768 ,6696 ,7786
• 1800 -,8043 ,6239 ,84_9 °4500 -,2116 ,_704 ,7773 ,5000 -,2467 -,5721 ,6703 ,7775
.ZZO0 -,7327 ,03e3 .8167 ,5500 -,1827 ,7415 ,6673 ,5000 -,3454 -,5731 ,6703 ,7775
• 2600 -.6795 ,64B0 .8_0_ .6500 -,0628 ,7468 .6593 ,50¢0 -.4_40 -,5715 ,6699 ,7781 #
,3000 -,6465 ,6557 ,_UO ,75_0 ,0530 ,7708 ,bE09 ,5000 -,5417 -,_661 ,bTZO ,7749
,3400 -,6193 ,_011 ,7916 ,80_0 ,0949 ,7939 ,5833 ,5000 -,6414 -,5636 ,6717 ,7739
• 3800 -,6039 ,6_47 .7851 .8500 ,1303 ,8011 ,5697 ,5000 -,7401 =,5579 .6735 ,7727
,4200 -,5891 ,6e7Z ,7_4 ,_00_ ,1579 ,809Z ,5579 CHDRDWISE
,6600 -,5817 ,6696 .77_6 ,_500 ,1679 ,Bl4b ,5488 ,0600 ,4500 -1,0550 ,5761 ,4163
,9000 -,5727 ,6703 ,7779 1.0000 ,1433 ,8119 .553g ,1400 ,6500 -,8573 ,6137 ,8647
,5400 -,5729 ,6718 ,7753 .ZZO0 .4500 -,7175 ,6399 .8242
• 5800 -,5693 ,6736 .7721 ,3000 ,4500 -,6427 ,6571 ,1q78
• 6100 -,5486 ,6791 ,7640 ,3800 ,4500 -,bOO5 ,6653 ,785Z
•6600 -,5253 ,6889 ,7qgC ,4600 ,4500 -,5740 *66ql ,7794
• 7000 -,4795 ,7C74 .7204 .5400 ,4500 -,5625 .6723 ,7744
,7500 -,3849 ,7313 ,6817 ,6200 ,4500 -,5461 ,6751 .7700
,8000 -,2597 ,7_82 .64_9 ,7000 ,4510 -.4683 ,690L ,7_71
• 8500 -,1261 ,7820 .6011 ,_000 ,4500 -,2619 ,731Z ,0835
,9000 -,0051 ,E_0_ ,5719 ,OOGO ,4500 -,0077 ,7824 ,6011
,9500 ,0849 ,6071 ,_014 ,i014 ,3_5Z ,1651 ,8164 ,5456
.9750 11177 ,617G ,5447 ,ZCO0 .3552 ,0347 ,7900 ,589T
1.0000 ,1433 ,_115 ._539 .3560 .3551 -,1184 .7578 .6%16
•450_ ,355Z -,Z0_8 ,T_Z7 .6654
,5500 ,3551 -,1804 ,7481 ,6569
•0500 ,3952 -,0636 ,7716 ,6190
,7500 .3552 ,_4g8 .7938 ,5834
°8000 ,355Z ,0943 ,8017 ,5704
•6500 ,3551 ,I178 .8090 ,5583
• 9_00 ,3552 ,1542 ,8140 ,5498
,9500 ,3_52 *1672 ,8170 ,5448
8T ZIZ.ghl KPA GRIT SlZE .0584 MM COX ,_£159
[I 279,0_97 K GRIT LOC ,0700 C CDZ ,01104
_C 4,0345 _ILLIO_ CN ,6376 CD3 ,01130
_ACH .6021 C_ -,0511 CD4 ,01080
ALPHA 3,03_5 OEG CC -,0183 C05 ,01088
UPPER SURFACE LURER SURFACE •SPANWI$E
_IC CP P,L/PT _LqC X/C CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC YIIQI2) CP P,L/PT HLUC
0,0000 ,8727 ,9557 ,Z_O u,0003 ,_7Z7 ,9557 ,g55J .5OOO ,7qGl -,5818 ,6668 ,78Z9
,Ob4G -,4ZZO ,0979 ,735L ,u)_3 ,9208 ,gb_o ,Z23B ,SOO0 .o414 -.5979 ,_633 ,7182
,OOdO -,6787 ,0471 ,613Z *_J_J .6981 .9ZJg ,3_47 ,56J0 ,_4Z7 -,_037 ,6610 ,7903
•0150 -,7789 .oZ71 ,_;39 .0230 .5664 ,8965 ,qOig ,5000 ,4440 -,6076 ,b61g ,7904
•0250 -,gzze ,5977 ,_9_ ,_500 ,4_73 ._651 ,459Z ,5_G ,3_54 -,6079 ,56G4 ,79Z8
,OqO0 -1,161_ ,5533 ,95_3 ,1UuO ,2€25 ,134q ,513_ ,5000 ,2467 -,61_ ,6617 .7907
• 0630 -1,3639 ,511_ 1.o271 .l_Ju .170q ,8161 ,_462 .5000 ,1490 -,0144 ,65_8 ,79_1
,0800 -1,2625 ,5199 ,9_t6 .200J ,1051 ,6016 ,5689 ,SbCO ._493 -,6119 .65_6 ,7940
•1000 -I,160Z .5510 ,9oi_ .ZSOJ .G353 .7o9_ ,5@Og ,SOLO -.0493 -,6166 .6610 ,7918
• 1400 -1.0178 .58_2 ;_I_ ,3500 -,07qO ,7670 ,6169 ,5000 -,1480 -,6111 ,6611 ,7917
,1800 -,9215 ,5q85 .8H81 ,4500 -,1658 ,e827 ,7dvZ ,5000 -,2467 -,6101 ,o617 ,7908
,2200 -,8285 ,617_ ,_5_3 ,5_00 1,1456 ,74g6 ,0546 .500_ -.345% -,5118 ,0610 ,7919
,2600 -,7683 ,_301 .83_3 .6500 -,0398 ,7527 ,0_97 ,560_ -,4440 -,6083 ,6617 ,7907
,3000 -,7180 ,0397 ,62_5 .7=0_ ,_t34 .7746 .6147 ._06 -,5417 -,6047 ,6624 ,7897
•3400 -,6868 ,6_56 ,51_ °8003 °i_61 °7952 ,5812 ,5000 -,641_ -,5999 ,b649 ,7659
,3100 -,6590 ,651_ ,_u?2 ,"53u ,1365 ,8033 ,5077 ,SOGO -.7401 -,5945 ,5648 ,7860
,4ZC0 -,6405 ,6554 ,_004 ,9000 ,1574 ,_097 ,5571 CH3RDWISE
•4600 -,6ZZ8 ,6579 ,7073 ,95d_ ,16_6 .8140 ,5497 ,OtO0 ,4500 -1,3510 ,5136 1,0Z39
•5000 -,6096 ,_63Z .?_54 i,_000 .124_ ,POT1 ,5614 ,14(0 .45G0 -1.0056 ,5809 .9156
•5400 -.6C41 .60_I .79¢_ ,Z2b_ °45G0 -,8168 ,6188 ,8567
•5800 -,5981 ,b68_ ,1804 ,30'00 ,4503 -,7141 ,6601 ,8140 •
• 6200 -,5686 ,6796 ,7095 ,3800 ,4500 -,6596 ,650Z ,80_3
,6600 -,5432 ,685d .7537 460£ ,6500 -,8131 ,6609 .7920
.7000 -.4876 .7057 .7_30 5400 ,4500 -.5937 .6639 .7874
,7500 -,3884 ,7317 ._17 6ZOO .4500 -.56_6 .6691 ,7794
• 8000 -,2561 ,75_4 .6467 7000 ,45GO -,4764 ,8_72 ,751_
,e530 -,1219 ,781o ,_333 8£¢_ ,45_0 -,258_ ,7307 ,6043
,90_0 -,C047 ,79_6 ,_756 _000 ,4500 -,0096 ,7800 ,6060
,9500 ,0759 .8L31 ,5579 1014 ,3_52 ,1543 ,8321 ,5187
,9750 ,10Z7 ,b13_ ,55ul ,Z_O£ ,355Z .1040 .8030 .568Z
1.0000 .1246 ,8071 ,5_1_ .356t ._552 -.0766 ,7674 .6261
,45CU ,3552 -,lbZG ,7493 ,6551
,5500 ,3551 -,1498 ,7531 ,648g
,6560 .3559 -.0400 .7743 ,6153
,7_bu ,3551 ,0601 ,793_ ,5835
,_OOL ,3_Z ,10_3 ,8060 ,5605
•BSG_ ,355Z .1349 ,_OqO ,5582
30¢ ._Go ._55z .156_ ._1_5 ._5o6
• 9500 .3;_? ,1619 ,8146 ,5487
Pl 211,5613 KPA GqlT SIZE ,0584 MM CO1 ,01253
1T 279.8394 K GRIT LOC .0700 C CD2 .01258
RC 4.0228 MILLION CN .745G C03 ,01220
MACH .6_GO CM -,0476 C04 .01150
ALPHA _*J403 DEG CC -,0319 CD5 ,01164
UPPER SURFACE LOWE_ SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PJLIPT MLDC XIC CP PJLIPT MLDC XlC YIfBI2) CP PwtlPl MLOC
0.0000 ,6730 ,9162 .3555 O,UGO0 °6730 o_162 .3555 ,5000 ,7401 -,6174 ,6615 .7910
.Oo_O -.7831 .626_ ,d@43 ,00_0 1.Olq2 ,9852 ,146L ,5000 .6414 -.6236 .6607 .7924
• 0080 -1,0266 ,5797 ,9175 .0090 ,856@ .g53_ .2614 ,5000 ,5427 -.6373 ,6570 .79_8
,0150 -1,0893 ,5607 ,93_0 .0230 °6787 ,9173 ,3530 ,5000 ,4@@0 -,6354 .6567 ,798_
,0250 -1,1995 .5@_6 ._732 ,0500 .5163 .8852 ,@207 .5000 .3@5@ -,6448 ,6571 .797d
,0400 -I,4325 ,4091 1,0@7_ ,1000 .3363 ,8q94 ,4881 ,50LC ,2@67 -,6415 ,65_8 ,801@
• 060 n -1.5922 .4663 1,10_1 .1500 ,2_84 ,6325 ,5161 .5000 .1@8J -,6475 .6556 ,B001
,0800 -1.8221 .@21_ 1.1824 .2COO ,16B0 .81e0 ,5430 .500G .C@q3 -.6@6C .6551 .8009
• 1000 -1,463@ .@g@Z 1,0597 .25J0 .ogq2 ,8026 .5685 .5000 -.G@g3 -,6@61 ,6558 ,7997
• I@uO -1.1313 ,_593 .9_q7 ,3500 -,02@9 ,7779 ,609@ ,5000 -.1@80 -,6@05 ,6550 ,8010
.1800 -1,018q .5806 ,qLbZ .4500 -.1220 .6556 o8001 .5000 -,2@67 -,641g ,6553 .80Ub
• Z200 -.qOqO .6_28 .8_16 ,5500 -,11@@ .7585 .6405 .50UU -,3@54 -.6520 .6557 .8GOO
b ,2600 -,8366 ,6187 .856q ,6_00 -,Olg6 .7004 ,637@ ,5_00 -.@@40 -.6437 ,6568 ,7963
• 3000 -,7778 .6298 .8396 ,750U ,0768 .7798 ,6062 ,5000 -,5@27 -,6399 .6575 ,7971
,3400 -,7345 ,6307 .eZ_O .8000 .1176 ,7987 1575@ ,5000 -,0_1_ -°6284 ,6600 .7934
,3UO0 -,7085 .6437 .818@ .8500 ,1450 .b062 .5629 .5000 -,7@01 -.6265 .65q4 .7q43
•@200 -,6768 ,6@89 ,811U ,9_dO ,1629 ,811e ,5_3@ CHORDwISE
.4600 -.6638 ,6533 .0036 ,95U0 ,1595 .8161 .5%61 ,0600 ,@500 -1.56@4 .4797 I.u802
,5000 -,6431 ,657% ,797@ 1,U_O0 ,lu82 ._057 ,5637 ,1400 ,4500 -1,1155 ,5633 ,9435
• 5400 -.628@ .6606 .1_2@ ,2200 ,450_ -°9093 ,60@3 .8793
,58U0 -,6220 .6667 ,7831 ,3000 ,@500 -,7718 ,6315 .8372
.6200 -,5877 .6746 ,7710 .3801 ,4500 -.7002 .6@71 .8132
•6600 -.5515 .6852 .75q6 .@_GO ,4500 -,6@85 .65@5 .8018
• 7000 -.4e86 ,7U65 .7219 .5%C0 .4500 -.6185 ,6633 .7884
• 7500 -.38@2 .7343 ,07e6 .6200 .@500 -.580_ .6676 ,7615
• 8C00 -.2535 .7607 .637_ .7COO .4500 -.480@ ,6875 ,7512
,8500 -,1181 .7_24 .0021 ._COG .@500 -.2544 .7348 ,6779
,9bOb -.0081 .797t .5773 .90C0 ._500 -,00_5 ,7818 ,bG30
.9500 ,0681 ._007 ,5720 .1014 .3552 ,336_ .8510 ,@852
.q750 ,0871 .81_1 .9@e2 .2C00 .3552 .1708 ,81el .542q
1.0000 .1082 ._051 ,_37 ,3500 .355Z -.02@6 .7013 .6u39
• @500 .3552 -.IZ02 .7601 .6360
•550_ .3552 -,II_g .7611 ,_364
,6500 .3552 -,012Z .7516 ,6034
• 750o .3552 .0791 .B_05 ,572@
.BCCO .3552 ,1166 ,8062 .5629
• 6500 .3552 .1435 ._132 .5511
• 900b .3552 .1017 ,8151 .5@80
,95G0 1.3552 .1613 ,816@ ,_458
PT 212,59@_ KP_ GRIT SlZE ,OSP@ _M CD1 .01513
II 27_._743 K GRIT LOG .C7;b C C02 ,o1513
_C _.0213 MILLION CN .8_21 C03 .01@67
MACH .602U C_ -,0@_2 CD@ ,01382
ALPHA %,_q_ OEG CC -,O@bO CD5 ,01371
UPPER SURFACE LOWER 5UPFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPI _LOC xI: CP PeL/PI HLOC XIC YI(_I2} CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 ,@600 ,67_ ._Lt u,_OJO .@t._6 ._74_ ,@_16 ,5CGO ,7@01 -.6@cg .6538 .B02g
"o0_o --_'13_0 "_592 '9;_ o eOU_O l'OrbG "_985 '6_61 "5[OU '_1_ 1'659g .6518 "805g
,OuSG-1.3q53 ._076 I,_33@ ,03_0 ,g_57 ,_7@b ,1920 .9000 ,5@27 -.662q ,6503 ,8082
•0150 -1.380@ .508% L,032t ,023_ ,774_ ,_3_8 ,3u_ ,5000 .%_@0 -.6697 .e@g3 ,_098
,0250 -1,@425 ,@_45 I.J552 .0500 ,0006 ,g_25 .36_3 .50JO .345% -,670@ ,5@q7 ,SGgZ
.0400 -1,6502 .@915 1,lZf;1 .IOvG ._177 ,666u ,@575 ,50_0 .2467 -.6713 .6@8@ ._112
• 0600 -1,86@1 ,@lOB I,_026 ,150_ ,308q ._4_t ,_963 ,SGOG .14tO -,6723 ,6_97 ,8Cgl
.0800 -1,9966 ,385u 1.2)16 .ZuO0 ,2319 ,_298 ,52@5 ,5000 .C493 -,6754 ,6@88 ,6106
•i000 -2,0788 ,3699 I.Z_I_ .25J0 ,1532 ,8131 ,5513 .5000 -,C493 -,6723 ,6@66 .81@0
• 1400 -1,@091 ,5022 1,0@24 ,3500 .013_ .7%67 ,b_SO .5000 -.14tb -,6737 ,6475 .8126
,1_00 -1,C@5@ .57_ ._25_ .@_3= -.0784 ._38 .8_7_ ,_uu_ -,2@67 -.6816 .6@61 .81_7
• 2200 -.9596 .5039 .59_3 .5500 -.07q8 ,76_ ,627d .SOOC -.3@5@ -.6734 .6477 .8123
• Z600 -.8_45 ,6C58 ,_7_b ,6503 .(,G@_ .766@ .6278 .5100 -,_@@0 -,6737 ,6@78 .e121
• 3000 -.8225 ,6176 ._557 .7500 .0913 ,7_37 ,9o9_ .5000 -.5427 -.6667 .6506 .8078
°3400 -.7855 .bZ09 ,R462 ._000 .122q .8006 .5722 ,500U -.6%1% -,6574 .6%g@ ,8097
.3600 -,745@ .033g ,%335 ,_Sjo .1@86 ,_71 .5614 .5000 -,7@_1 -.6547 ,6517 .8062
•@200 -.7187 .0390 ,_240 .9000 .Io30 ,_132 ,5_12 CHORDWISE
.4600 -,6940 ,t4_u ,_164 .gSUO ,1566 ,b146 ,5@BY .GOuU ,45_0 -1,6399 ,@563 1,1206
•5000 --,6_93 .65_J ,_)57 l._O0 .i00_ .t027 ,5_7 .1_00 ,4500-1.3572 ,5104 1.0287
•5400 -.6533 .6570 .7980 .Z2GG .@500 -.9@22 .5935 .6960
,5800 -,6357 .6632 ,7_6% .3O_b ,4500 -,820@ ,6188 .8567
• 6200 -.6027 .b693 .77_1 .3eOO .4_Ou -.747@ .o345 .8326
•6600 1.5587 .68Z1 .7595 .460U .4bOO -,6656 .6@67 .8169
• 7000 -.5003 .7t3_ ,127_ .5_00 ,4500 -,6456 .6531 .bO@O
.7500 -.3954 ,7325 ,6_14 ,6200 ,@b_O -.b04@ ._625 ,7896
,8CO0 -.2@77 .75_ ,0@13 .7000 ,@500 -.4913 .6d34 .7575
• ,8500 -,1208 ,78o_ .6_@b ,5_ ._500 -.2621 .7307 .68@2
,9_00 -.0101 ,7929 .5850 ,gO06 ,45Cu -,01_@ ,778q .6078
.gSO0 .0535 .7q7g ._767 .1014 .3552 .@0@8 .8642 .4610
•9790 .0793 .81_2 .Sq7d .ZOO0 .3552 .2264 .8282 .5256
1.0000 .1C0@ ,_027 ,56_7 ,3bGt .3552 .0271 .7d78 .5933
•@56_ .3552 -.07@3 .7666 .6275
.5_U .35_2 -.080@ ,7655 ._293
.6500 .3552 .UC37 .7836 .6001
• 7500 .3552 .OgOg ,Boog .5717
,BGOb .3_52 ,1270 .8069 ,5017
,eSO0 ,3_62 .14_ ,811_ ,5640
_05 ._uvG ,3592 ,1629 .a149 ._83
•9560 .35_2 .1649 ,814@ .5_91
RT 212.9919 KPA GRIT 51ZE .0584 MM COX ,03100
TT 280,0726 K GRIT LOC o0700 C CO2 ,03106
PE 4,0260 MILLION CN 1,0274 C03 ,03041
HACH ,6015 CM -.0373 CD% .02955
ALOHA 7,0366 DEG CC -,0793 CD5 ,0Z764
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P,LIPT ML_C XIC CP P_LIPT MLQC X/C Y/(BIZ) CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 ,0175 ,7_0_ ,5056 O,OOOO ,0175 ,7864 ,5956 ,5000 ,7401 -,6721 ,6456 ,8151
.0040 -2.7510 .4358 1.15o8 .O0_O 1.1026 1.0017 O.OGO0 .50GO .6416 -.6806 .6466 o8139
,OOBO 11190ZI 14e15 1.218Z .OtdO 1,0766 ,9961 °0768 ,5000 ,5617 1*6813 ,6669 ,8136
,0150 -Z.0754 .3686 1.2946 .0230 ,g161 .9648 .2267 .5660 ,6440 -.6805 .6462 .9146
.0250 -2.1878 ,3511 1,3200 .0500 ,7605 ,9300 ,3233 ,5000 ,3454 -,6855 ,664b ,8170
,0400 -2,2103 ,342C 1.3391 .1000 ,544_ .9907 ,4096 ,5bOO ,Z_67 -,6894 ,6448 ,8166
,0500 -Z,1733 ,3269 1,3716 ,1500 ,4Z92 ,8675 ,4547 ,5000 ,16e0 -,6887 ,6648 ,8168
.0800 -Z,3784 ,3110 1,4073 .ZOO0 .3367 .8491 ,4886 .5000 .0493 -,6911 ,64_6 ,8170
,1000 -2.4332 ,3003 1,4320 .Z_O0 ,2584 ,8335 ,516@ ,5000 -,0493 -.6970 .6450 .8163
• 1400 -Z,_350 .29_3 1,4462 .35C0 ,1155 ,8065 ,562Z .5000 -,14_U -,6935 ,6641 ,8178
• 1_00 -1.7935 ,4200 1,_bgl ,4500 ,0013 ,_436 ,818_ ,5000 -,2667 -,6938 .6440 .8179
• 2230 -1,6351 ,69_6 1,0534 ,5500 -,0230 ,7815 ,6035 .5000 -,3454 -,7018 .6416 ,8100
.2600 -1.2631 .5304 .9q61 .6500 .0476 .7784 .6385 .SOO0 -.4440 -.5993 .6465 .8142
.3000 -,9666 ,5809 .9063 ,7503 .1125 ,7925 ,5856 ,5000 -._417 -,6904 .6461 .8147 J
.3400 -.8085 ,6Z11 ,8532 .80Q0 ,1523 .8_50 .5648 .5000 -.5_1_ -,6867 ,6461 .8146
• 3830 -,7593 ,6316 .e373 .9500 .1_86 ,8139 ,5500 ,5606 -,7401 -,_815 ,6478 ,8111
,4200 -,7191 ,6365 ,B294 ,qUO0 ,1799 o8154 ,5674 CHORDWISE
,_bOb -,7097 ,6397 ,8145 ,g50U ,1714 ,8162 ,5461 ,0600 ,4500 -Z,09Z9 ,3631 1,1950
• 5000 -.6956 .6488 .8106 1.GO00 .10_8 .8643 .5660 .1400 .4500 -2._318 .2991 1.4348
,5400 -.6695 ,b53_ ,603_ .220O .45GO -1._628 ,_gZO 1,0594
,5830 -.6651 .6tO_ .1919 .3OUO ._500 -1.0049 .5833 .q11_
• 6100 -.6089 ,670fi ,7772 ,3PGG ,4500 -,7517 ,6337 ._336
,6606 -,5_85 ,66_7 ,761_ ,4600 ,45U0 -,7009 ,b_3g ,8181
,7000 -,5046 ,702_ ,7_e0 ,540_ ,65UJ -,6596 ,6507 ,8076
.7500 -,4000 .7273 .6895 ,6200 .4560 -,5068 ,5651 .7855
,8000 -,2755 .7546 .e_66 .7000 .4500 -°4940 ,6848 ,7553
,85u0 -,1515 .77_6 ,0131 ,_000 ,4500 -,2721 ,72q3 ,6564
,gOOO -,0376 ,7921 ,5_tl .9_0_ ,6560 -,0671 ,7740 .6157
,2500 ,0480 ,79_4 ,5742 ,1016 ,355Z ,5339 ,8885 .4141
.q750 ,0826 ,8103 ,5459 ,2000 ,3552 .3362 ,8500 ,6870
1,0000 ,1058 .8043 ,bo_O .35_0 .3551 ,_166 ,8047 ,5654
• 4_6_ .3552 .0040 °7833 ,6006
,5500 ,3552 -,J208 ,7785 ,6083
,6500 ,3592 .0544 ,7936 ,5837
•756C .3552 ,_270 ,8081 ,5597
,_OuO ,3552 ,1543 ,8136 .5505
.8500 ,3551 ,1678 ,8154 ,5473
.gO00 ,3552 .1837 ,8207 ,5385
,9_00 ,35_Z ,172e ,8170 ,5448
PT 212.5604 KPA GRIt SIZE .0564 MM C01 ,04614
IT 280,052@ K GRIT LDC ,0700 ¢ CO2 oC_65
RC 4.0225 _ItLIOh CN 1.1395 CO3 .04484
MAC_ ,6011 C_ -,02_3 CO4 ,04415
ALPHA 8.J141 DEG CC -.0878 CD5 .04U54
UPPER SURFACE LD,£R SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPI _L_C XIC CP P_L/PT MLO_ X/C YI(_I2) CP P_LIPI flLOC
0.0000 -.1182 ,759L ,h305 o,uOO0 -,1182 .7591 ,_395 .SOOO .7_L -,b3g@ ,6553 ,_O6
,0_40 --1,q307 ,3q79 1.227_ .OG4G 1,0_40 1.0000 .0025 ,5600 ,641_ -,_335 ,6565 ,7980
.0080 -2.0770 ,36o_ 1,2s43 .bvSO 1.6931 .9Q98 .u149 .5O@b .5_27 -.o342 .655d .7998
.0150 -2.2611 ,3393 1,344_ ,0230 ,9k76 .9709 ,2055 ,5000 ,4440 -,64U3 ,5550 ,8010
,0250 -2,3351 ,3197 I,_876 ,056G ,7@04 ,9370 ,3049 ,5(.Cu ,3454 -,6491 ,6549 ,_C12
,0400 -2,3852 ,3162 1,4_90 ,I000 ,5P20 ,b980 ,39_6 ,5000 ,2467 -,6481 ,5548 ,8113
,06UO -2,4722 ,2241 1._57 .15hO ,45_7 ,8735 ,4434 .5_00 .1480 -,6543 ,0535 ,_634
.0800 -2.5346 .2790 1.4533 .2OUO .3057 .P552 .4776 .90LL .0493 -.6586 .6529 .6042
.lubO-2.5515 .2714 1.5_25 .26_0 .2_69 ._3_8 .5052 ,SuuO -.0493 -,6555 .6543 .8021
•1400 -2,5082 ,2853 I,_679 ,3500 .1393 .8106 ,555% ,5000 -.]_C -.651% ,6536 .8031
•1800-i,6922 ,4454 i,13_7 ,4503 ,0123 ,t5_4 ,8019 ,5000 -,24_7 -,6_12 °6537 ,8031
.2200 11,5711 .6704 l,O_tO .5500 -,0153 ,7_0 ,5963 .560C -.3454 -.6467 ,6533 .8037
•2600 -i,4361 ,49_9 I._478 ,o500 ,0442 ,77_6 ,50oh ,5_00 -.4440 -,66_2 ,655_ ,8010
,3000 11.2248 .538g ,g"24 ,7_Ou ,1131 ,7901 .5895 ,SCOb -.5427 -,642B ,6552 .8007
• 3400 -,9751 .58_6 .Q_37 ,SUJ_ .1327 .8054 .56_2 ,5000 -.6414 -°6459 ,6847 ,B616
,3800 118390 ,6150 ,362t ,_SOU ,1487 ,_86 ,5588 ,5¢05 --,7401 --,6594 ,6519 ,8058
,6200 1.7403 *b352 ,_315 ,UO0 ,1617 ,_122 ,5528 CHORDWISE
•4600 -,6877 ,6472 ,_130 ,gSoO ,1311 ,8155 ,5473 ,0_00 .4500 -2.2303 .3373 1,3491
,5000 -,6492 ,66_5 .792_ l,OOOO .0267 ,7878 ,5933 ,140_ ,45O0 -2,u4gO ,373& 1.2767
,5400 -,6192 .66_9 ,7o27 ,Z2b_ ,4500 11,5_6 ,4648 1.1057
,5800 --15864 ,_748 ,7707 *3uuO ,4500 --lt2674 ,5315 19943
,620U -,5483 ,6@45 ,7>5_ ,35&0 ,4500 -,_837 ,8042 ,8782
,6_00 -,5027 ,_g68 ,73t_ .4600 .4500 -,6885 ,6_66 ,8139
,7C00 -,4340 .716_ .7_72 ,5400 .4500 -,6071 ,6666 .7663
,7500 -,3458 .7364 ,o754 .623& .4560 1,_233 ,6799 .7028
,800U -,2296 .754g .6461 .7600 .4500 -,4o70 .7016 ,7294
,8500 -,1622 ,769g ,h_23 ,8_G0 ,45u0 -,Z237 ,73q_ ,670_
,gO00 -e0652 ,7814 ,0J37 ,LUO ,4500 -,0824 e7679 .6255
,gSO0 -,0076 *7859 .5964 ,1614 ,3552 .5603 ,_g_O ,39_8
,9750 ,0155 ,50%4 ,5575 ,2600 .3552 ,3602 ,8541 ._796
1,0000 .0267 ,7878 ,bg33 ,3_OU ,35_2 ,1365 .8096 .5572
,4_CG .3552 ,U207 ,7860 ,5262
._50U ,3552 -,0191 .7778 ,6095
,65Ct ,3552 .0435 ,7916 .5870
,7500 .3D52 ,1113 .8037 .5671
•@G06 ,3552 ,1343 .9098 ,_569
._oo .3552 .245_ .e132 ._512
506 ._..... _z ._5z7 ._137 .5_oz
._500 .3551 .12_8 .dOP5 ,5591
PT 212.5630 KPA GRIT SIZE °0584 MM C01 .06766
TT 280.0321 K GRIT L00 .0700 C COZ .¢6609
RC 6.017_ MILLION C_ 1.1138 CO3 .06305
MACH .6000 CM -.0Zll CD4 ,05_49
ALPHA 9.0118 DEG CC -.0856 CO5 *05618
UPPER SURFACE LDWER SURFACE 5PANWISE
X/C CP PPLIPi MLOC XIC CP PtLIPT HLOC XIC YI(8IZ) CP PtLIPT MLOC
0,0000 -,2161 .7393 ,670_ 0.0000 -,2161 ,7393 ,6708 .5000 .7401 -.6181 .6614 ,7913
.0040 -Z,1001 ,3687 x,Z_39 .00_0 1.0_59 .9984 ,0_81 .5000 .6414 -.6166 ,6614 .7912
• 0080 -2,1993 ,34_8 1,3332 ,OOBO 1,1008 1,0015 O,O00O ,5000 ,5427 .-,6223 ,6602 ,7930
,0150 -2,3483 ,3174 1,3928 .0230 ,4714 ,9756 ,1880 ,5000 ,4460 -,6345 °6590 ,7949
,0250 -Z,4510 ,296b 1,4407 ,0500 ,8013 ,9423 ,2923 ,5000 .3454 -,6312 ,6580 ,7964
,0600 -2,5086 ,2863 1,4654 .1000 ,6070 ,9030 ,3841 ,5000 ,2467 -,6297 ,b5_8 ,7936
,0600 -2,5776 ,1715 1,4996 .1500 .6797 ,8778 .4351 .5000 ,1480 -o6_35 .6581 .7962
,3b30 -2,6531 ,2566 1,_358 ,2JvU ,3863 ,8601 ,4687 ,5000 ,0403 -,6311 ,6592 ,7945
,1000 -2,6228 ,2651 1,51E6 ,2500 ,2962 ,8423 ,5009 ,5_00 -,0493 -,6393 ,6582 ,7962
,1400 -1,7901 ,4311 1,1635 ,3500 ,1437 ,8115 ,5540 ,5000 -,1480 -,619Z ,6586 ,7955
•1800 -I,6814 ,4521 1.1278 .45_ .OO81 .65S3 .7959 .5_0C -.2467 -.6283 ,5589 .7950
,2100-1,5381 ,4744 1.0_93 .5500 -.0236 ,7849 ,5980 *_050 -*3454 -.63b7 ,6586 ,79_B
,2603 -1,4009 .5066 1,0351 .6500 ,0Z06 ,7790 ,6076 .5000 -,4440 -,6334 ,6597 ,7438
• 3000 -1,2230 ,5617 ,9779 ,7500 ,OQ4Z ,7879 ,5931 ,5000 -,5427 -,616Z ,6603 ,79Z9
,3400 -1.0385 ,5778 ,91{5 ,5C30 .I051 ,8033 ,5677 ,5000 -,6616 -,6108 ,6617 .7907
,3800 -,8936 ,_065 ,8758 ,8900 ,1102 ,8049 .565_ ,5000 -,7601 -,6133 ,6617 ,7907
,4200 -,7893 ,02e5 ,6418 ,9000 ,1080 ,b035 ,5674 CHORDWISE
,4600 -,6965 ,645Z ,_le_ ,9500 ._o_5 ,_}1 ,5647 ,0600 ,450U -2,3398 ,3208 1o3851
• 5000 -,6301 ,6720 ,7149 1,u_OO -,0953 ,7654 ,6Zg5 ,1400 ,4500 -1,7758 ,4356 1,1571
,5400 -,5677 ,6809 .7612 ,2200 .4500 -I,5594 ,4774 1,0_40
,5800 -,5089 ,691_ ,74_4 ,300U ,4500 -1,Z534 ,5355 .9879
,6ZOO -.4661 .7u14 o7Z97 ,3800 ,480U -.93Zg .59EZ .8887
.6600 1.4202 .7121 .7132 .4600 ,4500 -,7038 ,6431 ,8]91
• 7000 -.3594 .7Z53 ,6Qgb ,5400 .4500 -.5713 .6703 .7715
• 7500 -,29Z9 ,7373 ,6739 ,6100 ,4500 -,4566 ,6946 ,7405
,_000 -,2371 ,7461 ,0_02 ,7000 ,4500 -,3503 ,7132 ,7115
,8500 -,1953 ,7_2_ ,_403 ,800C ,4500 -,2429 ,7373 ,6739
• gO00 -.1573 .75_ .63e_ ,9000 .%500 -,1656 ,7510 ,65Z3
.9500 -.1167 ,76Z% ,63%3 ,1014 .355Z ,5977 ,9018 .3868
• 4750 -,I_56 ,7969 ,5784 ,2000 ,3551 ,3844 ,8_01 ,46_6
1,0000 -.0953 ,7654 ,0145 ,3_00 ,3552 ,1425 ,8119 ,5533
•4500 ,3551 ,0190 ,7688 ,5917
,5500 ,3552 -.0218 ,7604 ,6053
• 65QC ,355Z ,0315 ,78_8 ,590_
• 7500 ,355Z ,0656 ,8000 ,5731
,8000 ,3551 .1076 ,E043 ,5661
•8500 .3552 .I052 .e043 .5561
• _bO ,3551 .1072 ,8056 ,5639
.g500 .3_52 ,06_4 ,795g ,5800
Pl 1_5,2155 KPA GRIt _IZE .0584 _M CDI .01053
Ir 225,1803 K GRIT LOG .0760 C CDZ .01048
_C %.0586 MILLIO_ CN ,18_% CD3 .01028
_ACH .7SU3 CM -,_553 C04 ,C1009
ALPHA -1,OIVO OEG CC ,0089 CU5 .01003
UPPER SURFACE L_wER SURFACE 5PANWI_E
X/C CP PtL/Pl MLOC WIG CP P_LIPT MLO= XlC YI(81Z) CP P_L/PT _LOC
0.0000 1.1024 .9933 ._9_Z 3,0_)0 1.1024 .4933 ,0982 .5000 ,7401 -,47Zb ,6052 ,6780
,00_0 ,7q54 ,g16_ ._9_3 .UU_O -,2665 ._30g ,8075 ,SGOv ,6416 -.4922 ,59q6 ,8865
,0080 ,_653 ,85_1 ._7_ .0080 -,5945 ,5725 ,92_Z ,5_00 ,5427 -,5003 ,5970 ,8907
,0150 ,3460 ,8Gbl ,5833 .0_30 -.071_ ,7015 .7Z98 .50_C .4440 -.4992 .5985 .8916
,0250 ,1316 ,7_31 ._3 .05oO -,1131 .t90_ ,7665 ,SilO .3454 -.5092 ,5945 ,8947
• 0_00 -,1280 .6875 .7513 ,i¢00 -.1756 ,6735 ,7726 ,5000 .Z467 -,5099 ,5953 ,8935
• 060U -,3505 .6314 .8376 ,1500 -,2047 ,6071 ,782_ ,5000 ,1460 -,5106 ,5947 .89_4
•O_uO -,4430 .6U84 .873_ ,2000 -,2304 ,_628 ,7_93 ,5000 ,0493 -,5145 .5949 ,8941
.IOO0 -,4790 ,_007 ._651 .1500 -.2736 ,6526 ,804g .50G0 -.G493 -.5140 ,5943 ,8949
.1400 -.5065 .5993 .893_ ,3500 -.3583 .6317 .U370 .5000 -.14t0" -.5128 .5935 ,8962
,1800 -,5155 ,5939 ._956 ,4506 -.4261 ,5925 ,8977 ,500¢ -,2467 -,5120 ,5935 ,8962
,220u -,4966 ._9o_ .8_91 .5500 -.3372 ,6125 ,_ooo ,5006 -,3454 -,5173 ,5915 ,_993
.2600 -.4636 ,6022 ,_26 ,_OO -.1_13 ,63_7 .8324 ,5_00 1,4%40 -,5075 ,5431 ,6968
,3000 -,4759 .6044 ,_7_2 .7500 .6022 .t820 .7541 .50L_ -,5427 -.5063 ,5946 ,8945
.340J -.4757 .6G38 ,88UI .800D ,6609 ,7212 ,6992 ,5000 I,_1_ 1.5005 ,59t6 .8_14
,3800 -,4792 ,b0_2 ,boZ6 .8500 ,i068 ,738_ .5757 .5_b0 -,7401 -,4975 ,5957 ,8928
•4203 -.4815 .60L9 .8d48 .9000 ,1458 ,7478 ,6577 CHS_DWZSE
.4600 -,5004 .5q06 ,_913 ,950U ,leg% ,7576 ,64Z1 ,66u0 ,4500 -,3o82 ,6296 ,o403
,5800 -,5102 ,5q16 .89q2 I.bGS_ .1727 ,7b36 ,b326 ,1400 ,4500 -.5000 ,5975 ,8900
• 5400 -,5248 ,5870 ,_064 ,2200 ,4500 -,4936 ,5975 ,8899
.5800 -.5618 ._E95 .g024 .30Oh .4500 -,4717 .603g .88_0
,6200 -,5362 ,5931 ._96_ ,3800 ,4500 -,4790 ,6020 ,d830
• 6600 -.5189 ._OZ7 .8H20 .A6_ .4500 -.4977 .5q78 ,8894
,7000 -,4757 ,_2_7 ,8447 ,54Uu ,45C_ -,5123 ,5938 ,8_57
.7500 -.3780 ,657q .7Q87 ,_2C_ .4500 -,5230 .5917 .8990
.8000 -,2496 ,691/ o7_57 .7000 ,450U -,4638 .b06b .8758
.8500 -,1132 .7231 .6962 o8_00 ,456_ --.2489 ,6597 ,1940
.9000 .0122 .7471 .c587 .gvu¢ ,45G0 .OOg3 .7238 ,6_5Z
• qSO0 .107Z .754b ,_66 ,10_4 .3_52 -.1BUG ,67_b ,7660
.975_ ,14Zl .7630 ,6335 ,?000 .3_5Z -,2244 ,6653 ,7856
1,0000 ,1727 ,763_ ,_326 .350v .3552 -.3555 .63Z7 ,8355
,_CO ,3551 -,6181 ,6177 ,8586
.5500 .35_Z -,3351 .6369 .8291
,_500 ,3552 --,149_ .0836 ,7574
,7_G .355Z ,0U_5 .7207 .7000
• _GO0 .3_5Z ,0561 ,7353 ,6772
,_50_ .3552 .1058 ,7468 ,6591
307 ._;0c .35_z .144_ .756u ._434
.9_uO ,355Z ,1673 ,7626 ,6341
PT 145.383_ KPa GRIT _IZE .0584 MM CDi .01076
|T 223.9665 K GRIT LOC .0700 C CDZ .01073
RC 4.1174 _ILLION CN .3116 CD3 .01061
MACH .70_1 CM -.0571 CD4 .01030
aLPHA .CIOZ DEG CC .0066 CD5 .01024
UPPER SURFACE LDWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PzL/PI MLOC XIC CP P*LIPT HLOC X/C YI(B/Z) CP PpLIPT MLQC
0.0000 1.1380 1.0021 O.bGOO G.GOO3 1.1380 1.0021 0.0003 .5000 .7401 -.5318 .5848 .9098
.U040 .6150 .6726 .4452 .0040 .1173 .7492 .6554 .5000 .6414 -.5460 .5807 .9162
.0080 .3614 .8CeZ .5598 .0080 -.1799 .6743 .7717 .5000 .5427 -.5509 .5819 .9144
,0150 ,1497 ,7568 ,6434 .0230 .0512 ,7316 ,6831 ,5030 .44k0 -,5541 ,5796 ,9180
.0250 -.0550 .7052 .7Z40 .0500 .G302 .7176 .6892 .5_60 °3454 -.5582 .5777 .9209
,0400 --,3220 ,b312 .BZ71 ,1000 -,0501 .7077 .7202 ,5660 ,1467 -,5632 ,5764 .9230
.0600 -.5619 .5795 .9181 .1530 -.1003 .6930 .7420 .5000 .1480 -.5616 .5776 .9211 •
,0800 -,6473 .5601 ,9488 ,ZOOJ -,1385 ,6846 ,7558 ,5000 ,0493 -.5637 ,5754 ,9245
,1000 -,6725 ,5534 ,95_4 ,2500 -,1935 ,6716 ,7798 ,5G00 -,04_3 -.5658 .5759 ,9Z38
,1400 -,6731 .5516 .9522 .3500 -.29_0 ,6_67 ,8139 .500U -.1480 -,5640 ,5765 .Q228
• 18_0 ".6578 ,5_55 ,g_60 .4500 -,3711 .57e7 .9193 .50O0 -.2k67 -,5656 ,5768 ,9214
,1200 -.6146 ,566h .g3g_ ,5500 -,19_5 ,6269 ,8445 .5GCO -,3k54 -,5669 .576% ,9219
.2600 -.5641 .5721 .92_7 .6500 -.1295 .6465 .8144 .5000 -.4440 -.5601 .5774 .9214
.3000 -.5677 .5759 .9138 .7500 .0112 .6880 .7506 .5000 -.54Z7 -.5598 .5776 .9211
,3_00 -,5570 ,5780 ,_205 ,8000 .0691 .711_ .6983 ,5000 -.6414 -,5531 .579Z ,9185
,380_ -.5516 ,5_17 .9146 .8500 .1133 .7363 ,6757 .5000 -,7401 -,5517 ,57_8 ,9192
.4Z00 -.5498 ,SEG7 .91_3 ,gO_O .1464 .7_71 .b5_7 CHORDWISE
,4600 -,8566 ,57ei ,9ZGZ ,9500 ,1633 ,7545 ,6471 .0600 ,A500 -,5791 ,5746 ,9257
,5000 -,5604 ,5743 .9163 1,000_ .1535 ,7557 .6452 .140G ,4500 -,6636 ,5524 ,9610
.5400 -o5715 ,57Zg .9215 ,2Z00 ,4500 -,6147 o5647 ,9414
,583D -,5804 ,5751 ,92_1 ,3000 .4500 -,5617 ,5774 ,9214
• 6200 -,5651 .5822 .gZ3_ ,380C ,4500 -.5495 ,57_g .9174
,660u -,5405 o_95Z .8_35 ,4600 ,4500 -.5569 ,5776 ,9211
.7000 -.4_91 .6216 ._511 .5400 .4500 -.5596 .5780 .9205
•7500 -.3822 .5573 .7978 .6200 .4500 -._b03 .5776 .9211
,8000 -,2430 ,0910 ,74_0 ,7COO .450_ -,477Z ,5991 ,8875
.8500 -.1059 .7211 .6995 .8000 .45D0 -.2454 .65{6 .7988
,9000 ,01_3 ,7k13 ,6663 ,9000 ,450_ ,0113 ,7115 ,6_88
,95C0 ,0991 .74_9 .6559 ,_014 ,3552 -.0569 ,7030 ,7Z74
_9750 .1278 .7561 .6413 .2060 .3552 -.1380 .682_ .7586
1,0000 ,1535 .7557 .64_2 .350C ,355Z -.1908 ,6464 .8145
.4500 .3551 -.3659 ,b267 ,8448
,5500 .3552 -,3044 ,6411 ,8210
,6500 ,3552 -.1297 ,6853 ,7547
.7500 ,3552 ,_132 .7206 ,7001
,8000 .3552 ,0664 ,7336 ,679_
,_500 .3551 .llO_ ,7452 ,6616
.90u0' .3552 .1415 .7529 ,6495
.95_6 .3552 ,1617 .7592 ,6396
PT 144.0379 KPa GRIT SIZE .0584 MM CDZ .01115
IT 123.49Z2 K GRIT LOG .0700 C COZ .01126
RC 4,112_ HILLIOr| CN ,4245 CD3 ,01105
,ACH .7031 CM -.0_43 CD4 ._1370
ALPHA l,Olou DEG CC ,0015 CD5 ,01063
UPPER SURFACE LOx_R SURFACE
XlC CP P_LIPT _LC'C XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BI2) PaNWIsE P#LIPT
-- S
CP MLOC
0,0000 1,1396 l,OOZb O,_uJO 0,0030 1.1396 l,OOZb o,q_uo ,_CO0 .74_I -.5666 ,5759 ,9Z38
•0040 .4102 .BZI2 .5377 .0040 ._148 .8250 .5312 .5000 ._414 -.5821 .57Z6 .9Z89
.0080 .1472 .7555 .o_54 .GC_U .1470 .7557 .6451 .5000 .5427 -.59G7 .5710 .9314
,0150 -.0488 .7061 ,?Z27 .OZ3_ ,2354 ,7779 ,6095 ,50GO ,4440 -,5969 ,5703 ,9325
,0250 -,2361 ,69_u ,?g50 ,95C0 ,i623 ,759_ ,63_9 ,50Cu ,34_4 -,5967 .5703 ,93Z6
.04J0 -,5105 ._917 ._g_L .1000 .0542 .7329 .6809 .SGOO .2467 -.6040 .5678 .9366
.0600 -.7616 .5295 .997, .1503 -.0109 ,716Z .7070 .5060 .14_0 -.6041 .5600 .9346
.0_00 -.8582 .5056 l.O3eg .ZOO0 -.0599 .7040 .7158 .5006 .0493 -.6064 .5670 .9378
.i000 -.9155 ,4913 l.d_(,7 .Z530 -.IZ21 ,0678 ,7509 ,5Gob -.0493 -,6_7Z ,5666 ,g3B5
.1400 -,8442 ,5062 1,0359 ,3500 -,2293 ,6607 ,791% ,5000 -,1480 -,6031 ,5696 ,g333
,1800 -,8084 ,SZCO L,_I3Z ,_30 -,3179 ,5696 ,9337 ,5000 -,2467 -,6050 ,56_3 ,9357
,ZZO0 -,7269 ,5378 .9_44 ._500 -,Z664 .6399 .8Z_5 .SGUO -,345_ -,6076 ,5683 ,9357
.2600 -.6772 .5490 .9663 .6500 -.I098 ,6528 ,8046 ,5000 -,4440 -.6012 .5690 ,9346
,3000 -,6420 ,557b ,9536 ,7500 ,0_54 ,6917 .7448 .SGOu -,54Z? -,6027 ,5691 ,9345
,3400 -.6Z13 .5628 .9_44 .8000 .0782 .7Z37 ,6054 ,50_C -,6414 -,8957 ,5694 .9340
.3800 -.6119 ,5657 .9398 ,tSOD ,1146 ,7397 ,6704 .5000 -,7401 -,5943 ,5712 .9312
.4200 -,6060 .56_1 ._361 .9000 ,1455 .7_73 ,6584 CHU_OWISE
.4600 -.6_05 .5b93 .0341 .9SOU .1568 .7543 .6473 .UbOO .4500 -.7807 .5193 1.0046
,5000 -.599Z .5o72 ,437_ i.]000 .1330 .75ZJ ,6510 ,14o( ,45_0 -,8286 ,514Z I.UZZ7
,5400 -.6062 .5678 .9365 ,2Z00 ,4500 -,72Z_ ,53_I ,9839
,5800 -,_088 .571q ,93bi ,3GGU ,45_0 -,6415 ,_6_Z ,g4_b
,6200 -,5869 ,SBOZ ,qlTt .3600 ,4500 -,6114 ,5675 .9371 i
• 6600 -,5526 ,5_73 ,H904 ,46_ ,450_ -.6051 .5679 ,9363
•70U0 -,4927 ,6251 ,8_73 ,5400 ,4500 -.5951 ,57G7 ,93Z0
.7500 -,3769 ,6611 ,7919 ,6Z00 .450U -.5768 ,5739 ,9Z69
.8000 -.2343 ._943 ,74_ .7000 .4500 -.4_35 .597Z ._905
,8500 -,Og7q .72ZZ ,b977 ,SUbO ,4509 -,Z359 ,6594 ,796_
.9000 ,01Z8 .7397 ,6703 ,9_OU .45G0 ,V137 .7Z15 ,6987
• 9500 .0870 ,747_ .6569 ,1014 ,3552 ,o_TP .7314 .6833
,g750 ,llZ5 ,7565 ,o4_7 .Z_00 ,355Z -,G6ZO .?034 .7268
1,0000 .1336 .7520 .6516 .3500 .3552 -,2237 ,6637 .7879
,450G ,355Z -,31Z7 ,6422 .SZOB
,6500 ,3_5Z -,2667 ,6518 ,b061
.bSCO .3552 -,1091 ,69Z4 ,7439
,756G ,355_ .D242 .7254 ,69Z7
.Bb_C .355Z ,u731 .7366 .6748
,850G ,3552 ,1146 ,7473 ,6583
_0_ .gG_c .3_ .z_ .7_40 ._47_
._5_G .355_ .15B5 ,7577 .b41g
o.
PI 143,5199 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 MM CO1 ,01Z39
IT Zg4.5635 K GRIT LOC .0700 C COZ ,01262
RC 4,0400 MILLION CN ,5534 C03 ,01Z17
MACH .7020 CM -,0511 CD4 ,Oil6B
ALPHA 2,018_ DEG CC -.0050 CD5 *02137
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWISE
XIC CP PtLIPT _LOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC ¥1(BI21 CP PtLIPT flLOC
0,0000 1,1038 ,9933 ,0901 G.CCO0 1.1030 .9933 .0981 ,50GO ,7401 -,6055 ,5596 ,9336
• 0040 ,1865 ,7648 ,6306 ,Ou_ °6845 ,8909 ,4093 ,5000 ,6416 -,6192 ,5664 ,938T
o0080 -,0796 ,6_29 ,7337 ,O0_O ,4119 ,0217 ,5369 ,5000 ,5427-,625_ ,5641 ,9423
• 0150 -,Z525 ,6569 .798q ,0230 ,390% ,8148 ,5486 ,5000 ,4440 -,6340 ,5516 .9463
• 0250 -,_321 ,_124 ,8668 ,0500 ,2889 ,7903 ,5893 ,5000 ,3_54 -,6253 ,5627 ,9446
,0400 -,6884 ,549_ ,955_ ,1000 ,1585 ,7514 ,6360 .S&O0 ,2467 -,6357 ,561_ ,9664
• 0600 -,9419 ,4_37 1.u735 ,1503 ,_782 ,7382 ,6727 ,5000 ,1680 -,6327 ,5619 ,9459
• 0800 -1,1260 ,437_ 1,1534 ,2000 ,0188 ,7240 ,5949 ,5000 ,0€93 -,6_38 ,5577 ,9525
• 1000 -$,2301 ,4147 1,1955 ,2500 -,0479 ,7074 ,7ZOb ,5000 -,0493 -,6_06 ,5612 ,9469
•1600 -1.2013 ,4204 1,186_ ,3500 -.1654 ,6786 .7649 ,500O -,1480 -.6368 .5578 .9523
•1800 -1.1944 ,4231 1,1801 ,450U -,2620 .5635 .9436 .500U -.2467 -,6372 ,5653 ,9605
• 2200 -,_559 ,5054 1.0_73 ,550_ -.2272 ,6531 .8041 ,5000 -,3454 -,6438 ,5587 ,9510
_ .2600 -,5959 ,5457 .9715 .6S_0 -,08_9 ,6618 ,7908 ,SCO0 -,4440 -,6360 ,5629 .9463
• 3000 -,6827 ,5505 ,96A0 ,7500 ,0370 ,6983 ,7346 ,50GO -*5427 -,5330 ,5586 ,9510
• 3400 -,6703 °5537 ,95a8 ,8000 ,0927 ,7233 ,6801 ,5000 -,6616 -,5367 ,5637 ,9430
•3800 -.6603 ,5554 .9561 .8500 ,1256 .7427 ,6657 ,5000 -.7601 -,6260 ,5523 .9452
•4200 -.6529 ,5559 ,9537 ,9000 .1509 .7492 ,654% CHD_DWISE
,4600 -,6367 ,5599 ,9491 ,9POG ,1597 ,756% .6439 ,0600 ,&500 -,9339 .4864 1,0691
•5_00 -,6325 ,5621 ,9456 _,0000 ,1240 ,7%79 ,_580 ,140_ ,650_ -I,1655 .%Z75 1,1719
.5400 -.6347 ,5630 ,9440 ,2200 ,%500 -.009Z .5187 1,0153
•SeO0 -.6280 ,5673 ,9374 .300_ ,4500 -,6769 ,5471 ,9695
•6200 -.6056 .5805 ,9166 .3200 .4500 -,6627 ,5530 ,0600
• 6600 -,5630 .5032 ,SOe7 .4600 ,4500 -.6397 .5581 ,9518
• 7000 -,4955 ,6293 .8_OS ,5400 ,4500 -,6280 ,504q ,9412
• 7500 -,3775 ,0615 ,7_13 ,620G ,45C0 -,5912 ,5702 ,9327
• 8000 -,230e ,696_ ,T368 ,70GO ,450G -,4907 ,5977 ,8896
•8500 -,0950 ,7201 ,70u9 ,8000 .45G0 -.2379 .6591 ,795G
•9000 .0124 ,73_4 ,6709 ,9GOU ,&SCo ,0047 ,7216 ,5986
,95J0 ,0752 ,7435 ,6644 ,lU14 ,3552 ,1515 .75_6 o_406
•975G ,lOOq ,_06 .6374 ._OO_ ,3552 .0199 ,?Z_4 ._989
1,0000 ,1240 ,7475 ,65£G ,3500 ,3552 -,1635 ,bTE1 ,7657
• 450_ .3552 -,Z589 ,6537 ,0033
,55G0 ,3552 -,2275 ,0032 ,7887
• 6500 .3552 -,G842 ,6956 ,7389
• 750_ ,3552 ,040Z ,7283 ,6282
,8000 ,35_2 ,U870 ,7395 .6706
•_500 ,3552 ,1224 ,7507 ,0530
,9GGO .35_Z ,1524 .7_59 .6449
,9500 .,355Z .1565 ,7583 .6410
PT i_3,4244 KPA GRIT SIZ_ .U584 _ C01 .0155Z
TT 27%.2984 K G_IT LOC ,670D C C0_ ,0165g
RC 4,04£3 _ILLION CN ,7105 CD3 ,01634
_ACH ,7009 C_ -.U52Z CO4 ,01436
ALPHa 3,0_12 OEG CC -,0142 CD5 ,01377
UPPER _URF_CE LG_E_ SURFACE bPANwISE
XIC CP P_L/PI MLOC XlC CP _tL/P[ Mt_ X/C Y1(812) CP PeLIPT MLOC
O,o00u 1,0168 ,9720 ,2016 0,00_0 1.0168 .97g0 ,2016 ,5()00 ,7_I -,6212 ,5678 .0365
•0040 -.0686 ,7G37 ,7264 .0040 .0580 ._328 .3165 ,SCCO .t414 -,6271 ,5533 ,9436
,0080 -,3254 .6385 ,826_ .Ob@O ,6325 .8762 ,4384 ,SGOC ,5477 -,6333 ,5532 .943e
.0150 -.4567 ,6050 ,8703 ,0230 ,5367 ,8527 ,4823 ,500O ,4440 -,6341 ,5639 .9427
•0250 -,6101 ,5570 ,9376 ,0500 ,4441 ,0207 ,5385 ,5000 .3454 -,6282 ,5651 ,9408
,0400 -.8547 ,5052 I,u377 .IOO0 .ZSZq ,7022 .6025 ,5000 ,2467 -,6248 ,5645 ,9417
•0600 -I,0264 .462_ 1,LluO ,1500 .I517 ,7595 ,639_ ,SGO0 .1480 -,6278 .565G ,_400
•0800 --1.2843 ,405_ 1,2_16 ,_OOO ,0_36 .7_20 .6667 ,5000 ,0493 -.6363 ,5650 ¢9409
•I000 -I,3548 ,3821 1,2576 ,2500 ,G231 ,7245 ,6941 ,S&OO -,0493 -,b371 ,5645 ,9418
•1400 -I,4195 ,3700 l,_elb ,35U0 -,1G12 .6936 .7619 ,50_0 -,1480 -,_320 ,5651 .9407
• 1_00 -1,4191 ,3557 1.208_ .&500 -._038 .5551 ,9409 ,5000 -,_467 -,6395 .5_27 .9446
• 2200 -1,4341 ,3659 1.zBq8 .5500 -,1795 .6675 ,7820 .5000 -,3454 -.0496 .5516 ,9463
,2600 -1.4136 .3709 _,2798 ,0500 -.0_47 .6751 .7704 ,5000 -,4440 -.6350 .5214 .9467
.3000 -1.0864 .4520 1.1267 ,7500 .0_44 .7055 ,7236 ,500G 1,5427 -.5645 .5599 .9490
• 3400 -,6966 ,546_ ._711 ,8000 ,1055 ,7369 .b?4T ,5C00 -,6414 -.6401 ,5612 ,9470
.3800 -,6142 ,5679 .q363 ,8500 ,1438 ,7450 ,6611 .5300 -,7401 -.6409 .56_1 ,9487
•4200 -,6085 ,57_3 ,9326 ,9000 ,1596 ,7563 ,6441 CHOROWI$E
•4600 -.0167 .5670 ,0363 ,95U0 .1742 ,7627 .6340 ,00_0 .45C0 -1,0373 ,66C0 1.1128
• 5000 -.6144 .5631 .9440 L.O000 .1455 .7547 .6465 .1400 .4500 -l._Igl .3703 1,28¢9
•5400 -.6306 .563_ ,0427 .2200 .45GO -1.4449 .3601 1.3015
•5800 -.6369 ,5712 ,9311 ,3_GU ,450U -I,0339 ,4632 1,1C87
•6200 -.6091 .5794 ._18_ ,3800 .4500 -.6237 ,5649 ,9411
•5600 -,5757 ,5956 ,5929 ,%{OG ,%500 -,bZbu ,5639 m9427
• 7000 -,5086 ,623_ ._493 ,5_00 ,4500 -,6299 ,5139 ,9427
•7500 -.302_ ,6_ .70_2 ,6Zu& ,45GL -,6_17 ,5704 ,9325
•8000 -,2549 ,bql4 ,7454 .7000 ,4500 -,50G6 ,5960 ,6924
•8500 -,1121 ,720i ,7U09 ,8C,_0 ,4500 -,2533 ,5570 ,7982
•9000 ,0012 .7424 ,06t2 ,9000 .4500 -,002_ ,7167 ,703_
•2500 ,0902 .7492 ,t555 ,il14 o35Sg .2450 ,7_16 .6035
•9750 .i199 .714_ ,b317 ,2000 .3552 ,0967 .7426 ,6658
1.0000 ,1455 ,7547 ,5466 ,3_%0 ,3552 -,0963 .6950 ,7398
,45t0 .3552 -,1980 .b722 ,7769
,5_ .3552 -,1820 .6741 .7720
.6500 ,3_52 -,0507 ,7072 .7Z10
• 7500 ,3552 ,0626 .7352 .6773
.SG_O .3552 .1561 .7461 ,66G3
,8500 ,3552 .1%21 .7553 .5457
309 .900c .3552 ,1699 ,7619 .6352
.9500 .3£52 .1763 ,7541 ,6318
PT 143,4740 KPA GRIT SIZE ,0586 MM COl ,02704
TT 224,3185 K GRIT LOC ,0700 C C02 ,C2696
RC 4.05bl HILLIDN CN .8566 CD3 .02596
MACH °7046 CM -.056Z CO4 ,0Z157
ALPHA 4,0363 OEG CC -,0Z19 CO5 ,01978
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SRANWISE
X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC YI(B/Z) CP P,L/P/ MLOC
O,O00O ,9231 ,9483 ,1763 0,0000 ,9131 ,9483 ,1763 ,5000 ,7601 -,5867 ,5693 ,934Z
• 0060 -,2925 ,6491 ,8103 ,0040 ,9779 ,9611 ,1354 ,5000 ,6414 -,5870 ,§718 ,9167
• 0080 -,5464 ,5831 ,9125 ,0080 ,7766 ,9121 ,3666 ,5000 ,5417 -,5881 ,5708 ,9317
• 0150 -,6379 ,5609 ,9475 .0230 .6393 ,8774 ,4361 ,5000 ,4440 -,5815 ,5741 ,9266
• 0150 -,7601 ,5Z95 ,9977 ,0500 ,6943 ,8434 ,4990 ,5000 ,3454 -,58_7 ,5714 ,9308
• 0400 -,9859 ,4733 1,0911 ,1000 ,3195 ,8005 ,5716 ,5000 ,1457 -,59ql ,5673 ,9373
,0600 -1,1907 ,6199 1,1860 ,1500 ,2280 ,7757 ,6131 ,5000 ,1480 -,5959 ,5700 ,g331
• 0800 -1,3493 ,3807 1,16U3 ,ZCO0 ,1551 ,7576 ,6420 ,5000 ,0493 -,5934 ,5726 ,9196
,lOOO -1,4368 ,3586 1,3050 ,1500 ._859 ,7407 .6688 .5COG -.0493 -,5941 ,5711 ,9311
• 1400 -1,5111 ,3411 1.3391 ,3500 -,0509 ,7061 ,7127 ,5000 -,1480 -,5869 ,5730 ,9282
,1800 -1,5651 ,3316 1,3596 ,4500 -,1583 ,5726 ,9290 ,5000 -,1467 -,5850 ,5722 ,9295
• ZZO0 -i,5461 ,3310 1,361_ ,5500 -,1693 ,6779 ,7660 ,5000 -,3454 -,}861 ,5708 ,93L8
• ZbO0 -1,5693 ,3291 1,3568 ,6_U0 -,0313 ,6804 ,7621 ,5000 -,4440 -,5865 ,5697 ,9335 .R
• 3000 -1.5330 .33Z0 1,3608 ,TSOU ,077Z ,1094 ,7175 .5000 -,54Z7 -,585Z ,5703 ,9326
• 3400 -1,5271 ,3380 1.3461 .8000. ,1251 ,7378 ,6734 .SOUO -,6616 -,6G14 ,5699 ,9332
• 3800 -1,1816 ,4214 1.1816 ,8500 ,1580 ,7693 ,6553 ,_OOO -,7401 -,6148 ,5636 ,9432
,4ZOO -,7938 ,5113 1,0/11 ,9030 ,1778 ,7569 ,6431 CHDRDwISE
,4600 -,6789 ,5491 ,9660 ,9500 ,1810 ,7615 ,6359 ,050_ ,4500 -1,1313 ,4324 1,1631
,5000 -,5873 ,57_1 ,93_3 1,0000 ,1514 ,7552 ,o459 ,1400 ,4500 -1,4965 ,3404 1,3625
,54U0 -,_561 ,_809 .9159 ,ZZOO ,4500 -_,5704 ,3250 1.3759
• 58_u -.5523 .5839 .9112 ,30GO ,4500 -1,5470 ,3176 1,3702
,6100 -,5678 ,5E65 ,9090 ,3800 ,4500 -1,1376 ,4324 1,163_
,6_OJ -._143 ,6065 ,_853 ,4600 ,6500 -,6616 ,5512 .9629
• 7000 -,4785 ,6241 .0488 .5400 ,4500 -,5526 ,57_3 ,9184
,7_00 -,3771 ,6534 ,E038 ,61_0 ,4560 -.5416 ,5819 ,9144
• EOUO -.2558 ,684_ .7559 ,7OUG ,45C0 -,4701 ,5995 ,8FbE
• 85U0 -.1281 ,7144 ,7090 ,80Cb ,4500 -,1558 ,6554 ,_OCb
•qOoO -,CIOZ ,73q6 ,670_ ,9000 ,4500 -,0130 ,7130 ,7119
• 9500 ,0816 ,7456 ,6608 ,1014 ,3551 o3175 ,7953 ,5811
.9750 ,ii40 .7613 .6382 ,ZOOO ,3552 ,1577 ,7568 ,8636
1,0000 ,1514 ,7551 .6459 ,350C ,355Z -,0463 ,704Z ,7Z55
,4500 ,355Z -,1546 ,677Z ,7671
,5500 *35_Z -.1501 ,b80G *7629
• 6500 .3552 -.0302 .7084 ,71_1
•7500 ,3551 ,0756 .7300 ,6761
,8000 ,3551 ,I148 .7481 ._57Z
•850_ ,3552 ,1559 ,7564 .0440
• gbO0 ,3551 ,178b ,7621 ,6349
• 950G ,3552 ,1846 ,7631 ,6333
PT 145,4011 KPA GRIT SIZE ,0584 MM CO1 *03931
IT 225,1976 K GRIT LOG ,0700 C CDZ ,03885
RC _,Ob4B _ILLICN CN ,9335 CO3 ,03714
HACH ,6979 CM -,0533 CO4 .0Z967
_LPHA 5.0204 OEG CC -.OZqZ CD5 .02677
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUKFACE 5PANWI_
XlC CP P,LIPI MLDC XlC CP P.LIPT MLQC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT MLOC
O,O00b ,7701 .9119 ,3651 O._COO ,7702 ,9119 ,3651 ,SCOO ,7401 -.60fib .5727 ,9268
,0040 -,5173 ,_97b ,b_15 ,0040 1.0333 ,976_ .1834 .50C0 .6414 -.6262 ,5661 .9393
.OOdo -.7848 ._ZOB ._073 .UuO0 ,8_4_ ,935_ ,3106 ,5C00 ,5427 -,6497 ,5611 ,_471
,0150 -,8426 ,_131 I.oZ_ ,0130 .7u31 ,_954 ,40_Z ,5C_ ,_440 -,6679 ,Sblb ,9632
• 02bO -.9219 .4919 1.6_0 .0500 .5432 .9567 .4760 .5000 .3454 -.7317 .5391 .g823
• 0400 -1,1166 ,443_ 1.1433 ,10_0 ,3741 ,81_4 .5492 ,5000 .2467 -,7236 ,5443 ,9739
• 0600 -1.3521 ,3e_6 _.Z4_C .1503 .17_4 .79_5 ,5893 .5000 .1480 -.7218 .5416 .9782
•OEOO -1.5076 ,3484 1.JZb8 .ZoJO .1911 ,7696 .6129 ,Suo& .U493 -.7104 ,5481 ,9677
• 1000 -1,5518 ,33€1 1,3519 ,_500 ,1170 ,7501 ,6539 ,50&0 -,G493 -,71_4 ,_453 ,97Z4
• 1400 -1,6297 ,3190 143091 ,35U0 -,OZG5 ,71_8 ,7076 .5000 -,1480 -,6986 ,5481 .9_16
.1800 -1.6740 .310_ 1.4077 .4_U0 -.1418 .5636 .9753 .500_ -.1467 -.664_ .5601 .9486
• ZZOO -1,6844 ,30_0 1,4111 5530 -,1386 ,0867 .751_ ,5_uO -.3454 -,6251 .5678 .9365
.ZbOO -1.7060 .3028 1.4Z61 0530 -.0295 .6868 .7514 ._bUO -.4440 -,_964 .5766 .9116
• 3000 -1,6847 .3U78 1,41_6 1530 ,0656 ,7131 ,7111 ,S&O0 -,5417 -,5955 ,5774 ,9213
• 3400 -1,6234 ,3195 1,38_2 8COO ,110_ .7376 ,0736 .SHOO -,_414 -,5749 ,5805 .9165
,3800 -1,0682 ,4578 1,1181 _500 ,1415 .7497 ,65_6 ,SUOO -.7401 -.5790 ,5789 ,919_
,4200 -,9117 .4919 1.05_0 9JUO ,1518 ,7562 ,6444 CHDRDWISE
• 4600 -,8345 ,5136 1,0137 95_ ,16_0 ,76J0 ,6383 ._600 .45_0 -1.2865 .4060 1*2117
,5003 -.7134 ,57oh .9317 L,OOoO ,1015 .745Z .6818 ,1400 ,4500 -1,6344 ,3199 1,3872
,5400 -,6158 ,5P49 ,999o ,ZZuO ,450u -1,1147 ,2987 1,4359
,5800 -,5478 ,5964 ,_917 ,3000 ,4500 -1,6965 ,3017 1,4188
.6200 -,5144 .6012 ,8041 .380_ .4500 -i,069t ,4593 1.1155
• b6bO -.4859 .6113 ,_h?l ,46JO o450u -.8053 *5144 I.U_O_
,1000 -,4395 ,6380 ._356 .54u_ ,4510 -.5861 .5783 ,9199
,7500 -,3696 ,6580 .7952 .620C, .4560 -,5100 ,593_ ,8957
• 8000 -,2557 ,689U ,74_u ,700_ .6500 -,6478 .6111 ,8687
•8500 -,1389 ,1119 ,7137 ,8_Gt .4560 -.1570 ,65E1 .7964
,9U00 -,0460 ,7313 .6819 ,qo00 ,45CG -,0371 ,7111 ,7133
•9500 ,0611 .7603 .6_5 .1014 ,3552 ,3713 ,8139 .5501
• 9750 ,0749 ,7619 .6351 ,ZOOG ,3551 ,1913 ,7674 ,6164
1,0u00 ,]015 ,7652 ,6_.1_ ,35C0 ,3552 -,0118 ,7194 ,702G
,4500 ,3551 -,1166 ,6912 ,7656
• 550_ ,3_91 -,1331 ,6_89 ,7491
.650U ,3551 -*0186 ,7140 .71C4
• 75C{$ .3551 .071_ .74_0 .6699
.8000 .3_51 ,11Zu .75CZ ,6539
,8_GC ,3551 ,1366 ,1567 .6435
31 0 ,_000 ,3551 ,1543 ,158_ ,64u7
" ,95£L .3552 .161Z .7623 ,6346
PT 145.4187 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 MM CD1 .06364
TT 225.2095 K GRIT LOC .0700 C COZ ,05967
RC 4,069g _ILLION CN ,916_ CO3 .05379
M_CH .699Z CM -,0494 CO4 .04307
ALPHA 6.0177 DFG CC -,0254 CD5 .03761 •
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 5PANWISE
XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP PJLIPT MLOC XlC Y/(BIZ) CP P,LIPT MLOC"
0,0000 .6837 .8908 .4095 u.0000 .6637 .8908 .6095 .5000 .7401 -.6617 .5582 .9518
• 0040 -.6630 .5586 .9511 .0040 1.0616 .983Z .1557 .bOO€ .6414 -.7073 .5466 .9701
•OOeO -.8908 ,4995 1,047U ,0080 .9246 ,9497 ,1722 ,50GO ,5427'-,7551 ,5340 ,9906
• 0150 -°9799 .4797 1.0dO3 .0130 .7563 .9087 .3722 .5COO .4440 -.7801 .5298 .9973
• 0250 -1.0333 .4654 1.1046 .0500 .5911 .8677 .4545 .5000 .3454 -.7861 .5Z84 .9995
• 0600 -1.1955 .424q 1.17o7 .lO00 .4081 .8209 .5382 .SGO0 .2467 -.7835 .5287 .9991
• 0600 -1.6108 .37i8 1.2779 .1500 .3015 .7950 .5816 .5000 .1480 -.7768 .51E9 .9986
• 0800 -1,5708 ,33ZZ 1,30G2 .2000 ,2216 ,7761 ,6124 ._000 ,0493 -,7788 .5287 ,9990
• 1GO0 -1.6294 .3180 1.3915 .2500 .1381 .7557 .6451 .5000 -.0493 -.7783 .5320 .9936
• 1400 -1°6964 .3006 i.6313 .3500 -.0065 .7198 .7013 .5000 -.1680 -.7627 .5312 .9934
,1800 -1,7020 ,Z977 1,4382 ,450a -.1Z74 ._304 .9963 ,SuO0 -,2467 -.7_73 ,5373 ,9851
.2200 -1.6238 .3171 1.3934 .5500 -.1463 .6893 .7485 .SCGO -.34_4 -.7176 .5663 .9738
• .2600 -1.4852 .3539 1.3142 .bSUO -.0522 .6846 .7557 .50CO -.6660 -.6628 .5555 .9561
• 3GO0 -1°3195 .3956 1.1311 .7500 .0373 .7080 .71qb .5000 -.5427 -.6017 .5743 .9203
• 3400 -1.1075 ,447_ 1.13_7 .8uOU .0762 .7298 .6858 .50GG -.6616 -.5773 °5773 .9216
• 3800 -1.0077 .4714 1.0945 .8900 .0932 .7388 .6717 .50&O -.7401 -.5716 .5775 .9212
.4200 -.9416 .4q_O i.0630 o90_ ,1057 .7631 .6651 CHORDWI$E
• 4_00 -.8630 .5095 1.6305 .9500 .0773 .7472 .6_85 .O60G .45C0 -L.34_2 .38¢9 1.24_1
°5000 -.7692 ,5513 ,9627 1,0000 -.0612 .7125 ,7127 ,1600 .6500 -1,6830 ,3067 1,4Z18
.5600 -.6920 .5714 ,9293 .220C .4560 -1.5807 .3Z60 1.3738
.58_0 -.6G09 .5688 .9036 .30CO .4500 -1.2945 °3989 1.2251
• 6200 -.5359 .60_5 ._729 .3800 .4500 -1.0126 .4669 1.1023
• 6600 -.4670 .6213 .8546 .4600 .45G0 -.8723 .507[ 1.0333
•7000 -.4065 ,6419 .021N ,5400 .45G0 -.6864 .55G4 ,9661
.7500 -.3315 .6569 .7964 .6200 .4500 -.5264 ,_899 ,9G18
• 8000 -.2618 ,67C7 .7772 .7006 .4500 -.4064 .520Z .8547
,8500 -.1984 ,6896 ,7_83 ,80_0 .4500 -.2613 .6572 .7978
.O_O -.1339 .6948 .74{'i .900G .6500 -.1431 .6857 .7541
• 9500 -.102q .7C¢3 .7315 .1014 .3551 ,4C33 .8110 .5381
• 97_0 -,0771 °7604 ,06_2 ,2000 ,355Z .ZZ77 ,7787 ,6083
1.0000 -.0411 .7125 .7127 .35GC .3552 -.0039 ,7197 .7116
• 45UG .3_51 -.1ZOb .6911 .7457
• 5506 .3952 -.1419 .6d38 .7_70
• 6500 .355Z -.0659 .7086 .7188
,7_0_ .3552 .0367 .7180 .0887
• _bUC .35_2 .0750 ,7409 ,6684
• 85G_ .3_51 .0896 .7416 .6657
,9_6 .355Z ,u9_7 ,744_ .6623
• 9_05 ,35_Z ,0812 ,T4_9 ,6685
PI i4_,43e7 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 HM COl ,06951
II 27_._4_7 K GRIT LOG .0700 C C02 .085Z9
RC 4,v749 _ILLION CN ,0991 CU3 ,G7700
MACH *7007 CM -,0573 CD4 ,G6[28
ALPHA 7,U370 DEG CC -.GI61 CO5 .05525
UPPER SUPFACE LGW_R _URFACE _PAN_SE
XIC CP PtLIPT qLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP P_LIPT MLOC
O,OOOO ,6213 ,_719 ,4447 C,_OOU ,bZ13 ,_7_9 ,4447 ,_Ouv ,7401 -,6910 ,5479 ,9661
._040 -.7558 .5316 .9_43 .0;40 1.0912 .9907 .1154 .500_ .6414 -.7336 .5393 .9819
,ObBu -1,0051 .471Z 1.U95C ._G_O ,9741 ,qbl4 .2376 ,SCGG .5427 -,7555 .5330 ,9921
.0150 -1.1107 ,6436 1.1_31 .OZ3O .7866 .9147 .3_90 .5C_0 .4440 -.7561 .5316 .9943
,0250 -1.1564 .6361 1.LO_Z .0500 .6239 ,67%4 ,4418 .StUb ,3656 -,7595 ,5310 °9953
• 0400 -1.2853 .4009 1.g113 .1000 ._4Zq ._301 .5226 .5_00 .1417 -.7556 .5325 .9929
.0600 -1.4660 .3550 1.31C_ .1500 .3312 .e023 .5690 .5COG .1480 -.7521 .5310 ,9954
• 0800 -1.6053 .3201 1.3,07 .160_ .1511 .7818 .603Z .50_ .0493 -.7525 .5386 .9928
• 1000 -1,6685 ,3038 1,4240 ,1500 ,l_Gl ,7_93 .b395 ,_O00 -.0493 -,75Z& .5329 ,9923
• 140_ -1,6459 .3113 1,4Jb_ ,3_0& ,UlC9 .7231 .696Z .SOUO -.1480 -.7501 .5305 .99b2
• 1800 -1.6830 .35Z5 1.3171 .4500 -.1161 .5342 .q901 ._OO -.2467 -.7bZO .5294 ,9979
• 1200 -1,3096 ,39t3 1,23_ ,5500 -,1511 ,6893 ,7501 .SOOO -,3454 -,7608 ,5328 ,9924
• 2600 -1.1767 .4278 1.1715 .6_00 -.G723 .6816 .7603 .5000 -.444U -.7358 .5363 .9868
• 3000 -1.0812 .4510 1.13_ .7_30 .U_57 .7010 .7306 .5_00 -.5427 -.7037 .5455 .9720
,3400 11.0115 .4706 1._9_9 .8030 ,G397 .7211 .6992 .50C0 -,6414 -.6581 .5600 .9488
• 3_00 -.9461 .48_8 I.GT_I .8500 ._21 .730J .6855 .5000 -.7401 -.6312 .5b51 .94C.9
• 4200 -.8832 .50C1 1._4tl .90JO .047Z °7335 .6_01 CHDRDWISE
• 46Go -.8229 .5153 i.uZl_ .9500 .Olbl .7315 .6631 .C600 .4500 -1.415_ .3706 1.2807
• 5000 -.7482 .5487 .96_8 l._uJ3 -.1_iZ .6737 .7725 .14_1 .4500 -1.6038 .3231 1.380Z
• 5400 -,6903 .5611 .9_71 .2266 .4500 -1.8856 .4331 1.2172
q .5800 -.6311 .5772 .9117 .3_L0 .450_ -l.uBZ_ 4531 1.1_64• 6200 -,5720 ._9Z_ . 9_1
• b_O0 -,5117 *6015 ,_dZZ .3_CC .4_OO -.9581 ,_83g 1,_735
• 6600 .4500 -._91 .5149 1.0116
,7000 -.4616 ,6113 .d_93 ,54CG .4500 -.6944 ,5472 ,9692
• 7500 -.6087 .6324 .83_G ,61_0 .6500 -,56_ .5790 .9186
• 8000 -.3583 ,6616 .8119 .70CO .45_0 -.6681 .6055 .8776
• 8500 -.3123 .6513 .8U_9 .bOOO .450G -.3562 .6318 .8369
,9000 -,2771 ,b648 ,7_6Z ,9_0 ,4500 -,2695 ,6544 ,_022
,qso0 -,2319 ._693 .7793 ,1016 .3551 ,6635 .8307 ,5216
• 9750 -*Z095 ,7250 ,6933 ,ZLV_ .3552 ,1419 ,7793 ,6073
1.0000 -.2812 .6737 ,772_ .3bOG .3552 .0114 .713_ .695Z
,45_0 .355Z -.1171 .6913 .7456
• 55_G ,35_Z -,1503 ,b_38 ,7509
,6500 ,3552 -.0641 .704q ,72_5 '
• 7_ .355_ ._117 ,723? ,0954.
,8000 ,355Z ,G41Z ,7305 ,5847
• 8500 .3559 .0517 .7327 .6813
1 1 .9000 .3551 .047Z ,7318 ._eZ8
• qs_u .3551 ,0076 ,71G3 ,70_7
PT t35.81_1 KPA GRIT S'IZE .058k MH CO1 .01097
TT ZZZ.ZLI_ _ GRIT tOC .0700 C COL .OlOqO
RC 3.9781 MILLION CN .1886 CD3 *0107*
MACH .7315 CM -.0577 C04 .01051
ALPHA -1.0u81 DEG CC .C09Z CD5 .01037
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC Xl= CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC Y1[812) CP P.LIPT BLOC
0.0000 1.0g46 .g_7o .L335 0.0000 1.0946 .q876 .1335 .50C0 .7401 -.4996 .5688 .9349
.0040 .8023 .q106 .3681 .0040 -.Z786 .6277 .8433 .5000 ._61, -.5160 .5663 .9,21
.0080 .5775 .B513 .%_4B .0_80 -.62B7 .5056 .gBTO .5800 .5,27 -.5264 • .561B .g460
.0150 .3635 °7957 .5_06 .0230 -.1105 .670Z .7779 °5000 .6_40 -.5312 .55q6 .g495
°0250 .1557 .7407 .6689 .0500 -.1178 .6681 .7811 .5000 .3454 -.5317 .9603 ,g485 I
.04_0 -.1103 .6705 .7775 .1000 -.1876 .6515 .80bb °5000 .Z467 -.5333 .5587 .q510
.0600 -.3408 ,6167 ._696 .1_30 -.Z154 .6_Z4 .B206 .5000 .1480 -.5379 .5584 .9515
.0800 -.4,31 .5835 .gllg .ZOO0 -.2406 .6375 .8Z8Z .5C00 .0493 -.5369 .558g .9506
• 1000 -.4883 .57_7 .9319 .2500 -.2850 .6Z5Z .8,70 .500_ -._493 -.5_08 .55B0 .9521
• Z400 -.5270 .5607 .q477 .3500 -.3767 .60_ .8_5Z .5000 -.1480 -.5375 .5593 .9500
.1800 -.540, .5577 .95_6 .*_0 -.6555 .5589 .9500 .5000 -.2,67 -.5361 .5595 .9497
.Z200 -o5212 ._640 .9426 .5500 -.3564 .5806 .9165 .5CGC -.3_54 -°5400 .55q9 .gkgl
.2600 -.5074 .5667 .93P3 .5500 -.1617 .bOb3 .8163 .5000 -.4440 -.529_ .5blg .9459 -m
• 3000 -.501' .56_3 .9357 .7500 -*O08Z .b_67 .798b .5000 -.54Z7 -.5ZB8 *SbZb .g**8
• 3400 -.6995 .56_6 .9353 ._uO0 .0519 .6973 .7362 .5000 -.6'14 -._Z33 o56k3 °94Z0
o3_00 -.5083 .5665 °9]_5 .85_0 .0979 .7135 o7113 .SCOO -.7401 -.5_91 °5663 °93_9
.4ZOO -.51'8 .5640 .g426 .gO00 .1333 .7Z6' .6911 CHOROWISE
._600 -.5267 .56Z1 .945_ .9500 .Z96_ .7351 .6776 .0600 .4500 -.3626 .6060 .8767
.5000 -.53_1 .5535 ._5qZ 1.0000 o1537 °74Z4 ,666L .t400 .%500 -°5L58 .5669 .9379
°5403 -.55_g .5486 .967_) ,_ZUU .4500 -*5_B_ .5656 .gq00
.5800 -.5749 .5522 ._b13 .30_ .6500 -.4966 .5709 .9316
°6200 -.5626 .5575 .9528 .3800 °4500 -°5013 .5701 .9329
.6600 -.54Z7 .571€ .930_ ._60_ .4500 -.51_7 .5670 .9378
.7000 -.4q07 .bO1U °e_b .5400 .6500 -.5393 .5601 .9487
• 7500 -.3780 ._376 ._76 .b2OO **560 -.5511 .5568 .953g
.80u0 -.2423 .6737 .17_0 .TOuO ._500 -.4752 .575_ ,g239
,PSO0 -.1033 .705b ,77_ .8_0_ ,45_0 -,Z_13 ,6357 ,83L0
• 9000 .0146 .727_ .6_8 .9_00 .4500 .009q .70_3 .7301
_q500 .09gl .736L .6761 .1014 .355Z -.1883 °6533 ._038
.q750 .1303 .7433 ._7 .2_00 .355Z -.Z3g* .6397 .8Z_8
1.0&OU .1537 .74_4 ._tl .35_ .3_5Z -.372, .6035 .b_07
.4500 .355Z -.4,_7 ._5 .9087
,_50G °3552 -.3567 °6079 °873g
• 650C .355Z -,L63Z ._583 ,1962
.750_ .355Z -.0098 ,6988 .733g
.8000 .355Z .04gL .7145 .7896
"85UU l "355Z "OgbO .7Z_5 .6gll
,90_ .355Z .1313 .7356 .676_
• 9500 .3652 lllS_ Z .7403 ,6694
PT 13_,_Zg9 KPA GRIT SIZE .05_% Me COl ,01139
IT ZZ2.Z_70 • GQIT L_C .5700 C COZ ,b1137
RC 3.9778 MILLION CN ,309_ CO3 ,01113
MACH .1317 CM -,0_55 C04 ,01077
ALPHA ,_1_ DEG CC .007Z CD5 ,0L369
UPPER SURFACL LOWER 5URFAC_ _PANWIbE
X/C ¢P PeL/PT _LtC XIC CP PeL/PT MLOC X/C ¥1|BIZ) CP PeLIPT MLOC
O.UOUO 1.1294 .9968 .0675 0.0830 1.1294 .9_0_ .0675 .5000 .7_01 -.5_60 .557Z .9533
.0040 ,6376 ,8673 ,%564 .ohio .lOOg .TZSg .690_ ,Suuu .6414 -,565_ .5510 .g633
• OU_O °3916 i 8CIZll .5689 .OJ50 -.2032 .t473 .8L31 .50b0 ,54Z7 -.5725 .5495 .g656
,O150 ,1807 ,747e ,6}77 .OZ3d .03_9 ,7003 .?17_ ,SQ_O .4_&G -,5760 °5478 ,9683
• 02_0 1.0213 *bgSl .13We .0500 *0209 .1048 .7247 *SOvL .345_ -.5851 .5488 .9668
.0400 -.2g07 .62AZ ._4_b " .ivd_ -,u6Ol .6_47 .7957 ,5600 .2467 -,5810 .5%E0 .9680
10_00 115380 *55_g "g_Jl "1500 -,ld93 ,671_ .776_ .SLob ,148u -.5844 ,}459 ,g7|3
,0_00 -.6442 .53t_ ._951 ,26u0 -.lSlg .6oj8 .7924 *56_ .0493 -,5846 ,5466 .970Z
.iO00 -.6905 .SLS_ 1,01_3 .2500 -.2037 .646B .U139 ,5_bO --.0493-°5895 .5%54 ,gT_Z
,1400 1.7061 ._I_9 l°uZl5 ,3_03 -.3062 .67U4 .05%% .5000 -.1,80 -.5841 .5471 .9685
,1600 -.6991 ,517% 1,0175 ._SJJ --.3976 o5_87 ,9669 .5LLG -,24o1 -°5850 °5%64 ,q705
.2ZO0 -.6,72 .530_ .9_58 .550O 1.320_ .5958 ,89Z_ .SOOO -.345_ I15882 .5473 .q691
•2600 -,5095 .54_g .9794 .6503 -.144Z ,blSg ,B615 ,50bb -,4440 -,5817 ,548B .9667
• 36uO -,5892 ._46_ ,97i2 .7530 ,0027 .6627 ,7894 .5000 -,5427 -,5600 ,5470 .9697
.3400 -.5786 ,5475 ,Quip ,d3UC ,0597 .TOll .7304 ,5000 -,6414 -,5775 ,5492 ,g661
.3800 -.5773 .546L .4o76 ._500 .1015 .71O4 .7067 .5000 -.7401 l'5?t U .5,99 .q650
.4200 -.5745 .5_82 ,9676 .9d_3 ,1361 .7272 ,66_9 CHORDwI3E
•4too -.5_08 .5485 .qbTl .9500 .1504 .7365 .6755 .0630 .45_0 -.5565 .55,3 .9579
• 5000 -.5787 .5446 .g735 1.OuuO .1346 .1351 .b766 .1400 .4500 -.6878 .5185 1.0157
.5%00 -.5q39 .5301 *_13 .Z_GG .*500 -.0633 .53¢1 .9966
.5800 -.6_81 ,5460 .g713 °3000 .4500 -.5870 .5463 °9707
• 6ZOO -.5872 .5542 ._5_2 .3_ ,4500 -.5706 ,5495 .965Z
• 6600 -,5560 ,5715 ,9306 .460_ °.500 -,5768 *_467 .9701
.7000 -,493Z .6bib ,b_33 ,5_UU ,45_0 -,5858 ,5470 ,q695
• 7500 -.3743 .6406 ._Z3_ .6200 .,500 -.5803 .54b7 .9700
._000 -.Z318 .6757 ,7695 .7000 ._580 -.4830 .5726 .92g0
.8500 -,0974 .7036 .7Zo5 .8_t .4SOu -.2374 .6379 .8270 le
,qouo .0154 ,7239 ,_qSl .gO00 ,4500 .0113 .70ZZ .7Z86
.9500 .OBBZ .72_9 ,e_57 .IG14 .3552 -,0650 ,682Z .759_
.9750 .1133 .73_g *b/l_ .ZOO0 .3552 -.1437 .5613 .7915
1,0000 .1346 .7357 ,o760 .35_ .3552 -.3OZb .6209 .8537
• 4500 ,3562 -.386_ .5976 .8895
.550_ .355Z -.321B .5148 .863Z
,6500 .3_52 -.1406 .6_35 .7€_2
,7500 .3552 .OUSZ ,TuIZ o7303
,800_ .355Z *0556 .7135 .7112
•€500 .355Z *J967 *TZeb ,bq09
312 ._ouu ,355L ,1316 ,7341 ,b791
• q5uO .3552 .149Z .7389 .6717
o,
PT 135,B161 KPA GRIT SiZE ,0584 MM CO2 ,01198
TT 221.5657 K GRIT LOG .0700 G CD2 .OIZOZ
RC 3,9708 _ILLION CN ,4311 CO3 ,01176
MACH ,7318 CM -,0526 CD6 ,01125
ALPHA _,0125 OEG CC ,0031 CO5 .01_11
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANdISE
XIC CP P*LIPT MLOC X/C CP P_LIPT HLDC XIC YI(B/Zl CP P_L/PT MLOC'
0,0000 1,13Z8 ,9977 ,0574 0.0000 1.1328 .q977 .0574 .5C00 ,7401 -,5916 ,5417 ,9780
• 0040 .6469 .8189 .5_17 ,0J40 .3984 ,8048 ,5655 ,9000 .6616 -,6103 ,5384 ,9833
,0080 .1916 ,7516 ,6517 ,0080 ,1208 ,7311 ,683e .500C ,9627 -,6107 ,5412 ,9771
• 01_0 .C005 .7000 ,7311 ,0130 .2241 .75B4 .6409 ,5000 .4440 -.6180 .5386 .9834
• 0150 -.1936 .6511 .o073 ,0500 ,1547 ,7_31 .6649 .5000 .3454 -,6119 ._360 ,9871
.0_00 -,_486 ,5811 ,9140 ,1000 ,0466 ,7113 ,713L .500& ,2467 -,6135 ,5382 ,9837
,0600 -.6970 .5178 1.0168 .1500 -,01C5 ,6966 .737_ .5_00 ,1480 -,6Z70 ,5336 ,9911
• 0800 -.B714 ._721 _o0934 .2000 -,0696 ,6810 ,7614 .5000 ,0493 -.6304 ,5327 .9925
• 1000 -.8622 ,4721 1,0933 .1500 -,1312 ,6653 .7856 ,5000 -,0493 -,6194 ,5357 .9878
,1600 -*9967 .6502 1,1316 .3600 -.2638 .6379 .8176 ,5000 -,1480 -,6169 .53_5 ,9898
• leO0 -,9462 ,6495 1.1326 ,_500 -,341Z ,537B ,9944 ,5000 -,2467 -.6303 ,9349 ,9890
,1200 -.9158 ,6_7_ 1oi._I ,5_00 -.2828 ,6_IZ .S69_ ,5000 -,3454 -.6334 ,5357 .9877
• Z6UO -,6741 ,SZ;Z 1.obO_ .650u -,1113 ,6265 ,8451 ,5000 -,4640 -,6117 .53e7 ,9862
• 3000 -,6354 ,5301 ._67 ,7500 .0_17 .6673 ,7_4 .SGG_ -,5427 -,6155 .5350 ,9889
.3600 -,6370 .5314 ,9947 ,8000 ,0693 ,7038 ,7161 ,5_00 -,6414 -,6199 ,5378 ,9843
• 3800 -.6347 ,536U .9673 .85_ .1064 ,7172 ,709_ ,5000 -,7401 -,6141 ,5378 ,9844
,4200 -.6302 ._352 ,9Bc5 .9000 ,1339 o727Z ,690_ CHORDWISE
• _600 -,6302 ,5338 .q9o_ ,95_0 ,1_1Z ,7361 .b7bL .0600 .4500 -.7331 .5081 1.0328
• 5000 -.6174 ._364 ,9_66 1.0o00 ,11_g ,7310 ._e4_ .1400 .4500 -.9535 ._668 1,1374
.5400 -.6304 .5319 ,0_55 .ZZoo .4500 -,7909 .4914 1.0606
• 5800 -,6373 .5369 ,9P27 ,3_0_ .4500 -,6590 ,5281 1,0000
,6100 -,6073 ,5532 .9_97 ,3BCG .450_ -.6365 ,5333 ,9917
•6600 -.5_26 ._697 .933_ ,4600 ,4500 -,b153 ,9379 ,9_4_
•TOO0 -,4930 .6&4_ .d798 ,S&CC ,4500 -,6111 ,5377 ,9846
,7500 -,3£71 ,6429 .@lOb ,6ZOC ,_500 -,5964 ,5410 ,9775
,8000 -,1239 ,6761 ,7_6 ,7UOG ,4500 -,4845 ,5731 .9Z80
,8_00 -,0918 ,703Z .7172 ,800& ,4500 -,2Z80 ,6404 ,BZ37
,9¢00 ,0135 ,7199 ,7U12 ,9100 ,4500 ,0116 ,7033 ,717G
•9500 .0738 ,7aZ .6931 ,1014 .3552 .0348 ,70eg .71B4
,9750 ,0975 ,73_9 ,67_e ,2000 ,3_51 -,0693 ,6824 ,7_91
1,0000 ,1159 ,7310 ,6_u ,3500 ,3551 -,1403 ,6375 ,8181
.45_0 ,35_2 -,3338 .6104 .6700
• 55_G .3_52 -.Z848 .6Z58 ,8461
•65U0 .3_5? -.1199 ,6695 ,7790
• 750_ .35_Z .0155 .7065 ,7251
• 8_& ,355Z .0635 .T182 .7040
• 650_ ,355Z ,1060 .7179 ,6_8
.90GO ,355Z .1334 ,7343 .6788
•95_G ..355Z ,1437 .738Z .6728
pr 13_,6316 KPA GRIT _IZE .0584 eE COl ,01464
IT ZZ?.?USO K GRIT LOG ,070G C CO2 ,014_3
RC 3._t6_ _ILL/ON CN .5Bll C03 .01395
_ACH ,731_ CM -,052_ CD4 ,011_1
ALFHA Z,U133 DEG CC -,_037 CD5 ,01_37
UPPER SURFAC_ LO.ER SURFACE _PAN.ESE
X/C CP P,L/PT HL_C X/C CP P,L/PI MLOC XIC YI{BIZ} CP PtLIPT MLDC
O,OOUu 1,1020 ,9903 ,1170 _,0000 l,lOZ_ ,9903 ,i179 ,5U¢0 ,7401 -,508_ ,5391 ,9822
•O_;& ,Z557 ,7_67 ,c217 ,C_;O ,1431 ,U7OZ ,4_99 ,SOOU ,_41_ -,6215 ._375 ,9849
• OOPO -,0087 .697_ .7350 .Uu_u ,3756 ,79#3 ,57_5 .55GG .5427 -.6Z28 ,5367 ,9861
,0150 -,1714 .693_ .H031 ,0230 .376t ,b.14 .5711 ,50C0 ,444u -.0314 ,538_ ,9837
,0250 -,3439 .6095 ._7i3 .OS.)O ._7_9 .77_b .62L_ ,Stu¢ .345_ -,6181 ,5361 ,9871
.O40O -,5998 .5440 ._74_ .LO00 .1441 ,7398 .O70Z ,_060 ,Z467 -,61_b ,5378 .qe44
•C600 -,8_Z3 ._TeO _,.:_33 ,IbO0 ,6648 ,7168 ,7Col ,SC&O ,14PO -,6247 ,5380 ,9861
,0800 -1,0317 ,4285 I,I_61 .ZOO0 ,.}0_5 ,70_ ,7183 ,5050 ,0493 -.b3Ul ,5378 ,9844
.I000 -i.1311 .W03_ I.£_70 ._SJ_ -.ub_5 ._944 ,75_1 .5C00 -,0493 -,6Z28 ,53_1 ,98_7
•1400 -1,1581 ,3971 £,Z_bb ,350J -.1775 ,6_33 .du39 .SLU& -.1480 -.61_7 ,5369 ,9858
,1EGO -1,1712 .3_30 1.23t_ ,_500 -,2818 .539B .9_I1 .5000 -,Zwt7 -,6353 ,5354 .9883
•ZZ00 --1.1_6B ,3654 1.4611 ,_00 -,Z417 ,t259 .e_o ,560u -,3454 -,63Z0 ,5312 ,9935
•2600 -1.1789 ,3901 L,_Zb ,o900 -,0977 ,6353 ,e300 ,50GO -,*_40 -,6275 ,5330 ,q9ZZ
•3000 -I.1064 ,4060 I.ZuPO • .7500 ,0375 ,6145 ,7711 .SOGO -,54_7 -,6410 ,5351 ,98E7
•3400 -.8576 ,4755 1,0_76 ,£000 .0810 ,7107 ,7156 ._LG% -,6414 -,6381 .5326 ,9928
•3800 -,_955 .9440 .9149 ,0900 .I190 .7117 ,5984 ,_oOO -,7401 -.6398 ,5312 ,9951
•4200 -.6_20 ,_6ti ,9710 ,9000 .167b ,7300 ,6_5 CHORDWISE
,4600 -,5972 ,54_6 ,97o2 ,9_00 ,LS_Z ,7389 ,6?17 ,0600 ,4500 -,8716 ,4696 1,0977
,5000 -,6158 ,5333 ,9_16 1,0000 ,12_7 ,7343 ,6789 ,14bU ,450G -i,1366 ,6015 1,1203
• 5400 -,6337 ,5331 ._918 .Z200 ,4500 -1,2237 .3841 1.Z537
•5800 -.6430 .5420 .977_ .3_00 .4500 -I.09_0 ,411_ I,ZG_6
,6Z00 -,6139 ,_479 .9061 .3RO0 ,4500 -.6103 .537_ .9_46
.6600 -._762 .56_I ._361 .4_C_s ,450_ -,6Z44 ,539W ,9818
,7000 -,5012 ,6030 ,_15 .5400 145G_ ",6310 1533_ " ,9_06
•7500 --.3769 .6371 ,62_
• 8000 -.Z343 ,6723 ,77_7 ._20_ .4_GO -,6037 ,5389 ,9827
.7Gb_ ,45c9 -,4901 ._707 ,9319
.8500 -.0995 .7_4_ .7Z_G ,80_ ,4_0 -,2347 ,639Z ,825_
.9000 .0081 .7199 .7013 ,qULO ,4540 ,00_5 ,701Z 7303
• 9500 ,0749 .725_ .6925
•1014 .355Z .13t6 .736g .6747
,97_0 ,0986 ,7416 .o675 .ZbO0 .35_2 .0109 ,70_5 ,7151
1,0000 .1247 ,7363 ,_7_9 .350u .3551 -.17/7 ,6524 ,_053
• 45_V ,355Z -.Z77_ .6ZTZ ,B_40
•5_00 ,3552 -.2616 ,6401 ,8241
.6bOC .35_Z -.0q59 .6740 .7720
•7500 ,3551 .03Z_ .7023 .7ZU9
•8Lb_ .3551 ._817 .713_ .69_3
• Sbbt .3_Z .1177 .73_8 .6543
_1 _ o9C_ ,35_Z ,1475 ,737Z ,6743
•9500 .3562 ._532 .7401 .66q7
PI 137,8030 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 MM C01 ,02229
TT 222.0592 K GRIT LDC ,0700 C CO2 ,02203
RC 4,U39Z MILLION CN ,7236 CD3 .OZO09
MACH ,7312 CM -,0574 CD4 ,01736
ALPHA Z,qB3_ O_G CC -,0098 CD5 ,01475
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC CP PpLIP1 MLOC XlC YIIBIZ) CP P_LIPT MLDC
0,0000 1,0508 ,9766 ,18%¢ 0,0000 1,05_8 ,9766 ,1840 ,5000 ,7401 -,5T04 ,55Z0 .9616
,0040 ,058Z ,717% ,7051 ,0040 ,8003 ,9111 ,3668 .500O o6414 -,565b ,5523 ,9612
,00%0 -,lg76 ,6497 .809% .0080 ,5771 ,8534 .4810 ,5000 ,5427 -,5617 ,5531 ,9598
,0150 -.3459 ,61Z4 ,_668 .0230 .4949 ,8311 .5205 ,5000 .4440 -,5625 ,5521 ,9613
• 0159 -,4953 ,5716 .919_ ,0500 ,3700 °7989 ,ST5Z ,5000 ,3454 -,5674 ,5516 ,9611 D
,0400 -,7369 ,5075 1,0336 ,1000 ,22%8 ,7bOb .6373 ,SGOC ,2467 -,5727 .5487 ,9669
,0600 -,9076 ,4617 1.1113 ,1500 ,1384 .7377 ,6735 .5000 .1480 -,5651 ,5518 ,9620
,0800 -1,1447 ,3979 1,_271 .2000 ,07BZ .7133 ,6959 ,_000 ,0493 -.5721 ,5497 .9653
,1000 -1,2198 ,38CZ 1.2_13 .2500 ,0047 .7039 .7Z61 .5000 -,0493 -,5681 ,553_ .9600
,1%00 -1,1858 .36%0 1.1937 .3530 -,1237 ,_697 ,7786 ,5U00 -,1480 -,5559 ,5548 ,9572
• 1800 -1,3059 .3581 1,3056 .%500 -,2309 o5553 ,g563 ,5000 -,2467 -,5598 ,5521 ,9614
,ZZO0 -1,3071 ,3545 1,31Z8 ,5500 -,Z0%5 ,63_5 ,8251 ,5000 -.3454 -.5626 ,5541 ,9582
,2600 -1,3377 ,3501 1,3ZZZ ,6500 -,0713 ,6455 ,8159 .506& -,4440 -,5708 ,5526 ,9607 W
,3000 -1,3311 ,3519 1,3165 ,7500 ,047T ,6618 ,7601 ,500G -.5427 -,5779 .5516 .9611
°3400 -1,3Z07 .3541 1.313_ ._CO0 .1001 .7135 o7112 .SGG_ -,6414 -,5951 ,5%4Z ,9741
,3800 -1,Z939 .3609 L._90_ ,6500 .1372 ,7270 ,6902 ,SGOC -,7%01 -,6083 ,5424 ,9770
,4100 -1,0320 ,42_8 i,1_96 ,9000 ,1611 ,7353 ,0773 CHORDWISE
.4600 -,6818 ,5216 1.01o6 ,9500 ,1719 ,7431 ,6650 .060G ,4500 -.9104 .4595 1.1151
.5_00 -,5546 .5568 ,_5%0 1.0030 ,1414 .7378 .6733 .1_00 ,4500 -1.1817 ,3649 1,191_
,5400 -,5418 ,5576 ,9527 .ZZCO .45G_ -1,3572 ,3470 1,3ZE6
.5800 -,5430 ,5573 ,_532 .3000 ,4500 -1,3113 ,3516 1,3171
• 6Z_9 -.5432 ,5619 ._59 ,3_0 .4500 -1,1431 ,3745 I.ZTZ7
,6600 -,5345 ,5753 .0247 ,4_00 ,4500 -,6570 ,5167 1,0023
•7000 -,4778 ,6028 ,_17 ,540_ ,450U -,5453 ,5568 ,9539
•75G0 -o3672 ,63_G ._274 ,6200 ,45G0 -,5519 ,555Z ,9565
.8000 -,2425 ,6716 ,7756 .TOOC .45G0 -.4677 ,5776 ,9211
,8500 -,1159 ,7030 ,7Z7% ,8000 ,4500 -,23_9 ,63_0 ,8273
,9000 ,OOZO ,7ZC% ,7u05 ,9_U_ .4500 -,G044 ,6995 ,7326
.9500 .0760 ,732_: ,_82% .1014 ,3551 ,ZIg_ ,75t8 ,64GZ
• 9750 ,1163 .7463 ,_6_ ,200_ ,3551 ,0738 ,71_8 ,?014
1.0000 ,1424 ,7378 ._733 .35G0 .3552 -,1184 ,6691 ,7796
.4500 ,3551 -,ZZ_2 ,6%20 .6212
,55o0 ,2552 -,ZO4Z .6485 ,811_
,650_ ,3551 -,0679 ,6_22 ,7594
,7500 ,3551 ,0507 .7140 ,7104
,_000 ,3552 .0974 .7ZSZ ,6930
,850G" ,355Z ,132g ,7350 ,6777
,9Ou_ .35_2 .1564 ,7413 ,6678
eqSCG t355Z ,1709 1745% ,6614
PT 1Z0,1537 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 _M CD1 .02895
I[ 20_.G%_ K GRIT LDC ,0700 C CDZ .0Z839
_C 4,07Z2 _ILLIO_ CN ,7746 CC3 ,0Z548
_ACH ,7332 CM -.O_E4 CD4 .OZO90
ALPHA 3.5131 OEG CC -.0115 CD5 ,_i545
UPPER SURFACE LO*_R SURFAC_ SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPI _LCC X/C CP P_LIPI _L03 X/_ ¥1(_1_) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.0143 ,9666 ,_00 0,0000 1,t143 ,96_8 ,_ZO0 ,500_ ,740_ -.6066 ,5390 .9814
.00%0 -,0211 .e9_3 ,13_ ,uO%J ._21 ,927_ ,3297 ,5_b0 .6%14 -,AZO_ ,5341 .9904
,0080 -,2836 ,6_e3 ._%_5 ,COCO ,5393 ._678 ,4545 .SLCG .5427 -.631Z ,5326 .9918
• 0150 -.3914 .59_ ,d25 ,J133 .5374 ,8%17 ,5012 ,5000 ,4%40 -,6364 ,5316 .9041
•0_50 -,5506 ,5564 ,_5_. ,05UO ,%10_ ,6.]8t ,559Z ,5_UO ,345% -,6601 ,5255 1,GG44
,0%00 -°7996 ,4g0% 1._o2% .1000 ,259% ,77J0 .6Z15 ,5£00 ,2457 -.6662 ,5138 1,0072
.0600 -.9738 ,44_5 1,_%_ .15J0 ,168_ .7%5_ ,6622 .50_0 ,14_0 -.6739 .5115 1.0109
,0800 -1,1870 ,3873 1.247_ ,2000 ,0982 ,7153 ,6930 .50v_ ,_49_ -.6691 .5235 1.0076
•1000 -I,Z606 .3671 I.'2_7% .ZSOO .OZBB ,70_7 .7218 ,50UU -,_%93 -,6538 ,5Z9% ,9981
• 1400 -1,3248 ,351_ 1,3195 .3500 -.1029 " ,6/3_ ,7714 ,SCOC -.14_0 -,6572 ,5145 1,0060
,1800 -1,3604 ,3423 1,33_7 ,%563 -,1166 ,_190 ,9986 ,5C00 -,2467 -,6351 ,5301 ,9_67
,ZZO0 -I,3754 ,3372 1,3_9% .5500 -,1991 ,6%Z9 ,_199 ,SGOO -,3%54 -.6Z13 °5344 ,990G
• ZTO0 -1,3_67 ,3387 1._462 .b>O0 -,0712 ,6472 ,U133 °SOuO -,4440 -,59_Z ,5403 ,9803
,3000 -1,3746 .3365 1,5_>9 ._5)_ ,0_34 .680% ,7623 .5000 -.5427 -,5837 ,544Z ,974Z
.3400 -1.3641 ,337_ 1._4 .80JJ ,0_63 .7111 .7148 .50GO -,6414 -.5816 ,5451 ,9725
,3800 -1,3722 ,3373 1,3_91 ,_500 ,1Z66 ,71_3 .6030 ,SCo_ -,7401 -,5661 ,5425 ,9768
,4ZGO -1.Z837 ,36Z0 1,2977 ,9_)9 ,15%8 ,7327 ,6813 CHORDWISE
,4600 -,8714 ,4698 1,U974 ,9500 ,1651 .7398 ,6703 ,0600 ,4500 -,9Z38 .4550 1,1231
,5000 -,6523 ,5456 .9719 1.0uO0 .1358 ,7340 .0793 ,14:0 ,4SOu -1,2984 ,3564 1,3GZ
,54G0 -.5832 ,55_8 .9_3 ,22u0 ,4_0 -1,394G ,32qB 1.3655
• SBOU -,5286 ,5670 ._37P ,3000 .45G0 -_,3751 .3358 1,3525
• 6ZOO -,5038 ,572Z ._2_6 ,3850 ,4500 -1,3Z76 ,349_ 1,32Z_
,6600 -,4902 .5814 ,g153 .4OGG .45U0 -.6449 ,4785 1.4825
•7030 -.441g ,6u31 odSl_ .5%0C ,45U0 -,5680 ,5%78 ,9b04
,7500 -,3594 ,63%3 ,8332 .62U_ .45GO -,5033 ,5655 ,940Z
.80_0 -.2430 ,6666 .?036 .7000 .4500 -.4340 ,5823 ,9136
,8500 -.1202 ,_950 .73_9 ,8_L0 ,45G_ -,1382 ,6364 ,8299
,9004 -.0117 ,7164 ,7_t_ ,gO0_ .4500 -.0165 .6_41 ,7411
.9500 .0671 .72%_ .09%4 .1014 .3552 .1517 .7659 ,6269
,9750 .IOll ,743Z ,_650 ,2_00 .355Z ,099Z o7Z44 ,69%4
1,0000 ,1358 ,7340 ,6793 .35_L .3552 -.10_0 ,6713 ,7748
._bCO .355Z -.Z13e ,6425 ,SZOb
,5500 ,3552 -,Z033 ,6444 ,8176
•65Q6 .355_ -,0678 ,6_7 .7618
.7500 ,3552 .04_ ,7125 .7126
.B_O0 .3551 ._959 .7256 .6926
•_Svu ,355_ .lZ91 ,7311 ,_8Z4
_1 _ ,9G_0 ,3_Z ,1546 .73gZ ,b?lZ
•_50G ,35_2 ,1618 .7408 .6687
PT 120,5519 _P_ GRIT SIZE .0586 MR CD1 .03567
TT ZbO.OZ69 K GRIT LCC .0700 C CDZ .03491
QC _.0826 _ILLION CX .8142 C03 .0316Z
MACH .7310 CM -.0590 CO4 .|)24§4
ALPHA 4.0299 OEG CC -.0130 CO5 .01895
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURF4CE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtL/PT ML_C XIC CP P_L/PT MLDC X/C Y/(BIZ) CP PsL/PT MLOC
0,0000 .9780 .9572 .2507 0.0000 ,9780 .q_72 .2507 .5000 .7401 -.6436 .5301 .9968
• 0040 -.1020 .6726 .7744 .0_40 .9C44 ,9379 .3039 .50OO ,6414 -.67Z7 ,5Z16 1.0107
• 0080 -.3748 .b044 .8793 .0080 .7021 .8850 .4113 .5000 .5427 -.6803 .5Z15 1.0109
• 0150 -.4754 .5741 .9Z67 .0Z30 .9772 .8519 .4838 .9000 .4440 -.7090 .9163 1.0226
.0290 -.6051 .5410 .9793 .0900 .6414 .b156 .9473 .5_0G .3454 -.7100 .5137 1.0236
t .0400 -.8614 .4785 1.0829 .luO0 .286Z .7755 .6135 .SCOO .2467 -.7406 .5069 1.0381
.0600 -1.0397 .4257 1.1754 .1500 .1964 .7536 .6485 .500O .1480 -.7633 .5035 1.0405
.0800 -1.19Z6 .3846 1.25Z7 .ZOoO .1Z14 .7316 .6815 .5000 .0493 -.7392 .9037 1.0601
• 1000 -1.3095 .3556 1.3109 .1500 .0413 .7104 .7160 .5_00 -.0493 -.734B .5002 1.0361
.1400 -1.3617 ,3406 1.3426 .3500 -.U_Ob .6762 .7687 .9000 -.1460 -.7127 .51_9 1.0282
• 1800 -1.4049 .3315 1.361S .450_ -.2105 .5078 1.033_ .5000 -.2667 -.67_8 .5227 1.0089
.2200 -1.4269 .3255 1._750 .5500 -.1926 .6440 ._182 .50_0 -.3654 -.b588 .5264 1.0029
,2600 -1.6375 .3136 1.3792 ._SdO -.0718 .6482 .8118 .5000 -.4640 -.6302 .9333 .9916
• 3000 -1.6225 .32_2 1.3756 .7500 .0427 .6810 .T614 .5000 -.5427 -.6036 .5398 .981_
• 3400 -1.4240 .3235 1.3793 .8000 .OglO .71_6 .7158 ._000 -._414 -.581Z .5480 .9681
.3800 -1.6283 .315U 1*3761 .o500 .1207 .7243 .6945 .5000 -.7401 -.5801 .5497 .9693
.6200 -1.3_20 °3429 1._37_ .gO00 .1492 .7318 .6827 CHORDWISE
.4_00 -18778 .46_7 1._976 .gOU .1511 .73_8 .6719 .OBO0 .4500 -.9961 .4374 1.1562
• 5000 -.7300 ._183 .qgg9 L.OOUO .1144 .7301 .6855 .1400 .4500 -1.3667 .33E9 1.3459
.5400 -.6570 .5511 .0630 .220_ .45_0 -1._561 .31_7 1.3870
.5800 -.5623 .5657 .940e .3000 .4500 -1.4427 .3205 1.3860
•6Z00 -.5062 .5763 .9_32 .3800 ,4500 -1.3893 .3339 1.357_
,6_00 -.4683 .5_73 .90_0 .660C .4500 -.9357 .4526 1.1277
• 7C00 -.4Z31 ._073 ._74_ .540C ,450u -,6157 ,5378 ,984_
• 750U -.3_38 .6357 .8309 .620_ .45uO -.50Z5 .5688 .9350
.6000 -.Z431 .b656 .7851 .7000 .4500 -.4255 .5890 .9033
,8500 -.1282 .aqOB .7,64 .BOO0 .45&0 -._408 .6363 .8300
• gUOO -.0311 .7151 .70_9 .go00 .4500 -.0300 .6912 .7441
.950G .0553 .72_4 .6943 .IC14 .355_ .28_2 .7735 .6168
• 9750 .0873 .7398 .67_3 .2000 .35_Z .1206 .7317 .6819
1.0000 01166 .73C1 ._P55 .350_ .355Z -.0851 .6769 .7678
.4500 .3551 -.ZOlO .6461 .8150
.5500 .3551 -.1_19 .6509 .8076
.65_0 .3552 -.0b_2 .6819 .7bOO
• 75_(_ .3552 .0452 .1113 .7147
.8_00 .3551 .0880 ./ZZL .6919
• 8500 .3552 .1218 .731B .662_
.90_L ,3552 .148_ .7395 .670_
.9500 .3552 .1533 .1397 .6705
°I 12_.582_ KPA GRIT $1ZE ,05_4 MM C_l ,063Z5
IT Z_.1_77 K GRIT LOC .0700 C C02 .G4Lgb
_C _.d7_3 _ILLIO_ CN .8465 CD3 .03761
_ACH .1311 C_ -.0500 CD4 ,bZd44
ALPHa 4.51bu DEG CC -,U137 CO5 .02215
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWI$E
X/C CP P_LIPI MLOC XlC CP P_L/PT _LOC XlC YI(B/Z) CP P_LIPI MLDC
O.GO00 .9378 .9_7_ .2790 _.O(3J .9378 .9470 .279_ .5000 .7431 -.6644 ,_2_5 1.0046
,0040 -.ZOO6 .649_ ._I_3 .CO_ .9471 .949Z ,Z737 ,50_0 .6414 -.6968 .51_3 1.0145
,0080 -,4442 .5840 .9111 .bU_3 .7486 .6970 .396W .5000 .5427 -.7_0 .5087 L.031_
• 0150 -.5423 .5574 .9531 .023v .6i93 .8637 .4621 .5000 .4440 -.7453 .5039 1.03_9
.0250 -.6590 .5273 i._l_ .o500 .4768 ._264 .538_ .SOGv .34_4 -.768T ._958 1.0534
•0400 -.8740 ,4_€5 l.iG31 .loOo ,313b .7_31 .6012 .Sobb .2487 -.7842 ,4914 l.OtOT
• 0600 -1.0835 .4134 1.19_0 .1500 .2135 ,7506 .643T ,5_0_ ,1480 -.7779 ,4967 I.U51_
•0800 -I,2512 .37G4 1.20&q ,EoJO ,I_68 ,7374 ,6740 ,5C00 .0403 -,7793 .4952 1.0962
• 1000 -1.3186 .3529 1.31_ .25d_ .C674 .7177 .7048 .500_ -._493 -.7756 .4955 1.0539
,1400 -1,3997 .33_? 1.3035 ,3530 -.0701 .6_Lg ,700_ ,5_00 -.14_0 -,1599 .69_9 1.0681
•1800 -1.4500 ,3221 1,3024 .4500 -.1945 .4939 1,0505 .bOmb -.246T -.73Z_ .5088 1.0317
•2200 -1.4663 ,3144 1._99t .5_00 -.1873 .1477 ,8125 .50OC -,3454 -.6984 ,5161 1.0196
•2600 -1,4_24 .3150 1,39F_ .0500 -.1748 .6_03 .8069 .SCOG -,4440 -,6573 .5293 ,9982
e3000 -1.4681 .3143 1.@000 .7500 ._3_0 .bB01 .7628 ,50GL -.5427 -.6253 ,5349 ,9892
•3_00 -1.4852 .3130 1.4o29 .8000 .08b6 ,7095 ,7175 ,500¢ -,6414 -.5567 .5456 .9719
.3800 -1.4696 ,313P 1._ul_ ._5_0 .1133 .7241 .69_5 .5_0: -,7401 -.5704 .5492 .g662
.4200 -1.3219 ,3523 1.317_ .900o .1348 .7297 ,6861 CHORDWISE
.4600 -.9017 .4607 1.1132 .9_00 .1355 .73_2 .6775 .O_OG .4_¢0 -1.0000 .4221 1.1821
.5000 -.7704 .5110 1.J2_1 l. O00O .0763 .7205 .7004 .1400 ,4500 -1.41_3 .3316 1.3516
.5400 -.7099 ,5444 .973_
•220_ .4500 -1.4919 .3102 1,4093
.6200"5800-.5300-'5962 .57_8"5605 .9224"9_1 .300_ .45_0 -1._8g4 .3060 1.6188
• 380u .45_0 -1,4492 .3Zlb 1.3836
• 6600 -.4666 .SqZ6 °89?7 .4600 .4500 --.8869 .4676 1,1C11
.70C0 -.4044 ,612_ ._bTZ .9460 .4500 -.6536 .5302 .9967
.7500 -.3379 .t386 ,52_ .620_ .45G0 -.5092 .5676 ,9370
.8000 -.2327 .6_6b .7835 .7000 .4500 -*_129 ,5923 *_902
.6500 -,1329 *6865 ,7531 .8000 ,4500 -.1404 ,0393 .8296
•9000 -.0693 ,7071 ,7111 ,9000 .4500 -.0432 .6906 .7666
.9500 .0283 .7132 .?11_ .I014 .3952 .3063 .78_0 .6063
.9750 .0523 ,73_0 ._779 ,2600 *3551 .1373 ,7365 ,6759
1.0000 .0763 .72_5 .7uL4 .356_ .3551 -.0713 .6817 .7604
.45LC .3552 -.18_4 ,6937 ,B033
• _u_ ,35_Z -,lu_9 ,65Zb .b050
• 66¢_ *3552 -.3681 .agoq ,7616
• 7500 .3S52 ,0430 .7125 .7128
.80_0 .3_52 *0_68 .7233 ,6961
•8_00 .3552 .1131 .T310 .6841315 .9100 .3551 .1369 .7364 .6756
•9500 .3_52 .1364 .73_4 .675_
PT 120.5904 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 MM CD1 .05777
IT Z00.1789 K GRIT LOC .0700 C COZ .05397
RC 4,0765 MILLION CN ,8372 CD3 ,0478_
MACH ,1311 CM -,0545 C04 ,03476
ALPHA 5.0234 OEG CC -,0113 CO5 ,02d45
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPI MLDC XIC CB PeLIPT MLOC XIC ¥1(812) CP Ptt/PT MLOC
0.0C00 .90_8 .q3_1 ,3034 _,0000 .9048 .9381 ,303_ .SOO0 ,740L -.6673 ,5247 1.0056
• 00_0 -,2b54 .631d .8370 .0040 .9742 ,9555 .2557 .5000 .641_ -.7045 ,5130 1.0248
,0080 -,50_9 .5656 .9385 .0080 .7931 .9092 .3711 .5000 .5427 -,7406 .5041 1.0395
,0150 -,6251 ,5402 ,9806 .OZ3_ ,5523 ,8718 .4468 .5000 .4440 -.7731 .4967 1.0518
• 0250 -,7226 .5126 L.UZ_5 .0500 ,5016 .8327 .5179 ,5000 .3454 -.7878 .4952 1.0543 j
.0400 -.9292 ,4556 1.1217 ,1000 .3324 ,7858 ,5968 .SCGO .2467 -,7921 .49_6 1,0519
.0600 -1.1467 .4005 1.52£5 .1500 .2351 .761_ .6362 .5000 .148U -,7745 .4958 1.0534
.0800 -1.5816 .3o05 1.300_ ,2030 ,1577 .7430 .6653 .5000 .0493 -.7840 ._950 1.0947
.1000 -1,3515 ,3444 1,3343 .2500 .0842 .7250 .6938 .5COG -.C493 -.7681 ,4970 1.0513
• 14UD -1,4318 .3228 L.3809 ,35o0 -,0619 ,5855 .7545 .5000 -.14e0 -.7646 .4993 1.0475
.1800 -1.4809 ,3122 1.40_7 ,4500 -.Lg83 .4_60 1.0529 .5OOC -.2457 -.74EU .5052 1.0377
.2200 -1.9030 ,30_ 1,4217 .5500 -.1968 .6504 .808_ .5000 -,345_ -.7088 .5142 1,0228
• 2600 -1.51Z7 .3529 1._260 .6500 -,0852 .6_57 .8140 .5&O0 -,44_0 -.67L0 .5255 1,0043
,3000 -1.4981 .3064 1.4179 ,7500 ,0246 .677_ ,76_9 .5000 -,5427 -,6197 .5868 .q860
• 3400 -1.3951 ,33_9 1.3531 .80OO ,0642 .7051 .7g28 .5000 -._614 -,5750 .5498 .9653
• 380U -1.1704 ,3q09 1.2_0_ ._500 .O_u ,7175 .7050 .5000 -.7_G1 -.5550 .5551 ,9567
• 4200 -.9382 .4533 1.12ol .90OO .1064 .7ZZ_ ;5977 CMORDWI3E
.4600 -.8395 ,4817 1.G770 ._500 ,07_5 .7282 ,6884 .06uO .4500 -1.1177 ,411& 1.5054
• 5000 -.7760 ,5148 1.C219 1.0000 -,0323 ._914 ,7454 .1400 .4500 -L,4390 .3240 1,378_
.5400 -.72_6 .53kU .9905 .2200 .4500 -1.5144 ,3009 1,43_7
• 5800 -.6291 .5545 .qSl7 .30G0 .4500 -1.5148 .3040 1.4234
.6200 -.5571 .5745 ,_260 .3_0_ .4500 -L.Z_57 ,3739 1.Z73g
.6600 -.4737 ,5_39 ._57 ,4000 .4500 -.8411 .4787 1.0822
• 7000 -.4047 .5177 .8587 .5400 ,4500 -.6958 .5191 1.0148
.7500 -.3184 .63_2 .831_ .OZO0 .45V_ -.5353 ,5608 ,9477
• 8000 -.2481 .8472 .7_70 .7000 .4500 -.3963 .5981 ,8891
,8500 -.1_82 ._6_9 .7_6 ,SGUO ._500 -,2380 ._%U5 .dZ36
.90_0 -,1290 .583_ ,757_ .9000 ,4500 -.1138 .6718 .7755
_9500 -.0659 .68_i .7_06 .1014 .3552 .326G .7849 .5983
.9750 -.048Z ,7199 .7_i_ ,ZO0_ .3552 .1551 .7407 .6689
l,OOOO -,0323 ,691_ ,7_5_ ,3500 ,_552 -,05_4 ,6885 ,7499
.450C ,3552 -.184U .5529 .8046
.550G .85_2 -,19Z1 ,5490 .8106
• 655U ,355Z -.0699 .6827 .7587
.750G .3552 .OZ9_ .7083 ,7198
.8_UO ,3552 .Obb7 .7174 ,7053
•85GU" .35D2 ,0938 ,7259 ,8923
• 9GO_ .3552 .09q4 ._271 ._901
.95_ .3552 .0816 .7215 ,69EF
PT 12u,5993 RPA GRIT SIZE ,0584 M_ COL ,_8555
IT 200,169_ K GRIT LSC ,U7UC C COZ .G8_57
_C 4,37_5 _LLLIO_ CN .8047 C03 .07550
MACH ,730q GH -.Oh7& C04 .05_75
AL_HA b.08_5 DEG CC --.0023 C05 ,05109
UPPER SURFACE LQWER SURFACE SP&NWIS£
XlC CP P,LIPf _LOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPr _LOC
0.0000 ,8385 .9Z_4 ._tO 3.uOOQ ,8385 .920_ .3_63 ,5000 .7401 -.6753 .5252 1.0048
,0040 -.3781 .599_ ._t5 .V_4_ 1._337 .972_ .2611 .SOOG ,6414 -.70_5 .5171 1.0180
• 0G80 -.6363 .5322 ,q93_ .O3_u ._652 ,9279 ,3285 .500G .542T -,7217 .5118 1,0268
• 0150 -.7204 .5122 l.uZ_l .G230 .1001 .E8_I ,4231 ,5_0_ .44_0 -.7214 .5115 1.0_78
.0250 -,8057 ,_8d8 1.J051 .0530 .5434 ,_424 .500_ ,50UO .3454 -.7303 .51_9 1.0283
.0400 -,996q ._3qZ I._511 .luOu ,3770 .800_ .5729 .5000 .2_67 -,7281 .5128 1.0252
.0600 -1.2101 .3832 l._bb5 .1500 ,2048 ,1693 ,6235 .5030 ,148_ -.7252 .5132 1.0237
.0800 -1.3703 ,3_i_ 1.8397 .ZOOj .1901 ,7511 ,6525 .5_U ,_493 -.7Z23 .5105 1.0288
•1000 -1.4202 .3270 1.8717 .2500 .IG60 .7288 ._7_ .50GO -,G_93 -,7880 .512_ 1,0Zb3
.1400 -1.4979 ,30_5 1,4158 ,350U -,_475 .6879 .7508 ,SOOO -,148U -.7323 .5111 1.0279
• 1_00 -1.5029 .3093 i,_113 .4500 -,1850 .5145 I,OZZ4 .50_0 -.2467 -.7406 .5103 1.0292
• 2200 -1,3762 .3359 L.35ZZ .5500 -.1991 .652Z .8057 ._ObO -.3454 -.72_L ,51U7 1.0285
.Z600 -I,2&84 ,3531 1,2:_5_ ._SJ_ -,103q ,6_88 ,8_08 .5000 -,4440 -,7165 ,5L71 1,0181
•3000 -1.0472 .4280 1.1713 .75_0 -.008_ ._728 .77%0 ,5_0_ -,542? -,_864 ,5218 1,0105
,3400 -,qZZ3 .45q0 l,/l_l ,80O_ .U289 ,_q93 ,7332 ,50Lb -,6414 -.b51Z ,5335 ,9913
•38_0 -,865g ,47_0 1.0902 ,8500 ,03_8 ,7095 ,7173 ,SUGC -,74_I -.t248 ,5378 .9845
,4ZOO -,8140 .4872 i._077 ,ZOO3 ,0398 .7Uql .7181 CHOPOWISE
.4600 -,7790 .49_1 1.u_q_ .95_o ,_103 .710_ ,7154 .0600 .45C0 -1.1673 .39_9 1.Z3Z9
• 5_00 -,7099 .5274 1.0_12 1.JO_O -,174_ .65_ ,SOZJ .1_0G ,4500 -1.4747 .3116 i.4G6G
,5400 -,6720 .5421 .9776 ,EZO0 .4500 -1.3221 ,3520 1.3183
• 58u0 -.6164 .5521 ,9614 .3000 ,4500 -1.040L .42E7 1.1699
• bZO0 -.563q .5700 ,_331 ,3800 .450_ -,8777 .471% 1.0947
,6600 -,5109 .58_0 .q111 ,4_00 ,45G0 -.7709 ,_955 1,C538
.7003 -.453G .bG04 ,b_5 ,54uG .4600 -,6730 .5241 l,OObO
• 75UU -.3qg6 .6083 ._733 .6ZOO ._5bO -.5500 .5537 ,958G
,800G -,3554 .tZ33 .b5_1 ,7000 ,4500 -,455.3 ,5812 .9155
• 8500 --,3085 .6305 .H390 .SG_b ,45_ -.353Z .8089 .872%
• qGoG -.Z71U .6422 ,8L99 .g_O_ .45_0 -.2779 ,6263 .8424
.9500 -.5314 .b%32 .81_5 .lb14 .3552 .3695 ,797o .5775
• 9750 -.ZZZl .7033 .7_71 ._LO0 .3552 .1865 .74q4 .6552
1.0000 -.174E .5545 ._020 ,35_G ,355Z -.0457 .6890 ,7492
.45G0 .355Z -.1812 ,6520 .806G
,550_ ,3952 -*Z005 ,6470 ,8136
.6_C_ ,3552 -,u9_3 .676Z .7687
• 75_ .3552 -.UOZ8 ,70Cb .7313
.@CC'G .3552 .J254 .7055 .7286
,8_b .3552 .0371 ,7104 .716U
1 _ .gUO0 .3552 .0354 .70_0 .7182
,9500 .3552 .0022 .7008 .7310
o.
PT l?3.z92J KPA GRIT SIZE ,0584 _ C01 ,01211
TT ZO_.7OOq K GRIT LOC .0700 C COZ ,U1214
R: 4.0797 _ILLION CN ,1934 C03 ,01193
MACH .7519 CM -.0564 C04 .01156
ALPHA -,9877 OEG CC ,0043 C0_ ,01143
UPPER SURFACE LUWER SURFACE _PANWXSE
XIC CP PmL/PI ML_C X/C CP PpL/PT MLOC XIC YI(BI2) CP P_L/PT MLDC
0.0000 1.0476 .4896 .14_2 0.0000 1.0976 .9855 .1442 .5(00 .7401 -.5258 .5435 ,9753
• 0040 .8016 .9062 .3775 .00_0 -.Z610 .o157 .8618 .9000 .6_14 -.5640 .5368 ,4860
.0080 .5791 .8_59 ._949 .0080 -.6390 .9190 1.0206 .5000 .5427 -.5974 .6315 .9445
,0190 ,3_72 .7844 ._910 .0230 -.1150 .69_2 .8_25 .COG .4440 ".5607 ,5318 .9941
• 0250 .1546 .7310 .6831 .0500 -.1177 .6574 .7977 .500u .3494 -.9662 .5317 .9942
k .0400 -.0475 .6612 .791B .1000 -.1907 .63_9 .832Z .5000 .2_67 -.56_1 .5398 .9877
• 0600 -.3440 .5991 ._938 .1_00 -.2192 .6309 .838_ .5000 .1480 -.9648 ,9337 .9911
.0800 -.4485 .Stb_ .93E2 .2000 -.Z47_ .6202 .85_ ._C_O .0493 -.5661 .9336 .9911
o1000 -.5033 .5518 ._620 .2500 -.2943 ._108 .86g_ .5000 -.C_q3 -.5739 .5315 .9947
,1400 -.5486 .5379 ,98_3 .3900 -°3979 .580_ .9158 .5000 -.1480 -.5655 .5317 .99_3
.1800 -.5726 .5327 .9927 ._5_0 -.4813 .5301 .9872 .5000 -°2407 -.5677 .§314 .9948
• ZZO0 -.5518 .536_ .9861 .5500 -.3693 .5578 .9524 .5000 -.345_ -.9732 .5240 .9486
_. .2600 -.5323 .9417 .9791 .0900 -.1724 .9863 .904_ .5000 -.4440 -.5678 .5341 .440513C00 -.5260 °9436 .97_ .7500 -.C159 .6_16 .8220 .5000 -.5427 -.9b03 .5343 .9901
.3400 -.5225 .9427 .9766 .BO_O ._4Z8 .6830 .75_3 .5COO -.6414 -.5958 .5340 .9409
.3800 -.5357 .5375 .9849 .8500 .0_9_ .6997 .7325 .9000 -.7401 -.9538 .534_ .9892
,4200 -.5419 .5370 .985_ ,9000 ,1266 ,7114 .7145 CHORDWISE
• 4600 -.9989 .9338 .99b_ .9500 .1481 .7212 .6492 .0600 .4900 -.3606 .5868 .9067
.5000 -.5579 .9Z90 .9976 l. OGO0 .1_37 .729_ .6927 .l_OC .4900 -.5343 .5431 19799
• 9400 -.5828 .5217 1.010_ .Z20O ._SuO -.5439 .5384 .9835
.9800 -.6088 .5260 1.003_ .3GGU .4500 -.5196 .5447 .9734
.0200 -.5943 .5332 .glg .3bOO .4500 -.5313 .5415 .978_
• 6600 -.9676 .550_ .90_1 ._600 .4500 -.5460 .5358 .9877
• 7000 -.4966 .9P37 ,_116 .5_00 .4503 -.5768 19Z47 .9975
.7500 -.3759 .6?29 .890, ,0200 .4500 -.5852 .5270 1.0019
,8000 -.2297 .E617 ,7qL1 ,7uo0 .45_0 -._8S0 ,5535 .9542
,8500 -,0976 ,6920 ,7_5 18000 ,4500 -,24&8 ,6225 ,8514
• 4000 .0186 .7120 .11_6 .guO_ .450d .0117 .oqUl .7474
•9500 .0957 .7186 .7033 .I014 °3952 -.1990 ,63_C .8351
.9750 11145 .7279 .o895 .200u .359_ -.2462 .6141 .8566
1.0000 .1437 ,7255 .6027 .350_ ,3592 -,3000 .577u ,9221
._500 .3592 -.4737 .5609 ,9476
.55G0 °35_g -.373Z ,5849 ,9097
•6500 ,3552 -,1640 ,6403 ,8239
,7_0_ ,35_Z -.015_ ,682Z ,7595
•_000 .3952 ,0436 ,6971 ,7360
.850_ .3552 .088_ .710_ o7153
.90_0 .3552 .1268 .7Zll .6945
• 95O0 .3952 ,1472 .7956 ,6924
P[ IZ3°3_gJ KPA GR{T SIZE .0584 M_ CO1 ,_1180
1{ 2d6._88_ K GPIT LCC °0700 C CDZ .01187
RC 4,3_35 _ILLlOh CN 13025 CD3 .01161
_AC_ .7_o C_ -,05_0 CD4 .01111
_LPHA ._dG_ DEG CC ,JC75 CO9 .01097
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_L/PT _LQC X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YI(81Z) CP P_LIPT MLBC
O,OOO0 1,1400 .9q77 ,0_71 _,_O)J I,I_00 ,_977 ,0571 ,SC_O ,7401 -,9717 15345 ,4o48
,0040 ,6737 ,8712 ,_£. ,_o@b 1_69_ ,7071 ,7212 ,5000 ,_414 -,5899 tSZe3 ,4997
10080 ,4314 .80_0 ,_52 ._383 -.2478 .E193 .858_ .GC_ .9427 -.54_Z .5271 1,0017
,0150 ,2233 ,7486 ._S_ .0230 ,u14_ .6920 ,7_36 ,5000 .4_40 -,9980 ,929_ 1,0052
.0250 .0164 ,6926 .7_3_ ._53_ .OlG9 .6913 ,74_5 .5000 ,3_54 -.5993 .5266 1.00Z6
.04OO -.Z9Z1 .62_7 .8_61 .1000 -.0_97 .6h93 .7793 .GCO .2417 -.6029 .5242 1.0005
.0600 -.9042 .9445 ._6_7 ./Suo -.1195 ,6_53 .8009 .9C00 .1_80 -.6032 .5258 1.0038
,0800 -,6166 ,5211 1.0115 2600 -,1_33 .6_22 .821J .9000 ._498 -.6090 .5227 1.0089
.1000 -.6803 .9030 1.041_ 95_0 -.2147 .6297 .e_03 .SOGC -.0443 -,6073 .5246 1.0095
.1400 -.7116 ._462 1.0526 35_0 -.325_ .9908 ,e_6_ .5OC_ -.1483 -.6045 .5269 1.6027
• 1800 -,7250 ,493_ 1,0566 %_J_ -,_Z@7 .5253 1,004_ *50UU -*2401 -16024 t520_ I10029
.2200 -.6741 .9033 1._0_ 5500 -.33_5 .9711 ,4313 15_3_ -.3_54 -16095 .5238 116072
,2600 -.6179 .9191 1.¢147 6500 -.1515 ,5_76 ,88_9 .9000 -,4440 -.6025 ,5257 1.0040
•3000 -.5982 .5273 1.0014 75u_ -.COG6 .6466 .8142 .5000 -.5_27 -.b028 .5293 1.004t
.3400 -.5844 .527_ 1.bU13 _OO0 .0_76 .6_88 .749_ .5_'30 -.6414 -.5912 .5264 1.0029
•3800 -.9436 .5273 l. Jv14 85'3_ .1_U3 .7055 .7237 .9_0£ -.74_1 -.5931 .52q4 .9479
,4200 -,5936 ,52t2 1,0032 gO00 .13_0 ,7151 ,7U8_ CHOROwISE
,4600 -,5994 19269 I,u027 95J0 ,149& ,7236 ,6955 ,O6OO ,490u -,5442 ,5421 ,9779
,9000 -,6042 ,9198 1,0136 1,0000 ,1281 .7128 .8go9 ,140L. .4500 -.6979 ,9013 1,0441
.9400 -.6186 .5170 1.0172 .2200 .4900 -.6677 .5073 1.0347
.SeOO -.6334 .SZi_ 1.31u4 ,3CO0 .4500 -.5974 .5270 L._Olq
• .6Z00 -.81Z4 .5367 .9_61 .3_0 ,4_00 -._922 .5Z9Z ,99_3
•6600 -,5633 .5571 ,g_35 .4bOO .450u -.5g17 °5279 1o0005
,7000 -,4912 .5911 .q001 ,5_00 ,490u -.6110 ,9Z39 I.U070
.7900 -.3633 .630u .93g_ .62_0 .4900 -.5968 .928_ 1.0022
.8000 -.2175 .6_7_ ,7_?€ .7(:_ .4500 -.48_ .5580 .9521
• 8900 -.0801 .64_ .7_£2 ,8_00 .4500 -,2232 ,627_ ,8431
•g000 .0223 ,7127 ,7125 ,gUrU ,4500 ,017H ,bg40 ,7414
.4500 ,OEq6 ,7199 .701_ ,101_ ,3952 -,0759 .6bF1 .7_12
,4750 ,1113 ,7292 ,6_08 ,2_CC ,3592 -,1618 ,8440 ,8182
1.0000 ,1281 .7228 .696g .350u .3_52 -,3226 ,bGZI ,8830
• 450u .3552 -._121 .5785 .9197
,5500 .3552 -.3355 .5972 .840t
•65U_ ,3552 -,1476 ,848@ ,8108
• 7_00 .3552 .G005 ,6895 .7482
,BO£C ,3552 ,0553 .703q .726q
.8560 .3552 .og71 .7193 .7085
_7 .9_GC ,35_Z .1327 .7240 .6940
• 9500 .3952 .147b .720E ,667_
PT 113.3165 _PA GRIT SiZE .u584 MM C01 ,01Z7Q
TT 209.7730 K GRIT LOC .0700 C CO2 .01196
_ 4.0708 _ILLIDN CN ,4429 CD3 ,01261
MACH .7493 CM -.0532 CD% ,01184
ALPHA 1.0183 DEG CC .0036 C05 ,&116_
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P_L/PI MLOC
0,0000 1,1400 ,9975 ,G_q O.OuO0 1,1400 .9975 ,0599 ,5000 ,7401 -,6084 ,5232 1.0081
.0040 ,4989 .823_ .5341 .0040 .3811 ,7911 ,58bb .5000 .6116 -.6260 .5211 1.0113
• 0080 ,2441 .7528 .6498 .00_0 .1013 ,7156 .7081 .5000 .5427 -.6332 .5188 1.0152
,01§0 ,0348 ,6994 ,7330 ,0Z30 ,2140 .7456 .6611 ,5000 .4440 -.6368 .5182 1.0162
• 0250 -.1500 .6498 .d093 .0500 .1522 .7189 .6873 ,5C00 .3454 -,6422 ,5170 1.0182
• 0400 -,4181 .5711 .9203 .1000 .0452 ,7006 .731Z ,5000 ,2467 -,6418 .5165 1,0190
,ObO0 -.6607 .5107 1.UZe5 ,1500 -.0260 .6791 ,7643 .5000 ,1460 -,6419 ,5145 1.0223
,0800 -,8531 ,4583 1.A_73 .ZOO0 -,0740 ,6679 ,7814 .50C0 .0493 -,6471 ,5145 1,0123
,1000 -.8485 ,4595 1,1153 .ZSO0 -.1340 .6538 .8_31 ,50;0 -.0493 -,6469 ,5154 I,OZO8
•1400 -.9ZO0 .4413 L,i47Z ,3500 -.2509 .o225 .8513 .500U -.1480 -.6466 .5148 1.0219
•1800 -.9484 .4339 l*Ib06 .4500 --.3559 .5190 1.0149 .5000 --.Z467 -.6465 ,514Z IeOZZ9
•ZZO0 -.97Z0 ,4Z39 1.17eb ,5500 -.Z939 ,593Z ,8968 .5000 -.3454 -,6528 .5118 1.0268
•Z600 -,9638 .4314 1.1o_1 .6500 -.IZ68 ,b_97 .8711 .5000 -.4440 -.6459 .5138 1.0Z34 _4
•3000 -.8915 .457Z ],1191 .7500 ,0142 ,6548 .8016 .5¢00 -,_4Z7 -.646U .5138 1,0Z35
.3400 -.5998 ,5283 ,9998 .@OuO .0_80 .6938 .7418 ,5000 -.6414 -.64Z7 .51_4 1.0ZOE
• 3800 -.5951 ,5141 .99_4 .8500 .L063 .70_4 ,7191 .5C00 -.7401 -.6432 .5121 Z.OZbl
,4200 -,6244 .5116 1.01_ .900_ ,1356 ,7168 .7061 CHORDwI_E
,4600 -,64Z9 .5169 1.0184 .9500 .1444 ,7276 ,6894 ,0600 .450_ -,7005 .499e 1.0406
• 5000 -.6375 .513_ 1.01_0 l.uO00 ,1165 ,7204 .7_06 ,1400 .4500 -._322 ,43el 1.1565
.5400 -.6530 .50_P 1.0317 .2200 .1500 -.9553 .4307 1.1663
.5_00 -.6640 ._198 1._1_ .300¢ .4500 -.7604 .4833 1.0744
•6200 -.6274 .5372 .q_53 .38G_ ,4500 -.6153 °5225 1.0092
• 660u -,5661 .5568 .95_1 ,4600 ,4500 -.6312 ,5156 1,0205
.7000 -.4913 .5912 .69_3 .540u .4500 -.6419 ,5138 1.0235
.7500 -.3584 ,6311 ._381 .6100 .4900 -,616Z ,5_14 1,0093
,8000 -eZIZ7 .6673 ,7_5 ,7000 ,4500 -.4811 .5578 .9529
• _900 -,0797 .6935 .7111 .BOO0 ,4500 -.1190 ,6Z94 ,B40b
.9000 .017I .7097 .7171 ,OU_ .45G0 ,0094 .6910 ,7459
29500 .0753 ,71_3 .71ul .1014 .3551 ,0334 ,6981 ,7350
.9750 .0993 ,71_l .6u_4 .ZOOC .3551 -.0731 ,6693 .7799
1.0000 ,1165 .7204 .70_ .35_0 .3551 -,Z489 .6120 .o5Z1
• 4500 .3551 -.3490 ,5941 .8951
• _500 ,3551 -.1941 .6096 ,8711
,6500 .3552 -,1243 .65_5 .8006
,75U_ .355_ .0130 ,69Z6 .7435
.60GO .3_5g .0659 .705Z .724G
.854_ .3552 .1030 .Z164 .7067
.9000 .3_51 ,13_6 ,7Z60 ,6919
• 958_ l ,35_Z -Jl_2g .7263 .bgA4
PT I13.3205 <PA GRIT SIZE .056_ MH CDI ,01651
IT 2_5._u_J K GPl/ LCC .070G C C02 .01664
_C _.0731 MILLIU_ CN .6t44 CD3 ._I_42
_ACH .7911 C_ -.0570 CD4 .U1370
ALPHA Z.L30_ OEG CC -.0018 CD5 .01_13
UPPER SUkFACE LDWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT KL_C xl_ cp P_L/PI MLOC XIC Y#(BIZ) CP PeLIPI MLOC
0.0000 1.1254 .9936 .J_c! 0.0030 1.]Z_4 ,993o ,UbL ,5_0_ .7_01 -,_640 .5347 ,9895
.0040 .3181 .7735 .ble7 .uS_O .6163 .85_ .4771 .5000 .641_ -.5691 .5336 ._911
,0080 .0612 .703_ .12_9 .b{_O .3524 .7_27 .6_19 .50_0 .64g7 -.5674 .5339 .9907
•0150 -.I06_ .t574 .7970 .023U .3_15 .7_58 ,5967 .5000 .44_0 -.5915 .Z4H 1.0055
,0150 -.Z_ZO ._10_ .9o%_ .u_O0 .Z_O .7_01 ._3_1 .SuOu .34_4 -.5701 .5319 .9939
.0400 -.5396 .5431 ._7ou .lu_O .1402 ,7Z55 .6916 ,SLOo ,1461 -.5717 .5321 ,_936
• 0600 -.7720 .4764 1.u_66 .1505 .v037 .7041 .7159 .SONG .1480 -.5713 .5319 .9940
•0800 -.9144 .43_3 1.1611 .Z_J_ .00_0 ._677 .7510 .SGG_ .U493 -.5598 ,5366 .9864
•1000 -I,0435 .4{IB 1.2198 .35JJ -.j659 .tb85 .7805 .56_U -.L49S -.57Z3 ,5315 .9946
•I%uO -1.0916 .3_94 I,Z435 ,35)0 -,1906 .6391 ._31u .UO0 -.14_0 -.57Z9 .5309 .9956
• 18_u -1.1097 .3855 1._ .45uu -._978 .5378 .90_4 .5000 -.1467 -.58_4 ,5171 1,0018
• ZZO0 -1.1472 .3779 1.Z_51 .5500 -,2547 .6056 .8174 .5_GG -.3454 -,6ZkG ,5147 1.0219
.Z6CO -i,1436 .3771 1,2_7_ .6_00 -.LO05 ._180 ._3 .5C00 -.444_ -.5806 ,52_i .9985
.3000 -1.1508 .3761 1,_7/_ .79vv .029@ .654j .7_51 .5_00 -.5427 -.5987 .5_39 1.0_69
• 340U -1,1566 .37_Z 1.1731 .8000 .0841 .6948 .7401 .50C0 -,6414 -.6065 .5211 1,0114
• 3800 -1.1462 .37t7 1,_0:Z ._J ,1211 .7103 .7161 ,5C0_ -.7401 -.5163 ,51_8 1.0153
•4100 -1.II15 ,3829 1.19_i .Coo .1510 .7Z16 .6987 CHORDWI$E
,4600 -.7996 .4609 I,_979 .qSOD .1585 .7201 .6873 .ObO0 .4500 -.7892 .4723 1.0930
• SOO0 -.5590 .5408 ,0799 l,_u_O ._313 .7131 .6964 ./40_ .45¢0 -1.0794 .3942 1.1343
• 5_00 -.540_ ,53_1 ._839 .1200 .4500 -1.1711 .3710 L.2797
• 5800 -.5454 .5361 .9_71 .3CO_ .4500 -1.1301 .3811 1,1596 •
,6200 -.5613 .5432 ._757 .3PO0 .4500 -1,0103 .3934 1.2358
•6bOO -.5292 .5593 .95_ .4_CG .4500 -.7521 ,4833 1.0744
•70uo -.4681 .58§8 ._0_0 .54_C .4500 -.544Z .5_06 9799
•7500 -.355Z .62_8 ._
• 6ZO_ .15_b -.5563 .537_ .9897
• 8000 -.Z]41 .6615 .7911 ,70_C_ .45_0 -.4644 ,5627 .9447
•850_ -.0943 .b_97 .7_79 .BUG0 .4500 -.1159 .61E9 .8415 P
.9000 .0103 ,707_ .72ul .96_ ._SGU .0096 .huB3 .7501
• 9500 .0769 .7159 .7J76 .101_ .3551 ,1316 .72_6 .5971
• 9750 .1071 ,7197 ._0 .2_U .3551 .0057 .6869 .7491
1.3000 .1313 .7231 ._964 .3_C0 .35_Z -.1P03 .6381 ._17_
,_5_G .3952 -.Z895 .60_9 .87Z3
•5500 .355Z -.2541 .61_b .8556
.bSO_ .355Z -.0992 .6611 .7910
.7_00 .3b_Z ,0330 ,69o3 '7379
• _00_ ,355Z ._80_ .7096 ,7173
.85v_ .3551 .1211 .7111 .6994
1 8 .900_ .35_Z .1477 .7185 .6880
,9500 .3552 .1566 .7303 .6852
aT L13,3480 KP_ GRIT SIZE .0584 MM CD1 *0Z011
TT Z05._54Z K GRIT LDC .0700 C CDZ .0Z019
RC _,0776 MZLLION CN ,6572 C03 .01977
MACH ,751g CM -.0585 CD4 °01584
ALPHA Z,4948 DEG CC -,0037 CD5 ,01470
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWI_E
XIC CF P_LIPT MLDC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT MLOC .
0,0000 1,1087 ,q890 ,1Zb6 0,0000 1,1C87 ,9890 ,1256 ,5000 .7401 -.ob08 .5079 1.0332
• 0040 .2395 ,753b .64_ .G040 .b872 .8742 .4423 .5000 .6414 -.7510 .4817 1,0770
• 0080 -,0070 ,686Z ,7534 ,0080 ,4350 ,8054 ,5_45 ,5000 ,5427 -,796_ ,4694 1,09Ul
• 0150 -,1867 ._395 .EZ_Z ,Og30 ._116 ,7998 ,5738 ,5000 ,4440 -o7915 .4702 1,0967
,0250 -,339_ .5964 .O_L7 ,0500 .3041 ,7711 .6206 .5_00 .3454 -.e086 .4653 1.105Z
°0400 -.5923 .5289 ,9q94 ,1000 .1706 .7335 ,6801 ,5000 .2467 -.7e06 ,4740 1.0902
.0600 -.8028 ,4689 1,09_9 .1500 .0944 .7138 .7109 .5CC0 .1480 -,7921 ,4711 1.0951
• 0800 -1,0023 .41_1 1.1948 .ZLOO .03!4 .6954 .7391 .5000 ,0493 -.7330 ,4871 1,067_
• 1000 -1,0_11 ,3930 1,2366 .2_00 -._36_ .6800 ,7630 ,5000 -,0493 -,7276 ,4B_7 1,0634
• 1400 -1.154b ,3738 L.2741 .3500 -.1656 ,6436 .8189 .5000 -.1480 -,7153 .4935 1.0571
• 1800 -1.1669 .3711 1.27q5 ,4500 -,2842 .5088 1.0316 .5000 -,2467 -,7023 .4984 1.0490
.Z200 -1.2001 ,3622 1,2974 ,5500 -,2392 .6100 ._736 .500_ -.3454 -.6873 ,4999 1,0465
• 2600 -1.1869 .3607 1.39_3 ,6S00 -.Oqb5 ,6116 ,8512 ,500G -.4440 -,6382 ,5169 1,0183
_, ,3000 -1.1985 .3617 1._84 .7500 ,C3_Z .66Z6 .7897 .5000 -.5427 -.6426 ,5111 1,0262
• 3400 -1,1973 .3601 1.3017 .u_30 ,08_3 .6967 °7373 ,5000 -,6414 -,6441 o5116 1.0272
.3800 -1,2022 .35P0 1,30_2 ,8500 ,1202 .7111 .7149 .500_ -,7401 -,6487 .5104 1,0291
,4200 -1,1963 ,3597 1.3015 .gO00 °146B .7207 ,7001 CHOROWISE
.4600 -1.1382 .37_3 1.g?L1 .9_00 .1594 ,7255 .6925 .0600 .4500 -.d167 ,4649 1.105q
• 5000 -.6651 .5320 .0938 1.0000 o1308 ,7211 ,_995 ,1400 ,4500 -1.1334 .3769 1.2678
• 5400 -°5731 .54_1 ._711 ,ZZO0 ,4500 -1.2063 .3601 1.3016
,SBO0 -,5169 ,54_8 ,q65_ ,3000 ,4500 -1,1823 ,3637 1,2943
• 6200 -,5031 .5553 ,0564 .3_00 ,4500 -1.1550 ,3760 1.2696
,6600 -,4865 .5690 ,_3_7 .4600 .4500 -1.0823 ,3945 1.2337
• 7000 -._377 ,5940 .e9_5 .5_00 .45o0 -o5716 ,5309 .9956
• 7500 -.3495 .b280 ,_2_ ,6200 ,4500 -,5040 ,54q6 °9_55
• EO00 -.2166 .b629 .7_Z .7000 ,4500 -.4323 ,5697 .9336
°8500 -.0986 o_88_ .749_ ,ECOG ,4500 -,2112 ,bZe5 ,8421
,9000 ,0G50 ,7076 °7104 ,9000 ,4500 ,0003 ,bE71 .751_
• 9500 .0758 .7158 .7_77 .1014 °3552 .164g .7313 ,bE36
• g750 ,1058 ,73_ ,_56 ,2000 ,3552 .0301 ,693b ,7621
1,0000 ,1308 ,7211 .59o5 .3500 ,3552 -.1644 °6424 .B207
• 4500 ,3552 -,27_G .b11Z ,8688
• 55_0 ,355_ -.2425 .6220 .e522
,65_0 .3551 -,_896 ,6618 ,7_08
• 75_0 ,3552 *0374 .6990 .1336
,80C_ ,3552 .O_3q ,7110 ,7152
,8500 .3552 .1176 °71E7 .7032
• 900_ ,355_ ,148_ .7272 ,bO0
,gSOG ,3552 ,1576 .7305 ,b_48
P[ 113._40k KFA GRIT _IZE ,0_84 HM CD1 .OZbO0
Ir 205.769_ K GRZT LOG .07JC C CD2 .01571
_C 4.d74_ _ILLIOh CN ,7IOZ CD3 ,0Z394
_ACH .7_01 CM -,0605 CD4 ,0177b
ALPHA 3,_160 OEG CC -.004_ COS ,01577
UPPER SURFACE LOWER _URFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPI MLOC XIC CP P_LIPI ML3C XIC Yl(_I21 :P P*LlPl MLOC
O.O00O 1,0836 .9823 .loJo O.uO_u 1,183b ,9823 ,16_0 .5000 ,74bl -,7017 .4749 1.088_
•0040 ,1714 .7329 ,_II ,uO_U ,767_ ,8_b6 ,3977 .SubG .6_I_ -.8150 ,46_9 I,I059
o0080 -.0954 ,6619 ,1Q07 ,OO_O ,5209 ,o291 o52_Z ,5000 ,5427 -,8697 ,4_3q 1,1250
• 0150 -.2457 ,b2_9 ._53_ .023J ._690 .8153 .547B .5000 ,4440 -,697q ._43_ 1,1435
,0250 -,4056 ,5BG2 ._170 .0500 ,3_61 ,78J_ ,o&_3 ,SGOC' .34_4 -,8461 ,4598 1.1147
•0400 -,_591 ,5108 I._Z_4 °lOgO ,ZI3U ,7460 ,b605 ,5_00 .2467 -,8952 ,4411 1,1477
•O60O -.E351 .462_ 1.1102 .15_0 ,12oh .7ZZZ ,0977 ,SC&O ,i_03 -,8168 .467Z I°I019
• 0800 -1,0697 ,39_3 1,??_ ,20JO ,0564 ,7_33 ,7170 .5CC0 .0493 -,9137 ,4660 1.1005
.1000 -1.1349 .3820 1._7_ .2500 -,_137 ,be3g ,75bg ._000 -.C4_3 -,839_ ,4587 1.1166
.1400 -1.2207 .3639 1.193e .3500 -.13_6 .b_Z9 ,BO_5 ,5000 -.1_80 -.7789 .476g 1.0_53
.1800 -1.2235 .35_Z 1.313€ .4_00 -.2663 .4801 1.079d .SG_G -,2467 -.7093 .498_ 1.0490
• ZZOO -1.2335 ,3494 1,3Z37 .5_00 -,1251 ,616_ ,B610 ,50CG -,3454 -.b986 ,5007 1.0452
°2600 -1,2698 .344q 1,3332 ,_5'JO -,0927 ,6E73 ,b4_d ,5_CC' -,4440 -°6792 .5040 1.0397
• 300C -1.2621 .3443 1.33_5 ,7500 ,03Bb .tO41 ,7873 ,5000 -,5427 -,6517 ,5115 1,0272
• 3400 -1,2591 .343g 1.3353 .80_0 .07El .7023 ,7185 ,5000 -,_14 -,6317 .5162 1.0196
.3800 -1.1661 ,3_53 1.3373 ,_500 .ll_l .70_ .7191 ,5000 -.7401 -.622_ .5184 1.0159
.4200 -1.2713 .34i9 1.3395 .9_J_ .1479 .7175 .7051 C_ORDWISE
•4600 -1.2090 .3615 1.29_L ._OO .157C .72g0 ,6871 ,06_0 .4500 -,8432 .4561 1,IZ11
• SudO -.77Z7 ,5099 1.03_0 1.O&bj ,123_ .7223 .6976 .1400 .4500 11.1901 ,3b19 1.2980
• 5400 -.6434 .54_B .9731 ._ZO0 .4500 -1.g817 ,341b 1.3402
• SeO0 -.5306 ,5561 .g)51 .3000 .4500 -1,2770 ,3461 1.3305
.6200 -.4886 .5635 .9_35 .3_OU .4500 -1.228_ .3584 1.3051
• 6600 -.4547 .5746 .9256 ._600 .4500 -l.lgqO .360q I.Zgg
.7000 -,41fib ,5973 ,eG_ .540_ .4500 -.b162 .52Z0 1.0100
.7500 --.3433 .6295 ._405 .6200 .4500 -.4933 .5536 .95gl
• 8000 -,2221 .658B .7_55 ,7&O_ ,4500 -,413_ .9757 ,9242
,8500 -,1088 .68_4 ,754t ._C .45_0 -,2194 ,62qZ ._410
• 9000 -.0109 .7C4_ ._45 .90G_ .45_0 -.0078 .b872 .1518
• 9500 ,0624 .713_ .711_ ,1014 ,355_ .2053 ,7444 .6630
.q750 .0q42 .7313 .b_35 ,ZOGO .3552 .0577 ,7045 .7251
110000 .1234 .7_3 ._976 .3500 .355_ -,1439 .646_ .8137
._00 .3552 -.15t4 .b175 .85q0
• _5C¢ ,355Z -,2332 ,62_7 ,8465
• 6500 .3552 -.0797 .6691 .7797
• 750_ .355Z .0399 .7009 ,7307
• 8000 .3552 .0815 .7095 .7175
.esoc .355z .117e .7zo9 ,6_99
_1 _ ._000 .355Z .141g ,7Z63 ,6914
•950C' ,3552 *1517 .7301 .685_
PT lZ3.32C8 KPA GRIT SIZE ,0984 MR CD1 *03394
Tl Z05,6914 K GRIT LOC .0700 C COZ ,03315
RC 4.07qg MILLION CN ,7470 CD3 ,02954
HACH .7515 CM -.ObZ3 C04 .OZOBb
ALPHA 3.5223 DEG CC -.0047 CD5 ,01745
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_LIPT _LOC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT MLQC
0,0000 1.0602 ,9757 ,1870 u. O000 1,0602 .9757 ,1870 .5000 o7401 -,7945 ,4726 1.0925
,UU40 ,0865 .7112 ,71qF ,0040 .8091 ,g069 .3Tb¢ ,5000 ,6414 -,9111 .4381 1.15Z9
• 0080 -.1673 ,6421 ,8211 ,008_ .5860 ,8460 ,6933 ,5000 ,5427 -,97Z2 ,4225 L,1813
.0150 -.2951 ,6057 ,8773 ,0230 .5lOb .8261 .5224 .5000 .4440 -,9585 .4Z56 1.1751
.0250 -.4462 .5647 .2414 .uSO0 .3875 *7230 .5853 .500U ,3454 -.9553 .4254 1.1760
• 0400 -.6870 ,4977 1,0501 .1000 1230Z ,7505 ,6534 .5000 ,2467 -,9337 .4322 2.1635
.0600 -,8092 ,4522 1,1279 ,1_00 ,1510 ,7287 .6877 ,5C00 *1460 -,9052 ,6410 1,1677
.0800 -1.0847 ,3_10 1,2_03 ,ZO_ .0804 .709_ .718Z .5000 .0493 -.8913 .4449 1.1608
.1000 -1.1611 ,3687 1.2_42 .2530 ,0058 ._678 .7510 .5000 -.0493 -.8975 .4413 1.1472
.1_u_ -1.ZZ6g .3512 1.3165 .39uO -.1Zg8 .6515 ,8067 .SOLO -.148u -.8683 .4504 1.1206
,18UU -1,26Z4 .3405 L._42_ .4500 -.2562 ,446e 1.137_ ,5000 -,2667 -,8543 .4540 1.1245
• Z200 -1,2956 ,3360 1,3521 ,5500 -,2262 ,0186 ,6573 ,SuGO -,3454 -.8012 ,6689 1.0988
.2600 -1,2932 ,3369 1,3502 .6500 -.0920 ,6Z50 .8675 ,5COG -.4440 -.7106 ,6954 1,0539 ,_
• 3000 -1.3057 .3339 1.35t7 ,750_ ,U266 .6607 .7925 ,500O -.5427 -,6973 .6930 1.0580
• 3600 -1,Z982 ,3326 1.3594 .8000 .J733 ,6937 .741_ .5000 -,6414 -,6Z71 ,5189 1,0150
.3800 -1.3075 ,3312 1.3024 .BSOu .1109 .7U56 .7Z35 ,5000 -,7401 -,6159 ,5181 1.0163
,4Z00 -1,3174 ,32_1 1.35_Z ,9030 ,1398 .71_0 ,704Z C_ORDWISE
• 4600 -1,2853 .3353 1.35_0 ,9500 ,1406 .7260 ,6918 ,0600 ,4500 -,_503 .4525 1,1276
.5000 -.8731 .4997 1,0_e7 _.G_00 ,_950 .7_21 ,713% .1400 .4500 -1,2163 .3554 1.3113
• 5600 -,6860 ,_ZE6 .9V93 ,ZZO& ,6500 -1,3140 .3279 1,3090
.5800 -,5834 .5403 .97_ ,3C00 .4500 -1.3036 .3327 1,3591
,b20O -,5188 ,5608 ,_477 ,3800 .4500 -1.2014 ,3413 1.34G_
,6600 -,4597 ,5777 ._19 .40_0 ,4500 -1,2592 ,3456 1.3_17
.7000 -,4024 ,5987 ._862 .546_ ,4500 -,6790 ,4224 1.o473
• 7500 -,3232 .bZ7g ._4_ .0200 ,6500 -,5059 ,5498 .9651
,8000 -.2199 .6551 ._12 .TGOb ,450u -,4036 ,5783 .9201
.653_ -,1225 ,675_ ,77_6 oSOOu .4500 -.2190 ,6287 ,_410
.qO00 -,0336 ,70_4 ,72_9 .9_0 .4500 -.3305 .6791 .7043
• 9500 .0666 ,7057 .7Z3_ ,1016 ,3552 .2316 ,7494 ,6552
._750 .0713 .7246 ._1 ,2000 .355Z .0797 ,T079 ,7199
1.OOGQ .0950 .7121 .71_ .3500 .3552 -.1282 .0501 .8082
,45uU .3552 -,242Z ,62¢8 ,8540
• 5500 .3552 -,2287 ,6Z40 .8491
,65_0 .3552 -,0823 ,6650 ,7B60
,7500 ,355Z .0303 ,6941 .7412
• 8000 ,355Z °0767 .7086 .7109
• 8500 .355Z .110_ ,7154 .7083
.Cbu ,3552 .1351 .7242 ,6947
._5_0 .3552 ,1439 ,7273 °6899
PT IZ3.30_7 KPA GRIT SIZE ,0584 MM CDI .04287
IT Z_,722_ K GRIT LDC ,0700 C CD2 .04150
_ 4.u7_0 _ILLI_N CN .1766 C03 .03586
_ACH .7514 C_ -,0624 CO4 .02534
ALPHA 4.v_9 _EG CE -.0049 CD5 ,019%0
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC xlC CP P,LIP[ HLOC XIC Y/(BIZ) CP P*LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0351 °9090 .?12_ J.OOUO 1,_351 .9o90 ,Z1Z4 ,50u_ .7401 -,7467 ,4846 1.¢TZZ
.0040 ,0226 ,b934 .7423 ,G04_ .8547 ,9167 .3%99 .5000 ,0414 -,7944 .4699 1.0971
.00_0 -.2353 ,0237 ._94 ,Ov_O .5466 ._6Zg ,4b49 *SOOG .5427 -._80 .4651 1.1055
.0150 -.3593 .58_7 ._23 .0230 ,5533 .8380 .5086 ,5000 .4440 -.8366 ,4609 1.11Z8
.0Z50 -.4994 .5537 .9_9(, .0500 .4193 .6o15 ,571Z ,500_ ,3454 -,83_5 .4588 1,116%
,04_0 -.7605 ._876 1.U671 ,1000 ,2632 .7507 ,6_36 ,5000 ,2467 -._Z_5 .4660 1,1039
,0600 -.9301 .433_ 1.1512 .15J_ .175(, .7353 .0774 .5000 .1480 -,8037 ,4665 1.1030
.0800 -1.1059 .3_73 i.2474 .2000 .1003 .713_ ,7107 .50_0 ._493 -.7975 .4679 1.1006
.1COO -1.2101 .350_ 1.3_3_ .2500 .u_73 ._948 .74oL .500o -.0493 -.8113 ,4658 1,1042
• 1400 -1,2622 ,3%33 1.3304 ,3500 -,1109 .6_69 ,7953 .50_0 --.14_0 -,b161 ._63_ 1,1G_7
,1800 -1,3024 ,3335 1.357o .4530 -,2_09 ._711 1,0952 ,5000 -.2467 -.8044 .46_0 1,1004
,2200 -1,3228 .3279 1.3096 .5500 -.2236 .6213 ._532 .50G£ -.3454 -.7b07 ,_795 1,0508
• 2600 -1.3313 ,3253 1,_[54 .6500 m,Og31 .0271 *b443 .50C0 --.444U --.7126 °4933 1.0575
,3000 --1.3390 .3235 1*37_1 .7_JO *t)gSG .6625 .7397 .5_£0 -.5627 -,6749 ,_031 1.0411
• 3400 -1.3405 .3211 i.3_47 ._0_ ._727 .693_ .7410 ,5C00 -,_414 -,0321 .5156 1,0205
,3800 -1,3471 ,3212 1,_44 ,_500 ,1Lu8 .7u73 .720_ ,S&OO -,7401 -.6053 ,5252 1,0049
.4200 -1.3569 ,31_1 1.3_1 .9000 .1225 .7150 ,7090 CHORDWI_E
• 4600 -1,2290 .3523 1.3176 .9500 .1257 .7207 .7CO1 .ObO0 ,4500 -.9014 ,4421 1.1658
.5000 -.8014 .6991 1.0_7_ 1,0_0_ ,u644 .7_5 .7250 .14C_ .45_0 -I.2650 ,3455 1.3318
.5400 -.7023 .5103 1._194 .ZZuu .4_00 -1,3677 .3197 1,3877
,5800 -.6216 .5352 .0986 .300_ ,4500 -1,3570 .3180 1.3902
o6200 -o5513 .55_4 ._kO .3_00 .4500 -1.3189 ,3308 1.3633
.6600 -,4786 .5751 ._251 ,4_OU .45_0 -1.Z355 .3533 1.3156
,7000 -,4065 .OG_4 .8940 .5400 .4500 -,0733 .5055 1._371
.7500 -.3147 ,0269 ._4_ .620¢ .45C0 -.513i ,5472 ,9093
,8000 -.2198 .65Z1 ._JS_ .T_CC .45_0 -,3931 .5794 .91E3
.8500 -.1291 .OtqZ ,77_6 ,uCuu ,4_v -.Z2Zb .6285 .eN20
.9toc -.0653 .6_97 ,7_80 ,900& .AS_ -.0582 °5709 ,7769
• q50Q .0080 .7011 ,73_4 ,1014 ,3_52 .2615 .1590 .6400
.9750 ,0%44 .7221 ,_979 .2000 .3052 .103_ .7152 .7086
1.UGO0 ,0644 .7046 .7_50 .3500 .3552 -.1051 .6587 ,7956
• 4500 ,3552 -.2281 ob267 ,8449
• 5500 ,3552 -,2240 ,6zqo ,o413
.b5£_ .3562 -._867 .6635 ,7882
.750_ ,355_ ,0201 ,0956 ,73_9
.80¢& ,3552 ,9719 ,7079 .7199
•85uG .3552 .1019 .7159 ,7075
_20 .900_ .35_z .ZZZl .72cz .7_oB
.9500 .3552 .1199 .7201 ,7010
PT 1Z3,3395 KPA G_IT SIZE ,058@ MM CD1 ,06136
IT 205,8107 K GRIT LOC ,07GO C CDZ ,05780
RC @,U766 MILLION CN ,7_41 CD3 ,05015
MACH .7513 CM -.0581 CD@ ,03497
ALPHA %,_110 OEG CC ,0001 C05 .0Z666
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC x/c YIIBIZ) CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 .9989 .9594 ,Z439 0,0030 .9909 .9594 .Z@39 .5000 .7@CL -.67_4 .5376 1.0337
.0040 -.0352 .6702 .7_8 .0040 .U996 .9313 .3172 .5000 .641@ -.6978 .4994 1.0472
• 0080 -,3071 .6052 ._782 ,0080 ,6887 .8740 ,k@Z6 .5000 .5@27 -,7316 ,69Z6 1,0586
• ,0150 -.4021 ,5749 .925@ .0230 .5801 ,847@ ,4910 ,5000 ,@@40 -,7332 .4907 1,0619
.0250 -,5350 .5417 .97_1 .0500 .@@13 ,bOb@ .56Z9 .50G_ .3@5@ -.7331 ,@890 1.0637
• 0_00 -,7719 ._775 1._8@2 .1000 ,2878 .7001 .0286 ,5000 ,2@07 -.7099 ,@937 1,0567
.0600 -,geSZ ._ZO0 1,1859 .1500 .1916 .7407 ,6088 .5000 ,1@80 -.7U57 .@956 1.0530
• 0800 -1,1211 .38_3 1.2613 ,200n ,1148 .7173 ,7053 .5000 ,¢493 -,71@2 .4943 1.0559
• 1000 -1.21@_ ,35@2 1,3137 .2500 ,0349 ,6960 .7383 .5000 -.0493 -.7288 ,_915 1,0600
.1400 -1,1932 .3345 1.3553 ,3500 -.106@ .6584 .796Z .5000 -,1480 -.7153 .@92@ 1.0590
.1800 -1.33@2 .3245 1,377G .45_0 -.1390 .@953 1.GS@Z .5000 -.2_07 -.7210 .4929 1.0582
.2200 -1.3582 .3170 L,3_Eb .5500 -.2357 .622_ .8509 .5000 -,3@5@ -.6883 .%999 1.0404
• 2600 -1,3_85 .31_7 1.3944 .5500 -.1156 ,6219 .8513 .50_0 -.@4@0 -,6572 ,5090 1,0313
• 3000 -1.3881 ,3133 1.4022 .7500 -._001 ,05@5 ,8021 .500_ -,5@27 -o6317 .5274 1,0175
.3400 -1o3607 ,3107 _.3d77 .6000 .G449 ,6868 .7515 .5¢00 -.6@1@ -.589Z .5272 1,0016
.3800 -1.3353 ,3296 1.3659 ._500 .0680 .6996 .7317 .5_00 -.7@01 -,57@1 °5306 .9960
.@Zoo -I.0185 .@13_ 1.197q .qo00 .0E16 .7057 .7Z33 CHOROWI_E
.4500 -,8176 .@039 1.Lu76 ,9_0 .0038 .7104 .71_1 .ObUu .@5_U -.257@ .4Z69 1.1732
• 5000 -.70_ .5059 1.¢3_@ 1,U_OO -.0872 ,6021 .720@ .1@0_ ,@_00 -1.3110 ,3330 1,3573
• 5_00 -.6_51 o52¢9 _,0118 ,2ZG_ .450G -1,38@8 ,3121 1.4049
• 5800 -,0125 ,5380 ,9F32 ,3UG¢ .4500 -1.3784 .3101 1,4995
.6200 -.5509 .5572 .053% .3600 .%500 -1.1323 .37_4 1.268U
,6600 -,@_63 ,57%9 ,9253 .@bOO ._5UU -.79_9 .%702 1.0957
,7000 -,4121 ,5976 .e_g ,5400 .4500 -,65_B ,5102 1,029q
•7500 -.3353 ,6129 ._62 ,8ZOO ,4500 -,5Z93 ,5647 .9733
.8_Ou -.2733 .027_ .093_ .7000 .4500 -.40_6 .5745 .9251
,8500 -.2205 .652_ ._0_1 .80_L ._SGO -.2655 .6157 .86L9
.gooc -,1332 ,_539 .8030 ,9000 ,@500 -.1027 ,6428 ._201
.9500 -.123@ .66_E .7933 .101@ .3551 .28@8 .76_8 .6306
,9750 -.0982 ,7¢%7 .72@9 ,2GGC" .35_Z ,1138 .7170 ,7058
1.0000 -,0672 .66_1 .79u@ .3500 .3552 -.0992 .660_ ,7931
.450_ .3551 -.120_ .6Z75 .8430
.5500 .3552 -.Z348 .62@3 .8405
._50_ .3551 -.1_93 ,_56_ .7992
• 75U0 .3551 .0019 .6873 .7517
.ZOO0 .3552 .0939 ._989 .7338
.8500 .3552 .0712 .7077 .7203
• 9_O .3552 .0831 .7109 .7153
.9500 .355Z .u704 .7071 .7212
PT 123.3_3 KPA GRIT _IZE .0584 _M CO1 .07805
IT _U_.gx_ K GoIT LOC ._700 C CO2 .&7@03
K_ _.0719 MILLID_ CN ,7319 CO3 .ObbTl
4ACH .751_ CM -.0_64 CD@ .0481@
ALPHa 5.:_2_J D_G CC .0056 C05 .0328Z
UPPE9 SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPi _LDC X/C CP P_LIP1 _LO: XIC Yl(_I21 CP P_LIPI MLOC
o.a_co .9762 ,95_ .20_7 v._3_J .0702 .9531 .2027 .5000 .7601 -.0631 .51ZZ 1,02_1
.00_0 -.1055 .6S_5 .79D9 .OU%u .9359 ._21 .2929 .5GO0 ._@I@ -.6661 .5069 1,03_8
.G090 -.3535 .59_0 .gOl7 .OC_O .7359 .F_bF .4175 .5006 .5927 -.bEOl .5035 1.0_03
•0150 -.9606 .56_2 ._@db ,0230 .6_29 .85_@ .%793 .SUCO ._0 -.680@ .501B 1.0433
.0250 -.5857 .528_ .9_97 ,0500 .@t75 ._L@@ .5_93 .SCO_ ,3@5@ -.0861 .5019 1.0432
.0_00 -.8029 .%679 L,Lvvn .ZOO0 .3_97 .7720 .619_ ,SL_OG .2667 -.6809 ,5029 t.O@14
.0600 -1.0136 .4107 1.2031 .15uQ .2069 .7_29 .b_5_ ,50_0 .I_60 -.6797 .5060 1.0382
.uSO0 -1.171G .3766 I._8L3 .2000 ,132_ ,7_21 .6_7g ,SLO0 .0@_3 -.6755 .5037 1.0401
• 1000 -1.2335 .3560 1.3_2_ .250_ .0513 .7000 .7311 .SOGG -._@93 -.0774 .5010 1.0431
,1@00 -1.3175 ,3208 1.3719 ,3500 -._b08 ,_002 .7_33 .5000 -,1460 -.0807 .5010 1.0436
.1_00 -1.3032 .31_ 1.39_7 %500 -.2420 .5_51 1.0313 .5000 -.2467 -._773 .@997 1.0469
• 2200 -1,3_55 .309_ 1,%115 5500 -.2389 .0207 .95@1 .50&0 -.345@ -.0910 .50Zb 1.0_19
• 2600 -1.3791 .31_E 1.3987 05_0 -.12_5 ._235 .8_9_ .SO_O -._%@0 -.6E7_ .5053 1.0375
.3000 -1.2558 .3@55 1.33_0 7500 -.0222 .0522 .8050 ._CU6 -.5@27 -.0386 .514_ 1.0225
•3qO0 -.97@0 .@233 1.1798 80o0 .0177 .6802 ,7_26 .5000 -.t414 -.6023 .5251 1.0049
,3800 -.8252 ,4692 1.107_ _SOo .0403 .691_ .1955 .5000 -.74ai -.5805 .5307 .9959
,@200 -.758@ ._E_. 1.vTt9 .gOOU .¢_9U .6979 ,7353 CHOROWISE
.@600 -.7269 ,@q_t: 1.0017 ,QSOb .01G7 .702_ ,7291 .QbO¢ .&500 -1.0032 ,4151 1.19_8
.5COO -.bbb3 .514_ 1.GZlg 1.0000 -,1521 .6452 ,8153 .1_00 ,@500 -1,3205 .3200 1.3737
• 5900 -.6375 .52_0 1.J_03 .22_ .%500 -1.@131 .303b 1.424@
.5800 -,5943 .53_9 .9_11 .3_C0 .45_G -1.2530 .3_27 1.3231
• 6200 -.5_27 ._531 ._b_B ._bO_ .45G0 -,85_1 ._0 /.1231
• 6600 -.9896 ,56_7 ,93b3 ._CU ._500 -.71_@ .@89_ 1.0_47
• 7000 -.6417 .5762 ,9202 .5400 .4500 -.63@@ .5_48 1.0218
• 7500 -.3903 .5_G@ ._867 .629C .@506 -.5312 ,5422 .2762
,8000 -,3370 ,bOS8 ,_772 ,7GGO ,@500 -,@307 ,5723 ,_295
.8500 -,2987 .016_ ._06 .8900 .@SuO -.3370 .5962 .8921
.9000 -.26Z9 .6_8@ ._12 ._000 .@500 -.2634 .0129 ,8662
.9500 -,2215 ,634@ ,8329 .1014 .355Z .3030 .769_ .6227
.9750 -,1981 .0903 .7971 .2000 .3552 .1312 .7250 .6935
1.0000 -.1591 ,6_59 ,_53 .3500 .3952 -,0986 .6610 .7922
•_500 .3551 -.2317 .6231 .8504
,55_0 .3552 -.2%36 .6115 .8529
.650G .3552 -.1155 ,_57e ,7971
.?500 .3)52 -.0129 ._38 .7570
.8_6¢ .3551 .0111 .6914 .7454
.eDOC .355_ .0397 .6981 .7349321 .9_b_ .3552 .a@39 .6993 .7332
.950G .3552 ,0173 .6225 .7437
Pr 124,8050 KPA GRIT _IZE ,0584 MM CD1 ,0124€
TT 210,0003 K GRIT LOC ,0700 C C02 ,01247
RC 4,&_72 _ILLIDN CN ,1887 CD3 ,01Z28
MACH ,7554 CM -,0571 C04 ,01190
ALPHA -.9877 DEG CC ,0095 CO5 .011b7
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtL/PT HLOC X/C CP PJLIPT MLOC X/C Y/(B/2) CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1055 ,9862 ,1411 0,0000 1,1056 ,985g ,1411 ,5000 ,7€01 -,56€5 ,5273 1,0013
•00_0 ,8276 ,9090 ,3716 ,0040 -,2509 ,6081 ,8735 ,5GOG ,5614 -,5602 ,5216 1,0107
,0080 ,6065 ,8471 ,€92€ ,0080 -,6400 ,6995 1,0671 ,5000 ,}%27 -*5589 *5Z05 1*0123
,0150 ,3958 ,7827 ,5920 .0230 -,1621 ,6331 .8350 ,5_00 ,4460 -,5702 ,5202 1,0130
.0Z50 ,1847 ,7303 ,b_92 .0500 -,116Z ,5465 ,8144 ,5000 ,3654 -,5759 ,5173 1,0177
,0600 -,0789 ,6568 ,79_5 ,IOOU -,1_97 ,5252 ,8472 ,5000 ,2467 -,5790 ,5170 1,01_1
,0600 -,3Z0€ ,5891 .9u32 ,1500 -,220€ ,6167 ,8503 ,5000 ,1480 -,5805 ,5163 1.0194
• OBO0 -,4278 ,5559 ,9507 ,Z030 -.2521 ,6077 ,87€2 ,5000 ,0493 -,5824 ,5151 1,0213
• 1000 -,4892 ,5627 ,9T55 ,2500 -,3COG ,5951 ,8938 ,5000 -.069_ -.5859 ,5129 1,0249
,1400 -,5€80 ,5275 1.&01g .3500 -.6086 ,5553 ,9605 ,5000 -,1480 -,5851 ,5135 1,0240
• 18U0 -,5765 .5195 1,0137 ,€500 -,5081 ,5185 1,0157 °5000 -,2457 -,5840 ,5138 1,0235
,2200 -,5589 ,5243 1,¢U52 ,5500 -,3795 ,5358 ,9850 ,5000 -,3454 -,5895 ,5128 1,0252 j_• 2500 -, 367 , _5 ,9_78 ,6 -,1658 , 722 . 295 , 4 -,€€4u -, 0Z , 51 ,G213
• 3000 -,5311 ,5311 ,9_53 ,7500 -,0116 ,6318 ,8309 ,5000 -,5627 -,5783 ,5151 1,0198
,3400 -,5308 ,5295 ,9_73 .8000 .0501 .5753 ,7585 ,5000 -,2414 -,5775 ,5167 1.0187
• 3800 -.5628 ,_279 1,uu_¢ ,8530 ,0968 ,6935 ,7419 ,5000 -,7601 -,5719 ,5173 1,0175
,4200 -,5484 ,5253 1,G031 ,9000 ,13Gb ,7058 ,7231 CHOROWISE
,46u0 -,5578 ,5195 1,0140 .9500 ,1527 ,7152 ,7087 ,0600 ,45U0 -,3463 ,5806 ,9164
• 5000 -,5751 ,509_ 1,03_0 1,U000 .1403 .716L ,7072 ,1400 ,€500 -,5364 ,5276 1,0010
,5600 -,b050 ,500_ 1,0657 ,2200 ,45_0 -,5574 ,5210 1,0117
• 5800 -,6376 .5012 1,_425 .3000 ,45G0 -,5284 ,5285 ,9992
• 6200 -,6285 ,5159 1,0200 ,3800 ,6500 -,5413 ,5249 1,0052
• 6600 -,5751 ,5405 ,9_00 ,4600 ,4500 -,5631 ,5180 1,0155
• 7000 -,4883 ,5770 ,9221 ,5400 ,6550 -,5959 ,5109 1,0282
,7500 -,3579 ,6182 ._579 ,620_ ,6500 -,6169 ,503€ 1,0405
,8000 -,2116 ,6558 ,_00_ .7000 .€500 -,4799 ,56Z2 ,977€
,8500 -.0763 ,685_ .7565 ,BOO0 ,4500 -,2174 ,6159 ,8_15
,9000 ,0288 ,70kc ,7Z51 ,9_bO ,45u0 ,0229 ,5_29 ,7585
t9500 ,0651 ,71u9 ,71:Z ,1014 ,3552 -,1974 ,5214 ,8_30
• 97_0 ,1211 ,7193 ,70ZZ ,2000 ,3552 -,2530 ,6062 ,876_
1,0000 ,1403 ,71_1 ,7072 ,350C ,3552 -.4083 ,5b27 ,9446
,45UO ,3552 -,5017 ,5367 ,9852
,550_ ,3552 -,3868 ,5685 ,9352
,5_00 ,3552 -,1585 ,52_3 ,8409
• 750_ ,3552 -,_118 ,0731 ,7735
,800C ,3552 ,0461 ,6887 ,7695
• B_O_ .3552 ,0920 ,1032 ,7Z72
•g_O_ ,3552 .1284 ,7125 .7129
• 9500 ,3552 .1506 ,71d3 ,7037
PT 124,7e62 KPA GRIT SIZE ,0556 _M C01 ,01325
TT 2_0,_725 K GRIT LOG ,0700 C C02 ,01323
QC _,0_0_ _ILLION CN ,649G C03 .G13Ub
_AC_ .7o70 CM -,0_4C C_6 ,01228
ALPtIA 1.o_5 OFt CC ,0547 C05 .O/ZoO
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWI$_
XIC CP P_LIPT _LnC XIC CP P_LIPI _LOC X/C YI(_I_) CP P_LIPI ML_C
0,0000 1,1647 .9qb_ ,007_ OeO00_ 1,1447 ,99bb 10578 ,50GO .7401 -,_842 ,5139 I,U253
•00€0 .5601 .8276 ._h7 ._0%J .358_ .7775 ,510€ ,SOO0 .5€14 -.590b ,51€0 1,0231
,0080 ,2906 ,75o0 ,_6i5 .0_ .071€ .6972 .7355 ,500{: ,5€27 -.5781 ,_159 1,019_
,0153 ,090_ ,7036 .7!_ ,u23_ ,2_i7 ,7331 ,bEOd ,5000 ,4640 -,5725 ,5152 1,0102
• 0250 -.0975 ,5503 ,¢.J_ ,05u_ ,162_ ,7104 ,706fl ,50uu ,3454 -,5666 ,5197 1,0135
,0400 -,3547 ,5779 ,92t._ ,1000 ,0_08 ,6d87 ,7495 ,_000 ,2467 -,5_55 ,5199 1,0134
• 0600 -,5993 ,5103 1.L2q3 .15'JO -,0285 ,_OB8 ,7802 .SGO0 ,1€80 -.5712 .5188 1,0152
,0800 -,7922 ,€553 1,12_ ,2000 -,0609 ,t545 ,_G19 .SGOC ,0493 -,5745 ,5155 1,0205
,I000 -.7966 ,€531 1,1253 .2503 -.146€ ,_.362 ,_271 ,5000 -,0493 -.5532 ,51q9 1,0134
•160_ -*Bbl7 .€357 1,1572 ,3500 112510 .6048 ,87@7 ,5000 -.I€E0 -,Sbgb o5170 1,0181
• 1800 1,9200 ,421_ 1,1n32 ,%5_3 --,3e02 ,SZZZ 1,O09b ,5000 -,2€67 -,5921 ,5093 1,030_
,2200 -,9419 ,4164 1,19_2 ,5500 -,3119 ,_716 ,9309 ,500U -,3_54 -,5974 .5095 1,0305
• 2600 -,9652 ,4106 1.2u_9 .6_00 -,1307 ,5596 ,902_ ,5000 -,€440 -,6013 ,_096 1,0304
,3000 -,9603 ,4086 1.206.5 .750_ .u161 .6396 ._2_0 ,5000 -.5€27 -,6G95 ,5055 1,0355
,3400 -,9557 ,4121 1,2u06 ,8GQO ,0_72 ,5806 ,7620 ,5000 -,6414 1,5195 ,5050 1,0354
• 3_00 -,9155 ,4217 1,1_2_ ,_50_ ,1579 ,0968 ,7371 ,50uO -.7€ul -,5351 ,5005 1,0655
,4200 -,7584 ,6_37 1,10_0 ,gO00 ,1371 ,7074 ,7205 CHOROWISE
,4600 -,6045 ,5091 1,0312 ,953_ .I€87 ,7170 l ,7059 ,0_00 ,4540 -,6395 ,4999 1,0464
• 5000 -,5537 ,511€ 1.0276 1,0000 ,116_ ,7100 .7165 ,16u0 .€500 -.8777 ,4299 1,1678
•5400 -.5963 ,4992 I._475 ,2200 ,4500 -,9481 ,6115 1,2015
,5800 -,6415 ,5011 1,0%44 ,3000 .65_ 1,9107 ,€247 1,1772
• 6200 1,6252 ,5201 1,u131 ,3_00 ,4500 -,8885 ,42_P 1,1698
• 6600 -,5626 ,5647 ,9733 ,46C_ ,4500 -,6092 ,5069 1,0348
• 7000 -,4706 .5825 ,9135 ,5€U0 ,45=0 -.5773 .5154 1.0208
,7500 -,3313 .6223 .651c ,52GG .45_0 -.5082 ,5053 1,0375
•8000 -,1942 .6571 ,7980 ,70Uv ,€50u -.6o53 ,5473 ,9_92
.0500 -.0727 ,582_ ,75t6
IBGOG 14500 I120010 o5215 .8529
.9000 ,0214 .7004 ,7310 .qooL ,65_J .0124 .5806 .7520
,9500 ,0789 ,756_ ,7251 ,1014 ,3_52 ,0311 ,6851 ,7535
,9750 ,0954 ,71_9 ,7029 ,2000 ,3552 -,0772 ,5559 ,7999
1,0000 ,1168 ,7155 ,71_6 ,3500 .3552 -,ZbOL ,b057 ,a77€
,65_0 ,3552 -,3589 ,5724 ,9293
• 5500 .3552 -.3094 ,5901 ,9015
• bSG_ .35_2 -,1277 .6427 ,8201
,.7_00 ,3552 .U11_ +5603 ,7525
• Ebuu .3552 ,0677 .6950 ,73_3
,_500 .3552 ,LOSe ,7054 .7223322 ,9uou ,3_Z ,1350 ,7139 ,7107
,95_b ,3552 .14bG ,7190 ,7028
PT 124.7675 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 MH C01 .01868
TT 210,5610 K GRIT LOC .0700 C COZ ,01875
RC 4.0_0Z _ZLLIOH CN ,59_9 CD3 .01e_6
M_CH .7661 CM -.0605 C04 ,016Z8
ALPHA 2.0259 DEG CC .0017 C05 .C1539
UPPER SURFACE LOW[R SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PaLIFT HLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC YIKEIZ) CP PpLIPr MLOC
O.OGO0 1.1367 .9948 .0861 G.000_ 1.1367 ,9948 .0861 .5000 .7401 -.9374 .4149 1.1951
• OG4O .3850 .7843 .5993 ,_040 .5791 ,8394 .506Z .5000 .6414 -.9830 .604Z 1,Z151
.0080 11367 ,7137 .7110 .C080 .3116 .7650 .6306 ,5C00 .5417 -1.0306 ,3905 1,1414
• 0150 -o0536 .6638 o787E .UZ30 .3632 .7737 .6163 .SGOG .4_40 "1,0295 ,3903 1.Z416
•0250 -.2148 .6167 .8002 .0500 .2486 .7k62 .6603 .5000 13656 -1,0593 .380Z 1.Z613
.0_00 -.4643 .5467 .9762 .1000 .1280 .7136 .7111 .5C00 .2467 -1.07C2 .3780 1.1646
.0600 -.7038 .4810 1.0702 .1500 .u69Z ,6897 .7_0 .5000 .1480 -1.0330 .3921 1.Z38Z
• 3850 -.8873 .6207 1.16_8 .2000 -.009Z ,6755 .7698 .5_00 .0693 -110417 .3843 1.1533
• .I000 -197_3 .4032 1.2171 .25C0 -o071G .6590 .7952 .5000 -.0k93 -1.0678 ,3773 1.ZbTO
,1600 -1.0187 .3899 1.2_2_ .3>00 -.2046 .61_7 .8557 .5COC -.1480 -1.0782 ,37Z7 1.2762
,1800 -1.0504 .383_ 1,1552 ._550 -.3165 .3919 1,2385 .5000 -.2667 -1.0630 .3871 1,2678
.2200 -1.0861 .3740 1.17_ .55J0 -.Z774 .5863 .9075 .5GOb -.3656 -1.001_ .3996 1.ZZ4Z
• 2600 -1.0958 .3721 1.2772 .6500 -.1123 .5991 .fl873 .5000 -,4460 -19971 ,3989 1.2Z53
• 3050 -1.1005 .36€3 1.Z829 .7500 ,019_ .6_53 .81bZ .50_0 -.5617 -,9870 ,_039 1._157
.3400 -1.1134 .3679 1.2856 ,8000 .0749 .6810 .761; .500_ -.6414 -.9609 .41_Z I.ZCC_
.3800 -1.1155 .3668 1.288_ .85J0 .1121 .6978 .7355 .5000 -.7_01 -.9613 .6083 1.2076
.6200 -I.1126 .3671 I,_o73 .GO0 .1605 ,7_89 .7186 CH_RDwXbE
°6600 -1.0930 ,37_d 1,18_U .955d .1496 .7169 .7059 °0600 .4500 -o7379 .6724 1,0928
• 5000 -1.0175 .6503 1.1313 1.00C0 .1090 .7070 .7213 .1400 .450_ -1,0199 .3938 1.2369
,5_00 -.8133 .5184 ,9997 .2200 .4500 -1.120k .3683 1.2851
.5800 -.5626 .53c8 ,9811 ._¢00 .kSO0 -1.0813 .3763 1.2690
• 6100 -.6864 .551_ ._025 .3EO0 .6500 -1.v598 .381_ 1.2581
.6600 -.4657 ,5653 ,_5 .6600 .6500 -1.0721 .3807 1.2606
• 7000 -.3917 ,5911 °8998 o560G .6500 -.7006 148_I 1.0730
.7500 -.3113 .62_7 .c_7_ 1_Z00 .k500 -.4891 ,542§ ,9769
.8000 -.1922 .653_ .8030 .7_60 .6500 -.6025 .5659 .9396
• 8500 -.0E37 .6796 .7639 .8OC0 .45G0 -.1952 .624Z ._40_
.9000 ,0027 .69_ ,7377 .9C¢0 .450_ -.000Z .6785 .7651
• 95C0 .0660 .6995 .7329 .1016 .3552 .1ZOb .711_ .7138
.9750 .0809 .71;g .7016 .ZOGC .355Z -.0077 .6764 .7715
1.0_00 .1090 .7070 .7113 .3500 .3_51 -.1978 .6Z_0 .8506
,4500 .3552 -.3127 .5909 .9003
.55_¢ .3551 -,Z736 .603_ ,8808
• 650_ ,3551 -.1079 .6477 .8125
.75_0 .3551 .0238 .6862 .7566
.800C ,3551 .0757 .6999 .7323
.8500 .3551 .II13 ,7099 .7169
.9000 .3551 .1381 .1170 .7058
.9500 .3552 .1_07 .716_ ,7_62
or 123.Z;56 <PA GRIT SIZE ._586 M_ C01 .OZ33G
TT Z07.5;06 K GRIT LOC .0700 C C02 ,02368
RC _.Ob_t _ILLION CN .6663 CD3 .6_336
_A_H ,7653 CM -.0623 CO_ .01815
ALPHA _.5254 OEG CC .0005 CD5 .01696
UPPER S_RFACE LOWER SURFACE _PAN_X_E
X/C CP P_LIPT _LOC xlC CP P_LIPT HLOC X/C Y1(812) CP P_L/PT HLOC
O,OOO0 1.1256 .9909 ,11_4 0,u_00 1.1256 ._909 .1146 .SGOC .7401 -1.000_ .3983 l. ZZ63
.0040 .3179 .7652 .63¢1 .¢a_a .6_60 .85o0 .675_ .SCUO ._16 -1.0703 .3021 1.2576
.ObBO .0575 ,6932 .7_ .OOtO .3900 ,7_91 .5Q13 .5COO .5_27 -1.1076 .3736 1.Z7_5
• 0150 -.1169 .6;75 .8129 .0230 .3851 ,782; .6023 .5050 .A6_O -1.1155 ,3611 1.2995
.0250 -.2618 .5980 ,_77 .0_00 ,2894 .757_ .661_ .SCoO .345_ -1.1372 .3o35 1.2_48
• _400 -.5183 .53_1 .9936 .1_00 .16_9 .7101 .7010 .5000 .2467 -1.1394 .3601 1.3C17
•0600 -.7596 ._711 1.0_52 .1500 .0799 ._993 .733Z .50_u .Ik_o-1.1602 .3602 1.3015
• 0800 -.9319 .41_3 1,1o_1_ .20_0 .0162 ,_829 .7585 .50C0 ,0493 -1,1530 .3593 1.3032
• 1000 -1.0243 .393_ 1.23_7 .150_ -.0487 .6664 • .7_38 ,50C0 -._4_3 -1.1467 .3546 1.3128
.1805 -1.1C76 .373_ 1.27_8 .3509 -.1903 .6245 .84H2 .5_00 -.16E5 -1.1403 .3585 1.3C_b
• 1_00 -1.1_63 .3697 1._8_Z ._500 -,3_4_ .37_9 1.2719 ,50oh -.1657 -1.1302 .3599 1.3021
• 2200 -1.1422 .3502 1.303t .5500 -.2652 .5969 .8910 .5_00 -.3_5_ -1.08_q .3753 1.Z71C
.Z600 -1.1536 ,35_E 1.3_ .6_05 -.I_1 ._0_2 ._797 .5_C0 -.44k0 -1.0225 .3943 1.2340
• 3GO0 -1.1_37 .3550 1.310_ .7500 .0210 .8472 .8133 ,561_ -.5427 -.9807 .40_5 1.2137
.3400 -1.1696 .3546 1.313_ .8100 .G700 ,6861 .7530 .SCGO -.661_ -.9154 .kZ59 1.1751
.3800-I.181_ .3531 1.31_i .b_J ,I058 .697_ .736_ ,5000 -.7401 -.a37L ,6457 1.1396
,4ZOJ -i.1659 .3_98 1._Z8 ._OaO .1349 .7071 .T_9 CHOROWISE
• 6600 -1.1741 .357_ 1.31_ .9500 .1_56 ,715_ ,707 _ .0600 .6510 -.7670 .6653 1.1052
• Su_a -1.0_09 .6372 1,1_o 1.o500 .1020 ,7063 .122_ .1600 .6500 -1.0863 .3774 1.2669
• 5400 -.86Z7 .5139 1,_132 ,2_00 .4500 -1.1462 .3559 1.3101
.5800 -.5885 ,5416 .9783 ,3CO_ .4500 -1,1_39 .3577 1.3C66
• 6ZuO -.696_ ,5528 ._6,_ .38G0 .4505 -1,1232 .3669 1.2878
• 66b0 -.4395 ._94 ,93_ .4_60 .4500 -1.13_2 .3625 1.2968
• 7000 -.3_57 1_926 ,_977 .5_00 ._500 -.8639 .6_36 1.1631
.7500 -.2989 .6223 .8517 .620_ .4505 -.49Z7 .5406 .98C0
.80C0 -.1989 ,6517 .dCt3 .70d_ ,&500 -.3885 ._TUb .9319
•8500 -.0971 .b755 .76_B .8_01 .450U -,199U ,6Z38 .8693
• ,9000 --.0095 .6956 ,7389 ,9000 ,4500 --.0091 .6701 .7657
.9500 .0570 ,ZG15 ,?Z_o ,1Ll_ .35_2 .157_ .7Z3_ .b_58
.9?50 .0_22 .7201 ,70Iu ,ZOO0 .35_Z .0190 .6831 .7081
1.0000 ,IOZO .7063 .722_ .35_b .3552 -.1811 .6Z83 ,6_Zk
,4500 .355_ -,1930 ,5971 .8906
• 5500 .3551 -.Z063 .0015 .8838
•tSO& .355Z -.10_0 .b_g5 .8098
• 7500 .3551 .02bO .b863 .7532
.800C .355_ .0721 .698_ .73_b
.8500 ,3:51 .1083 .7087 .7188
_2_ .ql, uu .3bbZ .1335 .7151 ,7087
.950u .3_51 .13o6 .?lbZ .7071
PT 123,3050 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 MM ¢01 .03003
TT 207,7337 K GRIT LOC .0700 C CD2 ,0Z929
RC _.0_36 MILLION CN .b778 C03 ,02818
MSCH ,7646 CM -.061_ CO4 .01976
ALPHA 3,0141 OEG CC ,0000 C05 ,01714
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PPL/PT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPI HLQC XlC Y1(8121 CP PtLtPT MLOC
0,0000 1,10_4 ,9860 ,1419 0,0000 1,1044 .BbO ,1419 ,5COO ,7401 -1,0377 ,3905 1,241_
,0040 ,2365 .7453 .6615 ,GuAO ,7Z67 .8806 .4198 .SGGO .6414 -1.1289 ,3634 1.2949
,0080 -.0209 ,67Z5 °7745 ,OUSU ,4773 ,8115 ,55_3 ,5000 ,5417 -1o1590 .3559 2.3103
.015_ -.1633 .6318 .8369 .0Z30 .4421 .8010 ,5703 ,5000 ,4440 -1.1703 ,3514 1.3195
,0250 -,3204 .58_9 ,9019 .0500 .3338 .7724 ,6186 ,5003 .3454 -1,1711 ,35ZZ 1,3179
,0400 -,5788 ,5203 1,0129 ,1000 ,1971 ,7331 ,6807 ,SGOG ,2467 -1,154b ,3597 1,3025
.0600 -,7556 ,4677 1,1010 ,1500 ,1083 .7085 ,7190 ,5000 ,1480 -1.1611 .3581 !,3057
,0800 -.9933 ,405d 1,2123 .2000 .0431 .6907 .7465 .5000 ,0493 -1,1816 .3478 1,3269
,1000 -1,0613 ,3844 1,2532 .1500 -,0315 .66a3 ,7809 ,50_0 -,0493 -1,1419 ,3_7 1,3106
,1400 -1.1206 ,3653 1.2911 .3500 -.1639 ,6334 ,8345 ,5000 -,1480 -1.1639 ,3539 1,3144
.1860 -1.1524 .3577 1.3_ ,4500 -.2949 .3728 1.2759 ,5000 -,2461 -1,1428 .3579 1.3062
,1200 -1,172] .3500 1.3225 ,5500 -,_546 .5960 ,8923 ,5G00 -,3454 -1,9832 ,3760 Z,Zbb
.2600 -1,1907 ,3448 1,3333 ,6503 -,1112 ,6102 ,8703 ,5000 -.4440 -,9800 ,4074 1,2091
,3000 -L,2C44 ,3442 1.3347 ,750_ .0125 .6_83 ,8115 .5000 -,5417 -,9L90 ,%Z17 1.£827
,3400 -1.2017 ,3431 £,33o_ .8000 ,0655 ,0813 .7610 ,5000 -,6414 -,8131 ,4506 1,1308
.3800 -1.2085 ,3421 1.33_C ,850J ,1_6 ,6987 ,737Z ,5000 -,7401 -,7133 ,4807 1.0787
,4200 -1.2156 .33_ 1.3481 ._OOO ,1257 ,7054 ,7239 CHOROwISE
,4600 -1,2218 ,3381 1,3_7b ,9530 ,1304 ,7124 ,7130 ,0600 ,4500 -.7781 ,4616 1,1115
.5000 -1,1111 ,4712 1.6953 1,0000 ,0820 .731_ ,7197 .1400 .4500 -1.1240 ,3654 1,1908
.5403 -.7526 ,_64 1._1_2 .2200 .4500 -1.2027 .3438 1.3354
,5800 -.5903 ,5345 ,9897 ,3000 ,4500 -1.1998 ,3431 1,3370
.6200 -,5134 ,5503 ,9644 ,3_00 ,4500 -1,1618 ,3527 1,3169
,_800 -,4478 ,5709 .9317 .AbOC ,4500 -1,1766 ,3499 1,3227
,7000 -,3850 ,5933 .8_6_ ,5400 .4500 -.8317 .4461 1,1388
.7500 -,Z9_9 ,62_7 ,6541 ,620C .450_ -,5004 .540Z ,9805
,8000 -.2053 .6492 .81_3 .700O .4500 -,379_ .5736 ,9174
,8500 -,1GqZ ,66_4 ,7668 ,BObO ,4500 -,1964 ,6Z61 ,8458
,9000 -,0342 .6854 ,7546 ,9000 ,4500 -,0333 ,8697 .7788
.9500 .0286 .69P1 ,73_1 ,1014 ,3552 ,1862 ,7295 .6663
",9750 ,0686 ,7140 .7105 .2000 .3551 .0417 .6904 .7470
1,_003 ,08Z0 ,7016 ,7_97 °3500 *3_52 -,16ll ,6332 ,8349
.4500 .3551 -*Z827 .5997 ,8867
,_500 ,3552 -.25B4 ,6079 ,0739
.6500 ,3552 -,1069 °6479 ,8123
,7500 ,3551 ,01_2 ,6817 ,7604
,80Cb ,355Z .07C6 ,0976 °7359
,85_0 ,3552 .0q99 ,7059 ,7230
,90_0 ,3551 ,1306 .7155 ,7_1
,9500 ,3552 ,1383 ,7183 ,7038
PT 122,L657 KP_ GRIT SIZE ,0584 MM C01 ,043Z4
IT 204,87_5 K GRIT LOC ,0700 C COZ ,04163
_C 4.1070 _ILLICN CN ,7051 C03 .03850
MA_H .7_5 CM -*0_15 C04 ,01378
ALPHA 3.5411 OEG CC ,0024 C05 .01913
UPPER SURFACE LD_ER 3URFACE 5P_N_ISE
XlC CP P_L/PT _L_C XIC CP P_L/Pl MLOC XIC Y/(812) CP PtL/PI _LOC
0.0000 1.0815 ,v800 .17_2 o._,_0 1,_815 .9dO0 ,1702 .5000 .74_1 -,9846 ,4048 i,Z142
,JO;3 .163C ,7Ztb .o919 ._646 ,7040 .8971 .396_ ,_OoO .6414 -1.0604 .3846 1.2527
• 0080 -,0811 ,6f61 ,7)96 ,uO_O ,_452 ,_306 .5Z16 ,_00 ,5_2? -1,0453 .390_ 1,1421
,0i50 -,2277 ,6141 ,_2 ,u230 ,4918 ,8166 ,545_ ,5000 ,4440 -1,0459 ,3886 1.2449
.0250 -.3726 .8739 ._271 .O_OO ,3692 .7o30 ,6013 .5000 ,3454 -1,J298 ,3952 1,2324
.0400 -.6271 ,5U58 1.0372 .1003 ,223_ .7415 .6676 ,5000 ,2467 -,9950 ,4034 1,2167
.ObO0 -,7_10 ,4524 1.1172 ,15J3 .1339 .7160 .7075 .SGOu ,1480 -.8798 .4317 1.1_45
,0_00 -I.0226 .3942 1.2318 .2UOO ,J642 ,_959 .7309 .5000 .0493 -.9035 ,_2_9 1.1751
• 1000 -1,0966 ,3737 1.1742 ,ZSOU -,_136 ._739 ,77Z3 ,5_U -,0493 -,9451 .4155 1.1941
,1400-1,1594 ,3549 1,3123 ,35_0 -,1530 ,6351 ,8319 .5000 -,1480 -,9303 .4206 1,1846
•1600 -1,2115 .3_35 1.33_1 .45J3 -.2842 ._269 1.1732 ,5000 -,2467 -,9871 .4057 1,2124
,2200 -1.2291 .3360 1.3475 .55_0 -,163o ,5994 .8871 ,50G0 -.3454 -,9453 ._155 1,1941
.Zb03 -1.2290 .335_ 1.3525 .6_00 -,1163 ,_059 .8771 ,5_00 -,4440 -,8716 ,4349 1,1587
,3000-1,2429 ,3329 1,35_ ,7500 .GOl_ ,6%64 ,8146 ,8_00 --,5427 --.811_ .4545 1.1139
•3400 -I.2501 ,3319 1,3O09 *_00 ,GSTP .6785 .7b51 ,500_ -.6414 -,7175 ,4795 1,0808
•3800 -1._582 .33_I 1,302r .85_C .0_81 .6958 .7381 .5C_0 -.7401 -.6775 ,4870 1.0681
.4100 -1.2567 ,3301 1.3649 ,%000 ,IQlb ,7038 ,7262 CHOROWISE
,4600 -1,2191 ,3417 _,3377 .9:90 ,1G85 .7_1 .7196 .O_uu ,45u0 -,8003 ,4547 1.1236
• SOd0 -.9103 .4_8 1._701 1.0003 .0337 ,66_4 .7S00 .140_ .4500 -1.1534 ,3567 1.3067
.5400 -,6981 ,5109 l,uZe2 ,22_G ,4500 -1,2554 .3292 1,3_69
•5800 -15961 .5274 I,u013 ,3000 .4500 -i,2447 ,3307 1,3634
,6200 -.5395 ,5_ ,95_5 ,3800 ,4500 -1,2126 ,3405 1,3425
• 6600 -.4_55 ,5_09 ,_349 ,4_ ,ASO_ -1.1980 .3463 1.3303
• 7000 -.3968 .5037 ,_96U .5_00 ,4500 -,6967 .4833 1,0744
.7500 -.3097 ,eI_7 ,851_ ,620U .45J0 -.5165 .5354 ,9883
.SCO0 -.2260 ,0327 ._3_6 ,TOOC .4500 -.3_25 .5736 .9275
.8500 -,1621 ._575 ,7g75 ,800_ .4500 -,2127 .b194 .8561 •
,90uO -,0_00 .67€2 .771_ .90U0 145U0 110806 ,8501 ,7996
.9500 -,0171 .b6ug ,7_0 .101_ *3551 ,2183 ,7404 ,6693
• 9750 -.OZ7Z .7100 .71_7 ,ZOO0 ,3551 .068_ ,0980 ,7353
1.0000 ,0337 ,66t4 ,753u ,3_0C ,3552 -,1497 .636L ,8304
• 45_G ,3562 -,2751 .b014 .8841
,5500 .3552 -,Z628 ,6054 ,8778
• e_O .35_Z -.1134 ,646Z ,8149
• 7500 ,3552 ,0096 ,8P09 ,7615
,8CdG ,3552 *0567 .5949 .7400
•5500 .3551 *0527 *7007 ,7311
32_ .9_01 ,3_52 ,1055 ,7086 *7189
,9500 ,35_Z ,1016 ,7377 ,7103
PT 119.9151 KPA GRIT STZE .0584 MM C01 .060§0
TT 20%.B676 K G_IT LDC .0700 C CDZ .U574U
RC 4.0Z7_ MILLION CN ,6991 CD3 ,06890
MACH ,1663 CM -,05El CD6 .03257
ALPHA 4,03Z% DEG CC .0057 CD5 ,02%%Z
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtLIP1 MLZC X/C CP PeLIPl MLOC X/C Y/(BIZ) CP PsLIPI flLOC
0.2000 1.25Z9 ,971Z .2047 0,0u32 1.0519 .971Z ,2247 .5000 .740L -,7389 .%751 1.0862
• 0040 .1051 o707_ .7?10 .OU_O .8ZB6 .909_ °3706 .5000 .6414 -.738Z .6738 1.0905
.0080 -.1697 .6333 .8366 .22_0 .5_80 .8416 .50Z3 .5200 .56Z7 -.7239 .4758 1.087Z
• 2150 -.3008 .5q66 .8016 .2232 .5133 .8211 .5380 .5002 .4440 -.7234 .4797 1.0806
.0250 -.4652 .5556 .9_55 .0500 .3896 .7865 .5957 .5033 .3654 -.70Z6 .6821 1.0766
L .0600 -.6761 .6905 1._631 .1002 .2648 .767Z .6586 .5200 .2667 -.6896 .68E1 1.0663
• 2600 -.8669 .4378 1.1535 .1500 .1501 .7222 .698Z .5000 .1482 -.7067 .6853 1.0709
.0800 -1.0538 .380Z 1oZ697 .2000 .0716 ,_97_ .7361 .5000 .0693 -.6977 .9871 1.b680
• 1020 -1.1364 .3126 1.Z969 .2520 .1232 .6809 .7615 .500_ -.0493 -.6717 .6901 1.06Z9
.1420 -1.2070 .342_ 1.3388 .3520 -.1455 .6391 .8258 .5020 -.1480 -.7067 .683_ 1.0761
.1802 -1.2503 .33_Z 1.3667 .45_0 -.2870 ._912 1.3613 ,5000 -.2467 -.7186 .6798 1.0803
• 2200 -1.2735 .3ZeO 1.3739 .5520 -.2664 .5_86 .8883 .5000 -.3456 -.7126 .4806 1.0790
k .Z620 -L.2910 .3232 1.3861 .6530 -.1328 .6050 .8783 .5000 -.4440 -.6746 .4896 1.0661
.3000 -1.2920 .321_ 1.3_31 .7500 -.0178 .6613 .82Z3 .500C -.54g7 -.65_1 .4958 1.0533
• 3400 -1.2850 .3218 1.3d31 .8000 .0269 .b736 .7731 .5000 -.6414 -.6315 .52%% 1.0390
.3800 -1.2341 .3335 1.3575 .8500 .0596 .6853 .7548 .5000 -.7601 -.6102 .507Z 1.0363
• 4200 -1.0412 .39_6 1.Z392 .g_O0 .0770 .6961 .7382 CHZRZWZ5 E
.4600 -.8279 .4527 1.1272 .0500 ._360 .7019 .729Z .CEuC .4500 -.84Z6 .4426 1.1450
• 5000 -.6737 .5033 1.04u8 1.GO00 -.0931 .6514 .806_ .I_CO .4500 -1.1881 .3668 1.329Z
• 5400 -.e368 .513Z 1.0245 .ZZO0 .4500 -1.3053 .3191 1.3891
.5820 -.6061 .5Z_2 .99_3 .3&0_ .4500 -1.3049 .3187 1.3900
• %ZOO -.5455 .5455 .97_1 .380_ .4560 -1.Z065 .3419 1.339_
,6600 -.6732 .56¢0 ,9676 .6bGC .45_0 -.83Z3 .4450 1.1606
• 7GO0 -.4165 .5833 .9122 .5600 .6500 -.6396 .5015 1.0638
.7502 -.3657 .6016 ._39 .%ZOO .45_D -.5158 .5349 .9891
•8000 -,278& ,6098 o_71& .7COO ,4500 -.k015 .5663 .9390
•8502 -.2430 ,6279 ,EG3U .80CG ,450u -,ZEBU ,6041 ,8798
•gOOO -.1601 .64_7 ._140 .9GO0 .%500 -.1668 .0365 .8328
.9500 -.1186 .5364 ._9 .1014 .3552 .Z317 .74Z% .6661
.9750 -.1672 .6679 .750_ .2C00 .3552 ._TEZ o6981 .7351
1.0000 -.0931 .651_ .8u69 .3500 .3552 -.1387 .6389 ._Z60
.45_C .355Z -.Z739 .b016 .8837
,55_0 .355Z -.Z671 ,6066 .8759
,EIOG .3_52 -.IZEZ .0647 ,6171
.7500 ,3_5Z -.0135 .6763 .7717
,800C .3552 ,0266 ,6848 .7558
,8_00 .35_2 .0588 .6955 ,7390
• gCCO .3552 .0701 ,0980 .7353
• 9500 .3_5Z ,0565 ,6953 .7393
PT I17._926 KP_ GRIT SIZE ,0584 MM COL ,07Z89
TT 201,0936 K GQII LOC ,0700 C CDZ .&o97Z
KC 6,0_73 MILLIZN CN .6859 CO3 ,06176
PACH ,7_31 CM -,0569 C0% ,04196
ALPHA _,5110 OEG CC ,0093 C05 ,03668
UPPER SURFACE LOWEP SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT _LZC XIG CP P,LIPT MLOC _IC YI(BIZ) CP P,LIPT MLOC
O,O000 1,0348 ,9604 ,_213 _,OO02 1,036F .9_66 ,2213 ,5000 .7401 -,6215 ._03Z 1,u411
•0042 .0513 .6907 ,7_65 ,_G ,_65_ ,9195 ,3_80 ,5_CG ,6414 -,6651 o_986 1.0_86
.O08& -,24Z3 .0151 .1627 .00_3 .0690 .8587 .6716 .5000 .5627 -.64t4 .6959 1.u531
•3150 -,3316 ,583_ .qIZ7 ._30 ,;_61 ,830Z ,SZZ_ ,SG_u ,6640 -,06_4 .4957 1.0534
• OZSO -.4964 .54_2 .97Z6 .0500 ._096 .7900 .5386 .5000 .3454 -.6417 .6_95 1.0_72
.0400 -.7162 .67e3 1.J_28 .1306 .2656 .7_3_ .6_95 .5000 .2467 -.6515 .6988 1.0683
• 2600 -.9353 .4233 1.1797 .1_00 .17Z0 .7296 .6865 .5000 .1680 -.6355 .501G 1.0647
• 0802 -1.0527 ,3_30 1.Z5_9 ogO00 °0966 .7039 .7Z61 .5000 .0493 -.6600 .501Z 1.0663
.i000 -1.1817 ,35_Z i,309_ .2_ ,_106 ,6789 ,7647 ,50UC -,0%93 -.b666 .%987 1,0_85
• 1602 -1,2288 ,3390 1,3_4_ ,3500 -,13t6 ,666Z ,814g ,5000 -.1480 -.6501 ,4996 1.067Z
.1800 -1.Zg70 .3230 1.3805 .4500 -.Z709 ._003 1.0658 .5000 -.2467 -.673C .6973 1.0508
• 2220 -1.Z886 .3103 1.3915 ._500 -.28ZO .6066 .8756 .5000 -.3456 -.6677 .4976 1.250Z
• ZOO0 -1.3261 .3167 1.3990 .o5_3 -.1416 .5983 .8_89 .5_00 -.k_40 -.6505 ._045 1.0388
• 3000 -1.2929 .3155 1.3971 .7500 -.0350 .6_31 .c197 .5oo¢ -.5427 -.6153 .5075 1.0339
• 3400 -1.2080 .3_e9 1.3_ .e_OU ._53 .6679 .7_15 .5000 -.6414 -.5936 .5151 1.2Z14
• 3800 -.8544 .6359 i,156_ ._500 .0220 ,6856 .75%% .5200 -.7401 -.5658 .5165 1.0Z23
,6200 -.7656 .46_1 1.096_ ,gOD3 ,G6UO ,68_8 .75_7 CHUROWIaE
.6600 -.6735 .4_06 1.06_1 .9_02 .2u76 .6923 .76_1 .GbC_ .45u0 -.9118 .6294 1.1686
• 5200 -.6373 .5091 1._312 L.oOOO -.1749 .o28_ .,619 .l_O0 .4500 -1.Z2_1 .3362 1.3517
,5400 -.6166 .51_4 i.01_3 .2ZOu ,6500 -1.33_% .3128 1._3Z
.5800 -._695 .53Z_ .9931 .3000 .45&0 -1.Z908 .3157 1.3967
_1_ ,6200 -.5277 ,5692 ,96_I ,386_ .4500 -,9496 ,6187 1,188Z
•6600 -.6814 .51_, oqS_Z ,460_ .4500 -,bgbl .68_3 1,OTZb
• 7020 -.63Z6 .50_3 .917_ .5_00 .4500 -.6185 .510_ 1.0290
.7500 -.3718 .1637 .9117 ,62vO .45L0 -.5185 .531_ .9967
• 8_00 -.339_ .6_31 ._816 .700_ ,_500 -.6Z18 .5661 .9393
.8500 -*2gZ¢ ,6057 ,_773 ._GO0 .4500 -.339Z .58Z4 .9136
,g&o0 -,2_22 ,6197 ,_557 ,gO00 ._500 -.Z49Z ,6117 ,8661
.9500 -.2166 .61_3 .8578 .1016 .3552 .Z585 .7529 .6496
• 9750 -.2136 .6836 .7576 .ZOGO .3552 .09ZO .7031 .7273
1.0000 -.1769 .6Z_6 ,8_19 .35_C ,355Z -.127Z .6662 .8168
,_00 .355Z -.2/32 *bOZl ,88Z9
• 550_ .3552 -,27_6 .8053 .8779
• 6_00 .3552 -.1431 .6376 .BZ81
,7500 .355Z -.02%8 ,6744 .7716
• 8_ .355Z ,0_09 .6785 .7b53
o8_00 ,355Z ,U3_6 ,TglZ ,7658
325 .9ou_ ._55_ .o31z .6_5z .75%9
.9500 .3_5Z .O00R .678S .7663
PT 113,9600 KPA GRIT SIZE .0586 MM C01 .012Z5
IT 195,8053 K GRIT LOC ,0700 C CDZ ,01133
RC %,1275 _ILL10N CH .1736 CO3 ,01Z19
MACH .701_ C_ -.0576 CD% *01162
ALPHA -1,0149 DEG CC ,0099 C05 *01137
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAhWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC XlC CP P,LIPI MLDC XlC YI(BIZ) CP P,LIPT MLOC
O,UU00 1.0942 ,9831 ,1598 b,O000 1,0961 ,9801 ,1698 .5000 ,7601 -.5762 °5006 1,0454
.0040 ,8416 ,9087 ,3713 ,0040 -,2786 ,5669 .9066 ,5000 ,6414 -.5891 ,5023 1*0426
• 0080 .6298 .8485 .4899 .G_30 -,0916 .6670 1.1021 ,5000 .5617 -.5989 ,4967 1.0519
• 0150 ,6187 ,7081 ,5931 .0130 -,25C3 ,5937 ,8959 ,5000 ,4440 -,6011 ,4956 1.0537
• 0250 ,1143 ,7176 .6_93 .0500 -,1422 ,6279 ,8430 .5000 .3454 -,6058 .4930 1.0580
• 0400 -,05ZZ ,6532 .8041 .1000 -.1150 ,6051 .8783 ,SCOt ,1467 -,6077 ,4957 1,0936
• 0600 -.2963 ,5839 ,9113 .1500 -.Z_55 ,5991 .8875 .5000 .1480 -.6109 .4938 1.0567
•0830 -.6054 .5511 ,9631 .ZCO0 --,2766 .5862 .9077 .5000 .0693 --,6136 .4910 1.0614
• 1000 -,4757 .5344 ,9899 .1500 -.3752 ,5759 ,9139 ,5000 -,0493 -,6200 ,490_ 1,0031
• 1400 -,5361 .5124 1,_159 ,35u6 -,4497 .5371 ,9857 .5000 -.1480 -,6136 ,4963 1.0558
• 1800 -,5870 ,5013 1,0_41 ,4500 -.5657 ,49_Z 1.0560 ,5000 -,1467 -.6100 .6883 1.0660
• 2200 -,5773 ,5017 _,0436 .5500 -,4040 .5070 1,0347 ,5000 -,3454 -.6186 ,4920 1.0597
•2600 -.5460 ,5138 1,0Z35 .65v0 -.1838 ,5515 .9625 .5000 -.6660 -.6152 .4913 1.0608
°3000 -.5443 ,5u_7 I._302 ,7500 -o0218 o6175 ,8592 .5000 -.5427 -.6153 ,4923 1,0593
•3400 -,5631 ,5154 I,OZ09 .8000 .0357 ,6599 .7938 ,5000 -,6414 -,6147 *4905 I*0613
,3000 -,5606 .507t 1,0337 .8500 ,0_31 .6789 .7667 ,5000 -,7601 -,6079 ,6950 1.0_46
• 4200 -.5698 .5045 1.03_ ,qOOO .1191 ,69_8 ,7663 CHURDwX_E
• 4600 -,5621 ,4969 1,_514 ,_5C0 ,1381 ,7_31 ,7171 .060_ .4500 -.3192 .5750 .9253
• 5000 -,6089 .4881 1._6_1 z,UOOO ,1308 ,7071 .721Z ,l_uO .4500 -.5301 ,5158 1,0203
•540_ -,6339 ,47kZ 1,0896 ,220C .45C0 -*5701 .5037 1.C40Z
• 5800 -.6794 ,668% 1.0999 .3000 .4500 -.5613 ,6104 1.0291
,6200 -,69Z5 .4873 1.0o77 ,3800 .4500 -.55_4 .5681 1.0330
• 6600 -,6295 ,5Z_5 ,9995 ,4600 ,4500 -,56_7 .4973 1.0507
.7000 -,4933 ,56_4 ,_357 o54_0 .4500 -.6109 ,49Z3 1.0591
,7500 -.3408 ,60_5 ,0715 ,6100 ,4500 -,6577 ,4805 1.0791
• 8000 -,2068 ,_459 ._153 ,7_OC ,4500 -,6813 ,5Z93 .9981
• 8500 -,C751 ,6737 ,7727 .8000 ,4500 -,2170 ,6059 ,8771
• 9000 ,0197 ,6919 .7461 ,9000 ,4500 ,0195 ,6726 ,7746
• 9500 .0867 ,6985 ,734_ .1014 .3552 -.ZZb6 ,6011 .8846
• ,9750 olGS_ ,7055 .713o ,ZUOO .355Z -,27Z6 ,59Z4 ,8981
1,0000 .1308 ,7071 .7ZJ? ,3500 ,355Z -,6636 ,5393 .9810
,4500 ,355Z -,56Z3 *6066 1.0354
•550_ ,35_Z -,6091 ,5498 ,9b51
,6500 ,3_52 -,1819 ,6133 .8655
.750u ,3_52 -,0249 ,6606 ,7918
• 8&b_ ,3552 .0345 ,676Z ,7689
,_506 ,3552 .J813 .6924 ,7439
.9000" .3551 .1178 .7019 *7291
• 9560 .3552 ,1367 ,7069 ,7215
P[ 11Z,_671 KP_ GRZT SZZE ,0584 MR CO1 .G1157
IT 198,zbZ3 K GRIT LOC .0700 C COZ ,0127Z
_C _,017_ _ILLION CN ,3068 C03 .01Z61
_aCH ,7d04 C_ -.0555 C04 ,01189
ALPHA .0264 OEG CC ,0_90 CD5 .01158
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE " SPAkWISE
XIC CP P_L/FT _L:_C xlC CP P_LIP[ MLOC X/C YI(OI2) CP PeLIPT fiLOC
0,0000 1,1331 ,9917 ,1_9 o.¢LJO 1.1331 .9917 .IJ89 .5_C0 .74_1 -,6Z_2 ,490Z 1,0627
.u_40 .7045 ,8696 .4_1_ ._(_4C, ,u517 ,_829 .1585 ,5000 .6414 -,6512 .4834 1.0743
oOOdO ,4705 ,nbZ_ ,_695 ,00_0 -._71_ ,59Z0 *8986 *_O_O ._4Z7 -,6593 *4799 I*080Z
• 0150 .2617 ,7_1 ,_635 ,0230 -,0185 ,6618 ,7596 ,9000 ,4440 -.6632 ,4810 1.0783
• 0150 ,05q3 ,6859 ,753_ .05_0 ,v_19 ,6692 ,7795 ,5000 ,3454 -,8bbl ,4185 1*0815
• 0400 -,2030 ,61u_ ,A70L .1_00 -,0630 .6644 ,8176 .5000 .2467 -,6714 .47_7 1,_811
.0630 -,4556 ,5381 .9839 .1560 -,13_1 .b_94 ,8405 ,SouO .1480 -.6693 ,4780 1.0834
•OBuO -.5687 ,_055 1,037Z ,_OD¢ -,1753 ,6195 .8_59 .5¢uG ,o_q3 -,667% ,4783 1,0819
• 1000 -,6519 ,4833 1._,7_4 ,2_0_ -,232_ *{_30 .8816 ,5000 -,0493 -,6715 ,4773 1.0846
•1600 -,7134 .4663 I,I051 .3500 -,3600 ,5664 ,938_ .500_ -,14_0 -,66e4 ,6786 I._823
•1800 -,7504 ,%546 1.113_ ,4500 -,4812 ,4799 I,OSOI ,5000 -,2467 -.6687 ,47E_ I,_836
,ZZO0 -,7788 ,44_D l,l_14 ,5500 -,3761 ,5308 ,99_T ,SLOO -.3454 -,6767 ,4778 1,0837
•2600 -,7774 .44_ 1.1376 .65_0 -,1654 ,5510 .9473 ,5000 -.4460 -.6652 .47£6 1.0_13
• 3000 -.7521 ,4537 1,1Z54 .7_,u -,u125 .hal9 ,8523 ,SGOu -.5427 -.6663 .4781 1.u83Z
• 3400 -.6750 .4766 1.0858 ,_000 ,0450 .6652 ,7857 .500G -.6414 -,6633 ,4783 1.08Z9
• 3800 -,5827 .5117 1._3_ ,85_ ,0871 ,6_15 ,7007 ,5000 -.7401 -,6633 ,4767 1,0855
,4200 -,5905 .5017 1.0_5 ,&_O ,1229 ,bZ_ .743_ CHO_OWISE
,48_0 -,6347 .4875 1,_673 .9_00 ,1337 ,7u36 .7265 ,0800 ._500 -,68_2 .5308 ,9957
• 5000 -,6589 ,4711 1,_911 1.0000 ,1055 ,6990 ,7337 ,1400 ,45_0 -,7091 ,4674 1*1016
,5400 -.6989 ._tlO 1,_115 ,2200 .4500 -,7631 ,6496 1.1329
• 5800 -,7288 ,4_28 1,X0_% .3_0_ ,45_ -,7540 ,%_22 1,12_0 im
• 6200 -,7214 ,4987 1,0_05 ,3800 ,4500 -,5931 ,4997 1,0468 -
• _600 -,5964 .5312 .9870 ,4_00 ,4500 -.5383 .4879 1.0666
• 7000 -,466Z ,574u ,9Z_6 ,54_ ,4500 -.68t3 ,4713 11094e
• 7500 -.3293 ,6155 ,8o21 ,6Z&O ._500 -.6753 ,4768 1.0854
•8000 -,1922 ,6489 ,_07 ,7_00 ,_500 -,_655 ,5369 .9859
•8500 -,0685 ,6725 ,7746 ,8000 14500 -.1972 ,610_ .8698
,9000 .0145 ,6663 .7530 ,bOU ,450J ,UIGI ,6714 ,7762
,9500 ,0651 .69(I .7474 .1014 .355Z -,0901 ,64Z6 ,eZ04
• 9750 ,0816 ,706_ ,7221 ,Z_6 ,3_51 -,176e ,6186 ,8574
1,0000 ,1055 .69_5 .733? .3500 .3551 -,3512 .5687 ,9352
•4500 ,3551 -,4695 ,5356 ,9880
,5500 ,3551 -.3756 ,560Z ,9486
• 650u .3551 -,1662 .6263 .8548
• 75_0 ,3552 -,0117 ,6655 *7851
,b_J .3551 .0431 ,6B19 .7_01
•_500 ,3552 ,0861 ,bZZ *7441
_ .u_L ,355Z .1184 .7029 .7277
• _SGC ,35_Z .1319 ,7067 .7Elq
o.
PT 112,6176 KPA GRIT $IZE .0584 eM COl ,01378
IT 195.8694 K GRIT LO¢ ,0700 C COZ .01379
RC 4o0746 _ILLION CN ,4549 CD3 *01380
eACH o7611 CH -.0577 C04 ,01336
ALRHA 1,0183 DEG CC ,0066 C05 .01309
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC AIC Y1(812) CP P,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1417 .99_3 ,bgv_ 0.0000 1.1_17 o_q_3 ,0_06 ,5000 ,7401 -.8404 .42_3 1,1707
.0040 ,5809 ,P279 .526k .0040 ,3254 ,76ZZ ,6349 ,5b00 .6414 -.6645 ,4223 1.1817
,0080 .3142 ,7593 .6308 .0080 ,0349 ,6783 ,7656 ,500C .5427 -.8791 ,4189 1.1878
• 0150 .1147 .7026 .7282 .0230 ,1799 .7197 .7017 .5000 ,4440 -.8783 o4177 1o190Z
,0Z50 -,0618 ,6500 .8091 ,O}O0 ,1ZZO ,73Z3 ,TZ8b ,5000 ,3454 -,9003 .41Z1 1*2004
• 0400 -,3231 ,5754 .9246 .1000 .0241 .6764 ,7684 ,5000 .2467 -.9029 .4113 1.2020
.0600 -._569 .5096 1.03_4 .1500 -.0410 .658Z ,7964 ,5C00 .1_80 -.8789 .4197 1.1863
,0800 -,7521 ,4543 1.1243 ,ZOO0 -,0966 ,6407 ,8233 .5000 ,0493 -,8404 ,4305 1,1667
• 1000 -,7651 .4500 1,1319 .2500 -.1570 .6253 ,8470 ,5000 -.0493 -,8799 .4160 1,1896
.1400 -.8326 ,42_6 1.1684 .3500 -,2688 ,5851 ,9095 .5000 -,1480 -,881Z .4177 1,19_1
• 1800 -.8959 ,41_5 1.1960 .4503 -.4202 .418Z 1.1891 ,5000 -.2467 -,8689 ,4210 1,1840
• .2200 -,9273 .4_67 1.2106 .5500 -.3355 .5486 ,9_71 ,5_00 -,3454 -.8754 ._171 1,1912
• Z600 -,9466 ,4006 1,2Z20 ,c530 -,1494 .5731 ,9283 ,5000 -,4440 -,8867 ,4158 1,1935
.3000 -.9519 ,3_o5 1.Z399 .7500 -.0015 .6Z57 .8_64 ,5000 -.5_27 -,8880 .4147 1,1956
• 3400 -.9553 .3_$3 1,2301 .SJO0 .0569 .6672 .7826 .5000 -.6414 -,8726 .4198 1.1861
,3800 -,9490 .3940 1.2250 .8500 .0963 ,6857 ,7542 ,5_00 -.7401 -.8651 .4Z08 !o184_
._ZO0 -.gz66 ,4b39 1.ZL59 .9000 ,1264 .b975 .7360 CHORDWlbE
• 4600 -o9199 ,4_tO 1,210_ ,9500 ,1343 .7058 .7Z32 .Gb_O .4500 -,5990 .4979 1,0499
• 5000 -,8730 .4420 1.1_60 1,0000 .0881 .6926 .7436 .14G0 .4500 -.8515 ,_143 1,1780
• 5400 -,7952 o4Ge7 1.04_6 ,2200 .4500 -.9344 .4019 1.Z178
.5800 -._015 ,5120 1,02e4 .3000 .4568 -,906_ ,4109 1,ZOZ7
.bZO0 -,5539 .SZ_O 1._36_ ,38u0 .4500 -,9144 .4059 1.Z121
.6600 -,5080 .54_3 .9709 .4000 ,4503 -,9202 ,4048 1,Z141
• 7U00 -,4302 ._7_4 ,918_ .5_CO .4500 -.82b2 .4314 1.1051
• 7500 -.3134 .6152 ._6Z7 .8200 .45C0 -.5202 .5194 1.014_
.8000 -,1829 .6478 .8125 .7000 ,4500 -,4Z3_ .547Z .9693
.8500 -,0734 ,66_2 ,7795 .8C0_ .45u0 -,1870 .6139 *8647
°9000 ,0034 .08&4 .7562 ,9000 ,4500 -,0003 *_66_ ,7836
,9500 ,0551 ,6_[1 ,7505 ,1014 ,3552 ,0148 ,6727 ,7743
.9750 ,0704 .7C_ ,7217 .2C00 .355Z -,0975 .6395 .8252
1.0000 .0881 .6926 ,7_3_ .3500 .355Z -,2_03 .58_7 .9037
,4500 .355Z -.4039 .552Z .9613
• 5500 ,355Z -.3340 .5740 .9269
• 6500 .355Z -.143_ .6283 .0425
• 7500 ,3_52 -°0045 °6662 .7842
• 800G ,3552 ,uSZl ,68Z7 ,7588
,8_00 ,355Z ,0918 ,6939 ,7416
• 90_0 ,355Z ,1229 .7043 ,7255
• 9500 ,3552 ,1290 ,7_36 .7267
PI 11Z,_131 KPA GRIT SIZE .3584 _ C01 .01681
IT _95,50_2 K GRII LOC ,070_ C C02 .01672
RC _._832 _]LLIOh C_ ,5218 C03 ,01650
_CH .781L C_ -,0607 CD4 ,01617
ALPHA 1,5202 OEG CC ,OGS_ C05 .01556
UPPEg SURFACE LOWE_ SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC C_ P_LIPT MLOC XIC Y11812) _P P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,1375 ,9931 ,_7 _,ObuO 1,1375 .9931 ,0;97 ,5000 o7401 -.9207 .4073 1,2094
• 0040 .4875 ._OeZ ._5_8 ._346 .4336 ,7_Z7 ,585_ .5_0_ ,6414 -.97_7 ,3866 1,2451
• G_80 ,2446 ,73_4 ,_710 ,uu_O ,156_ .7124 .7130 ,5_00 ,5427 -.9935 .3660 1.2500
• 0150 ,0645 .685_ ,7543 ._Z30 .2493 .7395 ,6708 ,_00_ ,4440 -1.0019 ,3815 1.2589
°0250 -,1254 ,6328 ,9355 ,0500 .1746 ,7191 .702o ,5000 ,3454 -1.0163 .3820 1,Z578
,0400 -,37Zb ,5t_5 ,94_1 .1_00 ,0686 ,6880 ,7497 15000 .2467 -1.0125 ,3797 1.2624
• 0600 -,5966 ,4976 i.C_13 ,1500 -,0020 ._69Z .7795 ,5_00 ,1480 -.9978 ,3824 1.2570
.0800 -,8081 .43_0 i. L532 ._GJ3 -,0591 ._507 .8000 ,5000 .0493 -,9958 ,3815 1,Z588
.1000 -.8888 .413_ 1.1_73 .Z500 -.1253 .6313 .8378 .5_:CG -,_493 -1.0057 ,380Z 1.2615
.14JO -.9017 .4L98 1.Lu_7 .35J0 -.2573 .595Z .8937 ,5CC0 -,1480 -1.0092 137E6 1.Z645
• 1800 -.9536 .3_ 1,2311 .45U0 -.3890 ,39Z6 1,2369 ,5000 -12_67 -,9988 .3830 1,2558
• ZZOO -.9879 .3_e2 L,2407 ._500 -.3108 .55b4 .9547 .5000 -.3454 -.9680 ,3866 1,Z450
•2600 -,9945 ,3854 1.2512 .6503 -.1437 ,5776 ,9ZIZ .SGO0 -.4440 -,9689 13895 1.2433
,3000 -1,0094 ,3_21 1.2577 .7500 ,0033 ,62_8 ,8448 .5000 -,_427 -,9646 .3954 1.2320
•3400 -I.C199 ,37o8 1.2681 .8_vO .0573 .6686 ,7805 .Suvu -,6_14 -,9621 .3965 1,Z298
• 3800 -1.0243 .3773 L°Zb72 ,_500 ,0940 ,6_45 17560 15000 -,7401 -,9539 ,3963 l*Z30Z
.4ZOO -1,C088 ,3795 1,ZbZ7 .O_G .1243 1t_51 .7395 CH_RDWISE
• 4600 -1.0192 ,3_12 1,2594 ,qSO0 .1303 .7u43 ,7255 ,0600 ,4500 -,6475 ,4837 I,u738
• 5000 -,9587 ,3_06 1°Z49_ 1,0030 ,0849 ,6929 .7431 ,140G .4500 -.9086 ,4041 1,Z_61
,5400 -.9885 ._4_1 1,14_5 .2ZO0 .4500 -1,0074 .3804 1.2611
_11 *5000 -,7962 ,_15_ 1.OZG_ ,3000 ,4500 -,9828 ,3871 1.2480
,6200 -,5278 ._414 ._7_ .3_GO .45Go -.9681 .3898 1,2427
• 6600 -14417 .5e_4 ,94_4 ,4600 .4500 -,9926 ,3856 1,Z508
• 7000 -,3739 ,5_1 ,_u4E .54_ ,4500 -1.0077 ,3794 1.2630
.7500 -,2808 ,61_6 .5_14 ,6ZOO .450_ -,52_3 ,5200 1._134
.8000 -.1731 .6435 ._91 .7000 .450u -.3765 .5589 ,9508
• 8500 -.GBZ1 .€6q( .7799 ,oOOO ,450b -.1767 ,61e8 t66OZ
,qO00 -,0028 ,6tZ_ .75;3 .9000 ,4500 -,0154 .664Z .7873
• qSO0 .0435 .6_ .75_8 .1014 .355Z .0594 ,6862 .7534
• 9750 ,8611 .7u64 .7223 ,20_0 .355Z -.0581 .6521 .8058
1,0000 .0849 ,6_29 .7431 .3500 .3551 -.2548 ,5957 ,89Z8
,4500 .355Z -,3778 ,5606 .9480
•55u_ ,355Z -,3Z39 ,5756 .9244
.6500 ,355Z -,1419 ,bZ74 ,8439
.750_ .3552 .0017 .6675 .78Z1
.8000 ,3552 ,0514 .6634 .757_
.esoc .355Z .0889 .6930 .7430
_ .guuu .355z .11_9 .7oz4 .7z85
• 95_0 ,355Z ,1ZSZ ,7025 ,7284
PT 12Z.6163 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 HH CD1 .0£15)
Tr 196.33z1 K GRIT LOC .0700 C CDZ .021Z7
R_ _._563 _%LLION C_ .57Z4 C03 .OZO02
MACH ,779% CM -*0625 CO% *019Z6
ALPHA Z.OlbZ DEG CC .0057 ¢05 ,_1811
UPPER SURFACE LDWER SURFACE SPANWISE
Xl¢ CP P.LIPT _LOC XIC CP P.LIPT NLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1362 .9929 .1009 0.0000 1.1362 .9929 .1009 .5000 .7401 -,9648 ,3921 1.2383
• 0040 .4235 .7942 .5898 ._060 .5Z23 .8178 .9437 .fiOOO ._614 -1.03Z8 .3731 1.Z756
.0080 .1738 .7193 .70ZZ .0083 .ZbZ8 .7436 .6643 .5000 .5427 -1.0692 .3675 1.Z866
• 0150 -*0017 .6_89 .7_u0 .OZ3u .3085 .757Z .6428 .5000 .6440 -1.0640 .3654 1,2910
.OZSO -.1805 ._180 ._586 .0500 .2250 .7336 .6800 .5000 .3454 -i.0684 .3623 1.Z973
.0_00 -._3Z7 .5655 ._7L1 .1000 .103_ .6983 .73_8 .5000 .Z467 -1.0759 .36Z0 1.Z979
• 0600 -.6696 .4827 1.0753 .1500 .03Z8 .679Z .7661 .5OGO .1480 -1.0688 .36Z3 1.Z972
.0800 -.8550 .6Z70 1.1731 .ZOO0 -.030_ .6601 .7935 .5000 .0693 -1.0680 .3650 1.Z916
• 1000 -.9361 .4015 I.ZZ_3 .ZSO0 -.0990 .6_1Z .BZE6 .5000 -.0493 -1.08Z3 .3611 1.2097
• 1400 -.9701 .3920 1.240_ .3500 -.22_0 .E04Z .8797 .5000 -.1480 -1.0901 ,3607 1,3004
.1800 -1.0038 .381_ 1.2598 .4500 -.3691 .3768 1.268Z .5000 -.Z467 -1.0756 .36Z9 1.2960
.Z200 -1.0A06 .3711 1.Z7_6 .5500 -.3053 .58Z8 .9445 .500_ -.3654 -1.0363 .3746 I.Z7Z4 J
.2600 -1.0557 .3692 1.z534 ._500 -.1360 .583z .91z3 .5000 -._440 -1.0198 .3784 1.z649
.3000 -1.0599 .3_4_ 2.ZlO .7500 -.0011 ._z96 .8607 ._000 -.54z7 -1.0z93 .3786 1.z646
.3400 -1.0750 .3_11 2.Z997 .8000 .C508 .6678 .7817 .5000 -.641_ -1.0099 .3798 1.ZbZ3
• 3800 -1.0758 .3600 1.3020 ._500 .0887 .oSZ6 .759Z .5000 -.7601 -1.0053 .3856 1.2508
o_ZO0 -I.0863 .3590 1.3039 .q000 .117Z ,6936 ,7621 CHQROWISE
• 4600 -1.07Z6 .3610 1.Z997 .9500 .1171 .70Z9 o7Z76 .0600 .4500 -.6829 .4736 1.0910
.5000 -1,0Z46 ,36_5 L,Z_66 1.0000 ,06_5 .6896 ,7685 .24¢0 .45_ -.9610 .39_6 I._Z96
• 5400 -1.05Z8 ,4_79 2,1356 ,ZZO0 .4500 -1.0718 ,3663 1,Z931
.5803 -,7691 ,5213 1,OllZ ,3000 ,4500 -1,_426 ,3709 1.2798
,6ZOO -,5194 .54_6 .97_6 ,3800 ,4500 -1.0339 .37%% 2*ZTZ8
.6600 -.6309 ,6647 ,_615 ,660G .4500 -1.069Z .3691 1,Z834
.7000 -.3719 .590Z .9015 .5400 .4_C0 -2.0578 .3676 1.Z865
.7500 -.Z775 .6i_3 .8578 .6ZOG .4500 -,9142 .5248 1.0_56
• 8000 -.1801 .t4_8 .SZ3Z .7000 .4500 -.3661 .5655 .9603
.8500 -.0991 .66Z_ .7893 .8000 .4500 -.18Z8 .6178 .8586
.qo00 -.0Z77 ._701 .778Z .qO00 .4500 -.0370 .6585 .7960
.9500 .0067 ._851 .7561 41016 .355Z .0949 .69_7 .7388
".9750 ,0502 .70ZO .7Z90 .ZGOO .355_ -*0Z76 ,66Z1 .7934
1.0000 .06_ .686_ .74_5 .3500 .355Z -.Z331 .6019 ,883Z
.4500 .355Z -.3496 .5706 .9325
.5500 .355Z -.3080 .5818 .9147
.8506 .355Z -.1380 ,6Zql ,841Z
.75_ .3_52 -.0016 ,6686 .780_
.8600 .355Z *OSOZ ,6828 .7586
.8_00 .355Z .0892 .b944 .7407
,qO0_ .355Z ,2149 .7033 .7271
• ObO0 .355Z • *IZZ_ .7045 .7Z53
Pl 212.6330 _PA GRIT SIZE .0584 ,R CD1 .bZ966
17 195.9540 K GRIT LOC .0700 C CDZ .0Z88_
RC %.o709 _ILLION CN .5927 CD3 .82763
PACH .7_(0 CM -.ObO1 C04 .0Z168
ALPHA Z,b754 DEG CC ,0G72 CD5 .01936
UPPER _URFAC_ LQ.E_ _URFACE _PAN_XSE
XIC CP PeL/F[ _LOC XlC CP P*LIPT _LOC XIC YI(81Z) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.14Z6 ._946 .;d77 ;,_Oo 1,14Zb .994_ .U871 ._OuO .7401 -1.0032 ,3844 l. Z53Z
.0060 ,3800 .7777 .b1_G .004_ .6G59 ._417 .50ZZ .5000 .6424 -1,G749 o3617 I,Z986
.0080 ,1Z81 ,7067 ,7_36 ,(GSO ,3427 ,7_6 ,6Z79 ,50Ue ,54Z7 -1,0911 ,3575 1.3069
,D150 -,0309 ,_566 ,795_ ,0230 .3663 .772S ,617_ ,5000 ,_640 -i.0g01 .3576 1,3068
.0250 -.Z080 ._C72 .e751 .uSUO .Z714 .T468 .6593 .5000 .3454 -1.0953 .3550 1.3121
.0400 -.4676 ._331 .9921 .i000 .1616 ,7093 .7178 .SDCO ,2467 -i.0799 .3580 1.3059
.J6OO -.6711 ._771 1._49 .1500 .0618 ._867 .75Z6 .fluOC .14_0 -1.0960 .3557 1.3108
.0800 -.8570 ,_23u I.i_03 .2003 -.0018 .668_ .7_05 .5OGO .04_3 -1.1299 .3519 1.3185
.I000 -,952Z ,3972 2._Z84 .ZSO_ -._726 .6607 .8161 ,5000 -,G493 -1,1013 ,35Z0 1.3183
,1400 -2.0149 ,37_% I,_632 ,3500 -,216Z .6042 .e795 .50G£ -.1480 -1.0898 .3545 2.3132
,1800 -1.0%4Z ,3725 1.2767 .4500 --.3610 .3586 1,3048 ,5000 -,Z467 -I,I1Z5 .353Z 1,3159
,ZZO0 -1.07Z7 ,3615 2._9_9 ,556u -,306_ ,5656 .940Z .5000 -.3456 -1.088Z .3580 2.30_9
,_600 -1.08_Z .3_88 1.3644 ,6530 -.1376 .5803 .9170 .5000 -.4460 -1,0516 ,3689 1,Z839
.3000 -1.1029 .35to 1.3100 .7500 -._039 .629_ .8405 .5000 -.54Z7 -1.044Z .37C3 1.Z810
,3600 -1.i086 .36Z1 1.31_Z .6000 .0691 .6677 ,7819 .fiOOO -,6614 -1.0Z47 ,3798 L.Z6Z3
,3800 -1.1153 .3516 1.3212 ,8500 ._815 .6536 ./576 .5000 -.7602 -.9740 .3896 1,Z431
,4200 -2,1202 .34_G 1,3Z66 ,9000 .0_91 ,6913 .7456 CH_ROWISE
,4600 -1,1191 .348Z 2.3Z6Z .gSOD ,1640 .6963 .7379 ,0600 .4500 -,6933 ,4705 1.0962
.5000 -1.0768 .#146 1,1958 [,0000 ,_608 ,663Z .7581 ,24tG ,450b -I.0Z18 ,3816 1,258b
.5400 -.8823 .4gOb 2.06ZG .ZZO0 .4500 -1.0935 .3575 1.3069
.5800 -.6231 ,5278 2.OuOb .3000 .4506 -1._97_ .3585 1.3049
.6ZOU -,5008 .547o ,0687 .3800 .4500 -1.0630 .3646 1.Z930
.6600 -.6179 .5663 .9390 .4bOo .4500 -1.08_3 .3573 1.3076
.TO00 -.3506 ,50_5 .9u16 .5400 ,_500 -.9767 ,3888 1.Z466
,7500 -,2783 ._ii? ,_660 .6gOG ,4500 -._g9Z .5276 1.0010
,_000 --*1990 *6307 ,e3 _ .7000 ,.4500 -.36q6 *5680 .9363
,8500 -,1337 ,t4t6 ,_143 .8000 ',4500 -.1936 ,b15Z .6627
,9000 -,0765 ,6680 ,7814 .9000 .4500 -.686_ ,66Z9 .8199
,9500 -.0093 .6677 .Tdig .1L14 .355Z .1353 .7069 .7215
,9750 -,0007 ,_979 .7354 .2000 ,3_5Z *004Z *6728 .7760
1.0000 .0408 .6_3Z .75_1 .3500 .355Z -.Z106 .608Z .8736
.450_ .355Z -,3366 ,5775 ,9Z13
.55_0 .3552 -.3070 .5816 .g169
.65_0 ,355Z -.1292 .6337 .8341
.7500 .3552 -.0008 ,6678 ,7817
,8000 .355Z .0445 .6%04 .7b26
,_500 .355Z ,07_7 ,69C6 .74?0
_28 ,CG_ .35_Z .1036 ,69_1 .7335
.9500 .3_51 .1065 .7007 ,7310
PT 112,6379 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 MM COl ,04157
TT 195,0689 K GRIT LOC ,O70O C CDZ .04099
_C 4.0743 _ILLZDN CN ,bOb7 CD3 .03688
MACH ,7786 CM -,0580 CO4 ,02970
ALPHA 3,0309 OEG ¢C ,0099 CO5 ,01069
UPPER _URFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpLIPT _LOC XIC CP PpLIP1 MLOC _IC YIIBIZ) CP PpLIPT MLOC'
O,o000 1,1346 .99E4 .10_7 0,0000 1,1346 ,99Z4 ,1047 ,5000 ,7401 -,9896 ,3859 1.1503
• 0040 ,3102 .7607 .6360 ,0040 .6773 .EbZZ .46_9 .5_0 .6414 -1,063_ .3b78 1.2860
.0080 .0761 .6908 .7_64 .0080 .4132 .7BSB .5968 .5000 ._427 -1.0481 .3717 1.178Z
• 0150 -.0955 .6411 .8210 .OZ3G .4111 .7861 .5963 .5000 .4440 -.9694 .392Z 1.1381
,0250 -,2E04 ,5942 .6_3 ,0500 °3077 .7578 .641_ ,500_ .3454 -,93_3 *4027 1.Z180
• D40O -.5197 .5207 1.G123 .tO00 .1717 .7183 .7039 ,5000 ,2467 -,_417 ,4287 1.1699
• 0600 -.6966 .4_e 1,0974 ,1500 .0_12 ,6951 .7398 .SdOG ,1480 -,8737 .4215 1.1812
.0800 -.8875 ,4134 1.1_eO .2000 ,0166 .6725 .7740 .5000 .0493 -.8708 ,4206 1.1848
• 1000 -.9748 .3879 1.2466 .9530 -.0468 .6561 .7997 .5000 -,0493 -,8737 ._179 1.1897
• 1400 -1.0476 ,3090 1,2836 .3500 -.1973 .112Z ,8673 .S&OO -.14B0 -.9116 .4091 1.2061
• 1800 -1.0741 .3614 1.1990 .4500 -.3435 .4347 1.1_91 .5000 -,2467 -,9821 ,3901 1.2420
• 2200 -1.1204 .3_13 _.3198 .5500 -.3207 ._706 ,9323 .5000 -.345_ -1.0107 .3816 1.2587
_. ,2600 -1.1335 ,3_63 _.3303 ,6500 -.1524 ,5756 ,9243 .5000 -,4440 -1,0145 .3805 1.2609
.3000 -1,1335 .34_8 1,3333 .7500 -.0168 .6233 ,8501 .50GO -,5427 -1.0201 .3795 1.2628
.3400 -1.1_01 ,3_31 1.3368 .8000 ,0343 .163_ .7885 ,5000 -.6414 -,9573 ,39_6 1.1297
.3800 -1.1617 .33_4 1,3_47 .8500 .0725 .6783 ,7661 ._00 -.7401 -,B694 .4132 1,1800
• 4100 -1.1602 .337B _.3_82 ,9000 .U856 .6905 ,7468 CHOROWI_E
.4600 -1.1050 .3_44 /.3134 ,9500 ,_813 ,6936 .7411 .0600 .4500 -.7315 ,4618 1.1095
• 5000 -.8112 ,4914 1,0608 1.0000 -.0310 ,6_05 ,7930 .1400 ,4500 -1.3594 ,3707 1.ZEOZ
• 5400 -.6212 ,51_1 1._163 ,2200 .4500 -1.1403 .3468 1.3291
,5800 -.5581 ._2_0 .99_7 .3000 .45_0 -1.1393 .3447 L.3335
.bZO0 -,4955 .54_4 .97_2 ,3800 .4500 -1.1173 ,3518 1.3187
• 6000 -.427B ._623 .q_5_ .4000 .4500 -1*1Z3Z .3503 1.3119
.7000 -,3740 .SBZb .9134 ,5400 ,4500 -.7929 .4478 1.1358
,7500 -,3060 ,5q_8 ._U81 .b20O .4560 -.4670 ,5328 .9926
.8000 -.2479 ,61_8 ._570 .7G00 .4500 -,3620 .56_3 .9343
,8500 -.1775 .6_9_ ._4£0 .8000 .4500 -,2Z99 .bOZ5 .8813
• go00 -,1414 ,6411 ._Z_7 .9000 ._500 -.1300 ,6313 ,_363
• _500 -.0986 .0_34 ,8u3_ .1£14 ,355Z .1605 .7173 ,7655
.9750 -,05qz ._930 ,7_9 ,ZOO0 ,3551 .0159 ,5770 .7877
1,0000 -.0320 .600_ .793_ ,3500 .3551 -.1846 ,6183 .0578
._0_ .3552 -.3237 .5793 .918_
• 55u0 ,3552 -.1870 .5891 .9032
• 0600 .3552 -,1373 .6301 ,B396
.750_ .3552 -._08_ .b671 .7816
,8000 .35_2 .0373 .6_04 ,7614
.8506 .2551 .0790 .6944 .7408
,9uO0 .3551 ,0938 .6975 .7300
•950u .255Z .075b ,6911 ,7459
PI 112._z49 KPA GRIT SIZE .0_8_ MM C01 .00101
IT 19_.6656 K GRIT LDC .0700 C CDZ .CSBgZ
RC 4._741 MILLION CN ,0101 CD3 ,04993
MAC. ,77_6 C_ I'O)_Z CO& "_3165
ALPHA 3.517_ OEG CC ,0131 C05 ,02533
UPPEP SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWI&E
XIC CP P_LIPI _LOC XIC CP P_LI_T _LOC XIC YI(BIZ} CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.11_7 ._F7_ ,1340 O._uO _.1167 .qB75 .1340 ,_OCO .7_01 -.8192 .4353 1.1581
,0040 .2673 ,7_%7 ,h_27 .O0_O ,7304 ,_771 .43_7 .5000 .6414 -,8014 ,4398 1.1499
.0080 ,C188 .hTZh .7743 .b_SJ ._773 .8U_3 ,5663 .5000 ,5427 1.7230 .4624 1.1102
.0150 -.1413 .o2e_ ._22 ,0230 ,_Z9 ,7989 ,575_ ,SCCO .4443 -.6589 .4798 1.0803
,0Z50 -,3180 ,58_4 .91_9 .0SOu ,3320 ,7031 .633_ .5000 .3454 -,6519 ,4831 1,0747
,0400 -,5_94 .50F5 1,0322 ,10_0 .19r3 .725_ .6_Z8 ,5000 .2_67 -.0085 ,4955 1,0538
,0600 -,7246 ,403_ _,1385 ,1_30 .IU42 .0971 .7307 ,5000 .14_0 -.5880 ,5000 1.0464
.OEO0 -._Z8b ._031 I,ZI_3 ,20_0 ,0387 .o790 .76_0 .5006 ,G_93 -.0046 .4975 1,0505
,I000 -1,0122 .3_OJ 1.2_Id .Z_v3 -.0388 ,0576 .7973 ,5¢00 -._493 -,6Z81 .4911 1.0612
.1400 -1.0883 .3598 1.3012 .3500 -,ISIZ ,6192 ,8565 .5000 -.1480 -.6574 ,48Z8 1,0753
.1800 -1.1262 .3_7 1,_251 ._500 -.3263 .4952 1.05_] ,5000 -.2467 -.6704 .4777 1.0639
,2200 -1.1473 .3_2Z 1,336_ .55U0 -.3086 ,571Z ,9235 ,5¢00 -.3454 -.690_ .4700 I*0_71
,Z600 -I,16_9 ,33_I 1,3_IU .6500 -,15_3 .5605 .9100 ,SCvO -._440 -,7597 ,4551 1.1229
,3000 -1.1851 ,334Z 1.3559 .75U0 -,0294 .6230 ,849T *_OO0 -.5427 -.8008 .43_5 1.1905
.3400-I,I_20 .3312 i,3o_4 .8¢00 ,0191 .bolZ .791# ,SGO0 -,6414 -.B665 ,4425 1.1451
.3800-1,17ZI ,33_3 1.3557 .8500 .v465 .6748 .7709 ,5000 -,7401 -.7574 .4537 1.1Z54
.42U0 -1.0Z13 ,3763 1,2691 ,9000 .0501 ,_SuO .7bZO CHOROwISE
,4000 -,7830 ,4_75 1,136Z ,9500 .0262 .6SZ8 ,7587 ,0000 ,4500 -.7413 .4585 1,1170
._000 --,6102 ,5119 l,OZbb L,uOuO -.125U ,6331 .8350 .1600 ,_500 -1,0838 ,3006 1,300_
,5400 -.5510 .9191 I,U148 .ZZO0 .45U0 -1,1809 .3331 1.3583
• .5800 -.5211 ,5313 .@Q_O ,3_0 .4503 -1,184Z .3318 1,3611
.OZUO 1.4859 ,5;2] .9775 .3_C0 .€5_ -1.1577 .3408 1.3418
.6600 -1k4_7 ,5565 ,9_5 ,4600 ,4500 -,9468 ,403Z 1.2171
,7000 -.3992 ,1703 ,932B .5_GG ._50_ -,5779 .5061 1,0300
,7500 -,3458 .5_€ .9150 ,020_ .4500 -.4000 .5341 .9904
,BOO0 -.300B ,5900 ,e_)_8 ,7C_0 *4_OO -.3855 .5615 .9466
.B500 -,2504 ,_u6& ._709 .%000 .4500 -.2791 ,5894 .9027
.9000 -.Z17B .6232 .65_3 ,9Gu_ ,45Gu -,i_72 ,6186 ,8574
.9500 -,1692 ,o270 ,d44_ ,I014 .3§5Z ,191_ ,7Z41 .6948
.9750 -.1488 ,577_ ,757_ ,Z¢00 ,3_52 .0419 .6807 ,7619
1,0000 -.1250 ,033L .o3_U ,3500 ,35_2 -,1770 ,6190 ,8508
.450_ ,3552 -,3172 .5790 .9191
.5500 ,355Z -.306o ,5821 .9141
,0500 .3552 -,1524 .625_ ,8463
.75_C .3551 -,0116 ,6638 .7878
,8600 .3_52 ,0215 ,6775 .7668
,65C0 .3551 ._66 ,6_30 .7574
329 .9oou .3552 ,0581 .6870 .7523
.9_0 ,3_51 .0474 .0835 ,7_76
PT 110.8525 KPA GRIT SIZE ,0584 MM C01 .01434
IT 196.8384 K GRIT LOG .0700 C CO2 ,01455
RC 4,0272 _ILLION CH .1598 CO3 .01435
MACH .7973 GM -,0581 ¢04 ,01327
ALPH& -i,0183 OEG CC .0109 C05 ,01262
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 5PANWISE
X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC _lC CP P*LIPT MLOC XIC Y/(812) CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,1093 .9_23 ,16GG 0.0000 1,1093 ,9823 .1600 .5000 .7401 -.6075 ,4823 1,0761
• 0040 ,8632 ,91_5 .3551 ,0040 -,2783 ,5768 ,9Z25 ,5000 .6414 -.6318 ,4736 1,0208
• OOBO .6719 .8543 ,4795 ,0080 -,7015 .4525 1,1_75 ,5000 .5427 -,6375 .4723 1,0930
• 0150 .4648 .7942 ,5930 ,0230 -.3614 ,5507 .q638 ,5000 ,4440 -,6378 ,4727 1,0925
,0250 .2500 ,7304 .6850 .0500 -,1451 ,6157 .8619 .5000 .3454 -,6437 ,4712 1,0950
.0400 -,0210 ,652e ,M047 ,1000 -,2230 ,5929 *8972 .5000 ,24b7 -.6459 ,4694 1,0961
•0600 -,2582 ,5810 ,9159 ,1500 --°2557 ,5626 ,9134 ,5000 ,1480 --,6412 ,4696 1,0977
.0800 -e3725 .5499 .9651 .ZO_O -.2861 ,5743 .9263 °5000 .0493 -,64Z4 °4703 1,096b
.I000 -.6415 .52_5 ,9995 .ZSou -.3354 .5603 °9485 .5000 -,0493 -.6624 ,4716 1,0945
.1400 -,5158 ,5G72 1,0343 ,3500 -,4_61 ,5199 1,0135 ,5000 -,1440 -,63_0 ,4746 1,0891
• 1800 -,5667 ,4926 1.G5_6 ,4500 -,6492 o4712 1.0950 .5000 -,2467 -,6304 ,4707 1,0959
• 2200 -,&049 ,_815 1.0774 .6500 -,4362 .4662 1,1036 .SGGO -,3454 -.6393 ,4726 1.0926
.2600 -,5866 .4873 1.0676 .6500 -.1809 .5313 ,9950 .5000 -._44_ -.6351 ,474G 1.0902 ._
,3000 -._323 .5_42 1.03_4 .75u0 -.u220 ,_048 ,8786 ,5000 -.5427 -,6420 ,6723 1.0931
•360u -,5337 .bG23 1.0_25 ,_000 ,0394 .6515 ,8068 ,50GO -,_414 -,6411 ,4704 I,G963
• 3PO0 -.5542 ,4967 1.0519 ,8530 ,0_35 ,6702 ,7780 ,5000 -,74ul -,6421 ,4720 1,0936
.4200 -,5808 ,_893 1.0643 ,9000 ,1231 ,6828 ,7587 CHOROWISE
• _600 -.617G .4790 1.0817 .9500 .1394 ,6946 .7404 .0600 ,4500 -,2825 ,5746 .9259
.5000 -.6431 ._5 1.1135 l.OOOO .i139 .6908 .7404 .140G .4500 -,5043 ,5104 1.0292
,5400 -.6764 .4457 1.1395 .22G0 .4500 -,6023 .4812 1,0779
,5800 -,7230 ,43%t 1.1o03 ,300G .450G -.5324 ,5005 1,0453
._200 -.7661 ,4375 1.1540 .3800 .4500 -.5527 .4975 1.0805
.6600 -.7588 .5226 1.0092 .4_00 ,4500 -,6112 ,4761 1,0832
.7000 -,4733 ,5710 ,93C3 ,5400 .45C0 -.6772 ,45_8 1.1147
• 7500 -.2912 .6116 .o584 .6200 .45G0 -.7500 ,4368 1.1553
• 8000 -.1633 ,6437 ,818_ .7Cob ,45_0 -,4650 ,5212 1,0115
.6_60 -.C535 ,6667 ,7835 ,6000 ,4500 -.1774 ,6065 ,8762
,9000 .0246 ._7_3 .76_2 .gcoo .450_ ,0192 ,6620 ,7905
.9500 .G746 ._8_ .7500 .1014 ,3552 -,2267 .59G7 .9006
;97_0 ,0999 .8961 .73_2 .2GOG .3552 -,2822 ,5747 ,9257
1,GOOC .1139 ._918 .7464 ,3500 ,3552 -.4626 .5219 1,0103
,4_Ou ,3552 -°6328 ,4728 1,0923
•5500 ,35_2 -.4500 ,5258 1.0039
°6500 .3552 -,1800 ,6040 ,8600
,7500 .3552 -,0223 .6524 .8054
• B_OO ,3552 ,0354 °6877 .7819
• bSOU ,3552 .0796 ,6612 ,7611
,9000 " .3552 ,1157 .6908 ,7464
.9500 ,3552 ,1359 ,5963 .7379
PT 110._474 KPA GRIt SIZE .0584 MM CD1 ,61499
Ir 196.4678 K GRIT LOC .0700 C CD2 ,01531
RC _.0358 _/LLIGN _N .3084 CD3 *01537
MACH .7966 CM -.G575 C04 ,01424
ALPH6 ,_2r_ DEG CC .0107 CD5 ,01344
UPPE_ 5UWFACL LflWER SURFACE SP_NWISE
X/C CP PwL/PT _LDC X/C CP PeLIPT HLDC XIC YI(BI2) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.OGO0 1.1_35 ._60 ._TbZ _,00_0 1.1535 .996J .0752 .5_0_ .7401 -.7343 .4424 1.1454
.00_0 .7510 ._7d3 ._343 ._0 .0338 ._705 .7775 .5000 ,6k14 -.7562 ,43_5 1.1523
,0080 ._25P ._121 ,5533 ,uO_O -.3174 .5_56 ,_40_ .5_00 .5_27 -,7538 .438_ 1,1525
.0150 ,3157 .7517 .6_16 ,u230 -.0542 .6_48 .8170 ,5000 .4440 -.7270 .4491 1.1334
• 0Z50 .111_ .6_17 .74_9 ,05JJ ,_46 .6608 .7928 ,5000 .3_54 -.7490 ,_391 1,1513
.0400 -.1672 .6122 .P674 .1000 -.0876 .6352 .8317 ,fiOOO .2467 -.7408 .4424 1.1454
.ObO0 -.4059 .530h .9835 .15J0 -.1442 ._lb2 .8611 ,Sbub ,1480 1,7212 ,4497 1,1324
•08u0 1.5154 ._100 1,0297 ,20uo -.1862 ,6040 .8800 .§O_G .0493 -.7156 ,4478 1,1357
,lOGO -.6063 ,6_37 1._736 ,25_0 -.2433 ,5888 .9037 .5000 -.0_93 -,7269 .4441 1.1423
,1400 -.6737 .4_32 1,1087 .3500 --.3828 .5475 ,968_ ,SG_b -,1_8U -,7319 .4464 1,1383
.1800 -.7148 .451_ i.13(1 ._500 -.5471 ,4562 1.1209 ,500G -,2467 -,7399 .4429 1.1444
.2200 -,7600 ._379 1.i53_ ._5_0 -._883 .4q7_ 1._513 .SuCh -.3_54 -.7590 .4371 1.1549
• 2600 -.7686 .4363 1.15_1 ,5500 -.1697 ,5_10 .9fi96 .5&00 -.4440 -.7620 ,4379 1,1534
• 3000 -,7e75 ._376 1.1629 ,7500 -,0135 ,6108 ,8694 ,fiCO_ -.5427 -,7648 ,43_1 1.1566
,3400 1,7654 ,_35_ 1,1572 ._O00 ,0462 ,6557 ,8003 .5006 -,6_14 -,7700 ,4368 1,1553
.3800 -.7551 ._3_b 1.1532 .8500 .u876 .672_ ,7739 .5000 -.7401 -.7780 ,4323 1.1634
,4200 -.7490 ,4427 1.1_7 ,good ,1198 ,6550 .755Z CHQRO_ISE
.4600 -.7453 .441_ 1.1_3 .95JD .1253 .6943 .7409 ,0600 .4500 -,_2bl ,5325 ,9930
• 5000 -,7036 ,_449 1.1_9 i.0_00 ,G872 .664_ ,7556 .140_ .45_0 -,6610 .4029 1,1094
,5400 -,7322 .4343 1.1509 ,2200 ,4500 -,7428 ,4408 1.1482
.5800 -.7743 ,42_ 1o177_ .3006 ,_50b -.7465 .4363 1.1563
.6200 -.7953 .4730 1.0919 .3buO .4500 -.7443 ,4393 1.1508 '_
,6600 -.62e4 .5399 ,9811 ,4600 .450_ -.7850 .4372 1.1546
.7000 -,_111 ,5810 ,9159 ,5460 .45G0 -,7707 ,4304 1,1668
.7500 -.2671 ,6156 .8021 ,6200 .4500 -.7944 .4223 1.1817
,8000 1,1_79 ,6_33 ,_193 .7_0_ .4500 -.4G07 .5393 .9820
.8500 -.0568 .66xu .7022 ,5000 ,4500 -,1543 ,6110 .8691
.go00 ,O06G .6756 ,7697 .gbOO ._500 -.0005 .6859 .6000
• 9500 .0512 .o7bO .7661 .1G14 .3552 -,1009 ,6295 .8405
• 9750 ,0641 ._9_6 .7390 .2000 ,3552 -,183_ ,6057 ,6773
1,0000 ,G872 ,6_4_ .7556 ,3500 .3552 -,3761 ,5477 ,9686
,450b .3552 -.5403 ,4983 1,0492
.5500 ,3552 -,4071 ,5390 .9828
._5C(_ .3552 -.1751 .b043 .87_5
,75ou .3552 -.0164 ,6526 .8051
,b(:00 ,3652 ,0423 ,6705 .7776
,dSO0 .3552 ,0784 .6797 ,7635
_0 ,_Ob ,3552 .1115 .6887 .7497
,9500 .3552 .1214 ,6920 .7445
P[ 110.3617 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 MM C01 .01726
TT 195.6391 K GRIT LOC .0700 C CDZ .01818
RC 6,0467 MILLION CN ,3673 CD3 .01868
MACH ,7984 CM -,0591 CO4 .01750
ALPHA ,5091 DEG CC .0121 CD5 .01628
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 5PANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC CP P, LIPT MLQC XIC Y1(812) CP PPLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1663 .999Z .03_0 3.u_O 1,1663 ,9992 ,03_0 .5000 ,7601 -,7998 ,4250 1,1768
• 0060 ,0961 ,8613 ,4647 .0040 ,1451 ,7000 ,7322 ,5000 ,6416 -,86Z6 ,6119 1,2008
• 0080 .6705 ,7954 ,5611 .00_0 -,1719 ,6060 ,8769 ,5000 .5627 -.8406 .6126 1,1995
• .0150 ,2708 ,7372 .6766 .UZ30 .0695 ,6781 ,7659 .5000 ,4640 -,8687 ,6107 1,Z031
,0250 ,0655 ,6760 ,7o92 ,0500 ,0507 .6751 ,7705 ,5C00 .3656 -,8465 ,4119 1.2006
• 0400 -,2067 ,5_72 ,_905 ,1090 -,0430 ,6649 ,8170 .5000 ,2467 -,8636 ,4116 lo2013
• .0600 -,6580 .5249 1.0053 ,1500 -,0993 ,6286 ,8620 ,5000 ,1680 -,8351 ,6106 1.2032
• 0800 -,5613 t4_77 1._5ul ,ZOO0 -t1679 ,6130 ,8660 ,5000 o0693 -,86Z8 .6105 1,Z036
• 1000 -,6633 .6_82 l.lOOZ .250_ -.2092 .5967 ,8913 .5C00 -.0693 -.8353 .6113 1,2019
• 1400 -,7222 .4440 1.1424 .3500 -,3539 .55Z9 .9603 .5000 -,1_80 -.8155 .6189 1,18T8
• 1800 -,7631 ,43_Z 1.1638 .4500 -,5054 .4116 1.2016 .5000 -,Z667 -,8157 ,4187 1.1883
• ZZO0 -.8082 .6197 1._8t6 .5500 -.3851 .5111 1,0280 .5000 -.3456 -,_369 ,_128 1,1991
• Z600 -,8285 .6151 1.1949 .6_00 -,1707 ,5636 .97_2 ,5000 -.6660 -,8367 ,6126 1.1995
,3000 -,8404 ,4131 1.19_b .7500 -.0158 .60_8 ,8756 ,5000 -.56Z7 -.8403 ,4106 1,2032
,3400 -,8683 .4103 1,_39 ,8000 ,0407 ,6516 ,8066 ,5000 -,6414 -,8618 .4127 1,1993
.3800 -.8372 ,413_ 1.1976 .8500 .0_35 .66_3 .7809 .5000 -.7401 -.86ZZ .6095 1.2053
.6200 -.8279 .61_8 1.191_ .9000 .1112 .6813 ,7610 CHOROWISE
• 4600 -.8268 .6171 1,1912 ,9500 ,1155 ,_903 ,747Z ,0600 ,4500 -o6659 ,51P8 1,0153
• 5000 -.8380 ,60_9 1.20_5 1,OOO_ ,0530 .6715 .7761 .1600 .6500 -.7139 ,_449 1.1610
• 5600 -,8531 ,40_ 1,ZZl7 ,Z200 ,6500 -,7951 ,4207 1,1845
• 5800 -.8687 .4138 1.1973 ,3000 .6500 -,7990 .4217 1,18Z8
• 6ZOO -,8316 ,5123 1.OZ6u .3800 ,4500 -,8129 .6185 1.1885
• 6800 -.6915 ,5540 .9585 ,4800 .4500 -.8298 ,41Z3 l.ZO01
• 700C -,3_41 ,5F_1 .904_ .5_OU .6500 -,8568 .4049 1,2160
.7500 -,2372 .6147 .8634 ,6ZOO .4500 -.8280 .4126 1.1999
• 8000 -.1658 .6383 ,SZ7U ,7000 ,6500 -,3606 ,5508 ,9636
,8500 -.0660 ,6513 ,8071 .8000 .6500 -.1552 .610Z .8704
• 9000 -.0197 .66_ .7057 ,900_ ._5_0 -.0159 .651Z .8072
• 9500 .02Z6 .6_7 .7_50 .1016 ,3552 -,05i0 .6418 .8Z01
• _750 .0306 .6_1_ .7_2 .200_ .355Z -.1670 .6127 ,8666
1.0000 .0530 .671_ ,7761 .350_ .355Z -,3531 .5520 .9617
o_500 ,355Z -.5168 ,5029 1,0615
.5600 ,3552 -,3921 ,5395 ,9818
,8_00 .3552 -,1697 ,6065 ,8761
• 750_ ,3552 -.0168 .6520 ,8059
• 8000 .355Z ,0361 ,6673 ,7826
.8504 .3_5Z .080Z .6800 ,7630
.9000 ,355Z .11Z0 ,6888 .7494
• 9_0_ 355Z ,115Z ,69G3 .7672
PT 1i0.37_6 KPA GRIT 3IZE .0584 eM C01 .01977
1T 196.2_9_ 4 GRIT LOC .070_ C CO2 ,0Z046
RC _.022_ _ILLION CN ,6153 CD3 ,02153
MACH .7960 C_ -.0599 C06 .02032
ALPHA 1,u18Z DEG CC ,0117 CD5 ,01907
UPPER SURFACE LOWEk _URFAC_ SPANwISE
XIC CP P_LIPT "LDC X/C CP P_L/PT MLC XIC Y1(812) CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1686 1.0O_G ._054 _.u_O_ 1,16_b 1,uOOO ,005_ ,5_G0 ,7401 -,8477 ,4100 I,Z063
,0040 ,6331 ,8647 .4_68 ,OOqO ,Z796 ,7606 .6_93 ,5C00 ,_614 -.6995 .3977 I,Z276
• OG@O ,398Z ,7761 ._IZE ,v08_ -,0160 ,6552 ,8011 ,5000 ,5427 -,9063 ,3965 1,2336
,0150 ,Z063 ,7185 .7036 .0Z30 .1472 .7313 .730Z .S&oU .6440 -.9136 .3910 1.2404
• 6250 .0030 .6_B .7925 .J_U ,1_35 ,_9u7 .746_ .5_0_ .3454 -,9236 ,3903 1oZ617
.0600 -.264_ .5_17 ,_1_8 ,IOUU ,GOES ,6630 ,7_9_ ,50_0 ,2467 -,9Z36 .3905 1.2416
,0600 -,5112 .5117 l,_Zoq .l_OO -.0574 .6_35 ._lgO .5000 .1680 -._123 .3907 1.2610
•0800 -,6639 .4663 1.103_ .Z_uO -.1081 .bZ93 .8409 .50uO ,&493 -.9181 .3956 1.2320
•1000 -,6909 .65_8 1._I_7 .2500 -,17_3 ,6073 .8768 .500& -._493 -,9057 .3933 1.2360
.1400 -.7761 .63_ 1.16(6 .3500 -.3207 .5665 .9386 .50uO -.1480 -.9100 .3939 1,Z368
• 1800 -,8398 .6177 1.19_2 ._500 -,4_78 .3951 1.2325 .5000 -,_7 -,8947 ,3993 1,_264
• Z200 -.8634 ,406_ 1._1_T ,5900 -,3676 ,5Z44 1,_06Z .5_0 -.3656 -,8931 ,3G82 1,2266
• 2600 -,8885 .4010 1.2213 .6500 -.1619 ._Z7 .9605 .5000 -.4640 -,890Z ,3975 1.2279
• 3000 -.8991 ,395_ 1._32_ .75UO -,_135 ._130 ,8651 ,5000 -.5427 -,89_4 ,3994 1,Z246
,3600 -,_116 ,3_2 1.23_3 .80_ ,0_6 .6561 .7997 .5000 -._614 -,8_03 .3981 1,2268
• 3800 -,9110 .393Z 1.Z3_3 ,8500 ,0788 ._T67 .771Z ,5_00 -,7601 -,8988 ,3977 1,2276
.4200 -,6990 ,3952 1,2323 ,9000 ,_0_0 ,b_18 .760Z CHOROWISE
.SHOO -,9073 ,3650 1.2327 ._590 .1105 ,b907 .7_65 .OtO0 ,4500 -.531Z ,50_7 1,0385
• 5000 -,903_ .3883 1.Z656 1.OuOJ .0355 ,6693 ,7793 .1;00 .4500 -,7899 .4302 1,1673
.5400 -.9310 .3848 1,2524 ,22_0 ,45&O -.864Z ,4047 1.Z163
• 5800 -.932_ .4610 1.1111 .3_C_ .65_0 -,8636 ,4080 1,2081
• 6200 -.6888 .5353 .986_ .3_0C ._5_0 --.87b7 ._033 1,Z109
,_600 -,4ZO_ ,56Zt ,9449 .4000 ,4500 -,8991 ,3963 1,230Z
,7000 -,3317 ,592_ .89_ .5400 .45_ -.9315 ,3866 1.2488
.7500 -,2326 .b144 .863_ ,t200 .450Q -,6_83 .6516 1,12_1
.8000 -.1524 .631_ .837_ .TOGG .45_ -,3367 .5591 .9506
.8500 -.0909 ,6527 .5u68 ,8000 ,4500 -.1610 .6117 ,e6_1
,9000 -,0218 .654_ .8021 .CGO .65_u -,0695 .6625 ,8Z06
.9500 -,0132 .66Z1, .7907 ,1016 .355Z -.0010 .659_ .7969
• 9750 .0_78 .6917 .74_9 ,200C .3552 -,1110 ,6266 .8450
1,0000 ,0355 .b693 ,77_3 .3_0G .355Z-.3105 ,5691 ,9346
.45_0 .355Z -,4589 ,5265 1,0027
,550o ,35_Z -,3801 ,54t4 ,_706
• 6500 .3552 -,1643 ,6118 .8679
.750_ .3552 -,0131 .6557 .8003
.8000 .3_2 .0378 .6696 .7765
• 85_ .355Z ,0793 .6819 .7601
_1 .9000 ,3_52 .OVI8 ,6853 • 1569
,950G ,355Z ,1064 ,6_99 ,7677
PT 110,5973 KPA GRIT 51ZE ,0584 HH C01 ,03899
TT 195,1177 K GRIT LOC ,0700 ¢ COZ ,04087
RC 4,0599 MILLION C_ .4588 CD3 ,G3965
MACH .8010 CH --,0513 CD4 *03ZbO
6LPHA 2,0ZIg DEG CC *0109 C05 .0Z821
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANkISE
XIC CP P, LIPT HLGC XIC CP P_LIPT MLO¢ XlC Y1(812) CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1684 ,g%%6 ,GZ94 0.000_ 1.1084 .9994 ,02%4 .50_0 ,7401 -.9076 ,3888 1,Z446
,0040 ,5490 ,81_b ,5450 .0040 ,4350 ,7832 ,b011 ,5000 .6414 -,g074 .3702 1.2812
• 0080 .2988 .7441 .0835 ,00_ .1599 .7015 ,7299 .5000 *5427 -,9939 ,3660 1.2937
• 0150 ,1167 ,6903 ,7471 ,0230 ,2037 ,7333 ,6805 *50OC ,4440 -1,00Z4 ,3631 1*2956
• 0250 -,0763 .6340 .8330 .0530 ,1881 ,7103 ,7101 ,5000 ,3454 -.9982 ,3597 1,3015
.0600 -,3346 ,5573 ,9333 ,1000 ,0743 ,_770 .7675 .5000 ,1407 -1,0050 .3587 1,3045
• ObO0 -.5511 .4912 1.0011 .1500 -,0000 .0554 ,7993 ,5000 .1480 -l,00bb ,3000 1,3018
• 0800 -,7259 ,4415 1,1470 .1003 -.0011 .636Z .8302 .5000 .0493 -.9947 .3610 1,1985
,1000 -.8201 .4135 1.1978 .2500 -.1323 ,617Z ,8596 ,5000 -.0493 -,9900 ,3587 1,3045
• 1400 -,8497 ,4045 1.2147 ,3500 -,Z8bZ ,5714 ,9194 ,5000 -.1480 -1,0079 ,3583 1,3053
.1800 -.9080 .38qz 1.z43q .4500 -.4653 .36ZZ 1.2974 *_000 -*Z467 -1.O054 .3594 1.3031
• ZZO0 -,9323 ,37_b 1.1646 .5500 -.3921 .5158 1.0185 .5000 -.3454 -.9645 ,3053 1,1910
.ZbO0 -.9523 .3749 1.2710 .6500 -.1865 .5398 ,9813 .5000 -.4440 -.9639 .3725 1.Z7bb
• 3000 -.TOZ .370_ 1.Z_08 .TSO0 -*0615 *_OOZ .8803 *5000 -.5417 -,9712 ,3711 1,2794
• 3400 -.g862 .3047 1,2923 .8000 *GIZO .6427 .8203 ,5000 -.6414 -.9706 ,3713 1,2790
.3800 -Z,OCZ9 ,361_ 1,1991 ,85_0 ,0388 ,bbO0 ,7938 ,5000 -.7401 -,9050 ,3705 1,Ze07
,4200 -1,0118 ,3603 1.3011 ,9000 ,0560 .0654 .785% CHORDMI$E
.6600 -1,0014 ,3_80 1.3066 .9500 .0321 ,0718 ,7756 ,0000 .4500 -,bOZ3 ,4774 1,0844
,5000 -,9978 ,_255 1.1757 1.000_ -.09%b ,bZbO ,8459 ,1400 *4500 -,8447 ,4055 1,2128
• 5400 -.7783 ,5089 1.3317 *ZZO0 .4500 -,%550 ,3709 1,Z798
• 5800 -,5004 ,5381 .0837 ,3000 ,4500 -,9618 ,3751 1,2715
,0200 -,3955 ,5527 ,%60b .3800 .4500 -,9448 .3759 1,Z099
,6600 -,3406 ,5041 .9425 ,4000 ,4500 -.9741 ,3677 1,2862
.7000 -.3093 .5771 ,gZZO .540C ,4500 -.964_ .3711 1,2794
,7500 -,Z058 ,5887 .9039 *bZGO ,4500 -,4348 ,5160 1,00Zb
,8000 -,ZZbt .5979 ,8_04 .7000 .4500 -*3241 ,5017 .9463
• 8500 -,1971 ,b093 ,8718 ,8000 ,4500 -.2311 ,5875 ,9057
,9000 -,1604 ,0151 .8618 .9000 .4500 -.172g .bOZ4 .8824
_9500 -.1405 .6139 .u647 .1014 .3552 .0031 ,6735 .773_
• 9750 -,1395 ,6644 .7870 .ZCGO *3551 -.0598 *6378 *8179
1.0000 -,ogg6 *bZ6G .84_9 ,3500 ,3552 -,Z8Gb ,5721 ,9297
.4500 .3551 -,_550 ,5204 I.OIZb
• 5500 ,3551 -,3816 ,5405 ,9801
• 0500 .3551 -.180% ,6041 ,879_
,750G .3_5Z -.0403 .0417 .8Z03
• 800C ,3351 ,0109 .6580 ,7967
• _SGG ,355Z ,0411 .5075 ,7822
• 9000 ,3552 ,0621 ,0730 ,7737
• 9500 ,3351 .*0430 *b075 ,78ZZ
PT LSb,S410 KPA GRIT 51ZE ,0584 _M C01 ,01107
TT 179.3324 K GRIT LOC ,0700 C COZ ,01118
kC 6,0999 MILLION CN .2OG1 C03 .01100
MACH ,7540 CM -,0_14 C04 ,C1058
ALPHA -,ggTg DEG C0 ,0101 CD5 ,G1045
UPPER SURFACE LOWER $URF4CE "SPANWISE
XIC CP PBL/PT _LOC X/C OP PpL/PT HLO0 XlC Y/(812) CP PILIPT MLOC
0.0600 1,1080 ,9ebo .1371 O.uO00 1,1_80 ,gob9 .1371 .50GO .7401 -.5711 ,5185 1.0158
.0060 .8355 .0112 .36_7 ._04_ -.2730 .6020 .8_31 .5_dO .6414 -.5785 .52_4 1.0127
• _080 ,blZ .8508 .4_5_ ,00_0 -,7043 .4015 1,OTS_ *5000 ,5417 -,5811 ,519_ 1,0151
•0150 ,408Z ,7917 .5672 .OZ3u -,d41C .bbT_ ,782b ,5000 ,4440 -.59Z2 ,51Z9 I,OZ50
,0250 ,1918 .7312 .6838 ,0500 -*1304 *b4Zb ,8204 *SCGO .3454 -.5974 ,3115 1.0Z74
• 0400 -.0903 .6554 .ebO_ .1000 -*1978 .6230 ,8506 ,3_UO ,1407 -.5964 ,5154 1.0210
• 0600 -.3298 ,58_5 ,9072 .l_JO -.1272 .b151 .86Z8 .5000 .1_80 -.5963 ,5123 I*OZbO
,0800 -.4308 .5589 .95_7 .ZOJb -.Z_85 .€066 *_700 ,5000 *0493 -,bUZZ ,5095 1,0307
• 1000 -,4885 .5441 *g744 *ZSuO -*3003 *SOZ5 *8_7g .500_ -.0493 -,5995 ,5140 1,0232
,1400 -,5536 ,5146 I._050 .3530 -.4207 ,5603 .9485 .5000 -.1480 -,bOOS ,5122 1,OZbZ
,1800 -.5880 .5135 J.OZbi .45_0 -.52_ .5155 1.0_07 .50_0 --._407 -,0070 .5075 1,0340
.ZZO0 -,5679 ,5131 1._0_3 .5500 -,3892 ,5323 ,9934 .50GO -.3454 -.6119 .5079 1.0333
.1600 -.5464 ,_59 1._037 .b_O0 -.109_ .5705 .9325 ,_000 -.4440 -.597% .5145 1.0224
• 3000 -.543g .SZb_ 1.C_Zg .7500 -,00%3 .t316 .835_ .5000 -.5417 -.0011 ,5094 1.G308
• 3400 -,5431 ,5301 .99_7 ,8_ou .0559 ,6701 ,7690 ,5000 -,0414 -,6033 ,50_Z 1*0316
• 3800 -,5526 ,SZ7Z 1,0017 .8500 .IOZO ,0931 ,7_17 *5000 -.7601 -.5898 .5171 1,0182
.4200 -,5657 ,5_03 I.O/Z9 .9033 .1618 .7087 ,7188 CHOROWISE
• 4600 -,5078 .5142 1.0219 .9500 .lbZ9 .7/77 .7_4g .Gb_O .6500 -.3551 ,5812 ,9150
.5000 -.5951 .5074 1.0341 i.uOuO ,1571 ,7204 ,700o .1400 ,4500 -,53_9 ,5280 1,0004
,5400 -.6151 ,4937 1.0_t_ .210_ .4500 -,5586 .5183 1.0101
• 5800 -,bb30 ,48_o 1,0o3_ ,3000 ,4500 -,540_ ,5178 i,OGOb JD
,bZO0 -,6733 *5127 1*_253 .3800 .6500 -.5530 ,5251 1.0049
• btOG -.b040 .5373 ,9853 .460_ .450_ -.5794 ,5109 1.0185
• 7000 -.5103 .5720 .93Cl .56u_ ,6500 -,bib4 ,5084 1,0315
• 7500 -.3701 *013_ .80_7 .bZ_O .4500 -,0383 oSOZZ 1,04Z7
• 8000 -,2313 ,0546 ._010 ,7000 ,4500 -,5005 .3385 ,9034
,8500 -,09Z5 ,6834 .1578 .8b_O .4500 -.1380 .012Z .8673
• %000 ,OZZO .7054 '7238 .9000 .4500 ,0153 .6848 .7557
• 9500 ,1023 ,717_ .7u67 .1016 .355Z -.1040 ,bZOb .8544
• g750 .1368 .723_ .6906 ,ZOO0 ,3552 -,1607 ,0035 ,880_
1.0000 ,1571 ,710* ,7006 ,35_G ,3551 -,419Z ,5634 ,9436
• 4500 ,355Z -,5115 ,5355 ,980_
•5500 ,3552 -,3918 ,5677 ,9368
•650G .355Z -,1674 ,6318 ,_371
• 75_(. .3551 -*0084 .0760 *7_81
• 8[C0 *3551 *_495 ,0911 ,7444
• 8500 .3551 .1001 .7073 *7ZG_
_2 ,9000 .355Z .1383 .7179 .7045
• 0500 ,3_Z .1034 .7Z33 .o961
PT 150. Z931 KPA GRIT SIZE ,0584 MM C01 .01148
IT 179,Z536 K GRIT LOG .0700 C CDZ .01167
RC 6.0817 MZLLIDN CN .3Z57 C03 .01148
MACH ,7644 CM -,0604 CD4 .01085
ALPHA -,O07d DEG CC ,0083 CD5 *01076
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SRANWISE
XIC CP P_L/PT MLQC XIC CP PtLIPI MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT MLOC.
0.0000 1.1475 .9965 .0_94 u.00_O 1.1675 .9983 .0494 .5000 .7401 -.6240 .5067 1.0352
.0040 .6979 .8767 .4452 .0040 .0765 .7016 .7Z94 .5000 .6616 -.66Z6 .5001 1.046Z
• 0080 .4566 .8071 .5617 .0080 -.Z693 .6069 .8781 .500U .5627 -.6458 .5025 1._622
• 0150 .2560 o7691 .6567 .023_ .0166 .6846 .7559 .5000 .4660 -.6556 .4961 1.0530
• 0250 .0305 .68_8 .7494 .0500 .0167 .6830 .7584 .50_0 .3656 -.6596 .6945 1.055_
• 0400 -.2623 .6121 ._675 .1000 -.0727 .6605 .7929 .5000 .2467 -.6589 .6969 1.0569
• 0_00 -.6966 .541Z .9790 o1500 -.124Z .6454 .8161 .5000 .1660 -.6599 .6964 1.0523
• 0800 -.5927 .5137 1.0236 .ZOOO -.1694 .6326 .8359 .5000 .0493 -.6634 .4944 1.05_6
.1000 -.6753 .4948 1.0_50 .2500 -.2249 .6150 .8630 ,5000 -.0493 -.6613 .4971 1.0512
.1400 -.7269 .6796 1.0810 .3500 -.3420 .5_57 .9086 .5000 -.16_0 -.6634 .6953 1.0563
,1800 -,7598 ,46_9 1,u991 .4530 -,4_13 .4949 1.0550 .5000 -.2467 -.6732 .4935 1.0572
• ZZO0 -.7763 .4647 1.1063 .5500 -.3516 .5538 .9589 .50G0 -.3454 -.6686 .4925 1.0589
_ .Z600 -.7563 .4721 1.0935 .6500 -.1496 .5809 .9160 .5000 -.6640 -.6673 .4926 1.0590
.3000 -.6268 .5059 1.0365 .7500 .OOZ6 .6401 .8Z43 .5000 -.5427 -.6697 .4913 1.0609
.3600 -.5762 .5191 1.0149 .80JJ .0597 ._814 .7608 .5000 -.6416 -.6671 .4913 1.0609
.3800 -.6209 .50_ 1.o30q .8500 .1088 .6963 .737_ .SObC -.7401 -.657Z .4980 1.0498
.AZO0 -.6393 ._005 1.0_55 .90JO .1420 .7098 .7170 C_OROwISE
• 6600 -.6581 .49_ 1.0568 .95_0 .1577 .7Z04 .7005 .0600 .4500 -.5211 .5377 .9646
.5000 -.6643 .4904 1.0624 l.OOOO .1421 .7177 .7047 .140C .4500 -.6989 .4854 1.0709
• 5400 -.6750 .483_ 1.0736 .2200 .4500 -.7707 1_662 1.1071
• 5000 -.7054 .4660 1.069_ .3000 .4500 -.6510 .4966 1.05Z1
• 6ZOO -.6937 .5118 1.¢Z69 ,3000 .6500 -.6213 .50el 1.03Z9
• 6600 -06086 .541L .97_2 .6600 .4500 -.649Z o50_5 1.0455
• 7000 -.4983 .576_ .gZO0 .5600 .4500 -.6595 .4970 1.0516
• 7500 -.3671 ._175 ._591 .6200 .4500 -.6703 ,6926 1.6587
• 8000 -.2197 .6569 .8016 .7000 ,4500 -.4926 .5409 .9795
• 8500 -,0841 .663U .7571 .80Cu .4500 -.Z261 .6179 .8565
• 9000 .0208 .7u33 .7Z71 .9000 .4500 .0178 .6eZ5 .7591
.9500 .0926 .713_ .711_ .1016 .3552 -.0839 .656_ .7995
• 9750 .1203 .7233 .6_61 .200_ .355Z -.1671 .6316 .8376
1.0000 .14Z1 .7177 .7047 .3500 .355Z -.337t ,5684 ,9043
.6500 .355Z -.4386 .5577 ,95_7
• 5500 .3_52 -.352_ .5805 .9167
• 6500 .355_ -.1504 .6361 .8305
• 7500 .3552 .0060 .6814 .7609
.SCG_ .355Z .0_95 ,6968 .7370
• 8500 .355Z 01055 .7092 .7180
• _COo .35_Z .1407 .71_0 ,7043
• 9_00 .355Z .1577 .7213 .699Z
Pl 150.15_Z KPA GRIT SIZE ,05_4 _M CD1 .GIZAZ
IT 179._70_ K GRIT LOC .u70C C CDZ ,uI_48
RC 6.0859 MILLION CN ._01 C03 .01Z18
_ACH .7646 CM -.u611 C04 .01156
ALPHA 1.0163 DEG CC ,0Q46 CD5 .01146
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P*L/PT ML_C Xl_ CP P_L/PI _LOC XIC Y/(E/Z) CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1501 ._9_ .o_? O.u_O_ 1.1501 .998_ .040Z .5000 .7401 ".67Z2 ,49Z9 1.05BZ
• 0040 .5379 ._82 .5_ ,OGAO .3_84 .TBZ3 ._OZ6 .SOLO .6q14 -.67o8 .4895 1,0640
• 0080 .2911 .7596 ._3_7 .00_0 .0866 .7035 .726_ .50_0 .56Z7 -.6676 .4921 1.0597
.0150 .09Z6 .70_2 .7241 ._Z30 .2070 .737£ .6764 .5000 .4440 -.6513 .4983 1.0491
• 0250 -.1173 ._47_ ._Lg7 .0500 .L401 .7175 .7051 .5_00 .3654 -.669Z .4924 1.0591
• 0400 -.3874 .57ZZ ._7 .1300 .041Z .6916 .7451 .5000 ._67 -.6115 .5110 l.OZBZ
.0600 -.6127 ,50e7 1.031_ .1500 -.bZ16 .6729 .7739 .5C_L .14_0 -.6303 .5049 1.038Z
• 0800 -.7950 .4591 1.1L6_ .2_0 -.0760 .6590 .795Z .5000 .0493 -.6396 .5013 1.044Z
,1000 -.8125 .45_6 1.1Z_ ,gSOC -.13_1 .641Z .EZZ6 .SC_C -,_493 -.6770 .489_ 1.0642
• 1400 -.8713 .43_3 _._581 .35_o -,_645 .6068 .875o .500_ -.1480 -.o716 .690Z 1.0628
• 1800 -.9Z27 .4ZC6 ).1_7 .45_0 -.3eOZ .SOZL 1.0427 .5000 -.Z667 -.6901 .485Z 1.0713
• ZZO0 -.9577 .414_ L.1969 .5_00 -.3096 .5733 .9Z79 .5_00 -.3654 -.686T .4893 1.06_6
•Z600 -.9705 .4u_4 1./055 .6533 -.1Z62 .5938 .8959 .5000 -.6460 -.6686 .4946 1.0556
.3000 -.9782 .40_0 1.ZO_Z .7500 .0196 .6449 .8169 .SCOo -.5427 -.7173 .4801 1.3798
• 3400 -.9727 .4_77 1.20_ .8000 .0774 .6635 .7575 ,_OOU -.6416 -.6933 .6871 L.06_O
• 3800 -.9501 .4133 1.19_3 .8500 .1147 .6996 .7330 .5C00 -.7401 -.7150 .%796 1.0807
.4200 -.9187 .42_1 _.17_ .9000 .1503 .7116 .71_3 CHORO_ISE
.4600 -.810_ .4531 1.126_ .9500 .1619 .7Z09 .690_ .0600 .45_u -.6417 .5019 1.0432
• 5000 -.6397 .5164 1.6193 1,0000 .1_13 .7166 .7033 .1400 .4500 -.8956 .4314 1.1651
.5400 -.5921 .50_7 1.v_O *ZZOo .4500 -.964Z .4098 1.2068
•_800 -.6168 .5£19 1.0615 .3£00 ,4500 -.9Z73 ,41_4 1.1688
• ,6ZOO -.6336 .5170 1._1E3 .380G .4500 -._194 .42Z6 1.1812
• 6600 -.5778 .5409 .979_ .6_G0 .4500 -.7836 .46ZZ 1.1106
• 7000 -.4697 .5778 .92_9 .5400 .6500 -.SeOZ .5163 1.0194
• 7500 -.3579 .61_b .8571
,6ZO_ .650u -.5981 .5117 1.0269
• 8000 -.21BZ .6559 ._Ou .7000 .4500 -.4927 .5436 .9752
• 8500 -.0869 .6840 .75_8 .60&O .k500 -.ZZ16 .6163 .8610
• 9COO ,0169 ,7L_52 .TZ4Z .9000 ,4500 .0114 ,6829 .7565
•_500 .0923 .70_8 .7171 ,IC14 .355Z .035Z ,6876 .7513
.9750 .11Z0 ,7229 .€9_7 ,ZOO0 .355Z -.0739 .658_ .7954
1.0000 .1413 .71_o .70_3 .350_ .3_2 -.26Z3 .6071 .8751
• _500 .355Z -.3601 .5_00 .9175
• 5_ .355Z -.3083 ,5925 ,8980
• 65_G .355Z -.IZ92 .641Z ,8ZZ5
•7500 .3_5Z ,OZZ8 ,6848 .7556
• 8_u .35_Z ._75Z .7005 .7313
• 8500 .355Z .1155 .7113 .7167
_33 ._Goo .3_5z .15o4 .TZOZ .7_L0
• 9500 .355Z .1611 .7Z35 .6_56
o,
PT 150.1340 KPA GRIT SIZE ,0584 MH COl .01848
IT 178,8754 K GRIT LOG .OTUU C COZ o018§4
RC b._845 _ILLION CN .6288 CO3 .01777
H&CH .7625 CH -.0688 CO4 .01589
¢LPH& 2.0215 DEG CC .0014 CO5 .01518
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANMZSE
XIC CP PsLIP1 _LQC xlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1429 .99bb .0699 O.OGO0 1.1429 .995b .0699 .5000 .7401 -1.0_01 .4023 1.2189
.3040 .3850 .78_5 .5973 .00_0 .5860 .84Z6 .5005 .5000 .641_ -1.0534 .3911 1.2404
.D080 .1234 .7137 .7110 .0080 .3211 .7097 .bZZ9 .5000 .5417 -1.0895 .3775 1.Z069
.0150 -.0433 .bb_3 .7_50 .0Z30 .3411 .7730 .6167 .5000 .4440 -1.0874 .37_7 1.2625
.0250 -.1431 ._131 .8fi59 .0500 .1518 .7487 o6563 .SCOG .3454 -1.1008 .3766 1.2686
.0400 -.5127 .5384 .9836 .1000 .1317 .7164 .7068 .5000 .24_7 -1.0924 .377b 1.Z666
.0600 -.7188 .48u6 1.0791 .l_O .0539 .6944 .7408 .5000 .1480 -1.1043 o37Z5 1.2768
.0800 -.8914 .4281 1.171Z .ZOO0 -.0063 .6791 .7644 .5000 .0493 -1.0912 .3787 1.2645
.1000 -.9922 .4CZ8 1._1_0 .2500 -.0711 .6575 0797_ .50_C -._493 -1.1104 e3714 1.1789
.1400 -1.0351 .3930 1.Z367 .3500 -.202_ .6144 .8_85 .5000 -.1480 -1.1136 .3724 1.2770
.1_00 -1.0786 .3848 1.1525 .4500 -.3104 .3796 1.Z6Z7 .5000 -.2407 -1.10_9 .3740 1.2737 2
,2200 -1,1104 ,37Pl 1,2715 ,55U0 -,2731 ,5911 ,9001 ,500_ -,3454 -1,0571 ,38_4 1,2435 .I;
.2600 -1.1116 .3769 1.Z081 .65u0 -.109_ .6U08 .8850 .5_GG -.4440 -1.0399 .3878 1.2467
.3000 -1.117_ .3728 1.27_Z .7500 .0303 .6484 .8114 .5000 -.54Z7 -_.0390 .3923 1.1380
.3400 -1.1317 .36_2 1.2834 .8000 .084_ .0864 .7501 .5000 -._414 -1.0237 .3928 1.2370
.3800 -1.1Z60 .3_73 1.Z87_ ._50_ .1ZZZ .7054 .7139 .SCOG -.7_GL -.99_ ._030 1.Z175
.4200 -1.1300 .3679 1.2859 .9000 .1606 .7154 .7083 CHORD_I_E
.4600 -1.11Z4 .3734 1.g7_0 .950u .1657 .7184 .b882 .0€00 .4500 -.73Z3 .4749 1.0_87
.5000 -1.0858 .4Zb_ 1.1749 1.OJO0 .1417 .TZOb .7002 .1400 .4500 -1.0220 .3970 1.22_9
.5400 -.9178 .4_b 1.G7_ .1200 .45_0 -1.1151 .3673 1.2871
.5800 -.6976 ._369 .9860 .3000 .4_00 -1.0967 .3769 1.2679
.6200 -.5197 .5541 .9031 .3800 .4500 -1.0731 .3818 1.2583
,6600 -,4630 ,5643 ,9422 ,4600 ,4500 -1,0948 ,3798 1.Z623
.70_0 -.420Z .59_3 .0_13 .540C .4500 -1.0059 .4007 1.Z219
.7500 -.3243 .6223 ,_51_ ._20b .4503 -.5150 .5397 .9814
.8000 -.1143 .6517 .5065 .7000 .4500 -.39_4 .5673 ,9374
.B500 -.0936 .6_11 .7_13 .BG00 .4500 -.gbSZ ._ZZ5 .8513
.9000 .0031 .099Z .7334 .9000 .4500 *0021 .5829 *7586
.,9500 ,0758 ,7110 o7143 *1_14 *35_Z ,1264 ,7133 ,7117
.9750 .1150 .7Z_Z ._947 .2000 .3551 -.0013 .6811 .7_11
1.0000 .1417 .TZ_o .70_Z .3500 .355Z -.1973 .0237 .8495
.4500 .355Z -.3105 .5943 .8951
.550_ .355Z -.1786 .bOOk .6856
.6500 .35_Z -.1031 .6520 .8059
.75_ .3552 .0Z99 .6879 .7508
°8000 .3_52 °0833 .7049 ,7247
.,500 .3552 .1118 .7136 .711Z
.90C_. .355Z .1504 .7134 .696C
o9_00 ,3_52 " .1646 .7263 ,6914
PT 1;_.8298 KPA GRIT SIZE ,0584 Hq CD1 .02403
TT 177,9_0€ K GRIT LOC .07_C C CDZ ,0Z430
_ b.0081 _ILLZON CN .6_44 C03 .01365
H_CH .7t52 C_ -*0697 CD4 .CZ8ZZ
_LPH& Z,_154 D_G CC ,0G18 CD5 ,01030
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER 5U_F&CE SP_ISE
XIC CP P, LIPT _LOC xIC CP P_L/P1 HLOC X/C Y1(812) CP PeLIPT HLOC
O.O0_G 1.1290 .9931 .G_Z _.00_0 1.1_ .9931 .0991 .50U_ .7401 -1.05_5 .3_Z8 1.2565
• 0040 .3094 .7653 .t:2qq .0040 .6563 ._617 .465_ ._000 ._414 -1.1243 .3049 1.1911
.0080 ,0644 .6999 ,7]13 .O0_O .3954 .7d96 o_q06 .5000 ,5417 -1,139Z .3594 1.3033
.0150 -.0_73 .6_G8 ._07_ .u_3_ .3979 .790c .5890 .5_0_ .4440 -1.1479 .3581 1.3056
.GZSG -.2_40 .5995 .8o71 .0500 .Z§UZ .7000 ._304 .5000 .3454 -_.1555 .3504 1.3094
.0430 -.5586 .525_ I._353 .lOO_ .1630 .723_ .6953 .5000 .24_7 -1.1681 .3559 1.3103
• 0600 -.751_ .4703 1._96_ .1500 .0788 .69_4 .7347 .SCOG .148u -1.1626 .3550 1.3122
• 0000 -.9272 .4203 1._5_ *Z_rUO *0171 .6e30 *7574 *50Ub *0493 --1.1848 *3503 1.3219
.1000 --1.0241 ,3934 1.135_ .1500 -.0535 .6030 .7_91 .SGOG -.C493 -1.1700 .3530 1.3147
,1400 -1o0558 ,3817 1.15_5 .3503 -,IB48 ,bZ71 ,84_3 .5000 -.14_0-1,1598 ,3550 1.3123
.1800 -1.1135 .3043 1.2_31 .45u0 -.3117 ,3544 1.3134 .503_ -.24fi7 -1.1056 .3595 1.3029
.ZZO0 -1.14Z6 .361d 1.Z983 .5530 -.1763 .59Zb .897_ .5000 -.345_ -1.133_ .3_16 1.2968
• 2600 -1.1538 .3568 1.3045 .bSO0 -.11Z5 ._015 ._39 ._00 -.4440 -1.068Z .3817 1.1585
.30uO -1.15Z1 .357u 1.3_1 .7_30 .0111 .6472 .813_ ,5000 -.5417 -1.0614 .383Z 1.Z556
.3400 -1.1_48 .3536 1.3151 .80_ .0753 ._R27 .75d8 .SO_G -.b414 -1.0014 .39§7 1.2238
.3800 -1.1618 .3530 1.3163 ._500 .1171 .6998 .7324 .50uO -.7401 -.9099 .4ZZb 1.1811
,4100 -1,1713 .3517 1,3101 .9_00 .1467 ,7118 ,714J C40ROWISE
.4600 -1.1693 .352_ 1.3173 .9530 ,1594 .7200 .7012 .06UO .45G0 -.7435 .4b86 1.0995
• 5000 -1.1735 .39i6 1._394 _.b_O0 .1282 .713_ .7113 .1400 .4500 -1.0731 .3778 1.Z_bZ
.5400 -1.0395 .4087 1.0053 .EEOC .45u_ -1.1459 .3571 1.3077 •
.5800 -.6_22 .5202 ._9P4 .3000 ,4500 -1.1535 .3585 1.3050
.6200 -.5407 .551U ._033 .3_00 .45C0 -1,1322 ,36_9 1.2879
,6_00 -,4_06 ._677 .931_ .4_00 .4500 -1.1357 .3_24 1.2970.
.7000 -.4033 .5919 ,89_ .54_ ._5_ -Z.Igo5 .3663 1.Z892
•7500 -,3144 ,614_ ._5_0 .62G0 .45G0 -.53_5 .5311 .9953
•8000 -.2087 ,_501 ,_U_9 .70G0 .4500 -,3941 .5670 ,9380
.8500 -.1032 .6751 .7105 .8094 .45_v -.20_ .6ZOZ .8549 _
.9000 -.0125 .b961 .7_82 .9U_ .45_U -.OZZ7 .b73_ .7737
.9500 .0634 .7019 .7293 .1014 .355Z ,1600 .7Z37 ,69_5
• 9750 .0_95 .7235 .6958 .2000 .3552 .0229 .6841 .7506
1.0000 .1282 .7135 .7113 .35_ .3551 -.1886 .6239 .8493
.4500 .35_Z -.3040 .5925 ,8980
• 5_ *3_51 --.Z714 ,b014 *8841
•_SOO *3552 -*10q_ ,6500 .8G91
• 7510 *3551 .J313 .6891 °7489
.8000 .355Z ,OBZX .7016 ,7Z94
.ss_ .3551 .11_s .7109 .7154
_ .9000 .3_5Z .1457 .7Z03 .7007
._o_ .3_51 ._474 .7184 .7o_e
o.
P] 148.1769 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 MM ¢01 .C3019
TT 178.8306 K GRIT LOG .0700 ¢ COZ ,03035
RC 6.00Z5 _ILLIBN CN .7139 CO3 ,02851
MACH .7614 CR -.0703 CD4 .01966
ALPHA 3,0210 OEG CC .000_ CD5 .01642
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PmLIPI _LOC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YII81Z) CP PJLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1147 .9893 .1241 0,0003 1.1147 ,9893 .1241 ,SGGO ,7401 -1.1002 .3755 1,2707
.C040 ,2354 ,7457 ,0610 ,0040 .7326 ,8_32 .4249 .500C ,6414 71,18_7 ,3554 1.311_
• 00_0 -o0245 .b747 ,7712 .0_80 ,4823 ,8144 .3495 .5000 °5427 -1,2053 ,3495 1.3Z37
.0150 -,1_67 ,b2_B ,8401 ,0230 ,4500 ,8073 .561_ .3000 .444_ -1.2068 .3468 1,3293
• 0250 -.3633 .5810 .0139 .05_0 .3338 .7730 .6176 .Sung .3454 -1.2160 ,3472 1_3Z85
• 0400 -,6214 ,50_9 1,0310 ,1000 ,1983 ,7350 ,677_ ,5000 ,Z467 -1,ZZIZ ,3400 1.3310
,0600 -,7902 .461_ 1.1128 ,1500 .1144 .7130 .7120 ,50C0 .1480 -1,2271 .3416 1.3402
• 0800 -,9_03 .408_ 1.Z071 ,2000 .0423 .6_27 .7_35 .SGb_ .C_93 -1,2407 .33ol 1.3321
• 1000 -1.0782 .382_ 1,g572 ,2500 -,0Z13 .6733 ,7698 ,5000 -,04_3 -1,Z298 .3403 1.3429
• 1400 -1.1499 .3692 L.ZO_4 .3_00 -.1609 ,0374 ,8285 ,SGOu -,1480 -1,2133 .34_4 1,3322
• 1800 -1.1637 ,3595 1.3029 .4500 -,2913 ,3_16 1.3_02 .5000 -,Z467 -1,1976 .3482 1,3264
• ZZO0 -1.Z018 ,3487 1,_252 .5500 -,2537 ,_993 .8874 ,5_00 -.3454 -1.1714 .3567 1.3086
,2600 -1,2071 .3_6 1,]317 ,6500 -.1067 ,6119 .8678 .5000 -.6440 -1,070_ .3860 1.2341
• 3000 -1,2124 .34_5 1,3342 .7500 ,0251 ,_512 ,807Z ,50_0 -.5427 -1.0250 ,39_1 1,2327
• 3400 -1.2204 ,3444 1,3343 ._30 ,_723 ,_937 ,7405 .SCGO -.0414 -.9111 ,4268 1.1735
• 3_0_ -1.229_ ,3_28 1.3378 ,850_ .1C_5 .7012 .7303 .5000 -.7401 -.7_91 .4_00 1.1144
.4200 -1.2334 .3394 1.34_q ,_000 ,137_ ,7113 .7147 CHORDkZSE
.4600 -i.245_ ,3391 1.3456 .9500 ,1_84 ,7184 .7037 ,0_0_ ,4500 -.77_0 ,4625 $.11_0
• 5C00 -1.Z261 .42G1 1,_858 1.000_ .1202 ,71_9 ,7091 .1400 .4500 -1.1298 .3075 1.Zh67
.5_00 --,9521 .50_5 1.04_ .2?OG .4500 -1,2130 .3478 1.3271
• 5800 -,6525 ,5263 1.0031 ,3000 .4500 -1,2224 ,3442 1.3348
• 6200 -,5545 .5489 .0667 ,3_00 .4500 -1.1822 .3526 1,3171
• 600_ -,4701 .507_ .0377 ,kbUO ,4500 -1,19_0 .3489 1.3248
.7000 -.4116 ,5916 .89_0 ,54_0 ._5_0 -1.037C .3948 1,2331
• 7500 -.3187 ,6197 .8557 ,62u0 ,4500 -.5557 .5249 1.0034
.8000 -,_209 ._4_1 .81b4 .7C00 ,4500 -.4018 .5706 .9323
• 8500 -.1130 .67_9 ,7709 ,8000 ,4500 -,2162 .6227 .8510
• 9000 -,0311 .0913 .7455 .9C00 ,45_ -,0305 ,6723 ,7748
• 9500 ._4ZZ ,7_37 ,72_ .1014 .3552 ,1939 .733_ .0790
• 97_0 .0819 ,7213 ,_9_2 ,2000 ,3552 .0551 .6969 .7369
1.0000 .1202 .7149 .70_1 .3500 ,3552 -,1610 ,8341 .8335
• 45_0 .3552 -,2811 ,6028 .88Z2
• _500 .3552 -,2547 .6120 .8670
• 6300 .3552 -,1038 .0530 .8044
• 750_ ,3552 ,0288 .6882 ,7503
.8_0_ .3552 ,07ol ,7017 .7296
• 8_0_ .3552 .1147 .7131 .7120
• 90_ .3552 .1290 ,7153 .7080
• _SGG ,3552 .145Z .72_5 ,7_05
PT 148.1896 KPA GRIT SIZE ,0584 EH C01 ,04§40
1T 17_.4166 _ G2IT LOC .0700 C COZ .04351
_C _,0317 _ILLI_N CN .7173 C03 .03_Zb
_ACH ,7634 C_ -.0069 C_4 ._2477
ALPHA 3,_210 OEG CC .0_30 CD5 ,01925
UPPER SURFACE LOVER SURFACE SPANgISE
X/C CP PtLIP1 _LCC X/C CP PtL/PT _LOC _/C YI(812) CP PeLIPI _LOC
0.0000 1.0960 ._36 ,153_ U,bau3 1,0qbO .9830 .1539 ,SOOC ,7401 -1,0720 .3834 1.2353
.G040 .1564 .7242 ,_947 ,004_ .79b0 ,_GIG ,3880 .SGOO ,_414 -1.150V ,3022 1,2q74
.OOBO -.0702 .6591 ,7951 ,¢3_0 ,_497 ,_312 .51q4 ,5_0 ,_427 11.1101 .3718 1,2761
• 0150 -.2351 .6149 ._032 °0230 ,_8_; ,_1_8 ,_48_ ,5C00 ,4440 -1._799 .3869 1,2601
• 0250 -.3944 ._71u ._327 .05_J .36_9 ,78Z1 .b028 .5000 ,345_ -L,0438 .3881 1.2462
.OkO0 -,b518 .49_1 1,04_ .lOOU ,2321 .7440 .6623 .SuO_ .2467 -1._481 ,39_6 1.2412
• 3_00 -.8433 ,445_ 1,1_1 .1500 .13_7 .7161 .7073 .500_ .14_0 -.9770 .4074 1,Z094
• 0800 -1.0028 ._u2_ 1,Z1_0 .2_G_ .v67_ ,6979 .7354 °_COG ,0493 -*8376 ,4383 1.1528
• 1000 -1,0727 ._7q4 1,_63u .2_U_ 1.0101 ,6772 ,767_ .SuO0 -,0493 -1.0040 .4047 1.2143
,1400 -1,1719 .35P3 1,_0_4 .3500 -,1_12 .€3_3 ,8270 ,_tuO -.1480 -,9442 .41_5 1,1_4
,18v0 -1.1959 .34_3 1,32_1 .4590 -,2_06 *4222 1.181_ .5000 -.2407 -1.0519 *3800 1,2502
• 2200 -1,2134 .3390 1.343_ ._5_0 -,2572 ,_018 ,8837 .5000 -,3454 -,9918 .4008 1,2212
,2600 -1.2319 ,3371 1,3_98 ,6500 -,1_41 ,6089 ,8784 .5_U0 -,444C -1,_073 ,4036 1.2155
• 30OO -1.2500 ,33_1 1.3504 .7_ ,Glb4 ,1437 .B18_ .51_ -._4_7 -.9243 ._241 1.1784
• 3400 -1.2620 .3312 1.3_25 ._00 ,0573 ,6_63 ,7533 .5_00 -.6414 -,81_3 ,4509 1,1303
.3800 -1.2_20 ,3227 _.3_50 .85_J .0_65 ,_58 .7385 .5_00 -.7401 -.7_3 .4718 1.09_0
• 4200 -1.2618 .330_ 1,3541 .quO0 ,1045 .7_27 .TZSJ CHORDWI_
.4600 -1.1810 .3499 1.3228 .9500 ,1119 .70_3 .71_ .06GO .45_0 -.7_01 .46eZ 1.1141
• 5000 -.9249 ,4720 1.o927 1._ .vG73 .¢_q ,7010 .14_C ,4500 -1,1453 ,3584 1.3053
• 5400 -.7519 .5_Z8 1.u41_ ,22G0 .4500 -1.23_4 .]350 1,3544
_1 .5_00 -._339 ,5_43 l,GOb4 ,30GG ,45_0 -1.2472 ,3326 1,35_5
,620G -.5493 .5440 ._74_ .3_OO .45_U -1,2197 ,3409 1.3_17
• 0600 -.4992 .5631 ,9442 ._600 ,4500 -1,8059 .3449 1,3334
,7000 -,4169 ,5088 ,90_8 ,5400 ,45_U -,8014 .4582 1*1176
.7500 -.330U ,_t70 ,8754 ,62_ .4500 -.5503 .5280 1,0003
,8uO0 -.2530 ,6403 ._239 .7_ .45v_ -,3999 .5658 .9398
A_ .8506 -.1498 .6517 ,_05 .UO_O .4_0 -.2328 .6153 ._25
• 9000 -.1032 ._(Sb ,7_49 ,900u .450u -.0892 .6551 .8012
.9500 1.0449 .6749 ,7700 .1016 .3552 ,2196 .7412 ,6681
.9750 -.0169 ,7114 .71_6 ,2uU6 .3552 .0604 .6973 .7363
1.0000 .0073 .8_9 ,75_6 ,3500 ,2552 -,1497 ._360 ,2306
,45_ .3552 -.2778 .6003 .8857
.55Cu .3552 -,2680 .6048 ,8787
,_u¢ ,3552 -.1098 .b487 .8111
• 7_GL ,3552 .CCb5 .5813 ,7609
• 8_U_ ,3552 ,0002 ,0923 ,7379
.8_0 .35_Z ,0897 ,7051 ,7Z43
_ ,0000 .3552 .1102 .7110 .715Z
.95_ ,3552 ,0987 .7048 ,7_4_
.. _
P[ 148,18_4 KPA GRIT SIZE ,05B4 MM CO1 ,05115
TT 178,560b K GRIT LDC ,0700 C COZ .05813
RC b,0192 _ILLIOH CN .7095 CD3 .0_937
_ACH ,7622 CM -,061g CD4 ,03357
ALPHA %.0Z69 OEG CC .O06Z CO5 .02517
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtLIPT MLCC XIC CP PtLIP[ MLOC XIC ¥1(BIZ) CP PeL/PT MLOC
O,OOO0 1,0673 ,97b_ .l_b 0,0000 1,_b73 ,q76G ,1866 ,5000 ,7401 -,B458 ,%46g 1,1373
• 0040 .1163 .7110 .71_1 ,0040 .bZ30 ,9070 ,375q ._000 .6414 -.8181 .4534 1.1Z60
• 0080 -,1470 ,6393 .8Z5_ ,O0_O ,6111 ,8495 ,4882 ,5_00 ,5427 -,7955 .4616 1,1117
.0150 -.3053 .5985 ,88t5 .OZ30 .5233 .8252 .5310 .50GC .4440 -.7154 .479Z 1.0815
,0Z50 -.4442 .5509 .953g .0500 ,391Z .7875 ,5941 .5000 .3454 -,74Z2 .4737 1,0908
.0400 -,6_70 .4871 loUo_G 1000 .Z447 ,7454 .66L5 ,5000 .2467 -,7Z76 o47g_ 1.0810
• 0800 -.9038 ,4Z9_ 1,L58_ 1530 .1616 .7Z49 .6g3/ ,SGOG ,1_80 -.0933 .4880 1.0665
o08C0 -1.0454 .39/Z 1.2601 Z_O0 .0e75 .7043 ,715_ ._000 .0493 -.7106 .%834 1o0741
11000 -1.1018 .3736 1.2746 2500 .0076 .6847 .7558 .5000 -10493 -.6913 .4869 1.0683
,1400 -1.19_1 ,3478 1.3Z71 350_ -.1405 ,0411 .BZZ8 .5000 -.1480 -.7_00 .4756 1.0876
.1800 -1.2642 .3370 1.3_00 %500 -.Z738 .48g0 1.0649 .5000 -.Z467 -.7023 .4707 1,0960
• 2200 -1.2672 .3301 1.36k0 5500 -.2667 .e041 .8799 .5000 -.3454 -.7ZBB .4771 1.0849
• Z600 -1.2612 .3269 1.3575 .6500 -olZg6 .606e ,8757 ._UGO -.4440 -,7304 ,4773 1._846
°3000 -1.2885 o32_5 1,3773 .7500 -o0_38 .6_35 .81_0 .5000 -,5427 -.7197 .4813 1.0778
• 3_00 -1.2876 ,3Z3Z 1.3_00 .8GO0 .0388 ,6756 .7697 .540C -.6414 -.6848 .4940 1,0563
.3800 -1.2502 .3359 1,3523 .8500 .0654 ,6918 .74_8 .5000 -.7401 -,6417 .4989 1.0482
.4ZOO -1.0203 .3g_3 1.Z34Z .gJo0 .0730 .6gB9 .7339 CHDRDWISE
,_600 -,8623 .4404 1.1690 .95_u .0571 ,6996 .73Z9 .0600 .4500 -.8468 ,4460 1.1390
.5000 -.6903 .5004 L,0_57 1,0000 -,0%54 .6704 ,7778 .1400 .4500 -1.19_5 .3505 1.3216
.54u0 -.6517 ,51_1 1.0230 .Z20G ,45_0 -1.2737 .3Z36 1.3792
.5600 -,5989 .5284 .99_7 .3&00 .4500 -1,30Z5 .3ZZ8 1.3809
,6ZO0 -.5575 .54_ ._731 .360_ .4500 -1.2308 .3383 1.3472
,6600 -.4827 .561q .Q_6O .4600 ,4500 -.9260 .4Z4Z 1,1781
,7000 -._284 .5835 .9L19 ,54_0 .45U0 -.6466 .6997 1.0469
• 7500 -.3538 ,5951 ,_939 .6200 .4500 -.5340 ,5325 .9931
.8000 -,3040 ,6111 ,Bb_O .7_00 .4500 -._129 ,566Z .9393
.8500 -.2527 ,62_6 .0_5 ,_OC .4500 -.Z807 .b044 .8795
.9000 -.1843 .654_ .B)17 .9C00 ,45U0 -.1786 ,6305 .8391
• 9500 -.1011 ,643_ ._1_0 .1014 .3552 ,2_54 ,7490 .6558
".9750 -.1274 .6_69 ,73c0 .ZUUU .3_Z .09_8 .7092 .7179
1,0000 -,0454 .670_ ,777_ .3500 ,3552 -.13_Z .5428 .8201
• 4500 .35fiZ -.273_ .6053 .8781
• 5_00 ._551 -.Z708 .6019 .8817
• 6_00 .355Z -.1177 ,6496 .8097
• 75CC .355Z -.O0_B .67_Z .765E
• 8C00 .355Z ,0371 .6909 .746Z
• 8500 .355Z .0587 .bgs6 .73gG
• 90GG .35_Z .0811 ,70Z9 ,7Z7_
• 95C_ .350Z . ,050G .6935 .7423
PT I_u,1990 KPA GRIT SIZE ,0584 MM CD1 .07417
IT 178.%_71 K GRIT LOG ,0700 C CDZ ,07095
RC 6,0141 MILLIDN CN .7055 CO3 ,06190
MACH .Tblg CM -.0596 CD4 .04331
_LPHA. 4.511o GIG CC ,01_1 CD5 .03481
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE $PANII_E
XIC CP P,LIFT MLOC X/: CP P*LIPI _LO_ XIC YI(BIZ) CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0460 .970Z .20_3 O. OouJ 1.04_0 .910Z .2003 ,SGO0 .7401 -.0750 .4930 1.0_70
.0040 ,0340 ,6910 .74_:1 .Gu;G .6755 ,_232 .33_7 ,SCOG ,6414 -,6735 ,49_2 1.0560
,0080 -,2095 ,621_ ,80_ ,(JOB0 ,06ZZ ,1641 ,4614 ,SGbL ,5%27 -,6848 ,4918 1,0601
.0150 -,3448 .5855 .9J_8 .0_30 .5611 ,@360 ,5123 5000 ._0 -.6759 ._903 1.05Z5
.OZ_O -.4761 .9451 ._72_ .bbo0 .%ZhO .7_9Z .574_ 5000 .3454 -.6575 .4978 1.0501
.0430 -,7303 .4774 L,ud_% .1000 .Z748 .757_ .6431 5000 .2467 -.6466 .5006 1.04_5
,0_00 -.q463 ,41_3 1.102_ .150_ .1740 ,72_Z .6P_5 bO_ .1_80 -.6487 .5015 1.043_
.0_00 -1.0848 .37_7 1,1644 .2000 ,101q .7091 .7102 5000 .0493 -,6493 .5023 1.0425
•1GOb -1.1344 .365_ 1,1909 .7500 .0Z57 ,6880 ,7507 50GO -,0493 -,649_ ,4987 1.0466
.1400 -1.2280 ,3403 1.3429 .3500 -.1360 ,6404 ,_23_ 5£00 -.148_ -.667Z .4970 1.0515
• 180J -1.2813 .3277 1.37ul .450u -.Z742 .5_L3 1.0_43 5GO_ -.2467 -.661Z .4976 1.0504
• ZZ00 -1.3036 .3ZIZ 1.3_b .5500 1.7694 .6034 .8Bog 5000 -.2454 -.6653 .4950 1.0547
• 2_00 -1.315q .3175 1.3928 .b_u -.1404 .C050 ,8785 5000 -.4440 -.6530 ._9_Z 1.0526
.3000 -1.3125 .3171 1.3936 .7500 -.OZ_2 ,6411 .BZZ8 .SG_b -.5_Z7 -.6404 .5017 1.0435
.3400 -1.Z371 .33_Z 1._75 ,6000 .Oil9 .0737 .77Z6 ,5000 -,_414 -.6156 .5073 1.0343
.3BUG -1.0189 .39_% 1,ZZ_4 ._bOO .v41q .b_?_ .7_13 .5000 -.7_01 -.5915 .518Z 1.0163
• 4200 -.8015 ._617 1.i114 .qGJO .0469 .6930 .7_30 CHOROWISE
• 4600 -.6990 ._3 1.0o€_ .9500 .G0_1 .69_2 .1411 .060_ ._SGv -.8880 .4313 1.16_3
.5000 -.6444 ,510Z 1._5 1.0000 -.1767 ,_31_ ,6379 .1_00 .4500 -1.2Z31 .3398 1.3440
• 5_00 -.6121 .51_9 1.o135 .2200 .4500 -1.3235 .3144 1.3998
.5800 -.SB2Z .53_5 ._99 .3c00 .450J -1.3248 ._1Z3 1.40_4 I_
.bZO0 -.5330 .5%_1 .9727 .3806 .4500 -1.01%Z .3988 1.Z256
• 6600 -,4824 .5605 .9_Z ,4t£0 .45u0 -,7227 .4811 1.0782
.TGGO -,4372 .5745 ._Zel .5400 ._500 -.6098 .50_7 1.0319
.1500 -.383Z .56Z7 .qL_Z .62_ ,45_0 -,526q .5349 .9891
• 8Cb0 -.3492 ._936 ._q63 .700c ._500 -.4398 .5576 .9526
.8500 -.3037 ._057 .d774 .8uG_ ._500 -.3314 ,5901 .9015
,9C00 -.2660 .613Z ._658 ,COO .4500 -.2631 .6070 .8753
.q500 -.2351 .6161 ._58 .lC14 .3551 .2657 .752q .6496
.9750 -.2007 .6616 .7615 .2G00 .3551 .0971 .7071 .7212
1.0000 -,1767 ,631g ._379 .3500 .3552 -.1343 .6411 ,8_26
• 450C .355Z -.z664 ,6049 ,8780
• _O& .3551 -.1731 .6051 .8783
•6_00 .355Z -.1441 .6399 .82%6
,7500 .355Z -.0237 .6734 .7731
• eGG_ .3552 ._138 .6848 .7556
.65_0 .3552 .0330 .6878 .751C
_ .&G_ .3551 .0510 .6953 .7395
•qSO0 .355Z .016_ .69C6 .7466
PT 114.9493 KPA GRII SIZE .0584 MM CD1 .0C998
IT 139.ZB7Z K GRIT LOC .07G0 C CDZ .01005
RC LU.1664 MILLION CN .2168 C03 .00987
MAtH .7647 CM -.0684 CO% .00959
ALPHA -1.0o81 DEG CC .OOg8 CD5 .C0950
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC X/C Y/(B/Z) CP P,LIPT MLOC'
0.0000 1.1094 o98_1 .13C9 O.OOOO 1.1094 o9881 .1309 .50_G .7_G1 -.5866 .9161 1.0203
.0040 .8381 .9114 .3664 .0040 -.2679 *6076 .8749 .5000 .641k -.5970 .5157 1.0208
• 0080 .6147 .8511 .4856 .0080 -.7461 .4695 1.0985 .5000 .5427 -.9999 .5137 I.OZ41
.0150 .3992 .7924 .58C3 .OZ3G -.1169 .6503 .8090 .5000 .4440 -.6158 .5072 1.0349
• 0250 .1849 .7312 .6841 .0500 -.136Z .6397 .8Z53 .5000 .3454 -.60Z9 .5164 1.0197
• 0400 -.0e46 .6544 .8026 .1000 -.1924 .6284 .8426 .5_G0 .2461 -.6157 .9012 1.0349
• 0600 -.3313 .5884 .9G_1 .1500 -.2258 .6188 .8515 °5000 .1480 -.6060 .9169 1.0190
• OBO0 -.427Z .5584 .952G .Z030 -.Z586 .6055 .878Z .500¢ .0493 -.6172 .5071 1.0351
• 1000 -.4938 .5483 ._713 .Z500 -.3008 .5995 .B874 .SCCL -.0493 -.6143 .9128 1.0Z57
• 1400 -.555Z .5219 1.ulO7 .3500 -.4185 .5639 ._433 .5_0 -.1480 -.6146 .5077 1.0341
• 1800 -.5927 ._189 1.0156 .4500 -.5079 .5058 1.0371 .5000 -.Z467 -.6194 .5114 1.0Z7_
• 2200 -.5810 .5137 L._241 .5500 -.3840 .5395 .98_2 .5000 -.3454 -.6223 .9040 1o0401
• Z600 -.5528 .5305 .9968 .6500 -*1646 .5704 .9330 .5_bG -.4440 -.6213 .5067 1.0358
• 3000 -.5501 .5268 l.O02e .7500 .0038 .6370 .6295 .50C0 -.5427 -.6170 .5082 1.033Z
• 3400 -.5516 .5283 1.0u03 ._G_O .0637 .6781 .7_63 .SGGO -.64_ -.6182 .5071 1.0351
• 3800 -.5632 .5230 1.0077 .8500 .1149 ._998 .732_ .5000 -.7401 -.6089 .5114 1.0280
.4200 -.5832 .5161 1.0200 .9000 .1563 .7uP5 .7195 CHOROWIS_
• 4600 -.5938 .5189 I.C156 .9500 .le43 .7263 .6918 .0600 .4500 -.3636 ,5748 .9261
• 5000 -.6179 .4995 1.0476 1,0J_0 .1851 .7310 .6835 .1400 .4500 -.5445 .5303 .9_70
.5400 -,6433 .4979 1,C_3 .Z?OO .45_G -.5769 .5154 1.0Z13
• 5800 -.675G .48_9 1.0755 .3COO .45G0 -.5462 .5313 .9954
• 6200 -.7040 .5062 1.0365 .3800 .4500 -.5691 .5169 1.0189
• 6600 -.6380 .5311 ._957 .46¢0 .4500 -.5900 .5164 1.0198
• 7000 -.5302 .9713 .9316 .54_0 .4500 -.6338 .5005 1.0460
.7500 -.4G23 .6C81 .8740 °6200 .4500 -.6993 .492_ 1.0760
• 8000 -.2491 .6496 ._J_7 .7CUC .4500 -°5/92 .5356 .9_85
• 8500 -.1059 °6835 .7579 .SCGO .4500 -.2511 .607Z .8754
.9000 .0145 .711_ .1143 .qGo0 .4500 .0108 .b_3b .7579
• 9500 .1182 .721_ .be_ .1014 .355Z -.2008 .6Z17 .853_
• 9750 ,1502 ,7Z_i ,6873 ,2000 ,355Z -,2552 ,6096 ,8717
1.0000 .1852 ./316 .b_3_ .35_0 .3552 -.422_ .5584 .9519
.4_0C .3552 -.5012 .5423 .9777
• 5500 .3552 -.386_ .5687 .9356
,6500 ,355Z -,1618 ,6373 ,_Z_9
• 75_0 ,3552 ,0001 .676Z ,7691
.8000 .35_Z .0636 .6978 .7360
• 85G_ .355Z .1118 .7086 .7193
•9yOu .3_5_ .1537 .7ZO_ .7007
• 9500 .355Z ._801 .1262 .6919
PT 174.6703 KPA GRIT SIZE o0584 MM COL .C1076
TI 13_.4917 K GRIT LOC .0700 C CDZ .O109Z
PC 10,Z425 _ILLIDN CN ,3719 CO3 ,0107I
_ACH .7656 CH -,dAnG C04 .C1018
ALPHA .0776 OEG CC .00_7 C05 .GI006
UPPER SURFACE LD_ZR SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtL/Pl MLnC X/C CP PtLIPl MLOC XlC ¥1(8125 CP PeLIPI MLOC
0.0000 1,1493 .99_ .O_t_ 0.0000 1.14_3 .q_84 .u483 .SubO .74_I -.6598 .4971 1.0510
•0040 .6848 ._684 .4536 .3_0 .1154 .7101 .7170 .50C_ .6414 -.6727 .49G9 1.06Z0
,0080 ,4476 °5032 o_OL5 .G;_O -,ZIZ6 .6193 .8551 .5000 ,5427 -.6771 ,488Z 1,G6b6
• 0150 .2335 .7440 .6h_O .OZ30 .09OH .7058 .723_ .5000 .4440 -.6787 .48_4 1.0645
.0250 .0276 .6_54 .7_1 .GSO0 .0347 *6_6_ .75_9 .5G_0 .3454 -.6793 .4886 1.0659
.040G -.Z553 .b070 ._1_7 .1000 -.0536 .6630 .7895 .500G .2467 -.6894 .4864 1.0696
• 0600 -.502_ .5358 .9_61 .15J3 -.1056 °6493 .8135 .5000 .1480 -.6055 .4879 1.0672
• 0800 -.6037 .500_ 1.G3C9 .2000 -.1513 .6364 .8304 .550_ .0493 -.6816 .4865 1.0695
• 1CO0 -.69Z6 .4848 1._7_4 .25C0 -.20#.3 ,_218 ,_Z8 ,SGuG -.0493 -,6841 ,4863 1,0698
• 1400 -.752G .4672 1.10Z4 .3500 -.3271 ._664 .901e .50b0 -.14b2 -.6859 .4870 1.0686
• 16Ju -.7832 ,45q7 1.i19_ °4500 -.4355 ._69 1.06_8 .SOO0 -.2467 -.6907 *4_56 1.0710
.ZZO0 -.8149 .4511 1.133_ ,5500 -.3403 .5545 .95PZ .5_0_ -.3454 -.6918 .483_ 1.0738
•2600 -.8194 ,4504 1,1317 ,6500 -,1418 ,5831 ,_31 ,5_00 -,4440 -.6944 .qe68 1,0693
.3000 -,7727 ,46_8 1,IU48 .750j .0168 ,_383 ,BIT} ,GQOu -,5427 -,6900 ,4868 1.0689
• 3400 -.7288 .4753 1.t._65 .8030 ._757 .etl9 .1605 .5010 -.6414 -.6927 .4_5Z 1.0717
• 3800 -.6C94 .5071 1.63_1 ._500 .1242 ._991 .7340 .50OG -.74G1 -.6929 .4865 1.0695
.4ZOO -.5899 .5142 1,0234 .JO0 .leO3 .7127 .7129 CHOROWISE
•4600 -.6455 .49e1 I.LSCI .9533 .18Z6 .7231 .8969 .0600 .4500 -.5554 .5Z49 1.0058
• 5000 -.6864 ,477_ 1.Go_7 1.0000 .17Z3 .1ZSZ .6935 .14GO .4500 -.75Z3 .468Z 1.1006
• 5400 -.7212 .46_4 1.1¢,3 .2_0_ .4500 -.803_ .4546 1.1243
•5800 -,7554 ,4620 L,III_ ,30C0 ,450_ -.1904 .4586 1,1174
• 6ZOO -.7756 .4913 l.Cbl3
•3_00 ,4500 -,6Z56 ,504e 1,0389
•6600 -,6660 .5333 ,_ZZ .4bGG .4500 -,6440 ,499Z 1.0481
.7GO0 -.5196 .5723 .9301 .540_ .4590 -.7¢63 .48C9 '1.0790
• 7500 -,3796 .611_ ._3 ,6200 ,4500 -.7314 ,4741 1,0896
• 80J0 -,2339 ,652_ ._o5_ .7000 .45G0 -.5091 .5361 .9876
• 8500 -.0973 .b_36 ,757P ,_CUO ,4500 -,2429 ,6124 ,8674
,9000 ,0175 .7014 ,7195 .9001 ._500 ,0149 .6825 .7594
• 9500 .1085 .7195 .10_4 .1C14 .3552 -.0552 .8608 .7926
.9750 .1455 .7274 .69C1 .2_00 .3552 -.1477 .6358 .8313
1.0000 .1723 .72_£ .6935 .3500 .3552 -.3224 .5fi96 .9C28
.4_G .3552 -,4231 ,Sb_u .9495
• 5500 .3552 -.3421 .5_31 .9131
• 650_ .35_2 1.1311 .64G4 .8243
• 75_ .355? ,O_G7 ,0_45 .7564
• 8_ .355Z ,0767 .6998 .73Z8
• 8500 .355Z *IZO0 .1113 .715Z
_7 ._coc .3_5z .15o6 .7z_5 ,6977
,950_ ,3_5Z ,180Z ,1Z81 ,6889
o.
PT 174.9079 KPA GRIT SIZE ,0584 MM C01 .01165
1T 132.5036 K GRIt LOC ,0700 C COZ .01167
RC 10.1376 MILLICN CN ,5147 C03 .01128
eACH .7643 CH -.0687 CD4 o010gb
ALPHA 1.0445 OEG CC .0041 C05 .C1098
UPPER SURFACE LO,ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsL/PT _LCC XlC CP P, LIPT NLOC XIC YI(BIZ) CP PtLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1444 .9970 .0_56 0,0030 1.144% .qg70 .Ob§b .SbGO .7401 -.8480 .4430 1.1437
• OG4C .5311 .8252 .531Z .0040 .3830 .7847 .5q89 ,5000 ,2414 -,7730 .4&73 1.1022
.0080 .2783 ,7565 ,0442 .0080 .1028 .7078 ,7205 ,50&0 .5427 -.gOOg .4284 1,1711
,G150 .08§4 .7028 .7283 .0230 ,2139 .7381 .6733 .5000 .4440 -.8766 .4360 1.1573
.0250 -,1146 ,6469 .8142 .050_ .1439 ,7170 .7063 .50C0 .3454 -,7959 ,4570 1.119C
• 0400 -.3932 .5691 ,9350 .1000 ,G5_8 ,6922 ,7446 .5000 .2467 -,8348 .4477 1.1364
.0600 -.6234 ,5059 1.3371 .1533 -.0169 .6746 ,7717 .SCOC .1480 -,8794 .4324 1.1b38
.0800 -,8123 .4537 1.$259 ,2003 -.0683 ,6602 ,7937 .5000 ,0493 -,8508 ,4441 1.1428
.1000 -.8294 .4402 1.1355 .25_0 1.1314 ,6425 .8Z10 .5000 -.0493 -.8824 ,4340 1.1609
.1400 -,9025 .4314 z.10_5 .3500 -.2590 .6007 .87&Z ,5000 -o1480 -.887Z .431_ 1.1649
.1800 -.9417 .4180 1.1_P4 .4500 -.3667 .4397 1o1507 .50GO -,24b7 -,7bG1 .4712 1,0954
• Z?O0 -.9653 ,4112 1.ZOZ7 ,5500 -.2954 ,5772 ,92Z2 ,5000 -.3454 -,8663 ,439& 1.1909
• 2600 -,986g .4081 1,Z084 ,6500 -.1189 ,5972 .8909 ,SGGO -,4440 -,8873 ,4308 1,1667
.3000 -,9895 .4043 1.2156 ,7500 ,0291 .&458 .8159 .5000 -.5427 -.8761 .4347 1.150b
.3400 -.9953 ,4063 1.ZIZ3 .830& ,0937 .68_1 .7404 .50GO -.6414 -,8821 .4334 1.1620
.3800 -,9770 .4072 L.ZLOL .8500 ,1315 ,7060 ,7233 ,SCOO -,74GI -,8628 ,4_01 1.1499
• 4200 -,9578 .4134 1.1_5 .qo_o .17G4 ,7158 ,7C81 CHORDWISE
,4600 -,9106 .4257 1.1759 .9500 .17Oq .7281 ,6889 ,060¢ .4900 -.6427 .5038 1.0405
• 5000 -.8581 .497G 1.6519 1.0000 .1701 .7274 .6901 .1400 .45G0 -.91G9 .4291 1.1698
.5400 -,6573 ,5G31 1._417 .2ZGO .4500 -.979_ ,4068 1.2108
• 5800 -.6260 .5143 1.0231 .3000 .45C0 -,9549 .4159 1,1940
,6200 -,5974 .5222 1._1_Z ,380_ .4500 -,9510 ,4169 1.1g21
.660G -,5648 .53_6 .O_EC .4600 .45C0 -.9432 .4150 1.1955
.7030 -,4995 .5745 .92_5 .9400 .4500 -.6766 ,4921 1.0601
.7500 -,3P63 .6143 ._t_5 .62&0 .45_0 -.5574 .5236 1.0079
• 8000 -,2363 .65L9 °_80 .70GO .4500 -.4970 .5418 °9785
• 8500 -.0973 .6832 .75_4 .eO00 .4500 -,2426 .0136 ,8056
.9GO0 .0170 .7082 .7199 .9030 .4500 ,0148 ,6840 ,7571
,9500 .1059 ,7194 .702_ .1614 .3552 .0428 .6912 ,7461
_9750 .1435 .72_5 .6804 ,EGO0 ,3552 -.0050 ,6622 .7907
1,0000 ,1701 ,7274 ._9&1 .3500 .3552 -.2483 .6128 ,8668
.4500 .3552 -.3576 ,5821 .9140
.5500 .3552 -.2965 .5966 .8920
•6500 .3552 -.1147 ,048o .8116
,75C_ .3552 ._323 .6893 .7491
.8G00 .3552 .0805 ,702_ .7294
.85G6 .3552 .1324 .7165 ,7070
,9C_ .355Z .1066 o7250 .6937
.95_G .3552 ,1810 ,7293 .6871
PT 174._ZZ0 KPA GRIT SIZE .u584 HH C01 .G1945
(( 139.5103 K GRIT LGC .070C C CO2 .b1937
_C 1_,1_1_ HILLI_N CN ,6482 CD3 .0lib&
_ACH .7b55 C_ -.0761 C04 .31522
_LPHA 2.ub24 OEG CC .U_Z5 C05 ,01540
UPPER SURFACE LO_Ee SURFACE 5PANWI_E
XIC CP PtL/P[ _LOC XlC CF PtLIPT _LOC XlC YI(BIZ) CP PtLIP1 _LOC
O,O00O 1,1367 ,9993 .o_23 G._OO 1,1367 .9953 ,0323 ,5000 .7401 -1,0425 .3879 1.Z469
,0040 ,3_21 ,7850 .5_84 .._0 .5_4Z .8_03 .5348 .5_¢ .641_ -1,0912 .37_& 1.2693
._083 .1267 .7162 .7_7_ .0_83 .3260 .7694 .0237 .5000 .5427 -1.U978 ,3717 1.2787
.0150 -,0416 ,667_ .783_ ,_230 .350_ .7777 .61_3 .SGGG .44_0 -1.1070 .3703 l.Z_l_
.0250 -,2277 .6150 ,_034 .0500 .2479 ,7477 .6582 .5C00 .3454 -1,1114 ,3629 1,2843
°0400 -*5093 o538G ._646 ,1_0 ,134_ ,7_47 ,7099 .SOGG .2467 -1,1178 ,3684 1,2854
.0600 -.7241 ._773 I.O_'G .1500 .0029 .6_86 ,7347 .SCGC .1480 -1.1156 .3&99 1.2823
.3_JO -.8905 .4310 1.1_Z .ZGO0 .0_00 .6787 .7553 .50GO .0493 -1.1G68 .3703 1.2815
.1000 -.9831 .4G6_ 1.21£5 .2_00 -,070_ ,_5_ .7958 ,StO0 -,C4_3 -1.1202 ,3655 1.2911
,1400 -1,0224 ,39_3 1.23_b .3900 -,1998 .6227 ,_514 .5000 -.1_80 -1,1126 ,3659 1,2904
,1800 -1.0547 .3838 1.2_ .4500 -.3142 .3726 1.2773 .5C¢_ -.2407 -1.L017 .3675 1.2872
.2230 -1.1017 .3751 L.ZI21 .5500 -.2709 .5913 .9031 ,_OCG -.3454 -1.0911 ,3758 1.27¢6
.Z600 -1.0958 .3722 1.2778 ,6500 -.1049 .6038 .8807 ,5000 -,4440 -L.0494 .386b 1.2494
.3000 -1.1086 .3695 1._832 ,7500 .0342 .6500 .8095 .5000 -.5477 -1,0553 ,3_35 1,2554
13403 -1,1233 ,3677 1.Z_ o_JO0 .U_83 ,b882 ,75_7 ,_O00 -,041_ -1,_335 ,3930 1,2371
,3800 -1.1181 ,36cl 1.Z901 ._590 .1331 .7024 .7286 .5600 -.7401 -1,3295 ,3930 1.2371
• 4200 -1.1296 .3640 1.2942 .9_JJ .1630 ,7172 .7050 CHORDwISE
.4600 -1.1075 .3700 1.2822 .9500 .1760 .7232 .6966 .0_60 .45_0 -.6975 .48_9 1.0789
.5000 -1.1C53 .3720 1.Z7_Z 1._0_0 .1503 .7216 .0991 .14GG .4500 -1.014_ .3961 1.2311
• 5400 -1,1049 .4233 1.1_4 .ZZ_ .45_0 -L,1166 ,3677 1,2866
,SuOC -,9234 ,5155 1._Z45 .3000 .4900 -1,0943 .3760 1.2703
.6ZOO -,5926 .5437 ._7_5 .380G .45_0 -1.3653 ,3789 1.2645
.6600 -.4811 .5h18 ,94_6 .4000 ,4500 -1,&965 .3735 1.2751
.7030 -.4117 .5867 ._73 .54_¢ .45_0 -1.1216 .3702 1.2818
• 7500 -.3187 .6190 .8572 ,bZGC ,4500 -,6032 .5_0 1.0335
.8000 --.2160 *o51Z ._076 .TuUO .4510 -.4086 ,5647 .g420
.8500 -.0986 .67_2 ,lb_1 ,83_b .45t_ -.Z197 .6177 .8592 L
.90OG .0014 .70bZ .7Z3_ ,9C'00 .4500 -,0013 .6788 ,765Z
.9500 ,0954 .7152 .70_1 .1014 .35_Z .1289 .7144 .7103
.9750 .1298 ,7Z75 .8_99 .ZuOO ,3_2 -.0035 .6771 ,7679
1.00_0 .1563 ,721_ .69_i .35_G .3552 -.1970 *&ZlO .8540
.4530 ,3552 -.3110 .5919 .89_2
• 55G_ .3552 -.2702 .b036 .8810
.6_00 ,3552 -.0958 ,6531 .8047
.7_0 ,3552 .G337 .6861 ,7539
.8_OG .355Z .0909 .7039 ,7Z65
,85_U .3552 .1332 .7175 .7G55
358 ._uoo .3552 .16o2 .72z5 .6993
• qS_ .3552 .1752 .7266 .6913
PT IT6,8175 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 MM CDI ,02333
TT 139,5Z_1 K GRIT LDC .07_0 C CDZ ,01353
_C 1_.1Z66 MILLION CN .6926 CD3 .02Z90
_ACH .7636 CM -,077G CO6 .01744
ALPHA 2,_602 OEG CC ,0G19 CO5 ,01533
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtL/P1 ML_C XlC CP P_LIP1 NLOC XlC Y1(8121 CP PsLIP; HLOC
0.0000 1,1196 ,9q05 ,1167 O.OOUQ 1.1194 ,9905 ,1167 ,5000 .7601 -1,0841 .3781 1.2661
• 3040 .3032 ,763q ,0325 ,00_0 ,6743 .8675 .4553 ,5000 .t414 -1.1514 .3620 1,1983
.OO80 e0676 .6965 .7379 ,OOBO ,4143 ,7954 ,5813 ,5U00 ,5427 -1,1618 .3577 1.3071
.0150 -.1106 .6470 ,8141 ,0230 .4002 ,7916 ,5877 .5000 ,4440 -1.1606 .3561 1.3104
.0250 -.2794 ,6007 .8856 ,0500 .1905 .7604 .6381 .SGOO .3654 -1.1716 .3546 1,3134
,0400 -,5737 .5210 1,C1ZZ ,100J ,1717 .7285 ,6983 .§000 ,2467 -1.1630 ,3_54 1.3118
• 0600 -.7618 ,6_99 1,_977 .1500 ,0842 ,7012 ,7307 .5000 ,1480 -1,1750 ,3517 1.3195
• 0800 -,9135 .4253 ],1766 ,2000 ,0258 ,687q .7511 ,5_00 ,0493 -1,1946 ,3489 1,3252
.1000 -1.0127 ,3_g 1.Z31b ,1500 -.0395 ,6694 ,7796 .5000 -,0693 -1,1711 .3_14 1.3102
• 1400 -1.0779 ,3800 1,2511 ,3500 -.1826 .6276 .8439 ,5000 -,16_0 -1,1724 ,3599 1.3170
.1800 -1.1185 .36_4 1.20_6 ._500 -,3018 .3507 1.3215 ,S&O& -,2467 -1,/653 ,3538 1,3152
• 2100 -I.1378 ,30_ 1.3_14 .5500 -,1617 .5972 .8q10 ,5000 -.3454 -1.154Z ,3558 1.3109
__ ,2600 -1.1485 ,3604 1.3016 .6500 -,1053 ,6084 ,8736 ,50UO -.4440 -1,0991 ,3741 1,2740
.3000 -1,1546 ,35_5 1.3054 .7500 .0296 ,6506 .8088 ,5000 -.5617 -1.0798 ,3B04 1,2615
• 3400 -i.1738 .3_58 1.3110 ,eO0_ ,0847 .5d79 .751Z ,5000 -._416 -1,0655 ,390Z 1.2415
.3800 -1.1799 ,3527 1.3174 .85J0 .1229 .7032 ,7176 ,5000 -.7601 -,g190 ,416_ 1.1755
.4203 -1.180b ,35f;_ 1._119 .900g .1_09 ,7120 .7160 CH3ROWISE
• 6600 -1,1850 ,35_9 1.3111 ,9500 .1761 ,7240 ,6953 ,0600 ,4500 -,7379 ,4738 1.0911
,5000 -1,1879 ,3509 1,3uZb 1.OJ]O ,1394 ,7174 .7055 ,14G0 .4500 -1.0804 .3788 1,2647
.5600 -1.1474 ,42_5 1.17_8 .ZZOO .4506 -1,1653 ,3587 1.3050
.5800 -.8989 ,5186 1._1_Z .3000 .4500 -1.1686 .3585 1,30fl4
,6200 -15_27 ,5419 ,_784 ,3800 ._5_0 -1,1317 .3653 1.2_17
• bbO0 -,4878 ,5_3q .0433 ,4bOG ,4500 -1,1518 ,3613 1.1998
• 7000 -,4135 .5870 ,90cq .5406 ,4_00 -1,1685 ,3549 1.31Z8
,75_0 -.3277 ,Old4 ,_511 .bZO0 .4500 -.573_ .5128 1.00q3
• _000 -.2199 ,6493 ,o104 ,7LOG ,4503 -.4109 .5655 ,9407
• 8500 -,1080 ,6790 .7_g .8000 ,4500 -,2134 ,6180 ,8587
.9000 -.0C31 .7025 ,7_ ,_00 ,4_uO -.0162 ,6753 .7706
• 95J0 ,0811 .7150 ,7_03 ,1014 ,355Z .1663 .7267 .blZ
.9750 ,124_ .72_4 .0_70 ,2_00 .3552 .J191 .6840 .7573
I,OGO0 .1396 ,7174 ,705_ .3500 .3552 -.1790 ,6291 ,8416
.4500 ,3552 -.3000 ,5957 .Bg36
,5_00 ,3_52 -,1637 ,b081 ,8741
• 6500 .3_Z -,0992 ,_540 ,8034
• 7500 ,35_Z ,0340 ,6890 ,7694
,80_o .35_Z .0905 ,7056 .724_
• 85uC .3_52 .1173 .7147 .7098
.gO00 ,3552 .1594 ,7Z5_ ,_932
,95_u ,3_Z ,1764 ,7283 ,6886
PI 174,0633 KPA G;IT SIZE ,0_84 MM C01 ,03074
IT 13q._7_9 K GRIT LDC ,U7GO C COZ ,b3082
R_ Lu,_7_ _ILLION CN .7239 CO3 ,01906
_CH ,764_ CM -,0771 C06 ,01967
ALPHA 3,0169 OEG CC ,GGZ5 CO5 .01571
UPPER SURFACE LOwEK SURF_C£ _PANWI_E
X/C CP P_LIPI XLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLO_ XlC YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPI MLOC
0,0000 1.1088 ,987_ ,1336 3.0_0 L,108_ .9r7_ .L335 .SOGO ,7401 -L,1Z18 .3P67 1.Z_89
• 0040 .2425 ,7409 ,FS_ ,J3_0 ,71_ ,_819 ,_275 ,b_GO ._414 -l.lgo3 .3474 1,3205
,00_0 -.0084 .677q ,7bee ,Oo_O ,4_77 ,F151 ,5495 ,500C .5_Z7 -1,1983 ,3447 1,3342
,O15u -.1774 .6317 .b3_4 ,0130 ,4522 ,8060 .8637 ,5000 ,_440 -1,2073 ,3429 1.337_
• 0250 -,3400 .5858 .%Jo7 ,050_ ,3302 .7711 ,b/G7 .5_0 ._454 -1.Z044 .3_27 1,3383
• 0%00 -.6G51 ,5111 L._3_2 .1,)JO .1985 .7347 .67_7 .5000 ,2_7 -1,Z165 ,3405 1,3431
• 0600 -.8027 ,45f5 1,1_2t .15:J0 ,1116 .7114 ,7L49 .5_0 .1480 -1.2394 .34Cl 1.3439
.0800 -.9496 ,613c 1,197_ .ZG_O ,_501 .6937 ,7422 .5000 ,0_93 -1.2517 .3341 1.3566
• 1000 -1,0387 ,39C2 1.2_24 .2500 -._225 ,o741 ,7714 ,5_G -.04_3 -1.2356 .3361 1.3523
,14_0 -1,1128 .36G2 1,£o3_ ,35_0 -,1627 ,6350 ,831_ ,5_Ou -.1480 -1,Z012 .3420 1,3398
•1890 -1.1611 .3567 I._Z .450G -.7891 .335u 1.354q ,50C0 -,2467-I,Z138 ,3416 1,3406
• 2100 -1,174_ ,3519 _,31_0 ,5530 -,Zb_l .5983 ,8892 .5000 -,3454 -1,2051 ,3419 1.3401
• 2600 -/,2052 .347_ 1.327_ ,0500 -._08_ ,60_1 ,8802 .SOOu -,4440 -1.1331 ,3636 1,2951
• 3000 -1.199_ .3451 1,3333 ,lbO0 .022g ,_4d8 ,8113 ,SCGO -,5427 -1,1101 ,3711 1,2800
• 3400 -1,Z051 ,3432 1.3373 ,8J_o .CTZb ,e849 ,7558 ,5_00 -._416 -,9998 .4024 1.2191
,3800 -1,2109 .3412 1,341t ,_5_0 ,1192 ._994 .1335 .560u -.74_1 -,8721 ,4322 1.1_41
,4200 -1,g256 .337q 1,3_85 .9_0 .1534 ,1118 ,7143 CH_RD_I_E
,4600 -1,2284 .33_G 1,35_6 ._SJO ,lo29 ,7135 ,6961 .u60_ .4500 -,7597 .4667 1,1033
• 5_00 -1,2341 .349_ 1,3142 L,uO00 .1129 .71_5 ,7153 .1400 ,6500 -1.1287 ,3675 1.2871
• 8400 -1,1843 .4734 1,Uqlo .?2_0 ,_500 -1.1952 .3467 1,3299
.5800 -,7561 ,5172 1,01_ ,3CG_ ,450_ -1,Zgb6 ,3465 1,3344
.6100 -.5q02 .5402 ,_811 .380G *_5_0 -1,1754 .3540 1.3148
• 6o00 -,5(Oq .5_ ,_Su_ ,4@00 .450U -1.2051 ,3_78 1,3277
.7000 -.6225 .be7e ,qoo .5400 ._500 -1.1946 .3481 i.3270
.750o -,3281 .613_ ._58 ,62_0 ,45o0 -._933 .515o 1.OZ10
.8000 -.2311 ,_4_6 .dl_z ,7000 .45G0 -,4155 ,5633 ,96_I
• 8500 -,1101 ,e701 ,77e6
,8_Ou .450_ -.2197 .b178 ,8591
• 9000 -,0333 ,6q_8 .73q3 .q_O0 ,4500 -.0238 ,6737 .7730
,q500 ,0571 ,695q ,736_ ,1014 ,35_Z ,1010 ,7357 .6771
.9750 ,0702 ,7151 .ev_b .ZU00 ,3551 ,0460 .6925 ,7442
1,0000 ,112q .7105 ,7163 .3500 ,3552 -.1616 .5332 .8353
._500 .3551 -.1799 ,bOZ7 ,8816
• 5_00 .36_? -,1653 ,6051 ,8786
,_500 ,3552 -.0913 ,657u .7987
• 7500 .3552 ,0373 ,6903 ,7476
• 80UO ,3551 .0836 .7041 .7261
.eS_G .3551 .1153 .7116 ,7146
339 ,9_Uu .3851 .1416 ,7180 .I032
•gSoO .3551 .1462 .71gZ .7029
PT 174.064_ KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 MM CD1 .04535
TT 139.5203 K GRIT LOC .0700 C CDZ .04371
_C 10.0907 MILLION CN .7225 C03 .03853
MACH .7648 CM -,071u CD4 *02%94
ALPHA 3.5325 DEG CC ,0048 C05 .01Bgz
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC X/C YI(BIZ) CP P_LIPT MLOC
O.OuO0 1.0964 .9836 ._531 U.O000 1.096% .9838 .1531 .5000 .7401 -1.10Z4 .3662 1.Z898
• 0040 .1722 .7Ze7 .641Z .0040 .7961 .9005 .3898 .5000 .6414 -1.1747 .3496 1.3239
• 0080 -.0636 .6606 .743Z .0080 .5511 .8316 .5197 .5000 .54Z7 -1.1462 .35B4 1.3057
.0150 -.2271 .6148 ._637 .0Z30 °4933 o8162 ,P466 .5000 ,4440 -L,0643 .3791 1.Z641
• 02_0 -.3637 .5744 .gZ67 .0500 .3669 .7808 .605Z .5000 .3456 -1.1107 .3687 1.Z848
• 0_00 -.6470 .4971 1.0_16 .10_0 .2337 .7445 .6633 .5000 .2467 -1.0483 .3856 1.2513
.0600 -.8626 .4400 1.150l .1500 .1375 .7166 .7368 .5000 .1480 -1.0939 .3779 1.2665
,0800 -.9859 .4029 1.2L82 °2000 .0699 .6979 ,73§8 .5000 .C493 -.9482 ,4110 1.2031
.1000 -1.0544 .3_44 1.gsgB ._500 -.C050 .6767 .7685 .5000 -.O493 -.9255 .4176 1.1908
._400 -1.1562 .3580 1.3064 .3530 -.1546 .6315 .8379 .5000 -.1480 -1.0704 .3831 1.2563
• 1600 -1.1e08 .3510 1.3ZlO .4500 -.2811 .3928 1.Z375 .5000 -.Z467 -1.1050 .3709 1.Z804
.ZZO0 -1.2125 .341% 1.3411 .5500 -.2669 .601% .88%4 .5000 -.3454 -1.0815 .3765 1.2692
• 2600 -1.2211 .337H 1.3_7 .65_0 -.11_0 .b034 .B814 .50G0 -.4440 -1.0765 .3789 1.Z645 ._
• 3000 -1.2133 .3351 1.3646 .7500 .U104 .6453 .8167 .5000 -.5427 -1.0101 .3961 1.2312
.3400 -1.Z376 .33Z0 1.3o12 .BOO0 .v611 ._8Z1 .7601 .SdOb -.6414 -.9012 .6265 1.1744
.38d0 -1.2459 .3300 1.3643 ._50_ .0941 .696! .7386 .5000 -.7401 -.7884 .4619 1.1116
• 4200 -1.2384 .330_ 1.3647 .4030 .1109 .7v49 .7250 CHQRDuISE
.%600 -1.2290 .3357 1.3532 .4500 .0984 ,7089 .7187 .0600 .4500 -.7693 .4638 1.108Z
.5000 -1.0211 .45_6 1.1173 l.O000 .0701 .7014 .7304 .1400 .4500 -1.1486 .3598 1.3027
.5400 -.7664 .%944 1.¢56Z .Z200 .4500 -1.Z366 .3370 1.3505
• 5_00 -,6729 .5_¢g 1.013_ .3000 .6500 -1.2298 .3332 1.3587
• 6ZOO -.5578 ._393 ._Z5 .3800 .4500 -l.ZZ6S o$634 1.3369
.6600 -.4904 .55_ ._01 .4600 .4500 -1.ZZ32 .340Z 1.3436
.7000 -.4338 .58_5 .9108 .5400 .4500 -.8B61 ,_340 1.1608
°7500 -.3374 .6053 °8784 .6ZOG .45U0 -.5709 .5Z19 1.0108
• _000 -.Z605 .6Zg_ ,U_14 .7000 .6500 -.4180 ,5634 .4440
.8500 -.1770 .6451 .8170 .BOO0 .4500 -.Z388 o6146 .8639
• gO00 -.1171 .661_ .79Z6 .gO00 .4500 -.0823 .6563 .7997
._500 -.0603 .6B40 .7573 .1014 .355Z .ZZ05 .7396 .6709
;9750 .G13Z .7_ .7Z39 ,2000 .355Z ,0819 ,7046 .7254
1.0000 .0701 .7ulq .730% .3500 .35_2 -.1508 .6361 .8308
• %_00 .355Z -.273E .6030 .BBZO
• 5_O0 .3552 -.Z590 ,6080 .8742
• 6500 .355Z -.1ZOl .6433 .8198
• 7500 .3552 .0237 .6861 .7509
• 8000 .35_Z ._6bB .698Z .73_3
• 8500 .3§5Z .0934 .7057 ,7237
• 900G' .355Z .1231 .714Z .7105
.9500 .3_52 .1158 .7114 .7149
Pr 174._0 KPe GRIT $1ZE .0_84 MM CO1 .060Z_
II 139._173 K GRIT LOC .O7OO C COZ .05?29
kC L0.U_b_ MILLION CN .7083 C03 .O4866
_ACH .76%Z CM -._650 CO4 .03319
aLPHA _.0031 DEG CC .OOOZ CO5 .0Z478
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWIbE
XIC CP P_LlPl MLOC X/C CP P_LIPI MLOC x/C _lfB/2) CP P_L/PI MLOC
_.0000 1.0795 .97u7 .17_7 3.0030 1.0745 ._187 .1757 ._00_ .7401 -.4glZ .4Z17 1.1833
.00_0 .1269 .7130 .I125 .03_b ._269 .9087 .3723 .5000 .641% -.B7gg .4339 1.1611
• _080 -.1226 ._449 ._173 ._OBO ._064 ._%73 .4923 .5000 ._421 -._525 .443Z 1.1444
• 0150 -.2771 .EeZ_ .8835 .bZ3u .5Z04 ._2Z7 .5355 ._00_ .4440 -.7946 .4583 1.1179
• 0250 -°4396 .5601 ._93 .0500 .3923 .7o70 .545Z ._OGO .3454 -.7373 .47Z0 1.0942
• 0400 -.6845 ,_9 1,o655 ,lJJO .2471 .7475 .6586 .5000 .E467 -.70ZZ ,4833 1.O748
.0600 -,8764 ,_345 Z.1600 .1500 .1610 .7237 .6958 .5_00 ,14B0 -,0799 ,4874 1.O679
• 0_00 -1.002_ .39o_ 1.Z3_5 .Z_O .0_67 .70Z7 .7283 .SCCu .0493 -.7218 .4795 1.081Z
• 1000 -1.0950 ._723 1.2776 .2500 .0070 ._FIO .7618 .SCCG -.0493 -.7376 ._76Z 1.0904
.1_00 -1.1741 .34wg 1.323Z .3500 -.1341 .6%45 .8179 .5000 --.1480 --.7461 .%7ZB 1.0928
• 1800 -1.2Z63 ._349 1.3_43 ._500 -.Z875 ._834 1.0747 .5000 -.Z467 -.7992 .4565 1.1glO
• ZZO0 -1.2_67 .33Z_ 1.36_2 .5500 -.2806 .5_84 .8891 .50UO -.3%5% -.786Z .4575 1.1192
.2600 -l.2350 ._3_1 L.3blC .65_ -.LZgb .5983 ._egZ .5000 -.4440 -.7995 .4584 1.1176
• 3000 -1.2657 .3257 1.3749 ,750U -.0103 .641_ .8225 .5000 -.5427 -.7698 .4632 1.1094
.3400 -1,Z704 .3_5i 1.37_3 ,UD00 .0393 .o745 .7716 ,SOG0 -,_14 -.7335 .4726 1.0931
• 3800 -1.2643 .32£0 1.367 _ .BSO0 .0614 .090_ .74o7 .5_00 -.7401 -.6892 .4887 1.0658
•4Zoo -1.1157 .36_0 ]._B41 .4_30 .0641 ._961 .7386 CHU_OWISE
• 4600 -.559Z .43cu 1.1_3_ .9500 .05ZI .6964 .738Z .u6uO .4500 -,Eg2z .45Ob 1.1324
• 5000 -.7041 .5_3_ 1._415 1.hugo -.0931 ._3Z .B04_ .14OG .4500 -1.1831 .3510 1.3Z10
• 5_00 -.6307 .5132 1.0Z49 .2Z00 .4500 -1.2732 .3266 1.3730
.5800 -.5874 ._Z71 1._OZ3 .3000 ,4500 -1.Z909 .3234 1.3800 .Ab
• 6ZOO -.5505 ._411 .4796 .3_bC .45_0 -1.2391 .3363 1.3519
•_600 -.4968 .558_ .4519 .%60_ .45_ -,99ZZ .4029 1.2183
.7030 -.4372 .578C .gZL1 .54u0 .4500 -.6953 .490Z /.063Z
•7500 -.3624 .59_ .901_ .62C0 .4500 -.5479 ,5244 ,4985
• 8000 -.3111 .POlo .6733 .7boo .4500 -.4189 .5655 .9407
.B500 -.Z_77 ._157 ._623 .800_ .450d -.2937 .5970 .8914 4_
• go00 -.ZZZ7 .6317 ._376 .4000 .4500 -.1769 .6307 .fi39Z
.9500 -.1636 .o40_ ,B143 ,i014 .355Z .Z653 .7467 .6598
•9750 -.1188 .t4_g .7q3b *_bbU ,355Z ,0870 ,7032 .7_75
1.0000 -.0931 .6_32 .8046 .35UC .355Z -.13Z3 .6419 .8Z19
.4500 .3_5Z -._759 ' °6028 .EBZZ
•5500 .355Z -.g723 .6043 .8800
• 6_0C .355Z -.1154 .6488 ,u113
• 7500 .355Z .0013 .6B03 .76Z9
• ebO0 ,3552 .0419 ,6904 .7673
• _U_ .355Z .0751 ,70Z7 .7Z84
_0 ._00o .355Z .oe9o .7056 .7Z39
.950_ .355_ .0735 .7008 .7313
PT 174o0524 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 MM C01 .07326
TT 139.5291 K GRIT LOC .0700 C 002 .06995
RC 1G.u73Z MILLION CN ,7120 C03 ,ObZZ7
MACH *7027 CM -,0620 CO4 .04275
ALPHA 4.5007 DEG CC *0107 C05 °03401
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIP[ MLOC XIC CP PpLIRT MLOC XIC Y1(812) CP PeL/PT RLOC '
0.0400 1_0465 .97(3 ,2079 b. GCUO 1.0465 ,9703 °2079 .5000 .7401 -.7131 .4826 1.0761
• 0040 .0467 ,b941 ./417 ,0040 ._885 .9214 .3300 ,5000 ,0414 -.6911 .4867 1.0691
• 0080 -,2180 .6231 .8569 .0280 ,601Z .8633 .4632 .5000 .5427 -.6960 .4680 1.0669
°0150 -.3393 ,5_57 °9090 .0230 .0693 ,8382 .5085 .500C ,4440 -,0793 .4922 1.0598
• 0250 -.4816 o54_Z ,9714 .3500 °4258 .7989 .fi757 ,5000 .3454 -.6fl88 .4959 1.0536
L .0400 -.7369 ,4757 1.0878 ,1000 .2829 .7607 .6376 .5_00 .2467 -.6605 .4968 1.0521
• 0600 -.9344 .4294 1.1856 .1500 ,1870 .7346 .678_ .5000 .1480 -.6684 .4977 1.0507
• 0800 -1.0841 ,3622 1.2580 .2_0 .1048 o7090 ,7187 .5G0_ ,_493 -.6603 ,4980 1,0492
• 1000 -1.1453 ,3629 1,2964 ,2500 .0254 .6868 ,752q ,5000 -.0493 -,b582 ,4959 1.0537
• 1400 -1,2119 .3418 1,3403 ,3530 -,1325 .6431 .8201 ,5000 -,1480 -°6704 ,4936 1.0576
,1800 -1,2607 .3320 1.3012 .4500 -.2729 .4982 1.0498 ,5000 -,24_7 -,6851 .4912 1,_615
L .2200 -1.2834 .3222 1.3817 .5500 -.2683 ,6040 .8804 ,5000 -.3454 -.6837 ,4907 1.0624• 2600 - . 998 , 1_ . 94 .6 -.1349 , 75 . 750 . -,4 40 -. 673 . 35 . 577
• 3000 -1.3045 .31_7 1.3936 ,7500 -.0226 .6_29 ,_204 ,riO00 -,5427 -,0500 .4977 1.0506
• 3400 -1,2558 ,3297 1,3662 ,8000 .0203 ,6725 .7749 .5000 -,6414 -.6376 ,9006 1.0457
• 3800 -1.0651 .3859 1.2509 ,8500 .04_7 .08b5 ,7534 .5000 -.7401 -,6150 ,5092 1.0310
• 4200 -.8192 ,_ 1.1263 .900_ .0500 .0917 .7454 CHORD_Z_E
.4600 -.6980 .48_0 1.07ZO .9500 ,0180 ,6937 .7423 .0600 .4500 -.8945 o4319 1.1646
.5000 -,655P .5070 1,0342 1,0030 -,1657 .6348 .832_ .1400 .4500 -1,2105 .34Z6 1,3380
• 5400 -.6216 .5176 1.0178 .2200 .4500 -1.3169 ,3171 1.3941
• 0800 -.5964 ,53_6 .9_5C .3000 .4500 -1.3240 .3127 1.4041
,6200 -.5410 ,_429 ,9787 ,3800 .4500 -1.1000 .3750 1.2722
• 6600 -.4889 ._5_4 .9551 .4600 .4500 -.7779 .46_0 1,1045
• 7000 -.4439 .5733 .92_5 ,5400 .4500 -.6198 .5074 1.0346
• 7500 -.3888 .5856 .90_6 .6200 .4500 -,5361 .5321 .9941
• 8000 -,3411 .59_4 ,t93_ .7C_G .4500 -,4384 ,5583 ,9521
• 8500 -.3007 ._02_ .8_22 ,8_0o .4500 -.3274 ,5908 ,9010
• 9000 -.2728 .61(_ ._7_ .9uO0 .4500 -.2514 .6110 .8696
•9500 -,2435 .8219 .8527 .1014 ,3552 .1736 .7553 ,6401
• 9750 -.20_ .6143 .7567 .2000 .3552 .1038 .7094 .71d0
1.0000 -.1657 .63_ ._32_ .3500 .3552 -.1217 .6462 .8153
,4500 .3552 -,2663 .6061 .8772
• 5500 .3552 -.2684 .b069 .8760
\ .6500 ,3552 -.1352 .6425 .8210
• 75_u .3552 -.013Z .6773 .7b74
.8000 .3552 .0362 .5905 ,7471
• 85_0 .3552 .04ZG .6911 .7463
.900_ .3552 .0563 .bgbl .7385
.950u .3552 .u260 .685q .7543
PT Z5_._721 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 _R C01 .00944
IT 139.2219 K GRIT LOG .0700 C C02 .00955
RC Ib.113_ _ILLION Ch .1394 CD3 ._b921
MACH .7651 C_ -.0734 CD4 .0ug00
_LFHA -1.u326 OEG CC .0099 CD5 .00897
UPPEg SUkFACE LO_ER bu_F_£ 3PaNglSE
XIC CP P_L/P1 _LOC XIC _P P_L/PT _LOC X/C Y/(812) CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 1,1187 ._4 .1237 O.OOOO 1.11_2 .9o_4 .1237 .SG_u .74ui -.607_ ._114 1.0281
•0040 .833_ .91_5 ,3_5 .O0_O -._336 .blZ0 .86_1 .500_ .6414 -.6225 ,5038 1.0407
•0080 *b140 .8_u( .4_76 .d_80 -.7335 ,4724 1.0937 ,5000 .54_7 -.6277 .5037 1.0409
• 0150 ,4_28 .7915 .5o79 .0230 -.1221 .0419 .SZO5 ,Soo0 .4440 -.6232 .5074 1,0348
• 0250 .1875 .7Z_7 ._d65 .0_30 -,121_ .6451 .blT_ .5c_0 ,3454 -,6324 .50Z2 1.0434
•0400 -,083u .6_52 .o015 .IOOC -,I_11 .6267 ,_455 .50GO .2467 -,b329 ,5024 1.0430
•OtO0 -.322b .5k_4 .q54q .1530 -.2118 .6207 .954b .50_0 .1480 -.6203 .50_2 1.0317
• 0800 -.4433 .5574 .9538 .ZOJ3 -.24_3 .60_7 ,873l .SbCO .C493 -,0335 ,5022 1,043_
•lOOO -.5028 ._3_2 .9d%b .2500 -.?_23 ._qbb ._d_9 .50OG -.b493 -.b363 .5039 1.0405
•1400 -.572£ .5194 1.014g ,3500 -.4070 .5538 .943b .5006 -*148D -.b249 .5091 1.0320
•1800 -.6108 .51£I l.t_t9 *hSO0 -*5055 .5027 I*06_5 ,5000 -,24_7 -*b%02 .5003 I*06b_
•2200 -.6054 .5094 1.0314 .5500 -,371_ .5374 .9857 .5_00 -,3454 -.6497 .4979 I*0505
•7600 -.5_56 .521b 1.0114 .6530 -.1534 .5774 .9221 .5C0_ -,4_4b -,5331 .5043 I*0398
.3000 -.5621 .52Wu 1.0074 .7500 .0152 .6355 .8318 .SGOG -.5427 -.6409 .4998 1.0473
•3400 -,5634 .5263 1.0136 *89J0 *07_2 .O03Z .758_ .5000 -.6414 -.b4a5 .4990 1.0487
•3800 -.5828 ,518Z l.uZC3 .85uC .IZE9 .70_b .7285 .5000 -.7401 -.6269 ,5060 1.0337
•4200 -.5903 ,5115 1,0198 .9000 ,1727 .714C ,7109 CHOROWISE
•4bOO -.6173 ._Ot_ 1.0363 .9500 ,2001 .7269 .6609 .06UO .4500 -.3687 .5767 ,9201
• 5000 -.6320 .49_b 1,LSol l.C_& .2055 .7352 .6779 .1400 .4500 -,5589 .5221 1.0106
• 5400 -.6611 .4_Oti 1.OBOE .Z?O(: .4500 -.5907 .5152 1.0218
•5800 -.6952 .4728 I._012 .3000 ._SOO -.5583 .5257 1.0047
• 62_0 -.7354 .49_1 l._bl8 ,380_ .4500 -.5_46 .5142 1,0236
•b600 -.6823 .5317 .994_ .4600 .4500 -,6093 .5077 1.0343
• 7000 -.54Z7 .Seb_ .43_6 .54_U .4500 -.64%9 .5003 1,0_66
•7500 -.4007 .6_7_ .8756 ,6_00 .4500 -,7293 ,4744 1.0903
•8000 -,2568 .64_3 .813b .70_0 .45Ub -.5285 .5369 .9962
,_. .bSO0 -.110_ ._38 .7576 ,8000 .4500 -.2664 ,6078 .8747
•9000 ,0197 *713_ .711q .9£Gb ,4500 .0123 .b816 .7610
•2500 .1270 .727 ° .b_g3 ,i014 ,3552 -.1849 .6286 ,8455
•9750 .1_88 ,7339 .68_C ,ZOO0 .3552 -.2431 ,blOZ .8710
1,0000 .2059 .7352 ,6779 .350& ,3552 -,3978 .57¢6 *9328
,45uu *3552 -,5000 ,5383 ,98&2
• 55_¢ ,3552 -,3701 .5765 .9235
•b_OG .3552 -.1488 .539/ .f263
,750C ,355_ .0114 ._805 ,7020
.SbOG .3552 .0776 .6992 ,7338
• 8500 .3_5Z .1272 ,7147 .7099
341 ._o_ .3552 .1_0 .7z49 .6941
,9500 .3552 .1981 ,7331 .6813
PT 260.0418 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 MH CD1 .01003
IT 130.3057 K GR%[ LOG .0700 C COg .01013
RC 15,0879 NILLIO_ CN o3851 C03 .00q94
MACH .7641 CN -.0731 C04 ,00945
ALPHi ,0102 DEG ¢C .0086 C05 °00944
UPPER EUEFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT _LOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC Y1(812} CP P,LIPT HLOC
0°0000 1.1503 ,99_d ,0416 O.OOOC 1.1503 .fl98_ o0416 ,50_G .7401 -,0765 ,4934 1.0581
• 0040 .6877 .86%3 .4518 .0040 .118Z ,7116 .7147 .5000 .6414 -,68Z8 ,489Z 1.0652
,0030 ,4476 ,8034 ,Sbbl .O_dO -,ZOQ1 ,6118 ,8530 ,5000 .54Z7 -,6925 ,4877 1,0677
• 0150 ,Z392 .74_3 .66Z0 .OZ30 ,0780 .7016 .7311 .5000 ,4440 -,6901 .4576 1.0578
,0250 ,0268 ,6_6 ,7532 ,0500 ,0363 ,6875 ,7519 ,50_0 °3454 -,6855 ,4878 1,0675
,0400 -,1421 ,olCO ,869_ ,lOOO -,0545 ,6636 ,7987 ,5000 ,1467 -,6823 ,4888 1,0558
• 0600 -,4920 ,5_9 ,9769 .15J_ -.106_ ,6495 ,8104 °5000 o1480 -,6847 ,4886 1,06_1
,0800 -,617_ ,51_7 1,0294 ,ZOO0 -,14Z9 ,640g ,8247 ,5000 ,_493 -,6871 ,4875 1,0679
• 1000 -,6q05 .48t_ 1.0699 .25_0 -.2057 ,6216 ,8533 ,5000 -,0493 -,7075 ,4838 1,0743
• 1400 -,7576 .4704 1,0971 ,3500 -,321_ ,5902 o9020 ,5000 -,14_0 -,6873 ,4874 1,0681
• 1800 -,7787 ,46)2 1,1136 .4500 -,4239 ,4uEZ 1,0668 ,5000 -,2467 -.6040 ,4861 1,0703
.2200 -.8146 .45_0 1.1274 .5500 -.3302 .561b .9468 .5000 -.3454 -.7093 .4824 1.0765
• 1600 -,8141 ,4541 1,1254 ,6500 -,131q ,5_01 ,9023 ,5000 -,4440 -,69_0 ,4852 1,0719 ._
• 3000 -.7895 ,4621 1.1114 .7_J_ .0280 .6418 .8ZZ1 .5000 -,5417 -,7032 ,4850 1,0723
• 3400 -,7736 .46_9 a,1083 .8000 ,0896 ,6880 ,7510 ,5000 -,_414 -,6948 ,4841 1,0735
• 3800 -,58q8 ,51_Z 1,_ZJ3 ,8500 ,1363 ,7031 ,7179 ,5000 -,7401 -,7047 ,483q 1,0740
,4100 -°5909 ,51_Z 1,OZlq .9000 ,1742 ,7171 ,7061 CHORO_ISE
,4600 -.640q ,50_2 1.0_67 .9_u0 ,1Q72 ,7282 ,6_89 ,0600 ,4500 -,5436 ,5293 ,0988
.5000 -.e_30 .47_8 1.0_76 1.000C .1q27 .7338 .bguO .140G .4500 -.751Z .4738 1.09lZ
• 5400 -,7Z_t .461_ 1.1132 ,2200 ,4500 -,7951 ,45_3 1,1163
• 5800 -,7137 ,4536 1,1264 ,3_CU ,45U0 -,7877 ,4021 1,1115
,6200 -,8_2 ,_3 1,Cb_G ,3800 ,4500 -,5q73 ,5160 1,0205
• 6600 -.6E77 ,5316 .%g4q o460u ,45(0 -,6354 ,5014 1.0447
,7000 -,5777 ,5713 ,9317 ,5400 ,4500 -.7234 ,47ql 1,ObZ2
,7500 -,3875 ,b_95 ,671_ .6200 .4500 -.7674 .46_5 1.1038
°8000 -,2_16 ,bSt. 7 ._084 ,7C00 ,4500 -,5206 ,5355 ,q889
,8500 -,1012 ,_49 ,7559 ,8000 ,4500 -,2555 ,60q6 .8719
.9000 ,017_ ,71i2 ,71_Z ,90OG o4500 ,0148 ,6837 ,7578
tqSO0 .llq6 ,7240 ,b9_5 ,1014 ,3551 -,0551 ,6638 ,7884
.9750 .1622 .73_9 ,_b_ ,2000 .3551 -.1457 ,6401 .8147
1,_OOO ,1927 .73_8 .6dC:_ ,3500 ,3552 -,3180 ,5919 ,8994
,45_G ,3552 -,4122 ,5b75 .9377
.6500 .3551 -.32q2 ,5885 .9047
,65_0 ,355g -.129_ ,6444 .8181
• 75_ .3552 ._Z66 ,6885 .7504
.800_ .3552 .0833 .7015 .7303
._50_. .3552 .1325 .7165 .7070
.qOOC ,3551 ,1693 ,7165 ,6915
,g511 ._5_2 ..1888 ,7327 .6818
P[ Z5_.0_70 KPA GRIT SIZE .0_84 _M C01 .01114
I( 139,39o_ _ GRIT LOC .0700 C CDZ .0110g
_C 1_.0o9_ _ILLI_N CN ,5458 C03 ._1070
_CH .7637 C_ -.0778 CO4 .0104_
ALPH_ 1.0031 OEG CC .0052 C05 .01065
uPPER $U_FAC_ L011_ SU_F_CE _PtN_I$E
XlC CP PeLIPT _LJC XlC CP PtLIP] HL_C XIC YI(BI2) CP P,LIP1 HLOC
C.O000 1.1543 ._9_q ,_12 _.auuO 1,1543 ,9990 ,OIIZ ,5(OC .7401 -,_zqo .4199 1,1869
• 00_0 .5166 ._2_9 ._3LU .O.J4_ .3qg3 .7907 .5891 .5000 .6414 -._115 o4271 1.1736
• 0080 .2636 .75_1 ._1_ .O_O .112_ .71IQ .7157 .5_0G .5427 -.q171 .4274 1.1730
,G150 .0q42 .Tv_? .7Z_7 ,0230 ,2314 .7437 ,_645 ,5000 ,4440 -,q34g ,4222 1.1816
• OZ50 -,1103 ._7_ .812_ ,05_ ,165q ,7Z_9 ,6915 .5000 ,3_54 -,9313 ,4233 1,1806
.0400 -.3694 .5724 .q300 .1auU .0_24 .6946 ./409 .SUO_ .2467 -.9606 .4106 1.2040
• 0600 -.5883 ._1_3 £.GZ17 .15Jb -.0_97 *6766 .7686 .5_0C .14_0 -.9_5fi .4083 1.2084
• 0800 -.805_ ._5_1 1.1254 .2000 -.0616 .66_6 .T_O2 .SGbC .04q3 -*q58c .4130 l*lgq6
• 1000 -,8_Oq ,44_ _.1_1 ,Zb3O -oi_28 ,64_5 ,8164 ,5006 -,0493 -,q519 ,4145 1,1968
.1400 -,8982 ,41_5 1,16o3 ,3500 -,1473 ,6bq? ,8716 ,500_ -,14eU -,9313 ,4198 1,1870
.1800 -,q448 ._179 1.1q_5 ,4500 -,3_04 ,4269 1,1740 ,50GO -,2_67 -,9013 ,42qZ 1.1697
.2200 -,9456 ,4113 1._27 .55Ju -,1865 ,57q_ .9184 ,5_00 -,3454 -.8804 ,4352 1,1590
• 2600 -,9840 ,4_:7 1.ZL33 ,6_Oa -,1094 ,5085 ,88ql ,5000 -,4440 -,qZ31 ,4221 1,18Z8
• 3000 -,_69_ ._31 1,_161 ,750_ .04_1 ,6495 ,811_ ,5000 -.5427 -,9099 ,4266 1,1745
,3400 -o_877 ,40_U 1,1177 ,8000 ,1014 ,0_05 ,7473 ,5000 -,6414 -,8989 ,4313 1,1661
• 3800 -,qeZ_ ,_ 1,2064 ,_UO ,1_57 ,70_3 ,71q8 ,5000 -,74G1 -,9005 .4322 1,1643
._ZO0 -.9676 .4131 1.1994 .qo00 .178u .716q .706@ CHOROWISE
,4600 -.9503 .418U 1,19_3 ,95_0 .1g99 ,7Z87 ,6881 .b6bU ,4500 -.6190 ,5074 1.0345
•5000 -.9148 .41_0 1.19_9 1.0000 .1_57 .7342 .67q5 .140_ .4500 -.8943 .4310 1.1665
• 5400 -,9411 ,437_ 1,155_ ,2200 ,4500 -,9798 .4088 I,Z074
• 5800 -,8610 ,5170 1,01_9 ,30Oh ,4500 -,q543 ,4178 1,1907 _k
,6ZUO -,5837 ,5304 ,9971 ,3800 ,45_0 -.9502 ,4185 1,1893
• 6600 -,5349 ._4_7 ._77Z ,4600 ,4500 -,9563 ,4133 1,1qO
• 7000 -.48q4 ._741 .9271 .540C .4500 -.7751 .4663 1.1042 '
• 7500 -.3797 .tlZ_ ._obZ .6200 .4500 -.SbSq .5£36 1.0081
.8000 -.2434 .6512 .8377 .7C06 .4500 -.4957 .5436 .9758
.8500 -.0903 .6_4_ ,7559 .8000 .4500 -.2551 .bi17 .8686 ._
,9000 ,OZ01 ,71Zb .7133 .qOC_ ,4500 ,01_6 .6836 .757g
• qSO0 .1161 .723_ .bq55 ,1614 .3551 ,0547 ,69_7 .7377
• _750 ,1547 ,73_E ,6754 ,200_ o3551 -,0530 ,6652 ,7861
1,0000 ,1957 ,7341 ,67_5 ,3500 ,3552 -,1400 ,6126 ,8671
.4bCO .355Z -,3433 ,5840 ,9117
.550_ .3552 -,28_5 ,6003 .8863
,650_ ,3552 -,1040 ,6525 ,8057
,7500 .3552 .0418 .6927 ,743q
.8000 .3552 .0990 ,70bb .7225
• _500 ,3551 ,1418 ,7200 ,7017
_€2 .9000 ,355Z ,178_ ,7304 ,6854
ogSGO .3_b2 .Z_I1 ,7355 ,6775
o,
OT 260,0373 KPA GRIT SIZE ,0564 MM C01 .01922
TT 139,4104 K GRIT LOC ,0700 C CD2 ,01923
RC 15,0719 MILLION CN ,6576 CO3 ,017Z5
MACH ,7662 CM -.0610 C06 ,01596
ALPHA 2.0066 OEG CC .0035 CD5 ,01510
UPPER SURFACE LOWER $URFECE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_L/P[ MLOC XIC CP PpL/PT MLOC X/C YI|B/2) CP P_L/PT MLO¢
0°0000 1,1450 ,9970 ,0655 O,OOuO 1,1650 ,9970 .0655 ,5000 ,7601 -1,0569 ,3885 1.2660
•0040 ,3940 ,7886 ,5930 ,0060 ,5957 ,8639 ,¢985 ,5000 ,6616 -I,0939 .3775 1,2676
,0080 *1683 .7202 ,7012 *0080 ,3192 ,7653 ,b286 ,SUCO ,5627 -1.1062 .3726 1,2776
,0150 -,0185 °6726 ,7751 ,OZ30 ,3471 ,7746 ,b154 ,5000 ,6660 -1.1200 ,3718 1o2788
L ,0250 -o2166 ,61_1 .@610 ,0900 .2564 ,7501 ,6565 .50CC ,3456 -1.1156 ,3703 1.2818
.0600 -,6839 ,5433 .9762 ,1000 .1389 .7165 ,7071 .5000 ,2667 -L,1225 ,3683 1,2856
.0600 -,6968 ,_83_ 1,0760 .15J0 ,0616 ,6962 ,7385 .5000 .1660 -L,1169 .3696 1,2833
,0800 -.8961 .6315 1.1056 ,2_00 .0003 .6773 ,7676 .5000 .0493 -1.1062 ,3740 1,2745
• 1000 -,9766 .6067 1,_113 .25_0 -,0714 ,6577 .7978 ,500_ -,0693 -1.1151 ,3657 1.2911
• 1400 -1,0226 ,3_3 1,2349 ,3500 -.2063 ,0190 ,8573 ,5000 -.1680 -1.1307 .3086 1.2853
,1800 -1.0512 .3_51 1,2527 .6500 -,3928 ,3701 1.2823 .50O0 -,2667 -1.1107 .3696 1.Z831
L ,2200 -1,0947 .3783 1.2659 ,5500 -,2671 .5651 ,9053 ,5000 -.3656 -1.1019 .3717 1,2791
.2600 -L.0979 ,3738 1,2769 .6500 -,1039 ,6063 .8770 .5000 -.6460 -1.0521 .3858 1.2512
•3000 -1.1111 ,371_ 1.2766 ,7500 .0615 ,6996 .8103 .50CU -.5427 -I,0630 ,3880 1.2670
• 3600 -1,1270 .3683 L,2898 ,8000 .0986 ,6902 ,7677 .5000 -,6616 -1,0603 ,3890 1,Z€50
.3800 -1,1222 ,3674 1,2877 .85_0 ,1460 ,7_56 .726_ .5000 -.7601 -L.0256 ,3941 1,2352
.6200 -1.1637 .36_3 _.2920 .9J_O .1721 .7208 .TO06 CHOROWISE
,6600 -1.1110 .3716 1.2793 .9500 ,1921 ,7268 ,6910 ,0600 ,6500 -.6886 ,6859 1.0707
• 5000 -l,lCSg ,3712 lo2dUl L,O000 ,1736 ,7271 ,690_ .1_00 ,6500 -1.0119 ,3978 1,2282
• 5600 -1.1123 ,38_9 1,_633 .2200 ,65&0 -1.1083 ,3705 1,2815
,5800 -1,0435 ,506_ 1,0325 .3000 .6500 -1.0718 ,3780 1.1666
,6200 -,6195 ,5370 ,9865 ,3800 ,4500 -1,0_63 .3810 1,2606
• 6600 -.5018 .be52 .9_1_ .6600 ,6500 -L.0927 .3763 1,2699
,7000 -,6195 ._o7_ ,9_67 ,5600 ,6500 -1,1281 ,368¢ 1,2856
•7500 -.3286 ,6173 ,8630 .6200 ,650u -,6761 ,€901 1,0636
,8000 -.2196 .b5u6 .80_9 .7000 ,6500 -,6121 ,5675 .9375
,8500 1,1Gll ,oe26 .7597 .8000 .6500 -.2135 .6172 .8601
• 9000 ,0032 .7_ .7269 ,GCO ,6500 .0066 ,6804 .7628
,9500 ,0951 .71P7 .7037 .1016 ,3552 ,1363 ,7161 ,7078
•9750 ,1625 ,7321 ,_827 ,2GCO .3552 .0015 ,6793 .76€6
1.0000 .1736 .7271 .6966 .3500 .35_2 -.2020 .6215 .8536
,6500 .3552 -.3169 °5909 ,9009
•_50C .3552 -.2768 .6023 .8832
,b_ .3552 -._961 ,6506 ,8089
,7500 .3552 ,0410 ,6895 ,7688
,8GOG ,3552 .1006 .7076 ,7211
,8500 ,3552 .1602 ,7195 ,7025
,9060 ,3552 ,1676 ,7250 ,6938
•9500 ,3552 ,1947 ,7339 .t800
PI 158.9130 KPA GRIT SIZE .0586 MM COL ,02679
TT 13_,7(_66 K GRIT L_C ,0700 C C02 ,¢£688
RC 15,1266 _ILLION CN ,_913 C03 .02368
_6CH .7b56 CM -.0807 C_6 .01790
^LPi4_ 2,_25_ DEG CC .006_ CO5 ,01696
UPPER 5UQFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP P_llPT MLOC X/C CP P,L/_I HLDC XIC YI(BIZ) CP P,LIPT MLDC
0.0000 1,1367 ._1 ._919 O.OJo0 1.1367 ,ggEl .091q .5000 .7601 -1.0852 ,3731 1,2763
.00_0 .3187 .7672 .6273 .uG_U .e763 .8670 ._552 .5000 .6616 -1.1287 .3617 1.2992
,0080 .0967 .(037 .72_9 ,0080 ,3983 ,7882 ,5933 ,5000 ,54g7 -i.1605 .3570 1.3089
• 0150 -.062i ,6_DL .o_17 ,u230 ,6_66 .7_06 ,5_97 .SuO0 ,666_ -1.1579 ,3561 1.3107
• 0250 -.2620 .6t39 .88[_ .0500 .2939 .7603 ,6383 .50CO ,3656 -L.168_ .3530 1,3170
,0600 --.51&_ ,531i .9943 ,lOOO ,1733 .7272 .6906 .5000 .2667 -1,1683 ,3546 1,3141
.0600 -,7038 ,47_3 1.3_3o ,1500 ,0_66 .7009 ,731_ .5_OG .168_ -1.1669 .3539 1,3153
• 5800 -,q_36 .%Z_2 1.1753 ,_GO0 ,0203 .0626 ,7595 .SOOG .0693 -1,1886 ,3665 1,3307
.LO00 -I,01_ ,395_ 1,2327 ._530 -.0_58 .6653 .7_bL .SC_G -.0693 -1.1686 ,3506 1.3226
•1600 -1,0633 ,3819 1.2588 ,35JU -,1856 .6252 ,867B ,5000 -,1680 -i,1596 ,3fi271.3177
,1800 -L,1099 ,3lOt 1,2o13 °6506 -,3151 .3698 1.3256 ,5000 -,2%67 -1.1666 ,3519 1.3193
.2200 -1.1330 ._oZ3 1.2979 ,5500 -,2736 ,5_73 ,gObo ,SUOC -.365€ -1.1636 ,3538 1.3156
•2600 -1.1338 ,3651 1,2956 .6530 -,IC5_ .6017 .8861 .SGCG -,6660 -1,0959 .3699 1.2826
,3000 -1,132_ ,35_8 L,3031 ,7500 ,0306 ,6669 .811Z ,50GG -.5627 -1,0765 .3735 1,Z756
•3_00 -1,1_58 .3_69 1._94 .8_0 ,u_77 .6860 ,7_33 ,500G -.6616 -1,059S ,3835 L.Z558
•3800 -1,1512 ,3540 L.3L50 ,_500 .1298 ,7036 ,7276 ,50CG -,7401 -,9560 ,6122 1,2011
,6200 -1.1771 .35u7 1.3218 ,9000 .1660 ,71_ ,7107 CHO_OWISE
,6600 -1.1661 .3_H7 1.32_9 ,9600 ,1717 ,7242 ,6951 .U6UC .650u -.72ol .6799 1,0809
,5000 -I,1696 .3531 1.3168 1.0030 ,1318 .7134 ,7119 ,1400 ,€_00 -I,0834 ,3801 1,2623
.5600 -I,1731 ,3S39 1,2550 ,_200 .6500 -I,1606 .3593 2.3061
•5_00 -1.0589 ,69Z8 1,0591 ,30CO ,6500-I,1563 .3589 1,3049
•6200 -,_3_ ,5352 ,98%4 .3100 .4500 -L.1165 .3658 1.2909
,6600 --,5072 ,5615 ,96@7 ,6bOG ,4500 -I.1415 ,3616 1,2998
• 7000 -,6159 ,5_trt ,9_77 o564U ,65U0 -1.1763 ,3500 1,3233
,7500 -,3255 ,617_ ,_596 .6ZOO ,WSGO -,6673 ,6991 1,0€73
•8000 -.217& .€_9 .617_ ,700¢ .6500 -,€132 .5651 .9615
•8500 -,1129 ,_727 .7747 ,45_0
•9000 -.0098 .7u13 .73(b ._000 ,_500 -,011_ ,0750 .7712
•9500 ,0821 ,7i3q ,7111 .1014 ,3552 ,1626 ,7216 ,6991
,9750 .1279 ,72_2 ,6951 ,ZOO& .3552 ,0186 ,6@17 ,7609
1,0000 ,1318 ,7136 ,7119 .3500 o3552 -,_T61 ,6321 ,837Z
,6500 ,35_2 -,2966 ,5991 ,8897
,5500 ,3552 -,2702 ,bOZ1 ,8835
•6500 ,3552 -,U993 ,6518 ,8067
•7500 .3552 .0336 .6865 .7535
• @GO_, .35_2 .0931 .7047 .7256
•8500 .35_2 .129b .7138 .71)3
_4_ ,GGC .355Z .166P .7252 ,6935
.qSCO ,3552 ,183_ ,7302 ,6857
oPT 2b0.J331 KPA GRIT SIZE °0584 MM C01 .03160
TT 139.3935 K GRIT tOO .0700 C C02 .03150
RC 15.07g3 _ILLION CN .7317 ¢03 .03006
MACH .704o CM -.0802 C0% .OlggO
ALPHA 3.0125 DEG CC .0041 CD5 .01540
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWI_E
XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeL/PT MLOC XIC YI(B/Z) CP P, LIPT MLDC
0.0000 1.1135 .98_1 .1307 0.0000 1.1135 .9881 .1307 .5000 .7401 -1.1316 .3627 1.Z972
.0C40 .2467 .7424 .6571 .C0_0 .7412 .885Z .4211 .5000 .6414 -1.1905 .3481 1.3273
• 0090 .0002 .68V5 .76Z6 .0080 .4827 .8130 .5520 .5000 .5427 -1.2072 .3445 1.3348
• 0150 -.1577 .6358 ._314 .0230 .4507 .8031 .5086 .5000 .4440 -1.2131 .3434 1.3371
• 0250 -.3386 .5873 .g065 .0500 .3378 .7737 .6168 .5000 .3654 -1.2028 .3445 1.3349
•0400 -,5825 .SlC_ 1.0122 ,I_0_ .2047 .7359 ,6769 ,5000 .24t7 -1.1907 ,3617 1.3608
,0600 -.7696 .4052 1.10_0 .1500 .1205 .7138 .7112 .5000 .1480 -1.ZZ71 .3381 1.3483
• 0800 -.g_Z1 .4116 1.2022 .?OOO .0463 .6017 .7454 .5000 .04q3 -1.Z447 .3328 1.3599
• 1000 -1.0358 .3907 1.24L7 .2500 -.0170 .6742 .7713 .5000 -.0493 -1.Z373 .3332 1.3589
• 1400 -1.09q4 .37U_ 1.2810 .3500 -.i577 .6374 .8289 .5000 -.1460 -1.2138 .3438 1.3362
• 1800 -1.1313 .3_12 1.3002 .4500 -.2021 .3337 1.3578 .500_ -.2467 -1.2102 .33q4 1.3656
• 2200 -1.1275 .35¢4 1.3225 .5_00 -,2624 .5279 ,8900 .5000 -.3454 -1.2066 .3424 1.3392 J
• 2000 -1.2_53 .3477 1.32_1 .6500 -.1189 .0061 .877_ .5000 -.4460 -1.1370 .3584 1.3060
.3000 -1.1859 .3476 1.3284 .7500 ._256 .6_85 .8119 .5000 -.5427 -1.1138 .3683 1.2859
• 3400 -1.2026 .3447 1.3343 .800.) ._770 .6845 .7560 .5000 -.6414 -1.0334 .3897 1.2638
,3800 -1.2168 .3419 1,34v4 ,8500 .1203 .6988 ,7345 ,5000 -,7401 -.9249 ,4288 1.1706
•4200 -I,2313 .33e4 1,347e .gOG3 .1492 .7145 ,7101 CHORDWISE
.4000 -1.2354 .3373 1.3500 .9500 .1534 .7222 .0981 .060G .4500 -.74Z1 .4738 1.021Z
.5_03 -1.2410 .340_ 1.3Z97 1.0_0_ .C283 .7045 .7256 .1400 .45(0 -1.1151 .3671 1.2882
• 5400 -1.1720 .42_4 1.1713 .2200 .4500 -1.1763 .3473 1.3290
• 5eO0 -.¢023 .5v_2 1.03_7 .3000 .6500 -1.2050 .3658 1.3320
,6200 -.6209 ,5343 ,gg08 ,3800 ,4500 -1.1581 ,3530 1.3170
•6000 -.5159 ,5022 ,9461 .4600 .4500 -1.1835 .3668 1.3258
.7000 -.6257 .5645 .9110 .5400 .4500 -1.1856 .3670 1.3297
• 75J0 -.3323 .6i7& .8604 .6200 .450J -.6190 .50_4 1.0365
.eO00 -.2Z03 ._41_ ._Z_ .700_ .6500 -.4267 .5587 .9516
.8500 -.1253 ,66_5 .77v5 .8000 .6500 -._175 ,6196 .9567
.9000 -.0317 .68_h .7530 .9000 .4500 -.0314 .6712 .7769
;gSO0 .0323 ,62_8 .7329 ,i014 ,3552 ,1218 ,7310 .6835
• 2750 .07_1 .7219 .7OOZ .2600 .355_ .0453 .0897 .7485
1.OOOU ,0983 .7045 .72_6 .35_0 .3552 -.1575 .63t0 .8311
.4500 .3552 -.2838 .5g88 ,fl886
.550_ .3552 -.2705 .60t7 .8857
.6500 .3552 -.1022 .651_ ,8071
• 7500 .3552 ,0286 .6847 .7561
.8000 .3551 .0862 .7025 .7287
.B5bO .35_2 .1228 .7112 .7162
• 2000 .3552 .15_7 .7206 .7007
.9500 .355Z .154q .7226 ,6976
PT _5g._99_ <PA GRIT SIZE ._58_ _ CDI .04555
TT 13_._725 K GRIT LCC .uTO_ C C02 .04397
_C I_.u_40 _ILLIDN CN .7463 CD3 ,03_4q
MACH ,7633 CM -.0760 C04 .U2429
ALPHA 3.>131 OEG CC .UCSO CO5 ,01847
UPPEE SUPFAC[ LOWER SdRFACE 3PANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPI MLOC XIC CP P_LlPl MLOC XIC 11(BI2) CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 l.OqZ5 .9829 .1574 _.O_Ju 1.0925 .9829 .1574 .5GOu ,7401 -1.1634 .3547 1.3135
• Ou40 .1701 .7273 ._003 .0040 ._015 .qOZ5 .385_ .SOCG .6414 -1.2394 .3376 1.3698
• 0080 -.07_0 .6_1_ .79_1 .v_ou .5503 ._321 .5122 .5000 .54_7 -1.2377 .3607 1.3628
• 0150 -.2325 .61_1 .o633 .0230 .5C18 619G .5418 .50G0 .444_ -1.Z132 .3420 1.3382
• 0250 -.4066 .5754 .9332 .0500 .3730 7_35 .6009 .5000 .3454 -1.1902 .34_4 1.3265
.0600 -.6354 .5033 1.b_15 .ZGOU .233# 7455 .6b18 .50_¢ .2467 -1.1554 .3507 1.3033
• 0600 -.8362 .447? 1.1376 .lbO0 .1481 7Z17 .628_ .5C00 .1480 -1.1009 .3735 1.2756
• 0800 -.9474 .40_6 l.2128 .200O .0099 6987 .7346 .5_0_ .0693 -1.3851 .3783 1.2660
•i000 -1.0t06 .3_3 1.2522 .2buO -,0010 07_4 .7644 .5_UO -,0493 -1,1661 .35_7 1.3053
•1400 -I,lt44 ,35F3 1.30_2 .35,)0 -.1421 .0432 .8199 .5000 -.14_0 -1.1290 ,3047 1,2932
,1800 -1.1986 ,3N_! 1.3252 .45J0 -,2874 .3653 1.2919 .StG_ -.2467 -L.1942 ,3454 1.3328
•1203 -1,2291 .341u i,3422 ,55J0 -,2684 .5996 .8874 .50GO -.3454 -1.2193 ,3416 1,3609
• Z6OO -1.2306 o33B2 l,34_1 ,6_OU -,lO_b ,_047 .8795 .5_uO -,4440 -1.i676 .3598 1.3030
.3000 -1.2283 .3367 1.351_ .7500 .0304 .o_25 .8103 .5000 -._427 -1.0862 .3008 1.2610
•3400 -1.2528 ,3337 1,3_78 .hO_O ,0706 ,_82_ ,7496 ,SLO_ -,8414 -.9687 ,4081 1,2086
.3800 -1.26_7 .3322 1.3611 ._500 .113_ .7003 .7312 .500C -.7601 -._271 .4485 1.1353
.42_0 -1.2664 .32_J 1.37_3 .9004 .1166 .7124 .7134 C_ORD,I_E
• 4600 -1.2206 .331_ 1.3637 .9500 .1042 .7120 .71_ .OtO0 .4500 -.7976 .4557 L.1ZZ6
• 5000 -1.1330 ._ZTe 1.17_7 1.000_ .6_16 .6_23 .7004 .14_ .4500 -1.15_3 ,359_ 1.3031
• 5400 -*q105 ,4673 1,060_ .2200 .4500 -L.Z393 .3349 1.3553
• 5800 -,6911 .5i5_ ].u21_ .3000 .4500 -1.2463 .3330 1,3594
,6200 -.5_16 .5377 ,9B53 ,381G .4500 -1.2066 ,343Z 1.3375
• 6600 -._172 .5_6 .95t3 .4600 .4500 -1.2370 .3377 1.3492
• 7000 -.6283 ,5_ .9136 ,5400 ,4500 -1,0666 .3853 1.2522
• 7500 -.342C .611_ ._696 .6200 .4500 -.5730 .51_5 1.0164
• _000 -.24e0 ._3G3 ._3g_ ,TCGO .4_00 -.4224 ,5637 ,9438 •
•8500 -,174_ .o507 .7992 .8_uO .4500 -,ZZg5 .61_ ._589 _
•9000 -,0682 .6o_( .7_41 .9000 .4_G_ -.13u0 ,0408 ,8Z37
•950_ -,Cb46 .67_g .T682 .1G14 .3bE2 .2210 .73%9 .6706
,q750 -.0061 ,7_74 ,7Z12 .2000 ,3552 .0716 ._986 *7366
1,0000 .0116 ,68;u .7o04 .35C0 .3552 -,14_3 .6367 .8301
,4500 ,3552 -,2726 .6045 .879_
• 5500 .3552 -.209U .6045 .87_8
•6500 ,3552 -,1080 ,6422 .8108
.7500 .3552 ,u18? .6S3g .7574
•_000 .3552 .Oh80 ,b9_3 .733?
.85o_ ._552 .lCO5 .7oez .72Ol
_ .9000 .3552 .1147 .71GI .7170
._5_o .3_52 .12_ .715_ .7_93
PT Z59._998 KPA GRIT SIZE .0584 MM CD1 .06446
IT 139.5002 K GRIT LOC .0700 C ¢DZ .06176
RC 15.0769 MILLION CN .?025 C03 .05308
MA_H .7659 CM -.0660 CD4 .03579
ALPHA 6.0_9 OEG CC .0115 CO5 .02666
UPPER SURFACE LOWE_ SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P,LIP_ MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YI(BI2) CP P_LIPT HLQC
0,0000 1,082q .q7_9 ,1705 _,0003 1,0829 ,9799 ,1705 ,SGOC ,7601 -1,0Z36 ,3922 1,2389
,0060 ,1437 ,71E2 ,7044 ,OOqO ,8366 ,9107 ,3679 ,5000 ,6616 -,9616 ,609Z 1,Z066
• 0080 -,0974 ,66_0 .81UZ ,OOR3 ,bOLO ,8652 ,6962 ,5000 ,5627 -,8355 ,4423 1,1662
.0150 -.2676 .6068 ._796 .0230 .5338 .8172 .5278 .5000 .6660 -.807[ .6545 1.1Z67
.3150 -.6099 .56_6 .9626 .0500 .3917 .7873 .5967 .5000 .3454 -o7651 .6705 1._970
.0600 -,_686 ,69_5 1,0_62 ,1COO °2553 ,7696 ,6552 ,5C0_ ,2607 -,6739 ,6869 1,0690
• 0600 -.8559 .6376 _.15_9 .1500 .1579 .7209 .7001 .5000 .14E0 -.7232 .6796 1.0816
_ ,0800 -1,0136 ,3953 1,1330 .2000 ,0880 ,7CZO ,7295 ,500_ ,0693 -,6923 ,4861 1,0703
o1000 -1,0867 ,3722 1,1700 ,2500 ,0093 ,6817 ,7608 ,SUOC -°0693 -,6725 ,4881 1,0667
,1600 -1,1_90 ,36_B 1.3Z58 ,3500 -.167_ ,6373 ,8290 ,5000 -,1680 -,7363 ,6727 1,093Z
,1800 -1,2090 ,339b 1,3652 .4500 -,2_98 ,6878 1,0675 ,5000 -,Z667 -,7396 ,4703 1,097Z
.2200 -1.2266 .333_ 1.3586 .5500 -.2880 .59_9 .8978 .5000 -.3656 -.8124 .6510 1.1308
,2600 -1.2597 ,3301 1.3656 ,6_00 -.1662 ,597_ .8906 ,5000 1,4660 -,8556 ,6611 1.1685
,3000 -1,2562 .3273 1,3717 ,75u0 -,0159 ,6351 ,8325 ,5000 -,5427 -,8536 ,6408 1,1489
L .3600 -1.2623 .3253 1.3762 .BOO0 .0298 .5717 .7763 .5000 -.6616 -.8010 .6564 1.1269
• 3800 -L.2654 .3276 1.3712 .8500 ._E06 .6855 .75§0 .5000 -.7401 -.7494 ._707 1.0966
,6200 -1.1192 .3677 1,2d70 .OOOU .07E6 ,6936 .7428 CHOROWISE
.6_00 -.8712 .6353 1.15_8 .9500 .0631 .7015 .7303 .0600 .6500 -.8654 .6606 1.1693
• 5000 -,6728 .5070 1.0338 Z.GOOG -.1160 ,6656 .8166 .1600 .6500 -1.1906 .3510 1.3211
.5400 -.5988 .51_ 1.u2_9 .2200 .65_0 -1.1608 .3Zb? 1.3731
.5800 -.6051 .5263 1._037 .3000 .4500 -1.2806 .3261 [.3788
• 6100 -.5479 .540o .q806 .3800 .4500 -1.2381 .3361 1.3570
.6600 -.6856 ._553 ._570 .4600 .6500 -1.0725 .3816 1.2596
• 7000 -.6398 .5706 .g3Z8 .5400 .6500 -.6372 .6976 1.0509
.7500 -.3_07 ,5_h_ .9076 .6206 .4500 -.5403 .5267 .9999
.8000 -.3261 ._21 ._536 .7000 .6500 -.6281 .5597 ,9501
• 8500 -.2766 .61_9 ,8022 .8000 ,6500 -.3018 .5951 .8963
,9000 -,2267 ,o2_7 ,_626 ,9000 ,4500 -,176_ ,6321 ,8371
. ,9500 -,1759 ,63_3 ,6337 ,1016 ,3551 ,256E ,7498 ,6569
.9750 -.1_08 .6965 .7386 .2000 .3_51 .0852 .7016 .7301
1.0000 -.1160 ._656 .81_ .3500 .3552 -.1369 .6619 ,8206
• 6500 .3551 1.1671 .6067 .8766
• 5500 .3552 -.2815 .5996 ._876
.6500 .3552 -.1191 .6665 .8169
.750_ .3552 .0036 .6796 .7661
.80_0 .3552 .0653 .6920 .7450
.85_0 .3552 .0616 .b933 .762q
.9U_ .35_2 .0780 .7006 .7317
,95_0 .3_2 • ,0090 .70_8 ,7316
PT 299.9705 KP_ GRIT SIZE .05P6 MM C01 .07731
rT 13_,5166 K. GRIT LOG ,0700 C CD2 ,0743[
_C 1_,0_11 _ILLION CN ,71C1 CD3 .06682
_ACH .7642 C_ -,0639 CD6 ,G6666
ALPHs 6._11& DEG CC ,OlZ8 CD5 .03583
UPPER SURFACF L_ER SURFACE 5PANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPI _L_C _IC CP P_LIPT MLOC xlC YI{BIZ) CP P_LIPI HLDC
0,0000 [.0606 .4736 ,i_65 O,UOUO 1.0t06 ,9734 ,1965 .50C0 .7401 -,7574 ,4688 1.0999
• uO6U .0602 ._95_ .73_ ._u .8716 .9236 ,3_51 ,SGOO ._414 -o71Z5 ,6786 1.0830
.0080 -.1792 ._Zo9 ._11 .0_0 .6595 .8_3_ .6631 .5_0_ .5427 -.7083 .4850 1.0722
.0150 -.31_u .5_11 .900o ._Z30 ._617 .8361 .5155 .sooo .6660 -.o650 .6929 1.0589
,0250 -,46_2 .55( _ ._5_3 ,GSJO ._251 ,7971 ,5787 ,500_ ,3656 -,669t ,4955 1,0565
,0,00 -,7CC7 ._8_J 1._757 ,I000 ,2762 ,756_ ,6676 .5000 ,2667 -,6665 ,69_2 1,0483
• 0600 -.q291 ,6229 _,1H13 .15J0 ,1758 ,7276 .6897 ,5_00 ,16_0 -.6419 .5005 1,0661
.0800 -1,0720 .3624 1,2579 .ZOO0 o1020 ,708_ ,7196 .5_00 .C693 -.6371 .5018 1.066¢
.I000 -I,1360 .3642 I.Zg6Z .19_0 .0186 .6868 ,7_61 ,5000 -.0693 -,6675 ,_997 i,0676
•1400 11.2263 .3613 1,3&37 ,3_00 -,1366 ,_413 ,822_ .5000 -.16B0 -.669_ ,6963 1,0532
• 1800 -1,2618 .33,3 1.363_ ,650Q -,2862 ,_018 1,0%40 ,5000 1,2667 -,6793 ,6911 1,0603
• 2200 -1,2868 ,3223 1,3_9 ,5500 -,2786 ,60_6 ,_466 .SCbO -,3656 -,6923 ,488Z 1,0b68
•1600 -i,2969 .3212 1,3853 .6500 -,1672 ,b025 ,8628 ,5000 -,6660 -,6880 ,6895 1,0645
,3000 -1,301_ ._i75 1.3_36 .7990 -,0239 .63_3 ,_275 ,50GO -,5627 -.6709 ,6927 1,0593
• 3600 -1.2537 .327_ 1.3711 .800'_ .0188 .6735 .7734 .5000 -.6414 -.6679 ._98Z 1.0501
.3800 -1.1148 .372_ 1.1776 .950u ._379 .6819 .7590 .5000 -.7601 -.6365 .5024 1.0630
,6100 -,8315 ,&_b6 1,1387 .9090 ,0569 ,0%00 ,7680 CHORDWISE
• 4600 -,7283 ,67_3 1._51g .9590 ,u[57 ,69_3 ,7399 ,0600 ,65_0 -,8991 ,4273 1,1732
.5000 -.6330 .Su_l 1.0319 1.U030 -.190_ ._253 .867_ .160_ .6500 -1.Z062 °3637 1.3366
• 5600 -.6109 ,_1o_ i.o196 ,220_ ,6500 -_,2956 ,3172 1,3962
•5800 -.5862 .52_0 ,99_5 .30GO .4500 -1.3269 .3132 1.4032
• 6200 -.5397 ._610 ._7_C .3600 .6500 -1.1593 .3_51 1.3126
.6600 -,6966 ._5_7 ._666 .6600 .6500 -.757_ .6686 1.1005• 7000 -,4567 57b3 .9333 ,5 U ,450 -,6211 ,5074 ,0347
.7500 -.3_70 ._11 .9163 .bZO_ .450_ -.541_ .5283 1.0005
._O00 -.3571 ._a_ .gu09 .?OOC ,4500 -,6699 ,5568 ,q579
•8500 -,3219 .50_3 ,86_5 ,8000 ,4500 -,34_7 .5861 .q085
.9000 -.ZgO8 ,tOe2 ,_726 ,&OO0 ,6500 -,2769 ,6039 .8808
•gso0 -,248P ,6136 ,8657 ,I_6 ,3552 ,2646 ,7566 .6673975 .1365 a8_3 7_t9 ,ZCOC 5_Z 0992 060 ,7236
1.0000 -.1q05 .62_3 .6_75 ,390u .3551 -,1287 ,6420 ,8218
.6500 .3552 -,2722 ,b033 .8816
._500 .355_ -.2802 .6000 .8667
•6500 .3562 -,1368 ,6619 .8206
.7500 .3552 -.0127 .6718 .7760
• BOO0 .3551 .020_ .6646 .7553
• 8500 ,3552 ,0666 ,6920 ,7669
_45 ._Go .355z ._63z .6_c8 .766_
.9500 ,3552 ,0169 ,_861 .7572
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